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We are excited that NSDI ’21 will be held, even if the conference presentations will be virtual. We thank the efforts of everyone who made this possible, whether you submitted papers, reviewed papers, helped with the organization of the conference, or will just be attending the conference. We hope that you are safe and healthy, and that the next year will be easier and more joyful than the last.
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Accessing Cloud with Disaggregated Software-Defined Router

Hua Shao\textsuperscript{1,}\, Xiaoliang Wang\textsuperscript{2,3,}\, Yuanwei Lu\textsuperscript{2,}\, Yanbo Yu\textsuperscript{2,}\, Shengli Zheng\textsuperscript{2,}\, Youjian Zhao\textsuperscript{1}
\textsuperscript{1} Tsinghua University, \textsuperscript{2} Tencent, \textsuperscript{3} Nanjing University

Abstract

The last decade has witnessed a rapid growth of public clouds. More and more enterprises are deploying their applications on the cloud platform. As one of the largest public cloud providers, Tencent cloud serves tens of Tbps inbound/outbound traffic via cloud gateways for customers with diverse cloud access requirements. Traditionally, cloud gateways were built with proprietary routers. From years of experience operating cloud network, we found that commodity router based cloud gateways are hard to scale, lack of extensibility and are difficult to inter-operate with the SDN-based cloud networks. To this end, we build our own Disaggregated Software-defined Router (DSR) to serve cloud access traffic. We architecturally split cloud router functionalities into several disjoint modules: 1) an access module built out of off-the-shelf commodity switches; 2) a software-based fast and scalable forwarding module; 3) a robust and scalable routing module built with commodity servers; 4) an SDN control module for traffic management and devices configuration. All the components can be independently scaled and maintained. DSR can deliver new network features at high velocity and has sustained the rapid growth of the cloud access traffic. In this paper, we present the design, implementation and our years of operational experiences of DSR.

1 Introduction

With customers increasingly deploying their computation and storage services in the cloud, public cloud services have achieved rapid growth in recent years \cite{11, 16, 18, 35, 37}. As one of the largest cloud providers, Tencent cloud has provided a wide range of services including computing, storage and CDN to support a diverse set of customizable solutions across multiple industries such as e-commerce, online education and mobile games. To satisfy the cloud access requirements of worldwide customers and their end-users, it is critical for the cloud provider to set up fast, secure, stable and low-latency connection among cloud customer’s on-premise datacenters, distributed sites, Internet end-users and the cloud resources.

Tencent cloud supports various types of solutions to facilitate customers’ cloud access requirements, namely Private Connect Service (PCS), Elastic Internet Service (EIS) and Software Defined WAN (i.e. SD-WAN) Service (SWS).

Private Connect Service. PCS establishes a direct connection between customers’ on-premise datacenters and public cloud. It bypasses the Internet and offers higher reliability, faster speed and lower latency than public Internet connections. As demonstrated in Figure 1, customers access to their virtual private clouds (VPCs) hosted in the public cloud through PCS gateways. In our network, each PCS gateway supports $\sim$10K tenants, one of which has up to 20K routes. PCS provides guaranteed network quality, like consistent network performance on latency and bandwidth with low cost.

Elastic Internet Service. Many customers, e.g. content providers and online education institutes, run their computing and storage services in our cloud datacenters. EIS allows global end users to access these online services. As shown in Figure 1, EIS gateways are widely deployed at the Points of Presence (PoPs), interconnecting with multiple Autonomous Systems (AS). EIS gateway needs to fulfill several important
SD-WAN Service. Software-defined WAN Service (SWS) allows enterprise’s branch offices to access their resources on the cloud through encrypted connections over any mixed transport services, such as LTE, Internet broadband, and MPLS, as illustrated in Figure 1. By leveraging IPSec VPN, WAN optimization (e.g. application-aware QoS, robust redundant packet transmission and data compression) and software-defined management/orchestration technologies, SWS simplifies IT infrastructure deployment and network management to connect users at distributed sites to applications on the cloud securely.

Cloud gateway is the main component in the access sites to meet these access requirements. Traditionally, the cloud gateway applies proprietary commodity routers to provide large-scale port extension, high speed traffic routing and forwarding, as well as access control against illegal connections or DDoS attack. However, with the rapid increase of customers, the traditional solution can not sustain anymore. First, we can not deploy millions of forwarding table entries in the commodity routers to meet our customers’ requirements. Second, the lack of programmability of the proprietary devices slows down the feature roll-out velocity. We have to count on vendors’ development plan which can be months or even years. Third, it is hard to inter-operate between the cloud SDN network and the edge BGP network. To meet these operational challenges, we provide ingenious solution for diverse types of customers to access the cloud (see § 2.2 for more details).

We set out to build a Disaggregated Software-defined Router (DSR) to address the above challenges. It enables cost-effective scaling to keep up with the fast growth of traffic volume. It leverages software feature velocity to provide fast response to user requirements. To be specific, DSR consists of a high performance data plane forwarding module, which is responsible for operations like routing table lookup, tunnel traffic encapsulation/decapsulation, IPSec encryption/decryption and packets forwarding. A standalone BGP routing module is built to exchange routing information between cloud network and external peers. SDN controllers are used to realize configuration, state management and orchestration of different components. Last but not the least, it performs routing decisions in a centralized fashion, thus yields better traffic steering. We leverage a disaggregated architecture, i.e. each component can be scaled independently and released on demand.

DSR serves tens of Tbps traffic, which has been deployed in Tencent cloud for over 3 years. In this paper, we introduce the design and implementation of the scalable and flexible system to access the cloud. We first use an example of the PCS connection to demonstrate the limitation of commodity routers based gateways (§ 2). Referring to the structure of commodity devices, we explain the architecture of DSR (§ 3). We present the system design details (§ 4, § 5, § 6) and share our operational experiences to the community (§ 8).

2 Background and Motivation

For ease of understanding, we first demonstrate the original solution of PCS using commodity devices. Then, we introduce the limitation of commodity router-based architecture which motivates the design of DSR.

2.1 Commodity Routers based PCS

Previously, PCS service is built by leveraging the MPLS VPN technique [7]. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the original version of PCS, which consists of the following components:

- **Access Router (AR):** It is a commodity router supporting various types of electrical or optical interfaces with different rates, e.g. 1Gbps/10Gbps/100Gbps. AR sets up BGP sessions for routing between customers’ on-premise datacenters and public cloud. Tenants are isolated based on Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) tables. AR works as an MPLS provider edge (PE) router of the cloud MPLS backbone network.

- **Cloud Gateway (CG):** CG is deployed in cloud datacenters as another MPLS PE node of the backbone network. It is built by leveraging a commodity switch and a server-based Virtual Network Function (VNF) cluster. The commodity switch is the gateway between datacenter network and MPLS backbone network. Tenants are isolated through the switch build-in VRF. Due to the limitation of routing entries in switch, the routing table from the on-premise datacenters to tenant Virtual Machines (VMs) are stored in the VNF cluster.

- **Route Reflector (RR):** RR is a commodity router. RR establishes MP-BGP sessions with AR and CG respectively. It conveys customer’s on-premise IP routes to the cloud switch and vice versa.
Controller: Controller is introduced to manage and configure network components. For example, controller installs a default route to CG at virtual switch (vSwitch) of each server for traffic destined for on-premise datacenters.

Now we explain how a packet is forwarded from a tenant virtual machine to its on-premise datacenter. For the outbound traffic, the vSwitch first encapsulates packets with GRE [13] header (The VPC id assigned to the tenant is encoded in the GRE header) and forwards the packet to VNF deployed in a server cluster. The VNF decapsulates the GRE tunnel and encapsulates the packet with a VLAN header which embeds a certain VLAN id according to the VPC id. Then the packet is forwarded to the cloud switch, which forwards the packet to the MPLS backbone based on the forwarding table. Whenever AR receives the packet, it forwards the packet to the destination.

For the inbound traffic, the main difference is at the cloud gateway. The cloud switch is configured with a default route to forward all traffic to the VNF cluster, which stores all the routing information for VMs in the cloud datacenter. The gateway supports the access control through firewall and safeguards applications through Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) protection service running on dedicated servers. Finally, the VNF cluster encapsulates the packet with GRE tunnels and forwards it to certain physical machines according to its routing decision.

2.2 Motivation

Based on production experiences of operating the network, we found many limitations of the commodity router to meet the rapidly growing customers and their rising demands.

For AR, though the commodity devices can forward a large volume of traffic, e.g. Cisco ASR 9000 series routers [5] support tens of Tbps throughput, it cannot scale to support a large number of tenants, i.e., the number of VRFs and LPM table entries are rather limited. The commodity access router only supports less than 1K of VRF elements and 1M FIB entries which cannot satisfy the requirements of PCS which needs to support ∼10K tenants and EIS which requires ∼10M forwarding tables. We have to expand network by using additional routers. It is not cost-effective and substantially increases the management and control complexity.

We usually need to roll out new network features in few weeks to meet our customers’ requirements, e.g., supporting jumbo frames or 4B-length AS-path attribute. In addition, the cloud providers usually deploy new functions to improve operation and maintenance capabilities, e.g. measurement of top-N largest flows. However, due to the lack of programmability and limited device management API of proprietary commodity routers, it can take several months or years if we need vendors to make change to device software or hardware [35, 41]. The slow feature velocity significantly affects the user experiences and the reputation of the cloud provider.

BGP protocol is widely used to interconnect autonomous networks in the Internet [35, 41]. For instance, MPBGP protocol is used to exchange routing information between access router and cloud switch. On the other hand, the cloud networks have increasingly adopted the SDN technique for efficient traffic steering and fast network failure convergence. We found many problems for inter-operation between the cloud SDN network and the external BGP network. For example, in commodity router based PCS, the controller should update the state of the direct connection in real time, such that if the direct connection fails, vSwitch can carry out corresponding routing updates and quickly switch to the backup path. To achieve that, the controller has to periodically pull the routing tables from CG. However, due to the slow NETCONF messages processing, the long pulling interval leads to slow routing convergence.

3 Design

We target at building a general platform, i.e., a disaggregated software-defined router (DSR), to meet various types of cloud access requirements.

3.1 Design Rationale

DSR should meet the following requirements:

- Simplicity. The commodity router needs to support all kinds of network standards and a variety of customized protocols for cloud network, enterprise network or campus network, etc. In cloud access scenarios, many features integrated in the commodity routers are not required. We can simplify the design by supporting a minimum set of functionalities, e.g., BGP and static routing for inter-operation with external network. Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) [23], Internet Protocol Service Level Agreement (IPSLA) [10] for fast convergence, and VXLAN [27] and GRE [19] for tunneling.

- Scalability. To meet various cloud access requirements of Internet users, customer on-premise datacenters and enterprise branch-sites, the key components of the cloud gateway, i.e., data plane, routing and control plane should be able to scale independently without affecting each other.

- Reliability. All the key components are built in the cluster with redundancy such that no single point failure can cause performance degradation. Specifically, the key components can be deployed cross available zones for remote disaster recovery.

- Elasticity. The system should support high feature velocity and realize efficient inter-operation between the external...
3.2 System Overview

3.2.1 The disaggregated design

We review the architecture of a typical commodity router. As shown in Figure 3 (a), it consists of three major components:

- **Processor**: Processor acts as the control plane, which runs network protocols like BGP, OSPF and BFD. Usually, there is a secondary processor for high availability.

- **Switching Fabric**: Switching fabric is responsible for high speed internal inter-connection.

- **Line Card**: Line card is intended to connect many users with different types of interfaces. It forwards and filters packets based on routing tables and access control lists (ACLs) respectively.

The three components are tightly coupled in the commodity router. The processor capability, routing table sizes and bandwidth are configured with a fixed ratio. We can not independently scale any component on demand.

Consequently, we turn the router into a disaggregated architecture, as illustrated in Figure 3 (b):

(i) The functions of line card are divided into two components: the access plane and the forwarding plane. The access plane provides various types of interfaces and supports layer 2 forwarding. Based on the operational experiences, the access plane is stable, i.e. we do not need to frequently update the access plane. As a result, we build the access system with a group of small-scale commodity switches. The forwarding plane deals with layer 3 packets processing with large scale forwarding tables (FIB, IPSec, QoS, etc). We introduce the software-defined forwarding module to achieve high feature velocity and scalability.

(ii) The functions of the processors are divided into two components: the routing plane and the control plane. They are implemented with software over common servers. The routing plane takes charge of the protocol and routing management, like BGP, BFD, IP-SLA and static routing protocols. The routing information is delivered to the control plane through RPC messaging. The control plane stores the routes, generates the forwarding tables, and then installs the FIB/ARP tables to the forwarding plane. This design is based on the observation that the routing plane and control plane require different resource settings. For example, the routing plane requires high computational capacity for complex protocol processing. Meanwhile, the control plane deals with performant management and ensures consistent forwarding processing during upgrade. We use different software suites (DPDK, ONOS&ODL) there. As a result, the development and release cycles are different for these two planes.

(iii) We use the standard VXLAN protocol for the interconnection of different planes. Tenants are isolated based on VXLAN VNI. All the components are decoupled and deployed in different fault domains which allows independent scaling. Generally, the access plane is deployed at the access sites, e.g. PoPs or remote user sites. The others are deployed in the cloud datacenter.

(iv) The forwarding, routing and control planes are built using multiple servers in a cluster. No single server failure can cause the break down of the entire system.

3.2.2 System architecture

The architecture of DSR is shown in Figure 4. It includes the following components.

**Access module**. We apply commodity off-the-shelf switches for the inter-connection between the internal cloud network and the external peers. It supports protocols of BGP-
P/OSP/OSPF/BFD/LACP (Link Aggregation Control Protocol) at underlay network. It provides various types of physical ports with different rates, e.g. 1GE/10GE/100GE. For the overlay network, it realizes layer 2 isolation for tenants using the switch built-in VLAN functionality. VXLAN tunnels are established for communication between the access module and the forwarding module.

**Forwarding module.** The forwarding module is responsible for high performance packet processing and routing with large forwarding tables. It sends BGP/BFD messages to the routing module via layer 2 VXLAN tunnel and forwards data path traffic VPCs via self-defined GRE tunnel in the cloud datacenter. We build the forwarding module using a group of servers. With the server built-in large memory, it can support a large number of VRFs and large LPM tables for tenant isolation and packet forwarding. Forwarding module also supports IPSec processing and WAN optimization functionalities.

**Routing module.** The key purposes of the routing module are: (i) inter-connecting with the external peers (commodity devices) through dynamic routing using BGP; (ii) supporting a large amount of customers and maintaining the neighbors information; (iii) realizing fast convergence and failover when routing information updates and network failure happens. The core of the routing module is a high performance home-made BGP speaker. We optimize the BGP speaker performance and customize it for different scenarios. For example, in PCS, we embed the bandwidth allocation ratio for customers’ traffic in the BGP header. While, in ISP peering scenario, we select the routing path based on the network state through SDN controller. It supports Non-Stop Routing & Forwarding (NSR& NSF) for high availability. We optimize its ability to handle a large number of BGP updates. For outbound traffic, the control module feeds VPC routes into the routing module, which in turn conveys the routes to the external peer. As the BGP messages are carried over VXLAN tunnels, they are able to establish BGP sessions directly between the external peer and routing module.

**Control module.** Control module acts as a local controller. It stores the routing information and is responsible for optimal traffic steering computation. Apart from that, control module provides distributed message queues in order to efficiently synchronize dynamic forwarding rules among forwarding module clusters and routing module clusters.

**Orchestrator.** The orchestrator acts as a global controller. It is responsible for distributing operator’s configuration requests to corresponding control modules. The Orchestrator collects particular traffic scheduling requests from external management system and synchronizes them to the control module. It is a centralized routing computation platform by taking into consideration of various kinds of metrics, e.g. network latency, bandwidth capacity and monetary costs, to achieve consistent performance while reduce costs for customers [35, 41].

![Figure 5: Scaling out forwarding plane through multiple VIPs](image)

### 3.2.3 Challenges

Since DSR components are loosely coupled with each other, we can easily add or remove one instance in any component independently for scaling or upgrading purposes without affecting the whole system. For the design and implementation of each specific module, we meet the following challenges:

- We need to ensure high forwarding and routing capacity in software given a large number of tenants and highly frequent routing updates. To be specific, DSR serves 10Ks of tenants and maintains 10M entries routing tables at line rate. We have optimized the forwarding module and the BGP speaker of the routing module to address this challenge. Meanwhile, we provide low latency packet forwarding by minimizing the impact of system call, CPU scheduling and packet losses.

- Originally, the commodity router is a single device to serve the arrival traffic. However, the DSR is a distributed architecture consisting of multiple components. The instances of each components are deployed in the cluster, which are connected through multiple-path Clos network. The disaggregated design makes the management more complex than managing an individual commodity router. We need to carefully schedule and route the arrival traffic and control messaging inside DSR, which can easily affect the performance and stability of the whole system.

### 4 Scalability

We explain the optimization on forwarding module and the routing module to address the scalability issues.

#### 4.1 Scalable Forwarding Plane

In order to provide a scalable forwarding module to meet the packet processing requirements, our efforts go along two directions: (i) Scaling out the packet processing components by adding new cluster of servers; (ii) Optimizing the program of packet processing and LPM lookup to ensure fast forwarding at large scale.
With this stateless load balancing, the system’s processing virtual IP (VIP) for all servers in the cluster. We announce to be balanced to multiple cores, we apply the NIC built-in utilization the modern multi-core CPU architecture, traffic need to user space bypassing kernel overhead. To efficiently performance dataplane forwarding module. As illustrated in Figure 5, each cluster is configured with second stage, it requires 64 entries. In the worst case, to store 64K routes in the this design. However, to achieve this, DPDK LPM library acts as the index into the secondary stage array. Based on the lower 8-bit of an IPv4 address for IPv4 lookup, it uses two stages. The first stage is an array as the array index. Each entry stores the base address of a secondary stage array. The lower 8-bit of an IPv4 address acts as the index into the secondary stage array. Based on the address in the first array, a routing result can be identified. Each IPv4 lookup requires at most two memory lookups, i.e. the packet first does LPM lookup for underlay encapsulation header based on the overlay IP, then the encapsulated packet does LPM look up for the output physical port based on the underlay IP. We have shortened this pipeline by saving the second LPM lookup. To achieve that, we combine the second LPM lookup results i.e. the output physical port and the the first LPM lookup results i.e. the encapsulation header into one unified action. The action is pre-programmed into the action field of the first LPM lookup entry. After the first LPM lookup, the packet is encapsulated and forwarded to the corresponding physical port following the pre-programmed rules. With the shorter pipeline, the packet processing performance is largely improved.

Fast route lookup at large scale. When dealing with 10M routing entries, we need to take care of the storage and the lookup speed. At first, we leverage the LPM library in DPDK suites [1] to implement the forwarding function. Unfortunately, the original DPDK LPM library is not efficient to store routing entries. We encountered performance issues with the increasing amount of tenants.

To illustrate the problem, we first briefly introduce how the DPDK LPM library works. The library uses a classic trie-tree structure to store the routing entries. As shown in Figure 7(a), for IPv4 lookup, it uses two stages. The first stage is an array with 2^{24} entries. The higher 24-bit of an IPv4 address is used as the array index. Each entry stores the base address of a secondary stage array. The lower 8-bit of an IPv4 address acts as the index into the secondary stage array. Based on the address in the first array, a routing result can be identified. Each IPv4 lookup requires at most two memory lookups in this design. However, to achieve this, DPDK LPM library needs to pre-allocate a large memory to store the entire 2^{24} entries no matter whether there exists an IP route or not. This leads to severe memory waste and limits the ability to support a large number of VRFs. For example, to store 64K IPv4 routes, the first stage would require 2^{24} \cdot 4B = 64MB memory for each VRF. In the worst case, to store 64K routes in the second stage, it requires 64K \cdot 2^8 \cdot 4B = 64MB, i.e. 128MB

4.1.2 Fast datapath route lookup

We have leveraged the DPDK suites [12] to develop the high performance dataplane forwarding module. As illustrated in Figure 6, the arrival packets are forwarded directly from the NIC to user space bypassing kernel overhead. To efficiently utilize the modern multi-core CPU architecture, traffic need to be balanced to multiple cores, we apply the NIC built-in RSS functionality to uniformly distribute the traffic to different dispatchers which run on dedicated CPU cores. To avoid packet out-of-order, packets belong to the same overlay flow should be processed on the same core. To achieve that, the dispatchers decapsulate packets’ outer tunnels and distribute packets to different forwarding threads based on the overlay 5-tuple. The forwarding threads encapsulate packets with another tunnel according to packets’ destination. Packets are then forwarded to external WAN network. We plan to accelerate this procedure with advanced NICs which support overlay packet header hashing.

Short packet processing pipeline. In high performance packet processing, a long pipeline will likely lead to more cache misses and causes performance degradation. The packet processing cost mainly stems from the LPM lookups. Generally, a packet would require two LPM lookups, i.e. the packet first does LPM lookup for underlay encapsulation header based on the overlay IP, then the encapsulated packet does LPM look up for the output physical port based on the underlay IP. We have shortened this pipeline by saving the second LPM lookup. To achieve that, we combine the second LPM lookup results i.e. the output physical port and the the first LPM lookup results i.e. the encapsulation header into one unified action. The action is pre-programmed into the action field of the first LPM lookup entry. After the first LPM lookup, the packet is encapsulated and forwarded to the corresponding physical port following the pre-programmed rules. With the shorter pipeline, the packet processing performance is largely improved.

Fast route lookup at large scale. When dealing with 10M routing entries, we need to take care of the storage and the lookup speed. At first, we leverage the LPM library in DPDK suites [1] to implement the forwarding function. Unfortunately, the original DPDK LPM library is not efficient to store routing entries. We encountered performance issues with the increasing amount of tenants.
With the same amount of memory, the number of VRFs we can support increases by 3 orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the first stage requires a large continuous memory in total. To support 10K VRFs, 1.28TB memory is required. Moreover, the first stage requires a large continuous memory, the memory fragmentation makes it hard to fulfill the need especially when the system has been up for a long time.

The root cause of this problem is the static memory allocation mechanism. In fact, only few tenants would require a large routing table. Most of our customers has a small routing table. Based on this observation, we design a dynamic memory allocation mechanism for LPM tables (Figure 7(b)).

First, we turn the DPDK LPM first stage array into one directory table (2^8 entries) and many sub-tables (each with 2^16 entries). Only the directory table is pre-allocated. Thus the minimum memory required for a VRF is only 2^8 \cdot 8B = 2KB. With the same amount of memory, the number of VRFs we can support increases by 3 orders of magnitude. Furthermore, with the same amount of memory, the maximum table size that can be used by a VRF is also enlarged.

Second, in the original DPDK LPM design, the memory of both the first and the second stages are pre-allocated. In contrast, in our design, the first stage sub-tables and the second stage tables are both allocated on demand. This significantly improves the memory efficiency. However, this design leads to problem when considering the route modification and deletion. When a route is deleted, we can not free the memory taken by this route because there may be arrival packets at the same time. A lock mechanism can help solve the problem but with a large overhead. Instead, we have designed an user-space RCU (Read-Copy Update) mechanism to solve this problem without using any lock. To be specific, when updating a forwarding entry, we first do a copy of the original data and make changes on the new copy. Then we modify the corresponding pointer to point at the new copy. The old entry is deleted only when there is no other threads accessing it. We implemented the RCU as a Quiescent-State-Based Reclamation (QSBR) flavor one [20]. Our evaluation shows that we can provide high performance packet processing and high route updates speed at 64K entries/s simultaneously.

**Hardware acceleration** With the rapid growth of traffic and slowing down of Moore’s law, the CPU becomes the bottleneck for packet processing in software-based routing modules. To address this problem, prior studies have applied the cost-efficient hardware acceleration technique [16, 21, 28, 29]. With regard to the limited forwarding table, e.g. Barefoot Tofino chips have \sim60MB on-chip memory [6, 16, 28, 32], which can only support 100K of LPM entries according to our evaluation, we have designed a large flow offloading scheme for the forwarding module. Based on the historical information of the cloud traffic, we found that the top 1% largest flows contribute 70% of overall traffic. We maintain a small group of prefixes in switch hardware for those large flows and forwards them with the hardware. By pushing the flexible and complex logic to software while leveraging the stable hardware offloading features, this approach saves more than 50% CPUs and greatly reduces the cost\(^1\).

### 4.2 Highly Scalable Routing Module

Traditionally, in commodity router based PCS, standard MPLS-VPN technique [42] is used (§ 2). To differentiate BGP routes of different tenants, BGP messages from each tenant is configured to export \(m\) distinct BGP Routing Target (RT) attributes. At the cloud side, different tenants are separated via VRFs, say \(n\) VRFs. A tenant VRF only learns BGP routes from the corresponding remote on-premise datacenter, which is achieved by importing certain RTs. The process of route insertion is rather slow for traditional routers. Once receiving a BGP route update, the corresponding VRF is located by comparing each RT attribute with all VRF’s RT values. \(m\) RTs \((m\ is around 10)\) and \(n\) VRFs \((n\ is around 10K)\) result in an insertion complexity of \(O(mn)\). The performance can not sustain highly frequent BGP routes insertion.

In DSR, with the help of the connect module switch, BGP import/export RT features are no longer required. Specifically, DSR leverages the connect module switch to tag routes from different tenants based on VXLAN tunnels. The VNI in the VXLAN tunnel is pre-determined for each tenant. Then the BGP module can insert the route to the corresponding VRF using the VNI number. This design reduces the route insertion complexity to \(O(n)\).

Some PCS customers have multiple datacenters. The newly built datacenters use the latest DSR based PCS while others

---

\[^1\]The detail of the implementation is beyond the scope of this paper.
may still use commodity router based PCS. For availability purpose, the routing module of DSR needs to learn the routes to certain datacenters from commodity routers. This induces a requirement of inserting BGP routes into VRFs based on the RT attributes. As aforementioned, this would take $O(mn)$ time complexity for $m$ RT attributes and $n$ VRFs, leading to scalability issue.

To optimize the BGP insertion performance in this scenario, we use a hash function based solution to speed up the process of VRFs lookup. The key idea is that we store the RT-to-VRF information in a hash table where the RT value serves as the key. The value of each item is organized as a linked list of VRFs based on the RT. With this optimization, the capability of route insertion is significantly improved.

The routing plane needs to exchange keep-alive messages with a huge number of BGP neighbors, e.g. 10K. Traditionally, the keep-alive function is implemented in the same thread with the routing message processing function. When the thread is heavily loaded with routing updates, the keep-alive messages can not be processed in real time, leading to BGP timeout at remote side. We separate the keep-alive message handling and BGP message processing into different threads to solve the problem. As a result, we can maintain stable BGP neighbor relations even under the most heavy BGP message processing workload.

In summary, with all the above optimizations, DSR can improve the routing module BGP performance by $\sim$20 times. The BGP module can perform 500K routes insertions per second and support 10Ks of VRFs (see § 7.2 for more details).

5 Reliability

We have deliberately designed several techniques to enhance the system reliability.

5.1 Forwarding Path Failure Detection

Conventionally, when peering with commodity routers, we enable BFD protocol [23] to provide fast and consistent forwarding path failure detection. However, with the disaggregated design, components of DSR are deployed in different availability zones. There are multiple paths available between the peering devices and the routing module. The BFD messages will transmit along only one single path. If one link of the path failed, the BFD message will be lost. Then the BGP module would regard that the remote peer is not reachable and delete the corresponding routes for fast convergence. In fact, because there are many paths available from the access module to the routing module, the data path is not disconnected.

To address this problem, we should distribute the BFD messages into multiple paths. We have modified the hash function of ECMP in the access module. In detail, for an arriving BFD packet, instead of using the fixed five-tuple of the message to generate the source UDP port value in the VXLAN header, we apply the IP ID field to compute the ECMP hashing. The hash key is then encoded into the UDP source port of the VXLAN header. As a result, BFD packets will traverse different paths along the network. We apply the similar idea at the forwarding module and routing module for BFD ECHO packets in the reverse route. When a link fails, there are still enough BFD packets available to report the healthy state of the remote peer.

5.2 BGP Non-Stop Routing

We developed a Non-Stop Routing (NSR) [42] mechanism against single BGP module failure. NSR mechanism requires that the failure of the BGP speaker to be transparent to the peering devices. This allows the failed BGP speaker immediately switch-over to a backup BGP speaker, and the backup device have all the information required to take over.

Traditionally, the commodity routers use a backup processor to implement the NSR functionality, as shown in Figure 3. They customize the protocol processors in the Linux kernel stack to enable this feature. However, in our case, the cloud resource manager requires that the kernel software should be homogeneous for all cloud servers to avoid operational issues.

We come up with a solution without kernel modification. As shown in Figure 8, the key idea behind our NSR design is to make the active BGP module synchronize its TCP states, e.g. sequence number and window size, with the standby BGP module before the active BGP speaker sends acknowledgements to the remote peer. We introduce a reliable database in the control plane to synchronize the neighbors information. Once the backup BGP speaker receives the TCP states, it initiates a socket system-call with TCP repair option, which keeps the TCP states in correct accordance without sending or receiving any TCP packet. Thus the standby module can have the same TCP states with its active counterpart.

Moreover, during BGP software upgrade, we need to make sure the data path traffic is not affected. This is accomplished by employing the NSR mechanism to proactively stop the active one and hand over BGP processing to the standby module. When the software upgrade is done, the active module is restored. It is notable that this process allows us to scale out/in the routing module easily.
Public cloud users mainly rely on their providers to provide an elastic, reliable, scalable and safe networking environment. Customers have diverse requirements in terms of latency, bandwidth, self-defined protocol, etc. DSR is proposed to achieve fast feature velocity to satisfy customers’ requirements. Through a few examples we demonstrate the benefits of using DSR for the operation of cloud network.

**DSR based PCS gateway.** We revisit the example introduced in § 2.1 and show that a more scalable and elastic PCS can be built with DSR compared with previous commodity router based design. As shown in Figure 9, once the tenant network is connected to the cloud network via PCS, the customer router can directly set up BGP sessions with the routing module of the cloud gateway. The routing module announces the routes of tenant on-premise datacenters to its VPC network through the control module. Similarly through the BGP sessions, the tenant on-premise datacenter can learn the VPC routes and VM routes from the routing module. We are able to provide real-time routing updates between the cloud SDN network and the external BGP network.

**Customizing egress routing.** A PCS customer may set up multiple PCS channels with the cloud through multiple DSR instances deployed at different sites. We can provide network quality aware traffic steering for our customers in this scenario. In detail, beside propagating the peering routes to the control module, DSR measures and informs the control module the quality of each path, including bandwidth, delay and packet loss rate. With both the routing information and network quality information, the control module can choose the optimal egress route for the traffic. Moreover, customers can customize their own routing policy to choose a specific path for certain traffic.

**Fast failure recovery.** Beside a PCS channel, the on-premise datacenter can configure another IPSec VPN channel over Internet as a backup. By default, traffic are forwarded through the PCS channel. When network failure is detected, e.g. a broken cable, the BGP module quickly reports the failure to the control module and withdraws the route. The control module then modifies the next hop of the routing on the forwarding module to the IPSec channel. The whole procedure can be done within 10ms, which is two orders of magnitude lower than traditional solution with commodity routers which requires periodically checking the routing updates from the commodity routers through the slow NETCONF interface.

**On-premise to on-premise datacenters traffic acceleration.** Through PCS, customers can transfer data among multiple on-premise datacenters via a hub-spoke model, where the cloud gateway acts as the hub. Previously, this is enabled by the route reflector, which reflects BGP routes among multiple cloud access routers. The scalability to support a large amount of customers are limited by the route reflector’s BGP processing ability. With the home-made BGP module, the constraint is relaxed as the routing module can be horizontally scaled.

**Protection against DDoS attack.** DDoS traffic are short-bursts with high volume. When DDoS traffic are identified by the DDoS detection engine, those traffic need to be redirected to a DDoS traffic cleaning center. Notice that DSR is built on commodity servers, it can be potentially affected by DDoS traffic. We aim to redirect the suspicious DDoS traffic at the access module before they come to the software-based forwarding module. Unfortunately, the attack traffic are identified based on layer 3 routing information, but the current access switch works as a layer 2 switch for simplicity. To enable layer 3 packets forwarding for the DDoS traffic only, we introduce an ARP-spoofing scheme. To be specific, we first install the suspicious DDoS traffic routes as advertised by the DDoS detection engine in the access switch. And whenever an ARP request message of the DDoS traffic arrives, DSR can send an ARP reply with the MAC of the access module instead of the MAC of the DSR routing module. By so doing, all the inbound DDoS traffic will be encoded with the MAC of the access module as the destination MAC. Then the access switch can work as a layer 3 switch, and forwards suspicious DDoS traffic based on layer 3 routing table. Notice that as we only do ARP spoofing for DDoS traffic, the normal inbound traffic and outbound traffic are still directly forwarded to the forwarding module of DSR.

**7 Evaluation**

We demonstrate the capability of packet processing and BGP convergence time of DSR. The servers we used for evaluation are Dell PowerEdge R740 with 192GB memory and 80 cores (Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6133 CPU@2.50GHz with hyper threading enabled). Each server is equipped with a dual 40Gbps port NIC.

**7.1 Forwarding Module Evaluation**

The host-based DSR forwarding module is able to process packets at line rate with low latency. In the experiment, we generate VXLAN packets and the forwarding module decapsulates a total of 68B from the header of the arrival packet.
To maintain low latency and high throughput, we have introduced many software optimization techniques in the forwarding plane, e.g., kernel bypassing, minimizing cache miss and short pipeline. We measure the CPU consumption of the forwarding plane under moderate 50% and high 99% workloads with various packet sizes ranging from 128B to 1500B. For the load of 50% workload, the generated traffic consume 50% of the CPU while for 99% workload, the traffic consume 99% of the CPU. We can effectively utilize the CPU resource to provide high rate packet processing.

Dataplane throughput under different workloads. As shown in Figure 10, at 99% load, the datapath can process traffic at high rate under different packet sizes ranging from 128B to 1500B. It can achieve 24Mpps for packets of 128B. The throughput decreases proportionally with the workloads which shows graceful scaling property. The good performance stems from our optimizations, i.e., short pipeline design and FIB lookup optimization, as introduced in § 3.

Dataplane latency under different workloads. We measure the per-packet processing latency of DSR. As shown in Figure 11, the data plane can provide low and stable latency of 50-70µs for both 50% and 99% workloads. The minimum latency identifies the packet processing delay without ring-buffer queueing delay. It is 10µs. For average latency, it is stable across different packet sizes. With the increase of workloads, the software ring-buffer queue size also slightly increases which leads to a moderate increase in latency.

Dataplane throughput during FIB update. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the datapath lockless design, we compare datapath throughput with and without FIB updates. The FIB update rate is 64Kbps. We generate VXLAN traffic for 30s and records the packet processing rate. The throughput can achieve 20Mpps with or without FIB updates, i.e., supporting lin-rate packet processing. This demonstrates that the lock-free design enables fast routing updates without impacting the datapath forwarding performance. We omit the figure due to space limit.

7.2 Routing Module Evaluation

We compare the routing module with the open source FRR [3] solution under 300 RTs, and demonstrate the performance of our home-made BGP speaker under a large number of VRFs and neighbors.

BGP advertising and withdrawal convergence time is the key metric to be reported. As shown in Figure 12, the DSR routing module outperforms the FRR under different number of routes, e.g., 0.1M, 0.4M, 1M and 4M. For BGP advertisement, when there are 0.1M routes, the convergence time of DSR is 33.3% lower than FRR. When the number of routes is 4M, DSR converges ~2.2× faster than FRR. For BGP withdrawal, DSR has 1.5-2× lower convergence time than FRR. The performance gain is achieved based on the optimization introduced in § 4.2 which reduces the complexity for route insertion from $O(mn)$ to $O(n)$.

We then evaluate the performance of DSR routing module when there are 1K VRFs and each VRF has 8 neighbors. It is notable that the traditional commodity router deployed in our system can not support 1K VRFs. We record the time to advertise, withdraw and report different amounts of routes to the controller. As shown in Figure 13, the time increases moderately when the amount of routes increases, which demonstrates excellent scalability of the home-made BGP speaker. This performance gain mainly stems from the BGP optimization techniques introduced in § 4.2.
8 Operational Experiences

The DSR system has been in production for over three years and deployed at over 30 sites replacing the commodity routers there. We have delivered tens of new features with a release cycles of 2~4 weeks. In contrast, the typical commodity router based solution releases new feature in several months or years. As a result, DSR can save an order of magnitude of monetary costs compared with the traditional solution. Now we introduce the efforts we have taken to operate DSR.

8.1 vNetVerifier System

DSR consists of multiple components built on x86 servers. During the operation, we found that x86 servers are not as reliable as commodity router. Despite the techniques we have used to improve reliability, we need a health monitoring system to discover and locate the failure. We have proposed a virtual network verification system, i.e. vNetVerifier, to solve the problem. We discuss some useful features of the system.

Transparent monitoring plane. We aim to achieve active monitoring without interfering with the customer traffic. For this purpose, we have created multiple virtual testing tenants and added monitoring rules in corresponding components. They act like real tenants using the same control and data paths as normal cloud tenants. We generate probing traffic continuously to monitor system faults.

Fine-grained probing. We carry out fine-grained datapath probing at single server granularity and single processing core granularity. As the datapath servers of the same forwarding fleets share the same Virtual IP using ECMP hashing, to monitor a targeted server, we craft probing packets with the underlay IP of the targeted server as the destination IP. For single core monitoring, we encode the processing core ID into the probing packets. Then the dispatchers on the datapath server examine the core ID and forward the packet to the targeted processing core. In this way, we achieved fine-grained probing at server-level and core-level. As the decoupled components of DSR are connected via multiple paths. A single-path failure may lead to a wrong reaction as discussed in § 5.1. As a result, we intentionally eliminate the effect of single-path failure through multi-path probing similar to the operation introduced in § 5.1.

Online testing. Conventionally, before we update network components, e.g. software upgrade or hardware replacement, we test the components intensively in the small-scale testing environment. However, it is hard to mimic the realistic environment to find all the problems. To this end, we carry out online testing by leveraging the testing tenant in our production environment. To be specific, we convert different testing cases into corresponding network configurations and customized probing packets. Then we carry out online testing before and after the network updates. When abnormal traffic
are detected, the ongoing network upgrading will be stopped and reverted. We are also investigating at high fidelity network emulation approaches similar as CrystalNet [26].

8.2 Fault Isolation and Localization

Fault domain isolation. An important principle during our operation is to guarantee that the datapath forwards packets correctly and continuously even when the control module and routing module fails. To achieve that, we need to do fault domain isolation for different components. A fault domain is defined as the "blast range" of a certain system failure, e.g. the failure of one BGP module node may affect the routing decision of a datapath forwarding node which may drop user traffic. The disaggregated design and deployment of control module, routing module and forwarding module makes it possible to isolate different fault domains. Since the control module stores all the routing information in a persistent database, if the BGP modules fail, the datapath can forwards traffic using the control module’s routing information.

BGP events and traffic paths analysis. When fault happens, we need sufficient information to identify the root cause. The BGP events and traffic paths are two most important types of information. We have recorded all the BGP events in the database for post-mortem analysis. Since traffic paths can be dynamically changed, we use traceroute like tools to identify the path.

9 Related Work

To overcome the limitation of the traditional BGP protocol, Facebook [35] and Google [41] have developed SDN-based systems to control egress traffic routing for peering edges. Facebook EDGE FABRIC relies on vendor routers, which overrides the routers’ normal BGP selection in each individual Points of Presence (PoP). Google Espresso removes the need for commodity BGP routers by employing centralized traffic engineering, which selects egress at distant PoPs. It is notable that DSR faces more complicated scenarios, including not only the peering routing for Internet users, which is the focus of EDGE FABRIC and Espresso, but also inter-connection between public cloud and customers’ on-premise datacenters as well as customers’ branch offices. Though we share the same idea with Espresso that separating the logic of the control plane from the data plane, DSR targets a different set of challenges on scalability, flexibility and reliability. In order to satisfy the requirements of diverse cloud access scenarios, the proposed disaggregated software router architecture is a general platform that is capable of customizing and scaling each module independently. DSR meets more stringent scalability requirements to support 10Ks VRF tables for PCS and 10M FIB entries for EIS. Therefore, we demonstrated the optimization for scaling the forwarding and routing plane, which is not addressed in Espresso. For flexibility, Espresso introduce the application-aware routing to serve Internet users. In contrast, DSR focuses on fast feature delivery to satisfy the demands of cloud customers, like self-defined routing policy and GRE encapsulation, etc. Furthermore, we solved multiple reliability issues when introducing the disaggregated software-defined router whose components are implemented in a distributed environment, which is not addressed in Espresso either.

NFV technologies are widely used to replace traditional proprietary middle boxes and switching devices. NFV technique reduces cost and provides high feature velocity [17, 24, 25, 30–34, 36, 40]. Previous works focus on several different aspects of the NFV, e.g. elastic scaling [22, 34, 40], NFV management [30, 39], performance optimization and implementation [9, 30], etc. DSR is an integration of multiple NFV techniques at cloud gateway. DSR applies DPDK [12] and VPP [8, 14] for the high performance data module. For the BGP speaker, we have evaluated the open source candidates like Quagga [2], GoBGP [4], BIRD [15] and FRR [3]. We developed our high performance BGP speaker based on FRR, which supports multiple functions like IPv6, BFD, etc. For IPSec gateway in the SWS scenario, both the control and data path of the IPSec protocol are coupled on the forwarding fleet. We plan to investigate similar approach as in [38] to separate the control and data plane of the IPSec protocol in order to achieve high scalability.

10 Conclusion

Cloud gateways play a significant role for enterprise customers and Internet users to access the resources in the cloud. With the rapid growth of users, we introduce DSR to replace the commodity routers based cloud gateways in Tencent Cloud. It employs a disaggregated software-defined architecture which provides high scalability and accelerates the features rollout velocity. Meanwhile, integration with the SDN technique achieves smart traffic steering and fast failure convergence. DSR has been deployed in production for over 3 years and has served tens of Tbps traffic for our customers.
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Abstract
This paper presents CodedBulk, a system for high-throughput inter-datacenter bulk transfers. At its core, CodedBulk uses network coding, a technique from the coding theory community, that guarantees optimal throughput for individual bulk transfers. Prior attempts to using network coding in wired networks have faced several pragmatic and fundamental barriers. CodedBulk resolves these barriers by exploiting the unique properties of inter-datacenter networks, and by using a custom-designed hop-by-hop flow control mechanism that enables efficient realization of network coding atop existing transport protocols. An end-to-end CodedBulk implementation running on a geo-distributed inter-datacenter network improves bulk transfer throughput by $1.2 - 2.5 \times$ compared to state-of-the-art mechanisms that do not use network coding.

1 Introduction
Inter-datacenter wide-area network (WAN) traffic is estimated to quadruple over the next five years, growing $1.3 \times$ faster than global WAN traffic [2]. In the past, such an increase in demand has been matched by physical-layer technological advancements that allowed more data to be pumped on top of WAN fibers, thus increasing the capacity of existing inter-datacenter links [14]. However, we are now approaching the fundamental non-linear Shannon limit on the number of bits/Hz that can be practically carried across fibers [14]. This leaves datacenter network providers with the expensive and painfully slow proposition of deploying new fibers in order to keep up with increasing demands.

Several studies have reported that inter-datacenter traffic is dominated by geo-replication of large files (e.g., videos, databases, etc.) for fault tolerance, availability, and improved latency to the user [3, 6, 8, 23, 25, 26, 31, 39, 40, 47, 49]. We thus revisit the classical multicast question: given a fixed network topology, what is the most throughput-efficient mechanism for transferring data from a source to multiple destinations? The answer to this question is rooted in network coding, a technique from the coding theory community that generalizes the classical max-flow min-cut theorem to the case of (multicast) bulk transfers [9, 30, 33]. Network coding guarantees optimal throughput for individual bulk transfers by using in-network computations [9, 24, 30, 33]; in contrast, achieving optimal throughput using mechanisms that do not perform in-network computations is a long-standing open problem [34]. We provide a primer on network coding in §2.2.

On the practical front, there are three challenges. First, network coding requires network routers to buffer and to perform computations on data, which requires storage and computation resources. Second, computing “network codes” that define computations at routers not only requires a priori knowledge about the network topology and individual transfers, but also does not scale to networks with millions of routers and/or links. Finally, network coding requires a single entity controlling the end-hosts as well as the network.

In traditional ISP networks, these challenges proved to be insurmountable but the equation is quite different for inter-datacenter WANs. The structure of typical inter-datacenter WAN topologies means that, instead of coding at all routers in the network, coding can be done only at resource-rich datacenters—either at border routers or on servers inside the datacenter—without any reduction in coding gains (§2.1). Inter-datacenter WAN operators already deploy custom border routers, so increase in computation and storage resources at these routers to achieve higher throughput using the available WAN bandwidth (that is expensive and increasingly hard-to-scale) is a good trade-off to make. The second and third challenges are also alleviated by unique characteristics [23, 25] of inter-datacenter WANs: (1) network sizes limited to hundreds of routers and links enables efficient computation of network codes and implementation of network coding; (2) SDN-enabled routers combined with the fact that transfers are known a-priori [39, 40] allow for centralized code computations which can, in turn, be programmed into routers; and (3) a single entity controlling end-hosts as well as the network.
While inter-datacenter WAN features lower the pragmatic barriers, one fundamental challenge still needs to be resolved. Traditional network coding assumes that there is no other traffic in the network, either foreground (e.g., interactive traffic) or background (e.g., other bulk transfers). More generally, network coding assumes that all links have the same latency and bandwidth, and that link latencies and bandwidths remain static over time. This assumption does not hold in practice, e.g., due to sporadic high-priority interactive traffic, and due to multiple concurrent bulk transfers atop inter-datacenter WANs. We refer to this as the asymmetric link problem.

CodedBulk is an end-to-end system for high-throughput inter-datacenter bulk transfers that resolves the asymmetric link problem using a simple Hop-by-hop Flow Control (HFC) mechanism. The core idea in HFC mechanisms is to partition available buffer space at routers among active flows, so as to avoid buffer overflow [41, 45]. HFC mechanisms have been explored for traditional non-coded traffic [37, 41, 42, 51]; however, using HFC mechanisms for network coding imposes an additional constraint: all flows that need to be coded at any router must converge to the same rate. Simultaneously, routers need to work with limited storage and compute resources in the data plane. We show that any buffer partitioning scheme that assigns non-zero buffers to each (coded) flow achieves the following desirable properties: (i) for each individual bulk transfer, all incoming flows that need to be coded at a router converge to the same rate; (ii) for all bulk transfers sharing a link, the rate for all their flows through the link converge to the max-min fair rate; and (iii) the network is deadlock-free.

The use of network coding, coupled with HFC, also means that flow control at a router is correlated across multiple flows. While this could be implemented via modifications in the network stack, we introduce a virtual link abstraction which enables CodedBulk without any modifications to existing flow control-enabled transport layer and multipath-enabled network layer implementations. For instance, CodedBulk currently runs on top of unmodified TCP and MPLS-enabled network layer mechanisms supported by existing inter-datacenter WANs. Our implementation requires no special traffic shaping mechanism, allows co-existence of high-priority interactive traffic, and handles failures transparently.

We envision two deployment scenarios for CodedBulk. First, an infrastructure provider can provide CodedBulk as a service to geo-distributed services (including its own). In the second scenario, a geo-distributed service renting compute, storage and inter-datacenter bandwidth resources from an infrastructure provider can use CodedBulk to improve bulk transfer throughput without any support from the provider. We have implemented CodedBulk for both scenarios — an overlay service, a software proxy and a hardware proxy. The first two implementations currently run on geo-distributed inter-datacenter WAN. All the three implementations, along with a CodedBulk simulator, are available at: https://github.com/SynergyLab-Cornell/codedbulk.

The benefits of network coding depend on the underlying network topology, the number of destinations in individual bulk transfers, the source and set of destinations in each bulk transfer, the number of concurrent transfers and interactive traffic load. To understand the envelope of settings where CodedBulk provides benefits, we evaluate CodedBulk over a testbed comprising 13 geo-distributed datacenters organized around the B4 [25] and Internet2 [5] inter-datacenter WAN topologies, and perform sensitivity analysis of CodedBulk performance against all of the above factors. Our evaluation demonstrates that CodedBulk achieves $1.2 - 2.5 \times$ higher throughput for bulk transfers when compared to existing state-of-the-art mechanisms that do not perform network coding.

All the results presented in this paper are for real implementations of CodedBulk; this paper uses no simulation results.

2 CodedBulk Overview

We begin by describing our model for inter-datacenter WANs (§2.1). We then provide a primer for network coding (§2.2). Next, we discuss several pragmatic challenges that have posed a barrier to adoption of network coding in wired networks and how unique characteristics of inter-datacenter WANs enable overcoming these barriers (§2.3). We close the section with a high-level description of the CodedBulk design (§2.4).

2.1 Preliminaries

We follow the same terminology as in existing inter-datacenter WAN literature [26, 27, 31, 32, 39, 40, 49, 52]. Specifically, we model the inter-datacenter WAN as a directed graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is the set of nodes denoting datacenters and $E$ is the set of links between pairs of datacenters. To account for the full-duplex nature of inter-datacenter WAN links, we create two links $u \rightarrow v$ and $v \rightarrow u$ for each pair of nodes $(u, v) \in V$ with a physical link between them. Each link has a capacity equal to its bandwidth available for bulk transfers.

We discuss two important aspects of the network model. First, while links in wired networks are full-duplex, the graph in inter-datacenter literature is usually modeled as a directed graph since links in two directions can have different available bandwidths at different times, e.g., due to high-priority interactive traffic using (a fraction of) the bandwidth in one direction. Second, in practice, geo-distributed datacenters are often connected via intermediate routers operating at layer-1 or layer-3; these routers either operate exactly like a relay (have degree two, with incoming bandwidth equal to outgoing bandwidth), or have their bandwidth statically partitioned across multiple outgoing links. Both these cases are equivalent to having a direct link with a specific capacity in each direction between each pair of datacenters with a physical link between them.

We define bulk transfers as in prior work [23, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, 38, 39, 40, 49, 52]: transfers that are bandwidth-intensive. A bulk transfer is a source $s$ sending a file to a subset of nodes $T \subseteq V - \{s\}$.
2.2 Network coding background

Suppose a source wants to send a large file to a single destination, and that it is allowed to use as many paths as possible. If there are no other flows in the network, the maximum achievable throughput (the amount of data received by the destination per unit time) is given by the well-known max-flow min-cut theorem—the achievable throughput is equal to the capacity of the min-cut between the source and the destination in the induced graph. The corresponding problem for a source sending a file to multiple destinations was an open problem for decades. In 2000, a now celebrated paper [9] established that, for a multicast transfer, the maximum achievable throughput is equal to the minimum of the min-cuts between the source and individual destinations. This is also optimal. For general directed graphs, achieving this throughput is not possible using solutions where intermediate nodes simply forward or mirror the incoming data—it necessarily requires intermediate nodes to perform certain computations over the incoming data before forwarding the data [9, 30, 33].

For our network model that captures full-duplex links, network coding achieves optimal throughput (since it subsumes solutions that do not perform coding); however, it is currently not known whether optimal throughput can be achieved without network coding [10, 34]. Figure 1 demonstrates the space of existing solutions, using a bulk transfer instance from our evaluation (§4) on the Internet2 topology. We present additional discussion and examples in [46]. Single-path (also referred to as multiple unicast) solutions, where the source transfers data along a single path to each individual destination, can be suboptimal because they neither utilize all the available network bandwidth, nor do they allow intermediate nodes to forward/mirror data to other destinations. Multi-path solutions, where the source transfers data along all edge-disjoint paths to each individual destination (paths across destinations do not need to be edge disjoint), can be suboptimal because they do not allow intermediate nodes to forward/mirror data to other destinations.

The current state-of-the-art solutions for our network model are based on Steiner tree (or, more precisely, Steiner arborescence) packing [7, 18, 34]. These solutions use multiple paths, and allow intermediate nodes to mirror and forward the data; however, they can be suboptimal because the problem of computing optimal Steiner tree (or arborescence) packing is NP-hard, and approximation algorithms need to be used [12]. To demonstrate the limitations of existing Steiner packing solutions, consider the example shown in Figure 1(d): here, once the shown Steiner tree is constructed, no additional Steiner trees can be packed in a manner that higher throughput can be achieved. Figure 1(e) demonstrates the complexity of computing an optimal solution (that we constructed by hand)—to achieve the optimal solution shown in the figure, one must explore intermediate solutions that use a suboptimal Steiner
Network coding avoids the aforementioned limitations of existing solutions by allowing intermediate nodes to perform certain computations, which subsume forwarding and mirroring, on data (as shown in the Figure 1(f) example)—it utilizes multiple paths, guarantees optimal throughput, and admits efficient computation of network codes that achieve optimal throughput [24]. Thus, while designing optimal non-coded solutions for bulk transfers remains an open problem, we can efficiently achieve throughput optimality for inter-datacenter bulk transfers today using network coding.

2.3 Resolving pragmatic barriers

While network coding is a powerful technique, its applications to wired networks have been limited in the past due to several pragmatic challenges. In this subsection, we use the example in Figure 1(f) to discuss these challenges, and how inter-datacenter WANs allow overcoming these challenges.

Buffering and computation at intermediate nodes. Network coding requires intermediate nodes to buffer data and perform computations. For instance, the bottom-center node in Figure 1(f) needs to perform XOR operations on packets from two flows A and A ⊕ B. This requires the node to have storage (to buffer packets from A and A ⊕ B), and computation resources (to compute A ⊕ (A ⊕ B) = B) in the data plane. While this was challenging in traditional ISP networks, inter-datacenter WANs allow overcoming this barrier easily: as noted in prior studies [31], each node in an inter-datacenter WAN is a datacenter with compute and storage resources that are significantly cheaper, more scalable and faster to deploy than inter-datacenter bandwidth.

Computing and installing network codes. Nodes in Figure 1(f) perform specific actions (forward, mirror, code-and-forward and code-and-mirror). These actions are specified using network codes, computing which requires a priori knowledge of the network topology, and the source and the set of destinations for each bulk transfer. This information was hard to get in ISP networks; however, inter-datacenter WANs already collect and use this information [23, 25, 31, 49]. Network coding also requires transmissions from end-hosts to be coordinated by the controller. In inter-datacenter WAN scenarios, this is feasible as a single entity controls the end-hosts as well as the network. Existing SDN infrastructure [23, 25] is also useful for this purpose—a centralized controller can compute the code, and can populate the forwarding tables of intermediate nodes (using existing support for MPLS tags and multi-path routing) before the bulk transfer is initiated.

Figure 2: Four basic coding functions available at each intermediate node to implement the network code generated by CodedBulk.

Existing algorithms [24] for computing network codes run in polynomial time, but may not scale to networks with millions of nodes and edges; however, this is not a concern for CodedBulk since inter-datacenter WANs comprise of only hundreds of nodes and links. Computation and installation of network codes, and buffering of data at intermediate nodes may also lead to increased latency for bulk transfers. However, since bulk transfers are not latency-sensitive [23, 25], a slight increase in latency to achieve significantly higher throughput for bulk transfers is a favorable tradeoff [31].

2.4 CodedBulk design overview

The high-level CodedBulk design for a single bulk transfer case can be described using the following five steps:

1. The source node, upon receiving a bulk transfer request, notifies the controller of the bulk transfer. The notification contains the source identifier, the identifiers for each destination, and an optional policy on the set of links or intermediate nodes not to be used (e.g., for security and isolation purposes).

2. The controller maintains a static topology of the inter-datacenter network graph. While optimizations are possible to exploit real-time traffic information, the current CodedBulk implementation does not use such optimizations. The controller computes, for each destination, the set of edge-disjoint paths between the source and the destination, along with the bandwidth for each path. Using these paths, the controller computes the network code for the bulk transfer using the network coding algorithm from [24]¹. The network code comprises of the routing and forwarding

¹The network coding algorithm in [24] requires as input a directed acyclic graph. However, the multipath set in our construction may lead to a cyclic graph. We use an extension similar to the original network coding paper [9] to generate network codes for cyclic graphs. Please see [46] for details.
We describe the core techniques in CodedBulk design and implementation of CodedBulk without any modifications in underlying transport- and network-layer protocols (§3.3). We then describe the virtual link abstraction that enables how CodedBulk resolves the asymmetric link problem using a custom-designed hop-by-hop flow control mechanism (§3.2). Finally, we discuss the virtual link abstraction that enables implementation of CodedBulk without any modifications in underlying transport- and network-layer protocols (§3.3).

3 CodedBulk Design

We describe the core techniques in CodedBulk design and implementation. We start by building an in-depth understanding of the asymmetric link problem (§3.1). We then describe how CodedBulk resolves the asymmetric link problem using a custom-designed hop-by-hop flow control mechanism (§3.2). Finally, we discuss the virtual link abstraction that enables implementation of CodedBulk without any modifications in underlying transport- and network-layer protocols (§3.3).

3.1 Understanding fundamental barriers

We start by building an in-depth understanding of the asymmetric link bandwidth problem, and how it renders techniques in network coding literature infeasible in practice. We use Figure 3 for the discussion in this subsection.

Asymmetric links due to sporadic interactive traffic. Inter-datacenter WANs transfer both latency-sensitive interactive traffic (e.g., user commits, like emails and documents) and bandwidth-intensive bulk traffic [23, 25]. While interactive traffic is low-volume, it is unpredictable and is assigned higher priority. This leads to two main challenges. First, links may have different bandwidths available at different times for bulk transfers (as shown in Figure 3(a)). Second, the changes in available bandwidth may be at much finer-grained timescales than the round trip times between geo-distributed datacenters.

Traditional network coding literature does not consider the case of interactive traffic. An obvious way to use traditional network coding solutions for non-uniform link bandwidths is to use traffic shaping to perform network coding on the minimum of the available bandwidth across all links. For instance, in the example of Figure 3(a), if the average load induced by interactive traffic is 0.1 \times \text{link bandwidth}, then one can use network coded transfers only on 0.9 \times \text{bandwidth}. However, the two challenges discussed above make this solution hard, if not infeasible: bandwidths are time-varying, making static rate allocation hard; and, bandwidth changing at much finer-grained timescales than geographic round trip times makes it hard to do dynamic rate allocation.

Asymmetric links due to non-uniform delay. Traditional network coding solutions, at least the practically feasible ones [24], require computations on data arriving from multiple flows in a deterministic manner: packets that need to be coded are pre-defined (during code construction) so as to allow the destinations to decode the original data correctly. To achieve this, existing network coding solutions make one of the two assumptions: either the latency from the source to each individual node is uniform; or, unbounded storage

Figure 3: Understanding asymmetric link problem. (a) Due to sporadic high-priority interactive traffic (e.g., the one shown in red), different links may have different (time-varying) bandwidths; (b) If network links have significantly different round trip times, naïvely implementing traditional network coding would require large amount of fast data plane storage to buffer data that arrives early at nodes; (c) multiple concurrent bulk transfers, especially those that end up sharing links, make it hard to efficiently realize traditional network coding solutions that assume a single bulk transfer at all times. Detailed discussion in §3.1.
at intermediate nodes to buffer packets from multiple flows. Neither of these assumptions may hold in practice. The delay from the source to individual intermediate nodes can vary by hundreds of milliseconds in a geo-distributed setting (Figure 3(b)). Keeping packets buffered during such delays would require an impractical amount of high-speed storage for high-bandwidth inter-datacenter WAN links: if links are operating at terabits per second of bandwidth, each intermediate node would require hundreds of gigabits or more of storage.

### Asymmetric links due to simultaneous bulk transfers

Traditional network coding literature considers only the case of a single bulk transfer. Designing throughput-optimal network codes for multiple concurrent bulk transfers is a long-standing open problem. We do not solve this problem; instead, we focus on optimizing throughput for individual bulk transfers while ensuring that the network runs at high utilization.

Achieving the above two goals simultaneously turns out to be hard, due to each individual bulk transfer observing different delays (between respective source to intermediate nodes) and available link bandwidths due to interactive traffic. Essentially, as shown in Figure 3(c), supporting multiple simultaneous bulk transfers requires additional mechanisms for achieving high network utilization.

#### 3.2 CodedBulk’s hop-by-hop flow control

Network coding, by its very nature, breaks the end-to-end semantics of traffic between a source-destination pair, thus necessitating treating the traffic as a set of flows between the intermediate nodes or hops. Recall that a “hop” here refers to a (resource-rich) datacenter on the network graph. To ensure that we do not lose packets at intermediate nodes in spite of the fact that they have limited storage, we rely on a hop-by-hop flow control mechanism—a hop pushes back on the previous hop when its buffers are full. This pushback can be implicit (e.g., TCP flow control) or explicit.

Hop-by-hop flow control is an old idea, dating back to the origins of congestion control [41, 45]. However, our problem is different: traditional hop-by-hop flow control mechanisms operate on individual flows—each downstream flow depends on precisely one upstream flow; in contrast, CodedBulk operates on “coded flows” that may require multiple upstream flows to be encoded at intermediate nodes. Thus, a flow being transmitted at a low rate can affect the overall performance of the transfer (since other flows that need to be encoded with this flow will need to lower their rate as well). This leads to a correlated rate control problem. For instance, in Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d), flows $f_1$ to $f_k$ must converge to the same rate so that the intermediate node can perform coding operations correctly without buffering large number of packets. To that end, CodedBulk’s hop-by-hop flow control mechanism maintains three invariants:

- All flows within the same bulk transfer that need to be encoded at any node must converge to the same rate;
- All flows from different bulk transfers competing on the congested link bandwidth must converge to a max-min fair bandwidth allocation;
- The network is deadlock-free.

CodedBulk maintains these invariants using a simple idea: careful partitioning of buffer space to flows within and across bulk transfers. The key insight here, that follows from early work on buffer sharing [45], is that for large enough buffers, two flows congested on a downstream link will converge to a rate that corresponds to the fair share of the downstream link bandwidth. We describe the idea of CodedBulk’s hop-by-hop flow control mechanism using two scenarios: single isolated bulk transfer and multiple concurrent bulk transfers.

#### Single bulk transfer

First consider the two simpler cases of forward (Figure 2(a)) and mirror (Figure 2(b)). These cases are exactly similar to traditional congestion control protocols, and hence do not require any special mechanism for buffer sharing. The main challenge comes from Code-and-Forward (Figure 2(c)) and Code-and-Mirror (Figure 2(d)). For these cases, the invariant we require is that the flows being used to compute the outgoing data converge to the same rate since otherwise packets belonging to the flows sending at a higher rate will need to be buffered at the node, requiring high storage. This is demonstrated in Figure 4, center and right figures.
Our insight is that a buffer partitioning mechanism that assigns non-zero buffers to each incoming flow maintains the second and the third invariants. It is known that non-zero buffer allocation to each flow at each link leads to deadlock-freedom [45]. It is easy to see that the second invariant also holds—if one of the flows sends at a rate higher than the other (Figure 4(right)), the buffer for this flow will fill up faster than the buffer for the other flow, the flow control mechanism will be triggered, eventually reducing the rate of the flow.

**Multiple simultaneous bulk transfers.** CodedBulk handles each bulk transfer independently using its hop-by-hop flow control mechanism. Again, we provide intuition using an example. Consider two simultaneous bulk transfers at some intermediate node. If the two bulk transfers use different incoming and outgoing links, these transfers remain essentially independent. So, consider the case when the two bulk transfers compete on one of the incoming or outgoing links. We first discuss when they compete on one of the outgoing links (see Figure 5). If the sum of “coded rates” for individual bulk transfers is less than the outgoing link bandwidth, no flow control is triggered and hence max-min fairness is achieved.

The situation becomes more interesting when the sum of coded rates for individual bulk transfers is greater than the outgoing link bandwidth. In this case, suppose the coded rate of the first bulk transfer is greater than the second one. Then, since outgoing link is shared equally across the two bulk transfers, the buffers for the flows in the first bulk transfer will fill more quickly, leading to triggering the flow control. Thus, flows in the second bulk transfer will reduce the transmission rate finally converging to outgoing link being shared equally across the two coded bulk transfers.

**Multi-priority transfers to fill unfilled pipes.** Asymmetric link problem, despite our hop-by-hop flow control mechanism, can lead to “unfilled pipes” (Figure 6). Essentially, due to different bulk transfers bottlenecked at different links, no more coded traffic can be pushed into the network despite some links having available bandwidth. CodedBulk fills such unfilled pipes by sending uncoded data; however, to ensure minimal impact on the coded traffic, CodedBulk uses a lower priority level for the uncoded data. Thus, CodedBulk uses three priority levels—the highest priority is for interactive traffic, the medium priority for coded traffic, and a lower priority level for uncoded traffic.

### 3.3 Virtual links

CodedBulk’s hop-by-hop flow control mechanism from the previous section addresses the asymmetric link problem, at a design level. In this subsection, we first discuss a challenge introduced by network coding in terms of efficiently implementing the hop-by-hop flow control mechanism. We then introduce the abstraction of virtual links, that enables an efficient realization of CodedBulk’s flow control mechanism without any changes in the underlying transport protocol. For this subsection, we use TCP as the underlying congestion control mechanism; however, the idea generalizes to any transport protocol that supports flow control.

**The challenge.** In traditional store-and-forward networks, implementing hop-by-hop flow control is simple: as data for a flow is received in the Rx buffer, it can be directly copied to the Tx buffer of the next hop, either using blocking or non-blocking system calls. When implementing network coding, this becomes non-trivial—since data from multiple flows needs to be coded together, neither blocking nor non-blocking calls can be used since these calls fundamentally operate on individual flows. For instance, consider the case of Figure 1(f), where a node needs to compute \((A \oplus B) \oplus A\) using packets.
Virtual links are created when the controller installs the net-
work codes to implement its hop-by-hop flow control mechanism
without any modifications in the underlying network stack.

Virtual links (see Figure 7). CodedBulk assigns each indi-
vidual bulk transfer a virtual link per outgoing physical link;
each virtual link has a single virtual transmit buffer vRx and
as many virtual receive buffers vRx as the number of flows to
be coded together for that outgoing link. For instance, con-
sider four incoming flows in a bulk transfer F1, F2, F3, F4
such that F1 ⊕ F2 is forwarded on one of outgoing physical
links, and F2 ⊕ F3 ⊕ F4 is forwarded on another outgoing
physical link. Then, CodedBulk creates two virtual links each
having one vTx; the first virtual link has two vRx (one for F1
packets and another for F2 packets) and the second virtual
link has three vRx (one for each of F2, F3 and F4 packets).
Virtual links are created when the controller installs the net-
work codes, since the knowledge of the precise network code
to be used for the bulk transfer is necessary to create virtual
links. As new codes are installed, CodedBulk reallocates
the space to each vTx and vRx, within and across virtual links,
to ensure that all virtual buffers have non-zero size.

Using these virtual links resolves the aforementioned chal-
lenge with blocking and non-blocking calls. Indeed, either
of the calls can now be used since the “correlation” between
the flows is now captured at the virtual link rather than at the
flow control layer. Data from the incoming socket buffers for
individual flow is now copied to their respective vRx buffers,
either using blocking or non-blocking calls. A separate thread
asynchronously checks when the size of all the vRx buffers is
non-zero (each buffer has at least one packet); and when this
happens, performs the coding operations and copies the
resulting packet to the corresponding vTx.

4 Evaluation

We implement CodedBulk in C++ and use TCP Cubic as
the underlying transport protocol. We use default TCP socket
buffers, with interactive traffic sent at higher priority than bulk
transfers (using TCP differentiated services field) set using
standard Linux socket API. To enforce priority scheduling,
we use Linux tc at each network interface.

We now evaluate CodedBulk implementation over two real
geo-distributed cloud testbeds. We start by describing the ex-
periment setup (§4.1). We then discuss the results for Coded-
Bulk implementation over a variety of workloads with varying
choice of source and destination nodes for individual bulk
transfers, interactive traffic load, number of concurrent bulk
transfers, and number of destinations in individual bulk trans-
fers (§4.2). Finally, we present scalability of our CodedBulk
prototype implementation in software and hardware (§4.3).

4.1 Setup

Testbed details. To run our experiments, we use two testbeds
that are built as an overlay on geo-distributed datacenters from
Amazon AWS. Our testbeds use 13 and 9 geo-distributed data-
centers organized around B4 [25] and Internet2 [5] topologies,
respectively. The datacenter locations are chosen to closely
emulate the two topologies and the corresponding geographical
distances and latencies. Within each datacenter, we take a
high-end server; for every link in the corresponding topology,
we establish a connection between the servers across various
datacenter using the inter-datacenter connectivity provided
by Amazon AWS. To reduce cost of experimentation, we
throttle the bandwidth between each pair of servers to 200
Mbps for our experiments. The precise details on the inter-
datacenter connectivity provided by Amazon AWS, whether
they use public Internet or dedicated inter-datacenter links,
is not publicly known. We run all the experiments for each
individual figure within a short period of time; while the inter-
datacenter links provided by Amazon AWS may be shared
and may cause interference, we observe fairly consistent inter-
datacenter bandwidth during our experiments. We use a server
in one of the datacenters to act as the centralized controller
(to compute and install network codes on all servers across
our testbed).

Workloads. As mentioned earlier, the benefits of network
coding depend on the underlying network topology, the num-
ber of destinations in individual bulk transfers, the location
of the source and the set of destinations in each bulk transfer,
the number of concurrent transfers and interactive traffic load.
While there are no publicly available datasets or workloads for inter-datacenter bulk transfers, several details are known. For instance, Facebook [43], Netflix [1], Azure SQL database [3] and CloudBasic SQL server [4] perform replication to (dynamically) locate their datasets closer to the customers; for such applications, the destinations for each replica are selected based on the diurnal traffic patterns and customer access patterns. Many other applications [13, 19, 23, 25, 31, 50] perform replication levels based on user needs, usually for fault tolerance; for such applications, the choice of destinations may be under the control of the service provider.

We perform experiments to understand the envelope of workloads where CodedBulk provides benefits. Our evaluation performs sensitivity analysis against all parameters—we use two inter-datacenter network topologies, interactive traffic load varying from 0.05 – 0.2× of the link bandwidth, the number of destinations/replicas in individual bulk transfers varying from 2 to maximum possible (depending on the topology), and the number of concurrent bulk transfers varying from 1 to the maximum possible (depending on the topology). For each setting, we run five experiments; for individual bulk transfers within each experiment, we choose a source uniformly random across all nodes, and choose the destinations from the remaining nodes. Each node can be the source of only a single bulk transfer but may serve as a destination for other bulk transfers; furthermore, each node may serve as a destination for multiple bulk transfers. We present the average throughput across all experiments, as well as the variance (due to different choices of the source and set of destination across different experiments).

We generate interactive traffic between every pair of datacenters, with arrival times such that the overall load induced by the interactive traffic varies between 0.05 – 0.2× of the link bandwidth; while 0.2 load is on the higher end in real-world scenarios [23, 25], it allows us to evaluate extreme workloads. Interactive traffic is always assigned the highest priority and hence, all our evaluated schemes will get the same interactive traffic throughput. Our results, thus, focus on bulk traffic throughput.

As mentioned above, there are no publicly available datasets or workloads for inter-datacenter bulk transfers. We make what we believe are sensible choices, state these choices explicitly, and to whatever extent possible, evaluate the sensitivity of these choices on our results. Nonetheless, our results are dependent on these choices, and more experience is needed to confirm whether our results generalize to workloads observed in large-scale deployments.

**Evaluated schemes.** We compare CodedBulk with three mechanisms for bulk data transfers discussed earlier in Figure 1—single-path, multi-path, and Steiner arborescence packing—each of which take the graph described in §2.1 as an input. For the single-path mechanism, the bulk traffic is transferred along the shortest path between the source and each destination; when multiple choices are available, the mechanism selectively picks paths that minimize total bandwidth usage (e.g., to send bulk traffic to two destinations $d_1, d_2$, the mechanism prefers the path $s \rightarrow d_1 \rightarrow d_2$, where $d_1$ can simply forward the data to $d_2$, over two different paths $s \rightarrow d_1$ and $s \rightarrow v \rightarrow d_2$ for some other node $v$). The multi-path mechanism selects edge-disjoint paths from the source to each destination so as to greedily minimize the sum of the path lengths. Our third baseline is a state-of-the-art Steiner arborescence based multicast mechanism that allows each node in the network (including the destinations) to forward (Figure 2(a)) and mirror (Figure 2(b)) incoming data. To compute the Steiner arborescence, we use the algorithm in [48] that is also used in other Steiner arborescence based inter-datacenter multicast proposals [38, 39, 40]. We take the arborescence computed by the algorithm, and integrate it with a store-and-forward model, along with TCP for transfers between every pair of nodes in the Steiner arborescence. For concurrent bulk transfers, paths and Steiner arborescence are computed independently for each individual bulk transfer.

For CodedBulk, we use a finite field size of $2^8$, that is all finite field operations are performed on individual bytes; this finite field size is sufficient for inter-datacenter networks with as many as 128 datacenters. We could have used a smaller finite field size since our topologies are much smaller than real inter-datacenter network topologies; however, this allow us to keep the operations byte aligned, which simplifies CodedBulk software and hardware implementation.

**Performance metric.** Our primary metric is the aggregate throughput for bulk transfers. For each individual bulk transfer, the throughput is computed as the maximum throughput at which the source can send to all destinations. We then calculate the aggregate throughput by summing up the throughput of all bulk transfers.
We compare CodedBulk with the three baselines for varying interactive traffic loads, varying number of concurrent bulk transfers and varying number of replicas per bulk transfer.

**Varying interactive traffic load.** Figure 8 presents the achievable throughput for each scheme with varying interactive traffic. For this experiment, we use 3-way replication and 6 concurrent transfers (to capture the case of Facebook, Netflix, Azure SQL server and CloudBasic SQL server as discussed above), and vary the interactive traffic load from 0.05 to $0.2\times$ of the link bandwidth.

As expected, the throughput for all mechanisms decreases as interactive traffic load increases. Note that, in corner-case scenarios, the multi-path mechanism can perform slightly worse than single-path mechanism for multiple concurrent bulk transfers due to increased interference across multiple flows sharing a link, which in turn results in increased convergence time for TCP (see [46] for a concrete example). Overall, CodedBulk improves the bulk traffic throughput over single-path, multi-path and Steiner arborescence mechanisms by 1.9 – $2.2\times$, 1.4 – $1.6\times$ and 1.2 – $1.6\times$, respectively, depending on the interactive traffic load and the network topology. Single-path mechanisms perform poorly because they do not exploit all the available bandwidth in the network. Both multi-path and Steiner arborescence based mechanisms exploit the available bandwidth as much as possible. However, multi-path mechanisms suffer since they do not allow intermediate nodes to mirror and forward to the destinations. Steiner arborescence further improves upon multi-path mechanisms by allowing intermediate nodes to mirror and forward data, but they suffer due to approximation algorithm often leading to suboptimal solutions. CodedBulk’s gains over multi-path and Steiner arborescence mechanisms are, thus, primarily due to CodedBulk’s efficient realization of network coding—it not only uses all the available links, but also computes the optimal coding strategy (unlike Steiner arborescence mechanism that uses an approximation algorithm). The Steiner arborescence mechanism performs better on Internet2 topology because of its sparsity—fewer links in the network means a Steiner arborescence solution is more likely to be the same as network coding solution due to fewer opportunities to perform coding. Nevertheless, CodedBulk outperforms Steiner arborescence based mechanism by $1.4\times$.

**Varying number of concurrent bulk transfers.** Figure 9 shows the performance of the four mechanisms with varying number of concurrent transfers. For this evaluation, we use the same setup as earlier—3-way replication, multiple runs with each run selecting different sources and set of destinations, etc.—with the only difference being that we fix the interactive traffic load to 0.1 and vary the number of concurrent bulk transfers. With larger number of concurrent bulk transfers, Steiner arborescence mechanisms slightly outperform multi-path due to improved arborescence construction. Nevertheless, CodedBulk provides benefits across all sets of experiments, achieving $1.2 – 2.5\times$ improvements over Steiner arborescence based mechanisms. The gains are more prominent for B4 topology and for fewer number of concurrent transfers, since CodedBulk gets more opportunities to perform network coding at intermediate nodes in these scenarios.

**Varying number of destinations/replicas per bulk transfer.** Figure 10 shows the performance of the four mechanisms with varying number of destinations/replicas for individual bulk transfers. For this evaluation, we use the same setup as Figure 8—6 concurrent bulk transfers, multiple runs with each run selecting different sources and set of destinations, etc.—with the only difference being that we fix the interactive traffic load to 0.1 and vary the number of destinations/replicas for individual transfers from 2 to the maximum allowable replicas for individual topologies. Notice the results show the aggregate throughput per destination.

As the number of destinations per bulk transfer increases, the per-destination throughput decreases for all schemes (although, as expected, the sum of throughput of all destinations increases). Note that multi-path outperforming single-path
and Steiner arborescence based mechanism in Figure 10(a) is primarily due to B4 topology being dense, thus providing enough path diversity to offset the benefits of approximate Steiner arborescence construction. Figure 10(a) and 10(b) show that CodedBulk outperforms single-path and multi-path mechanisms by $1.8 - 4.3 \times$ and $1.4 - 2.9 \times$, respectively, depending on the number of destinations and on the topology; moreover, the relative gains of CodedBulk improve as number of destinations increases. The comparison with Steiner arborescence based mechanism is more nuanced. CodedBulk achieves improved performance when compared to Steiner arborescence based mechanism when number of destinations is less than 10 for B4 topology, and less than 6 for Internet2 topology. The performance difference is minimal for larger number of destination. The reason is that for larger number of replicas/destinations, each source is multicasting to almost all other nodes in the network; in such cases, the benefits of coding reduce when compared to forwarding and mirroring of data at intermediate nodes and at the destination nodes as in Steiner arborescence based mechanism. Thus, the benefits of CodedBulk may be more prominent when the number of replicas is a bit smaller than the total number of datacenters in the network.

### 4.3 Microbenchmarks

We now evaluate CodedBulk performance in terms of scalability of its software and hardware implementations. Our goal here is to demonstrate the feasibility of CodedBulk implementation; deployment of CodedBulk in large-scale systems would typically require much more optimized implementation since the traffic volume is expected to be much higher.

**Software implementation.** CodedBulk software implementation runs on commodity datacenter servers, performing network coding as discussed in §3. Figure 11 shows the scalability of CodedBulk software implementation. We observe that CodedBulk implementation scales well with number of cores, with a single 16-core server being able to perform network coding at line rate for as much as 31Gbps worth of traffic.

**Hardware implementation.** We have synthesized an end-to-end CodedBulk implementation on an FPGA. For our CodedBulk hardware implementation, we had two choices. First, we could implement a finite field engine that performs finite field operations during the network coding process; or second, we could precompute and store finite field operation results, and use a simple look up table while performing network coding operations. The first approach requires multiple clock cycles to encode two bytes from two different packets; the second approach trades off BRAM to save cycles during coding operations. Since CodedBulk uses a small finite field size ($2^8$), the second approach offers a better tradeoff — it requires just $256 \times 256$ byte look up table per 16 bytes for individual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUT</td>
<td>69052</td>
<td>433200</td>
<td>15.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAM</td>
<td>1365</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>92.86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Resource utilization of CodedBulk implementation on Xilinx Virtex-7 XC7VX690T FPGA (250 MHz clock). Our implementation provides up to 31.25 Gbps throughput with 15.94% LUTs and 92.86% BRAMS. No DSP is needed in our design.
operations to complete in one cycle. We replicate the lookup table accordingly to perform network coding for all bytes in an MTU-sized packet within a single clock cycle. Table 1 shows the results for CodedBulk hardware implementation on Xilinx Virtex-7 XC7VX690T FPGA, which offers 100, 200, and 250 MHz fabric clocks. With respect to the clocks, our FPGA-based codec can achieve throughput 12.5, 25, and 31.25 Gbps. Without needing any DSP, our hardware design consumes 92.86% BRAMs and only 15.94% LUTs.

We believe that trading off compute and storage resources to improve inter-datacenter bulk transfer throughput is a favorable tradeoff to make. However, more experience from industry is needed to do a thorough cost/benefit analysis.

5 Related Work

We have already discussed the differences between CodedBulk’s goals and the traditional multicast problem in ISP networks; it would be futile to attempt to summarize the vast amount of literature from ISP multicast problem. We compare and contrast CodedBulk with two more closely related key areas of research: inter-datacenter WAN transfers, and network coding applications in computer networks.

Inter-datacenter bulk transfers. There has been significant amount of recent work on optimizing inter-datacenter bulk transfers [26, 27, 31, 32, 38, 39, 40, 49, 52]. These works optimize inter-datacenter bulk transfers along a multitude of performance metrics, including improving flow completion time [27, 38, 39, 40, 49, 52], and throughput for bulk transfers [26, 31, 32]. CodedBulk’s goals are aligned more closely with the latter, and are complementary to the former—CodedBulk improves the throughput for bulk transfers; any bulk transfer scheduling mechanism can be used on top of CodedBulk to meet the needs for timely transfers.

As discussed earlier, the state-of-the-art approach for high-throughput inter-datacenter bulk transfers is based on packing of Steiner arborescence: here, each intermediate node as well as destination nodes are allowed to forward and mirror data toward other destination nodes. Several recent inter-datacenter bulk transfer proposals [38, 39, 40] are based on this approach. Our evaluation in §4 shows that CodedBulk achieves throughput improvements over state-of-the-art Steiner arborescence based mechanisms in a wide variety of scenarios. This is because all prior techniques are limited by network capacity, and by limitations of existing non-coded techniques to achieve this capacity.

CodedBulk, by using network coding, achieves improvement in throughput for bulk transfers by trading off a small amount of compute and storage resources.

Network coding in computer networks. Network coding has successfully been applied to achieve higher throughput in wireless networks [20, 29], in TCP-based networks [44], in content distribution [17, 35, 36], in peer-to-peer communication [16], to name a few; please see [15] for additional applications of network coding. Our goals are complementary—enabling network coding for high-throughput inter-datacenter WAN bulk transfers by exploiting the unique characteristics of these networks. Throughout the paper, we have outlined the unique challenges introduced by applications of network coding in wired networks, and how CodedBulk overcomes these challenges. Our design can be applied to any of the applications where network coding is useful.

Network code construction algorithms. Early incarnations of network coding solutions used a technique referred to as random linear network coding [9, 22]. These random linear network codes have the benefit of being independent of the network topology. However, they have high implementation cost: they require complex operations at intermediate nodes (due to computations over large finite field sizes and due to requiring additional packet header processing). In addition, realizing random linear network codes in practice also requires changes in packet header format. Follow-up research has led to efficient construction of network codes [24]—for a bulk transfer to $T$ destinations, it suffices for intermediate nodes to perform computations over a finite field of size at most $2|T|$; if the min-cut is $h$, the complexity of computations at the source and at the destination are $O(h)$ and $O(h^2)$, respectively. In §4.1, we discussed how at the inter-datacenter WAN scale, these computations entail simple and efficient byte-level XOR operations. Furthermore, these codes can be realized without any changes in the packet header format. CodedBulk, thus, uses the network code construction algorithm of [24].

6 Conclusion

We have presented the design, implementation and evaluation of CodedBulk, an end-to-end system for high-throughput inter-datacenter bulk transfers. CodedBulk uses network coding, a technique that guarantees optimal throughput for individual bulk transfers. To achieve this, CodedBulk resolves the many pragmatic and fundamental barriers faced in the past in realizing the benefits of network coding in wired networks. Using an end-to-end implementation of CodedBulk over a geo-distributed inter-datacenter network testbed, we have shown that CodedBulk improves throughput for inter-datacenter bulk transfers by $1.2 - 2.5 \times$ when compared to state-of-the-art mechanisms that do not perform coding.
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Abstract
Core-Stateless Fair Queueing (CSFQ) is a scalable algorithm proposed more than two decades ago to achieve fair queueing without keeping per-flow state in the network. Unfortunately, CSFQ did not take off, in part because it required protocol changes (i.e., adding new fields to the packet header), and hardware support to process packets at line rate.

In this paper, we argue that two emerging trends are making CSFQ relevant again: (i) cloud computing which makes it feasible to change the protocol within the same datacenter or across datacenters owned by the same provider, and (ii) programmable switches which can implement sophisticated packet processing at line rate. To this end, we present the first realization of CSFQ using programmable switches. In addition, we generalize CSFQ to a multi-level hierarchy, which naturally captures the traffic in today’s datacenters, e.g., tenants at the first level and flows of each tenant at the second level of the hierarchy. We call this scheduler Hierarchical Core-Stateless Fair Queueing (HCSFQ), and show that it is able to accurately approximate hierarchical fair queueing. HCSFQ is highly scalable: it uses just a single FIFO queue, does not perform per-packet scheduling, and only needs to maintain state for the interior nodes of the hierarchy. We present analytical results to prove the lower bounds of HCSFQ. Our testbed experiments and large-scale simulations show that CSFQ and HCSFQ can provide fair bandwidth allocation and ensure isolation.

1 Introduction
Fair queueing is a canonical mechanism to provide fair bandwidth allocation to network traffic by ensuring that each flow gets its fair share irrespective of the other flows. This way, fair queueing enforces isolation between competing flows, which ensures that normal flows are protected from ill-behaving flows. There is a long history of research on fair queueing [1–12]. Many of the proposed solutions require to maintain per-flow state in the switch, and rely on complex data structures and scheduling algorithms to realize fair queueing.

Core-Stateless Fair Queueing (CSFQ) [13] is a scalable algorithm to realize fair queueing. Compared to the alternatives, CSFQ has the unique property that it does not maintain per-flow state in the network. With CSFQ, the sources or switches at the edge classify traffic into flows and estimate per-flow rate. In turn, the switches in the network estimate the fair rate, and use probabilistic dropping to regulate each flow to its fair rate without maintaining per-flow state.

While CSFQ was proposed more than twenty years ago, it has not taken off. This is primarily due to two reasons. First, it requires changes to the IP protocol (i.e., adding a field to the IP header) and coordination across all switches (routers) in the network. Second, CSFQ requires switches to estimate the fair rate, compute a drop probability, and update the header of each packet. To perform these operations at line rate we need hardware support. These challenges are exacerbated by the fact that routers belong to different, often competing, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), which would all need to cooperate to upgrade their infrastructures to support CSFQ.

However, two emerging technologies are making CSFQ relevant again: (i) the advent of cloud computing and (ii) the increased popularity of programmable switches. Cloud providers own large datacenters consisting of many thousands of servers. Since a datacenter is typically owned by a single administrative entity (cloud provider) that controls both the software and hardware, it is relatively easy for a cloud provider to upgrade all its switches and servers to support CSFQ. FairCloud [14] proposes to apply CSFQ for network isolation in datacenters, but it does not have a hardware implementation for CSFQ. The emergence of programmable switches makes it possible to implement sophisticated packet processing at line rate. In particular, as we will show in this paper, existing programmable switches are powerful enough to support CSFQ at line rate.

While datacenter deployment removes the adoption barriers for CSFQ, it also raises new challenges. In particular, while CSFQ has been designed for a flat hierarchy, the traffic in today’s datacenters is naturally structured in a multi-level hierarchy. For example, at the top level we typically have...
tenants and at the bottom level we have the flows of those tenants. The mechanism of choice to manage such traffic is hierarchical fair queueing [9,10,15], where each non-leaf node distributes its excess bandwidth (i.e., the bandwidths unused by some of its children) across its children. This allocation policy is consistent with a per-tenant payment granularity, i.e., network resources are divided between tenants in proportion to their payments [14]. In this case, if a flow of a tenant stops sending data, that tenant would want to re-allocate the flow’s bandwidth to its other flows, and not to the flows of other tenants in the datacenter.

However, implementing hierarchical fair queueing is challenging. Existing solutions require per-flow state, and more importantly, require complex queue management and packet transfers in a hierarchy of queues [9,10,15]. Because of the implementation complexity, hierarchical fair queueing is not supported by today’s high-speed hardware switches.

To address this challenge, we propose Hierarchical Core-Stateless Fair Queueing (HCSFQ). CSFQ only provides fair queueing, not hierarchical fair queueing. Directly extending CSFQ to support hierarchical fair queueing would require a hierarchy of queues. HCSFQ is able to accurately approximate hierarchical fair queueing and it is highly scalable. The key difference of our approach is that HCSFQ requires only a single queue, not a hierarchy of queues. HCSFQ also requires no packet scheduling. HCSFQ recursively computes the fair rate of each node starting from the root, and then limits the rate of each flow to its fair share rate. To the best of our knowledge, HCSFQ is the first solution that enables hierarchical fair queueing on commodity hardware at line rate while requiring neither per-flow state nor hierarchical queue management.

An important distinction of HCSFQ from CSFQ is that HCSFQ keeps the state of the interior nodes of the hierarchy in the switch. The state of the interior nodes is necessary to support hierarchical fair queueing, as the fair share rates of distinct interior nodes are typically different. The excess bandwidth of a flow is only shared with its sibling flows. That is, if a flow changes its sending rate, it would impact the fair rate of the sibling flows, but not necessarily of other flows in the hierarchy. Note that similar to CSFQ, HCSFQ does not maintain per-flow state (i.e., the state of the leaf nodes). Fortunately, for today’s multi-tenant clouds, the number of tenants is orders of magnitude smaller than the number of flows, and commodity switches have sufficient on-chip memory to maintain the state for these interior nodes.

We exploit the capability of programmable switching to provide the first realization of CSFQ and HCSFQ on commodity hardware. While conceptually simple, implementing these schedulers on a programmable switch raises several technical challenges. First, they use a complex formula to estimate the rates, which includes several floating-point multiplication, divisions and exponentiation operations. Unfortunately, these operations are not supported by today’s programmable switches. To get around this challenge, we leverage high-precision timestamps and a window-based mechanism to estimate these rates. Second, these algorithms rely on probabilistic packet dropping to limit the flows to their fair rates. Unfortunately, probabilistic packet dropping cannot be directly implemented in these switches. We discretize the probability computation to approximate the dropping probability with bounded error. To discretize these probabilities we leverage the switch’s random number generator and take advantage of multiple stages. Third, computing the fair rate exhibits a circular dependency. Unfortunately, the switch data plane consists of a multi-stage processing pipeline, and the later stages cannot modify the state in the previous stages. To address it, we judiciously use packet recirculation, and periodically update the fair rate to minimize recirculation overhead.

In summary, we make the following contributions.

• We extend CSFQ to HCSFQ, the first scalable, practical solution to implement hierarchical fair queueing on commodity hardware at line rate with no per-flow state and no hierarchical queue management.

• We exploit the capability of programmable switching ASICs to provide the first data plane design for CSFQ and HCSFQ.

• We implement a prototype of CSFQ and HCSFQ on a Barefoot Tofino Wedge 100BF-65X switch. Our experiments show that CSFQ and HCSFQ can provide fair bandwidth allocation and ensure isolation.

2 Background and Motivation

Our work is motivated by the need for network isolation in multi-tenant datacenters. CSFQ is a scalable solution for fair queueing. We review the background of CSFQ, and identify the opportunities for CSFQ in modern datacenters.

2.1 Core-Stateless Fair Queueing

Fair queueing provides max-min fairness for competing flows. A max-min fair bandwidth allocation is one that any increase of the allocation to some flows would necessarily decrease the allocation of some other flows. The basic way to realize fair queueing in a switch is to keep one queue for each flow and use a scheduling algorithm to pick which queue to dequeue a packet each time. There has been decades of research on fair queueing [1–12]. While we leave the extensive discussion to related work (§7), we emphasize that most solutions are not scalable because of the need to maintain per-flow state to classify flows and shape their rates with per-flow queues and complex queue management. As a result, commodity switches only support 10–20 queues.

CSFQ is a scalable algorithm to achieve fair queueing with a unique property that it does not maintain per-flow state in the network. Figure 1 shows the architecture of CSFQ. CSFQ divides the network into edge and core. The switches
or hosts at the edge, which do maintain per-flow state, use per-flow state to classify packets into flows and estimate per-flow arrival rate. Then the arrival rate of each flow is carried in a custom packet header. The switches in the core only estimate the total arrival rate of all flows, and then use it to estimate the fair share rate with an iterative algorithm. The switches compare the per-flow arrival rate in the packet header with the fair share rate to compute a drop probability, and drop packets to shape the rate of each flow to the fair share rate.

The key benefit of CSFQ is that the complexity (packet classification and flow rate estimation with per-flow state) is moved to the edge, making the core extremely simple. A core switch only maintains the state for aggregate variables (total arrival rate, total accepted rate and fair share rate), and only uses one queue for packet buffering. More importantly, the complexity of a core switch does not change with the number of flows, making the core scale-free.

2.2 Opportunities

CSFQ did not take off because it requires cooperation between ISPs to provide end-to-end isolation for Internet flows, and requires protocol and hardware changes. After twenty years, we believe the time for CSFQ has come because of two opportunities.

The first opportunity is from cloud computing. Cloud computing has become the fundamental infrastructure of today’s Internet. Datacenters power large-scale Internet services we use every day such as search, social networking and e-commerce, and enterprises are increasingly moving their workloads to the cloud. For bandwidth allocation and network isolation for datacenter networks is an important problem [14, 16–28]. While there has been many fair queueing algorithms proposed in the past [1–12], they are rarely deployed in practice because they need to maintain per-flow state in switches but switches can only support 10–20 queues. CSFQ provides a scalable solution to address this problem. Datacenter operators control the entire infrastructure, including both software and hardware. Adopting CSFQ to enforce isolation for datacenter networks naturally eliminates the need of cooperation between different operators or ISPs, as a datacenter network is under a single administrative domain.

The second opportunity is from programmable switching ASICs. Traditional switching ASICs are fixed-function, and adding a new feature like CSFQ requires switch vendors to design a new ASIC. Emerging programmable switching ASICs, such as Barefoot Tofino [29], Broadcom Trident 4 [30] and Cavium XPliant [31], allow users to program the data plane and develop new features. Specifically, to implement CSFQ on a programmable switch, we can program the parser to parse the custom header of CSFQ (to carry per-flow rate), program the match-action tables to implement the CSFQ algorithm, and program the on-chip memory to store the aggregate state. Because a datacenter network is under a single administrative domain, it is easy for the operator to adopt the protocol and hardware changes with programmable switching ASICs.

3 Hierarchical Fair Queueing

A multi-tenant cloud has a natural two-layer hierarchy, with the tenants at the first layer and the flows of each tenant at the second layer. Network isolation for multi-tenant datacenters naturally requires hierarchical fair queueing. CSFQ only supports fair queueing, but not hierarchical fair queueing. Hierarchical fair queueing provides fair queueing in a hierarchical manner. Flows are grouped into flow aggregates in multiple layers. The root of the tree includes all the flows. Each node in the tree includes a subset of the flows, called a flow aggregate, and fairly allocates its bandwidth to its child nodes. This is done recursively until leaf nodes, each of which contains one flow. The flows are broadly defined, e.g., based on five-tuple or network management considerations. In the case of multi-tenant clouds, it is a two-layer bandwidth allocation. The bandwidth is first allocated to the tenants in the first layer, and then each tenant allocates its bandwidth to its own flows in the second layer.

Fair queueing allocates bandwidth fairly to competing flows, and is work conserving, i.e., unused bandwidth share of a flow can be allocated to other flows. The key benefit of hierarchical fair queueing is that it allows unused share of a flow to be allocated to other flows in the same flow aggregate, instead of being shared by all the flows. Fair queueing can be considered as a special case of hierarchical fair queueing that contains only one layer. Two-layer fair queueing for multi-tenant clouds is desirable because the payment is based on...
per tenant. A tenant would want to share its bandwidth only between its own flows, as long as it has sufficient demand.

**Example.** We use an example in Figure 2 to contrast hierarchical fair queueing with fair queueing. There are four flows, i.e., $f_1$, $f_2$, $f_3$, and $f_4$. The arrival rates of the four flows are 1, 4, 5, and 5, respectively. The link capacity is 10. With only fair queueing, the unused share of $f_1$ is evenly allocated to all other three flows. As shown in Figure 2(a), the bandwidth allocation to the four flows is $(1, 3, 3, 3)$. Suppose that $f_1$ and $f_2$ are in one flow aggregate ($A_1$), and $f_3$ and $f_4$ are in the other ($A_2$). With hierarchical fair queueing, the unused fair share of $f_1$ is only allocated to $f_2$, instead of also being shared by $f_3$ and $f_4$. Figure 2(b) shows the bandwidth allocation with two-layer hierarchical fair queueing, where the flows receive $1$, $4$, $2.5$, and $2.5$, respectively.

**Challenge.** Hierarchical fair queueing is known to be challenging to realize in switches at high speed. A traditional design to support hierarchical fair queueing is to leverage a hierarchy of queues, and each node in the hierarchy implements fair queueing for the queues of its child nodes. Figure 3(a) shows an example of such a design to support the two-layer hierarchy in Figure 2(b). This design has two major problems. First, the amount of state and the number of queues needed by this design is proportional to the number of nodes in the hierarchy. It needs to maintain per-flow state and the state of each interior node in the tree. Second, the design involves complex queue management with a hierarchy of queues, as packets need to be moved between queues in different layers. CSFQ does not require maintaining per-flow state, but naively extending CSFQ to support hierarchical fair queueing would still require a hierarchy of queues as shown in Figure 3(b). These two factors together make the design hard to scale to support a large number of flows. As a result, hierarchical fair queueing is not supported by today’s high-speed switches.

### 4 HCSFQ Design

We propose Hierarchical Core-Stateless Fair Queueing (HCSFQ), which generalizes CSFQ to support hierarchical fair queueing. HCSFQ is the first scalable solution that enables hierarchical fair queueing on commodity hardware at line rate without per-flow state and complex hierarchical queue management.

We give a high-level overview of HCSFQ in Figure 3(c). In contrast to the traditional design in Figure 3(a), HCSFQ has two unique properties: (i) it does not maintain per-flow state, but only keeps the state of interior nodes; (ii) it does not require a hierarchy of queues, but only uses one queue. These two properties together dramatically simplify the design, making HCSFQ amenable to be implemented on high-speed switches under strict timing and resource constraints.

The major distinction between HCSFQ and CSFQ is that HCSFQ needs to maintain the state of interior nodes. This is necessary because HCSFQ aims to provide hierarchical fair bandwidth allocation for a flow hierarchy. Note that the naive design of extending CSFQ in Figure 3(b) also requires maintaining the state of interior nodes. In fair queueing, CSFQ only requires to keep one fair share rate, which is the same for all flows. But in hierarchical fair queueing, the fair share rates for different flows can be different if two flows are not siblings (i.e., do not have the same parent node). If a flow changes its rate, it would affect the fair share rate of its sibling flows, but not necessarily those of non-sibling flows. Figure 4 illustrates this with a concrete example. There is a two-layer hierarchy with four flows. At time $T_1$, the arrival rates for the four flows are $1$, $4$, $5$, and $5$ (the same as Figure 2). The fair share rate at $L$ is $5$, and those at $A_1$ and $A_2$ are $4$ and $2.5$. Then at time $T_2$, $f_1$ increases its arrival rate from $1$ to $2$. Then under fair bandwidth allocation, the new fair share rate for the subtree under $A_1$ becomes $3$, so that $f_1$ receives $2$ and $f_2$ receives $3$. The rate change of $f_1$, however, does not affect the fair share rate for $f_3$ and $f_4$. This is because $f_3$ and $f_4$ are not sibling nodes of $f_1$.

CSFQ can be considered as a special case of HCSFQ which contains only one layer, and as such, it only carries the state for one interior node—the root.

### 4.1 Fluid Model

We first use a fluid model to formalize hierarchical fair queueing. The fluid model considers a switch with output link capacity $C$, and the flows are modeled as a continuous stream of bits. The flow hierarchy is represented as a directed graph $G(V,E)$, where $V$ is the set of nodes and $E$ is the set of edges.
A node $v \in V$ represents a flow aggregate (i.e., a set of flows), where $r(v)$ is the arrival rate of the flow aggregate and $c(v)$ is the capacity allocated to $v$. A directed edge $e(v,u) \in E$ represents that $u$ is a child of $v$.

Max-min fair bandwidth allocation ensures that the flows that are bottlenecked by a link receive the same output rate, which we call the fair share rate. Let $\alpha(v)$ be the fair share rate that node $v$ allocates to its children. If max-min fair bandwidth allocation is achieved, for a child node $u$ of node $v$, the flow aggregate at $u$ receives a bandwidth allocation of $c(u) = \min(r(u), \alpha(v))$. The arrival rate of $v$ is the sum of the arrival rates of its children, i.e., $r(v) = \sum_{e(v,u) \in E} r(u)$. If $r(v) > c(v)$, the arrival rate of $v$ exceeds the capacity allocated to $v$, and the fair rate $\alpha(v)$ is the unique solution to

$$c(v) = \sum_{e(v,u) \in E} \min(\alpha(v), r(u)). \quad (1)$$

If $r(v) \leq c(v)$, the arrival rate of $v$ is no more than the capacity allocated to $v$, and all flows in $v$ can be forwarded without dropping packets. In this case, by convention we have

$$\alpha(v) = \max_{e(v,u) \in E} r(u). \quad (2)$$

The fair rate computation is done recursively from the root to the leaf nodes. When $v$ is the root, we have $c(v) = C$, where $C$ is the link capacity. Then starting from the root, we can compute $c(v)$ and $\alpha(v)$ for each node in the tree.

Based on this fluid model, there is a simple algorithm to achieve max-min fair bandwidth allocation. In this algorithm, we first use the recursive computation to compute $\alpha(v, \text{parent})$ for each leaf node $v$, which is the fair share rate allocated by $v$’s parent to $v$. If $r(v) \leq \alpha(v, \text{parent})$, then no bits need to be dropped; otherwise, a fraction of $(r(v) - \alpha(v, \text{parent}))/r(v)$ need to be dropped. Therefore, achieve max-min fair bandwidth allocation, each incoming bit of the flow in $v$ is dropped by probability

$$\max(0, 1 - \frac{\alpha(v, \text{parent})}{r(v)}). \quad (3)$$

4.2 HCSFQ Algorithm

The HCSFQ algorithm realizes the conceptual fluid algorithm in a real switch. Similar to CSFQ, HCSFQ does not maintain per-flow state, and only requires a single FIFO queue for packet buffering (Figure 3). The algorithm relies on two building blocks from CSFQ, which are arrival rate estimation and fair share rate estimation, and applies them recursively to compute the fair share rate for each leaf node.

Arrival rate estimation. The arrival rate estimation is used to estimate the arrival rate of a flow aggregate for a node in the hierarchy. Like CSFQ, it uses the canonical exponential averaging mechanism in networking for rate estimation. Let $t_i$ and $l_i$ be the arrival time and length of the $i$th packet of the flow aggregate in node $v$. We use $r(v)$ to denote the estimated arrival rate of $v$. It is updated each time a new packet of $v$ arrives, based on the following equation,

$$r(v)_{\text{new}} = (1 - e^{t_i/K}) \frac{l_i}{t_i} + e^{t_i/K} r(v)_{\text{old}}, \quad (4)$$

where $T_i = t_i - t_{i-1}$ and $K$ is a constant.

Fair share rate estimation. The fair share rate estimation is used to estimate the fair share rate that a node allocates to its children. The capacity of node $v$ is $c(v)$. Eq.(4) gives the arrival rate of the node $r(v)$. If $r(v) \leq c(v)$, then $\alpha(v)$ is calculated using Eq.(2). Otherwise, $\alpha(v)$ should be the unique solution to Eq.(1). We apply the iterative algorithm in CSFQ to approximately solve the equation. Specifically, for each node $v$, we maintain the accepted rate estimation $f(v)$, which is updated with Eq.(4) if the packet is not dropped. Then, $\alpha(v)$ is approximately computed with the following formula,

$$\alpha(v)_{\text{new}} = \alpha(v)_{\text{old}} \frac{c(v)}{f(v)}. \quad (5)$$

Note that the computation of $\alpha(v)$ is iterative. It converges to the solution of Eq.(1) after several iterations, i.e., processing several packets. Similar to CSFQ, HCSFQ also uses a window of size $K_c$ to account for inaccuracies introduced by exponential averaging in rate estimation. That is, $\alpha(v)$ is updated only if the node is congested ($r(v) > c(v)$) or uncongested ($r(v) \leq c(v)$) for an interval of length $K_c$.

Packet state. A packet pkt carries two pieces of state in the packet header, which are pkt.r and pkt.nodes.

- **pkt.r** is the arrival rate estimate of the flow the packet belongs to.
- **pkt.nodes** is a list of node IDs that indicate the flow aggregates the packet belongs to in the flow hierarchy, excluding the leaf. For example, in Figure 2, if a packet pkt belongs to $f_1$ or $f_2$, then pkt.nodes $= [L, A_1]$.

CSFQ only carries pkt.r in the packet header as there is no flow hierarchy. HCSFQ additionally carries pkt.nodes to track the set of flow aggregates the packet belongs to in the hierarchy. Similar to CSFQ, both pkt.r and pkt.nodes are
Algorithm 1 HCSFQ(pkt)

1: cur_α ← 0
2: for v ∈ pkt.nodes do
3: // estimate arrival rate
4: r[v] ← estimate_rate(pkt)
5: cur_α ← α[v]
6: // calculate drop probability
7: prob ← max(0, 1 − cur_α/pkt.r)
8: if prob > rand(0, 1) then
9: drop_flag ← TRUE
10: for v ∈ pkt.nodes do
11: // allocate bandwidth
12: if v is root then
13: c[v] ← link capacity
14: else
15: c[v] ← min(α[v].parent, r[v])
16: // update fair share rate
17: if r[v] > c[v] then
18: if congest_flag[v] is FALSE then
19: congest_flag[v] ← TRUE
20: start_time ← current_time
21: else if current_time − start_time > K, then
22: α[v] ← α[v] · c[v]/f[v]
23: start_time ← current_time
24: else
25: if congest_flag[v] is TRUE then
26: congest_flag[v] ← FALSE
27: start_time ← current_time
28: end_time ← current_time
29: tmp_α[v] ← 0
30: else
31: α[v] ← min_α[v]
32: start_time ← current_time
33: end_time ← current_time
34: tmp_α[v] ← 0
35: cur_α ← α[v]
36: // drop or enqueue pkt
37: drop(pkt)
38: enqueue(pkt)
39: pkt.r ← min(cur_α, pkt.r)

inserted at the edge. An edge switch (e.g., a software switch, a NIC or a ToR switch in datacenter networks) performs packet classification to get pkt.nodes, and uses Eq. (4) to estimate the flow rate pkt.r. Both pkt.r and pkt.nodes are transparent to end hosts and are removed by the switch at the last hop.

Hierarchical computation. The main difference between HCSFQ and CSFQ is that HCSFQ performs fair share rate estimation recursively in a hierarchical manner. In CSFQ, the arrival rate estimation for each flow is done at the edge, and a core switch only estimates the total arrival rate. In HCSFQ, because there is a hierarchy of flow aggregates, a core switch additionally estimates the arrival rate for each flow aggregate (i.e., the internal nodes in the tree). Similarly, in CSFQ, a core switch only calculates a fair share rate for the link, while in HCSFQ, a core switch additionally calculates a fair share rate for each flow aggregate. Importantly, the fair share rate estimation in HCSFQ is used to bridge the computation of different layers together. That is, for node v, the allocated bandwidth c(v) is used to estimate the fair share rate α(v), which is then used to compute the allocated bandwidth of its children, i.e., c(u) for u ∈ v.children, in the next layer.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of the HCSFQ algorithm. When a packet pkt arrives at the switch, the switch updates the arrival rate estimate for each flow aggregate the packet belongs to using Eq. (4), and gets the fair share rate of the flow (line 1-4). Then the switch computes the dropping probability based on Eq. (3) and decides whether to drop the packet (line 5-7). After this, the switch recursively updates the fair share rate of each flow aggregate in the hierarchy (line 8-34). Based on whether the packet is dropped, the switch updates the accepted rate estimate for each flow aggregate (line 9-10). If node v is the root, then all flows are under this node, and its allocated capacity is the link capacity (line 11-12); otherwise, its allocated capacity is the max of the fair share rate allocated by its parent and its arrival rate (line 13-14). If the arrival rate of v is bigger than its allocated capacity, then the node is congested, and the fair share rate is updated based on Eq. (5) (15-21); otherwise, the fair share rate is the max arrival rate of its children, i.e., based on Eq. (2) (line 22-33).

Note that we use a window of length K_e for fair share update to account for inaccuracies in rate estimation. Based on the dropping decision, the switch drops or enqueues the packet (line 35-38). Finally, the arrival rate pkt.r is updated and will be used by the next-hop switch (line 39). Note that the loops (line 2-4 and line 8-34) are done in one pass and the fair share rate is updated based on c[v.parent] from the last round.

Figure 5 illustrates how the algorithm works to realize hierarchical fair queueing for the example in Figure 2. At the root, the total arrival rate of all flows r(L) is 15, and the capacity c(L) is the link capacity 10, which is below the arrival rate. The root fairly allocates the capacity to the two flow aggregates, A1 and A2. The figure shows the stable state when the accepted rates and fair share rates of all the nodes have converged. After convergence, the accepted rate f(L) is 10, and the fair share rate α(L) is 5. At node A1, the arrival rate r(A1), which is the sum of r(f_1) and r(f_2), is 5, and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>r(L)</th>
<th>c(L)</th>
<th>f(L)</th>
<th>α(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r(A1)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r(A2)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Example of the HCSFQ algorithm to provide hierarchical fair queueing for the scenario in Figure 2(b).
We have the following theorem to provide the theoretical guarantees for HCSFQ. The proof of the theorem is in Appendix.

**Theorem 1.** Consider a link with a hierarchical fair queueing policy and a flow in the hierarchy. Let \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \) be the weights of the nodes from the root to the flow. Let \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_n \) be the constant normalized fair rate of the nodes from the root to the flow. Let \( r_{\alpha} = \alpha w_i \). If probabilistic dropping is applied at the last layer, then the excess service received by the flow that sends at a rate at no larger than \( R \), is bounded above by

\[
    r_{\alpha} K \left( 1 + \ln \frac{R}{r_{\alpha}} \right) + l_{\text{max}}
\]

where \( l_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum packet length.

Consider a parent and its children in the hierarchy. Let the number of children be \( k \). Let \( r_{\alpha}^{(j)} \) be the weighted fair rate of the \( j \)-th child, and \( r_{\alpha}(j) \) be the weighted fair rate of the \( j \)-th child. Suppose the inter-arrival time of every packet is at least \( \tau \), and

\[
    r_{\alpha}^{(j)} \geq \frac{1}{1 - e^{-\tau/K}} \sum_{j=1}^{k} r_{\alpha}^{(j)}.
\]

The parent node does not drop packets.

**Remark.** The first conclusion bounds the excess service that can be received by a flow. The second conclusion provides the theoretical condition for only performing probabilistic dropping at the leaf node.

5 Data Plane Design and Implementation

In this section, we describe a data plane design to implement CSFQ and HCSFQ on new-generation programmable switches. Programmable switches enable users to program the multi-stage match-action pipeline in the switch data plane to implement custom features. Users can also access the on-chip memory and implement stateful operations using the register arrays provided by programmable switches. Programmable switches also support a set of primitive actions (e.g., recirculate, bit shift, add and subtract) which make HCSFQ possible. Based on the constructs of programmable switches, we show how to design and implement the rate estimation, the fair rate computation and the flow shaping logic (i.e., Algorithm 1) on programmable switches. Our HCSFQ implementation contains 1952 lines of code in P4 and is compiled to Barefoot Tofino ASIC [29]. The code is open-source and available at https://github.com/netx-repo/HCSFQ.

5.1 Single Layer

We first describe how to implement CSFQ, i.e., single-layer HCSFQ, which is used as a building block to implement multi-layer HCSFQ. There are three challenges to implement single-layer HCSFQ on programmable switches: rate estimation, probabilistic drop, and fair rate update. We describe each challenge and its solution as follows.

**Rate estimation.** The switch needs to estimate two rates: the total arrival rate \( r \) and the accepted rate \( f \). Both rates are estimated with Eq. (4). Because switches have strict timing and resource requirements, an action in a match-action table can only contain a small number of operations in a limited operation set. The equation cannot be directly implemented in the switch data plane due to two reasons. First, the equation involves several multiplication, division and exponentiation operations on floating points. These operations are quite complex and require multiple clock cycles to compute. As such, they are not typically supported by the switch data plane. Second, a rate (\( r \) or \( f \)) is stored in a register of the on-chip memory. To update the rate, the switch needs to read the rate from the register, uses the equation to calculate the new rate, and then updates the register. A register can only be accessed by its own stage, but the equation includes multiple arithmetic operations, which requires multiple stages to compute.

We leverage the high-precision timestamps available in the data plane, and use a window-based mechanism to estimate the rates. Programmable switches are able to provide high-precision timestamps at the granularity of one nanosecond. To estimate a rate, the switch maintains a pair of registers (\( \text{reg.byte} \) and \( \text{reg.start} \)). One register (\( \text{reg.byte} \)) stores the total bytes of packets the switch has received in the current window. The other register (\( \text{reg.start} \)) stores the start timestamp of the current window. For each incoming packet, the switch first checks the current timestamp and compares it
with \texttt{reg.start} to see if the packet belongs to the current window. If so, the switch adds the size of the packet to \texttt{reg.byte}; otherwise, the switch clears \texttt{reg.byte} and sets \texttt{reg.start} to the current timestamp. The switch keeps another register \texttt{reg.rate} to store the current rate estimate. When a window is passed, the switch uses \texttt{reg.byte} to update \texttt{reg.rate}, which can be done with either a direct assignment, or a moving average. Our experiments indicate that using a moving average (implemented with several bit shift and addition operations) works better and avoids oscillation with the control loop that updates the fair share rate and drops packets.

The key benefit of this window-based mechanism is that because the switch can provide nanosecond-granularity timestamps, we can use a small window size to accurately estimate flow rate and capture sudden packet bursts. It is important to note that the rate estimation is local to the switch and only uses timestamps to divide time into windows. So there is no need for time synchronization between switches.

**Probabilistic drop.** Probabilistic drop is used to regulate the flows to the fair share rate. The switch uses the fair share rate \( r \) and the flow arrival rate \( r \) to compute the probability to drop packets of the flow (Eq. (3) and line 5 in Algorithm 1). Then the switch checks the condition \( \max(0, 1 - \alpha/r) > \text{rand}(0, 1) \) to decide whether to drop an incoming packet or not. Similar to rate estimation, the challenge is that switches do not support the division operation to compute the probability. One way to solve the problem is to use a similar window-based mechanism as rate estimation, i.e., divide time into windows with window size \( \delta \), and keep counters to allow up to \( r \delta \) packets to pass in each window and drop all remaining packets. The drawback of this approach is that it introduces bursty packet drops, which do not work well with congestion control. We want to mimic the behavior of CSFQ to have random packet drops that are uniformly distributed in the packet stream.

We discretize the probability computation to approximate the drop probability with bounded error. We leverage the random number generator provided by the data plane and use multiple stages to realize the discretized computation. Specifically, to check the condition \( \max(0, 1 - \alpha/r) > \text{rand}(0, 1) \), it is sufficient to check \( \text{rand}(0, 1) > \alpha/r \). We multiply \( r \) to both sides of the inequality, and transform the condition to

\[
\text{rand}(0, r) > \alpha.
\]

If the switch can generate a random number between 0 and \( r \), then we can simply compare the generated random number and \( \alpha \) to decide whether to drop a packet. However, some switches can only generate a random number in a range of a power of two, i.e., in \( [0, 2^n - 1] \), where \( n \) is a given value at compilation time and cannot be a variable. One possible solution is to use a large value for \( n \) at compilation time and use \( \text{rand}(0, 2^n - 1) \% r \) to approximate \( \text{rand}(0, r) \). But the modulo operation on an arbitrary number may not be supported, and the generated numbers are not uniformly distributed in \( [0, r] \). We solve this problem by discretizing the probability computation. We use an integer, instead of a floating point, for the probability. We convert the condition to

\[
\text{rand}(0, 2^n - 1) \cdot r > (2^n - 1) \cdot \alpha.
\]

While multiplication is not directly supported, we can convert a multiplication operation into several bit shift and addition operations. Since \( n \) is small and one stage can do multiple operations, a multiplication can be done in a few stages. This solution introduces errors because the random number is an integer in \( [0, 2^n - 1] \), instead of a real number in \( [0, 1] \). However, the error is bounded by \( 1/2^n \), which reduces exponentially with \( n \). When \( n \) is 7, the error introduced by the approximation is bounded by 1/128, which is smaller than 1%.

**Fair rate update.** When the link is congested, the fair share rate is the unique solution to Eq. (1). Because HCSFQ does not maintain per-flow state, it uses \( \alpha_{new} = \alpha_{old}/f \) (Eq. (5)) to approximately compute the fair share rate, where \( c \) is the capacity and \( f \) is the accepted rate. Like rate estimation and probabilistic drop, Eq. (5) cannot be supported because it contains multiplication and division. What is more challenging is that the fair rate update introduces the following circular dependency to the packet processing.

\[
\text{read } \alpha \rightarrow \text{enqueue/drop} \rightarrow \text{update } f \rightarrow \text{update } \alpha.
\]

Specifically, the switch needs to read \( \alpha \) to compute the drop probability. Then based on whether to enqueue or drop a packet, the switch updates the accepted rate \( f \), which is then used to update \( \alpha \). Because a register can only be accessed by its own stage, the new value of \( \alpha \) cannot be used to update the register that stores \( \alpha \) in a previous stage.

To address these two problems, we first observe that the update equation \( \alpha_{new} = \alpha_{old}/f \) in HCSFQ is already an approximation, and the correct \( \alpha \) is iteratively computed after several updates until \( f \) converges to \( c \). As such, we replace the update equation with an additive-increase multiplicative-decrease method, which increases or decreases \( \alpha \) each time if \( f \) is not equal to \( c \). This ensures that the value for \( \alpha \) converges to the correct value. Note that in the original CSFQ, \( \alpha \) is also computed iteratively to converge to the correct value.

To address the circular dependency, we leverage packet recirculation available in programmable switches, and let the recirculated packets carry the new value of \( \alpha \) to update the register for \( \alpha \) in a previous stage. Switches have limited bandwidth for recirculation. We judiciously use packet recirculation to minimize recirculation overhead. We follow the same scheme as CSFQ: update \( \alpha \) only when the node is congested or un congested for a window length of \( K_c \). Given the window size \( K_c \), \( \alpha \) is updated by at most \( 1/K_c \) times per second. As a concrete example, let \( K_c \) be 10 hours. Then \( \alpha \) is updated by at most 100K times per second, and the amount of recirculation traffic is only a tiny fraction of the switch capacity.
5.2 Multiple Layers

The single-layer design is used as a building block to support multiple layers. As shown in Algorithm 1 and Figure 5, the processing of HCSFQ on a packet is performed layer by layer, from the root to the leaf node. This well matches the multi-stage packet processing pipeline of programmable switches. The layers in HCSFQ can be mapped to the stages in the pipeline, which naturally processes packets sequentially stage by stage. The major difference between HCSFQ and CSFQ is that HCSFQ needs to store more states as it has multiple layers. CSFQ is a single-layer HCSFQ and only maintains the state for three variables, which are the total arrival rate \( r \), the accepted rate \( f \), and the fair share rate \( \alpha \). Each variable use multiple registers as described in §5.1. HCSFQ maintains the state for all interior nodes, each of which includes the three variables. Commodity switches have 10-100 MB on-chip memory [32], which is able to support a large number of interior nodes. For a two-layer HCSFQ for tenant-level and flow-level isolation in multi-tenant datacenters, a switch needs to maintain per-tenant state, but not per-flow state. With 10-100 MB memory, the switch can support millions of tenants. In terms of the number of layers, our prototype supports up to four layers on Barefoot Tofino. There is no theoretical limit on the number of layers given the scalable algorithm design. The constraints for practical implementations mainly come from the restricted hardware primitives to implement the algorithm as we describe in §5.1. These constraints are not fundamental. Newer programmable switches (e.g., Barefoot Tofino 2) have more stages and provide more hardware primitives to support more layers. Despite this, we expect HCSFQ with 2–4 layers should be sufficient to provide hierarchical isolation for many datacenter scenarios (e.g., multi-tenancy).

6 Evaluation

In this section, we provide experimental results to demonstrate the performance of HCSFQ. We first evaluate the performance of single-layer HCSFQ (i.e., CSFQ), and show that it can provide fair queueing (§6.1). We then evaluate the performance of two-layer HCSFQ, and show that it can provide hierarchical fair queueing to enforce tenant-level and flow-level isolation for multi-tenant datacenters (§6.2). Finally, we use simulations to evaluate HCSFQ in a large-scale datacenter environment and compare it with several alternatives (§6.3).

All testbed experiments are conducted on a hardware testbed with a Barefoot Tofino Wedge 100BF-65X switch. Each server is configured with an 8-core CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2620 @ 2.1GHz), 64GB memory and one 40G NIC (Intel XL710), and runs Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS with Linux kernel 4.10.0-28-generic. Our switch implementation contains both the edge and core functionalities for HCSFQ. Therefore, our prototype provides hierarchical fair queueing without modifications to either the software or hardware of the end hosts. By default, we use TCP Cubic provided by the Linux kernel.

6.1 Fair Queueing Experiments

We first evaluate the capability of HCSFQ to provide fair queueing. Fair queueing requires one-layer HCSFQ. We cover both UDP and TCP traffic with equal or different weights. In the experiments, we use four servers as the senders and one server as the receiver. Each sender sends 8 flows (based on five-tuple), and a total of 32 flows are sent to a receiver. All servers are connected to the switch with 40Gbps links. The bottleneck link is the link between the switch and the receiver.

UDP: If all UDP flows have the same sending rate, they would get similar bandwidth under the tail-drop FIFO queue in the switch. To make the experiment more interesting, we assign different sending rates to the UDP flows. We let 24 flows (Flow 1–24) send at 2Gbps and 8 flows (Flow 25–32) send at 8Gbps. As shown in Figure 6(a), without HCSFQ, Flow 25–32 obtain higher bandwidth than Flow 1–24 because Flow 25–32 have larger sending rates. In comparison, HCSFQ is able to fairly allocate bandwidth to the flows.
HCSFQ supports weighted fair queuing. We assign weight 1 to Flow 1–24 to and weight 2 to Flow 25–32. As shown in Figure 6(b), without HCSFQ, the result is the same as that with equal weights in Figure 6(a). On the other hand, HCSFQ is able to allocate the bandwidth based on the weights. Flow 25–32 achieve higher throughput than Flow 1–24.

We also evaluate HCSFQ when the UDP flows dynamically change their rates. We let Flow 1 send at a different rate every 2 seconds (10Gbps, 20Gbps, 30Gbps and 40Gbps, respectively) and let Flow 2 keep sending at 20Gbps. Without HCSFQ, when the link is congested (from 4s to 8s), each flow achieves a throughput in proportional to its sending rate. With HCSFQ, two flows get the fair share (20Gbps) when the link is congested.

TCP. Figure 8(a) shows the throughput of the flows with and without HCSFQ. Because TCP congestion control provides fair bandwidth allocation, the flows have similar throughput even without HCSFQ. Adding HCSFQ to the switch does not change the bandwidth allocation and thus has a similar result.

However, TCP cannot support weighted fair queuing. To show the benefits of HCSFQ, we let Flow 1–24 have weight 1 and Flow 25–32 have weight 2. Without HCSFQ, the result in Figure 8(b) is similar to that in Figure 8(a). With HCSFQ, the flows get bandwidth in proportional to their weights. The flows with higher weights (Flow 25–32) receive more bandwidth than those with lower weights (Flow 1–24).

Different TCP algorithms. There are many TCP congestion control algorithms. Without in-network enforcement, the flows using aggressive congestion control algorithms would get more bandwidth. In this experiment, we let Flow 1–24 use TCP Cubic (provided by default in Linux) and Flow 25–32 use TCP BBR. As shown in Figure 9(a), without HCSFQ, because TCP BBR is more aggressive than TCP Cubic, the flows with TCP BBR get almost all the bandwidth. On the other hand, HCSFQ is able to provide fair queuing, regardless of the TCP algorithms they use. We have also tried TCP Reno, which performs similar to TCP Cubic.

Different RTTs. In this experiment, we increase the RTT of Flow 25–32 by 0.4 ms using Linux Traffic Control (Linux tc). The default RTT measured by ping in the testbed, i.e., the RTT of Flow 1–24, is 0.3 ms (mostly host overhead). The TCP throughput is inverse proportional to RTT [33]. In our case, the flows with 0.3 ms RTT (Flow 1–24) should have 0.7/0.3 ≈ 2 higher bandwidth than the flows with 0.7 ms RTT (Flow 25–32), which is close to what we see in Figure 9(b). On the other hand, HCSFQ is able to provide fair queuing even when the flows have different RTTs.

Convergence. We let four flows from different clients join and leave a link every 16 seconds to evaluate convergence. Figure 10 shows the UDP result. Flow 1 and 2 send at 40Gbps (using DPDK [34]), and Flow 3 and 4 send 20Gbps. When HCSFQ is enabled, the four flows quickly converge to a similar rate, even though they have different sending rate. Figure 11 shows the TCP result. We set the RTTs of Flow 3 and 4 to 0.7ms using Linux tc, and the RTTs of of Flow 1 and 2 are around 0.3ms by default. With HCSFQ, the four flows quickly converge to a similar rate, regardless of different RTTs.

Mixed UDP and TCP traffic. We evaluate HCSFQ under a mixed workload with both UDP and TCP traffic, and consider the impact of ill-behaved UDP flows on TCP flows. In the experiment, Flow 1–24 are TCP flows, and Flow 25–32 are UDP flows that send at 3.2Gbps. As shown in Figure 12(a), without HCSFQ, because UDP flows are not affected by TCP
We now evaluate the capability of HCSFQ to provide hierarchical fair queueing for multi-tenant datacenters. Similar to the previous experiments, we use 4 servers to send a total of 32 flows to a receiver. To evaluate hierarchical fair queueing, we let tenant A contain 24 flows (Flow 1–24) and tenant B contain 8 flows (Flow 25–32).

UDP. We set the sending rates of all 32 UDP flows to 8 Gbps. As shown in Figure 13(a), without HCSFQ, the flows have similar throughput. Because tenant A has three times as many flows as tenant B, the total throughput of A is three times as that of B. With HCSFQ, two tenants get the same total throughput. Because A has more flows, each flow in A has lower throughput than that in B.

To evaluate weighted hierarchical fair queueing, we assign different weights to tenant A’s flows. We let Flow 1–8 have weight 2 and Flow 9–24 have weight 1. We assign the same weight to tenant A and B. As shown in Figure 13(b), the result without HCSFQ is the same as it in Figure 13(a). All flows receive the same bandwidth, regardless of tenants and weights. With HCSFQ, because the two tenants have the same weight, the bandwidth allocation to the two tenants stays the same. In tenant A, a flow with weight 2 has double throughput as a flow with weight 1. In tenant B, all flows have the same weight, and thus they have the same throughput.

6.2 Hierarchical Fair Queueing Experiments

We now evaluate the capability of HCSFQ to provide hierarchical fair queueing. We show that two-layer HCSFQ can provide tenant-level and flow-level isolation for multi-tenant datacenters. Similar to the previous experiments, we use 4 servers to send a total of 32 flows to a receiver. To evaluate hierarchical fair queueing, we let tenant A contain 24 flows (Flow 1–24) and tenant B contain 8 flows (Flow 25–32).

TCP. TCP congestion control does not recognize tenants. Figure 14(a) shows the throughput of 32 TCP flows. Similar to the UDP experiment, without HCSFQ, every flow receives the same amount of bandwidth, and tenant A has higher total throughput. With HCSFQ, the bandwidth is allocated equally to the two tenants, and each flow in A has lower throughput than each flow in B. We also assign weights to the TCP flows as the UDP experiment, and the result is in Figure 14(b). Similarly, with HCSFQ, Flow 1–8 in tenant A have lower throughput than Flow 9–24, because Flow 1–8 lower higher weight. The flows in tenant B have the same throughput because we do not change their weights.
Web search workload. We generate traffic based on the web search workload [36]. Figure 15(a) shows the flow completion time (FCT) for small flows less than 100KB, and Figure 15(b) shows the flow completion time breakdown when the network is at 70% utilization. HCSFQ achieves up to 60% lower FCT than vanilla TCP and DCTCP. AFQ and SP-PIFO are 15% better than HCSFQ on FCT because HCSFQ enforces fairness by packet dropping and cannot provide guarantee for sensitive packets which can be a drawback for datacenter workload. However, the gap is small and does not grow as the traffic load gets larger. The result demonstrates that HCSFQ is compatible with DCTCP, and can provide significant improvement under a representative datacenter topology and workload as the smaller flows can finish faster with a fair share rate.

Web search workload with injected UDP traffic. To evaluate performance isolation, we inject additional ill-behaved UDP flows to the web server workload. The UDP flows are evenly distributed in the topology and occupy about half of the total bandwidth of the network. Figure 16 shows that TCP and DCTCP perform significantly worse than others, because they do not have performance isolation between TCP and UDP flows. HCSFQ performs better than AFQ and SP-PIFO, because AFQ and SP-PIFO map different flows to a small number of queues and aggressive UDP traffic overloads the queues shared by multiple TCP and UDP flows, while HCSFQ drops excessive UDP packets before they enter the queues.

Incast. This experiment evaluates HCSFQ in an incase scenario where a receiver requests for a 4.5MB file distributed over N (=30–180) sender nodes. We follow the common practice to use a small RTO_{min} (200µs) for all schemes [37]. As shown in Figure 17(a), when the number of flows grows, HCSFQ achieves a lower request completion time compared with SP-PIFO, TCP and DCTCP, and is close to AFQ. SP-PIFO does not handle the incast traffic pattern well, because there are many packets arriving at the same time with similar ranks saturating some queues and getting dropped. Figure 17(b) shows that HCSFQ achieves low average completion times for individual flows as the number of flows changes.

Web search workload with two tenants. This experiment evaluates hierarchical fair queuing with two tenants. Tenant 1 sends five times as many flows as tenant 2, and should have higher FCT than tenant 2. As shown in Figure 18, HCSFQ can provide tenant-level fairness, so that since tenant 1 has more flows, the average flow completion time of tenant 1 is higher than that of tenant 2. We also implement a hierarchical version of PIFO (HPIFO) as an upper bound for comparison. Note that although HPIFO delivers the best result, it needs to maintain three queues (one in the first layer and two in the second layer) for two tenants. It cannot be implemented on today’s switches and it is hard to support many tenants due to the need of hierarchical queues. Other approaches do not distinguish between tenants, and the average flow completion times of the two tenants are similar.

Scalability with many tenants. We show the scalability of HCSFQ on supporting many tenants and flows. When there are many tenants and flows, the share of each tenant/flow is small and the bias from rate estimation and rate update in each step will accumulate. In this experiment, we examine 50 tenants. Half of the tenants (tenant 1-25) have one VM in each server, and the other half (tenant 26-50) have two VMs in each server. Each VM has a long-lasting TCP flow with another VM of the same tenant in another rack. We set the bandwidth of access links and leaf-spine links to 10Gbps and 40Gbps respectively in order to accommodate more tenants and flows than previous experiments. Figure 19 shows that TCP, DCTCP, AFQ and SP-PIFO do not provide tenant-level fairness, and the tenants with more flows have higher total throughput. In comparison, HCSFQ provides fair bandwidth allocation between tenants, regardless of the number of flows each tenant has.
Figure 19: Throughput of different tenants. Each tenant of Tenants 1-25 has one VM in each server, while each tenant of Tenants 26-50 has two VM in each server. Each tenant is sending pairwise TCP traffic between its VMs.

7 Related Work

**Fair queueing.** There is a long history of work on fair queueing. The original proposal from Nagle [1] introduces the idea of using separate FIFO queues for flows to achieve fair bandwidth allocation. The bit-by-bit round robin (BR) algorithm [2, 3] computes a bid number to estimate the departure time for each packet, and transmits the packet with the lowest bid number with a priority queue. To avoid expensive priority queues, several algorithms, such as SFQ [4] and DRR [5], propose to map flows to a small number of FIFO queues, which do not work well when the number of flows are far larger than the number of queues. Another approach is probabilistic packet dropping, which maintains per-flow state to estimate drop probability, such as FRED [6], RED-PD [7] and AFD [8].

**CSFQ** [13] is distinct from these algorithms in that it does not require per-flow state, per-flow queues or an expensive priority queue. Hierarchical fair queueing adds a hierarchy to fair queueing, which requires not only per-flow state, but also a hierarchy of queues [9, 10, 15]. HCSFQ eliminates both requirements, making hierarchical fair queueing feasible to be implemented in high-speed hardware switches.

**Network isolation in multi-tenant cloud.** Prior work has proposed techniques to provide performance guarantees and share bandwidth between multiple tenants [14, 16–28, 38, 39]. However, existing works either can only enforce hierarchical fairness at end hosts, or can not be efficiently implemented in today’s hardware. For example, BwE [39] is a WAN bandwidth allocation mechanism which enforces hierarchical fair allocation at end hosts. FairCloud [14] proposes to apply CSFQ for network isolation in datacenters, but it does not have a hardware implementation for CSFQ and does not support hierarchical fair queueing. HCSFQ is to the best of our knowledge, the first solution to provide hierarchical fair queueing on commodity switches with small switch memory footprint and a single FIFO queue.

**Programmable switches.** Programmable switches have triggered many innovations in recent years [32, 40–60]. Programmable packet scheduling is the most relevant to HCSFQ. UPS [61] shows that Least Slack Time First (LSTF) provides a good approximation for many scheduling algorithms in practice. PIFO [10] provides a hardware design to realize the abstraction of a push-in first-out (PIFO) queue. It relies on a tree of PIFO queues to implement hierarchical fair queueing. AFQ [11] approximates fair queueing by using a few queues to emulate many queues. It stores per-flow counters in a count-min sketch, and does not support hierarchical fair queueing. SP-PIFO [12] uses several strict priority queues to emulate a PIFO queue, which can support fair queueing, not hierarchical fair queueing. Compared to them, we show how to leverage programmable switches to support fair queueing without per-flow state based on CSFQ, and present a new algorithm HCSFQ to support hierarchical fair queueing.

8 Conclusion

We present HCSFQ, a scalable algorithm for hierarchical fair queueing. Hierarchical fair queueing is a long standing problem in networking. Instead of relying on a hierarchy of queues with complex queue management, HCSFQ only keeps the state for the interior nodes and uses only one queue to achieve hierarchical fair queueing. This dramatically simplifies the design, and makes the design possible to be implemented in high-speed switches. Indeed, we have built a prototype for HCSFQ on programmable switches. Our prototype shows that HCSFQ works well with both UDP and TCP without any changes to either the hardware (e.g., NICs) or software (e.g., TCP/IP stack) of the end hosts.

To the best of our knowledge, HCSFQ is the first solution that has been demonstrated to provide hierarchical fair queueing on hardware switches at line rate. HCSFQ is not only theoretically interesting, but also has important practical implications. Network isolation is critical to multi-tenant clouds, which have a natural two-layer hierarchy. This hierarchy naturally requires the datacenter network to first allocate the bandwidth to the tenants, and then allocate each tenant’s bandwidth between the tenant’s flows. HCSFQ provides the first solution to enable this two-layer isolation in datacenter networks. Our prototype shows that this can be done without any changes to either the hardware (e.g., NICs) or software (e.g., TCP/IP stack) of the end hosts, and it works well with both UDP and TCP. We believe HCSFQ is a promising solution for network isolation in multi-tenant datacenters.
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A Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. The first conclusion is directly derived from the guarantee of CSFQ [13].

For the second conclusion, we consider a model with a parent and \( k \) children. We add a script \( \tau \) to represent the notations related to the parent, e.g., \( r'_i \) is the estimated arrival rate of the \( i \)-th packets at the parent. We add a script \( (j) \) to represent the notations related to the \( j \)-th child, e.g., \( r_j^{(j)} \) is the estimated arrival rate of the \( i \)-th packets at the \( j \)-th child. Suppose the time episode is universal for all children. Suppose that \( r_0^{(j)} = r'_0 = 0 \) for \( j = 1, \ldots, k \).

Suppose the inter-arrival time \( T_i \geq \tau \) for all \( i \). Suppose

\[ r_{\alpha} \geq \frac{1}{1 - e^{-\tau/K}} \sum_{j=1}^{k} r_j^{(j)}. \]

Then we will show that the parent node \( r_{\alpha} \) does not drop packets. To this end, we only need to prove that

\[ r'_i \leq r_{\alpha}, \quad \forall i. \tag{9} \]

After the first drop, the package length is \( h_i = h_i^{(1)} + \cdots + h_i^{(k)} \), where

\[ h_i^{(j)} = \ \begin{cases} \ell_i^{(j)} r_i^{(j)} & r_i^{(j)} \leq r_{\alpha}^{(j)}, \\ \ell_i^{(j)} r_i^{(j)} & r_i^{(j)} > r_{\alpha}^{(j)}. \end{cases} \]

And by definition,

\[ r'_i = (1 - e^{-T_i/K}) \frac{h_i^{(1)}}{T_i} + e^{-T_i/K} r_{i-1}', \quad 1 \leq i \leq n. \]

We now recursively prove Eq. (9).

(i) First let \( i = 1 \).

We will use the following inequality to prove Eq. (9):

\[ (1 - e^{-T_i/K}) \frac{h_i^{(j)}}{T_i} \leq r_{\alpha}^{(j)}, \quad \forall j. \tag{10} \]

On the one hand, if Eq. (10) is true, we have

\[ r'_1 = (1 - e^{-T_1/K}) \sum_{j=1}^{k} h_j^{(j)} / T_1 \leq \sum_{j=1}^{k} r_j^{(j)} \leq r_{\alpha}', \]

which implies Eq. (9) for \( i = 1 \).

On the other hand, recall \( r_1^{(j)} = (1 - e^{-T_1/K}) \frac{\ell_1^{(j)} r_1^{(j)}}{T_1} \), we then prove Eq. (10) as following:

1. If \( r_1^{(j)} < r_{\alpha}^{(j)} \), then \( h_1^{(j)} = \ell_1^{(j)} r_1^{(j)} \), thus

\[ (1 - e^{-T_1/K}) \frac{h_1^{(j)}}{T_1} = (1 - e^{-T_1/K}) \frac{\ell_1^{(j)} r_1^{(j)}}{T_1} \leq r_1^{(j)} \leq r_{\alpha}^{(j)}. \]

2. If \( r_1^{(j)} \geq r_{\alpha}^{(j)} \), then \( h_1^{(j)} = \ell_1^{(j)} r_1^{(j)} \), thus

\[ (1 - e^{-T_1/K}) \frac{h_1^{(j)}}{T_1} = (1 - e^{-T_1/K}) \frac{\ell_1^{(j)} r_1^{(j)}}{T_1} = r_1^{(j)} = r_{\alpha}^{(j)}. \]

Thus Eq. (10) holds. By (i) and (ii) and mathematical induction our proof is finished. \( \square \)
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Abstract
Recent datacenter transport protocols rely heavily on rich congestion signals from the network, impeding their deployment in environments such as the public cloud. In this paper, we explain this trend by showing that, without rich congestion signals, there is a strong tradeoff between a packet transport’s equilibrium and transience performance. We then propose a simple approach to resolve this tension without complicating the transport protocol and without rich congestion signals from the network. Our approach factors the transport into two separate components for equilibrium and transient handling. For equilibrium handling, we continue to use existing congestion control protocols. For transients, we develop a new underlay algorithm, On-Ramp, which intercepts and holds any protocol’s packets at the network edge during transient overload. On-Ramp detects transient overloads using accurate measurements of one-way delay, made possible in software by a recently developed time-synchronization algorithm.

On the Google Cloud Platform, On-Ramp improves the 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile request completion time (RCT) of CUBIC by 2.8\(\times\) and BBR by 5.6\(\times\). In a bare-metal cloud (CloudLab), On-Ramp improves the RCT of CUBIC by 4.1\(\times\). In ns-3 simulations, which model more efficient NIC-based implementations of On-Ramp, On-Ramp improves RCT of DCQCN, TIMELY, DCTCP and HPCC to varying degrees depending on the workload. In all three environments, On-Ramp also improves the flow completion time of non-incast background traffic. In an evaluation at Facebook, On-Ramp significantly reduces the latency of computing traffic while ensuring the throughput of storage traffic is not affected.

1 Introduction
Datacenter packet transport has been an active area of research within the networking community for over a decade. The primary goals of datacenter transport protocols are to achieve high throughput and low latency and to effectively deal with bursty traffic, especially incast [51]. To achieve these goals, the research community has pursued two broad lines of work.

The first is a series of congestion control algorithms that have relied on progressively richer forms of congestion signals from the network. These signals run the gamut from single-bit ECN marking [13] to multi-bit signals [53] and all the way to queue size and link utilization information [44]. The second line of work has focused on packet scheduling mechanisms that proactively prevent congestion from occurring in the first place [21,34], or explicitly optimize for objectives like flow completion times [16,17,20,49]. These schemes often require more elaborate network and application support, such as in-switch priority queues and application hints about flow sizes or deadlines.

Taking a step back from recent developments, we ask: is it possible for a congestion control algorithm to achieve good behavior without rich congestion signaling or packet scheduling support from the network? This question is not merely of academic interest; it has significant practical implications. In many environments, there is no way for the network to export rich signaling information or perform sophisticated packet scheduling. A particularly important example is the environment in which public cloud customers find themselves today. Cloud customers have access to the edge of the network, whether it is within a VM or in a bare metal server or potentially within SmartNICs in the future. However, they do not have access to the network infrastructure.

Motivated by the above question, we show that the trend towards rich congestion signals in state-of-the-art schemes is rooted in an inherent tension between the two main functions of a datacenter transport protocol: (i) converging quickly to a fair and stable equilibrium point as large flows arrive and depart, and (ii) handling transients of the incast-type effectively. Specifically, we consider two widely-deployed algorithms (TIMELY [47] and DCQCN [53]) and show that a parameter setting that works well in equilibrium performs poorly in transience and vice versa. On the other hand, protocols such as HPCC [44] which use richer congestion signaling from the network (e.g., queue size information and link utilization from INT [41]) can improve performance in both equilibrium and transience, as discussed in [44, §2.3 and §5.2].
Informed by these results, we ask a second question: can congestion control be modularized into two simpler components, one each to deal with equilibrium and transient concerns? This paper answers the question by proposing a new approach to congestion control that breaks the nexus between transience and equilibrium behavior. It delegates transient handling to a protocol, called On-Ramp, which is tailor-made for transients, leaving the congestion control algorithm to deal with equilibrium behavior.

On-Ramp (OR) can be coupled with any datacenter congestion control protocol to improve its performance during transients; indeed, implementing On-Ramp requires only end-host modifications and we have combined On-Ramp with CUBIC [33], BBR [19], DCQCN [53], TIMELY [47], DCTCP [13] and HPCC [44]. The core idea behind On-Ramp is extremely simple: when the congestion control protocol at a sender decides to transmit a packet, the sender temporarily holds back the packet if the sender-to-receiver one-way delay of the most-recently acknowledged packet exceeds a threshold. Thus, On-Ramp lets congestion control algorithms do what they are good at—determining transmission rates or window sizes in dynamic settings to improve metrics such as throughput and fairness—while giving them a leg up with functionality they struggle with: transience.

As a very useful by-product, On-Ramp also enhances the performance of existing congestion control algorithms in equilibrium by making them more robust to the choice of algorithm parameters. This is because of a phenomenon that we term state-space compaction. The state space of a network is the size of the queues within the network at any time. It spans a large dynamic range of queue sizes from transient (high queue) to equilibrium (low, but non-zero) to unstable (zero queues and link underflows). By compacting the state space, On-Ramp reduces the dynamic range of the state space observed by the congestion control algorithm and keeps it in a tight band around the desired operating point. This attenuates the large and frequent congestion signals from the network which, in turn, can cause an overreaction by the congestion control algorithm.

Key to making On-Ramp practical is an accurate measurement of one-way delay, which requires synchronized clocks between the sender and receiver. Since the one-way delays in a datacenter can be a few tens of microseconds or lower, this implies that the sender and receiver clocks must be synchronized to within a few microseconds. Such high-accuracy clock synchronization has traditionally required hardware-intensive protocols like Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [37]. But a recently developed system, Huygens [30], showed that it is possible to achieve nanosecond-level clock synchronization without special hardware or dedicated priorities. On-Ramp leverages the Huygens algorithm, making it easier to deploy.

We evaluated On-Ramp in three different environments: the public cloud, a CloudLab cluster (bare-metal cloud) and ns-3 simulations. We find:

1. **Performance improvements.** On Google Cloud, On-Ramp improves the 99th percentile request completion time (RCT) of incast traffic of CUBIC by 2.8× and BBR by 5.6×. In CloudLab, On-Ramp improves the tail RCT of CUBIC by 4.1×. In ns-3 simulations, which model more efficient NIC-based implementations, On-Ramp improves RCTs to varying degrees depending on the workload under DCQCN, TIMELY, DCTCP and HPCC. In all three environments, On-Ramp also improves the flow completion time of non-incast background traffic.

2. **CPU overhead of On-Ramp.** When running at 40% network load on a 10 Gbps NIC and an 8-core CPU, the total CPU utilization is 15.1% without On-Ramp, and 18.7% with On-Ramp. If On-Ramp is implemented in the NIC, this overhead can be eliminated.

### 2 Transience–Equilibrium Tension

Congestion control algorithms execute one of the following update equations:

\[
W(\text{next}) = f(W(\text{now}), \text{congestion signals}, K), \quad R(\text{next}) = g(R(\text{now}), \text{congestion signals}, K),
\]

That is, based on congestion signals received from the network, the algorithm updates the window size \(W\) or the transmission rate \(R\). This is taking place constantly and iteratively, as flows arrive or depart or the path bandwidth changes (e.g., due to prioritization). \(K\) here is the gain in the control loop, which is typically very carefully chosen to provide stability in equilibrium and quick reaction to congestion in transience.

However, in the high bandwidth and small-buffered environment of data centers, we shall see that it is quite hard to pick the gain \(K\) so as to get great performance in both transience and equilibrium: a high value of \(K\) gives the responsiveness needed to react quickly to congestion but suffers from bad performance and instability in equilibrium when there are lags in the control loop; conversely, a low value of \(K\) can provide good performance in equilibrium but make the source sluggish during transience. We refer to this as the transience-equilibrium tension and we shall see that industrial-grade and commercially-deployed algorithms like TIMELY and DCQCN suffer from the transience-equilibrium tension.

With elaborate and frequent congestion signals from the network (e.g., queue depths, link utilization and flow rate, sent on a per-packet basis using in-band telemetry [41]), the congestion control algorithm can be improved simultaneously in transience and equilibrium (e.g., HPCC [44]). Unfortunately, such elaborate signals are not available in virtual environments such as the public clouds.

An alternative is to bake in two different modes of congestion handling within the same algorithm, e.g., slow start for transients and congestion avoidance for equilibrium. However,

\[\text{Indeed, an extensive literature in congestion control theory is devoted to the careful choice of the gain parameters, e.g. [14,15,24,27,40,45,52].}\]
this approach is fragile because it requires defining precise conditions to trigger switches between modes. Further, when a congestion control algorithm in equilibrium encounters severe congestion and drastically cuts its window or rate, it must make a difficult choice between remembering and forgetting its previous equilibrium state (rate/window). This choice is difficult because it depends on the duration of congestion, which is hard to predict. If the congestion is transient, such as an incast, the algorithm must remember its previous state so as to rapidly restore the old equilibrium without underutilization, once the incast ends. On the other hand, if the congestion is sustained, such as the simultaneous arrival of many long-lived flows, the algorithm must forget its previous state so that it can rapidly find a new equilibrium.

In this context, On-Ramp makes two key contributions: (i) when the one-way delay (OWD) on the path exceeds a given threshold, \( T \), On-Ramp can quickly and forcefully react by pausing transmissions at the source, reducing congestion; and (ii) On-Ramp also reduces the sensitivity to the choice of the gain parameter \( K \) by ensuring good transient and equilibrium performance over a wide range of values of \( K \).

We shall show that On-Ramp achieves the above by compacting the state space in the network. By that we mean that On-Ramp maintains network state variables such as queuing delays around their desired operating points, preventing large excursions (high or low) which occur during transience or in equilibrium when the value of \( K \) is high. Essentially, state space compacting attenuates (but does not eliminate) the congestion signals, preventing an overreaction at a source with high gain \( K \) while providing the throttling necessary for a source with low gain \( K \).

Let us now illustrate the above points by considering the following scenario: 12 100G servers sending traffic to one receiver; all machines are connected to a single switch. 2 servers start sending at time 0; the other 10 start at 200 ms.

Figures 1a and 1b show the queuing delays at the switch during transience (t=200ms) and equilibrium (t=237-240ms) when TIMELY is used with its gain parameter \( \beta = 0.2 \) and \( \beta = 0.8 \), respectively. Note that \( \beta = 0.8 \) is the value recommended in \([47,54]\), and \( \beta = 0.2 \) is the largest value to achieve full utilization in equilibrium.

At \( \beta = 0.2 \), TIMELY performs well in equilibrium: the queue stays above zero and the link rate is maintained close to 100G. However, it performs poorly in transience: it takes a long time to react to the congestion caused by the newly arriving 10 flows—the queuing delay converges very slowly. At \( \beta = 0.8 \), it reacts much more quickly to transience, but due to aggressive congestion control, the queue underflows during equilibrium and leads to a link utilization of just 61%.

The trend is similar for DCQCN. The rate-increase timer \( T_i \) and rate-decrease timer \( T_d \) are varied to change its control gains. Note that the values \( T_i = 55 \mu s \) and \( T_d = 50 \mu s \) are the settings recommended in \([53]\) and \( T_i = 300 \mu s \) and \( T_d = 4 \mu s \) are the default settings recommended by a vendor of network hardware (cf. \([44]\)). At less aggressive gains (Fig. 2a), DCQCN performs well in equilibrium but reacts slowly during transience. Aggressive gain settings (Fig. 2b) give the opposite behavior.

Figures 1c and 2c respectively consider the scenario where the low (equilibrium-friendly) gain parameters for TIMELY and DCQCN are used in conjunction with On-Ramp. We observe that both algorithms react very quickly to transient congestion and converge smoothly to a stable equilibrium with full link utilization. Indeed, the equilibrium performance is actually improved by On-Ramp: the oscillation of queues during equilibrium is reduced! Figures 1d and 2d consider the high gain parameter scenario. We see that On-Ramp helps here as well by preventing severe queue undershoots and providing a high link utilization.

In conclusion, On-Ramp helps to cope with severe transient congestion by lowering queuing delays rapidly; conversely, it also prevents queues from underflowing, hence keeping a high link utilization. It achieves this by compacting the state space to a region around the desired queue size. As a useful by-product of this, it also reduces the sensitivity of the congestion control algorithm to gain parameters. It is critical to note here that On-Ramp does not perform the window or rate updates at Equation 1. This is left to the congestion control algorithm.

One might wonder if a more sophisticated delay-based pro-
tocol could make better use of precise one-way delay measurements. While an interesting possibility, we did not pursue this route for two reasons. First, On-Ramp allows us to decouple transient and long-term congestion management, and handle each at its own appropriate timescale without burdening a single protocol with both. Second, On-Ramp also composes very naturally with existing congestion control algorithms. It lets congestion control algorithms do what they are good at—improving long-term metrics such as throughput and latency, while taking care of transients for them. This factorized approach has allowed us to combine On-Ramp with several existing congestion control algorithms [13, 19, 33, 44, 47, 53].

3 On-Ramp Design

On-Ramp is a simple end-to-end flow control algorithm, sitting as a shim between the congestion control algorithm and the network (see Figure 3). On-Ramp aims to bring down the path queuing delays as quickly as possible by pausing the flow at the sender’s end of the network when the measured OWD (which we denote as \(O\)) exceeds a threshold \(T\). For a congestion control algorithm that does not control queuing delays on its own (e.g., TCP CUBIC), On-Ramp adds this functionality. For a congestion control algorithm that does control queuing delays on its own (e.g., DCTCP), On-Ramp works like a safeguard, for example, by reducing queue spikes during transience.

We first present a simple version of the On-Ramp algorithm that is intuitive but has queue oscillations and the possibility of under-utilization in the presence of feedback delay. We update On-Ramp by amending the rule for pausing, resulting in the final version of the algorithm.

3.1 Strawman Proposal for On-Ramp

As shown in Figure 3, On-Ramp is implemented underneath the congestion control protocol (CC) between the sender \(S\) and receiver \(R\). It consists of two parts:

(i) Receiver side: Upon receiving a packet, the receiver sends an OR-ACK to the sender, which contains (1) the flow indicator (i.e., the 5-tuple representing the flow), (2) the sequence number of the received packet, and (3) the time at which the packet was received.

(ii) Sender side: The sender maintains two data structures for each flow: (1) a queue of outstanding packets belonging to that flow waiting to be transmitted; and (2) a value called \(I_{nextPKT}\), representing when the next packet from the flow will be transmitted. Initially, \(I_{nextPKT}\) is set to 0 and, upon the receipt of an OR-ACK, it is updated as follows:

\[
I_{nextPKT} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
I_{now} + O - T & \text{if } O > T \\
I_{nextPKT} & \text{else}
\end{array} \right.
\]

(2)

Here \(I_{now}\) is the current system time. The flow will be paused until \(I_{nextPKT}\) if that is larger than \(I_{now}\). If an OR-ACK is dropped, the sender will not be able to measure OWD \(O\) at this time, so \(I_{nextPKT}\) will not be changed. The sender dequeues packets of the active (non-paused) flows in round-robin order.

The strawman proposal is simple and intuitive: upon receiving an OR-ACK with an OWD value of \(O\) exceeding threshold \(T\), pause for \(O - T\). The goal is to drain the queue such that the OWD after the pause is under \(T\). This reasoning would have been correct if there were no delay in getting acks from the receiver. In the presence of feedback delay, however, the sender will actually pause for a significantly longer time than necessary.

To understand what is going on, suppose that the sender receives an ack with OWD \(O\) exceeding \(T\) for the first time at time \(t\), and it immediately pauses for duration \(O - T\). Notice that it will take at least one additional round-trip-time (RTT) after \(t\) for the sender to see the impact of this pause on the OWD values carried in acks. In particular, acks received for packets that were transmitted before pausing are likely to also carry OWD values exceeding \(T\). Hence a sender using the strawman design will actually pause for at least the next RTT, even if the OWD exceeds \(T\) by a small amount. By the time it resumes sending traffic, the queue will have significantly undershot \(T\), which risks under-utilization.

3.2 The Final Version of On-Ramp

To fix the above problem, we propose a simple mechanism to compensate for the sender’s feedback delay in receiving the OWD signal. The key is to observe that it is possible the sender was paused when the green packet (see Figure 4) was in flight and before the sender received its ack. The update equation (2) doesn’t take these previous pauses into account, and therefore it overestimates how much additional time it needs to pause for the OWD to drop down to \(T\).

One approach to correct for previous pauses would be to subtract the total time the sender was paused while the green packet was in flight from the OWD value \(O\) obtained in the ack. This approach assumes that if the sender was paused for some duration \(P\), then the current value of OWD is no longer \(O\) but rather \(O - P\). However, this ignores the contribution of other senders to the OWD. The reduction in OWD due to a pause of duration \(P\) is at most \(P\), but it may be less if other senders transmit in that time.

To account for other senders, On-Ramp estimates the relationship between the actions it takes (i.e., its own pause duration) and the effect of these actions (i.e., reduction in OWD). To this end, it dynamically measures a parameter \(P_m\), which equals the change in OWD per unit of On-Ramp pause time; in other words, the gain of the On-Ramp control mechanism. Refer to Figure 4, and let \(O_B\) and \(O_G\) be the OWDs
We threshold where final On-Ramp removes most fluctuations in queue ACK, the sender replaces the first line in Equation (2) with The threshold Parameter Selection. It shows the OWDs and the flow rates when two CUBIC flows share a bottleneck link in a bare-metal environment. It captures the effect of the sender pausing on the reduction in the OWD. We threshold $\beta_m$ to be between 0 and 1. A value of $\beta_m$ close to 1 indicates that the reduction in OWD is roughly the same as the sender’s pause time. This would occur, for example, if there is little traffic from other senders, or if the senders are synchronized and all pause together. On the other hand, $\beta_m$ near 0 indicates that On-Ramp must pause for a long amount of time to reduce OWD.

On-Ramp obtains one such $\beta_m$ measurement for each new packet that it transmits for which $P_{BG} > 0$. It computes a moving average of these values with each new measurement:

$$\beta \leftarrow (1 - g) \cdot \beta + g \cdot \beta_m \quad \text{if } P_{BG} > 0$$  \hfill (3)

Here $g$ is the EWMA gain. Finally, upon receiving an OR-ACK, the sender replaces the first line in Equation (2) with

$$t_{NextPlt} \leftarrow t_{Now} + O - T - \beta \cdot P_{LastPlt,RTT} \quad \text{if } O - \beta \cdot P_{LastPlt,RTT} > T$$  \hfill (4)

Here, $P_{LastPlt,RTT}$ is the total time pause was asserted during the time period spanned by the RTT of the most recently acked packet (the green packet).

Figure 5 demonstrates the effectiveness of lag compensation. It shows the OWDs and the flow rates when two CUBIC flows share a bottleneck link in a bare-metal environment (Cloudlab [26]). The second flow is on during 6–16 seconds. The threshold $T$ is set to 50 $\mu$s. It’s clear that the strawman On-Ramp leads to significant queue undershoot under $T$ and causes under-utilization, and the final On-Ramp fixes this problem. Figure 24 in Appendix shows the case of 12 flows, where final On-Ramp removes most fluctuations in queue lengths and achieves better fair sharing among all flows.

**Parameter Selection.** The threshold $T$ should clearly be higher than the minimal OWD on the path, plus some headroom to tolerate errors in the OWD measurement. §5.1.4 describes how to pick $T$ in practice. We choose the EWMA gain $g = 1/16$ and find that the end-to-end performance of On-Ramp is relatively insensitive to $g$, shown in §7.4.

### 3.3 Importance of Accurate One-way Delay

To measure OWD accurately, On-Ramp uses Huygens [30], a recently developed system for highly-accurate clock synchronization. The Huygens algorithm uses a random probe mesh among all the clocks; the mesh is formed by each clock probing typically 10 other clocks. The clocks exchange probes and acks on this mesh. We note that probes and acks are UDP packets not using higher priorities in switches. The send and receive timestamps of each probe and ack are processed through a combination of local and central algorithms every 2–4 secs. The local algorithm performs filtering using coded probes and support vector machines to estimate the discrepancies between two clocks. These techniques make Huygens robust to network queueing delays, random jitter, and timestamp noise. Then, the central algorithm, dubbed “network effect” in the paper, determines errors in the accuracy of clock sync using the transitivity property: the sum of the clock offsets A-B, B-C, and C-A is zero; else, errors exist. By looking at clock offset surpluses over loops of the probe mesh, Huygens pins down clock sync errors and provides corrections which can be applied offline or online.

Since the probe mesh is set up end-to-end at the hosts, there is no need for special hardware support (in contrast to other high-accuracy algorithms like PTP [37], DTP [43], or DPTP [39]). With NIC hardware timestamps, [30] reports a 99th percentile synchronization accuracy of 20–40 nanoseconds even under network loads of 80%. The probe mesh makes Huygens robust to high loads and link or node failures. Further, the local-central processing distributes effort across all nodes, making the algorithm scalable to 1000s of nodes. In the present paper, we use Huygens with CPU (software) timestamps because software timestamps are universally available in both VMs in public clouds and bare-metal machines. In this case, we see a median accuracy of a few hundred nanoseconds and 99th percentile accuracy of 2–3 microseconds under high network loads such as 80% in a single data center.

To see the importance of accurate one-way delay, we compare three signals that On-Ramp could use to measure path congestion: (i) OWD measured with accurately synchronized clocks using Huygens, (ii) round-trip time (RTT), and (iii) OWD measured with less accurately synchronized clocks using NTP [46]. Referring to Figure 4, we evaluate how well each of these signals, measured for the green packet, correlates with the OWD of the red packet. If the correlation is high, then the fate of the green packet is a good predictor of the congestion to be experienced by the red and immediately succeeding packets. As Figure 6a and 6d show, the OWD of the green packet measured using Huygens is highly corre-
4 Implementation

In this section, we describe the Linux implementation of On-Ramp using kernel modules, which allows us to install On-Ramp by just loading a few kernel modules rather than reinstalling (or worse still, recompiling and then reinstalling) the whole kernel. We will also comment on the benefits—both implementation and performance—of implementing On-Ramp in Smart NICs in the future.

4.1 Linux Kernel Modules

Figure 7 shows our On-Ramp implementation. It consists of four parts, described below. For each of them, we mention whether it involves changes to the sender, receiver, or both.

1. On-Ramp controller. This module runs at the sender and calculates OWDs and makes decisions to pause or not on a per-flow basis.

2. NIC driver. The NIC driver at the receiver is modified to timestamp packets (before GRO). The NIC driver at the sender is modified to timestamp packets, sniff OR-ACKs and forward them to the On-Ramp controller for implementing the On-Ramp algorithm. The NIC driver could be either a physical or a virtual NIC’s driver.

3. QDisc. We modify the fair queueing (FQ) Qdisc [25] at the sender to queue packets into per-flow queues and exert pause on a per-flow basis.

4. On-Ramp acker. This module at the receiver sends OR-ACKs. These are UDP packets that use the same Ethernet priority as the received data packets, so they don’t require any priority queues in Ethernet switches. We avoid piggybacking receive timestamps onto TCP ACKs, because they may be delayed by the TCP stack, and modifying the TCP stack requires recompiling the kernel.

Note that On-Ramp does not modify the existing data packets, and OR-ACKs are standard UDP packets.

There are three important details regarding the implementation that pertain to three critical aspects of On-Ramp: (i) the accuracy of measuring the OWD, (ii) the granularity of control (exerting pause), and (iii) the behavior after a pause ends. Accordingly, the On-Ramp implementation may vary depending on the deployment scenario, e.g., public cloud (Google Cloud Platform), bare-metal cloud (CloudLab), or bare-metal cloud with SmartNICs. We expand on these details below.

1. Timestamp collection. To compute OWD, we need to collect both sender and receiver timestamps. These timestamps are taken within the NIC driver and based on the system clock on both the sender and receiver sides. We choose the NIC driver because it is close to the wire and therefore minimizes additional software stack latency being added to the OWDs. This is important because stack latencies can be quite variable and confound the accurate detection of one-way delays in the network which are caused by congestion. Even though this makes On-Ramp’s implementation NIC-driver-specific, the patch is only 20 lines of code and is quite easy to add to the NIC driver. In bare-metal machines, if the NICs support hardware timestamping (e.g., through PHC [1]), NIC timestamps can also be captured, yielding less noisy OWD measurements, which, in turn, can lead to better control.

2. The effect of generic send offload (GSO). On the sender side, when GSO is enabled, the data segments handled by QDisc and the driver are GSO segments, which can be up to 64 KB (~43 packets). This limits the granularity of control by On-Ramp, as well as the accuracy of capturing transit timestamps. §5 shows that On-Ramp already gives satisfactory performance with the default setting of GSO enabled and the max GSO size of 64KB. §7.2 shows that reducing max GSO size will further improve On-Ramp’s performance, but increase CPU overhead, so there is a tradeoff here.

3. Behavior after a pause ends. One might wonder whether a burst of packets will be sent into the network after a pause ends, causing spikes in the queuing delay. This does not happen in practice. (1) For window-based CCs like CUBIC and DCTCP, although packets are also queued in the On-Ramp module, thanks to the TCP small queues patch [2] in Linux, the total number of bytes queued in the TCP stack and On-
Ramp modules are limited. Furthermore, because On-Ramp is based on the FQ Qdisc, it dequeues in round-robin order across flows, smoothing out traffic after a pause ends. (2) For rate-based CCs like BBR, DCQCN and TIMELY, On-Ramp exerts pause by letting the rate pacer hold back the next packet until $t_{\text{flow}} \geq \max(t_{\text{nextTx}}, t_{\text{NextPkt}})$, where $t_{\text{nextTx}}$ is the time of sending the next packet determined by CC algorithm; $t_{\text{NextPkt}}$ is the value maintained by On-Ramp for each flow (see §3.1). When a pause ends, the rate pacer will resume releasing packets into the network according to the rate determined by CC, therefore the transmission will not be burstier.

Network and CPU overhead. The network overhead of On-Ramp comes from OR-ACKs; typically, 1 OR-ACK is sent per about 10 MTU-sized packets. Therefore, at 40% load on a 10 Gbps network and 78 Bytes per OR-ACK, the bandwidth consumed by OR-ACKs is about 21 Mbps, or 0.2% of the line rate. Huygens provides the clock synchronization service for On-Ramp. Its probe mesh adds negligible network overhead, which is about 3 Mbps, or 0.03% of the line rate.

For a typical scenario in §5, running 40% load of WebSearch traffic plus 2% load of incast on a 10 Gbps NIC and an 8-core Intel Xeon D-1548 CPU, the total CPU utilization is 15.1% without On-Ramp, and 18.7% with On-Ramp. If On-Ramp is implemented in the NIC as described later, this overhead can be eliminated. The CPU usage of Huygens is only around 0.5%.

We consider On-Ramp’s overhead under higher network speeds. Table 1 shows overheads when two servers send iPerf flows to a third server simultaneously. Each server has a 25 Gbps NIC and a 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2640v4 CPU. We use the default GSO settings: enabled, max GSO size = 64KB. In this experiment, we get the same throughput with and without On-Ramp, both saturating the 25G link at the receiver. Most of the CPU overhead of On-Ramp is at the receiver, caused mainly by parsing, timestamping, and sending OR-ACKs. At the senders, On-Ramp operates at the granularity of GSO segments, so the overhead is small. Note that the On-Ramp implementation has not yet been optimized for CPU overhead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No On-Ramp</th>
<th>With On-Ramp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sender</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>5.50%</td>
<td>6.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The CPU usage in an iPerf experiment with 25G NIC

4.2 NIC Implementation

With the advent of programmable SmartNICs [3,7], On-Ramp can ideally be offloaded to the NIC in the future, conserving host CPU cycles. Moreover, a SmartNIC implementation can further improve On-Ramp’s performance due to (1) shorter ack turn-around times at the receiver and (2) the exertion of pauses on MTU-sized packets, rather than GSO segments. §5.2.3 uses ns-3 [8] to emulate On-Ramp’s performance using a NIC implementation.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate the effectiveness of On-Ramp in a variety of environments and under different workloads and congestion control algorithms. In terms of performance, we consider:

1. Application-level performance measures: (i) request completion times for incast traffic, and (ii) flow completion times for non-incast background traffic.
2. Network-level performance measures: (i) number of packet drops and (ii) number of TCP timeouts.

5.1 Evaluation Setup

5.1.1 Evaluation environments

We consider three environments: public clouds, bare-metal clouds, and ns-3 [8] simulations. In the clouds we use On-Ramp’s Linux implementation with different CC algorithms. The ns-3 simulations help us understand On-Ramp’s performance in RDMA networks with different CC algorithms such as DCQCN, TIMELY, DCTCP, and HPCC.

VMs in Google Cloud. We use 50 VMs of type n1-standard-4 [6]. Each VM has 4 vCPUs, 15 GB memory, and 10 Gbps network bandwidth. The OS is Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with Linux kernel version 5.0.

Bare-metal cloud in CloudLab. CloudLab [26] is an open testbed for research on cloud computing. We use the m510 cluster [10] in CloudLab, which has 270 servers in 6 racks, 6 top-of-the-rack (ToR) switches, and 1 spine switch. The bandwidth is 10 Gbps between each server and ToR, and 4×40 Gbps between each ToR and the spine switch. Each ToR switch has a 9 MB shared buffer. Each server has an 8-core Intel Xeon CPU, 64GB memory, and a Mellanox ConnectX-3 10 Gbps NIC. For the On-Ramp evaluation, we rented 100 servers in this cluster (randomly chosen from these 6 racks by Cloudlab), and installed Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with Linux kernel version 4.15 on each server.

ns-3. We implement On-Ramp in ns-3 based on the open-source ns-3 simulator of HPCC [4,44]. We also use the same simulation setup as in [44, §5.1]. There are 320 servers in 20 racks, 20 aggregation switches and 16 core switches. The network topology is a 3-stage FatTree [12], consisting of ToR, aggregation and core switches. Each server has a 100 Gbps link connected to the ToR switch. All links between core, aggregation and ToR switches are 400 Gbps. Each link has 1 μs delay. Each switch has a 32 MB shared buffer. Because

---

3BBR uses FQ Qdisc to pace packets, which is compatible with the Linux kernel module implementation of On-Ramp. DCQCN’s rate pacing is inside NICs, TIMELY’s rate pacing can be in software or NICs, and we use ns-3 simulation to study On-Ramp’s performance on top of them, as in §4.2.

4Since On-Ramp is built based on FQ QDisc, for a fair comparison of CPU overhead, we use FQ without On-Ramp as a baseline in this experiment. We note that FQ, CoDel [9] (the default QDisc in many modern Linux distributions such as Ubuntu 18.04) incurs a higher CPU overhead than FQ QDisc (when On-Ramp is not used): sender 1.41%, receiver 5.68%.

5Consisting of the link propagation delay and the packet processing delay in the corresponding switch.
the ns-3 simulations consider RDMA flows, we have priority flow control (PFC) [38] in effect. Note that neither the Google Cloud nor the CloudLab experiments has PFC; hence, buffers overflow and result in packet drops.

5.1.2 Traffic loads
We have two categories of traffic: incast type traffic [51] where requests generate bursts of small equal-sized flows simultaneously, and background traffic consisting of flows of varying sizes.

The incast traffic has a fanout of 40, where each of the 40 flows is either 2KB [13] or 500KB [44], so the total request size is 80KB and 20MB, respectively. The 2KB-sized flows are common in query-type scenarios while the 500KB-sized flows occur in query- and storage-type settings. The average load due to incast traffic is 2% or 20%.

For the background traffic, we use three data center workloads, namely: (1) WebSearch [13]: the web search traffic measured in Microsoft production clusters; (2) FB_Hadoop [50]: the traffic measured in Hadoop clusters at Facebook; (3) GoogleSearchRPC [5,49]: the RPC traffic generated by search applications at Google. Figure 8 shows the distribution of flow sizes. We adjust the average interval between adjacent flows to make the average traffic load to be 40%, 60% or 80%.

In Google Cloud, (i) as reported in [23], the VM-VM minimal RTT for TCP traffic is typically 25 µs, so the minimal OWD is less than that; (ii) the inaccuracy of Tx and Rx timestamps can be around 50 µs due to GSO in VM on Tx side and the merging of Rx segments in the hypervisor; (iii) the high percentile clock sync inaccuracy under Huygens is less than 3 µs. Taken together, we pick $T = 150\mu s$ to be safe.

In Cloudb, following similar steps, we pick $T = 50\mu s$, because the minimal OWD is smaller, and there is no VM hypervisor involved in Cloudb evaluations.

In ns-3, the minimal OWD is up to 6 µs inside the network. It emulates a NIC implementation of On-Ramp so the timestamps are accurate. To be safe, we pick $T = 6 + 10 = 16\mu s$.

§7.4 shows that the end-to-end performance of On-Ramp is only mildly sensitive to the value of $T$ and $g$.

5.2 On-Ramp Performance

5.2.1 Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
We first consider the following basic scenario in GCP: WebSearch traffic at 40% load, and an incast load at 2% with a fanout of 40 where each of the 40 flows is 2KB (on each server, the average interval between two consecutive incast requests is 3.2 ms), and CUBIC congestion control.

Incast RCT. As can be seen in Figure 9a, the mean, 90th, 95th and 99th percentile RCTs of an incast request are reduced by $2.6\times$, $3.0\times$, $3.1\times$ and $2.8\times$, respectively.

Background traffic FCT. We group background traffic flows into three buckets by size: small ($\leq 10$KB), medium (10KB–1MB), and large (1MB–30MB) flows. On-Ramp improves the mean FCT of the WebSearch background traffic flows by 21%, 19%, and 7% compared to the baseline for the flows of small, medium and large sizes respectively. The 95th percentile FCT shows similar improvements. This means that time-critical short flows get lower FCTs and the throughput of long flows does not degrade. Thus, On-Ramp does not adversely affect the congestion control of the long flows; indeed, it even improves it mildly by reducing packet drops and timeouts, so the long flows avoid unnecessary window cuts in CUBIC algorithm. See Figure 9b. Finally, the percentage of packets retransmitted reduces from 0.0693% to 0.0314%.

5.1.3 Clock synchronization and packet timestamping
On-Ramp needs clock synchronization across servers to measure OWD. For bare-metal cloud and VMs in the public cloud, we use Huygens [30] as the clock synchronization algorithm. We find that the standard deviation of clock offsets after synchronization is around 200 ns in Google cloud, 100 ns in CloudLab, and the 99th percentile is less than 3 µs in both cases. In ns-3, by default the clocks are perfectly synchronized. However, to mimic clock inaccuracy in the real world even under good clock synchronization, we add a random offset to each server’s clock according to a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 200 ns.

For VMs in Google Cloud, the packet timestamps are taken inside the VMs with system clocks. In CloudLab, although the ConnectX-3 NIC supports hardware timestamping, we use software timestamps provided by the system clocks so that we can compare a public cloud and a bare-metal cloud by making the CloudLab setup as close as possible to a bare-metal cloud.

5.1.4 Selection of On-Ramp parameters
The EWMA gain $g$ is set to $1/16$ (§3.2). The threshold $T$ should be higher than the minimal OWD on the path, plus some headroom to tolerate errors in OWD measurements.

In ns-3, only one OR is used for each incast flow. The performance gain from “no OR” to “OR” purely comes from the On-Ramp algorithm.
Varying congestion control algorithms. We generalize the basic scenario by swapping out CUBIC for BBR [19]. BBR is an out-of-box alternative to CUBIC in VMs of public clouds. Figure 10a shows the mean and tail RCTs of an incast request are reduced by On-Ramp by $4.2 \times - 5.6 \times$. On-Ramp also reduces the mean FCT of the WebSearch background traffic flows by 28% and 25% for the small and medium sizes respectively, and tail FCT by 51% and 37%, while maintaining the same performance as the baseline for the large flows, as shown in Figure 10b. In this scenario, the fraction of packets retransmitted reduces by $21 \times$, from 0.0105% to 0.0005%.

Note that BBR gives smaller RCTs of incast requests and FCTs of short flows than CUBIC because it controls delays. On-Ramp is able to further improve BBR’s performance under the incast traffic.

Varying background traffic pattern. Next, we consider the FB_Hadoop traffic at 40% load with an incast load as above and the CUBIC algorithm. Figure 11 shows the results.

Varying the load level of background traffic. To test the robustness of On-Ramp under high load, we increase the background traffic to 80% load in the basic scenario, leaving everything else fixed. The results are in Figure 12. The performance gains achieved by On-Ramp are larger under higher loads. Figure 25 in Appendix shows the results at 60% load.

Figure 10: Cloud VM, BBR. WebSearch at 40% load + Incast at 2% load (fanout=40, size of each flow=2KB).

(a) Incast RCT
(b) FCT of Background Traffic

Figure 11: Cloud VM, CUBIC. FB_Hadoop at 40% load + Incast at 2% load (fanout=40, size of each flow=2KB).

(a) Incast RCT
(b) FCT of Background Traffic

Varying the load level of incast traffic. Finally, in order to understand the effect of On-Ramp on RCT of larger incast requests (modeling storage-type traffic), we increased the size of incast flows from 2KB to 500KB in the basic scenario at incast loads of 20% and 2%. The findings are shown in Figure 13. Also, the total number of timeouts is reduced by $21 \times$ and $13 \times$ in the cases of 20% and 2% incast load respectively.

Figure 13: Cloud VM, CUBIC, WebSearch at 40% load + Incast (fanout=40, size of each flow 500KB).

(a) Incast RCT (20% Incast Load)
(b) Incast RCT (2% Incast Load)

For the evaluation on CloudLab, we consider the basic scenario described in the GCP evaluation except that the WebSearch traffic is at 60% load. As can be seen in Figure 14a, we observe similar improvements as GCP: the mean and tail RCTs of an incast request improves by $2.3 \times - 4.1 \times$. The mean FCTs of the WebSearch background traffic flows are improved by 23%, 20%, 4% across flows of small, medium and large sizes respectively, as shown in Figure 14b.

Figure 14: Bare-metal, CUBIC, WebSearch at 60% load + Incast at 2% load (fanout=40, size of each flow=2KB).

(a) Incast RCT
(b) FCT of Background Traffic

5.2.3 Large-scale ns-3 simulations

To understand the performance of On-Ramp when combined with recently developed congestion control schemes which use detailed network congestion information, we use ns-3 simulations. We use WebSearch traffic at 60% load, plus incast with a fanout of 40 and flow sizes of 2KB at 2% load. As

---

7Fig. 10b, 11b, 12b, 14b, 19b has the same normalization as Fig. 9b.

8Note that when the incast flow sizes are 2KB and the load is 2%, the average inter-request interval is 3.2 ms, 250 times smaller than when the flow sizes are 500KB. Therefore, in this case, an On-Ramp sender-side module does receive frequent-enough OWD measurements even at low load.
a reminder, to mimic realistic deployments, PFC is in effect and each server’s clock is jittered by an additional random offset according to a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 200 ns, so OWD measurement is not precise. The congestion control algorithms used are DCQCN, TIMELY, DCTCP and HPCC. Following [44], a sending window is added to DCQCN and TIMELY to limit the bytes-in-flight. These algorithms are called DCQCN+w and TIMELY+w.

As seen in Figure 15, the mean and tail RCT of incast traffic is reduced significantly for DCQCN, TIMELY, DCQCN+w, TIMELY+w and DCTCP. The performance of HPCC is not significantly improved because it utilizes recent and detailed congestion information from the network elements and is already highly performant. Further, the CFT of the WebSearch flows is improved across all categories, including the large flows (1MB-30MB). Again, the extent of improvement is algorithm-specific.

Then, we change the background traffic to FB_Hadoop, leaving the other settings the same. The improvement given by On-Ramp is similar to the above. See Appendix Figure 26.

Next, we consider the GoogleSearchRPC workload. Since this traffic has mostly (>99.85%) small flows (≤10KB), we simply consider the mean and high percentile CFT across all flows rather than categorizing by flow size, as shown in Figure 16. This workload is challenging for most congestion control algorithms because nearly 80% of bytes are due to flows under 10 KB in size—too short for congestion control algorithms to address. However, just by more efficiently controlling the transient events caused by the remaining 20% of bytes from the relatively long flows, On-Ramp improves the performance of all algorithms, including HPCC.

6 Evaluation in Facebook’s Network

We have also evaluated On-Ramp at Facebook, where On-Ramp was used to throttle large, high-bandwidth storage file transfers so that they don’t eat up all the switch buffers, causing severe packet drops for latency-sensitive compute application traffic. This scenario is canonical in data centers where multiple types of traffic with different objectives share the same network fabric. Our goal is to use On-Ramp to ensure storage traffic gets the bandwidth it needs while not affecting the latency of the compute applications.

Environment. Two racks inside a Facebook production cluster are used in the evaluation. As a typical setup, in the first rack, 15 machines work as application clients and 12 work as storage clients. In the second rack, 30 machines work as application servers and 6 work as storage servers. The two ToR switches are connected to 3 spine switches. The link bandwidth is 100 Gbps for each storage server, 25 Gbps for all other machines, and 100 Gbps between each ToR and each spine switch. Huygens runs on all machines to synchronize their clocks.

Traffic loads. Two types of traffic are run simultaneously: (1) Computing traffic: They are latency-sensitive short flows carrying RPCs generated by computing jobs. They run between the application clients and servers. (2) Storage traffic: Each pair of storage clients read files from one storage server via NVMe-over-TCP [11], which generates throughput-sensitive long flows consisting of 16–128KB bursts. When 12 or more storage clients are reading, the total amount of storage traffic requested will be 25 × 12 = 300 Gbps or more, enough to saturate the uplinks from the second ToR switch to the spine switches. Severe congestion happens at this load.

Results. Figure 17 shows the results when 12 storage clients are reading from storage servers.10 When using the default CC CUBIC, the latency of computing RPCs is severely hurt by the storage traffic, and numerous packets are dropped. Deploying On-Ramp with CUBIC reduces the latency of computing RPCs by 10× while maintaining the throughput of storage traffic. The number of packets dropped is reduced by about 260×. Here we pick On-Ramp threshold $T=30\mu s$ following the guideline in §3.2. The more aggressive setting of $T=15\mu s$ reduces the packet drops even more while only marginally reducing the storage throughput, as shown in the figure.

On-Ramp’s performance was compared with DCTCP as well, and we found that, under saturation loading of storage traffic (300 Gbps), both achieve a similar performance in

\[\text{DCQCN, TIMELY and HPCC have no slow start phase. Following [44], DCTCP’s slow start phase is removed for fair comparisons.}\]

\[\text{See Appendix §10.3 for results with 0–12 storage clients.}\]
terms of compute application latency, but DCTCP achieves a slightly lower storage throughput compared to On-Ramp + CUBIC. A drawback of DCTCP is that it needs ECN marking at all the switches which is not only operationally burdensome, but challenging when many non-DCTCP flows (e.g., flows whose source or destination is an external server) share switches with the DCTCP flows. Being purely edge-based, On-Ramp sidesteps these burdens and challenges.

7 On-Ramp Deep Dive

7.1 The Accuracy of OWD Signals

To study the effect of the accuracy of OWD signals on On-Ramp’s end-to-end performance, we repeat the ns-3 scenario described in §5.2.3 and consider DCQCN, TIMELY and HPCC. We add a constant random Gaussian offset to each clock of standard deviation $\sigma_{clk}$ and vary $\sigma_{clk}$ to model different levels of clock inaccuracy.

Recall that 0.2µs is the default $\sigma_{clk}$ we use throughout our ns-3 evaluation, with a corresponding threshold $T = 16\mu s$. Here, we increase $\sigma_{clk}$ up to 100µs and, following the guidelines in §3.2, we change the threshold $T$ according to the formula $T = 2\sigma_{clk} + \min{OWD}$ ($\min{OWD} = 6\mu s$ in ns-3). Essentially, inaccurate clocks lead to inaccurate measurements of OWD which become confounded with path congestion. Choosing a value of $T$ as per the formula above allows for inaccurate clocks. In practice, Huygens reports an estimation of clock inaccuracy via the network effect [30], so we can adapt the threshold $T$ according to it using this formula.

Figure 18 shows the RCT of incast requests under different $\sigma_{clk}$. We observe that for DCQCN and TIMELY, as $\sigma_{clk}$ increases, the mean and tail incast RCT also increases. The performance degradation becomes more significant when $\sigma_{clk}$ becomes comparable to the OWDs under congestion (roughly $20 - 100\mu s$). Since HPCC maintains very small queues (due to its bandwidth headroom), it operates well under the threshold $T$ of queuing delay needed to trigger On-Ramp. Hence, On-Ramp doesn’t affect its performance.

7.2 The Granularity of Control

As discussed in §4.1, GSO affects the granularity of control by On-Ramp. We study its effect by reducing the max GSO size from the default value of 64 KB to 16 KB. As shown in Figure 19, the mean and 90th, 95th, 99th percentile of incast traffic RCT are further reduced by 36%, 37%, 41%, 54%, respectively. The FCT of short and mid-sized flows in the WebSearch traffic are further reduced by 8-14% (mean) and 13-22% (95th percentile). The throughput of long flows is well-maintained. However, reducing max GSO size adds more CPU overhead to the sender, so we let the user decide on it.

Remark. This experiment explains the significant performance improvement of On-Ramp in ns-3 when compared to the Google Cloud and CloudLab implementations. In ns-3, we are effectively simulating a NIC implementation where On-Ramp has per-packet control and highly accurate time synchronization, which leads to better performance.

7.3 Co-existence

A public cloud user is unaware of other users and the amount of traffic (not controlled by On-Ramp) they insert into the network. Hence, it is possible that the effect of On-Ramp can be blunted when other traffic is present. In fact, if non-On-Ramp traffic shares links with On-Ramp traffic, the latter may unilaterally do worse because On-Ramp may pause transmission when congestion due to the non-On-Ramp traffic increases. The results in §5.2.1 show that this dire situation may not happen: a cloud user can achieve better performance by enabling On-Ramp in their own VM cluster even though there may be non-On-Ramp traffic on their paths. In this section, we revisit this question in the controlled environment of CloudLab.

We consider the scenario in §5.2.2 and divide the 100 servers in CloudLab randomly into two groups with 50 servers each. The same workload as in §5.2.2 is run inside each group, but we don’t run cross-group traffic. This models 2 users renting servers in a cloud environment unbeknownst to each other. We evaluate the performance in the following cases: (i) both groups do not use On-Ramp, (ii) Group 1 uses On-Ramp but not Group 2, and (iii) both groups use On-Ramp.

Figure 20 summarizes the results. Interestingly, when Group 1 uses On-Ramp and Group 2 does not, both groups do
better than when neither uses On-Ramp. Essentially, during periods of congestion, On-Ramp enables Group 1 senders to transmit their traffic at moments when Group 2 traffic is at low load. Conversely, the improvement in Group 2’s performance is due to a reduction in overall congestion.

When Group 2 also uses On-Ramp, the improvement in Group 1’s performance is only slight. Thus, Group 1 obtains almost the same benefit from using On-Ramp whether or not Group 2 uses it; this is desirable for incremental deployment.

7.4 On-Ramp Parameters $T$ and $g$

To explore the sensitivity of On-Ramp on the threshold $T$ and EWMA gain $g$, we run the same basic evaluation scenario described in 5.2.1 in GCP, but now vary $T$ between 50µs and 500µs, and $g$ between $\frac{1}{4}$ and $\frac{1}{16}$. Recall that for GCP, the default parameter values are $T = 150µs$ and $g = \frac{1}{16}$. Figure 21a shows that the performance of On-Ramp worsens noticeably as $T$ increases beyond 300 µs. Figure 21b shows that On-Ramp’s performance is relatively insensitive to the value of $g$ in the range between $\frac{1}{4}$ and $\frac{1}{64}$.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

Datacenter packet transport over the last decade has relied increasingly on network support (e.g., ECN marking, queue size information), making it hard to deploy in environments such as the public cloud. We show empirically that the move towards increasingly rich network support is rooted in a tension between equilibrium and transience performance. Motivated by these results, we take a step back and modularize congestion control into two separate components, one responsible for equilibrium and the other for transients. We leave equilibrium handling to existing congestion control algorithms and design a new underlay scheme, On-Ramp, for transient handling. On-Ramp performs a form of flow scheduling because it pauses packets at the edge for a short period of time. Previous work in this space like pHost [29], NDP [34], and Homa [49] propose algorithms with varying levels of network support to enable flow scheduling within the network and improve end-to-end performance. On-Ramp requires no network support and is done purely at the edge. It can therefore be readily deployed, especially by users of public cloud environments.
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10 Appendix

10.1 Supplemental Material for §2 and §3

Figures 22 and 23 extend the results shown in Figures 1 and 2 of §2, by displaying the throughputs received by each flow as a stack. When the gain parameter is low (Figs. 22a and 23a), both TIMELY and DCQCN suffer from a long convergence time in transience, during which the flow throughputs are unstable and unfair. Under a high gain parameter, both algorithms under-utilize the link during equilibrium; see Figs. 22b and 23b. When On-Ramp is enabled, both CCs have shorter time in transience and smoother, fairer flow throughputs in equilibrium.

![Figure 22](image)

Figure 22: TIMELY study, the red arrow points to transience, and the yellow box is a zoom-in of equilibrium. OR $T = 30\mu s$.

Figure 23: DCQCN study. OR $T = 30\mu s$.

![Figure 23](image)

Figure 24 is a follow-up of Figure 5 in §3.2, which shows the OWDs and the flow rates when 12 CUBIC flows share a bottleneck link in a bare-metal environment (Cloudlab). The threshold $T$ is also 50µs. When using strawman On-Ramp, similar to the case of 2 flows, the queue also suffers from significant undershooting. When using the final version of On-Ramp, most fluctuations in queue lengths are removed, and it achieves better fair sharing among all flows.

![Figure 24](image)

Figure 24: 12 long-lived CUBIC flows sharing a link

10.2 Supplemental Evaluation

Figure 25 corresponds to the evaluation scenario referred to in §5.2.1 of the main text, where the background WebSearch load is 60% for the base scenario in GCP.

Figure 26 corresponds to the ns-3 evaluation in §5.2.3. Here, we run $FB_{Hadoop}$ traffic at 60% load, plus incast with

![Figure 25](image)

Figure 25: Cloud VM, CUBIC, WebSearch at 60% load + Incast at 2% load (fanout=40, each flow 2KB).
a fanout of 40 and flow sizes of 2KB at 2% load. The findings are similar to the experiment with WebSearch workload (Figure 15). With On-Ramp, the RCT of incast requests and FCT of short flows in background traffic are significantly reduced, while the throughput of long flows is well-maintained (even improved e.g. in TIMELY). Again, the extent of improvement is algorithm-specific.

10.3 Supplemental Results: Facebook

Figure 27 corresponds to the evaluation in Facebook described in §6. The number of storage clients reading from storage servers is set to be 0, 2, 4, ..., 12, so the requested load of storage traffic is 0, 50, 100, ..., 300 Gbps respectively. When the requested load is less than or equal to 250 Gbps, the network is not congested yet, CUBIC, CUBIC + On-Ramp and DCTCP give similar performances. When the requested load hits 300 Gbps, the computing RPC latency shoots up dramatically under CUBIC, meaning it is severely hurt by the storage traffic. Using CUBIC + On-Ramp or DCTCP brings the latency down to the level similar to the non-congested case, while keeping the throughput of storage traffic well-maintained, as we discussed in §6.

Figure 27: On-Ramp’s performance in a Facebook cluster
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Abstract

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) forms the foundation for routing in the Internet. More recently, BGP has made serious inroads into data centers on account of its scalability, extensive policy control, and proven track record of running the Internet for a few decades. Data center operators are known to use BGP for routing, often in different ways. Yet, because data center requirements are very different from the Internet, it is not straightforward to use BGP to achieve effective data center routing.

In this paper, we present Facebook’s BGP-based data center routing design and how it marries data center’s stringent requirements with BGP’s functionality. We present the design’s significant artifacts, including the BGP Autonomous System Number (ASN) allocation, route summarization, and our sophisticated BGP policy set. We demonstrate how this design provides us with flexible control over routing and keeps the network reliable. We also describe our in-house BGP software implementation, and its testing and deployment pipelines. These allow us to treat BGP like any other software component, enabling fast incremental updates. Finally, we share our operational experience in running BGP and specifically shed light on critical incidents over two years across our data center fleet. We describe how those influenced our current and ongoing routing design and operation.

1 Introduction

Historically, many data center networks implemented simple tree topologies using Layer-2 spanning tree protocol [5, 11]. Such designs, albeit simple, had operational risks due to broadcast storms and provided limited scalability due to redundant port blocking. While centralized software-defined network (SDN) designs have been adopted in wide-area networks [28, 29] for enhanced routing capabilities like traffic engineering, a centralized routing controller has additional scaling challenges for modern data centers comprising thousands of switches, as a single software controller cannot react quickly to link and node failures. Thus, as data centers grew, one possible design was to evolve into a fully routed Layer-3 network, which requires a distributed routing protocol.

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is a Layer-3 protocol which was originally designed to interconnect autonomous Internet service providers (ISPs) in the global Internet. BGP has supported the Internet’s unfettered growth for over 25 years. BGP is highly scalable, and supports large topologies and prefix scale compared to intra-domain protocols like OSPF and ISIS. BGP’s support for hop-by-hop policy application based on communities makes it an ideal choice for implementing flexible routing policies. Additionally, BGP sessions run on top of TCP, a transport layer protocol that is used by many other network services. Such explicit peering sessions are easy to navigate and troubleshoot. Finally, BGP has the support of multiple mainstream vendors, and network engineers are familiar with BGP operation and configuration. Those reasons, among others, make BGP an attractive choice for data center routing.

BGP being a viable routing solution in the data center (DC) networks has been well known in the industry [11]. However, the details of a practical implementation of such a design have not been presented by any large-scale operator before. This paper presents a first-of-its-kind study that elucidates the details of the scalable design, software implementation, and operations. Based on our experience at Facebook, we show that BGP can form a robust routing substrate but it needs tight co-design across the data center topology, configuration, switch software, and DC-wide operational pipeline.

Data center network designers seek to provide reliable connectivity while supporting flexible and efficient operations. To accomplish that, we go beyond using BGP as a mere routing protocol. We start from the principles of configuration uniformity and operational simplicity, and create a baseline connectivity configuration (§2). Here, we group neighboring devices at the same level in the data center as a peer group and apply the same configurations on them. In addition, we employ a uniform AS numbering scheme that is reused across different data center fabrics, simplifying ASN management across data centers. We use hierarchical route summarization on all levels of the topology to scale to our data center sizes while ensuring forwarding tables in hardware are small. Our policy configuration (§3) is tightly integrated with our baseline connectivity configuration. Our policies ensure reliable communication using route propagation scopes and predefined backup paths for failures. They also allow us to maintain the network by seamlessly diverting traffic from problematic/faulty devices in a graceful fashion. Finally, they...
ensure services remain reachable even when an instance of the service gets added, removed, or migrated.

While BGP’s capabilities make it an attractive choice for routing, past research has shown that BGP in the Internet suffers from convergence issues [33, 37], routing instabilities [32], and frequent misconfigurations [21, 36]. Since we control all routers in the data center, we have flexibility to tailor BGP to the data center which wouldn’t be possible to achieve in the Internet. We show how we tackled common issues faced in the Internet by fine-tuning and optimizing BGP in the data center (§4). For instance, our routing design and pre-defined backup path policies ensure that under common link/switch failures, switches have alternate routing paths in the forwarding table and do not send out fabric-wide re-advertisements, thus avoiding BGP convergence issues.

To support the growing scale and evolving routing requirements, our switch-level BGP agent needs periodic updates to add new features, optimization, and bug fixes. To optimize this process, i.e., ensure fast frequent changes to the network infrastructure to support good route processing performance, we implemented an in-house BGP agent (§5). We keep the codebase simple and implement only the necessary protocol features required in our data center, but we do not deviate from the BGP RFCs [6–8]. The agent is multi-threaded to leverage multi-core CPU performance of modern switches, and leverages optimizations like batch processing and policy caches to improve policy execution performance.

To minimize impact on production traffic while achieving high release velocity for the BGP agent, we built our own testing and incremental deployment framework, consisting of unit testing, emulation and canary testing (§6.1). We use a multi-phase deployment pipeline to push changes to agent (§6.2). We find that our multi-phase BGP agent pushes ran for 52% of the time in a 12 month duration, highlighting the dynamic nature of the BGP agent in our data center.

In spite of our tight co-design, simplicity, and testing frameworks, network outages are unavoidable. On the operational side, we discuss some of the significant BGP-related network outages known as SEVs [38] that occurred over two years (§6.3)—these outages were either caused by incorrect policy configurations, bugs in the BGP agent software, or interoperability issues between different agent versions during the deployment of the new agent. Using our operational experience, we discuss current directions we are pursuing in extending policy verification and emulation testing to improve our operational framework, and changing our routing design to support weighted load-balancing to address load imbalances under maintenance/failures.

Contributions.
• We present our novel BGP routing design for the data center which leverages BGP to achieve reliable connectivity along with operational efficiency.
• We describe the routing policies used in our data center to enforce reliability, maintainability, scalability, and service reachability.
• We show how our data center routing design and policies overcome common problems faced by BGP in Internet.
• We present our BGP operational experience, including the benefits of our in-house BGP implementation and challenges of pushing BGP upgrades at high release velocity.

2 Routing Design

Our original motivation in devising a routing design for our data center was to build our network quickly while keeping the routing design scalable. We sought to create a network that would provide high availability for our services. However, we expected failures to happen - hence, our routing design aimed to minimize the blast radius of those.

In the beginning, BGP was a better choice for our needs compared to a centralized SDN routing solution for a few reasons. First, we would have needed to build the SDN routing stack from scratch with particular consideration for scalability and reliability, thus, hindering our deployment pace. Simultaneously, BGP has been demonstrated to work well at scale; thus, we could rely on a BGP implementation running on third-party vendor devices. As our network evolved, we gradually transitioned to our custom hardware [18] and in-house BGP agent implementation. This transition would have been challenging to achieve without using a standardized routing solution. With BGP, both types of devices were able to co-operate in the same network seamlessly.

At the time, BGP was a better choice for us compared to the Interior Gateway protocols (IGP) like Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [39] or Intermediate System to Intermediate System (ISIS) [25]. The scalability of IGPs at scale was unclear, and the IGPs did not provide the flexibility to control route propagation, making it harder to manage failure domains.

We used BGP as the sole protocol and did not pursue a hybrid BGP-IGP routing design as maintaining multiple protocols would add to the complexity of the routing solution. Our routing design builds on the eBGP (External BGP) peering model: Each switch is a BGP speaker and the neighboring BGP speakers are in different autonomous systems (AS). In this section, we provide an overview of our BGP-based routing design catered for our scalable data center fabric topology.
2.1 Topology Design

Application requirements evolve constantly, and our data center design must be capable of scaling out and handling additional demand in a seamless fashion. To this end, we adopt a modular data center fabric topology design [4], which is a collection of server pods interconnected by multiple parallel spine planes. We illustrate our topology in Figure 1.

A server pod is the smallest unit of deployment, and it has the following properties: (1) each pod can contain up to 48 server racks, and thus, up to 48 rack switches (RSWs), (2) each pod is serviced by up to 16 fabric switches (FSWs), and (3) each rack switch connects to all FSWs in a pod.

Multiple spine planes interconnect the pods. Each plane has multiple spine switches (SSW) connecting to FSWs using uniform high-bandwidth links (FSW-SSW). The number of spine planes corresponds to the number of FSWs in one pod. Each spine plane provides a set of disjoint end-to-end paths between a collection of server pods. This modular design enables us to scale server capacity and network bandwidth as needed—we can increase compute capacity by adding new server pods, while inter-pod bandwidth scales by adding new SSWs on planes.

2.2 Routing Design Principles

We employ two guiding design principles in our DC-wide BGP-based routing design: uniformity and simplicity. We realize these principles by tightly integrating routing design and configuration with the above topology design.

We strive to minimize the BGP feature set and establish repeatable configuration patterns and behaviors throughout the network. Our BGP configuration is homogeneous within each network tier (RSW, FSW, SSW). The devices serving in the same tier have the same configuration and policies, except for the originated prefixes and peer addresses.

We generate the network topology data and configuration which includes port-maps, IP addressing, BGP, and routing policy configurations for our switches irrespective of the underlying switch platforms. The abstract generic configurations are then translated into the target platform’s configuration syntax by our automation software. This ensures that we can easily adapt to changing hardware capabilities in the data center. The details of our configuration management and platform-specific syntax generation can be found in Robotron [44].

2.3 BGP Peering & Load-Sharing

Peering. For uniformity and simplicity in configuration and operations, we treat the whole set of the BGP peers of the same adjacent tier (RSW/FSW/SSW) on a network switch as an atomic group, called peer group. Each data center switch connects to groups of devices on each adjacent tier. For example, a FSW aggregates a set of RSWs and has uplinks to multiple SSWs—this makes two distinct peer groups. All BGP peering sessions between adjoining device tiers—for example RSW←FSW and FSW←SSW—utilize the same protocol features, timers, and other parameters. Thus, all peers within a group operate in a uniform fashion.

We apply BGP configuration and routing policies on a peer group level. Individual BGP peer sessions belong to a peer group and do not have any additional configuration information beside the neighbor specification. This grouping helps us to simplify configuration and streamline processing of routing updates, as all peers in the same group have identical policies.

For peering, we use direct single-hop eBGP sessions with BGP NEXT_HOP attribute, set to the remote end of the point-to-point subnet. This makes the link usable for BGP routing purposes as soon as it is up. If there are multiple parallel links between the devices, we treat them as individual point-to-point Layer-3 subnets with corresponding BGP sessions. This design allows us to clearly associate BGP sessions with the corresponding network interfaces and simplifies RIB (routing information base) and FIB (forwarding information base) navigation, manipulation, and troubleshooting.

Load-Sharing. To support load-sharing of traffic along multiple paths in the data center, we use BGP with Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) feature. Each switch forwards traffic equally among paths with equivalent attributes according to BGP best path selection and routing policy in effect. With the presence of multiple paths of equal cost, the vast majority of the switch FIB programming involves removing next hops (when failure occurs) or adding them back (when switch/link comes back up) in the existing ECMP groups. Updating ECMP groups in the FIB is a lightweight and simple operation.

We do not currently use weighted load-balancing inside our data centers for various reasons. Our fabric topology is highly symmetric with wide ECMP groups. We provision the bandwidth uniformly to maximize flexibility of dynamic service placement in the data center. Coupled with the design of our failure domains, this ensures sufficient capacity for services under most common failure scenarios. Moreover, WCMP [48] requires more hardware resources due to the replication of next-hops to perform weighted load-balancing. This does not align well with our goal of minimizing the FIB size requirements in hardware.

2.4 AS Numbering

Following the design principles of uniformity and simplicity, we design a uniform AS numbering scheme for the topology building blocks, such as server pods and spine planes. Our AS numbering scheme is canonical, i.e., the same AS numbers can be reused across data centers in the same fashion. For example, each SSW in the first spine plane in each data center would have the same AS number (e.g., AS 65001). Similarly, the RSWs and FSWs in every server pod of every data center share the same AS numbering structure. To accomplish this goal, we leverage BGP confederations [7]. A confederation
We then peer between the devices in a fashion similar to how eBay peers across data centers. In each pod, RSWs are numbered from ASN 65301 to N, FSWs are numbered from ASN 65302 to 65304, and server pods are numbered as Confederation Identifier ASN 65101, 65102, and so on.

Server Pod. To create a reusable ASN structure for server pods—the most numerous building blocks inside our data center network—we implement each server pod as a BGP Confederation. Inside the pod, we allocate unique internal confederation-member ASNs for each FSW and each RSW. We then peer between the devices in a fashion similar to eBGP. The structure of these internal sub-AS numbers repeats across different data centers. In Figure 2, in each pod, RSWs are numbered from ASN 65401 to N, FSWs are numbered from ASN 65402 to ASN 65404, and server pods are numbered as Confederation Identifier ASN 65101, 65102, and so on.

Spine Plane. Each spine plane in the data center fabric has its own unique (within the data center) private ASN assigned to all SSWs in it. In Figure 2, in the first spine plane, all SSWs are numbered ASN 65001. Similarly, all SSWs in the next spine plane would be numbered ASN 65002. This simplicity is possible because each SSW device operates independently from the others, serving as a member of the ECMP groups for the paths between pods. As no two SSWs directly peer with each other, they can use the same AS number. Reuse of ASNs acts as a loop breaking mechanism, ensuring that no route will traverse through multiple SSWs. The unique per-plane ASNs also aid us in simple identification of the operationally available planes for paths visible on rack switches.

Figure 2: BGP Confederation and AS Numbering scheme for server pods and spine planes in the data center.

The uniformity facilitated by our use of confederations and the reusable ASNs (as opposed to a flat routing space) establishes well-structured AS_PATHs for policies and automation. This also helps operators to reason about a routing path easily by inspecting a given AS_PATH during troubleshooting. Inside the data center, we utilize the basic two-octet Private Use AS Numbers, which are sufficient for our design.

2.5 Route Summarization

There are two principal categories of IP routes in our data centers: infrastructure and production. Infrastructure prefixes facilitate network device connectivity, management, and diagnostics. They carry relatively low traffic. In the event of a device or link failure, their reachability may be non-critical or can be supported by stretched paths. Production prefixes carry high-volume live traffic of our applications and must have continuous reachability in all partial failure scenarios, with optimal routing and sufficient capacity of all involved network paths and ECMP groups.

There are many routes in our data centers. To minimize the FIB size requirements in hardware and ensure lightweight control plane processing, we use hierarchical route summarization on all levels of the network topology. For production routes, we design IP addressing schemes which closely reflect the multi-level hierarchy. The RSWs aggregate the IP addresses of their servers and the FSWs aggregate the routes of their RSWs. For infrastructure routes, we have the following aggregates. Each device aggregates the IP addresses of all its interfaces, i.e. per-device aggregate. FSWs aggregate per-device RSW/FSW infrastructure routes into per-pod aggregates. And SSWs aggregate per-device SSW infrastructure routes into per-spine aggregates.

Depending on the route type and associated reachability criteria, switches advertise prefixes into BGP either unconditionally, or upon meeting the requirement of the minimal number of more-specific prefixes. The more-specific prefixes have a more limited propagation scope, while the coarser aggregates propagate farther on the network. For example, rack prefixes circulate only within their local pod, while pod-level aggregates propagate to the other pods and racks within the local data center fabric.

Hence, despite the sheer scale of our data center fabrics, our structured uniform route summarization ensures that the sizes of routing tables on switches are in low thousands of routes. Without route summarization, each router would have thousands of routes, each route corresponding to the switches’ interfaces and server racks. Our approach has many benefits: it allows us to use inexpensive commodity switch ASICs at the data center scale, enables fast and efficient transmission of routing updates, speeds up convergence (§5), and speeds up programming forwarding hardware.

3 Routing Policies

A key feature of BGP is the availability of well-defined attributes that influence the best path selection. Together with the ability to intercept route advertisements and admission at any hop and session, it allows us to control route propagation in the network with high precision. In this section, we review the use cases for routing policies in our data centers. We also describe how we configure the policies in BGP, while...
The Internet comprises multiple ASes owned by different ISPs. ISPs coordinate with each other to ensure routing objectives across the Internet. The routing policies mainly pertain to peering based on business relationships (customer-peer-provider) among different ISPs. However, since all the routers in our data centers are controlled by us, we do not have to worry about peering based on business relationships. Our data center routing design uses routing policies to ensure reliability, maintainability, scalability, and service reachability. We summarize these policy goals in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Enforce route propagation scopes, predefine backup paths for failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintainability</td>
<td>Isolate and remediate problematic nodes without disrupting traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Enforce route summarization, avoid backup path explosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service reachability</td>
<td>Avoid service disruptions when instances of services are added, removed or migrated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Policy goals

We use BGP Communities/tags to categorize prefixes into different types. We attach a particular route type community during prefix origination at the network device. This type tag persists with the prefix as it propagates. We perform matching on these communities to implement all our BGP policies in a uniform scalable fashion. We demonstrate how we use them with the examples in this section.

Reliability. Our routing policies allow us to safeguard the data center network stability. The BGP speakers only accept or advertise the routes they are supposed to exchange with their peers according to our overall data center routing design.

The BGP policies match on tags to enforce the intended route propagation scope. For example, in Fig. 3b, routes tagged with `rack_prefix` only propagate within the pod (i.e., not to the SSW layer).

Using BGP policies, we establish deterministic backup paths for different route types. This uniformly-applied procedure ensures the traffic will take predictable backup paths in the event of failures. We use backup path policies to protect FSW-RSW link failures. Consider the example in Fig. 3. We use tags to implement the backup policy, as shown in Fig. 3b.

When rsw1 originates a route, it adds a `rack_prefix` tag. The fsw2 matches on that tag, adds another tag `backup_path`, and forwards the route to rsw2. rsw2 ensures routes tagged with `backup_path` are advertised to fsw1. When fsw1 detects the tag `backup_path`, it installs the backup route and adds the tag `completed_backup_path` (not shown in figure) which stops any unnecessary continued backup route propagation. In Fig. 3a, when the fsw1-rsw1 link fails, fsw1 will not send a new advertisement to its SSWs to signal the loss of connectivity to rsw1. Instead, BGP will reconverge to use the backup path ($fsw1 \rightarrow rsw2 \rightarrow fsw2 \rightarrow rsw1$) to reroute traffic through another RSW within the pod. And due to route summarization at the FSW (§2.5), these failures within a pod will not be visible to the SSWs and hence the routers outside the pod.

Backup paths are computed and distributed automatically as a part of BGP routing convergence. They are readily available when link failure happens. Typically, an FSW has multiple backup paths, of the same AS path length, to each RSW. When the direct fsw-rsw link fails, all of the backup paths will be used for ECMP.

In our network, each device has inbound (import) and outbound (export) match-action rules. Routes get advertised between two neighboring BGP speakers ($X$ and $Y$) if they are allowed at both ends of the BGP session, i.e., they need to match an outbound rule of device $X$ and an inbound rule of its neighboring device $Y$. This logic protects against routing misconfigurations on the peer. Additionally, on each device, routes that do not match on any of its rules are dropped to prevent unintended network behaviors.

Maintainability. In a data center, many events occur every hour and we expect things to fail. We see events like rack removal or addition, link flap or transceiver failure, network device reboot or software crash, software or configuration push failure, etc. Additionally, network devices are undergoing routine software upgrades and other maintenance operations. To avoid disruption of production traffic, we gracefully drain the device before maintenance—production traffic gets diverted from the device without incurring losses. For this, we define multiple distinct operational states for a network device. The state affects the route propagation logic through the device, as shown in Table 2. We change the routing policy configuration of a device based on its operational state. These configurations implement the logic specified in Table 2.

To gracefully take a device or a group of devices out of service (DRAINED) or put it back in service (LIVE), we apply policies corresponding to the current state on the peer groups. This initiates the new mode of operation across all affected BGP peers. Previous works [23] have used a multi-stage draining to gracefully drain traffic without disruptions. We also implement a multi-stage drain process with an interim WARM state. In the WARM state, we change the BGP policies to de-prioritize routes traversing through the device about to be drained. We also adjust the local and/or remote
instances for traffic destined to the VIP. In turn, anycast routing will provide reachability to one of the virtual IP addresses (VIPs). A particular service (e.g., DNS) may advertise a single VIP (serviced by multiple instances). In virtual network design is providing service reachability. A service should remain reachable even when an instance of the service gets added, removed, or migrated. As one of the mechanisms for providing service reachability in the network, we use Virtual IP addresses (VIPs). A particular service (e.g., DNS) may advertise a single VIP (serviced by multiple instances). In turn, anycast routing will provide reachability to one of the instances for traffic destined to the VIP.

Table 2: Operational states of a network switch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIVE</td>
<td>The device is operating in active mode and carries full production traffic load.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAINED</td>
<td>The device is operating in passive mode. It doesn’t carry any production traffic. Only the traffic to/from infrastructure/diagnostic prefixes may be allowed. Transiting infrastructure prefixes are lowered in priority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM</td>
<td>The device is in process of changing states. It maintains full local RIB and FIB ready to support the production traffic, but adjusts route propagation and signals to avoid attracting live traffic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To support flexible instance placement without compromising uniformity and simplicity, we create a VIP injector service in the form of a software library integrated with a service instance. The injector establishes a BGP session with the RSW and announces a route to signal the VIP reachability. When the service instance gets terminated, the injector sends a route withdrawal for the VIP. The routing policy on the RSW relays VIP routes to FSW after performing safety checks, such as ensuring that the injected VIP prefix conforms to the design intent. FSW’s inbound policy from RSWs tags and sets different priorities for different VIP routes. This method allows for network-wide VIP priorities for active/backup applications.

By directly injecting VIP routes from services, we do not need to make changes to the network when creating/destroying service instances or adjusting active/backup service behaviors. That is, we do not need to change RSW configurations to start/stop advertising the VIPs or change VIP instance priorities. Our services integrate the injector library into their code (§5) and fully control when and how they want to update their VIPs.

3.2 Policy Configuration

For scalability and uniformity reasons, our policies primarily operate on BGP Communities and AS_PATH regular expression matches, and not on specific IP prefixes. To implement policy actions, we may accept or deny a route advertisement, or modify BGP attributes to manipulate the route’s priority for best-path selection. We configure our routing policies on the BGP peer group level—therefore, any policy change is simultaneously applied to all peers in the group. Our reusable ASN design (§2.4) also allows us to use the same policies across our multiple data center fabrics.

The number of policy rules that exist between tiers of our data center network are relatively lightweight: 3-31 inbound rules (average 11 per session) and 1-23 outbound rules (average 12 per session). The majority of outbound policies tag routes to specify their propagation scope, and the majority of inbound policies perform admission control based on the route propagation tags and adjust LOCAL_PREF or AS_PATH length to influence route preference.

For the most numerous device role in our fleet, RSW, we keep the policy logic at the necessary minimum to reduce the need for periodic changes. To compensate for this, the FSWs in the pods have larger policies that offload some processing logic from the RSWs.
We maintain a global set of abstract policy templates and use them to generate individual switch configurations via an automated pipeline [44]. The routing policy used in our data center is fairly stable—we have made 40 commits to the routing policy templates over a period of three years. We show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the number of lines of changes made to the routing policy templates in Figure 4. We observe that most changes to the policy are incremental—80% of commits change less than 2% of policy lines. However, small changes to policy can have drastic service impacts, therefore they are always peer-reviewed and tested before production deployment (§6.2).

3.3 Policy Churn

We maintain a global set of abstract policy templates and use them to generate individual switch configurations via an automated pipeline [44]. The routing policy used in our data center is fairly stable—we have made 40 commits to the routing policy templates over a period of three years. We show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the number of lines of changes made to the routing policy templates in Figure 4. We observe that most changes to the policy are incremental—80% of commits change less than 2% of policy lines. However, small changes to policy can have drastic service impacts, therefore they are always peer-reviewed and tested before production deployment (§6.2).

4 BGP in DCs versus the Internet

Multiple papers have studied issues with BGP convergence [33, 37], routing instabilities [32] and misconfigurations [21, 36], in the context of the Internet. This section summarizes these issues and describes how we address them in the data center context.

4.1 BGP Convergence

BGP convergence at the Internet-scale is a well-studied problem. Empirically, BGP can take minutes to converge. Labovitz et al. [33] proposed an upper bound on BGP convergence. During convergence, BGP attempts to explore all possible paths in a monotonically increasing order (in terms of AS_PATH length)—a behavior known as the path-hunting problem [2]. In the worst case, BGP convergence can require O(n) messages, where n is the number of routers in the network. Using MinRouteAdvertisementInterval (MRAI) timer—minimum time between advertisements from a BGP peer for a particular prefix—BGP convergence can take O(n x MRAI) seconds. As mentioned in §3.1, our data centers experience many drain/undrain operations daily. These operations will cause BGP to reconverge, and this makes convergence a frequent event in our data centers.

To alleviate the BGP path-hunting problem, we define route propagation scopes and limit the set of backup paths that a BGP process needs to explore. For example, rack prefixes circulate only within a fabric pod; thus, an announcement or withdrawal of a rack prefix should only trigger a pod’s reconvergence. To prevent slow convergence during network failures, we employ BGP policies that limit the AS_PATH that a prefix may carry, thus curbing the path-hunting problem.

Our topology design with broad path diversity (§2) and our predefined backup path policies (§3.1) ensure we only trigger fabric-wide re-advertisements when a particular router has lost all connections to its peers. Such events require tens to hundreds of links to fail, which is very unlikely. Thus, BGP convergence delays are infrequent in our data center. Since we want the network to converge as quickly as possible, we set the MRAI timer to 0. This could lead to increased advertisements (as each router would advertise any changes immediately), but our route propagation scopes ensure these advertisements do not affect the entire network.

4.2 Routing Instability

Routing instability is the rapid change of network reachability and topology information caused by pathological BGP updates. These pathological BGP updates lead to increasing CPU and memory utilization on routers, which can result in processing delays for legitimate updates, or router crashes; these can lead to delay in convergence or packet drops. Labovitz et al. [32] show that a significant fraction of routing updates on the Internet was pathological and do not reflect real network changes. With fine-grained control over the routing design, BGP configuration, and software implementation, we ensure that these pathological cases do not manifest in the data center. We describe the common pathological cases of routing instabilities and the solution in our data center to mitigate these cases in Table 3.

The most frequent pathological BGP message pattern reported by Labovitz et al. was WWDup. WWDup is a repeated transmission of BGP withdrawals for a prefix, which is unreachable. The cause of WWDup was stateless BGP implementation: a BGP router does not store any state regarding information advertised to its peers. The router would send a withdrawal to all its neighbors, irrespective of whether it had sent the same message. Internet-scale routers deal with millions of routes, so it was not practical to store each prefix’s state for each peer. In data centers, BGP works at a much smaller scale (tens of thousands of prefixes) and typically has more memory resources. Thus, we can maintain the state of advertisements sent to each peer and check if a particular update needs sending. This feature eliminates pathological BGP withdrawals. Another class of pathological routing messages is AADup: a
We use a fixed set of LOCAL_PREF values. Thus, any change to these values dynamically from the IGP metric. As a result, when internal topology changes, BGP will announce advertisements to its peers with new MED/LOCAL_PREF values, even though the inter-domain BGP paths are unaffected. AADiffs happen due to MED (multi-exit discriminator) or LOCAL_PREF (local preference) oscillations in configurations that map these values dynamically from the IGP metric. When a router incorrectly advertises a prefix outside the prefix's stated preference. We do not use MED. TUp and TDown come from the actual oscillating hardware failures. Our monitoring tools detect such failures and automatically reroute traffic from malfunctioning components to restore stability.

### 4.3 BGP Misconfigurations

Mahajan et al. [36] analyzed BGP misconfigurations in the Internet. They found that those affected up to 1% of the global prefixes each day. The misconfigurations increase the BGP control plane overhead with generation of pathological route updates. They can also lead to disruption of connectivity. The two types of BGP misconfigurations were the following. First, the origin misconfiguration is when a BGP router injects an incorrect prefix to the global BGP table. Second, the export misconfiguration is when an AS_PATH violates the routing policy for an ISP. The former can happen in the data center. For example, imagine a router advertising more specific /64 prefixes instead of the aggregated /56 prefix. A router could also inject a prefix from a different pod’s address space, hijacking the traffic. The latter is also possible in the data center. A router may incorrectly advertise a prefix outside the prefix’s intended propagation scope due to a bug in the routing policy. However, in practice, they are rare in our data center, as all our route advertisement configurations are automatically generated and verified. Since we have visibility and control over the data center, we can detect these issues with monitoring/auditing tools and promptly fix them. We further discuss the causes of misconfigurations reported by Mahajan et al. and demonstrate how we can avoid these in our architecture.

#### Incorrect BGP Attributes.

One of the leading causes for incorrect prefix injection is a router advertising prefixes assuming that they will get filtered upstream. For reliability (§3), we add filters on both ends of the BGP session to ensure incorrect prefixes get filtered at either end. Errors can also happen due to wrong BGP communities, address typos, and inaccurate summarization statements. We use a centralized framework [44] to generate the configuration for individual routers from templates. Thus, we can catch errors from a single source, instead of dealing with separate routers.

#### Interactions with Other Protocols.

A typical pattern is to use IGPs such as OSPF for intra-domain routing and configuration redistribution to advertise the IGP routes into BGP for inter-domain routing. Configuring redistribution can end up announcing unintended routes. However, that is not a problem with a single-protocol design that we have.

#### Configuration Update Issues.

Mahajan et al also observed cases when upon BGP restart, unexpected prefixes got advertised due to misconfigurations. For instance, in one scenario, configuration changes were not committed to persistent storage, and a router restarted using the old configuration. In our implementation, we ensure BGP does not advertise prefixes until after processing all configuration constructs. Each router has a configuration database, and we use transactions to update it consistently. We can afford slower upgrade mechanisms in the data center due to increased redundancy; routers in the Internet cannot be unavailable for long periods of time. Thus, our BGP-based routing design tailored for the data center, that realizes the high-level DC-oriented goals of uniformity and simplicity, is able to overcome BGP problems common in the Internet.

### 5 Software Implementation

Like any other software, our BGP agent needs updates to add new features/optimizations, apply bug fixes, be compatible with other services, etc. Extending a third-party BGP implementation (by network vendors or open source [22, 30]) is not trivial and can add substantial complexity. Additionally, they have long development cycles for upstreaming or releasing their updates, and this affects our pace of innovation. To overcome those challenges, we develop an in-house BGP agent in C++ to run on our FBOSS [18] switches. In this section, we...
present the main attributes of our agent.

**Limited Feature Set.** There are dozens of RFCs related to BGP features and extensions, especially to support routing for the Internet. Third-party implementations have support for many of these features and extensions. This increases the size of the agent codebase and its complexity due to interactions between various features. A large and complex codebase makes it harder for engineers to debug an issue and find a root cause, extend the codebase to add new features, or to refactor code to improve software quality. Therefore, the implementation of our BGP agent contains only the necessary protocol features required in our data center, but it does not deviate from the BGP RFCs [6–8]. Additionally, we only implement a small subset of matches and actions to implement our routing policies. We summarize the limited protocol features and match-action fields in Appendix A.

**Multi-threading.** Many BGP implementations are single-threaded (e.g., Quagga [30] and Bird [22]). Modern switches contain server-grade multi-core CPUs which allow us to run the BGP control plane at the scale of our data center. Our implementation employs multiple system threads, such as the peer thread and RIB thread, to leverage the multi-core CPU. The peer thread maintains the BGP state machine for each peer and handles parsing, serializing, sending, and receiving BGP messages over TCP sockets. The RIB thread maintains Loc-RIB (the main routing table), calculates the best path and multipaths for each route, and installs them to the switch hardware. To further maximize parallelism in the context of each system thread, we employ lightweight application threads folly::fibers [3]. These have low context-switching cost and execute small modular tasks in a cooperative manner. The fiber design is ideal for the peer thread as BGP session management is I/O intensive. To ensure lock-free property between system threads, we use message queues between fiber threads, running on the same or different systems threads.

To evaluate our BGP agent’s performance, we compare it against two popular open source BGP stacks: Quagga [30] and Bird [22]. We run them on a single FSW device that is receiving both IPv4 and IPv6 routes from 24 SSWs. We compare their initial convergence time; this represents the time period between starting the BGP process to network convergence; this includes time for session establishment, and receiving and processing all route advertisements. In Fig. 5, we show the average over 5 runs. We observe that our BGP agent constantly outperforms other software and provides a speedup as high as 1.7X (Quagga) and 2.3X (Bird).

**Policy.** To improve policy execution performance, we added a few optimizations again building on our uniform design. Most of the peering sessions, from a device’s point of view, are either towards uplink or downlink devices sharing the same inbound/outbound policies. Here, we made two observations: (1) prefixes learned from the same peer usually share the same BGP attributes, and (2) when routes are sent to the same type of peers (uplink or downlink peers), the same policy is applied for each peer separately. Peer groups help to avoid repetition in configuration, however, policies are still executed for routes sent/received from each peer separately. To leverage (1), we implemented batching in policy execution, where a set of prefixes and their shared BGP attributes are given as input to the policy engine. The policy engine performs the operation of matching the given BGP attributes and the prefixes sharing those attributes, and returning the accepted prefixes and their modified BGP attributes, based on the policy action. To avoid re-computations of (2), we introduced a policy cache, implemented in the form of an LRU (least recently used) cache containing <policy name, prefix, input BGP attributes, output BGP attributes> tuples. Once we apply the policy for routes to a peer and store that result in the policy cache, other peers in the same tier sharing the same policy can use the cached result and avoid re-execution of the policy. To show its impact, we run an experiment with and without the cache. We run them on a single FSW device that is sending IPv6 routes to 24 SSWs. We compare their time to process all route advertisements, which includes the time to apply outbound policy for each peer. In Fig. 6, we show the average over 5 runs. We observe that policy cache improves the time to process all routes by 1.2–2.4X.

**Service Reachability.** For flexible service reachability (§3), we want a service to inject routes for virtual IP addresses (VIPs) corresponding to the service directly to the RSW. However, current vendor BGP implementations commonly do not allow multiple peering sessions from the same peer address, which meant we would have to run a single injector service on every server and the applications on the server will need to interact with the injector to inject routes to the RSW. This becomes operationally difficult since application owners do...
not have visibility to the injection process. There also exists a failure dependency as (i) applications need to monitor the health of the injector service to use it, and (ii) the injector needs to withdraw routes if the application fails. Instead, our BGP agent can support multiple sessions from the same peer address. Applications running on a server can directly initiate a BGP peer session with the BGP agent on the RSW and inject VIPs for service reachability. Thus, we do not have to maintain the cumbersome injector service to workaround the vendor BGP implementation constraint, and we also remove the application-injector dependency.

**Instrumentation.** Traditionally, operators used network management tools (e.g. SNMP [27], NETCONF [20], etc) to collect network statistics, like link load and packet loss ratio, to monitor the health of the network. These tools can also collect routing tables and a limited set of BGP peer events. However, extending these tools to collect new types of data—such as BGP convergence time, the number of application peers, etc—is not trivial. It requires modifications and standardization of the network management protocols. Facebook uses an in-house monitoring system called ODS [9,18]. Using a Thrift [1] management interface, operators can customize the type of statistics they want to monitor. Next, ODS collects these statistics into an event store. Finally, operators both manually and through an automated alerting tool, query and analyze the data to monitor their system. By integrating our BGP agent with this monitoring framework, we treat BGP like any other software. This allows us to collect fine-granular information on BGP’s internal operation state, e.g. the number of peers established, the number of sent/received prefixes per peer, and other BGP statistics mentioned above. We monitor these data to detect and troubleshoot network outages (§6.3).

6 Testing and Deployment

The two main components we routinely test and update are configurations and the BGP agent implementation. These updates introduce new BGP features and optimizations, fix security issues, change BGP routing policies for improving reliability and efficiency. However, frequent updates to the control plane lead to increased risk of network outages in production due to new bugs or performance regressions. We want to ensure smooth network operations, avoid outages in the data center, and catch regressions as early as possible. Therefore, we developed continuous testing and deployment pipelines for quick and frequent rollouts to production.

6.1 Testing

Our testing pipeline comprises three major components - unit testing, emulation and canary testing.

Emulation is a useful testing framework for production networks. Similar to CrystalNet [35], we develop a BGP emulation framework for testing BGP agent, BGP configurations, and policy implementations, and modeling BGP behavior for the entire network. Emulation is used also for testing BGP behavior under failure scenarios – link flaps, link down, or BGP restart events. We also use emulation to test agent/config upgrade processes. The advantage of catching bugs in emulation is that they do not cause service disruptions in production. Emulation testing can greatly reduce developer’s time and amount of physical testbed resources required. However, emulation cannot achieve high fidelity as it does not model the underlying switch software and hardware. Using emulation for BGP convergence regression is challenging as linux containers are considerably slower than hardware switches.

After successful emulation testing, we proceed to canary testing in production. We run a new version of the BGP agent/config on a small fraction of production switches called canaries. Canary testing allows us to run a new version of the agent/config in production settings to catch errors and gain confidence in the version before rolling out to production. We pick switches such that canaries can catch issues arising in production due to scale – e.g., delayed switch convergence. Canaries are used to test the following scenarios: (i) transitioning from old to new BGP agent/config (this occurs during deployment), (ii) transitioning from new to old BGP agent/config (when issues were found in production, we have to rollback to stable BGP version), and (iii) BGP graceful restart (which is an important feature for smooth deployment of BGP agent/config). Daily canaries are used to run new versions for longer periods (typically a day). Production monitoring systems will generate alerts for any abnormal behaviors. Canary testing helps us catch bugs not caught in emulation as it closely resembles BGP behavior in production, such as problems created by changes in underlying libraries.

6.2 Deployment

Once a change (agent/config) has been certified by our testing pipeline, we initiate the deployment phase of pushing the new agent/config to the switches. There is a trade-off between achieving high release velocity and maintaining overall reliability. We cannot simply switch off traffic across the data centers and upgrade the control plane in one-shot, as that would drastically impact services and our reliability requirements. Thus, we must ensure minimal network disruption while deploying the upgrades. This is to support quick and frequent BGP evolution in production. We devise a push plan which starts rolling out the upgrade gradually to ensure we can catch problems earlier in the deployment process.

**Push Mechanisms.** We classify upgrades in two classes: disruptive and non-disruptive, depending on if the upgrade affects existing forwarding state on the switch. Most upgrades in the data center are non-disruptive (performance optimizations, integration with other systems, etc.). To minimize routing instabilities during non-disruptive upgrades, we use BGP graceful restart (GR) [8]. When a switch is being upgraded, GR ensures that its peers do not delete existing routes for a
Without GR, the peers would think the switch is down, and moratorium would occur subsequently. During this period, production traffic to our services. To assess if our upgrade is safe in more different kinds of traffic workloads. Even if catastrophic outages during the stable BGP agent/config would re-converge quickly making them unreachable during push. Devices can also be devices were not reachable for a multitude of reasons. Devices were often brought down for various maintenance tasks, thus needed all the switches to run the fixed BGP agent version to ensure the network is not vulnerable. However, various devices were not reachable for a multitude of reasons. Devices are often brought down for various maintenance tasks, thus making them unreachable during push. Devices can also be experiencing hardware or power issues during the push phases. We cannot predict the downtime for such devices, and we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Small number of RSWs in a random DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Small number of RSWs (&gt; P1) in another random DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Small fraction of switches in all tiers in DC serving web traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>10% of switches across DCs (to account for site differences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>20% of switches across DCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Global push to all switches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Specification of the push phases

Disruptive upgrades (e.g., changes in policy affecting existing switch forwarding state) would trigger new advertisements/withdrawals to switches, and BGP re-convergence would occur subsequently. During this period, production traffic could be dropped or take longer paths causing increased latencies. Thus, if the binary or configuration change is disruptive, we drain (§3) and upgrade the device without impacting production traffic. Draining a device entails moving production traffic away from the device and reducing effective capacity in the network. Thus, we pool disruptive changes and upgrade the drained device at once instead of draining the device for each individual upgrade.

**Push Phases.** Our push plan comprises six phases P1-P6 performed sequentially to apply the upgrades to agent/config in production gradually. We describe the specification of the 6 phases in Table 4. In each phase, the push engine randomly selects a certain number of switches based on the phase’s specification. After selection, the push engine upgrades these switches and restarts BGP on these switches. Our 6 push phases are to progressively increase scope of deployment with the last phase being the global push to all switches. P1-P5 can be construed as extensive testing phases: P1 and P2 modify a small number of rack switches to start the push. P3 is our first major deployment phase to all tiers in the topology. We choose a single data center which serves web traffic because our web applications have provisions such as load balancing to mitigate failures. Thus, failures in P3 have less impact to our services. To assess if our upgrade is safe in more diverse settings, P4 and P5 upgrade a significant fraction of our switches across different data center regions which serve different kinds of traffic workloads. Even if catastrophic outages occur during P4 or P5, we would still be able to achieve high-performance connectivity due to the in-built redundancy in the network topology and our backup path policies—switches running the stable BGP agent/config would re-converge quickly to reduce impact of the outage. Finally, in P6, we upgrade the rest of the switches in all data centers.

**Push Monitoring.** To detect problems during deployment, we have BGPMonitor, a scalable service to monitor all BGP speaking devices in the data center. All BGP speakers relay advertisements/withdrawals they receive to BGPMonitor. BGPMonitor then verifies the routes which are expected to be unchanged, e.g., routes for addresses originating from the switch. If we see route advertisements/withdrawals within the window of a non-disruptive upgrade, we stop the push and report the potential issue to an engineer, who analyzes the issue and determines if push can proceed. One of our outages was detected using BGPMonitor (§6.3).

**Push Results.** Figure 7 shows the timeline of push releases over a 12 month period. We achieved 9 successful pushes of our BGP agent to production. On average, each push takes 2-3 weeks. Figure 7 highlights the high release velocity that we are able to achieve for BGP in our data center. We are able to fix performance and security issues as well as support new features at fast timescales. This also allows other applications, which leverage the BGP routing features, to innovate quickly. P6 is the most time-consuming phase of the push as it upgrades majority of the switches. We catch various errors in P1-P5, and thus, some of these phases can take longer (more than a day). Figure 7 also highlights the highly evolving nature of the data center. Our data centers are undergoing different changes to the BGP agent (adding support for BGP constructs, bug fixes, performance optimizations and security patches) for over 52% of the time in the 12 month duration.

Ideally, each phase should upgrade all the switches (100%). For instance, in one push, we fixed a security bug and we needed all the switches to run the fixed BGP agent version to ensure the network is not vulnerable. However, various devices were not reachable for a multitude of reasons. Devices are often brought down for various maintenance tasks, thus making them unreachable during push. Devices can also be experiencing hardware or power issues during the push phases. We cannot predict the downtime for such devices, and we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Release</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Push error percentages for the last 3 pushes for different push phases.

![Timeline of BGP push phases over a year](image_url)
do not want to block the push indeterminately because of a small fraction of these devices. Hence, for each phase, we set a threshold of 99% on the number of devices we want to upgrade in each phase, i.e., 1% of the devices in our data centers could be running older BGP versions. We expect these devices will be upgraded in the next push phases. We report the push errors (number of devices which did not get upgraded) encountered in the last 3 pushes of Figure 7 in Table 5. We upgrade more than 99.43% of our data center in each push. These numbers indicate that there is always a small fraction of the data center which is undergoing maintenance. We try to upgrade these devices in the next push.

6.3 SEVs

Despite our testing and push pipeline, the scale and evolving nature of our data center’s control plane (§6.2), the complexity of BGP and its interaction with other services (e.g. push, draining, etc), and the inevitable nature of human errors make network outages an unavoidable obstacle. In this section, we discuss some of the major routing-related Site EVents (SEVs) that occurred over a 2 year period. Errors and routing issues can arise due to (1) a recent change in configuration or BGP software, or (2) latent bugs in the code which are triggered due to a previously unseen scenario. We use multiple monitoring tools to detect anomalies in our network. These include (i) event data stores (ODS [9]) to log BGP statistics like downtime of BGP sessions at a switch, (ii) netsonar [34] to detect unreachable devices, and (iii) netnorad [10] to measure server-to-server packet loss ratio and network latency.

We experienced a total of 14 SEVs. These BGP-related SEVs were caused due to a combination of errors in its policy, software and interaction with other tools (e.g. push framework, draining framework, etc) in our data centers.

One set of SEVs were caused due to incomplete/incorrect deployment of policies. For example, one of the updates required both changing communities set in a policy at one tier and changing policies that act on those communities at another tier. It also required the first to be applied after the latter. However, during a push, policies were applied in an incorrect order. This created blackholes within the data center, degrading performance of multiple services.

Another set of SEVs were caused due to an error in BGP software. One SEV was caused by a bug in implementation of a feature called max-route limit that limits the number of prefixes received from a peer. The bug was that the max-route counter was getting incremented incorrectly for previously announced prefixes. This made BGP tear down multiple sessions, leading services to experience SLA violations.

We also experienced problems due to interactions between different versions of the BGP software. In one SEV, different versions were using different graceful restart parameters [8]. During graceful restart, the old version of BGP used stale paths for 30s. However, the new version deferred sending new routes for as long as 120s, waiting for receiving End-of-RIB from all peers. Hence, the old version purged stale paths learned from its peer before receiving them from the new version. This resulted in temporary traffic loss for ~ 90s. BGPMonitor detected this outage during the push phases.

All these outages were resolved by rolling back to a previous stable version of BGP, followed by pushing a new fixed version in the next release cycle. Our design principles of uniformity and simplicity, while helpful, do not address issues such as software bugs and version incompatibilities, for which special care is needed. Our aim is to create a good testing framework to prevent these outages. We created the emulation platform during the later phases of our BGP development process and evolved ever since. As a follow-up to the aforementioned SEVs, we added new test cases to emulate those scenarios. As part of our ongoing work (§7), we are exploring ideas to further improve our testing pipeline.

7 Future Work

This section describes some of our ongoing work based on the gaps we have identified during our past years of data center network operations.

Policy Management. BGP supports a rich policy framework. The inbound and outbound policy is a decision tree with multiple rules capturing the policy designer’s intent. Although the routing policies are uniform across tiers in our design, it is non-trivial to manage and reason about the full distributed policy set. Control plane verification tools [13, 15, 24, 40] verify policies by modeling device configurations. However, existing tools cannot scale to the size of our data centers, and they do not support such complex intent as flexible service reachability. Extending network verification to support our policy design at scale is an important future direction. Network synthesis tools [12, 16, 17, 19, 43] use high-level policy intents to produce policy-compliant configurations. Unfortunately, the policy intent language used by these tools cannot model all our policies (§2). Additionally, the configurations generated by them do not follow our design choices (§3). Extending network synthesis to support our BGP design and policies is also an ongoing direction we are pursuing.

Evolving Testing Framework. Policy verification tools assume the underlying software is error-free and homogeneous across devices. 8 of our SEVs occurred due to software errors. Existing tools cannot proactively detect such issues. To compensate, we use an emulation platform to detect control-plane errors before deployment. Some routing issues, like transient forwarding loops and black holes, materialize while deploying BGP configuration and software updates in a live network. Our deployment process monitoring (§6.2) demonstrates that the control plane is under constant churn. 10 of our SEVs were triggered while deploying changes. To address that, we are extending our emulation platform to mimic the deployment pipeline and validate the impact of various deployment strate-
gies. We are further exploring techniques to closely emulate our hardware switches and combined hardware/software failure scenarios. We are also extending our testing framework to include network protocol validation tools [45] and fuzz testing [31]. Protocol validation tools can ensure our BGP agent is RFC-compliant. Fuzz testing can make our BGP agent robust against invalid, unexpected, or random external BGP messages with well-defined failure handling.

Load-sharing under Failures. Over the past few years, we observe that hardware failures or drains can create load imbalance. For example, SSW’s uplinks to the DC aggregation layer are not balanced when the failure of an SSW-FSW link (or SSW/FSW node) creates topology asymmetry in the spine plane. If one of an RSW’s (say R) four upstream FSWs (say F) cannot reach one of its four SSWs, then F’s SSWs would serve 1/4 of the traffic over 3 uplinks unlike the other 3 FSWs that serve 1/4 of the traffic over 4 uplinks. To balance traffic load across SSW’s uplinks, R should reduce the traffic sent towards F from 1/4 to 3/15, and shift the remaining traffic to the other 3 FSWs. Although a centralized controller would be the most direct way to shift traffic to balance the load, we are considering an approach like Weighted ECMP [48] to leverage our BGP-based routing design.

8 Related Work

Routing in Data Center. There are different designs for large-scale data center routing, some are based on BGP while others use a centralized software-defined networking (SDN) design. An alternative BGP-based routing design for data centers is described in RFC7938 [11]. Our design differs in a few significant ways. One difference is the use of BGP Confederations for pods (called "clusters" in RFC7938). That enables our design to stick with the two-octet private ASN numbering space and reuse the same ASN on all rack switches. Thus, we also do not use the "AllowAS In" BGP feature in our design and maintain native BGP loop prevention. The second difference is our extensive use of route summarization in order to keep the routing tables small and improve the stability and convergence speed of the distributed system. The RFC7938 proposes keeping full routing visibility for all prefixes on all rack switches. Another major difference is our extensive use of the routing policies to implement strict adherence to the reachability and reliability goals, realize the different operational states of the devices, establish pre-determined network backup paths, and provide means for host-signaled traffic engineering, such as primary/secondary path selection for VIPs.

Singh et. al [42] showed that Google uses an SDN-based design for its data center network routing. It has a central route controller to collect and distribute link state information over a reliable out-of-band Control Plane Network (CPN) that runs a custom IGP for topology state distribution. Their reasoning behind building a centralized routing plane from scratch was to be able to leverage the unique characteristics and homogeneity of their network which comprises custom hardware. We decided to use a decentralized BGP approach to take advantage of BGP’s extensive policy control, scalability, third-party vendor support, operator familiarity, etc.

Operational Framework. CrystalNet [35] is a cloud-scale, high-fidelity network emulator used by Microsoft to proactively validate all network operations before rolling out to production. We use an in-house emulation framework to easily integrate with our monitoring tools and deployment pipelines. Janus [14] is a software and hardware update planner that uses operator specified risks to estimate and choose the push plan with minimal availability and performance impact on customers. We use a framework similar to Janus for our maintenance planning, which includes disruptive BGP agent/config push. Govindan et. al [26] conducted detailed analysis of over 100 high-impact network failure events at Google. They discovered that a large number of failures happened when a network management operation was in progress. Motivated by these failures, they proposed certain design principles for high availability, e.g. continuously monitor the network, use in-house testing and rollout procedures, make (network) update the common case, etc. We acknowledge these principles; they have always been a part of our operational workflow.

BGP at Edge. EdgeFabric [41] and Espresso [47] also run BGP at scale. However, they are deployed at the edge for the purpose of CDN traffic engineering. They are both designed by content providers to overcome challenges with BGP when dealing with large traffic volumes. They have centralized control over routing while retaining BGP as the interface to peers. They control which PoP and/or path traffic to a customer should choose as a function of path performance.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents our experience operating BGP in large-scale data centers. Our design follows the principles of uniformity and simplicity, and it espouses tight integration between the data center topology, configuration, switch software, and DC-wide operational pipeline. We show how we realize these principles and enable BGP to operate efficiently at scale. Nevertheless, our system is a work in progress. We describe some major operational issues we faced and how these are informing our routing evolution.
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ABGP Agent Features

As mentioned in §5, our BGP agent contains only those necessary protocol features that are required in our data center. We summarize the different agent features in Table 6. Additionally, we only implement a small subset of matches and actions mentioned in Table 7 to implement our routing policies specified in §3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eBGP</td>
<td>Establish external BGP session</td>
<td>To Exchange and forward route updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confederations</td>
<td>Divide an AS into multiple sub ASes</td>
<td>To use the same private ASNs within a pod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBGP Multipath</td>
<td>Select and program multipath</td>
<td>To implement ECMP-based load-sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv4/IPv6 Addresses</td>
<td>Support IPv4/IPv6 route exchange</td>
<td>To enable dual-stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route Origination</td>
<td>Send update for IP prefixes assigned to a switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route Aggregation</td>
<td>Send update for less-specific IP prefixes aggregating (summarizing) more-specific routes</td>
<td>To minimize number of route updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove Private AS</td>
<td>Remove Private ASNs within AS-PATH</td>
<td>To reuse private ASNs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In/Out-bound Policy</td>
<td>Support BGP policies specified in §2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Peer</td>
<td>Accept BGP session initiation from a range of peer addresses</td>
<td>To allow VIP injection from any server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graceful Restart</td>
<td>Wait for small graceful time period before removing routes</td>
<td>To reduce network churn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Fail Detection</td>
<td>Fast BGP session termination upon link failure</td>
<td>To converge faster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation Delay</td>
<td>Delay advertisements of new routes</td>
<td>To wait for convergence before receiving traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIB Acknowledgement</td>
<td>Advertise routes after installation to hardware</td>
<td>To avoid blackholes if peer converges before us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max-route-limit</td>
<td>Limit number of prefixes received from a peer</td>
<td>To disallow unexpected volume of updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Groups</td>
<td>Define and reuse peer configurations for multiple peers</td>
<td>To make configuration compact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Core and operational BGP features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match Fields</th>
<th>Action Fields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>as-path</td>
<td>add/delete/set as-path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>community-list</td>
<td>add/delete/set community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origin</td>
<td>set origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local preference</td>
<td>inc/dec/set local preference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as-path-length</td>
<td>permit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prefix-list</td>
<td>deny</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Policy match-action fields
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Abstract

We present Orion, a distributed Software-Defined Networking platform deployed globally in Google’s datacenter (Jupiter) and Wide Area (B4) networks. Orion was designed around a modular, micro-service architecture with a central publish-subscribe database to enable a distributed, yet tightly-coupled, software-defined network control system. Orion enables intent-based management and control, is highly scalable and amenable to global control hierarchies.

Over the years, Orion has matured with continuously improving performance in convergence (up to 40x faster), throughput (handling up to 1.16 million network updates per second), system scalability (supporting 16x larger networks), and data plane availability (50x, 100x reduction in unavailable time in Jupiter and B4, respectively) while maintaining high development velocity with bi-weekly release cadence. Today, Orion enables Google’s Software-Defined Networks, defending against failure modes that are both generic to large scale production networks as well as unique to SDN systems.

1 Introduction

The last decade has seen tremendous activity in Software-Defined Networking (SDN) motivated by delivering new network capabilities, fundamentally improving network reliability, and increasing the velocity of network evolution. SDN starts with a simple, but far-reaching shift in approach: moving network control, such as routing and configuration management, from individual hardware forwarding elements to a central pool of servers that collectively manage both real-time and static network state. This move to a logically centralized view of network state enables a profound transition from defining pairwise protocols with emergent behavior to distributed algorithms with guarantees on liveness, safety, scale, and performance.

For example, SDN’s global view of network state presents an opportunity for more robust network verification and intent-based networking [16, 17]. At a high level, SDN affords the opportunity to transition the network from one consistent state to another, where consistency can be defined as policy compliant and blackhole-free. This same global view and real-time control enables traffic engineering responsive to topology, maintenance events, failures, and even fine-grained communication patterns such that the network as a whole can operate more efficiently and reliably [2, 12, 13]. There is ongoing work to tie end host and fabric networking together to ensure individual flows, RPCs, and Coflows meet higher-level application requirements [1, 11, 22], a capability that would be hard or impossible with traditional protocols. Perhaps one of the largest long-term benefits of SDN is support for software engineering and qualification practices to enable safe weekly software upgrades and incremental feature delivery, which can hasten network evolution by an order of magnitude.

While the promise of SDN is immense, realizing this promise requires a production-grade control plane that meets or exceeds existing network performance and availability levels. Further, the SDN must seamlessly inter-operate with peer legacy networks as no network, SDN or otherwise, operates solely in its own tech island.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of Orion, Google’s SDN control plane. Orion is our second generation control plane and is responsible for the configuration, management, and real-time control of all of our data center (Jupiter [28]), campus, and private Wide Area (B4 [15]) networks. Orion has been in production for more than four years. The SDN transition from protocols to algorithms, together with a micro-services based controller architecture, enables bi-weekly software releases that together have not only delivered over 30 new significant capabilities, but also have improved scale by a factor of 16, availability by a factor of 50x in Jupiter and 100x in B4, and network convergence time by a factor of 40. Such rapid evolution would have been hard or impossible without SDN-based software velocity.

Orion’s design centers around a constellation of independent micro-services, from routing to configuration management to network management, that coordinate all state through an extensible Network Information Base (NIB). The NIB sequences and replicates updates through a key-value abstraction. We describe the performance, semantic, and availability
requirements of the NIB and the development model that allows dozens of engineers to independently and simultaneously develop, test, and deploy their services through well-defined, simple, but long-lived contractual APIs.

While Orion has been a success at Google, neither our design nor the SDN approach are panaceas. We describe four key challenges we faced in Orion—some fundamental to SDN and some resulting from our own design choices—along with our approach to addressing them:

#1: Logically centralized control require fundamentally high performance for updates, in-memory representation of state, and appropriate consistency levels among loosely-coordinating micro-service SDN applications.

#2: The decoupling of control from hardware elements breaks fate sharing in ways that make corner-case failure handling more complex. In particular, control software failure does not always mean the corresponding hardware element has failed. Consider the case where the control software runs in a separate physical failure domain connected through an independent out-of-band control network. Either the physical infrastructure (control servers, their power or cooling) or control network failure can now result in at least the perception of a sudden, massively correlated failure in the data plane.

#3: Managing the tension between centralization and fault isolation must be balanced carefully. At an extreme, one could imagine a single logical controller for all of Google’s network infrastructure. At another extreme, one could consider a single controller for every physical switch in our network. While both extremes can be discarded relatively easily, finding the appropriate middle ground is important. On the one hand, centralization is simpler to reason about, implement, and optimize. On the other, a centralized design is harder to scale up vertically and exposes a larger failure domain.

#4: In a global network setting, we must integrate existing routing protocols, primarily BGP, into Orion to allow inter-operation with non-SDN peer networks. The semantics of these protocols, including streaming updates and fate sharing between control and data plane, are a poor match to our choice of SDN semantics requiring adaptation at a number of levels.

This paper presents an introductory survey of Orion. We outline how we manage these concerns in its architecture, implementation, and evolution. We also discuss our production experiences with running Orion, pointing to a number of still open questions in SDN’s evolution. We will share more details and experiences in subsequent work.

2 Related Work

Orion was designed with lessons learned from Onix [18]. Unlike Onix’s monolithic design with cooperative multi-threading, Orion introduced a distributed design with each application in a separate process. While Onix introduced a NIB accessible only to applications in the same process, Orion’s is accessible by applications within and across domains, providing a mechanism for hierarchy, which few existing controllers incorporate (Kandoo [35] being an exception). Hierarchy enabled fabric-level drain sequencing \(^1\) and optimal WCMP-based (Weighted Cost Multi-Pathing) routing [36].

We distribute Orion’s logic over multiple processes for scalability and fault-tolerance, a feature shared with other production-oriented controllers such as ONOS [4] and OpenDaylight [24], and originally proposed by Hyperflow [30]. Unlike our previous design, Orion uses a single configuration for all processes, applied atomically via the NIB, precluding errors due to inconsistent intended state.

Orion uses database-like tables to centrally organize state produced and consumed by SDN programs, a feature shared with a few other OpenFlow controllers such as ONOS [4], Flowlog [27], and Ravel [32]. The combination of all of these techniques—hierarchy, distribution, and database-like abstractions—allowed Orion to meet Google’s availability and performance requirements in the datacenter and WAN.

While Orion is an evolution in the development of OpenFlow controllers, its modular decomposition of network functions (e.g., routing, flow programming, switch-level protocols, etc.) is a design goal shared with pre-OpenFlow systems such as 4D/Tesseract [33] and RCP [6]. Single-switch operating systems that similarly employ microservices and a centralized database architecture include Arista EOS [3] and SONiC [25].

3 Design Principles

We next describe principles governing Orion’s design. We established many of these during the early stages of building Orion, while we derived others from our experience operating Orion-based networks. We group the principles into three categories: environmental – those that apply to production networks, architectural – those related to SDN, and implementation – those that guide our software design.

3.1 Principles of production networks

**Intent-based network management and control.** Intent-based networks specify management or design changes by describing the new intended end-state of the network (the “what”) rather than prescribing the sequence of modifications to bring the network to that end-state (the “how”). Intent-based networking tends to be robust at scale, since high-level intent is usually stable over time, even when the low-level state of network elements fluctuates rapidly.

For example, consider a situation where we wish to temporarily “drain” (divert traffic away from) a cluster while we simultaneously add new network links to augment the ingress and egress capacity of the cluster. As those new links turn up, the stable drain intent will also apply to them, causing the underlying networking control system to avoid using them.

In Orion, we use an intent-based approach for updating the network design, invoking operational changes, and adding new features to the SDN controller. For example, we capture

---

\(^1\)Fabric-level drain sequencing refers to redirecting traffic in a loss-free manner, throughout the fabric, away from a target device being drained.
intended changes to the network’s topology in a model [26], which in turn triggers our deployment systems and operational staff to make the necessary physical and configuration changes to the network. As we will describe later, Orion propagates this top-level intent into network control applications such as routing, through configuration and dynamic state changes. Applications react to top-level intent changes by mutating their internal state and by generating intermediate intent, which is in turn consumed by other applications. The overall system state evolves through a hierarchical propagation of intent ultimately resulting in changes to the programmed flow state in network switches.

Align control plane and physical failure domains. One potential challenge with decoupling control software from physical elements is failure domains that are misaligned or too large. For misalignment, consider the case in which a single SDN controller manages network hardware across portions of two buildings. A failure in that controller can cause correlated failures across two buildings, making it harder to meet higher-level service SLOs. Similarly, the failure of a single SDN controller responsible for all network elements in a campus would constitute too large a vulnerability even if it improved efficiency due to a centralized view.

We address these challenges by carefully aligning network control domains with physical, storage, and compute domains. As one simple example, a single failure in network control should not impact more than one physical, storage, or compute domain. To limit the “blast radius” of individual controller failures, we leverage hierarchical, partitioned control with soft state progressing up the hierarchy (§5.1). We explicitly design and test the network to continue correct, though likely degraded, operation in the face of controller failures.

### 3.2 Principles related to an SDN controller

SDN enables novel approaches to handling failures, but it also introduces new challenges requiring careful design. The SDN controller is remote from the network switches, resulting in the lack of fate sharing but also the possibility of not being able to communicate with the switches.

Lack of fate sharing can often be used to our advantage. For example, the network continues forwarding based on its existing state when the controller fails. Conversely, the controller can repair paths accurately and in a timely manner when individual switches fail, by rerouting around them.

React optimistically to correlated unreachability. The loss of communication between controller and switches poses a difficult design challenge as the controller must deal with incomplete information. We handle incomplete information by first deciding whether we are dealing with a minor failure or a major one, and then reacting pessimistically to the former and optimistically to the latter.

We start by associating a ternary health state with network elements: (i) healthy with a recent control communication (a switch reports healthy link and programming state with no packet loss), (ii) unhealthy, when a switch declares itself to be unhealthy, when neighbouring switches report unhealthy conditions or indirect signals implicate the switch, and (iii) unknown, with no recent control communication with a switch and no indirect signals to implicate the switch.

A switch in the unknown state could be malfunctioning, or it could simply be unable to communicate with a controller (a fairly common occurrence at scale). In comparison, the unhealthy state is fairly rare, as there are few opportunities to diagnose unequivocal failure conditions in real time.\(^2\)

The controller aggregates individual switch states into a network-wide health state, which it uses to decide between a pessimistic or an optimistic reaction. We call these **Fail Closed** and **Fail Static**, respectively. In **Fail Closed**, the controller reprograms flows to route around a (perceived) failed switch. In **Fail Static**, the controller decides not to react to a switch in an unknown, potentially failed, state, keeping traffic flowing toward it until the switch state changes or the network operator intervenes. Figure 1 illustrates an example of normal operation, **Fail Closed** reaction, and **Fail Static** condition.

In **Fail Static**, the controller holds back from reacting to avoid worsening the overall state of the network, both in terms of connectivity and congestion. The trade-off between **Fail Closed** and **Fail Static** is governed by the cost/benefit implication of reacting to the unknown state: if the element in the unknown state can be avoided without a significant performance cost, the controller conservatively reacts to this state and triggers coordinated actions to steer traffic away from the possible failures. If the reaction would result in a significant loss in capacity or loss in end-to-end connectivity, the controller instead enters Fail Static mode for that switch. In practice we use a simple “capacity degradation threshold” to move from **Fail Closed** to **Fail Static**. The actual threshold value is directly related to: (1) the operating parameters of the network, especially the capacity headroom we typically reserve, for example, to support planned maintenance; (2) the level of redundancy we design in the topology and control

---

\(^2\)It is not common for a software component to be able to self-diagnose a failure, without being able to avoid it in the first place, or at least repair it. Slightly more common is the ability to observe a failure from an external vantage point, e.g. a neighboring switch detecting a link “going down.”
domains. We aim to preserve a certain amount of redundancy even in the face of capacity degradation.

In our experience, occurrences of Fail Static are fairly common and almost always appropriate, in the sense that they are not associated with loss of data plane performance. Often Fail Static is triggered by failures in the control plane connectivity between the SDN controller and the network elements, or by software failures in the controller. Neither of these directly affect the data plane health.

We view the ability to Fail Static as an advantage of SDN systems over traditional distributed-protocol systems. Distributed systems are also subject to some of the failures that could benefit from a Fail Static response. However, they are not easily amenable to realize a Fail Static behavior because they only have a local view. It is far easier for a centralized controller to assess if it should enter Fail Static when it can observe correlated network failures across its entire domain.

**Exploit both out-of-band and in-band control plane connectivity.** In a software-defined network, a key consideration is connectivity between the “off box” controller and the data plane switches. We must solve the bootstrap problem of requiring a functioning network to establish baseline control. Options include using: i) the very network being controlled (“in-band”) or ii) a (physically or logically) separate “out-of-band” network. While a seemingly simple question, considerations regarding pure off-box SDN control, circular dependencies between the control and dataplane network, ease of debuggability, availability, manageability and cost of ownership make this topic surprisingly complex.

The simplest approach is to have a physically separate out-of-band control/management plane network (CPN) for communication between controller and switches orthogonal to the dataplane network. This approach cleanly avoids circular dependencies, keeping the control model simple and enabling easy recovery from bugs and misconfiguration. Ideally, we would like the out-of-band control network to be highly available, easy to manage and maintain, and cost effective. In the end, a separate CPN means installing and operating two distinct networks with different operational models and independent failure characteristics. While failure independence is often a desirable property, subtle or rare failure scenarios mean the entire data plane could go down if either the data-plane or control plane fails. We describe our choice of hybrid CPN for Orion in §5.

### 3.3 Software design principles

Enabling a large-scale software development environment was a key motivation for building our own SDN controller. Critical to the success of SDN is the ability to safely deploy new functionality across the network incrementally with frequent software releases. This, in turn, means that a substantial team of engineers must be able to develop multiple independent features concurrently. The need to scale engineering processes led to a modular system with a large number of decoupled components. At the same time, these components had to interact with one another to realize a tightly-coupled control system reflecting the structure and dynamics of network control. We achieved this goal through:

- a **microservice architecture** with separate processes rather than a monolithic block which we adopted in our first generation SDN controller [18], for software evolvability and fault isolation.
- a **central pub-sub system** (NIB) for all the communication between microservices, which took care of the tightly-coupled interaction across processes.

Failure domain containment (§3.1) imposes an upper limit to the size of control domains. Nevertheless, we were concerned with the performance, scalability, and fault model of a single NIB to coordinate all communication and state within a control domain. We satisfied our performance concerns through benchmarking efforts, and fault tolerance concerns by limiting control domain scope and the ability to fail static, including between control domains.

Based on years of experience, the NIB has been one of our most successful design elements. It manages all inter-component communications, allows us to create a “single arrow of time,” establishing an order among the otherwise concurrent events across processes. This brought significantly useful side effects including much improved debuggability of the overall system. It also allows us to store event sequences (NIB traces) in external systems and use them for offline troubleshooting and independent validation of subsystems, which we use in component-level regression testing.

Next, we discuss the principles of intent based control, introduced in 3.1, reconciliation of state as well as the implications of various failure modes in an SDN-based system:

**Intent flows from top to bottom.** The top level intent for the system as a whole is the operator intent and the static configuration. As intent propagates through the system via NIB messages, it triggers local reactions in subsystems that generate intermediate intent consumable by other sub-systems. Higher-level intent is authoritative and any intermediate intent (also known as derived state) is rebuilt from it. The programmed switch state is the ground truth corresponding to the intent programmed into dataplane devices.

**The authoritative intent must always be reflected in the ground truth.** The controller ensures that any mismatch is corrected by migrating the ground truth toward the intended state in a way that is minimally disruptive to existing data plane traffic. We refer to this process as “state reconciliation”.

**Reconciliation is best performed in the controller which has a global view** since minimal disruption often requires coordination across switches such that changes are sequenced in a graceful and loop-free manner. Reconciliation is a powerful concept that allows reasoning about complex failure modes such as Orion process restarts as well as lack of state sharing between the data and control planes.

**Availability of high level intent is crucial** to keep the top-
down intent-based system simple. To achieve this goal we minimize the time when the intent is temporarily unavailable (e.g., because of process restarts or communication failure between components).

4 Architecture

Figure 2 depicts the high-level architecture of Orion, and how it maps to the textbook ONF view [7]. For scalability and fault isolation, we partition the network into domains, where each domain is an instance of an Orion SDN controller.

The data plane consists of SDN switches at the bottom. Orion uses OpenFlow [23] as the Control to Data Plane Interface (CDPI). Each switch runs an OpenFlow Agent (OFA) for programmatic control of forwarding tables, statistics gathering, and event notification. The control plane consists of Orion Core in the center and SDN applications at the top. The control plane is physically separate from the data plane and logically centralized, providing a global view of the domain. Though logically centralized, the Orion Core controls the network through distributed controller processes. The Orion Core is responsible for (i) translating these requirements into OpenFlow primitives to reconcile switches’ programmed state with intended state and (ii) providing a view of the runtime state of the network (forwarding rules, statistics, data plane events) to applications.

4.1 Orion Core

The NIB is the intent store for all Orion applications. It is implemented as a centralized, in-memory datastore with replicas that reconstruct the state from ground-truth on failure. The NIB is coupled with a publish-subscribe mechanism to share state among Orion applications. The same infrastructure is used externally to collect all changes in the NIB to facilitate debugging. The NIB must meet the following requirements:

- **Low External Dependency.** As Orion programs the network supporting all higher-level compute and storage services, it cannot itself depend on higher-level services.
- **Sequential Consistency of Event Ordering.** To simplify coordination among apps, all apps must see events in the same order (arrow of time [20]).

Of note, **durability** [14] was not a requirement for the NIB because its state could be reconstructed from network switches and other sources in the event of a catastrophic failure.

**NIB Entities.** The NIB consists of a set of NIB entity tables where each entity describes some information of interest to other applications or observers both local or external to the domain. Some of the entity types include:

- **Configured network topology.** These capture the configured identities and graph relationship between various network topological elements. Examples include Port, Link, Interface, and Node tables.
- **Network run-time state.** This could be topological state, forwarding state (e.g. ProgrammedFlow table), protocol state (e.g. LLDPPeerPort table), statistics (e.g. PortStatistics table).
- **Orion App Configuration.** Each app’s configuration is captured as one or more NIB tables, e.g. LLDPConfig.

**Protocol Buffer Schema.** We represent the schema for each NIB entity as a protocol buffer message [8]. Each row in that NIB entity table is an instantiation of this schema. The first field of each entity schema is required to be a NIBHeader message which serves as the key for that entity. The NIB does not enforce referential integrity for foreign keys; however, inconsistencies fail an internal health-check.

An example entity represented in the NIB is a Link entity. A link is modelled as foreign key references to Port and Node entities respectively. This expresses the connection between two ports of two switches. Additionally, a status (up, down, or unknown), is modelled as part of the Link entity. The full protocol buffer is shown in the appendix.

Protocol buffers allow us to reuse well-understood patterns for schema migrations. For example, adding a new field to a table has built-in support for backward and forward compatibility during an upgrade despite some applications still running with the previous schema.

**NIB API.** The NIB provides a simple RPC API (Read, Write, Subscribe) to operate on NIB tables. The Write operation is atomic and supports batching. The Subscribe operation supports basic filtering to express entities of interest. The NIB notification model provides sequential consistency of event ordering. It also supports coalescing multiple updates into a single notification for scale and efficiency reasons.

The **Config Manager** provides an external management API to configure all components in an Orion domain. The domain configuration is the set of app configurations running in that domain. For uniformity and ease of sharing, an app config consists of one or more NIB tables. To ensure a new configuration is valid, it is first validated by the running instance. The semantics of pushing config need to be atomic, i.e. if one or more parts of the overall config fail validation, the overall config push must fail without any side effects. Since Orion apps that validate various parts of the config run decoupled, we employ a two-phase commit protocol to update...
the NIB: The config is first staged in shadow NIB tables, and each app verifies its config. Upon success, we commit the shadow tables to live tables atomically.

The Topology Manager sets and reports the runtime state of network dataplane topology (node, port, link, interface, etc.). It learns the intended topology from its config in the NIB. By subscribing to events from the switches, it writes the current topology to tables in the NIB. The Topology Manager also periodically queries port statistics from the switches.

The Flow Manager performs flow state reconciliation, ensuring forwarding state in switches matches intended state computed by Orion apps and reflected in the NIB. Reconciliation occurs when intent changes or every 30 seconds by comparing switch state. The latter primarily provides Orion with switch statistics and corrects out-of-sync state in the rare case that reconciliation on intent change failed.

The OFE (Openflow FrontEnd) multiplexes connections to each switch in an Orion domain. The OpenFlow protocol provides programmatic APIs for (i) capabilities advertisement, (ii) forwarding operations, (iii) packet IO, (iv) telemetry/statistics, and (v) dataplane event notifications (e.g. link down) [23]. These are exposed to the Topology and Flow Manager components via OFE’s northbound RPC interface.

Packet-I/O. Orion supports apps that send or receive control messages to/from the data plane through OpenFlow’s Packet-I/O API: a Packet-Out message sends a packet through a given port on the switch, while a Packet-In notification delivers a data plane packet punted by the switch to the control plane. The notification includes metadata such as the packet’s ingress port. Orion apps can program punt flows and specify filters to receive packets of interest.

Orion Core apps are network-type agnostic by design. No “policy” is baked into them: it belongs to higher-level SDN applications instead. Core apps program, and faithfully reflect, the state of the data plane in the NIB in a generic manner.

4.2 Routing Engine

Routing Engine (RE) is Orion’s intra-domain routing controller app, providing common routing mechanisms, such as L3 multi-path forwarding, load balancing, encapsulation, etc.

RE provides abstracted topology and reachability information to client routing applications (e.g. an inter-domain routing app or a BGP speaker app). It models a configured collection of switches within an Orion domain as an abstract routing node called a supernode [13] or middleblock [28].

Client routing applications provide route advertisements at supernode granularity, specifying nexthops for each route in terms of aggregate or singleton external ports.

RE disaggregates the route advertisements from its clients into individual node-level reachability over respective external ports and computes SPF (Shortest Path First) paths for each prefix. RE avoids paths that traverse drained, down or potentially miscabled links. It also reacts to local failure by computing the next available shortest path when the current set of nexthops for a prefix becomes unreachable. For improved capacity, RE performs load balancing within a domain by spreading traffic across multiple viable paths, and through non-shortest-path forwarding, as requested by client apps. RE also manages the associated switch hardware resources (e.g. Layer-3 tables) among its client routing apps.

A key highlight of Orion Routing Engine is the ability to do loss-free sequencing from the currently programmed pathing solution to a new pathing solution. This may happen in reaction to changes in network states (e.g. a link being avoided). In a legacy network, the eventually consistent nature of updates from distributed routing protocols (e.g. BGP) can result in transient loops and blackholes in the data plane. In contrast, RE exploits its global view to sequence flow programming: before programming a flow that steers traffic to a set of switches, RE ensures the corresponding prefixes have been programmed on those next hop switches. Analogous checks are done before removing a flow.

Figure 3 walks through an end-to-end route programming example. As evident from the sequence of operations, the NIB semantics lend themselves to an asynchronous intent-based programming model (as opposed to a strict request-response interaction). A common design pattern is to use a pair of NIB tables, where one expresses the intent from the producer, while the other captures the result from the consumer. Both intent and result tables are versioned. An app can change the intent many times without waiting for the result, and the result table is updated asynchronously.

4.3 Orion Application Framework

The Orion Application Framework is the foundation for every Orion application. The framework ensures developers use the same patterns to write applications so knowledge of one SDN application’s control-flow translates to all applications. Furthermore, the framework provides basic functionality (e.g. leader-election, NIB-connectivity, health-monitoring) required by all applications in all deployments.

High Availability. Availability is a fundamental feature for networks and thereby SDN controllers. Orion apps run as separate binaries distributed across network control server machines. This ensures applications are isolated from bugs (e.g., memory corruption that leads to a crash) in other applications.

Beyond isolation, replicating each application on three different physical machines ensures fault tolerance for both planned (e.g. maintenance) as well as unplanned (e.g. power failures) outages. The application framework facilitates replication by providing an abstraction on top of leader election as well as life-cycle callbacks into the application.

An application goes through a life-cycle of being activated, receiving intent/state updates from the NIB, and then being deactivated. Identifying/arbitrating leadership and its transition (referred to as failover) among replicas is abstracted and node via LLDP and reported to Orion does not match the configured port ID.

---

3A link is considered miscabled when a port ID learned by a neighbor
Figure 3: Intent-based route programming on abstracted domain topology: (a) Routing Engine learns external prefix 1.2.3.0/24 over trk-1, and programs nodes to establish reachability. (b) Example of end-to-end route programming. The Routing App provides a high-level RouteAdvert on supernode-1 via the NIB. Routing Engine translates the RouteAdvert to a low-level Flow update on node i and sends to Flow Manager. Acknowledgements follow the reverse direction to the Routing App. Similar route programming applies to all domain nodes.

Capability Readiness Protocol. One of the challenges we faced previously was an orderly resumption of operation after controller failover. In particular, when a controller’s NIB fails, the state of the new NIB needs to be made consistent with the runtime state of the network, as well as the functional state of all apps and remote controllers. In an extreme case, an Orion requirement is to be able to, without traffic loss, recover from a complete loss/restart of the control plane. To support this, the Orion architecture provides a Capability Readiness Protocol. With this protocol, applications have a uniform way of specifying which data they require to resume operation, and which data they provide for other applications.

A capability is an abstraction of NIB state, each can be provided and consumed by multiple apps. Capability-based coordination keeps the Orion apps from becoming “coupled”, in which a specific implementation of one app relies on implementation details or deployment configuration of another app. Such dependencies are a problem for iteration and release velocity. For example, multiple apps can provide the capability of “producing flows to program”, and the Flow Manager can be oblivious to which ones are present in the domain.

Flow Manager begins reconciling NIB state to the physical switches. This prevents unintentional erasure of flow state from switches, which would lead to traffic loss. As Figure 4 shows, the required and provided data that each application specifies creates a directed acyclic graph of capabilities depended upon and provided, and thus the complete NIB state is reconciled consistently after any restart. Apps can have mutual dependency on different capabilities as long as they do not form a loop. A healthy Orion domain completes the full capability graph quickly on reconciliation, a condition we check in testing and alert on in production. Since this graph is static, such testing prevents introducing dependency loops.

In the event of a total loss of state, Config Manager retrieves the static topology from Chubby [5], an external, highly-available service for locking and small file storage. It then provides a CONFIG_SYNC capability to unblock Topology Manager and Flow Manager. The two connect to switches specified in the config and read switch states and programmed flows. Then, ARP and Routing Engine can be unblocked to generate intended flows that need to be programmed; they also provide their own FLOWS_DESIRED capability to Flow Manager, which proceeds to program the switches.

Apps that retrieve their state from a remote service must explicitly manage and support the case in which the service is unavailable or disconnected to prevent prolonged domain reconciliation delays. Cached data is typically used until the authoritative source of the inputs can be reached.

5 Orion-based Systems

Among the many design choices when implementing Orion to control a specific network, three prominent ones include the mapping of network elements to controllers, the method of controller to switch communication, and connectivity to external networks running standard routing protocols. We first review these common choices across two Google network architectures, Jupiter and B4, and then describe specific details for each architecture. Less relevant in a networking context,
Control domains. The choice of elements to control in an Orion domain involves multiple tradeoffs. Larger domains yield optimal traffic distributions and loss-free route sequencing for more intent changes, at the price of increased blast radius from any failure. In Jupiter, we use a hierarchy of partitioned Orion domains; in B4, a flat partitioning of Orion domains communicating with non-Orion global services. Each came with challenges in production, which we review in §7.

Control channel. As discussed in §3.1, we faced tradeoffs when designing the Control Plane Network (CPN) connecting Orion controllers to the data plane. The cost and complexity of a second network led us to a hybrid design where only the Top-of-Rack (ToR) switches were controlled in-band.

• Separation of control and data plane: When we embarked on building B4 and Jupiter, we embraced the SDN philosophy in its purest form: software-defined control of the network based on a logically centralized view of the network state outside the forwarding devices. To this end, we did not run any routing protocols on the switches. For the control plane, we ran a separate physical network connected to the switches’ management ports. We ran conventional on-box distributed routing protocols on the CPN. Compared to the data plane network, the CPN has smaller bandwidth requirements, though it required N+1 redundancy.

• CPN scale and cost: Typical Clos-based data center networks are non-oversubscribed in the aggregation layers [28] with oversubscription of ToR uplinks based on the bandwidth requirements of compute and storage in the rack. A Clos network built with identical switches in each of its \( N \) stages will have the same number of switches (say, \( K \)) in all but two stages. The topmost stage will have \( K/2 \) switches since all ports are connected to the previous stage. The ToR stage will have \( SK \) switches, where \( S \) is the average oversubscription of uplinks compared to downlinks. Thus, the number of ToR switches as a fraction of the total is \( 2S/(2S+2N-3) \). In a Clos network with \( N = 5 \) stages and an average ToR oversubscription, \( S \), ranging from 2-4, ToR switches account for 36% to 53% of the total. Thus, not requiring CPN connectivity to them substantially reduces CPN scale and cost.

• CPN cable management: Managing ToRs inband removes the burden of deploying individual CPN cables to each rack spot in the datacenter.

• Software complexity of inband ToRs: Since ToRs are the leaf switches in a Clos topology, their inband management does not require on-box routing protocols. We designed simple in-band management logic in the switch stack to set the return path to the controller via the ToR uplink from which the ToR’s CPU last heard from the controller.

• Availability and debuggability considerations: Over the years, we have hardened both the CPN and the inband-controlled ToR to improve availability. “Fail static” has been a key design to reduce vulnerability to CPN failures. Furthermore, we introduced in-band backup control of devices connected to the CPN for additional robustness.

External connectivity. We use BGP at the border of datacenter networks to exchange routes with Google’s wide-area networks: B2 (which also connects to the Internet) and B4. These routes include machine addresses and also unicast and anycast IPs for Google services. BGP attributes such as communities, metrics, and AS path propagate state throughout Google’s networks. In addition to reachability, this can include drain state, IPv6-readiness, and bandwidth for WCMP.

The use of BGP is a necessity for eventual route propagation to the Internet, but a design choice internally. The choice was made to simplify inter-connection with traditional, non-SDN routers as well as previous SDN software [18]. BGP also brings operator familiarity when defining polices to specify path preferences during topological changes.

An Orion app, Raven [34], integrates BGP and IS-IS into Orion. Raven exchanges messages with peers via Orion’s Packet-I/O. Raven combines these updates with local routes from the NIB into a standard BGP RIB (Route Information Base). Routes selected by traditional Best-Path Selection are then sent, depending on policy, to peer speakers as BGP messages, as well as the local NIB in the form of RouteAdvert updates. To reduce complexity, Raven’s associated BGP “router” is the abstract supernode provided by RE (§4.2).

Unfortunately, BGP is somewhat mismatched with our design principles: it uses streaming rather than full intent updates, its local view precludes a threshold-based fail static policy and global rebalancing during partial failures, and it ties control-plane liveness to data-plane liveness. In our production experience, we have had both kinds of uncorrelated failures, which, as in non-SDN networks, become correlated and cause a significant outage only due to BGP. By contrast, Orion’s fail static policies explicitly consider control-plane and data-plane failure as independent. Adding fail static behavior to these adjacencies is an area of ongoing development.

5.1 Jupiter

We initially developed Jupiter [28], Google’s datacenter network, with our first generation SDN-based control system, Onix [18]. The Orion-based solution presented here is a second iteration based on lessons from the Onix deployment.

The Jupiter datacenter network consists of three kinds of building blocks, each internally composed of switches forming a Clos-network topology: (i) aggregation blocks [28] connected to a set of hosts, (ii) FBRs (Fabric Border Routers, also called Cluster Border Routers in [28]) connected to the WAN/Campus network, and (iii) spine blocks that interconnect aggregation blocks and FBRs.

We organize Orion domains for Jupiter hierarchically as shown in Figure 5. First, we map physical Orion domains to the Jupiter building blocks. Each physical domain programs switches within that domain. Aggregation block domains es-
writes the next intended routing state into NIB tables of corresponding domains. IBR-D (Inter-Block Routing Domain), a partitioned and centralized routing controller IBR-C (Inter-Block Routing Central). Operating over Routing Engine’s abstract topology, IBR-C aggregates network states across physical domains, computes fabric-wide routes, and programs physical domains to establish fabric-wide reachability. While these virtual domains start from the same foundations, they do not contain some Orion core apps for controlling devices directly.

To avoid a single point of failure, we partitioned (or sharded) IBR-C into four planes called “colors,” each controlling 25% of the spine blocks and hence a quarter of paths between each pair of spine blocks and aggregation blocks/FBRs. Therefore, the blast radius of a single controller does not exceed 25% of the fabric capacity. Sharding centralized controllers avoids failures where a single configuration or software upgrade affects the whole fabric. Additional protection was added to stage configuration changes and upgrades to avoid simultaneous updates across colors. While sharding provided higher resiliency to failures, the trade-off was an increased complexity in merging routing updates across colors in aggregation block and FBR domains, as well as a loss in routing optimality in case of asymmetric failures across colors. We have considered even deeper sharding by splitting aggregation blocks into separate domains, each controlling a portion of the switches. This option was rejected due to even higher complexity while marginally improving availability.

Figure 5 illustrates the fabric-level control flow of one IBR-C color. IBR-C subscribes to NIBs in all aggregation block/FBR domains and spine domains of the same color for state updates. After aggregation at Change Manager, the Solver computes inter-block routes and Operation Sequencer writes the next intended routing state into NIB tables of corresponding domains. IBR-D (Inter-Block Routing Domain), a domain-level component, merges routes from different IBR-C colors into RouteAdvert updates. Finally, Routing Engine and Orion Core program flows as shown in Figure 3.

Convergence. We care about two types of convergence in Jupiter: data plane convergence and control plane convergence. Data plane convergence ensures there are valid paths among all source/destination pairs (no blackholing) while control plane convergence restores (near) optimal paths and weights in the fabric. Workflows that require changes to the network use control plane convergence as a signal they can proceed safely. Convergence time is the duration between a triggering event and all work complete in data/control plane.

Jupiter’s reaction to link/node failures is threefold. First, upon detection of link-layer disruption, switches adjacent to the failed entity perform local port pruning on the output group. However, this is not possible if no alternative port exists or peer failure is undetectable (e.g., switch memory corruption). Second, RE programs the domain to avoid this entity. This is similar to switch port pruning, but could happen on non-adjacent switches within the domain. For failures that do not affect inter-block routing, the chain of reaction ends here. Otherwise, in a third step, RE notifies IBR-C of the failure, as shown in Figure 6. When fabric-wide programming is complete, IBR-C signals the control plane has converged. This multi-tier reaction is advantageous for operations, as it minimizes data plane convergence time and thus traffic loss.

Since a single entity failure can lead to successive events in different domains (e.g., spine switch failure causing aggregation block links to fail), it could trigger multiple IBR-C and domain programming iterations to reach final convergence. Many independent events also happen simultaneously and get processed by Orion together, which can further delay convergence. Hence, we will evaluate Orion’s performance in example convergence scenarios in §6.

Implementation Challenges. One challenge with the original Jupiter implementation [28] was optimally distributing traffic across multiple paths. Capacity across paths can differ due to link failures and topology asymmetry (e.g., different link count between a spine-aggregation block pair). In order to optimally allocate traffic, Jupiter/Orion employs WCMP to vary weights for each path and nexthop. Due to the precise
Another challenge was transient loops or blackholes during route changes. This is due to asynchronous flow programming in traditional routing protocols and in our previous SDN controller [18]. With Orion-based Jupiter, we implement end-to-end flow sequencing in both IBR-C and RE.

At the scale of Jupiter, network events arrive at IBR-C at a high frequency, which sometimes surpasses its processing speed. To avoid queue buildup, IBR-C prioritizes processing certain loss-inducing events (e.g., link down) over noncritical events (e.g., drain). Upon an influx of events, IBR-C only preempts its pipeline for loss-inducing events. It reorders/queues other events for batch processing upon the completion of higher priority processing. This is a trade-off to minimize traffic loss while avoiding starvation of lower priority events. §6 quantifies the benefits of this approach in more detail.

5.2 B4

Onix [18], the first-generation SDN controller for B4, ran control applications using cooperative multithreading. Onix had a tightly-coupled architecture, in which control apps share fate and a common threading pool. With Onix’s architecture, it was increasingly challenging to meet B4’s availability and scale requirements; both have grown by 100x over a five year period [13]. Orion solved B4’s availability and scale problems via a distributed architecture in which B4’s control logic is decoupled into micro-services with separate processes.

Figure 7 shows an overview of the B4 control architecture. Each Orion domain manages a B4 supernode, which is a 2-stage folded-Clos network where the lower stage switches are external facing (see details in [13]). In B4, Routing Engine sends ingress traffic to all viable switches in the upper stage using a link aggregation group (LAG), and uses two-layer WCMP to load-balance traffic toward the next-hop supernode.

The TE App is a traffic engineering agent for B4. It establishes a session with global TE server instances to synchronize the tunnel forwarding state. It learns TE tunneling ops from the primary TE server, and programs the ops via the RouteAdvert table. In addition, TE App also supports Fast ReRoute (FRR), which restores connectivity for broken tunnels by temporarily re-steering the traffic to the backup tunnel set or BGP/ISIS routes.

The Path Exporter subscribes to multiple NIB tables and exports the observed dataplane state to the global services. It reports the dataplane state at the supernode level, including the abstract topology (e.g., supernode-supernode link capacities), the abstract forwarding table (TE tunnels and BGP routes), and the abstract port statistics.

The Central TE Server [13,15] is a global traffic engineering service which optimizes B4 paths using the TE protocol offered by the TE App in each domain. The Bandwidth Enforcer [19] is Google’s global bandwidth allocation service which provides bandwidth isolation between competing services via host rate limiting. For scalability, both the Central TE Server and Bandwidth Enforcer use the abstract network state provided by the Path Exporter.

6 Evaluation

We present microbenchmarks of the Orion NIB, followed by Jupiter evaluation using production monitoring traces collected since January 2018. Orion also improved B4 performance, as published previously [13].

NIB performance. To characterize NIB performance, we show results of a microbenchmark measuring the NIB’s read/write throughput while varying the number of updates per batch. A batch is a set of write operations composed by an app that updates rows of different NIB tables atomically. In Figure 8, we observe throughput increase as the batch size becomes larger. At 50K updates per batch, the NIB achieves 1.16 million updates/sec in read throughput and 809K updates/sec in write throughput.

Write throughput at 500 updates per batch sees a decline. This reveals an implementation choice where the NIB switches from single-threaded write to multi-threaded write if the batch size is greater than 500. When the batch size is not large enough, up-front partitioning to enable parallelism is more expensive than the performance improvement. This fixed threshold achieves peak performance on sampled production test data and performs well in production overall. It could be removed in favor of a more dynamic adaption strategy to smooth the throughput curve.

Data and control plane convergence. One key Jupiter performance characteristic is convergence time (§5.1). We measure convergence times in several fabrics, ranging from 1/16-size Jupiter to full-size Jupiter (full-size means 64 aggregation blocks [28]). Figure 9 captures data and control plane convergence times of three types of common daily events in our fleet. The measurements are observed by Orion; switch-local port pruning is an independent decision that completes within a few milliseconds without Orion involvement.

In node/link down scenarios, the data plane converges within a fraction of a second. Both data and control plane convergence times become longer as the fabric scales up by 16x. This is mainly because a larger number of aggregation
blocks and spine blocks require more affected paths to be re-computed and re-programmed. Data plane convergence is 35-43x faster than control plane convergence, which effectively keeps traffic loss at a minimum.

Jupiter’s reaction to link drains is slightly different from failure handling. Drains are lossless, and do not include an initial sub-optimal data plane reaction to divert traffic. Instead, Orion only shifts traffic after computing a new optimal routing state. Therefore, data and control plane convergence are considered equal. Overall, control plane convergence time for link drain is on par with node/link down scenarios.

We have continuously evolved Orion to improve Jupiter scalability and workflow velocity. Key to this were enhancements in IBR-C such as prioritized handling of select updates, batch processing/reordering, and a conditionally preemptive control pipeline. Figure 10 shows the trend of three large fabrics from January 2018 to April 2020; the control plane convergence time in January 2018 was before these improvements. Deployed over three major releases, each contributing an average 2-4x reduction, the new processing pipeline (§5.1) delivered a 10-40x reduction in convergence time.

Controller footprint: CPU and memory. Orion controller jobs run on dedicated network control servers connected to the CPN. This pool is comprised of regular server-class platforms. We measure CPU and memory usage of each controller job (including all three replicas) and group them by domain. Figure 11 shows that even in a full-size Jupiter, Orion domains use no more than 23 CPU cores and 24 GiB of memory.

7 Production Experience

We briefly review some challenging experiences with Orion when adhering to our production principles of limited blast-radius and fail-static safety, and some more positive experiences from following our software design principles.

7.1 Reliability and robustness

Failure to enforce blast radius containment. As described in §5.1, the inter-block routing domain is global but sharded into four colors to limit the blast radius to 25%. A buggy IBR-C configuration upgrade caused a domain to re-volve all forwarding rules from the switches in that domain resulting in 25% capacity loss. Since high-priority traffic demand was below 25% of the fabric’s total capacity, only after all four domains’ configurations were pushed did the workflow flag (complete) high-priority packet loss in the fabric. To prevent such a “slow wreck” and enforce blast radius containment, subsequent progressive updates proceeded only after confirming the previous domain’s rollout was successful, and not simply the absence of high-priority packet loss.

Failure to align blast radius domains. A significant Orion outage occurred in 2019 due to misalignment of job-control and network-control failure domains. Like many services at Google, these Orion jobs were running in Borg cells [31]. Although the Orion jobs were themselves topologically-scoped (§3.1), their assignment to Borg cells was not. As described in the incident report [9], when a facility maintenance event triggered a series of misconfigured behaviors that disabled Orion in those Borg cells, the resulting failure was significantly larger than Google’s networks had been previously designed to withstand. This outage highlighted the need for all management activities (job control, configuration update, OS maintenance, etc.) to be scoped and rate-limited in a coordinated manner to fully realize the principle of blast-radius reduction. In addition, it highlighted a gap in our fail-static implementation with regards to BGP.
Failure to differentiate between missing and empty state. In 2018, a significant B4 outage illustrated a challenge when integrating Orion and non-Orion control layers. A gradual increase in routes crossed an outdated validation threshold on the maximum number of routes a neighborhood should receive from attached clusters. Consequently, the TE app suppressed the data to the B4-Gateway, which correctly failed static using cached data. However, subsequent maintenance restarted B4-Gateway instances while in this state, clearing the cached data. Lacking any differentiation between empty data and missing data, subsequent actions by the TE Server and Bandwidth Enforcer resulted in severe congestion for low-priority traffic. Within Orion, the capability readiness protocol prevents reading missing or invalid derived state.

Orion’s post-outage improvements and continuous feature evolution such as loss-free flow sequencing and in-band CPN backup, brought substantial improvements in data plane availability to Jupiter (50x less unavailable time) and B4 (100x less unavailable time [13]).

7.2 Deployability and software design

With Orion, we moved to a platform deeply integrated with Google’s internal infrastructure. This enabled us to leverage existing integration testing, debugging, and release procedures to increase velocity. We also moved from a periodic release cycle to a continuous release: we start software validation of the next version as soon as the current version is ready. This reduces the amount of “queued up” bugs, which improves overall velocity.

Release cadence. SDN shifts the burden of validation from “distributed protocols” to “distributed algorithms”, which is smaller. Software rollouts are also faster: the number of Network Control Servers is orders of magnitude smaller than the number of network devices. The embedded stack on the devices is also simpler and more stable over time.

Orion’s micro-service-based architecture leads to clear component API boundaries and effective per-component testing. Onix, on the other hand, was more monolithic, and our process required more full-system, end-to-end testing to find all newly introduced bugs which was less efficient.

In steady state, after initial development and productionization, it took about five months to validate a new major Onix release. The process was manual, leveraging a quality assurance team and iterative cherry-picking of fixes for discovered issues. With Orion, we shrunk validation latency to an average of 14.7 days after the initial stabilization phase, with a target of eventually qualifying a release every week.

Release granularity. As a distributed, micro-service-based architecture, each Orion application could release at its own cadence. In our move from the monolithic Onix to Orion, we have not yet leveraged this flexibility gain. Since Orion is widely deployed and has high availability demands, we strive to test all versions that run at the same time in production, for instance as some applications are upgraded but other upgrades are still pending. An increase in release granularity would increase both the skew duration and total number of combinations that need to be tested. Therefore, we release all Orion applications that make up a particular product (e.g., B4 or Jupiter) together.

Improved debugging. Serializing all intent and state changes through the NIB facilitates debugging: Engineers investigating an issue can rely on the fact that the order of changes observed by all applications in the distributed system is the same and therefore establish causality more easily.

Storing the stream of NIB updates for every Orion deployment also allowed us to build replay tooling that automatically reproduces bugs in lab environments. This was first used in the aftermath of an outage: only the precise ordering of programming operations that occurred in production, replayed to a lab switch, reliably reproduced a memory corruption bug in Google’s switch firmware. This enabled delivering as well as, more importantly, verifying the fix for this issue.

8 Conclusion and future work

This paper presents Orion, the SDN control plane for Google’s Jupiter datacenter and B4 Wide Area Networks. Orion decouples control from individual hardware elements, enabling a transition from pair-wise coordination through slowly-evolving protocols to a high-performance distributed system with a logically centralized view of global fabric state. We highlight Orion’s benefits in availability, feature velocity, and scale while addressing challenges with SDN including aligning failure domains, inter-operating with existing networks, and decoupled failures in the control versus data planes.

While Orion has been battle-tested in production for over 4 years, we still have open questions to consider as future work. These include (i) evaluating the split between on-box and off-box control, (ii) standardizing the Control to Data Plane Interface with P4Runtime API [10], (iii) exploring making the NIB durable, (iv) investigating fail-static features in BGP, and (v) experimenting with finer-grained application release.
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An example table schema definition in the NIB.

```protobuf
message Link {
  enum Status {
    STATUS_UNKNOWN = 0;
    DOWN = 1;
    UP = 2;
  }
  optional NIBHeader nib_header = 1;
  optional string name = 2;
  optional Status status = 3;
  // references Node.nib_header.id
  optional string src_node_id = 4;
  // references Port.nib_header.id
  optional string src_port_id = 5;
  // references Node.nib_header.id
  optional string dst_node_id = 6;
  // references Port.nib_header.id
  optional string dst_port_id = 7;
}
```

### 9.1 Orion Core Implementation

To productionize the Orion systems described in this paper, we address some common engineering challenges in the Orion Core. In particular, Orion’s architectural choices require great care with both the memory footprint and performance of all data flowing through the NIB. Here, we illustrate multiple implementation choices we made to scale this architecture.

**State replication and synchronization.** Orion enables a large group of developers in Google to author new SDN applications. To simplify interacting with the intent/state stored in the NIB, we synchronize all relevant data into an app-local cache that trails the NIB’s authoritative state. The state visible to each application is always a prefix of the sequential atomic writes applied to the NIB. Each application’s ability to see a prefix and therefore (potentially) not the most recent NIB state is acceptable given that the NIB itself is only a trailing reflection of the global system state. Applications do not subscribe to the NIB data they wrote as they were previously responsible for the write.

The app-local cache allows developers to access data as they would access an in-memory hash table. Additionally, since data is local, developers write fast applications by default as they do not have to reason about network round-trips to load data from the NIB. This replication approach requires transmitting cached data efficiently to reduce reaction time to data-plane events. While sequential communication through the NIB has many upsides, e.g., reduced complexity and traces for debugging, it should not dominate reaction time to data-plane events.

Additionally, we require a compact memory representation of all state to support a large number of micro-services, with overlapping subsets of the NIB state in their local caches. Protocol buffers are not well-suited for this requirement because they hold copies of the same nested and repeated fields in more than one entity (e.g., the same output port ID string in multiple forwarding rules). Orion works around this space inefficiency by exploiting the read-only nature of cached data. As all entity mutations are sent directly to the NIB for full serializability, it is possible to de-duplicate select sub-messages and data types in the app-local cache to conserve memory. Given our schema, this reduces memory overhead by more than 5x while retaining the same read-only API offered by regular protocol buffers.

**Hash table / key size.** Both the dictionary implementation as well as the key length used for the data in the NIB influence memory utilization. In early testing, about 50% of memory was consumed by key-strings and dictionary data structures.

Many data entries in the NIB use descriptive identifiers. For instance, a physical port on a switch, represented in the Port table of the NIB, combines the FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) of its parent switch and its own port name identifier as the entity key in the NIB. As the payload per port is only a handful of simple data types, the key size may be larger than the payload. To reduce the memory impact of many entities with relatively small payloads, the NIB initially stored all data in a trie modelled after [21]. This was advantageous both because of prefix compression and because it enables inexpensive creation of consistent snapshots.

While we retain the M-Trie data structure for its copy-on-write capability, we have changed to storing a SHA-1 hash of the identifier only. This reduces the NIB memory footprint at the price of a theoretical, but not practical [29], collision risk. If a collision occurred, it would require human intervention.

**Large updates.** Large updates must be reflected in all SDN apps that consume changed data as their input. In some situations, for instance extensive rerouting, or, when an SDN app restarts and needs to be brought in sync with the NIB, the size of changed intent/state can be multiple gigabytes.

To reduce wall-clock time for such synchronization and peak memory spikes, Orion handles large atomic writes by splitting them into many small ones with special annotations delineating that the small writes are part of one atomic batch. This allows pipeline processing in the NIB, data transfer and cache application on the receiver. As long as the partial small updates are guaranteed to be exposed only after the complete set is available, this optimization is transparent.

In case of synchronizing client application and NIB state after a disconnect, the update size is kept to a minimum to reduce transmission delay. Each application supplies the NIB with a vector of ID-hashes of entities and entity hashes. Matching ID-hashes and entity hashes between the NIB and the application cache tells the NIB to skip updating such
entities. All other entities with mismatched or missing hashes will be replaced/deleted/inserted accordingly.

**Software upgrade strategy.** Since the controller is distributed across multiple apps running in separate binaries, software upgrades lead to version skew across applications. While this version skew is commonly short-lived, it can persist in rare cases as manual intervention is required to resolve the skew when an upgrade is stuck in a partially succeeded state. Given this, a key functionality that Orion provides to developers is enabling features atomically across applications when all are ready. Likewise, Orion can deactivate features atomically in case a participating app no longer supports it.

As an example, take two applications that interact through a NIB table $A$. Consider that the interaction pattern is changed to go through table $B$ in a later version. Both applications have to ensure that the appropriate table is used depending on the readiness of the peer application. To reduce bug surface, Orion allows describing which applications need to support a certain feature for it to be enabled and abstracts this negotiation from the application developers. Developers simply protect the new interaction through table $B$ inside a condition check, the condition is automatically marked true by Orion based on the feature readiness of both sides. If one of the two applications interacts through the old table, the feature stays disabled. Once both applications support the feature, Orion will enable it atomically.

### 9.2 Jupiter Fabric Drain

Orion provides support for network management operations. In order to take a network element out of service for repair or upgrade, the control systems needs to first drain it, i.e. divert traffic from it. Orion provides explicit handling and tracking of drain state. Drain Conductor (DC) is an Orion application in a separate non-sharded virtual control domain, providing an external API for network management systems to drain, undrain and check drain status for each element. Once DC receives a drain request for a networking element, it persists the new drain intent in Chubby [5] and dispatches the drain intent to the NIB in a physical domain. Drain Agent (DA), an application running in each physical domain, subscribes to drain intent changes published by DC, and dispatches the drain intent across routing applications. A routing app processes the drain intent by de-preferencing a networking element and updates the drain status. Finally, DC subscribes to drain statuses across physical domains and provides drain acknowledgements via its API.
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Abstract
Network analysis and verification tools are often a godsend for network operators as they free them from the fear of introducing outages or security breaches. As with any complex software though, these tools can (and often do) have bugs. For the operators, these bugs are not necessarily problematic except if they affect the precision of the model as it applies to their specific network. In that case, the tool output might be wrong: it might fail to detect actual configuration errors and/or report non-existing ones.

In this paper, we present Metha, a framework that systematically tests network analysis and verification tools for bugs in their network models. Metha automatically generates syntactically- and semantically-valid configurations; compares the tool’s output to that of the actual router software; and detects any discrepancy as a bug in the tool’s model. The challenge in testing network analyzers this way is that a bug may occur very rarely and only when a specific set of configuration statements is present. We address this challenge by leveraging grammar-based fuzzing together with combinatorial testing to ensure thorough coverage of the search space and by identifying the minimal set of statements triggering the bug through delta debugging.

We implemented Metha and used it to test three well-known tools. In all of them, we found multiple (new) bugs in their models, most of which were confirmed by the developers.

1 Introduction
It’s Friday night and you are about to push an important (network) configuration update in production. Usually, you would feel terribly nervous doing so as there is always the possibility that you may have missed something. You are only too aware that misconfigurations happen frequently and can lead to major network outages [22,24,27]. Tonight though you feel confident when pressing “deploy” as you have confirmed the correctness of your configuration update using a state-of-the-art configuration verifier. A few minutes later, your phone rings: none of your customers can reach the Internet anymore.

This fictitious situation illustrates an intrinsic problem with validation technologies: their results can only be completely trusted if their analysis is sound and complete. As with any complex software though, these tools can (and often do) have bugs. To be fair, this is not surprising: building an accurate and faithful network analysis tool is extremely difficult. Among others, one not only has to precisely capture all the different protocols’ behaviors, but also all of the quirks of their specific implementations. Unfortunately, every vendor, every OS, every device can exhibit slightly different behaviors under certain conditions. For all it takes, these behaviors might be the results of bugs themselves. And yet, failing to accurately capture these behaviors—as we show—can lead to incorrect and possibly misleading analysis results.

A fundamental and practical research question is therefore: How can developers make sure that their network analysis and verification tools are correct?

Metha We introduce Metha, a system that thoroughly tests network analysis and verification tools to find subtle bugs in their network models using black-box differential testing. Metha automatically finds model discrepancies by generating input configurations and comparing the output of the tool under test with the output produced by the actual router software. For every discovered discrepancy, Metha provides a minimal configuration that helps developers pinpoint the bug. Later on, these configurations can be used to build up an adequate test suite for current and future network tools.

Challenges Precisely identifying bugs in network analyzers’ models is challenging for at least three reasons. First, the search space of possible configurations is gigantic: there are hundreds of configuration statements, each of which can take many possible parameters. And yet, as our analysis reveals, most of the bugs only manifest themselves when specific configuration statements/values are present. Second, systematically exploring the search space is highly non-trivial (independently of its size) as one not only needs to generate syntactically-valid configurations, but also semantically-valid ones that involve all features and their interactions. Failing to do so could lead to miss bugs, hence lowering coverage.
Finally, upon finding a configuration triggering a discrepancy, figuring out the exact subset of statements requires to solve another tricky combinatorial search.

**Insights** Metha addresses the above challenges by first reducing the search space through restricting the parameters to their boundary values. Metha ensures thorough coverage of the search space by phrasing the search as a combinatorial testing problem and targeting the search towards single and pairwise interactions of configuration statements. To ensure syntactically- and semantically-valid configurations Metha relies on a hierarchical grammar-based approach. Finally, Metha employs delta debugging to identify the minimal bug-inducing set of configuration statements to help the developer better understand and reproduce the bug.

**Bugs found** We demonstrate Metha’s effectiveness in practice by finding 62 real-world bugs across three popular network analysis and verification tools – Batfish [17], NV [13], and C-BGP [28] – 59 of which have been confirmed by the tools’ developers. The majority of the discovered bugs are subtle, silent bugs that undermine the soundness of the tools’ results. That is, they could lead operators to incorrect conclusions that their networks behave correctly, while, in fact, they do not.

Our experiments also demonstrate that Metha’s key components are essential for its effectiveness. In particular, a random baseline only found 3 bugs, while Metha found 20 bugs with the same number of tests. Last but not least, through our interactions with the tools’ developers, we confirm that Metha’s minimal configuration examples are indeed useful: some of the developers are already using them to analyze and fix the bugs Metha has discovered.

**Contributions** In summary, our main contributions are:

- A testing system capable of finding bugs in the network models of state-of-the-art network analyzers (§3).
- A formulation of the search problem in terms of combinatorial testing (§5).
- A precise localization procedure relying on delta debugging to isolate bugs and pinpoint the configuration statements causing them (§6).
- An end-to-end implementation of Metha\(^1\) supporting both Cisco IOS and Juniper configurations (§7).
- An evaluation showing that Metha finds real (and unknown) bugs in all the tested tools (§8).

**Limitations** Metha treats the network verification tool it is testing as a black box. Hence, it cannot localize the bug within the tool’s actual code. This task is left to the developer. However, by identifying the configuration statements responsible for the bug and by creating a minimal configuration that showcases it, the developer has a good starting point for her work. Similarly, Metha cannot detect whether two observed bugs that are triggered by different configuration statements are caused by the same bug in the underlying network model.

---

\(^1\)Available at [https://github.com/nsg-ethz/Metha](https://github.com/nsg-ethz/Metha)

---

Figure 1: Zone 51 has to be isolated from all the other zones. This is achieved through access-lists at the border routers with the exception of zone 10 where it was forgotten.

## 2 Motivation

We now illustrate how subtle bugs in the network model of network analyzers can lead operators to deploy erroneous configuration changes. We start with two case studies on common configuration features known for easily causing forwarding anomalies: route aggregation and redistribution. In these situations, validating the change with an analyzer is of utmost importance, provided the analysis is correct. We end with a collection of Cisco IOS configuration statements whose semantics were not correctly captured by Batfish [17]. The bugs in this Section were discovered by Metha.

### 2.1 Example 1: Excess Null Route

Consider the network in Fig. 1. It consists of a backbone with multiple zones attached to it. The backbone and the zones are interconnected using BGP. Each zone receives a default-route from the backbone. Zone 51 hosts critical infrastructure in the prefix 200.51.0.0/24, which should not be accessible from any other zone. To enforce this, the routers connecting the zones to the backbone have an access-list (ACL) in place to filter that traffic. However, in zone 10, this ACL was forgotten and, instead, there happens to be a left-over statement from a previous configuration: “aggregate-address 128.0.0.0 128.0.0.0”. This statement directs the router to advertise the specified aggregate route if any more-specific BGP routes in that range exist in the routing table.

**Property violation** Due to the lack of an ACL on the border router, the requirement that mandates to keep zone 51 isolated is violated: traffic from zone 10 can reach zone 51.

**Analyzer mishap** When used on the network above, Batfish, a recent network validation tool, will falsely assert that zone 51 is isolated. The problem is due to the semantics of the left-over aggregate-address statement. Batfish wrongly activates the aggregate because of a non-BGP route in the routing table and installs the null route. Because of this null route, Batfish wrongly assumes that all traffic in zone 10 falling within the aggregate range will be dropped. In practice, the routers only install a null route if a BGP route within the aggregate is present, which is not the case here.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Possible Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max-metric router-lsa</td>
<td>The model sets maximum metric not only for point-to-point links, but also for stub links. This should only be done when the keyword include-stub is used.</td>
<td>A router might appear to be free of traffic and safe to reboot, even though it is not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default-information originate</td>
<td>The OSPF routing process should only generate a default-route if the route table has a default-route from another protocol. The model, however, also announces a default-route if there is one in the routing table of different OSPF type, i.e., E1 type.</td>
<td>Additional default-routes might appear in the routing tables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance XX</td>
<td>The model does not consider any changes to the administrative distance.</td>
<td>The forwarding state could be completely wrong.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area X range A.B.C.D/Y</td>
<td>When summarizing routes between OSPF areas, the model does not insert a null route for the summary to prevent routing loops.</td>
<td>A routing loop could be falsely detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set community no-export</td>
<td>When redistributing a static route into BGP and setting the no-export community, the model still advertises the route to its eBGP neighbors.</td>
<td>Reachability properties could be falsely asserted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neighbor A.B.C.D maximum-prefix X</td>
<td>Even when a BGP neighbor advertises more prefixes than the specified threshold, the model does not drop the peering to the neighbor.</td>
<td>Reachability properties could be falsely asserted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A selection of Cisco IOS configuration features that are not correctly modelled by Batfish [17] as discovered by Metha.

---

### Figure 2: All routers should be able to reach the Internet. The static route at R2 creates a blackhole and violates that.

#### 2.2 Example 2: Incomplete Redistribution

Consider the small company network depicted in Fig. 2. It consists of a single OSPF area. R1 acts as Internet gateway and announces a default-route internally. A static route on R2 drops all the traffic for 200.0.0.0/20 by directing it to the null interface. This is intended. What is not intended, however, is the redistribute static command at R2.

**Property violation** The following reachability property must always hold: all routers, with the exception of R2, are able to reach the entire Internet. However, this property is violated since R2 redistributes the static route in the network and, in turn, creates a blackhole for 200.0.0.0/20.

**Analyzer mishap** When run on this network, Batfish will falsely attest that all routers, with the exception of R2 can reach the entire Internet. The problem is the redistribution command. By default, Cisco routers only redistribute classful networks [7] and only by specifying the subnets keyword, they also redistribute any subnets of them. Less-specific networks however are redistributed regardless of the subnets keyword (e.g., 200.0.0.0/20 is less-specific than the corresponding class C network 200.0.0.0/24). Batfish’s network model does not incorporate that as it only redistributes classful networks and not less-specific networks.

#### 2.3 Selection of Bugs

In addition to the two bugs illustrated in the previous examples, we found several other configuration statements that trigger bugs. We present a selection of them in Table 1 alongside a short description of the observed behavior and possible consequences. All of the presented bugs concern Cisco IOS configuration statements. In our tests, we also used Juniper configurations and found that, in many cases, the same bugs occur. Hence, some of these bugs are not due to vendor-specific behaviors, but due to general inaccuracies of the network model.

### 3 Overview

In this section, we first present the key insights enabling Metha to efficiently uncover bugs in network analyzers. Then, we provide a high-level overview of Metha.

#### 3.1 Key Insights

The main challenge in testing network analyzers is that bugs may occur rarely and only for very specific configurations, which we address with a combination of five insights:
Figure 3: Metha generates a test suite based on the test topology and supplied configuration features. The testbed runs one test after another and compares the computed routing tables of the tool under test to those of an oracle. It then analyzes every discrepancy to localize all the bugs and creates a report for each one of them.

### Producing valid inputs with grammar-based generation
When testing network analyzers, it is of utmost importance to use syntactically- and semantically-valid configurations, meaning the configurations need to be parseable and constraints have to be met such that actual computation takes place in the network. Our key insight is to use a hierarchical grammar-based approach. Approaching it hierarchically allows to resolve the intra- and inter-device constraints. This provides the structure that is then completed using grammar-based configuration generation ensuring syntactical validity.

### Reducing the search space through boundary values
The search space of all possible configurations is prohibitively large. Even a single parameter, such as an OSPF cost, for example, already has $2^{16}$ possible values to test. By focusing the testing on the boundary values (the minimum, maximum, and a normal value), we reduce the search space significantly.

### Exploring the search space with combinatorial testing
Network devices support a wide variety of configuration features that all need to be tested not just by themselves, but also their interactions. Hence, we use combinatorial testing to design a test suite that systematically covers all pairwise interactions of configuration features.

### Comparing the tested tool’s output to ground truth
Detecting crash bugs is straightforward as the tool will just fail or report an error. Silent bugs, on the other hand, can only be detected by comparing the output to a ground truth, which is hard to come by. We address this by leveraging a testbed running real router images as an oracle.

### Isolating bugs with delta debugging
Lastly, once one identifies a network configuration that triggers a bug, one needs to identify the configuration statements causing it to provide any useful insights to the tool’s developer. Therefore, we use iterative delta debugging to obtain a minimal configuration example reproducing the bug.

### 3.2 Metha
Metha operates in two phases as shown in Fig. 3: First, it aims to find network configurations exhibiting discrepancies between the tool under test and the oracle. To that end, the test coordination determines all the tests to run in the testbed. Second, it identifies the configuration statements responsible for the observed discrepancies through fault localization.

**Input and output** Metha takes two inputs: (i) a physical topology, i.e., an undirected graph; and (ii) a set of configuration features to be tested, such as, route-maps, and route-summearization. For every discovered bug, Metha creates a report, which consists of the identified discrepancy between the routing tables of the tool and the oracle, the configuration statements causing it and a configuration set to reproduce it.

**Phase I: Test coordination** Metha first reduces the values of all parameters to their boundary values, which means it only uses the two extreme values (i.e., the minimum and the maximum) and one “normal” value. Even with this reduction, it is difficult to systematically cover the search space. Hence, Metha creates a test suite relying on combinatorial testing, which allows it to cover all pairs of feature and parameter combinations requiring a minimal number of tests. Each test in the test suite is a set of configuration statements that should be active.

**Phase I: Testbed** For every single test, Metha generates the device configurations based on the statements as defined by the test suite. Then, it runs these configurations in the tool and the oracle. Once both converged, Metha analyzes the routing tables of the two tools and reports any discrepancies.
This configuration defines the AS identifier, neighbors, neighbor properties, and route redistribution associated with the BGP routing process 100. Here, router bgp, redistribute, neighbor A.B.C.D remote-as, and neighbor A.B.C.D route-map are configuration statements, while the values to the right define their parameter values. We distinguish three types of parameter values:

**Keywords** are used in configuration statements parameterized by a value drawn from a fixed set of options. For example, the configuration statement neighbor

**Integers** are used to define 16- and 32-bit numbers. For example, the configuration statement router bgp is parameterized by a 16-bit integer defining the AS number.

**Strings** are used in configuration statements parameterized by custom names. For example, neighbor A.B.C.D route-map is parameterized by the route-map’s name.

**Semantic constraints** Besides conforming to the syntax in Fig. 4, configurations must also comply with semantic constraints. For example, consider the following configurations:

```
1 interface FastEthernet0/0
2 ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.0
3 !
4 router bgp 100
5 neighbor 1.1.1.2 remote-as 50
6 neighbor 1.1.1.2 route-map map10 out
7 !
8 route-map map10 permit 10
9 match ip address prefixList
```

```
1 interface FastEthernet0/0
2 ip address 1.1.1.2 255.255.255.0
3 !
4 router bgp 50
5 neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 100
```

The top configuration (C1) defines a BGP process with AS number 100 (Line 4), and declares that announcements sent to its BGP neighbor with IP 1.1.1.2 (Line 5) are processed using route-map map10 (Line 6). The bottom configuration (C2) defines a BGP process with AS number 50 (Line 4), and declares 1.1.1.1 in AS 100 as a neighbor (Line 5). These two configurations illustrate two kinds of semantic constraints:

**Intra-device constraints,** which stipulate conditions that must hold on any (individual) configuration. For example, the route-map map10 used at Line 6 must be defined within the configuration C1. This constraint holds as map10 is defined at Line 8.

**Inter-device constraints,** which stipulate conditions across multiple configurations. For example, the AS number assigned to neighbor 1.1.1.2 in C1 at Line 5 must match the AS number declared in C2 at Line 4. This constraint holds as at both lines the AS number is 50.

Finally, we note that we specify the semantic constraints separately from the syntactic production rules as some are not context-free and thus cannot be encoded in the grammar.
The search space used by Metha is defined by the set of configurations that one can deploy at the network’s routers. As the set of configurations derived from the grammar is, in general, infinite, we restrict all recursive rules so that its language consists of finitely many configurations. For instance, for the grammar given in Fig. 4, we fix the set of BGP options (such as route redistribution) that can appear when defining a BGP routing process. Finally, the search space of Metha is defined as $C^R$, where $C$ is the set of all configurations and $R$ is the set of routers. Note that each element of $C^R$ defines a network-wide configuration, assigning a configuration from $C$ to each router in $R$.

4.2 Boundary Values

The search space is extremely large due to the enormous number of configurations and the exponentially many combinations in which they can be deployed at the routers. To cope with the large set of configurations, we apply a boundary values reduction by restricting the parameters to a small set of representative values. The intuition behind this reduction is that most parameter values lead to the same behavior such that testing them individually provides no additional insights.

The reduction to boundary values ensures that various behaviors of a feature are exercised. For example, the Cisco BGP feature neighbor X.X.X.X maximum-prefix n terminates the session when the neighbor announces more than n prefixes. When randomly choosing n, the feature will most likely not come into action. However, with the boundary values, both the minimum and maximum value are tested, ensuring that the feature is at least once active and once not.

For integer parameters, the values are restricted to: the maximum value, the minimum value, and a non-boundary value. For example, for 16-bit integers, which contain all integers in the range $[0, 65535]$, our boundary value reduction selects three values: 0, 65535, and a value $x$ such that $0 < x < 65535$. Similarly, we reduce the values assigned to string parameters by predefining a fixed set of strings.

5 Effective Search Space Exploration

Metha must cover a wide variety of different network configurations to thoroughly test the tool, including many combinations of device features and parameter values. The key challenge is that it is impossible to iterate through every single combination of features and their respective parameter values, even after considering our reduction to boundary values. To address this, Metha relies on combinatorial testing [16, 20], which is able to uncover all bugs involving a small number of interacting features. In the following, we first provide relevant background on combinatorial testing, and then we show how Metha uses it to effectively test network tools.

5.1 Combinatorial Testing

Combinatorial testing is a black-box test generation technique which is effective at uncovering interaction bugs, i.e., bugs that occur because of multiple interacting features and their parameter values. The main assumption behind combinatorial testing is that interaction bugs are revealed by considering a small number of features and parameter values. In this case, one can generate a test suite, called combinatorial test suite, that uncovers all such bugs.

To use combinatorial testing, one needs to define a specification of the system’s parameters and their values:

Definition 1 (Combinatorial specification). A combinatorial specification $S$ is a tuple $(P, V, \Delta)$, where $P$ is a set of parameters, $V$ is a set of values, and $\Delta: P \rightarrow 2^V$ defines the domain of values $\Delta(x) \subseteq V$ for any parameter $x \in P$.

For example, the combinatorial specification for a program that accepts three boolean flags as input has parameters $P = \{a, b, c\}$, values $V = \{0, 1\}$, and domains $\Delta(a) = \Delta(b) = \Delta(c) = \{0, 1\}$. A test case is a total function $tc: P \rightarrow V$ mapping parameters to values from their respective domains, i.e., with $P(x) \in \Delta(x)$ for any $x$. An example test case for our program is $tc = \{a \mapsto 0, b \mapsto 0, c \mapsto 1\}$. In contrast to test cases, a $t$-wise combination maps only some parameters to values:

Definition 2 ($t$-wise combination). Given a combinatorial specification $S = (P, V, \Delta)$, a $t$-wise combination for $S$ is a function $c: Q \rightarrow V$ such that $Q \subseteq P$ with $|Q| = t$ and $c(x) \in \Delta(x)$ for any $x \in P$.

An example pairwise combination (i.e., $t = 2$) for our example is $c = \{a \mapsto 0, b \mapsto 1\}$. We write $C^t$ to denote the set of all $t$-wise combinations for a given combinatorial specification $S$. Note that a test case can cover multiple $t$-wise combinations:

$$comb_t(tc) = \{ c \subseteq tc \mid |c| = t \}$$

For instance, our example test case above covers the following three pairwise combinations: $\{a \mapsto 0, b \mapsto 0\}$, $\{a \mapsto 0, c \mapsto 1\}$, and $\{b \mapsto 0, c \mapsto 1\}$.

Definition 3 ($t$-wise combinatorial coverage). Given a combinatorial specification $S$, we define the $t$-wise combinatorial coverage of a test suite $T$ as:

$$cov_t(T) = \frac{\big| \bigcup_{tc \in T} comb_t(tc) \big|}{|C^t|}.$$ 

A test suite $T$ is called a $t$-combinatorial test suite if $cov_t(T) = 1$. If the assumption that interaction faults are caused by up to $t$-wise interactions holds, then $T$ finds all bugs. The goal of combinatorial testing is to generate the smallest $t$-wise combinatorial test suite.
5.2 Combinatorial Testing of Configurations

In Metha, we apply pairwise combinatorial testing to the generation of network configurations. Concretely, we phrase the search space defined in §4 as a combinatorial specification \( \mathcal{S} = (P, V, \Delta) \) as follows. First, each statement that can appear in the configuration, such as route redistribution or route-map as defined in §4, defines a configuration feature. We set \( P \) to be the set of all configuration features. The set of parameters \( P \) is then given by \( R \times F \), where \( R \) is the set of routers. Namely, the parameters consist of all configuration features one can define in the device configurations.

Second, the domains of values for each configuration feature contain the boundary values that can be used in the given configuration statement, along with the designated value \( \perp \), which indicates whether the configuration feature is enabled or not. That is, \( \perp \) results in omitting the configuration statement altogether. We note that for configuration statements with multiple parameters, we take the product as the domain of possible values. For example, the Cisco OSPF configuration feature default-information originate has three optional parameters: always, metric combined with an integer value, and metric-type combined with 1 or 2. After reduction to boundary values this leads to the following three parameters:

\[
A = \{\perp, \text{always}\} \\
B = \{\perp, \text{metric 1}, \text{metric 100}, \text{metric 1677214}\} \\
C = \{\perp, \text{metric-type 1}, \text{metric-type 2}\}
\]

The domain of values for this configuration feature is then given by \( \{\perp\} \cup (A \times B \times C) \).

Finally, Metha uses the above combinatorial specification to derive a test suite of configurations that covers all pairwise combinations.

6 Fault Localization

A discovered discrepancy between the network model and the oracle is only of limited use as the developer still needs to isolate its cause. Often understanding the bug is the most time-consuming part of the debugging process, and fixing it can be done relatively quickly. To help with this, Metha pinpoints the configuration features that cause a discrepancy and finds a minimal configuration, i.e., a configuration with as few configuration features enabled as possible. To do this, Metha uses iterative delta debugging, an extended version of classic delta debugging, which lifts the assumption that a single fault causes failures. This extension is important as network configurations are large and complex, and discrepancies are often caused by multiple faults. In the following, we first introduce classic delta debugging and then present its iterative extension.

6.1 Delta Debugging

Delta debugging [35] is a well-established fault localization technique, which finds minimal failure-inducing inputs from failing test cases. Below, we present delta debugging in our context, and then define its assumptions and algorithmic steps.

**Terminology** As defined in §5, a test case \( tc \) assigns configuration features \( F \) to either parameter values or \( \perp \), where \( \perp \) indicates that a given feature is disabled (i.e., it is omitted from the configuration). Given a test case \( tc \) and features \( Q \subseteq F \), we write \( tc|_Q \) for the test case obtained by disabling all features in \( tc \) that are not contained in \( Q \):

\[
tc|_Q(f) = \begin{cases} 
  tc(f) & \text{if } f \in Q \\
  \perp & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Given a failing test case \( tc \), the goal of delta debugging is to find the minimal set \( Q \) of features such that \( tc|_Q \) fails. We denote the complement of \( Q \) by \( \bar{Q} = F \setminus Q \).

**Assumptions** Delta debugging relies on three assumptions: (i) test cases are monotone, i.e., if \( tc|_Q \) fails, then for any superset \( \bar{Q}' \supseteq Q \) of features \( tc|_{\bar{Q}'} \) also fails; (ii) test cases are unambiguous, meaning that for a failing test case \( tc \) there is a unique minimal set \( Q \) that causes the failure; and (iii) every subset of features is consistent, meaning that for any \( Q \subseteq F \), \( tc|_Q \) terminates with a definite fail or success result.

**Algorithm** Given a test case \( tc \), delta debugging finds a minimal set of features \( Q \) that causes a failure. Initially, \( Q \) contains all enabled features in \( tc \), i.e., \( Q = \{ f \in F \mid tc(f) \neq \perp \} \). Then it applies the following steps:

1. **Split:** Split \( Q \) into \( n \) partitions \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \), where \( n \) is the current granularity. Test \( tc|_{Q_1}, \ldots, tc|_{\bar{Q}_n} \) for failures. If some \( tc|_{Q_i} \) fails, then use \( Q_i \) as the new current set of features and continue with step 1.

2. **Complement:** If none of the new tests \( tc|_{Q_1}, \ldots, tc|_{\bar{Q}_n} \) fail, check the complement of each partition by testing \( tc|_{\bar{Q}_1}, \ldots, tc|_{\bar{Q}_n} \). If some \( tc|_{\bar{Q}_i} \) fails, then use \( \bar{Q}_i \) as the new current set of features and continue with step 1.

3. **Increase Granularity:** If no smaller set of features is found and \( n < |Q| \), then set \( n \) to \( \left\lfloor \frac{2n}{|Q|} \right\rfloor \) and continue with step 1.

4. **Terminate:** If it is not possible to split the current set of features into a smaller set, terminate and return \( Q \).

6.2 Iterative Delta Debugging

In our setting, test cases are often ambiguous as a discrepancy often arises due to multiple faults in the network model. To this end, we apply the delta debugging algorithm iteratively and find all minimal sets of features that cause a given discrepancy. Intuitively, starting with a test case \( tc \) with enabled features \( Q \), we first apply the delta debugging steps (given
We apply this process repeatedly until no further failing test cases are found. Once 
Metha identifies both minimal sets of configuration features that trigger a given bug, 
Metha creates a minimal configuration for the developer to reproduce it.

We present our iterative delta debugging algorithm in Algorithm 1. We start from a set of initially enabled features \( Q \) in \( tc \) and return all minimal subsets of \( Q \) that trigger a discrepancy. We keep all sets of features to be checked in a queue and continue until the queue is empty (Line 2 - Line 4). For every set \( H \) of features in the queue, we check if the test case \( tc \) triggers a discrepancy (Line 5, Line 6). If this is the case, then we find a minimal subset \( Q \subseteq H \) of features that triggers the discrepancy using classic delta debugging, and create new subsets that need to be checked (Line 8, Line 9). For example, if we find a minimal set of features \( Q = \{a, b\} \) that triggers the discrepancy, then we check if there are any other minimal sets of features that do not contain \( a \) or \( b \) (and are thus non-comparable to \( Q \)). We note that we generate two new sets of features \( H \setminus \{a\} \) and \( H \setminus \{b\} \) instead of a single one \( H \setminus \{a, b\} \) because there may be overlapping discrepancies. For example, even though we know that \( b \) can trigger a discrepancy with \( a \), \( b \) might also trigger a discrepancy with another feature \( c \). Finally, the algorithm keeps all found minimal feature subsets and returns them (Line 10, Line 11). We conclude by stating the correctness of our algorithm:

**Theorem 1.** For any test case \( tc \) with enabled features \( Q \), Algorithm 1 finds all minimal fault-inducing subsets of features.

We present the proof of this theorem in App. A. 

**Runtime** The running time of Algorithm 1 is \( O(|Q|!) \). The worst-case behavior is when the size of the set \( H \) of features is reduced by 1 element in each step, introducing \( |H| \) new features sets to the set \( S \). To improve the running time, we cache (not shown in Algorithm 1) feature sets that have been added to the queue. This strictly reduces the algorithm’s running time and yields a worst-case running time complexity of \( O(2^{|Q|}) \). We note that the running time in practice is reasonable as the reduction of the set \( H \) by the delta debugging minimization step (Line 7) is significant (down to 2 – 3 elements in practice).

**Limitations** As with classic delta debugging, there may be a fault in the interaction between a set of parameters, say \( a, b, \) and \( c \), as well as a different fault in the interaction between a subset of these parameters, say \( a \) and \( b \). We cannot distinguish these two faults and will only identify the latter fault. However, once the identified fault is fixed, our algorithm will then identify the fault in the interaction among \( a, b, \) and \( c \) as well, assuming it is still present in the verification tool.

7 System

We have fully implemented Metha in 7k lines of Python. This covers the entire testing pipeline from the input, the list of configuration features to be tested and the topology, to the outputs, the bug reports. In the following, we highlight key points of Metha’s implementation, which consists of a vendor-agnostic core that uses runners to interact with the different network analysis and verification tools.

**Semantic constraints** To run the tests, Metha uses a logical topology, which consists of the physical topology extended with logical groupings. These groupings map the routers to BGP ASes and their interfaces to OSPF areas. This trivially ensures that the base configuration meets all the necessary semantic constraints (cf. §4.1). In a next step, Metha starts to randomly assign IP subnets to links and IP addresses to the router interfaces on these links. Specifically, every router is assigned a router ID, which is also assigned to the loopback interface of that router. Finally, Metha generates additional resources that are needed to test specific configuration features. For example, Metha adds several prefix-lists and static routes which can then be used in the test generation, for example, for a match statement of a route-map and route redistribution, respectively. All these additional resources are generated based on the predefined logical topology. Hence, a prefix-list, for example, will only consist of prefixes that are actually defined in the network, such that a route-map statement using that list for a match will also be reachable.

**Testing coordination** Once Metha laid the groundwork, it has to define a test strategy based on the specified configuration features. At the moment, Metha supports configuration features pertaining to four categories: static routes, OSPF, BGP and route-maps. As part of that, the system supports additional constructs such as prefix-lists and community-lists. These are currently not tested on their own, but added when needed to test the main features, such as route-maps. Metha

---

2 Available at https://github.com/nsg-ethz/Metha
then uses all features and the logical topology to prepare the parameters to come up with the test suite. To do that, Metha passes all the parameters and their possible values to a state-of-the-art combinatorial testing tool: PICT [25]. PICT devises a test suite that consists of a set of tests ensuring complete coverage of all pairwise feature interactions.

**Configuration generation** A single test from the PICT test suite is an abstract network configuration. It simply specifies which feature and corresponding value needs to be activated and where (i.e., on which router and, if applicable, at which interface). Metha then translates the abstract network configuration to concrete device configurations using a grammar-based approach to ensure lexical and syntactical validity.

Metha implements a large portion of both Cisco IOS and Juniper grammars for which we relied on the respective official command references. This means Metha can generate both Cisco IOS and Juniper configurations for the tests. Metha even supports to test hybrid networks in which devices of both vendors are used at the same time.

**Testbed** Metha runs the generated configurations in parallel on both the tool under test and the oracle. After both of them converged, it retrieves the routing tables and compares them. Metha is able to test any tool that takes the device configurations as inputs and provides direct access to the computed routing tables out-of-the-box. Otherwise, Metha uses tool-specific runners to process the inputs such that they meet the tool’s requirements and map the output back to Metha’s format. Metha comes with runners for three well-known network analysis and verification tools: Batfish [17], NV [13] and C-BGP [28]. For NV, for example, Metha first has to compile the simulation program from the network configurations. As a source of ground truth, Metha uses a virtualized network running real device images of both Cisco and Juniper routers. It connects to these devices over Telnet and retrieves the routing tables (e.g., `show ip route` for Cisco devices). To ensure full convergence, Metha retrieves the routing tables every 10 seconds and proceeds once the tables have not changed for ten consecutive checks. With this setup, Metha allows to freely choose any oracle (e.g., hardware testbed) as long as it exposes the computed routing tables.

**Output** Finally, Metha localizes all bugs within a discovered discrepancy by relying on delta debugging. For every single bug, it generates a report highlighting the observed difference in the routing tables of the tool under test and the oracle, such as a mismatch in a route’s metric or a missing route. This helps the developer understand the expected behavior. In addition, it identifies the configuration statements required to trigger the bug and comes up with a minimal network configuration to reproduce the bug. This allows Metha to provide actionable feedback to the developers of the tool, helping them to faster locate and understand the bug. The minimal configuration example can also be used as an extra test case for traditional system testing.

### 8 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Metha to address the following research questions:

**RQ1** How does Metha’s semantical configuration generation, the search space reduction using boundary values and the test suite from combinatorial testing contribute to Metha’s effectiveness? We show that Metha finds 20 bugs and achieves a higher combinatorial coverage than the random baseline, which only discovers 3 bugs with the same number of tests.

**RQ2** How many test cases does Metha need to isolate all bugs in a single discrepancy between the tool under test and the oracle? Metha requires on average 14.1 test cases to isolate all the bugs causing a discrepancy.

**RQ3** Is Metha practical? We ran Metha on three different state-of-the-art network analysis and verification tools and found a total of 62 bugs, 59 of them have been confirmed by the respective developers.

#### 8.1 Comparison to Random Baseline

We begin our evaluation by studying how the three components of Metha contribute to its effectiveness. To this end, we compare a random baseline to three versions of Metha: step-by-step, we enable each component starting with semantic Metha, then we add the reduction to boundary values, and finally, we use full Metha using combinatorial testing to define a test suite. The results show that the semantical configuration generation is the most fundamental part of Metha. Reducing the parameters to boundary values and applying combinatorial testing help to find additional bugs as both manage to increase the combinatorial coverage.

In the following, we introduce the four approaches:

**Random baseline** The random baseline relies on random syntactic test generation, meaning it uses a traditional grammar-based fuzzing approach. Thanks to the grammar, the configurations generated by the baseline are lexically- and syntactically-valid, but they are not necessarily semantically-valid: the baseline generates device configurations that are parseable and look realistic. However, the configurations might not always be practical: for example, referenced route-maps and prefix-lists do not always exist, and IP addresses on interfaces might not match those of their neighbors. Inter- and intra-device dependencies are not factored in.

**Semantic Metha** The initial Metha approach implements random semantic test generation. Similar to the random baseline, it uses a grammar-based fuzzing approach with the only difference that it ensures semantical validity within the configuration: while, for example, interface costs are completely random, other values are more constrained based on inter- and intra-device dependencies. This approach ensures, for example, that only defined route-maps are referenced, and that BGP sessions are configured with matching parameters.
This means instead of assigning completely random numeric values, the approach reduces the allowed values to three options: the minimum, the maximum, and a “normal” value, randomly chosen between the two extremes.

**Full Metha** Finally, we run the full testing system. We add combinatorial testing as introduced in §5 to define a test suite that maximizes combinatorial coverage on top of the semantic configuration generation and the boundary values reduction.

**Experiment setup** We ran all four approaches for the same number of tests and used them to test Batfish [17]. Whenever one of them detected a discrepancy between Batfish and the oracle, we applied the full fault localization procedure as described in §6 to detect the underlying bugs and the features causing it. Thanks to that, we are able to detect duplicates and count only the unique bugs that each approach discovered.

For all the tests, we used the same simple topology consisting of four routers connected in a star topology and tested configuration features belonging to the following four categories: static routes, BGP, OSPF, and route-maps. For the entire experiment, we used Cisco IOS configurations. For the given configuration features, combinatorial testing generated a test suite consisting of 1 794 tests. While the full Metha approach followed the test suite, the other approaches randomly chose the active configuration statements for every single test.

**Results** Table 2 shows the number of unique bugs that every approach found within the 1 794 test runs. The full Metha detected 20 unique bugs, while the random baseline only found 3 bugs. The semantic configuration generation is the most fundamental component of Metha. It comes as no surprise as without semantical validity, many of the configurations do not allow for any meaningful control plane computations and will not fully exercise the network model of the tool under test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th># Discovered Bugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Baseline</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Metha</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded Metha</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Metha</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Every component of Metha allows it to find more bugs with the same number of test runs.

![Combinatorial Coverage](image)

Figure 5: The achieved combinatorial coverage increases with every single component of Metha. Full Metha achieves complete combinatorial coverage.

**Bounded Metha** The bounded approach adds the reduction to boundary values as introduced in §4.2 to semantic Metha. This means instead of assigning completely random numeric values, the approach reduces the allowed values to three options: the minimum, the maximum, and a “normal” value, randomly chosen between the two extremes.

**Performance** Running a single test case took an average of two minutes. We run both the tool under test as well as the virtualized testbed in parallel and found that most of the time is spent waiting on the testbed to converge. The generation of a combinatorial test suite with PICT for the baseline network with 4 routers took an average of 6 minutes. Over the entire test suite, this time is negligible. Running the entire setup took us several days. The runtime depends highly on the number of discrepancies and the number of bugs causing them.
Whenever Metha detects a discrepancy between the routing tables of the tool under test and those of the oracle, it goes into fault localization to isolate all independent bugs. Fault localization relies on delta debugging (cf. §6) which creates additional test cases to identify the configuration statements causing the bugs. In the following, we evaluate its overhead, i.e., the number of additional test cases Metha had to create.

**Experiment setup** For this experiment, we ran Metha using the same topology as before and tested the full set of configuration features. Whenever Metha detected a discrepancy, we recorded the number of additional test cases required to find all independent bugs and the number of discovered bugs.

**Results** On average, Metha used 14.1 additional test cases to locate all bugs within a test case. The number of additional test cases ranged from as low as 7, to localize a single bug, up to as high as 58, to localize 5 independent bugs. The number of additional test cases mostly depends on the number of independent bugs within a single detected discrepancy. The number of configuration statements that actually cause the bug plays a minor role. Also, we have observed that the detected bugs are all caused by a few configuration statements (one or two), even though multiple configuration statements were active during the tests. This confirms the observation that bugs are often caused by the interaction of few features [20, 31] and shows that combinatorial testing is a useful technique in this setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bugs</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Feature Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discovered</td>
<td>confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crash</td>
<td>silent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSPF</td>
<td>BGP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batfish [17]</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV [13]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-BGP [28]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Bugs discovered by Metha for Batfish, NV and C-BGP and classification.

**Fault Localization**

In addition, we showcase our end-to-end implementation of Metha by testing three different network analysis and verification tools: Batfish [17], NV [13], and C-BGP [28]. We show that Metha finds real bugs and report them in Table 3.

**Experiment setup** We ran Metha for several days on all three tools and with several different setups. Batfish is the most complete and advanced tool as it can handle configurations of many different vendors and supports a wide variety of configuration features. NV itself is an intermediate language for control plane verification that allows to build models of any routing protocols and their configurations. It provides simulation and verification abilities. We tested the simulation only, the discovered bugs, however, most likely also exist in the verification part as both rely on the same network model. For Batfish and NV, we used both Cisco IOS and Juniper configurations. C-BGP has its own configuration language.

**Results** As shown in Table 3, Metha found a total of 62 bugs. The developers of both Batfish and NV confirmed the discovered bugs to be real bugs. To better understand the nature of the bugs, we classified them by their type (i.e., whether they lead to a crash or go unnoticed) and by the configuration feature category itself (e.g., OSPF). Only a few of the bugs produce a clear error. This is most likely also because these are noticed more often and reported. The large majority of the bugs are silent semantic bugs which are extremely difficult to notice. These are the sneakiest bugs and can lead to false analyses and answers by the verifier. These bugs include all the configuration features discussed in §2 showing that they affect the analysis of commonly used features, such as route redistribution and aggregation, and named communities.

The bugs are distributed quite evenly among all tested parts of the network model. We did not find one specific protocol or configuration feature that is especially error-prone.

**Discussion**

**What about the testbed?** Metha detects bugs by looking for discrepancies between the tool under test and an oracle. For the oracle, Metha uses a testbed running real router firmwares. The testbed just needs to be large enough to fully exercise all configuration features. Normally, a small testbed of few routers suffices and also helps speed up the testing. In this paper, we rely on a virtualized testbed. To use a physical testbed instead, one simply has to change the SSH/Telnet configurations to connect to the physical devices.

A virtualized testbed comes with several advantages. It provides more flexibility in terms of the settings one can test and the time needed to setup. For example, there is no re-wiring needed to test different topologies. In addition, it is very simple to test the same topology with a different device category or with devices from another vendor: one simply has to exchange the router image.

**What about more targeted tests?** Metha’s test suite can be adjusted to the developers requirements by restricting the set of configuration features, adjusting the number of values per feature, and changing the number of interacting features. The tests required to cover the search space mainly depend on the
number of values per feature and the number of simultaneous feature interactions, while the set of features is secondary. By default Metha tests three values per feature and considers pairwise interactions. This choice strikes a good balance between the number of tests required and thorough testing, as our results confirm: Metha found all bugs that the random approaches discovered with fewer tests, despite using “only” the boundary values; and all discovered bugs are caused by one or two interacting configuration features, despite considering interactions of more than just two features.

Metha does not replace traditional unit and system testing, but provides an additional way to find latent bugs anywhere in the system. The advantage of Metha is that it requires minimal developer involvement and can be run alongside traditional tests without any additional effort. If desired one can run extensive tests by considering more elaborate feature interactions and more than three values per feature. Often with fuzz testing, one just lets the testing system run indefinitely and collect bug reports along the way.

10 Related Work

In this section, we first discuss current network analysis and verification tools. Then, we survey related work on testing static analyzers and verifiers, the various testing initiatives in the field of networking, delta debugging, and fuzz testing.

Network analyzers & verifiers Our work aims to facilitate the development of network analysis and verification tools through thorough testing. Over the years, we have seen a rise in tools that simulate networks [28], verify properties of networks and their configurations [3, 14, 19, 30], and tools that analyze aspects of networks [11, 12, 18, 23]. All of these tools have in common that they in some way or another use a network model to analyze and verify the network. Any bug or inaccuracy that exists within that network model undermines the soundness of the tools’ results and analyses.

In contrast, CrystalNet [21] is a cloud-scale, high-fidelity network emulator running real network device firmwares instead of relying on a network model. Hence, it accurately resembles the real network (e.g., vendor-specific behaviors and bugs in device firmwares are captured).

Testing analyzers and verifiers The problem of ensuring the correctness of analysis and verification tools is not specific to networks. In the field of static analysis, several works exist that pursue the same goal. Bugariu et al. [5] apply a unit testing approach, meaning they do not test the entire system but components thereof which simplifies the test generation. Since Metha treats the tool under test as a black box it cannot test certain components separately. Cuqo et al. [8] randomly generate input programs. This technique is mostly effective at testing the robustness of the analyzers. Similar to Metha, Andreasen et al [1] apply delta debugging to find small input programs that help developers understand the bug faster.

Testing in networking Prior work on testing in networking has mainly focused on testing the network and its forwarding state [36], and SDN controllers [2, 6, 29].

Closest to Metha is Hoyan [32], a large-scale configuration verifier, in which the results of the verifier (i.e., network model) are continuously compared to the actual network for inaccuracies. It does so during operation and only covers cases that have actually occurred in the network. Metha in contrast proactively tests to detect the bugs before deployment.

Delta debugging In automated testing tools, delta debugging is a well-established technique [33, 35] that allows to automatically reduce a failing test case to the relevant circumstances (e.g., lines of code or input parameters). Over the years, researchers came up with several extensions to the general delta debugging algorithm, such as a hierarchical approach [26] that takes the structure of the inputs into account. It first explores the more important inputs allowing to prune larger parts of the input space and hence, requiring fewer test cases.

Traditional delta debugging finds one bug at a time even if the test case is ambiguous and exhibits multiple independent bugs. The developer then fixes one bug and reruns delta debugging to find the next. Metha automatically detects the causes of all independent bugs without developer involvement.

Fuzz testing Fuzz testing [15, 34] is an umbrella term for various testing techniques relying on “randomized” input generation. Metha uses a form of grammar-based fuzzing. Due to the complex dependencies within network-wide configurations, Metha first builds a basic configuration structure to ensure semantical validity. Then, it uses fuzzing to test different feature combinations restricted to that structure.

11 Conclusion

We presented Metha, an automated testing framework for network analysis and verification tools that discovers the bugs in their network models before deploying them to production. It does so by generating a wide variety of network configurations according to a test suite defined through combinatorial testing. Metha provides developers with actionable reports about all discovered bugs including a configuration to reproduce them. We implemented Metha and evaluated it on three state-of-the-art tools. In all tools, Metha discovered a total of 62 bugs, 59 of them have been confirmed by the developers. An interesting avenue for future work would be to extend Metha so that it can also test configuration synthesizers such as [4, 9, 10] as bugs in their models would render them useless.
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A Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. By contradiction. Assume that there is a minimal subset \( Q' \subseteq Q \) such that \( tc|Q' \) fails which is not returned in \( S \). We check at least one superset of \( Q' \) for a failure since we will always check the initial set \( Q \). Assume \( C \supseteq Q' \) is a smallest superset of \( Q' \) which is checked. By the assumption of monotonicity, \( tc|C \) must fail, therefore we will minimize \( C \). If \( C = Q' \), then we must minimize to \( Q' \) since \( Q' \) is assumed to be minimal, violating the assumption that \( Q' \) is not returned by the algorithm. If \( Q' \subset C \), then \( C \) will either minimize to \( Q' \) (again violating the original assumption that \( Q' \) is not returned by the algorithm) or to a different minimal subset \( P \). In this case, we generate additional sets to be tested. However, both \( Q' \) and \( P \) are minimal subsets of \( C \), therefore \( Q' \nsubseteq P \) and \( P \nsubseteq Q' \). Since \( Q' \neq P \), we know that there must be an element \( e \in P \) which is not in \( Q' \), i.e., such that \( Q' \subseteq C \setminus \{e\} \). The set \( C \setminus \{e\} \) is both strictly smaller than \( C \) and will be added to the sets to check by the algorithm in Line 9 and therefore violates our assumption that \( C \) was a smallest superset of \( Q' \) which is checked.

\[ \square \]
Finding Invariants of Distributed Systems: It’s a Small (Enough) World After All

Travis Hance, Marijn Heule, Ruben Martins, and Bryan Parno
Carnegie Mellon University

Abstract

Today’s distributed systems are increasingly complex, leading to subtle bugs that are difficult to detect with standard testing methods. Formal verification can provably rule out such bugs, but historically it has been excessively labor intensive. For distributed systems, recent work shows that, given a correct inductive invariant, nearly all other proof work can be automated; however, the construction of such invariants is still a difficult manual task.

In this paper, we demonstrate a new methodology for automating the construction of inductive invariants, given as input a (formal) description of the distributed system and a desired safety condition. Our system performs an exhaustive search within a given space of candidate invariants in order to find and verify inductive invariants which suffice to prove the safety condition. Central to our ability to search efficiently is our algorithm’s ability to learn from counterexamples whenever a candidate fails to be invariant, allowing us to check the remaining candidates more efficiently. We hypothesize that many distributed systems, even complex ones, may have concise invariants that make this approach practical, and in support of this, we show that our system is able to identify and verify inductive invariants for the Paxos protocol, which proved too complex for previous work.

1 Introduction

The world increasingly relies on distributed computer systems, but the correctness and reliability of these systems depend on the imperfect coverage of testing. To obtain strong guarantees, developers are starting to turn to formal verification techniques, both in research [3, 21, 24, 31, 46, 54] and industry [38, 58]. These techniques can, in theory, prove that all possible execution traces of the system conform to a high-level safety specification (e.g., all nodes agree on the next input value, or no two nodes hold a lock at the same time).

However, verifying the safety of distributed systems can be extremely labor-intensive, especially when using general-purpose theorem provers [21, 45, 54]. For example, Halyblitzel et al. [21] report that the effort to build and verify two distributed systems (including their protocols and implementations) required 3.7 person-years, and their safety proofs (over 19K lines of code) account for ~40% of the total codebase. To reduce this cost, some work has developed specialized languages that either restrict the kinds of systems that can be encoded [12, 13, 36, 53] (e.g., the protocol must proceed in synchronous rounds), or restrict the language used to describe the systems’ properties [42]. In exchange for these restrictions, much of the safety proof can be dispatched automatically.

In all of these systems, the core of the safety proof requires identifying system invariants, and even with tools that can automate all other proof work, finding these invariants still relies on human labor and ingenuity. Anecdotally, this is a challenging task even for researchers [34], requiring days for toy systems and months for complex protocols like Paxos [29].

Ideally, we would automate invariant discovery, but theoretical results show that even in languages where checking an invariant is decidable [42], finding such an invariant is not decidable [40], meaning that no algorithm can guarantee that it will find an invariant for arbitrary protocols, even if they are indeed safe. Hence, we must turn to domain-specific insights to develop a methodology which can apply to the specific kinds of distributed systems developed in practice.

Recent approaches have been proposed to automatically infer invariants for distributed systems [27, 34]. For instance, the I4 [34] system observes that the invariants for some distributed systems are scale-invariant. Hence they ask the developer to specify appropriate finite-model parameters and to concretize some of the protocol variables. I4 then invokes a specialized model checker [19] that can deduce invariants on finite, fixed-size instances. It then employs various heuristics to generalize those invariants to arbitrary instances. Unfortunately, I4 cannot discover invariants that use existential quantifiers. Furthermore, since the model checker is a black box, the developer has no recourse when it fails. More recently, Koenig et al. [27] extend the IC3/PDR algorithm [6, 14] to infer invariants with existential quantifiers. However, neither they nor I4 can handle complex protocols like Paxos [29], for which the simplest known safety proofs require many invariants, including some with existential quantifiers.

To tackle complex protocols like Paxos, we explore an alternate approach based on our “small world” hypothesis: in many practical systems, the invariants should be relatively concise. After all, these protocols are designed by humans who have some (finite) intuition for why the protocol is correct. They are clearly not beyond human comprehension. If accurate, this
hypothesis suggests we are faced with a finite space of possible invariants, which we can potentially search exhaustively.

Of course, finite is not the same as small. For a protocol like Paxos, there could be over 100 billion candidate invariants with just six terms. Even if it only took a millisecond to test each invariant, a brute force search of the entire space would require over three computation-years.

Hence, this paper presents the Small World Invariant Search System (SWISS), our system for automatically proving the safety of distributed systems by efficiently searching through the space of succinct invariants. At its core, SWISS learns from counterexample models obtained from failed invariant candidates to speed up future invariant checks. SWISS uses an SMT solver to perform these checks. SWISS also exploits various symmetries and parallelism to reduce search time. Further, for a class of invariants (described formally in §3.4) SWISS is guaranteed to find an invariant when one exists. SWISS also supports user-supplied guidance to make the search more efficient. Moreover, unlike prior approaches, even when SWISS does not produce a safety proof within a given time limit, the user still benefits from partial invariants that SWISS did find, as they can use those invariants as a starting point for finding complete invariants. The net effect is that SWISS is the first approach that can automatically prove the safety of Paxos, and it does so in around 4 hours on an 8-core machine. If the user provides some light guidance (§5.3.3), then the time decreases to 20 minutes.

We compare SWISS to I4 [34] and Koenig et al. [27] on a large variety of protocols (§5). None of the approaches fully dominates the others, neither in protocols solved nor in runtime. For instance, for protocols that only require invariants without existential quantifiers, I4 is generally fastest. However, for some complex distributed protocols with many invariants that contain existential quantifiers, SWISS outperforms the other tools, and in particular, it is the first to automatically prove the safety of Paxos and two variants of Paxos: Multi-Paxos and Flexible-Paxos [22]. There are still some variants of Paxos that SWISS cannot fully prove in a reasonable amount of time. However, even in these cases, SWISS still finds many partial invariants that may help the user complete the proof.

In summary, our key contributions are as follows.

• We propose and evaluate the Small World Hypothesis: that many distributed systems we care for can be proven safe using a sequence of concisely specified invariants.
• We present SWISS, a methodology for automatically proving the safety of distributed systems by efficiently searching through the space of candidate invariants, guided by knowledge learned from counterexamples encountered during the search. We report both our successful and unsuccessful optimizations.
• To our knowledge, SWISS is the first approach to identify and verify inductive invariants that prove the safety of Paxos in an automated fashion.

2 Background

We briefly present background on formalizing and verifying distributed systems.

2.1 Proving Safety Conditions Via Inductive Invariants

We aim to prove safety conditions. A safety condition is a desired property that ought to hold true at any point in a system’s execution. For an exclusion lock, for example, the safety condition might be that no two agents hold a lock at the same time. For a consensus protocol such as Paxos, the condition would be that no two machines decide on different results.

These safety conditions are in contrast with liveness conditions, which say that the system eventually performs a useful action. We do not currently consider liveness conditions.

To formalize a distributed system, one must formally describe the internal state of the participating nodes, the state of the network (packets in-flight between nodes), the initial conditions of the system, and the ways the system can evolve. Following standard practice, we formalize the latter as a sequence of atomic actions that update the system state [28].

Given this formal description, our goal then becomes to prove that the safety condition will hold for any reachable state in any possible execution of the system. The typical strategy for such a proof is to find an inductive invariant. An inductive invariant should (i) hold on all possible initial states of the system and (ii) continue to hold when the system transitions to a new state from a state where the invariant held.

If we could prove that the safety condition was inductive, we would be done; unfortunately, this is rarely the case for non-trivial systems. Instead, we typically must find an invariant which is stronger than the safety condition and then show this invariant is both inductive and implies the safety condition.

2.2 A Running Example: Simple Decentralized Lock

To make the verification process more concrete, we present a toy example: a Simple Decentralized Lock (SDL) protocol. SDL supports a single mutual-exclusion lock that is shared among multiple nodes. A node with the lock can send the lock to another machine via a message over the network, which, in this simple example only, does not permit packet duplication.

Figure 1 formally describes the SDL protocol. The state at a snapshot in time is represented by two relations: message and lock. The value message(src, dst) indicates a message in the network from machine src to machine dst, while lock(node) indicates that node believes it holds the lock.

In the protocol’s initial state (the init lines), the network is empty, and only one node (start node) holds the lock.

The transitions are written in RML[42], an abstract language for describing system transitions. SDL has two transition actions: send and recv. In send, a node with the lock can atomically release the lock and send a packet to another machine. In recv, a node can receive a packet (removing it from the network) and accept the lock.

The safety condition (Figure 2) we wish to verify for SDL is...
which also rules out the first state. This predicate is both
inductive and (trivially) implies the safety condition; thus, it
completes our safety proof. It states that
\begin{itemize}
\item[(i)] no machine holds the lock, \(\text{(ii)}\) no machine holds the lock while a message
exists, and \(\text{(iii)}\) no two messages exist at the same time.
\end{itemize}

2.3 Formal Notation

To keep our subsequent discussion precise we introduce some
additional notation. Formally, a \emph{transition system} is a triple
\(T = (\Sigma, INIT, TR)\), where \(\Sigma\) defines the types and relations
representing the state of a system, and \(INIT\) and \(TR\) are predicates
describing the initial state of the system and allowed
transitions of the system, respectively. In our SDL example, \(\Sigma\)
contains the type \(\text{node}\) and the relations \(\text{lock}\) and \(\text{message}\).

Since \(TR\) relates two states, we will use primes to indicate
the new state, e.g., \(TR := (x' = x + 1)\) represents a transition
that increments \(x\) by one.

A \emph{model} \(M\) represents a single possible state of the system.
It contains an assignment for each variable and each possible
evaluation of the system’s relations. For a predicate \(P\), we
write \(M \models P\) if the predicate \(P\) evaluates to \emph{true} on model \(M\).

When \(P\) is a predicate over two states, we write \((M, M') \models P\),
e.g., we write \((M, M') \models TR\) if \(M\) can transition to \(M'\).

We say that \(M\) is \emph{reachable} if there exists a sequence
\(M_0, \ldots, M_k\) where \(M_0 \models INIT, M_k = M\), and \((M_i, M_{i+1}) \models TR\)
for all \(i\). A formula \(S\) is said to be \emph{safe} if for all reachable \(M\),
we have \(M \models S\).

We say that \(I\) (a formula over \(\Sigma\)) is \emph{inductive} if we can prove that
\(INIT \models I\) and \(TR \wedge I \models I'\) (i.e., if \(I\) is true and the
system can take a transition to a new state, then \(I\) holds there
as well). Here, we use \(I'\) to denote the predicate \(I\) evaluated on
the second state. It is clear that any inductive invariant \(I\) will
be safe. Therefore, proving that \(S\) is safe amounts to finding
an inductive invariant \(I\) such that \(I \models S\); equivalently, to
find a formula \(I\) such that \(I \wedge S\) is an inductive invariant.

2.4 Decidability of Inductiveness

Given a candidate invariant \(I\), we must prove that \(\text{(i) } INIT \models I\),
\(\text{(ii) } TR \wedge I \models I'\), and \(\text{(iii) } I \models S\). We call these \emph{verification
conditions}. To check that a verification condition \(P\) holds
for all possible models, we can show that \(\neg P\) is unsatisfiable;
i.e., there is no model \(M\) such that \(M \models \neg P\).

Checking the validity of arbitrary first-order logic formulas
is undecidable [52], but prior work [41, 42] shows that many
distributed systems, including multiple variants of Paxos,
can be encoded in RML [42], which can be translated to a re-
stricted class of formulas where satisfiability \emph{is} decidable. In
particular, the class of \emph{effectively propositional} (EPR) formu-
las, also known as the Bernays–Schönfinkel class, are the class
of formulas that can be written in a form with quantifier prefix
\(\exists^* \forall^*\) and no function symbols. Satisfiability for this class
of formulas is decidable [33, 43].

By ensuring our verification conditions lie within this class,
we can always either verify the predicate \(INIT \models I\) or find a
satisfying instance for \(INIT \wedge \neg I\). Likewise, we can either
verify the predicate \(TR \wedge I \models I'\) or find a pair \((M, M')\) where
\((M, M') \models TR \wedge I \wedge \neg I'\) (e.g., the pair in Figure 3). In either


\textbf{type node}

\textbf{relation message}(src : node, dst : node): bool

\textbf{relation lock}(N : node): bool

\textbf{init} \forall src, dst. \neg \text{message}(src, dst)

\textbf{init} \exists \text{startnode} : node.

\quad \text{has_lock}(\text{startnode})

\quad \land \forall N : node. (N \neq \text{startnode} \implies \neg \text{lock}(N))

\textbf{action} \text{send}(src : node, dst : node) {

\quad \text{require} \text{lock}(src);

\quad \text{message}(src, dst) := \text{true};

\quad \text{lock}(src) := \text{false};

}

\textbf{action} \text{recv}(src : node, dst : node) {

\quad \text{require} \text{message}(src, dst);

\quad \text{message}(src, dst) := \text{false};

\quad \text{lock}(dst) := \text{true};

}

Figure 1: \textbf{The Simple Decentralized Lock Protocol}

\textbf{SDL safety condition}
\begin{align*}
\forall n_1, n_2 : \text{node}. \text{lock}(n_1) \land \text{lock}(n_2) \implies n_1 = n_2
\end{align*}

\textbf{SDL inductive invariant}
\begin{align*}
(\forall n_1, n_2 : \text{node}. \text{lock}(n_1) \land \text{lock}(n_2) \implies n_1 = n_2) \land

(\forall n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4 : \text{node}. \neg (\text{lock}(n_1) \land \text{message}(n_2, n_3))) \land

(\forall n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4 : \text{node}. \text{message}(n_1, n_2) \land \text{message}(n_3, n_4)

\implies n_1 = n_3 \land n_2 = n_4)
\end{align*}

Figure 2: \textbf{Safety Condition and Invariants for the SDL}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{fig3.png}
\caption{Two models which demonstrate that the safety condition (Figure 2) for SDL is not inductive on its own. \(M\) and \(M'\) each have a \emph{domain} of two nodes, \(n_1\) and \(n_2\). In \(M, n_2\) holds the lock, while a packet is in-flight from \(n_2\) to \(n_1\). \(M\) can transition to \(M'\) via the \text{recv} action. \(M\) does not violate the safety condition, but \(M'\) does (\(n_1\) and \(n_2\) both hold the lock).
}
\end{figure}
case, we obtain a concrete counterexample.

EPR, as stated, is a bit too restrictive; it allows only relations (not general functions), and it does not allow for invariants with quantifier alternation. However, EPR can be extended to include stratified function symbols—functions for which the edges from input types to output types form no cycles—while maintaining its decidability. In the same way, we can allow stratified alternation of universal and existential quantifiers in a fragment called the extended EPR fragment [41]. To keep our verification conditions within this class, we must impose some restrictions on the quantifier alternations which appear in $I$; these restrictions are determined by the shape of the protocol under consideration, in particular, the quantifier alternations which appear in $\text{INIT}$ and $T_R$.

3 Overview: The SWISS Algorithm

SWISS is an algorithm for inferring inductive invariants of a protocol in order to prove a desired safety condition. The intended usage of SWISS is shown in Figure 4. First, the user provides an RML-encoding [42] of the protocol, a desired safety condition, and a specification of the search space ($\S 4.1.1$). SWISS either succeeds with an invariant that proves the safety condition, or it fails, with only partial invariants generated. In that case, the user may choose how to continue: they might try SWISS again with a different search configuration, or they might continue with other means, e.g., the interactive invariant-finding tool IVy [42], using the partial invariants as a starting point.

For example, suppose the user is interested in the SDL protocol ($\S 2$) and wants to prove the lock-exclusivity safety condition. They would first encode the SDL protocol into a machine-readable RML specification (Figure 1). Protocols are often concise, although in some cases it is challenging to produce a specification where the inductive invariant will be in EPR [41]. However, we consider this out of scope for SWISS.

Next, the user would write the exclusivity condition as a predicate (Figure 2). They would also choose the space of predicates to search over ($\S 4.1.1$). If the user knows nothing about the protocol, they would likely choose the most general option, to generate templates automatically. If SWISS succeeds, then they will know that the lock-exclusivity safety condition is true, and they can use the invariants from SWISS’s output to validate that SWISS ran correctly.

If SWISS does not succeed, there are a few possible paths. For example, it might be that SWISS does not complete in a reasonable amount of time, in which case the user might choose to restrict the search space. For example, they might have some idea of what the invariant should look like because they have worked with similar locking protocols previously. Alternatively, if SWISS completed quickly but did not succeed, the user might choose a broader search space.

Finally, they might choose to take the incomplete invariants generated by SWISS and attempt to complete them through other means. Even though SWISS did not succeed, the user could learn useful information about the protocol from these incomplete invariants.

3.1 High-Level Algorithm

We begin with a high-level overview of our algorithm for finding the inductive invariants needed to prove safety conditions. Section 4 then explains how we make the algorithm scale to large search spaces.

SWISS takes as input (i) a transition system $T$ encoded via RML ($\S 2.2$) (ii) a safety condition $S$, and (iii) a configuration of the search space ($\S 4.1.1$). In this section, we refer to search spaces with the symbols $B$ and $F$, which here may be viewed as arbitrary sets of first-order predicates.

SWISS is designed to exploit our hypothesis that a distributed system designed by humans will have a concise invariant, or a larger invariant composed of concise invariants. After all, the designer presumably has a finite intuition for the correctness of their system, either as a whole or as the conjunction of correct subsystems or subproperties.

Internally, SWISS uses different algorithms to target these two possible invariant styles. One algorithm, Finisher ($\S 3.2$), tries to directly find one inductive invariant that proves the safety condition. Hence any invariant it finds will necessarily complete the safety proof. Using the safety condition as a target helps Finisher search the invariant space efficiently. However, for complex protocols, searching for the entire system invariant in one shot is infeasible; e.g., a human-derived invariant for Paxos has 10 conjuncts with 34 terms, corresponding to a search space of over $10^{75}$ candidate invariants.

Hence, SWISS employs a second algorithm, Breadth ($\S 3.3$), that greedily searches for as many protocol invariants as possible within a finite space $B$, without requiring that they directly prove the safety condition. We run Breadth multiple times so that invariants may build on each other: once Breadth finds an invariant $P$, the next run can then find an invariant $Q$ that is inductive relative to $P$, even when $Q$ might not be inductive on its own. More formally, we say that $Q$ is relatively inductive with respect to $P$ if $\text{INIT} \implies Q$ and $T_R \land P \land Q \implies Q'$.
The **Breadth** loop ultimately builds an invariant of the form $P_1 \land \cdots \land P_n$, where each $P_i$ is relatively inductive to $P_1 \land \cdots \land P_{i-1}$. In practice (§5), without the safety condition guiding it, **Breadth** is slower than **Finisher**, but it can incrementally construct a larger invariant than **Finisher** can.

To benefit from the strengths of both **Breadth** and **Finisher**, **SWISS**'s top-level Solve (Algorithm 1) combines them. It takes as input a transition system $T$, and a desired safety condition $S$. It also takes in two spaces of candidate invariants, $\mathcal{B}$ and $\mathcal{F}$, for **Breadth** and **Finisher**, respectively, to search. In our implementation, these spaces are defined through a combination of the protocol description and (potentially) user input (§4.1). Solve runs **Breadth** over $\mathcal{B}$ until no new invariants are produced, and then it runs **Finisher**, if necessary, to find an additional invariant needed to complete the safety proof. Section 3.4 summarizes **SWISS**'s coverage guarantee.

### 3.2 The **Finisher** Algorithm

**Finisher** aims to find a single invariant $P$ which proves a safety condition $S$. More formally, it tries to solve:

**Task 1** (Conjecture-proving task.) *Given a transition system $T$, formulas $I_1, \ldots, I_n$, already established (or assumed) to be invariant, and a conjectured safety condition $S$, find an invariant predicate $P$ such that $P \land S$ is inductive relative to $I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n$.*

Evaluating a candidate invariant $P$ requires checking the validity of the following **verification conditions** (VCs):

- $\text{INIT} \implies S$
- $\text{INIT} \implies P$
- $T R \land I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n \land S \land P \implies S'$
- $T R \land I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n \land S \land P \implies P'$

Since the $\text{INIT} \implies S$ condition does not depend on $P$, we can check it once in advance of evaluating any candidate invariant.

Since we consider protocols expressed in RML (§2.4), checking the validity of these VCs is decidable, and in practice, typically quite efficient with modern SMT solvers. Hence, for a candidate invariant $P$, we can run a subroutine CheckVCsF to determine either that the VCs above hold, or that a finite counterexample shows they do not. As Algorithm 2 shows, rather than simply check the VCs above for each candidate predicate $P$ in $\mathcal{F}$, **Finisher** accumulates a collection of counterexamples from failed candidates. As we describe in §4.2, we use these counterexamples to filter subsequent candidates, as our counterexample check is orders of magnitude faster than the VC check.

### 3.3 The **Breadth** Algorithm

In the **Breadth** algorithm, our goal is simply to find as many invariants as possible. More formally, we wish to solve the following task:

**Task 2** (Invariant-finding task.) *Given a transition system $T$ and formulas $I_1, \ldots, I_n$, already established (or assumed) to be invariant, find any invariant predicate $P$ which is inductive relative to $I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n$.*

The corresponding VCs are as follows.

- $\text{INIT} \implies P$
- $T R \land I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n \land \text{INIT} \implies P'$

---

**Algorithm 1:** Solve $(T, S, \mathcal{B}, \mathcal{F})$

```plaintext
invariants \leftarrow \{\};
while true do
    newInvariants \leftarrow \text{Breadth}(T, \text{invariants}, \mathcal{B});
    if newInvariants imply safety then
        \text{return} newInvariants
    if newInvariants = invariants then
        break;
    invariants \leftarrow newInvariants;
\text{return} \text{Finisher}(T, \text{invariants}, S, \mathcal{F}) \cup \text{invariants}
```

**Algorithm 2:** Finisher$(T, \{I_1, \ldots , I_n\}, S, \mathcal{F})$

```plaintext
cexamples \leftarrow \{\};
for P in \mathcal{F} do
    if \forall cex \in cexamples . \text{Passes}(P, cex) then
        cex \leftarrow \text{CheckVCsF}(T, \{I_1, \ldots , I_n\}, S, P);
        if cex is None then
            \text{return} P;
        else
            cexamples \leftarrow cexamples \cup \{cex\};
\text{return} None
```

**Algorithm 3:** Breadth$(T, \{I_1, \ldots , I_n\}, S, \mathcal{B})$

```plaintext
cexamples \leftarrow \{\};
allInv \leftarrow \{I_1, \ldots , I_n\};
indInv \leftarrow \{I_1, \ldots , I_n\};
for P in \mathcal{B} do
    if P is None then
        \text{cexamples} \leftarrow \text{cexamples} \cup \{P\};
        \text{allInv} \leftarrow \text{allInv} \cup \{P\};
    if \text{cex is} \text{Redundant}(P, \text{indInv}) then
        indInv \leftarrow \text{indInv} \cup \{P\};
    else
        \text{cexamples} \leftarrow \text{cexamples} \cup \{cex\};
\text{\text{return} indInv;}
```
Naively, we could start with an algorithm similar to Finisher, but use the VCs above instead of Finisher’s. However, this would result in a highly inefficient search since as stated, the invariant-finding task permits many tautological solutions, such as true or I. More generally, if P is any predicate such that \( I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n \implies P \), then P will be invariant, but we do not actually learn anything about the protocol by finding P: P does not rule out any states which were not ruled out by the \( I_i \). We call such a P a redundant invariant with respect to \( I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n \). For example, \( \forall x. f(x) \lor g(x) \) is redundant with respect to \( \forall x. f(x) \). As the number of terms in our search space increases, the number of redundant invariants increases exponentially. Furthermore, since any redundant invariant is, in fact, inductive, it will always pass our counterexample filters, guaranteeing an expensive VC check for each.

We devised two ways to cope with redundant invariants. First, we maintain a set \( \text{indInv} \) of non-redundant invariants, and whenever we find a new invariant, we explicitly check whether it is redundant with \( \text{indInv} \). Second, we also track \( \text{allInv} \), i.e., all invariants we find—including the redundant ones—and use these to syntactically filter future candidates by performing quick checks for logical implication using a subroutine \( \text{FastImplies}(I, P) \) described in §4.4. These checks are vastly cheaper than SMT calls.

As described thus far, Breadth works without any knowledge of the safety condition \( S \) that we aim to prove about our system. However, we observe that we will eventually need \( S \) to be an invariant of the system, so we strengthen the second VC above to assume \( S \) is true in the initial state.

\[
\text{TR} \land I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n \land S \land P \implies P
\]

Algorithm 3 brings all of this together. This algorithm finds exactly the invariants from the space \( \mathcal{B} \) which are invariant with respect to the original input invariants. More precisely, if \( P \in \mathcal{B} \) is invariant with respect to the inputs, then Breadth will output a set of predicates whose conjunction implies \( P \).

### 3.4 Swiss Coverage

SWISS is guaranteed to prove a safety condition \( S \) as long as the system invariant conforms to the following form.

**Claim 1** Solve \( (T, S, \mathcal{B}, \mathcal{F}) \) will always succeed at proving the conjectured safety condition \( S \) provided there exist invariants \( I_1, \ldots, I_n \) such that:

- \( I_j \in \mathcal{B} \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \).
- \( I_n \in \mathcal{F} \).
- \( I_1 \land \cdots \land I_j \) is inductive relative to \( S \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \).
- \( I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n \land S \) is inductive.

The claim follows from inspection of Algorithms 1-3 and the fact that our counterexample and implication filters will never eliminate a valid invariant.

### 4 Making Invariant Exploration Scale

While the algorithms described in §3 would theoretically suffice to find invariants, implemented naively they are impractically slow. Hence, we present crucial steps we take to reduce the search space (§4.1-§4.4) and optimize the overall process (§4.5). For the sake of completeness, we also present three optimizations that our evaluation has shown do not improve performance in this domain (Appendix A).

#### 4.1 Exploiting User Guidance & Candidate Symmetries

The Finisher and Breadth algorithms each take as input a space of candidate invariants to explore (§4.1.1). These spaces often contain many invariants that are identical modulo symmetries, so symmetry pruning is critical (§4.1.2).

##### 4.1.1 Defining Candidate Spaces

SWISS searches for invariants based on invariant templates. Intuitively, a template defines the rough shape of a class of invariants (e.g., the number and types of the quantified variables, and a bound on the formula’s size).

By default, SWISS automatically defines invariant templates based on the protocol description and the safety condition, as well as user-supplied upper bounds on the formula size. SWISS then enumerates all template spaces within these constraints, and the search space \( \mathcal{B} \) or \( \mathcal{F} \) is defined as the union of these spaces. Finisher prioritizes these templates in order of increasing size. Thus, if a small invariant exists, Finisher will find it without having to search the entire space.

For many protocols, this fully automatic approach suffices to produce a safety proof. For protocols where this automated search runs slower than desired, the user can specify a particular template \( T \), rather than have SWISS enumerate all templates. As §5.3.3 demonstrates, such user guidance can dramatically speed up the search process, even if the user guesses a few incorrect templates before the right one.

More formally, every candidate invariant \( P \) that we consider is a sequence of quantifiers followed by a quantifier-free expression \( E \). The expression \( E \) is a tree of conjunctions and disjunctions of terms \( C \), expressed over values \( V \), which is either a name and a type (e.g., \( x:t \)), or a function application.

\[
\begin{align*}
V & := x: t | f(V_1, \ldots, V_n) \\
C & := V_1 = V_2 | \neg C | r(V_1, \ldots, V_n) \\
E & := C | E_1 \land \cdots \land E_n | E_1 \lor \cdots \lor E_n \\
P & := E \mid \forall x:t. P \mid \exists x:t. P
\end{align*}
\]

We specify a set of candidate formulas by a triple \( (T, k, d) \). The template \( T \) is simply a formula \( P \) with a wildcard for the quantifier-free expression \( E \). We define TemplateSpace\((T, k, d)\) to be the set of formulas that match \( T \) when the wildcard is instantiated with any quantifier-free expression \( E \) that has at most \( k \) terms and a conjunction-disjunction tree of depth at most \( d \). For instance, an expression of the form \( c_1 \lor c_2 \lor c_3 \lor c_4 \) has depth 1, while \( (c_1 \lor c_2) \land (c_3 \lor c_4) \) has depth 2.

Hence, a valid candidate space might be defined by,

\[
T = \forall r: \text{round}, v: \text{value}. \exists q: \text{quorum}. \forall n_1, n_2: \text{node}.*\]

with \( k = 3 \), and \( d = 1 \), which would contain all invariants with the quantifiers in \( T \) and disjunctions of up to 3 terms. SWISS
expects the user to specify the maximum values of $k$, $d$, $m$ (the maximum total number of quantified variables) and $q$ (the maximum number of existentially quantified variables). The user must also specify a quantifier nesting order for the types defined by the protocols: a fixed nesting order is required so that the resulting verification conditions remain in EPR.

To enumerate the formulas in TemplateSpace($T, k, d$), we first enumerate a set of possible terms, $C$, and then arrange them in every possible tree shape. While succinct to describe, the size of the space grows exponentially, so we take steps to prune the space as rapidly as possible.

### 4.1.2 Symmetry-Breaking

As defined above, a candidate space contains many logically equivalent candidates, such as:

- $\forall r_1, r_2 : \text{round} \cdot \text{leq}(r_1, r_2) \lor \text{geq}(r_1, r_2)$
- $\forall r_1, r_2 : \text{round} \cdot \text{geq}(r_1, r_2) \lor \text{leq}(r_1, r_2)$
- $\forall r_1, r_2 : \text{round} \cdot \text{geq}(r_2, r_1) \lor \text{leq}(r_2, r_1)$

All identical up to term reordering and variable renaming.

When enumerating candidate formulas, SWISS aims to only consider one representative from each class of identical candidates. However, checking for such logical equivalence via SMT calls would be prohibitively expensive. Hence, we use a sound set of syntactic constraints to break these symmetries far more efficiently.

Specifically, SWISS assigns an arbitrary ordering to each possible base term (e.g., $\text{leq}$) and will only produce formulas where, within any conjunction or disjunction, the terms are in increasing order. SWISS also produces formulas such that for any set of quantified variables which are interchangeable (e.g., $r_1$ and $r_2$ in the example above), their first appearances are in increasing order of quantifier nesting index.

These two steps efficiently break symmetries arising from term ordering and variable permutation. In practice, they reduce the size of the search space by over two orders of magnitude (§5).

### 4.2 Filtering Based on Counterexamples

As explained in §2.4, when a candidate invariant $P$ fails a verification condition, we can extract a counterexample, specifically a concrete model where the condition failed. For example, if $\text{INIT} \implies P$ fails to hold, then we can extract a concrete model $M$ such that $M = \text{INIT} \land \neg P$; i.e., the initial conditions hold for $M$ but $P$ does not. Since the initial conditions hold on $M$, if any other formula $P'$ fails to hold for $M$, then it cannot be an invariant either. SWISS exploits this observation by remembering the models from failed VC checks and using those models to quickly rule out future candidates.

More technically, we define a counterexample filter ($cex$) as a model or a pair of models which demonstrate that a given candidate $P$ fails to be an inductive invariant. We consider three types of counterexample filters:

$$cex ::= \text{True}(M) \mid \text{False}(M) \mid \text{Transition}(M, M')$$

A candidate $P$ passes a filter $cex$ if one of the following holds.

- $cex = \text{True}(M)$ and $M \models P$; i.e., all valid invariants should evaluate to true on $M$.
- $cex = \text{False}(M)$ and $M \not\models \neg P$.
- $cex = \text{Transition}(M, M')$ and $(M, M') \models P \implies P'$.

The last is equivalent to: $P$ passes $\text{False}(M)$ or $\text{True}(M)$.

We construct counterexample filters based on the model(s) returned when a candidate $P$ fails a VC check. The specific type of filter constructed depends on which type of check fails. Our construction guarantees that (i) $P$ does not pass the filter $cex$, and (ii) any formula $P'$ which does pass the same verification condition will pass the filter $cex$. The three possible constructions are as follows.

- A failed verification condition of the form $A \implies P$ yields a model $M$ such that $M \models A \land \neg P$, so we produce a counterexample filter $\text{True}(M)$. In other words, $P$ does not evaluate to true on $M$; but any valid invariant should.
- A failed verification condition of the form $A \land P \implies B'$ yields models $M$ and $M'$ such that $(M, M') \models A \land P \land \neg B'$, which gives a counterexample filter $\text{False}(M)$ (since the model represents a state $M$ that $P$ failed to reject and that all valid invariants ought to reject).
- A failed verification condition of the form $A \land P \implies P'$ yields models $M$ and $M'$ such that $(M, M') \models A \land P \land \neg P'$, which gives a counterexample filter $\text{Transition}(M, M')$.

Essentially, these counterexample filters allow us to learn from each type of failed induction check.

**Efficient Implementation.** Counterexample filtering is only useful if we can apply our filters faster than executing the original VC checks. Hence, whenever we add a new model $M$ to our set of counterexample filters, we precompute the evaluation of each term $c \in C$ on $M$. $C$ is the set of base terms (§4.1.1) produced for every possible instantiation of the quantifier variables in the template $T$ within the model $M$. The evaluations are saved in a bitstring, so when we encounter a new candidate $Q$, the evaluation of $Q$ on $M$ is computed quickly with bitwise operations. As a result, counterexample filters are orders of magnitude faster than VC checks (§5).

### 4.3 Checking Verification Conditions

We encode our verification conditions into SMT formulas in a manner similar to prior work [42]. The encoding ensures that it is decidable to evaluate the validity of the formulas. Our encoding conforms to the standardized smtlib2 format, although for better performance, our implementation includes the SMT solver as a library so that it can directly invoke its API rather than communicating via files.

In practice, we find that thanks to the community’s large effort invested in optimizing SMT solvers, our validity queries are not just decidable, but rapidly decidable, typically in tens of milliseconds. However, our initial experiments found occasional outliers that consumed minutes, or more. Since a SWISS run may perform thousands of SMT calls, these outliers become an issue. After some iteration, we settled on a routine
where we retry a problem instance with a different SMT solver if our first attempt exceeds a given time limit (§5.1). If the SMT instance continues to time out, we skip the invariant in question. While not a perfect solution, we found that this routine satisfactorily avoids stalling SWISS’s execution.

4.4 Filtering Redundant Invariants

Since the Breadth algorithm searches rather indiscriminately for any possible invariant, it can easily waste time on redundant invariants, i.e., invariants already implied by previously established invariants.

To efficiently prune many such redundant invariants, SWISS includes a rapid FastImplies filter to see if an existing invariant \( Q \) already implies a candidate \( P \). For correctness, \( \text{FastImplies}(Q,P) \) can return true only when \( Q \implies P \). Our implementation of \( \text{FastImplies}(Q,P) \) always detects the case where \( Q \) and \( P \) can be written as,

\[
Q = \forall \exists^* \ldots (a_1 \lor \cdots \lor a_j) \quad \text{and} \quad P = \forall \exists^* \ldots (b_1 \lor \cdots \lor b_k)
\]

where \( a_1, \ldots, a_j \) is a subsequence of \( b_1, \ldots, b_k \) up to variable renaming. This condition certainly ensures that \( Q \implies P \), meaning \( P \) is redundant if \( Q \) is already known to be invariant. Our implementation also has limited support for substituting universally-quantified variables for existential ones.

Efficient Implementation. To implement this filter efficiently, we store a set of sequences representing known invariants and query if any sequence in this set is a subsequence of a candidate sequence. We use a trie [10] for efficient queries.

4.5 Additional Optimizations

4.5.1 Minimizing Models

When extracting a counterexample from a failed VC check, we can either take the first model produced by the SMT solver, whatever it may be, or we can try to make the model as small as possible. Smaller models are faster to evaluate with our filters, but come at the cost of additional SMT queries.

In our minimal-models optimization, we always attempt to find a minimal model that satisfies a given SMT query, i.e., a model where there is no other satisfying model with a smaller domain. To bound the cost of the SMT queries made to check minimality, we apply an aggressive time limit to each query.

This is an essential optimization for complex protocols; without it, SWISS takes significantly longer (§5.3.5).

4.5.2 Parallelism

Since our algorithm is based on exhaustive search, we expect it to be parallelizable. To parallelize across \( n \) threads we do the following: for each run of either the Breadth or Finisher algorithm, we split the space \((B \lor \neg F)\) into \( n \) parts, each randomly permuted. The random permutation attempts to ensure that each thread has a roughly equal amount of work. We then run our algorithm on each partition independently and combine the results. In the future, we plan to explore a more complex approach in which the threads communicate at a finer granularity, e.g., sharing counterexample filters and invariants as they are discovered.

4.6 Failed Optimizations

In the interest of full disclosure, and to save others unnecessary work, in Appendix A we briefly summarize three optimizations we implemented and evaluated, only to find that they provide little benefit or actively hurt performance.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation seeks to answer two key questions:

- How does SWISS compare to prior work (§5.2)?
- How effective are SWISS’s various optimizations (§5.3)?

5.1 Experimental Setup and Implementation Details

Benchmark Suite. To evaluate SWISS, we apply it to a test suite of well-established protocols from three sources: (i) the I4 benchmarks [34], (ii) the benchmarks from Koenig et al.’s work on first-order-logic separators [27] (henceforth, FOL), and (iii) six Paxos variants developed by Padon et al. [41].

Setup. All experiments are conducted on 8-core machines with Intel i9-9900K CPU processors at 3.60GHz, with 125GB of memory, running Ubuntu 19.10, and using a timeout of 6 hours. Unless specified, we run SWISS with 8 threads using automatic template generation (§4.1.1) and the following optimizations from §4: (i) symmetry breaking, (ii) cex filtering, (iii) hybrid SMT solvers, (iv) filtering redundant invariants, (v) model minimization, and (vi) parallelism. For template auto-generation, by default we use parameters \((d,k,q,m)\) (§4.1.1) of \((1,3,1,5)\) for Breadth and \((2,6,1,6)\) for Finisher.

However, these choices were not ideal for all benchmarks. In particular, if we found that a benchmark completed in under six hours without proving the safety condition, we enlarged the \(F\) space by increasing \(k\), and then increasing \(q\). On the other hand, if a benchmark timed out after six hours without completing the breadth phase, we made the \(B\) space smaller by decreasing its parameters. See §5.2.1.

Implementation. We implement SWISS in approximately 14,000 lines of C++ code. To check the verification conditions, we use the Z3 SMT solver [11] version 4.8.8 with default settings. If Z3 times out after 45 seconds, then we use the CVC4 [2] SMT solver version 1.8-prerelease with the \(--\text{finite-model-find}\) option, an option tuned for finding finite models [44]. We found that for some satisfiable instances, Z3 would often take a very long time to return a model, whereas CVC4, with this specific option, was much more efficient. When applying model minimization, we set a time limit of 45 seconds; if the time limit is reached, we use the current partially minimized model.

5.2 Top-Level Protocol Results

Table 1 summarizes the results of running SWISS on our benchmark suite. It also compares SWISS’s performance with that of the two most closely related systems (see §6 for details),
We analyze our protocol results by bucketing them into coarse-grained categories. Note that I4 can only generate invariants containing universal quantifiers, and hence cannot succeed for benchmarks that require existentially quantified invariants.

**Paxos Variants.** Unlike prior work, SWISS automatically finds all of the invariants for Paxos and Flexible Paxos, which were previously painstakingly constructed by hand [41]. Furthermore, it succeeds at Multi-Paxos if the user provides the correct templates; however, when we attempted to use the automatically-enumerated templates, we found that Breadth does not complete in time. All three protocols require Finisher to find an invariant with six terms and an existential.

Unfortunately, neither I4, FOL, nor SWISS can prove the safety of Fast Paxos [30], Stoppable Paxos [35], or Vertical Paxos [32]. Among the known, handwritten invariants, Fast Paxos and Vertical Paxos each have two 8-term invariants; Stoppable Paxos has three 6-term invariants. SWISS cannot currently synthesize invariants this large—indeed, as it stands, it would need several orders of magnitude more compute time to handle even a single 8-term invariant—and we did not observe it finding equivalent, smaller invariants for these protocols. However, Table 1 shows that SWISS is at least able to synthesize partial invariants equivalent to many of the handwritten ones (discussed in more detail below — §5.2.2).

Finally, we note one interesting occurrence during our preliminary testing: we initially found that SWISS succeeded on Fast Paxos far too quickly and with invariants that looked at a glance to be far too strong. This allowed us to identify a typo in the spec which caused an action to never be enabled.

### 5.2.1 Comparative Results

We analyze our protocol results by bucketing them into coarse-grained categories. Note that I4 can only generate invariants containing universal quantifiers, and hence cannot succeed for benchmarks that require existentially quantified invariants.

**Paxos Variants.** Unlike prior work, SWISS automatically finds all of the invariants for Paxos and Flexible Paxos, which were previously painstakingly constructed by hand [41]. Furthermore, it succeeds at Multi-Paxos if the user provides the correct templates; however, when we attempted to use the automatically-enumerated templates, we found that Breadth does not complete in time. All three protocols require Finisher to find an invariant with six terms and an existential.

Unfortunately, neither I4, FOL, nor SWISS can prove the safety of Fast Paxos [30], Stoppable Paxos [35], or Vertical Paxos [32]. Among the known, handwritten invariants, Fast Paxos and Vertical Paxos each have two 8-term invariants; Stoppable Paxos has three 6-term invariants. SWISS cannot currently synthesize invariants this large—indeed, as it stands, it would need several orders of magnitude more compute time to handle even a single 8-term invariant—and we did not observe it finding equivalent, smaller invariants for these protocols. However, Table 1 shows that SWISS is at least able to synthesize partial invariants equivalent to many of the handwritten ones (discussed in more detail below — §5.2.2).

Finally, we note one interesting occurrence during our preliminary testing: we initially found that SWISS succeeded on Fast Paxos far too quickly and with invariants that looked at a glance to be far too strong. This allowed us to identify a typo in the spec which caused an action to never be enabled.

#### Mutual-Exclusion Protocols

Protocols such as sdl, distributed-lock, lock-server-sync, lock-server-async, and sharded-kv have safety conditions asserting mutual-exclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>∃?</th>
<th>I4 [34]</th>
<th>FOL [27]</th>
<th>SWISS</th>
<th>Partial</th>
<th>t_B</th>
<th>t_F</th>
<th>n_B</th>
<th>m_a</th>
<th>m_a−1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>§2.2</td>
<td>sdl</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 s.</td>
<td>7 s.</td>
<td>5 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 s.</td>
<td>2 s.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ring-election</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 s.</td>
<td>16 s.</td>
<td>11 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>11 s.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>learning-switch-ternary</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 s.</td>
<td>195 s.</td>
<td>195 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>195 s.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lock-server-sync</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1 s.</td>
<td>1 s.</td>
<td>0.2 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2 s.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>two-phase-commit</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 s.</td>
<td>15 s.</td>
<td>6 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 s.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chain</td>
<td></td>
<td>17 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(6 / 7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 s.</td>
<td>(7 / 10)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chord</td>
<td></td>
<td>506 s.</td>
<td>7 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 / 4)</td>
<td>12 s.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>distributed-lock</td>
<td></td>
<td>131 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>toy-consensus-forall</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 s.</td>
<td>3 s.</td>
<td>3 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consensus-forall</td>
<td></td>
<td>1047 s.</td>
<td>29 s.</td>
<td>29 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consensus-wo-decide</td>
<td></td>
<td>23 s.</td>
<td>18 s.</td>
<td>18 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>learning-switch-quad</td>
<td></td>
<td>959 s.</td>
<td>223 s.</td>
<td>736 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lock-server-async</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4 s.</td>
<td>2 s.</td>
<td>3684 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 s.</td>
<td>3682 s.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sharded-kv</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 s.</td>
<td>7 s.</td>
<td>4024 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 s.</td>
<td>4021 s.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>ticket</td>
<td></td>
<td>60 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(5 / 9)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>toy-consensus-epr</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>22 s.</td>
<td>2 s.</td>
<td>2 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consensus-epr</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>377 s.</td>
<td>20 s.</td>
<td>20 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>client-server-ae</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>303 s.</td>
<td>3 s.</td>
<td>2 s.</td>
<td>0.5 s.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>client-server-db-ae</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2739 s.</td>
<td>24 s.</td>
<td>21 s.</td>
<td>2 s.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sharded-kv-no-lost-keys</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1 s.</td>
<td>0.9 s.</td>
<td>0.9 s.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hybrid-reliable-broadcast</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>791 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 / 7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>paxos</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>15950 s.</td>
<td>803 s.</td>
<td>15146 s.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flexible-paxos</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>18232 s.</td>
<td>239 s.</td>
<td>17993 s.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multi-paxos</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>(6 / 11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multi-paxos^</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>984 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td>589 s.</td>
<td>395 s.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fast-paxos</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>(8 / 12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stoppable-paxos</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>(6 / 14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vertical-paxos</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>(14 / 17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison with Prior Work. ∃? indicates that the human-written invariant uses an existential. The time for SWISS is broken down into the time for Breadth (t_B) and Finisher (t_F), with the latter omitted when synthesis succeeds during the Breadth phase. n_B denotes number of iterations of Breadth. Each SWISS result is the median of five runs. For benchmarks where SWISS times out after 6 hours, we report its partial success (§5.2.2) instead of time. Shaded boxes indicate the system did not produce any invariants. In the multi-paxos* benchmark, the user provides a correct template for SWISS as guidance. The columns m_a and m_a−1, discussed in §5.3.4, summarize stats related to the sizes of invariants.
properties, such as those of locks. The invariants for these protocols tend to be large conjuncts of smaller, mutually inductive invariants. **SWISS** struggles with these, since it is forced to discover the entire collection at once, as none are inductive individually. For some, **Finisher** succeeds by inferring all of these mutually inductive invariants as a single large invariant. For sharded-kv and lock-server-asynq, we needed to increase the maximum value of \( k \) from our default configuration. For distributed-lock, the invariant was simply too large for **SWISS** to find. FOL was also unable to solve this benchmark, although 14 solves it quite handily, as it was able to infer the mutually inductive invariants on a small finite instance of the problem. Finally, for sharded-kv-no-lost-keys we needed to use \( q = 2 \) to allow more existentials.

**Learning Switch.** We have two different benchmarks called “learning-switch,” one from 14 and one from FOL. We found that unlike 14 and FOL, **SWISS** succeeds on learning-switch-quad quite handily. In learning-switch-ternary, we found that **Breadth** takes far too long in the default configuration, due in part to a large number of redundant invariants not filtered by our FastImplies test and thus requiring SMT calls to identify as redundant. We reduced the size of \( B \) by configuring \( q = 0 \) (i.e., searching for universal invariants only) for this one benchmark, allowing **SWISS** to also be able to complete it efficiently.

5.2.2 **SWISS-Specific Analysis**

**Invariants.** In some cases, **SWISS** uncovered invariants that were simpler than the ones written by the original researchers. For instance, for the ring-election protocol, **SWISS**’s **Breadth** algorithm identifies three 3-term invariants (9 terms total) similar to the ones from prior work [42]; however, if we run **Finisher** on its own rather than the full **SWISS** algorithm, then it instead generates a single 5-term inductive invariant. For the Paxos protocol, we initially expected that the **Breadth** algorithm would need to run with \( k = 5 \); however, we found that **SWISS** succeeded even with **Breadth** at \( k = 3 \). This shows that mechanized search can find simpler invariants that may be missed by trained researchers.

**Partial Progress.** When an execution of **SWISS** exceeds its time limit, it still generates many invariants which may be useful. To measure how successful this “partial progress” is, we computed how many of the handwritten invariants **SWISS** finds. More precisely, we count how many of these invariants are logical implications of **SWISS**’s invariants. These results are shown in Table 1. Notice that in many cases, **SWISS** finds a majority of the invariants; e.g., for our largest benchmark, **Vertical Paxos**, **SWISS** finds 79%. Furthermore, for the chain benchmark, which has two safety conditions (one for linearizability and one for atomicity), **SWISS** solves the latter.

We do not report any partially solved invariants for the other tools in our comparison. For one, the IC3 approach does not immediately allow extraction of any inductive invariants; a partially-completed IC3 execution would provide a different kind of information: constraints on the possible states of a system after a finite number of transitions. In the case of 14, we did not find any case where it constructed a nontrivial inductive invariant for any benchmark where it did not succeed.

5.3 **Understanding SWISS**

To better understand **SWISS**, we evaluate the effectiveness of our various design choices.

5.3.1 **The Utility of Combining Breadth and Finisher**

In §3, we argue that **Breadth** and **Finisher** target different kinds of invariants and hence are more effective when used together. To validate this claim, we re-ran **SWISS** on our benchmark suite, first using only **Breadth**, and then using only **Finisher**. In both cases, we limited their execution time to that taken by the full **SWISS** algorithm.

Compared to the 19 benchmarks solved by the full **SWISS** algorithm, the **Breadth** algorithm alone solves only 10, while **Finisher** alone solves only 7.

5.3.2 **Execution Times of Breadth Versus Finisher**

In Table 1, **Breadth** is fairly quick, always less than 15 minutes, compared to **Finisher** which can vary from quite quick (a few seconds) to several hours. In fact, this is not an accident and follows directly from the fact that the space \( B \) is chosen to be small, whereas **Finisher** is designed to keep going until it finds a solution or times out. Thus, the runtime of **Finisher** depends on how large that solution turns out to be.

5.3.3 **Impact of User Guidance**

While **SWISS** is designed to automatically search through the space of invariant templates, users can provide more specific guidance via one or more templates. For example, for Paxos, considering the **Finisher** portion, the user might suggest a template like (1) or (2) in Table 2. Compared to searching the automatically generated space of templates, this guidance cuts the search space by 75% and as a result, completes in 20 minutes, a 13.4× speedup.

Of course, the user may erroneously suggest a template not containing any useful invariant. To evaluate the impact of such a mistake, we ran **SWISS** on a template (3) of comparable size to the “correct” templates, as well as some which are much smaller (4-6). The results suggest the user can afford to make some incorrect guesses and still outperform the full auto mode.

Finally, template (7) is the largest template generated automatically with our default configuration. It takes significantly longer, indicating the importance of exploring templates in increasing size order when using auto mode.

5.3.4 **Is it a Small World?**

Our Small World Hypothesis holds that many of the protocols we care about can be solved using a sequence of invariants \( I_1, \ldots, I_n \), which are individually concise. We analyze this hypothesis by measuring the size of the invariants in each of our benchmark protocols. This, in turn, helps us understand
which protocols SWISS will likely succeed at by the degree to which they meet the Small World Hypothesis.

For a given protocol, we examine an invariant $I = I_1 \land \cdots \land I_n$ which proves the desired safety condition, chosen so that $I_1 \land \cdots \land I_j$ is inductive relative to the safety condition (as in Claim 1). The $m_n$ column in Table 1 gives the maximum size of any invariant out of $I_1, \ldots, I_n$. Here, the “size” of a predicate is measured as its number of terms.

We do not claim that our numbers are the minimal possible—we simply use the smallest out of any $I$ that we know of. These may be from invariants synthesized by SWISS itself; in other cases, we use human-constructed invariants.

We can see that 25 out of our 27 benchmarks have $m_n \leq 8$, and 22 of them have even fewer. There were two exceptions: distributed-lock ($m_n = 12$) and vertical-paxos ($m_n = 16$). These two invariants are much bigger than any single invariant we have seen SWISS synthesize.

However, it may be worth noting that these larger invariants are conjuncts of smaller, mutually inductive invariants. For example, the 16-term invariant of vertical-paxos is actually the conjunct of two 8-term invariants (although these invariants are still on the larger side). Thus, these protocols would score much better on a weaker Small World Hypothesis, one where mutual invariants were counted separately. Other approaches may be able to take advantage of this.

To more fully understand SWISS’s behavior, we also measure $m_{n-1}$, the maximum number of terms out of $I_1, \ldots, I_{n-1}$. This statistic is interesting here because for SWISS to succeed in its current form, these $n - 1$ invariants must be in $B$.

To rough approximation, we see that SWISS can succeed approximately when $m_n \leq 6$ and $m_{n-1} \leq 3$. In some cases, SWISS does go beyond: some benchmarks succeed with up to $m_n = 8$, and SWISS can solve multi-paxos (where $m_{n-1} = 4$) if the search space is restricted in other ways.

### 5.3.5 Impact of Filtering

Table 3 shows the impact of each of our filtering stages on Paxos. Counterexample filtering drastically decreases the number of candidates which require an SMT call (i.e., those remaining after `FastImplies`). However, a vast number of candidates (the “Symmetries” column) must be processed by a counterexample-filter. How fast is such filtering?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Sym.</th>
<th>Cex filters</th>
<th>FastImplies</th>
<th>Inv.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$911,275$</td>
<td>$2,250$</td>
<td>$801$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$99 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$232 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$155$</td>
<td>$155$</td>
<td>$5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Winnowing the Paxos Search Space. Number of candidate predicates that remain after a given SWISS feature is applied. Runs are with a single thread over a single template.

To evaluate filtering efficiency, we measure the total time spent on filtering versus SMT inductivity checks in a Paxos benchmark. We find that Finisher (using Template (1) of Table 2) performs 155 inductivity checks via SMT. The average SMT call takes 96.5 ms, with a median of 7 ms and a 95th percentile of 55 ms. In contrast, filtering a single candidate takes 74 nanoseconds on average. Notably, both measures are important characteristics of SWISS, as some workloads are dominated by filtering and others by SMT calls (Appendix B.2).

### 5.3.6 Additional Analysis

See Appendix B for further analysis of SWISS’s performance, e.g., the impact of optimizations, parallelism, and SMT calls.

## 6 Related Work

### 6.1 Verifying Distributed Systems

The research community has long recognized the challenges of designing correct distributed systems. Manually written proofs [25, 31] and model checking [23, 26, 56] increase assurance, but struggle with practical distributed systems [4].

Recent work applies general-purpose software-verification tools to the verification of distributed systems [21, 46, 55]. These tools offer flexibility at the price of substantial human effort. For example, verifying Raft required over 50,000 lines of Coq proof for the protocol and its 520-line implementation [55], and Hawblitzel et al. used 12,000 lines of proof for the safety and liveness proofs of their Paxos protocol [21].

These human costs motivate the search for domain-specific languages (DSLs) and tools that reduce proof effort by re-
restricting the class of encodable systems [12, 13, 36, 53]. For example, tools based on the heard-of model [12, 13, 36] need a run-time system to bridge the gap between an asynchronous network and the synchronous semantics assumed by the verification tool, which can lead to performance bottlenecks. Similarly, pretend synchrony [53] precludes classic optimizations, e.g., request batching in Paxos implementations.

All the works above, even the DSLs, rely on the developer to intuit invariants, which can be hard even for experienced researchers [34]. Recent work tries to reduce this cost via a restricted logic (EPR – §2.4) which makes invariant checking decidable; i.e., given a correct invariant, no further human work is needed. Even within EPR, finding the invariant remains undecidable [40], so Padon et al.’s IVy tool [42] interactively aids the developer: IVy iteratively checks if a candidate invariant is inductive. If not, IVy presents a concrete counterexample, and the developer strengthens the candidate to eliminate it. This repeats until she derives an inductive invariant.

In contrast, Ma et al.’s I4 tool [34] aims to be fully automatic. I4 first runs a custom model checker [19] on an artificially small example of the protocol (e.g., with two nodes) to produce an invariant for the small system. I4 then attempts to generalize the invariant to the unbounded setting. When it succeeds, I4 requires no human intervention. In practice, Ma et al. report manually specifying concrete bounds for all of their benchmarks (to avoid exhaustive parameter searches) and concretizations of certain variables for several benchmarks. Ultimately, I4 is limited by the abilities of its model checker, which does not support existential quantifiers (which §5.2 shows rules out a wide swath of protocols), and is unable to scale to more complex protocols like Paxos. In such cases, the developer is left with little recourse. However, I4 is frequently faster than SWISS and able to synthesize larger invariants for protocols where universally quantified invariants exist.

In recent work, Koenig et al. (FOL) [27] develop an algorithm capable of synthesizing invariants containing existentials. Their algorithm relies on the IC3/PDR algorithm [6, 14] for constructing invariants incrementally. Like SWISS, it iteratively produces counterexamples, but it uses those counterexamples as constraints in a SAT encoding of predicates to be synthesized. SWISS verifies protocols, like Paxos, that FOL does not and verifies some faster than FOL. The reverse is also true, suggesting some complementarity of the approaches.

6.2 General-Purpose Invariant Synthesis

Extensive research [7–9, 15, 17, 18, 20, 37, 39, 49, 57] studies loop-invariant inference for proving program correctness, but this remains challenging. Most approaches are limited to single-loop programs; only a few handle multiple loops or existential invariants. Approaches include abstract interpretation [8], interpolation [37], IC3 [16, 17], templates and constraint solvers [20], counterexample-guided inductive generation (CEGIS) [18, 39, 47], trace analysis [9, 15], and machine learning [48, 49, 57].

More closely related work uses templates [7, 20] to restrict the search to invariants of a given shape. In contrast to these approaches, we automatically construct a large set of templates and search for invariants of larger sizes. CEGIR approaches [18, 39, 47] use enumeration and exploit the fact that guessing a candidate and checking if it is invariant is easier than inferring a loop invariant directly from code. They often employ dynamic analyses to infer candidates from execution traces and use a verifier to check invariant validity. The idea of learning from counterexamples has also been applied to program synthesis in the form of counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) [51], where the synthesizer generates a candidate program and the verifier uses the failed cases to prune the search space. SWISS’s approach is inspired by techniques from search-based program synthesis [1] and the CEGIS framework. Although CEGIS is a general framework, it cannot be used as a black-box since it requires a custom synthesizer, verifier, and learner for each domain. SWISS differs from prior approaches in how it uses the counterexamples to prune the search space (§4.2) and how it applies a CEGIS-style approach to infer more complex invariants than prior work.

Program sketching [50] allows a programmer to sketch a program, i.e., write a program with “holes.” A synthesizer fills the holes such that a specification is satisfied. In SWISS, the user can similarly provide templates to restrict the search, but even if such a template is not provided, SWISS can automatically generate a set of templates and search all of them.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We explore the hypothesis that the safety of most distributed systems can be proven via relatively small invariants (or conjunctions thereof), using our system SWISS, which incorporates novel optimizations to efficiently search the space of candidate invariants. We find that in many cases our hypothesis holds, and SWISS is able to automatically prove their safety, including several, such as Paxos, beyond the reach of prior work. Our results leave open the question of inferring large, mutually inductive invariants. They also illustrate that SWISS and its most recent predecessors often have complementary coverage of the benchmarks. Exploring ways to combine the strengths of each is an intriguing direction for future work.
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A Failed Optimizations

In the interest of full disclosure, and to save others unnecessary work, we briefly summarize three optimizations we implemented and evaluated, only to find that they provide little benefit or actively hurt performance.

A.1 Formula Synthesis

SWISS’s current implementation explicitly enumerates and evaluates candidate invariants. Initially, however, we adopted a strategy from a prior system, MemSynth [5], which synthesizes memory models from a small collection of examples. Instead of explicitly enumerating formulas, MemSynth encodes the desired shape of candidate formulas as constraints on its SMT queries. In our context, this means creating an SMT query that says, “Find a formula that satisfies this template and complies with our accumulated counterexamples.”

However, our early experiments showed that synthesizing the formula via a solver was considerably slower than our combination of a custom enumerator and counterexample filters.

A.2 Bounded Model Checking

Prior work on finding invariants for distributed systems [42], found some benefit from using bounded model checking to try to quickly rule out candidate invariants. In this context, this means checking not just the condition $\text{INIT} \Rightarrow P$, but whether there are any violations of $P$ in states reachable after taking a fixed number of steps from an initial state. If such a violation existed on a model $M$, we can use the counterexample filter $\text{True}(M)$. Likewise, to build $\text{False}$ filters, we consider states a fixed number of steps away from violating safety.

The hypothesis for this optimization is that it would produce more and “higher quality” filters to rule out future candidates. To pay off, these savings must offset the cost of the additional SMT calls that compute the bounded model checks. Sadly, this optimization rarely boosts performance significantly (§5.3.5).

A.3 Aggressively Accumulating Invariants

As it executes, Breadth finds predicates that are invariant with respect to the input invariants $I_1, ..., I_n$; these new invariants are fed into the next iteration of Breadth. This suggests an obvious improvement: treat newly found invariants as input invariants immediately in order to uncover even more invariants than the ones Breadth is guaranteed to find, leading to fewer total loops. We call this variation BreadthAccumulative.

However, this variant introduces several complications. Most critically, it interferes with the FastImplies optimization. For example, suppose we process predicates $f, g, h_1, ..., h_n$ in order and (i) $g$ is invariant; (ii) $f$ is invariant with respect to $g$; and (iii) FastImplies$(f, h_i)$ holds for all $i$. BreadthAccumulative, would pass over $f$ (not invariant), then find and add $g$, causing all $h_i$ to become invariant. Since the $h_i$ are not filtered out by the FastImplies check, BreadthAccumulative’s aggressive addition of the $h_i$ causes the number of invariants to explode. In contrast, Breadth would only add $g$ at the end; then in the next call to Breadth, $f$ would be added to allInv, excluding the $h_i$ via FastImplies.

To prevent BreadthAccumulative from adding such spurious invariants, we added a strengthening step, where the first $h_i$ found would be strengthened to $f$. However, strengthening comes at a cost, and in the end, we found the BreadthAccumulative optimization to be unhelpful (Figure B.2).

B Additional Evaluation

In this section, we provide some additional measurements of the impact of SWISS’s design decisions.

B.1 Impact of Optimizations

Model Minimization. To evaluate the effectiveness of model minimization (§A.2), we measure several benchmarks with and without it (Figure 5). While it adds some overhead for simple protocols, it helps significantly for more complex protocols; in the best case, we found that it improved the Flexible-Paxos experiment by $1.6 \times$.

Bounded Model Checking. For our BMC variant (§A.2), we again ran several experiments with and without it (Figure 5). However, the results show that the cost of the required SMT calls was not sufficiently offset by gains from “higher quality” filters. Hence we disable it in SWISS’s default configuration.

B.2 Impact of Parallelism

To evaluate our parallelism strategy (§4.5.2), we measure run-times with varying numbers of threads, studying Breadth and Finisher independently. For each run, we break down the running time of the longest-running thread in each iteration to see which components of the algorithm parallelize well. We run our experiments on the Paxos protocol.

For the purposes of this experiment, unlike in standard runs, we do not terminate the Finisher algorithm when it finds an invariant which proves the safety condition; instead, we let it search the entire search space $\mathcal{F}$. This removes variance.
Our results are shown in Figure 6. Finisher’s runtime is dominated by enumerating and filtering, which splits fairly evenly across threads. Overall, SWISS on a single template is $2.0 \times$ faster with 2 threads than with 1 thread, and it is $8.6 \times$ faster with 8 threads than with 1.

Breadth, meanwhile, does not parallelize as well, since its runtime is dominated by time spent constructing counterexample filters via SMT calls, which is essentially a fixed cost per thread. At best, we saw a speedup of $1.7 \times$ with 8 threads.

We also evaluated BreadthAccumulative (§A.3) while varying the number of threads (Figure 6). Our hypothesis that BreadthAccumulative would require fewer iterations was confirmed: each run required only one iteration to find all invariants in $\mathcal{B}$ (plus one iteration to confirm no further invariants exist). By contrast, Breadth requires two iterations (plus one) on the same benchmark. However, BreadthAccumulative still performs worse than Breadth due its other costs (e.g., strengthening – §A.3).

**B.3 Hard SMT instances**

As described in §4.3, SMT queries are often rapid, but there are occasional outliers that slow down execution. To measure how problematic these outliers are, we measured the prevalence of hard instances, defined as any instance exceeding forty-five seconds and triggering our retry strategy. In particular, we measured the fraction of total computation time spent on these hard instances.

Among all protocols that SWISS was able to solve, this fraction was greatest for the paxos benchmark, which spent 10.2% of its computation time on hard instances, which accounted for 0.17% of its SMT instances.

However, among all protocols that SWISS was not able to solve, this fraction was greatest for the fast-paxos benchmark, which spent 98.7% of its computation time on hard instances, which accounted for 3.7% of its SMT instances. We currently do not have a good understanding of what makes this protocol’s SMT instances difficult for SMT solvers, but the numbers suggest that improvement to SWISS’s SMT strategy could make it much faster on harder protocols.
Abstract

The classical conception of software-defined networking (SDN) is based on an attractive myth: a logically centralized controller manages a collection of homogeneous data planes. In reality, however, SDN control planes must deal with significant diversity in hardware, drivers, interfaces, and protocols, all of which contribute to idiosyncratic differences in forwarding behavior that must be dealt with by hand.

To manage this heterogeneity, we propose Avenir, a synthesis tool that automatically generates control-plane operations to ensure uniform behavior across a variety of data planes. Our approach uses counter-example guided inductive synthesis and sketching, adding network-specific optimizations that exploit domain insights to accelerate the search. We prove that Avenir’s synthesis algorithm generates correct solutions and always finds a solution, if one exists. We have built a prototype implementation of Avenir using OCaml and Z3 and evaluated its performance on realistic scenarios for the ONOS SDN controller and on a collection of benchmarks that illustrate the cost of retargeting a control plane from one pipeline to another. Our evaluation demonstrates that Avenir can manage data plane heterogeneity with modest overheads.

1 Introduction

The network control plane plays a similar role in modern systems as a classical OS kernel. It manages resources such as end-to-end forwarding paths, maps incoming traffic onto those paths, and enforces policy such as ensuring isolation between tenants in a public cloud.

One challenge that complicates the design of the control plane is dealing with data plane heterogeneity. Much as an OS kernel manages hardware resources for a variety of peripherals, the network control plane manages hardware resources for a variety of data planes. Most network operators purchase equipment from multiple manufacturers to avoid lock-in, which results in devices with heterogeneous feature sets, and even devices manufactured by the same vendor tend to evolve over time. This heterogeneity manifests as complexity throughout the control plane, appearing in low-level drivers and SDKs, device OSes (e.g., SONiC [42], FBOSS [5], Stratum [45]), higher-level APIs (e.g., OpenFlow [23], Open-Config [30], P4Runtime [6]), and even network applications.

As an example, switches based on Broadcom ASICs such as Trident2, Tomahawk and Qumran-MX all expose an OpenFlow-like API to SDN controllers (or more precisely, the OF-DPA [32] abstraction). However, due to differences in the chips, the API behaves in subtly different ways on various devices. For instance, the Termination MAC table, which determines whether to route packets or bridge them, appears in all three devices but behaves differently on Trident2/Tomahawk versus Qumran-MX—the former supports matching on the ingress port while the latter does not. This discrepancy has led to bugs: before a special case was added to the ONOS controller, multicast traffic on Qumran-MX devices was flooded out on all ports rather than being forwarded to the proper multicast groups [34].

This anecdote is just one example of a more pervasive problem. The OF-DPA API specification [32] is more than 150 pages of English prose. The ONOS development team took two years to validate Qumran-MX switches and certify them as production-ready. This effort included multiple iterations of testing and bug fixing to port the Tomahawk driver to Qumran-MX, even though the devices come from the same vendor, implement the same protocols, and expose the same control plane abstractions. In practice, the problem of mapping abstract specifications of forwarding behavior down to real-world targets seems too hard to solve by hand.

Control Plane Synthesis. This paper presents a different approach to managing data plane diversity. Rather than relying on careful engineers to manually craft bug-free mappings from high-level abstractions to low-level targets, we show how to automate this task using program synthesis. More precisely, we develop Avenir, a system that automatically translates control plane operations written against an abstract forwarding specification (e.g., OF-DPA), into lower-level operations for a physical target (e.g., Qumran-MX).
Our approach proceeds in two steps. First, we use the P4 language [4] to model the behavior of the abstract and target devices. Although P4 was originally designed as a domain-specific language for programming devices like Barefoot’s Tofino switch, it is also being used as a specification language for fixed-function devices (e.g., at Google [47]). For our purposes, what matters is that P4 provides a precise, bit-level specification of data plane behavior that can be mechanized using an SMT solver [21]. Hence, when P4 is not sufficiently expressive to model the pipelines’ behavior, our approach should still be applicable. For example, one could work with other packet-processing languages like NPL, eBPF, or vendor SDKs. Second, we use counterexample guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) [41] to translate the abstract control plane operations, such as inserting entries into a match-action table, into equivalent physical operations. Our synthesis algorithm is provably sound (i.e., if it succeeds, the abstract and target behaviors are guaranteed to be equivalent) and complete (i.e., if there a translation for a given operation, Avenir finds it).

At a technical level, we exploit the insight that data plane devices are fundamentally simple. When modeled as programs, they lack complex features like pointers and loops (parser state machines and uses of recirculation can be finitely unrolled in practice). Although data planes exhibit complexity in other dimensions, such as the number of protocols or table entries they support, the amount of processing they perform on any given packet is limited. Hence, it is possible to model their behavior using simple, loop-free programs that are amenable to analysis using automated solvers. In particular, P4’s match-action tables can be treated as program sketches—i.e., programs populated with unknown variables called holes. The CEGIS loop synthesizes table operations by inductively filling in the program’s holes. The controller interacts with these tables incrementally: table entries are usually not changed wholesale, but in small batches. We incrementally synthesize individual control plane operations rather than full tables, which greatly improves Avenir’s efficiency.

However, even if one does synthesis incrementally, scaling up to real-world programs remains a significant challenge. Program synthesis has often been used in offline settings, where performance is not a critical concern. However, a typical control plane might modify a table every few milliseconds. To enable online operation, Avenir incorporates heuristic optimizations such as ignoring existing table rules (when possible), and learning “templates” that cache repeated patterns and avoid unnecessary calls to the SMT solver.

Implementation and Evaluation. We have built an implementation of Avenir in OCaml and Z3, and evaluated its effectiveness and scalability. In particular, we used Avenir to perform a “reboot” load test from the ONOS controller with moderate overhead: ONOS takes 15 minutes to generate 40k abstract IPv6 forwarding rules while our tool translates the insertions to a Broadcom pipeline in about 12 minutes. We conducted a series of experiments in which we retarget control planes from one pipeline to another, and show that generated rules successfully forward packets on the Bmv2 software switch. Finally, to assess Avenir’s scalability, we ran experiments on synthetic microbenchmarks.

Contributions. This paper presents Avenir, a practical control plane synthesis tool based on the following contributions:

- We present synthesis algorithm that incrementally computes changes to data plane operations, motivated by examples in real-world control planes.
- We formalize our synthesis algorithm and prove (in the appendix) that it is sound and complete.
- We present optimizations that leverage incrementality and domain insights to accelerate synthesis.
- We discuss an implementation and show through case studies and microbenchmarks that Avenir synthesizes control plane operations correctly with modest overheads.
As shown in Figure 1, Avenir sits between the controller and the data plane, exposing an interface based on an abstract pipeline to the SDN control plane. It intercepts the control operations, translates them to the target pipeline, and passes results to the switch agent to install on the target device. Note that because Avenir works with an abstract notion of a pipeline, it could be used at multiple levels of abstraction—e.g., to implement a driver for a given switch, an abstraction layer like SAI, or even at higher layers of the SDN controller. Likewise, because Avenir operates on switch-by-switch granularity, it can expose different abstract pipelines for different targets. Avenir’s synthesis algorithm is sound and its solutions are formally verified, which eliminates the potential for subtle bugs caused by the inherent complexity of the problem, assuming the specifications are correct. Avenir’s algorithm is also complete—i.e., given sufficient time, it is guaranteed to find a correct sequence of target operations if it exists.

### Status Quo: Manual Control Plane Mappings

Consider a simple running example based on ONOS that illustrates the need for a control plane synthesis tool. Suppose that each switch implements the simple L2-L3 pipeline in Figure 2a. In this pipeline, the output port is set based on the Ethernet and IPv4 destination addresses in the corresponding tables.

As the network matures, its engineers decide to add additional physical data planes—e.g., to incorporate a new generation of hardware or to avoid vendor lock-in. For instance, the pipeline, shown in Figure 2b, adds a layer of metadata indirection to the physical device to support link aggregation. To avoid disrupting the control plane, which likely consists of hundreds of thousands of lines of code, the engineers write a driver that translates operations written for Pipeline 1 into operations for Pipeline 2. In this case, the driver, shown in Figure 2e, is relatively simple: for each rule, it simply copies the output port into meta and inserts a row into the LAG table.

Finally, suppose the engineers want to migrate their original pipeline to a one big table abstraction (Figure 2d), similar to OpenFlow. Now, the engineers need to make code changes to all three translations (Figure 2f).

---

1ONOS has currently about 611k lines of Java code [28, 37].
Of course, the ONOS engineers could compose the translations from the one big table to the first pipeline, and on to the other pipelines. However as more and more logical and physical tables are added, managing a complex cascade of translations would become unwieldy, and hard to maintain.

**Control Plane Synthesis with Avenir.** Avenir improves upon the state of the art—i.e., writing manual translations—by automating the translation of rules from an abstract pipeline to a target pipeline. Of course, the programmer still needs to write programs that capture the behavior of both pipelines, and that’s a non-trivial task. But we believe this should be less challenging than actually writing the translations—akin to describing source and target languages vs. writing a compiler.

To see how this is done, let’s explore how Avenir translates abstract Pipeline 1 L2 insertions into Pipeline 2 insertions. First, assume, as shown in Figure 2b, that the L3 table is populated with rules that match on the IPv4 address (10.0.0.1) and set the metadata to (8), and the LAG table matches on that metadata and forwards out port 8. Consider inserting a single rule into the abstract Pipeline 1 L2 table that matches on eth.dst = ABB28FC and sets the outport to 5. To reflect this update in Pipeline 2, we then need to solve for the unknowns, written as (?) in Figure 2b. These unknowns model the answers to questions like “Which tables need modification?” and “What should the matches/actions/action data be?”

More formally, the unknowns (?) represent a special kind of variable we instrument our program with, called a hole. Programs instrumented with holes are called sketches. We heuristically search for a valuation of these holes that makes the behaviors of the two pipelines equivalent. In this example, we could set ?_1 = ABB28FC, ?_2 = set_meta(5), ?_3 = 5, and ?_4 = set_out(5). Since we do not need to insert a rule in the L3 table, we do not need to find values for these holes. In practice, holes can only be assigned values, not code snippets, like we are doing here for ?_2 and ?_4. We will see how to construct these sketches in detail in Section 3.2, and we will introduce our synthesis algorithm in Sections 3.3, 4.1 and 5.2.

As a strawman, we might consider an offline approach, where we synthesize the driver code once-and-for-all that can be set. There is no translation that works for all abstract operations, so it must be responsive. As another strawman, imagine an approach that computes a full set of table rules on every control plane operation. This strategy might be workable when the tables have only a few rules, e.g., recomputing the existing match in Pipeline 2’s L3 table, but it would quickly become a bottleneck if there were say, tens of thousands of rules in L3. Hence, we employ an incremental approach in which we synthesize “deltas” consisting of small batches of control plane operations rather than full tables. By only considering the most recent insertion or deletion into a table, we can often reuse previous solutions and avoid redundant recomputation.

Going a step further, we can cache “templates” derived from previous solutions to help translate future operations. For example, on the next insertion into L2, we can try to reuse the same stucture by inserting into L2_fwd and LAG, with actions set_meta and set_out, forcing the argument to set_meta to equal the LAG table match.

## 3 Control Plane Synthesis

Our synthesis algorithm is based on CEGIS [40]. The core of CEGIS is a loop with two main components: verification and inductive synthesis. In each iteration of the loop, a candidate implementation is run through the verification component to check correctness. If verification fails, a counterexample trace is produced, allowing the inductive synthesis component to learn from this failure to generate a better candidate. The loop terminates when verification ultimately succeeds.

In our setting, the CEGIS loop is run for each insertion into the abstract pipeline. Inductive synthesis produces candidate control plane implementations for the target pipeline, and verification checks whether the behavior of the two pipelines are equivalent. The rest of this section discusses the CEGIS components in detail. Section 4 discusses optimizations that make this approach efficient and scalable.

### 3.1 Basic Definitions and Verification

The *verification* component of the CEGIS loop determines whether the synthesized control plane operations implement the same packet-processing behavior on the target pipeline as on the abstract pipeline. We model packets as finite maps from a fixed set of header and metadata fields to bit vectors, and say two packets are equal and write \( pkt = pkt’ \) if they agree on all header fields. Packets have a direct interpretation as a boolean formula: for headers Hdr and a list \( \vec{x} \subseteq \text{Hdr} \), we write \( pkt(\vec{x}) \) to mean \( \bigwedge_{x \in \vec{x}} x = pkt.x \).

**Syntax and Semantics.** In Figure 3, we define the syntax of pipelines. A pipeline program is a just a command \( e \in \text{Cmd} \), that denotes a packet processing function, which we write \( [e] : \text{Pkt} \rightarrow \text{Pkt} \). Pipeline programs can contain bitvector expressions \( e \in \text{Expr} \) and boolean expressions \( b \in \text{Bool} \). Given a bitvector \( [n]_s \) of length \( s \), we use “wraparound” semantics when values \( n \) larger than \( 2^s - 1 \) overflow. We often omit subscripts when \( s \) is clear from context or use evocative notation.

There are a few ways to compositionally build a pipeline program. First, fields \( f \) can be assigned values via the command \( f := e \), which updates the packet \( pkt \) to \( pkt(f \rightarrow n) \), where \( e \) evaluates to \( n \) in \( pkt \). Further, commands can be sequenced, \( c_1 ; c_2 \), which first executes \( c_1 \) then \( c_2 \). We can also
use conditional control flow, written if \( b_1 \rightarrow c_1 \ldots b_n \rightarrow c_n \) fi, which executes command \( c_i \) on the incoming packet \( pkt \) for the smallest-indexed \( b_i \) that evaluates to \( tt \) on \( pkt \). These conditionals are similar to Dijkstra-style guarded commands [9].

Finally, table application \( \text{apply}(t) \) executes match-action table \( t \). Tables are represented as records, where \( t.name \) is table’s name; \( t.keys \) is a list of packet headers referred to by name; \( t.actions \) is the list of actions (which are lexically-scoped anonymous functions \( \lambda (\vec{x}), c \)); and \( t.default \) is the command that is executed when the table is missed. Only certain commands \( c \) may occur inside an action (denoted with a \( * \) in Figure 3)—e.g., table application is not allowed.

Notice that tables have no way of referring to their entries. To represent entries in a table \( t \), we maintain a table instantiation \( \tau : \text{Name} \rightarrow \text{List}[\text{Row}] \), alongside the syntactic pipeline, which maps table names to their row lists. We write \( \text{Inst} \) for the set of all instantiations. We refer to the pair \( (c, \tau) \) as the pipeline state. A row \( \rho \in \text{Row} \) is a triple \( \rho = (\vec{m}, \vec{d}, a) \), where \( \vec{m} \) are matches, \( a \) is the action index and \( \vec{d} \) is the action data.

We can define a source-to-source syntactic transformation \( \text{subst}(c, \tau) \) that replaces every occurrence of \( \text{apply}(t) \) in \( c \) with a guarded command encoding the rows of the table \( \vec{p} = \tau(t.name) \), as follows, where the \( i \)th row \( \rho_i = (\vec{m}_i, \vec{d}_i, a_i) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } t.keys = \vec{m}_0 & \Rightarrow t.action[a_0](\vec{d}_0) \\
\cdots \\
\text{if } t.keys = \vec{m}_n & \Rightarrow t.action[a_n](\vec{d}_n) \\
tt & \Rightarrow t.default
\end{align*}
\]

We say that a row \((\vec{m}, \vec{d}, a)\) is well-defined for a table \( t \) when \( |\vec{m}| = |t.keys|, a < |t.actions| \), and for the parameters \( \vec{x} \) of \( t.actions[a] \), \( |\vec{d}| = |\vec{x}| \). Further, an instance is well-defined when all of its rows are well-defined for their tables, and a command is well-defined when no two tables have the same name. We assume that commands and instantiations are well-defined, and that there are no bit-width mismatches: both are easy to check statically.

Finally, we have control plane edits \((\delta \in \text{Edit})\), which are operations that allow the control plane to modify table instantiations. We interpret them as functions, i.e., \( \delta(\tau) \in \text{Inst} \). There are two kinds of edits: insertions and deletions. For a given instance \( \tau \), an insertion \( A_\rho(p)(\tau) \) appends \( p \) to the end of \( \tau(x) \) (meaning it has the lowest priority). If \( \tau(x) \) has a row \( p' \) with the same matches as \( p \), the inserted row is dropped. A deletion \( D_\rho(i)(\tau) \) removes the \( i \)th element from \( \tau(x) \).

Now that we know how to interpret pipelines as functions, we say \( c_1 = c_2 \) when they are functionally equivalent. To check this condition, we use predicate transformer semantics to generate a verification condition [13], written \( c_1 \equiv c_2 \), which we check using an SMT solver, by running \( \text{CheckSat}(\neg c_1) \). If the solver returns UNSAT, we conclude the programs are equivalent. Otherwise, it returns SAT as well as a model that encodes a counterexample \( \chi \) i.e., an input and output packet pair \( \chi \) that demonstrates different behavior in the abstract and physical programs, writing \( \chi_0 \) and \( \chi_1 \) for the input and output packets respectively. It is easy to prove that this validity check implies functional equivalence.

**Theorem 1.** For every pair of pipelines \( c_1, c_2 \), if \( c_1 = c_2 \) then \( \text{CheckSat}(c_1 \neq c_2) = \text{UNSAT} \), and if \( c_1 \neq c_2 \) then \( \text{CheckSat}(c_1 \neq c_2) = \text{Sat} \chi \).

**Proof.** By soundness of verification conditions with respect to the denotational semantics of guarded commands [9,13].

### 3.2 Synthesizing Candidates via Sketches

To propose new candidate programs for verification, we use a technique called Sketching [41]. A sketch is a command containing special variables called holes. Aside from holes for values (i.e., \(?k\) for match keys and \(?d\) for action data), which we introduced in Section 2, we also need holes for table entries, corresponding to deletions (?Del), insertions (?Add) and action choice (?Act). The meaning of these holes is described in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Summary of holes used in sketching.](image-url)
When the solver determines that a proposed candidate pipeline is a counterexample, it generates a counterexample \( \chi \) that encodes an input-output packet pair. This pair corresponds to a behavior of the abstract switch that is not replicated in the candidate or vice versa. We can use this counterexample to guide our search. More formally, we use the weakest precondition \( \text{wp}(c, \phi) \) whose satisfying models are inputs that, after executing \( c \), yield outputs satisfying \( \phi \).

The \( \text{fix}_\text{cex} \) function constructs the formula \( \chi_0[\vec{x}] \Rightarrow \text{wp}(s, \chi_1[\vec{x}]) \) for the sketch \( s = \text{instr}(p, \sigma, \chi, |X|) \). The formula identifies edits that when applied to the physical pipeline state \( (p, \sigma) \) produce the input-output behavior indicated by \( \chi \).

The function model in Figure 5 lifts \( \text{fix}_\text{cex} \) over all counterexamples \( X \) that have been seen so far. Notice that we only instrument the physical pipeline with \( |X| \) insertion holes since each counterexample hits at most one rule in each table.

### 3.4 Synthesis Algorithm

The full synthesis algorithm is presented in Figure 6. Given a abstract pipeline \( l \), a target pipeline \( p \), an abstract table instantiation \( \tau \), a target table instantiation \( \sigma \), a sequence of physical edits \( \delta \), and a set of counterexamples \( X \), \( \text{cegis}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \delta, \chi, X) \) produces a sequence of edits \( \vec{\delta} \) such that \( \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma)) \) if one exists. We initially call the algorithm with \( \vec{\delta} = [] \) and \( X = \{\} \). First, we call the SMT solver to check for equality. If the programs are equal, we are done, and return \( \vec{\delta} \). Otherwise, we get a counterexample \( \chi \) and solve for new edits by augmenting \( X \) with \( \chi \), applying the edits to the target pipeline and calling model. If it returns UNSAT, there is no way to make the programs equivalent and we fail. Otherwise, we get a new sequence of edits and keep searching.

### 3.5 Formal Properties

Next we establish two formal properties for our synthesis algorithm: soundness and completeness. Soundness means that synthesized target operations produce equivalent behavior.

**Theorem 2 (Soundness).** For every \( l, p \in \text{Cmd}, \tau, \sigma \in \text{Inst}, \delta \in \text{List[Edit]}, \) and \( X \subseteq \{\text{subst}(l, \tau)\} \cap \{\text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma))\} \), if \( \text{cegis}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \vec{\delta}, X) = \text{Ok} \vec{\delta} \) then \( \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma)) \).

**Proof.** Follows from Theorem 1.

Completeness says that if a solution exists, then our synthesis algorithm will (eventually) find it.

**Theorem 3 (Completeness).** For every \( l, p \in \text{Cmd}, \tau, \sigma \in \text{Inst}, \delta \in \text{List[Edit]}, \) and \( X \subseteq \{\text{subst}(l, \tau)\} \cap \{\text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma))\} \), if \( \exists \vec{\delta} \in \text{List[Edit]} . \) subst \( (l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma)) \) then \( \exists \vec{\delta} \in \text{List[Edit]} . \) cegis \( (l, p, \tau, \sigma, \vec{\delta}, X) = \text{Ok} \vec{\delta} \) and subst \( (l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma)) \).

**Proof.** By induction on the size of Pkt \( \setminus \pi_1(X) \).

### Limitations

The main limitation of this first synthesis algorithm is that the number of queries is bounded by the number of counterexamples—i.e., every possible packet. Given an MTU of \( n \), there could be as many as \( 2^n \) packets.
planes are already equivalent, so we only need to handle
incremental changes to the abstract program, such as adding
or deleting a rule. In the common case, we do not have to
resynthesize all of the previously generated rules. However,
some care is needed as certain control plane operations do
require deleting previously installed rules.

### 4.1 Single Counterexample-Guided Search

Our first enhancement to the basic synthesis algorithm is to
only add insertion holes to solve for the most recent coun-
terexample, and only add deletion holes for state that existed
before synthesis began, which greatly reduces the number of
holes we need to produce as we explore the space. Instead
of instrumenting the program with insertion holes for every
counterexample, we only do it for the most recent one.

Consider again the L2 and L3 tables from pipelines 1
with the initial state depicted in Figure 2a. We want to
synthesize edits that send Ethernet packets that miss in
the L2_fwd with destination DECAFBAD on port 47.
Suppose the first counterexample has input packet \( \chi_0 = \{ \text{eth.dst} \mapsto \text{DECAFBAD}, \text{ipv4.dst} \mapsto 8.8.8.8 \} \), and output packet \( \chi_1 = \chi_0[\text{out} \mapsto 47] \). Let’s say on the first iteration we produce the (incorrect) edit to L2_fwd that maps ipv4.dst = 8.8.8.8 to set_out(47), and the verification step will provide a new counterexample.

Suppose the next counterexample has input packet
\( \chi'_0 = \{ \text{eth.dst} \mapsto \text{ABB28FC}, \text{ipv4.dst} \mapsto 8.8.8.8 \} \), and output packet \( \chi'_1 = \chi'_0[\text{out} \mapsto 5] \). Now the simple algorithm will produce the sketch in Figure 7a, which can be solved by deleting the already inserted row \( (?\text{Del}_0 = 1) \) and adding the single required row to the L2 table \( (?\text{Add}_0 = 1, \text{eth.dst}_0 = \text{DECAFBAD}, ?\text{Act}_0 = 0, ?p_0 = 47, \text{and remaining Add/Del holes disabled}) \).

In contrast, the incremental search will first create the unsatis-
fiable sketch shown in Figure 7b. There is no way to fill
its holes to satisfy the above counterexample. We backtrack
with the knowledge that ?ipv4.dst \( \neq 8.8.8.8 \) and attempt to
solve the original sketch with respect to the original coun-
terexample, and the only remaining solution is correct.

First, notice that the final simple sketch uses 21 holes,
whereas each incremental sketch uses only 10. On the other
hand, the incremental search sends 3 sketches to the solver as
opposed to the simple search, which only sends 2. Why do
we want to send more queries to Z3 instead of less? This is
a result of the NP-completeness of SAT/SMT solving. Solv-
ing more formulae with fewer variables is often faster than
solving fewer formulae with more variables. Here, the
search space size for the 3 incremental sketches is approximately
3 \( \cdot |B|^{10} \), whereas for “simple” query it is approximately |B|^{21},
where |B| is the size of the bitvector domain.

Further, observe that the incremental sketches we send
will always have 10 holes, independent of the number of
counterexamples, whereas the simple sketch will continue to
add holes as the number of counterexamples grows.

We formalize this new incremental model-finding function
model' in Figure 8. It is defined in term of a satisfiability check
for a conjunction of three sub-formulas. The first conjunct
uses a modified fix_cex function that instruments the pro-
gram with one addition hole per table. The second conjunct,
\( \varphi \), limits the search by preventing models from reoccurring.
The final conjunct is a search oracle HEURISTIC() that com-
putes restrictions on the search space. The only constraints
on HEURISTIC() are that it must not add covered rules or
previously-deleted rules (to avoid looping), and it must not
permanently preclude any solution (to ensure completeness).
\[\text{fix}_{-}\text{ceis}(p, \sigma, \delta, \vec{x}, \chi) \triangleq \text{pkt}[\vec{x}] \Rightarrow \text{wp}(\text{instr}(p, \sigma, \delta, \overrightarrow{1}), \text{pkt}[\vec{x}])\]

\[\text{model}'(p, \sigma, \vec{x}, \chi, \varphi) \triangleq \text{SAT} \left( \forall \vec{x}. \text{fix}_{-}\text{ceis}(p, \sigma, \vec{x}, \chi) \land \varphi \land \text{HEURISTIC()} \right)\]

Figure 8: The \text{model}' function computes edits to physical state \((p, \sigma)\) to accommodate the counterexample \(\chi\). The oracle soundly restricts the search space.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cegis}(l, p, \tau, \delta, \sigma) & \triangleq \text{verify}(l, p, \delta(\tau), \sigma, [\]) \\
\text{verify}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \vec{x}) & \triangleq \\
& \text{match CheckSat(subst}(l, \tau) \neq \text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma))) \text{ with} \\
& \begin{cases} 
\text{UNSAT} \rightarrow \text{Ok } \vec{\delta} \\
\text{SAT } \vec{\chi} \rightarrow \text{solve}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \vec{\delta}, \vec{\chi}, \text{tt}) \\
\text{solve}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \vec{\delta}, \vec{\chi}, \varphi) \triangleq \\
\begin{cases} 
\text{UNSAT} \rightarrow \text{Fail} \\
\text{SAT } \vec{\delta} \rightarrow \\
\text{match verify}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \vec{\delta} \circ \vec{\delta}') \text{ with} \\
\begin{cases} 
\text{Ok } \vec{\delta}' \rightarrow \text{Ok } \vec{\delta}' \\
\text{Fail} \rightarrow \text{solve}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \vec{\delta}, \vec{\chi}, \varphi \land \neg \vec{\delta}')
\end{cases}
\end{cases}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 9: The incremental backtracking CEGIS algorithm.

4.2 Incremental Synthesis Algorithm

We present our incremental synthesis algorithm in Figure 9. It comprises two mutually recursive functions: verify, which checks the verification condition and solve, which generates new models. Both functions take the same arguments: the abstract and target programs and instantiations \((l, \tau)\) and \((p, \sigma)\) respectively, and a sequence of edits to the target program \(\delta\). They either return \text{Ok } \vec{\delta}'\), where \(\vec{\delta}'\) is the prefix of \(\vec{\delta}\) and \(\text{CheckSat}\(\text{subst}(l, \tau) \neq \text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma))\)) \text{UNSAT}, or \text{Fail}, if there is no such \(\vec{\delta}'\). The \text{cegis} function is the “main” method. It takes the abstract and target pipelines \((l \text{ and } p)\) and instantiations \((\tau \text{ and } \sigma)\) as arguments, as well as the abstract edit \(\delta\). It then applies \(\delta\) to \(\tau\) and invokes \text{verify} with no target edits.

The verify function resembles the \text{cegis} function of Section 3. It first checks whether the programs are equal, and if so returns \text{Ok } \vec{\delta}. Otherwise it calls \text{solve} with an initial counterexample \(\chi\) and an unrestricted model, which searches for an edit to make the programs equivalent.

The solve function takes the standard arguments, with the addition of a counterexample \(\chi\) and the model space restriction formula \(\varphi\), which keeps track of failed solutions for \(\chi\), to prevent repetition. First, \text{model}' searches for a target edit that corrects the behavior for the counterexample. If none exists, we return \text{Fail}, indicating that there is no sequence of equivalent target edits with the prefix \(\vec{\delta}\). Otherwise, \text{model}' provides a model \(\vec{\delta}'\). In this case we extend the running sequence of edits to \(\vec{\delta} \circ \vec{\delta}'\) and call back to verify. If successful, we return the result, otherwise we preclude \(\vec{\delta}'\) from the space of possible models \(\varphi\) (writing \(\neg \vec{\delta}'\) for the negation of valuations that produce \(\vec{\delta}'\)). Then we recursively call \text{solve} and continue searching within this restricted space of models.

4.3 Formal Properties

We prove that the incremental algorithm is also sound and complete. As with the simpler algorithm, the proof of soundness follows by the correctness of the verification condition.

Theorem 4 (Incremental Soundness). For every \(l, p \in \text{Cmd}, \tau, \sigma \in \text{Inst}, \delta \in \text{Edit}, X \subseteq [\text{subst}(l, \tau)] \cap [\text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma))], \) if \(\text{cegis}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \delta, X) = \text{Ok } \vec{\delta}, \) then \(\text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma)).\)

Proof. Again, the result follows from Theorem 1. \(\square\)

As in the simple synthesis algorithm, incremental completeness relies on the finite domain, which here is the product of two finite domains: (1) sequences of reachable edits that do not redundantly add and delete a rule, and (2) the number of valuations for the holes introduced by the instr function.

Theorem 5 (Incremental Completeness). For every abstract program \(l\), target program \(p\), abstract instantiation \(\tau\), target instantiation \(\sigma\) and abstract edit \(\delta\) if \(\exists \vec{x} \in \text{List}[\text{Edit}]. \text{subst}(l, \delta(\tau)) = \text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}(\sigma))\) then \(\exists \vec{\delta}' \in \text{List}[\text{Edit}]. \text{cegis}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \delta, \varphi) \Rightarrow \text{Ok } \vec{\delta}' \) and \(\text{subst}(l, \delta(\tau)) = \text{subst}(p, \vec{\delta}'(\sigma)).\)

Proof. By strong outer induction on the size of the reachable non-deleting edit sequences, and strong inner induction on the (lexicographically ordered) size of the counterexample set and the number of models in each model space. \(\square\)

Theorem 5 proves that Avenir translates abstract operations given unbounded resources. In practice, Avenir’s effectiveness relies on heuristics and optimizations.

5 Heuristics and Optimizations

Avenir offers a number of heuristic optimizations designed to help it scale to larger networks. Interestingly, these optimizations need not be sound. We introduce a run-time check for soundness and revert the optimization if it fails. We focus on two classes of optimizations: verification and model finding.

5.1 Exploiting Incrementality

The key to scalable synthesis is to adopt an incremental approach and focus on edits, while incorporating further optimizations within the verification and synthesis steps.

Fast Counterexamples. In the incremental setting, we know that a new abstract insertion \(\delta\) must be the cause of any semantic difference with the target pipeline. We symbolically compute packets that hit \(\delta\) via an SMT query that gives us a potential counterexample packet \(\text{pkt}\). We use the denotational semantics to check whether \(\text{pkt}\) is a real counterexample. If \(\text{pkt}\) doesn’t induce different behavior we retry the query (in
practice 10 times) until we either obtain a true counterexample, or resort back to the standard equivalence check.

Program Slicing. We leverage the incrementality assumption to use program slicing to verify only the part of the program that changes. This isn’t always sound, so we check that the abstract edits are reachable iff the target edits are. We also have a faster and stronger constraint that checks that the abstract and target matches are disjoint from the extant rules. If both conditions fail, we run the full equivalence check. In practice, slicing composes with constant propagation and dead code elimination to normalize the queries.

Query Templates. The queries produced using program slicing are often syntactically similar. So when we see two validity queries that only differ in their specific concrete values, we try to abstract those concrete values into a universally quantified variable. We then check whether that more-general query is valid. If it is, we add it to a cache of templates, otherwise we continue in a CEGIS loop by negating the valuation of the quantified variables and trying again. Whenever we get future queries that are instances of the template, we can return VALID without having to consult the SMT solver.

Translation Templates. As with queries, we can cache translations of operations by generalizing over their concrete values to obtain a template. The template observes the way that concrete values are mapped from previously-seen abstract insertions into their equivalent target insertions, and structurally replicates that mapping on the new abstract insertion. It also observes the cache of translations for differing constants and generates unused constants for new rules which optimizes for metadata patterns like in Figures 2b and 2c. Note that before adding a solution to the cache, Avenir optionally reduces its size, by heuristically removing superfluous target edits, which improves the generality of the solution. When no template applies, Avenir relies on a heuristic-guided search.

5.2 Model-Finding Heuristics

Now we describe the implementation of the HEURISTIC() oracle, which abstracts a combination of heuristics. In our formalization, we assume that the heuristics are always complete. However in practice, many of Avenir’s individual heuristics are not; when a given combination fails, we disable some and try again with a different combination. This search through the heuristics is currently hard-coded, but we plan to support user control of the search strategy and custom heuristics. We describe the heuristics useful in our experiments here.

Ternary and Optional Matching. In the previous sections, we only inserted holes to generate exact matches. We can generate ternary matches for a match key $k$, which allows us to represent, say, a wild-carded IPv4 source address in only a single row (rather than $2^{32}$ exact-match rows). To do this, we generate a pair of holes $\%k$ and $\%mask$ and encode the match as $k\&?mask = k$. To eliminate duplicate keys we also enforce the constraint $\%k\&?mask = k$. For optional matches, we restrict the masks to be all 1s or all 0s.

Exact and Mask Hints. When a row is inserted into the abstract pipeline, the non-wildcarded keys $K$ of that row are likely relevant in classifying packets. So, we force the relevance of matches on fields in $K$, either by copying the abstract match values into the target edits (which is very optimistic), or by forcing their masks (if masking is enabled) to be all 1s.

Action Hints. Given a counterexample $(pkt_0,pkt_1)$, we can observe the variables that change in the abstract program, i.e., $\Delta = \{x | pkt_0.x \neq pkt_1.x\}$, and ensure that all edits have actions that can influence the value of some variable in $\Delta$.

Other Optimizations. Our final collection of optimizations are based on intuitive heuristics that arise often in practice.

- **Reachable Adds.** We force synthesized models to be reachable using the counterexample driving the search.
- **Prefer Adds.** We try to find a solution that does not require deleting existing rules.
- **Prefer Non Zero Models.** We enforce $\%k \neq 0 \neq d$ for all key and data holes, unless they are wildcarded.
- **Bounded Edits.** We restrict the search space so that backtracking is triggered beyond specified limits.
- **Previous Counterexamples.** We try to synthesize rules that do not violate previously-seen counterexamples.

6 Implementation

We implemented Avenir in approximately 11K lines [37] of OCaml code that interfaces with Z3 [8]. Our implementation accepts a description of an abstract and a target pipeline, sequences of insertions to both programs (to construct the initial state), as well as a sequence of abstract edits to synthesize. Avenir then produces a sequence of edits to the target program (or fails if no such sequence exists). All of the optimizations described in 5 are configurable as command line flags. In our implementation, we use an efficient encoding of the weakest precondition [13], which has linear size for the programs in our internal syntax.

P4 Program Encoding. The front-end of our implementation supports a large subset of P4, via an encoding from P4’s control blocks into Avenir’s internal syntax. This translation resembles previous work on verifying P4 programs [21]. Of course, P4 is a larger language than Avenir’s syntax. We support more complex P4 language constructs by desugaring them into sequences of internal commands.

We currently assume that all of the data plane programs use the same parser and headers. Hence, in cases where a mapping only exists due to invariants enforced by the parser—e.g., that a packet cannot simultaneously have IPv4 and IPv6 headers—these assumptions must be manually encoded as annotations. We also ignore match kinds and assume all matches are either exact, ternary or optional, depending on command line flags. Finally, we manually encode certain device-specific behaviors.
such as the initial value fields and the drop port value. Our implementation is on GitHub\footnote{Available at \url{https://github.com/cornell-netlab/avenir}} under an open-source license.

7 Evaluation

To evaluate Avenir, we demonstrate its functionality under a variety of synthetic and realistic scenarios, and measured its performance against hand-written baselines. First, we show how Avenir can automatically retarget a given abstract pipeline to multiple target pipelines (Section 7.1). Second, we pass packets through the Bmv2 software switch using the generated rules, which both shows they are correct and quantifies Avenir’s performance when installing rules for multiple hosts (Section 7.2). Third, we present a case study consisting of a realistic workload drawn from the Trellis data center fabric, running on top of the ONOS SDN controller\footnote{Running in a network emulator (mininet).} (Section 7.3). Finally, we study Avenir’s scalability via a suite of microbenchmarks (Section 7.4). Our evaluation pays particular attention to the caches, as these are particularly important to obtain good performance.

Summary of Results. Overall, our evaluation shows that, in a variety of cases, Avenir can translate large numbers of rules efficiently. The retargeting, emulation, and ONOS experiments show that Avenir is effective at mapping to and from a variety of programs, and demonstrate that the caching optimizations are highly effective at reducing overheads.

7.1 Retargeting Study

Avenir allows operators to expose a single pipeline abstraction to the control plane, while implementing the forwarding logic over a myriad of physical devices. We demonstrate this use case via a retargeting study, where we retarget an initial program onto a variety of different target pipelines.

The logical program logical\_p4 is a simple L2-L3 pipeline followed by a PUNT table that performs packet validation on all headers and metadata. We describe 5 additional target pipelines in terms of the changes to logical\_p4:

- (early\_validate\_p4) Replaces the PUNT table of logical\_p4 with an ACL that can only match on addresses. Adds a validation table prior to the L2 table that matches on

- (action\_decomp\_p4) Decomposes the L3 table into two tables, (1) a forward table that matches on the IPv4 destination and sets the output port, (2) a rewrite table that matches on the IPv4 destination and performs MAC rewriting.

- (metadata\_p4) Instead of setting the output port, the L2 and L3 tables set a metadata field. This metadata field is mapped to the output port in the next-hop table, which is applied between the L2 and L3 tables.

- (double\_p4) Applies all three tables in the pipeline twice.

- (choice\_p4) Introduces a staging table that sets a metadata variable to select between copies of the abstract pipeline.

We used Avenir to translate 1,001 logical\_p4 insertions (1 into PUNT for TTL checking, 500 into L2 for Ethernet destination forwarding, and 500 into L3 for IPv4 destination forwarding and MAC rewriting). We show completion graphs for each target in Figure 10.

There are a few things to notice. Every line has an “elbow” at the 50% mark on the y-axis, after which the slope decreases. This represents the transition between parts of the workload. The L3 insertions are slower, because the L2 table is already populated with 500 rules, and slicing has to deal with larger tables. Further, these rules may cause the query template cache to miss: the second “elbow” on the metadata line indicates where the query cache’s synthesis engine was able to successfully abstract.

To further demonstrate the power of our template caches, we compare our “cold-start” synthesis (solid lines), where the caches are empty, with “hot-start” synthesis (dotted lines), where the caches are fully populated. We achieve this by running Avenir on the same data twice, without resetting the caches, and logging performance for the second run. The massive performance increase is seen in Figure 10. Network operators concerned with nondeterministic runtimes associated with synthesis can manually populate their caches.

7.2 Network Emulation

We use Avenir to program the entries of a programmable software switch (bmv2) running in a network emulator (mininet). We configure 64 hosts in a star topology connected to a single

Figure 10: Retargeting case study: solid lines show cold-start completion %; dotted lines show hot-start completion %.

Figure 11: Proportion of all pairs of 64 hosts connected in a star topology that have completed a successful IPv4 ping.
switch, and install rules to establish all-pairs ping connectivity. The P4 program running on the software switch is the simple_router.p4 program from the Bmv2 repository. The abstract program is a modified version that joins together the L3 rewriting and forwarding tables into one.

We generate rules required to establish all-pairs connectivity into the logical program and use Avenir to synthesize the equivalent edits into simple_router.p4. We then report the time of the first successful ping between each pair of hosts. We compare Avenir cold-cache run with a manually generated sequence of rule insertions and a pre-populated hot-cache, the results are depicted in Figure 11.

### 7.3 Case Study: Trellis & ONOS

Trellis [46] is a set of production-grade SDN apps running on ONOS [2,29] to provide control plane logic for multi-purpose L2/L3 leaf-spine fabrics of OF-DPA Broadcom switches. Internally, Trellis uses an ONOS API called FlowObjective, designed to allow portability of apps across different switches by abstracting common L2/L3 functionalities. Trellis controls switches by writing FlowObjectives, which are translated by an ONOS driver into OpenFlow messages for OF-DPA tables. Finally, OF-DPA translates OpenFlow messages to Broadcom SDK calls to populate ASIC-specific tables.

We evaluated Avenir on real-world P4 programs that represent the outermost layers of the architecture described above. The fabric.p4 [12] P4 program was created by the ONOS developers to support Trellis on programmable switches. It is designed to simplify control plane operations, and for this reason it closely resembles the FlowObjective API. Likewise, bcm.p4 [27] abstracts tables from the Broadcom SDK, and was created for Stratum [45], an open source switch agent that uses P4 to model control APIs.

We then collected 40k IPv6 route insertions into fabric.p4 corresponding to a switch reboot load test designed by ONOS engineers. Avenir synthesized insertions into bcm.p4 that equivalently process the IPv6 header and egress specification.

Since Avenir does not process the parser, we simulated its behavior by manually setting the validity bit of the IPv6 header to true, and the IPv4 and MPLS headers to false. Further, the P4 specification [7] leaves the initial values of metadata headers undefined; we manually zero-initialize the metadata fields (a behavior that can be specified for many P4 targets via a compile time flag).

Further, we modified the l3_fwd in bcm.p4 by swapping the IPv6 matches for IPv4 matches; otherwise there wouldn’t have been a valid translation. Finally since Avenir works with parsed headers, we systematically renamed headers in bcm.p4 to match fabric.p4.

The results are shown in Figure 12. According to its engineers, ONOS computes and installs these 40k IPv6 routes over a period of about 15 minutes. This figure includes Trellis’ route computation logic, the translation itself and the installation of rules onto the physical target devices. Figure 12 shows that Avenir translates these 40k routes into bcm.p4 pipeline in just under 12 minutes. However, it is unclear what conclusions to draw about overhead, because we don’t know how ONOS’ translation logic performs. In the (unlikely) best case, we would have no overhead. In the (also unlikely) worst case, we would nearly double the runtime. The real performance would likely be somewhere between these extremes.

### 7.4 Microbenchmarks

To assess Avenir’s scalability, we procedurally generated a collection of microbenchmarks that explore two independent variables, the number of 32-bit input variables $I$ and the number of 32-bit output variables $O$. For simplicity, the input and output variables sets are distinct.

The abstract pipeline has one table that matches on all of the input variables, and assigns one of the output variables. The target pipeline first matches on all output variables and assigns a metadata value $m$. This initial staging table is followed by a sequence of $O$ output tables. Table $i$ in this sequence matches solely on $m$ and optionally assigns an output variable.
The results are shown in Figure 13. The x-axis shows the number of bits in the abstract program (i.e., $32(I + O)$) and the y-axis shows the time in seconds to translate 100 random abstract edits. The violins show the timing distribution marked with median value. The variation comes from the random generation and the variation in $I$ and $O$.

Since networking programs are usually classifier-heavy, we also fixed the number of 32-bit output variables to 8, and varied the size of the classifier. The results are in Figure 14.

Of course, it’s difficult to make general claims about the scalability of Avenir’s approach, which incorporates numerous heuristics. Nevertheless, it does seem that the complexity increases exponentially with the number of bits, as is expected for a tool that relies on a black-box solver. Target pipelines with different structure than the regular, repeated structure in our microbenchmarks may behave differently.

8 Limitations and Future Work

We discuss two limitations to Avenir’s methodology: the cost of formally specifying the abstract and target pipelines, and the run-time overheads of our heuristic search.

The biggest threat to Avenir’s use is the requirement that pipelines be formally specified. The work required to develop a formal specification can be significant, and there is no guarantee that a given specification of a pipeline will accurately describe its run-time behavior. Of course, these concerns can be side-stepped if the pipelines are already programmed in P4. But more generally we would need tools for generating specifications and testing conformance. We plan to explore such tools in future work.

Another limitation is our use of heuristic search. The evaluation shows many situations in which Avenir works efficiently, but there are also situations in which it fails to terminate in a reasonable time. For example, to translate from $Pipe_1$ to $OBT$ in Figure 2, Avenir maintains a cross product of $L_2$ _fwd and $L_3$ _fwd, which requires quadratic operations, and causes incremental heuristics to fail. Expanding the effective scope of Avenir’s search is future work. We also plan to explore optimal notions of synthesis—e.g., finding the smallest solution.

9 Related Work

Synthesis. Avenir is based on Sketching [39], wherein the programmer is allowed to insert unknown “holes” into a program that are filled using CEGIS [40]. Sketching has been used to build a code generator for packet-processing switch pipelines [16]. NetComplete [10] allows network operators to express their intent by sketching parts of the intended configuration for refactoring or updating purposes. Our novelty is to use sketching to synthesize control plane mappings.

Another use of synthesis is to generate implementations from high-level specifications, e.g., stratified Datalog [11], regular expressions with uninterpreted functions [35], first-order logic constraints [3], and LTL [22].

P4 Verification. There are several recent projects on verifying P4 program properties. Lopes et al. developed an operational semantics for P4 and developed a verification tool based on Datalog which can check program equivalence [24]. P4K presented an operational semantics for P4 using the K framework [19]. p4ptgen uses symbolic execution to generate test cases for P4 programs [26]. ASSERT-P4 translates P4 to a C-like representation, and then symbolically executes the program [15]. Vera [43] uses SymNet [44] as a symbolic execution framework to verify P4 programs. p4v [21] uses symbolic techniques to avoid run-time source traversals.

Network Virtualization. There are many SDN controllers, such as POX [33], NOX [17], and Open Daylight [31]. A few of them specifically target the problem of flow rule composition, including the Frenetic language and controller [14] and Pyretic [25]. Other efforts have focused on network virtualization, i.e., mapping abstract specifications down to target realizations, such as ONIX [20], FlowVisor [36], CoVisor [18] and the NetKAT compiler [38]. Among this work, Avenir is unique in developing an approach to managing heterogeneous abstract and target pipelines.

10 Conclusion

This paper presented Avenir, a tool that automatically synthesizes control plane operations to ensure uniform behavior across a variety of physical data planes. Avenir uses a counterexample guided inductive synthesis algorithm based on a novel application of sketches to data plane programs. Our evaluation demonstrates that Avenir correctly synthesizes control plane operations with modest overheads.
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A Formal Details

The grammar of bit-vector expressions and boolean formulae is described in Figure 15.

\[
e ::= (e \in \text{Expr}) \\
v \quad \text{Bit Vector} \\
f \quad \text{Field} \\
e - e \quad \text{Subtraction} \\
e + e \quad \text{Addition} \\
e & e \quad \text{Bitwise And}
\]

\[
b ::= (b \in \text{Bool}) \\
tt \quad \text{Truth} \\
ff \quad \text{Falsehood} \\
e = e \quad \text{Equality} \\
e < e \quad \text{Inequality} \\
¬ b \quad \text{Negation} \\
b \lor b \quad \text{Conjunction} \\
b \land b \quad \text{Disjunction}
\]

Figure 15: Syntax of BitVector expressions and boolean formulae.

The semantics of edits are defined below

\[
A_1(\rho) \tau \equiv \begin{cases} \tau[x \mapsto \tau(x)@[p]], & \forall p \in \tau(x), \ \pi_1(\rho) \neq \pi_1(\rho') \\ \tau, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

\[
D_1(i) \tau \equiv \tau[x \mapsto \tau(x)[0 : i]@[\tau(x)[i + 1 :]] \\
\delta \tau \equiv \delta_1 \circ \cdots \circ \delta_n \tau
\]

Instantiations. A table is populated by rows in Row. A single row \(\rho = (\vec{m}, \vec{d}, a) \in \text{Row}\) is a tuple comprising a sequence of match values \(\vec{m}\), a sequence of action data \(\vec{d}\), and an action index \(i\). We write \(\pi_1(\rho) = \vec{m}\), \(\pi_2(\rho) = \vec{d}\), and \(\pi_3(\rho) = a\).

Note that our instantiations only allow exact matches on data. This does not affect the generality of our formal results, since exact matches can easily encode ternary and lpm matches (with untenable blowup, of course). Using these more compact matches is an optimization we describe in Section 5.

A row is well-formed for a table \(t\) if \(|\vec{m}| = t.\text{keys}\), \(i < |t.\text{actions}|\), and when \(t.\text{actions}[i] = \lambda x. \ c\), then \(|x| = |\vec{d}|\). In practice, there are additional typing constraints regarding the sizes of the bitvectors, but as we’ve abstracted bitvectors to naturals in this exposition, we can set that bookkeeping aside. We assume henceforth that all rows are well-formed for the tables into which they are being installed.

An instantiation \(\tau \in \text{Inst}\) is a function from table name to sequences of rows that describes the given state of the tables in a pipeline, i.e., given a table \(t\), \(\tau(t.\text{name})\) gives us the sequence of rows in the table. We often write \(\tau(t)\) as convenient shorthand. Moving forwards we will use \(\tau\) to describe instantiations for abstract programs and \(\sigma\) to describe instances for physical programs.

An instantiation is well-formed if every row in every table is well-formed.

Now that we have pipelines \(c\) and instantiations \(\tau\), we can define how to combine them via the function \(\text{subst}(c, \tau)\), which produces another command with no tables in it. Effectively we replace a table \(t\) with a guarded command that checks each row \((\vec{m}, \vec{d}, i)\) in sequence. A single row is translated to the guarded command: \(\text{encKeys}(t.\text{keys}, \vec{m}) \rightarrow t.\text{actions}[i](\vec{d})\), where the \(\text{encKeys}\) function We present this formally in Figure 16. Since instances \(\tau\) are total functions, \(\tau(i)\) will always be defined.

We call the command \(c' = \text{subst}(c, \tau)\) an instantiated pipeline. Note that all of the table applications have been encoded away and we have a simple loop-free command.

Interpretation. We can interpret instantiated pipelines as functions on packets. A packet comes in and then a (possibly different) packet goes out. Similar to other formalisms of packet processing functions we define packets to be valuations on the headers and metadata [1]: packets are defined as finite maps \(\text{Hdr} \cup \text{Meta} \rightarrow (\text{BitVec})\). Operations on packets \(\text{pkt}\) are the standard ones: the empty packet is written \(\{\}\); to update or set the value of \(h \in \text{Hdr}\) to \([n]\) \(\in \text{BitVec}\) with \(h.\text{size} = s\), write \(\text{pkt}\{h \mapsto [n]\}\), otherwise the update is undefined; to access the value of \(x\), write \(\text{pkt}.x\). The set of defined names \(x\) in a packet \(\text{pkt}\) is denoted \(\text{dom}(\text{pkt})\). A packet is well-formed when it can be constructed by a series of defined updates. In what follows, we assume all updates are well-formed and all packets well-defined: specifically, that \(\text{Pkt}\) the set of well-defined elements of \(\text{Hdr} \rightarrow (\text{BitVec})\).

The semantics of commands on a packet \(\text{pkt}\) are straightforward. The assignment operation \(x := c\) first evaluates \(c\) to a value \(n\) in the environment defined by the packet \(\text{pkt}\), and then returns the packet \(\text{pkt}\{x \mapsto n\}\). The sequence operator \(\langle c_1, c_2 \rangle\) is simply interpreted as functional composition: the output of \([c_1]\) \(\text{pkt}\) is passed into \([c_2]\).

The semantics of guarded commands are broken into two cases. First, if there are no rows in the selection, i.e., \(\text{if } \text{fi}\), the command is interpreted as the identity function, otherwise, if there is at least one row in the selection (i.e., \(\text{if } \langle b \rightarrow c, \ b \rightarrow c \text{ fi} \rangle\), then \(b\) is evaluated in the packet environment. If it evaluates to \(tt\), then execute \(c\), i.e., \([c]\) \(\text{pkt}\), otherwise, if \(b\) evaluates to \(ff\), we simply check the remaining rows in the guarded command, i.e \([\text{if } b \rightarrow c, \text{ fi}]\) \(\text{pkt}\).

Finally, the denotation of a table is simply its default action.

We leave the semantics of our expressions \((\mathcal{E}[\cdot])\) and booleans \((\mathcal{B}[\cdot])\) undefined, as their definitions are standard.

The logical encoding uses the predicate transformer semantics of GCL programs [9]. Our semantics are identical to Dijkstra’s, with the exception of our guarded commands. Ours are definitionally mutually exclusive, his are nondeterministic. To remedy this we simply negate the preceding guards, and then apply the weakest precondition function, \(wp\).
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Figure 18: The verification condition for determining when two programs implement the same function

The verification condition is defined in Figure 18. Leveraging the connection between weakest preconditions and denotational semantics [9], we can define equivalence pipelines $c_1$ and $c_2$ by taking the weakest precondition with respect to a particular formula $\Phi$, which equates every header variable to a fresh symbolic variable. The free variable will then capture the input value of a program, and the symbolic variable will capture the output value of the program.

As an example, consider the following command $c$:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{if } x = 1 & \rightarrow x := 5 \\
\quad \text{tt } & \rightarrow x := 9 \\
\end{align*}
$$

Then the $\Phi$ corresponding to this command is $x = x'$. Then $wp(c, \Phi)$ is equivalent to

$$
(x = 1 \Rightarrow 5 = x') \\
\land (x \neq 1 \Rightarrow 9 = x')
$$

The variable $x$ captures the input conditions (either $x = 1$ or not), and the $x'$s capture the output variables: when the input $x$ value is one, the output will be 5; otherwise, it will be 9.

**Instrumentation** The instr function formalizes how to add holes to a table. We write else if to help delineate elements in the selection list.

$$
instr(t, \tau, \delta, n) \triangleq \begin{cases} 
\text{if } t.\text{keys} = \bar{m} \land \text{?Del}[t.\text{name}, i] = 0 \rightarrow t.\text{actions}[a_i](\bar{a}) \\
\quad \text{for } (\bar{m}, \bar{d}, a_i) \in \tau(t) \text{ if } D(t.\text{name}, i) \notin \delta \\
\text{else if } t.\text{keys} = \bar{m} \rightarrow t.\text{actions}[a_i](\bar{a}) \\
\quad \text{for } A(t.\text{name}, (\bar{m}, \bar{d}, a_i)) \in \delta \\
\text{else if } \\
\quad \left( \land_{k \in t.\text{keys}} [k = ?k_i.\text{name}, j] \\
\quad \land \text{?Add}[t.\text{name}, j] = 1 \\
\quad \land \land_{k \leq j} [k \neq ?k_i.\text{name}, k = 1] \\
\quad \land \text{?ActionId}[t.\text{name}, j, i] = i \right) \rightarrow t.\text{action}[i](\bar{d}_i, \text{name}, j) \\
\quad \text{for } 0 \leq i < |t.\text{actions}| \text{ and } 0 \leq j < n \\
\end{cases}
$$

Figure 19: The instr function formalizes how to add holes to a table.
B Proof of Completeness

Lemma 1 (Hits Restrict). For every program \( p \in \text{Cmd} \), instance \( \sigma \in \text{Inst} \), and set of counter examples \( X \) such that for every \( (\chi_0, \chi_1) \in X, [\text{substant}(p, \sigma)] \chi_0 = \chi_1 \), then there exists \( \sigma' \) such that \( X \subseteq \text{substant}(p, \sigma') \) and \( [\sigma'(t)] \leq |X| \) for every \( t \in \text{Tables}(p) \).

**Proof.** Proceed by induction on the structure of \( p \):

\[
\begin{align*}
(p & = x := e) \quad \text{Trivial because Tables}(x := e) = \emptyset \quad \text{and} \\
(p & = (p_1; p_2)) \quad \text{Assume } p = p_1; p_2. \text{ Introduce } X \text{ and } \sigma \text{ as above,}
\end{align*}
\]

Decompose \( X \) across \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) such that
\[
\begin{align*}
X_1 & \triangleq \{ (\chi_0, \chi_1) \mid [\text{substant}(p_1, \sigma)] \chi_0 = \chi_1, \chi_0 \in \pi_1(X) \} \\
X_2 & \triangleq \{ (\chi_1, \chi_2) \mid [\text{substant}(p_2, \sigma)] \chi_1 = \chi_2, \chi_1 \in \pi_2(X) \}
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that \( X_2 \circ X_1 = X \).

Now by the IH on \( p_1, \sigma \) and \( X_1 \) we get \( \sigma_1 \) such that every rule is hit by a counterexample in \( X_1 \),

\[
\forall (\chi_0, \chi_1) \in X_1, [\text{substant}(p_1, \sigma)] \chi_0 = \chi_1
\]

and \( |\sigma_1(t)| \leq |X_1| \) for all \( t \in \text{Tables}(p_1) \). Similarly, by the IH on \( p_2, \sigma \) and \( X_2 \), we get \( \sigma_2 \) such that every rule is hit by a counterexample in \( X_2 \).

\[
\forall (\chi_1, \chi_2) \in X_2, [\text{substant}(p_2, \sigma)] \chi_1 = \chi_2
\]

and \( |\sigma_2(t)| \leq |X_2| \) for all \( t \in \text{Tables}(p_2) \).

Now we can construct \( \sigma' \) such that

\[
\sigma'(t) = \begin{cases} 
\sigma_1(t), & \text{if } t \in \text{Tables}(p_1) \\
\sigma_2(t), & \text{if } t \in \text{Tables}(p_2)
\end{cases}
\]

Observe that \( \sigma|_{\text{Tables}(p)} = \sigma_i \) for \( i = 1, 2 \). Now we show the two remaining properties.

* Since \( X = X_2 \circ X_1 \) is a function, we know \( \forall t \in \text{Tables}(p), |\sigma_1(t)| \leq |X_1| \leq |X| \) and \( |\sigma_2(t)| \leq |X_2| \leq |X| \), and the table names in \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are disjoint. Conclude that \( \forall t \in \text{Tables}(p), [\sigma'(t)] \leq |X| \).

* Show \( X \subseteq \text{substant}(p, \sigma') \). Our IHs give

\[
\begin{align*}
X_1 & \subseteq [\text{substant}(p_1, \sigma_1)] \\
X_2 & \subseteq [\text{substant}(p_2, \sigma_2)]
\end{align*}
\]

By definition,

\[
[\text{substant}(p_1; p_2, \sigma')] = [\text{substant}(p_2, \sigma')] \circ [\text{substant}(p_1, \sigma')]
\]

Then,

\[
[\text{substant}(p_2, \sigma')] \circ [\text{substant}(p_1, \sigma')]
\]

by the disjointness of table names. The result follows.

\[
p = \text{if } b \rightarrow p \text{ fi}
\]

Similar, but \( n \)-ary.

\[
p = \text{apply}(t)
\]

Assume that \( p = \text{apply}(t) \) for some table \( t \). The corresponding rows for the table are \( \sigma(t) = \tilde{p} \).

Compute a subsequence \( \tilde{p}' \) of \( \tilde{p} \) such that \( \tilde{p}' \) contains \( p_t \) iff there is some input packet in \( X \) that hits \( p_t \). Create an instantiation \( \sigma' = \sigma(t \rightarrow \tilde{p}') \).

Since each the rules are equality matches (and hence disjoint), \( [\text{substant}(\text{apply}(t), \sigma')] \chi_0 = \chi_1 \) for every \( (\chi_0, \chi_1) \in X \).

Since some \( \chi_0 \in \pi_1(X) \) may miss, conclude that \( [\sigma'(t)] \leq |X| \).

\( \square \)

Lemma 2 (Model Solution). For every \( p \in \text{Cmd}, every \sigma \in \text{Inst}, and every \ X \subseteq \text{Pkt} \), if there exists \( \tilde{\sigma} \in \text{List}(\text{Edit}) \) such that \( X \subseteq [\text{substant}(p, \tilde{\sigma}(\sigma))], \) then

\[
\text{SAT } \tilde{\sigma} = \text{model}(p, \sigma, X)
\]

and

\[
X \subseteq [\text{substant}(p, \tilde{\sigma}(\sigma))]
\]

**Proof.** Let \( \tilde{\sigma} \) be such that \( X \subseteq [\text{substant}(p, \tilde{\sigma}(\sigma))] \).

Lemma 1 gives us \( \sigma' \) from \( \tilde{\sigma}(\sigma) \) such that for every table \( t \in \text{dom}(\sigma'), [\sigma'(t)] \leq |X|, \) and \( X \subseteq [\text{substant}(p, \sigma')] \).

Construct the following witness to the query in Figure 5

\[
\begin{align*}
?\text{Del}_t,i & \rightarrow \text{Del}(t,i), & & t \in \text{Tables}(p), \\
?\text{Add}_t,i & \rightarrow \text{Add}(t,i), & & \forall t \in \text{Tables}(p), |\sigma(t)| > i \geq 0 \\
?\text{Act}_t,i & \rightarrow \text{Act}(t,i), & & \forall t \in \text{Tables}(p), 0 \leq i < |\sigma(t)| \\
?d_t,i & \rightarrow \text{D}(t,i), & & \forall t \in \text{Tables}(p), 0 \leq j < |\sigma(t)| \\
\end{align*}
\]

which corresponds to the rules

\[
\begin{align*}
d_t,i & \equiv \text{D}(t,i), & & \forall t \in \text{Tables}(p), |\sigma(t)| > i \geq 0 \\
a_t,j & \equiv \text{A}(t,i), & & \forall t \in \text{Tables}(p), 0 \leq j < |\sigma(t)| \\
\tilde{\sigma} & \equiv \tilde{\sigma}' \cdot \tilde{\sigma}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that \( \tilde{\sigma}' \) is sorted from highest index to lowest index.

Observe that \( \tilde{\sigma}'(\sigma) = \tilde{\sigma}(\sigma) \circ \tilde{\sigma}'(\sigma) = \sigma \), so we can conclude that \( \forall (\chi_0, \chi_1) \in X, [\text{substant}(p, \tilde{\sigma}(\sigma))] \chi_0 = \chi_1 \), and we’re done.

\( \square \)
Theorem 6 (Completeness). For every logical program \( l \in \text{Cmd} \), physical program \( p \in \text{Cmd} \), logical instantiation \( \tau \in \text{Inst} \), physical instantiation \( \sigma \in \text{Inst} \), sequence of physical edits \( \delta \in \text{List}[\text{Edit}] \), and every set \( X \) s.t.
\[
X \subseteq [\text{sub}(l, \tau)] \cap [\text{sub}(p, \delta(\sigma))],
\]
if
\[
\exists \bar{e} \in \text{List}[\text{Edit}], \text{sub}(l, \tau) = \text{sub}(p, \bar{e}(\sigma))
\]
then
\[
\text{Ok} \delta' = \text{cegis}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \delta, X)
\]
and
\[
\text{sub}(l, \tau) = \text{sub}(p, \delta'(\sigma))
\]
Proof. Proceed by induction on \(|\text{Pkt} \setminus \pi_1(X)|\).

Base Case. \((\pi_1(X) = \text{Pkt})\). The definition of functional subset gives us
\[
\forall (\chi_1, \chi_2) \in X, [\text{sub}(l, \tau)] \chi_1 = \chi_2 = [\text{sub}(p, \delta(\sigma))] \chi_1
\]
which reduces to
\[
\forall \chi_1 \in \pi_1(X), [\text{sub}(l, \tau)] \chi_1 = [\text{sub}(p, \delta(\sigma))] \chi_1.
\]
Then by the assumption that \( \pi_1(X) = \text{Pkt} \), this is just
\[
\forall \chi_1 \in \text{Pkt}, [\text{sub}(l, \tau)] \chi_1 = [\text{sub}(p, \delta(\sigma))] \chi_1.
\]
Conclude, by definition, that
\[
\text{sub}(l, \tau) = \text{sub}(l, \delta)
\]
Inductive Step. \((\pi_1(X) \subseteq \text{Pkt})\). If \( \text{sub}(l, \tau) = \text{sub}(p, \delta(\sigma)) \), then we’re done, so assume instead that we have a counterexample \( \chi = (\chi_0, \chi_1) \) such that
\[
[\text{sub}(l, \tau)] \chi_0 = \chi_1 \neq [\text{sub}(p, \delta(\sigma))]
\]
which tells us that \( \chi \notin X \).

Our main assumption tells us that there is some \( \bar{e} \) such that
\[
\text{sub}(l, \tau) = \text{sub}(p, \bar{e}(\sigma))
\]
By definition we have
\[
\forall \text{pkt} \in \text{Pkt}, [\text{sub}(l, \tau)] \text{pkt} = [\text{sub}(p, \bar{e}(\sigma))] \text{pkt}.
\]
which, since \( \pi_1(\{\chi\} \cup X) \subseteq \text{Pkt} \), means that
\[
\forall \text{pkt} \in \{\chi\} \cup X, [\text{sub}(l, \tau)] \text{pkt} = [\text{sub}(p, \bar{e}(\sigma))] \text{pkt},
\]
Then Lemma 2 gives us a model \( \delta' \) such that
\[
\forall \text{pkt} \in \{\chi\} \cup X, [\text{sub}(l, \tau)] \text{pkt} = [\text{sub}(p, \delta'(\sigma))] \text{pkt}
\]
The result follows by IH on \( \{\chi\} \cup X \) as \(|\{\chi\} \cup X| > |X|\).

C Proof of Completeness for Incremental Synthesis

Definition 1 (Minimal Sequence). Given an instantiation \( \tau \), a sequence of edits \( \delta \) is minimal iff for every table \( t \in \text{dom}(\tau) \), for every \( \delta' \) s.t. \( \delta(\sigma) = \delta'(\sigma) \), \(|\delta| \leq |\delta'| \).

Definition 2 (Minimal Extension). Given a command \( c \), an instantiation \( \tau \), and a sequence of edits \( \delta \), another sequence \( \delta' \) is called a minimal extension of \( \delta \) when \( \delta \circ \delta' \) is minimal.

Lemma 3 (Finite Minimal Sequences). Given a command \( c \), and an instantiation \( \tau \), the set of minimal sequences is finite.

Proof. Proceed by induction on the structure of \( c \).

(h := e) There there is one minimal instantiation: \([\cdot]\).

\((c_1; c_2)\) By IHs, the set of minimal sequences corresponding to \( c_1 \) and \( \tau \) is a finite \( D_1 \), and the set of minimal sequences corresponding to \( c_2 \) and \( \tau \) is a finite \( D_2 \). The set of minimal sequences corresponding to \( c_1; c_2 \) is the set of all interleaving of all sequences in \( D_1 \) and sequences of \( D_2 \), which is finite.

(apply(\( t \)) First we show that the space of functions that \( t \) can represent is finite. Since \( t.\text{keys} \) is finite, and each header in \( t.\text{keys} \) has a finite domain of values, so the domain of matches is finite. A similar argument shows that the domain of actions is finite, and so the domain of functions is finite. Further for each of these functions, there are finitely many ways of representing them (all of the permutations of the rules).

This means that there are finitely many minimal sequences when \( \tau(t) = [\cdot] \), simply install each of these, with no duplicates, since removing the duplicates would result in a smaller sequence of edits.

When \( \tau(t) \neq [\cdot] \) there are also finitely many minimal sequences. They are those that delete as few rules in \( \tau(t) \) as necessary and then install the missing rules (if any are needed); they never delete a rule and then reinstall the same rule, and then never install a rule only to delete it later.

Lemma 4 (Finite Minimal Extensions). For a command \( c \) and an instantiation \( \tau \), and a sequence of edits \( \delta \), there are finitely many minimal extensions of \( \delta \).

Proof. There are finitely many minimal extensions of \( c \) and \( \tau \). Some of those have \( \delta \) as a prefix; there are finitely many of them.
Lemma 5 (Model Finding). For every logical program \( l \), physical program \( p \), logical instantiation \( \sigma \), physical instantiation \( \bar{\sigma} \), sequence of physical edits \( \bar{\delta} \), counterexample \( \chi \in \text{Subst}(\bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \) and formula \( \varphi \in \text{Bool} \) such that for every \( \bar{\delta}' \models \varphi \) and \( \chi \in \text{Subst}(\bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \), there is no extension of \( \bar{\delta}' \) that subsumes \( (l, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \), then if there exists \( \bar{\delta}' \) not precluded by \( \varphi \) such that

\[
\text{Subst}(p, \tau) = \text{Subst}(l, \bar{\delta}(\sigma))
\]

and \( \bar{\delta} \circ \bar{\epsilon} \) is minimal, then

\[
\text{Sat} \bar{\delta}' = \text{model}'(p, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \chi, \varphi)
\]

Proof. Let \( l, p, \tau, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \chi, \) and \( \varphi \) be given. Construct the following model for the query in \( \text{model}'(p, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \chi, \varphi) \):

We accumulate a model for every table \( t \in \text{Tables}(p) \). If \( \pi_1(\chi) \) in \( \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \) hits the \( i \)th row \( \rho_i \), then there are several cases

**MISS** If \( \pi_1(\chi) \) misses in \( \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \), then add

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AddRowTo}_{t,1} & \rightarrow 1 \\
\text{Act}_{t,1} & \rightarrow \rho_i, \text{action} \\
\text{K}_{t,1} & \rightarrow \rho_i, \text{keys} \\
\text{d}_{t,p,\text{action},1} & \rightarrow \rho_i, \text{data}
\end{align*}
\]

**HitCorrect** If \( \pi_1(\chi) \) hits the \( j \)th row \( \rho_j \) of \( \bar{\delta}(\sigma)(t) \) in \( \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \), and \( \rho_i = \rho_j \) then do nothing.

**HitWrong** If \( \pi_1(\chi) \) hits the \( j \)th row of \( \bar{\delta}(\sigma)(t) \) in \( \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \) and \( \rho_j \neq \rho_i \), then add

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AddRowTo}_{t,1} & \rightarrow 1 \\
\text{Act}_{t,1} & \rightarrow \rho_i, \text{action} \\
\text{K}_{t,1} & \rightarrow \rho_j, \text{keys} \\
\text{d}_{t,p,\text{action},1} & \rightarrow \rho_i, \text{data}
\end{align*}
\]

From here we extract queries from the model as before, sorting the deletions by decreasing index to get \( \bar{\delta}' \). Note that \( \chi \) hits a syntactically equivalent rule in \( \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}'(\bar{\delta}(\sigma))) \) as in \( \text{Subst}(l, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \). We conclude \( \chi \in \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}'(\bar{\delta}(\sigma))) \)

Lemma 6 (Nontrivial Models). For every physical program \( p \), physical instance \( \sigma \), sequence of edits \( \bar{\delta} \), formula \( \varphi \), and counterexample \( \chi \in \text{Pkt}^2 \) such that \( \chi \in \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \), if \( \text{Sat} \bar{\delta}' = \text{model}'(p, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \chi, \varphi) \), then \( \bar{\delta}' \neq [] \).

Proof. Let \( p \in \text{Cmd}, \sigma \in \text{Inst}, \bar{\delta} \in \text{List} \left( \text{Edit} \right) \) and \( \varphi \) and \( \chi \in \text{Pkt}^2 \) be given. Assume \( \text{Sat} \bar{\delta}' = \text{model}'(p, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \chi, \varphi) \).

Prove the contrapositive, that if \( \bar{\delta}' = [] \), then \( \chi \in \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \). Assume \( \bar{\delta}' = [] \). Then the query in \( \text{model}(p, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \chi, \varphi) \) is satisfiable with all deletion and insertion holes set to zero. This means that the following query is also satisfiable (where \( \chi = (\text{pkt}, \text{pkt}) \)):

\[
\text{SAT} \left( \forall \bar{x}. \varphi \land \left( \chi | x = \bar{x} \right) \rightarrow \text{wp} \left( \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)), \left( \text{pkt} | x = \bar{x} \right) \right) \right)
\]

By the correspondence between \( \text{wp} \) and the denotational semantics, conclude that \( \chi \in \text{Subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \).
Proof. Let \( p, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \phi, \chi \) be given. Assume \( \text{Sat} \bar{\delta}' = \text{model}'(p, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \phi) \).

Consider another sequence of edits \( \bar{\delta}' \) such that there is some \( \sigma' \) such that \( \bar{\delta}'(\bar{\delta}(\sigma)) = \sigma' = \bar{\delta}'(\sigma) \). Show that \( |\bar{\delta} \circ \bar{\delta}'| \leq |\bar{\delta}'| \).

We prove two propositions.

(ADD) Assume that there were some insertion \( \delta_i = A(t, i) \in \bar{\delta} \circ \bar{\delta}' \) that doesn't occur in \( \bar{\delta}' \). If \( \delta_i \in \bar{\delta} \), then \( \rho \in \sigma'(t) \). By minimality of \( \bar{\delta} \), and \( \rho \notin \sigma'(t) \). So \( \sigma' \neq \bar{\delta}'(\sigma) \), which is a contradiction. If \( \delta_i \in \bar{\delta}' \), then \( \rho \in \sigma'(t) \), and \( \rho \notin \bar{\delta}'(\sigma) \), because model' always produces reachable edits (Lemma 7). Consequently \( \bar{\delta}'(\sigma) \neq \sigma' \) which is a contradiction.

So we know that \( \delta_i \) has a corresponding edit \( \delta'_i \) in \( \bar{\delta}' \).

Assume that there is another edit \( \delta_i \in \bar{\delta} \circ \bar{\delta}' \) that corresponds to \( \delta'_i \). This is impossible by Lemma 7 and by the minimality of \( \bar{\delta} \).

(DEL) Assume that there were some edit \( \delta_j = D(t, i) \in \bar{\delta} \circ \bar{\delta}' \) deletes some row \( \rho \) that occurs in \( \bar{\delta}'(\sigma) \); i.e. \((\delta_{j-1} \circ \cdots \circ \delta_i)(\rho)(i) = \rho \notin \sigma'(t) \) and \( \rho \notin \bar{\delta}'(\sigma) \).

If \( \delta_i \in \bar{\delta}' \), we know, by construction, that \( \delta_i \) deletes a row in \( \sigma(t) \). Further, Lemma 8 says \( \bar{\delta}'(\sigma) \neq \sigma' \), which is a contradiction.

So we know that \( \delta_i \) has a corresponding edit \( \delta'_i \) in \( \bar{\delta}' \).

Assume that there is another edit \( \delta_i \in \bar{\delta} \circ \bar{\delta}' \) that corresponds to \( \delta'_i \). This is impossible because rows can only be deleted once.

Since every edit in \( \bar{\delta} \circ \bar{\delta}' \) has a corresponding unique edit in \( \bar{\delta}' \). Conclude that \( \bar{\delta} \circ \bar{\delta}' = \bar{\delta}' \). The result follows.

\[ \square \]

Lemma 10 (Completeness). For every logical program \( l \), every physical program \( p \), every logical instantiation \( \tau \), every physical instantiation \( \sigma \) and every sequence of physical edits \( \bar{\delta} \), then, the following properties hold:

1. if there exists a sequence of physical edits \( \bar{\delta}' \) such that

\[ \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \bar{\delta}'(\bar{\delta}(\sigma))) \]

then

\[ \text{Ok} \bar{\delta}' = \text{verify}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \bar{\delta}) \]

and

\[ \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \bar{\delta}'(\sigma)) \]

2. For every \( \chi \in [\text{subst}(l, \tau)] \setminus [\text{subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma))] \), and every \( \phi \in \text{Bool} \) such that if \( \bar{\delta}' \models \neg \phi \) and \( \text{subst}(l, \tau) \models \pi_2(\chi) = \pi_1(\chi) \), there is no extension \( \bar{\delta}' \) such that

\[ \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(l, \bar{\delta}'(\bar{\delta}(\sigma))) \]

then if there exists a non-empty, minimal sequence of physical edits \( \bar{\delta} \) not precluded by \( \phi \) such that

\[ \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \bar{\delta}'(\bar{\delta}(\sigma))) \]

then

\[ \text{Ok} \bar{\delta}' = \text{solve}(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \chi, X, \varphi) \]

and

\[ \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \bar{\delta}'(\sigma)) \]

Proof. First we justify the finiteness of our inner inductive measure. There is a finite number of models to every model' query, simply because there are finitely many holes, each of which has finite domain. Since \( \varphi \) is composed of the same set of variables, it is also finite.

Let \( l, p, \tau \) and \( \sigma \) be given. Proceed by induction on the number of nonempty minimal extensions of \( \bar{\delta} \). Lemma 4 shows this measure is well-formed.

**Base Case** There are no nonempty minimal extensions of \( \bar{\delta} \). Consider each proposition separately

1. Let \( \bar{\delta} \) be a nonempty sequence of edits such that

\[ \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \]

However, \( \bar{\delta} \) has no nonempty minimal extensions, so \( \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(l, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \).

Entering the verify function, observe that by Theorem 1 \( \text{CheckSat}(\text{subst}(l, \tau)) \) will be UNSAT, and we're done by Theorem 4.

2. Vacuous, there is no such \( \bar{\delta} \).

**Inductive Step** There are nonempty minimal extensions of \( \bar{\delta} \).

First we prove proposition 2 by strong induction on the number of models for \( \varphi \).

**Base Case** There are no models for \( \varphi \), i.e., \( \varphi \) is unsatisfiable. Consequently, the call to model' fails to produce a model. This is a contradiction by Lemma 5.

**Inductive Step** There are \( n \) models for \( \varphi \). Let \( X \) and \( \chi \) be given. Assume \( \bar{\delta} \) exists such that

\[ \text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(p, \bar{\delta}(\sigma)) \]

Now, we get a model by calling model'(\( p, \sigma, \bar{\delta}, \chi, X, \varphi \)), and there are two cases.

i. Assume the result is UNSAT. This is a contradiction by Lemma 5.

ii. Assume the result is \( \text{Sat} \bar{\delta} \). By Lemma 6, \( |\bar{\delta}'| \)

is nonempty. Consider two cases:

**Case 1** Assume there exists some extension of \( \bar{\delta} \) that is a solution. Then the outer IH proves that the verify call produces a solution.

**Case 2** Assume there is no extension of \( \bar{\delta} \) that is a solution. Then verify(l, p, \tau, \sigma, \bar{\delta} \bar{\delta}')
returns Fail. Then, since $\delta'' \models \varphi$, and $\overline{\delta} \not\models \overline{\delta}$, the number of models for $\varphi \land \neg \delta''$ is strictly less than $n$. Further, we know that there is an way to extend $\overline{\delta}$ that is a solution, namely $\overline{\epsilon}$. We also know that $\overline{\epsilon}$ isn’t precluded by $\varphi$, by assumption, finally we also know that $\overline{\epsilon}$ isn’t precluded by $\neg \overline{\delta''}$, because of our assumption that $\overline{\delta} \circ \overline{\delta''}$ cannot be extended to a solution. These final conditions witness the preconditions of the inner IH, which proves the result.

✓

Now prove proposition 1. Let $\overline{\epsilon}$ be such that

$$\text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(l, \overline{\epsilon}(\overline{\delta}(\sigma)))$$

There are two cases, either $\text{subst}(l, \tau) = \text{subst}(l, \overline{\delta}\sigma)$ or not. In the former case, we are done by Theorem 1. In the latter, we will get a counterexample $\chi$ (by Theorem 1), such that

$$\chi \not\in \text{subst}(l, \tau) \cap \text{subst}(l, \overline{\delta}(\sigma))$$

Then the result follows as a special case of the preceeding proof of proposition 2. □
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Abstract
Auditing is a crucial component of network security practices in organizations with sensitive information, such as banks and hospitals. Unfortunately, network function virtualization (NFV) is viewed as incompatible with auditing practices which verify that security functions operate correctly. In this paper, we bring the benefits of NFV to security-sensitive environments with the design and implementation of AuditBox.

AuditBox not only makes NFV compatible with auditing, but also provides stronger guarantees than traditional auditing procedures. In traditional auditing, administrators test the system for correctness on a schedule, e.g., once per month. In contrast, AuditBox continuously self-monitors for correct behavior, proving runtime guarantees that the system remains in compliance with policy goals. Furthermore, AuditBox remains compatible with traditional auditing practices by providing sampled logs which still allow auditors to inspect system behavior manually. AuditBox achieves its goals by combining trusted execution environments with a lightweight verified routing protocol (VRP). Despite the complexity of routing policies for service-function chains relative to traditional routing, AuditBox’s protocol introduces 72-80% fewer bytes of overhead per packet (in a 5-hop service chain) and provides 61-67% higher goodput than prior work on VRPs designed for the Internet.

1 Introduction
Modern networks contain a myriad of network functions (NFs) such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems, normalizers, exfiltration detectors, and proxies. Beyond security and performance benefits, a key driving factor for NFs is that they are mandated by legal and policy requirements; e.g., HIPAA [8], FERPA [7], and PCI [13], among others.

While network functions virtualization (NFV) promises potential benefits in cost, elasticity, and richer policies [32, 58, 63], there is significant resistance to adoption of NFV [6] for such regulatory use cases. Conversations with industry experts suggest that this reluctance stems from the inability to audit NFV deployments to demonstrate compliance as mandated by standards [15, 41]; i.e., that show the service function chains (SFC) are correctly implemented and packets traverse the intended sequences of NFs in the right order.

With legacy hardware NF deployments, administrators and auditors can simply look at static wiring and hardware placement to intuitively verify (‘what you see is what you get’) if the network meets intended requirements.1 In contrast, NFV introduces new dimensions of dynamism, virtualization, and multiplexing in the environment. For instance, VMs running NFs may be ephemeral, virtual switches may multiplex several services, and servers may host multiple services. Enhanced dynamism and a larger attack surface make NFV systems harder to reason about and as such, regulators do not have suitable tools for auditing. This lack of auditing is a fundamental stumbling block for NFV adoption.

To this end, we propose (1) formal models of correct SFC routing which clarify ‘correctness’ in the context of dynamic NF scheduling and routing; and (2) a protocol which provably provides continuous assurance that packets follow the (formally specified) policy-mandated paths.

Realizing this vision in a practical system, however, is challenging. To see why, consider traditional verified routing protocols [46, 55] (VRPs). At a high level, VRPs cryptographically ensure that packets are not modified in flight and do not deviate from a traversal of a prespecified sequence of routers. Unfortunately, VRPs fail to provide the required capabilities for our setting. First, VRPs assume that packets will traverse their path unmodified, but NFs can legitimately modify packets. Second, VRPs assume that the correct route for packets is fixed and known a priori, but in SFC the correct route for a packet may only be revealed mid-flight. Third, these approaches focus on per-packet behavior, whereas NFV often involves stateful NFs whose semantics depend on cross-packet state. Furthermore, VRPs have prohibitively high performance overhead; e.g., OPT [46] increases min-sized packets by 3 × for a 4-NF chain, and even the most recent work EPIC [47] incurs 1.69 × overhead for a strong attack model.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of AuditBox, which (1) re-enables status quo ‘what you see is what you get’ auditing practices, and (2) raises the bar by enforcing at runtime that the system operates correctly. AuditBox builds on four key ideas:

- Using secure enclaves: To ensure that the correct software running, AuditBox runs them atop hardware enclaves (e.g., Intel’s SGX [25]). By changing the trust model, we reformulate verified routing to audit actions between trusted NFs, with an untrusted network in between.
- Trusted PacketIDs: To tackle dynamic packet modifications, immutable packetIDs are carried by an AuditBox packet trailer. This enables us to logically bind modified packets to incoming packets when creating audit trails.
- NF-hop-by-hop protocols: Given trusted NFs, we devise a simplified path attestation protocol that focuses on the packets at individual “NF hops”. This hop-by-hop attestation has the dual benefit of addressing dynamic paths and reducing the size of attestation headers.

---

1 As we argue later, this is indeed a weak guarantee, but today’s NFV deployments lack tools even for this weak property.
• Lightweight simplified operations: The use of trusted NFs inside enclaves enables a number of simple-yet-effective cryptographic optimizations such as the use of symmetric keys and updatable MAC computations to significantly improve data plane performance.

To realize these ideas with minimal modifications to NF implementations, AuditBox embeds a trusted SFC routing shim in the enclave alongside the NF. The shim receives inbound/outbound packets to/from the NF and is simultaneously responsible for generating audit trails for traditional auditing practices and for our new goal of enforcing runtime checks that the untrusted components of the system behave as expected. Relative to verified routing protocols for the Internet, AuditBox introduces 72-80% less per-packet header overhead (assuming a 5-hop service chain) and offers 62-67% higher goodput in the dataplane.

Nonetheless, auditability in AuditBox (or any such framework) does come at a cost relative to an uninstrumented NFV cluster (e.g., 3%-38% overhead for s single NF as shown in Figure 1.6). That said, for security-sensitive settings, regulatory compliance is a fundamental requirement for NFV deployment. Hence, AuditBox’s essential advantage is in bringing the benefits of ease of management, lower-cost equipment, faster upgrades and security patches, and flexibility that are associated with NFV to new markets where it would not have been viable previously. Indeed, we estimate that AuditBox, despite its overheads relative to uninstrumented NFV, can still result in capital savings of 1.9-60× (depending on the appliance) relative to traditional hardware middlebox solutions.

2 Background and Motivation

We begin by discussing network compliance today (§2.1), our problem statement (§2.2) and threat model (§2.3), and finally discuss why compliance for NFV is challenging (§2.4).

2.1 Tussle Between Compliance and NFV

Modern organizations need to satisfy a number of security standards for compliance with government and industrial regulations (e.g., HIPAA, FERPA, FISMA, GDPR, and PCI, among others) [66]. In this paper, we focus on requirements or controls related to network security under NIST 800-53 [41] in the United States:

• Middleboxes must be deployed to protect sensitive data and systems: Control SC-7 mandates the need for protection devices (e.g., proxies, gateways, firewalls, guards, encrypted tunnels) arranged in an effective architecture.

• Administrators must periodically test that security infrastructure is running properly: Control SI-6 demands that these inspections be performed periodically, with ‘once a month’ as an example acceptable frequency.

• Systems must provide logs of anomalies and past behavior: Control AU-2 requires systems to keep such records for later analysis for auditing.

ISO 270001 [15] has similar international standards.

Figure 1: Components of a basic NFV cluster.

• Independent ‘auditors’ must certify that security mechanisms are in place and running correctly: Control CA-7 mandates that organizations be ‘certified’ by outside auditors (e.g., third-party IT consulting companies) that the above requirements (among others) are being met.

Reluctance to adopt NFV: To meet the above compliance requirements, there is a large regulatory technology (‘RegTech’) industry [66] (expected to surpass $55.28B by 2025). One might expect then that this RegTech market would be an early adopter of NFV to reduce capital and operating expenses. However, our conversations with representatives from NIST and a RegTech firm revealed that this industry is hesitant to adopt NFV. The key reason is that while NFV lowers the bar for some aspects of compliance (e.g., SC-7), it makes other requirements such as SI-6, AU-2, and CA-7 difficult, if not impossible.

In hindsight, this reluctance is not surprising. NFV introduces new dimensions of dynamism and multiplexing (e.g., shared hosts running VMs, dynamic overlay routing, dynamic load balancing). This makes it harder to reason about the deployment and introduces an increased attack surface for threats (and misconfigurations). In contrast, a simple statically-wired NF deployment with hardware boxes seems intuitively easy to test, audit, and demonstrate compliance to external auditors.

2.2 Problem Setup

We consider an NFV cluster managed by a framework such as E2 [58], AT&T Domain 2.0 [2], or Blue Planet [3]. At a high level, NFV clusters consist of five basic components (Figure 1): (1) Commodity servers on which containerized or virtualized NFs run; (2) Network Functions such as firewall, proxy, or IDS; (3) Software and Hardware Switches that steer traffic between a sequence of NFs; (4) Gateways where cluster traffic enters; and (5) a Controller responsible for provisioning NFs on the servers and defining routes through them. NF instances are composed to create service function chains (SFC) policies for specific traffic classes (e.g., Gateway → Firewall → Proxy → IDS → Gateway).

To make these systems auditable, we need to verify that: (1) the correct and untampered NFs are running correctly and (2) packets traverse these NFs according to policy. We formally define what it means for traffic to traverse NFs ‘according to policy’ in §4. Furthermore, to meet the compliance requirements, operators must be able to inspect and demonstrate that the correct behavior is happening; e.g., trigger tests to observe that packets follow policies (SI-6) and
produce *audit trails* for external inspectors.

To ‘raise the bar’ for auditability, we add two additional requirements. First, rather than merely enabling administrators to test on demand or post-facto whether or not the system is or was running correctly, we also want to enable the system to audit itself, continuously, *at runtime* for deviations from correct behavior, and to alert administrators if such a deviation is detected. Second, we also want to support rich *dynamic* SFC policies as opposed to traditional static service-chain policies; e.g., steering packets tagged as suspicious by earlier NFs for deeper inspection [32].

In this context, we note that while auditability may seem related to network *verification* (e.g., [44, 45, 60, 74], the requirements are fundamentally different on two fronts. First, most existing network verification efforts simply look at the configurations of the network elements such as NFs/switches and formally verify if the configuration meets intended policies. It does not typically provide any runtime guarantees about data plane actions. Second, network verification *can* be used to provide evidence of correct operation [45] but it does not provide ‘what you see is what you get’ audit trails; in this regard, verification could be coupled with audit trails to provide additional evidence of compliance.

### 2.3 Threat Model

Although most operators are primarily concerned with cluster misconfiguration rather than outright attacks, we target a stronger threat model as follows. First, what is trusted: the controller is the arbiter of correct policy and how NFs should be scheduled; we assume that the controller is trusted, and we do not consider attacks where a ‘lead’ administrator (that is, an administrator charged with configuring policies at the controller) provides invalid or malicious policies to the controller. In the case of the gateway and the NFs, we assume there exists vendor-certified code which is digitally signed. This code is privileged to drop or rewrite packets, and we exclude NFs that can inject packets.

Most other components of the network are untrusted. An attacker may attempt to corrupt server software (including the operating system and/or VMM), NF and gateway software, and the software and hardware of the switches. The attacker can cause one or more corrupted components to inject, drop, or rewrite packets.

Our solution builds on the ‘abstract enclave assumption’ defined by prior research [17, 18, 61]: the attacker cannot observe or modify any data or program code running within an enclave, and the enclave is trusted to attest to the integrity of the code running therein. While existing enclave solutions – such as SGX, which we build on – fall short of meeting the abstract enclave assumption perfectly [22, 24, 36, 54, 73], fixing the shortcomings of current enclave solutions is out of scope for this work, as such fixes are an active area of research in their own right [26, 34].

### 2.4 Challenges

At first glance, it would appear that we can borrow from prior work on verified routing protocols (VRPs) that cryptographically guarantee that a packet takes a pre-specified intended path and is not modified in flight (e.g., [46, 49, 55, 77, 80–83]). We use OPT [46] as an exemplar state-of-art solution from this class. Specifically, OPT extends each packet with: (a) a cryptographic hash of the packet contents and (b) its expected switch-level path. Every router along the path verifies that the packet’s current hash matches the header and also adds attestations to ensure the packet has matched the expected sequence. As we will see next, our NFV auditability problem introduces new dimensions outside the scope of these prior efforts.

**Mutable Packets:** Figure 2 shows two NFs: a load balancer that modifies the destination IP to distribute the load across multiple backend servers and a firewall configured to block packets from malicious IPs. Consider the scenario where switch $S_2$ (either adversarially or via misconfigurations) modifies the IP header to bypass the firewall. Because NFs can legitimately modify packet headers, it is difficult to distinguish whether this action was malicious or an intended NF action. OPT-like VRPs assume that most packet fields are immutable and perform crypto operations by excluding a few mutable packet fields (e.g., TTL), and hence would generate a large number of false positives by flagging all legitimate NF modifications.

**Dynamic Paths:** Consider a dynamic SFC scenario in Figure 3, where a lightweight IPS performs basic detections and then routes suspicious packets to the heavy IPS for further processing. Again, an adversarial or misconfigured device could reroute all suspicious packets to bypass the heavy IPS, and it is hard to tell whether this was the result of the light IPS’s action or a malicious switch. Because the intended path cannot be determined until the light IPS finishes processing, OPT-like VRPs – which must pre-specify the end-to-end route of the packet – are not applicable to this network.

**Stateful Behavior:** NFs’ stateful semantics mean that
We envision a trusted gateway we can use one symmetric key inspired by the A) running NFs in enclaves atop a shim: VRPs: because they reason about correctness of each packet violations which they cannot capture.

3 AuditBox Overview

Our goal in designing AuditBox is to provide auditing capabilities for NFV deployments. In practice, we also want: R1) minimal modifications to existing NFs and R2) low overhead on the data/control paths. In this section, we discuss some of the key ideas in AuditBox and its overall architecture.

3.1 Key Ideas

We first discuss the main ideas that enable AuditBox to tackle the challenges of packet modifications (C1), dynamic paths (C2), and stateful actions (C3) while meeting the practical requirements of minimal NF modifications (R1) and low overhead (R2).

A) Running NFs in Enclaves atop a Shim: Inspired by the trust guarantees provided by prior work [39, 61, 70], AuditBox runs NFs in trusted enclaves. This enables AuditBox to trust those modifications that are validly introduced by NFs (C1). To avoid modifying existing NFs (R1), we introduce a trusted shim in each enclave to perform auditing (§5.4). This shim also ensures that the next-hop NFs are chosen based on the intended policy (C2).

B) Trusted Packet ID: Mutable packets (C1) make it hard to generate audit trails as we cannot causally relate NF-modified packets to their inputs (§4). To tackle this, we introduce an immutable packet ID, carried by the packet header (§5). We envision a trusted gateway (running in an enclave) that generates and assigns this ID when the packet first arrives in the NFV cluster; the packet ID is carried through NFs even if the packet itself is modified or rewritten by NFs.

C) NF-Hop-by-hop updated attestations: We leverage the trusted shim in each enclave to develop a hop-by-hop attestation protocol in which each pair of shims attest that the packet was delivered, without improper modification between an NF and its policy-compliant successor. Compared to the end-to-end approach taken by traditional VRPs, hop-by-hop attestation has the dual benefit of supporting dynamic paths and also reducing packet overheads.

D) Efficient crypto mechanisms: By using trusted enclaves, we can use one symmetric key for all NFs in the same policy pipelet (§3.3), to simplify the cryptographic operations and also introduce new opportunities for efficiency. For example, we implement an efficient updatable MAC algorithm to improve the performance of repeated attestations to the packet at each hop (§6.1).

3.2 AuditBox Architecture: Data Plane

The key components of the AuditBox architecture are illustrated in Figure 5.

In the data plane, AuditBox runs unmodified NFs in trusted execution environments (TEEs) to isolate them from other untrusted network components (e.g., switches, OSes). Although our current implementation (§6) uses Intel SGX enclaves, our design in principle can be realized using other TEE technologies such as Arm TrustZone [1]. The key capabilities we leverage are attested memory isolation and integrity during program execution. In each enclave, we add a shim which intercepts the traffic entering/exiting the NF to serve three purposes. (1) The shim determines the correct next-hop NF according to a policy it received from the controller; this is no different than any other NFV policy manager such as FlowTags [32] or E2 [58].

The second two tasks for the shim are novel to AuditBox and form the entirety of sections 4, 5, and 6 and so we only introduce them briefly here. (2) The shim checks each incoming packet to verify that the packet has not been improperly routed or modified while traversing the untrusted network between enclaves; on egress the shim attaches a custom trailer (called AuditTrailer) along with a MAC attesting to the contents of the packet and trailer so that the next-hop NF can similarly verify the packet was routed correctly. (3) The shim logs any packets to local storage which either appear to violate policy, or are tagged via a secret ‘log bit’ for recording.

3.3 AuditBox Architecture: Control Plane

The controller serves two key purposes: NF deployment and management, and serving as an interface for an administrator to inspect logs and audit trails.

NF Deployment: NF deployment includes scheduling NFs...
on servers, verifying enclave attestations that the correct NF software is running at each NF, distributing and updating the global symmetric key used for dataplane verification, and installing the correct next-hop policies at each enclave.

Policies are roughly similar to other DAG-based policy languages [31, 32, 58]: network operators specify policy pipelets where nodes represent NFs and edges are annotated with traffic classes and where they should be routed according to policy (illustrated in Figure 6). AuditBox augments this traditional policy with two new parameters: a correctness model which defines what behavior in the network constitutes a violation (presented in §4) and violation annotations on each edge to determine whether packets which violate the correctness model should be dropped or raise an alert. From this policy, the operator can define a function which, for a given packet egressing an NF, can determine what the correct next-hop NF to deliver the packet to is; this function is installed in the shim at each enclave along with the assigned violation action to take in case, e.g., a packet is corrupted inflight between enclaves.

**Logging and Audit Trails:** Auditors and administrators can use the controller to query for logs (records of any anomalies or policy violations) and audit trails (the end to end path a packet takes through the cluster, and all intermediate rewritten states of the packet between NFs). By default, each enclave stores logs and audit trail records to local storage, encrypted with a symmetric key that is local to that NF; the controller sets up pairwise keys with each NF for log and audit storage. Because it is infeasible to log every packet through the system, the administrator configures a sampling policy; we discuss the sampling policy, the logging mechanism, and the security of the logs in §5.4.

### 4 Formalizing Correctness

We begin by formally defining what it means for a system to (a) obey correct routing, and (b) support auditing.

**Correct Routing:** Since networked forwarding elements are untrusted, we rely on a trusted shim in each SGX enclave to verify at runtime that the network has not deviated from correct behavior. §4.2 defines ‘correctness’ with regard to network forwarding behaviors, i.e., those verified by the shim.

**Auditability:** Our verified routing approach operates on a hop-by-hop basis; as we discuss in §5 this simplifies our protocol and limits its size overhead. However, auditors expect end-to-end evidence (upon inspection) that the system is operating correctly. An ‘audit trail’ consists of a recorded sequence of causally connected operations across devices – e.g., packet \( p \) entered at the gateway, was processed by NF \( i \), resulting in \( p' \), which was processed by NF \( j \), and resulted in \( p'' \), which was released through the gateway. Due to space constraints, we defer our formal definition of an ‘audit trail’ to §B.2.

Prior to introducing our formal definitions (§4.2), we define our model of the network (§4.1). We make a few assumptions for the sake of simplifying our presentation. All can be relaxed at the cost of additional notational complexity. First, we assume that the cluster has a single ingress/egress ‘gateway’ where packets transit to/from the primary network. We similarly assume that each NF has only one ingress/egress port. Finally, we assume that forwarding within the cluster is performed at L2, and hence it is not necessary for network switches to update any TTL values or checksums, i.e., there is no need for the network to modify packets.

### 4.1 Definitions

**Time:** We model time as an ordered sequence \( E \), the set of all events in the system. \( E \) is initialized to \( \emptyset \), that is, empty.

As the (modeled) system runs, NFs in the system populate \( E \) with 4-tuples containing the following named values:

- \( \text{pkt}_{\text{in}} \): a packet received \((\in P, \text{defined below})\).
- \( \text{pkt}_{\text{out}} \): a packet sent \((\in P)\).
- \( \text{NF} \): the network function \((\in F, \text{defined below})\).
- \( t \): the logical ‘time’ the packet was received or sent \((\text{i.e., the index in } E)\); represented as a positive integer \((\in \mathbb{N})\).

We may refer to members of \( e \in E \) as \( e.\text{pkt}_{\text{in}}, e.\text{pkt}_{\text{out}}, e.\text{NF}, \) or \( e.t \). We index \( E \) using array notation \( e.g., E[43] = (\ast, \ast, \ast, 43) \). We may also search \( E \) for events matching the specified value at a specified field using the function \( \text{get-event}(\text{field, value}) \rightarrow [E] \), for example, \( \text{get-event}_3(\text{pkt}_{\text{in}}, p_i) \) returns the sequence of all events in \( E \) where \( p_i \) was received as input at an NF.

Note that, although AuditBox provides some logging mechanisms, there is no globally ordered event log in the system implementation – the event sequence defined here is merely an abstraction to help reason about time while modeling.

**Packets:** \( P \) is the set of all 64-9000 byte binary strings, that is, \( P \) is the set of all (up to jumbo framed) Ethernet packets. Each packet \( p \) contains an Ethernet header and an IP header. Depending upon the NFV framework, the packet may also contain a collection of ‘metadata’ fields such as FlowTags [32] or a Network Service Header (NSH) [64]. If the packet represents a TCP or UDP packet, we represent the classic flow 5-tuple \((\text{source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port, protocol})\) through the function \( \text{FLOW}(p) \).

As a packet \( p \) traverses the network, it may be transformed into some \( p' \) or \( p'' \) through modifications to the payload or metadata fields. If the data anywhere in the packet – that is, the 64-9000 byte binary string it represents – has been changed, then \( p \neq p' \). In the event log, \( e.\text{pkt}_{\text{in}}, e.\text{pkt}_{\text{out}} \in P \).

**NFs:** There is a set of Network Functions \( F \). Each NF \( i \in F \) is a function, \( \text{NF}_i : P \rightarrow P \cup \{\bot\} \). That is, it takes in a packet and produces another packet (or null).

\(^3\) Called a ‘transfer function’ elsewhere in the literature [44, 60].
In our model, we assume NF_i encloses some NF_j-specific function \( f_j : P \rightarrow P \cup \{ \perp \} \), which may keep state, modify packet contents, etc. When NF_j takes in a packet and \( f_j \) returns null, this represents a drop. We exclude NFs that could inject new packets.

With respect to the event log \( E \), we log each operation at NF_i as follows:

**Algorithm 1 NF Model**

1. function NF_i(input)
2. output \( \leftarrow f_i(input) \)
3. if output \( \neq \perp \) then
   4. \( E \).append(input, output, NF_i, \( E \).length + 1)
5. return output

**Switches:** Like prior work in SDN and formal modeling [44], we consider the network as ‘one big switch’ or a ‘fabric’ and we model its behavior with a single function \( \Phi : P \cup \{ \perp \} \rightarrow P \cup \{ \perp \} \). In our threat model, \( \Phi \) is the untrusted part of the system. \( \Phi \) is not considered an NF (\( \Phi \not\in F \)), and \( \Phi \) does not append to \( E \).

**Gateway:** Packets enter and exit the cluster – and hence enter and exit the model – via a dedicated NF, GW which, like other NFs, also appends to the event sequence. We model the Gateway as GW_in when a packet enters the cluster via the gateway as follows:

**Algorithm 2 Model of Packets Entering the Cluster**

1. function GW_in(input)
2. if input \( \neq \perp \) then
3. \( E \).append(\( \perp \), input, GW_in, \( E \).length + 1)
4. return \( f_in(input) \)

Like normal NFs, the gateway applies a gateway-specific function \( f_in \) to the packet before transmitting it. We define GW_out, for when a packet exits the cluster similarly (§B.1).

**Path:** Packet processing occurs via traversal of a sequence of NFs and switches. Whenever an NF sends a packet, it is passed to the network which is expected to steer the packet to the next NF specified by the service-chain policy. When a new packet arrives at GW_in, we model traversal of the network via a nested function of \( \Phi \) and elements of \( F \), for example: \( GW_{out} \circ \Phi \circ NF_j \circ \Phi \circ NF_j \circ \Phi \circ ... \circ \Phi \circ GW_{in} \).

**Policy:** There are many languages [32, 58] and services for specifying service-chain policy. Here we assume that for a packet and an NF which just produced that packet, that there exists some policy function (\( policy : P \times F \rightarrow F \)) that can determine the NF that should next process the packet. Importantly, we assume that the information necessary to determine the right next hop relies only in the packet fields (e.g., IP header, metadata) and the departing NF.

4.2 Correctness

We give two possible definitions of “correct” forwarding below, based on properties of the modeled event log \( E \).

**4.2.1 Packet Correctness**

Our first definition, packet correctness, is based on the UDP service model of packet delivery. Under the packet-correctness definition, the system is ‘correct’ even if packets are reordered, dropped, or duplicated between NFs. The behaviors which are incorrect under this model are limited to (a) injecting packets which were not sent by an end host, or (b) modifying/corrupting packets between sender and receiver.

Packet correctness holds iff Property 1 holds over \( E \).

1. \( \forall e_b \in E \text{ s.t.: } e_b.pkt_{in} \neq \perp \) , \( (1) \)
2. \( \exists e_a \in E \text{ s.t.: } e_a.t < e_b.t \land e_a.pkt_{out} = e_b.pkt_{in} \)
3. \( \land policy(e_a.pkt_{out}, e_a.NF) = e_b.NF \) (2)

**Property 1: No Injection or Modification**

To summarize the above: for all events \( e_b \) in which an NF \( e_b.NF \) receives and processes a packet, there exists a prior event \( e_a \) in which \( e_a.NF \) sends the same packet to \( e_b.NF \).

**4.2.2 Flow Correctness**

Flow correctness is based on the TCP service model. Like packet correctness, a network where packets are injected or corrupted by the network is not correct. To meet flow correctness, the network also must not drop packets, reorder packets within a flow, or duplicate them. Hence, the network obeys Flow Correctness iff it respects Property 1 and the following three properties.

The first additional property aims to verify that the network has not dropped any packets in flight. An absolute guarantee that no packets are dropped is impossible, as the NFs cannot force hostile network elements to deliver packets. Hence, we instead define our ‘no drops’ property to state that packets in a given flow that do arrive at their own destination may only be accepted if all packets previously transmitted from that flow to that destination have already arrived. To achieve this, Property 2 (‘No Drops’) says in English that if a packet \( e_{a2}.pkt_{in} \) is sent by \( e_{a2}.NF \) and received at \( e_{b2}.NF \), then any other earlier packet \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out} \) belonging to the same flow and also destined for \( e_{b2}.NF \) should have already been received by \( e_{b2}.NF \) prior to \( e_{b2}.pkt_{in} \).

\( \forall NF_a, NF_b \in F, e_{a1}, e_{a2}, e_{b2} \in E \text{ s.t.} \):

1. \( (e_{a1}.t < e_{a2}.t \land e_{a1}.pkt_{out} \neq \perp \land e_{a2}.pkt_{out} \neq \perp) \) (4)
2. \( \land e_{a2}.pkt_{out} = e_{b2}.pkt_{in} \) (5)
3. \( \land policy(e_{a1}.pkt, e_{a1}.NF) = policy(e_{a2}.pkt, e_{a2}.NF) \) (6)
4. \( \land e_{a1}.NF = e_{a2}.NF = NF_a \land e_{b2}.NF = NF_b \) (7)
5. \( \land flow(e_{a1}) = flow(e_{a2}) \implies \) (8)
6. \( \exists e_{a1} \in E \text{ s.t.} : \) (10)
7. \( \exists e_{b1} < e_{b2}.t \land e_{b1}.NF = NF_b \land e_{b1}.pkt_{out} = e_{a1}.pkt_{out} \) (11)

**Property 2: No Drops**

Property 3 ensures that packets within a flow are not reordered between NFs. In English, the property specifies that if an NF_a transmits a packet \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out} \) before a packet...
e_{a2}.pkt_{out} to the same NF\(_b\), then \(e_{a1}.pkt_{out}\) should also be received by NF\(_b\) before \(e_{a2}.pkt_{out}\).

\[
\forall e_a \in E, \overline{\exists} e_b \in E \setminus \{e_a\} s.t.: e_a.pkt_{in} = e_b.pkt_{in}
\]

**Property 3: No Reordering Within the Same Flow**

Finally, we ensure that packets are not duplicated in the networks (‘replay attacks’) with Property 4. We note that the Property 4 formalization assumes that the same packet is never sent by any NF more than once. This seems to be a reasonable assumption. As we are forwarding under L2, an NF\(_A\) and an NF\(_B\) will always have different Ethernet headers even if the IP, TCP/UDP, and payload are identical. And it seems reasonable to assume that an NF\(_A\) will never transmit the same packet twice either – even a re-transmitted TCP packet will come with a different IPID value. However, we discuss how to revise this formalism to allow NFs to duplicate packets in §A.

**Property 4: No Duplication**

\[
\forall e_a \in E, \overline{\exists} e_b \in E \setminus \{e_a\} s.t.: e_a.pkt_{in} = e_b.pkt_{in}
\]

5 AuditBox Protocol

In this section, we focus on the dataplane protocol. We begin by providing a high-level view of the actions that each AuditBox-enabled node performs at each hop (§5.1). Then we discuss the detailed construction of the attestation check and update logic we use for packet- (§5.2) and flow-level (§5.3) correctness. We envision different NFV deployments can flexibly choose one of these levels of correctness as desired. Finally, in §5.4 we describe the secure logging mechanisms which allow auditors to observe audit trails demonstrating that the system is operating correctly.

5.1 High-level workflow

AuditTrailer: AuditBox adds an AuditTrailer, carried by the packet, to verify integrity. We discuss the contents of AuditTrailer in packet-level and flow-level form in detail in §5.2 and §5.3 respectively; here we briefly present the two foundational fields for auditing and runtime correctness. These fields are present in both the packet-level and flow-level versions of the AuditTrailer.

pktID is a unique, immutable ID assigned to a packet; when a packet enters an NF and is modified or rewritten, the pktID allows us to identify for each input packet which output packet (if any) is a result of its processing. This tracing is the key mechanism which enables us to generate audit trails – the causal sequence of events we present in §B.2.

tag is a message authentication code (MAC) which allows us to identify if a packet has been improperly modified while in flight between two (trusted) shims. Operationally, the tag is a Galois Message Authentication Code (GMAC), computed using a symmetric key over various packet fields (discussed below in §5.2 and §5.3). The tag field enables us to perform runtime correctness checks while running with untrusted operating systems, switches, etc.

Data Plane Actions (Shim and Gateway): The AuditBox dataplane protocol is implemented at the gateway to/from the cluster and at the shims inserted into each NF enclave.

At the Gateway: For each incoming packet, the ingress gateway generates an AuditTrailer (including a unique pktID field) and appends it to the packet, and then forwards it to the next NF. At the end of the service chain, as packets leave the cluster, the egress gateway validates the AuditTrailer (assuming the validation passes), and then removes the AuditTrailer and forwards the packet out of the cluster.

At the Shim: At each hop, the shim receives the incoming packet and performs the following four operations: Check, Process, Update, and Log. Check validates the received packet, including verifying the MAC stored in the tag field, to verify that the received packet was not incorrectly modified by the network. Process hands the packet to the actual NF code; when the packet is returned from the NF, the shim then Updates the AuditTrailer (e.g., computing the new attestation field). Finally, in certain cases the shim Logs the packet and certain metadata to produce an audit trail; the packet is then released to its next hop in the service chain.

5.2 Packet Correctness Protocol

As presented in §4.2.1, the goal of our packet correctness protocol is to ensure that packets are not injected or modified by the network, i.e., that all packets received and processed by an NF were transmitted to that NF by another NF or the ingress gateway.

![Figure 7: The AuditTrailer for packet-level integrity.](image)

For packet correctness, the AuditTrailer (Figure 7) contains the following fields: pktID (6 bytes), tag (16 bytes), srcNF (2 bytes), dstNF (2 bytes). As discussed above, the pktID is required for generating audit trails so we do not discuss it further here other than to require that it be transmitted alongside other packet fields (IP header, payloads, etc.) uncorrupted by the network. Naively, one might simply compute the MAC over the packet and pktID to compute the tag. However, this would only meet a portion of the clauses from Property 1 – that there exists some valid NF which transmitted this packet. If a malicious or misconfigured switch delivers a valid packet, intended for some NF A, to NF B, the packet would appear to have a valid tag.
Adding the srcNF and dstNF fields explicitly to the header bind the packet to the policy-compliant route, meeting the final clause of Property 1. The sender explicitly encodes its own NF ID and the intended destination NF ID into the packet and computes the MAC over the packet, pktID, srcNF, and dstNF fields. The receiver, by validating the MAC stored in the tag, can be sure that the sending NF intended to send the packet to the receiver; the receiver can also (redundantly, as a sanity-check) re-compute the policy compliant next-hop NF for the received packet and the source NF to further verify that it is indeed the correct recipient.

We specify this protocol in Algorithm 5 and prove that it meets the requirements of Property 1 in Appendix D.

**Theorem 1 (Packet Correctness)** Consider the game described in §D.3 with adversary \( A \) and instantiated with the AuditBox packet-correctness protocol. Specifically, looking at Algorithm 5, we instantiate \( f_P \) with the function \( \text{GENERATE} \) and \( f_i \) with \( \text{PROCESS} \). The probability that the game outputs an event \( E \) that violates Property 1 is negligible.

**5.3 Flow Correctness Protocol**

We now discuss the implementation of the Flow Correctness Protocol, which in addition to Property 1 also meets Properties 2, 3, 4. We envision that networks that use only stateless or order-insensitive NFs will prefer the lighter packet-correct protocol, but those with stateful NFs whose operations are sensitive to packet ordering may use the stronger flow-correctness protocol.

![AuditTrailer](image)

**Figure 8:** The AuditTrailer for flow-level integrity.

As shown in Figure 8, to extend the AuditTrailer for flow-level semantics, we add two additional fields over the packet-level version: a flowID field (4 bytes), and a seqNum field (4 bytes). The tag is now computed over the packet and all fields including flowID and seqNum.

When packets enter the cluster through the gateway, the gateway hashes the classic '5-tuple' and looks this up in a flow table mapping 5-tuples to flowIDs. If a flowID already exists for this flow, the gateway appends the existing flowID to the AuditTrailer. If a flowID does not exist for this flow, the gateway assigns an unallocated ID number to the flow and inserts this into the flow table and the packet. For non-TCP and non-UDP packets, the flowID is simply set to 0. Like the pktID, the flowID is unmodified as packets flow through the network – even if header values and port numbers are rewritten, the flowID remains the same across NFs; as we will show, this is important for the creation of audit trails (§5.4).

seqNum values are maintained per-hop and represent the ordering of packets between a sending NF \( A \) and a receiving NF \( B \) for a given flow. The sending NF maintains an incrementing per-flow counter, and, for each packet from the same flow, appends the sequence number to the seqNum field in the AuditTrailer. At the receiver, there is a corresponding table of per-flow counters with the next sequence number expected. In our implementation, there is no reason for in-network reordering within a flow and hence the receiver raises an alert for any out-of-order packets; we could configure the receiver to maintain a small buffer to wait for reordered packets and put them back in order for processing in a cluster (and to only raise an alert after multiple out of order arrivals) where reordering were for some reason possible. Thus, packets are discarded at the receiver if they either fail the tag verification or fail the expected-next-sequence number test.

Because the protocol rejects out-of-order packets, it easily meets Property 3. Since duplicate packets will have the same sequence number, they are detected. Thus, the protocol also meets Property 4. Finally, if a packet is dropped, the arrival of subsequent packets will induce alerts due to out-of-order sequence numbers, meeting Property 2.\(^4\) We specify this protocol in Algorithm 6 and formally prove its security in Appendix D.

**Theorem 2 (Flow Correctness)** Consider the game described in §D.2 with adversary \( A \) and instantiated with the AuditBox flow-correctness protocol. Specifically, looking at Algorithm 6, we instantiate \( f_P \) with the function \( \text{GENERATE} \) and \( f_i \) with \( \text{PROCESS} \). The probability that the game outputs an event \( E \) that violates Properties 1-4 is negligible.

**Why not use existing TCP sequence numbers?** Rather than embedding an additional sequence number, one might attempt to naively re-use the sequence number already embedded in TCP flows to save additional bytes in the header. However, packets may already be missing when they enter the cluster (leading to sequence number gaps which are not the result of misbehavior within the cluster) and NFs may choose to drop packets (also creating legitimate sequence number gaps). Hence we need a new sequence number whose role is only to detect gaps that are the result of drops between NFs in our cluster.

**Why not one sequence number per pair of NFs, rather than per-flow?** At first glance, it may seem simpler to keep a sequence number across all flows rather than a sequence number per-flow. However, many NF implementations use receive side scaling (RSS) at the receive NIC to fan out packets across multiple cores; in such an architecture a unified sequence number becomes a performance bottleneck; per-flow counters are more parallelizable and hence more scalable.

**5.4 Logging & Auditing**

Traditional logging (as mandated by AU-2 in §2) focuses on recording packets which resulted in alerts, policy violations,
AuditBox also records additional logged events to produce an ‘audit trail’, which restores ‘what you see is what you get’ confidence in the correctness of the underlying system. As defined in §B.2, an audit trail consists of a hop-by-hop trace of a packet (or all packets in a flow) through a sequence of NFs as well as their intermediary rewritten states.

The basic idea is as follows. The gateway probabilistically samples incoming packets and tags them with a ‘log bit’ which follows the packet through the cluster along with the AuditTrailer. Any packet whose log bit is set to true is logged at each shim, including all metadata or AuditTrailer fields. The administrator or inspector specifies three parameters to define which packets are sampled: (1) a Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) to match for selected packets, (2) a sampling rate (e.g., 0.001%), and (3) whether to log at the packet- or flow-granularity. Logging at the flow granularity is only permitted if the policy is in flow-transparent mode.

Upon querying, the administrator can then inspect manually (or via an automated script) the path of packets or flows throughout the entire system. Even if packet headers or fields are changed, the pktID or flowID are preserved between NFs; even in traditional service chain deployments such tracing is not possible today when NFs modify packets in a way that they cannot be connected to their corresponding inputs.

There is only one ‘trick’ to this very simple design: in a truly malicious environment, the network could selectively treat logged packets according to correct policy and only manipulate unlogged packets. Although we would still expect our runtime checks at each shim to detect the error, auditors would no longer be able to retrieve an audit trail associated with the violation. Hence, it is important that we hide the logging bit at the gateway so that the attacker cannot mount such an attack. In the following section, as we discuss our implementation, we describe how the logging bit is stored virtually in a way that is cryptographically secure while consuming 0 bits of overhead in the AuditTrailer.

6 AuditBox Implementation

We now discuss two performance optimizations to our protocol (§6.1) and our end-to-end prototype (§6.2).

6.1 Optimizing Verification

Updatable GMAC: To support mutable packets and dynamic paths, AuditBox computes the MAC twice for each packet at each hop: first to verify the packet when receiving it, and second to authenticate the packet before sending it out (§5). In our implementation, we use the GMAC algorithm [53]. While GMAC is one of the fastest authentication algorithms (thanks in part to acceleration from Intel’s AES-NI instructions [40]), it still adds non-trivial overhead to packet processing.

Figure 9: AuditBox software architecture (white boxes denote existing Safebricks components).

To reduce AuditBox’s overhead, we implement a proven secure [52] updatable version of GMAC on top of EverCrypt [62], a formally verified cryptographic library. We use EverCrypt because it is easy to port into SGX and it is fast; its verified properties are a pleasant bonus. We defer to future work the extension of EverCrypt’s formal verification to our updatable API.

The key optimization of updatable GMAC is to take advantage of GMAC’s algebraic structure to securely reuse the first MAC when computing the second MAC [52]. With this optimization, the second MAC’s cost is proportional to the number of modified data blocks, rather than the total packet length. In practice, this improves performance for NFs that only read the packet or that modify a small portion of it (§7).

In addition to a key and a message, GMAC requires as input an initialization vector (IV) that must be unique for each MAC invocation with a given key. For this we use the concatenation of the srcNF and pktID fields. This leads to a bound on how long we can use the same key $K_F$. At 100 Gbps, we expect to overflow the pktID once every 22 days and hence we use we use a 14 day key rotation which ensures that the same IV is never used twice. When the pktID wraps around, one can use timestamps to differentiate entries in audit trails.

Secret Logging: In §5.4 we discussed that we must encrypt the bit used to mark which packets should be logged for auditing; we now describe how we introduce 0 bits of overhead and 0 computational overhead for unsampled packets. Our idea is to embed a virtual logging bit in the AuditTrailer. When the ingress gateway generates the tag, it appends this virtual logging bit as the last field when computing the MAC. For example, $tag = \text{MAC}_{K_F}(\text{pkt}\|\text{pktID}\|\text{srcNF}\|\text{dstNF})$ for a packet that should be logged. When the packet arrives at the verification shim, it verifies the MAC by appending a 0 (assuming most packets will not be logged). If the verification fails, the NF then appends 1 and performs a second MAC verification. The success of the second verification means the NF should log the packet, while failure indicates a malicious/mangled packet. We formally prove this approach is secure in §D.

Theorem 3 (Secret Logging Security) Consider the game described in §D.5 with adversary $A$. When the MAC algorithm is GMAC, the adversary’s advantage is negligible.

6.2 Prototype Details

We implement an end-to-end prototype using Safebricks [61]. Safebricks is an NFV framework that...
builds on top of DPDK [5] and runs NFs in Intel Enclaves [25]. While the idea of AuditBox could be applied to other NFV frameworks [48, 58, 59, 79], we choose Safebricks mainly to leverage its I/O optimization to avoid expensive enclave transitions. We modified approximately 4k lines of Rust to implement our protocols, and added 2.5k lines of C and 100 lines of x86 assembly to implement and test the updatable GMAC implementation. Here, we focus on the implementation of the verification shim and the AuditTrailer, which are the key enablers to avoid any NF changes.

Verification Shim: As shown in Figure 9, AuditBox inserts a verification shim that sits between the enclave I/O interface and the NF in each enclave. The shim implements our custom verification protocol using two modules: one verifies the incoming packets by checking the AuditTrailer, and the other updates the AuditTrailer on outgoing packets. Both modules use our updatable GMAC algorithm, and both modules have access to the logging function to save logs for offline auditing.

Packet Trailer: Typically, to carry a wrapper or metadata header through unmodified NFs, one incurs two overheads. First, one must strip the header from the packet and copy the packet (starting from the IP or Ethernet header) to the first byte of the packet buffer; the packet can then enter the NF as if it had come in off the wire. Second, one must restore the header to the packet; when packets have been modified by the NF this step may require complex algorithms to infer the correct mapping from original input packet to final output packet [32].

By using a trailer, AuditBox sidesteps these challenges in many cases. Before passing the pointer to the packet buffer into the NF, the shim adjusts the packet length to the end of the encapsulated packet, leaving the trailer at the bottom of the buffer and invisible to the NF code. Even if the packet has been modified or shortened, when the packet egresses the NF, the shim can simply restore the trailer sitting at the bottom of the allocated memory. When NFs extend the length of the packet, this overwrites the trailer and so the trailer must be restored similarly to the header operations above, however, we find for most NFs leaving the trailer at the base of the buffer is an effective way to improve performance (§7.3).

7 AuditBox Evaluation

AuditBox aims to enable real-time auditing for NFV deployments with low overhead. In this section, we evaluate its overhead using a testbed and traces and show that:

- AuditBox correctly detects a broad class of practical policy violations (§7.1).
- AuditBox enables auditing for unmodified NFs while adding less overhead than existing verification protocols (§7.2). We discuss our optimizations in §7.3.

Setup: Our testbed has four servers: three SGX servers (4-core 3.80 GHz Intel Xeon E3-1270 v6 CPUs, 64 GB RAM, Intel XL710 40Gb NICs) run AuditBox, and one server (dual-socketed Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 GHz Xeon CPUs, with

Table 1: Example scenarios that use AuditBox and OPT [46] to verify whether policy violations happen; “yes”/“no” indicate whether the system reports a violation. Shaded cells are correct auditing results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Blue Team Policies</th>
<th>Attacks</th>
<th>AuditBox</th>
<th>OPT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mutable packets (Fig. 2): Load balancer modifies packets</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mutable packets (Fig. 2): Load balancer modifies packets</td>
<td></td>
<td>modify</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dynamic paths (Fig. 3): Light IPS reroutes packets</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dynamic paths (Fig. 3): Light IPS reroutes packets</td>
<td></td>
<td>reroute</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Stateful NFs (Fig. 4): NAT tracks flow states</td>
<td>reorder</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stateful NFs (Fig. 4): NAT tracks flow states</td>
<td>drop</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 cores, 128 GB RAM, Intel XL710 40Gb NICs) is used as a traffic generator. Each server runs Ubuntu 18.04 with Linux kernel 4.4.186. We use Moongen (DPDK-based) [30] to generate synthetic test traffic, as well as replay empirical traces [10] of varying packet sizes. We enable jumbo frames to allow the trailer to be added to large packets (which makes them larger than the default 1500 byte MTU). For each experiment, we report the median value of 20 tests, error bars represent one standard deviation (which in some cases are too small to see).

Sample NFs: AuditBox supports all existing NFs in Safebricks without any NF changes. To evaluate the performance of AuditBox, we choose three sample NFs with varying complexity: (1) NAT rewrites IP and TCP headers, representing NFs that modify packets (Figure 2); (2) Stateful Firewall which tracks connection states (Figure 4), configured with a campus ruleset (643 rules); and (3) DPI, which represents the most computationally expensive NF in Safebricks, configured with the Snort Community ruleset [14].

7.1 Functionality Evaluation

To validate the end-to-end effectiveness of AuditBox, we run different red-blue team exercises. In each scenario, the blue team (operator) chooses a service chain policy and the protocol (AuditBox packet, AuditBox flow, or OPT). The red team (attacker) randomly picks an attack vector. Then, we emulate this scenario with generated traffic. Finally, we reveal the ground truth and the audit trails to check if the protocol helped the blue team correctly identify/diagnose the attack.

We run these scenarios in a combination of a real testbed and a custom simulator. For the testbed we use one server to generate traffic, and three to run NFs. We introduce attacks (e.g., modifying packets) using the I/O thread (Figure 9), and apply them when packets arrive at the NF. We built a custom simulator, where all NFs are connected via “one big switch” and this switch executes one or more adversarial actions (e.g., rerouting) when forwarding packets between NFs.

Table 1 shows a subset of the scenarios, including the motivating examples from §2. In all scenarios, with AuditBox, the blue team successfully detects the policy violations and has correct auditing trails for doing so. OPT [46] detects some.
scenarios (scenarios 2 and 4), but has both false positives (1 and 3) and false negatives (5 and 6). Note that this is not unique to OPT; other VRPs [55] have the same issues as well.

### 7.2 Performance Evaluation

We first measure the performance of AuditBox for a single NF and a chain of NFs using empirical traffic [10]. For all tests, we run the NF using one core, and we report the goodput by excluding extra bytes used for verification. In these experiments, we compare against three alternative baselines, none of which are an apples-to-apples comparison with AuditBox (in that each was designed for a different purpose) but nonetheless we believe the comparison helps to put our results in context.

The first baseline is ‘NetBricks’ [59], which is a Rust-based NFV framework and does not use SGX. The second baseline is ‘SGX-only’, which runs NFs in enclaves but does not use any special protocol for verified routing. Our third and final baseline is OPT, which, as we have discussed (§2.4) is most closely related to AuditBox’s use case but nonetheless cannot provide correct routing in the presence of dynamic routing and packet modifications.

**Single NF:** Figure 10 shows the goodput for running a single NF. The red dotted line shows the maximum rate of our traffic generator. NetBricks is able to process packets at the packet generator rate for both firewall and NAT. Compared to running NFs outside the enclave, the SGX baseline (‘SGX only’) incurs up to 15% overhead. Relative to running NFs in the enclave alone, AuditBox incurs 19% overhead for the firewall, 38% for the NAT, and 3% overhead for the DPI. The flow-level incurs slightly more overhead than the packet-level as it involves flow-table updates to track flow states.

AuditBox achieves up to two times higher goodput than the strawman OPT due to our reduced packet overhead (24B for AuditBox-pkt, 32B for AuditBox-flow vs. 84B for OPT) and our use of a trailer, instead of a header. We hypothesize that OPT’s high overhead stems from its need to strip and restore large headers at each hop. To test this hypothesis, we implement OPT using our trailer optimization (‘OPT-trailer’). The optimized OPT achieves a higher throughput than AuditBox, which is expected as it requires fewer MAC computations.

**NF Chains:** We also ran experiments to evaluate the performance of AuditBox under different NF chains across multiple nodes, similar to prior work [61]. As shown in Figure 11, for a chain of 3 firewalls AuditBox has 67% better goodput than OPT. Unlike AuditBox, which has a constant packet-size overhead regardless of chain length, OPT’s header grows with chain length (116B for 3 NFs and 148B for 5 NFs), which contributes to the drop in goodput. Our optimized version, ‘OPT-trailer,’ gets better goodput after eliminating the header stripping and restoring overhead. We also evaluated a chain with a Firewall, followed by a DPI and a NAT. For this chain, both AuditBox and OPT achieve similar performance since the entire chain is bottlenecked by the heavy DPI.

**Cost Analysis:** It is worth putting the performance numbers in context to see the effective “cost” of auditability. Consider an organization deploying specialized hardware appliances for regulatory compliance. Today, this costs roughly $600-$3500 per-Gbps for firewalls and $6000-$12000 per-Gbps for IPS (e.g., Cisco FirePOWER 8140 [4], Juniper Networks SRX345 [9]). If this organization shifts to NFV on commodity servers because of the auditability offered by AuditBox, we estimate the cost will be 12X-60X lower for the firewall, and 1.9X-9X lower for the IPS. While we acknowledge that any such cost analysis is fraught with uncertainties (e.g., cost at scale, reliability, service contracts, power), this rough estimate suggests that RegTech customers can still achieve financial gains through NFV.

**Latency Overhead:** Figure 12 shows the latency overhead of AuditBox using empirical packet traces. For each test, we measure the RTT at 80% of the maximum throughput of the system under test as a metric for latency. Compared to the SGX baseline, AuditBox-pkt adds around 18µs for 99th percentile latency, and AuditBox-flow adds another 6µs.

**Sweep packet size and NF type:** Figure 16 (Appendix E) shows the overhead of AuditBox for varying packet sizes and NF types. Across all NFs, the overhead of AuditBox decreases as packet sizes increase. Since NAT modifies the packet, we do not use our updatable GMAC, making the overhead of AuditBox more noticeable.

### 7.3 Impact of Our Optimizations

**Header vs Trailer:** Figure 13 shows the benefit of implementing AuditTrailer as a trailer instead of a header. Unlike our trailer which can be made invisible inside the NF (shown in Figure 9), the shim needs to strip off the added header
before delivering the packet to the NF to avoid modifying the NF. After the packet is processed, the shim needs to prepend the header before sending it to the next NF. These header manipulations slow down packet processing and verification, resulting in decreases of goodput by up to 2x.

**Regular GMAC vs Updatable GMAC:** In Figures 14 and 15, we compare the performance of AuditBox when using our implementation of the updatable GMAC with the regular GMAC that is used by popular cryptographic libraries (e.g., OpenSSL [12], NSS [11]). When varying the NF complexity (cycles/pkt), using updatable GMAC improves goodput by up to 23%. When varying the packet sizes, our updatable GMAC outperforms the regular GMAC by up to 25% for large packets. These improvements can largely be attributed to reusing the first MAC to compute the second MAC, which avoids the recomputing overhead for non-modified data blocks.

**Dedicated log bit vs Virtual log bit:** We compared our virtual logging bit with an approach with a real encrypted bit. On average, using a virtual log bit improves goodput by 4-5%.

### 8 Related Work

We have already discussed existing VRPs (e.g., [46, 55]), service chaining policies and mechanisms (e.g., [32, 58]), and how auditing is different from network verification (e.g., [44, 45, 50, 60]). Here, we focus on other classes of related work.

**Traditional NFV Frameworks:** Prior NFV [6] frameworks focus on management [35, 42, 58, 65, 67], performance [28, 43, 51, 79], and programability [23, 48, 59]. We argue auditability should be added as a first-order feature of the NFV framework, which would relieve enterprises’ concerns about deploying the NFV for security-critical services or outsourcing them to a third-party provider [33, 68].

**Securing NFs:** Prior work has proposed the use of SGX to protect an NF’s source code [61, 72], an NF’s state [69], traffic metadata [29], and to support end-to-end encryption [39, 56]. While these enhance security for NFs, they only focus on individual NFs on a single server, and they do not provide mechanisms to audit the entire service chain.

**NF Verification:** NF verification [27, 75, 76, 78] guarantees that a certain NF implementation is correct (memory-safe, crash-free, etc.). AuditBox assumes that vendors have ‘certified’ NF implementations as secure, and we expect this class of work would strengthen trust in such vendor certifications.

**Verifiable fault localization and measurements:** In addition to VRPs, auditing is also related to prior work on secure fault localization (e.g., [81, 82]), robust sampling algorithms (e.g., [57]), verifiable performance measurements (e.g., [16]), and secure network provenance (SNP) (e.g., [37, 84]). Some of our building blocks share conceptual similarity with these efforts. However, they focus on different goals. For example, SNP leverages tamper-evident logging [38] to identify misbehavior offline, unlike the runtime guarantees we provide.

### 9 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented AuditBox, a framework that brings NFV to security-critical environments that require auditing. By leveraging enclaves to run NFs and continuously verifying the traffic between NFs, AuditBox provides a strong run-time guarantee that the NFV system remains in compliance with policy goals. AuditBox also supports traditional offline auditing by generating audit trails for manual inspection.

We see AuditBox as a first step in a conversation with regulators. Would our audit trails be more trustworthy if they included additional data? Should we combine our SGX protection with formal verification of the NF code [27]? In practice, should AuditBox be combined with formal verification of operator policies [60]? We expect, and hope, to see considerable evolution in supporting the RegTech space beyond AuditBox’s current capabilities.

In the long run, adoption only comes when human auditors feel comfortable trusting the guarantees provided by any particular system. Our hope is that by not only replicating the capabilities that auditors have today, but also strengthening SFCs with runtime correctness guarantees, AuditBox will merit the trust of auditors and hence hasten the adoption of NFV in security-sensitive networks.
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A Modeling Duplicate Packets

The formalization of Property 4 assumes that the same packet is never sent twice. This seems to be a reasonable assumption. As we are forwarding under L2, an NF$_A$ and an NF$_B$ will always have different Ethernet headers even if the IP, TCP/UDP, and Payload are identical. And it seems reasonable to assume that an NF$_A$ will never transmit the same packet twice either – even a re-transmitted TCP packet will come with a different IPID value.

Nonetheless, we could remove these requirements and allow NFs to transmit the same packet repeatedly by defining correctness as follows:

Let SEND-TO$_{F,P}(E) \rightarrow \{0, 1\}$ be defined:

$$function \ SEND-TO_{NF,F}(E)$$

$$if\ e.op = SEND \land e.pkt = p_i \land policy(p_i, e.NF) = NF_j$$

then

return 1

else

return 0

Let RECV-PKT$_{F,P}(E) \rightarrow \{0, 1\}$ be defined:

$$function \ RECV-PKT_{NF,F}(E)$$

$$if\ e.op = RECV \land e.pkt = p_i \land e.NF = NF$$

then

return 1

else

return 0

To allow identical packets, we could then say the system was correct under packet correctness iff:

$$\forall e \in E. s.t. e.op = RECV: \sum_{i=1}^{e} SEND-TO_{e,NF,e.pkt}(E[i]) = \sum_{i=1}^{e} RECV-PKT_{e,NF,e.pkt}(E[i])$$

B Additional Definitions

B.1 Modeling Packet Exit

We define GW$_{out}$ for when a packet exits the cluster as follows:

Algorithm 3 Model of Packets Exiting the Cluster

1: function GW$_{out}$(input)
2: input $\leftarrow f_m(input)$
3: if input $\neq \bot$ then
4: E.append(input, $\bot$, GW$_{out}$, E.length + 1)
5: return input

B.2 Audit Trail Definition

While our routing protocol provides hop-by-hop guarantees, auditors are familiar with end to end “what you see is what you get” evidence that packets are indeed following the correct route. To provide auditors the confidence of proven correctness with empirical evidence, AuditBox provides empirical evidence in the form of audit trails. Following the model of our event log E, one can take a packet in any of its states (prior to entry, between two NFs, post exit) and
compute the forms the packet took on and all NFs it traversed across its entire traversal of the system. While 5.4 describes how this works in practice, we describe audit trails in the context of our model with Algorithm 4.

**Algorithm 4 Audit Trail Definition**

```plaintext
function CAUSED-BY(event)
    if event.pktin = ⊥ then
        trail ← (event.pktin, event.NF, event.pktout)
        return [(event.pktin, event.NF, event.pktout)]
    trail ← (event.pktin, event.NF, event.pktout)
    return caused-by(prev) + trail

function LEADS-TO(event)
    if event.pktout = ⊥ then
        return [(event.pktout, event.NF)]
    prev ← get-eventE(event.pktout, pktout)
    return prev_trail + leads-to(prev)

function AUDIT-TRAIL(event)
    return CAUSED-BY(event) + LEADS-TO(event)
```

Note that the definition assumes that all transmitted packets are unique.

### C Pseudocode

In the algorithms below, we expand the notion of a packet to also include the AuditBox trailer.

In the flow-verification algorithm (Algorithm 6), we assume each NF, including the gateway, maintains a flow-counter table $FC$ which maps a flow ID and destination NF to a counter value:

$$ctr ← FC[flowID, NF]$$

Performing a lookup with a new $flowID, NF$ pair implicitly initializes the counter to zero. Comments highlight differences relative to the packet-verification algorithm (Algorithm 5).

**Algorithm 5 Packet Verification Protocol**

**Input:** The shared symmetric key $K_\sigma$ for the current epoch $\sigma$.

1. Generate an AuditTrailer for each packet at the gateway $GW_{in}$
2. function GENERATE(pkt)
3. $out.pkt = pkt$
4. $out.pktID = genPktID(pkt)$
5. $out.srcNF = GW_{in}$
6. $out.dstNF = Policy(pkt, GW_{in})$
7. $out.tag = MAC_{K_\sigma}(out.pkt, out.pktID, out.srcNF, out.dstNF)$
8. return $out$
9. $\triangleright$ Process a packet in at NF$_i$
10. function PROCESS(in)
11. $\triangleright$ ok $\leftarrow in\, dstNF = NF_i$ ∧
12. $\triangleright$ Verify$_{K_\sigma}(in.pkt, in.pktID, in.srcNF, in.dstNF, in.tag)$
13. if ok then:
14. $\triangleright$ out.pkt = $f_i(in.pkt)$
15. $out.pktID = in.pktID$
16. $out.srcNF = NF_i$
17. $out.dstNF = Policy(out.pkt, NF_i)$
18. $out.tag = MAC_{K_\sigma}(out.pkt, out.pktID, out.srcNF, out.dstNF)$
19. else:
20. $\triangleright$ Drop packet and raise alert
21. return $out$

**Algorithm 6 Flow Verification Protocol**

**Input:** The shared symmetric key $K_\sigma$ for the current epoch $\sigma$.

1. Generate a flow AuditTrailer for each packet at the gateway $GW_{in}$
2. function GENERATE(pkt)
3. $\triangleright$ Same as Packet Verification
4. $out.pkt = pkt$
5. $out.pktID = genPktID(pkt)$
6. $out.srcNF = GW_{in}$
7. $out.dstNF = Policy(pkt, GW_{in})$
8. $\triangleright$ New for Flow Verification
9. $out.flowID = computeFlowID(pkt)$
10. $out.seqNum = FC[out.flowID, out.dstNF] ++$
11. $out.tag = MAC_{K_\sigma}(out.pkt, out.pktID, out.srcNF, out.dstNF, out.flowID, out.seqNum)$
12. return $out$
13. $\triangleright$ Process a packet in at NF$_i$
14. function PROCESS(in)
15. $\triangleright$ ok $\leftarrow in\, dstNF = NF_i$
16. $\triangleright$ Verify$_{K_\sigma}(in.pkt, in.pktID, in.srcNF, in.dstNF, in.flowID, in.seqNum, in.tag)$
17. $\triangleright$ New
18. if ok then:
19. $FC[in.flowID, in.srcNF] ++$ $\triangleright$ New
20. $\triangleright$ New for Flow Verification
21. $out.flowID = in\, flowID$
22. $out.seqNum = FC[out.flowID, out.dstNF] ++$
23. $out.tag = MAC_{K_\sigma}(out.pkt, out.pktID, out.srcNF, out.dstNF, out.flowID, out.seqNum)$
24. $\triangleright$ New
25. else:
26. $\triangleright$ Drop packet and raise alert
27. return $out$
D Security Proofs

D.1 Cryptographic Assumptions

We introduce the standard notation we use and the standard cryptographic assumptions we make.

We write \( x | y \) for the uniquely delimited (either via tags or fixed widths) concatenation of \( x \) and \( y \). Hence, \( x_0 | y_0 = x_1 | y_1 \) implies \( x_0 = x_1 \) and \( y_0 = y_1 \).

Our scheme relies on a Message Authentication Code (MAC) scheme, which consists of three algorithms. A symmetric key \( K \) is generated by the KeyGen() algorithm. We write \( \tau \leftarrow \text{MAC}_K(m) \) to indicate using key \( K \) to compute a MAC tag \( \tau \) on message \( m \), and \( \text{Verify}_K(m, \tau) \) for the algorithm that uses key \( K \) to check the validity of tag \( \tau \) for message \( m \).

We assume that the MAC scheme is existentially unforgeable under chosen-message attacks (EUF-CMA) [21]. Intuitively, the definition says that an adversary who can request validly computed tags for \( n \) adaptively chosen messages cannot produce a new pair \( (m, \tau) \notin \{(m_1, \tau_1), \ldots, (m_n, \tau_n)\} \) which passes \( \text{Verify}_K(m, \tau) \). Standard algorithms, such as HMAC [20] and GMAC [53], are EUF-CMA secure.

D.2 Security Definition

To formalize AuditBox’s security, we take the standard approach of defining our desired security property via a cryptographic game involving a challenger \( C \) and a probabilistic, polynomial-time adversary \( A \), which intuitively corresponds to the untrusted network, \( \Phi \). The game can be instantiated with an audit protocol that supplies NF functions \( f_i \).

The challenger begins the game by creating an empty event log \( E \) and calling KeyGen() to produce key \( K \). The adversary is then allowed to run and can call the following oracles which represent the various NFs in the system.

1. \( p_{out} \leftarrow \text{Oracle-GW}_{\Phi}(p_m) \) allows the adversary to introduce a new packet \( p_m \) to the gateway and obtain the packet \( p_{out} \) produced by the gateway.
2. \( p_{out} \leftarrow \text{Oracle-NF}_i(p_m) \) invokes \( \text{NF}_i \) on the adaptively supplied input packet \( p_m \) and gives the adversary the resulting packet \( p_{out} \).

The challenger instantiates these oracles using the models described in §4.1. Specifically, Oracle-GW \( \Phi(p_m) \) runs Algorithm 2 using the protocol-supplied function \( f_{in} \), and Oracle-NF \( f(p_m) \) runs Algorithm 1 using the protocol-supplied function \( f_i \). Note that both oracles append to the event log \( E \).

When the adversary terminates, the game ends and outputs \( E \).

D.3 Security Proof of Packet Correctness

Theorem 1 (Packet Correctness) Consider the game described above with adversary \( A \) and instantiated with the AuditBox packet correctness protocol (§5.2). Specifically, looking at Algorithm 5, we instantiate \( f_{in} \) with the function GENERATE and \( f_i \) with PROCESS. The probability that the game outputs an event log \( E \) that violates Property 1 is negligible.

Proof of Theorem 1: We prove security by reducing the security of our protocol to the EUF-CMA security of our MAC algorithm though a series of cryptographic games [19, 71]. The initial game matches the game defined in §D.2, and each subsequent game idealizes a portion of the protocol. At each step, we calculate the adversary’s success in distinguishing between the two games.

Game 0 is defined as in §D.2 with an adversary \( A \) which queries its oracles a total of \( \alpha \) times.

Game 1 is the same as above, except that the NF oracle, when given an input packet \( p_m \), computes $m \leftarrow p_{in} \cdot \text{pkt} | p_{in} \cdot \text{pktID} | p_{in} \cdot \text{srcNF} | p_{in} \cdot \text{destNF}$ and immediately rejects the packet if \( m \) was not previously passed as an argument to MAC\(_K(\cdot) \) (i.e., \( C \) keeps a list \( L \) of all values passed to MAC\(_K(\cdot) \), and upon receiving a packet \( p_m \) on which it would normally call Verify\(_K(m, \tau) \), it looks up \( m \) in \( L \) and accepts/rejects based on the lookup, without looking at \( \tau \).

The adversary can distinguish Game 1 from Game 0 only if it can forge a valid tag \( \tau \) for \( m \). This happens with probability at most \( \text{EUF-CMA}(\alpha) \), the probability of breaking our unforgeability assumption given at most \( \alpha \) chosen-message tags.

From Game 1, we show that Property 1 perfectly holds, which means that the probability that an adversary can break Property 1 is at most \( \text{EUF-CMA}(\alpha) \), which is, by definition, negligible when we employ a secure MAC scheme.

In Game 1, consider any \( e_b \in E \) such that \( e_b.pkt_{in} \neq \bot \). By the construction of the NF model (Algorithm 1) an event \( e_b \) is only added to \( E \) after the NF runs \( f_{in} \), which we instantiated with PROCESS. PROCESS ensures \( e_{b.pkt_{in}}.\text{destNF} \equiv e_{b.NF} \) (Line 12 of Algorithm 5). In Game 1, instead of running the MAC’s verification algorithm on Line 13, it checks that the computed \( m \) is on the list \( L \) of previously MAC’d messages. For this check to succeed, there must have been a logically earlier MAC call, which must have occurred during a previous invocation of Oracle-GW \( \Phi \) or Oracle-NF\( i \), which each compute a tag on their outbound packet. For the verification lookup in \( L \) to succeed, that MAC call must have computed an \( m' \) for its output packet, where \( m' \equiv m \). This earlier oracle invocation would have produced event \( e_a = (p, e_{a.pkt_{in}}, e_{a.pkt_{in}}.\text{srcNF}) \) for some other input packet \( p \) and index \( i \), with \( i < e_{b,t} \), since this was an earlier invocation, and the log \( E \) was necessarily shorter. Hence, the equality of \( m \) and \( m' \) implies that we have \( e_{a.pkt_{out}} = e_{b.pkt_{in}} \) and policy\( (e_{a.pkt_{out}}, e_{a.NF}) = e_{b.NF} \) (note Lines 6 and 18 of Algorithm 5), satisfying Property 1.

D.4 Security Proof of Flow Correctness

Theorem 2 (Flow Correctness) Consider the game described in §D.2 with adversary \( A \) and instantiated with the AuditBox flow-correctness protocol (§5.3). Specifically, looking at Algorithm 6, we instantiate \( f_{in} \) with the function GENERATE and \( f_i \) with PROCESS. The probability that the game outputs an event log \( E \) that violates Properties 1-4 is negligible.
Proof of Theorem 2:  
We prove Theorem 2 by considering each property in turn.

Proof of Property 1  
We begin by observing that compared with the packet-verification protocol, the flow-verification protocol

1. Includes in its AuditTrailer a superset of the packet-verification fields.
2. Computes the values the packet-verification fields in an identical manner.
3. Computes MACs over a superset of the packet-verification fields.
4. Performs a superset of the validation checks (compare Lines 16-18 of Algorithm 6 with Lines 12-13 of Algorithm 5).

Hence, we can apply an identical set of arguments as we did in our proof of Theorem 1 to show that Property 1 still holds when we employ a secure MAC. In the discussion, Property 1 allows us to assume that all packets in E originated from an NF, and hence we no longer need worry about adversarially mangled or injected packets.

Proof of Property 2  
To show that Property 2 (i.e., no packet injection or modification) holds, choose an arbitrary NF_a, NF_b ∈ F, and e_a1, e_a2, e_b2 ∈ E such that Lines 5-9 of Property 2 hold. We will show that there must exist e_b1 ∈ E such that

\[ e_{b1}.t < e_{b2}.t ∧ e_{b1}.NF = NF_b ∧ e_{b1}.pkt_{in} = e_{a1}.pkt_{out} \]

When \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out} \) was produced by PROCESS_a, it was assigned a flow sequence number \( FC_a[e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.flowID, e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.srcNF] \) (Line 27 of Algorithm 6), and NF_a immediately increments the counter.

When we subsequently call PROCESS_b to produce \( e_{a2}.pkt_{out} \) (we know this is a subsequent invocation of PROCESS_b because \( e_{a1}.t < e_{a2}.t \)), we can show that it will read the same counter from \( FC_a \), which by observation always increases monotonically. Hence, it must be that \( e_{a2}.pkt_{out.seqNum} > e_{a1}.pkt_{out.seqNum} \).

We can show that PROCESS_b processes the same counter by showing that \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.flowID = e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.flowID ∧ e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.srcNF = e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.srcNF \). The first is straightforward, since \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out} = e_{a2}.pkt_{out} \implies flow(e_{a1}) = flow(e_{a2}) \), and the second follows from Line 7 of Property 2.

For \( e_{a2}.pkt_{out} \) to have passed the “ok” check in PROCESS_b, and hence to have generated \( e_{b2} \), it must have passed the check on Line 18, which means that at the time, \( e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.seqNum = FC_b[e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.flowID, e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.srcNF] \). Now consider the set \( E_{b1} \subseteq E \) of all \( e_{b1} \) such that \( e_{b1}.t < e_{b2}.t ∧ e_{b1}.NF = NF_b ∧ e_{b1}.pkt_{in}.srcNF = NF_a ∧ flow(e_{b1}) = flow(e_{a1}) \); i.e., all previous events generated by NF_b that came from NF_a and are part of the same flow as \( e_{a1} \) (and hence \( e_{a2} \) and \( e_{b2} \)).

The crucial observation is that each such \( e_{b1} \) increments \( FC_b[e_{b1}.pkt_{in}.flowID, e_{b1}.pkt_{in}.srcNF] \), and these are the only events that do so prior to \( e_{b2}.t \). Hence, it must be the case that \( |E_{b1}| = e_{b2}.pkt_{in}.seqNum \), and each \( e_{b1} \in E_{b1} \) has a unique sequence number (as guaranteed by the monotonically increasing counter value). Since we know that \( 0 ≤ e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.seqNum < e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.seqNum = e_{a1}.pkt_{in}.seqNum \), there must be an \( e_{b1} \in E_{b1} \) with \( e_{b1}.pkt_{in}.seqNum = e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.seqNum \). Furthermore, the monotonic counter on the sending side (NF_a) guarantees that NF_a must have only assigned the sequence number \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.seqNum \) to a single packet, namely \( e_{a1}.pkt_{in} \). Since we have proven Property 1 holds (i.e., the attacker cannot inject or modify packets), if NF_b received a packet \( e_{b1}.pkt_{in} \) with sequence number \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.seqNum \) from NF_a, it must be the case that \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out} = e_{b1}.pkt_{in} \). Hence, we have identified an \( e_{b1} \) such that \( e_{b1}.t < e_{b2}.t ∧ e_{b1}.NF = NF_b ∧ e_{b1}.pkt_{in} = e_{a1}.pkt_{out} \), proving that Property 2 holds.

Proof of Property 3  
To show that Property 3 (no packet reordering) holds, choose an arbitrary NF_a, NF_b ∈ F and \( e_{a1}, e_{b1}, e_{a2}, e_{b2} \) ∈ E such that Lines 14-17 of Property 3 hold. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that \( e_{a1}.t < e_{a2}.t \) but \( e_{b1}.t ≥ e_{b2}.t \) (i.e., NF_b received the packets in reverse order). Since each NF increments its flow counter after sending a packet (Lines 10 and 27 in Algorithm 6), and we know that flow(\( e_{a1} \)) ≡ flow(\( e_{a2} \)), it must be the case that \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.seqNum < e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.seqNum \). Since we supposed \( e_{b1}.t ≥ e_{b2}.t \) (and \( e_{b1} \neq e_{b2} \)) because each entry in E has a unique position) it must be the case that PROCESS_b was called on \( e_{a2}.pkt_{out} \) before it was called on \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out} \). For \( e_{a2}.pkt_{out} \) to have passed the “ok” check in PROCESS_b, it must have passed the check on Line 18, which means that at the time, \( e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.seqNum = FC_b[e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.flowID, e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.srcNF] \). The counter is then incremented on Line 20, and continues to increase monotonically on subsequent invocations. Hence, when PROCESS_b was later called on \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out} \), to have passed the “ok” check, it must be the case that \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.seqNum > e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.seqNum \). This contradicts our starting point that \( e_{a1}.pkt_{out}.seqNum < e_{a2}.pkt_{out}.seqNum \). Hence we can conclude that if \( e_{a1}.t < e_{a2}.t \) then \( e_{b1}.t < e_{b2}.t \).

To prove the other direction of the implication, namely that if \( e_{a1}.t ≥ e_{a2}.t \) then \( e_{b1}.t ≥ e_{b2}.t \), we can apply the same argument as above, swapping a2 for a1 and b2 for b1.

Proof of Property 4  
To show that Property 4 (no packet replay) holds, choose an arbitrary \( e_{a} \in E \). Suppose for the sake of contradiction that \( \exists e_{b} \in E \) such that \( e_{b}.pkt_{in} = e_{a}.pkt_{in} \). Since each entry in E has a unique position, we know \( e_{a} \neq e_{b}.t \), so without loss of generality, assume \( e_{a}.t < e_{b}.t \). Since we know that \( e_{a}.pkt_{in}.dstNF = e_{b}.pkt_{in}.dstNF \), both entries must have been produced by invocations of PROCESS_e, \( \forall e \in E \), and it was invoked on \( e_{a}.pkt_{in} \) before
\(e_b, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}\) (because \(e_a.t < e_b.t\)). Since \text{PROCESS} did not raise an alert on \(e_a, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}\), it must be the case that it passed the check on Line 18, which means that at the time, \(e_a, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}.\text{seqNum} = F_{C}[e_a, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}.\text{flowID}, e_a, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}.\text{srcNF}]\). The counter is then incremented on Line 20, and continues to increase monotonically on subsequent invocations. Hence, when \text{PROCESS} was later called on \(e_b, \text{pkt}\), to have passed the “ok” check, it must be the case that \(e_b, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}.\text{seqNum} > e_a, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}.\text{seqNum}\). But we supposed that \(e_a, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}} = e_b, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}\), which means \(e_b, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}.\text{seqNum} = e_a, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}.\text{seqNum}\). This contradiction show that \(e_a, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}.\text{seqNum} \neq e_a, \text{pkt}_{\text{in}}.\text{seqNum}\). 

D.5 Security of Secret Logging

As described in §6.1, AuditBox implements secret logging via a virtual bit that is appended to the real data carried in the AuditTrailer when computing a MAC. For this approach to effectively sample packets even in the presence of an adversary, it should be computationally difficult to distinguish packets with the virtual bit set to one (indicating a packet that should be logged) from those with the virtual bit set to zero.

Security Definition We capture this security notion with the following game involving a challenger \(C\), and a probabilistic, polynomial-time adversary \(A\). When the game begins, \(C\) chooses a random bit \(b\) and then runs \text{KeyGen()}\) to produce key \(K\). The adversary is then allowed to run and given access to Oracle-MAC()\), which when given a message \(m\), returns \(\text{MAC}_K(m|b)\). \(A\) eventually terminates and outputs its guess \(b'\). The game returns 1 if \(b = b'\) and 0 otherwise.

We define \(A\)’s advantage after making \(\alpha\) queries to its oracle as \(2P - \frac{1}{2}\), where \(P\) is the probability that the game returns 1.

Security Proof The game above is not secure for arbitrary MACs. In other words, given a EUF-CMA secure MAC scheme \(\mathcal{M}\), we can construct a new scheme \(\mathcal{N}\) that is also EUF-CMA secure, but where an adversary can achieve advantage 1 in the game above. For example, we could define \(\mathcal{N}.\text{MAC}_K(m) = \mathcal{M}.\text{MAC}_K(m)\). This is EUF-CMA secure (since the adversary still cannot produce a forgery against \(\mathcal{M}\)), but message secrecy is entirely broken.

Fortunately, we can prove security for specific MAC algorithms, including HMAC and, crucially for our implementation, GMAC. In particular, we leverage the fact that GMAC is defined (simplifying slightly) as:

\[
\text{GMAC}_K(IV,m) = \text{PRF}_K(IV) \oplus \text{GHASH}(m)
\]

Theorem 3 (Secret Logging Security) Consider the game described above with adversary \(A\). When the MAC algorithm is GMAC, the adversary’s advantage is negligible.

Proof of Theorem 3: We prove security via the following two games.

Game 0 is defined as described above with an adversary \(A\) which queries its oracle a total of \(\alpha\) times.

Game 1 is the same as above, except that Oracle-MAC(m) returns

\[
\text{GMAC}_K(IV,m) = R \oplus \text{GHASH}(m)
\]

where \(R\) is a randomly sampled value.

The adversary can distinguish Game 1 from Game 0 only if it can distinguish the output of the PRF from the output of a truly randomly selected function. This happens with probability at most \(\text{PRF}(\alpha)\), the probability of breaking the security of GMAC’s PRF given at most \(\alpha\) queries.

From Game 1, we show that the adversary has no information about the underlying message (and hence about the value of \(b\)), which means that the adversary’s advantage in the security game is at most \(\text{PRF}(\alpha)\), which is, by definition, negligible when we employ a secure PRF, which is also necessary for the standard EUF-CMA security of GMAC to hold.

In Game 1, the output of GHASH (which is the only information derived from \(m\)) is XOR’ed with a randomly chosen value of the same length. In other words, the output is the result of applying a one-time pad to GHASH(m), which is an informationally secure encryption scheme. Hence the adversary learns nothing about \(m\) from the output of its oracle.

E Performance Sensitivity Analysis

![Figure 16: Sensitivity analysis across NFs for different packet sizes.](image-url)
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Abstract—Many enterprises today manage traffic on their wide-area networks using software-defined traffic engineering schemes, which scale poorly with network size; the solver runtimes and number of forwarding entries needed at switches increase to untenable levels. We describe a novel method, which, instead of solving a multi-commodity flow problem on the network, solves (1) a simpler problem on a contraction of the network, and (2) a set of sub-problems in parallel on disjoint clusters within the network. Our results on the topology and demands from a large enterprise, as well as on publicly available topologies, show that, in the median case, our method nearly matches the solution quality of currently deployed solutions, but is 8× faster and requires 6× fewer FIB entries. We also show the value-add from using a faster solver to track changing demands and to react to faults.

1 Introduction

Wide-area networks (WANs), which connect locations across the globe with high-capacity optical fiber, are an expensive resource [7, 35, 36, 38]. Hence, enterprises seek to carefully manage the traffic on their WANs to offer low latency and jitter for customer-facing applications [28, 62, 69] and fast response times for bulk data transfers [46, 56].

The state-of-the-art approach used in several enterprises today [35, 36, 38] is to compute optimal routing schemes for the current demand by solving global multi-commodity flow problems [7,35,36,38]; the global flow problems are re-solved periodically, since demands may change or links may fail, and the computed routes are encoded into switch forwarding tables using software-defined networking techniques [7].

As network sizes grow, solving multi-commodity flow problems on the entire network becomes practically intractable. As noted in [36], the “algorithm run time increased super-linearly with the site count,” which led to “extended periods of traffic blackholing during data plane failures, ultimately violating our availability targets,” as well as “scaling pressure on limited space in switch forwarding tables.” This problem is unlikely to go away: anecdotal reports indicate that WAN footprints today are already over 10× larger than the few tens of sites that were considered in prior work [35, 36], since enterprises have built more sites to move closer to users.

In this paper, we seek to retain the benefits of global traffic management for large WAN networks without requiring excessively many forwarding entries at switches or prohibitively long solver runtimes. Also, by using a faster solver, WAN operators can reduce loss when faults occur and carry more traffic on the network by tracking demand changes.

Our solution is motivated by the observation that WAN topologies and demands are concentrated: the topology typically has well-connected portions separated by a few, lower-capacity edges, and more demand is between nearby datacenters. This is likely due to multiple operational considerations: (1) submarine cables have become shared choke points for connectivity between continents (see Figure 3), (2) the connectivity over land follows the road or rail networks along which fiber is typically laid out, and (3) enterprises build datacenters close to users, then steer traffic to nearby datacenters [12, 62, 69]. Therefore, more capacity and demand are available between nearby nodes; an analysis of data from a large enterprise WAN in §2 supports this observation.

We leverage this concentration of capacity and demand to decompose the global flow problem into several smaller problems, many of which can be solved in parallel. As shown
in Figure 2, we divide the network into multiple connected components, which we refer to as clusters. We then solve modified flow problems on each cluster, as well as on the contracted network, where nodes are clusters and edges connect clusters that have connected nodes. Prior work [4, 9, 15] notes that Google and other map providers use different contractions to compute shortest paths on road network graphs. Our goal is to closely match the multi-commodity max flow solution in quality (i.e., carry nearly as much total flow), while reducing the solver runtime and number of required forwarding entries. We discuss related work in §7; to our knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate a practical technique for multi-commodity flow problems on large WAN topologies.

Solving flow problems on the contracted network poses two key challenges:

1. How to partition the network into clusters? More clusters lead to greater parallelism, but maximizing the inter-cluster flow requires careful coordination between the sub-problems at multiple clusters.

2. How to design the sub-problems for each cluster to improve speed while reducing inconsistencies in allocation? The sub-problem for a cluster has fewer nodes and edges to consider, but it will not be faster if it must consider all node pairs whose traffic can pass through the cluster.

Our solution NCFlow\(^1\) achieves a high-quality flow allocation with a low runtime and space complexity by addressing each of these challenges in turn. First, we contract the network using well-studied algorithms such as modularity-based clustering [25] and spectral clustering [53], which are designed to identify the choke-point edges in a network. Second, we bundle demands whose sources and/or targets are in the same cluster, treating them as a single demand. In Figure 2 for example, the yellow cluster considers as one bundled demand all traffic from source nodes in the red cluster to target nodes in the green cluster. Doing so can lead to inconsistent flow allocations between clusters (which we explain in §3.1.1) and we devise careful heuristics to provably avoid them (§3.2). Finally, we reduce the forwarding entries needed at switches by reusing pathlets within clusters and traffic splitting rules across multiple demands (§3.5).

Figure 1 shows the workflow for NCFlow. First, we choose appropriate clusters and paths using an offline procedure over historical traffic—these choices are pushed into the switch forwarding entries. This step happens infrequently, such as when the topology and/or traffic changes substantially. Then, online (e.g., once every few minutes), NCFlow computes how best to route the traffic over the clusters and paths, similar to deployed solutions [35, 36, 38].

Overall, our key contributions are:

- We propose NCFlow, a decomposition of the multi-commodity max flow problem into an offline clustering step and an online, provably feasible, algorithm that solves a set of smaller sub-problems in parallel.

- We evaluate NCFlow using real traffic on a large enterprise WAN, as well as synthetic traffic on eleven topologies from the Internet Topology Zoo [6]. Our results show that, for multi-commodity max flow, NCFlow is within 2% of the total flow allocated by state-of-the-art path-based LP solvers [35, 36, 38] in 50% of cases; NCFlow is within 20% in 97% of cases. Furthermore, NCFlow is at least 8× faster than path-based LP solvers in the median case; in 20% of cases, NCFlow is over 30× faster. Lastly, NCFlow requires 2.7–16.7× fewer forwarding entries in the evaluated topologies. NCFlow also compares favorably to state-of-the-art approximation algorithms [27, 41] and oblivious techniques [44, 57].

- We show that, as a fast approximate solver, NCFlow can be used to react quickly to demand changes and link failures. Specifically, in comparison to TEAVAR [19], NCFlow carries more flow when no faults occur and suffers about the same amount of total loss during failures.

We have open-sourced an anonymous version of NCFlow [2], and are in the early stages of integrating NCFlow into production use at a large enterprise.

2 Background and Motivation

We analyze the changes in topology and traffic on a large enterprise WAN over a several-month period. As Figure 4
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\(^1\)short for Network Contractions for Flow problems
shows, the change in traffic demand from one 5-minute window to the next is substantial; the average change is 35%; in 20% of the cases, the traffic change is over 45%. The enterprise solves a global flow allocation problem every few minutes. The figure on the right shows the fraction of traffic that will remain unsatisfied if the flow allocation from the previous window were to be used instead of computing a new allocation. We see that the median loss is 13%; in 20% of the cases, over 20% of the demand remains unsatisfied. We verify that computing a new allocation will satisfy all of the demand; using the previous window’s allocation causes loss because some datacenter pairs may receive more flow in the previous allocation than their current demand while other datacenter pairs go unsatisfied.

Given the above data, computing a new allocation in each time window is needed to carry more traffic on the WAN. However, solver runtime increases super-linearly with the size of the topology, as shown in Figure 5. For several public topologies and on a variety of traffic matrices, we benchmark the multi-commodity max-flow problem (specifically PF₄, as will be described in §5.1). The runtimes were measured on a server-grade machine using a production-grade optimization library [33]. As the figure shows, when the topology size exceeds a thousand edges, the time to compute a flow allocation can exceed the allotted time window.

A fast solver would not only ensure that new allocations complete in time—it could also enable more frequent allocations, e.g., every minute. Doing so would enable allocations to track changing demands at a finer granularity. Moreover, as we show in §5, a fast solver can help when reacting to link and switch failures.

Our observation that demand and capacity are concentrated among nearby nodes is grounded on the following measurements from a production WAN:

**Demand properties:**

- On average, 7% (or 16%) of the node pairs account for half (or 75%) of the total demand.
- When nodes are divided into a few tens of clusters, 47% of the total traffic stays within clusters. If the demands were distributed uniformly across node pairs, only 8% of the traffic would stay within clusters; thus the demand within clusters is about 6× larger than would be expected from a uniform distribution.

**WAN topology properties:**

- When nodes are divided into tens of clusters, 76% of all edges and 87% of total capacity is within clusters.
- The skew in capacity is small: the ratio between the largest edge capacity and the mean is 10.4.
- The skew in node degree is also small: the average node degree is 3.9, with 8 = 2.6; the max is 16.
- Relative to the network size (hundreds of nodes), the average network diameter (=11) and the average shortest-path length (= 5.3) are very small.

Motivated by the above analyses, NCFlow seeks to be a fast solver for large WAN topologies by leveraging the concentration of traffic demands and capacity.

**Background:** Before we describe NCFlow’s design, we give some background on multi-commodity flow problems. Given a set of nodes, capacitated edges, and demands between nodes, a flow allocation is feasible if it satisfies demand and capacity constraints. The goal of a multi-commodity flow problem is to find a feasible flow which optimizes a given objective; Table 1 lists some common flavors.

The fastest algorithms [27, 41] are approximate; i.e., given a parameter ε, they achieve at least (1 − ε)× the optimal value. And, their runtime complexity is at least quadratic (Table 1).

Moreover, these solutions allow demands to travel on any edge, thus requiring millions of forwarding table entries at each switch for thousand-node topologies. Instead, production systems [35, 38] restrict flow to a small number of pre-configured paths per demand, which reduces the required forwarding table entries by 10–100×.

Using notation from Table 2, the feasible flow over a pre-configured set of paths can be defined as:

\[
\text{FeasibleFlow}(\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, d, \mathcal{P}) = \left\{ f_k \mid \forall k \in D \text{ and } \right. \\
\quad f_k = \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}_k} f^p_k, \quad \forall k \in D \quad (\text{flow for demand } k) \\
\quad f_k \leq d_k, \quad \forall k \in D \quad (\text{flow below volume}) \\
\quad f^p_k \leq c_e, \quad \forall e \in \mathcal{E} \quad (\text{flow below capacity}) \\
\quad f^p_k \geq 0 \quad \forall p \in \mathcal{P}, k \in D \quad (\text{non-negative flow}) \left\} 
\]

Production systems use linear optimization-based solvers [35, 36, 38]. On WANs with thousands of nodes, the optimization problem could have millions of variables and equations just to verify that a flow allocation is feasible. In this paper, we consider the problem of maximizing the total flow across all demands:

\[
\text{MaxFlow}(\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, d, \mathcal{P}) = \arg \max_{f_k} \sum_{k \in D} f_k \\
\text{s.t. } f \in \text{FeasibleFlow}(\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, d, \mathcal{P}) 
\]
Table 1: We illustrate a few different multi-commodity flow problems all of which find feasible flows but optimize for different objectives and can have additional constraints; see notation in Table 2. Equation 6 flushes out the problem completely for the case of maximizing flow. More problems are discussed in [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V, E, D, P$</td>
<td>Sets of nodes, edges, demands, and paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N, M, K$</td>
<td>The numbers of nodes, edges, and demands, i.e., $N =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e, c_e, p$</td>
<td>Edge $e$ has capacity $c_e$; path $p$ is a set of connected edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(s_k, t_k, d_k)$</td>
<td>Each demand $k$ in $D$ has source and target nodes ($s_k, t_k \in V$) and a non-negative volume ($d_k$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_k$</td>
<td>Flow assignment vector for a set of demands and the flow for demand $k$ on path $p$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Notation for framing multi-commodity flow problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{agg}, D_{agg}, P_{agg}$</td>
<td>Nodes, edges, demands, and paths in the aggregated graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_x, E_x, D_x, P_x$</td>
<td>Subscript denotes entities in the restricted graph for cluster $x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x, \eta$</td>
<td>Each cluster $x$ is a strongly connected set of nodes and $\eta$ is the number of clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k, K_{xy}, K_{xy}$</td>
<td>An actual demand ($k$); the rest are bundled demands from one source ($s$) or all nodes in a cluster ($x$) to a target ($t$) or to all nodes in a cluster ($y$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Additional notation specific to NCFlow.

SDN-based traffic engineering schemes [35, 38], in addition to repeatedly solving global optimizations, must maintain an up-to-date view of the topology, gather desired volumes for demands and update traffic splits at switches based on the result of the optimization. Our production experience is that most of these repetitive steps have a latency of a few RTTs (round trip times) and so solving the optimization dominates, especially on large topologies. Moreover, demands are limited to their allocated rates in software at the source servers and thus allocating less than the full desired rate need not result in packet loss [35]. Finally, applications that contribute a large fraction of the bytes moving between datacenters are elastic in short timescales; e.g., large dataset transfers for data analytics. That is, these apps seek a fast completion time but do not need a large rate in every optimization epoch. Some other applications have a decreasing marginal utility as their rate allocation increases such as video streams of varying quality [43]. Today’s SDN-based TE solutions [35, 38] use multiple priority classes to maximize allocations for elastic traffic without affecting the latency-sensitive traffic.

3 NCFlow

In this section, we describe NCFlow. Our steps are as shown in Figure 1. Offline, based on historical demands, we divide the network into clusters and determine paths. Further details are in §3.4. Online, we allocate flow to the current demands by solving a carefully constructed set of simpler sub-problems, some of which can be solved independently and in parallel. We describe these sub-problems in §3.1. Although they can be solved quickly, disagreements between independent solutions can lead to infeasible allocations; we present a simple heuristic in §3.2 that provably leads to feasible flow allocations. In §3.3, we discuss extensions that increase the total flow allocated by NCFlow. We also show sufficient conditions under which NCFlow is optimal and matches the flow allocated by MaxFlow. Finally, in §3.5, we discuss how NCFlow uses fewer forwarding entries by reusing pathlets within clusters and splitting rules for different demands.

3.1 Basic Flow Allocation

We begin by describing a simple (but incomplete) version of NCFlow’s flow allocation algorithm; the pseudocode is in Figure 6. We continue using Figure 2 as a running example. The basic algorithm proceeds in four steps.

In the first step, we allocate flow on the aggregated graph; as shown in MaxAggFlow in Figure 6. In the aggregated graph, an example of which is in Figure 2 (right), nodes are clusters and the edges are bundled edges from the original graph—the edge between the red and yellow clusters corresponds to the five edges between these clusters on the actual graph. Similarly, we bundle demands on the aggregated graph: the demand $K_{xy}$ between the clusters $x$ and $y$ corresponds to all of the demands whose sources are in cluster $x$ and targets are
in cluster \( y \). The resulting flow allocation \( (f_1) \) accounts for bottlenecks on the edges between clusters. However, this flow may not be feasible, since there may be bottlenecks within the clusters.

In the second step, we refine the allocation from step 1 to account for intra-cluster demands and constraints. Specifically, we allocate flow for the demands whose sources and targets are within the cluster. We also allocate no more flow than was allocated in \( f_1 \) for the inter-cluster flows. MaxClusterFlow in Figure 6 shows code for this step. We note a few details:

- We use virtual nodes to act as the sources and targets for the inter-cluster flows; the flow allocated in \( f_1 \) determines which virtual node (i.e., which neighboring cluster) is the sender or the receiver for an inter-cluster demand.
- Figure 7 shows two examples on the right where the virtual nodes are drawn using squares.
- Figure 7 also shows the NoMoreFlowThruCluster constraints for demands from sources in the red cluster to targets in the black cluster (depicted as \( x \) and \( z \) respectively). On the aggregated graph, the flow for this demand takes the two paths shown. In the red cluster, as shown in the equation, the traffic from all sources \( (s) \), along multiple paths \( (r) \) to the virtual node, is restricted to be no more than what was allocated in \( f_1 \).
- Figure 7 on the right also shows a more complex case that happens in the yellow cluster. Here, the traffic arrives at one virtual node but can leave to multiple virtual nodes. In MaxClusterFlow, we set up paths between all pairs of virtual nodes. As shown in the equation, the traffic leaving the red virtual node on paths \( (r) \) to either of the other virtual nodes must be no more than the total flow on paths \( p \) and \( q \) from \( f_1 \).
- Observe that bundling demands ensures fewer variables and constraints for MaxClusterFlow. The demand from red to black clusters comprises twenty node pairs in the actual graph in Figure 2 (left); four sources in the red cluster and five targets in the black cluster. However, the MaxClusterFlow for the red cluster only has four bundled demands, from each source to the virtual node, and the yellow cluster has just one bundled demand from and to virtual nodes.

In the third step, we reconcile end-to-end; that is, we find the largest flow that can be carried along each path on the aggregate graph. As shown by MinPathE2E in Figure 6, for each bundle of demands and each path, we take the minimum flow allocated \( (f_2) \) at each cluster on the path. The flow allocation for the demands in a cluster \( x \) can be read directly from the \( f_2 \) solution of MaxClusterFlow. For demands that span clusters, however, more work remains because the steps thus far do not directly compute their flow. In particular, \( f_3 \) allocates flow for cluster bundles; such as say for all the demands whose sources are in cluster \( x \) and targets are in cluster \( y \). The corresponding per-cluster flow allocations, \( f_2 \) and \( f_3 \), allocate flow from a source node and to a given target respectively. Thus, in the final step, SrcTargetMax, we assign the maximal flow to each inter-cluster demand that respects all previous allocations.

### 3.3.1 Properties of Basic Flow Allocation

**Solver runtime:** The numbers of equations and variables in the sub-problems are shown in Table 4. If the number of clusters \( \eta \) is 1, note that there is exactly one per-cluster problem, MaxClusterFlow, which matches the original problem from Eqn. 2. When using a few tens of clusters, we will show in §5 that all of the sub-problems are substantially smaller than the original problem (MaxFlow).

**Feasibility:** The flow allocated by Figure 6 satisfies demand and capacity constraints; we will prove this formally in §B.1. For demands whose source and target are in different clusters, however, disagreements may ensue since the different problem instances assign flow to different bundles of edges and demands. We illustrate two such examples in Figure 8; both have 1 unit of demand from \( s_1 \) to \( t_1 \) and from \( s_2 \) to \( t_2 \). The dashed edges have a capacity of \( \epsilon \ll 1 \) and all of the other edges have a very large capacity.

- The example in Figure 8a illustrates an issue with bundling edges. The actual graph on the left can only...
Theorem 1. The algorithm in Figure 6, when constrained as discussed above, will always output a feasible flow.

Proof. The proof is in §B.2. Intuitively, these changes suffice because the independent decisions made by different problems in Figure 6 cannot disagree; per cluster bundle, all problem instances allocate flow to the same edge and path.

Theorem 2. The method in Figure 6 leads to the optimal flow allocation when any path can be used within each optimization and the number of clusters is 1 or equal to the number of nodes or all of the following conditions hold:

- the aggregated graph $G_{agg}$ is a tree,
- only one edge connects any pair of clusters,
- all demands are satisfiable.

3.3 Stepping towards optimality

The flow allocation algorithm described thus far is fast but not optimal; that is, it may allocate less total flow over all demands than the flow allocated by solving the larger global problem (MaxFlow from Eqn. 2). There are a few reasons why this happens. The MaxAggFlow in Figure 6 allocates flow on paths through clusters without knowing how much flow the clusters can carry. Switching the order, i.e., solving MaxClusterFlow before MaxAggFlow, could be worse because each cluster must allocate flow without knowing how much flow can be carried end-to-end. Furthermore, the heuristic in §3.2 constrains each cluster bundle to use only one edge between clusters and one path on the aggregated graph. We now discuss a few extensions to increase the flow allocation.

First, we re-solve the problems in Figure 6 multiple times. A simple way to do this would be to deduct the allocated flow and use the residual capacity on edges in the next iteration. Also, we pick different edges between clusters and/or different paths on the aggregated graph in different iterations (see Figure 10 for an example). The number of iterations is configurable; we continue as long as the total flow increases in each iteration by at least a pre-specified amount (say 5%). One could apply other policies such as a timeout. We show in §5 that a small number of iterations suffice for a sizable increase in the total flow. We will also show that later iterations finish faster than the first iteration perhaps because fewer demands remain to satisfy.

Next, we empirically observe that the choice of clusters and edges/paths to use in different iterations has an effect on flow allocation. For instance, the disagreements in Figure 8 go away by using a different choice of clusters—specifically, see Figure 31d and Figure 31e. We discuss how NCFlow precomputes cluster and edge/path choice in §3.4.

To sum up, we prove that flow allocation will be optimal when a few sufficient conditions hold:

### Figure 9: To guarantee feasibility, each cluster bundle is allocated flow on only one path on the aggregated graph (left) and on only one edge between each pair of clusters (right); the usable path and edges are shown in dark red. Note that multiple paths can still be used within clusters.

### Figure 10: Contrasting with Figure 9, for the same cluster bundle, in a subsequent iteration, NCFlow allocates flow on a different path on the aggregate graph and on different inter-cluster edges. The chosen paths and edges are again shown in red.
Proof. By optimal, we mean that the total allocated flow must be as large as an instance of Equation 6 wherein any path can be used. The proof is in §B.3. Intuitively, when the number of clusters is 1 and any paths can be used, a single instance of MaxClusterFlow is identical to the optimal problem in Equation 6. Similarly, when the number of clusters equals the number of nodes, MaxAggFlow is identical to the optimal problem. Furthermore, the conditions listed lead to optimality because the optimal flow allocation can be transformed into an allocation that can be outputted by Figure 6.

Even though the listed conditions appear restrictive, note that the topology within clusters can be arbitrary. We will show in §5 that NCFlow offers nearly optimal flow allocations even when the above conditions do not hold.

3.4 Choosing clusters and paths

The choice of clusters and paths affects both the solution quality and runtime of NCFlow. We cast cluster choice as a graph partitioning problem [5, 21, 65] with these objectives:

- **Concentrated with a low cut**: NCFlow can output better flow allocations when much of the total demand and the total edge capacity is between nodes in the same cluster.
- **Balanced cut**: Intuitively, NCFlow will have a smaller runtime when the complexity of MaxAggFlow balances with that of MaxClusterFlow. Recall from Table 4 that the former depends on the number of clusters whereas the latter depends on the size of the largest cluster.

We empirically observe, based on experiments with many WANs and different types of demands, that:

- On a graph with $N$ nodes, about $\sqrt{N}$ clusters, irrespective of the clustering technique, leads to the best result, i.e., smallest runtime and fewest forwarding entries while allocating nearly the largest amount of flow possible; see Figure 13.
- When choosing the same number of clusters, one of the three considered clustering techniques (described below) generally performs better than the others but not in all cases; see Figure 21.

Thus, the optimal clustering choice for a WAN is unclear; it is possible that hand-tuning or using a learning technique may lead to better-performing clusters. Nevertheless, any of the three simple clustering schemes discussed below already suffice for NCFlow to improve substantially over baselines.

We consider the following clustering choices because they are simple and fast; unless otherwise noted, results in this paper use FMPartitioning.

- **FMPartitioning** [18, 25] divides nodes into clusters so as to maximize a “modularity” score which prefers more edges to lie within than between clusters. In NCFlow, we apply modularity-based clustering with edge weights set to their capacity.
- **Spectral clustering** [53] computes eigenvectors of the weighted adjacency matrix and chooses a desired number of the top eigenvectors as cluster heads; each node is assigned to the cluster of their closest eigenvector (e.g., using k-means).
- **Leader Election** picks a desired number of nodes at random as leaders and assigns each other node to the closest leader; wherein, distance is measured as the path length using invcap edge weights.

Some other clustering techniques [5, 42, 65] can balance cluster sizes or trade-off between concentration and balance but are more complex computationally; it is possible that using such schemes can further improve NCFlow.

Path choice in NCFlow: On the aggregated graph and on each cluster graph, we pre-compute offline a small number of paths between every pair of nodes. We consider the following different path choices and pick paths that lead to the largest flow allocation on historical demands:

- $k$-shortest paths [70] with edge weight of 1 or $\frac{1}{e_e}$ where $e_e$ is the capacity of edge $e$ and $k = 4, 8$ or 16.
- As above, but with the additional requirement that the paths for a node pair are edge-disjoint [52].

NCFlow also pre-computes offline (1) a pseudo-random choice of which edges to use between a pair of connected clusters in each iteration and (2) which path on the aggregated graph to use for each cluster bundled demand in each iteration.

3.5 Setting up switch forwarding entries

NCFlow uses many fewer switch forwarding entries than prior works due to the following reasons.

First, the paths along which NCFlow allocates flow can be thought of as a sequence of pathlets [32, 47, 68] in each cluster connected by crossing edges between clusters. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate such paths on the right. This observation is crucial because a pathlet can be reused by multiple demands. For example, in Figure 9, the flow from any source in the red cluster to any target in the grey cluster would use the same pathlets shown in the yellow, green, and blue clusters. Prior work [35, 36], on the other hand, establishes paths for each demand. Using pathlets has two advantages. The number of pathlets by NCFlow is about $\eta$ times less than the number of pathlets used by prior works\(^2\). Furthermore, a typical pathlet has fewer hops than a typical end-to-end path. Thus, NCFlow uses many fewer rules to encode paths in switches.

\(^2\)More precisely, the number reduces from $P(N - 1)$ to $\sum P(N_i) (N_i - 1)$ where $P$ is the number of paths per node pair, the $N$ nodes are divided into $\eta$ clusters, and cluster $i$ has $N_i$ nodes. If clusters are evenly sized, $N_i = N/\eta$, and the ratio of these terms is $\sim \eta$. 
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Next, whenever NCFlow allocates flow at the granularity of cluster bundles, all of the demands in a bundle take the same paths and are split in the same way across paths. Hence, NCFlow uses one traffic splitting rule for all demands in such bundles. For instance, the demands from source $s$ in the red cluster in Figure 9 to any target in the grey cluster are split with the same ratio across the same pathlets in all clusters (except the grey cluster where they take different pathlets to reach their different targets). Thus, with NCFlow, the number of splitting rules at a source decreases by a factor of $\sqrt{N}/2$.

The paths and splitting rules to push into switch forwarding tables are determined by the offline component of NCFlow and only change occasionally. After each allocation, only the splitting ratios change. More details on the data-plane of NCFlow such as how to compute the total flow that can be sent by each demand and the splitting ratios as well as how to move packets from one pathlet to the next are in Appendix C. In §5, we measure the numbers of rules used by NCFlow.

4 Implementing NCFlow

Our current prototype of NCFlow is about 5K lines of Python code, which invokes Gurobi [33] v8.1.1 to solve all of the optimization problems. For clustering WAN topologies, we adapt [26] to find clusters that maximize modularity; we also use our own implementation of NJW spectral clustering [53]. We use a grid search over the number of clusters ($\eta$) and the above clustering techniques to identify the best performing choice for each topology on a set of historical traffic matrices. To compare with state-of-the-art techniques, we customize the public implementations of SMORE [44, 45] and TEAVAR [19]. We have also implemented Fleischer’s algorithm [27]; our implementation is about 10× faster than public implementations [8, 37] since we carefully optimize a key bottleneck in Fleischer’s algorithm. All of these code artefacts are available on GitHub [2].

5 Evaluation

We evaluate NCFlow on several WAN topologies, traffic matrices, and failure scenarios to answer the following questions:

- Compared to state-of-the-art LP solvers and approximate combinatorial algorithms, does NCFlow offer a good trade-off between runtime and total flow allocation? Is it substantially faster, with only a small decrease in total flow?
- For real-world TE scenarios, in which flow solvers must adapt to changing demands and faults, how much benefit does NCFlow offer relative to the state-of-art?

5.1 Methodology

Here, we describe our methodology—the topologies, traffic, baselines, and metrics used in our evaluation.

Topologies: We use two real topologies from a large enterprise—PrivateSmall is a production internet-facing WAN with hundreds of sites, and PrivateLarge is a larger WAN that contains many more sites. We also use several topologies from the Internet Topology Zoo [6] and reuse topologies by prior works [19, 38]. Table 5 shows details of some of the used topologies; note that the topologies shown are $10 \times$ to $100 \times$ larger than those considered by prior work [19, 35, 38, 44, 49].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th># Nodes</th>
<th># Edges</th>
<th># Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PrivateLarge</td>
<td>$\sim 1000s$</td>
<td>$\sim 1000s$</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kdl</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>1790</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrivateSmall</td>
<td>$\sim 100s$</td>
<td>$\sim 1000s$</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogentco</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UsCarrier</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colt</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GtsCe</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TataNld</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiatcomCz</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delacom</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intereoute</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninet2010</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Some of the WAN topologies used in our evaluation; see §5.1.

- How do our various design choices in NCFlow impact its performance?

For each above model, we select parameters such that fully satisfying the traffic matrix leads to a maximum link utiliza-
tion of about 10% in each topology. Then, we scale all entries in the TM by a constant $\alpha \in \{1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128\}$. Doing so creates demands that range from easily satisfiable to only partially satisfiable; with $\alpha = 128$, the satisfiable portion of the demand varies between 25-70%. We generate five samples for each traffic model and scale factor for each topology.

**Baselines:** We compare NCFlow with these techniques:

Path Formulation (PF$_4$) solves the multi-commodity max-flow problem shown in Equation 2 using $k$-shortest paths between node pairs where $k = 4$. Results for other path choices are in §G.4.

PF Warm Start (PF$_{4w}$) matches PF$_4$ except that it allows the LP solver to "warm start"; that is, over a sequence of traffic matrices, the flow allocated to the previous TM is used as a starting point to compute allocation for the next TM. When traffic changes are small, warm start leads to faster solutions.

Approximate Combinatorial Algorithms: Fleischer’s algorithm [27] is the best-known approximation for MaxFlow. We use two variants: Fleischer-Path where flow is restricted to a path set and Fleischer-Edge without any path restrictions. We show results here for an approximation guarantee of 0.5; that is, the techniques must achieve at least half of the optimal flow allocation. Results for other approximation guarantee values are in [10].

SMORE [44] allocates flow dynamically on paths that are pre-computed using Räcke’s Randomized Routing Trees (RRTs). We use the code from [45] to compute paths. Since the LP in [45] requires demands to be fully satisfiable, we implement a variant, SMORE*, that maximizes the total flow on the computed paths, regardless of demand satisfiability.

TEAVAR [3, 19] models link failure probabilities and computes flow allocations given an availability target. We implement a variant, TEAVAR*, that maximizes the total flow$^4$; further details are in Appendix F.

Clusters, Paths, and # of Iterations: Table 5 shows the number of clusters used by NCFlow per topology. Here, we report results on edge-disjoint paths, chosen using inverse capacity as the edge length; results for other path choices are qualitatively similar (see §G.4). All schemes that use paths (i.e., PF$_4$, Fleischer-Path, TEAVAR*, and NCFlow) use the same method to compute paths. For each iteration up to $I = 6$, we also pre-compute offline the path to use on the aggregated graph, and the edge to use between connected clusters for each cluster bundle.

Metrics: We compare the schemes on the following metrics:

- **Relative total flow** is the total flow achieved by a scheme relative to PF$_4$.
- **Speedup ratio** is the runtime of each scheme relative to PF$_4$. For LP-based methods, we report the Gurobi solver runtimes, since models can be constructed once offline in practice. For combinatorial methods, we report algorithm execution time. All runtimes are measured on an Intel Xeon 2.3GHz CPU (E52673v4) with 16 cores and 112 GB of RAM.

- **FIB Entries:** We measure the number of switch forwarding entries used.

5.2 Comparing NCFlow to the State of the Art

Figures 11a and 11b show cumulative density functions (CDFs) of the relative total flow and speedup ratio for NCFlow and several baselines. These results consist of 2,600 traffic matrices and 13 topologies. If a scheme matches the baseline PF$_4$, its CDF will be a pulse at $x = 1$ in both figures; the fraction of cases to the left (or right) of $x = 1$ indicate how often a scheme is worse (or better) than PF$_4$. Note that the x-axis for the speedup ratio is in log scale.

We see that SMORE*, shown using green dashed lines in the figures, modestly improves the flow allocation (in 25% of the cases) while almost always taking longer to run than PF$_4$.

$^4$TEAVAR [3, 19] maximizes the concurrent flow; see Table 1
Both effects are because SMORE* allocates flow on Räcke’s RKTs instead of \( k \)-shortest paths.

The edge and path variants of Fleischer’s, shown using purple and red lines in the figures, perform similarly; since they are approximate algorithms, they allocate less flow than PF_4 in roughly 50% of cases, but are also faster than PF_4 in slightly less than 50% of cases. We conclude that these approximate algorithms are not practically better than PF_4.

In contrast, NCFlow, shown with dark blue lines in the figures, almost always allocates at least 80% of PF_4’s total flow, while achieving large speedups. In the median case, NCFlow achieves 98% of the flow and is over 8 times faster. These improvements accrue from NCFlow solving smaller optimization problems than PF_4.

Figures 18 and 19 tease apart the above results by load, traffic type and topology. Figures 23–27 show results for alternate path choices. Taken together, these results indicate that NCFlow’s improvements hold across a variety of scenarios.

For the same experiments considered above, Figure 12 shows the number of switch forwarding entries used in different topologies. (A full set of results is in Table 6.) The bottom plot is the total number of forwarding entries across all switches, while the top shows the maximum for any switch. Note that both the x and y axes are in log scale. NCFlow consistently uses fewer forwarding entries; using NCFlow offers a greater amount of relative savings than switching from all edges to just a handful of paths per demand. The savings from NCFlow also increase with topology size. The reason, as noted in §3.5, is that NCFlow reuses pathlets and traffic splitting rules for many different demands.

### 5.3 Effect of Design Choices

Figure 13 shows how NCFlow’s performance varies with the numbers of clusters used on PrivateLarge. While NCFlow allocates roughly the same amount of total flow, using about 30 clusters improves runtime and reduces forwarding entries. Figure 21 compares NCFlow’s performance when using different clustering techniques; more details are in §G.2.

Recall from §3.3 that NCFlow uses multiple iterations of Figure 6. In the above experiments, the first iteration alone accounts for 75% of the runtime and for roughly 90% of the flow that is allocated by NCFlow. Later iterations are faster perhaps because they have less traffic to consider.

Breaking down the runtime by the steps in Figure 6, we see cases where MaxClusterFlow accounts for over 70% of NCFlow’s runtime perhaps because the largest cluster contains a large fraction of the nodes. Better cluster choice or recursively dividing the largest clusters can further lower runtime.

### 5.4 NCFlow on Real-World Traffic

Here, we experiment with a sequence of traffic traces collected on the PrivateSmall WAN. Figure 14 plots the moving average (over 5 windows) of the total flow and speedup relative to PF_4 for two schemes—NCFlow in blue and PF_4w in light blue. The figure shows that PF_4w’s warm start yields a median speedup of 1.66\times. NCFlow achieves a consistently higher speedup (8.5\times in the median case), and the flow allocation is nearly optimal: the median total relative flow is 98.5%, and NCFlow always allocates more than 93%.

### 5.5 Tracking Changing Demands

Here, we evaluate the impact of a technique’s runtime on its ability to stay on track with changing demands. Specifically, on the PrivateLarge topology, we use a time-series of traffic matrices, wherein a new TM arrives every five minutes and the change from one TM to the next is consistent with the findings in Figure 4 (more details are in Figure 20). At each time-step, all techniques have the opportunity to compute a new allocation for the current TM or to continue computing the allocation for an earlier TM if they have not yet finished; in the latter case, their most recently computed allocation will be used for the current TM. For example, a technique that requires five minutes to compute a new allocation will be always one window behind, i.e., each TM will receive the allocation that was computed for the previous TM.

Figure 15 shows the fraction of demand that is satisfied by three different schemes; we also show the value for an instantaneous scheme which is not penalized for its runtime.
NCFlow’s average runtime here is over 15 minutes; hence, as the orange dashed line shows, PF4 is able to compute a new allocation only for every third or fourth TM. This leads to substantial demand being unsatisfied: for node pairs whose current demand is larger than before, PF4 will not allocate enough flow. On the other hand, node pairs whose current demand is less than their earlier demand will be unable to fully use PF4’s allocation. As the figure shows, PF4 only satisfies 53% of the changing demand on average, whereas Instant PF4 satisfies 87% of the demand.

PF4w (the dash-dot light blue line), where the solver warm starts using the previous allocation, is modestly faster than PF4 on average. As the figure shows, the average demand satisfied by PF4w is only slightly larger than PF4 (about 54%).

In contrast, NCFlow (the solid dark blue line) finishes well within five minutes which allows allocations to change along with the changing demands. We find that on average NCFlow satisfies 75% of the demands; its smaller runtime more than makes up for sub-optimality, allowing NCFlow to carry more flow than PF4 when demands change.

### 5.6 Handling Failures with NCFlow

Here, we evaluate the effect of link failures. As we note in §6, TEAVAR* did not finish within several days on any of the topologies listed in Table 5 because when all possible 2-link failure scenarios are considered, the number of equations and variables in the optimization problem increase from $O(N^2)$ for MaxFlow to $O(M^2N^2)$ for TEAVAR [19], where $N$ and $M$ are the numbers of nodes and edges, respectively. Hence, we report results on the 12-node, 38-edge WAN topology from B4 [38]. We generate synthetic traffic matrices as noted in §5.1. Using link failure probabilities from TEAVAR [3], we generate several hundred failure scenarios and, for each TM, we measure the flow carried by NCFlow and TEAVAR* before the fault, immediately after the fault, and after recovery.

A key difference in fault recovery between NCFlow and TEAVAR* is that TEAVAR* requires sources to rebalance the traffic splits when a failure happens; doing so takes about one RTT on the WAN. Given a parameter $\beta$, TEAVAR* guarantees that there will be no flow loss after the tunnels re-balance with a probability of $1 - \beta$. See §6 for more details. We use $\beta = 0.99$, as recommended in [19]. NCFlow, on the other hand, recomputes flow allocations taking into account the links that have failed; doing so takes one execution of NCFlow and some RTTs to change the traffic splits at switches; more details are in §6. Figure 16c shows that the recomputation time is well within one RTT on the WAN.

Figure 16b shows a timelapse of when a fault occurs (B4 topology, Uno). Figure 16c shows NCFlow’s time to recomputate after fault.

### 6 Discussion

**Extending beyond MaxFlow:** FeasibleFlow is a common constraint for many objectives beyond MaxFlow (see Table 1). Since the algorithm in §3.1 and the heuristic in §3.2 guarantee feasibility, NCFlow can apply to objectives beyond MaxFlow;
however, we believe that more work is needed to improve the solution quality for different objectives.

**Optimality guarantee:** In §1, we show that constraining by clusters and paths, as done by NCFlow, does not necessarily reduce the flow allocation; that is, nearly the maximum amount of flow can be carried while respecting clustering and path constraints. This is promising because a better heuristic (than Figure 6) may allocate more flow without losing the benefits of solving smaller per-cluster problems. Furthermore, although NCFlow achieves sizable speedups by using simple clustering methods, the optimal cluster choice is uncertain; we show examples in §H to illustrate the challenges.

**Recursive (or multiple levels of) clusters:** For large topologies or when the largest cluster has a disproportionate number of nodes, we can further divide a cluster into sub-clusters. Doing so is an extension of the algorithm in Figure 6 where, in the iterative step, the MaxClusterFlow problem at a cluster is replaced with a new instance of all of the steps in Figure 6 along with the additional constraints that arise from the current level (e.g., NoMoreFlowThruCluster constraints). We leave further details to future work.

7 Related Work

NCFlow builds upon a few themes in prior work. We discuss and evaluate against some prior works already. To recap: (1) Some large enterprises use path-based global optimization problems similar to MaxFlow to manage traffic on their WANs [35, 36, 38]. We saw in §5 that doing so does not scale to the WAN topologies of today or the future, which consist of thousands of sites; (2) We saw that approximate algorithms for multi-commodity max flow, such as [27], require a large number of switch forwarding entries since they can send flow along any edge. Also, NCFlow allocates more flow and is faster compared to path-based versions of these algorithms. (3) Probabilistic fault protection schemes such as TEAVAR [19] take infeasibly long to run on large topologies when considering multiple link failures; they also allocate less flow to reserve capacity to deal with possible failures. Other oblivious techniques [13, 14, 19, 44, 49, 66] have a similar trade-off. Quickly recomputing using NCFlow trades off slightly more loss after a fault to carry much more traffic before the fault and after recomputation; hence, we believe that NCFlow is better suited to enterprise WANs, which target very high link utilization and have traffic that is elastic to short-term loss (e.g., scavenger-class traffic, such as replicating large datasets [35, 38, 49]). Here, we discuss other related work.

**TE on WANs:** Typically, a WAN node is not a single switch, but rather a group of switches connected in a specific way such as a full mesh. Similarly, a WAN edge is a systematic collection of links between many switches. [36] discusses how to hide the intra-node connectivity from the global TE solution. NCFlow complements this technique; it can use a similar intra-node scheme and can support WANs that are 10× larger than were considered in [36]. The specific contraction used by NCFlow—node clusters with large capacity and/or demand between themselves—also differs from the contractions used in route planning [4, 9, 15]. Some BGP-based TE schemes [24, 62, 69], which address how best to move traffic between different (BGP) domains, are also complementary to NCFlow which considers the WAN of a single enterprise (domain). Other TE schemes use different protocols, such as OSPF, or work over longer timescales (e.g., hours to days) [29, 39, 46, 51].

**Multi-Commodity Flow Solutions:** Both the edge- and path-based LP formulations are well-studied [16, 67]. Some works consider the case of a single commodity, i.e., one source and target, and do not directly extend to the case of multiple commodities [34, 48, 55]. The best-known approximate algorithms for multi-commodity flow problems incrementally allocate flow on the shortest path and increase the length of all edges on that path [17, 27, 30, 41]. For the problem sizes considered here, LP solvers such as Gurobi are faster in practice, perhaps because they take larger steps towards the optimal allocation. A few works customize LP solvers to improve performance on flow problems [23, 50]. NCFlow is agnostic to the solver used and can use any solver for the sub-problems in Figure 6.

**Decompositions:** Using standard decomposition techniques for large optimization problems, such as Dantzig-Wolfe and Benders [16, 20], for multi-commodity flow problems has lead to inconclusive results [31, 54]; i.e., not consistently faster than MaxFlow. NCFlow can be thought of as a problem-specific decomposition that leverages the observation that both capacity and demands are concentrated in today’s WANs.

8 Conclusion

We present a fast and practical solution for allocating flow on large WANs. We leverage the concentrated nature of demands and topologies to divide nodes into clusters and solve sub-problems per cluster and on the aggregated graph. Our heuristics guarantee feasibility and empirically achieve close-to-optimal flow allocations. By reusing pathlets and splitting rules across demands, we require fewer forwarding entries in switches. Empirically, on topologies that are over 10× larger than were considered in prior work and many traffic matrices, our solution NCFlow is 8.2× faster than the state of the art, while allocating 98.8% of the total flow and using 6× fewer forwarding entries in the median case. We demonstrate that NCFlow offers sizable benefits when tracking changing demands and reacting to failures. As enterprise WANs continue to grow, we believe techniques such as NCFlow can enable improved traffic orchestration and higher link utilization.
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Figure 17: Considering the crossing edges between the yellow and green clusters from Figure 2; MaxAggFlow has a single bundle; the yellow and green instances of MaxClusterFlow have one bundle for each incident node in their cluster.

A More Discussion

NCFlow is agnostic to the underlying solver used for the problems in Figure 6 and can benefit from future improvements to LP solvers and approximate methods [27, 30, 41].

Further use cases: Beyond serving as a drop-in replacement for today’s production WAN traffic controllers, NCFlow can be used whenever fast and close-to-optimal solutions are desirable such as: when allocating flow for future time-steps [39, 40] or to compare topology changes [1, 22] or to accelerate the training of ML-based routing systems [64].

B Properties of NCFlow’s flow allocation algorithm

B.1 Proof that the algorithm in §3.1 meets demand and capacity constraints

Satisfying demand constraints: Demands whose source and target are in the same cluster are considered by only one instance of MaxClusterFlow; hence, they do not receive more flow than their demands. Specifically, MaxClusterFlow in Figure 6 invokes MaxFlow which in turn imposes the demand constraints listed in FeasibleFlow; Equation 1.

Demands whose source and target are in different clusters receive no more flow than their demand due to SrcTargetMax; observe in Figure 6 that one of the four constraints in SrcTargetMax explicitly controls the flow for such demands.

Satisfying edge capacity constraints: We say an edge is local to a cluster if both its incident nodes are within the same cluster. Flow is assigned to a local edge only by the MaxClusterFlow instance of the cluster that contains that edge. Since MaxClusterFlow ultimately invokes FeasibleFlow; by Equation 1 a local edge is allocated no more than its capacity.

Edges that are not local receive flow allocation in MaxAggFlow where, as noted in §3.1, all of the edges that lie between a pair of clusters are treated as a single edge whose capacity equals the sum of the capacity of the underlying edges. Thus, the flow assigned to a bundle of edges by MaxAggFlow is no more than the total capacity of the edges in the bundle. Subsequently, MaxClusterFlow instances behave similarly; that is, the flow allocated for a bundle of edges is no more than the capacity of that bundle. For example, Figure 17 shows the four edges between the yellow and green clusters in Figure 2 as well as the bundles considered by MaxAggFlow (in the
middle) and the two instances of MaxClusterFlow corresponding to the yellow and green clusters on the right. The later steps in Figure 6 do not increase flow and so we conclude that capacity constraints are satisfiable for all non-local edges.

B.2 Proof that the heuristic in §3.2 leads to feasible flow allocations

Here, we prove Theorem 1. First, note that the heuristic in §3.2 which only restricts the edges between clusters and paths on the aggregate graph that can be used by some demands does not affect the proof in §B.1; that is, edges still receive flow less than their capacity and demand constraints hold.

We now prove that the heuristic will satisfy flow conservation; that is, at any node in the network, for any demand which neither originates nor ends at this node, the net flow is zero, i.e., incoming flow to the node equals the flow leaving that node.

It is easy to see that flow conservation holds for demands whose source and target are in the same cluster even without the heuristic in §3.2 because: (1) Only the instance of MaxClusterFlow for that cluster assigns flow to such a demand. (2) Since MaxClusterFlow invokes FeasibleFlow in Equation 1, the flow is allocated along paths which start and end at the source and target of that demand respectively. (3) Thus, every node that is neither the source or target will have incoming flow equal to the outgoing flow.

We now consider the remaining demands, that is, whose source and target are in different clusters.

It is easy to see that for such demands, flow conservation holds at all nodes that do not have edges to or from other clusters by logic that is similar to the above. The MaxClusterFlow instance of the cluster containing such a node would allocate flow to some bundle of demands on paths in this cluster that neither start nor end at such a node.

The only case left is nodes which have edges to and from other clusters. Suppose by contradiction that some demand \( k \) violates flow conservation at such a node \( u \). The heuristic in §3.2 allocates flow for demand \( k \) along only one path in the aggregated graph and on only one edge between connected clusters. If the cluster containing \( u \) is not on the chosen path or none of the chosen edges are incident on \( u \), then the net flow allocated for \( k \) over all edges incident on \( u \) will be zero. Let \( e \) be that one chosen crossing edge incident on \( u \) which can receive non-zero flow for demand \( k \). Observe that all of the other demands whose source and target are in the same clusters as \( k \) would also be allocated flow on the same path and edges as \( k \). Thus, all the flow allocated for these demands entering or leaving node \( u \) as the case may be would be on edge \( e \). Two instances of MaxClusterFlow, one corresponding to the cluster that contains \( u \) and another corresponding to the other side of edge \( e \), will assign possibly different flow values for this bundle of demands on edge \( e \). To conclude our proof, note that MinPathE2E takes the minimum flow assigned along all such crossing edges \( e \) on the chosen path through the aggregated graph and that \( \text{SrcTargetMax} \) further breaks open the bundle to assign feasible flow for each actual demand contained in the bundle.

If more than one crossing edge or more than one path on the aggregate graph are used for a demand, it is easy to see how the above proof will break. The two instances of MaxClusterFlow that correspond to the clusters on either side of a crossing edge will be forced by MinPathE2E to only agree on the total volume for the cluster bundle of demands for all edges between the pair of clusters; that is, these instances may allocate different flow on different edges or allocate different flow to individual demands in the bundle. Figure 8 shows simple examples of such disagreement.

B.3 Proof of optimality for algorithm in §3.1 given some sufficient conditions

Here, we prove Theorem 2. We already discussed in §3.3 the case where the number of clusters, \( \eta \), is 1 or \( N \), the number of nodes in the graph. To prove optimality for the other sufficient conditions, we posit a helper theorem.

**Theorem 3.** Given a set of paths \( \mathcal{P} \) that can be used by flows, there exists a clustering of nodes into clusters such that any flow allocated on a set of paths \( \mathcal{P} \) can also be allocated by the method in Figure 6 over those clusters.

**Proof.** The claim is trivially true by using \( N \) clusters, where each node is in a cluster by itself. We show that it is possible to use fewer clusters next. Let \( S \) be a set of nodes such that every path in \( \mathcal{P} \) contains at most one contiguous sequence of the nodes in \( S \). For example, the set \( \{ u, v \} \) satisfies this property if every path in \( \mathcal{P} \) has neither \( u \) nor \( v \), just \( u \) but not \( v \) (no repetitions allowed), just \( v \) but not \( u \), or \( u \to v \) (no repetitions of \( u \) or \( v \) anywhere else in the path) or \( v \to u \). Coalescing each such set \( S \) into a cluster would allow the method in Figure 6 to allocate the same flow as MaxFlow using the paths in \( \mathcal{P} \).

If \( \mathcal{G} \) is a tree and there is at most one edge between any pair of clusters, any set of paths \( \mathcal{P} \) on the actual graph would consist of contiguous segments that are contained within each cluster. Thus, per the above theorem, any flow allocated by MaxEdgeFlow (Equation 6) can also be allocated by the method in Figure 6. The only difference then between the global optimization and the method in Figure 6 is that whereas the former is a single optimization call, the latter is a sequence of optimizations. Since demands are satisfiable, however, all of the steps in Figure 6 will allocate the entirety of demand and hence will allocate the maximum amount of flow.

Note, in particular, that for the sufficient conditions listed in Theorem 2 a single iteration of the steps in Figure 6 suffice.

In §4, we show some counter-examples where NCFow can lead to sub-optimal allocations when any of these sufficient conditions do not hold.
C Data-plane details for NCFlow

C.1 Actions at the NCFlow controller, after each allocation

The SDN controller for NCFlow computes total flow per demand and some splitting ratios after each allocation.

Total Flow: The flow assigned to a demand whose source and target are in different clusters is read off SrcTargetMax, i.e., $f_{4,k}$. For intra-cluster demands, their flow is read off MaxClusterFlow, i.e., $f_{2,k}$ at the cluster $x$ that contains the source and target of demand $k$. These flow values are summed up over all the iterations used by NCFlow.

Splitting ratios at sources: At source $s$ of cluster $x$, we have two cases depending on whether the target of the demand is within the cluster $x$ or in some other cluster $y$.

For the former case, let $P_s$ be the path set to target $t$ for demand $k$; the splitting ratio for each path $p$ in the set is $f_{4,p}^s$ summed up over all iterations, divided by the total flow assigned to demand $k$ above. Here, $f_{4,p}^s$ is the flow assigned to demand $k$ on path $p$ by the MaxClusterFlow instance for cluster $x$.

For the latter case, let $z$ be the next cluster on the one path that can receive flow in iteration $i$ for all traffic going to targets in cluster $y$. The splitting ratio for path $p$ in the path set $\bigcup_p P_{sz}$ is the value of $\sum_{r \in K_y} f_{2,p}^{r,s}$ summed up over all iterations where $K_y$ is the set of all demands from source $s$ to targets in cluster $y$ divided by the total value for all such paths.

Uniquely, note that each source $s$ has a splitting ratio per target $t$ within the same cluster or per target cluster $y$.

We call a subset of nodes as ingresses if they have at least one edge to a node in another cluster that is chosen by the offline component of NCFlow in §3.4 as a crossing edge.

Splitting ratios at ingresses: are computed in a similar way to the splitting ratios at sources. At each ingress node $w$ of cluster $y$ for traffic from cluster $x$, there are two cases depending on whether the target is some node in the same cluster as the ingress $y$ or in some other cluster $z$.

For the former case, in iteration $i$, the splitting ratio for path $p$ in the set $P_{aw}$ is the value of $\sum_{r \in K_y} f_{2,p}^{r,w}$ divided by the total over all such paths. As above, $K_y$ is the set of demands from sources in cluster $x$ to target $t$.

For the latter case, in iteration $i$, let $z$ be the next cluster on the path to targets in $z$; the splitting ratio for path $p$ in the set $P_{wz}$ is the value of $\sum_{r \in K_y} f_{2,p}^{r,z}$ divided by the total value over all such paths. As above, $K_y$ is the set of all demands from sources in cluster $x$ to targets in cluster $z$.

Note that an ingress node $w$ has splitting ratios only for demands whose chosen path at an iteration contains $w$’s cluster $(y)$ and whose chosen edge enters $y$ at $w$.

C.2 Details on switch forwarding entries

Pathlets: NCFlow sets up label-switched paths (LSPs) between each pair of nodes in each cluster. Which paths to setup is pre-determined by the offline component in §3.4.

Splitting rules: A source $s$ in cluster $x$ has a splitting rule for each other node in the same cluster and for each other cluster. The splitting ratios are as computed in §C.1.

In each iteration, at each cluster, at most one ingress node is active per pair of other clusters. This is because the bundle of demands for a given pair of clusters has at most one crossing edge entering a cluster.

The active ingress node at a cluster $x$ for the bundle of demands from cluster $y$ to cluster $z$ has one splitting rule when $z \neq x$ and one splitting rule per target in cluster $x$ when $z = x$.

Packet content: The LSP (which pathlet to use) is encoded in the L2 header [59]. Additionally, NCFlow has the following tuple in each packet: $(x,y,i,e)$ where $x$ and $y$ are the source and target cluster ids, $i$ is the iteration number of the flow allocation that the packets have been assigned to and $e$ is the edge to leave the current cluster on. The bits needed are $2 \ln \eta + \ln I + \ln node degree.\footnote{The edge id must suffice to distinguish at an egress node between the edges to a particular next cluster; so node degree is an overestimate.}$ We note that 16 bits of header space suffice for all the WAN topologies and experiments considered in this paper; that is $\eta \leq 64$ clusters, $I \leq 8$ iterations and up to 2 edges to nodes in other clusters being used per egress node by NCFlow.

Data path actions:

- At source $s$ in cluster $x$:
  - The host or middleware adds the cluster-ids $x$ and $y$ into the packet.
  - Source switch uses the appropriate splitting rule to pick a $(p,i,e)$ tuple; the values $e$ and $i$ are placed in the packet and the L2 header gets the identifier for path $p$. To avoid re-ordering packets in the same TCP flow, traffic can be split using flow hashes or flowlets [61].
  - Each cluster egress removes $e$ from the packet header and forwards packets to the next-hop of the edge $e$.
  - Each cluster ingress uses the appropriate splitting rule to pick a $(p,e)$ tuple; the value $e$ is put into the packet header and $p$ determines the identifier in the L2 header.

D Definitions of NoMoreFlow

In the flow vector computed by MaxClusterFlow at a cluster $x$, $f_L^x$, we use the subscript $k$ to denote a bundle that may include (1) transit demands through cluster $x$ (i.e., from all sources in some other cluster $w$ to targets in some other cluster $z$), (2) leaving demands (i.e., from a source in cluster $x$ to
all targets in some other cluster $z$) or (3) entering demands (i.e., to a target in cluster $x$ from all sources in some other cluster $z$). Furthermore, we use the subscript $y_{\text{out}}$ to denote the flow allocated for the bundle $k$ on paths to the virtual node that corresponds to the cluster $y$. Thus, $f_{x,k,y_{\text{out}}}$ is the flow allocated at cluster $x$ for all demands in the per-cluster bundle $k$ on paths to the virtual node corresponding to a neighboring cluster $y$.

With this background, Equation 3 ensures that the flows allocated in MinPathE2E for an inter-cluster bundle $K$ in $D_{\text{agg}}$ on all paths in $D_{\text{agg}}$ that contain a cluster edge $(x,y)$ is no more than the flow that is allocated at either cluster $x$ or cluster $y$ for their respective per-cluster bundles that are contained in $K$ to and from each other respectively.

\[
\sum_{p \in D_{\text{agg}}, (x,y) \in p} f_{x,k,y_{\text{out}}}^p \leq \min \left( \sum_{k \in K} f_{x,k,y_{\text{in}}}^p \sum_{k' \in K'} f_{x,k',y_{\text{in}}}^{p'} \right)
\]

Equation 4 is logically similar to Equation 3 except that the constraints are specific to a cluster $x$ and the constants and variables have been flipped; that is, here, the flows on the paths in the aggregate graph are given $(f_{x,k})$ and the flow on paths within the cluster are to be computed by MaxClusterFlow. In particular, note that $\sum_{p' \in D_{\text{agg}}, y_{\text{in}}, (x,y) \in p} f_{x,k,y_{\text{out}}}^p = f_{x,k,y_{\text{in}}}^p$; that is, the flow assigned in MaxClusterFlow of cluster $x$ on all paths leading to the virtual node corresponding to a neighbor cluster $y$ is precisely the value on the right that is used above in Equation 3.

\[
\sum_{p \in D_{\text{agg}}, (x,y) \in p} f_{x,k,y_{\text{in}}}^p \geq \sum_{k \in K} f_{x,k,y_{\text{in}}}^p \quad \text{and} \quad \sum_{p \in D_{\text{agg}}, (x,y) \in p} f_{x,k,y_{\text{out}}}^p \geq \sum_{k \in K} f_{x,k,y_{\text{out}}}^p
\]

**E Fault Model**

When failures happen, prior works [19, 49] assume that the sources of the label switched paths (LSPs) will proportionally shift traffic. That is, a source that splits traffic in the ratio of $(0.3, 0.5, 0.2)$ between three paths will change to a splitting ratio of $(0.6, 0.4, 0.0)$ when the middle LSP fails. Doing so can cause congestion on either of the remaining LSPs.

The key idea in prior works [19, 49] is to proactively allocate flow such that the maximal load on any link remains under capacity—FFC [49] protects against up to $k$ simultaneous link failures, whereas TEAVAR [19] ensures that the flow at risk is below a given fraction (e.g., 99.9% of flow can be carried by the network on average over all possible failure scenarios).

The cost of such congestion protection is two-fold: (1) proactive schemes substantially increase the solution runtime, and (2) they under-allocate flow, since capacity must be set aside to help with possible failures. Instead, NCFlow uses a reactive strategy, and recomputes a new flow allocation after the fault occurs. This enables NCFlow to carry more flow before the fault, and potentially carry more flow after recovery. Furthermore, since NCFlow uses fewer FIB entries for the same number of paths, it is naturally easier to spread flow onto more paths with NCFlow. Thus, the key trade-off is slightly longer and more lossy episodes immediately after a fault when using NCFlow versus longer solver runtimes and flow under-allocation with proactive schemes [19, 49].

**F Benchmarking TEAVAR and TEAVAR***

**F.1 Formulation for TEAVAR***

Here, we discuss our adaptation of TEAVAR to maximize total multi-commodity flow. The TEAVAR [19] paper considers a different objective – maximizing the concurrent multi-commodity flow (see Table 2). When all demands are satisfiable, both objectives allocate the same flow; however, when not enough capacity is available to meet the desired failure assurance, maximizing total flow leads to a strictly larger allocation. We describe TEAVAR* from first principles here.

In addition to the inputs of MaxFlow (see Equation 2), TEAVAR* has the following inputs:

- A value $\beta \in [0, 1]$; larger values of $\beta$ correspond to greater fault assurance.
- A set of fault scenarios, $S$; each scenario $i$ has a probability of occurrence $\tilde{\beta}_i$ and a set of failed edges $\mathcal{E}_i$.

In a fault scenario $i$, the edges in $\mathcal{E}_i$ will fail and so the flow allocated to paths that contain any edge in $\mathcal{E}_i$ will be lost. The number of possible fault scenarios is exponential in the number of edges in the network. Thus, to keep the optimization tractable, we consider only a subset of scenarios.

Let $\mathcal{L}(i)$ denote the total flow lost in fault scenario $i$. Per Proposition 8 in [58], minimizing the potential function, $\alpha + \frac{1}{\gamma-\beta} \mathbb{E}[\mathcal{L}_i - \alpha]^+$, would minimize the conditional value at risk. Here, the expectation is over all possible fault scenarios. Since we only consider a subset of fault scenarios to keep optimization tractable, we minimize: $\alpha + \frac{1}{\gamma-\beta} \left( \sum_{i \in \mathcal{S}} \tilde{\beta}_i (\mathcal{L}_i - \alpha)^+ + (1 - \sum_{i \in \mathcal{S}} \tilde{\beta}_i) (1 - \alpha) \right)$. The last term accounts for the unconsidered scenarios for which we must assume the worst possible loss. Note that we can simplify this expression by dropping the constant $\frac{\sum_{i \in \mathcal{S}} \tilde{\beta}_i}{1 - \beta}$.
The formulation for TEAVAR* is in Equation 5. Recall that $f_k^p$ is the flow assigned to demand $k$ on path $p$. $\text{Active}_{p,i}$ is an indicator denoting whether path $p$ is active in fault scenario $i$. Thus, the allocation for demand $k$ in scenario $i$ will be $\sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}} f_k^p \text{Active}_{p,i}$. When the allocation is below the required volume $d_k$, the demand will suffer loss; we use $L_{i,k}$ to denote the flow loss for demand $k$ in scenario $i$.

The flow allocation resulting from the above formulation cannot be promised to the demands; in particular, more flow will be assigned on some paths to account for possible failures on other paths. After solving the above LP, we compute the flow allocation for a demand $k$ as follows: (1) sort the per-scenario losses $L_{i,k}$ in ascending order; (2) starting at index 0, add up the probability of each scenario until the running sum is at least $\beta$—let $i_0$ be the unique crossing index; (3) Set demand $k$’s flow to be $d_k - L_{i_0,k}$, the demand minus the loss at the crossing index.

Choosing the fault scenarios to use in TEAVAR*:

- Intuitively, achieving a greater amount of fault assurance requires considering more fault scenarios. Specifically, if the total probability of considered scenarios is below $\beta$, the above LP as well as the LP used by TEAVAR become unbounded. To see why, the coefficient of $\alpha$ in Eqn. 5 is $\frac{1}{\sum_{i \in S} \beta_i - \beta}$. If the probability of considered scenarios is less than $\beta$, this coefficient becomes negative, and the objective value reaches $-\infty$ by setting $\alpha$ to $\infty$.
- Intuitively, if the total probability of considered scenarios is just larger than $\beta$, the flow allocated to demands is very small. To see why, the smaller the value of $\sum_{i \in S} \beta_i - \beta$, the smaller the positive coefficient of $\alpha$ in the objective of Eqn 5. Thus, the solution of Eqn 5 will have a large value of $\alpha$ and a very small amount of allocatable flow.
- In light of these two points, in our experiments, we choose all scenarios that are individually more likely to occur than a cutoff $\rho$ and multiplicatively reduce $\rho$ until the total probability of considered scenarios exceeds $1 - \frac{1-\beta}{2}$.

F.2 Comments on benchmarking TEAVAR

Observe that the number of scenarios affects the complexity of the TEAVAR* optimization; specifically, the number of equations and variables increases by $|S| \times |P|$. The path set is at least as large as the node pairs, i.e., $|P| > N^2$ where $N$ is the number of nodes. The appropriate choice of fault scenarios to consider, as discussed above, depends on the size of the topology, the failure probability of edges, and the required assurance level $\beta$. Suppose one considers all 2-edge failure scenarios; then $|S| \sim M^2$ where $M$ is the number of edges. Hence, the increase in equations and variables exceeds $N^2M^2$. Note that MaxFlow is substantially simpler, having at most $O(N^2)$ variables and constraints (Equation 1).

On the topologies listed in Table 5, our implementation of TEAVAR* never ran to completion even after several days. We ran with $\beta = 0.99$ and link failure probability set to 0.004; both of these are the default values used in [3]. The reason is that the optimization problem becomes intractably large. TEAVAR behaves similarly [19]. We conclude that probabilistic fault protection using this methodology is infeasible on large topologies and for non-trivial fault assurance levels such as when considering multiple link failures.

We also note that we are unable to simultaneously achieve the solution quality and the runtimes that are reported in TEAVAR [19] using their code [3]. Specifically, achieving the assurance levels reported in their experiments requires many scenarios to be considered. The runtimes reported in [19] appear to have been measured when considering only single link failures.

G Additional Experiments

G.1 Breakdown of NCFlow’s Performance

To further understand the performance of NCFlow, Figure 18 breaks down the results in Figure 11 into four ranges based on total relative flow. We plot CDFs of the speedup ratio per range. The solid blue and green dashed line, which correspond to relative flow above 0.99 and in $[0.8, 0.99]$ respectively, account for 49% and 46% of all experiments. The figure shows that NCFlow achieves sizable speedups while allocating large
Finally, in the two right-most columns, we break down the results by topology size. On Uninett2010, the smallest topology in our evaluation set, NCFlow’s trade-off between total flow and runtime is not much better than the other baselines, particularly Fleischer-Edge.

As the topology size increases, NCFlow’s advantage becomes more apparent. On Colt, NCFlow offers faster runtimes and sacrifices little flow, no more than 10% less than PF4. On PrivateSmall and Kdl, NCFlow’s speedup increases even more: > 100× faster than PF4 on the majority of cases on Kdl. But flow is sacrificed, particularly for large values of α. However, NCFlow’s trade-off is still favorable compared to other methods: for Kdl, we see multiple instances where NCFlow achieves 1,000× speedups at only a 20% reduction in flow. For PrivateLarge, we see both the biggest speedups and the smallest fraction of total flow relative to PF4. As previously discussed, the outlier coincides with a highly over-subscribed TM (α = 128). When we move to other regimes on PrivateLarge, NCFlow’s performance improves: on 31 of the 400 TMs with α ∈ {32, 64, 128}, NCFlow is > 1,000× faster than PF4 while achieving > 80% of PF4’s total flow.

In summary, we can see in this panel of CDF plots where NCFlow’s strengths lie: on (1) large topologies, and (2) TMs with moderate demand volumes that are highly concentrated within the topology.

### G.2 Alternate clustering methods

For each topology, we evaluate the three different clustering techniques mentioned in §3.4; on each topology we ask each technique to compute the number of clusters listed in Table 5. Figure 21 shows CDFs of the ratio of total flow and latency speed-up of a clustering technique relative to that achieved by using FMPartitioning; thus values to the left of x = 1 indicate worse performance compared to FMPartitioning while those on the right indicate better performance. The figure shows that clusters discovered by FM partitioning almost always let NCFlow carry more flow (red lines); using either spectral clustering or leader election leads to a noticeably smaller allocation in about 20% and 40% of the cases. The figure shows a less clear-cut separation on latency speed-up; clusters discovered by leader election offer more speedup in over 30% of the experiments. Overall, we see that FMPartitioning performs better on average but not in all cases.

### G.3 Effect on path latency

Figure 22 shows a CDF of the normalized path latency for de-
mands\(^6\) under different flow allocations. The figure on the top shows CDFs of the actual normalized path latency. Observe that these distributions are nearly identical. The figure on the bottom shows a CDF of the ratio of normalized latency; we see that roughly 70\% of the demands are carried by NCFlow on paths that are at most as long as the paths used by PF\(_4\) (i.e., to the left of \(x=1\)). Most of the cases where NCFlow uses

\(^6\)The latency of the paths along which each demand is routed weighted by the fraction of the demand routed along each path. That is, if a demand is divided equally between two paths, the normalized latency will be the average of the path latencies.

Figure 19: A breakdown of the experimental results from Figure 11 along various dimensions of interest: scale factor, traffic model, and topology size. NCFlow excels on large topologies with TMs that have highly concentrated demands.

Figure 20: Traffic demand for each traffic matrix used in the demand tracking experiment (see Figure 15) on PrivateLarge. The exact values are not shown for confidentiality reasons.

Figure 21: Comparing the total flow allocated and the speedup in computing allocations when clusters are chosen using the three techniques mentioned in §3.4—FM partitioning, spectral clustering and leader election. The default technique used in our evaluation, FM partitioning, generally performs better but not in all cases.
**G.4 Alternate path choices**

With Figure 23, Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure 27 we evaluate different numbers of paths between node pairs chosen with or without edge disjointness. PFK refers to path formulation with k shortest paths chosen using edge disjointness and PFK_k indicates paths chosen without edge disjointness. Comparing these figures with Figure 11, we note that NCFlow’s improvements over baselines hold across different path choices.

Note that Figure 26 and Figure 27 are missing some of the larger topologies listed in Table 5 for some of the baseline schemes because the baselines ran out of memory (we used a server with up to 3TB of memory) or raised some other exception.

**H Illustrative examples**

Here, we show some illustrative examples where applying NCFlow using adversarially chosen clusters can lead to sub-optimal flow allocation.

Figure 28 shows a case wherein NCFlow is sub-optimal because the aggregate graph (wherein nodes are clusters) is
Figure 26: Similar to Figure 11 except all schemes use up to $k = 16$ shortest paths between each pair of nodes; paths chosen without ensuring edge disjointness. The figure shows no qualitative difference relative to Figure 11.

Figure 27: Similar to Figure 11 except all schemes use up to $k = 16$ shortest paths between each pair of nodes; paths chosen with ensuring edge disjointness. The figure shows no qualitative difference relative to Figure 11.

Figure 29: Sub-optimality of NCFlow when demands cannot be fully satisfied.

Figure 30: Sub-optimality of NCFlow when there are multiple-edges between pairs of clusters.

Figure 31: Alternate clustering choices that fix suboptimality concerns and disagreements.

not a tree. The network topology and optimal allocations are shown in the graph on the left; assume each link has a unit capacity. With NCFlow, as shown in the figures on the right, MaxAggFlow can route the flow from $s_1$ to $t_1$ on either the top or the bottom path or divide between the two paths in some proportion; note that MaxAggFlow is not aware of demands
that are local to a cluster (such as the flow from \( s_2 \) to \( t_2 \)). Whenever MaxAggFlow assigns non-zero flow for the \( s_1 \rightarrow t_1 \) demand on the top path, NCFlow will be sub-optimal because then the other demand cannot be fully satisfied when MaxClusterFlow executes later on the yellow cluster. Any unsatisfied volume for \( s_1 \rightarrow t_1 \) can be routed on the bottom path in a later iteration but the flow for \( s_2 \rightarrow t_2 \) will not increase since the links that demand can use are fully utilized in the first iteration. The root of the problem here is that MaxAggFlow allocates traffic over multiple paths without being aware of the demands within clusters.

Figure 29 shows a case wherein NCFlow is sub-optimal when demands cannot be fully satisfied. As above, the topology and optimal allocations are shown on the left. Also, as above, the root of the issue here is that MaxAggFlow allocates the cross-cluster flow on the aggregate graph without being aware of the demands within clusters. As shown, subsequently, MaxClusterFlow will under-allocate flow for the local demands even though total flow would be larger if the local demands are fully satisfied.

Reordering the sub-problems, i.e., executing MaxClusterFlow before MaxAggFlow, may appear promising based on these examples but simple counter-examples exist even for such a reordered solution. The underlying cause of sub-optimality is not the order in which the global and local solutions are computed but rather that the optimal flow allocation requires jointly solving these problems.

Figure 30 shows a case wherein NCFlow can be sub-optimal when multiple edges connect clusters. As above, each unmarked link has unit capacity and the optimal allocations are shown in blue. Recall that NCFlow uses exactly one edge between each pair of clusters per iteration to avoid disagreements. There are two edges between each cluster but among the four possible crossing edge choices in an iteration, exactly one choice can carry non-trivial amount of flow (the top edge for each cluster pair). If that choice is somehow not picked, as shown marked in red on the right in Figure 30, NCFlow will not satisfy the demand. Simply increasing the number of iterations may not suffice either since the number of edge choices can be large, depending on the path lengths on the aggregate graph and on the number of edges between clusters.

As noted previously, the above examples are in part due to poor cluster choices; Figure 31 shows different cluster choices for these examples under which NCFlow will lead to optimal flow allocation.

### I. Optimality gap

#### I.1 Optimal MaxEdgeFlow

The optimal flow allocation algorithm, in terms of carrying the maximum amount of flow possible on a network, is as shown in Equation 6. We will call this the EF, short for MaxEdgeFlow. Some additional notation is in Table 7. Observe that, in this formulation, any demand can be allocated on any edge (the variable \( f_{x'} \)) as long as flow conservation holds (the longer equation at the bottom). As noted in §2, this edge-form of the problem carries the maximal amount of flow but has a high computation time and requires a large number of forwarding entries at switches (one rule per node pair at each node).

#### I.2 Edge flow with cluster constraints

Relative to the optimal MaxEdgeFlow, we first ask how much flow will be lost by using clusters. To compute this value, we add to MaxEdgeFlow the constraint shown in Equation 7. Specifically, demands whose source and target are in the same cluster can only use edges within the cluster. However, as above, paths remain otherwise unconstrained.

\[
f_{x'} = 0 \quad \forall e, u_e \notin V_k \text{ or } v_e \notin V_k, \text{ if } m_k = l_k = x. \tag{7}
\]

We will call this optimization problem EF with cluster constraints.
I.3 Path form with cluster and path constraints

Next, we ask how much flow will be lost when using the clusters as well as the given set of paths within and between clusters? Computing this value is somewhat more complex because we have to stitch together the flow carried on paths within each cluster with the flow on the edges between clusters while also ensuring that flow follow the chosen paths on the aggregate graph (where clusters are nodes). For reference, we write this out in Equation 8.

In more detail, this optimization problem, as shown in Equation 8, has three classes of decision variables – \( f_p^k \), \( f_y^k \), \( f_{ke}^k \) – which respectively are the flow allocated to a bundled demand on a path on the aggregate graph, the flow allocated to a demand on a path within a cluster and the flow allocated to a demand on a crossing edge between clusters.

Equation 9 computes the net flow for each demand \( k \) which for the case of a demand whose source and target are in the same cluster is the sum of flow carried on all intra-cluster paths. For demands whose source and target are in different clusters, the net flow is the flow from the demand’s source to all of the nodes in the source’s cluster that connect with other clusters as well as the flow to the demand’s target from all of the nodes in the target’s cluster that connect with other clusters.

For flow conservation, consider Equation 11 which ensures that all of the flow leaving at a node \( u \) for a demand \( k \) on crossing edges to other clusters equals the flow that comes into the node \( u \) either from the source of the demand (if the source is within its cluster) or from all of the nodes in \( u \)’s cluster that can receive flow for demand \( k \) from other clusters – \( \text{InNodes}(m_u,k) \). Equation 12 considers the converse case for demands that leave at a node. Finally, Equation 13 relates the total flow between a pair of clusters \( x, y \) on the crossing edges between these clusters with the flow along paths on the aggregate graph that contain the edge \((x,y)\). We will call this optimization problem PF with cluster and path constraints.

Note that the above constraints naturally lead to a reduction in forwarding table size as discussed in §3.5. However, it is not clear how much less flow these constraints allow for relative to the optimal EF. Moreover, since this optimization has more variables (and constraints) than PF (see Equation 2), it can take longer to compute and may not be practically useful. We use this optimization problem to discern how much flow is lost by the constraints used in NCFlow (restricting to clusters and paths) relative to the flow that is lost due to the heuristic allocation process described in §3.

I.4 Experimental results

Our results are in Figure 32; the baseline is PF and the figures plot CDFs of total flow and latency speedup for many topologies and traffic demands. Note that using the edge formulation (purple dash-dots) often leads to substantially more flow being allocated compared to PF; however, as the figure on the top shows, edge formulation is a more complex problem that takes longer to run (over 1000× longer).

Adding the clustering constraint to edge formulation has an un-noticeable effect on the flow allocation (green dashes). Note that we use clusters computed using FMPartitioning for all topologies.

Constraining the path formulation using both the given clusters and the given paths (between clusters and within each cluster), as shown with the red dash line, allocates much more flow than PF and not much less than is allocated in edge formulation. Thus, empirically, constraining flow allocation to traverse the chosen clusters and paths does not limit the flow that can be allocated. The figure also shows that computing the optimal flow given clusters and paths takes longer than PF (roughly 10× – 100× longer). Thus, NCFlow offers a heuristic which finishes substantially faster than PF.

To sum up, our two main contributions are: (1) constraining flow allocations to use specific clusters and paths which reduces the number of forwarding table entries needed without affecting the flow that can be allocated and (2) a heuristic that computes flow allocations quickly given this constraint but can under-allocate flow. We believe that future work can improve the heuristic to reduce the flow loss further.
MaxClusterPathFlow($\mathcal{V}', \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{D}, \mathcal{P}$) $\equiv$ argmax $\sum_{k \in \mathcal{D}} f_k$

s.t. (8)

\[
f = \begin{cases} f_k^P & \forall k \in \mathcal{D}, p \in \mathcal{P}, \\
f_k^F & \forall k \in \mathcal{D}, p \in \mathcal{P}, \\
f_{ke} & \forall k \in \mathcal{D}, e \in \mathcal{E}, m_u \neq m_v \end{cases}
\]

and

\[
f_k = \begin{cases} \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}_{m_u}^k} f_k^P & \text{if } m_u = m_v \\
\sum_{\text{OutNodes}(m_u, k) \in \mathcal{P}_{m_u}^k} f_k^P & \text{if } m_u \neq m_v \end{cases} \quad \forall k \in \mathcal{D}
\]

(9)

\[
c_r \geq \sum_{k \in \mathcal{D}} \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P} \mid e \in p} f_k^P \quad \forall e \in \mathcal{E},
\]

(10)

\[
\sum_{e \in \mathcal{E} \mid u \neq u, m_u \neq m_v} f_{ke} = \begin{cases} \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}_{m_u}^k} f_k^P & \text{if } m_u = m_v \\
\sum_{\text{InNodes}(m_u, k) \in \mathcal{P}_{m_u}^k} f_k^P & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad \forall u \in \mathcal{V}', k \in \mathcal{D}
\]

(11)

\[
\sum_{e \in \mathcal{E} \mid u = u, m_u \neq m_v} f_{ke} = \begin{cases} \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}_{m_u}^k} f_k^P & \text{if } m_u = m_v \\
\sum_{\text{OutNodes}(m_u, k) \in \mathcal{P}_{m_u}^k} f_k^P & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad \forall u \in \mathcal{V}', k \in \mathcal{D}
\]

(12)

\[
\sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}_{m_u}^k} f_{ke} = \sum_{e \in \mathcal{E} \mid u = u, m_u = y, k \in K} f_{ke} \quad \forall K \in \mathcal{D}_{\text{agg}}, x, y \in \mathcal{V}_{\text{agg}} \quad (\text{flow b/w clusters = flow on inter-cluster path})
\]

(13)
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Abstract

Inter-domain bandwidth costs comprise a significant amount of the operating expenditure of cloud providers. Traffic engineering systems at the cloud edge must strike a fine balance between minimizing costs and maintaining the latency expected by clients. The nature of this tradeoff is complex due to non-linear pricing schemes prevalent in the market for inter-domain bandwidth. We quantify this tradeoff and uncover several key insights from the link-utilization between a large cloud provider and Internet service providers. Based on these insights, we propose CASCARA, a cloud edge traffic engineering framework to optimize inter-domain bandwidth allocations with non-linear pricing schemes. CASCARA leverages the abundance of latency-equivalent peer links on the cloud edge to minimize costs without impacting latency significantly. Extensive evaluation on production traffic demands of a commercial cloud provider shows that CASCARA saves 11–50% in bandwidth costs per cloud PoP, while bounding the increase in client latency by 3 milliseconds\textsuperscript{1}.

1 Introduction

Cloud wide-area networks (WANs) play a key role in enabling high performance applications on the Internet. The rapid rise in traffic demands from cloud networks has led to widespread adoption of centralized, software-defined traffic engineering (TE) systems by Google [19] and Microsoft [17] to maximize traffic flow within the cloud network.

In the quest to overcome BGP’s shortcomings, recent efforts have focused on engineering inter-domain traffic, which is exchanged between the cloud WAN and other networks on the Internet [27,33]. These systems can override BGP’s best-path selection, to steer egress traffic to better performing next-hops. However, this focus on performance overlooks a crucial operating expenditure of cloud providers: the cost of inter-domain traffic determined by complex pricing schemes. While the prices of inter-domain bandwidth have declined in the past decade, the decrease has been outpaced by exponential growth in demand [29] from cloud networks serving high-definition video, music and gaming content. In fact, the inter-domain bandwidth costs incurred by the cloud provider we analyze increased by 40% in the March 2020 billing cycle as a consequence of the increase in demand fueled by work from home guidelines in various parts of the world.\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1}Code and experiments at: http://cascara-network.github.io.

\textsuperscript{2}We do not disclose the fraction of total cloud operation expenditure contributed by inter-domain bandwidth costs due to confidentiality reasons.

Figure 1: Present-day and CASCARA-optimized bandwidth allocation distributions for one week, across a pair of links between a large cloud provider and tier-1 North American ISPs. Costs depend on the 95th-percentile of the allocation distributions (vertical lines). CASCARA-optimized allocations reduce total costs by 35% over the present-day allocations while satisfying the same demand.

In this work, we show that recent increases in interconnection and infrastructure scale enable significant potential to reduce the costs of inter-domain traffic. These advances include the deployment of several new cloud points of presence (PoP) near clients and direct peering with an increasing fraction of the Internet’s autonomous systems [5]. As a result, most clients are reachable over several short and latency-equivalent paths from the cloud provider [26]. We illustrate the cost saving potential due to latency-equivalent links with an example in Figure 1. We plot the distributions of bandwidth allocated over one week to links A and B, which connect a large cloud provider to tier-1 North American ISPs. Both links are located at inter-connection points within 30 km of each other, and offer comparable latency due to their geographical proximity. In this example, the bandwidth price per Mbps of Link B is 33% higher than that of Link A. Link costs are a function of the 95th percentile of the bandwidth allocations to each link. The present-day allocations (in blue) represent the current bandwidth assigned to the links by the cloud provider under study. In contrast, the CASCARA-optimized allocations (in red) meet the same or higher demand as the present-day allocations, while reducing total bandwidth costs by 35%.

Bandwidth allocations at the cloud edge impact both the client latency and inter-domain bandwidth costs to the cloud provider. At one extreme, traffic allocations may disregard the latency impact to drive bandwidth costs to near-zero while at the other extreme, allocations may incur very high bandwidth costs by greedily assigning traffic to the lowest latency peers. Balancing this cost-latency tradeoff is central to our work. However, it is made challenging by industry-standard pricing schemes that use 95th percentile of the bandwidth dis-
tribution over monthly time-periods. Complex relationships between bandwidth allocations, costs and client latency lead to computationally hard optimization problems.

We tackle these challenges by first analyzing the utilization of edge links from a large commercial cloud provider. We find that the majority of traffic from the cloud is exchanged with transit ISPs, with outbound traffic being twice in volume compared to inbound traffic. Thus, outbound traffic to transit ISPs dominates the inter-domain bandwidth costs of the cloud. Three such North American ISPs incur a majority of the total expenditure on inter-domain bandwidth in the continent (§3). Using these insights, we make three main contributions:

1. **Quantify the opportunity of saving bandwidth cost.** We formulate cloud edge TE as an optimization with the goal of minimizing percentile bandwidth costs. Despite the non-convex nature of the objective, the optimization is tractable in engineering outbound traffic to peer links with only the small number of ISPs that contribute majority of the costs. We show that cost-optimal allocations can save up to 65% of the cloud provider’s inter-domain bandwidth costs, quantifying the upper bound on savings (§3) and offering a significant improvement over related approaches in [12, 20, 35].

2. **Practical and cost-efficient online edge TE.** Since optimizing percentile costs is NP-Hard [20], finding optimal solutions can take several hours. We leverage insights from the offline optimal solution to design an efficient, heuristic-based online TE framework, CARA. CARA leverages the cloud provider’s rich diversity of latency-equivalent BGP peers to offer cheaper options to outbound traffic. Through extensive experiments we demonstrate that CARA provides near-optimal cost saving in practice and can be deployed safely and incrementally in cloud WANs (§4).

3. **Flexibility to balance the cost-latency tradeoff.** CARA incorporates the latency of primary and alternate peer paths from the cloud [4, 27] to strike a balance between bandwidth cost savings and client latency. CARA provides the flexibility to pick the operating point on this tradeoff and finds allocations that bound the increase in client latency by 3 ms while saving 11-50% of bandwidth costs per cloud PoP (§5).

Client latency requirements vary based on the types of application traffic, e.g., software updates and large file transfers are more delay tolerant than live video. In fact, majority of all outbound traffic from the cloud provider is marked as best-effort, making it tolerant to small changes in latency. We conclude this study by discussing the generalizability of our results, the implications of CARA on peering contracts and bandwidth pricing models on the Internet (§6).

2 **CARA controller overview**

CARA’s goal is to engineer outbound traffic allocations from the cloud edge to achieve near-optimal saving in inter-domain bandwidth costs. It does so by providing operational safety knobs to the operator: configurable variation in the traffic allocations to peer links, incremental deployability and bounded impact on client latency. Figure 2 shows the different components of CARA. At the core is the CARA WAN controller that allocates cost-optimized flow to outbound peer links of the cloud network.

**IPFIX Flow Collectors.** We feed IP Flow Information Export (IPFIX) [31] logs to CARA to infer the utilization of edge links of the cloud network in five minute intervals of the billing cycle. These allocations to peer links are used both for offline cost analysis (§3) and online allocation to meet demands by CARA (§4 and §5).

**BMP Route Collectors.** We gather route announcements made by BGP peers at points of presence (PoP) of the cloud provider using BGP Monitoring Protocol (BMP) collectors. These routes inform CARA of the choices of peer links for outbound demand towards clients.

**Peering Contracts.** We feed the billing models and peering rates for all BGP peers of the cloud provider to CARA. Since peering rates remain stable over short durations of time, we use snapshot of this information from June 2019.

**Client latency measurements.** CARA makes latency-aware decisions limiting the impact of outbound traffic allocation on client latency. We feed CARA the median latency to all clients of the cloud provider over both the primary and alternate BGP paths at the PoPs.

Cloud providers have developed software-defined edges for fine-grained control of outbound path selection from their networks [27, 33]. These systems provide the infrastructure to steer outbound traffic to desired peer paths. The CARA controller allocates flow to peer links in every 5 minute interval and can leverage the software-defined edge to optimize the inter-domain bandwidth costs. We first quantify the potential of bandwidth cost saving in a large cloud provider (§3), then develop an efficient, online and near-optimal algorithm for CARA to realize the saving potential (§4). Finally, we put CARA to test with realistic client performance and route availability constraints in §5.

3 **Quantifying the Opportunity**

Cloud networks occupy a central position in the Internet ecosystem due to the large volume and variety of popular content they serve to users. To make this possible, cloud providers
peer with a large number of networks or Autonomous Systems (ASes) on the Internet, including transit ISPs and eyeball networks. The cloud provider we analyze has over 7,000 BGP peers, including transit networks, access networks, content providers and Internet Exchange Points (IXPs). These links span over one hundred geographical locations, collectively carrying terabits of traffic per second. We analyze the utilization and bandwidth costs incurred at the peering edge of the commercial cloud provider using IPFIX flow records collected from June 2018 to July 2019. Aggregated across all edge links, Figure 3a shows the outbound traffic volume per five minute interval from the cloud towards transit/access networks, cloud providers and enterprise networks, categorized by CAIDA’s AS types classification [3].

3.1 Dominant contributors to bandwidth cost

A BGP peer of the cloud network charges for the traffic exchanged between them according to the billing model negotiated in their peering contract. There are three billing models for inter-domain traffic prevalent on the Internet today: (1) Settlement-free (2) Per-port and (3) Per-Megabit [9]. Settlement-free peers (SFP) agree to exchange traffic with each other at no cost (e.g., between cloud providers). In per-port peering, a peer bills another for each network port used at their facility (e.g., connections at IXPs). Per-Megabit is a utilization-based model where a network charges its peer based on the utilization of the link between them over monthly billing cycles. There can be a commit clause in this contract i.e., regardless of the actual usage, the customer commits to pay at least some pre-arranged amount to the provider.

Utilization-based, per-megabit billing is the industry standard for paid peer and transit ISP contracts and it is the focus of our work. Our goal is to minimize bandwidth costs accrued on peering links billed by their utilization. To translate network utilization into the corresponding inter-domain bandwidth cost, ISPs measure the average utilization of peering links in five minute intervals in both inbound and outbound directions. Let the edge link from peer \( p_1 \) to peer \( p_2 \) have average outbound utilizations of \( B = \{B_1, B_2, ..., B_n\} \) megabits in 5-minute intervals of a given month. Let \( B_{out} \) be the 95th percentile of the outbound utilizations, \( B \). Similarly, \( B_{in} \) is the 95th percentile of average inbound utilizations of the \( p_1 \rightarrow p_2 \) link. The link cost for a billing cycle is given by, \( B = c_i \cdot \text{MAX}\{B_{out}, B_{in}\} \), where \( c_i \) is the peering rate negotiated by \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) as part of their peering agreement. This model of billing bandwidth, also called burstable billing, has evolved as an industry standard on the Internet [9].

Bulk of the traffic is exchanged with Transit/Access ISPs. The large majority of traffic at the cloud edge is outbound to Transit/Access networks (Figure 3a). Therefore, traffic exchanged with transit ISPs is the main contributor to bandwidth costs incurred by the cloud provider.

Outbound traffic is twice the inbound. For the cloud WAN, outbound traffic volume is nearly twice the inbound (Figure 3b), highlighting that the cost computation based on link utilizations can be simplified to \( c_i \cdot B_{out} \) for clouds networks.

Links with only three ISPs contribute majority of costs. Due to the large variance in peering rates (seen in Figure 3c) and skewed distribution of traffic towards a few large ISPs in the North American region of the cloud, edge links to three large networks incur a majority of the total spend on inter-domain bandwidth in North America.

3.2 Optimal inter-domain bandwidth costs

In this section we formalize the task of optimizing inter-domain bandwidth costs of a cloud network. As outbound traffic to paid peers is significantly higher than inbound (Figure 3b), we focus on engineering outbound traffic to minimize the overall inter-domain bandwidth cost. To quantify the potential cost savings, we formulate the offline version of the problem where traffic demands are known in advance.

Let \( L = \{l_1, l_2, ..., l_m\} \) be the set of all edge links from the WAN. Edge links to the same peer at different points of presence (PoP) are billed individually according to their percentile utilization. Let a five-minute interval in the monthly billing period be \( t_j \) where \( j \in \{1, 2, ..., n\} \). For instance, the month of January has 8,928 five-minute intervals.
Decision variables. The traffic allocation scheme assigns network flow to peering links in $L$, for every time slot $t_j$, $j \in [1,\ldots,n]$. Let $x_{ij}$ be the decision variable, where $x_{ij}$ is the flow assigned to peering link $l_i$ in time slot $t_j$.

Objective function. The goal of our allocation scheme is to find a traffic assignment to edge links over the entire billing period such that the total inter-domain bandwidth cost is minimized. The cost incurred on peering link $l_i$ is the product of the peering rate ($c_i$) and the $95^{th}$ percentile utilization of that link (denoted by $z_i$). The goal is to minimize the total cost incurred across all links in the WAN:

$$\text{minimize } Z = \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \cdot z_i$$

Constraints. The traffic allocations are subject to constraints on link capacities. Since, the offline setting assumes knowledge of traffic demands, the traffic scheme must allocate flow in a way that the egress traffic demand is met in all time slots.

Formulating percentile cost as $k$-max. The cost function consisting of the sum of $95^{th}$ percentile utilization of links is non-convex. Previous work has shown that optimizing percentile cost functions is NP-HARD [20]. We later show that techniques from previous work are not effective in saving bandwidth costs of edge links (§4.3). We formulate the exact $95^{th}$ percentile of traffic allocations as part of the objective function. We note that the $95^{th}$ percentile of a distribution of $n$ numbers is the same as their $k$-max where $k = n/20$.

Key insight. The key insight of our formulation is that link utilization during 5% of time slots do not contribute to its $95^{th}$ percentile cost. This means that 5% of time in any billing month is free regardless of the traffic it carries. We capture this insight in the optimization formulation using binary integer variables $\lambda_{ij}$ for each decision variable $x_{ij}$, $\lambda_{ij}$’s are also decision variables of the optimization which reflect whether their corresponding $x_{ij}$’s contribute to the link cost. This is expressed with the indicator constraint:

$$\lambda_{ij} = 0 \implies z_i \geq x_{ij}, \forall i, j$$

(1)

We note that only 5% of all $\{x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{in}\}$ can have their corresponding $\lambda_{ij} = 0$ since we can get away with considering 5% of allocations as free. This is expressed using Big-M constraints in the formulation [14]. The minimization objective ensures that of all $\lambda_{ij}$’s, the ones corresponding to the top $k - 1$ of the allocations ($x_{ij}$) at a link do not contribute to its cost.

Implementation details. Algorithm 1 formulates the traffic cost optimization problem as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP), which is computationally hard to solve. We implement the formulation using the CVX [8] framework and solve it with the commercial optimization solver, GUROBI [15] on a machine with 12 cores and 48 Gb RAM. Our choice of solver is motivated by the computational complexity of Algorithm 1. Commercial solvers like GNU LPK [11] and CPLEX [18] were orders of magnitude slower than GUROBI in solving our formulation.

3.3 Generalizable and large saving potential

Using the set of peering links ($L$), peering rates ($c_i$), link capacities ($C_i$) and real egress traffic demands ($d_j$) from a large commercial cloud network, we formulate instances of Alg. 1. The egress traffic demands ($d_j$) are collected from June 2018 to June 2019 and consist of flow (megabits) that traversed the BGP peering links in each 5-minute interval. Peering rates remain constant during the course of our study. This provides 12 instances of Alg. 1, one for each 1-month billing period. We discuss the implementation details and assumptions in §3.4 and offer a preview of the results here. We compare the cost of allocations computed by Alg. 1 with the real allocation cost incurred by the cloud provider and find that Algorithm 1 reduces the combined cost of the three ISPs that contribute a majority of the bandwidth cost (ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3 peer links) by 65% on average (Figure 4a).

Impact of participating links. When the input to the optimization is a single peer’s links and traffic matrix, we observe lesser, yet significant, cost savings. This can be seen in the trends for ISP-1 and ISP-2 in Figure 4a. This shows that our cost optimization techniques can be deployed incrementally in the cloud WAN by engineering the traffic flow to a few ISPs at first. The fraction of savings increase as more outbound links are included in the optimization.

Impact of peering rates. We show the impact of relative peering rates of the three participating ISPs in the cost optimization. For the optimization instances demonstrated in
American ISPs (ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3, anonymized for confidentiality) which incur a majority of the inter-domain bandwidth costs. We note that solving Algorithm 1 occasionally takes an impractical amount of time to approximate the LP optimal or if the solver has run for 15 hours. On average, instances of Algorithm 1 explored for 15 hours. Due to the non-convex nature of the problem, even state-of-the-art optimization solvers can take an impractical amount of time to approximately solve Algorithm 1. We take advantage of our findings from §3.1 and only engineer peer links to the three North American ISPs (ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3, anonymized for confidentiality) which incur a majority of the inter-domain bandwidth costs to the cloud. Each of the 3 ISPs peers with the cloud provider at tens of locations in North America, contributing 56 peer links between the cloud network and the three ISPs. We solve Algorithm 1 for different sets of peer links: first considering links with ISP-1 and the egress demand \(d_j\) that gets served over links with ISP-1. Similarly, we solve problem instances with links and demands of ISP-2, ISP-3, ISP-1 and ISP-2 and ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3 as input.

**Efficient computation of the lower-bound.** Cutting-edge optimization solvers use a combination of techniques to solve general Mixed Integer Programs (MIPs). At a high level, the first step is relaxing the MIP to an efficiently solvable Linear Program (LP) by removing the integral constraints. If a feasible solution to the LP is not found, the MIP, in turn, is also infeasible. If a feasible solution is found, the solution of the LP is a lower bound to the solution of the original MIP. Therefore, in a minimization problem like Algorithm 1, the LP solution provides a lower bound on bandwidth cost without having to solve the MILP.

**Running time of the optimization solver.** We note that Algorithm 1 has \(O(mn)\) Real decision variables and just as many binary variables. Predicting the difficulty of Integer programs in terms of the number of variables and constraints is hard. Indeed, increasing the number of links (size of set \(L\)) reduces the algorithm’s running time. The rationale behind this counter-intuitive behavior is that higher number of peering links make it easier for the optimization to meet demands without raising the 95\(^{th}\) percentile utilization of the links.

Once the LP relaxation has been solved, MIP solvers use a branch-and-bound strategy to find feasible solutions to the MIP from an exponential number of possibilities. As a result, some instances of the optimization can take several hours to solve. We use two techniques to bound the time of the solver. First, using the efficiently computable LP relaxation, we compute the proximity of the LP solution to the theoretical lower bound. Second, we configure the branch-and-bound algorithm to return the current-best feasible solution after a fixed amount of time has elapsed. We configure the solver to stop if the current best feasible solution to the LP is within 15\(^{th}\) of the LP optimal or if the solver has run for 15 hours.

Some instances of the optimization problem took 1-2 hours to find solutions while for others, the solution space had to be explored for 15 hours. On average, instances of Algorithm 1 took 6 hours to finish. The variance in run-time is due to differences in traffic demands of months. One strategy that was effective in speeding the optimization involved using

---

**Impact of engineered traffic volume** It may not be desirable to allow all traffic from edge links to be engineered for saving network costs. For instance, it may be important to egress some portion of the traffic on the same edge link where the client request entered the cloud for performance or geopolitical reasons. We find the impact of the fraction of traffic that can be engineered on a per-link basis by computing the cost gains for the month of June 2018 when the fraction of engineered outbound traffic on the edge links of ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3 is 50%. We find that the resulting cost savings are 37.5%. We note that the solution took longer than our time limit for the solver and therefore the LP gap was higher than 15\(^{th}\). Similarly, when the fraction of traffic engineered on a link is reduced to 40\(^{th}\), the overall cost saving is 28.6\(^{th}\).

### 3.4 Computing optimal traffic allocations

We now discuss the details of our implementation of Alg. 1.

**Managing the scale of the problem.** Due to the non-convex nature of the problem, even state-of-the art optimization solvers can take an impractical amount of time to approximately solve Algorithm 1. We take advantage of our findings from §3.1 and only engineer peer links to the three North American ISPs (ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3, anonymized for confidentiality) which incur a majority of the inter-domain bandwidth costs to the cloud. Each of the 3 ISPs peers with the cloud provider at tens of locations in North America, contributing 56 peer links between the cloud network and the three ISPs. We solve Algorithm 1 for different sets of peer links: first considering links with ISP-1 and the egress demand \(d_j\) that gets served over links with ISP-1. Similarly,
the values of decision variables from the previous month as initial values of the corresponding decision variables for next month’s model. We found that using this warm-start strategy reduced the running time by 3X with instances taking 2 hours to solve on average. We describe other approaches that did not reduce the running time in Appendix (§A.1).

Gap from LP optimal. While the optimal solution to the LP relaxation provides a lower bound on the minimum cost of allocations, this lower bound is not always feasible. To improve the run time, we set a break condition while solving the problem instances to either reach within 15% of the LP optimal or spend 15 hours in solving the MIP using branch-and-bound. For the instances we solved, the average gap of the final MIP solution from the LP optimal is 9% i.e., the solutions are very close to the theoretical lower bound.

4 Online cost-optimization with CASCARA

Results of the offline allocation scheme (3.2) show that there is significant potential for optimizing bandwidth cost at the cloud edge. There are two caveats to the scheme’s use: first, it assumes knowledge of outbound demand for every time slot of the billing cycle. In practice, an online algorithm that can allocate network flow to peer links without the knowledge of future demands is required. Second, the optimization formulation (Algorithm 1) takes two hours on average to provide optimal traffic allocations for the entire month. However, state-of-the-art TE controllers compute traffic allocations every 5-10 minutes, making it crucial to have an online solution that is efficient and effective. In this section we develop a heuristic-based online traffic allocation framework that uses insights from the offline optimal solutions to Algorithm 1. Despite the complexity of the cost optimization problem, we show that a simple and efficient algorithm with few hyperparameters governs the closeness of the heuristic solution to the offline optimal. The heuristic allocations achieve bandwidth costs savings within 5% of the optimal.

Consider the set of edge links from the cloud, L = \{l1, l2, ..., ln\}. Let Lf be a subset of L, such that links in Lf are each priced at p1 per Mbps. For example, the setup in (3.2) has two such subsets, L1 and L2 where links in L1 are priced at p1 and those in L2 are priced at p2. Since the peering rates of links to ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3 are in the ratio 3:2:2, p1 = \(\frac{3}{2}p_2\). From the results of Section 3.4, we derive three key insights about the optimal traffic allocations:

Lower utilization of expensive links. When \(p_2 < p_1\), the optimal traffic allocations use links in L1 minimally. This means that barring capacity considerations, it is always cheaper to use links in L2 to meet the demand and only use links in L1 for their free 5% time slots.

Maximize the utilization of free slots. Figure 5 shows the density distribution of optimal allocations on an edge link by Algorithm 1. We note that the optimal allocations reduce the link’s 95th percentile utilization to \(\approx 15\%\) of its capacity.

Thus, the choice of initial \(C_f\) and

![Figure 5: Optimized allocations on an edge link for a month. The vertical lines show the pre- and post-optimization 95th percentile utilization on the link. (X-axis labels removed.)](image)

However, during 5% of time slots the link is utilized nearly at full capacity without contributing to the billable-bandwidth. Optimal allocation on all links show similar patterns.

Link utilization below the 95th percentile is uneconomical. Let \(u_j\) be the 95th percentile utilization of an egress link \(l_j\). Assigning less than \(u_j\) flow to link \(l_j\) in any time slot is wasteful, i.e., the link will get billed for \(u_j\) even if its utilization in other time slots is lower (Appendix Figure 13a).

4.1 Online traffic allocation

Using insights derived from the optimal allocations, we propose an online traffic allocation scheme, CASCARA, for the cloud edge. CASCARA pre-decides the fraction of the total network capacity that will be the billable bandwidth for the month (\(C_f\)). Given the billable bandwidth, finding the optimal pre-decided 95th percentile utilization of link \(l_j\) (\(u_j\)) is a special case of the bin-packing problem. Thus, greedy assignment of \(C_f\) to links in the increasing order of their peering rates minimizes the total bandwidth cost of the network. Since subsets of links (\(L_i \subseteq L\)) have the same peering rate, we assign \(u_j\) to links in the same subset using the progressive filling algorithm to ensure max-min fairness [2] within link subsets.

When a billing period begins, every link has a 95th percentile utilization (\(u_j\)) assigned to it. As new outbound demands arrive, if they can be met with \(\sum u_i = C_f\) capacity, CASCARA allocates corresponding flows to the links. However, if the outbound demand exceeds \(C_f\), CASCARA chooses to utilize one or more links at near full capacity to meet the demand. Since 5% of billing slots do not contribute to the links’ costs, CASCARA ensures it only runs a link at near capacity for 5% or fewer billing time slots.

Parameters to the online algorithm. It is crucial to select \(C_f\) such that all demands in the billing period are met within \(C_f\) or by augmenting \(C_f\) with the extra capacity of links in their 5% free time slots. Once a link’s 95th percentile utilization has been chosen to be \(u_j\), using it for any lesser makes no difference to its final cost. The choice of \(C_f\) is critical to making a feasible allocation. If \(C_f\) is too low, the allocation may be infeasible or if it is too high, the bandwidth cost can be sub-optimally high. We discuss the choice of initial \(C_f\) and
how CASCARA improvises when the chosen $C_f$ is too small to meet the demand during the billing cycle.

**Order of choosing peer links.** CASCARA decides the order of links to be augmented above their allocation $u_l$ to meet 5-minute demands higher than $C_f$. Using a configurable parameter, CASCARA can allocate how close the augmented allocation is to the link’s capacity to prevent sudden link performance degradation. The time slots in which CASCARA augments the allocation to a link are called augmented slots. The augmented slots are limited to 5% for each link, making the order in which links are augmented relevant to the feasibility of an allocation. CASCARA uses a priority queue of all edge links where a link’s priority is a combination of the time since it was last augmented and its capacity. If a link was not augmented in the previous slot, it must also be increased in the following slot, if required, so that the allocations do not change sharply. By prioritizing links with lesser capacity for augmentation, CASCARA ensures that free slots of links with higher capacity are not used pre-maturely.

**Link augmentation order does not impact feasibility.** If CASCARA’s assignment of $u_l$s and the order of link augmentation leads to an infeasible allocation problem, any change to the order of link augmentation does not render the allocation feasible (Proof in Appendix A.2). Since $u_l$s are derived from $C_f$, the key input parameter to CASCARA is $C_f$. Algorithm 2 shows the online traffic allocation scheme of CASCARA in brief (details in Appendix Algorithm 3).

**Insufficient $C_f$ and infeasible allocation.** If the initial capacity fraction assigned by CASCARA ends up being insufficient to meet the demand in a time slot, despite augmenting the allocations to all edge links that have free slots remaining, we consider the allocation infeasible. This means that it is no longer possible to limit the billable bandwidth of this month to $C_f$ and the $C_f$ value must be increased. CASCARA increases the value of $C_f$ by step size ($\beta$) to meet the demand. Until it becomes necessary to increase $C_f$ in a billing cycle, CASCARA has under-utilized the links stay under $C_f$. Increasing $C_f$ to $C_f + \beta$ renders the past efforts to keep $C_f$ low, futile. Indeed these efforts may have wasted the augmentation slots of links before $C_f$ is incremented. However, there is no choice but to increase $C_f$ as traffic demands must always be met. In the ideal case, initial value of $C_f$ is just enough to meet demands in the entire billing period using augmentation slots when needed. On the other hand, starting the billing cycle with a $C_f$ that is higher than required leads to sub-optimally high bandwidth costs. We show that the ideal $C_f$ value is sufficient in ensuring that CASCARA finds optimal cost allocations.

**Improvising billable bandwidth preemptively.** When CASCARA finds that the demand is too high to accommodate in the current $C_f$, it increases $C_f$ by $\beta$. Increasing the billable bandwidth estimate, $C_f$ is a tradeoff – increasing too late in the billing cycle leads to wasteful use of links’ free slots until the increase and increasing it too early reduces the cost saving potential. We capture this tradeoff by introducing the third and final parameter of CASCARA: $\alpha$. $\alpha$ is the increase in $C_f$ during the monthly billing cycle before an infeasible allocation is encountered. The goal is to preemptively increase $C_f$ if such an increase is inevitable later in the month.

#### 4.2 Finding CASCARA’s hyperparameters

We show that by setting $C_f$ effectively, CASCARA’s online traffic allocation (Algorithm 2) can be nearly as effective as the offline solutions of Algorithm 1. We set $C_f$ to different fractions of the total network capacity, ranging from 0 to 1, in steps of 0.01. We compare the cost saving from the feasible allocation using the smallest $C_f$ with the optimal cost saving and find that on average, CASCARA with the optimal initial $C_f$ achieves savings within 2% of the offline optimal allocation.

**Setting $C_f$.** CASCARA with the optimal $C_f$ is called CASCARA-offline since it has prior knowledge of the lowest $C_f$ for feasible allocations. CASCARA-online assumes no such knowledge and uses the optimal $C_f$ of the previous billing cycle as the current month’s initial $C_f$. This choice is motivated by strong daily, weekly and monthly seasonality in the outbound traffic demands. Previous month’s $C_f$ is the optimal value for the next month 64% of the time. For the rest, the average difference between optimal $C_f$ and its initial setting is of the network capacity. When the initial $C_f$ is not optimal, the allocation becomes infeasible and CASCARA has to increase the $C_f$ to meet the traffic demands.

**Finding $\alpha$ and $\beta$ with grid search.** Increase in $C_f$ is a definite increase in the bandwidth cost for the billing cycle. The step size by with $C_f$ is increased ($\beta$) is also important: too high and it would wastefully increase the cost, too low and it would mean having to increase $C_f$ again in the future. Once increased, there is no cost saving advantage to reducing $C_f$. Incrementing $C_f$ later is worse than having started with the

---

**Algorithm 2: Online Traffic Allocation Per-Timestep**

```python
Function allocate_timestep(d, f):
    if d \leq C_f then
        allocate C_f to links in L
        return true
    else
        d = d - C_f
        while linkqueue do
            l = pop(linkqueue)
            augment l
            decrement l’s priority and free slots
            decrement d by l’s augmented capacity
            if d \leq 0 then
                return true
        return false
```

---

3For confidentiality reasons, we cannot not share the capacity fractions.
optimal $C_f$ since links’ augmentation slots are wasted before the increment is made. Thus, preemptively increasing $C_f$ by $\alpha$ during the billing cycle mitigates the issue of wasteful use of link augmentation slots. The hyperparameters, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are important to select. We perform a grid search to find the ones best suited for the cloud network. Details of the grid search are in Appendix A.5. The best values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are used to for the following discussion.

### 4.3 Comparison with previous work

We now discuss the cost savings enabled by CASCARA-online over twelve billing months from June 2018 to June 2019 (Figure 6). As before, we use the production network’s traffic demands, topology and peering rates to measure the cost savings that CASCARA-online would provide. We first show that CASCARA-online achieves 55% cost saving, within 10% of the savings from CASCARA-offline which knows the optimal $C_f$ in advance. Then, we evaluate existing approaches that have focused on similar objective functions as CASCARA. We exclude approaches that delay traffic to future time slots [13,21] as these are not viable for the cloud provider we study ($\S$7). The three main systems from related work are:

**Pretium for dynamic file transfers in the WAN [20].** Pretium focuses on optimizing percentile costs of internal WAN links for dynamic transfers within the WAN [20]. They proposed to use the average of top 10% utilizations as a proxy for 95th percentile cost of links. We find that Pretium offers modest cost saving of 11% on average compared to CASCARA’s 55% savings for egress WAN traffic. Pretium assumes that the 95th percentile of a link’s utilization is linearly correlated with the average of top k utilizations [20]. We evaluate this assumption using the utilizations of over 50 peering links from the cloud WAN to large ISPs in N. America. Figure 13b shows the Pearson correlation coefficient to measure the extent to which the average of top 10% utilizations can be used as a proxy for 95th percentile utilization of inter-domain links. We find that the correlation coefficient for over 25% of the links is less than 0.5. Since previous work’s hypothesis was derived from the data of a single WAN link measured a few years ago, the correlation between average of top 10% and 95th percentile utilization may exist for some links but not all. Ever-changing traffic patterns from WANS due to new services like gaming also explain this difference.

**Entact for cost minimization in clouds [35].** Entact shares a lot of the goals with CASCARA, including finding cost optimal traffic allocations constrained by client latency. However, Entact chose to optimize linear bandwidth prices since percentile pricing is hard to optimize [35]. In a linear pricing scheme, greedy traffic allocation to cheapest links is optimal. However, the greedy algorithm does not fare well in percentile pricing schemes, as show in Figure 6’s comparison between CASCARA and Entact. The reason is that allocations in every time slot contribute towards the billable bandwidth in linear pricing schemes (e.g., average and sum of allocations) but in percentile pricing, some percent of the allocations are free. Greedy allocations fail to take advantage of this phenomenon.

**Global Fractional Allocation (GFA) for multihoming [12].** Finally, authors of [12] analyzed cost optimizations in the setting of multi-homed users. GFA comes closest in its approach to CASCARA and this is also reflected in the cost saving comparison in Figure 6. However, CASCARA outperforms GFA by 17% in the average case. There are two main reasons for this: GFA assumes a much smaller scale of the problem where the options for allocations are 3 to 4 upstream ISPs. This makes their naive estimation of cost lower bound ineffective: by using only 5% of the timeslots of peer links to meet demands was a viable option, traffic allocation would be free. Secondly, when GFA runs into an infeasible allocation, it assigns all remaining flow to a single link. This is often impractical at the cloud scale where the demand is too high for one peer link to handle the slack.

And finally, there are several realistic factors that need careful consideration: latency from peer links to clients and existence of routes at the peering router to engineer traffic. CASCARA not only performs better in idealized environments by achieving higher cost saving that existing systems, it also takes real-world constraints of a large production WAN into account. We describe these in further details in §5.

### 4.4 Operational safety checks in CASCARA

We discuss the safety checks built into the CASCARA algorithm to ease the process of operating it in production.

**Stable traffic allocation.** One concern with algorithms as-
signing traffic flows on peer links is that the allocation must be mindful of the performance impact on the inter-domain paths. CASCARA ensures that allocation to backup BGP paths does not change too rapidly by using a maximum ramp-up rate parameter that controls the maximum increase in the allocation to any peer link in the network. This ramp-up rate paces traffic allocation to links and allows CASCARA to incorporate path performance feedback into its decision making. We discuss how CASCARA incorporates performance metrics in its control loop in the next section. Figure 7 shows the cost saving potential of CASCARA as a function of the ramp-up rate. Very slow shifts which use a maximum ramp-up rate of 10 Gbps restrict the cost savings of CASCARA. However, at 30 Gbps ramp-up rate, CASCARA has reached its full saving potential and more rapid shifts of traffic do not offer much improvement in cost savings percentage.

**Predictable traffic allocations on edge links.** CASCARA’s traffic allocation to edge links are more stable than present-day allocations which are driven by user-facing demands. There are two reasons for this. First, CASCARA selects a pre-decided fraction of a link’s capacity as the utilization on the link for 95% of billing slots and changes are made to this fraction only when it is essential for meeting demand over $C_f$. Secondly, even when the allocation to a link has reached its full saving potential, CASCARA ensures that a link, once augmented, is used until its free slots have been exhausted. Predictable allocations on edge links allow network peers to provision capacity appropriately in place of being prepared for arbitrary spikes in traffic demands.

**Incremental deployability.** CASCARA can be incrementally deployed across edge link groups in the cloud. To show this, we divide the peer links of ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3 into four geographical clusters based on their PoP. These four clusters correspond to links at PoPs in north-central, south-central, East Coast and West Coast regions of North America. We compute the cost savings within each cluster by engineering the demands of the cluster onto its links. Figure 8 shows that CASCARA-online can achieve near-optimal cost (CASCARA-offline) savings across all peer links (cluster all) and also within the 4 geographical clusters. We note that in some cases CASCARA-offline achieves higher cost saving than the oracle (Alg. 1) due to the LP gap in the solution of the MILP (§3.4).

Figure 8: shows distributions of percent cost saving by CASCARA-offline, CASCARA-online and the oracle (Algorithm 1) over 12 billing cycles. CASCARA-online achieves near-optimal saving with different sets of links and corresponding demands as input.

5 **Performance-aware cost saving**

We have demonstrated that there is significant potential of saving inter-domain bandwidth costs in a cloud network (§3) and CASCARA’s efficient online algorithm can realize this potential by achieving near-optimal cost saving (§4). In this section we discuss practical aspects of achieving cost savings, namely, feasibility of engineering egress traffic in a WAN and the impact of CASCARA on client latency.

5.1 **Availability of client routes at peer links**

CASCARA engineers outbound traffic demand to peer links to achieve cost optimality over the billing cycle. However, it must ensure that peer links have the routes required for traffic shifted onto them. Otherwise, traffic to clients could get black-holed at the peering edge router. Using the routes announced by the three ISPs we focus on, we measure the address space overlap between peer links and find that ISPs announce the same address space across different peering locations (e.g., Dallas vs. Seattle) but the overlap of address space across peers (e.g., ISP-1 vs. ISP-2), even at the same PoP is minimal (Figure 9). Thus, CASCARA needs a mechanism to track the existence of relevant routes at peer links.

Figure 9: shows the distribution of address space similarity between peer links of ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3 at different PoPs of the cloud. Each ISP announces nearly the same address space at different PoPs but the overlap in address space across ISPs is very small.
We compute this allocation efficiently with a linear program (LP) within Alg. 2 that maps clients demands to peer links.

5.2 Bounded impact on client performance

Next, we tackle the challenge of limiting the performance impact of CASCARA’s cost optimization. For this, we continuously measure the performance of alternate BGP egress paths to destination prefixes by directing a small amount of traffic over alternate peer links at eight PoPs [26, 27, 35]. We selected these PoPs as they carry high traffic volume – approximately 47% of all the cloud provider’s North American traffic, and have high capacity alternate links.

Links at the same PoP have equivalent client latency. We analyze over 300 million measurements to the cloud PoPs for the month of August 2020, spanning 40,000 client metro and AS pairs, each with thousands of latency measurements towards the cloud on any given day. We first show the existence of latency equivalent peer links at the same PoP. Borrowing from existing methodology [26], we measure the difference in median latency between the BGP best path (primary) and the alternate BGP path for all clients that are served by the PoPs over 15 minute time buckets. Figure 10 shows that 80% of the time the difference in the latency is less than 3 ms. This implies that shifting client traffic to links at the same PoP, impacts the client latency by 3 ms or less.

Shifting traffic to peer links at a PoP different than the one where it ingress introduces two challenges. First, it can inflate latency as the traffic would traverse the cloud backbone to reach the second PoP. The second PoP could be further from the client than the original, also inflating PoP to client latency. Second, traversal of the cloud backbone can congest backbone links but cloud providers often over-provision backbone capacity [6] and manage intra-WAN link utilizations with centralized controllers like SWAN [17] and B4 [19] to mitigate hot spots. Thus, we focus on the latency impact of CASCARA in this work. We find the primary PoP and peer ISP which historically has been the preferred egress for a client. This primary link defines the baseline for our experiments – any changes in client latency are measured in comparison with the primary peer and PoP.

Bound the latency impact in egress link selection. To limit the degradation to client latency, we inform CASCARA’s allocation (Algorithm 2) of the most recent latency from a peer link to the client. In every timestep, while fulfilling demands to a client, CASCARA enforces that traffic is allocated along the primary and other sets of links. We select the set of links to empirically construct the relationship between latency impact and saving of CASCARA. We consider the set of links for each client to include ISPs with route towards the client – including a transit ISP, at the client’s primary PoP. This means that along with the links to its primary ISP, the client’s demand could be carried over the transit ISP link at the same PoP. This can increase the set of outbound link options for a client by two links in the best case. Since, links at the same PoP have equivalent latency, this configuration of CASCARA does not cause significant latency degradation (Figure 10).

We use CASCARA to engineer traffic at each PoP and compute the offline cost optimal solutions (Figure 11) for comparison. At some PoPs (PoPs 0, 2 and 13), there are up to five latency-equivalent peer links to most clients. e.g., two interconnections with ISP-1, one with ISP-2 and two with the transit ISP. CASCARA-offline shows the potential to save up to 50% of bandwidth costs at such PoPs. At other PoPs (PoPs 4, 5, 11), there are only 2 latency-equivalent peer links to most clients e.g., one interconnection with ISP-1 and one with the transit ISP. Moreover, high diversity in demands across PoPs due to client population density leads to differing opportunities of cost savings across PoPs. We use CASCARA-online to engineer traffic in an online manner with route and latency constraints. In each five minute timeslot, CASCARA allocated traffic to clients on latency equivalent links at the client’s primary PoP. On average, each iteration of CASCARA takes approximately 3 seconds to compute traffic allocations, including the construction of the LP and extraction of traffic allocations on links. We note that our implementation uses Python 2.7 and could be further optimized for running time. However, TE systems typically perform allocations once every 5-10 minutes, thus CASCARA’s runtime of 3 seconds is reasonable. Across all PoPs, CASCARA achieves the overall cost saving of 21% while ensuring that client latency remains unaffected. The per-PoP configuration we have evaluated enforces the strictest possible latency bound on CASCARA. CASCARA allows cloud providers to configure the acceptable
worst-case latency degradation while saving bandwidth costs.

6 Discussion

In this section, we investigate the source of CASCARA’s cost savings. We discuss implications of our findings on peering contracts with ISPs and bandwidth pricing on the Internet.

6.1 Where do the cost savings come from?

Network operators have historically used heuristics to limit their bandwidth costs. These include, load balancing traffic over equivalent links and preferring cheaper peer links in the BGP best path selection by setting localpref appropriately.

Localpref based cost saving is sub-optimal. We illustrate the cost savings from CASCARA with a small example using 2 links and 3 billing slots. There are two egress links from a network (Link 1 and Link 2), each of capacity 5 traffic units and unit peering rate. The traffic demand is assigned to Link 1 and 2 in any time slot (Figure 12). Traffic must not be dropped if there is enough capacity on the outbound links. For simplicity, the links are billed using the median (50th percentile) utilization over three time slots. Since the peering rate of both links is the same, localpref-based cost minimization will simply balance traffic on the two links. Under this scheme, the link utilizations are: 1, 2, 5, 1.5 in time slots 1, 2 and 3 respectively (shown in red in Figure 12) for both links. The median utilization is 1.5 for both, the total cost of the links is 3 units. An alternate traffic assignment to the links is shown in blue in Figure 12, where the utilizations of link 1 and 2 are {1, 5, 0} and {1, 0, 3} respectively. The median cost in this case is 1 for both links, total cost being 2 units. This scheme saves one third of the traffic cost while meeting the same demand. We note that by extension, sending all traffic to a link that is cheaper would also be sub-optimal.

Free time slots for saving cost. The example shows that in case of median billing, one of the three time slots does not contribute towards the final cost of the link. Each link has one free slot that can absorb peaks in demands to reduce costs. Similarly, bandwidth on the Internet is billed using 95th percentile billing, meaning that 5% of 5-minute time slots in a month are free for each link. This implies that for roughly 36 hours in a month, traffic allocation on any link does not contribute to the final billed cost. While it may seem that the free slots provide little wriggle room for saving cost, cloud providers have a rich diversity of network peers in several PoPs. These peer links provide free slots in the billing context and enable multiple latency-equivalent ways to reach clients.

6.2 Do the findings generalize?

We believe our results generalize to any large global cloud, content provider, or content delivery network. The first reason is that the cloud provider network is not unique. These networks all share several critical properties in common with each other: (1) presence in hundreds of PoPs around the world to deliver traffic very close to users and (2) extensive peering and short AS paths [5, 32]. The second reason is that other large networks have shown that given such large deployments and peering, many of the alternate paths to users have similar latency [1, 26]; also allowing these networks to optimize bandwidth costs with stable performance.

Cost optimization is not a one-time effort. Traffic patterns across billing slots change—demands have been rising steadily at 30–40% per year. The surge in demand [7] from the COVID-19 pandemic has made traffic patterns more dynamic. We have evaluated CASCARA using over a year worth of demands, including evaluation in August 2020 to capture the post-pandemic traffic growth. Our findings show small month-to-month variation in saving but overall, the savings are significant and consistent. We note that cost savings compound over time as demand continues to rise exponentially.

6.3 How practical is CASCARA?

While CASCARA benefits from large sets of latency-equivalent peer links, it can be deployed incrementally over peer links (§5), allowing cloud operators to choose to expand CASCARA’s purview over time. CASCARA can bound the amount by which allocations to links can change across time slots to prevent sudden changes in traffic (§4.4). Moreover, we foresee CASCARA as a component of a larger software-defined edge [27, 33] that already prioritizes successful traffic
delivery based on the capacity and availability of the downstream path. During demand surges or outages, the high priority components of the TE system may take action to mitigate customer impact, putting CASCARA on hold for some types of traffic for short periods of time. Automated network build-out alerts limit the duration of persistent capacity crunches, enabling cost savings from CASCARA in the long term. Where cost-optimization falls among second-order priorities will vary across cloud providers and their business needs.

6.4 Implications for existing peering contracts

An important concern in optimizing the cost of inter-domain traffic is the long-term impact it may have on peering contracts. For instance, if free peers observe higher traffic volume from the cloud, they may reconsider their peering agreement or lean towards paid exchange of traffic [22]. Due to these factors, we evaluated CASCARA only on links with paid North American peers. We argue that the peering rate captures the value of the interconnection to both networks involved and thus optimizing the outbound allocations for cost, not exceeding the peering port capacity at the edge, is a reasonable strategy. Additionally, peering rates in certain regions of the world are disproportionately high due to monopolistic transit ISPs and complicated socio-political factors, making high bandwidth rates the cost of operating in the market.

6.5 Implications for bandwidth pricing

CASCARA shows that the abundance of latency-equivalent peer links has enabled networks to significantly reduce their expenditure on inter-domain bandwidth. With the findings of CASCARA, we encourage the community to revisit the classic problem of pricing inter-domain traffic effectively. A subject studied since the dawn of the Internet [24], inter-domain bandwidth pricing models and rates determine paths taken by traffic and subsequently the end-user performance. With the emergence of cloud and content providers as the source of disproportionately large volume of Internet traffic, current pricing models may not suffice in ensuring the harmonious existence of networks on the Internet [10, 30]. Today, a handful of networks (cloud and content providers) can take advantage of their rich connectivity to save inter-domain bandwidth costs, potentially taking a portion from the profits of ISPs. Some recent proposals suggest ways to better align the cost of Internet transit and the revenue gained by networks [16, 34].

7 Related Work

In this section, we discuss important pieces of work related to CASCARA and set them in the context of our contributions.

Intra-WAN traffic engineering. Large cloud providers have embraced software-defined, centralized traffic engineering controllers to assign flow within their private WAN to maximize their utilization, guarantee fairness and prevent congestion [17, 19, 23]. Bandwidth costs in the context of WANs were considered in Pretium [20] (comparison with CASCARA in Section 3.4). Stanojevic et al. used Shapley values to quantify the value of individual flows under percentile pricing [28].

Engineering the WAN egress. Recent work has proposed a software-defined edge to manage outbound flows from their networks [27, 33]. The goal of these efforts has been to react to poor client performance by switching to better performing BGP next hops. The allocation decisions made by CASCARA can be implemented using a software defined edge like Espresso or EdgeFabric. The subject of TE in multi-homed networks has been studied [12, 25] and we compare CASCARA with a representative set of work from this space (§3.4).

Engineering delay tolerant traffic. Previous work has explored the potential of delaying traffic across timeslots to save bandwidth costs at the end of the billing cycle [21]. However, the cloud provider we analyze does not consider delaying client traffic by several minutes as a viable option.

Performance-based routing on the Internet. Google’s Espresso [33] implements performance-based routing on the Internet to improve client performance. Recently, other large global networks have shown limited potential in optimizing latency by routing [1, 26]. Our work effectively exploits this realization by optimizing cost while keeping latency stable.

Bandwidth pricing schemes. In the early years of the Internet, economists studied potential mechanisms to price bandwidth [24]. Congestion pricing was proposed to bill based on the use of network resources at times when they are scarce. These pricing schemes incentivize users to reduce consumption of network resources during peak utilization by pricing bandwidth higher when the network is congested.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we quantify the potential of saving inter-domain bandwidth costs in a large commercial cloud provider and find that optimal allocations can save up to 60% of current inter-domain bandwidth costs while meeting all traffic demands as they arrive. Inspired by this, we develop an efficient online TE framework, CASCARA, that achieves cost savings within 10% of the optimal. CASCARA’s cost savings are robust to changes in traffic patterns and peering rates. Finally, we show that CASCARA can balance the cost-performance tradeoff by achieving 11-50% cost savings per cloud PoP without degrading client latency significantly.
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A Appendix

A.1 Speeding the MIP solution

In this section we briefly describe the intuitive but ineffective methods we employed to speed the execution of the MILP. The methods did not yield a reduction in running time but we document these for completeness.

Solving the MILP in smaller time slices. Since link utilizations at the edge exhibit strong daily and weekly seasonality, we hypothesized that solving the cost optimization in smaller chunks of time, say, one week at a time, and then stitching together the resulting solutions would find the entire month’s optimal allocations. While the smaller problems of weekly allocations could be solved in approximately ten minutes, when stitched together, the overall solution is very far from optimal. In fact, the allocations obtained via this process did not show any significant reduction in inter-domain bandwidth cost over the present-day traffic allocations. On investigating the reason why this approach does not work, we found that while there are regular trends in the traffic demand, bursts of traffic are not spread uniformly across all weeks of a month. Accommodating these bursts with a local, week-long view leads to overall poor cost saving from the stitched allocations.

Automated parameter tuning. The commercial solver we used (Gurobi), provides a tool for automatically tuning the parameters of the solver for a given optimization model. We attempted to use this tool to find parameters which gave the best performance in terms of running time and closeness to the optimal. However, our model was too large for the autotune to deliver any results. Thus, we selected the appropriate parameter values manually by several runs of the optimization. These parameters are documented in the code repository we have released.

A.2 ASCARA’s link augmentation order

We show that changing the order of links that ASCARA augments during the billing cycle does not make an unfeasible
allocation, feasible. We take the example of an unfeasible ordering, $O_{\text{unfeasible}}$ where the demand in timeslot $k$ cannot be met even after augmenting the capacity of all links. Consider the following change in the position of link $l_i$ in the ordering: if $l_i$ is picked for augmenting in timestamp $k$ in place of timestamp $j$ where $j \leq k$. If this were possible, then $\text{CAPACITY}(l_i)$ would be available for use in timestamp $k$. However, this is not possible since $l_i$ had to be the smallest capacity link that met the excess demand of timeslot $j$, any other link that takes its place has to have a higher capacity. This means that by using another link in place of $l_i$, we would reduce the available capacity in timeslot $k$. Thus, a change in ordering of links for augmentation would not make a problem instance feasible.

### A.3 Traffic allocation with CASCARA

In this section we discuss details of the CASCARA allocation algorithm which were omitted in Section 4 for brevity. The complete algorithm, Algorithm 3, expands on Algorithm 2. $L$ is the set of links in the network in the increasing order of their peering rate. The algorithm shows how CASCARA allocates flow to links in every timestamp of the billing period. The solution to this algorithm are link allocations in all time steps. CASCARA maintains a priority queue of links and the priority of a link is decided based on two factors:

- **Initial priority**: all links have their initial priority set to the number of free time slots they have in the current billing cycle. We update the priority after augmenting the link. In any subsequent billing timeslots, if the demand is higher than $C_f$, links with lower priority i.e., ones which were used in the previous slots are re-used again. This ensures that the link augmentation is not spread across many links.

- **Link capacity**: We prefer to augment lower capacity links to save the higher capacity links for the remaining billing cycle. If the demand is too high, high capacity links are more likely to absorb it with augmentation.

We also keep track of the remaining free slots for each link. When all links have exhausted their free slots, allocation in that timestep fails and we have to increment $C_f$. Let $O$ be the order in which links got augmented. An example ordering of augmented links, $O$ is like so:

$$O = \{[l_1, l_2], [l_1, l_2], \ldots [l_k, l_{k+1}, l_{k+2}]\}$$

In timestamp 1, CASCARA augmented allocations to links $l_1, l_2$ and $l_3$. The starting priority of links is the same, so the priority queue returns links in ascending order of their capacity. In the next timeslot, CASCARA attempts to meet the demand by augmenting the same set of links to keep allocations stable.

CASCARA initializes $C_f$ to the minimum value that produced a feasible traffic allocation for the previous month. If $C_f$ is too low for the current month’s demands, despite augmenting allocation to links, the traffic demand would not be met and $C_f$ will be incremented by $\beta$. The augmented link ordering of an infeasible allocation would be like so:

$$O_{\text{unfeasible}} = \{[l_1, l_2], \ldots, [l_k, l_{k+1}, \ldots, l_m]\}$$

where $\sum \text{CAPACITY}(l_i) \leq \text{demand} - C_f$.

Additionally, CASCARA has a provision to proactively increment $C_f$ by $\alpha$ (not shown in the algorithm). The goal is to proactively perform an inevitable increase in $C_f$ to avoid wasting free slots of links. To do this, CASCARA checks if the number of links with free slots remaining is proportional to the amount of time left in the billing cycle. If the number of burstable links are too few, $C_f$ is incremented proactively.

#### Algorithm 3: Online Traffic Allocation (long version)

**Result**: Allocation of demand $d$ in every timestamp $t$

**Input**: $L, n, k, f, \text{CAPACITY}, C, \alpha, \beta$

**Initialization**:
- freeslots = $\frac{k}{100} * n$
- $\text{prio} =$ freeslots $\triangleright$ Initial priority of all links
- $\text{linkq} =$ $\text{PRIORITYQUEUE}()$

**Function** allocate_timestep($d, f$):

```python
link_alloc = {}
animated_links = []

C_f = f * C $\triangleright$ Fraction $f$ of total capacity $C$

if $d \leq C_f$ then
    link_alloc = bin_pack($L, C_f$)
else
    $d = d - C_f$

while $d \geq 0$ do
    b_link = linkq.pop()
    if !b_link then
        return {}
    end

    augmented_links.add(b_link)
    if b_link $\in$ $L_i$ then
        $d = d - (1 - f) \times \text{CAPACITY}(b_link)$
    else
        $d = d - \text{CAPACITY}(b_link)$

    link_alloc[b_link] = \text{CAPACITY}(b_link)

for link $\in$ augmented_links do
    link.prio = link.prio - 1
    link.free_slots = link.free_slots - 1
end

return link_alloc
```

**End Function**

while not allocate_timestep($d, f$) do

```python
f = f + \beta
```

A.3.1 Link utilization below the billable bandwidth

CASCARA chooses the target billable bandwidth ($C_f$) for a month. Given the billable bandwidth, it can be packed on to links by greedily assigning traffic to cheaper links. Given the minimum feasible $C_f$, this strategy is optimal. In fact, utilizing any link below its 95th percentile utilization is uneconomical – the link gets charged at the 95th percentile anyway. Figure 13a shows that while the utilization in some billing slots was below the 95th percentile (shaded red), yet, the link was billed for 15% of its capacity, making the period of utilization below 15%, wasteful.

![Figure 13: (a) Utilization of a link as fraction of its capacity, sorted from high to low across billing slots in a month. (b) 95th %-ile and avg. of top 10% correlation. (c) Cost saving by CASCARA vs. Pretium [20] on a month-by-month basis.](image)

formulation is a linear program, GUROBI solves it in less than a minute. While fast to compute, the allocations from this formulation are ineffective in saving the 95th percentile cost. Figure 13c compares the cost savings per-month between our solutions from Algorithm 1 and previous work. We note that the cost saving from the sum of top-k formulation are modest, 11% on average for all instances. We believe this is because of two assumptions made by previous work:

**Assumption 1:** 95th percentile of a link’s utilization is linearly correlated with the average of top k utilizations [20]. We evaluate this assumption using the utilizations of over 50 peering links in a cloud WAN. These links connect the cloud WAN to large ISPs in N. America. We compute the Pearson correlation coefficient to measure the extent to which the average of top 10% utilizations can be used as a proxy for 95th percentile utilization of inter-domain links. We find that the correlation coefficient for over 25% of the links is less than 0.5. Since previous work’s hypothesis was derived from the data of a single WAN link measured a few years ago, the correlation between average of top 10% and 95th percentile utilization may exist for some links but not all. Ever-changing traffic patterns from WANs due to the advent of new services like gaming also explain this difference.

**Assumption 2:** The correlation between average of top-k and 95th percentile of a link’s utilization holds even after a new traffic allocation scheme replaces the current one. There is no guarantee that assumptions about allocation distributions hold in a newly proposed traffic engineering scheme. In fact, traffic engineering schemes change the allocation of flow along network links, modifying how links are utilized.

A.4 Details on the implementation of previous systems

We implement the optimization formulation from previous work using top 10% of utilizations in a month as the bandwidth cost of a link. We use CVXPY’s implementation of sum of largest decision variables for this purpose. Since this

---

4We have discussed the additional routing and client latency constraints on CASCARA in §5.
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Abstract

As the COVID-19 pandemic reshapes our social landscape, its lessons have far-reaching implications on how online service providers manage their infrastructure to mitigate risks. This paper presents Facebook’s risk-driven backbone management strategy to ensure high service performance throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. We describe Risk Simulation System (RSS), a production system that identifies possible failures and quantifies their potential severity with a set of metrics for network risk. With a year-long risk measurement from RSS we show that our backbone resiliently withstood the COVID-19 stress test, achieving high service availability and low route dilation while efficiently handling traffic surges. We also share our operational practices to mitigate risk throughout the pandemic.

Our findings give insights to further improve risk-driven network management. We argue for incorporating short-term failure statistics in modeling failures. Common failure prediction models based on long-term modeling achieve stable output at the cost of assigning low significance to unique short-term events of extreme importance such as COVID-19. Furthermore, we advocate augmenting network management techniques with non-networking signals. We support this by identifying and analyzing the correlation between network traffic and human mobility.

1 Introduction

COVID-19 fundamentally reshaped societal norms and human interactions by forcing most social activities to move online. The global network infrastructure was subjected to an unprecedented stress test as work, entertainment and education all had to be conducted via digital connections [37]. Over the past year, the networking community aimed to answer two fundamental questions about the impact of COVID-19 on different network environments [7,15,28]. First, how well has the current network infrastructure withstood the COVID-19 stress test? Second, how should the network infrastructure evolve to support a post-pandemic era likely to be permanently remodeled by the social distancing experience?

This paper supplements the recent COVID-19-centric research by sharing Facebook’s experience emerging from the risk-driven backbone management strategy. Our work has two unique angles: the focus on the backbone network of a global online service provider and the use of network risk to quantify the robustness of the network infrastructure under adverse conditions. This study enriches previous observations made in different network environments, including the Internet [15], edge networks [7], and mobile networks [28]. Furthermore, it is a significant departure from prior work which uses only traffic measurement to quantify the impact of social events on the network infrastructure.

Our risk-driven backbone management is based on the fact that failures and disasters happen frequently and the backbone network should be equipped with sufficient protection capacity to mitigate the effects. Particularly, Facebook’s backbone connects hundreds of Point-of-Presence (PoP) sites and tens of Data Center (DC) regions. At this scale, failures such as fiber cuts, router misconfigurations, and power outages happen on a daily basis [20], causing traffic congestion, packet loss, and latency increase which, in turn, negatively impact the network’s availability and service-level agreements [8,21,27]. Network risk is an effective means to capture the impacts of potential failures in the network, before they actually occur, which is critical for identifying operational pain-points for long-term deployment planning, mid-term capacity augmentation, and short-term health monitoring.

This paper describes our Risk Simulation System (RSS), which performs comprehensive “what-if” analyses of network risk through traffic simulations under plausible failure scenarios. RSS has been in production for years. We introduce RSS in detail, showing key design decisions and engineering efforts to optimize the system over time. Specifically, we propose a set of risk metrics (demand loss, availability, latency stretch) to quantify impacts of potential failures from different aspects. Further, we introduce a high-fidelity failure model based on failure records from different data sources.
and failure types. To scale our system, we provide different simulation granularities that trade failure count for simulation accuracy. Moreover, we discuss several techniques to accelerate computation such as system parallelization, routing simplification, and reduction of failure scenarios.

We conduct a year-long analysis of network risk using RSS, and in what follows, we share our operational experience of keeping risk at bay during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our risk analysis demonstrates our backbone network remained robust under the COVID-19 traffic surges. Although risk increased with traffic, even the most heavily affected class of service still achieved four 9s of availability and its flows only experienced 2.12% longer paths on average. We further discuss capacity enhancement and quality of service downgrade as two effective measures to reduce network risk.

Finally, we use case studies to show unusual network conditions caused by social distancing have challenged fundamental assumptions of the traditional network design, and we share our insights on future directions of risk-driven backbone management. We observe a large variation of optical and IP-layer failures triggered by changes of human activities. We thus suggest failure modeling to be more responsive to short-term failure statistics and discuss the tradeoff between model stability and agility for accurate failure predictions. We also identify the limitation of standard network management that only considers in-network signals and is blind to social impacts to the network. We find a negative correlation between traffic volume and population mobility rate during social distancing, and use it as an example to show opportunities for improving network management with external non-networking signals.

Our risk metrics, failure model and risk simulation approach generalize beyond the initially envisioned backbone network scenario and are readily applicable to other network environments. We believe that risk-driven network management has the potential to become the standard approach to disaster prevention, monitoring and recovery. Towards this goal, we hope that our experience can inspire future solutions and spur broader adoption of risk-driven network management. This work does not raise any ethical issues. We preserved user privacy and anonymity throughout this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Start date</th>
<th>End date</th>
<th># Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-COVID (P0)</td>
<td>11/4/2019</td>
<td>3/15/2020</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelter-in-Place (P1)</td>
<td>3/16/2020</td>
<td>5/3/2020</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-opening (P2)</td>
<td>5/4/2020</td>
<td>2/28/2021</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Measurement phases in this paper.

### 2 Traffic Surges During COVID-19

Recent news reports and measurement studies suggest significant traffic surges globally during the COVID-19 pandemic [7, 10, 15, 24, 28]. As a major social media platform, Facebook witnessed higher user engagement under social distancing. In this section, we measure Facebook’s user-facing traffic to motivate the need for a risk-driven backbone management system.

Throughout the paper, we categorize our measurement period into three time phases (P0 to P2) listed in Table 1. The first phase, Pre-COVID (P0), is our baseline to capture the state of the network before the global shut-down due to the pandemic. The second phase, Shelter-in-Place (P1), marks the period when the US and European countries started to introduce extreme COVID-19 regulations, such as border closures, flight reductions, and school closures. The third phase, Re-opening (P2), represents the slow re-opening phase when strict shut-down orders were relaxed [2].

**Significant traffic increase.** Figure 1 plots the traffic volume from our Data Center (DC) regions to Point-of-Presence (PoP) sites in four geographical regions. The traffic volume is normalized against average traffic during the pre-COVID phase (P0). The figure shows a significant traffic surge starting mid-March 2020 in all regions, matching the timeline of global social distancing. In particular, we measure a traffic surge of 86% in Asia, 78% in Europe, 65% in North America, and 70% in South America in the P1 phase.

**Beyond the New Year traffic spike.** Traffic volume spikes are not unusual. Today’s service providers consider well-known flash-crowd events, such as Cyber Monday, in their traffic modeling [45] and network operation planning [49]. However, as Figure 1 depicts, the COVID-19 traffic increase has two unique differences. First, the traffic peak during phase P1 was substantially higher than that of New Year’s Eve (31
December 2019). The peak volume was 1.62× the 2020 New Year’s Eve in Asia, 1.65× in Europe, 1.68× in North America, and 1.61× in South America. Second, flash-crowd events are usually short-lived, but the traffic surges remained high for several weeks during the pandemic.

The above observations highlight the challenges posed by social distancing on large-scale network operations. Under high traffic load, operators need to answer a natural question: “is my network at risk?” This question motivates us to quantify network risk and use it as a guiding signal to drive network management.

3 Risk-Driven Backbone Management

Satisfying Service Level Objectives (SLOs) is the ultimate goal of network management. Risk analysis is an indispensable and effective means to guarantee SLO compliance under different failure scenarios. In this section, we dive into the details of RSS, our risk-driven backbone management framework. We begin with the description of Facebook’s traffic classification and routing schemes (§3.1), followed by our definition of risk metrics that align with SLO requirements of different service classes (§3.2). Next, we describe our failure modeling technique (§3.3). Finally, we present the design and implementation of RSS, our risk simulation system (§3.4).

3.1 Traffic Classification and Routing

Quality of Service (QoS). Facebook classifies the backbone traffic into four service classes. In this paper, we refer to them as QoS classes 1 to 4, where class 1 is the highest priority. Different classes of service use different queue assignments and routing policies. Flows with higher priorities have greater availability guarantees and can tolerate more failures compared to those in lower priority classes. This is often realized by over-provisioning extensive backup paths for redundancy. QoS class 1 contains essential network control traffic including network signaling and routing protocol messages to manage our network gear; class 2 is for critical services including most of our user-facing traffic; class 3 is our default class for most internal applications; and class 4 is for heavy, bulk data transfers. To reduce operational costs, we constantly look for opportunities to move traffic into class 4.

Routing. Our backbone uses a centralized network controller to make routing and Traffic Engineering (TE) decisions [22]. The centralized controller implements different traffic allocation algorithms for different QoS classes. To minimize the latency experienced by flows in QoS classes 1 and 2, we use a Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) approach that provides TE tunnels for these flows up to the physical capacity of the network links. Flows are assigned to paths with the smallest round trip latencies. The bandwidth for QoS class 2 is allocated after class 1, and we reserve headroom on each link for potential traffic bursts for these two classes. QoS classes 3 and 4 use a combination of K-Shortest Paths (KSP) and Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) algorithms with the objective of minimizing the maximum link utilization in the network. We pre-assign TE tunnels for traffic flows between each router pair, then rely on a Linear Program (LP) to load-balance the traffic over all tunnels. Lower priority traffic uses the bandwidth left by higher priority traffic on each link. When failures bring certain links down, traffic is automatically re-distributed across remaining tunnels until the next TE execution where a new optimal traffic allocation is calculated.

3.2 Risk Metrics

This paper defines a set of key metrics to quantify a network’s risk to potential failures. These risk metrics satisfy two requirements. First, they capture different aspects of failure events by quantifying the network’s response from multiple dimensions. Second, since QoS classes have different levels of tolerance to failures, our risk metrics relate to QoS classes and reflect their SLO guarantees. As a result, we use the following metrics for each QoS class q:

(1) Demand Loss (Xq): For a failure scenario s, the demand loss is the total amount of lost traffic by all flows in q caused by s. The overall demand loss of QoS class q is the maximum, or worst-case, demand loss across all the considered failure
Figure 2: An example with two flows (green and red arrows) from the same QoS class $q$ under three failure scenarios. Risk metrics computed by Algorithm 1 are as follows: worst-case demand loss ($X^q$) = 0.3 Tbps, worst-case availability ($V^q$) = 99.81%, flow 1’s latency stretch ($L_1^q$) = {<1.5, 99.81%>, <1.67, 0.18%>, <2, 0.11%>}, and flow 2’s latency stretch ($L_2^q$) = {<1.5, 99.81%>, <2, 0.18%>, <1.5, 0.11%>.

(2) Availability ($V^q$): The percentage of time that a flow’s demand is completely satisfied (100% admitted) across all failure scenarios reflects the availability of that flow. Similar to demand loss, we compute our availability metric as the lowest availability among all flows in QoS class $q$.

(3) Latency Stretch ($L_j^q$): For a failure scenario $s$, the latency stretch $L_j^q$ of flow $f$ in QoS class $q$ is the ratio of the average tunnel latency (weighted by the tunnel bandwidth assignments) divided by the shortest TE tunnel latency without failure. We use Round-Trip Time (RTT) as a proxy for tunnel latency but other metrics such as hop-count and fiber length can also be used. The overall latency stretch $L_j^q$ across all failure scenarios is a distribution, represented as the latency stretch $L_j^q$ of each failure scenario associated with its time probability of occurrence.

Algorithm 1 describes how these metrics are calculated by RSS in detail. We first initialize each flow’s availability and demand loss to 1 and 0, respectively (lines 2-3). For all considered failure scenarios $s \in S$, we execute the Traffic Engineering (TE) formulation to find the per-flow satisfied bandwidth $b_j^q$ and the per-tunnel traffic allocations $a_j^q$ for each flow (line 5). Then, we calculate the three risk metrics using the outputs of TE. Flow $f$’s latency stretch is calculated as the bandwidth-weighted latency $l$ divided by the minimum latency across all tunnels (lines 7-8). Flow $f$’s demand loss is captured by the difference between satisfied bandwidth $b_j^q$ and flow’s demand $d_f$ (line 11). If the demand is not fully satisfied, availability is reduced by the probability of the failure scenario $s$ (line 12). Finally, we select the availability of QoS class $q$ to be the worst availability experienced by all flows $f \in F^q$ (line 13), and demand loss to be the maximum loss across all scenarios $s \in S$ (line 14).

Figure 2 shows an example of the risk metrics computed by Algorithm 1 for two flows from the same QoS class under three failure scenarios. The healthy state is shown in Figure 2(a) and labeled as scenario 1. Figure 2(b) illustrates scenario 2 where flows 1 and 2 experience 0.1 Tbps and 0.2 Tbps of demand loss, respectively. Hence, the total loss for this QoS class adds up to 0.3 Tbps. In scenario 3, shown in Figure 2(c), only flow 1 loses 0.1 Tbps traffic, so the total loss is 0.1 Tbps. The demand loss for this QoS class is thus 0.3 Tbps — the highest loss across all scenarios. To obtain the availability for this QoS class, we first compute the availability of each flow. The demand of flow 1 is fully satisfied in only the no-failure case (scenario 1). As a result, its availability is computed as the probability (fraction of time) that the network is healthy: $1 - \frac{10 \text{ hours}}{1 \text{ year} + 10 \text{ hours}} - \frac{20 \text{ hours}}{3 \text{ years} + 20 \text{ hours}} = 99.81\%$. The demand of flow 2 is fully satisfied in scenarios 1 and 3, hence its availability is $1 - \frac{20 \text{ hours}}{3 \text{ years} + 20 \text{ hours}} = 99.92\%$. The availability of this QoS class is the lowest availability across both flows, which is 99.81%. To simplify the calculation of latency stretch in this example, we assume the latency of each link to be 1. Because the shortest tunnel latencies for both flows are 1, their bandwidth-weighted latency stretches in the healthy state (scenario 1) are both 1.5, as shown in Figure 2(a). In scenario 2 (Figure 2(b)) the latency stretch values for flows 1 and 2 are $\frac{0.2 \times 1 + 0.1 \times 3}{0.2 + 0.1} = 1.67$ and $\frac{0.1 \times 2 + 0.3 \times 2}{0.1 + 0.3} = 2$, respectively. Similarly, in scenario 3 (Figure 2(c)) the latency stretch values for flow 1 and 2 are $\frac{0.2 \times 1 + 0.1 \times 3}{0.2 + 0.1} = 2.333$ and $\frac{0.3 \times 3}{0.3 + 0.3} = 1.5$, respectively. We then associate each failure scenario’s probability to the corresponding latency stretch value to construct the latency stretch distributions.

3.3 Failure Modeling

High-fidelity failure modeling is important for network planning to meet SLOs. Hence, modeling failure scenarios is an essential component in calculating the risk metrics that we defined in the previous section. The goal of failure modeling is to estimate the likelihood of a failure scenario as well as the duration of the failure event. In this section, we explain Facebook’s production failure model.

3.3.1 Characterizing Failure Events

We use two main variables to characterize failure events in our backbone:

(i) Time Between Failures (TBF) represents the duration between the recovery and the occurrence of two consecutive failures. This metric captures how reliable a network component (such as switch, linecard, or a fiber path) is. For most components in our backbone network, TBF tends to be thousands or even tens of thousands of hours.

(ii) Time To Repair (TTR) measures how long each failure event lasts. This metric depends on the efficiency of the network operation. Some failures (e.g., subsea fiber cuts) are more difficult to repair than others (e.g., switch failures).

Our experience indicates that fiber-related failures in our
backbone are the most devastating failure scenarios in terms of capacity loss and time to repair. As a result, our primary focus to model failures is on fiber-related issues.

Each fiber \( i \) under each failure scenario \( j \) is represented with a tuple \((TBF_{i,j}, TTR_{i,j})\). We use historical data analysis to estimate the values in each tuple. However, modeling every fiber in the backbone individually adds excessive complexity and will overwhelm the system. We need an intelligent clustering method to model fibers with similar features together. Moreover, we cannot completely rely on empirical observations. For instance, newly deployed fibers do not have historical failure data. As a result, we model \( TBF_{i,j} \) and \( TTR_{i,j} \) based on known features such as the length of the fiber and its supplier. The next section describes how we address these challenges.

3.3.2 Capturing Common Features and Data Sources

A naive approach to model failures is to use past failure events to compute TBF and TTR from historical data. However, there are practical challenges with this approach. First, rare failure events may not have enough historical data to faithfully compute their TBF and TTR. Second, data can be noisy. In particular, repair times are often recorded manually in our ticketing system, which may not be completely accurate. Third, data sources may belong to different administrative domains. For instance, leased fibers are operated by third-party vendors and we may not have access to the complete failure data. To address these challenges, we use a combination of common features and several data sources to model the failure characteristics of each fiber as accurately as possible.

Common Features. Each fiber is different, but there are common features that we can use to characterize a fiber without having its exact TBF and TTR. Below are the failure features we use in our system.

- \textbf{Fiber length}: Longer paths are more likely to experience fiber cuts due to greater surface area.
- \textbf{Vendor}: Fibers from certain vendors are more reliable than others, depending on their physical characteristics, operational quality, and contractual obligations to us.
- \textbf{Operational ownership}: Some fibers are purchased from the builder directly, while others may be leased or bought from indirect parties. We expect that without direct access to the fibers, subcontracted fibers have longer repair times.
- \textbf{Install type}: Subsea fibers are known to have longer repair time due to the difficulty in accessing the fiber or limited supply of maintenance ships. Similarly, aerial fibers are expected to have higher failure rates compared to buried fibers because the fiber is exposed to disasters and accidents.
- \textbf{Geographical region}: Failure rates can be higher in certain areas with frequent natural disasters, e.g., hurricanes. Repair times vary based on the weather condition, and can grow because of catastrophic events.

3.3.3 Failure Modeling Framework

We develop a failure modeling framework to best utilize the above data for estimating the failure model parameters. In particular, we take a two-step process.

1. \textbf{Clustering}. We start with a list of fibers and their failure characteristics from the data sources described in the previous section. Each record contains \(< f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_k, TBF_{i,j}, TTR_{i,j}, TBF_d, TTR_d >\), where \( f_k \) is the \( k^{th} \) element in the feature set, \( TBF_i \) and \( TTR_i \) are the TBF and TTR values from the tickets, and \( TBF_d \) and \( TTR_d \) are those from the continuous measurements. We then use a Bayesian clustering algorithm to identify groups of fibers that share
similar failure characteristics. The output of this step is a set of clusters \( (C_1, \ldots, C_p) \), where each \( C_i \) contains a set of fibers.

### Bayesian Hierarchical Model

Next, for each cluster, we use an exponential hierarchical model to fit the distribution of TBF and TTR separately. We find the mean TBF (MTBF) and mean TTR (MTTR) from both fitted curves and use them in RSS (§3.4). The accuracy of this model is evaluated in §4.1.

### Operational observations

In the following, we summarize some of our empirical measurement results that have provided inspirations for our failure modeling.

#### Subsea TTR follows arbitrary distribution

Figure 3 shows the TTR distributions of three subsea fibers from our empirical failure data source. Each subsea fiber has a unique TTR distribution, due to its physical properties such as the length and placement under the ocean that determines the accessibility for repair endeavors. This observation deviates from a common technique to use a simple exponential distribution for TTR in two major ways. First, unlike exponential distribution, there is a lower bound for the TTR. This lower bound corresponds to the physical time constrains such as the time to secure permits to enter the water and the sailing time. Second, the distribution is multi-modal since each subsea fiber has distinct parts with different failure profiles depending on the depth under water.

#### Impact categories

We categorize three key factors that have significant impacts on the failure model: whether a fiber is subsea, leased, or belongs to a particular region. Table 2 shows the relative impact of different fiber categories on MTTR and MTBF. If a fiber is subsea, its MTTR is 90× longer than that of non-subsea fibers, and its MTBF is 36× longer. This is because subsea fibers are less frequently cut, but once they are cut, they will take much longer to be repaired. Leased fibers have similar MTTR as non-leased (Facebook-owned) fibers, but are 2.5× more likely to fail in terms of MTBF. For the region factor, we select the region with the largest difference from the rest ones, and we observe a 5× difference in MTBF and 2× difference in MTTR. These results show the drastic differences between fiber types and indicate the importance of clustering fibers into appropriate failure groups.

### Risk Simulation System (RSS)

#### System Design

RSS performs periodic simulations (e.g., every 30 minutes) to report the risk metrics defined in Section 3.2. Figure 4 depicts our risk simulation pipeline. For each simulation run, the Backbone Snapshotter polls the backbone routers for the latest IP topology and traffic demand. The Failure Generator generates hypothetical failure scenarios to be simulated. The Risk Simulator takes in such information to simulate routing on the residual topology under different failures. To simplify system implementation, we reuse the binary of our centralized Backbone Controller which computes the TE solution using a global optimization formulation. Since routing simulations for different failure scenarios are independent, we shard them onto a number of Risk Workers for parallelization. The risk metrics are calculated from the worker instances and displayed on a real-time risk dashboard. Risk values higher than pre-defined thresholds will raise production alarms.

Calculation of the risk metrics requires failure probabilities, which can be derived from MTBFs and MTTRs — the mean values of the failures’ TBF and TTR distributions in Section 3.3. For most failures, the TBF and TTR follow exponential distributions. However, the TTR for subsea fibers is arbitrary and hard to model. As a result, we estimate their metrics from our empirical failure observation in production.

Suppose a failure scenario includes \( n \) failed fibers \( \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n\} \). For a particular fiber \( f_i \), the probability of being available is \( A(f_i) = \frac{\text{MTBF}}{\text{MTBF} + \text{MTTR}} \), and the probability of being under failure is \( P(f_i) = 1 - A(f_i) \). Therefore, the probability of the entire failure scenario is \( P(f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n) = \Pi_{i=1}^{n} P(f_i) \), and the available probability is \( A(f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n) = 1 - \Pi_{i=1}^{n} P(f_i) \). Given the failure probability of each failure scenario, the risk metrics can be calculated using Algorithm 1.

RSS supports three modes of operation. Mode 1 is for fine-grained simulation of customized failures that are expected to happen in the near future. For example, it is part of our decommission workflow where capacity is removed, or migrated from one fiber to another, according to the backbone expansion plan. Before decommission tasks are carried out, RSS is used to generate failure scenarios that reflect the decommission plan. The risks associated with these scenarios are then taken into account to ensure there is sufficient protection capacity in the network. Mode 1 also serves for risk monitoring and mitigation under natural disasters. For instance, in response to a hurricane forecast, we simulate failure scenarios relating to the hit regions and shift traffic as neces-

| # MTTR MTBF | Subsea fibers vs. non-subsea fibers | 90× 36× |
| Leased fibers vs. non-leased fibers | 1× 0.4× |
| Fibers in the most different region vs. fibers in other regions | 2× 5× |

Table 2: MTTR and MTBF of different fiber categories.
sary. Similarly, as COVID-19 goes on, we plan to simulate failure scenarios for specific geological locations based on the severity of the pandemic.

Mode 2 is fine-grained simulation of pre-defined failure scenarios for different QoS classes given their protection policies. In production, the protection policies include four categories of critical fiber failures: (1) single fiber failures, (2) SPOFs where multiple SRLGs use fibers in the same conduit or have the same geographical proximity, (3) dual subsea failures where two subsea fiber paths fail simultaneously, and (4) dual DC failures where two fiber paths from the same DC fail simultaneously. These four categories include over 6000 failure scenarios in the Facebook backbone. As described in Section 3.1, different QoS classes protect against different failure categories. QoS classes 1 and 2 carry our critical services and have full protection against all the above failure categories. QoS class 3 (default class for our internal traffic) relaxes on dual DC failures, because they account for over 50% of the failure scenarios but are less likely than single fiber failures and SPOFs and have less severe consequences compared to dual subsea failures. QoS class 4 (background bulk data transfers) is best-effort service without failure protection. We use Mode 2 in RSS to validate the QoS performance and guide network maintenance.

Mode 3 is coarse-grained simulation of a large number of potential failures in the backbone, where the exact number is determined by a cutoff threshold. The cutoff threshold can be defined in different forms, such as by failure probability, the number of concurrent failures, MTTR, or the protection cost (in terms of the protection capacity, construction cost, and maintenance work), under the intuition that we value failures that are more likely to happen, take a longer time to repair, or are affordable to protect against. We typically have a quick scan of the network health considering millions of failure scenarios. This simulation mode must be coarse-grained given the large number of failure scenarios. We bypass the computation-heavy global TE optimization with efficient routing approximations, which will be discussed in Section 3.4.2. This mode of operation offers a tradeoff between simulation accuracy and runtime, and the choice depends on the number of failure scenarios and how close to production the simulation needs to be (e.g., replaying production situations in Mode 1 and 2 vs. a big picture of the network in Mode 3).

3.4.2 System Optimizations

RSS is implemented using around 18,000 lines of C++ code. This system is highly optimized for fast execution time. Today, it can finish a fine-grained simulation of one failure scenario in an average of 250 seconds and a coarse-grained simulation of a failure scenario in 0.1 second. Important performance improvements attribute to the following optimizations.

Parallelization. Our risk simulation is highly parallelizable by nature. Our first implementation was based on a two-layer master-slave architecture where the failure scenarios were distributed across the slave nodes and the simulation results were aggregated to the master. The master node was overwhelmed with the aggregation load when we scaled to 50 slaves, hence we added another layer in the middle to aggregate the intermediate results generated by slaves and then transmit them to the master. Today, we use tens of aggregators and hundreds of slave nodes to optimize the execution time of RSS.

Routing simplification. Our fine-grained simulation emulates the production backbone by executing the TE algorithm when a failure happens. This process is computationally expensive, especially when we simulate a large number of failure scenarios. Thus, for coarse-grained simulations, we simplify the TE implementation with shortest-path routing of small units of sub-flows. Specifically, we split each traffic flow in the backbone demand matrix, usually hundreds of Gbps or several Tbps big, into minimal sub-flows around 1 Gbps and pack them one by one onto the shortest path until there is no remaining capacity in the network. The result is close to production TE when the sub-flows are sufficiently small.

Merge duplicate failures. Different fiber failures can result in the same failure scenarios on the IP layer, which can be effectively merged during risk simulation. For example, failures of different SRLGs may cause different fiber spans to be down, but they create the same failure scenario for the IP links over the fiber paths traversing any of these fiber spans. Because the risk is ultimately simulated on the IP-layer network, RSS translates the fiber failures into IP-layer failures and merges duplicate failure scenarios. The failure probability of a merged failure scenario equals to the sum of the probabilities of each individual failure event.

Identify dominating failures. We further reduce the simulation time by only simulating failures with severe consequences. We define dominating failures as the ones that contain subsets of other failures. For example, the failure scenario with fiber cuts \( \{ f_1, f_2 \} \) is a dominating failure of single fiber failures \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) alone. Note that this simplification only applies to the calculation of demand loss, which does not rely on the probabilities of failure scenarios (the other two risk metrics, latency stretch and availability, need to factor in failure probability). This is because the failure probability of a dominating failure is much smaller than the probabilities of its subset failures. In production, we usually use this approach for the Mode 1 simulation, where the demand loss of expected failure events is a critical signal for network maintenance.

4 Evaluation

In our daily operation, we keep monitoring the health of the backbone network with the risk metrics (Section 3.2) produced by RSS (Section 3.4). Here we report the risk measurement results from November 2019 to September 2020.
and share our operational experience to survive the extreme conditions under COVID-19.

4.1 Observations with RSS

An important input into RSS is production traffic. During COVID-19, we observed an increase in network risk triggered by significant traffic surges (Figure 1). However, most risk metrics remained at a reasonable level, indicating that our backbone was robust under the COVID-19 stress test.

High availability. As shown in Figure 5, different QoS classes all achieved high availability over time, constantly reaching the SLO goals. The traffic increase during social distancing mostly related to the user traffic in QoS class 2, causing its availability to drop sharply from around 0.99998 to 0.99999. QoS class 1 also experienced a minor availability reduction, as the traffic for highly critical user services increased as well. The change was smoother compared to QoS class 2, because QoS class 1 also contains system control traffic irrelevant to user behaviors. QoS classes 3 and 4 that mostly comprise machine-to-machine computational traffic showed no obvious decrease in availability. These results suggest that availability is highly sensitive to traffic volume. On the positive side, our backbone infrastructure is over-provisioned, making it robust against the unprecedented traffic surge.

Low latency stretch. From Figure 6, we see a minimal change of latency stretch during the shelter-in-place period ($P_1$). Recall from Section 3.1 that QoS classes 1 and 2 use CSPF routing. As shown in the figure, over 97% of the flows in QoS classes 1 and 2 had a latency stretch of 1 throughout the entire measurement period ($P_0 + P_1 + P_2$), meaning they went through the shortest paths. The latency stretch of QoS class 2 was slightly higher than that of class 1, because the bandwidth for QoS class 2 is allocated after class-1 flows are fully accommodated. Similar to the availability results, latency stretch degraded the most in QoS class 2 during the shelter-in-place period ($P_1$) due to the traffic increase. Yet, the stretch still remained low regardless of the COVID-19 increase: it stops at 1.7 for most flows in QoS class 2, and at 1.4 for QoS class 1, though with a long tail not shown in the figures. QoS classes 3 and 4 use a combination of KSP and MCF routing, so they generally take longer paths. The mean latency stretch for QoS class 3 was 1.71, and 2.53 for QoS class 4. COVID-19 caused little increase of latency stretch for these two traffic classes, which is consistent with the trend of traffic growth and availability change.

Accurate failure modeling. We evaluate the accuracy of our failure model (§3.3) by comparing the TTRs and TBFs of observed fiber failures in North America against our model’s predictions. As shown in Figure 7, our failure model is close to the actual observed values. To quantify the difference between prediction and observation, we perform a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [1] on the null hypothesis that the measurements and the model-generated samples are drawn from the same distribution. We report the KS statistic and p-value in Table 3. Both p-values are large, meaning the two distributions match. Lastly, we directly compute the prediction accuracy, as the difference between each observed and predicted value,
Figure 7: CDF of TTR and TBF from failure prediction vs. observation (the values on the x-axis are anonymized).

Figure 8: Normalized demand loss per QoS class.

Figure 9: QoS class 2 downplayed into class 3&4.

Figure 10: Backbone capacity measured per week.

Table 3: Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test statistics and accuracy of TTR and TBF models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KS stats</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TTR</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBF</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Risk Mitigation

Demand loss as a guide. Demand loss is a rigid risk metric, which captures the highest traffic loss across all simulated failure scenarios. It guides our operations for mitigating potential risk. Figure 8 shows the demand loss for each QoS class over time. For confidentiality reasons, we normalize the numbers in each QoS class against the highest loss value. We group different types of failures that we track into two categories: single fiber failures and dual fiber failures. These categories capture the major failures we protect against in production. The figure shows that the demand loss increased during the $P_1$ phase for QoS classes 1 and 2. In particular, the mean value of risk during the shelter-in-place phase ($P_1$) increased by $80\%$ compared to the pre-COVID period ($P_0$) in QoS class 1, and by $3.6 \times$ in QoS class 2. QoS classes 3 and 4 did not have a significant change in their demand loss values during the pandemic, and the loss increase in March 2020 was due to traffic migration between regions because of an internal policy change. Note that dual failures, though less common in practice, induce $2.14 \times$ higher loss on the fabric than single failures, on average. This worst-case analysis makes us operate the network conservatively, which was especially beneficial during the pandemic period.

QoS downplay. Another key technique to save capacity for the most critical traffic is to adjust the QoS assignment. By default, all traffic from a service is assigned the same QoS class. However, a service usually contains traffic from both user requests and system metadata, whose importance should be differentiated. This coarse-grained performance isolation causes over-protection of unimportant traffic, and the resulting capacity waste should be recycled for traffic increase. We have developed an internal system that leverages inference mechanisms to identify the true traffic priorities and correct their QoS labeling. For example, we find that on-off and periodic traffic patterns are common signals for machine-created traffic, which can be downgraded to a lower class. Figure 9 zooms into QoS classes 3 and 4 in Figure 8(c) and shows the demand loss of the downplayed traffic. The loss only appears during the shelter-in-place phase ($P_1$) as the result of traffic shift to alleviate the stress from QoS class 2.

Proactive capacity enhancement. We deploy optical wavelengths periodically to augment the capacity of our backbone. Figure 10 shows the weekly measurement of backbone capacity over a year, normalized by the capacity value before $P_0$. We observe an aggressive capacity increase starting from the $P_1$ phase compared to the pre-COVID times ($P_0$). This capacity increase is also visible in Figure 8, leading to a significant drop in demand loss in April and May 2020. We observe a continued capacity increase during the re-opening phase ($P_2$). Although social distancing during the COVID-19 pandemic paused most of our site work for deploying new
factors, we had sufficient dark and under-provisioned fibers from previous planning cycles. Our “plan ahead” strategy gave us enough headroom for emergency capacity enhancement, and our fully-automated optical management system allowed us to provision wavelengths remotely.

5 Insights on RSS Improvement

Besides a stress test of our network infrastructure, COVID-19 and the resulting social distancing also created unusual situations beyond normal assumptions of network operations. These edge cases have given the networking community a unique opportunity to rethink fundamental design assumptions of networks. In this section, we share our recent progress on failure modeling and traffic forecasting to shed light on future evolution of risk simulations.

5.1 Responsive Failure Modeling

Our failure modeling (Section 3.3) uses years of failure measurement data to ensure model accuracy and stability, and it is accurate in the long run (Figure 7). However, prior studies claimed network failures are often caused by human activities and network operations [19, 20, 29, 30, 38]. Indeed, we confirm that the lack of human activities during the shelter-in-place phase (P₁) as well as the increase of network upgrade and capacity augmentation activities during the re-opening phase (P₂) changed the failure characteristics. In response to the change, we recalibrated our failure model to increase the weight of failure statistics during the P₀, P₁ and P₂ periods.

The recalibration relies on Facebook’s centralized failure ticketing system, which automatically detects network failures and infers possible root causes. For this purpose, we categorize failure tickets into two groups: (i) optical-layer failures (e.g. fiber/amplifier/transponder issues) and (ii) IP-layer failures (e.g. router/interface down). For each group, we record the number of active failure tickets every hour and plot the probability density function of each phase in Figure 11.

Our observations are as follows.

Optical-layer failures. Figure 11(a) compares the probability density function of hourly active optical-layer failure ticket numbers among the pre-COVID (P₀), shelter-in-place (P₁) and re-opening (P₂) phases. The dashed lines in the figure represent the moving average of each phase. We observe reduced optical-layer failures during P₁ compared to P₀. We attribute this finding to the significant reduction in human activities at our backbone facilities during global social distancing. For instance, limited construction work can lead to fewer fiber cuts, and fewer human contractors on-site may result in fewer accidental link flaps, as suggested in prior work [19]. We observe more active optical failure tickets in the re-opening phase (P₂), as our network operation team was actively augmenting the capacity of our backbone.

IP-layer failures. Figure 11(b) shows the probability density function of hourly active IP-layer ticket numbers during the P₀, P₁ and P₂ phases. In contrast to optical-layer failures, we find no significant changes in IP-layer failures between P₀ and P₁, and the two distributions largely overlap with each other. This is likely because IP-layer tickets, such as router/interface hardware failures, are mostly mechanical issues and do not correlate with human activity. However, similar to the optical-layer failures, in the re-opening (P₂) phase, the IP layer also experienced more active failure tickets due to our aggressive capacity provisioning operations. Moreover, since the pandemic continued to enforce limitations on our failure repair staff, the P₂ phase suffered from longer repair times.

Confirmation with statistical hypothesis test. The results in Figure 11 suggest that optical and IP-layer failure distributions behave differently during the P₁ phase. To confirm this observation, we apply a statistical hypothesis test on the time-series distribution of active number of tickets between the P₀ and P₁ timelines and set the null hypothesis to be: the means of the distributions are the same. We apply Welch’s t-test on the optical and IP-layer categories separately to validate the null hypothesis. Table 4 reports the mean number of active tickets and the corresponding p-values for each category. Considering a p-value threshold of 0.01, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for IP-layer tickets, suggesting the pandemic did not have a significant impact on the IP-layer failures during P₀ and P₁. In contrast, the null hypothesis is rejected for optical tickets suggesting that the average number of active optical tickets changed in a statistically significant manner. Note that we do not run hypothesis tests over P₂ because its mean values in both the IP and optical layers differ a lot from those of P₀ and P₁, which already indicates

![Figure 11: Impact of COVID-19 on hourly active failure tickets.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure category</th>
<th>Mean # of tickets</th>
<th>p-value for P₀ and P₁</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>80.50</td>
<td>80.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Statistical comparison on the number of active tickets during our measurement phases.
differences in the probability distributions.

**Insights.** These findings call for responsive failure modeling. When special events cause failure characteristics to change, the failure prediction model should be adjusted to rely more on recent failure measurement points. However, the model stability might be at stake with short-term data collection, and the challenge lies in balancing stability and agility to have an accurate model. The COVID-19 crisis required us to respond quickly, and the fast development of the pandemic gave us little time for drastic redesigns of the failure model. The various failure generation modes in RSS make it adaptive to different failure models. For instance, our customized failures in Mode 1 are designed for failure scenarios of particular interests that may deviate from the failure model. We leveraged this feature to feed RSS with short-term failure statistics for close monitoring of the network health during COVID-19. The failure model is hard to change in Modes 2 and 3, hence, we applied a scaling factor to the failure distributions to generate more failures. These false positives helped us operate the network more cautiously during the pandemic. Moving forward, we are working on more responsive failure modeling with a sliding window that automatically assigns weights to different measurement periods.

### 5.2 Traffic Prediction with External Signals

The risk observations we report throughout this paper use current production traffic as input, yet RSS can also take in projected traffic to forecast future risk. At Facebook, we perform demand forecasting every quarter to predict the traffic volume in the next 6 months to one year. Our prediction used to be accurate, but the traffic grew beyond the predicted upper bound since the pandemic started. At the peak, we saw a 26% difference between actual and predicted upper-bound traffic.

In our operational experience, we have seen rich examples of how external non-networking signals can be leveraged to aid network management. For instance, it is common practice to strengthen the guard on PoP or DC regions that have received hurricane warnings, and we keep a close watch on traffic blackholing in areas with frequent armed conflicts. In this section we demonstrate that human mobility metrics can also be used to better predict the traffic volume.

To demonstrate this finding, we use population mobility data from the SafeGraph [5,41] database built from 20 million mobile devices. As an approximation of mobility, we sum the total number of trips that take place in a geographical region based on aggregated cellphone GPS data, and normalize it by the population of the trip origin. We consider six major US cities and plot the variations of traffic and mobility over time in Figure 12. Interesting findings imply opportunities and challenges in our proposal of mobility-aided traffic prediction.

**Negative correlation between traffic and mobility.** Figure 12 shows the traffic volume and mobility rate normalized to their corresponding averages during the \( P_0 \) phase. While there is a fair amount of overlap between traffic and mobility in \( P_0 \) across the cities, we observe a strong negative correlation between traffic and mobility since the start of \( P_1 \). We see the general trend that when mobility drops, traffic increases; and as mobility increases slowly, traffic falls as well. The sporadic spikes of mobility and traffic also match well, forming zigzags in opposite directions. The gap between the traffic and mobility curves closes down in the \( P_2 \) phase when the

![Figure 12: Traffic volume and mobility patterns in six US cities during the COVID-19 pandemic.](image)
cities started to re-open and social distancing reduced.

**Variations across cities.** Each city shows some uniqueness despite the same trend. Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, and Miami have similar patterns that network traffic gradually decreased while mobility continued to increase after the pandemic peak in mid-March 2020. In Chicago, traffic increased by 99% and mobility rate decreased by 36% during the shelter-in-place phase ($P_1$) compared to the $P_0$ phase baseline. Dallas, Los Angeles, and Miami had around a 40-70% traffic increase and a 35% mobility drop. Roughly, the drop in mobility rate corresponds to different levels of traffic reduction across cities. For example, in Miami and Los Angeles the traffic volume almost returned back to normal in the $P_2$ phase, while Chicago still showed a 25% average traffic increase, and Dallas had around 10% average traffic increase. On the other hand, New York City and Seattle have contrasting patterns, with both an uptake in traffic and a downtake in mobility appearing since November 2020. For Seattle, we also observe ups and downs in traffic volume, with occasional spikes up to 74%.

**Insights.** An intrinsic limitation of traditional network management is the complete reliance on in-network signals. It fails to track social influences on the network infrastructure, which has been proven to be heavily underestimated during COVID-19. Our mobility case study shows the potential benefit of embracing offline signals from the outside world. On occurrences of social events, we can make mobility the main signal for traffic prediction. As Figure 12 shows, traffic peaks can be inferred from the steep drops in mobility rate. However, it is challenging to estimate the traffic volume when it recovers, as mobility rate does not show significant changes in that case. We may need other signals to understand user behaviors better. Fortunately, though, risk management cares about worst-case scenarios. Thus, an accurate prediction of the peak traffic is already a big win for risk prevention.

### 6 Related Work

**Risk-aware network management.** There have been recent proposals to apply risk to capacity planning [4,6] and traffic engineering [8,12,31,46]. The definition of risk is different across proposals, including probabilistic models of failures [6,8], revenue shortfall [31], early signs of failures (e.g., hardware abnormality and performance degradation) [46], user-specified undesirable events and their associated probabilities [12], and the likelihood of losing customer traffic during planned network changes [4]. In this paper, we describe Facebook’s definition of risk as a set of SLO-related metrics that quantify the impacts of potential failures. We are also the first to apply risk simulation to backbone management and to develop a production system.

**Internet under COVID-19.** There are reports on the impacts of COVID-19 on the Internet [10,13,17,24,32,33], as well as measurement studies on the PoP traffic [7], mobile traffic [28], Internet traffic [15], and cybercrime [47] during the pandemic. We share similar observations on the traffic increase, but we present a comprehensive study on the impact of COVID-19 from the perspective of risk management.

**Backbone failures.** Prior work on understanding backbone failures includes statistical modeling [3,9,42] and real-world measurements on both the optical layer [18,19,38,43] and the IP layer [11,14,23,25,26,29,30,35]. Our failure analysis confirms the observation in previous papers that a good proportion of failures are human-related [19,20,29,30,38].

**Traffic classification with QoS.** QoS can provide differentiated performance for different categories of traffic [16,48]. There have been rich discussions on traffic classification methods in the prior work [36,39,40,44]. In recent years, with the development of SDN, traffic classification can be deployed with centralized control on a private enterprise network [34]. Facebook follows these discussions and categorizes the backbone traffic into four classes of QoS. To maximize user satisfaction while considering network risks, our traffic classification scheme can dynamically adjust traffic flows’ QoS categories so as to prioritize critical traffic flows and guarantee service level objectives.

### 7 Conclusion

This paper introduces RSS, a risk simulation system deployed at Facebook. We present our risk analysis with RSS during the COVID-19 pandemic period and beyond. Motivated by the surge of traffic volume, we define risk metrics to quantify the impact of COVID-19 and show our strategies to mitigate the risk. We keep the network running at low risk levels during this challenging time and propose that having responsive failure modeling and using external signals such as human mobility can help understand the social impacts on the network to further improve network management. Our experience and insights are useful for managing large-scale backbones in the post-pandemic world, where we are likely to face an ever-growing demand for online services. We hope that our experience can inspire and guide practitioners towards embracing risk-driven network management and ultimately making it a key strategy for ensuring high availability of networked services.
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Abstract

Internet path failure recovery relies on routing protocols, such as BGP. However, routing can take minutes to detect failures and reconverge; in some cases, like partial failures or severe performance degradation, it may never intervene. For large scale network outages, such as those caused by route leaks, bypassing the affected party completely may be the only effective solution.

This paper presents Connection Path Reselection (CPR), a novel system that operates on edge networks such as Content Delivery Networks and edge peering facilities [52, 64] and augments TCP to deliver transparent, scalable, multipath-aware end-to-end path failure recovery.

The key intuition behind it is that edge networks need not rely on BGP to learn of path impairments: they can infer the status of a path by monitoring transport-layer forward progress, and then reroute stalled flows onto healthy paths. Unlike routing protocols such as BGP, CPR operates at the timescale of round-trip times, providing connection recovery in seconds rather than minutes. By delegating routing responsibilities to the edge hosts themselves, CPR achieves per-connection re-routing protection for all destination prefixes without incurring additional costs reconstructing transport protocol state within the network. Unlike previous multipath-aware transport protocols, CPR is unilaterally deployable and has been running in production at a large edge network for over two years.

1 Introduction

Survivability is a core design tenet of the Internet, and a key factor in its enduring success. In reviewing the formative years of the DARPA Internet Protocols, Clark [19] listed survivability second in importance only to the top level goal of interconnecting existing networks:

It was an assumption in this architecture that synchronization would never be lost unless there was no physical path over which any sort of communication could be achieved. In other words, at the top of transport, there is only one failure, and it is total partition. The architecture was to mask completely any transient failure.

The Internet today falls short of this assumption. Failures are not only common on the Internet, they are often visible [25, 28, 29], sometimes spectacularly so [39, 41, 42, 53, 54]. While large outages are rare, transient reachability fluctuations, colloquially referred to as internet weather, are frequent [25]. Attempting to prevent all sources of outages is an exercise in futility: failures are endemic to every component at every layer along every path on the Internet, and subsets of components interact to form complex failure conditions which cannot be anticipated. Instead, the most cost-effective way of improving reliability on the Internet is to circumvent failures when they occur. Traditionally, this task has fallen upon network providers, who rely on routing protocols such as the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) to route around failures. Routing alone, however, is not enough.

Firstly, since the successful delivery of keepalive messages does not imply the successful delivery of client traffic, routing protocols can only detect a subset of failure conditions. For example, a BGP session may be hashed onto a healthy Link Aggregation Group (LAG) member, while other links in the same group falter. Misconfigurations, such as those that result in route leaks, can impact large swathes of the Internet [26, 35, 41, 53]. Such events, undetected by routing protocols, often require manual intervention to mitigate at significant cost to the stakeholders involved.

Secondly, the time required by routing to re-establish a consistent state after a failure increases with the size of the network and can take minutes [37], during which loops and blackholes can occur [28, 29]. Even detection itself can be slow. The recommended value for the BGP hold timer (the time after which a non-responsive BGP peer is marked as failed) is 90s [33, 48], but many implementations set the default value as high as 180s [4, 5, 11, 18] or even 240s [23]. Even with sophisticated monitoring infrastructure [17, 32, 51],
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transient performance degradations have often disappeared by the time corrective updates can fully propagate. Rather than relying on routing reconfiguration, protocols such as SCTP [55] and MPTCP [24] propose pushing the responsibility for mitigating path failures to the transport layer. Unfortunately, multipath transport protocols have struggled with adoption, and are today still circumscribed to niche use cases. Although multipath-aware protocols provide compelling reliability improvements, the current Internet architecture provides limited means (and incentives) for network providers to push multipath options out towards clients. With deployments limited to subsets of traffic or client population [16, 36, 46], their promise remains largely unfulfilled.

Edge networks [51, 52, 64] provide a natural vantage point from which to improve reliability, acting as a critical intermediary between application/content providers, hosted on highly centralized cloud infrastructure, and a globally distributed set of clients. By providing caching, security and compute functions as close to clients as possible, edge networks have positioned themselves to carry most of the customer facing traffic on the Internet [51, 52, 64]. Further, because they are expected to commit to SLAs guaranteeing the successful processing of end user requests, they end up bearing the costs of network layer failures and have a tremendous economic incentive to improve reliability. Conveniently, they also have the means. Unlike access/transit providers, edge networks have end-to-end visibility of traffic, and can therefore detect and react to failures faster and at finer granularity. By design, edge networks are multihomed and have access to better path diversity than end clients.

This paper presents Connection Path Reselection (CPR), a software-based approach improving the end-to-end reliability of edge network traffic. The key intuition behind it is that edge networks do not need to rely on BGP to learn of path degradation: they can infer the status of a path by monitoring transport-layer forward progress, and then reroute stalled flows onto healthy paths. This not only improves connection recovery, but also allows traffic to be shifted on a per-flow basis, greatly reducing the likelihood of load-induced cascading failures. Unlike previous proposals, CPR is unilaterally deployable, applicable to all flows, and simple to configure. Its implementation is entirely contained in a server-side kernel patch; it does not require programmable switches or any extra infrastructure. CPR has been in production for over two years at Fastly, a multi-Tbps edge cloud provider, where it successfully mitigates ∼120 degradation events every day, each ∼8 minutes long (over ∼16 hours per day).

Having described our motivation, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss the background of this work (§2), explain first how CPR detects path impairments (§3) and reroutes traffic as a result (§4). We then share results from production measurements (§5), followed by some operational considerations (§6). Finally, we compare CPR with related work (§7) and present our conclusions (§8).

2 Background and motivation

Edge networks (as understood in e.g., [52, 64]) have unique characteristics that must be considered when designing a mechanism to improve end-to-end customer traffic reliability.

Edge networks support a diverse and changing set of applications. Early edge networks such as Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) were designed to support a narrow segment of Internet traffic: large, static content that could benefit from caching. This narrow traffic profile allowed for a wide set of potential optimizations. Edge networks have since evolved to support a much wider set of use cases (security, edge compute) and applications which no longer fit a neat traffic profile: a video client may need to retrieve small manifest files before requesting video chunks, or a browser session may download cached assets while maintaining a long-polling connection over which it receives update notifications. As such, edge networks today represent a microcosm of Internet traffic, not a segment. While it may be tempting to focus our efforts on improving reliability for a subset of traffic, performance degradation on any flow can adversely impact an entire application. A further complication is that it is not always a given that end clients will retry. For example, packaging a container image can involve retrieving potentially hundreds of individual assets. Failure to acquire any single one of these assets can result in the entire build process failing, at which point a user must decide whether to retry. This implies that we must detect any potential source of failure, for every type of flow, independently of its source, length, or capabilities of the end-client. We must also take into account that most traffic towards end-users will likely flow through middleboxes.

Edge networks are constrained by physical capacity. Points of Presence (POPs) are limited by physical space, and are designed to maximize the number of requests per second (RPS) they can serve [59]. Peak RPS is primarily dictated by storage and compute capacity - not bandwidth. Unlike traditional cloud environments, we cannot increase the physical footprint of network hardware, since that would necessarily reduce the amount of hardware dedicated to serving requests. Given our motivation for improving reliability is to reduce costs, we can not do so at the expense of efficiency.

Edge networks have unpredictable traffic patterns. Edge networks are subject to sudden fluctuations in demand due to flashcrowds or DDoS attacks. While physical capacity at any given POP is fixed, operators can shift traffic between POPs by adjusting DNS and BGP anycast configurations. This traffic engineering wreaks havoc on any potential solution that acts only on a set of heavy-hitter prefixes which is periodically updated. For instance, a POP located in Los Angeles may only observe traffic from prefixes in southern California in normal conditions, but this can change abruptly if e.g., a POP in San Jose undergoes maintenance, or if a DDoS attack targets POPs in Japan. Traffic patterns shift dramatically during significant congestion and routing events, which is
Given the multipath capabilities of edge servers, how can we extend TCP to circumvent failures? Focusing on TCP side patch to the Linux kernel, and relies on extensions to its impact on traffic volumes. Rather than the distributions. By performing path selection decisions at the class of end-to-end impairments, but also because recovery mechanisms are sufficient on their own for a large is appealing not only because its congestion control and loss can we extend TCP to circumvent failures? Because the kernel itself abstracts the IP address version at the socket level, CPR naturally covers both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic. Since CPR is parsimonious with both its execution and instrumentation state, it remains scalable even under extreme situations such as flashcrowds or DDoS attacks. The operation of CPR can be decomposed into two independent sub-problems: how to detect genuine path failures through impairment detection, and how to circumvent an impaired route through path reselection. We will tackle each of these problems in turn.

3 Impairment detection

The main task of CPR’s impairment detection algorithms is to accurately identify path failures based on transport layer performance in a timely manner. A key challenge is to distinguish between spurious packet loss, which should be recoverable with retransmission over the same path, and persistent failures, which are better addressed by selecting a different one. From a transport layer perspective, connections routed over an impaired path experience stalls, i.e., fail to make forward progress for some amount of time in spite of retransmissions. CPR works by detecting stalls and using them as a signal to select an alternate path, with the objective of eventually resuming forward progress.

Two different impairment detection mechanisms are necessary, each addressing complementary stages in the TCP connection lifecycle. The first (§3.1) deals with path impairments before connection establishment; the second (§3.2) deals with impairments arising after connections have successfully established.

3.1 Pre-establishment impairments

A TCP connection is initiated by a client transmitting a SYN packet to commence a three-way handshake, to which the server will reply with a SYN-ACK. If the server’s outbound path has failed before a connection is established, the SYN-ACK transmitted by the server will be lost. The client then retransmits the SYN after a predefined interval (1s on Linux [3]), to which the server will reply again with a SYN-ACK that will also be lost. This retry behavior continues until the path becomes available again or the client stops retrying (a Linux client retries 6 times by default). In such cases (fig. 1a) CPR will declare a stall upon exceeding the threshold of n presumed lost SYN-ACKs. Upon detecting a stall, route reselection is triggered on every subsequent SYN-ACK retransmission until the connection is successfully established or the client times out.

This detection mechanism is quite coarse because its ability to detect a failure is limited by the frequency of SYN retransmissions at the client. The precision and speed of failure detection could be improved if the server proactively retransmitted SYN-ACKs at a higher frequency without waiting for

1 See §5.3 and appendix A.1 for further details.
SYN retransmissions from the client. This would however create an amplification vector that could be exploited by SYN flood attacks and therefore would not be safe to deploy in untrusted environments.

CPR’s pre-establishment impairment detection algorithm cannot be used when SYN cookies are enabled, because then the kernel will not keep any state for incoming pre-establish connections. This is a desirable feature. By default, the Linux kernel sends SYN cookies upon listen queue overflow, which is typically triggered by SYN floods. This will result in SYN-ACK stall detection being disabled during an attack, and SYN-ACKs using the preferred path.

Finally, we note that the same mechanism could be applied to connections initiated by edge servers (see fig. 1b), whereby we reroute after a given number of lost SYN packets rather than SYN-ACK packets. This case is less relevant in practice however, since most edge server traffic results from inbound connection requests.

### 3.2 Post-establishment impairments

For established connections (see fig. 1c) CPR verifies, before a retransmission, whether the connection has failed to make forward progress for a time threshold $\delta$. If so, it declares a stall and selects a new egress path. CPR marks a connection as making forward progress whenever an (S)ACK is received for data that has been sent, but not yet acknowledged. This requires storing a timestamp variable in each TCP socket to keep track of forward progress. The algorithm operates as follows:

- clear the timestamp as long as there are no outbound segments in flight, and set it to the current time when the segment that is at the front of the transmit queue is transmitted for the first time;
- update the timestamp to the current time whenever the connection makes forward progress, i.e., receives an (S)ACK that acknowledges data byte ranges previously transmitted but not yet acknowledged;
- clear the timestamp when the last outstanding byte range has been fully acknowledged;
- declare a stall when (re)transmitting a TCP segment if 1) the timestamp is set, and 2) the time elapsed since the timestamp exceeds a threshold $\delta$.

Because this algorithm declares stalls on retransmission, connections that become idle whilst using paths that subsequently fail cannot declare a stall until their first retransmission. This behavior minimizes spurious path reselection.

#### Algorithm parameters

As with $n$, setting an appropriate value of $\delta$ needs to strike an appropriate tradeoff between reactivity and accuracy. The key challenge is to ensure that the threshold works consistently well across connections, regardless of their RTT. Setting $\delta$ to a fixed, global value would lead to either spurious stalls for high RTT connections, or sluggish response for low RTT connections. This can be addressed by defining $\delta$ in terms of path properties already estimated by TCP. We could, for instance, define $\delta$ as a multiple $\mu_{\text{rto}}$ of the connection retransmission timeout (RTO) $T_{\text{rto}}$, so that $\delta = \mu_{\text{rto}} T_{\text{rto}}$. As usual, $T_{\text{rto}} = \text{srtt} + 4 \times \text{rttvar}$, where $\text{srtt}$ is the smoothed round-trip time and $\text{rttvar}$ is the round-trip time variance [50]. Unfortunately, this solution on its own could be problematic for connections with very low $\text{srtt}$ and $\text{rttvar}$, because, given a low value of $\delta$, temporary router queue build-ups and subsequent increased latency may be misidentified as stalls and trigger spurious reroutes. We guard against this issue by defining $\delta_{\text{min}}$, a lower bound for $\delta$, and setting $\delta = \max(\delta_{\text{min}}, \mu_{\text{rto}} T_{\text{rto}})$.

Using a small value for $\mu_{\text{rto}}$ (e.g., $\mu_{\text{rto}} = 1$) may spuriously trigger reroutes during the slow start phase of the connection. For paths with moderate background packet loss, RTO expiration is more likely to happen when there are few TCP segments in flight, e.g., during slow start: once the connection has filled its bandwidth-delay product, a constant stream of incoming ACKs makes the triggering of RTOs less likely.

#### Rate limiting reroutes

Re-routing onto a new path does not necessarily result in recovery: the new egress path could share a failure with the original one, or the impairment responsible for the stalling could be on the inbound path. When this occurs, CPR will simply continue to probe paths until forward progress is made. If the reroute threshold $\delta$ of the connection is low, the connection may end up being rerouted multiple times in rapid succession. This could result in CPR not being able to gather enough data about the state of a new
path to make an accurate decision about its suitability before trying yet another path. We addressed this by implementing a rate limiting over periods of length wait, so that connections will not be re-routed more than once in every period.

**Triggering stall detection logic.** Since CPR performs stall detection on retransmission with a timeout expressed as a multiple of the RTO, it is natural to ask whether stall detection logic could be co-located with the RTO triggering logic of the TCP state machine. The answer is negative, because not all retransmissions relevant to connection forward progress are triggered by RTO expiration. Consider the case where the outbound path used by a connection has failed and both the local and the remote ends have outstanding (unacknowledged) data. It is possible for retransmissions by the local end to keep being triggered by the reception of retransmissions from the remote end, before a local RTO can elapse. For this reason, stall detection logic reuses the RTO value, but is evaluated independently of RTO logic at relevant points in the TCP state machine (e.g., when sending retransmissions).

4 Path reselection
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**Figure 2:** Routing architecture

CPR leverages a routing architecture similar to Espresso [64] and Silverton [14, 57] which push visibility of all available routes down to edge hosts. In this architecture (depicted in fig. 2) each host is connected to a number of switches, which are in turn connected to a number of upstream providers. These include both transit providers and settlement-free peers, connected directly through Private Network Interconnects (PNI) or Internet Exchange Points (IXP).

Each switch performs two tasks. First, an MPLS label is configured for each upstream provider, and a corresponding nexthop entry is inserted into the local routing table. Second, BGP route updates received from upstream providers are tagged with the associated MPLS label, and forwarded to routing daemons on the host. The routing daemon on end hosts populates two routing tables:

- The main table contains all policy-preferred routes among those learned from all peers, and is used for routing traffic under normal circumstances i.e., when path reselection has not been requested. It contains routes preferred under performance, capacity and cost constraints.
- The transits table is populated with all default routes (i.e., 0.0.0.0/0 or ::/0) learned from upstream providers. Since settlement-free peers do not provide universal reachability (i.e., export a full routing table), only default routes provided by transit providers are included.

Given the routing architecture in fig. 2, and having access to the main and transits table, the next objective of CPR is to provide a mechanism to allow the stall detection algorithms in §3 to select a new path for a stalled connection. We achieve this by associating a reroute counter $r$ with each connection, and incrementing it every time a stall is declared for that connection. This counter is stored in the 4 most significant bits of the firewall mark (fwmark) of a connection, a 32 bit value that can be used to tag packets traversing the Linux network stack and make routing decisions about them. To make rerouting based on $r$ possible, we made two relevant changes. First, we changed the Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) hashing function used by the Linux kernel. The standard Linux implementation of ECMP selects a nexthop by hashing the connection 5-tuple (i.e., source and destination IP addresses, source and destination ports and protocol number). CPR includes the value of the reroute counter $r$ into the hash computation. Second, we configure an ip rule to ensure that, for any connection for which $r > 0$, a next hop is looked up from the transits table rather than from the main table. Hence, we use $r$ as a flag that triggers CPR-specific routing for connections that have suffered stalls. The combined effect of these two changes is that simply incrementing the reroute counter will force a new route lookup.

![Path reselection upon stall detection](image)

**Figure 3:** Path reselection upon stall detection

As an illustration, consider a hypothetical connection that has not yet experienced a stall, as shown in fig. 3. At this point in its lifetime, $r = 0$, route lookups are performed using the main table, and the BGP-defined egress path is used. When the stall detection algorithm (§3.2) declares a stall, it increments $r$. From that point on, since $r > 0$, route lookups are performed using the transits table, and the next hop for IP packets forming this connection is pseudorandomly selected among all the nexthops of the default route present in the transits table according to ECMP(5-tuple, $r$). Since each increment of $r$ forces a new route lookup, as $r$ increases the stalled connection will follow a unique, pseudorandom sequence of egress paths which will depend on both its 5-tuple...
and the ECMP hash used. The aggregate effect of this process is that rerouted connections are homogeneously “load balanced” among all available egress paths.

We now show that CPR should be able to resolve recoverable stalls with relatively few retransmits. If \( n_p \) is the number of egress paths available, of which \( n_t \) lead to stalled connections, each path reselection is a Bernoulli trial with a success probability \( p = \frac{n_t}{n_p} \). The number of re-routes \( k \) required until recovery will be geometrically distributed [2] so that \( P(X \leq k) = 1 - (1 - p)^k \). Hence, the expected maximum number of re-routes that will be required to find a good path with a given probability \( \beta \) is \( k^* = \frac{\log(1-\beta)}{\log(1-p)} \). Even a conservative $^2$ $p = 50\%$ and $\beta = 95\%$ results in only $k^* \approx 4$ re-routes.

We note that, although fig. 2 states that the main table should contain a full routing table, CPR does not require this to be the case. As noted above, path reselection only relies on the transit table. Further, although our implementation uses MPLS to steer specific flows towards a given provider, this can also be done using GRE tunneling [64] or DSCP marking [52]. Routes can be pushed down to the host using BGP add-path [62] or proprietary mechanisms. Our architecture is just one of many that could support CPR deployment; the basic primitives of CPR are applicable to many scenarios.

5 Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of CPR in a large edge cloud production deployment with daily traffic peaks on the order of tens of Tbps. All results were collected through passive measurements of production traffic.

5.1 Parameter tuning

Tuning CPR involves resolving a tradeoff: whereas unnecessarily rerouting connections could place them on paths with potentially lower performance and higher cost, failing to react to a recoverable path impairment increases its potential to harm client connections. This section discusses how we tuned the CPR parameters (§3) to resolve this tradeoff between accuracy and reactivity.

**Tuning pre-establishment impairment detection.** The only parameter involved in detecting impairments prior to connection establishment is \( n \), the number of presumed lost SYN-ACKs after which a reroute is executed (§3.1). Hence, at this stage tuning involves determining the value of \( n \) after which timely connection establishment becomes unlikely without CPR intervention.

We proceeded by instrumenting servers in three distinct geographical regions (North America, Europe and Asia) with CPR disabled. We then measured how many SYN retransmissions occurred for all connections that were eventually established$. As shown in table 1, only $\sim 0.63\%$ to $\sim 0.7\%$ of connections experience impairments before establishing, depending on the region. This means that more than $\sim 99.3\%$ of connections establish without any retransmissions. Further retransmissions help connection establishment, but with noticeable diminishing returns. For example, after two consecutive retransmissions without a reroute, the probability of a connection being successfully established was between $\sim 0.05\%$ to $\sim 0.12\%$. Based on these findings, we set \( n = 2 \) in our production configuration.

**Tuning post-establishment impairment detection.** We addressed the tuning of $\delta_{\text{min}}$ and $\mu_{\text{RTO}}$ (§3.2) in two steps. First, we followed a similar measurement methodology as that used to tune \( n \), this time focusing on connections experiencing at least one RTO expiration during their lifetime. Our results, reported in table 2, provide evidence of significant regional variability. Whereas $\sim 0.1\%$ of connections in North America experience stalls lasting for 2 seconds or more, this increases to $\sim 0.35\%$ for connections in Europe or Asia-Pacific$. However, these results also show that the probability that a connection recovers after experiencing a stall for 2 or 3 seconds was very low irrespective of geographical region.

![Figure 4: Duration of TCP stalls by region and RTO](image)
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$^2$ See §5.3 and appendix A.1 for further details.

$^3$ This was done during a period free of obvious biases such as outages, high-load client events, DDoS attacks, etc.

$^4$ These values constitute a lower bound; during the active phase of an impairment event the proportion of affected connections can rise by an order of magnitude or more (see §5.2).
The next step was to investigate the time required for a connection to resume forward progress after an RTO (fig. 4). We begin by noting the two vertical lines in fig. 4a: these correspond to the two candidates found in the previous study. For connections with RTO $\leq 500$ms, most of the probability mass in the dataset lies to the left of the first line, providing evidence that for these connections the length of a stall is largely independent of RTO and $\delta_{\text{min}} = 2s$ is sufficient to ensure adequate impairment detection.

To understand how best to handle connections with RTO $> 500$ms, we first note the probability mass “bumps” in fig. 4b. These intervals of 3, 7 and 15 RTOs stem from TCP retransmission behavior under exponential backoff. Since the majority of the probability mass lies to the left of the first line, a large proportion of connections will recover on their own before $\mu_{\text{rto}} = 3$, irrespective of their RTO. This addresses the high RTO connections that were not already covered by $\delta_{\text{min}} = 2s$, and provides a rationale to set $\mu_{\text{rto}} = 3$.

Finally, we set wait (§3.2) by observing day-to-day operation of the system in production. We select $\text{wait} = 1s$ sec on the basis of keeping the volume of steady-state rerouted traffic to a sufficiently low level.

5.2 Evaluating benefit and non-harm

Methodology. To ascertain the impact that CPR has on ongoing connections we follow an experimental approach, in which we (pseudo)randomly label some connections as part of a treatment group, and the remainder as part of a control group for which path reselection policy is disabled. While the state and output of the impairment detection algorithms are maintained for both groups, network-layer path changes are triggered only for treatment connections. This setup allows us to explore the degree to which the benefits of CPR during path outages outweigh its potential costs when no impairments are present. We begin by exploring whether rerouting a stalled connection could make its performance significantly worse than doing nothing. To the extent that the answer to this question is negative, CPR will be innocuous when triggering due to stalls not associated with path impairments, and hence, non-recoverable by rerouting. We then move on to analyze the benefits that CPR provides during path impairment episodes.

Evaluating non-harm in the steady state. For both treatment and control we quantify the reroute effect on connection properties such as RTT or retransmission rate. Since connection properties need time to settle to their new values after a reroute in order to be meaningful, we focus on long-lived connections. We define the onset of a stall as the TCP sending event immediately prior to an RTO, and the full resolution as the first sending event after forward progress is restored and 300 RTX segments have been sent. We define the reroute effect on a connection property as the difference between its value at

---

Figure 5: Steady-state reroute effect experiment results

onset and at full resolution.

The CDF of the reroute effect on the TCP retransmission rate is presented in fig. 5a. Whereas it seems to be negligible for IPv6, for IPv4 the treatment connections have a greater proportion of their probability mass on the negative effect sizes, implying that rerouted IPv4 connections tend to have lower retransmission rates after the reroute than before it. This points towards CPR having some small benefit during the measurement period. Otherwise, the curves are very close to one another, providing evidence that CPR is not introducing significant retransmissions during steady state.

We can also use the results of the previously described reroute effects experiment to understand the effect of CPR on stall recovery speed. From fig. 5b we can see that treatment connections tend to have shorter resolution times compared to control connections, both for IPv4 and IPv6. The effect during steady state is small, as expected: $80\%$ of control connections recover within 20s of a reroute, compared to $85\%$ of treatment connections.

Finally, fig. 5c shows the effect of reroutes on srtt (§3.2). Again, a seemingly negligible effect for IPv6 is accompanied by a clear effect for IPv4, this time demonstrating higher srtt values after the reroute (usually by less than $\sim 30$ ms, but sometimes more than $\sim 100$ ms). This performance penalty is expected since our BGP traffic engineering policy optimizes for latency, and is more finely tuned in IPv4 than in IPv6 due to operational maturity. Since CPR explicitly reroutes away from paths selected by this policy, we are more likely to experience an increase in RTT than not. In this light, our configuration of CPR is an expression of the extent we are willing to subvert local routing policy in an attempt to recover from failure. Since this is a matter of policy, we observe there is no single correct configuration, but a range of potentially acceptable outcomes.

Evaluating benefit during stall events. During path impairments, the most common outcome for control connections is failure (rather than e.g., increased RTT or retransmission
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This number was arbitrarily selected to provide enough samples for TCP connection properties to stabilize.
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The CDF of the reroute effect on the TCP retransmission rate is presented in fig. 5a. Whereas it seems to be negligible for IPv6, for IPv4 the treatment connections have a greater proportion of their probability mass on the negative effect sizes, implying that rerouted IPv4 connections tend to have lower retransmission rates after the reroute than before it. This points towards CPR having some small benefit during the measurement period. Otherwise, the curves are very close to one another, providing evidence that CPR is not introducing significant retransmissions during steady state.

We can also use the results of the previously described reroute effects experiment to understand the effect of CPR on stall recovery speed. From fig. 5b we can see that treatment connections tend to have shorter resolution times compared to control connections, both for IPv4 and IPv6. The effect during steady state is small, as expected: $\sim 80\%$ of control connections recover within 20s of a reroute, compared to $\sim 85\%$ of treatment connections.

Finally, fig. 5c shows the effect of reroutes on srtt (§3.2). Again, a seemingly negligible effect for IPv6 is accompanied by a clear effect for IPv4, this time demonstrating higher srtt values after the reroute (usually by less than $\sim 30$ ms, but sometimes more than $\sim 100$ ms). This performance penalty is expected since our BGP traffic engineering policy optimizes for latency, and is more finely tuned in IPv4 than in IPv6 due to operational maturity. Since CPR explicitly reroutes away from paths selected by this policy, we are more likely to experience an increase in RTT than not. In this light, our configuration of CPR is an expression of the extent we are willing to subvert local routing policy in an attempt to recover from failure. Since this is a matter of policy, we observe there is no single correct configuration, but a range of potentially acceptable outcomes.

Evaluating benefit during stall events. During path impairments, the most common outcome for control connections is failure (rather than e.g., increased RTT or retransmission
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Every connection in this dataset experienced a stall during the measurement period. Hence, retransmission rates are expected to be higher than the blended averages typically reported.
In order to identify stall events, we instrumented the kernel to export additional metrics. First, we store per-connection information on the operation of the recovery mechanism as part of the socket metadata; this includes the reroute counter \( r \), last forward progress timestamp, etc. Second, we maintain aggregate counters in the kernel which track state transitions as each connection traverses both TCP and CPR state machines. Each edge server aggregates separate counters for treatment and control group connections, allowing us to estimate the efficacy of CPR on each host according to multiple performance measures\(^7\), including:

- \( \pi_* (\text{HEALTHY}) \), the proportion of TCP connections in the \text{HEALTHY} state;
- \( p^*_{\text{STALLED}} (\text{HEALTHY}) \), the proportion of TCP connections that transition out from the \text{SYNRCVD} state towards the \text{HEALTHY} state, per unit time. This gives an indication of the instantaneous probability of connections connecting successfully; and
- \( p^*_{\text{CLOSE}} (\text{HEALTHY}) \), the proportion of TCP connections that transition into the \text{CLOSE} state from the \text{HEALTHY} state, per unit time. This gives an indication of the instantaneous probability of connections closing while healthy (rather than stalled).

We present two CPR stall events in fig. 6, embedded in their context so that their impact is clearly visible. Each event is presented along its BGP affinity score, a synthetic measure of the degree to which observed routing plane events are correlated with transport layer anomalies (appendix C). Our examples were selected to juxtapose the case where there is a high BGP affinity score (i), and therefore an association between CPR and BGP behavior, and a low BGP affinity score (ii). In both cases we can observe that immediately after the start of the stall event (at the left context/event boundary) CPR treatment connections start experiencing better performance, as inferred from a higher \( \pi_* (\text{HEALTHY}) \) (fig. 6a). Treatment connections also have better chances of establishing (fig. 6b), evidencing connection setup distress for control connections, and exhibit a greater chance of closing while \text{HEALTHY}, rather than when \text{STALLED} (fig. 6c). When taken together, these facts point towards a small but significant proportion of affected connections, both \text{established} and \text{pre-establish}, clearly benefiting from CPR, irrespective of the BGP affinity of the event. When a clear association with BGP is present, such as with fig. 6d (i),
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\(^7\) A more detailed overview of stall event detection is included in appendices B and C.
the benefits provided by CPR are materialized significantly before the associated BGP event is resolved. Conversely, fig. 6d (ii) demonstrates that CPR can recover just as effectively in cases for which BGP provides no remediation.

Each violin plot beneath a CPR time series event subplot in figs. 6a to 6c shows the benefit that CPR provided to connections assigned to the treatment group during the event. For state occupancies we rely on \( \Delta \pi = \pi_t - \pi_c \), the difference between treatment and control values (similarly, for state transitions \( \Delta \rho^* = \rho^*_t - \rho^*_c \)). For instance, in fig. 6a we can see that although the distribution of \( \Delta \pi \) was centered at zero outside the event period, it moved to the right during the active phase of the event, irrespective of BGP affinity. For (i) we see that CPR allowed an additional \( \sim 3\% \) of connections (over the entire POP and to all destinations) to remain in the HEALTHY state compared with the control group; for (ii) this is reduced to \( \sim 1.4\% \). On the other hand, from \( \Delta \rho^*(\text{HEALTHY}/\text{SYNRCVD}) \) (fig. 6b) we see that during (i) CPR allowed an additional \( \sim 7\% \) of connections in the POP moving out from a SYNRCVD state to enter the HEALTHY state; during (ii) this is reduced to \( \sim 1\% \).

**Evaluating benefit globally.** Having explained the typical characteristics of stall events using individual examples, we now focus on 1) measuring CPR effectiveness at a global scale, and 2) identifying the circumstances under which CPR is most effective. To this end we perform statistical aggregation on data collected from \( \sim 80 \) POPs over \( \sim 12 \) months. As before, we focus on recovered events, defined as stall events which show evidence of improvement in performance measures (e.g., those presented in fig. 6). We do this for two reasons. First, whereas improved treatment group performance unequivocally points towards TCP stalls that can be resolved by path reselection, anomalies where CPR provides no benefit are uninformative: there are many possible causes of TCP stalls unrelated to resolvable path impairments (e.g., wireless access roaming or dis-association) for which re-routing cannot be expected to help. The second reason is implementation-related. Since performance data such as presented in fig. 6d is only kept aggregated at host level (rather than at prefix or connection granularity) it is difficult to directly associate a CPR event with a set of destination prefixes/ASes, and hence, to a BGP-based ground truth. For recovered events this is not an issue: CPR itself provides direct confirmatory evidence of path impairment mitigation.

We will denote the daily per-POP average CPR state occupancy during the active phase of stall events (rather that their context) as \( \mathbb{E}[\Delta \pi] \). This measure can be used to directly understand which geographies benefit the most from the deployment of CPR, as shown in figs. 7a and 7b. First, in fig. 7a we can see that most of the probability mass for \( \mathbb{E}[\Delta \pi(\text{HEALTHY})] \) lies on the positive semi-axis regardless of geography, implying that \( \pi_t \geq \pi_c \) and hence that the proportion of HEALTHY connections was higher for the treatment than the control group (median \( \in [0.57\%, 0.68\%] \). Conversely, fig. 7b shows that most of the probability mass for \( \mathbb{E}[\Delta \pi(\text{SYNRCVD})] \) lies on the negative semi-axis (median \( \in [-0.46\%, -0.19\%] \)), so that \( \pi_c \geq \pi_t \). This means that CPR allows connections to both 1) connect faster and 2) spend less time stalled. We note that whereas \( \pi_t(\text{HEALTHY}) \) benefits are greatest in Europe (median = 0.68%) and Asia (median = 0.65%), \( \pi_c(\text{SYNRCVD}) \) benefit is particularly strong in South America (median = -0.46%) and Africa (median = -0.38%). However, as shown in fig. 7c, these benefits are accompanied by a cost: every day more than \( \sim 10\% \) of connections on up to \( \sim 30\% \) of PoPs experience stall events. Although the immense majority of these stalls are associated with abandoned connections and hence carry negligible traffic, we note that non-recoverable stalls induce a sustained level of background reroutes.

In contrast to figs. 7a to 7c, figs. 7d and 7e show weaker region dependence. Although fig. 7d provides some evidence that recovered stall events occur roughly proportionally to both 1) the aggregate traffic volume and 2) the interconnection density of a region, the difference between regions is small. Similarly, fig. 7e shows that most recovered events last under 20 minutes, irrespective of region (median \( \in [7.1, 9.4] \)). However, we note that this distribution can be heavy-tailed: we have observed uncommon, longer events that span multiple hours. These can have "macroscopic" effects, triggering operational responses and re-routing over 20% of PoP traffic.

We finally turn our attention to the severity of recovered events. We define a heuristic severity index based on the normalized performance difference between treatment and control connections during the event and its associated context. The higher the number of standard deviations between

\[\text{Note however that, since our CPR deployment could in principle fail to recover from some stall events, our reported prevalence findings suffer from survivorship bias [63] and must be interpreted as lower bounds.}\]
treatment and control variables during the event itself, compared to before and after it, the higher the severity for the event (see appendix C). Perhaps unsurprisingly, fig. 7f shows that CPR routinely recovers from higher severity events in densely connected regions. However, the distinction between the North and South America curves in figs. 7d and 7f is instructive. Whereas in fig. 7d the former is always beneath the latter, in fig. 7f the opposite occurs. This shows that CPR helps recover from more events in regions with nontrivial BGP routing where complex business agreements and undersea cable topology can make BGP-only recovery more challenging.

As a complement to the per-POP statistics presented in fig. 7, we report that globally CPR mitigates on average 120 impairment events every day with a median duration of 8 minutes. Informally, this amounts to over 16 hours per day. While this improvement may appear quantitatively modest, in practice these performance degradations bear a high cost in the absence of mitigation. Many of them exhibit no proximal cause, making them notoriously hard to debug. Even when an underlying cause is understood, many performance problems are short-lived and will be resolved by the time engineering or customer support resources have been mobilized to address them. In opportunistically mitigating either type of deterioration, CPR has an outsized impact in improving the reliability of services provided by edge networks, at virtually no cost.

5.3 Path coverage

Given that CPR deflects traffic among upstream providers when mitigating path impairments, it is informative to estimate the degree to which reroutes are likely to result in disjoint data plane paths. To this end, we analyze all routes learned from every provider in a given POP. Since all transits offer full routing tables, every destination prefix will have a set of available routes. In addition to these routes, we may have additional peering routes learnt from PNIs or IXPs. One of these paths (learnt from either peering or transits) will be selected as an outcome of BGP policy; the remaining routes (learnt over transits) represent valid alternate paths.

We proceed by defining each AS in the selected path to be node-protected if there is an alternate path for the same destination that does not include it. Then, we define AS-node diversity as the proportion of node-protected ASes in the selected path. Similarly, we can define an AS pair in the selected path to be link-protected if there is an alternate path that does not include the same AS pair in the same order, which leads to the entirely analogous definition of Inter-AS-path diversity as the proportion of link-protected AS pairs in the selected path. Since CPR will eventually explore every available path to every destination, these two measures can be used as proxies for the probability of recovery given a failure event involving any given destination prefix.

An analysis of ~900k globally distributed routes revealed traffic-volume-weighted AS-node diversities of 90.8% and 86% for IPv4 and IPv6 respectively; these rise to 93.7% and 90.5% when considering Inter-AS-path diversity. The significant path diversity available to CPR evidenced by these numbers is a consequence of a strict requirement for edge networks: POPs must be interconnected to multiple transits in order to survive outages of individual providers or local exchange points. Since most client traffic is preferentially exchanged over peering, the addition of a transit provider has a limited impact in improving latency. Instead, multihoming is primarily a form of insurance. In this light, CPR is of great interest to edge network operators in that it extracts greater value from what is otherwise a necessary cost.

6 Operational considerations

CPR has been in use for over two years. This section revisits some of our original assumptions in the light of our accrued experience, as well as highlight some of the tweaks that were required along the way.

Per-route overrides. While it is beneficial to enable CPR by default on edge hosts, and the parameters derived in §5.1 are adequate for a wide range of conditions, there are cases where it is desirable to override configuration on a per-route basis. For example, rerouting intra-POP traffic onto transits is ineffective as a mitigation strategy, and costly due to the large volume of traffic exchanged between hosts within a POP.

Linux already allows per-route configuration of features, such as ECN or SACK. We expanded this method to allow the configuration of CPR on a per-route basis, and extended our edge host routing daemon to be able to inject routes into the main routing table accordingly. Over time, this has allowed us to selectively disable or experiment with CPR on a per-route basis as an integral part of our BGP policies. This evolution was gradual: what started exclusively as a server-side, transport layer extension has been progressively incorporated operationally as an extension of our routing infrastructure.

Middleboxes. Rerouting ongoing connections could in theory adversely interact with stateful middleboxes, which would be presented with packet streams for which the TCP three-way handshake happened in a different path (and hence was not observed). The expected outcome of this potential problem, increased TCP RST rates or silently dropped packets for treatment connections compared with control (see §5.2), has not been observed in practice after multiple years of sustained, worldwide, multi-Tbps usage. This is not unexpected, since different router-level paths within the same AS between given ingress and egress pairs, and multiple peering points between two adjacent ASes in an AS path, both quantities are lower bound estimates of actual dataplane path diversity. Second, under these definitions a number of high-volume destination prefixes advertised by directly connected peers will be counted as presenting zero diversity whilst in reality presenting negligible impairment risk as their path reliability is very high. These have been removed from the analysis in §5.3, but are reported in their entirety in appendix A.1.
CPR does not modify the TCP header in any way. From the perspective of intermediate devices, CPR reroutes are indistinguishable from other reroutes events, such as those triggered by BGP or ECMP rehashes.

**Prefix aggregation.** It is natural to consider extending CPR by aggregating per-connection information and using it to influence routing. If many connections in a given prefix stall, only to recover successfully after a reroute, we could avoid future stalls by overriding the route for that prefix. Evaluating this approach is outside the scope of this paper, but the implementation is far from straightforward once we consider its risks. Firstly, as evidenced by §§5.1 and 5.2, not all transport-layer impairments will be correctable by path reselection. This means that there is always the danger of overriding routing and traffic engineering policy in an attempt to resolve a suspected problem that cannot be fixed that way. This risk is severely amplified by performing routing interventions on entire prefixes. A related threat is that, in addition to natural variability, stall signals are also susceptible to adversarial manipulation. Using stall recovery information to route entire prefixes would amplify the impact of such an attack, potentially burdening the edge network with higher transit costs or end-users with higher latency. Finally, there is no a priori reason to assume that the same routing intervention will have the same effect on every subprefix covered by an Internet-advertised prefix. Whereas this tradeoff is irreconcilable at the prefix level, it is trivially accommodated at the connection level.

**Avoiding peering offload.** As noted in §4, whereas routes in the main table are learned from both settlement-free peers and transits, routes in the transits table are only learned from transits. Therefore, CPR path reselection can re-route connections away from PNIs and IXPs and onto transits, which would typically result in greater costs and potentially less direct paths to destinations. During our design phase we accepted this limitation because the alternative is for connections to remain stalled; an opportunity to recover then makes the cost benefit positive. Although the nature of colocation facilities makes it relatively rare for a single POP to be connected to multiple IXPs, it would be beneficial to be able to failover from PNIs to IXPs. In our current architecture, this capability can only be provided at the cost greater routing complexity (defining the set of failover routes on a per-destination basis).

**Path reselection.** While one could envision more complex path selection algorithms than those presented in §3, in our experience the additional complexity does not translate to significant benefits. The simplicity of CPR is a core feature, providing quick recovery and effective load balancing without burdening operators with configuration overhead.

**Userspace support.** CPR need not be limited to the kernel, it can be leveraged or selectively disabled by any userspace application. To support this, we reserved bits in fwmark, which can be set via a setsockopt system call, to communicate application intent to the Linux kernel networking stack.

We reserve one bit in fwmark to signal that the connection for the given socket must not be rerouted. This allows CPR to be disabled on a per-connection basis for measurement and debugging purposes. For example, it may be necessary for a connection to be sent over an application-defined path to test path performance or to debug networking issues.

In order to support UDP based transport protocols, we allow userspace applications to directly manipulate the value of r. Surfacing control over the reroute counter through the fwmark effectively pushes route reselection out of the kernel.

**QUIC.** One of the primary drivers for userspace support of CPR has been the ongoing deployment of QUIC [38]. QUIC supports connection migration [31], and over time we expect this to be the primary mechanism for path failover. As of today, however, QUIC connection migration may be disabled by either peer, and can only be used after connection establishment. Furthermore, migration must be initiated by the receiver, who must send a probe packet from a new local address. CPR on the other hand covers connection establishment, and can be triggered unilaterally on the sender side, where stalls are more quickly detected. Since there is nothing intrinsic to CPR that makes it fundamentally incompatible with connection migration, we view both methods as complementary and are actively experimenting with CPR within QUIC. While validating the use of CPR within QUIC is the subject of future work, the implementation itself is straightforward and bears testament to the overall elegance and simplicity of CPR.

## 7 Related work

Although multiple solutions in the literature address the detection and mitigation of path impairments, none provides feature parity with CPR. To the best of our knowledge, the design of CPR is unique in its simplicity, which makes it extremely easy to deploy. It is the only solution providing path failover at a connection granularity, which does not require switches with programmable dataplanes or support from the client endpoint, and which makes it possible to identify and mitigate performance degradation even if a connection is not currently established.

Our work is most closely related in motivation and approach to INFLEX [58] and Blink [28]. Both use transport-layer triggers to reroute traffic and, unlike CPR, rely on programmable data plane switches. While INFLEX reroutes stalled flows on a per-connection basis, it does so by installing ephemeral route entries onto a switch. It can therefore not support failover for all connections at the scale edge networks operate. Blink on the other hand relies on the ability to monitor sequence numbers of ongoing TCP flows. This poses not only scale concerns, which Blink addresses by limiting itself to only monitoring high volume prefixes, but also cannot work on encrypted transport protocols such as QUIC. Finally, by detecting failures and re-routing on a route/prefix granularity, Blink suffers from the same pitfalls of traditional...
routing protocols. Smaller failures can go undetected, and reroute decisions can result in substantial changes in traffic allocation, exacerbating the risk of cascading failures due to downstream congestion. CPR on the other hand can be enabled for all flows, and can detect outages and impairments on a per-connection basis. Re-routing is also performed on a per-flow basis, and as a result traffic can be offloaded and distributed in a more granular fashion. CPR can also afford more sophisticated failure detection implementations, for example based on RTT variation, that passive monitoring in switch dataplanes cannot support.

SWIFT [29] infers the extent of failures through the analysis of BGP updates. While it reduces the time to route convergence, its reliance on BGP route updates makes it oblivious to a wide array of failure scenarios. By the authors’ own admission, it is also unable to improve the time taken to receive BGP updates, which itself is on the order of multiple seconds [28]. CPR bypasses routing messages altogether, and can more accurately detect more types of failure in less time by simply piggy-backing on existing transport mechanisms.

Although a number of egress routing control systems aim to mitigate some of the same issues as CPR (e.g., Espresso [64] or Edge Fabric [52]), CPR again differentiates itself by operating on individual connections rather than prefixes. This makes it complementary to such systems: it is possible to use them to apply intelligent egress traffic engineering, whilst still relying on transport extensions like CPR to mitigate transient, sub-prefix path impairments. In fact, since CPR depends on specific routing primitives for its operation (e.g., those provided by Silverton [14, 57]), CPR requires a subset of the functionality provided by these systems.

FlowBender [34], similarly to CPR, uses transport-layer metrics to trigger path reselection decisions, but for the purpose of intra-datacenter load balancing. However, in contrast to CPR, it 1) requires Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) which is not safe to use with anycast traffic [49, 59]; and 2) requires control of the ECMP hashing configuration of routers along the path to implement its reroute mechanism. These two issues make it unsuitable for providing resilience against Internet path failures. Similarly, although SD-WAN solutions (e.g., [22, 65]) can achieve for overlay networks results similar to CPR, they are neither unilaterally deployable nor a good fit to the business model of an edge cloud network.

Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [24] makes it possible to establish single connections over multiple paths and load balance traffic automatically to the best performing path. Inheriting from previous multipath-aware transport such as shim6 [44] and SCTP [55], MPTCP has slowly gained traction in niches such connection handoff [10]. In the same way the usage of CPR is not at odds with QUIC, we do not view CPR as inherently incompatible with MPTCP. CPR works well precisely where MPTCP often falls short, for example by improving reliability for short lived flows which dominate web traffic, protecting connection establishment, or exploiting path diversity without requiring clients to explicitly identify distinct paths (e.g., with distinct addresses). In contrast with CPR, MPTCP provides no value when interacting with legacy TCP clients, since it is not unilaterally deployable. By tying itself to a legacy wire format, MPTCP is also less forward looking than QUIC. Given the significant economic investment required to deploy and support a new transport protocol, it is unsurprising that edge networks have collectively focused on the latter. Over time we expect QUIC to fully assimilate the explicit multipath capabilities of MPTCP, while still falling back to implicit multipath mechanisms such as CPR.

8 Conclusion

This paper presented Connection Path Reselection (CPR), a novel system that improves the reliability of edge networks [52, 64] by inferring the status of a path by monitoring transport-layer forward progress, and rerouting stalled flows onto healthy paths.

CPR is unabashedly simple, and follows in a long tradition of incremental improvements to the Internet which push the boundaries of best effort delivery. While it cannot protect flows against all failures, the cases in which it is effective come virtually for free. Our implementation is trivial to configure, effortless to operate, requires no additional hardware and exploits path diversity already available to edge networks. By operating at the transport layer, CPR provides faster recovery than is attainable by routing alone, as well as detecting a wider array of potential failures on a per-connection basis without incurring additional state.

Importantly, this paper is not a proposal - CPR has been deployed in production at a large scale edge network for over two years. We evaluate our design within this context, and document our assumptions for the benefit of a wider community. To the extent of our knowledge, CPR both complements existing routing and traffic engineering mechanisms, and can coexist with multipath enhancements to transport protocols in the future. As a bridge between the two, CPR is a step towards the collective goal of ensuring that only a complete partition is capable of stalling an Internet transport connection.
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This section extends the analysis of AS path diversity presented in §5.3 by reporting path diversity results disaggregated by AS type and IP version.

We classify destination ASes according to the CAIDA AS classification dataset [1]. This dataset provides an AS type for each candidate destination AS: Transit/Access for business providing Internet connectivity; Content for ASes which provide content hosting and distribution; and Enterprise for other entities that are mostly users, rather than providers of Internet access, transit or content. ASNs for which a classification is unavailable were tagged as Unknown.

Our findings are presented in fig. 8. Path diversity seems to induce a stable ordering in which Content destination ASes have the highest diversity, followed by Enterprise, Transit/Access and Unknown. While Inter-AS path diversity is understandably higher than AS-node diversity, the ordering appears for both measures. This suggests that, in general, Content ASes value path diversity most; this is unsurprising given the benefits multihoming provides in content delivery [7,40]. Although similar arguments can be made for multihoming of Access [8,21] and Enterprise [9] networks, in practice they exhibit lower path diversity, potentially because they operate at a different cost tradeoff point. Whereas every intermediate AS is node-protected for ~50% of Content ASes, this only happens for ~40% of the Enterprise and Transit/Access prefixes. Overall, there is slightly improved path diversity for IPv6 compared to IPv4, except for Transit/Access networks (see fig. 8 i-a and ii-a).

We also consider size in our analysis, motivated by the intuition that large, well funded entities may plausibly enjoy better path diversity than smaller ones. We approach this issue by using traffic volume as a proxy for size, disaggregating those prefixes lying in the top 20th percentile (80th percentile overall) by traffic volume served from our edge cloud network. The result of this is presented in fig. 8-b. Although the conjecture that larger entities may enjoy better path diversity is confirmed for every AS type, it is emphatic for Content destination ASes: around ~75% of high-volume content provider prefixes are fully node- and link-protected (fig. 8 i-b and ii-b respectively). While ~30% of Transit/Access destination prefixes seem to not be node-protected at all,
as reported in fig. 8 these correspond to directly connected peers for which path reliability is very high. On the other hand, ∼40% of Transit/Access destination prefixes are both AS-node and Inter-AS-path protected.

A.2 Dataplane path diversity between POPs

Figure 9: Inter-POP end-to-end path measurements

Although the BGP-based results presented above are sufficient to justify our path selection approach, as stated in §5.3 they constitute lower bounds. For some use cases it may be advantageous to directly measure dataplane multipath diversity. In this section we present data indicative of the results of such an analysis. We make use of a measurement mesh between our ∼80 globally distributed POPs, which continuously perform independent RTT measurements over each one of their transit providers. By exploring loss episodes in this mesh we can estimate the probability that, if a BGP-preferred path is unavailable between two POPs, CPR can find another one by random choice.

During a given 30 second measurement window, we compute the availability α of a POP-to-POP path as the ratio between the number of ping probes for which a response was received and the total number of probes sent. We then compare this to a threshold ϕ, and define a path as unavailable if α < ϕ. We present two measurements using this setup. First, in fig. 9a we show the CDF of the RTT difference between the shortest and longest available paths between two given POPs. We can see that in ∼80% of cases this RTT delta is of at most ∼12.5ms; for ∼95% of cases this upper bound rises to 50ms. Note that, in general, the behavior of this RTT difference is not impacted by our choice of ϕ. This suggests that, for a large proportion of paths between POPs, alternative paths with similar RTT are available simply by choosing an alternative egress - even for relatively high availability requirements. In some cases, though, these paths can induce significant additional delay, and hence this effect cannot be dismissed out of hand.

We also compute the proportion of measurement windows, over a 7 day period, in which at least two POP-to-POP paths were available between any two POPs. This is presented in fig. 9b, which shows that for ϕ = 0.9, ∼96% of POP pairs have two or more available paths between them for at least ∼90% of the time. Since data collection noise from using ping invariably leads to packet losses that do not correspond to path impairments, these numbers constitute a lower bound for the actual data plane path availability. Nevertheless, even this rough approximation shows that the random retry strategy presented in §4 with alternative paths being simply defined by using alternative egress transits is good enough for CPR.

B CPR state probability reconstruction

Figure 10: The CPR Finite State Machine

This section provides additional details regarding the computation of stall-event-related CPR performance measurements like those described in §5.2.

CPR state machine. A summarized representation of the CPR state machine is presented in fig. 10. Although CPR tracks the number of individual reroutes while in the SYNRCVD* and STALLED* states, these internal subdivisions and their associated transitions have been omitted (this is denoted in fig. 10 with * or +). Stall detection logic is evaluated at relevant TCP events (e.g., retransmissions). Transitions between states represent either TCP events (e.g., openreq, estab*), CPR events (e.g., stall*, progr*) or both (e.g., synack*, close*). SYNRCVD* and STALLED* correspond to points in which path reselection logic can be triggered.

For incoming connections, the SYNRCVD meta-state is entered when a SYN is received (openreq); this will elicit a SYN-ACK response from the local TCP stack. If this SYN-ACK is acknowledged, the TCP connection enters the ESTABLISHED state, and CPR the HEALTHY state. Outgoing connections enter the HEALTHY state directly upon termination of the three-way handshake. When connections terminate naturally (close healthy), they leave both the TCP and the CPR state machines. The SYNRCVD meta-state subsumes one
### C Stall event extraction

This section provides additional details regarding the extraction of CPR stall events, like those described in §5.2.

To extract stall events from raw performance counters we begin by estimating their span, defined as the set of timestamps over which they are considered to be active (having a correlated effect over the stall-related performance measures $\pi_i/\rho_i/\rho/\gamma$ of multiple hosts in the same POP). This is achieved by first identifying candidate per-host events, which can then be clustered at the POP level.

The identification of candidate per-host events begins with standard multidimensional anomaly detection (see e.g., [45, 61] and references therein) aimed to identify performance degradation event candidates; this yields a series of points in time when treatment/control performance differences over multiple time series may be suggestive of an event. In our case, we use standard peak-finding techniques (see e.g., [45, 61] and references therein) to find “potentially interesting” timestamps for each stall-related performance measure time series, and use the intersection of all these subsets of active timestamps as our set of candidates. These are further refined by applying clustering and de-noising based on the inter-event durations between successive per-host event candidates. This can be achieved by identifying continuous sequences of candidate timestamps. If the separation between any two of these sequences is smaller than a given clustering threshold, they are aggregated as part of the same event candidate; conversely, if after this process their total time span is smaller than a given threshold, the whole candidate set is discarded. This will yield a number of per-host event spans, each subsuming multiple candidates.

To model the state of the world both before the event started and after it ended we assign to each span a context: two time periods, one preceding it and one following it. This can be used as an experimental framework of sorts: if the candidate event finding logic described above correctly identified a set of event candidates, we would expect to find a definite statistical difference between values of at least some $\pi_i/\rho_i/\rho/\gamma$ for timestamps within the candidate span and those within the context. For every performance time series $\rho_i/\gamma$, we compute the average Mahalanobis distance [43] between its context distribution and its actual values within the candidate span. The resulting set of distances can then be used to reject the candidate if it does not provide enough evidence that the recovered span encompasses a genuine impairment. These distances will also be used to define an event severity, following the assumption that a larger context/span difference indicates a more impactful event.

The next stage of the computation is to bring together sets of events at the POP level that happen at approximately the same time and which may hence share an underlying cause. To achieve this, we create a graph where the vertices are the per-host events, and links denote that the spans of the two event nodes overlap. This will generate dense cliques when many host-level events overlap, which would happen if multiple edge hosts in a POP experienced correlated stalls as a result of the same event. Although any graph clustering algorithm could be used (e.g., modularity optimization [15, 20]), trivial detection using connected components [30] has proven to be good enough. Once per-POP events have been identified,
event properties from their constituent per-host events (e.g., duration, severity) are aggregated into comparable per-POP event properties. The logic described can be reused to identify spikes in BGP updates or withdrawals for all the peers and transit providers in a given POP, yielding a number of BGP events. These can then be used to enrich the events found from \( \pi / \rho / \gamma \) by using a bookending co-occurrence heuristic: if a BGP event happens immediately before the CPR event starts, it bolsters the conjecture that the CPR event was caused by the BGP event; if it happens immediately before the CPR event ends, it bolsters the conjecture that it mitigated it. By imposing time thresholds on the maximum time difference between the CPR and the BGP event spans and measuring the deviation between the center-of-mass of the BGP event and the start and end timestamps of the CPR event it becomes possible not only to assign suspected peers or transit providers to a given per-POP event, but also to provide a measure of the association strength between a BGP event and a CPR event. We use this to define a BGP affinity score to each per-POP event. Finally, the resulting per-POP events are discarded if they violate any one of a number of data quality policies, such as any of the hosts involved being put into maintenance during the per-POP event span; the total number of connections in an edge node being too low, which could induce numerical instability when calculating probabilities; the total number of nodes which observed the per-POP event being too low, which could point towards a false positive; etc.
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Abstract

Data center network faults are hard to debug due to their scale and complexity. With the prevalence of hard-to-reproduce transient faults, root-cause analysis of network faults is extremely difficult due to unavailability of historical data, and inability to correlate the distributed data across the network. Often, it is not possible to find the root cause using only switch-local information. To find the root cause of such transient faults, we need: 1) Visibility: fine-grained, packet-level and network-wide observability, 2) Retrospection: ability to get historical information before the fault occurs, and 3) Correlation: ability to correlate the information across the network.

In this work, we present the design and implementation of SyNDB, a tool with the aforementioned capabilities to enable root cause analysis of network faults. We implement and evaluate SyNDB with realistic topologies using large scale simulation and programmable switches. Our evaluations show that SyNDB can capture and correlate packet records over sufficiently large time windows (∼4 ms), thus facilitating the root cause analysis of various network faults.

1 Introduction

Large cloud providers need to quickly resolve network faults to meet their high SLA (service level agreement) requirements [35, 66]. However, a data center is a distributed system that is prone to bugs caused by non-deterministic timing of distributed events [43]. Therefore, debugging network failures occurring in modern data centers is extremely challenging due to the scale and complexity of interactions in a dynamic environment. Network faults in modern data center networks are often transient and non-reproducible. A recent study [66] reports that some network faults could not be reproduced even with techniques such as EverFlow [67] or Pingmesh [30]. Further, for a given network fault, the root cause can come in many forms. For example, a packet drop due to a table miss can happen either due to a parity error [66] or due to temporal inconsistency during a network update [36, 54]. Due to the complex nature of network faults, the key bottleneck in quickly resolving them lies in finding the root cause. For example, in AliBaba’s production network, 90% of the total time required to resolve a network fault is spent in finding the root cause [66]. Another study from Facebook’s network [47] notes that 29% of network failures go without establishing the root cause.

Without this capability, it would not be possible to correlate events from different parts of the network.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of finding the root cause of transient and hard-to-reproduce network faults with many possible root causes. To better understand the difficulty in finding the root cause, let’s consider an example scenario of a microburst. When a microburst occurs at a switch port, there is a uniform distribution of packets from different sending hosts responsible for the microburst (more details in §7.2.1). This indicates a fan-in traffic pattern with no single offending flow. Now, there are two possible root causes for such a fan-in to occur. First, the sending hosts themselves are sending the data in a synchronized fashion. In this case, the issue needs to be resolved at the sending hosts by using techniques such as application-level jitter [53]. The other possible cause could be that the sending hosts are already introducing application-level jitter, but still result in a microburst due to non-deterministic interaction with other network traffic (see §7.2.1 for details).

One way to differentiate the root causes is to look at the packets involved in the microburst before it happens. If the packet arrival times at the first-hop switches connected directly to the sending hosts are synchronized, then the root cause is synchronized traffic. Otherwise, the microburst is due to non-deterministic interactions of flows in the network and even more details are required to identify the root cause. Therefore, in order to find the root causes of complex network faults, we believe that a network monitoring system needs to have the following capabilities:

• Visibility: Observability in space, the ability to observe network-wide metrics at a packet-level resolution (e.g. packet arrivals and departures at all ports for all switches). Aggregate states such as flow level statistics will not be able to provide sufficient visibility to the underlying sequence of events.

• Retrospection: Observability in time, the ability to be “always on” and look back on past network-wide states before the fault has occurred. When the problem is detected, the events leading to the problem would have already occurred and information related to these past events is lost unless additional effort is made to preserve the history. Such a capability is especially necessary to deal with faults that are transient, hard to reproduce and caused by non-deterministic interactions.

• Correlation: The ability to correlate network-wide events at small timescales. This is required if faults occur due to the interaction of traffic flows across multiple switches. Without this capability, it would not be possible to correlate events from different parts of the network.

Going back to the aforementioned microburst scenario,
retrospection allows us to look at network metrics before the microburst at the different first-hop switches with visibility at the granularity of packet arrivals. Correlation allows us to compare these arrival times across the different first-hop switches. If the root cause is not synchronous source traffic, we can again make use of these three capabilities to see what other non-deterministic interactions transpired in the network that led to the fan-in microburst. We elaborate more on this latter root cause in §7.2.1.

Several of the existing approaches [7, 32, 34, 37, 62, 63, 66] provide visibility to a good extent. But they either do not provide retrospection and correlation capabilities or provide them only partially (see Table 1). Since network faults occur unpredictably, providing retrospection typically requires the system to be “always on” in terms of collecting telemetry information. In this sense, NetSight [32], an “always on” version of postcard mode INT [7] comes closest to providing all the three properties with its packet-level visibility and retrospection capabilities. However, it does not provide a strong correlation property since it assumes that the postcards are received in order and out-of-order postcards can be corrected using topology information. Therefore, it can only correlate packets within a single flow at best. A strawman approach to achieving the three properties would be to augment a NetSight like approach with a precise data-plane time synchronization mechanism such as DPTP [38] so that it can now provide strong correlation with synchronized timestamps across the switches. However, such a solution does not scale to today’s large data center networks because of the “always on” approach of NetSight in recording telemetry data. While efficient recording of telemetry data is achieved by trigger-based approaches such as INT-MX [7], PathDump [59], BurstRadar [37] and NetSeer [66], they compromise on retrospection since the packet history is not recorded, especially for switches and flows not involved in the trigger.

In this paper, we present, yNDB, a packet-level, synchronized network-wide monitoring and debugging framework that provides all the 3 desired capabilities of visibility, retrospection and correlation. For visibility, yNDB leverages programmable data-plane switches to capture packet-level telemetry information at nanosecond time resolution. A common issue with dataplane-based telemetry systems is that the metrics to be captured need to be specified at compile time [51]. To address this issue, yNDB provides an interface to the network operator to specify and change the metrics at runtime without having to re-program the switch data-plane. For achieving retrospection, the key trade-off is that “always on” approaches are too expensive, while cheaper trigger-based approaches do not provide strong network-wide retrospection. We find a middle ground with yNDB. Our key idea is to leverage the switch data-plane as a fast temporal storage to perform continuous recording of packet-level telemetry information (packet records) over a moving time window (recording window). When no network fault is detected, the recording window moves ahead and the older data beyond the record time-length is discarded. When a network fault is detected on any switch, the switch broadcasts a priority message to other switches in the network. On receiving this message, these switches send the packet records from the recent recording window to a monitoring server (collector) for permanent storage. At the monitoring server, the synchronized, network-wide packet-level data enables root cause analysis. In this way, yNDB provides retrospection efficiently by exporting network-wide historical telemetry information only when a fault occurs. To correlate the telemetry information from different switches, yNDB uses DPTP [38] to synchronize the switch data-planes. DPTP is a recently proposed time synchronization protocol for the network data-plane. yNDB is thus able to provide visibility, retrospection and correlation capabilities all under the same framework.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

1. We present the design of yNDB, the first network monitoring and debugging framework that provides all the three capabilities of visibility, retrospection and correlation for finding the root cause of transient and hard-to-reproduce network faults (§3).

2. For flexible visibility, we develop an abstract interface and a run-time support for the operator to configure and dynamically change the operating parameters of yNDB such as fault detection conditions and the recorded metrics, without needing to re-program the data-plane (§5).

3. In order to achieve efficient retrospection capability, we design packet-level telemetry caching mechanism in the data-plane (§3.2). In doing so, we address the challenges of limited data-plane storage by developing compression techniques to minimize memory requirement while still retaining packet-level statistics (§3.2.1). We also develop techniques to further reduce the telemetry information exported for each fault trigger (§3.2.1).

4. We demonstrate the effectiveness of yNDB by showing how it can be used to identify the root cause for transient and hard-to-reproduce network faults (§7). In particular, we demonstrate how yNDB can identify different root causes for the same network fault using two different scenarios involving a microburst.

We have implemented yNDB on Intel Tofino [8] switches using P4. The packet records at the collector are stored in a relational DBMS facilitating debugging of network faults using SQL queries (§4 and §6).

While yNDB is designed to deal with transient and hard-to-reproduce network faults, it can be used as a tool to debug common network faults as well (Appendix B). In addition, yNDB can be considered complimentary to existing frameworks such as INT [7] and NetSeer [66] by providing the capability to perform network-wide event correlation and retrospection.
2 Related Work

Network monitoring literature is wide and extensive, but none of the existing works provide all the three capabilities of visibility, retrospection and correlation required to find the root causes of transient and non-reproducible network faults. Here we mention some of the most relevant works.

**Network Based.** Query-based streaming telemetry systems like Marple [51], Sonata [31], etc as well as sketch-based frameworks [34, 46, 62] can provide network-wide visibility and retrospection but only with aggregated metrics and without any network-wide correlation capability. SyNDB is complementary to these streaming telemetry systems in that it additionally correlates information collected across the network and supports complex fault triggers based on input from the streaming telemetry system. Systems such as BurstRadar [37], Mozart [45], and INT-MX [7] that perform trigger-based data collection cannot provide retrospection. Mozart [45] involves coordination between network devices to start collection of telemetry data while coordination in SyNDB is to export already collected network-wide telemetry data. Through switch-local timestamps, INT-MX can only provide partial correlation and no network-wide correlation. Both PathDump [59] and SwitchPointer [60] leverage end-host storage to collect packet-level telemetry information providing retrospection. However, the fault triggers for both of them are only host-based and SwitchPointer provides only partial correlation with its millisecond-level epochs. Speedlight [63] uses synchronized network snapshots to provide microsecond-level casual consistency which is insufficient for correlation required in the example scenario in §1. Further, since it requires advance scheduling of snapshots every few milliseconds, it cannot provide retrospection. NetSeer [66] captures the flows that were affected by certain events like packet drops, path changes, and congestion, and mainly helps in fault localization where the flow occurred and affected which flow (5-tuple). It only provides flow-level visibility and no retrospection or correlation. NetSight [32] which is equivalent of an “always on” version of postcard mode INT [7] (INT-XD) provides network-wide packet-level visibility and retrospection. However, it does not provide strong correlation capability as it generally assumes in order arrival of postcards. Even if strong correlation can be achieved with mechanisms such as DPTP [38], NetSight’s “always on” recording is very expensive and does not scale to multi-petabit data center networks [58]. As we show in §7.3, NetSight can require 5TB or more storage per switch for every hour. The main bottleneck is the limited network bandwidth available for exporting the recorded data from the switches and the slow write speeds of data storage devices where the data would eventually end up. Other than scalability, this approach is also wasteful since network faults do not occur all the time [48] and, more than 60% of data center bugs occur due to the untimely delivery of a single message [43].

**End-Host Based.** Trumpet [50] performs end-host based monitoring of packets based on specific triggers to perform coordinated monitoring of network events. DETER [44] performs TCP replay for diagnosis of fine-grained TCP events. It constructs switch queues using simulation of the recorded TCP Packets in the end-hosts. Although it can help in debugging obscure TCP performance issues, it cannot diagnose problems inside the network at small time scales. Contfluo [40] provides an end-host stack to diagnose network-wide events. However, it cannot provide packet level event correlation inside the network. SIMON [26] applies network tomography technique to reconstruct the switch queuing behaviour based on NIC packet timestamps. SyNDB is complementary to these techniques as it provides visibility, retrospection and correlation capabilities inside the network.

Table 1 summarizes recent related works based on their capabilities of visibility, retrospection and correlation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Visibility</th>
<th>Retrospection</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwitchPointer [60] (Flow-level locality)</td>
<td>Packet-based</td>
<td>Yes, host trigger</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch Frameworks [46, 62]</td>
<td>Flow-based</td>
<td>Past Aggregated Counts, N/A</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BurstRadar [37]</td>
<td>Packet-based</td>
<td>No, fixed network trigger</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speedlight [63]</td>
<td>Switch Metrics</td>
<td>No, Scheduled</td>
<td>Causal Consistency(µs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetSeer [66]</td>
<td>Flow-based</td>
<td>No, fixed network triggers</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SyNDB</td>
<td>Packet-based</td>
<td>Recent History, Programmed network triggers</td>
<td>&lt;100ns (DPTP [38])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: SyNDB Overview: Switches continuously maintain packet records, but send them to collector for debugging only upon detecting a problem.
the switch data-plane as a fast temporal storage for recording packet telemetry information over a moving time window. One of the advantages of recording telemetry information in the switch data-plane is that SyNDB can record information about all packets within a time window at line rate.

When no network fault is detected, the recording window moves ahead and older telemetry data beyond the window size is discarded. Hence, the recording window always maintains the recent history. When a trigger condition (e.g. packet loss or high latency) is observed at any switch (Step 1), high priority trigger packets are broadcast to all switches (Step 2), as shown in Figure 1. Upon reception of trigger packets, a switch collects all the packet records from the recording window and forwards them to the collector to be stored in a database (Step 3). Once data collection is completed, the operator can debug the fault using packet records collected both before and after the fault (Step 4). Debugging can be performed by operators using SQL queries. Details of the various components of SyNDB are explained in the following sections, namely Visibility (§3.1), Retrospection (§3.2) and Correlation (§3.3).

3.1 Visibility

Packet Records. To generate packet-level telemetry data, we record information for each packet that enters a switch. We call this information a \( p \)-record. Each \( p \)-record contains 3 basic fields: \([pID, pTime_{in}, pTime_{out}]\). \( pID \) is the packet ID which is comprised of a combination of the hash value of the packet headers (5-tuple flow key) and TCP/UDP checksum. The hash value helps in associating packets from the same flow, whereas the checksum helps in uniquely tracking each packet within the flow. Although hash collisions are possible, we can resolve them using topology and timing information. \( pTime_{in} \) captures the time when the packet enters the switch. \( pTime_{out} \) is the time when the packet leaves the switch. Additional fields are appended by the network operator to a \( p \)-record to capture statistics, such as queue depth, link utilization, forwarding table version, port counters, etc. An operator can specify such additional fields via SyNDB configuration (§5). To identify a \( p \)-record with a particular flow, the flow hash to 5-tuple flow key mapping could be temporarily stored in NICs (or hosts) and retrieved on demand.

3.2 Retrospection

After a \( p \)-record is generated in the data-plane for each packet, we store them in a ring buffer array in the switch data-plane. This ring buffer array maintains only the recent \( p \)-records and we call this the history buffer. 

Trigger Initiation. While SyNDB collects \( p \)-records for each packet in the data-plane, it requires a trigger to initiate data collection. These triggers can be events such as congestion at a link, packet drops or packet reordering. The trigger conditions are monitored in the data-plane. Once a trigger is hit, the \( p \)-records can be transmitted to the collector.

To initiate network-wide \( p \)-record collection, we create a trigger packet to be broadcast (with priority) to other switches through the data-plane. In SyNDB, when a trigger condition is hit, a new trigger packet is created. The trigger packet is an Ethernet frame with a trigger header consisting of: 1) Trigger ID, 2) Trigger Type: unique type to classify trigger, and 3) Trigger Time: time when the trigger was hit.

The switches receiving the trigger packets further broadcast it to their neighboring switches and so on. Due to redundancies in trigger packet broadcast (multiple paths in data center topology), unless the network is partitioned, trigger packets reach the entire network. On receiving a trigger packet in the data-plane, the switch stops storing \( p \)-records in the history buffer and instead uses a fixed buffer (we call it future buffer) for subsequent storage of \( p \)-records. If a switch had previously received a trigger packet with the same ID, then it is dropped. The history buffer and future buffer contains \( p \)-records of packets before and after the trigger condition respectively.

Conceptually, the size of the history buffer that is needed to be stored for debugging purpose depends on the round-trip-time (RTT). In a data center context, recent measurements show that VM-to-VM RTTs vary between 5 µs to 100 µs [24]. For a packet rate of 1 Bpps, 1 million \( p \)-record entries could maintain at least 1 millisecond duration of history if the switch pipeline is fully utilized. This translates to packets corresponding to at least 10’s of RTTs available for debugging. In practice, the packet rate is usually much lower than 1 Bpps and this translates to a much longer time window. We present our evaluation on the time window in §7.1 and discuss the sizing of future buffer to enable continuous recording in §7.3.

\( p \)-record Collection. Upon receiving a trigger packet with a new trigger ID in the data-plane, collection of \( p \)-records is performed. The control-plane initiates the data-plane packet generator which generates collection packets to read the \( p \)-records from the history buffer. A collection packet can read only one \( p \)-record each time it traverses through the switch [16], before being forwarded to the collector via a mirror-port. Consequently, we recirculate the collection packet multiple times in the data-pane to coalesce multiple \( p \)-records into a single packet. This reduces the large serialization overhead, if each packet contained exactly one \( p \)-record.

Once the number of \( p \)-records in a packet has reached a threshold (configured by switch control-plane), the collection packet is forwarded to the collector. A collection cycle ends when all the \( p \)-records stored in the data-plane have been transmitted or sufficient time has elapsed since the trigger. The collection cycle repeats upon a new trigger hit. It is important to note that regular traffic forwarding is not disrupted during the trigger and collection process. For cases when an additional trigger is hit during collection process of the previous trigger, a new trigger packet is generated and collection period is extended (discussion in §7.3). Techniques such as
bulk DMA read could also be employed to collect p-records. However, such techniques require additional packetization in the control-plane to forward the whole set of p-records to a controller. The pseudo-code for recording, trigger and collection is shown in Appendix A.

**Aggregating Triggers.** SyNDB supports operator to specify collection to be performed when a set of trigger conditions occur within the historical time window. To support this, upon receiving a trigger packet, SyNDB maps the trigger type to a bit-index in a temporal trigger bit-array. It also sends the trigger packet to the control-plane where a timer for each trigger type is maintained, and the bit corresponding to the trigger type is cleared upon expiration. Hence, the temporal trigger bit-array represents the lists of triggers that occurred in the network for the past historical time window. Based on this trigger bit-array value, collection could be configured to be performed. The triggers are customizable by the network programmer, and is presented later (§5).

### 3.2.1 Reducing Collection Overhead

As SyNDB collects data only on event triggers, the amount of data collected is expected to be much smaller compared to continuous monitoring. To further reduce the data collected for each trigger, SyNDB implements two mechanisms, a compression scheme on the p-record and a scope reduction on the network level.

**p-Record Compression:** SyNDB performs the following p-record compression while ensuring packet ordering:

1. **Compress pID**: Consecutive packets from the same flow do not need their pID stored. Instead, a counter corresponding to the last pID is incremented.
2. **Compress pTime<sub>in</sub>**: Similarly, incoming packets within a time window (e.g. 64 ns) do not need the pTime<sub>in</sub> stored individually. Instead, a counter for the number of packets received in the past time window is incremented. The packets within the time window are assumed to have uniform inter-arrival times. The same approach is applied to pTime<sub>out</sub>. In the best case, a single (pID, pTime<sub>in</sub>, pTime<sub>out</sub>) tuple plus the corresponding (n-bit) packet counters are sufficient to represent (2<sup>n</sup>) packets in the same time window.

**Reduction on the Network Level:** On detecting a fault, SyNDB performs collection of p-records from all switches in the network. This may burden the collector with unnecessary data if the network is huge and the root cause is localized. We mitigate this by a simple technique. Each switch maintains a list of links from which it received the packets for the historical time window. Upon fault trigger, instead of broadcasting trigger packets, they are selectively multicast to only the links from where the packets were received in the recent recording window. The intuition behind this is that we are interested in where the current set of packets came from. This solution provides the ability to trace every packet which appeared in the trigger switch to its source, while reducing the number of switches involved in the collection.

### 3.3 Correlation

**Time-synchronization.** SyNDB uses global timing information to correlate packet records from multiple switches to help construct an accurate network-wide ordering of events. Hence, the data-plane clocks (used for pTime<sub>in</sub> and pTime<sub>out</sub>) across switches are synchronized to a fine granularity to avoid timing inconsistencies. To rightly correlate established events in distributed systems using ”happened before” relation, causal consistency [41] is essential. In SyNDB, since a trigger event is the captured reference point, causal consistency is the right model to correlate events happened before the trigger event. We derive the necessary condition to ensure causal consistency below.

Let’s consider two directly connected switches X and Y, with internal clocks C<sub>X</sub> and C<sub>Y</sub> respectively. We denote the synchronization error |C<sub>X</sub> − C<sub>Y</sub>| between the internal clocks by T<sub>err</sub>. Packet A is transmitted from switch X to switch Y. Packet A leaves switch X at TimeOut<sub>X</sub>, and enters switch Y at TimeInc, after a propagation delay D. TimeOut<sub>X</sub> corresponds to the time packet A enters the egress pipeline in switch X after queuing. This is the latest available time in the data-plane for a packet [16]. Similarly, TimeInc corresponds to the time packet A enters the ingress pipeline at switch Y. Consequently, propagation delay now becomes the sum of egress pipeline delay, packet deparsing delay, MAC processing delay, and wire delay.

\[
D = \text{EgressDelay} + \text{DeparserDelay} + \text{MACDelay} + \text{WireDelay}
\]  

(1)

To ensure causal consistency between packet records, we should see packet A leave switch X before reaching switch Y. In short, TimeOut<sub>X</sub> should be less than TimeInc. This will be true if the synchronization error between the internal clocks is less than the propagation delay.

\[
T_{err} < D
\]

(2)

If the condition stated in this equation can be met, we can ensure consistency between any set of packets transmitted between two adjacent switches. Previous works on network time synchronization have shown that the T<sub>err</sub> between neighbouring switches is in the order of tens of ns [38, 42]. Additionally, real world data shows that D between two adjacent switches ranges between 360 ns to 1900 ns under varying traffic conditions [38]. Thus it is possible to achieve causal consistency between adjacent switches, using current time synchronization techniques. The same principle can also be extended between switches separated by several hops in the network. In such cases, we observe that the increase in propagation delay is higher than the increase in T<sub>err</sub>, thus ensuring consistency between switches across multiple hops.
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SyNDB provides an interface for defining p-records and trig-
gers for programmable switches. The programmer configures
the following parameters in SyNDB: 1) the network statistics
(fields) to be collected in p-records, 2) the number of p-record
entries to be collected, and 3) the trigger (fault) conditions to
initiate a collection of p-records. The fields specified in the
configuration could be: 1) switch-provided metadata (queue
depth, ingress port, egress port), 2) packet header data (flow-
id), and 3) data that is computed and stored in user metadata
by the programmer (link utilization, counters, EWMA). The
SyNDB configuration is compiled, then translated to P4 and
finally embedded with the original switch P4 program. Figure
3 shows the interfaces to define p-records and trigger
conditions.

A p-record defines a list of field_lists. Each field_list con-
tains one or more (metadata) fields [13] from the Packet
Header Vector (PHV) [16] supported by the switch architec-
ture and defined in the user’s P4 program. A "default_field"
list is specified by the programmer which is the active
field_list to be included in each p-record. The current active
field_list can be changed during runtime. The "history" refers
to the total size of the history buffer, while "future" refers
to the size of the future buffer. The "time_window" is the
target historical window (in milliseconds), and this is used to
maintain the trigger and broadcast window. The user declares
a list of trigger conditions, which are predicates operating on
header/metadata fields. For example, meta.link_utilization >
90. Finally, based on the triggers declared, the collection can
be configured to be performed using individual triggers or a
combination (AND(&), OR(|)) of multiple triggers defined).
For example, let c be the local trigger condition and c' be
a trigger condition happening elsewhere in the network. A
representation like c1&c2 would trigger a coordinated col-
lection by a switch A only if condition c1 occurs at A, and
c2 has occurred in another switch in the network. Defining
triggers conditions and collection could be based on several
network metrics in the network like packet drop, high packet queuing, loops, etc. Additionally, it could be based on well documented symptoms and alarms observed by network operators [28, 43, 47].

**SyNDB-Runtime.** In practice, there is a need to make changes to the p-record structure and trigger configurations while SyNDB is running without the need to recompile and load a new P4 program. SyNDB-Runtime facilitates changing the configuration in the following ways: 1) Adding a new field_list or editing the active field_list, and 2) Adding/removing trigger conditions. Note that these changes are restricted to the available PHV contents in the data-plane as there is no modification to the parser of the underlying P4 program.

When the SyNDB configuration is compiled, the compiler enumerates all the PHV contents (packet headers, switch and user-defined metadata) of the P4 program. It then creates template tables with actions for each PHV container to be stored in the p-record. This facilitates the runtime to dynamically add/remove the fields to be recorded in each p-record. The fields could be TCP sequence number, TCP flags which are part of packet headers, or ingress_port, queue_depth, etc. which are part of the switch meta-data. The field to be added cannot be a metric (e.g. EWMA) that is not defined or a packet header that is not parsed by the already compiled P4 program. Since PHV contents are limited, enumerating and storing them in actions do not significantly increase data-plane resource consumption. The maximum bytes in a p-record and the number of p-record entries (recording window) is fixed at compile-time based on the available hardware resources (stateful ALUs and SRAM). To facilitate addition/removal of trigger conditions at runtime, SyNDB configuration compiler uses similar enumeration technique and generates range-based match-action tables. Since collection is performed based on the trigger bit-array value, this value is added/modified based on the collection condition changes. Additionally, SyNDB-Runtime updates the collector each time the SyNDB configuration is changed, to ensure that p-records are stored correctly.

Figure 4 summarizes the SyNDB workflow. A network programmer configures the statistics to be recorded and the fault triggers. The configuration can be continuously tweaked to suit the statistics that the programmer wants to keep an eye on using SyNDB-Runtime.

6 Implementation

**SyNDB Dataplane.** We have implemented SyNDB on Intel Tofino [8] switches using P4 (~1900 LoC). We use DPTP\(^1\) for time synchronization between switches. We use DPTP since it is implemented on PSA [16] and provides a global timestamp in the data-plane. We store the baseline contents of p-record in both ingress and egress pipeline. Ingress pipeline maintains the write_index of the history ring buffer array upon a packet arrival and stores the pID and pTime\(_{in}\). Egress pipeline stores pTime\(_{out}\) and custom field_list to be captured. pID is a combination of 16-bit flow hash, and 16-bit TCP/UDP checksum. pTime\(_{in}\) is a 32-bit global timestamp (at nanosecond granularity) of the packet when it enters ingress pipeline of the switch. On the other hand, pTime\(_{out}\) is a 24-bit field which captures time when the packet enters egress pipeline. A 24-bit value allows to calculate upto 16 ms of queuing. The basic uncompressed p-record is 11-bytes in size. To implement compression, we maintain separate 8-bit counter array associated with pID, pTime\(_{in}\) and pTime\(_{out}\). Trigger conditions are implemented using TCAM tables which create a trigger packet upon match. A trigger packet is created by cloning the current packet and inserting a new header type for trigger packet after stripping the payload and other headers. By using a TCAM match for the trigger table, different aggregate conditions of individual triggers can be supported using wildcards. We implement SyNDB control-plane, which performs: 1) Time-keeping of temporal trigger bit-array, 2) Updating multicast port-group, 3) Set up packet generators for p-record collection.

**SyNDB Runtime.** We have implemented the compiler for SyNDB configuration using Rust (~4000 LoC). It takes as input the configuration and the switch P4 program, and generates a P4 code that implements p-record storage, trigger conditions and collection logic. p-record storage and trigger conditions are executed using stateful ALUs. Additionally, the runtime environment (implemented in Python) accepts commands to modify configuration such as: 1) changing the active field_list, 2) adding new field_list, and 3) adding/removing trigger conditions. These configurations translate to control-plane configuration updates of the composed switch P4 program. The runtime supports addition of new fields to p-records, by varying the recording parameters of the set of pre-enumerated PHV contents from the control-plane. A similar approach is also used for modifying trigger conditions. The maximum set of trigger conditions and contents in p-records are specified during the generation of the P4 program.

Finally, we implement the collector using n2disk utility (with PF_RING [15]) to store collection packets as PCAP files in the local disk. Additionally, we implement a Python program to parse the PCAP files, decompress and store individual p-records in a MySQL database. The collector also

\(^1\)https://github.com/praveingk/DPTP
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takes as input the SyNDB configuration for initializing the
database. Each time the active field_list is modified through
the SyNDB runtime, the update is passed on to the collector.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate SyNDB using a hardware testbed as well as largescale simulations. Our hardware testbed consists of 4 physical
servers, and 2 Intel Tofino Wedge100BF-32X switches [18].
The servers and the switches are virtualized to create a fat-tree
topology [19] (see Figure 5(a)). Switches S1-S5 are virtualized
on the first physical switch (“Tofino A”) using 10G
loopback links while switches S6-S10 are virtualized on the
other physical switch (“Tofino B”). Each virtual switch is
configured to have 10K and 5K p-records in the history and
future buffer respectively. Each p-record entry is 16 bytes in
size. Figure 7 shows the SyNDB configuration that we use
in the testbed-based evaluation. Additionally, we synchroniza
each virtual switch’s data-plane to S10 using DPTP (see
Figure 5(b)).

For large-scale simulations, we have built a packet-level
simulator\footnote{https://github.com/rajkiranjoshi/syndb-sim} in C++ (~6K LoC) that implements low-level packet transmission and forwarding behaviors for hosts, links and
switches. To validate our simulator, we compare its results
with those from the testbed for the following experiment.
For the topology in Figure 5(a), we send 10 Mpps CBR traffic
along the path S1-S4-S10-S9-S7 with each switch storing 10K
p-record entries. Switch S7 generates a trigger after receiving
10,000 packets which is then broadcast to other switches to
initiate p-record collection. Based on the p-records available
at the collector, in Figure 6, we plot the percentage of common
p-records seen by other switches compared to those seen
by S7. We observe that the testbed and simulation results
match each other closely – due to hop delays experienced
by the trigger packet, the percentage of common p-records
reduces slightly with increasing number of hops from S7.

The evaluation is divided into three parts. In §7.1, we
evaluate SyNDB for consistency in p-records and large scale
operation. In §7.2, we present different network debugging
scenarios with one in full details. Finally, we evaluate the
overhead of SyNDB in §7.3.

7.1 Design Validation

In this section, we evaluate the SyNDB for its ability to pro-
vide consistent p-records at packet-level granularity and to
provide retrospection and correlation at scale.

7.1.1 Consistency of p-records

To ensure that the p-records captured by SyNDB are consis-
tent, the time synchronization error should be less than the
propagation delay between adjacent switches (equation (2)).
In our hardware testbed (Figure 5a), we measure DPTP synchro-
nization error as well as the propagation delay between
adjacent switches. We observe that the worst case synchron-
ization error is less than 50 ns while the propagation delay
varies between 400-450 ns. Thus, synchronization error is
much lower than the propagation delay between two switches
and hence captured p-records should be consistent with the
ground truth. To validate this further, we send a CBR traffic
of 10 Mpps (limited due to 10G host links) along the path S1-
S4-S10-S9-S7, with each packet annotated with a sequence
number along. The switches record the sequence number of
each packet in the corresponding p-record. After receiving
5000 packets, switch S1 generates a trigger packet (trigger
d in Figure 7) which when received, each switch sends the
p-records to the collector. In Figure 8, we plot the packet
sequence number against time for a sequence of 50 packets.
We observe that every packet is recorded in the next switch
only after it has left the previous switch. Furthermore, the timestamps increase linearly. This behavior confirms that the p-records captured by SyNDB across all the switches in the network are consistent and at expected intervals.

7.1.2 Retrospection and Correlation at Scale.

We perform large scale simulations to evaluate how much retrospection and correlation SyNDB provides in realistic traffic scenarios.

Simulation Setup. All simulation runs were done on a k=24 fat-tree topology (720 switches, 3456 hosts) with 100G links. The network has a total bisection bandwidth of 172.8 Tbps. For generating packets from the hosts, we use distributions of packet size and inter-packet gap as measured by Benson et al. [20] from a data center hosting web applications. We configure the traffic pattern such that 75% of total traffic is intra-rack as observed in cloud datacenters [20]. On top of these basic traffic characteristics, we add additional incast traffic such that 30% of the host links experience 100% utilization for 10% of total simulation time. The inter-packet gap distribution from Benson et al. is originally for 1 Gbps switch links. We scale it to adjust the load on 100Gbps host links such that the average utilization (over 100 ms interval) is about 34%, with the busiest 5% of links experiencing about 42% utilization. These utilization characteristics are similar to those reported by Facebook [55]. All switches are configured with a p-record history buffer of 1M entries. We also configure a hop delay of 1 µs per switch such that the maximum RTT across the network (inter-pod) is ~11.5 µs [21]. Each simulation run simulates 100ns of network run time and delivers about 5.2B packets. Within each run, we generate 50 triggers on randomly chosen switches across the three switch types – top-of-rack (ToR), aggregation (Aggr) and Core. The following results are based on the aggregate data from 10 independent simulation runs.

We use two metrics to compare p-record buffers between the triggering switch and the upstream switches from which it receives packets: (i) Common p-records (Figure 9(c)): the percentage of common p-records between the trigger switch and the upstream switches. (ii) Common History (Figure 9(b)): the time difference between the latest and oldest common p-record. While the first metric quantifies the correlation using the similarity of p-records between the switches, the latter reflects the ability of SyNDB to perform retrospection.

For triggers originating at the ToR switch, the maximum common history that can be captured at other upstream switches is limited by the history at the ToR switch (~4 ms). Note that ~4 ms history is worth ~350 RTTs since maximum RTT in our setup is ~11.5 µs. For triggers originating at the Aggr/Core switches, history of ~11 ms is recorded. This is expected since the ToR switches experience higher packet rates (due to 75% intra-rack traffic) and hence provide smaller history relative to Aggr and ToR switches.

As for percentage of common p-record, we can capture ~100% of common p-records in the upstream switches in many cases. The exceptions are for cases where the trigger switch is the Aggr/Core. The percentage of common p-records with other ToR switches is ~40% since the p-records in upstream ToR switches are quickly overwritten by newer intra-rack packets. Note that in a fat-tree topology a packet passes through exactly one Core switch. Hence, if the trigger switch is a Core switch, there is no upstream Core switch.

Figure 9(a) shows the time window history that can be recorded for different p-record buffer sizes.

Takeaway: The simulation results show that the amount of history that can be captured depends on the incoming packet rate and the buffer size. For the traffic load and distribution used in the evaluation, SyNDB is able to consistently capture common p-record across different upstream switches. The time history available for retrospection varies from 4ms to 11ms using a buffer size of 1M p-record.

7.2 Network Debugging Scenario

In this section, we show how SyNDB can be used to debug one of the most common transient network faults, namely microburst [37, 47]. The evaluation uses the same configuration setup as defined in Figure 7 on the hardware testbed in Figure 5. Each p-record is configured to contain the custom "field_list: SyNDB_scenario". It contains three metrics : 1) Ingress Port 2) Link Utilization and 3) Drop Counter.

Ingress port of a packet is provided by the switch meta-data. Link utilization is calculated over a window of 10 µs in the data-plane using a low-pass-filter. Drop counter is the number of packets which missed the forwarding table. Additionally, we configure SyNDB to perform collection of p-records based on three triggers : (1) High Queuing Delay (trigger a), (2) Table Lookup Miss (trigger b) and (3) Network Configuration Update (trigger c). Data collection is initiated when a switch
receives trigger a or a switch receives both triggers b and c. In each of the following case studies, we generate data and control traffic to emulate the corresponding network faults. The host data traffic is generated using MoonGen [23].

7.2.1 Microbursts

Microburst is a common problem in data centers where congestion is caused by a short burst of packets lasting for at most a few hundred microseconds [56, 65]. Traffic bursts occur due to various reasons like application traffic patterns (e.g. DFS, MapReduce), TCP behavior and also NIC-offloads (segmentation, receive) [39]. The complex interactions and traffic patterns make microbursts debugging extremely complicated. It is necessary to find the root cause to determine how the issue should be resolved.

In this experiment, we demonstrate how two microburst events that are detected by the same trigger can be attributed to different root causes using SyNDB. In one scenario, the microburst is due to incast of synchronized application traffic. In the other scenario, the microburst is caused by the interaction of uncorrelated flows with different source-destinations.

Synchronized Application Traffic. We consider the commonly known fan-in traffic pattern of data center networks exhibited by applications such as MapReduce and Distributed File System (DFS). This is an incast traffic pattern where many sources transmit to a small number of destinations within a short time window. These short bursts of traffic increase the queuing delay at microsecond time-scales. The challenge in identifying the root cause of such microburst is that many sources contribute to the total traffic and the burst occurs only for a very short time.

We setup the experiment with hosts H1 to H6 sending data to H8 as shown in Figure 10. Each host sends a burst of 10 1500-byte packets at an average rate of 1 Gbps to H8 via ToR switch S7. All links have capacity of 10 Gbps. In the experiment, the sources started in an asynchronized fashion, but over time transmissions from different hosts can synchronize their transmissions causing sudden spikes in queuing delays on switch S7, triggering the trigger a. Such synchronization of periodic messages over time has been known to occur in routing message updates [25].

With SyNDB, to determine if the issue of microburst is caused by synchronized fan-in traffic, a query of the queuing delay at S7 together with the packet arrival information at the ToR switches before the microburst detection can be performed at the collector as shown below:

```sql
SELECT switch, ingress_port, time_in FROM packetrecords
WHERE id IN (SELECT id FROM packetrecords AS A
JOIN triggers AS T ON (A.time_in < T.time
AND A.switch = T.switch)) AND switch
IN (SELECT switch FROM switches WHERE type = "tor");
SELECT time_queue FROM packetrecords where switch=S7;
```

Listing 1: Query to list the packet arrival times at ToR switch ports and queuing delay at S7

The answer to the query is shown in Figure 10. The top right plot in the figure illustrates the queue buildup over time. When we correlate the packet arrivals from different hosts before the bursts occurred, we see that the packets that make up the bursts are transmitted by hosts H1 to H6 synchronously and reach S7 at about the same time. The root cause of this microburst from H1 to H6 can thus be determined as host-based synchronized traffic.

Non-Synchronized Application Traffic. Synchronized incast is just one possible cause for microburst. As discussed by Shan et al. [57], there are many other scenarios for microbursts. In this experiment, we generate microburst events through the interaction of traffic from multiple hosts that are not synchronized at host. However the individual flows, due to different queuing behaviour across hops (due to cross-traffic), arrive synchronously at the bottleneck link. In this scenario, hosts H1 to H6 send bursts of 10 packets at an average rate of 1Gbps to H8. A randomized delay of upto 5µs is added before sending a burst to minimize traffic synchronization. In addition, another flow sends a burst of 10 packets every 1ms of packets from H9 to H6 (through S1-S4-S5-S8-S6) at an average rate of 2Gbps. Note that this flow (H9 - H6) runs asynchronously and does not travel through the bottleneck switch (S7) where the microburst occurred. Nevertheless, we observe microbursts on the link from S7 to H8.

A query of the queuing delay at S7 together with the packet arrival information is shown in Figure 11. The shaded portion in the bottom right plot shows the duration in which the flow from H9 to H6 can occur. The information provided by SyNDB shows that the microburst is likely due to a combination of factors, namely (1) the synchronization of the bursts among the pair of flows from H1 & H2, H3 & H4 and H5 & H6; (2) the burst from H9 to H6 arriving just before the bursts from H1 & H2 in S1 and the bursts from H3 & H4 in S5. This causes a queue buildup resulting in packets from H1 to H6 arriving at S7 at about the same time. The root-cause is thus due to interaction of network queuing effect caused by cross traffic.

Additional Use Cases: Table 2 presents a list of additional use-case scenarios for SyNDB. We have experimentally evaluated (on the hardware testbed) the use-cases for debugging network faults related to network configuration updates and transient load imbalance whereby the use of multiple triggers is demonstrated. The details are provided in Appendix B.

Takeaway: The scenarios we presented show that in or-
7.2.2 Partial Deployability

SyNDB-enabled switches can be deployed incrementally with each new switch providing additional visibility into the network. To maximize effectiveness, deployment can start from ToR switches where most congestion events occur [65]. For DPTP synchronization, links can be added between adjacent ToR switches, which is not a complex undertaking [61]. With just SyNDB-enabled ToR switches, issues like microbursts(§7.2.1), application timing bugs can be debugged fully with just the ToR switches’ p-records, while issues like routing loops, bugs, load imbalance and configuration updates can be partially debugged if the ToR switch is involved in the fault. In such cases, to infer the core network’s states, network tomography techniques [26] can be employed.

7.3 SyNDB Overhead

**SRAM Overhead.** We estimate the total amount of SRAM consumption used by the history buffer based on a compressed p-record size of: 11 bytes (baseline compressed p-record), 16 bytes (evaluation configuration in Figure 7 + baseline compressed p-record) in Figure 12. We plot the SRAM consumption for different profiles in Figure 7. For example, “100K(11B)” represents 100K p-records with 11-byte baseline p-record. SyNDB consumes an average of ~5 MB while consuming ~10 MB of SRAM to record 1 Million uncompressed baseline p-records respectively. For 16-byte p-records, we observe the SRAM overhead to be about ~7 MB on average.

Compression saves 50% of SRAM memory on average, and can save up to 80% depending on the traffic pattern. The SRAM consumption can be easily accommodated by latest switching ASICs [3, 4, 11] which contain SRAM greater than 100 MB. Recent studies [65] have observed high utilization only across a few switch ports during congestion events. Thus the pipeline utilization is usually much lower than its capacity. To support lower packet rates like <500 Mpps, SyNDB uses about 2 MB of SRAM. The programmer can trade-off between the total capture duration and the memory budget.

**Collection Overhead.** We measure the overhead incurred at the switch to collect the p-records. To perform collection, the switch control-plane sets up packet generator in the data-plane packets to inject collection packets at 100 Mpps. The collection packets typically coalesce p-records (64 p-records per packet) by recirculation. Collection of 10000 compressed p-records requires 104 collection packets on average. We observe that it takes a total time of 245μs to evict the p-records. Also, it takes only 45μs to collect these packets in the data-plane using packet generator and recirculation, with the majority of the time being signalling from the control-plane to start the packet generator. We believe this timing overhead would be reduced drastically in upcoming architectures [9] which support triggering packet generation from data-plane events.
The overall pipeline overhead incurred is about 100 Mpps and bandwidth consumption is limited to re-circulation port and the collection forwarding port (e.g. mirror port), thus not affecting regular data-plane traffic. In order to collect 1M compressed p-records (1ms history at 1 Bpps), it takes only about 323µs on an average. Out of this, it takes 123µs to recirculate 7800 packets to collect the compressed p-records, and 200µs to trigger the packet generation. SyNDB can resume recording (in history buffer) after half the p-records are collected in about 260µs. This means SyNDB can ideally support up to 6000 triggers/sec. Note that, SyNDB has a future buffer to store p-records once trigger condition is met. To support continuous recording of all future events, the minimum duration the future buffer needs to capture is 260µs.

With a 1ms history buffer, the ability to support 1000 triggers per second without any break in recording is sufficient to enable continuous monitoring. Hence, SyNDB can capture microbursts occurring every few milliseconds [65] as well as network incidents separated by hours [47].

We observe that the latency to receive, decompress and store the p-records in the collector takes few hundreds of milliseconds per switch on a single collector server. Complex queries with several join operations take several seconds or more. Query optimizations are beyond the scope of this work.

Comparison with Other Debugging Tools. Next, we compare the total storage overhead of SyNDB to that of NetSight [32]. NetSight creates a post-card by stripping the packet payload, and attaching switch ID and ingress port to the post-card. We compare the storage overhead incurred at the collector from a single switch for SyNDB compared to NetSight for a period of 1 hour. SyNDB performs collection only upon fault triggers while NetSight performs collection throughout the network operation. In Figure 13, we plot the overall storage incurred for an hour of network operation with increasing number of triggers/hr. We assume both NetSight and SyNDB store 16-byte post-cards/p-records per packet. Irrespective of the frequency of faults, NetSight collects about 500 GB and 5 TB of data per hour from a single switch at 10 Mpps and 100 Mpps packet rates, respectively. SyNDB on the other hand collects only 56 GB per hour for 10000 triggers/hr and 1 Bpps data-plane traffic. This means, when SyNDB monitors packets at the maximum rate (e.g. 1.6 Tbps), the total fraction of data exported for debugging is 0.01%.

Switch Resource Overhead. We evaluate the total hardware resource consumption of SyNDB (with configuration shown in Figure 7) compared to the baseline switch.p4 [14]. switch.p4\(^3\) is a baseline P4 program that implements various common networking features applicable to a typical data center switch. As we implement SyNDB along with DPTP, we show the total resources consumed by all the components (switch.p4, DPTP and SyNDB) in Table 3. The majority of resources required for SyNDB arise from the need to store p-records in the data-plane. We observe that SyNDB consumes 33% of the stateful ALUs and 15% of the SRAM to store p-records and trigger conditions in the evaluation configuration. Thus, SyNDB can be implemented on top of switch.p4 in programmable switch ASICs available today.

### Table 3: Hardware resource consumption of SyNDB compared to the baseline switch.p4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>29.58%</td>
<td>2.29%</td>
<td>15.31%</td>
<td>47.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stateful ALU</td>
<td>14.58%</td>
<td>8.83%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>56.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW Actions</td>
<td>36.72%</td>
<td>4.43%</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCAM</td>
<td>32.29%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash Bits</td>
<td>34.74%</td>
<td>3.99%</td>
<td>14.14%</td>
<td>52.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ternary Xbar</td>
<td>43.18%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
<td>43.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact Xbar</td>
<td>29.36%</td>
<td>2.34%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8 Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we design and implement SyNDB, which to the best of our knowledge, is the first system providing packet-level visibility, retrospection and correlation to tackle transient faults. SyNDB leverages data-plane time synchronization and data-plane storage (SRAM) to temporally store packet records which can be exported to aid in debugging upon network faults. It provides the unique ability of looking back at the trace of events before the occurrence of a network fault. Additionally, since it performs collection only upon occurrence of programmable event triggers, it exports only a small fraction of the data-plane traffic for targeted debugging. We study case-studies which uncover SyNDB’s capabilities in finding the root cause of transient faults.

We believe that SyNDB’s capability goes beyond debugging. A network device’s configuration can be used along with network traces to create a “replay” of the network fault. This in turn, can be used to form regression test suites. Finally, it will also be interesting to develop tools that provide dashboards, query suggestions and an assistant (Similar to Dogga et al. [22]) to network operators using AI techniques to facilitate faster debugging.
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A  SyNDB Pseudocode

```python
precordArray : Register Buffer Array
writeIndex : Current index to write
N : Size of the ring buffer
POST_TRIG_SIZE : Size of buffer for post trigger
pwriteIndex : Current index to write post trigger
triggerArray : Temporal Trigger bit-array
triggerConditions : Bitmask configuration of TriggerArray for collection
TimeGlo : Current Global Time

Packet Record Logic
if packet is normalPacket:
    if collectInProgress == False:
        Store Hash, TimeGlo, Timequeue,
        CustomStats in precordArray[writeIndex]
        writeIndex = (writeIndex + 1) % N
        add_to_port_group(ingress_port)
    else:
        if pwriteIndex < POST_TRIG_SIZE:
            Store Hash, TimeGlo, Timequeue
            CustomStats in precordArray[pwriteIndex]
            pwriteIndex = (pwriteIndex + 1)
        if triggerHit is True:
            clone(packet)

if packet is clonedPacket:
    add_header(trigger)
    remove_header(ipv4/tcp/udp)
    trigger.time = Time
    trigger.id = triggerId
    trigger.type = triggerType
    recirculate()

Trigger Packet Logic
if packet is triggerPacket:
    if trigger.id != lastSeenId[trigger.source]:
        triggerArray |= 1 << (trigger.type - 1);
        lastseenId[trigger.source] = trigger.id;
    else:
        drop()
    if triggerArray in triggerConditions:
        collectInProgress = True
        Multicast(port_group)

Collection Packet Logic
if packet is collectPacket:
    if collectPacket.entries < MAX_ENTRIES_PKT:
        p-record = precordArray[readIndex]
        readIndex = (readIndex + 1) % N
        add_header(p-record)
        collectPacket.entries++
        recirculate()
    else:
        l2fwd_to_collector()
```

B  More Network Debugging scenarios

B.0.1  Network Configuration Updates

Networks operate in a dynamic environment where operators frequently modify forwarding rules and link weights to perform tasks from fault management, traffic engineering, to planned maintenance [52]. However, dynamic network configurations are complex and error prone especially if they involve several devices. For example, updating the route for a flow(s) can lead to unexpected packet drops if the updates are not applied consistently or efficiently [36, 54]. In this case study, we use SyNDB to identify whether a transient error is due to a network update or localized hardware fault.

For the experiment, we add forward_rule_version to the field_list SyNDB_scenario. We assume that each forwarding rule indicates a version number and route based on destination MAC address as shown below.

table_add_forward
send_to_port ethernet_dstAddr <dstMac> =>
output_port <num> entry_ver <num>

A transient forwarding blackhole occurs when an out-of-order execution of a network update gives rise to non-deterministic network behavior leading to temporary packet loss [29]. We emulate the transient blackhole using a setup shown in Figure 14. Figures 14(a) and (b) depict the initial and final state of the network after the updated route. The routing of a flow from H1 to H7 is updated by rerouting traffic from S10 to S8. However, transitioning from configuration (a) to (b) requires updates to both S10 and S8.

In this network update, a new rule to route the flow needs to be added to S8 first and then S10 needs to update the policy to route the flows from S9 to S8. If the update at S8 occurs later than the reroute at S10, a temporary forwarding blackhole will form, resulting in packet drops.

However, the packet drop at S8 due to table lookup miss could also be flagged as a parity error [66], when the context of the table miss is unknown. To check if a delayed network update is a possible cause, with SyNDB, we can query (Listing 2) the forwarding rule versions observed by each packets at S10 and S8 along with the number of drops observed in...
Figure 16: Congestion at S9 due to Link Load Balancing problem

Figure 15. From Figure 15, by correlating the rule version number and packet drops in time, it is clear that the packet dropped can be attributed to a transient inconsistency in rules between switches S8 and S10.

SELECT forwarding_rule_ver, drop_counter
FROM packetrecords WHERE switch=8 OR switch=10;

Listing 2: Query for correlating network update with drops

Note that in this experiment, data collection is triggered based on an aggregating trigger defined over multiple switches. Switch S8 broadcasts the trigger \( b \) to other switches on detection of forwarding table miss and S10 broadcasts the trigger \( c \) on policy update. Trigger \( b \) or \( c \) by itself does not trigger data collection. When a switch receives both triggers (within a time window), then data collection is triggered. Such multi-switch trigger reduces both false-positives and collection overhead.

B.0.2 Transient Load Balancing Issues

Modern data center topologies such as fat-tree provide redundant paths between a source-destination pair. ECMP [27, 33, 58] is a common load balancing policy for handling multi-path routes. However, it has a lot of inefficiencies in distributing the load evenly [27, 33]. As a result, it has been observed that a subset of core-links regularly experience congestion while there is spare capacity on other links [20].

In this scenario, we setup ECMP based load balancing. Each switch calculates the hash of the 5-tuple and redirects the flow via one out of the two links. We experiment with a variety of combinations of 5-tuple flows, and use a set of combinations which can lead to load imbalance in the network. In one such combination, S9-S7 is congested, even though spare capacity is available at S8-S7. We create multiple flows in the network originating from H1 to H6 with the destination as H7 and H8 (Figure 16). The traffic (containing faulty combination) is sent at short bursts, with an overall throughput of 1 Gbps per flow. The load imbalance happens when both the core switches (S5 and S10) direct too many flows to S9.

Figure 17: Link Utilization and Queuing delays observed at the core links points to load imbalance resulting in congestion on the S9-S7 link.

With only the congestion indication, it is be difficult to determine the root cause. To determine if load imbalance is the root cause, one would have to observe the queuing duration and link utilization of various links at the same time. These network metrics are not available with both NetSight and INT. SpeedLight [63] can measure only coarse-grained link utilization (several µs). With SyNDB, we can plot the utilization of the links measured at the same time at packet-level granularity using the query shown in Listing 2.

SELECT switch1, switch2, link_utilization*8, time_queue
FROM (SELECT switch FROM switches WHERE type != "tor") AS L
JOIN (SELECT * FROM packetrecords) AS A
JOIN (SELECT * FROM packetrecords) AS B
ON (A. hash = B. hash AND A. switch = L. switch1
AND B. switch = L. switch2);

Listing 3: Query for link utilization and queue depths

The result is shown in Figure 17. We can observe that there is high link utilization at S9-S7 while link S8-S7 sees no significant utilization. Furthermore, the congestion trigger at the link S9-S7 is preceded by higher than normal link utilization in links S5-S9 and S10-S9. Thus, the load distribution from the core switches (S5 and S10) to S8 and S9 is heavily skewed, with most flows being routed via S9 during some time intervals. Based on this observation, one can infer that the root cause for the congestion at the link S9-S7 is the load imbalance cause by the load balancing scheme.
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Abstract
Despite their promise, HTTP/2’s server push and preload features have seen minimal adoption. The reason is that the efficacy of a push/preload policy depends on subtle relationships between page content, browser state, device resources, and network conditions—static policies that generalize across environments remain elusive. We present Alohamora, a system that uses Reinforcement Learning to learn (and apply) the appropriate push/preload policy for a given page load based on inputs characterizing the page structure and execution environment. To ensure practical training despite the large number of pages served by a site and the massive space of potential policies to consider for a given page, Alohamora introduces several key innovations: a page clustering strategy that favorably balances push/preload insight extraction with the number of pages required for training, and a faithful page load simulator that can evaluate a policy in several milliseconds (compared to 10s of seconds with a real browser). Experiments across a wide range of pages and mobile environments (emulation and real-world) reveal that Alohamora accelerates page loads by 19-61%, provides 3.6-4× more benefits than recent push/preload systems, and properly adapts to never degrade performance.

1 Introduction
Mobile web browsing has rapidly risen in popularity [15, 17, 51]. Given the importance of mobile web speeds for both user satisfaction [6, 7, 19] and content provider revenue [18], a vast array of optimizations have been developed [8, 30, 39, 40, 43, 54, 57, 61]. Yet page loads remain too slow for users in practice, taking over 10 seconds to load even with state-of-the-art mobile devices and LTE cellular networks [4, 54].

Recent studies have identified that a key culprit to slow mobile page loads is the blocking network delays that arise from the dependencies between a page’s objects [39, 54]. For example, a browser may learn that it needs an image only after fetching and executing a JavaScript file, which is discovered only after downloading and parsing the page’s top-level HTML. Such dependency chains essentially serialize object fetches, leading to high load times, particularly in mobile settings where access link latencies tend to be high [23, 66].

The latest HTTP/2 standard [5] anticipated the negative impact of network delays on web performance, and in response, includes several relevant features. Most notable are HTTP/2 push and preload. With push, servers can proactively send objects to clients in anticipation of future requests; requests for already-pushed objects can be satisfied locally at the client, avoiding blocking network fetches. In contrast, with preload, servers can notify clients of objects that they will soon require (potentially from other domains) by listing those URLs in HTTP headers. Clients issue requests for those objects immediately after parsing HTTP headers, and without evaluating response bodies, thereby parallelizing network and computation tasks [54].

Unfortunately, despite their promise, developing performant push/preload policies has proven to be challenging, leading to low adoption rates. For example, we find that only 5% of the Alexa top 500 pages [3] include a domain that uses push or preload; this drops to 0.9% for the Alexa top 10,000 pages. A major reason is that the performance of a given push/preload policy depends on the subtle, low-level interactions between page content, browser (cache) state and execution dependencies, client device and network resources, and QoE goals [53, 60, 69, 70]. Consequently, even for a given page, we find that using a policy outside of the execution environment for which it was designed can either forego significant (18-31%) performance benefits or degrade performance by up to 20% compared to a default page load (§2).

These results preclude the use of the static policies and guidelines promoted by prior push/preload systems [53, 54, 70], and instead highlight the need for dynamic, adaptive policies that explicitly target the environments in which they are deployed. For example, the aggressive push/preload policies that effectively utilize resources in high-bandwidth settings must be shrunk or dispersed across a page load as link rates drop to avoid potential network contention that slows the downloads of blocking resources. Similarly, as device CPU speeds decrease, policies should grow in size to take advantage of the (increased) blocking compute delays that leave the network idle.

We present Alohamora, a system that learns and applies the appropriate push/preload policies for different pages and execution environments (Figure 1). Alohamora represents its policy generation logic as an expressive neural network that is trained offline using Reinforcement Learning (RL); we list the benefits of using RL in §3. During a client page load, Alohamora’s model takes as input a set of features that summarize the client’s execution environment (network, CPU, cache contents, and structural information about the page at hand, and outputs a push/preload policy intended to optimize QoE for the current load. Importantly, Alohamora does not require new browser features, and involves minimal server changes: servers provide structural information about their pages (which content management systems commonly track [14, 30, 67]), and Alohamora’s policy generation runs transparently on a co-located frontend server.

* These authors contributed equally to this work.
Realizing Alohamora’s data-driven approach to HTTP/2 push/preload policy generation requires overcoming two key practical challenges with respect to training efficiency:

- **Generalizing across pages**: websites commonly serve thousands of pages, and it is impractical to incorporate each into the training process. However, failing to incorporate different pages during training may hide push/preload insights, and result in poorly generalizable models. To overcome this, Alohamora leverages our observation that even though sites serve thousands of URLs, their pages typically cover a smaller number of page structures. The key idea is that these *shared structural properties* typically dictate the efficacy of different push/preload strategies. Thus, Alohamora needs not train on multiple pages with the same structural properties, as those would contribute similar push/preload insights. More specifically, push/preload benefits are dictated by resource utilization during the load process, which in turn can be characterized by 1) browser and inter-object dependencies, and 2) the overheads imposed by tasks involving the network and CPU. By extracting this structural information from a site’s pages and clustering pages accordingly, we find that Alohamora is able to strike a desirable balance between the number of pages required for training and model generalizability.

- **Simulating page loads**: Alohamora’s training involves testing different push/preload policies in diverse environments. However, the large number of potential environments and push/preload policies per page (exponential in terms of object count), coupled with the high mobile load times described above, make this approach far too slow. For example, even for a single environment, exploring the thousands of potential policies for nytimes.com would require 30 days on a powerful desktop machine. To handle this, Alohamora introduces a novel page load simulator which faithfully (errors of 0.4-2.2%) predicts the performance of a policy 3-4 orders of magnitude faster than running a real browser; for context, this cuts training time to 20 minutes for nytimes.com. To the best of our knowledge, Alohamora’s simulator is the first to faithfully predict page load performance across metrics and environmental conditions, without requiring costly profiles [68] or emulation [60] for each environment. The key insight is in judiciously extracting invariants about the page load process and superimposing variable resource constraints by simulating browser-environment interactions; invariants (e.g., page/browser dependencies) are collected via a single profiling run with a real browser, while variable properties about the target environment and push/preload policy are taken as input. The simulator is general enough to support other optimizations that modulate network/compute delays [2, 40, 43, 57] or scheduling policies [8, 39].

We evaluated Alohamora using more than 500 web pages, and a wide range of mobile networks, client devices, and cache conditions. Our experiments, both emulation and real-world, reveal that Alohamora reduces page load time and Speed Index by 19-61% and 15-48%, respectively, compared to a default page load (i.e., no push/preload) and standard push/preload-all policy. In addition, Alohamora marginally outperforms WatchTower [43], a recent proxy-based accelerator, and delivers 3.6-4× more benefits than Vroom [54], a state-of-the-art push/preload system. Importantly, whereas Vroom slows down 24-34% of page loads, Alohamora properly adapts to *never degrade performance*. Source code and experimental data for Alohamora are available at https://github.com/nkansal96/alohamora.

## 2 Background and Motivation

We begin with an overview of HTTP/2 (§2.1), and then present measurements that illustrate the potential benefits and challenges with HTTP/2 push and preload (§2.2).

### 2.1 HTTP/2 Overview

HTTP/2 [5] alters the traditional HTTP/1.1 page load process primarily by adding the following new features:

- **Request multiplexing**: With HTTP/1.1, browsers can open and reuse multiple concurrent TCP connections per origin. In contrast, HTTP/2 permits only a single con-
Push/preload benefits when policies are explicitly tuned to the deployment environment’s available resources. Environments are listed as \{bandwidth, latency, cache setting, CPU slowdown\}. Results are shown for either Page Load Time (PLT) or Speed Index.

2.2 Limitations of Static Push/Preload Policies

Push/preload policies have been widely studied, yielding mixed performance results [16, 53, 54, 60, 70]. The key reason is that the performance of a policy depends on numerous page and environmental properties. To better understand the relationships between these properties and push/preload policies, we performed a study involving 50 random pages from the Alexa top 500 US sites [3]. Our results use the same methodology and environmental parameters (network, device CPU, cache, QoE metrics) described in §6.1.

For each environment and page combination, we selected the best policy using a brute force search. Since the number of potential policies for a page scales exponentially with the number of objects (which regularly exceeds 100), a complete brute force search across environments is impractical. Instead, to ensure practicality and sufficient coverage, we weighted object types based on their potential for blocking the client-side page load (i.e., JS > CSS > image > font) [39, 59]. To generate a policy, we randomly selected the number \( N \) of objects to push/preload, and then sampled the object types \( N \) times according to their relative priorities (picking randomly within each type). Finally, we randomly selected the fraction of objects to mark as push vs. preload, and for each object, we randomly selected an earlier object in the load to push/preload from. Using this approach, for each page, we generated 200 policies and picked the one that delivered the largest improvements.

Takeaway 1: Push/preload has potential. For each environment and page pair, we compared the best push/preload policy (selected explicitly for that pair) to a default page load (i.e., no push/preload). Figure 2 shows representative results for several settings. As shown, when selected explicitly based on the environment, push/preload policies are able to provide significant speedups. For instance, in the \{24 Mbps, 20 ms RTT, cold cache, 1x CPU slowdown\} setting, median (95th percentile) page load time benefits are 18% (44%).

Takeaway 2: Push/preload policies do not generalize well. Despite the potential benefits, our results also highlight that push/preload policies quickly degrade in performance when run outside of the precise environments for which they were tuned. To evaluate this, we performed multiple experiments in which we started with a fixed environment, and selectively modulated each environmental factor while keeping the oth-
Figure 3: Push/preload performance degrades as the environment changes. The base configuration was (12 Mbps, 100 ms, cold cache, 1x CPU, PLT); each cluster modulates only one factor. “Best Policy” was tuned to each setting, and “X-Applied” applies the base configuration’s best policy to each setting. Bars show medians, with error bars spanning 25-75th percentiles.

ers fixed. In each resulting environment, we compared the performance of 1) the best policy for the fixed environment, 2) the best policy for the resulting environment, and 3) no push/preload. Figure 3 depicts our results for one fixed environment; we omit results for others due to space constraints, but note that the trends persist. These results illustrate two significant drawbacks to using push/preload policies across environments. First, they leave significant (18.4-30.7%) performance gains on the table compared to policies designed explicitly for the deployment setting. Second, and worse, they can degrade performance compared to a default page load. For instance, performance degrades by 6% (20%) at the median (95th percentile) when device CPU speeds change. These slowdowns are even more pronounced when multiple environmental factors are modified in parallel.

Summary: Collectively, our results suggest that, to realize the significant performance potential of push/preload, policies must be designed to explicitly consider page properties and characteristics of the target deployment environment.

3 DESIGN OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows the high-level design of Alohamora’s offline training and online (i.e., during client page loads) inference phases. In this section, we will describe the workflow for each task in the context of a single web page. We present extensions to ensure practical training via cross-page generalization (§4) and page simulation (§5) in subsequent sections.

3.1 Offline Training

Why RL? Alohamora represents its push/preload policy generator as a neural network that is trained using Reinforcement Learning (RL) [32]. RL offers several advantages in this setting compared to more standard, supervised learning approaches. Most notably, the search space of push/preload policies is massive (exponential in terms of the number of objects in a page, which regularly exceeds 100), and it is impractical to generate a labeled training dataset that incorporates all of the fruitful push/preload policies for a page. RL overcomes this by using an efficient exploration strategy, whereby experience of prior tested policies is used to dynamically guide the traversal through the large search space.

Training with Reinforcement Learning involves learning from a large number of experiments and generally operates as follows. A learning agent interacts with an environment, and at each step, the agent observes some state in the environment, performs an action, and receives a reward from the environment. The overall goal of the learning agent is to maximize the cumulative (discounted) reward that it receives from the environment. In our case, the environment is a mobile page load setting, i.e., a combination of a device, network, and browser cache. The training process is structured as a series of episodes, each of which considers a single page and environment, and evaluates a running push/preload policy (starting with an empty one) that is incrementally modified to include an additional action. An action is a push/preload decision for a single object. We describe each component in more detail below.

Action/Action space: The action space lists the set of possible push/preload decisions for all objects in a page. Each action is represented as a six-tuple $(type, domain, push_object, push_ancestor, preload_object, preload_ancestor)$. $type$ lists the action to perform (push, preload, nothing); $domain$ represents the domain whose objects to consider if the action is “push” (“preload” can consider objects from any domain); $push_object$/$preload_object$ and $push_ancestor$/$preload_ancestor$ list the object to push/preload and the object to do so with, respectively. Note that objects are identified by ID numbers here, not precise URLs, because URLs can vary on short time scales [8]; IDs are converted into URLs during inference (§3.2).

Episode: At the start of an episode, Alohamora first selects a random operating environment by picking values for the average network bandwidth, latency, and loss rate, as well as the mobile device CPU speed, and browser cache settings (time since the last load of the page, which in turn dictates cache contents [41]). Because the space of each value is continuous and thus infinitely large, we discretize each into bins that are sized according to prior work [43] and our own empirical analysis of the impact that changes to each factor have on push/preload performance. In particular, we group network bandwidth/latency/loss rate to the nearest 5Mbps/10ms/0.5%, and CPU speed to the nearest 1× slowdown relative to a baseline. This lets us consider far fewer environments without sacrificing model generalizability.

In addition to the environment specification, the agent is given access to an annotated dependency graph for the page (Figure 5). Traditional web dependency graphs [8, 39, 43, 59] are directed acyclic graphs with a node per page object, and edges that represent initiator relationships (i.e., a parent’s computation triggered the fetch of a child). We add annotations (§5.1 details how annotations are made) which list, for each object, information about its 1) size, 2) com-
putation delays, 3) content type (e.g., HTML), 4) ordering (timing) relative to both all other page objects and only those objects belonging to the same domain, 5) cache status, and 6) candidacy for push/preload. Candidacy reflects the fact that only recurring objects in a page should be considered for push/preload, in order to reduce the potential for wasting bandwidth; we determine candidacy in the same way as prior work [54], by loading the page several times and extracting a stable list of URLs. Collectively, the operating environment and annotated dependency graph represent the observable state that the agent can glean from the environment.

Throughout an episode, the agent selects actions according to a probability distribution over the potential space of 6-tuples (i.e., the action space described above). The probability distribution function starts as uniform, but is dynamically updated based on the agent’s experiences. More formally, the agent uses a policy gradient method [33] in which it estimates the gradient of the expected total reward for each possible new action—the agent selects the action predicted to deliver the highest reward. For each new action that is added to the running push/preload policy, the updated policy is evaluated in the environment to obtain a reward that is fed back to the agent along with the observable state.

Each episode ends when the agent either chooses an action of type “nothing,” repeats an action to push/preload an object that is already represented in the running policy, or selects an invalid (i.e., disallowed) action, e.g., pushing across domains or preloading an ancestor object. Regardless of which reason ends an episode, upon completion, Alohamora automatically assigns a reward of 0 to signal to the agent that the terminal policy is not one to consider. The policies learned for each episode are ultimately aggregated to generate Alohamora’s overall push/preload policy generation model. We note that training can be configured to adhere to a preset bandwidth or preloading an ancestor object. Regardless of which reason ends an episode, upon completion, Alohamora automatically assigns a reward of 0 to signal to the agent that the terminal policy is not one to consider. The policies learned for each episode are ultimately aggregated to generate Alohamora’s overall push/preload policy generation model. We note that training can be configured to adhere to a preset bandwidth rate, CPU speed, cache status, and annotated dependency graph. Alohamora collects the required network, device, and cache information through its interactions with clients, and the annotated dependency graphs directly from origin servers. Importantly, all data collection involving clients leverages existing interfaces that modern browsers already expose. In other words, Alohamora does not require any new browser features, and instead only needs certain pre-existing features to be enabled.

To extract network latencies, Alohamora’s server analyzes the SYN/SYN-ACK time during the client’s initial connec-
tion setup. Further, summaries of the client’s cache are collected using either the latest cache manifest standards [46], or a server-based cookie which logs the time since the user’s last load of the page [12]. We note that caching information is collected on a per-domain basis in order to preserve existing web privacy guarantees, i.e., a domain only learns about the cached objects that it owns. CPU speeds are set based on the HTTP User-Agent header that denotes the client device [37]. Lastly, average network bandwidth and loss information are collected using browser user experience reports [9].

Alohamora also requires an up-to-date dependency graph to determine the precise URLs to push/preload according to the generated policy. Alohamora relies on origin web servers to collect and share updated dependency graphs offline [30], as those servers are the first to be aware of page changes. In particular, content management systems [14, 67] support hooks that fire any time a page-altering change is pushed, e.g., for A/B testing. Alohamora adds a transparent hook to collect up-to-date dependency graphs, which requires only a lightweight (headless) load of the largely locally cached objects that it owns. CPU speeds are set based on the HTTP User-Agent header that denotes the client device [37].

Applying push/preload policies: Upon receiving a client request for a page, Alohamora’s server queries its model to generate a push/preload policy that directly targets the current load. The resulting policy is a listing of object IDs to push/preload, and the corresponding ancestors. Alohamora then uses the latest dependency graph to translate IDs to precise URLs (according to positions in the dependency graph). Finally, to enforce the policy, the Alohamora server issues local HTTP(S) requests (mimicking client HTTP headers) to the colocated origin server, which responds with the up-to-date objects. Alohamora then applies the policy to the returned object headers throughout the rest of the page load.

4 Generalizing Across Pages

In practice, sites commonly serve thousands of different pages. Unfortunately, incorporating each page into the training process would be far too slow and resource intensive. Consequently, Alohamora faces a tricky tradeoff: train on only a few of a site’s pages and achieve efficient training at the risk of omitting pages that warrant unique push/preload strategies, or train on many of a site’s pages to develop generalizable policies at the expense of high training overheads.

Alohamora addresses this tradeoff by leveraging the observation that, even though sites serve thousands of different pages, those pages typically cover a small number of page structures, e.g., because they are automatically generated using a fixed set of templates, and thus share styles, JavaScript libraries, etc. [30, 48]. For example, news sites intuitively comprise a main home page, category home pages, and several classes of article pages. The key idea here (validated below) is that these shared structural properties typically dictate the efficacy of different push/preload strategies, and thus, we need not train on multiple pages that are structurally similar.

The primary challenge with leveraging this insight is in determining precisely which pages in a site are necessary to consider during training. Answering this implicitly requires an understanding of what pages have sufficient structural similarity from the perspective of the push/preload policies that they warrant. In other words, how should we represent and compare pages to determine structural similarity? Our goal is for representations to be coarse enough to avoid deeming all pages as structurally different (which would eliminate savings in training efficiency), but also detailed enough to capture structural differences that affect policies.

4.1 Clustering by Page Structure

We observe that the efficacy of a push/preload policy depends on the utilization of network and client device resources throughout the page load process. Building off of this, the primary determinants of resource utilization are 1) browser- and page-imposed dependencies [38, 39, 59], e.g., JavaScript execution blocking HTML parsing, and 2) the duration and overhead of different page load tasks involving the network or CPU. To capture all of these factors and identify page structures that warrant similar policies, Alohamora uses the annotated dependency graphs described in §3.

Recall that the structure of these dependency graphs captures inter-object dependencies and constraints on request scheduling, while the per-object annotations characterize network and CPU overheads of fetch and execution tasks.

Given these dependency graphs (or trees) for each page that we hope to accelerate for a site, Alohamora defines the distance between two page’s trees $T_i$ and $T_j$ as the tree edit distance between them; we use the state-of-the-art APTED algorithm [50]. The cost of inserting/deleting a node is set to 1, and the cost of each change to any part of a node’s label (content type, size, execution time, etc.) is set to $0.25$, i.e., label alterations are equally weighted such that changes to all labels are equivalent to a node insertion/deletion. To avoid incorporating label edits that minimally impact push/preload strategies, Alohamora deems objects that have sizes or execution times within $δ%$ of each other as equivalent; we use $δ = 25%$ but find the precise value to have little impact as node insertions/deletions dominate difference values.

After computing the distances between each pair of trees, we construct a distance matrix $D$ where $D_{i,j} =$ distance$(T_i, T_j)$. With this, Alohamora can run any clustering algorithm that operates on non-Euclidean distance functions—we use agglomerative clustering [63]—to group pages that are structurally similar from a push/preload perspective. During clustering, we minimize the average distance between the pages in a cluster while permitting islands (a cluster of size 1); we sweep a range for the target number of clusters, and choose the lowest one which, if increased, does not result in a new island. From there, Alohamora only considers a single (random) page per cluster for training.

Handling page changes: Recall that origin servers track changes to their page dependency graphs and share those
graphs with Alohamora’s runtime server (§3). A natural question is how to determine when a change to a page’s dependency graph is substantial enough to deem Alohamora’s model suboptimal (for that page) and prompt a retrain? To answer this, upon receiving a graph from an origin server, Alohamora re-clusters by computing the pair-wise distances between the new graph and graphs for all pages used in training. If the new clustering results remain stable such that the new graph falls into an existing cluster, then Alohamora needs not retrain. On the other hand, if the new page forms an island, then Alohamora will automatically trigger a re-train. During re-training, Alohamora will still use its model to service pages whose graphs have not substantially changed.

Prior work has shown that page dependency graphs remain structurally similar over long time scales (e.g., weeks), with only the precise URLs changing over short periods [8, 39, 43]. Thus, we expect retraining with Alohamora to be infrequent in practice. For example, we verified that the clustering results from Figure 4 are unchanged across 2 weeks.

4.2 Evaluations

We performed case studies on 100 randomly selected sites in the Alexa top 500 US list [3]. For each site, we ran a monkey crawler [1] that generated a list of 300 URLs by performing random interactions (e.g., clicks) starting from the site’s landing page. From this set of URLs, we selected 30 pages that covered the logical clusters that we perceived for the page, e.g., articles vs. home page vs. user profile pages. For each of the 30 pages, we generated the corresponding annotated dependency graph, computed the pair-wise tree edit distances to all other pages, and performed the clustering described above. The generated clusters largely matched our high-level clustering intuition, e.g., for The Atlantic’s website, there exists a cluster for the home page (1), articles (21), category pages (5), and user profile pages (3).

We evaluated our clustering strategy for each site as follows. We first ran a brute force search (§2.2) to find the best push/preload policy for each of the site’s considered pages. We then applied each page’s best policy to all of the other pages for the site, including those in the same cluster, and those in other clusters. In each case, we measured the fraction of potential push/preload benefits that a page x’s best policy achieved for another page y (as compared to the improvements delivered by y’s best policy). In the event that a referenced object was missing for a page, we removed the corresponding action from the policy; this was rare as policies are based on fetch order IDs, not precise URLs.

Figure 4 lists our results for one environment; we note that the trends held for the other environments in §6.1. As shown, we find that push/preload policies are able to generalize well within a cluster, but not across clusters for a given page. In particular, at the median, policies that are generated and applied to the pages within a cluster achieve 89.6% of the potential push/preload benefits; this number drops to 36.3% for policies that are applied across clusters. §A.2 shows results for two representative pages, and also presents end-to-end results for Alohamora’s policies given this clustering strategy.

5 Page Load Simulator

Even for a single page, training is impractical due to the large number of policies and environments, and the slowness of mobile page loads. To accelerate training (§3), Alohamora uses a novel page load simulator that, given an annotated dependency graph for a page, a target execution environment, and a push/preload policy as input, outputs an estimated QoE (e.g., PLT, SI) value. Unlike prior simulators (§A.1), Alohamora’s is able to faithfully predict load performance (with any policy) across metrics and environments, without requiring costly profiles [68] or emulation [60] per environment—this is critical for Alohamora’s training as loading pages in each environment would forego most simulation speedups. We will start by describing our simulator’s operation in the context of cold cache loads, no push/preload, and PLT, and then relax those assumptions in §5.4 and §A.1. We note that Alohamora’s simulator focuses on HTTP/2 page loads.

5.1 Collecting Simulator Inputs

The first step in the simulation process is to profile a load of the target page to extract information characterizing properties dictated by page composition [39] or browser dependencies [38, 59]. These properties do not describe the operating environment (which we will simulate), but instead dictate how page load tasks should share the simulated resources.

To extract such information, Alohamora records the target page with a record-and-replay tool [44], and replays the page over an unshaped local network with desktop-level CPU resources. During replay, Alohamora extracts an annotated dependency graph (Figure 5) that matches the ones used in §3 and §4.1. In particular, the graph structure captures the inter-object ordering and dependency constraints, and we add additional annotations that characterize each object’s size, execution time, content type, etc. To aid simulation, we further break down an object’s network and compute delays into:
**Figure 5:** Operation of Alohamora’s page load simulator. The simulator operates in steps, as objects flow through these three queues, incurring blocking (e.g., connection setup, inter-object dependencies), network, and compute delays, respectively. Once an object is executed, its children are added to the top (as delayed) to simulate the browser discovering those dependencies.

- **execution time:** time spent parsing, executing, or rendering the object with the well-provisioned CPU; this does not include the time to execute any referenced objects.
- **request delay:** the amount of time between when the object’s parent has finished downloading, and when the object’s request is issued; this embeds the parsing/execution delays of the parent, as well as any asynchronous processing delays for objects referenced earlier in the parent’s execution, e.g., a blocking external `<script>`.
- **server-processing delay:** server-side delay in generating and serving the response; we extract this information directly from web record-and-replay frameworks [30, 44].

In addition to this dependency graph, Alohamora’s simulator also takes as input an environmental specification, listing the average network bandwidth, latency, and loss rate (Mbps, ms, %), device CPU speed (slowdown compared to profiling CPU speed), and browser cache contents.

### 5.2 Simulating the Execution Environment

In order to enforce the specified network and CPU values on all page load tasks, Alohamora’s simulator uses a new Request Queue abstraction. Here, we describe how the Request Queue operates on objects passed into it; we will then describe how objects get added to the Request Queue.

At any time, the Request Queue keeps track of three types of objects using three subqueues: **delayed**, **downloading**, and **downloaded**. **Delayed** objects are those that have been discovered by the browser, but whose downloads are currently blocked, e.g., due to connection setup delays or the object’s request delay; **downloading** objects are currently being fetched over the network; **downloaded** objects have been fetched and are currently being evaluated (or awaiting evaluation). At a high level, the Request Queue operates in steps, whereby objects flow through these queues, and once executed, children are added to the top (as delayed) to simulate the browser discovering those dependencies. In order to determine how long an object stays in each queue, the Request Queue models the interaction between the browser and environment, with respect to network and CPU usage.

**Enforcing latency/loss overheads:** In order to compute the number of round trips required to download an object, the Request Queue considers two factors. First, if the object is the first to be downloaded from a given domain, the Request Queue adds 2 RTTs to account for the TLS handshake that HTTP/2 mandates. Second, the Request Queue estimates the number of round trips required for the TCP-level data transfer by (approximately) keeping track of TCP window state for each connection (assuming cubic) and assuming that concurrent objects fairly share the window. More specifically, it assumes an initial congestion window of 10 [22], additively increases the window as bytes are downloaded, and halves the window on each idle RTO (200 ms) or probabilistic packet loss. Note that these round trip counts are computed when an object is added to the Request Queue, and are thus approximate since currently downloading objects may complete prior to the new object moving to downloading.

**Enforcing bandwidth overheads:** Across all concurrently downloading objects, the Request Queue must enforce an appropriate split of the specified network bandwidth. The simulator treats the bandwidth specification (either average bandwidth or a packet delivery trace [44]) as characterizing the access link, which is commonly the bottleneck in wireless networks [66] and is shared by all origins’ connections. By default, the Request Queue assumes that outstanding requests fairly share the available bandwidth, thereby disregarding discrepancies in cross-connection window state.

**Enforcing CPU overheads:** The Request Queue modulates the execution delay and request delay for each object by multiplying by the magnitude of the CPU slowdown factor. The simulator ignores CPU core counts, and instead focuses on clock speeds, which have been shown to be the main factor affecting browser performance [10]. To support parallel iframe execution, the Request Queue subtracts out execution times from concurrently delayed objects across frames.

**Request Queue operation:** The Request Queue proceeds in discrete “steps”. In each, the Request Queue inspects the lists of downloaded, downloading, and delayed objects, and finds the object(s) that are scheduled to either finish execution first, finish downloading first (fewest bytes remaining), or transition to downloading soonest, respectively. Each step is clocked by the duration $t$ until those object events complete. After computing $t$, the Request Queue will subtract $t$ from the execution delays of all downloaded objects, subtract the number of bytes that can be downloaded in $t$ from all cur-
Currently downloading objects, and subtract $t$ from the blocking delays for all currently delayed objects. It will then move all delayed objects whose blocking delays have expired to the downloading queue, and mark all objects that complete downloading as downloaded. We discuss how downloaded objects affect subsequent resource discovery next.

### 5.3 Simulating Page Loads

Starting from the root node in the dependency graph (i.e., the top-level HTML), each time an object is marked as downloaded by the Request Queue, the simulator immediately adds all of that object’s direct children as delayed to the Request Queue, simulating the browser’s discovery of those objects. In other words, each child of the completed object is scheduled in a one-step look-ahead process, resulting in a dependency graph traversal that is breadth-first across each object’s children, but not necessarily across siblings with different parents (Figure 5). Note that, after its children are added to the Request Queue, the parent object remains in the downloaded queue until its execution delay expires; in parallel, each child incurs its own request delay which characterizes the offset in the parent’s execution until it is discovered.

This simple approach closely mimics the browser graph traversal strategy [39, 59], but with one issue: execution dependencies between an object’s children. For instance, consider a simple scenario in which the top-level HTML includes two adjacent HTML script tags that reference files S1 and S2, both of which have children. Because browsers are unaware of the potential state dependencies between these two JavaScript files, upon discovering the first script tag, HTML parsing would halt and trigger a synchronous (i.e., blocking) fetch and execution of S1 [39].

This has several implications on dependency graph traversal, which Alohamora’s simulator must account for:

- during a real load, the children of a parent may not be scheduled in a single burst. The simulator accounts for this by including an object’s request delay (which accounts for inter-children blocking delays) in the duration that the Request Queue marks it as delayed (§5.2).
- even with the enforced request delay, it is possible for the Request Queue to mark S2 as downloaded before S1, e.g., if S2 is far smaller and the simulated network is bandwidth-constrained. This could result in cascading discrepancies in graph traversal since S1’s children should be handled before S2’s. To handle this, the simulator also exposes the Request Queue to IDs listing the object fetch orders logged in the profiled load. These IDs inherently follow the order in which browsers require, or are blocked on, specific objects. With this information, the Request Queue treats downloaded objects as a priority queue, signaling object completion to the graph traversal component only once the next required object (i.e., the lowest incomplete ID) is complete. Asynchronously-fetched objects are returned after their closest synchronous neighbors.

![Figure 6: Faithfulness of the Alohamora simulator’s predicted PLT compared to measurements from a real browser.](image)

We note that, despite these strategies, the simulator’s dependency graph traversal still faces potential inaccuracy in the fact that objects involving a blocking dependency, such as S1 and S2 in the above example, may download concurrently and share network resources. However, the simulator bounds the cascading effects of these inaccuracies on the page load process by ensuring that the ordering of downstream object discovery faithfully mimics that of a real browser.

**Measuring PLT:** As downloaded objects complete execution in the Request Queue, they are marked with a completion time relative to the start of the page load. PLT is the maximum object completion time [42]. In §A.1, we discuss how other metrics such as Speed Index are measured.

### 5.4 Simulating Push/Preload Policies

To support push/preload, when an object is being added to the Request Queue, the simulator also schedules the corresponding objects to push and preload along with that object (as per the input policy). The objects added for push/preload largely share the blocking delays of the ancestor since push/preload objects cannot begin downloading until the ancestor does. In particular, the Request Queue imposes the ancestor’s request delay, but alters the remaining delays in two ways: 1) their server-side processing delays are preserved (and not adopted from the ancestor), and 2) preload objects incur an additional network RTT to account for the download of the ancestor’s response HTTP headers (0.5 RTT) and transmission of the preloaded object’s request (0.5 RTT).

Once scheduled, the key challenge is in determining how pushed/preloaded objects affect the delays from the profiled load; this delta could be positive or negative due to, e.g., bandwidth contention. To understand this, once the simulator hits a pushed/preloaded object, it determines how the object’s download progress compares (or will compare) to the case when the object was not pushed/preloaded. This is done by simulating the load without that object being pushed/preloaded, and comparing the resulting delays. Note that, if the pushed/preloaded object is blocking, delays for downstream siblings are edited to reflect the observed deltas.

### 5.5 Evaluations

We evaluated our simulator by comparing to a real browser on two metrics: fidelity in predicted performance and overall runtime. We follow the same setup as described in §6.1.
We compared Alohamora to default page loads (i.e., no push/preload) and two standard push/preload strategies: 1) the push/preload all strategy where, on the first incoming request, each origin pushes all static resources that it owns, and preloads all referenced static third-party resources, and 2) the push/preload all JavaScript strategy which operates in the same manner but only considers JavaScript objects that (unlike images) may trigger subsequent object fetches. With both strategies, push/preload order matches the order in which objects are referenced by a page. Our analysis, described in §A.2, revealed that push/preload all consistently delivers larger speedups than push/preload all JavaScript. Thus, for brevity, we only present results comparing Alohamora with push/preload all.

Our evaluation considers two performance metrics: page load time (PLT) measured as the time between the navigationStart and onload events, and Speed Index (SI) (measured with pwmetrics [24]) which captures the time needed to fully render the initial viewport. Due to space constraints, we present results for select settings, but note that presented trends persist in all tested scenarios. For all results, domains make push/preload decisions independently with Alohamora, and objects can only be pushed within a given domain, e.g., google.com cannot push an image belonging to g.static (which Google owns).

### 6.2 Page Load Speedups

**Cold cache:** Figure 7 illustrates Alohamora’s ability to accelerate cold cache page loads across four representative settings. For example, in a {24 Mbps, 20 ms, 1× CPU slowdown, 0% loss} environment, median (95th percentile) PLT improvements with Alohamora were 24% (61%); the push/preload all strategy achieved only -0.2% (22%) improvements. Alohamora’s benefits persist as network and CPU conditions change, although the generated policies vary: benefits are 19% (45%) when conditions degrade to {18 Mbps, 60 ms, 4× CPU slowdown, 0% loss}, 22% (57%) when 1% loss is introduced, and 14% (60%) over a time-varying Verizon LTE trace (not shown). Figure 7 also shows that Alohamora provides substantial SI benefits, ranging from 15-19% and 36-48% at the median and 95th percentile. Importantly, across all settings, Alohamora’s push/preload policies never degraded performance compared to a default page load. This is in stark contrast to the static push/preload all policy, which slowed down 40% of pages by up to 22%.

**Warm cache:** Figure 8 shows that, across a wide range of warm cache browsing scenarios, Alohamora accelerates page loads compared to both a default page load and a static push/preload all strategy. For instance, for back-to-back (i.e., perfectly warm-cache) page loads, median PLT improvements are 0.9 s and 0.4 s for Alohamora and the push/preload all strategy, respectively. These relative improvements persist (12-18%) as the time between page loads increases.

---

**Table 1:** Per-page runtimes (ms) of Alohamora’s simulator (top row) and a real browser in different execution environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alohamora’s simulator</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>95th Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unshaped</td>
<td>1347</td>
<td>3815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24Mbps/20ms/2x CPU</td>
<td>5936</td>
<td>16683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12Mbps/60ms/4x CPU</td>
<td>9631</td>
<td>27765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fidelity:** Figure 6 shows that Alohamora’s simulator reports highly faithful load times compared to a real browser. For example, in an environment with no network or CPU shaping and a cold browser cache, the simulator’s reported load times were within 0.4% and 4.3% of the real browser, at the median and 95th percentile, respectively. Median discrepancies marginally increase to 1.4%, 1.7%, and 2.2% as fixed-rate (16 Mbps, 50 ms link) and time-varying (T-Mobile LTE) network shaping, and caching are incrementally added; we note that the errors for all other tested environments are within 4% of these numbers. Further, the low error rates persist when evaluating push/preload policies (§A.1).

**Runtime:** As shown in Table 1, Alohamora’s simulator evaluates page loads 3-4 orders of magnitude faster than real browsers, with the discrepancies growing as the target environment becomes more resource-constrained. §A.1 describes how simulation times vary with policy length. For context, these runtime savings enable Alohamora to reduce the training time for a page from 10s of days to just 10s of minutes.

### 6 Evaluation

#### 6.1 Methodology

To create a reproducible test environment and cover a wide range of environments, our evaluation mainly involves emulation using the Mahimahi record-and-replay tool [44]; we present real-world experiments in §6.4. Our main corpus comprised the Alexa top 500 US landing pages [3], but we also used non-landing and less popular pages in §A.2. We recorded versions of each page at multiple times to mimic different warm cache scenarios: back to back loads, and loads separated by 4, 12, and 24 hours. Mobile-optimized (including AMP [21]) pages were used when available. Experiments used Google Chrome for Android (v72).

Our emulation evaluation considered a broad range of network bandwidths (6-48 Mbps, as well as Verizon and AT&T LTE traces [44]), latencies (0-100 ms), loss rates (0.5-5%), and client device conditions (CPU slowdowns of 1-4×, relative to a desktop with an Intel Xeon Gold 5220 CPU @ 2.20GHz). Network emulation was performed using Mahimahi [44], and CPU constraints were enforced using Chrome’s Devtools Protocol [13]. Unless otherwise noted, Alohamora generated a single policy generation model per page that covered the aforementioned conditions; results for Alohamora’s cross-page models based on clustering (§4) are shown in §6.6. Further, in accordance with §3, dependency graphs for inference were made just prior to the experiments.
Figure 7: Load time (PLT and SI) improvements over a default page load for a static push/preload all strategy, and Alohamora. Environments are listed as (bandwidth, latency, CPU slowdown, loss rate). Results used cold browser caches.

Figure 8: Load times in different warm cache scenarios; “No push/preload” is a default page load. Bars represent medians, with errors bars spanning 25-75th percentiles. Results are for the {12 Mbps, 100 ms, 2×, 0%} setting.

6.3 Comparison to State-of-the-Art

We compared Alohamora with two recent mobile web accelerators, Vroom [54] and WatchTower [43]. Vroom improves upon the push/preload all policy by using a client-side scheduler to integrate priorities into the ordering of pushed/preloaded objects. In contrast, WatchTower selectively uses proxies (per origin) that fetch objects on behalf of clients using fast wired networks. Client-origin-proxy latencies were set as if proxies were run on Amazon EC2 in California, and WatchTower ran in HTTPS-sharding mode.

As shown in Figure 9, Alohamora outperforms Vroom on both PLT and SI. For example, in a {12 Mbps, 100 ms, 2× CPU slowdown, 0%, PLT} environment, benefits with Alohamora are 3.6× and 1.4× higher than Vroom’s at the median and 95th percentile, respectively. The main reason for this discrepancy is that, even though Vroom adds dynamism to push/preload in the form of priority-based scheduling, Vroom remains too constrained to adapt to diverse execution environments. In particular, the set of objects to push/preload are static and match the push/preload all approach. This is partly evidenced by the fact that Vroom still harms a large fraction of page loads, e.g., 34% in the {24 Mbps, 20 ms, 1× CPU slowdown, SI} setting. In contrast, Alohamora can vary all aspects of the push/preload policy (objects, orderings, etc.) to best cater to the target setting, and never harm performance. Figure 9 also shows that Alohamora marginally outperforms WatchTower (0.9-1.7× more median benefits) without requiring per-origin proxy servers.

6.4 Real-World Experiments

We also evaluated Alohamora in the wild, using the same 500-page corpus from §6.1, live Verizon LTE and residential WiFi networks, and 2 mobile phones: a Nexus 6 (Android Nougat; 2.7 GHz quad core processor; 3 GB RAM) and a Galaxy Note 8 (Android Oreo, 2.4 GHz octa core; 6 GB RAM). To apply Alohamora’s policies without relying on origin web server modifications, our setup uses an NGINX reverse proxy server [45]. The proxy was run on a c4.large Amazon EC2 instance in California, which had a median latency of 11 ms to the origin web servers in our corpus.  

Immediately prior to the experiment, the proxy downloaded the dependency graph for each page, and all of the static objects in the graph that are candidates for pushing. The proxy also housed Alohamora’s learned model for each page. At runtime, all requests from the mobile device were forwarded to the proxy via DNS rules; even with a single proxy, browsers still opened a separate connection per origin server since connection setup decisions are based on domain name (not IP address). Upon receiving the first request per origin in a page, the proxy generated and applied a policy (for that origin), pushing cached resources and rewriting HTTP headers to reflect preload decisions. The proxy could also apply Vroom’s policies or forward requests to origin servers.

As shown in Figure 10, median PLT improvements were 2.3-11× higher with Alohamora than Vroom; SI results followed the same trend, but were elided for space. Figure 10

1 These proxy-to-origin latencies present a pessimistic setting, since Alohamora is designed to run directly on origin web servers.
Table 2: Impact of removing features/properties in Alohamora’s model. Results are reported as median (95th percentile) percentage of potential PLT improvements (compared to Alohamora's full model). “Reward” considers the intuitive \( PLT \) reward function. C1 and C2 are the \{12 Mbps, 100 ms, \( 2 \times, 0\% \} \) and \{24 Mbps, 20 ms, \( 1 \times, 1\% \} \) settings, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reward</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>66 (97)</td>
<td>61 (93)</td>
<td>49 (93)</td>
<td>48 (90)</td>
<td>57 (94)</td>
<td>59 (91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>69 (97)</td>
<td>65 (95)</td>
<td>58 (95)</td>
<td>54 (94)</td>
<td>59 (92)</td>
<td>62 (92)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5 Understanding Alohamora’s Benefits

Ablation study: To understand the relative impact of each of Alohamora’s features and model properties, we performed an ablation study (Table 2). Our results reveal that bandwidth, latency, CPU, and loss information all play significant roles in Alohamora’s ability to generate performant push/preload policies, with the removal of CPU inputs resulting in the largest median degradations (46-52%). Our results also highlight the importance of Alohamora’s reward function and incorporation of LSTM. For instance, (intuitively) setting the reward to \(- PLT \) leads to performance degradations of around 30% because it becomes easy for the agent to artificially inflate the observed reward by selecting policies with fewer actions, i.e., the earlier policies in an episode will be favored as the cumulative reward will be lower. Removing LSTM, on the other hand, led to degradations of \(~35\%\), largely due to the lack of a discount factor that guides the agent to avoid unnecessarily favoring longer policies (§3).

Alohamora’s policies: To understand the learned insights behind Alohamora’s benefits, we analyzed its generated push/preload policies. Admittedly, we observe that policy composition and the mix between push/preload varied dramatically across pages and resource settings; indeed, subtle interactions between these properties were a primary motivator for Alohamora’s machine learning-based approach. However, we note the following common principles:

- In lower bandwidth settings, Alohamora either 1) reduced the policy length or cut data-intensive objects, or more commonly, 2) spread the same set of pushed/preloaded objects out across a larger set of parents in order to stagger downloads and reduce bandwidth contention.

- With slower CPUs, Alohamora’s policies are careful to only push objects whose bytes could be downloaded until the next blocking JavaScript file is required; the goal is to prevent downstream CPU tasks from blocking on the network. In these cases, Alohamora’s policies preloaded additional resources with the goal of having their downloads start (after the 0.5 RTT to contact the server) only after the next blocking resource was downloaded. In essence, the idea is to perfectly interleave downloads of non-blocking resources with the execution of blocking resources.

- For image-heavy sites (e.g., pinterest.com), Alohamora commonly excluded JavaScript/CSS files from its policies, and instead pushed/preloaded images that are rendered towards the top of the viewport, particularly in high-bandwidth settings or when SI is the target metric. The reason is that these pages have flat (not deep) dependency graphs, so blocking JavaScript files do not trigger cascaded serial network fetches; instead, image downloads have a larger blocking impact on load times.

We leave a more detailed analysis of Alohamora’s generated policies, and an exploration into whether those policies could be converted into fixed general heuristics, to future work.

Unnecessary data usage: A well-documented risk with HTTP/2 push is in having servers push objects that are not needed by or already cached at the client browser [43, 54]. Alohamora avoids this issue in two ways: browser cache contents are explicitly considered during policy generation, and only resources that consistently appear in a page are considered for push/preload (§3.1). Consequently, we observe that Alohamora’s policies do not waste any bandwidth, i.e., all pushed/preloaded objects are used in the targeted page load.

Training times: Training an Alohamora model for the median page in our corpus required 76 iterations and took a total of 19.4 minutes to reach convergence using an Amazon EC2 c5.18xlarge instance. This translates to a monetary cost of $0.62. We note that training costs are incurred offline and infrequently: Alohamora must retrain only when a new or modified page falls outside of the previous cross-page clusters, which we observe occurs on the order of weeks (§4.1).

Inference times: Alohamora’s policy generation adds negligible delays to overall load times: median (95th percentile) inference times are 11 ms (40 ms), respectively.

6.6 Additional Results

We briefly summarize our remaining experiments here due to space constraints, and defer details to the §A.2.

Incremental deployment: We ran experiments to understand how benefits vary with different adoption rates. We found that benefits (unsurprisingly) increase as more domains adopt Alohamora, but simply having the top-level origin can achieve 56% of the potential median benefits.

Cross-page clustering: We performed an end-to-end evaluation of Alohamora’s clustering strategy (§4) by training a model for each of the 100 sites in Figure 4, using only a single page per cluster. These models achieve 85-90% of the improvements achieved when training on pages individually.

Other pages, input errors, and energy savings: Alohamora’s benefits persist (and in fact, increase) for interior pages and less popular sites, are robust to errors in network or device measurements, and yield per-page mobile device energy reductions of 16-23%.
7 RELATED WORK

We discuss the most closely related work here, and present additional related work in §A.3.

Server push systems: Numerous studies have explored the performance of HTTP/2 (formerly SPDY), both with and without server push and preload [16, 20, 53, 54, 60, 70]. Like us, these works have found mixed performance benefits due to the subtle relationships between HTTP/2 and network characteristics, page composition, and TCP semantics. However, these prior efforts have all investigated and promoted static policies and configuration guidelines. In contrast, Alohamora leverages a data-driven approach to dynamically tune push/preload policies by explicitly factoring in both page composition and the target execution environment.

Mobile-optimized pages: Certain systems, most notably Prophecy [40], automatically rewrite web pages and return post-processed versions of objects to clients that reduce client compute and network costs. Unlike Prophecy, Alohamora does not alter page content, which has proven to be error-prone in practice [2]. Further, Alohamora can accelerate Prophecy pages which require at least one HTML file per page, and unmodified image and style files—these are the static files which Alohamora targets for push/preload.

Proxy-based accelerators: Compression proxies [2, 47, 55, 58] compress objects in-flight between clients and servers, while remote dependency resolution proxies [43, 44, 56, 57] perform certain object fetches and computations on behalf of clients. Though performant, such acceleration proxies violate the end-to-end security guarantees of HTTPS. Watchtower [43] addresses this dilemma, but at a significant deployment cost, as each origin in a page must operate its own proxy. Alohamora avoids such security concerns by relying only on end-to-end HTTP/2 optimizations.

Dependency-aware scheduling: Klotski [8] analyzes pages offline to identify high-priority objects, and uses knowledge of network bandwidth and page structure to stream them to clients before they are needed. Klotski’s dynamic prioritization hinges on global knowledge of object fetches, which proxies provide at the cost of security; in contrast, Alohamora origins operate independently and hedge against the decisions that other origins may make. Polaris [39] uses a client-side scheduler that reorders requests to minimize serial round trips without violating dependencies. However, unlike Alohamora, Polaris relies on clients to discover page resources, and thus cannot eliminate certain serial fetches.

8 CONCLUSION

Configuring HTTP/2 push/preload policies has proven challenging, as benefits depend on complex interactions between dynamic page, network, device, and browser properties. This paper presents Alohamora, a mobile web optimization system that dynamically generates HTTP/2 push/preload policies using Reinforcement Learning. To ensure practicality, Alohamora introduces novel techniques that drastically reduce the number of pages to consider for training, and the cost of training any one page—these benefits come without a drop in model generalizability. Across a broad range of settings, we find that Alohamora outperforms default loads and recent push systems by 19-61% and 3.6-4×, respectively.
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Table 3: Median (95th percentile) simulator runtimes in milliseconds with varying push/preload policy length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1-9</th>
<th>10-19</th>
<th>20-29</th>
<th>30-39</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runtime</td>
<td>4.7 (22)</td>
<td>12 (73)</td>
<td>45 (189)</td>
<td>105 (348)</td>
<td>172 (546)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Alohamora’s simulator is able to correctly compare push policy pairs (in terms of relative performance).

A APPENDIX

A.1 Additional Simulator Details

Additional performance metrics: We extended Alohamora’s simulator to return the Speed Index and above-the-fold time [42], which is the time-instant version of Speed Index (§6.1). For this, during profiling, the simulator determines the positional information for each page component. Note that this information is dictated by page content, and can be parsed in relation to the target viewport size, i.e., we can collect positional coordinates for each page component during the profiling load, and then determine the visible content for any given viewport size [42]. With this information, the simulator identifies the set of page objects that affect the visible aspects of the target browser viewport, and characterizes performance as the time when the last node in the collected set completes its load. The simulator is also amenable to other performance metrics. For instance, to evaluate Ready Index [42], the profiling step must measure the fraction of the viewport that is visually or functionally affected by each object’s execution; performance would be progressively tracked as the weighted average between time and each object’s fraction.

Warm cache page loads: In order to handle warm-cache browsing scenarios, the simulator takes an additional input: the list of resources that it should consider as cached, which can be computed by analyzing HTTP headers according to a desired warm cache timing, i.e., the time between the cold and warm cache page load [41]. The simulator then operates as normal, but sets the network RTTs required to fetch a cached resource, and the bytes that must be downloaded, to 0; request delays for downstream children of blocking resource are also updated.

Simulator speed vs. push/preload policy length: Table 3 shows that the simulator’s runtime does steadily increase as the length of the push/preload policy under test grows. The reason is that Alohamora’s approach to handling push/preload policies requires re-simulations of the page a number of times that is quadratic with the policy length. We note, however, that the resulting runtimes are still several orders of magnitude lower than default browsers, and Alohamora rarely requires investigation of policies longer than 20 objects (§6).

Push/preload fidelity results: §5 presented results showing the low error rates that Alohamora’s simulator achieves for page loads that do not use push/preload policies. With respect to push/preload policies, the key property required for Alohamora’s training is to be able to determine which of two policies results in superior performance. To evaluate the simulator’s faithfulness for this, we generated 20 random push/preload policies for each page in our corpus. For each page, we counted the fraction of policy pairs for which the simulator correctly predicted the relative performance (correctness was defined by a real browser). As shown in Figure 11, the simulator correctly reported the relative comparisons across pairs 90% of the time.

Comparison to prior simulators. Several recent works have proposed page load simulators and emulators. Here we briefly describe these prior approaches, explain their limitations for Alohamora’s training scenario, and contrast them with the operation of Alohamora’s simulator.

- EPLOAD [60] controls the variability in the page load process (for reproducible measurements) by profiling a page load and recording fine-grained delays between browser compute tasks (including dependencies captured by WProf [59]). EPLOAD then replays the page load process by replaying those blocking delays (via injected sleeps), but making fetches over a live (controlled) network. Thus, EPLOAD emulates the page load process, running live network tasks and forcing compute delays to match those from the profiled load. In contrast, Alohamora simulates the entire page load process, by respecting the invariant dependencies enforced by a browser and page content, as well as by modeling the interactions between the browser and underlying environment. This difference is critical to Alohamora’s simulation goals: simulation enables Alohamora to evaluate push/preload policies in a few milliseconds (rather than 10s of seconds); EPLOAD’s emulation approach does not shrink load times, and instead focuses on fine-grained reproducibility. Consequently, EPLOAD would not be able to accelerate training with Alohamora. Beyond this fundamental difference, Alohamora’s simulator also is able to evaluate HTTP/2 push/preload policies, simulate a variety of environmental factors (CPU speeds, etc.), and evaluate performance on multiple performance metrics (e.g., Speed Index)—EPLOAD lacks these features.

- RT-H2 [68] uses profiles of HTTP/1.1 page loads to estimate the predicted performance changes for the scenario when those profiled loads were converted to using HTTP/2. The system’s page load conversion model considers how HTTP/2 features (e.g., request multiplexing) affect the ordering of different page load tasks, as well as
Alohamora with, we considered two standard push/preload strategies: push/preload all JavaScript (JS). Results are relative to default page loads (i.e., no push/preload).

Figure 12: Performance comparisons between two existing (standard) push/preload strategies: push/preload all and push/preload all JavaScript (JS). Results are relative to default page loads (i.e., no push/preload).

Figure 13: Percentage of potential benefits achieved when X% of origins in each page run Alohamora. Results are for the \{12 Mbps, 100 ms, 2×\} setting. Bars show medians, with error bars spanning 25-75 percentiles.

the cascading effects that those changes have on underlying network resources (e.g., TCP semantics). While similar to Alohamora’s simulator with respect to approximate TCP modeling, the core limitation of RT-H2 (with respect to Alohamora’s training) is that RT-H2 can only predict the performance of HTTP/2 page loads within the exact same settings as seen in the HTTP/1.1 profiles. In other words, RT-H2 cannot use its profiles to predict HTTP/2 performance outside of the profiling environments. This is problematic for Alohamora’s setting, as this implies that a profile would have to be collected for every environment considering during training—this would forfeit most of the simulation benefits. Beyond this, unlike Alohamora, RT-H2 does not consider different performance metrics, compute resources, preload, or variable push policies.

A.2 Other Results

Comparison of existing push/preload strategies: In determining a competitive performance baseline to compare Alohamora with, we considered two standard push/preload

(static) heuristics: push/preload all and push/preload all JavaScript. As noted in §6.1, these strategies solely differ in the set of objects that they consider for push/preload. Using the same experimental setup from Figure 7, we compared these two strategies in terms of speedups that they provide over a default page load. Figure 12 presents representative results. As shown, push/preload all provides roughly the same (0-1% more) speedups as push/preload all JavaScript at the median, and 5-17% larger speedups at the 95th percentile.

Incremental deployment: Since origins make independent push/preload decisions with Alohamora, we ran experiments to understand how Alohamora’s benefits vary with different adoption rates. For each page in our corpus, we ordered the domains in the page according to the fraction of objects that they contribute. We then ran experiments where only the top X% of origins used Alohamora; origins not running Alohamora did not push/preload any objects. We also specifically considered the case where only the top-level origin deployed Alohamora. As expected, Figure 13 reveals that benefits increase as more domains adopt Alohamora. However, simply having the top-level origin can achieve 56% of the potential (i.e., with 100% adoption) median benefits.

Cross-page clustering: To this point, the presented results considered Alohamora models that were trained for a single page (across environments). In order to evaluate Alohamora’s ability to train generalizable models across a site’s pages, we consider the 100 sites presented in §4 (Figure 4). For each site, we trained a single Alohamora model using only a single (randomly selected) page from each cluster, and evaluated across all of the site’s pages. Alohamora’s cross-page models are able to achieve within 85-90% of the improvements achieved when training individually on each tested page; this slight degradation comes with the significant benefit of improved training efficiency.

Robustness to input errors: To generate push/preload policies, Alohamora’s models ingest a variety of observations that collectively characterize the execution environment. While cache contents require zero approximation to collect, network and CPU measurements can be noisy and hard to report accurately. We evaluated Alohamora’s ability to deliver speedups in the face of noisy inputs characterizing network and CPU speeds by considering the following errors: average bandwidth, latency, and loss errors of \{1, 2, 3\} Mbps, \{10, 20, 30\} ms, and \{0.5, 1, 2\}% and, CPU slowdown errors of \{1, 2, 4\}×. We find that Alohamora’s generated policies are largely robust to such errors. For instance, median PLT improvements dropped by only 3.4%, 4.6%, and 3.9% in the \{24 Mbps, 20 ms, 2× CPU slowdown\} environment with errors of 2 Mbps, 20 ms, and 1%, respectively. Similarly, a CPU slowdown error of 1× resulted in only a 2.6% reduction in PLT improvements.

Additional pages: In addition to the 500-page corpus that we used for our primary experiments (§6.1), we also eval-
Table 4: Evaluating Alohamora’s cross-page generalization approach. Results are for the \{24 Mbps, 20 ms, 2 × CPU slowdown\} setting, and 30 pages per site. Here we show results for two representative pages that yielded 3 clusters each: NPR (clusters with 19, 8, and 3 pages) and CNN (1, 17, and 12 pages). For each cluster, we picked a random page and found its best policy (via brute force search). We then applied that same policy to the other pages in the same cluster, and to pages in different clusters. Results list the % of possible push/preload benefits for the median page in each cluster, and are presented as CNN (NPR). Takeaway: policies generalize well within clusters (blue regions), but not across clusters (white regions).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Cluster 1</th>
<th>Cluster 2</th>
<th>Cluster 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>88% (91%)</td>
<td>50% (55%)</td>
<td>52% (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>57% (52%)</td>
<td>94% (89%)</td>
<td>59% (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>61% (56%)</td>
<td>49% (57%)</td>
<td>100% (93%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.3 Additional Related Work

Mobile-optimized pages: Certain sites cater to mobile settings by serving pages that involve less client-side computation, fewer bytes, and fewer network fetches. For example, Google AMP [21, 25] is a recent mobile web standard that requires developers to rewrite pages using restricted forms of HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. Unlike AMP, Alohamora accelerates legacy pages without developer effort. Further, Alohamora’s adaptive push/preload policies can improve the performance of AMP pages because all page resources still must traverse a client’s slow mobile access link.

Prefetching: Prefetching systems predict user browsing behavior and optimistically download objects prior to user page loads [28, 49, 62]. Unfortunately, such systems have witnessed minimal adoption due to challenges in predicting what pages a user will load and when; inaccurate page and timing predictions can waste device resources or result in stale page content [52]. In contrast, Alohamora generates push/preload policies only after a user navigates to a page, and considers the environmental conditions and page properties collected in situ.
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Abstract

Mobile devices are often stuck behind high-latency links. Unfortunately for mobile browsers, latency (not bandwidth) is often the key influence on page load time. Proxy-based web accelerators hide last-mile latency by analyzing a page’s content, and informing clients about useful objects to prefetch. However, most accelerators require content providers to divulge cleartext HTTPS data to third-party analysis servers. Acceleration systems can be installed on first-party web servers, avoiding the violation of end-to-end TLS security; however, due to the administrative overhead (and additional VM costs) associated with running an accelerator, many first-party content providers would prefer to outsource the acceleration work—if outsourcing could be secure.

In this paper, we introduce Oblique, a third-party web accelerator which enables secure outsourcing of page analysis. Oblique symbolically executes the client-side of a page load, generating a prefetch list of symbolic URLs. Each symbolic URL describes a URL that a client browser should fetch, given user-specific values for cookies, the User-Agent string, and other sensitive variables. Those sensitive values are never revealed to Oblique’s analysis server. Instead, during a real page load, the user’s browser concretizes URLs by reading sensitive local state; the browser can then prefetch the associated objects. Experiments involving real sites demonstrate that Oblique preserves TLS integrity while providing faster page loads than state-of-the-art accelerators. For popular sites, Oblique is also financially cheaper in terms of VM costs.

1 Introduction

Two trends are reshaping modern web services: the increasing prevalence of mobile traffic, and the continued shift from HTTP to HTTPS. 53% of all page requests now originate from smartphones [5], 90% of those requests use HTTPS [16].

Many mobile users (particularly in emerging markets) are still stuck behind slow 3G and 4G links; even high-bandwidth 5G links often suffer from 4G latencies [11]. Unfortunately, page load times are usually determined by latency, not bandwidth [21, 24]. A variety of mobile page accelerators try to mask last-mile latency by (1) analyzing the objects (e.g., HTML and JavaScript files) that are contained by a page, and then (2) reducing the perceived fetch latencies for those objects (e.g., using server-side pushing [1, 24, 29, 34, 35] or client-side prefetching [21, 29]). Unfortunately, the shift from HTTP to HTTPS has created tensions between security, performance, and the financial cost of hosting a web site. Accelerators like Silk [1] that perform remote dependency resolution [3, 24, 35] route client traffic through third-party proxies; these proxies are owned by browser vendors or mobile providers, and are operated for the benefit of customers. The proxies require access to cleartext HTTPS content to determine which objects to prefetch (§2). Thus, content providers that use HTTPS are faced with a dilemma: allow third-party proxies to man-in-the-middle TLS connections, or forgo the performance benefits provided by outsourced web accelerators. The former choice breaks end-to-end TLS security, and the latter option hurts page load times.

A content provider could decide to run a first-party web accelerator like Vroom [29] locally; this approach would avoid revealing cleartext HTTPS data to an untrusted middlebox. However, the content provider would incur a new financial penalty. Running a web accelerator requires extra CPU cycles and memory space beyond what is required to run a traditional web server. The content provider would have to pay for those extra VM resources.
In this paper, we introduce Oblique, a new system for accelerating page loads. Oblique’s goal is to improve the load time reductions provided by state-of-the-art accelerators, while enabling cheaper, more secure outsourcing of the analyses which identify the objects that a client should prefetch. Figure 1 depicts Oblique’s architecture. When a content provider creates a new page, the provider feeds the new content to a third-party Oblique server. The server performs a symbolic page load, exploring the possible behaviors of a web browser and a web server during the page load process. The output of the symbolic page load is a path constraint tree, as shown in Figure 2. Each leaf is a set of URLs that a client should prefetch, and each path from root to leaf represents symbolic constraints on the actual client-side and server-side state that is observed at the time of a real page load. During an actual page load, Oblique inspects concrete state like a client’s cookie, traces a path through the constraint tree, and prefetches the relevant objects using a client-side JavaScript library.

Security: Oblique’s offline analysis server does not see concrete instances of uniquely-identifying client data. For example, the server does not observe concrete values for any user’s cookies or User-Agent string. Instead, the analysis server only sees page content that could have been fetched by any actor on the internet who can issue HTTPS requests. Later, during an actual page load, the analysis server is totally uninvolved, and receives no information about sensitive concrete values. In contrast, remote dependency resolution (RDR) forces clients to divulge cleartext HTTPS traffic, exposing cookies and other private values.

Financial cost: Oblique’s offline symbolic analysis occurs when a new page version is created. The analysis cost (as measured by VM rental fees) is amortized across all client loads of the page. For popular pages, this amortized expense will be less than the aggregate per-page-load costs incurred by third-party RDR or first-party accelerators like Vroom. RDR must launch a proxy-side web browser for every client-initiated page load, whereas a Vroom-enabled web server must analyze HTML on-the-fly (§5.2).

Performance: In addition to Oblique’s security and cost benefits, Oblique also loads pages up to 16% faster than RDR and Vroom (§5.2). The reason is that Oblique’s symbolic analysis enables more accurate prefetching: fewer unnecessary objects are prefetched, and more objects that are truly needed are prefetched. For example, Oblique can accurately model URLs that embed random numbers; these numbers are represented symbolically in a path constraint tree, and are late-bound to concrete values at page load time (when a client generates concrete random numbers). In contrast, Vroom and RDR early-bind random numbers at analysis time, resulting in wasted prefetches, or potentially prefetchable objects being ignored (§3.3).

Summary: This paper provides three contributions:

- We describe how to symbolically evaluate client-side page load activity (§3.2), using concolic execution to model the JavaScript engine and the rendering engine. Core technical challenges involve tracking symbols that flow across the DOM interface, and preventing Oblique’s third-party server from gaining insights about sensitive client-side values derived from nondeterministic functions like Math.random().
- We also describe how to symbolically evaluate the server-side half of a page load. By analyzing both sides of a load, Oblique can generate even better prefetching hints (§3.4). The core challenges involve the complexities of HTML templating engines, and the careful orchestration needed to ensure that server-side symbols propagate to the symbolic analysis of client-side behavior. To analyze both client-side and server-side behavior, Oblique requires access to backend code and data; that state is sensitive, so Oblique should execute on first-party machines in this mode.
- We build and evaluate an Oblique prototype, and compare it to prior state-of-the-art load accelerators. When Oblique executes in third-party analysis mode, it only analyzes client-side symbols; in this mode, first-party developers can securely outsource prefetch analysis to Oblique, enjoying better security than RDR, and faster page loads than both RDR and Vroom. For popular pages, Oblique also provides lower economic costs due to better amortization of analysis overheads. If page owners are willing to run Oblique on first-party infrastructure, Oblique’s client+server analysis can unlock even greater reductions in load time.

Oblique requires no changes to end-user browsers, and reduces overall page load times by up to 31%. To the best of our knowledge, Oblique is the first web accelerator that securely enables outsourced prefetch analysis for HTTPS content.
2 Background

A web page’s dependency graph [21] captures the load-order relationships between a page’s constituent objects. For example, a page’s top-level HTML might contain references to a JavaScript file and an image. To load the page, a browser must fetch and evaluate both objects. Evaluating the JavaScript file might generate additional fetches, e.g., because the executed JavaScript code uses the Fetch API to issue new HTTP requests. Evaluating the image file causes the associated pixels to be displayed; the reception of the image data may also trigger JavaScript onload event handlers. Those handlers can generate more fetches. The overall page load completes when a critical subset of a page’s objects have been fetched and evaluated. Different load metrics use different criteria to identify the critical subset (§5).

Web accelerators leverage knowledge of a page’s dependency graph to reduce a page’s load time. One popular approach is remote dependency resolution (RDR) [1, 3, 23, 24, 26, 35]. An RDR system deploys a proxy server that has low-latency paths to the internet core. An end-user’s browser sends each page load request to the proxy. Upon receiving such a request, the proxy launches a headless browser (i.e., a browser that lacks a GUI) to fetch the requested page and streams the fetched objects to the user’s browser. By doing so, the proxy can partially mask the user’s high last-mile latency: the page’s dependency graph is resolved via the proxy’s fast network links, and the bytes in each discovered object are pushed to the client as soon as the proxy receives those bytes.

RDR can reduce page load times by up to 40% [24]. Unfortunately, RDR proxies are computationally expensive to run, because web browsers (even headless ones) are complex, resource-intensive applications. A proxy can use backwards program slicing [37] to try to only execute the JavaScript code that influences calls to functions like fetch(). However, slices are often inexact, and the degraded prefetching underperforms traditional RDR for 34% of pages [34].

An RDR proxy must act as a man-in-the-middle for TLS connections. Doing so allows the headless browser to parse cleartext web content and fetch the same objects that a user’s browser will eventually want to fetch. However, breaking TLS’s end-to-end security is obviously problematic; it allows RDR proxies to see user cookies and other sensitive HTTPS content. This security violation also plagues non-RDR accelerators that perform third-party analysis of dependency graphs [6, 22, 40]. Cryptographic schemes that allow middlebox computation over encrypted TLS data [32] are insufficiently expressive to analyze dependency graphs; prefetch analysis requires a Turing-complete language to parse HTML and evaluate JavaScript.

Vroom [29] is a first-party web accelerator: dependency analysis runs on infrastructure belonging to the content provider. For each page, Vroom performs both offline and online analysis. The offline phase runs periodically (e.g., once an hour), using a headless browser to collect the set of URLs loaded by a page. Across multiple offline page loads, Vroom identifies a “stable” set of URLs that were fetched during each load. When a client initiates a real page load, a Vroom-modified web server parses HTML on-the-fly while streaming it to the client, extracting the embedded URLs. These embedded URLs, plus the ones found during offline analysis, comprise the set of URLs to prefetch. The web server induces the client to speculatively load these URLs via a combination of HTTP/2 push [2] and <link> prefetch hints [42].

Vroom’s analyses run on first-party machines, so HTTPS secrets are not leaked to third parties. However, Vroom’s online analysis cannot be outsourced securely: a benevolent mobile provider who wants to run Vroom on behalf of its users will have to break the HTTPS confidentiality of real user page loads. Vroom’s offline phase also requires hand-tuning to deal with the heterogeneity of client browsers. For example, many sites define mobile and desktop versions of each page. A server determines which version to return by examining the User-Agent header in a client’s HTTP request. Vroom’s offline phase must be manually configured to explore the state space of all client-specific parameters like User-Agent and the client’s screen size. Oblique’s symbolic analysis allows Oblique to automatically explore this state space.

3 Design

At a high level, Oblique’s offline analysis generates a prefetch tree for a page. The tree informs a client which HTTPS objects to prefetch in which situations. The input to the tree traversal is client-specific, potentially-sensitive information like cookie values; the output is a set of URLs. Oblique generates the tree by symbolically evaluating the client-side of a page load (§3.2). The URLs (found at the leaf nodes) are symbolic expressions that a client makes concrete by plugging in client-specific information that is never revealed to Oblique. If a page uses Node [25] (a popular server-side JavaScript framework) to generate HTML, Oblique can also symbolically evaluate server-side code (§3.4). Receiving visibility into both client and server execution allows Oblique to generate prefetch trees with more true positives and fewer false negatives: in other words, clients will fetch more useful objects and fewer unnecessary ones.

3.1 Overview of Concolic Execution

Oblique uses a particular variant of symbolic evaluation called concolic execution [14, 31]. In concolic execution, a program is given a concrete set of initial inputs. The program is then executed under the observation of the concolic framework. The concolic framework assigns a “shadow” symbolic expression to each input value and to each internal program variable. An input’s initial symbolic expression is only con-
straining by the limitations of the input’s type. For example, a uint32 input x might receive an initial concrete value of 2, but an initial symbolic constraint of (0 ≤ x ≤ 2^{32} − 1). During the program’s execution, the assignment y = x/2 would result in y receiving the concrete value of 1, and the symbolic constraint y == x/2. When the program’s execution hits a branch statement (e.g., if(x >= 42){...}else{...}), execution proceeds along the appropriate path, but the symbolic expressions for the branch-test variables are updated. In the running example, the else clause is executed because x (equal to 2) is less than 42; x’s symbolic constraint is updated to become (0 ≤ x < 42). As the program continues execution, variables receive updated concrete values and updated shadow constraints. Eventually, the program halts or a timeout fires. The concolic framework then explores a different execution path by backtracking along the branch history and selecting a branch direction to invert. In the running example, the concolic framework might choose to explore the taken side of the branch if(x >= 42){...}else{...}. To do so, the framework inverts the relevant part of x’s symbolic expression, generating the constraint (42 ≤ x ≤ 2^{32} − 1). The framework consults an SMT solver [7, 12] to generate a concrete value for x that satisfies the new constraints. Concolic execution then proceeds down the new branch until the program terminates or a timeout fires. For each discovered path, the framework records the path constraints, i.e., the symbolic constraints on all of the input variables which must be true for the path to be taken. Note that path constraints are different than the symbolic constraints on a particular variable. In our running example, the constraint on y is y == x/2. The path constraints for that execution path are the aggregate set of constraints placed on x and the rest of the program inputs.

### 3.2 Analyzing Client-side Behavior

In the context of a concolic page load, the program inputs are client-specific environmental variables. These environmental variables determine the content returned by web servers, and the execution paths taken by a page’s JavaScript. For example, when a server receives the HTTP request for an HTML file, the server may examine the User-Agent header to determine whether to return the mobile-optimized HTML or the desktop-optimized HTML. The value for the local browser’s User-Agent header is accessible to JavaScript via the navigator.userAgent variable; JavaScript code might inspect that variable to execute different code paths for different browsers. Thus, a client’s user agent string is an input to the concolic page load. Table 1 enumerates the client-side inputs that Oblique considers.

Figure 3 depicts the life-cycle for a concolic page load. A distributor assigns concrete values to the inputs; the cookie value is set to an empty string, and other inputs are set to default values for mobile Chrome. The distributor hands these values to the executor (1). The executor launches a modified web browser (2) that fetches the page’s top-level HTML (3). The HTTP request for the top-level HTML uses the environmental values selected by the distributor. Note that the returned HTML will be a concrete string, not a symbolic one.

As the browser parses the HTML, the browser fetches and evaluates non-JavaScript files like CSS and images (4a). When a JavaScript file is fetched (4b), Oblique evaluates it using a modified version of the ExpoSE concolic engine [17]. As the JavaScript code executes, Oblique records the path constraints, and updates JavaScript variables with concrete values and symbolic constraints. When JavaScript code dynamically fetches an HTTP object (e.g., via fetch(url)), Oblique uses the concrete value of url to issue a real fetch. However, Oblique also records the symbolic constraints on url. These constraints, which represent a symbolic URL, are added to the prefetch list for the current execution path. As a contrived example, a symbolic URL might have the value “x.com/{{encodeURI(navigator.userAgent)}}”; this URL would allow a web server to return different HTML to mobile clients and desktop clients.

In the prior example, the {{}} notation indicates a symbolic expression. The example also demonstrates how Oblique is enlightened about certain native functions like encodeURI(). Native functions are JavaScript-invocable methods whose implementations are provided by C++ code inside the browser.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input name</th>
<th>HTTP header</th>
<th>JavaScript variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User agent</td>
<td>User-Agent</td>
<td>navigator.userAgent</td>
<td>The local browser type, e.g., &quot;Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Win98; en-US; rv:0.9.2) Gecko/20010725 Netscape6/6.1&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Included in User-Agent</td>
<td>navigator.platform</td>
<td>The local OS, e.g., &quot;Win64&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen characteristics</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>window.screen.*</td>
<td>Information about the local display, e.g., the dimensions and pixel depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host</td>
<td>Host</td>
<td>location.host</td>
<td>Specifies the host and port number used by request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referrer</td>
<td>Referrer</td>
<td>document.referrer</td>
<td>The URL of the page whose link was followed to generate a request for the current page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>location.origin</td>
<td>Like Referrer, but only includes the origin, omitting path information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last modified</td>
<td>Last-Modified (response)</td>
<td>document.lastModified</td>
<td>Set by the server to indicate the last modification date for the returned resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cookie</td>
<td>Cookie (request), Set-Cookie (response)</td>
<td>document.cookie</td>
<td>A string containing &quot;key=value&quot; pairs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Symbolic inputs to a client-side page load.

Oblique intentionally avoids the concolic execution of native code, since JavaScript-level semantics are the only ones of importance. However, to ensure that native methods correctly propagate JavaScript-level symbolic constraints, Oblique must associate a symbol policy with each native method. A policy describes how the symbolic inputs to a native method should be translated to symbolic outputs for the method. Oblique assigns policies to the most popular native methods that were seen in our test corpus (§5.1). Those methods include the ones defined by the Math, String, and RegExp objects. If a page invokes a native method that lacks a symbol policy, Oblique uses the concrete return value as the symbolic constraint; in other words, the native function acts as a black box that never returns symbolic data.

An HTML renderer maintains an internal data structure called the DOM tree. The DOM tree mirrors the structure of a page’s HTML, with each HTML tag having a corresponding DOM node. JavaScript code uses the DOM interface to query or modify the DOM tree, e.g., to implement animations and register event handlers for GUI activity. During a symbolic page load, Oblique associates the DOM tree with a concrete HTML string and a symbolic one; the latter allows JavaScript-level symbols to flow into and out of the DOM tree via DOM methods. For example, given a reference r to a `<div>` tag’s DOM node, JavaScript code could display the browser type using the assignment `r.innerHTML = navigator.userAgent`. A read of r’s parent in the DOM tree (e.g., r.parentNode.innerHTML) would return a string whose symbolic value contains {{UserAgent}}.

As the page load unfolds, Oblique logs the symbolic URLs that are passed to network APIs like `fetch()`. Oblique also interposes on the DOM interface, and logs the symbolic URLs which cross that interface. For example, suppose that JavaScript code uses the `Node.appendChild(imgNode)` method to add a new `<img>` tag to the page. Oblique would log the symbolic URL associated with the `imgNode.src` attribute; logging the URL reflects the fact that executing `Node.appendChild(imgNode)` causes the browser to fetch an image from a remote server.

Oblique’s HTML renderer also logs the static, non-symbolic URLs in a page. These URLs are directly specified in a page’s static HTML (e.g., `<link rel="stylesheet" href="styles.css">`) or dynamically injected by JavaScript via the DOM interface. The prefetch list for an execution path contains the static, non-symbolic URLs and the dynamic, possibly-symbolic URLs that are fetched by the path.

Oblique declares the page load to be done when the JavaScript `onload` event fires. The browser fires this event when the browser has finished the HTML parse, fetched all objects discovered by the parse, and evaluated all of those objects. As shown in Figure 3, the JavaScript engine informs the executor about the path constraints for the page load (5). The executor asks the SMT solver to invert a branch direction at some point along the path (6). Inverting the branch direction changes the symbolic constraints on the input values (§3.1). The SMT solver generates concrete input values that satisfy the new constraints (7). The executor returns those concrete
input values to the distributor (8). These values represent a new test case that would cause the page to explore a different execution path.

The distributor launches many executors in parallel, running each one on a separate core. As the executors complete and return new test cases, the distributor launches new executors to explore new test cases. The distributor stops creating new executors once a predetermined time budget expires, or there are no more paths to explore. Higher budgets allow Oblique to discover more execution paths, but are more expensive in terms of VM costs. We evaluate these tradeoffs in Section 5.2.

When an executor completes its concolic page load, it logs two things: the list of symbolic URLs fetched by the page load, and the symbolic constraints on client-specific inputs like cookies. Once all executors have finished, the distributor analyses the aggregate set of executor logs to generate a tree of path constraints. Figure 2 provides an example of such a tree. Each leaf contains a set of symbolic URLs; each root-to-leaf path represents the client-specific input values which indicate that a page load will fetch the URLs at the leaf. The distributor translates the constraint tree into a JSON data structure. Finally, the distributor generates a JavaScript library that traverses the tree; at each node, the library applies regular expressions and comparison operators to the JavaScript representation of client-specific inputs (see Table 1). For example, the JavaScript code /CriOS(54|55)/.test(navigator.userAgent) determines whether the local browser is Chrome version 54 or 55 that runs atop iOS. Upon arriving at a leaf, the library concretizes the symbolic URLs in the leaf, and then prefetches those URLs using XMLHttpRequest.

Oblique sends the prefetching library (which embeds the JSON constraint tree) to the first-party web developer. The developer adds the library as an inline <script> tag at the beginning of the associated page’s HTML. Later, when a real client browser loads the page, the library issues asynchronous prefetches, populating the local browser cache. As the browser’s HTML parse examines the rest of the page and discovers references to external objects, the browser can pull those objects from its cache, avoiding wide-area fetch latencies.

### 3.3 Nondeterministic JavaScript Functions

JavaScript defines two categories of nondeterministic functions. Timestamp functions like Date() and Performance.now() read the system clock. Random number generators like Math.random() and crypto.getRandomValues() create pseudorandom or cryptographically-random byte sequences.

JavaScript code may consult nondeterministic functions during the construction of a dynamic URL. For example, a page might contain code like if(Math.random() > 0.7){url="a.jpg"} else{url="b.jpg"}. In that example, the URL embeds no symbols, but its value is controlled by the output of a nondeterministic function. Code like url=Date() + ".jpg" would create a URL that directly embeds the output of a nondeterministic function.

Both kinds of dynamic URLs will induce prefetch misses for RDR. The reason is that RDR uses a headless browser to generate a page’s dependency graph (§2). The headless browser and the client-side browser will likely generate different nondeterministic values; thus, the two browsers will likely generate different dynamic URLs. To prevent such divergence, RDR could log the nondeterminism observed by the headless browser, and then force clients to use the logged sequence. This approach is the same one used by deterministic replay debuggers to faithfully recreate previously-observed program executions [8, 20]. However, in the context of accelerating page loads, this approach can break functionality. Clients will receive old wall-clock readings, and calculate elapsed time periods that do not accurately reflect the client’s true perception of time. As a result, clients may fetch stale content or improperly calculate frame rates for animations. From the security perspective, exposing a client’s crypto.getRandomValues() sequence to a third party is undesirable, because the client might use the sequence to derive keys or nonces.

Vroom will also suffer prefetch misses for dynamic URLs that are influenced by nondeterministic functions. Vroom’s offline analysis identifies a stable set of URLs that are fetched by several different loads of a page (§2). Vroom’s stable set analysis will drop URLs that only differ by a timestamp or a random number. The analysis will also drop URLs that do not directly embed nondeterminism, but are fetched via branching paths whose directions are chosen by nondeterminism.

Oblique handles these dynamic URLs without forcing clients to divulge their nondeterminism to third parties. During an offline symbolic execution, Oblique creates a unique, hidden variable for each invocation of a nondeterministic function. Oblique treats this variable as a client-specific input, akin to document.cookie or User-Agent. This approach enables Oblique to track how the outputs of nondeterministic functions influence branch decisions and the construction of dynamic URLs. For example, suppose that during symbolic execution, a page’s JavaScript code invokes Math.random() twice, and then calls Performance.now(). Oblique generates the hidden variables rand0, rand1, and pnow0. As the symbolic page load continues, the load may generate dynamic URLs like https://foo.com/{{rand0}}.js. Oblique places these URLs in the prefetch list as normal. The symbolic execution may also branch on the values of rand1 and pnow0, just like the symbolic execution might branch on User-Agent. Later, during a real client-side page load, Oblique’s prefetch library concretizes hidden variables before traversing the path constraint tree. In the previous example, the prefetch library would make two calls to Math.random(), and one call to Performance.now(). With the hidden variables now concretized, and with client-specific values like User-Agent in
hand, the prefetch library can now traverse the path constraint tree and concretize all of the URLs that reside at the appropriate leaf.

The library prefetches the concretized URLs. Finally, the library dynamically patches [20] nondeterministic functions like Math.random() and Performance.now(), forcing those methods to return the values in the log of concretized hidden variables. The prefetching library is the first JavaScript code that executes in a page. Thus, as the rest of the page’s JavaScript code executes, that code will craft dynamic URLs using the same nondeterministic values that Oblique used to construct prefetched URLs.

This approach may still result in unnatural calculations of elapsed time. For example, a page’s normal JavaScript code may call Performance.now(), execute a lengthy computation, call Performance.now() again, and then use the elapsed time to construct a dynamic URL. If Oblique’s prefetching library concretizes the two hidden variables using back-to-back calls to Performance.now(), the elapsed time used to influence prefetching will be much smaller than the elapsed time used by the page’s normal JavaScript. At worst, this will cause a wasted prefetch; Oblique only prefetches HTTP GET requests which (unlike POST requests) cannot induce side effects on the server. In future work, we hope to devise mechanisms to allow concolic execution to estimate wall clock time. This ability would enable Oblique to concretize hidden timestamp variables with higher fidelity.

JavaScript is an event-driven language. Thus, the execution order of event handlers (e.g., timers and GUI events) is another source of nondeterminism. Oblique does not attempt to control these sources of randomness, because the event loop only goes live after a page’s HTML parse completes. This means that event-loop nondeterminism cannot affect URLs fetched during the HTML parse (e.g., via the .src attribute of HTML tags, or XMLHttpRequests issued by JavaScript). Event-loop nondeterminism can affect URLs fetched after the HTML parse completes.

### 3.4 Analyzing Server-side Behavior

When a web server receives a request for a page’s top-level HTML, the server might dynamically construct the returned HTML. For example, the server might inspect the User-Agent string in the HTTP request, and return mobile content or desktop content as appropriate. As another example, the server might use the request’s cookie to populate the HTML with user-specific URLs, e.g., corresponding to images of a user’s previous purchases on an e-commerce site. Oblique’s analysis from the previous sections will not detect this potential diversity of embedded URLs. The reason is that the prior analysis assumes that a page has only one version of its top-level HTML, and thus only one set of embedded JavaScript files; if this assumption is true, then the only goal of symbolic analysis is to explore branch paths in the fixed JavaScript code, identifying the dynamically-fetched URLs.

#### 3.4.1 The Workflow

To generate more accurate prefetch lists for dynamically-generated pages, Oblique can optionally perform symbolic execution of both client-side JavaScript (that runs in a browser) and server-side JavaScript (that runs in the Node framework [25]). The end-to-end workflow looks like this:

- **Phase 1**: Oblique first performs a concolic execution of the server-side request handling code. For each test, the inputs are the HTTP request state, as well as nondeterministic function values (e.g., from Node’s crypto.randomBytes() method). For each concolic path that is explored, Oblique logs the concrete HTML string that is generated, building a server-side path constraint tree. Each leaf contains a concrete HTML string, with each root-to-leaf path representing the constraints on server-side inputs that enable the concrete HTML string to be generated.

- **Phase 2**: Each concrete HTML string is fed to the client-side symbolic execution pipeline from Section 3.2. The output of that pipeline is a client-side path constraint tree. Each leaf contains symbolic URLs to prefetch, and each root-to-leaf path represents the symbolic constraints on client state that trigger the fetching of the leaf’s URLs.

- **Phase 3**: Once Oblique has finished all of the symbolic executions (both client-side and server-side), Oblique creates a “super-constraint tree” which combines the knowledge gleaned from the individual constraint trees. The super tree maps Phase 1 path constraints on server-side inputs to the appropriate client-side path constraint tree from Phase 2; in other words, each leaf in the super tree is a client-side path constraint tree.

When a real client loads the page, the web server uses the values in the HTTP request to traverse the super tree; if the super tree branches on the return values of server-side nondeterministic function, the web server concretizes those values using the approach from Section 3.3. When the server reaches a leaf in the super tree, the server injects the leaf’s prefetching library into the dynamically-constructed HTML. The subsequent construction process for the HTML is guided by the values in the HTTP request, and possibly by nondeterministic functions; those functions return the already-concretized values which guided the traversal of the super tree. When the client receives the HTML, Oblique’s prefetching library executes as described in Section 3.2.

#### 3.4.2 Templating Engines

In Phase 1, Oblique symbolically executes the server-side request handler. A developer has two options for specifying an entry point into request-handling code. First, a developer can register an http.Server.request event handler with Oblique. When a client request arrives, Node creates a new http.IncomingMessage object and invokes the handler. Oblique uses the object’s HTTP headers as test inputs for concolic execution of the handler.
Thus, the concretized Phase 1 HTML that Phase 2 consumes the concolic client-side analysis in Phase 2. However, a leaf
plating JavaScript, not the overall handler call chain. Each
path constraint trees that are associated with just the tem-
output of Phase 1 is now different: it consists of server-side
colically analyze the EJS-created templating JavaScript. The
example of an EJS template.

The disadvantage of the prior approach is that, during the
construction of dynamic HTML, a server may consult IO-
\[\text{based sources of nondeterminism. For example, the server}
may issue a database query, or send an RPC to an external
server. Oblique does not log and replay such IO responses.
Thus, the concretized Phase 1 HTML that Phase 2 consumes
may be different than the dynamic HTML that is generated at
the time of an actual page fetch. Such a mismatch would hurt
Oblique’s prefetching accuracy.

Oblique can avoid this problem if server-side code uses a
template engine to generate dynamic HTML. For exam-
ple, consider EJS [9], a popular template framework. EJS
defines a \texttt{render(html, dict)} method. The first argu-
ment is a template string (e.g., \texttt{"<html>Hello \{name\} at \{\{tstamp\}\}"}). The second argument is a dictionary which
maps template arguments to program variables (e.g., \texttt{\{name: httpReq.cookie.uid, tstamp: Date.now()\}}). EJS ex-
aires the template and automatically generates a JavaScript
program; this program, which is executed by \texttt{render()}, per-
forms the necessary computations to parse \texttt{dict} and emit
the customized HTML. Figure 4 provides a more complex
element of an EJS template.

If a developer uses EJS, then she can tell Oblique to con-
colically analyze the EJS-created templating JavaScript. The
output of Phase 1 is now different: it consists of server-side
path constraint trees that are associated with just the tem-
plating JavaScript, not the overall handler call chain. Each
leaf still contains a concrete HTML string that is passed to
the concolic client-side analysis in Phase 2. However, a leaf
also contains the symbolic HTML string that was output by
the Phase 1 analysis. The symbols in this string come from
the \texttt{dict} argument to \texttt{render()}. In the example from Figure
4, the symbolic HTML references the \texttt{dict} arguments
\texttt{userName}, \texttt{nonce}, and \texttt{userID}. Note that the \texttt{dict} argument
\texttt{userAgent} does not appear in symbolic HTML; that argu-
ment is branched upon in the path conditions, but is not di-
rectly embedded in the HTML itself.

With template integration, Phase 3 is altered as well. When
the web server receives a request, the server executes the re-
quest handler up to the invocation of \texttt{render()}. At that point,
the server has queried any sources of nondeterminism (IO-
based or otherwise); the server now possesses concrete values
for all the inputs to \texttt{render()}. The server can then traverse
the super tree, find the appropriate symbolic HTML, con-
cretize it, extract the static URLs inside the concrete HTML,
and then inject the appropriate prefetching library. Note that
extracting static URLs from the concretized HTML is faster
than a naïve top-to-bottom HTML parse, since Oblique has a
priori knowledge of the offsets where the URLs will be.

3.5 Security Analysis

Oblique’s security properties depend on whether symbolic
analysis examines only client behavior, or both client and
server behavior. Consider the scenario in which Oblique only
analyzes client-side activity. In this case, Oblique only re-
quires access to first-party content that is already publicly
accessible via first-party web servers. From the perspective
of a first-party web server, Oblique’s third-party analysis en-
gine looks like a normal end-user browser that issues nor-
mal HTTPS fetches. During a concolic page load, Oblique
does track symbolic constraints on sensitive user values like
cookies and \texttt{User-Agent} strings. However, these constraints
represent a universe of possible values for sensitive variables;
the constraints are insufficiently precise to allow Oblique to
determine the specific sensitive values that belong to a particu-
lar user. For instance, we did empirically find JavaScript code
which tested cookies for substrings that were user-agnostic;
a common pattern was to inspect a cookie for a string repre-
senting the current date. However, JavaScript code did not
contain the logical equivalent of a giant regular expression
which scanned the local cookie, testing whether the cookie
contained any value from an explicit list of valid user ids. Such
JavaScript code does not exist because it would allow anyone
to download the enclosing JavaScript file and learn all of the
valid user ids for a site! Thus, Oblique’s symbolic constraints
on cookies are insufficient to induce concrete cookie values
belonging to specific users. Similarly, if Oblique analyzes a
page and determines that a possible load path will target An-
droid users that possess a certain set of screen dimensions,
this information does not allow Oblique to infer the screen
dimensions and platform value for a particular user.

To analyze server-side behavior, Oblique requires access
to server-side code; that code is inaccessible to public web

\begin{verbatim}
----- Server-side JavaScript ----- app.get('/', function(req, res) {
//...examine req and derive the template parameters,
//and then...
res.render('template.ejs',
    {'userAgent': req.headers['user-agent'],
     userID: 'alice',
     userName: 'Alice',
     nonce: random_value});
});
----- template.ejs -----
<html>
<head>
<p1> Welcome to foo.com, <%= userName %>! </p1>
<% if (userAgent.includes('Android')) { %>
<%= userID %>
<% } else { %>
<%= nonce %>
<% } %>
</html>
</head>
<body>
</body>
\end{verbatim}

\begin{figure}[tb]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{example.html}
\caption{An example of dynamic HTML generation using EJS templates. EJS directives are shown in bold.}
\label{fig:example}
\end{figure}
clients. During the concolic execution of that code, Oblique might also query sensitive databases, or contact sensitive network hosts that are inaccessible to public internet hosts. Thus, if a developer wants Oblique to analyze both client-side and server-side behavior, Oblique should be run on first-party machines. Compared to Vroom (which is also a first-party accelerator), Oblique will provide faster page loads (§5.2).

3.6 Limitations

Oblique is not guaranteed to optimize every object fetch made by every page. For example, during concolic execution, a page’s JavaScript may invoke unmodeled native functions, i.e., browser-provided C++ functions for which Oblique lacks a symbolic execution policy (§3.2). If concolic execution reaches one of those functions, Oblique must always treat the return value as fully concrete. Doing so will hurt path coverage if the program later branches on the value, since concrete values cannot be “inverted” to force a new branch direction to be explored.

Even if a page avoids unmodeled native functions, path coverage may suffer when symbolic path constraints are difficult to invert. If the constraint solver times out while trying to generate concrete inputs for a new path to explore, the path will not be explored. If this happens, Oblique can miss opportunities to discover prefetchable URLs. We evaluate Oblique’s sensitivity to time-out parameters in Section 5.2.

During concolic execution, Oblique may trigger interactions with external entities. For example, a concolically-executed browser may issue XMLHttpRequests to remote servers. Oblique should only be used with pages for which such interactions are idempotent (either literally or for practical purposes). This limitation is shared by all prefetching systems which issue queries to live services to perform content analysis.

4 Implementation

To implement Oblique’s symbolic analysis, we modified ExpoSE [17]. ExpoSE performs concolic execution of pure JavaScript code, but does not handle environmental interactions like network IO. We modified ExpoSE to interface with two different environmental interfaces: the Node runtime and the Electron [10] HTML renderer. Oblique uses the Node runtime when analyzing server-side code, and uses the Electron runtime when simulating client-side loads. As explained in Section 3.2, we enlightened ExpoSE to model a DOM tree symbolically, so that JavaScript-level symbolic values can flow into and out of the DOM interface. Our changes to ExpoSE were non-trivial, totalling roughly 4,300 lines of code.

Oblique’s client-side prefetching library is small, containing approximately 300 lines of JavaScript code. When Oblique runs in third-party mode (§3.2), web servers require no modifications (other than having to include Oblique’s prefetching library at the top of each page’s HTML). When Oblique runs in first-party mode (§3.4), web servers must be enlightened to traverse the super-constraint tree, concretize nondeterministic values, and interact with Oblique’s templating infrastructure. To implement an Oblique-compatible web server, we created a front-end HTTP layer that sat in front of a commodity web server. The front-end layer used the nghttp2 HTTP library and the myhtml HTML parser to implement the activities described above.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we compare Oblique’s performance to that of Vroom and RDR, two state-of-the-art accelerators for mobile page loads. Our evaluation primarily focuses on the variant of Oblique that only analyzes client-side behavior, since we can evaluate this variant on a large number of commercial sites.

Using a corpus of 200 real pages, we find that Oblique reduces page loads by up to 31%, outperforming Vroom and RDR by up to 17% while also reducing VM costs for popular sites (§5.2). Oblique provides these advantages while also enabling secure outsourcing of prefetch analysis (§5.2). In Section 5.3, we use a site that we control to provide a case study of the benefits of analyzing both client-side behavior and server-side behavior. We demonstrate that, if first parties are willing to run Oblique, they can unlock even greater reductions in load time than what client-only analysis provides.

5.1 Methodology

Our experiments used a Galaxy S10e phone that ran Chromium v78. The browser ran atop Linux on Dex [30], a runtime that enables Samsung phones to execute traditional Linux executables; Linux on Dex made it easier for us to write testing scripts and other experimental infrastructure. We automated the initiation of page loads and the collection of load time metrics using the Browsertime [33] library. Internally, Browsertime manipulated Chrome via Selenium’s WebDriver APIs [36,43].

To test Oblique, Vroom, and RDR with real websites, we built a Mahimahi-style tool [23] to record the objects in live web pages. Afterwards, when our test phone sent an HTTP request to an Oblique web server, a Vroom web server, or an RDR proxy, the web server or proxy responded with recorded content if the request hit in the replay cache; otherwise, the web server or proxy issued a live fetch to the appropriate content server. We ran Oblique and Vroom web servers, and RDR proxies, on a Digital Ocean VM with 8 2.3 GHz cores, 16 GB of RAM, and a 2 Gbps NIC. The RDR proxy used headless Chrome [28] to load pages. Vroom’s offline analysis also used headless Chrome. The online Vroom web server was a derivative of nghttp2 [38] that used MyHTML [4] and Katana [27] to parse HTML and CSS.

Our phone had an LTE connection with a round-trip time of 47 ms to our Digital Ocean VM. Our test corpus contained 200 pages from the Majestic Million [19]. We selected the 200 most popular pages for which the RTT between our phone and the server-side behavior, Oblique should be run on first-party machines. Compared to Vroom (which is also a first-party accelerator), Oblique will provide faster page loads (§5.2).
and a page’s web server was less than the the RTT between our phone and our Digital Ocean VM. This setup resulted in conservative estimates of the benefits provided by Oblique, Vroom, and RDR, relative to the baseline scenario in which our phone contacted normal web servers directly. For each combination of <page, load time metric, acceleration technique>, we loaded each page 5 times and recorded the average. By default, Oblique and Vroom pages were loaded one hour after the completion of offline analysis, but we perform sensitivity analysis on this parameter in Section 5.2.

5.2 Client-only Analysis

PLT: We first explored Oblique’s performance when only the client side of a page load is analyzed. Figure 5 shows results for the page load time (PLT) metric. PLT, as measured by the time to the browser’s onload event, captures how long a page needs to fetch and evaluate all objects referenced by a page’s static HTML. Note that PLT only waits for some dynamically-generated fetches to complete. In particular, PLT waits for fetches triggered by the insertion of new DOM nodes (e.g., document.body.appendChild(newImg)), but not for fetches triggered directly by network APIs like fetch(url).

Thus, PLT underestimates the extent to which Oblique, Vroom, and RDR reduce overall fetch latencies for a page.

Figure 5a shows that, for a 47 ms RTT and a cold browser cache, Oblique provided the average page with a 24.1% reduction in PLT, relative to a baseline (i.e., non-accelerated) page load. Oblique reduced PLT by 17.3% more than RDR, and 5.4% more than Vroom. To explore Oblique’s benefits with higher RTTs; we connected the smartphone to a desktop machine via WiFi, and used netem to inject additional latency along the smartphone/desktop link. As expected, Oblique’s benefits improved as phone-server RTTs grew, because of the increasing value of hiding last-mile latency. For example, Figure 5c shows PLT results for an emulated RTT of 150 ms. Oblique improved the average baseline PLT by 31.4%, outperforming RDR by 16.3% and Vroom by 6.2%.

A page load’s prefetch hit rate is the fraction of requested objects that hit in the browser cache due to a successful prefetch. As shown in Figure 6a, Oblique enjoyed better prefetch hit rates than both Vroom and RDR. Indeed, Oblique’s primary advantage over Vroom was the ability to successfully prefetch dynamic URLs that embedded nondeterministic symbols (§3.3); this advantage is reflected in Figure 6b.

We define a page load’s wasted prefetch rate as the fraction of prefetched objects that were never requested during the page load. Figure 6c demonstrates that RDR has a much higher percentage of wasted prefetches. The reason is that, for each client-initiated page load, RDR loads the page twice: once on the proxy, and once on the real client machine. Both client-side and server-side nondeterminism may cause the URLs fetched by the proxy’s page load to be different than the URLs fetched by the client’s browser. Oblique avoids this problem by handling nondeterministic URLs symbolically.

In contrast, Vroom’s stable-set algorithm simply filters out many nondeterministic URLs. Thus, Vroom has fewer wasted prefetches than RDR, because Vroom does not prefetch nondeterministic URLs that RDR erroneously pulls; however, as shown in Figure 6b, Vroom has a worse hit rate than Oblique due to worse handling of nondeterministic dynamic URLs.

In comparison to RDR, both Oblique and Vroom benefited from informing clients early about the URLs to prefetch. For example, Oblique discovered all of these URLs offline, and prefetched them via the first JavaScript code that executed on a page. Vroom included <link> preload tags at the beginning of a page’s HTML, and server-push other objects to prefetch. In contrast, RDR streamed objects to a client as the proxy discovered those objects; the deeper a page’s dependency graph was (§2), the larger the comparative advantage provided by Oblique offline discovery approach. Vroom discovered some prefetch URLs offline, and others during the online, server-side HTML parse. However, Vroom aggressively notified clients about the offline-discovered URLs using server push and <link> preload tags.

Warm caches: Figure 7a depicts PLTs for all four systems when browser caches were warm. As expected, all systems enjoyed lower PLTs. Oblique and Vroom had similar performance, but still outperformed RDR.

Speed Index: We also evaluated the ability of Oblique, Vroom, and RDR to improve a page’s Speed Index [41]. Speed Index is a visual metric that represents how quickly a page’s above-the-fold content is rendered. A page’s Speed Index is

\[
\text{Speed Index} = \int_{0}^{\text{end}} 1 - \frac{p(t)}{100} \, dt,
\]

where end is the time of the last pixel change, and \( p(t) \) is the percentage of pixels that have already received their final value; lower Speed Indices are better. The formula rewards page loads whose overall rendering time is fast (meaning that end values are small). Given two pages with the same end value, the formula rewards the page which renders more pixels earlier. Note that Speed Index ignores whether JavaScript files or below-the-fold content has arrived; thus, like PLT, Speed Index underestimates the extent to which accelerators have successfully prepositioned objects.

Figures 7b and 7c show Speed Index results for RTTs of 47 ms and 150 ms. The basic trend is the same one observed for PLT: Oblique has better performance than Vroom, and Vroom has better performance than RDR. However, all of the acceleration systems improve PLT more than Speed Index. For example, with cold caches and a 150 ms RTT, Oblique reduces PLT by 31.4%, but Speed Index by only 20.4%. The reason is that Speed Index only considers visual content, and only cares about the loading of JavaScript files to the extent that the evaluated code modifies a page’s above-the-fold graphics. However, deep chains in a page’s dependency graph are often caused by JavaScript files whose evaluation triggers the loading of additional JavaScript files [21]. All three accelerators let clients resolve those dependency chains more quickly, but this has less impact on Speed Index than PLT.
Warm-cache PLTs and Speed Indices (both cold and warm caches). Note that subfigures (b) and (c) have different y-axis scales.

**Figure 5:** Cold-cache PLTs for Oblique, Vroom, RDR, and a baseline, non-accelerated browser.

**Figure 6:** Prefetch efficiency for Oblique, Vroom, and RDR.

**Figure 7:** Warm-cache PLTs and Speed Indices (both cold and warm caches). Note that subfigures (b) and (c) have different y-axis scales.

**Stale analytic results:** In Figures 5 and 7, the offline analyses for Oblique and Vroom occurred one hour before a page load. Figure 8a depicts average PLTs when Oblique and Vroom used analytic data from farther in the past. Unsurprisingly, Oblique and Vroom performed better with more recent analytic data. However, for up to 12 hours of staleness, Oblique maintained its advantage over Vroom; both Oblique and Vroom also maintained their advantages over RDR and a non-accelerated browser.

**Additional analysis time:** Given an infinite amount of time, Oblique’s offline analysis would be guaranteed to find a complete tree of path constraints; in other words, every possible concretization of client-side symbols would be covered by some root-to-leaf tree path. In practice, Oblique’s symbolic analysis is constrained by two parameters: \( t \) represents the maximum execution time for a particular execution path,\(^2\) and \( T \) represents the overall amount of time that Oblique will analyze the page. By default, Oblique uses \( t = 10 \) minutes and \( T = 30 \) minutes. If fully exploring a particular path requires more time than \( t \), Oblique will only discover a subset of the URIs associated with the path. If discovering all paths in a page takes longer than \( T \), Oblique will not generate a prefetch list for the undiscovered paths.

\(^2\) A timeout occurs when the SMT solver cannot negate a branch condition in the current path (§3.1).
Figure 8: The impact of stale Oblique/Vroom analyses, and the additional computational overheads of RDR and Vroom.

Economic costs: For a given version of a page, Oblique performs an offline analysis once, constructs a path constraint tree, and then incurs no online costs during a real client load. In contrast, RDR must launch an RDR proxy for each client load, and Vroom must perform online HTML parsing. Figures 8c and 8d depict those per-page-load CPU costs.

A VM owner pays for a virtual CPU by the second or by the hour. Once a virtual CPU is fully loaded, any additional computation to perform will force the VM owner to rent more virtual CPU seconds. For a fully-loaded virtual CPU, Vroom requires a VM owner to pay for an additional 15.7 ms of additional compute time per page load. Thus, Oblique’s offline analysis becomes cheaper than Vroom’s smaller (but repeated) online costs after $T/15.7$ page loads, where $T$ is Oblique’s offline analysis time in units of milliseconds. For example, with a $T$ of 30 minutes, Oblique becomes financially cheaper after 114,650 page loads; with a $T$ of an hour, Oblique becomes cheaper after 229,299 loads. Since RDR imposes much heavier computational overheads than Vroom, Oblique becomes cheaper much faster—after 4,904 loads or 9,809 loads for a $T$ of 30 minutes or a $T$ of an hour. Importantly, these estimates assume that, when a page changes, Oblique’s prior analysis is totally invalidated. We are currently investigating how Oblique can use incremental symbolic execution [13, 15] to amortize our analysis costs even more aggressively.

5.3 Oblique in First-party Mode

When Oblique runs on first-party infrastructure, Oblique can symbolically evaluate client-side and server-side behavior. However, to do this, Oblique must be able to examine backend code. We had no access to server-side code for the commercial sites in our test corpus; thus, we had to evaluate first-party Oblique on a collection of modified open-source sites that we ran ourselves. Due to space restrictions, we focus on a single case study of an open-source EJS site. In the text below, Oblique-C refers to a setup in which Oblique can only analyze client-side activity. Oblique-SC refers to a setup in which Oblique can evaluate both server and client behavior.

Gallery Viewer [39] is a site whose core functionality is displaying a rotating set of images. Each image is associated with metadata like an author, a category (e.g., “nature scenes”), and a description of the image; metadata is stored in on-disk JSON files. Users can also chat with each other in real time, and submit comments on particular images. From the perspective of Oblique, the site is interesting because of how it uses cookies and random number generators. The site assigns a unique cookie to each user. When a user requests the page’s top-level HTML, the server uses the cookie to query a server-side table of user preferences. The table indicates the types of images that a user likes to view. Given those preferences, the server leverages a random number generator to select random images from the user’s preferred image categories. The server inserts the associated image URLs into the dynamically-generated HTML that is returned to the user’s browser.

For this particular site, no client-side symbols are relevant to prefetching. However, two kinds of server-side symbols are relevant: the cookie value in the HTTP request for the top-level HTML, and the random numbers that are used to select image URLs.

- Oblique-SC correctly prefetches all of the image URLs. During Phase 1 of analysis (§3.4), Oblique-SC symbolically evaluates the templating JavaScript, creating a symbolic HTML string. In Phase 3, i.e., during a real page load, Oblique-SC runs the server-side event handler up to the call to render(). At that point, Oblique-SC concretizes the symbolic HTML using the live cookie data and logged values from the random number genera-
Oblique-SC then extracts the image URLs from the concretized HTML, and creates a prefetch library that downloads those URLs.

- Oblique-C lacks visibility into server-side behavior. Thus, an Oblique-C client incorrectly prefetches the URLs in the concretized HTML that was seen during offline analysis.
- Vroom correctly prefetches the image URLs; the Vroom web server identifies the URLs during the on-the-fly HTML parse.
- RDR incorrectly prefetches the image URLs. The HTML returned to the proxy’s headless browser will contain different URLs than the ones in the HTML returned to the user’s browser; the URLs in the first HTML file are prefetched by the client.

For a cold browser cache and a 47 ms RTT, Oblique-SC and Vroom had similar performance, with PLTs of 2.01 seconds and 2.06 seconds, respectively. Oblique-C did only slightly better than RDR (2.29 seconds versus 2.37 seconds). The non-accelerated page load required 2.76 seconds.

Oblique-SC has larger computational costs than Oblique-C; during offline analysis, more symbolic execution is required, and during an actual page load, web servers must participate in Phase 3 activity. The extent to which Oblique-SC is preferable to Oblique-C depends on whether first parties want to pay these costs, and the extent to which a site uses server-side symbols to generate HTML. However, the results from Section 5.2 demonstrate that Oblique-C alone can provide impressive reductions in page load time.

6 Conclusion

Oblique is a new system for accelerating mobile page loads. Oblique uses symbolic execution to analyze the various ways that a page load could proceed. For each potential outcome, Oblique creates a list of symbolic URLs that the corresponding page load would fetch. These URLs are concretized at the time of an actual page load, and then prefetched using Oblique’s client-side JavaScript library. Oblique works on unmodified browsers, and provides faster page loads than current state-of-the-art approaches. When run in third-party mode, Oblique enables secure outsourcing of prefetch analysis while also enabling reductions in VM costs.
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Abstract

This paper aims to improve video streaming by leveraging a simple observation—users are more sensitive to low quality in certain parts of a video than in others. For instance, rebuffering during key moments of a sports video (e.g., before a goal is scored) is more annoying than rebuffering during normal gameplay. Such content-dependent dynamic quality sensitivity, however, is rarely captured by current approaches, which predict QoE (quality-of-experience) using one-size-fits-all heuristics that are too simplistic to understand the nuances of diverse video content.

The problem is that none of these approaches know the true dynamic quality sensitivity of a video they have never seen before. Therefore, instead of proposing yet another heuristic, we take a different approach: we run a separate crowdsourcing experiment for each video to derive the quality sensitivity of users at different parts of the video. Of course, the cost of doing this at scale can be prohibitive, but we show that careful experiment design combined with a suite of pruning techniques can make the cost negligible for content providers. For example with a budget of just $31.4/minute video, we can predict QoE 37.1% more accurately than recent QoE models.

Our ability to accurately profile time-varying user sensitivity inspires a new approach to video streaming—dynamically aligning higher (lower) quality with higher (lower) sensitivity periods. We present a new video streaming system called SENSEI that profiles and incorporates dynamic quality sensitivity into existing quality adaptation algorithms. We apply SENSEI to two state-of-the-art adaptation algorithms, one rule-based and one based on deep reinforcement learning. SENSEI can take seemingly unusual actions, e.g., lowering quality even when bandwidth is sufficient to prepare for higher quality sensitivity in the near future. Compared to state-of-the-art approaches, SENSEI improves QoE by 15.1% or achieves the same QoE with 26.8% less bandwidth on average.

1 Introduction

An inflection point in Internet video traffic is afoot, driven by more ultra-high-resolution videos, more large-screen devices, and ever-lower user patience for low quality [2, 10]. At the same time, the video streaming industry, after several decades of evolution, is seeing diminishing improvements: recent adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms (e.g., [45, 56, 83]) achieve near-optimal balance between bitrate and rebuffering events, and recent video codecs (e.g., [54, 72]) improve encoding efficiency but require an order of magnitude more computing power than their predecessors. The confluence of these trends means that the Internet may soon be overwhelmed by online video traffic,1 and new ways are needed to attain fundamentally better tradeoffs between bandwidth usage and user-perceived QoE (quality of experience).

We argue that a key limiting factor is the conventional wisdom that users care about quality in the same way throughout a video, so video quality should be optimized using the same standard everywhere in a video. This means that lower quality—due to rebuffering, low visual quality, or quality switches—should be avoided identically from the beginning to the end. We argue that this assumption is not accurate. In sports videos (e.g., the one in Figure 1), a rebuffering event that coincides with scoring tends to inflict a more negative impact on user experience than rebuffering during normal gameplay. But there are also sports videos where scoring is not the most quality-sensitive part. Thus, user quality sensitivity varies with the video content dynamically over time.

Unfortunately, both the literature on ABR algorithms and the literature on QoE modeling adopt the conventional wisdom. Most ABR algorithms completely ignore the content of each video chunk: they focus on balancing high bitrates and low rebuffering times, and thus consider only the size and download speed of the chunks. Traditional ways of modeling QoE are also agnostic to the substance of videos, although recent QoE models—e.g., PSNR [38], SSIM [80], VMAF [11], and deep-learning models [33, 48]—try to find frames that users are more sensitive to by studying the structure of pixels and motions to gauge their saliency. These heuristics seek to generalize across all videos and thus resort to generic measures (like pixel-level differences), but it is unclear if any heuristic can capture the diverse and dynamic influence a video’s content can have on users’ sensitivity to quality.

For example, models like LSTM-QoE [33] assume that users are more sensitive to rebuffering events in more “dy-
dynamic” scenes. In sports videos, however, non-essential content like ads and quick scans of the players can be highly dynamic, but users may care less about quality during those moments. In the video in Figure 1, LSTM-QoE considers normal gameplay to be the most dynamic part, but the most quality-sensitive part of the video according to our user study is the goal. A key insight is that the impact of the substance of a video on users’ sensitivity to quality cannot be fully explained by pixel-level patterns or cross-frame motions. Some recent work tries to predict user’s dynamic sensitivity, but they either need access to users’ viewing history [35] or use off-the-shelf computer-vision saliency models [34] whose predictions have little correlation with quality sensitivity on videos they have never seen before (§2.3 elaborates on this).

The dynamic nature of quality sensitivity suggests a new avenue for improvement. One can achieve higher QoE with the same bandwidth by carefully lowering the current quality in order to save bandwidth and allow higher quality when users become more sensitive. Similarly, one can attain similar QoE with less bandwidth by judiciously lowering the quality when quality sensitivity is indeed low. In short, we seek to align higher (lower) quality of video chunks with higher (lower) quality sensitivity of users.

We present SENSEI, a video streaming system that incorporates dynamic quality sensitivity into its QoE model and video quality adaptation. SENSEI addresses two key challenges.

**Challenge 1: How do we profile the unique dynamic quality sensitivity of each video?**

**Crowdsourcing the true quality sensitivity per video:** Instead of proposing another heuristic, SENSEI takes a different approach. We run a separate crowdsourcing experiment for each video to derive the quality sensitivity of users at different parts of the video. Specifically, we elicit quality ratings directly from real users (obtaining a “ground truth” of their QoE) for multiple renderings of the same video, where each rendering includes a quality degradation in some part of the video. SENSEI automates and scales this process out using a public crowdsourcing platform (Amazon MTurk), which provides a large pool of raters, while using pruning techniques to reduce the number of rendered videos that need to be rated. We then use these ratings to estimate a weight for each video chunk that encodes its quality sensitivity, independent of the quality of other chunks. While crowdsourcing has previously been used to model QoE, SENSEI is to our knowledge the first to scale it to per-video QoE modeling.

**Challenge 2: How do we incorporate dynamic quality sensitivity into a video streaming system to enable new decisions?**

Today’s video players are designed to be “greedy”: they pick a bitrate that maximizes the quality of the next chunk while avoiding rebuffering events. But in order to utilize dynamic quality sensitivity, a player must “schedule” bitrate choices over multiple future chunks, each having a potentially different quality sensitivity. This means that some well-established behaviors of video players, e.g., only rebuffer when the buffer is empty, may need to be revisited.

**Refactoring ABR logic to align with dynamic quality sensitivity:** SENSEI works within the popular DASH framework. It integrates the aforementioned per-chunk weights into existing ABR algorithms to leverage the dynamic quality sensitivity of upcoming video chunks when making quality adaptation decisions. The per-chunk weights enable new adaptation actions that “borrow bandwidth” from low-sensitivity chunks and give them to high-sensitivity chunks. For example, SENSEI may lower the bitrate even when bandwidth is sufficient, or initiate a rebuffering event with a non-empty buffer, to afford higher bitrates when quality sensitivity becomes higher. We apply SENSEI to two state-of-the-art ABR algorithms: Fugu [83], a more traditional rule-based algorithm, and Pen-sieve [56], a deep reinforcement learning-based algorithm.

Using its scalable crowdsourcing approach, SENSEI can predict QoE more accurately than state-of-the-art QoE models. For example, with a budget of just $31.4/minute video, SENSEI achieves 55% less QoE prediction error than existing models. Compared to state-of-the-art ABR algorithms, SENSEI improves QoE on average by 15.1% or achieves the same QoE with 26.8% less bandwidth across various video genres.

**Contributions and roadmap:** Our key contributions are:

- A measurement study revealing substantial temporal variability in users’ quality sensitivity and its potential for improving video streaming QoE and bandwidth usage (§2).
- The design and implementation of SENSEI, including: 1) a scalable crowdsourcing solution to profiling the true dynamic quality sensitivity of each video (§4,§5), and 2) a new ABR algorithm that incorporates dynamic user sensitivity into existing algorithms and frameworks (§6).

### 2 Motivation

We begin by showing that existing approaches to modeling video streaming QoE fail to accurately capture the true user-perceived QoE (2.1). We then present user studies that reveal a missing piece in today’s QoE modeling: users’ quality sensitivity varies dynamically throughout a video (§2.2), and this dynamic quality sensitivity is hard to capture using prior heuristics or vision models (§2.3). However, by incorporating dynamic quality sensitivity into existing ABR algorithms, we can significantly improve QoE and save bandwidth (§2.4).

#### 2.1 Prior QoE modeling and their limitations

QoE models are crucial to modern video streaming systems. A QoE model takes a streamed video as input and returns a predicted QoE as output. When streaming a video, the video player optimizes QoE by adapting the bitrate of each video chunk to the available bandwidth. QoE is often measured by the mean opinion score (MOS) assigned by a group of users to the quality of a video.\(^3\)

---

\(^2\)Our study was IRB-approved (IRB18-1851).

\(^3\)Our methodology extends to other QoE metrics as well.
We observe substantial differences in the QoE impact (measured by mean opinion score, or MOS) across the renderings.

**Quality metrics**: Today’s QoE models consider two aspects.

- **Pixel-based visual quality** tries to capture the impact of visual distortion on QoE. These metrics, such as PSNR and VMAF, are based on pixel/motion-based patterns [11, 38, 48, 63, 68, 79, 80] and recently on visual attention [27, 44, 86].

- **Streaming quality incidents** during the streaming process can negatively impact user experience, such as buffering, low bitrate, and bitrate switches. Their impact is modeled by metrics, such as buffering ratio, average bitrate, and frequency of bitrate switches during a video (e.g., [18, 28]). Some work also considers contextual factors (e.g., viewer’s emotion, acoustic conditions, etc.), but these are orthogonal to our focus on the video’s content.

**QoE models**: Recent QoE models combine both pixel-based visual quality metrics and quality-incident metrics for more accurate QoE prediction. We consider three such QoE models: KSQI [29], P.1203 [66], and LSTM-QoE [33], which were proposed within the past two years and have open-source implementations. KSQI combines VMAF, buffering ratio, and quality switches in a linear regression model. P.1203 combines QP (quantization parameter) and quality incident metrics in a random-forest model. Most recently, LSTM-QoE takes STRRED [68] and individual quality incidents as input to a long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network designed to capture the “memory effect” of human perception of past quality incidents. (We discuss related work in §8.)

**User study methodology**: We evaluate these QoE models (KSQI, P.1203, LSTM-QoE) on 16 source videos randomly selected from four public datasets [21, 30, 36, 78], covering a wide range of content genres (sports, scenic, movies, etc.). These videos are streamed using one of three ABR algorithms: Fugu [83], Pensieve [56], and BBA [45], over 7 throughput traces randomly selected from real-world cellular networks [5, 65], with bandwidths ranging from 200Kbps to 6Mbps. §7.1 and Appendix A provide more details on the videos and network traces. This creates 336 (16 × 7 × 3) rendered videos. To obtain the ground truth QoE of each rendered video, we elicit QoE ratings from crowdsourced workers on Amazon MTurk [1]. We obtain at least 30 ratings from different MTurkers and use the MOS over these ratings as the true QoE of the rendered video. §4 and §5 describe our crowdsourcing methodology in detail.

**QoE prediction accuracy**: Given the ground-truth QoE, we evaluate the three QoE models both with their pre-trained parameters and after customizing (retraining) them on 315 of the rendered videos selected at random. All models are tested on the remaining 21 videos: we scale their output range and the true QoE to [0, 1]. The x-axis of Figure 2 shows the mean relative prediction error of each QoE model on the test set; relative prediction error is defined as \( |Q_{\text{predict}} - Q_{\text{true}}| / Q_{\text{true}} \), where \( Q_{\text{predict}} \) and \( Q_{\text{true}} \) are the predicted and true QoE of the video. We see that these errors are nontrivial; even the most accurate QoE model has over 10.4% error on average.

We also examine whether these models can correctly rank the QoE achieved by two different ABR algorithms. For each pair of source video and throughput trace, we first rank every two of the three ABR algorithms using their true QoE and then again using the predicted QoE. If the rank is different, this pair is called a discordant pair. The y-axis of Figure 2 shows the fraction of discordant pairs among all possible pairs (a common measure used in rank correlation): over 10.2% of pairs are discordant even for the most accurate QoE model. This suggests that using QoE predictions to compare different algorithms (e.g., [45, 56, 83]) may not be reliable.

### 2.2 Temporal variability of quality sensitivity

Figure 2 shows that, unlike prior methods, our QoE model (§4) can predict QoE and rank ABRs significantly more accurately when applied on the same train/test set. We argue that this gap stems from a common assumption shared by all previous QoE models, which is that all factors affecting QoE can be captured by a handful of objective metrics. This premise ignores the impact of high-level video content (rather than low-level pixels and frames) on users’ sensitivity to quality at different parts of the video. We now demonstrate how this quality sensitivity varies as video content changes.

**Quantifying dynamic quality sensitivity**: Users’ sensitiv-
ity to quality at a certain part of a video is reflected by the QoE drop when a low-quality incident occurs at that part of the video, i.e., $\Delta = Q_{bef} - Q_{after}$, where $Q_{bef}$ is the MOS of the video without the low-quality incident and $Q_{after}$ is the MOS of the video with the low-quality incident. To measure the true quality sensitivity at different parts of a source video, we create a rendered video series as follows. Rendered videos in a video series have the same source content and highest quality (highest bitrate without rebuffering), except that a low-quality video series have the same source content and highest quality video without the low-quality incident and different degrees of attention to different parts of a video. In our study, we identify at least three types of moments when users tend to be more (or less) attentive to video quality than usual. The first are key moments in the storyline of a video when tensions have built up; e.g., in BigBuckBunny (animation) when the bullies fall into a trap set by the bunny, or in Soccer1 when a goal is scored. The second are moments when users must pay attention to get important information; e.g., showing the scoreboard in sports videos (Soccer2), or acquiring supplies after killing an enemy (FPS2). The third are transitional moments with scenic backgrounds, when users tend to be less attentive to quality; e.g., the universe background in Space.

### 2.3 Modeling quality sensitivity

#### Can it be captured by QoE models?

Traditional QoE models predict the same QoE for all rendered videos in a video series. Even models that do predict different QoE assume that the impact of video content can be captured by pixels and motions; e.g., VMAF [11] (the visual quality metric used by KSQI) gives lower QoE estimates if a bitrate drop occurs when the frame pixels are more “complex”. Unfortunately, the impact of content on user sensitivity discussed above cannot be fully captured by pixel-level patterns. In Figure 1, the true highest QoE drop occurs when the low-quality incident occurs during the goal, but both VMAF and LSTM-QoE predict that it occurs during normal gameplay.

#### Can it be captured by vision saliency?

User sensitivity is conceptually similar to temporal saliency in computer vision. Can saliency/highlight detection models capture user sensitivity to quality? We examine three representative approaches.

- **Traditional motion-based models**, such as AMVM (average motion-vector magnitude) [13, 52], use the motion vector magnitudes of pixels in a chunk to indicate user sensitivity—i.e., users are more sensitive to more dynamic scenes.

- **Interestingness score per frame (highlight detection)**, such as Video2GIF [39] and [34], train a regression model (using C3D [75] neural network as the spatio-temporal feature extractor) on videos with human-annotated per-frame interestingness scores. The model then produces a per-frame interestingness score which might indicate user sensitivity.

---

4We notice that some content providers passively monitor the number of viewers at different parts of a video (e.g., [6]), which is an alternative way of identifying highlights or high-interestingness chunks.
Video summarization models, such as dppLSTM [87] and DSN [90], infer how important each frame is to the whole story of a video, by extracting vision features [74] and using an LSTM to model temporal dependencies. The more important a frame is, the higher user sensitivity might be. Figure 4 shows the average saliency scores (normalized to [0, 1]) returned by these models at each chunk of two example videos. We see a weak correlation between the QoE drops caused by a 1-second rebuffering event at different chunks and the true user sensitivity. Overall, such correlation is low for all videos in our dataset: less than 0.23 (Pearson’s correlation) and 0.18 (Spearman’s rank correlation). To see an example, in the soccer video (Figure 1), the part right before the goal is the most quality sensitive. However, the highlight detection and motion-based models highlight the highly dynamic scenes that pan across the audience, and the video summarization model picks diverse moments of a video, such as shot/rewind clips, whereas users pay more attention to when a goal might be scored. Appendix D gives more discussions. As a result, ABR logic based on saliency scores performs poorly (§7).

2.4 Potential gains

Dynamic quality sensitivity is prevalent: We repeat the same experiment from Figure 1 on all 16 source videos in our dataset and three low-quality incidents: 1-second rebuffering, 4-second rebuffering, and a bitrate drop for 4 seconds. This creates 48 video series in total. Figure 5 plots the sensitivity variability defined by \((\Delta_{\text{max}} - \Delta_{\text{min}}) / \Delta_{\text{min}}\) for each video series, where \(\Delta_{\text{max}}\) and \(\Delta_{\text{min}}\) are the maximum and minimum QoE drop of the videos in a series. We see that 21 of the 48 video series have a sensitivity variability of over 0.99, while some have less than 0.20 variability. A similar trend holds even if we localize the low-quality incident and sensitivity gap measurement to 12-second windows. The fact that quality sensitivity varies substantially even among very nearby chunks suggests a new opportunity: we can lower the quality when sensitivity is low in order to save bandwidth for nearby chunks whose sensitivity is high.

Potential sensitivity-aware improvement: The above suggests that we can improve ABR algorithms to optimize QoE and save bandwidth by aligning quality adaptation with dynamic user sensitivity. We demonstrate the potential gains using an idealistic but clean experiment. We create two simple ABR algorithms whose only difference is the QoE model they optimize: one algorithm optimizes KSQI, the most accurate QoE model from Figure 2 that is unaware of dynamic quality sensitivity, and the other optimizes our eventual QoE model from §4, which is aware of dynamic quality sensitivity. Both algorithms take as input an entire throughput trace and the same 4-second video chunks encoded using the same bitrate levels. They then determine a bitrate-to-chunk assignment that maximizes their respective QoE model. Note that these ABR algorithms are idealistic because they have access to the entire throughput trace in advance, and hence know the future throughput variability. However, this allows us to eliminate the confounding factor of throughput prediction. We pick one of the throughput traces (results are similar with the other traces) and rescale it to \([20, 40, \ldots, 100]\)% to emulate different average network throughputs.

For each source video, we create the rendered video as if it were streamed by each ABR algorithm (with bitrate switches, rebufferings, etc.). We use Amazon MTurk as before to assess the true QoE of the rendered video. Figure 6 shows the average QoE of the two ABR algorithms across 16 source videos and different average bandwidths. We see that being aware of dynamic quality sensitivity could improve QoE by 22–52% while using the same bandwidth, or save 39–49% bandwidth while achieving the same QoE.
to many videos. SENSEI uses crowdsourcing to automate and scale the per-video QoE modeling, by addressing two challenges: (1) how many (and which) rendered videos must be rated to build a sensitivity-aware QoE model (§4); and (2) how to get reliable ratings from crowdsourced workers (§5).

**Sensitivity-aware ABR:** Video players today are designed to maximize bitrate without rebuffering on *every* chunk. This is ill-suited to our goal of aligning quality adaptation with dynamic quality sensitivity: quality should be optimized in proportion to the quality sensitivity of the content. To achieve this, SENSEI refactors the control logic of video players to enable new adaptation actions that “borrow” resources from low-sensitivity chunks and give them to high-sensitivity chunks. We discuss the details in §6.

Instead of building a separate QoE model for each video, SENSEI reuses existing QoE models but reweights each chunk by its quality sensitivity. This is inspired by our observation that relative quality sensitivity is inherent to the content, rather than the specific quality incident (§2.2). Thus we assign a weight to each chunk to encode its inherent quality sensitivity. The abstraction of *per-chunk weights* has two benefits. First, it allows us to reuse existing QoE models by simply reweighting the quality of different chunks. Second, by using the sensitivity weights as input, the same SENSEI ABR algorithm can be used to optimize QoE for any new video.

### 3.2 Crowdsourcing quality sensitivity per video

SENSEI directly elicits quality ratings from human viewers to reveal their quality sensitivity to various quality incidents. However, these user ratings must be elicited *per video* and the sheer scale of this feedback can be prohibitive! To put it into perspective, QoE models are usually built from user ratings on just a handful of source videos \([21,31]\), but getting enough user ratings requires a lab environment (or survey platform) to recruit participants and have them watch over two orders of magnitude more video content than the source videos.\(^5\) This does not scale if we repeat the process per video.

To address this, we use crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon MTurk \([1]\) to automate the user studies and scale them out to more videos. Crowdsourcing reduces the overhead of participant recruitment, survey dissemination, and result collection (down to about 78 minutes), and provides a large pool of participants. This allows for repeated experiments to help control for human-related statistical noise. Although the crowdsourcing cost grows with video length, SENSEI offers several techniques to reduce the cost (see §4). Thus, the content providers can decide whether and how to initiate profiling given their budgets. Note that our reliance on crowdsourcing makes some scenarios, e.g., live video streaming, currently inapplicable (see §9).

### 4 Profiling Quality Sensitivity at Scale

In this section, we show how to build an accurate and cost-efficient QoE model using crowdsourcing. We overview our workflow (§4.1) and then discuss low-cost methods for chunk-level reweighting (§4.2) and crowdsourcing scheduling (§4.3).

#### 4.1 QoE modeling workflow

Figure 8 shows SENSEI’s workflow for QoE modeling. SENSEI takes a source video and a monetary budget as input and returns a QoE model that incorporates dynamic quality sensitivity (customized for this video) as output.

- **Rendered video scheduling** (§4.3): We first generate a set of rendered videos from the source video. Each rendered video is created by injecting a carefully selected low-quality incident at a certain point in the video.
- **MTurk campaign** (§5): The rendered videos are published on the MTurk platform and we specify how many participants (MTurkers) to recruit for this campaign. When an MTurker signs up, they start a survey that asks them to watch \(K\) rendered videos and, after each video, rate its QoE.
- **QoE modeling** (§4.2): Finally, we use the MOS of each rendered video as its QoE and use regression to derive the per-chunk weights, which are then incorporated into an existing QoE model to derive the QoE model for this video.

#### 4.2 Cutting cost via chunk-level reweighting

While crowdsourcing scales QoE profiling elastically, profiling each video can still be prohibitively expensive. Since a QoE model must capture the impact of both quality incidents and the quality sensitivity of each chunk, a strawman solution would build a QoE model with \(O(N \cdot P)\) parameters, where \(N\) is the number of chunks and \(P\) is the number of parameters in a traditional QoE model. This could require a prohibitive number of ratings to build (e.g., KSOI has tens of parameters). Encoding quality sensitivity with per-chunk weights: We

---

\(^5\)For instance, in the WaterlooSQOE-III dataset \([31]\), each video is streamed over 13 throughput traces with 6 ABR algorithms, and each rendered video is then rated by 30 users.
Second, we pick N videos and ask M1 participants to rate each video. The total number of chunks is then N = 4, of which N' = 2 chunks may have high/low sensitivity, and generate 15 rendered videos in the second step for these chunks.

Quality incidents used in profiling: For the set of B bitrates, we use the bitrate levels of YouTube videos and pick three of them to cover high, medium and low visual quality; we found this to be a practical compromise. The set of rebuffering events F are chosen to match those we plan to proactively add to the video (see §6). Testing on a larger set of quality incidents would yield more data points, but our microbenchmarking results in §7.4 show that this only marginally improves model accuracy, while significantly increasing the cost.

5 Reliable QoE Crowdsourcing
SENSEI's QoE model crucially depends on the reliability of M Turkers' quality ratings. This section describes our user survey procedure and techniques for increasing reliability. While SENSEI mostly follows known practices [41, 43, 57], we provide some key details that arose from our experience (described below and in Appendix B).

Single-survey procedure: As shown in Figure 21, each survey starts with the instructions and rejection criteria under which the ratings will be rejected. The M Turker then watches an example video that includes a quality incident, so they know what their ratings should be based on. Then the M Turker is asked to watch a sequence of rendered videos (determined by the scheduler) and, after each video, rate its quality on a scale of 1-5. Finally, the M Turker does an exit survey.
Quality control per survey: Several measures are taken to prevent and filter out spurious user ratings. First, we show the test videos in a randomized order to each MTurker. This eliminates biases due to viewing order and which videos were previously watched. Second, we add reliability checks: we show a video without any quality incident at a random position among the test videos, and if an MTurker does not give the highest score to this video, we discard all of their ratings. We also ask the MTurker what quality incident(s) they just saw in the last video, and if they report more quality incidents than were included, that rating is discarded. This may occur if the MTurker’s network connection is poor and new quality incidents are introduced. Third, we implement an engagement test to verify if the MTurker watched the video in its entirety, by monitoring the time spent on the video playback page and discarding the rating if the time is shorter than the video length. We also implement other filters, such as limiting the number or length of videos per MTurker to prevent fatigue.

Use of Master MTurkers: We follow a common practice (e.g., [53]) and restrict our tests to Master MTurkers, a class of reliable MTurkers who have participated in over 1000 surveys and whose feedback was accepted for over 99% of their prior surveys. We find that our rejection rate from Master MTurkers is over 4× lower than normal MTurkers. One lesson we learned is that Master MTurkers are more willing to participate if the publisher (us) historically has a low rejection rate because they wish to maintain their rejection rate below 1%.

Sanity check of our dataset: To check if MTurker ratings are similar to prior lab studies [41, 77], we select three 12-second videos from a public dataset [31] whose quality ratings are collected in a lab environment, and obtain MTurker ratings for these videos. We find that the MTurker responses are similar to the in-lab study: after normalizing the ratings to the same range, the MTurkers’ MOS differs by less than 3% from the in-lab study’s MOS on the same video.

How many MTurkers are needed? We did a head-to-head comparison with WaterlooSQOE-III [31] and found that we need 17% more MTurkers to reduce the variance of QoE ratings down to the levels of the in-lab study. §7.4 shows how the number of MTurkers affects SENSEI’s performance.

Despite the above, we acknowledge that our MTurk survey methodology could be susceptible to human factors.

6 SENSEI’s ABR Logic

The key difference between SENSEI’s ABR logic and traditional ABR logic is that SENSEI aligns quality adaptation with the temporal variability of quality sensitivity. We first show how SENSEI modifies a traditional ABR framework (§6.1), and then show how existing ABR algorithms can be minimally modified to benefit from SENSEI (§6.2).

6.1 Enabling new adaptation actions

SENSEI takes a pragmatic approach by working within the framework of existing players. It proposes specific changes to their input and output, as highlighted in Figure 10.

Input: Besides the current buffer length, next chunk sizes, and history of throughput measurements, SENSEI’s ABR algorithm takes as input the sensitivity weights of the next $h$ chunks, where $h$ is the lookahead horizon. A larger $h$ allows us to look farther into the future for opportunities to trade current quality for future quality, or vice versa. In practice, we are also constrained by the reliability of our bandwidth prediction for future chunks. We microbenchmark the selection of $h$ in §7.5.

Output: SENSEI’s ABR algorithm selects the bitrate for future chunks as well as when the next rebuffing event should occur.² In contrast, traditional players only initiate rebuffing events when the buffer is empty.

QoE model objective: If the ABR algorithm explicitly optimizes an additive QoE model, SENSEI can modify its objective as described in §4.2. While SENSEI can be applied to most ABR algorithms (e.g., [56, 83, 85]), some (e.g., BBA) do not have an explicit objective that SENSEI can build on.

In theory, these changes are sufficient to enable at least the following optimizations, which traditional ABR algorithms are unlikely to explicitly do. (1) Lowering the current bitrate so that it can raise the bitrate for the next few chunks, if they have higher quality sensitivity (Figures 11(a) and (b)). (2) Raising the current bitrate slightly over the sustainable level if quality sensitivity is expected to decrease in the next few chunks. (3) Initiating a short rebuffing event now in order to ensure smoother playback for the next few chunks, if they have higher quality sensitivity (Figures 11(c) and (d)).
6.2 Refactoring current ABR algorithms

We apply SENSEI to two ABR algorithms: Pensieve [56], based on deep reinforcement learning, and Fugu [83], a more traditional algorithm based on bandwidth prediction.

**Applying SENSEI to Pensieve:** SENSEI leverages the flexibility of deep neural networks (DNNs) and augments Pensieve’s input, output and QoE objective—its states, actions, and reward, in the terminology of reinforcement learning—as described in §6.1. It then re-trains the DNN model in the same way as Pensieve; we call this variation SENSEI-Pensieve. SENSEI-Pensieve makes two minor changes to reduce the action space (which now includes rebuffering). First, we restrict possible rebuffering times to three levels (0, 1, 2 seconds) that can only happen at chunk boundaries. Second, instead of choosing among combinations of bitrates and rebuffering, SENSEI-Pensieve either selects a bitrate or initiates a rebuffering event at the next chunk. If it chooses the latter, SENSEI-Pensieve will increment the buffer state by the chosen rebuffering time and rerun the ABR algorithm immediately.

**Applying SENSEI to Fugu:** Let us first explain how Fugu works. At a high level, before downloading the jth chunk, Fugu considers the throughput prediction for the next h chunks. For any throughput variation γ (with predicted probability p(γ)) and bitrate selection B = (b1, . . . , bh−1), where bj is the bitrate of the jth chunk, it simulates when each of the next h chunks will be downloaded and estimates the rebuffering time tj(B, γ) of the jth chunk (which could be zero). It then picks the bitrate vector (b1, . . . , bh−1) that maximizes the expected total quality over the next h chunks and possible throughput variations: \( \sum \gamma p(\gamma) \sum_{j=0}^{h-1} q(b_j, t_j) \). Here, q(b,t) estimates the quality of a chunk with bitrate b and rebuffering time t using a simplified model of KSQI.

The SENSEI variation of Fugu, which we call SENSEI-Fugu, uses Fugu’s throughput prediction and the sensitivity weights wj of the next h chunks. SENSEI-Fugu picks the bitrate vector B = (b1, . . . , bh−1) and the rebuffering time vector T = (t1, . . . , th−1), where tj is the rebuffering time of the jth chunk, that maximizes the expected total quality over the next h chunks and possible throughput variations:

\[
\sum_{\gamma} p(\gamma) \sum_{j=0}^{h-1} w_j q(b_j, t_j)
\]

Here, the chosen rebuffering times must be feasible, i.e., the buffer length can never be negative.

In short, SENSEI-Pensieve and SENSEI-Fugu add an extra action (rebuffering time per chunk), and their objective function reweights the contribution of each chunk’s quality using the sensitivity weights provided by our QoE model.

6.3 Player implementation and integration

We implement SENSEI on DASH.js [3], an open-source player that several commercial players are based on. We add a new field in the DASH manifest file (under Representation) to represent per-chunk sensitivity weights and change the parser ManifestLoader to parse these weights. Unlike other ABR players, SENSEI may initiate rebuffering when the buffer is not empty. We use Media Source Extensions [7] (an API that allows browsers to change player states) to delay a downloaded chunk in the browser buffer from being loaded into the player buffer. We also describe the implementation of our crowdsourcing pipeline for MTurk surveys in Appendix C.

7 Evaluation

Our evaluation of SENSEI shows several key findings:

- Compared to recent proposals, SENSEI can improve QoE by 7.7-52.5% without using more bandwidth or can save 12.1-50.3% bandwidth while achieving the same QoE.
- The performance gains of SENSEI come at a cost of $3.1/minute video, which is marginal compared to the investments made by content providers.
- SENSEI can improve QoE prediction accuracy by 11.8-37.1% over state-of-the-art QoE models.
- SENSEI’s ABR algorithm consistently outperforms baseline ABR algorithms even when bandwidth fluctuates.

7.1 Experimental setup

**Test videos and throughput traces:** Our test videos are selected from four datasets: LIVE-MOBILE [36], LIVE-NFLX-II [21], and WaterlooSQOE-III [31] are professional-grade datasets often used to train/compare QoE models in the literature. We complement these sources with videos from a user-generated dataset, YouTube-UGC [78]. The videos are randomly selected from four video genres: sports, gaming, nature, and animation. Appendix §A provides more details about the videos. To create an adaptive video streaming setup, we chop videos into 4-second chunks and encode each chunk at 5 bitrate levels: \{300, 750, 1200, 1850, 2850\} Kbps. We randomly select 10 throughput traces from two public datasets, FCC [24] and 3G/HSDPA [65], restricting our selection to those whose average throughput is between 0.2Mbps and 6Mbps, forcing the ABR algorithms to adapt their bitrates.

**Baselines:** We compare SENSEI’s ABR algorithm with three baselines: Buffer-based adaptation (BBA) [45], Fugu [83], and Pensieve [56]. We keep their default settings (e.g., same DNN architecture and training network traces for Pensieve, etc.). For fairness, we use KSQI as the QoE model for Pensieve, Fugu, and the SENSEI variants. This modification should improve the quality of Pensieve and Fugu, because the QoE models used in their original implementations are special cases of KSQI. We use SENSEI-Pensieve (i.e., the application of SENSEI to Pensieve) as SENSEI, but confirm that the improvements of SENSEI-Fugu are similar (Figure 18a).

**Performance metrics:** We use three performance metrics. For a given source and video and throughput trace, we report the QoE gain of one ABR algorithm (Q1) over another (Q2), i.e., \( (Q_1 - Q_2) / Q_2 \), where \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) are rated by MTurkers.
We calculate Sensei's bandwidth saving by scaling down the throughput traces and determining how much bandwidth each ABR algorithm needs to achieve the same QoE. We normalize all QoE values to the range [0, 1]. We measure the crowdsourcing cost paid to MTurk to get enough ratings to profile a 1-minute video. Only Sensei incurs this cost.

### 7.2 End-to-end improvement

**QoE gains:** Figure 12a shows the distributions of QoE gains of Sensei, Pensieve, and Fugu over BBA, across all combinations of the 16 source videos and 10 network traces. Compared to BBA, Sensei has at least 14.4% QoE gain for half of the trace-video combinations, whereas Pensieve's and Fugu's median QoE gains are about 5.7%. The tail improvement of Sensei is greater: Sensei's QoE gain at the 80th percentile is 4.8%, whereas Pensieve's and Fugu's are 0.2% and 0.7% respectively. The fact that Sensei's gains over Pensieve (its base ABR logic) are similar to Pensieve's gains over BBA suggests the significant potential in making an existing ABR algorithm aware of dynamic quality sensitivity.

**Bandwidth savings:** Figure 12b shows the average QoE of different ABR algorithms across the source videos, under one throughput trace scaled down by different ratios (x-axis). We confirm the results are consistent across different throughput traces. We see that when setting a target QoE of 0.8, the bandwidth savings of Sensei is about 27% higher compared to Pensieve and Fugu, and 32% higher compared to BBA.

**QoE vs. crowdsourcing cost:** Figure 12c shows the crowdsourcing cost and resulting QoE of Sensei relative to Pensieve, both with and without the cost-pruning optimization (which is evaluated separately in Figure 16). Compared to enumerating all combinations of the quality incidents, we see that costs can be reduced by more than $31.4 per 1-minute video, which is a negligible cost for large content providers that may spend on the order of $10 billion annually [4] for licensing popular TV shows (or making such shows).

**Improvements by video and trace:** Figure 13a shows the QoE gains for each video across the network traces. We see significant variability in the QoE gains across videos and even within the same genre. Figure 13b shows the QoE gains for each video across the network traces. We see that when setting a target QoE of 0.8, the QoE improvements by video and trace:

**7.3 QoE prediction accuracy**

We now microbenchmark Sensei's QoE model introduced in §4 using all 640 rendered videos generated by running Sensei and the baseline ABR algorithms on all combinations of source videos and network traces. We obtain the "ground truth" QoE of each rendered video using our MTurk survey procedure (§4.5). We calculate Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (PRCC) between the predicted QoE and actual user-rated QoE. Figure 14 compares Sensei with three baselines QoE models (KSQI, LSTM-QoE, P.1203). The PLCC (and PRCC) of Sensei's QoE prediction is over 0.85 (and 0.84), whereas the baselines are below 0.76 (and 0.73). We evaluated several variants of KSQI (the best baseline QoE model) re-weighted by per-chunk saliency scores from the saliency models in §2.3, but their accuracies are even lower.

### 7.4 Cost savings on crowdsourcing
We microbenchmark the effects of different crowdsourcing parameters on 
SENSEI’s QoE model.

**Impact of number of raters per video:** Figure 15(a) shows that while the quality ratings have substantial variance with less than 5 raters, their mean value (MOS) stabilizes with more than 15 raters. As a result, having 15 raters per video (as used in SENSEI) produces a similar QoE prediction accuracy (b) and QoE gains (c) as having 30 raters.

**Impact of crowdsourcing schedule granularity:** Figure 16 shows the effect of reducing MTurk cost by considering (a) fewer bitrate levels ($B$), (b) fewer rebuffering events ($F$), or (c) higher threshold $\alpha$ used to pick which chunks to investigate in the second step. These terms are defined in §4.3. By reducing $B$ to 3, $F$ to 2, or raising $\alpha$ to 6%, we greatly reduce the cost while incurring less than 3% drop in accuracy.

### 7.5 SENSEI’s ABR logic

Finally, we microbenchmark SENSEI’s ABR logic (§6). To scale this experiment out, we use real videos and throughput traces but use the QoE predicted by SENSEI (instead of real user ratings) to evaluate QoE. We have confirmed that this yields the same QoE estimates on average as real user ratings under the same setting.

**Impact of bandwidth variance:** Figure 17 shows the performance of SENSEI under increasing throughput variance. We pick one throughput trace and increase its throughput variance by adding unbiased Gaussian noise. The graph begins at the variance of the original throughput trace; as variance increases, SENSEI’s QoE degrades gracefully, but it still maintains a significant gain over its base ABR logic (Pensieve or Fugu). This is because SENSEI only needs to predict how likely low throughput will occur on high quality-sensitivity chunks, not all future chunks, so if the average throughput until the next such chunk is predictable, it will work well.

**Performance breakdown:** Figure 18a shows that SENSEI achieves comparable improvement when either Pensieve or Fugu is the base ABR logic. This suggests that SENSEI’s gains do not depend on the choice of the base ABR logic. Figure 18b shows that both aspects of SENSEI’s control logic contributes to its improvements: (1) making ABR logic aware of dynamic quality sensitivity ($1^{st}$ vs. $2^{nd}$ bar), and (2) injecting rebuffering judiciously ($2^{nd}$ vs. $3^{rd}$ bar). Thus, even if a content provider cannot control rebuffering, it can still benefit significantly from SENSEI’s dynamic quality sensitivity.

**Impact of video contents:** While the videos in our dataset have varying fractions (from 20% to 60%) of high-sensitivity chunks, Figure 18c tests SENSEI’s performance under an even wider range of high-sensitivity chunk fractions (from 0% to 100%). We create source videos with the specific fractions of high and low quality-sensitivity chunks and randomize the positions of the chunks. SENSEI has marginal improvement when the video is dominated by either high or low quality-sensitivity chunks. However, SENSEI significantly improves QoE when high quality-sensitivity chunks are 20-40% of a video (most of our videos fall in this range).

**Lookahead horizon:** Figure 18d tests the impact of lookahead horizon—the number of future chunks $h$ whose quality-sensitivity weights are revealed to the ABR algorithm. A longer horizon increases SENSEI’s ability to schedule quality events between low and high quality-sensitivity chunks. Empirically in our dataset, the QoE gains diminish after the lookahead horizon is greater than 4 chunks.

**Systems overhead:** We confirm empirically that compared to a video player without SENSEI, the runtime overhead of SENSEI is less than 1% in both CPU cycles and RAM usage.

### 8 Related Work

**ABR algorithms:** Mainstream ABR algorithms maximize bitrate under dynamic available bandwidth. Traditional ones are buffer-based (e.g., [46, 50]) or rate-based algorithms (e.g., [45, 69, 70]). Recent ABR algorithms explicitly optimize a given QoE objective via control theory [85], ML-based
thoroughput prediction [73, 83], or deep reinforcement learning [34, 35, 56]. Some ABR algorithms also rely on server-side processing [17, 47, 84]. Key parameters of the ABR logic can be customized to network conditions or devices [16]. Though SENSEI reuses existing ABR algorithms, its contribution lies in identifying minimum changes (e.g., adaptation actions they never would have taken) needed for these algorithms to fully leverage users’ dynamic quality sensitivity.

Modeling and optimizing user-perceived quality: Visual quality assessment (VQA) traditionally models user’s perception of encoded video using pixel-level patterns (e.g., [38, 64, 68, 79]) as well as advanced data-driven models, such as SVM [11] and deep learning models (e.g., [48]). Adaptive quality assessment (AQA), on the other hand, models streaming-related incidents, including join time, bitrate switches, rebuffering (e.g., [18, 28, 49]). Recent QoE models combine VQA and AQA (e.g., [19, 20, 22, 25, 29, 31, 33]) and sometimes uses spatial/temporal visual attention (e.g., [30, 34, 37, 59, 60, 82]). These perception-centric QoE models have inspired a large body of work that maximizes user-perceived quality with bitrate adaptation [58, 61], adaptive video encoding [17, 67, 89], adaptive bitrate levels [14, 15], dynamic chunk lengths [51], and super resolution [47, 84, 88].

Since the user-perceived quality metrics can vary across chunks, they may also treat video chunks differently, like SENSEI does. However, as elaborated in §2.3, SENSEI is complementary to these efforts: while they propose heuristics to how pixel-/motion-based visual features affect QoE, SENSEI customizes itself for each video (in a cost-efficient way) to capture the impact of the substance of video content on true user sensitivity to video quality. That said, actions like dynamic bitrate levels, chunk lengths, and super resolution could be used in SENSEI too, though SENSEI only considers actions directly supported by current DASH players.

QoE research using crowdsourcing: Prior work (e.g., [23, 42, 43, 57, 62, 81]) provides methodologies for using commercial crowdsourcing platforms, e.g., Amazon MTurk [1] and Microworkers [8], to systematically model user perception using objective quality metrics [23, 42, 43, 62, 81], investigate QoE impact of different types of low-quality events (e.g., [32]), and build crowdsourcing platforms themselves for similar purposes (e.g., [77, 83]). While SENSEI follows conventional crowdsourcing methodology (§5), SENSEI faces a unique challenge of scaling crowdsourcing to per-video QoE modeling. The cost of modeling QoE of each video separately is prohibitive, and SENSEI drastically prunes the cost by reusing an existing QoE model while profiling only a single weight per representative chunk to encode the content-induced quality sensitivity of each chunk.

9 Discussion
Participant selection bias: A concern of any crowdsourced user study is that the results could be biased because the workers who are willing to participate in the user study might have different characteristics than the real video viewers. A common approach to address this bias is to reweight the participant responses based on the demographics of real users (e.g., [26, 55, 71, 76]). SENSEI could apply reweighting to the user study if we have knowledge of the target viewers’ demographics, or it could directly recruit the user study participants from the target viewers themselves (e.g., subscribers of the content provider).

Inapplicable scenarios: SENSEI does not apply to live video streaming and copyrighted videos. Live videos have strict delay requirements which our crowdsourcing-based video profiling cannot meet. Showing copyrighted videos to crowdsourcing workers poses the risk of copyright violation, though SENSEI could be used on already-released videos. Moreover, the profiling cost of ∼$31.4/minute video may still be impractical for videos with only a few views. Instead, we envision that SENSEI will be used for popular on-demand video by content providers who seek to improve their QoE-bandwidth trade-offs. For example, providers such as Amazon, Netflix and YouTube recently lowered the default bitrate in Europe due to increased network traffic during the COVID lockdown [9].

10 Conclusion
We have described SENSEI, a video streaming system that optimizes video quality by exploiting dynamic quality sensitivity. Observing that quality sensitivity is inherent to video content and hence unique to each video, SENSEI scales out the profiling of quality sensitivity using a reliable crowdsourcing methodology. We show that with minor modifications to state-of-the-art ABR algorithms, SENSEI can improve their QoE by 15.1% or save bandwidth by 26.8% on average.
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We provide a few additional details on our crowdsourcing videos. As mentioned in §9, the per-chunk quality sensitivity could be biased by the population bias of MTurk:


A Dataset

Figure 19 provides screenshots and descriptions of the 16 source videos used in our dataset. Table 1 summarizes the test videos.

B Reliable QoE Crowdsourcing

We provide a few additional details on our crowdsourcing methodology.

Population bias of MTurk: As mentioned in §9, the per-chunk quality sensitivity could be biased by the population distribution of MTurkers. We confirm that about 43.8% (and 67.3%) of the received ratings come from MTurkers who participate in our survey only once (at most twice). This suggests that the pool of MTurkers is large enough to avoid small population bias, which corroborates our sanity-check results (§5) that on average MTurker quality ratings are strongly correlated with in-lab survey results.

Fast MTurker recruitment: While the MTurk platform cuts the overhead to publish our survey, if MTurkers sign up slowly, this can slow down the entire process. We take following steps to speedup the recruitment of MTurkers.

• Competitive compensation: We offer an hourly rate of $10, a competitive compensation on the MTurk platform — only 4% MTurkers are paid more than $7.25/hour [40], though we have not explored the impact of raising/lowering this rate. To prevent people from gaming the system by sitting on a job for too long, we pay each MTurker by the estimated amount of time needed to finish a survey (which is proportional to the total length of the videos per MTurker), rather than by how much time the MTurker actually spends. In practice, this only weeds out MTurkers who spend too much time on a survey.

• Maintaining good reputation: The MTurkers’ signing-up speed also depends largely on the reputation of the publisher (i.e., us), because MTurkers tend to sign up if the publisher historically has a low rejection rate. Thus, it is critical to be clear upfront about our study’s rejection criteria. In the meantime, to keep our rejection rate low, we try to target reliable MTurkers by restricting ourselves to Master MTurkers (a common practice for publishers on MTurk [53]).

C Implementation

Automation of MTurk tests: We implement the pipeline shown in Figure 8 in Python (for the logic) and Javascript (for the video server). Given a source video, it first creates the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Source dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Basket1</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>LIVE-MOBILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Soccer1</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>3:20</td>
<td>LIVE-NFLIX-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Basket2</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Soccer2</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Discus</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Wrestling</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) Motor</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) Tank</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) FPS1</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j) FPS2</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k) Mountain</td>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>1:24</td>
<td>LIVE-MOBILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l) Animal</td>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m) Space</td>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n) Lava</td>
<td>Animation</td>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>YouTube-UGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p) BigBuckBunny</td>
<td>Animation</td>
<td>9:56</td>
<td>WaterlooSQOE-III</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of the test video set.
rendered videos by adding specific low-quality incidents in the source video (via ffmpeg). It then uploads these videos to a video server, from which MTurkers later download the video. After that, it generates a unique link for this campaign and posts it on the MTurk website (the only step that requires manual intervention). MTurkers can join the test by clicking the link, which redirects them to our video server. Once an MTurker has rated all assigned videos, the server logs the ratings and notifies us. Once enough ratings are received, the server trains the per-chunk weights as described in §4.2.

Single survey procedure: As shown in Figure 21:
• (a) Each survey starts with the instructions and rejection criteria under which which ratings of an MTurker will be rejected.
• (b) The MTurker then watches an example video that includes a quality incident so that they know what their ratings should be based on.
• (c, d) After that, the MTurker is asked to watch a sequence of rendered videos (determined by the scheduler) and, after each video, rate the quality on a scale of 1-5.
• (d) Finally, the MTurker does an exit survey.

D More discussion on saliency models

Saliency models used in §2.3: We test four models in total, a traditional motion-based heuristic (AMVM [52]), a highlight detection model (video2GIF [39]), and a video summarization model (DSN [90], dppLSTM [87]). We used the pretrained models of Video2GIF (https://github.com/gyglim/video2gif_code), DSN (https://github.com/KaiyangZhou/pytorch-vsumm-reinforce), and dppLSTM (https://github.com/kezhang-cs/Video-Summarization-with-LSTM).

Saliency score vs. quality sensitivity: Although a variety of saliency models have been proposed, we argue that these visual heuristics can be misaligned with video quality sensitivity. For example, in the soccer video (Figure 1), the scene
right before the goal is most quality sensitive, but the highlight detection models and motion-based heuristics we evaluated believe the scenes showing the audience are the most important (probably because they show more human movements). Video summarization models pick all diverse moments of a video, but many of them may not be quality-sensitive. For example, in the same soccer video, the video summarization models identify every shot, rewind, and celebration clip as important, but the users pay more attention to shots that might score a goal.

We also acknowledge the potential use of viewership information to detect video highlights. While the popularity of a chunk is closely related to highlights (or high interestingness scenes) in a video, as we found in §2.3 and §7.3, these incidents may not perfectly align with users’ sensitivity to video quality. Below are two examples specifically regarding the potential misalignment between content popularity and quality sensitivity.

- Example 1: A less popular part of a video can still be quality-sensitive. The “animal” video in our dataset is a part of a video about wildlife in Africa. Although a more “popular” or “interesting” scenes is one where the lions chase antelopes, we find that users are still highly quality-sensitive in the scene where warthogs jump into a small pond for bathing.

- Example 2: A quality-sensitive part of a video may be a small fraction of a popular segment. One of the soccer videos in our dataset is a compilation of highlight moments from a long game, so all of its content is supposed to be “popular”. However, we still see that there is heterogeneity in the sensitivity of its chunks.
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Abstract

GAIA (GrAph Interactive Analysis) is a distributed system designed specifically to make it easy for a variety of users to interactively analyze big graph data on large clusters at low latency. It adopts a high-level language called Gremlin for graph traversal, and provides automatic parallel execution. In particular, we advocate a powerful new abstraction called Scope that caters to the specific needs in this new computation model to scale graph queries with complex dependencies and runtime dynamics, while at the same time maintaining the simple and concise programming model. GAIA has been deployed in production clusters at Alibaba to support a variety of business-critical scenarios. Extensive evaluations using both benchmarks and real-world applications have validated the effectiveness of the proposed techniques, which enables GAIA to execute complex Gremlin traversal with orders-of-magnitude better performance than existing high-performance engines, and at much larger scales than recent state-of-the-art Gremlin-enabled systems such as JanusGraph.

1 Introduction

Nowadays an increasing number of Internet applications generate large volume of data that are inherently connected in various forms. Examples include data in social networks, e-commerce transactions, and online payments. Such data are naturally modeled as graphs to encode complex relationships among entities with rich set of attributes. Unlike traditional graph processing that requires programming for each individual task, it is now very common for domain experts, typically non-technical users, to directly explore, examine, and present graph data in an interactive environment in order to locate specific or in-depth information in time.

As an example, consider the graph depicted in Figure 1, which is a simplified version of a real query employed at Alibaba for credit card fraud detection. By using a fake identifier, the “criminal” may obtain a short-term credit from a bank (vertex 1) at time $t_1$. He/she tries to illegally cash out money by forging a purchase (edge $2 \rightarrow 3$) at time $t_1$ with the help of a merchant (vertex 3). Once receiving payment (edge $1 \rightarrow 3$) from the bank (vertex 1) at time $t_2$, the merchant tries to send the money back (edges $3 \rightarrow 4$ and $4 \rightarrow 2$) to the “criminal” via multiple accounts of a middle man (vertex 4) at time $t_3$ and $t_4$, respectively. This pattern eventually forms a cycle $(2 \rightarrow 3 \rightarrow 4 \cdots \rightarrow 2)$. Such fraudulent activities have become one of the major issues for online payments, where the graph could contain billions of vertices (e.g., users) and hundreds of billions to trillions of edges (e.g., payments). In reality, the entire fraudulent process can involve a complex chain of transactions, through many entities, with various constraints, which thus requires complex interactive analysis to identify.

Our goal is to make it easy for a variety of users to interactively analyze big graph data on large clusters at low latency. Achieving this goal requires a different distributed infrastructure than the popular batch-oriented big graph processing systems [4, 15, 16, 26, 39, 49] in two aspects:

Programming Model. Existing systems, including the most recent high-performance data engines such as Naiad [27], demonstrate that it is possible to scale well-known graph algorithms such as PageRank [5] and connected components [23] to large clusters. Even so, their programming interfaces all leave room for improvement for our target users, who typically lack the background on distributed computing or programming in general [13].

Memory Management. Existing systems typically base their execution on the bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) model [44], where the computation proceeds iteratively, and

\[^1\] Here, we focus on the distributed graph analytical systems. Other systems such as Neo4j, ZipG, and JanusGraph, etc. will be surveyed in Section 7.
When attempting to scale Gremlin queries, we are immediately confronted with the challenges of making Gremlin traversal work efficiently at scale with low latency. In particular, existing Gremlin-enabled, large-scale systems either partition the input graph across a cluster, with each vertex being placed in a separate compute node, managed by a local executor, that schedules and executes computation on a multi-core server. Each partition runs on a separate compute node, managed by a local executor, that schedules and executes computation, and sends any updates along their edges to drive the computation of the next iteration. The BSP-based engines, however, are not suitable for interactive graph queries because of two reasons. Firstly, the interactive queries typically require maintaining application state along with the traversal paths to enable complex analysis, which can grow exponentially with the number of iterations, and cause memory crisis in the underlying execution platforms. Secondly, in interactive environments, there are typically multiple queries sharing the limited amount of memory on the same set of machines, on which a large part of the input graph is cached in memory to provide required performance, making the above memory crisis a more critical issue.

In this work, we exploit Gremlin to provide a high-level language for interactive graph queries. Gremlin is widely adopted by leading graph system vendors, which offers a flexible and expressive programming model to enable non-technical users to succinctly express complex traversal patterns in real-world applications. For example, one can write the above fraud-detection query in just a couple of lines using Gremlin, as shown in Figure 2 (which we explain in Section 3). In contrast, even common operations like cycle detection, which is a core part of the fraud-detection use case, is tricky to implement in existing graph systems. The flexibility of Gremlin mainly stems from nested traversal with dynamic control flow such as conditionals and loops. While attempting to scale Gremlin queries, we are immediately confronted with the challenges of resolving fine-grained data dependencies with dynamic control flow. Therefore, existing Gremlin-enabled, large-scale systems either adopt a sequential implementation in centralized query processing with data being pulled from a remote storage (such as JanusGraph and Neptune), or offer a limited subset of the language constructs (such as the lack of nested loops in GAIA). In addition, GAIA must handle dynamics related to variations in memory consumption in an interactive context.

In this paper, we present a system, GAIA, that takes on the challenges of making Gremlin traversal work efficiently at scale with low latency. In particular, GAIA makes the following technical contributions.

- **Scope Abstraction.** We propose the Scope abstraction to allow GAIA to dynamically track fine-grained data dependencies in a Gremlin query. This enables Gremlin traversal to be modeled as a dataflow graph for efficient parallel execution with correctness guarantee.
- **Bounded-Memory Execution.** Leveraging the Scope abstraction, we are able to devise advanced optimizations in parallel graph traversal, such as bounded-memory execution and early-stop optimization, which lead to further runtime improvement and memory saving.

**GAIA System.** We have developed a full-fledged distributed system, GAIA, and made it available at: https://github.com/alibaba/GraphScope/tree/main/research/gaia. An extended version of GAIA with enterprise features has been deployed in real production clusters at Alibaba to support a variety of business-critical scenarios. Extensive evaluations using both benchmarks and real-world applications have validated the effectiveness of the proposed techniques, which enables GAIA to execute complex Gremlin traversal with orders-of-magnitude better performance than existing engines, and at much larger scales than the state-of-the-art Gremlin-enabled systems such as JanusGraph.

## 2 System Architecture

GAIA is a full-fledged, in-production system for interactive analysis on big graph data. Achieving this goal requires a wide variety of components to interact, including software for cluster management and distributed execution, language constructs, and development tools. Due to space limits, we highlight the three major layers that are sufficient to understand this paper, namely application, execution, and storage, in Figure 3, and give an overview to each of them below.

Apache TinkerPop is an open framework for developing interactive graph applications using the Gremlin query language. GAIA leverages the project to supply the application layer. GAIA implements the Gremlin Server interface so that the system can seamlessly interact with the TinkerPop ecosystem, including development tools such as Gremlin Console and language wrappers such as Java and Python.

The GAIA execution runtime provides automatic support for efficient execution of Gremlin queries at scale, which constitutes the main contribution of this paper. Each query is compiled by the front-end service into a distributed execution plan that is partitioned across multiple compute nodes for parallel execution. Each partition runs on a separate compute node, managed by a local executor, that schedules and executes computation on a multi-core server.

The storage layer maintains an input graph that is hash-partitioned across a cluster, with each vertex being placed in a separate compute node, managed by a local executor, that schedules and executes computation on a multi-core server.

---

**Q1:** g.V('account').has('id','2').as('s')
repeat(out('transfer').simplePath())
times(1-1)
.where(out('transfer').as('s'))
.path().limit(1)

**Figure 2:** An example Gremlin query for cycle detection.

**Figure 3:** GAIA system architecture.
together with its adjacent (both incoming and outgoing) edges and their attributes. In this paper, we assume that the storage is coupled with the execution runtime for simplicity, that is each local executor holds a separate graph partition. In production, we implement a distributed graph storage with index and cache features, decoupled from the execution, that supports real-time updates with snapshot isolation (similar to Kineograph [11]), which allows users to query fast-changing graphs with consistency guarantee. Furthermore, GAIA provides multiple options for fault tolerance using checkpoints, replication, and/or relying on a Cloud storage. Production details are outside the scope of this paper.

3 Programming with GAIA

GAIA is designed to faithfully preserve the programming model of TinkerPop [3], and as a result it can be used to scale any existing TinkerPop applications to large compute clusters without any modification. In this section, we provide a high-level view of the programming model, highlighting the key concepts including the data model and query language.

Gremlin [37] enables users to define ad-hoc traversals on property graphs [2]. A property graph is a directed graph in which vertices and edges can have a set of properties. Every entity (vertex or edge) is identified by a unique identifier (ID), and has a (label) indicating its type or role. Each property is a key-value pair with combination of entity ID and property name as the key. Figure 4 shows an example property graph. It contains user, product, and address vertices connected by order, deliver, belongs_to, and home_of edges. A path following vertices 1 → 2 → 3, shown as the dotted line, indicates that a buyer “Tom” ordered a product “gift” offered by a seller “Jack”, with a price of “$99”.

In a Gremlin traversal, a set of traversers walk a graph according to particular user-provided instructions, and the result of the traversal is the collection of all halted traversers. A traverser \( T = (I, P) \) is the basic unit of data processed by a Gremlin engine. Each traverser maintains a location \( I \) that is a reference to the current vertex, edge or property being visited, and (optionally) the path history \( P \). For example, consider a traversal which starts from vertex 1 (with only one traverser at the location of vertex 1), follows outgoing edges, and reaches its 2-hop neighbors in Figure 4. A possible intermediate result can be a collection of a single traverser located at vertex 2 with the corresponding path history. The final result is a collection of two traversers, located at vertex 3 and 4, respectively, with different paths, \( 1 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 3 \) and \( 1 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 4 \).

Nested traversal is another key concept in Gremlin. It allows a traversal to be embedded within another operator, and used as a function to be invoked by the enclosing operator for processing input. The role and signature of the function are determined by the type of the enclosing operator. For example, a nested traversal within the where operator acts as a predicate function for conditional filters, while that within the select or order operator maps each traverser to the output or ordering key for sorting the output, respectively.

Example 3.1. Figure 2 shows a Gremlin query Q1 for the motivating example in Section 1 that tries to find cyclic paths of length \( k \) from a given account. First, the source operator \( V \) (with the has filter) returns all the account vertices with an identifier of “2”. The as operator is a modulator that does not change the input collection of traversers but introduces a name \( s \) in this case) for later references. Second, it traverses the outgoing transfer edges for exact \( k − 1 \) times, skipping any repeated vertices (by the simplePath operator). Third, the where operator checks if the starting vertex \( s \) can be reached by one more step, that is, whether a cycle of length \( k \) is formed. Finally, for qualifying traversers, the path operator returns the full path information. The limit operator at the end indicates only one such result is needed.

4 Compilation of Gremlin

GAIA compiles a Gremlin query into a dataflow graph, where each vertex (operator) performs a local computation on input streams from its incoming edges and produces output streams to its outgoing edges, and can optionally maintain a state. The input graph is modeled as a read-only state shared by all the dataflow operators. We map each Gremlin operator onto a dataflow operator, and the collections of traversers as data streams. In the following, we will use the term traverser interchangeably with data. Figure 5(b) shows an example dataflow graph corresponding to the following Gremlin query (Q2) that conducts a 2-hop traversal followed by an aggregation that counts the total number of traversed paths.

\[
Q2: g.V(2).out().out().count()
\]

We introduce source operators as special drivers that generate output only from the input graph to drive the rest of the...
we can pack a segment of traversers to a same operator into
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does its own computation (of the counting of paths), namely

Example 4.1. Figure 5(c) illustrates the progression of the dataflow execution of Q2 against the input graph in Figure 5(a). $o_1$ generates a data stream of $\langle v_2, \emptyset, \text{EOS} \rangle$ as output, where $v_2$ denotes the vertex with ID 2. Note that the path history has been pruned (and omitted later) as the downstream operators do not need it. $o_2$ consumes $v_2$, generates output $\{v_3, v_4\}$, and finally propagates EOS to its output. Subsequently, $o_3$ outputs $\{v_1, v_2\}$ after consuming $v_3$, and $\{v_3, \text{EOS}\}$ for the rest of its input. Finally, $o_4$ outputs the counting of $\{3\}$ - it can do so as the EOS marker has been received. The dataflow thus terminates.

4.1 Challenges in Compiling Nested Traversal

Many of the salient features of Gremlin such as dynamic control flow rely on nested traversal, which introduces additional complexity to the above design. Let’s look into another query Q3 slightly amended from Q2, in which a segment of operators (out().count()) is nested within a select-projection.

Q3: g.V(2).out()
    .select('neighbor_count')
    .by(out().count())

Given a set of vertices $N(v_2)$ as the outgoing neighbors of a vertex $v_2$, the query asks to count the number of $k$-hop paths starting from each vertex $u \in N(v_2)$ (let $k = 1$ for simplicity), and output pairs of $(u, \# \text{ paths starting from } u)$. In this example, each input traverser that represents a vertex of $N(v_2)$ does its own computation (of the counting of paths), namely at a fine granularity. In other words, the count operation has to be executed separately for each vertex $u \in N(v_2)$.

We define a context as an execution environment for a dataflow that includes a unique (possibly empty) state for its computation. Without nested traversal (and/or dynamic control flow), all computation of each Gremlin operator, and the whole dataflow, can run in a single context. For example, in query Q2, only count maintains a state (for partial counting) - there is only one such state needed to count all traversed paths. With nested traversal, this property no longer holds as a stateful operator in a nested traversal can dynamically demand the separation of contexts. For example, in query Q3, due to the semantics of select, there must be an individual state (context) maintained for each vertex $u \in N(v_2)$ in order to produce correct results.

One may argue that the above example is not so hard to tackle. However, this is just a simplest example involving sub-traversals in Gremlin. Such context separation is also important in dynamic control flow such as loop, in which each iteration must run separately from another. One can even encounter sub-traversals involved with arbitrary combination of complex structuring constructs, making the system design uncontrollably complex. In addition, the number of separate contexts required for the correct execution of a single Gremlin traversal can be proportional to that of the intermediate traversers (e.g., select in query Q3), which can be of millions to billions in our case. While it is possible to dynamically create physical contexts as in [45], doing so at such a fine granularity for Gremlin is clearly infeasible in practice.

4.2 The Scope Abstraction

To address the issues posted by Gremlin traversal, we propose the Scope abstraction to help emancipate the system from the need of maintaining context information. We first define the concept of a Scope.

Definition 4.1. A Scope is a subgraph in a dataflow (sub-dataflow) that satisfies the following condition: for any operators $o_1$ and $o_2$ in the sub-dataflow and any operator $o$ in the dataflow, $o$ must also be in the sub-dataflow if $o$ is on a directed path from $o_1$ to $o_2$.

A Scope has the same logical structure (and function) as a dataflow operator, which can thus be reduced to one vir-
ual “operator” in the dataflow graph. Naturally, we refer to a Scope context, as the context of its enclosed operator. It is allowed that a Scope $S_p$ contains another sub-dataflow as a nested Scope $S_c$ as long as it satisfies the definition of Definition 4.1. $S_p$ is called the parent Scope of $S_c$, and $S_c$ is accordingly the child Scope of $S_p$. The whole dataflow is a special Scope that we call as root Scope. The dataflow regarding the nested relationships of Scopes naturally form a hierarchical structure.

**Example 4.2.** In the dataflow graph as shown in Figure 6, the sub-dataflow comprised of $o_2$, $o_3$, $o_4$ and $o_5$ (as well as all their edges) is a Scope $S_c$ (as highlighted) and can be reduced to one operator with $I$ as its input stream, and $O$ as its output stream. The whole dataflow is the root Scope, which is the parent Scope of $S_c$.

As we mentioned earlier, it is costly to create physical dataflow operators as in [45] for a Gremlin query that potentially requires a separate context for each data item. We therefore propose the Scope abstraction to handle the separation of execution contexts in a Scope in a more light-weighted manner. A Scope abstraction consists of three primitives, namely Enter, Exit, and GoTo, and the interface of Scope policy. Specifically, Enter forwards a data item from a parent Scope to a child Scope, while Exit sends data item back to a parent Scope. As GoTo is primarily used for loop control flow, we will introduce it in Section 4.3.

The Scope policy is installed by the compiler on each Enter and GoTo primitives to fulfill different context-switch mechanisms. Logically, we use a sequence number as context identifier to identify an execution context in a Scope, the Scope policy contains the following interfaces (their implementations are in Section 4.4):

- **CreateOrOpen(Data:e, CtxID:s)**: To create a new isolated context for the input data $e$, or open an existing context uniquely identified by $s$.
- **GetContext(Data:e)**: To obtain the context identifier of the data $e$.
- **Complete(Data:e, CtxID:s)**: To mark that there will be no more data for the context of $s$, after receiving $e$.

As an example, we present a built-in scope policy called CONTEXT_PER_ENTRY (more policies will be introduced as follows). CONTEXT_PER_ENTRY creates a new context for each input data. Let $seq$ be a sequence number, initialized to 0. For each input $e$, the CONTEXT_PER_ENTRY policy first applies CreateOrOpen($e$, $seq$) to create a new context for $e$. It then immediately calls Complete($e$, $seq$) to indicate that there will be no more data for the context of $seq$. Finally, the policy increments $seq$ by 1 such that any future data will enter a different context. In the following, we will detail how the Scope abstraction facilitates the compilation of a Gremlin query with nested traversals.

![Figure 7: An example Scope execution with separate contexts.](image)

**4.3 Compilation of Gremlin using Scope**

Compilation of a Gremlin query without dynamic control flow or nested traversal is as similar to that in existing systems [41, 46, 47], we do not elaborate on it further. Both dynamic control flow and nested traversal introduce sub-traversals in a Gremlin query. GAIA compiles each such sub-traversal into a Scope enclosed by a pair of Enter and Exit primitives (can be multiple of them nested within each other). The Scope abstraction handles the context separation in a unified way. Due to space limit, this section presents the compilation process of three representative Gremlin operators (select, where, and repeat) to highlight the common pattern of using the Scope abstraction.

**Example 4.3.** Figure 7 illustrates an example that GAIA compiles the query $Q_3$ (Section 4.1) into a dataflow using Scope, in which the select-projection introduces a Scope that encloses the sub-traversal of $\text{out().count()}$. As there requires a separate execution context for each data entering the Scope, GAIA installs a CONTEXT_PER_ENTRY policy on the Enter. This way, each data can drive their own computation of $\text{out().count()}$ in isolation, without concerning about the context separation as posted in Section 4.1.

Dynamic control flow such as where-conditions and repeat-loops introduce addition complexity, as presented in the following query:

$$Q_4: \text{g.V(2).as('s')} \times \text{.repeat(out().simplePath())} \times \text{.times(k-1)} \times \text{.where(out().eq('s'))} \times \text{.path().limit(1)}$$

We next focus on the compilation of these constructs, inspired by TensorFlow [45]. However, unlike [45], they can be applied to a much finer granularity of each individual traversal path in Gremlin. This is enabled by the Scope abstraction. We further introduce the following primitive operators:

- **Copy** takes a data $e$ and outputs two identical data.
- **Switch** takes a data from its input and a boolean value $p$, and forwards the data to either the True branch of $d_t$ or False branch of $d_f$, based on the predicate $p$.
- **Merge** accepts two input streams and merges them into one single output stream.
Figure 8: Compilation of control-flow constructs.

**Conditional.** Figure 8(a) shows an example of compiling a where-conditional. Conceptually, the where statement determines whether a data, while arriving at where, will continue to traverse, if the sub-traaversal is evaluated to be true, or be abandoned otherwise. As the conditional check happens for each individual data, a CONTEXT_PER_ENTRY policy will be installed by the compiler in the Enter while entering the where Scope. Each data enters the Copy, where one data goes into the predicate body to drive the sub-traaversal, and the other data goes to the Switch. Based on returned boolean value of the predicate body, the data with a True predicate will get out of the Scope via the True branch, and the data with a False predicate will go via the False branch (and get discarded if not further used).

**Loop.** We first introduce other two built-in Scope policies.

- **SINGLE_CONTEXT** policy calls CreateOrOpen\((e, 0)\) for each data \(e\) indicating that they all enter one context of 0. It calls Complete\((e, 0)\), if and only if \(e = EOS\).
- **GET_AND_INC** policy first calls GetContext\((e)\) to obtain the context of \(e\) as \(seq\). Then it increases \(seq\) by 1 as \(seq'\), and calls CreateOrOpen\((e, seq')\) to enter the new context. It finally calls Complete\((e, seq')\), if and only if \(e = EOS\).

Figure 8(b) illustrates the compilation of repeat-loop. The compiler installs the SINGLE_CONTEXT policy on the Enter that forwards a data into the loop Scope, with a new context of 0, or, in the 0-th iteration. Additionally, it installs the GET_AND_INC policy on the GoTo. The GoTo primitive, as mentioned earlier in Section 4.2, is used to explicitly switch the context of data. Specifically in a loop, it leverages the GET_AND_INC policy to allow any data produced from current loop context to get switched to the next iteration. Naturally, the context identifier can now serve as the loop count. The loop body compiles any sub-traaversal that will be run iteratively. Eventually, the data in the loop context will go though a conditional Scope as we have discussed above. This conditional Scope checks whether a termination condition is satisfied (such as arriving at the maximum iteration by times, or traversing to a certain vertex by until). The data with a False predicate is able to exit the loop, while the data with a True predicate will proceed to the next iteration as a feedback data stream via the GoTo, updating its context via the GET_AND_INC policy to indicate entering the next iteration. Note that a context must have been created or opened for each data \(e\) in a Scope, and thus GetContext\((e)\) can be safely called. The feedback data will be eventually merged back to the input (of the sub-traaversal) to drive the computation of next iteration.

### 4.4 Implementing Scope

It is challenging to implement Scope both correctly and efficiently. While it is always possible to create physical dataflow operators for each separate context, due to potentially unbounded number of such contexts in graph traversals (as described in Section 4.1), this is clearly infeasible in practice. GAIA instead dynamically tracks dependencies among input, output, and internal states for each operator in a dataflow.

GAIA labels each traverser with a tag, which is a \(k\)-ary vector of context identifiers, denoted as \(T = [s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k]^T\), where the dimension indicates the level of potentially nested Scope. The root Scope is by default identified by a tag of \([]\). We define the following operations on a tag \(T\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(T[\triangle])</td>
<td>To get the last context identifier of (T).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T[\triangle \rightarrow s])</td>
<td>To replace the last context identifier of (T) with (s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T[+1])</td>
<td>To increase the dimension of (T) by 1, with the new slot filled with a (0).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T[-1])</td>
<td>To reduce the dimension of (T) by 1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From now, each data \(e\) will be tagged as \((T; e)\), which allows the system to be aware of the Scope and its different contexts. The primitives of Enter and Exit, and the interface functions in the Scope abstraction will explicitly modify the tag, as follows.

- **Enter** increases the dimension of the tag by 1 to indicate entering a Scope, as \((T[+1]; e)\).
- **Exit** reduces the dimension of the tag by 1 to indicate leaving a Scope, as \((T[-1]; e)\).
- **CreateOrOpen**((\(T; e\), s)) return a newly tagged data with the last context identifier of \(T\) replaced as \(s\), as \((T[\triangle \rightarrow s]; e)\).
- **GetContext**((\(T; e\))) returns the last context identifier of \(T\), as \(T[\triangle]\).
- **Complete**((\(T; e\), s)) produces a tagged EOS marker to indicate the end of current context \(s\), as \((T[\triangle \rightarrow s]; EOS)\).

Such data tagging is automatically handled by GAIA system, and is transparent to any user interface. For the primitive operators introduced in Section 4.3, they do not need to worry about tags, and hence can still treat the tagged data as a “normal” data. For a computing operator \(o\) with the logic \(f_o\) in Gremlin, such as out and count, GAIA handles the computation as follows. It first extracts the actual data \(e\), and apply the computation logic \(f_o(e)\). The computation will generate a set

\[\]*\]Such tagging appears to be similar to the timestamps in Naiad [27], but it is used for dependency tracking in GAIA, without any physical meaning of event time as in Naiad [27].
of traversers $\Omega$, and potentially modify a state $\tau$ of the operator. Then for all $e' \in \Omega$, GAIA re-tags $e'$ with $T$ and sends it to the output stream. To handle any stateful computation, GAIA maintains an associated map with tag $T$ as the key and state $\tau$ as the value, so that it can operate on the right state from different execution contexts transparently, as if the operator runs in isolation.

**Example 4.4.** Figure 9 shows the above process for the dataflow in Figure 7. Initially, it accepts and computes inputs $\{([0];v_3), ([1];v_4))\}$ (path history is omitted from the parent Scope context. The Enter of the select Scope turns the inputs to $o_3$ as $\{([0];v_3), ([0];EOS), ([1];v_4), ([1];EOS)\}$ according to the context PER ENTRY policy. Next, $o_3$ outputs $\{([0];v_1), ([0];v_2), ([1];v_3)\}$. Note that EOS is omitted for now. $o_4$ can then maintain a hash table with the tag as key and the partial count as value. Finally, while $o_4$ receives the EOS for the corresponding context, it can output the results as $\{([0];2), ([1];1)\}$. The Exit restores the tags from $o_4$’s output and generates $\{([0];2), ([1];1)\}$.  

**Handling EOS Markers.** An EOS marker can be introduced by both the source operator and the Complete function inside a Scope (Enter). An EOS marker can go through any computing operator without doing any de-facto computation, while it must be carefully handled in the primitive operators, especially Enter and Exit with the presence of Scopes.

Given a Scope, we call an EOS marker produced from outside the Scope as external EOS, and an EOS produced inside the Scope as internal EOS. An external EOS marks the termination of a context in the parent Scope, and must exit back to the parent Scope. Conversely, an internal EOS fulfills the same purpose only in the current Scope, and should only be propagated within. It is thus critical to differentiate the semantics of the EOS markers in a Scope. To do so, we implement the policy installed on the Enter to not call CreateOrOpen on the external EOS marker, which can then be recognized as a $\emptyset$ context. In the Exit, GAIA only allows the external EOS to leave the Scope.

Recall that Switch is another primitive operator used in conditional and loop Scope that delivers a data to either branch based on the predicate. The EOS marker, however, will always be propagated to both branches. In the loop Scope, the external EOS, once propagating through the nested conditional, will be held in the Exit of loop, and only released after the system verifies that all loop contexts terminate (using known techniques [45]). For the internal EOS, it will be tagged as the other data in the GoTo. As long as any data with a tag $T$ is propagated to the next iteration, the EOS with $T$ must also be propagated over to GoTo (meaning that the associated loop context has not terminated); otherwise, it will leave the loop Scope and get discarded.

## 5 Distributed Execution

GAIA runs queries via a set of worker processors in a shared-nothing cluster, where each worker executes a fragment of the computation. For each query, GAIA first compiles it into a dataflow graph using the techniques in Section 4, then it partitions the source operator in the dataflow according to the input graph partition, with the segment of operators that follow the source replicated across the set of workers. A local executor manages the computation on each worker by scheduling the operators to run. It starts from the source operator and repeatedly executes the following ready operators. Here, an operator is ready if all its inputs are available to consume. For now, GAIA requires the users to manually specify a degree of parallelism (DOP) for a query upon submission. We leave it as an interesting future work to automatically derive the DOP. According to the DOP, the local executor parallelizes the operators to execute on the multiple CPU cores, as illustrated in Figure 10. While GAIA can support multiple concurrent queries, we focus on single query processing in this paper.

### 5.1 Bounded-Memory Execution

Graph traversal can produce paths of arbitrary length, leading to memory usage growing exponentially with the number of hops. Although it is very common for Gremlin queries to terminate with a top-k constraint and/or aggregate operation, such an explosion of intermediate results can often lead to memory crisis, especially in an interactive environment with limited memory configuration. While several techniques exist for alleviating memory scarcity in dataflow execution, such as backpressure and memory swapping, they cannot be directly
applied in GAIA due to potential deadlocks [25, 31] and/or high (disk I/O) latency. To ensure bounded-memory execution without sacrificing performance (parallelism), the local executor in GAIA employs a new mechanism for dataflow execution, called dynamic scheduling.

**Dynamic Scheduling.** For each operator, GAIA packs a segment of consecutive traversers in a stream into a single batch, and such a batch constitutes the finest data granularity for communication and computation. A task can be logically viewed as the combination of an operator and a batch of data to be computed. GAIA dynamically creates tasks corresponding to each operator when there is one or more batches available from all its inputs\(^5\). The local executor maintains all the tasks in a same scheduling queue to share resources.

We implement our own memory allocator that will report the total amount of memory used (for each query) so that the executor can watch the memory consumption. When it reaches a predefined threshold (high-watermark), the executor stops scheduling more tasks from the queue, except for those corresponding to the sink operators that will be sent to the clients. The executor resumes scheduling tasks when the memory consumption drops below another predefined threshold (low-watermark). It is possible that a single task (with a high-degree vertex) execution may produce too much output to exhaust the memory. To avoid this issue, we suspend a task when its output data exceeds a capacity bound, and resume it after the data has been consumed.

Data shuffling between two machines may introduce dependencies between their task scheduling. For example, a task can cause another executor to run into low memory, if it sends too much data to that executor. In this case, the sender task will be suspended until the receiver executor recovers from low memory. We implement a mechanism to send backpressure signals across network to allow cooperation of schedulers.

An execution of a dataflow graph with cyclic edges can potentially deadlock using bounded memory. In the specific context of graph traversal, this can be caused either by infinite loops such as traversing along a cyclic path without termination, or inappropriate scheduling such as buffer exhausted by a BFS-prioritized traversal (will be discussed later) that prevents downstream or sink operators from being scheduled to drain the buffered intermediate data. To address infinite loops, we apply a configurable limit \(N\) of the maximum number of iterations allowed in a loop (with a small buffer reserved for each iteration), and let the GoTo declare a deadlock when the limit \(N\) is reached. Once a deadlock is detected, the corresponding query is terminated with a clear error message. To handle inappropriate scheduling, we adopt a hybrid traversal strategy as described below.

**Hybrid Traversal Strategy.** As mentioned above, the memory crisis mainly stems from the intermediate paths, and therefore the traversal strategies can greatly impact the memory usage. There are two typical traversal strategies, namely (breadth-first-search) BFS-like traversal and (depth-like-search) DFS-like traversal. BFS-like traversal can better utilize parallelism, while it may produce data all at once that drives high the memory usage. On the contrary, DFS-like traversal tends to consume much less memory, while it may suffer from low parallelism. With this observation, we propose to allow the local executor to schedule tasks with priorities according to its topological order (i.e. the traversal depth) in the dataflow. Specifically, the executor can schedule the tasks located at the same order with higher priority for a BFS-like traversal, and prioritize those at downstream to follow a DFS-like traversal. Note that such strategy works naively for all the tasks but those in a loop context, where the traversers from different iterations may be executed in the same task. To resolve this, we let the operator’s buffer reorder (and group) traversers by their iteration markers (obtained from the context identifier) before packing them into batches. This makes sure that we can prioritize tasks unambiguously even within loops. To balance the memory usage with the performance (parallelism), GAIA by default adopts a hybrid traversal strategy, that is, it uses BFS-prioritized scheduling as it has better opportunities for parallelization, and automatically switches to DFS-prioritized in case that the current operator arrives at the memory bound.

### 5.2 Early-Stop Optimization

Traversing all candidate paths fully is often unnecessary, especially for interactive queries with dynamic conditions running on diverse input graphs. For example, in the following query Q5, only the first \(k\) results are needed.

\[ Q5: \ g(V(2)) . \text{repeat} \{ \text{out} \} . \text{simplePath}() \]. limit(k) \]

This leads to an interesting tradeoff between parallel traversal and wasted computation, as further illustrated in Figure 11. It shows an example run of query Q5 with \(k = 1\). The circle denotes the traversal specified by the repeat-loop. Assume we have enough computation resource (CPU cores), the paths can be explored in a fully parallel fashion. However, once a 4-hop path is found, all the remaining parallel traversal will be no longer required.
For real-world queries on large graph data, such wasted computation can be hidden deeply in nested traversals (e.g., a predicate that can be evaluated early from partial inputs) and significantly impact query performance. While avoiding such wastage is straightforward in a sequential implementation, it is challenging to do so for a fully-parallel execution.

Normally, the execution of a particular context terminates when the EOS markers arrive at all the exits (from this context), including any Exit or GoTo. In the above example, an operator (e.g., limit) can actually terminates early after producing outputs, before receiving any input EOS markers. GAIA further allows Complete((T; e), s) to be called by any operators in a Scope to explicitly produce a tagged EOS marker (for current context s) to indicate the completeness of its output (after sending e downstream). However, this alone does not prevent upstream computation from continuing producing output that is no longer required and thus the corresponding computation is wasted.

To minimize such wastage, when a Complete is issued by an operator, it creates a cancellation token associated with the same context tag that is sent backward along input edges to its upstream operators within the Scope. The token serves as a signal for receiving operators to clear any unsent output data and immediately insert an EOS marker for the particular output stream. If such a token has been received from all output streams, the operator further propagates it to its own upstream operators, recursively, until it encounters the Enter for the same Scope. Such cancellation notification is implemented at a system level by GAIA. Due to space limit, we omit further details on propagation of cancellation tokens in any child Scope and/or through the GoTo to its dependent, previous contexts. We validate that such early-stop optimization can significantly improve query performance in Section 6.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We generate 5 graph datasets as shown in Table 1 for experiments using Linked Data Benchmark Council (or LDBC) data generator [12], where $G_x$ denotes that the graph is generated with $scale = x$. We use $G_{300}$ as the default dataset if not otherwise specified. Note that $G_{1000}$ is the largest dataset graph that LDBC can generate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th># vertices</th>
<th># edges</th>
<th>Agg. Mem.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G_1$</td>
<td>3M</td>
<td>17M</td>
<td>4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{30}$</td>
<td>89M</td>
<td>541M</td>
<td>40GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{100}$</td>
<td>283M</td>
<td>1,754M</td>
<td>156GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{300}$</td>
<td>817M</td>
<td>5,269M</td>
<td>597GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{1000}$</td>
<td>2,687M</td>
<td>17,789M</td>
<td>1,960GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Queries. For comparsion, we consider graph queries from the Social Network Benchmark defined by LDBC [12] to model industrial use cases on a social network akin to Facebook. We choose 10 out of 14 complex read queries (denoted as CR-1…14) from LDBC’s Interactive Workload.

In addition, the cycle-detection query Q6 is considered: given $m$ (by default 10) starting nodes in $V$, it traverses from $V$ via at most $k$ (by default 4) hops, and returns those vertices among $V$ that can form at least $n$ (by default 10) cycles along the traversal. We modify the query based on the production query as shown in Figure 1 to align with the LDBC data. This query also shows the functionality of prepared statement (“Discussion”, Section 4.3) enabled by the Scope abstraction, which wraps multiple starting vertices into one query.

The driver client provided by LDBC is modified to run each of the queries 20 times from a set of randomly selected parameters. Average query latency is reported.

Configurations. In the following experiments, we by default warm up all the systems to keep the computation-relevant data in memory. We do this to focus on benchmarking the computing engine instead of storage access.

All the queries have been implemented using Gremlin for all systems except Neo4j (using Cypher officially), with correctness cross-verified. The compiling time of these queries in our system is typically within 1ms, which is negligibly small compared to the query runtime, and will be ignored thereafter. We allow each query to run for at most 1 hour, and mark an OT if a query can not terminate in time. We manually configure the degree of parallelism (DOP) while running each query in GAIA. In the following, we denote $DOP = |x| \times |y|$ for running $y$ threads in $x$ machines.

We compare GAIA with the systems in Table 2. While Neptune [1] is another popular Gremlin-enabled graph database, we do not benchmark it as it is only available in AWS, and its performance is similar to JanusGraph as shown in [42]. Timely [43] is the publicly available implementation of Naïad [27]. Plato [32] is an open-sourced implementation of Gemini [49] (Gemini does not support (de)serializing vector-like data for sending paths across network). We implement GAIA using Rust [38], and are working on open-sourcing the engine and storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TinkerGraph [3]</td>
<td>3.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo4j-Community</td>
<td>3.5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrientDB [30]</td>
<td>tp3-3.0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JanusGraph [30]</td>
<td>0.4.0-hadoop2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely [43]</td>
<td>latest release in Github</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plato [32]</td>
<td>latest release in Github</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We deploy a cluster of up to 16 machines, and each machine configures one 24-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8163 CPUs

\(^6\)The remaining queries are either too simple (such as simple point-lookup queries) or rely on user-defined logic (such as CR-4, 10, 13, 14), which is not supported by other popular TinkerPop-based systems.


at 2.5GHz and 512GB memory. The servers are connected through 25Gbps network.

6.2 Scalability

To the best of our knowledge, GAIA is the only system that can handle Gremlin queries at scale. In this experiment, we study the scalability of GAIA while running all LDBC queries. We divide these queries into two groups based on their runtime to better present the result: (1) large queries CR-3, 5, 6 and 9; (2) small queries CR-1, 2, 7, 8, 11, 12.

Scale-out. To study the scale-out performance, we fix y to 4 while varying x as 2, 4, 8, 16, and report the latency of each case in Figure 12a and Figure 12b. We analyze the result regarding the two query groups:

Large queries. These queries traverse large amount of data and run relatively longer, while they scale well with up to $6 \times$ performance gain from 2 machine to 16 machines. While CR-3 performs the worst to obtain only $3 \times$ performance gain, we recognize that it contains very complex nested sub-traversals that may introduce extra cost in synchronization (e.g. waiting for the EOS marker).

Small queries. Due to either effective filtering or small range of traversal, the small queries only touch a small amount of data and thus are not computation-intensive. We expect that their performance may not be improved with more parallelism, while CR-2 and CR-12 still run consistently faster as shown in Figure 12b. CR-1, as a relatively slow query in this group, demonstrates seemingly counter-intuitive result. The query actually asks to print out a lot of information after locating the target vertices, which constitutes a majority of the computation that cannot benefit from more parallelism.

Scale-up. We then fix x to 4, and vary y as 2, 4, 8, 16, and report the result in Figure 12c and Figure 12d. Similar to the scale-out cases, the large queries scale consistently, while small queries do not gain speedup, as more parallelism is used. It is interesting to compare the scale-out and scale-up cases with the same DOP. $4 \times [16]$ vs. $[16] \times [4]$ as an example, we can observe $[16] \times [4]$ cases in-general perform better, even it requires more communication. The result shows that (1) communication cost is not a critical impact factor for GAIA, for which the dynamic scheduling techniques can seamlessly hide the communication cost by allowing ready tasks to get scheduled; (2) data contentions may be a more serious issue for interactive graph queries, as they are more often confronted in fewer machines.

Data Size. Finally, we fix the DOP as $[16] \times [4]$, and run the queries over the datasets of $G_{30}, G_{100}, G_{300}$ and $G_{1000}$. Note that the sizes of these graphs are roughly linear to their scale factors. The result is in Figure 12e and Figure 12f. For the large queries, GAIA scales quite well with the growing of the data. For the small queries (except CR-1, as explained earlier), the performance stays roughly stable, as these queries only touch a small amount of data.

Discussions. The experiment demonstrates reasonable trends of scalability of GAIA: in general, the larger the query, the better the scalability. Due to the irregularity of graph data (and queries), it is challenging to derive the optimal DOP for each query, while we leave it as an interesting future work.
6.3 Our Design Choices

We study our design choices in this experiment by drilling down to the performance factors including bounded-memory execution (Section 5.1), hybrid traversal strategies (Section 5.1) and early-stop optimization (Section 5.2). We run Q6 on $G_{300n}$ using the DOP of $[16] \times [4]$, and report the query latency and peak memory usage among all machines. We use Q6 here as it includes complex nested Scopes with fine-grained dependency, and it is a real query in production. We conduct this experiment while adjusting the query parameters $m$ (number of starting vertices), $k$ (the hop limit) and $n$ (the result limit) in Q6, and the system parameter of memory upper-bound of each query (default 10GB) and traversal strategies (default hybrid), and whether early stop is enabled (default enabled). We configure the following variants of GAIA, namely GAIA (default settings), GAIA-DFS (manual DFS-prioritized strategy), GAIA-NoMB (without/infinity memory bound) and GAIA-NoES (without early stop).

**Dynamic Scheduling.** In this experiment, we study the effectiveness of dynamic scheduling. We vary the memory upper-bound as 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 (MB) and infinity with $m = 10$ starting vertices, and report the result in Figure 13a. The actual memory usage (as labelled) of all cases is very close to the bounded value, and is noticeably smaller than the unbounded case, which has surged to more than 25GB. An interesting observation is that the latency increases with the memory bound. Note that graph traversal exhibits massive parallelism and all the CPU cores available can be fully utilized with just “enough” memory. Additional memory incurs overheads (in allocation, buffering, etc.) rather than benefits.

**Traversal Strategy.** To verify the effectiveness of the hybrid traversal strategy in GAIA, we compare GAIA with GAIA-DFS/BFS. We vary $n$ from 10 to $10^3$, and report the time cost and memory usage in Figure 13b. GAIA-DFS outperforms GAIA when $n \leq 1000$. This is because that DFS strategy will prioritize scheduling operators in the deeper order (in the dataflow), which can potentially escape earlier (thanks to early stop) as soon as $n$ cycles have been found. As $n$ increases, the hybrid strategy gradually catches up with, and eventually outperforms DFS, as it can compute the required number of cycles in a lower order. This experiment shows that the best traversal strategy can be query- and data- dependent, and the hybrid strategy is a more generic option.

**Early Stop.** We compare the performance of GAIA and GAIA-NoES (without early stop). We vary $n$ from 10 to $10^4$, and report the query latency and memory usage in Figure 13c. When early stop is turned off, both the query latency and memory usage remain fairly stable, as GAIA always computes all result, regardless of the limit number. When early stop is turned on, it can be observed that both the query latency and memory consumption drop noticeably, compared to the cases without early stop. In particular, the early-stop optimization enables 12× improved performance and 1GB memory saving when the limit number is 10.

**Comparing with Big-Data Engines.** Finally, we compare our GAIA with existing high-performance engines, Timely and Plato, in this experiment. We implement Q6 in Timely and PlatoG, which contains 105 and 95 logical lines of codes, respectively. In comparison, the Gremlin query is written in 5 lines as presented in Figure 2. The query latency and memory consumption of these engines, while varying $m$ as 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, is shown in Figure 13d. GAIA achieves 16× and 14× better performance, and consumes 21× and 10× less memory, than Timely and Plato, respectively. To demonstrate how GAIA benefits from the proposed techniques to outperform existing engines, we further bring different variants of GAIA into the comparison, and the results of $m = 10$ are in Table 3. The performance of GAIA drops by 5.5× without memory bound, and by over 12× without early stop, while the latter is already in the same order as those of Plato and Timely. Note that GAIA-DFS even outperforms the default GAIA (hybrid) due to the small result limit ($n = 10$). This experiment shows that the novel design choices of GAIA, notably the Scope abstraction, and the techniques proposed on top of it, enable more convenient programming and efficient execution of the Gremlin queries over big-data engines.

### Table 3: Comparison GAIA variants with big-data engines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GAIA</th>
<th>-DFS</th>
<th>-NoMB</th>
<th>-NoES</th>
<th>Plato</th>
<th>Timely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lat./Sec.</strong></td>
<td>79</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td>1690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mem./GB</strong></td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4 Comparison with Graph Databases

**Small-Scale DB.** Although GAIA is designed to scale, we show that GAIA demonstrates efficiency while compared to graph databases on one single machine. Specifically, we use the small graph $G_1$ so that all the systems can load and process queries in reasonable time; and for each LDBC query, we choose the best query performance among the 4 systems (TinkerGraph, Neo4j, OrientDB and JanusGraph) as the BSTI for the query; then we vary the DOP of GAIA, and report the relative performance of GAIA to BSTI in Figure 14.

GAIA performs comparably to the BSTI in most cases except for queries CR-3 (up to 7× worse) and CR-12. Neo4j performs better than any other systems on these queries. Further investigation shows that, instead of faithfully traversing the graph, Neo4j applies a `join` on some partial result to generate the output, which turns out to be more efficient in these cases. We leave better query optimization of Gremlin on GAIA as future work. As a whole, GAIA has an average relative performance of just around 1.8 using single thread, and of 0.73 using 16 threads, among all LDBC queries.

**Large-scale DB.** We use $G_{100}$ in this experiment to run all LDBC queries. Note that we only compare JanusGraph, as
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Note that the BFS-prioritized strategy often causes out-of-memory, and is thus excluded from our test.
it is the only system that can store graph at this scale. JanusGraph cannot process query in parallel, and we run GAIA in one machine for fair comparison. The graphs are stored in 8 machines for JanusGraph, and one single machine for GAIA. We run each query on GAIA with DOP varying from 1 to 16, and report its max and min latency for each query while compared to JanusGraph. The result is reported in Figure 15. JanusGraph fails to answer many queries (CR-3, 5, 9) due to OT. As shown, even the maximum latency (single-thread) of GAIA is much shorter than that of JanusGraph in all cases. Although GAIA is designed to scale in a cluster, it can further benefit from multi-core parallelism in a single machine to improve query performance, especially for large queries, as can be seen in Figure 15.

7 Related Work

Graph Databases. Gremlin is widely supported by many graph databases, such as Neo4j [29], OrientDB [30], JanusGraph [21], and cloud-based services including Cosmos DB [6] and Neptune [1]. However, their query processing is limited to one single process. Driven by rapidly growing needs to query large graph data, several distributed in-memory graph systems emerge, such as Trinity [40], ZipG [24], Wukong+S [48], Grasper [20], and A1 [9]. Trinity and ZipG offer their own programming models that are less flexible than Gremlin. Grasper adopts Gremlin but provides a limited subset of the language constructs (e.g., the lack of nested-loop support). Wukong+S and A1 leverage RDMA for serving micro-second queries with much higher concurrency, which is not the main target scenario of GAIA.

Graph Processing Systems. In contrast to many other systems that deal with batch-oriented iterative graph processing, such as Pregel [26], PowerGraph [15], GraphX [16], and Gemini [49], GAIA focuses on low-latency graph traversal at scale. It is hard to support graph traversal in existing graph processing systems. Firstly, their programming abstractions [22] are usually low-level, makes these systems a privilege for experienced users only [13]. Moreover, they typically adopt the bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) execution model, which is more suitable for an iterative routine processing over the whole graph, but can be inefficient for running graph traversal that visits an arbitrary portion of the graph.

Dataflow Engines and Dependency Tracking. A number of existing systems such as CiEL [28], Naiad [27], and TensorFlow [45] offer generic data-parallel computing infrastructures with support for dynamic control flow. While it is possible to program the logic of a Gremlin query on top of these frameworks, it is extremely challenging to do so in the pursuit of both correctness and efficiency, largely due to the fine-grained dependency in Gremlin traversal. Tracking dependency has been exploited to compute what is absolutely necessary when there are limited changes to the input (e.g., incremental computing as in Incopor [7], DryadInc [33], Nectar [19]), and frugal re-computation to repair lost state as in MadLINQ [34] and TimeStream [35].

Declarative Programming Languages. Graph queries are typically expressed using graph traversal and pattern matching. Correspondingly, Gremlin [37] and Cypher [14] are the most popular query languages. Cypher allows users to specify a graph pattern with variables. However, based on our production experience, it is often challenging to compose ad-hoc query pattern for a particular task. Therefore, we support Gremlin instead of Cypher in this work. Other notable research projects in parallel declarative languages, such as Cilk [8], can be leveraged by GAIA in theory, but they are not particularly tailored for distributed graph traversal.

8 Conclusion

GAIA has been in use by a small community of domain experts for over a year in production at Alibaba. Our overall experience is that GAIA, by combining the benefits of Gremlin with the power of distributed dataflow execution, proves to be a simple, useful and efficient programming environment for interactive analysis on big graph data.
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Abstract

Several emerging evolving graph application workloads demand support for efficient ad-hoc analytics—the ability to perform ad-hoc queries on arbitrary time windows of the graph. We present Tegra, a system that enables efficient ad-hoc window operations on evolving graphs. Tegra allows efficient access to the state of the graph at arbitrary windows, and significantly accelerates ad-hoc window queries by using a compact in-memory representation for both graph and intermediate computation state. For this, it leverages persistent data structures to build a versioned, distributed graph state store, and couples it with an incremental computation model which can leverage these compact states. For users, it exposes these compact states using Timelapse, a natural abstraction. We evaluate Tegra against existing evolving graph analysis techniques, and show that it significantly outperforms state-of-the-art systems (by up to 30×) for ad-hoc window operation workloads.

1 Introduction

Graph-structured data is on the rise, in size, complexity and dynamism [1, 61]. This growth has spurred the development of a large number of graph processing systems [16, 17, 19, 26, 27, 30, 33, 39, 42, 51, 54, 57, 59, 60, 68] in both academia and the open-source community. By leveraging specialized abstractions and careful optimizations, these systems have the ability to analyze large, static graphs, some even in the order of a trillion edges [20].

However, real-world graphs are seldom static. Consider, the familiar example of social network graphs such as in Facebook and Twitter. In these networks, “friends” relations and tweets with “mentions” are created continuously resulting in the graph’s constant evolution. Similarly, each new call in a cellular network connects devices with receivers and can be used in real-time for network monitoring and diagnostics [31]. Additionally, emerging applications such as connected cars [13], real-time fraud detection [9], and disease analysis [23] all produce such graph data. Analyzing these time-evolving graphs can be useful, from scientific and commercial perspectives, and is often desired [61].

In this paper, we focus on the problem of efficient ad-hoc window operations on evolving graphs—the ability to perform ad-hoc queries on arbitrary time windows (i.e., segments in time) either in the past or in real-time. To illustrate the need for such operations, consider two examples. In the first, a financial expert wishes to improve her fraud-detection algorithm. For this, she retrieves the complete states of the graph at different segments in time to train and test variants of her algorithm. In the second example, a network administrator wishes to diagnose a transient failure. To do so, she retrieves a series of snapshots of the graph before and after the failure, and runs a handful of queries on them. She iteratively refines the queries until she comes up with a hypothesis. In such scenarios, neither the queries nor the windows on which the queries would be run are predetermined.

To efficiently perform ad-hoc window operations, a graph processing system should provide two key capabilities. First, it must be able to quickly retrieve arbitrary size windows starting at arbitrary points in time. There are two approaches to provide this functionality. The first is to store a snapshot every time the graph is updated, i.e., a vertex or edge is added or deleted. While this allows one to efficiently retrieve the state of the graph at any point in the past, it can result in prohibitive overhead. An alternative is to store only the changes to the graph and reconstruct a snapshot on demand. This approach is space efficient, but can incur high latency, as it needs to re-apply all updates to reconstruct the requested snapshot(s).

Second, we must be able to efficiently execute queries (e.g., connected components) not only on a single window, but also across multiple related windows of the graph. Existing systems, such as Chronos [30] allows executing queries on a single window, while Differential Dataflow [54] and GraphBolt [45] support continuously updating queries over sliding windows. However, none of the systems support efficient execution of queries across multiple windows, as they do not have the ability to share the computation state across windows and computations. This fundamental limitation of existing systems arises from their inability to efficiently store intermediate state from within a query for later reuse.

We present Tegra, a system that enables efficient ad-hoc window operations on time-evolving graphs. Tegra is based on two key insights about such real-world evolving graph workloads: (1) during ad-hoc analysis graphs change slowly over time relative to their size, and (2) queries are frequently applied to multiple windows relatively close by in time.

A snapshot is a full copy of the graph, and can be viewed as a window of size zero. Non-zero windows have several snapshots.
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Leveraging these insights TEGRA is able to significantly accelerate window queries by reusing both storage and computation across queries on related windows. TEGRA solves the storage problem through a highly efficient, distributed, versioned graph state store which compactly represents graph snapshots in-memory as logically separate versions that are efficient for arbitrary retrieval. We design this store using persistent (functional) data-structures that lets us heavily share common parts of the graph thereby reducing the storage requirements by several orders of magnitude (§5). Second, to improve the performance of ad-hoc queries, we introduce an efficient in-memory representation of intermediate state that can be stored in our graph state store and enables non-monotonic3 incremental computations. This technique leverages the computation pattern of the familiar graph-parallel models to create compact intermediate state that can be used to eliminate redundant computations across queries. (§4).

TEGRA exposes these compact persistent snapshots of the graph and computation state using a logical abstraction named Timelapse, which hides the intricacies of state management and sharing from the developer. At a high level, a timelapse is formed by a sequence of graph snapshots, starting from the original graph. Viewing the time-evolving graph as consisting of a sequence of independent static snapshots of the entire graph makes it easy for the developer to express a variety of computation patterns naturally, while letting the system optimize computations on those snapshots with much more efficient incremental computations (§3). Finally, since Timelapse is backed by our persistent graph store, users and computations always work on independent versions of the graph, without having to worry about consistency issues. Using these, TEGRA outperforms state-of-the-art systems significantly on ad-hoc window operation workloads (§7).

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We present TEGRA, a time-evolving graph processing system that enables efficient ad-hoc window operations on both historic and live data. To achieve this, TEGRA shares storage, computation and communication across queries by compactly representing the evolving graph and intermediate computation state in-memory.

• We propose Timelapse, a new abstraction for time-evolving graph processing. TEGRA exposes timelapse to the developer using a simple API that can encompass many time-evolving graph operations. (§3)

• We design DGSI, an efficient distributed, versioned property graph store that enables timelapse APIs to perform efficient operations. (§5)

• Leveraging timelapse and DGSI, we present an incremental graph computation model which supports non-monotonic computations across (non-contiguous) windows. (§4)

2 Background & Challenges

We begin with a brief background on graph-parallel systems (§2.1) and then describe various types of time-evolving graph workloads (§2.2). The limitations of existing systems are discussed (§2.3) before we layout the challenges in enabling efficient ad-hoc analytics on evolving graphs (§2.4).

2.1 Graph-Parallel Systems

Most general purpose graph systems provide a graph-parallel abstraction for performing computations. In the graph-parallel abstraction, a user-defined program is run (in parallel) on every entity in the graph, who then change their state depending on the neighborhood. This process is iteratively done until convergence. Thus, the graph-parallel abstraction lets the end-developer view distributed graph computations as simpler entity centric computations, leaving the burden of orchestration to the system. The simplest of the graph-parallel abstraction is a vertex-centric model [46], where every vertex independently runs the user program. Several other forms have been proposed, such as the graph centric models [66], edge centric models [59] and the more recent subgraph centric models [57]. In all these models, the basic form of computation is implemented as message exchanges between the entities and their corresponding state changes. Communication is enabled either via shared memory model [63] or message passing interface [43]. PowerGraph [27] introduced the Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) model, a popular vertex-centric model adopted by many open-source graph processing systems, where a vertex program is represented as three conceptual phases: gather phase that collects information about adjacent vertices and edges and applies a function on them, apply phase that uses the function’s output to update the vertex, and scatter phase that uses the new vertex value to update adjacent edges. To perform a graph algorithm computation, the system iteratively applies these phases until convergence. TEGRA focuses on the GAS model. (§6).

2.2 Time-evolving Graph Workloads

Time-evolving graph workloads, an important graph workload [61], can be classified into three categories:

Temporal Queries: Here, an analyst is querying the graph at different points in the past and evaluates how the result changes over time. Examples are “How many friends did Alice have in 2017?” or “How did Alice’s friend circle change in the last three years?”. Such queries may have time windows of the form \([T - \delta, T]\) and are performed on offline data, executed in a batch fashion.

Streaming/Online Queries: These workloads are aimed at keeping the result of a graph computation up-to-date as new data arrives (i.e., \([N \delta, N]\)). For example, the analyst may ask “What are the trending topics now?”, or use a moving window (e.g., “What are the trending topics in the last 10 minutes?”). These focus on the most recent data, thus streaming systems operate on the live graph.
2.3 State of the Art & Limitations

Recent work in graph systems has made considerable progress in the area of evolving graph processing. (§8)

Temporal analysis engines (e.g., Chronos [30], Immortal-Graph [50]) operate on offline data and focus on executing queries on one or a sequence of snapshots in the graph’s history. Upon execution of a query, these systems load the relevant history of the graph and utilize a pre-processing step to create an in-memory layout that is efficient for analysis. Such preprocessing can often dominate the algorithm execution time [44]. As a result, these systems are tuned for operating on a large number of snapshots in each query (e.g., temporal changes over months or year), and are efficient in such cases. Fundamentally, the in-memory representation in these systems cannot support updates. Additionally, these systems do not allow updating the results of a query.

Proposals such as GraphOne [35, 36] and Aspen [21] focus on providing efficient storage for streaming computations. These (typically single-machine) systems allow only storing a few recent versions of the graph and do not support storing intermediate state, or updating the results of a previous query. GraphOne [35, 36] combines circular edge logs and adjacency store to allow storing a few recent versions of the graph and dual versioning to decouple computation from storage. However, the use of chaining (with compaction) in the adjacency store to enable versioning introduces an ordering constraint among the versions, and traversing (and applying operations e.g., deletions) is necessary to retrieve a specific snapshot. For ad-hoc analysis where arbitrary changes maybe applied on a version, this may be expensive and fundamentally difficult. Aspen [21] leverages functional/persistent datastructures to preserve previous version of the graph upon mutation and presents C-trees, a highly compressed functional tree that can store graphs efficiently (they do not allow property graphs). This is similar in spirit to our use of persistent datastructures in designing DGSI (§5). However, C-trees are tuned for streaming workloads where there is one (or a few) previous version(s) and thus employ aggressive garbage collection for efficiency. When large number of versions are required, main memory becomes a bottleneck and thus it is necessary to have a persistent storage based hybrid store (e.g., DGSI).

Streamlining systems (e.g., Kineograph [19], Differential-Dataflow [49], Kickstarter [67], GraphBolt [45]) operate on live data and allow query results to be updated incrementally (rather than doing a full computation) when new data arrives. These systems only allow queries on the live graph, and do not support ad-hoc retrieval of previous state. Additionally, the incremental computation is tied to the live state of the graph, and cannot be utilized over multiple windows.

Differential Dataflow (DD) [49] is a distributed system that allows general, non-monotonic incremental computations using special versions of operators. Each operator stores “differences” to its input and produces the corresponding dif-
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**Figure 1:** Carol, a network administrator, diagnoses issues by performing ad-hoc queries on snapshots of the network at disjoint but close-by points in time.

Ad-hoc Queries: In these workloads, an analyst is likely to explore the graph by performing ad-hoc queries on arbitrary windows. Below, we illustrate a real-world use case. We omit some details and use fictitious names for anonymity.

Carol is a network administrator at a large cellular network operator in the United States [58]. Her job is to manage several thousands of wireless base stations, deployed across a large geographic region. When problems occur, Carol is tasked with finding the reason for the issue and fix them. For instance, she may be trying to answer "What is the reason for poor download throughput for (several) users at 9:00am?".

Cellular network operators collect extensive data (several terabytes per day) from their network, and previous studies have shown the benefits of viewing cellular network analytics as a time-evolving graph problem [31]. Carol might start by asking "Which towers were congested at this point?" that returns a subset of towers from the original answer. Based on her extensive domain knowledge, she knows that temporary congestion in some towers do not cause persistent poor throughput, so she is interested in learning if clusters of towers were congested. To do so, she runs a connected component algorithm on the network graph. Then, to confirm her hypothesis, she asks "How about at 10am?" meaning to repeat the entire analysis again, but now on a different subset of the data. By the time Carol finishes her investigation, she has retrieved 100s of different subsets of data, each depicting a snapshot of the network at some disjoint, random point in time around the failure, conducted exploratory analysis to test several of her hypothesis including one where she runs connected components.

Thus, in ad-hoc workloads, not only does the analyst need to access arbitrary windows, but also the queries and the windows on which they are executed are determined just-in-time (i.e., not predetermined). Further, the analyst applies the same query to multiple (close-by, discontinuous) windows.
While this technique is very efficient for real-time streaming queries, incorporating ad-hoc window operations in it is fundamentally hard. Since the computation model is based on the operators maintaining state (differences to their input and output) indexed by data (rather than time), accessing a particular snapshot can require a full scan of the maintained state. Further, since every operator needs to maintain state, the system accumulates large state over time which must be compacted (at the expense of forgoing the ability to retrieve the past). Finally, intermediate state of a query is cleared once completed and storing these efficiently for reuse is an open question.

**GraphBolt** [45], a single-machine streaming system, presents a dependency driven refinement based computation model for (non-monotonic) incremental computations that tracks dependency information as aggregation values at vertices thus reducing the state requirements to O(V) (in contrast to DD’s O(E)). Users can implement incremental algorithms by defining user-defined refinement functions (e.g., repopagate, retract and propagate) whose implementations are algorithm specific (e.g., Algorithm 3 in [45] for PageRank), and iteratively refines aggregation values. GraphBolt only stores the value aggregations for the current snapshot of the graph and does not present a solution for storing multiple versions of aggregations or efficiently using/operating on them. Thus, GraphBolt does not support ad-hoc analysis. Building ad-hoc support requires building a state store, similar to the solution we present (DGSI), tuned for GraphBolt’s computation model and exposing the right APIs.

### 2.4 Challenges

Several challenges stand in the way of enabling efficient ad-hoc analytics on evolving graphs. First is the ability to efficiently store and retrieve snapshots of the graph at arbitrary time windows. Second, we must be able to compactly represent large amounts of computation state and use it to accelerate future queries, across multiple windows using a computation model that can leverage the state efficiently. Finally, the system should be able to provide users a natural and intuitive way to operate on evolving graphs. Based on this, our solution, TEGRA, consists of three components:

**Timelapse Abstraction** (§3): In TEGRA, users interact with time-evolving graphs using the timelapse abstraction, which logically represents the evolving graph as a sequence of static, immutable graph snapshots (fig. 2). TEGRA exposes this abstraction via a simple API that allows users to save/retrieve query the materialized state of the graph at any point.

**Computational Model** (§4): TEGRA proposes a computation model that allows ad-hoc queries across windows to share computation and communication. The model stores compact intermediate state as a timelapse, and uses it to perform general, non-monotonic incremental computations.

### 3 Timelapse Abstraction & API

TEGRA introduces **timelapse** as a new abstraction for time-evolving graph processing that enables efficient ad-hoc analytics. The goal of timelapse is to provide the end-user with a simple, natural interface to run queries on time-evolving graphs, while giving the system opportunities for efficiently executing those queries. In timelapse, TEGRA logically represents a time-evolving graph as a sequence of immutable, static graphs (fig. 2), each of which we refer to as a snapshot in the rest of this paper. A snapshot depicts a consistent state of the graph at a particular instance in time. TEGRA uses the popular property graph model [26], where vertices and edges in the graph are associated with arbitrary properties, to represent each snapshot in the timelapse. For the end-user, timelapse provides the abstraction of having access to a materialized snapshot at any point in the history of the graph. This enables the usage of the familiar static graph processing model in evolving graphs (e.g., queries on arbitrary snapshot).

Timelapses are created in TEGRA in two ways—by the system and by the users. When a new graph is introduced to the system, a timelapse is created for it that contains a single snapshot of the graph. Then, as the graph evolves, more snapshots are added to the timelapse. Similarly, users may create timelapses while performing analytics. Because snapshots in a timelapse are immutable, any operation on them creates new snapshots as a result (e.g., a query on a snapshot results in another snapshot as a result). Such newly created snapshots during an analytics session may be added to an existing timelapse, or create a new one depending on the kind of operations performed. For instance, for an analyst performing what-if analysis by introducing artificial changes to the graph, it is logical to create a new timelapse. Meanwhile, snapshots created as a result of updating a query result should ideally be added to the same timelapse. The system does not impose restrictions on how users want to book-keep timelapses. Instead, it simply tracks their lineage and allows

![Figure 2: A timelapse of graph G consisting of three snapshots. For temporal analytics, instead of applying graph-parallel operations independently on each snapshot (left), timelapse enables them to be applied to all snapshots in parallel (right).](image-url)
Table 1: Tegra exposes Timelapse via simple APIs.

users to efficiently operate on them. We describe how Tegra implements timelapse in §5.3.

Since timelapse logically represents a sequence of related graph snapshots, it is intuitive to expose the abstraction using the same semantics as that of static graph. In Tegra, users interact with timelapses using a language integrated API. It extends the familiar Graph interface, common in static graph processing systems, with a simple set of additional operations, listed in table 1. This enables users to continue using existing static graph operations on any snapshot in the timelapse obtained using the retrieve API (§6.2).

3.1 Evolving Graph Analytics Using Timelapse

In addition to providing ad-hoc access to any snapshot, timelapse is also useful in enabling efficient time-evolving graph analysis. The natural way to do graph computations over the time dimension is to iterate over a sequence of snapshots. For instance, an analyst interested in executing the degrees query on three snapshots, $G_1, G_2$ and $G_3$ depicted in fig. 2 can do:

```plaintext
for(id <- Array(G1,G2,G3))
  result = G.retrieve(id).degrees
```

However, applying the same operation on multiple snapshots of a time-evolving graph independently is inefficient. In graph-parallel systems (§2), degrees() computation is typically implemented using a user-defined program where every vertex sends a message with value 1 to their neighbors, and all vertices adding up their incoming message values. Such message exchange accounts for a non-trivial portion of the analysis time [62]. In the earlier example, sequentially applying the query to each snapshot results in 11 messages of which 5 are duplicates (fig. 2).

To avoid such inefficiencies, timelapse allows access to the lineage of graph entities. That is, it provides efficient retrieval of the state of graph entities in any snapshot. Using this, graph-parallel phases can operate on the evolution of an entity (vertex or edge) as opposed to a single (at a given snapshot) value. In simple terms, each processing phase is able to see the history of the node’s property changes. This allows temporal queries (§2.2) involving multiple snapshots, such as the degree computation, to be expressed as:

```
results = G.degrees(Array(G1,G2,G3))
```

where degrees implementation takes advantage of timelapse by combining the phases in graph-parallel computation for these snapshots. That is, the user-defined vertex program is provided with state in all the snapshots. Thus, we are able to eliminate redundant messages and computation.

4 Computation Model

To improve interactivity, Tegra must be able to efficiently execute queries by effectively reusing previous query results to reduce or eliminate redundant computations, commonly referred to as performing incremental computation. Here, we describe Tegra’s incremental computation model.

4.1 Incremental Graph Computations

Supporting incremental computation requires the system to manage state. The simplest form of state is the previous computation result. However, many graph algorithms are iterative in nature, where the graph-parallel stages are repeatedly applied in sequence until a fixed point. Here, simply restarting the computations from previous results do not lead to correct answers. To illustrate this, consider a connected components algorithm using label propagation on a graph snapshot, $G_1$ as shown in (1) in fig. 3 which entails result $R_1$ after three iterations. When the query is to be repeated on $G_2$, restarting the computation from $R_1$ as shown in (2) computes incorrect result. In general, correctness in such techniques depend on the properties of the algorithm (e.g., abelian group) and the monotonicity of updates (e.g., the graph only grows). Hence, supporting general non-monotonic iterative computations requires maintaining intermediate state.
ICE bootstraps computation on a new snapshot, by finding the subgraph consisting of affected vertices and their dependencies (neighbors). In general, C is affected by the deletion of A − C. To recompute state it needs D (yields subgraph C − D). At every iteration, after execution of the computation on the subgraph, ICE copies state for entities that did not recompute. Then finds the new subgraph to compute by comparing the previous subgraph to the timelapse snapshot. In Iteration 7, though C recomputes the same value as in previous iteration, its state is different from the snapshot in timelapse and hence needs to be propagated. ICE terminates when the subgraph converges and no entity in the graph needs the state copied from stored snapshots in the timelapse.

4.2 ICE Computation Model

ICE executes computations only on the subgraph that is affected by the updates at each iteration. To do so, it needs to find the relevant entities that should participate in computation at any given iteration. For this, it uses the state stored as timelapse, and the computation proceeds in four phases:

Initial execution: When an algorithm is executed for the first time, ICE stores the state (using the save API) of the vertices (and edges if the algorithm demands it) as properties in the graph. At the end of every iteration, a snapshot of the graph is added to the timelapse. The ID is generated using a combination of the graph’s unique ID, an algorithm identifier and the iteration number. As depicted in Iteration 1 and Iteration 3 in fig. 4, the timelapse contains three and four snapshots, respectively.

Bootstrap: When the computation is to be executed on a new snapshot, ICE needs to bootstrap the incremental computation. Intuitively, the subgraph that must participate in the computation at bootstrap consists of the updates to the graph, and the entities affected by the updates. For instance, any newly added or changed vertices should be included. Similarly, edge modifications would result in the source and/or destination vertices to be included in the computation. However, the affected entities alone are not sufficient to ensure correctness of the results. This is because in graph-parallel execution, the state of a graph entity is dependent on the collective input from its neighbors. Thus, ICE must also include the one-hop neighbors of affected entities, and so the bootstrapped subgraph consists of the affected entities and their one-hop neighbors. ICE uses the expand API for this purpose.

Termination: It is possible that modifications to the graph may result in more (or less) number of iterations compared to the initial execution. Unlike normal graph-parallel computations, ICE does not necessarily stop when the subgraph converges. If there are more iterations stored in the timelapse for the initial execution, ICE needs to check if the unchanged
parts of the graph must be copied over. Conversely, if the subgraph has not converged and there are no more corresponding iterations, ICE needs to continue. To do so, it simply switches to normal (non-incremental) computation from that point. Thus, ICE converges only when the subgraph converges and no entity needs their state to be copied from the stored snapshot in the timelapse. (4 and 5 in fig. 4)

By construction, ICE generates the exact same intermediate states for all edges and vertices at all iterations, as compared to running a full execution on the entire graph. Thus, not only does ICE guarantee correctness of the incremental execution, but also enables any algorithm implemented in a graph-parallel fashion to be made incremental.

### 4.3 Improving ICE Model

#### Sharing State Across Different Queries

Many graph algorithms consist of several stages of computations, some of which are common across different algorithms. For example, variants of connected components and pagerank algorithms both require the computation of vertex degree as one of the steps. Since ICE decouples state, such common computations can be stored as separate state that is shared across different queries. Thus, ICE enables developers to generate and compose modular states. This reduces the need to duplicate common state across queries which results in reduced memory consumption and better performance.

#### Incremental Computations Can Be Inefficient

Incremental computation is not useful in all cases. For instance, in graphs with high degree vertices, a small change may result in a domino effect in terms of computation—that is, during later iterations, a large number of graph entities might need to participate in computation (e.g., Example 2 in fig. 4). To perform incremental computation, ICE needs to spend computations cycles to identify the set of vertices that should recompute (using `diff`) and copy the state of vertices that did not do computations (using `merge`). As a result, the total work done by the system may exceed that of completely executing the computation from scratch [24, 67]. Fortunately, the design of ICE lets us overcome this inefficiency. Since ICE generates the same intermediate states at every iteration as full re-execution, it can switch to full re-execution at any point.

#### A Simple Learning Based Model for Switching

A key requirement for avoiding the inefficiencies with incremental execution detailed previously is to determine when to switch to full re-execution. This can be done at two places: at the start of the incremental execution, or at iteration boundaries (i.e., at the beginning of an iteration during the execution). In Tegra, we picked the latter. A strawman approach is to use a simple threshold—for instance, active vertices in an iteration—to determine when to switch. Unfortunately, such approaches did not perform well in our evaluation, as we found that the optimal point for the switch depends on a number of factors, including the query, the properties of the graph and the nature of the modifications. Thus, we use a simple learning based approach to determining when Tegra makes the switch.

In our approach, we train a simple random forest classifier [14] to predict, at the beginning of an iteration, if switching to full re-execution from that point would be faster compared to continuing with incremental execution. We do the training in an offline phase, where we use several runs of queries both in a full incremental and full re-execution mode as the input, ensuring enough runs in both cases to avoid class sensitivity. For each run, in every iteration, we record the following fields that we use as features for the learning: number of vertices that participate in the computation, the average degree of the active vertices, the number of partitions active, the number of messages generated per vertex, the number of messages received per vertex, the amount of data transferred over the network and the time taken for the iteration to complete. To make the learning general, we also use a few graph-specific characteristics such as the average degree of vertices, the average diameter and clustering coefficient. The label indicates whether switching to full recomputation in the next iteration resulted in faster execution.

While simple, we found that this approach works well as we show in fig. 11. Examination of the model revealed that it tries to learn the significance of vertices that participate in the computation (in terms of average degrees), the layout (how they are partitioned) and graph characteristics (in terms of diameter and clustering coefficient) in relation to the execution time. We plan to explore ways to improve our technique (e.g., better/robust models) as part of our future work.

### 5 Distributed Graph Snapshot Index (DGSI)

To make timelapse abstraction and ICE computation model practical, Tegra needs to back them with a storage that satisfies the following three requirements: (1) enable ingestion of updates in real-time, and make it available for analysis in the minimum time possible, (2) support space-efficient storage of snapshots and intermediate computation state in a timelapse, and (3) enable fast retrieval and efficient operations on stored timelapses. These requirements, crucial for efficiently supporting ad-hoc analytics on time-evolving graphs, pose several challenges. For instance, they prohibit the use of preprocessing, typically employed by many graph processing systems, to compactly represent graphs and to make computations efficient. In this section, we describe how Tegra achieves this by building DGSI. It addresses (1) and (2) by leveraging persistent data structures to build a graph store ($\S 5.1$, $\S 5.2$) that enables efficient operations ($\S 5.3$) while managing memory over time ($\S 5.4$).

#### 5.1 Leveraging Persistent Data Structures

In Tegra, we leverage persistent data structures [22] to build a distributed, versioned graph state store. The key idea in persistent data structures is to maintain the previous versions of data when modified, thus allowing access to earlier ver-
5.2 Graph Storage & Partitioning

TEGRA stores graphs using two pART data structures: a vertex tree and an edge tree. The vertices are identified by a 64-bit integer key. For edges, we allow arbitrary keys stored as byte arrays. By default, the edge keys are generated from their source and destination vertices and an additional short field for supporting multiple edges between vertex pairs. pART supports prefix matching, so using matching on this key enables retrieving all the destination edges of a given vertex. The leaves in the tree store pointers to arbitrary properties. We create specialized versions of pART to avoid unboxing costs when properties are primitive types.

TEGRA supports several graph partitioning schemes, similar to GraphX [26], to balance load and reduce communication. To distribute the graph across machines in the cluster, vertices are hash partitioned and edges are partitioned using one of many schemes (e.g., 2D partitioning). We do not partition the pART structures, instead Tegra partitions the graph and creates separate pART structures locally in each partition. Hence logically, in each partition, the vertex and edge trees store a subgraph (fig. 5). By using local trees, we further amortize the (already low) cost associated with modifying the tree upon graph updates.

To consume updates, Tegra needs to send the updates to the right partition. Here, we impose the same partitioning as the original graph on the vertices/edges in the update.

5.3 Version Management

DGSI is a versioned graph state store. Every “version” corresponds to a root in the vertex and edge tree in the partitions—traversing the trees from the root pair materializes the graph snapshot. For version management, DGSI stores a mapping between a root and the corresponding “version id” in every partition. The version id is simply a byte array.

For operating on versions, DGSI exposes two low level primitives inspired by existing version management systems: `branch` and `commit`. A `branch` operation creates a new working version of the graph by creating a new (transient) root that points to the original root’s children. Users operate on this newly created graph without worrying about conflicts because the root is exclusive to them and not visible in the system. Upon completing operations, a `commit` finalizes the version by adding the new root to version management and makes the new version available for other users in the system. Once a `commit` is done on a version, modifications to it can only be done by “branching” that version. Any timelapse based modifications cause `branch` to be called, and the timelapse `save` API invokes `commit`.

TEGRA can interface with external graph stores, such as Neo4J [4] or Titan [6] for importing and exporting graphs. While importing new graphs, DGSI automatically assigns an integer id (if not provided) and commits the version when the loading is complete. We create a version by batching updates. The batch size is user-defined. In order to be able to retrieve the state of the graph in between snapshots, Tegra stores the updates between snapshots in a simple log file, and adds a pointer to this file to the root.

The simplest retrieval is by using its id. In every partition, DGSI then gets a handle to the root element mapped to this id, thus enabling operations on the version (e.g., branching, materialization). By design, versions in DGSI have no global ordering because branches can be created from any version at any time. However, in some operations, it may be desirable to have ordered access to versions, such as in incremental computations where the system needs access to the consecutive iterations. For this purpose, we enable suffix, prefix and simple ranges matching primitives on version id.

5.3.1 Implementing Timelapses

TEGRA implements timelapses using DGSI with its version ids and the matching primitives it provides. Recall that each timelapse logically represents a sequence of graph snapshots. Hence, every snapshot stored in DGSI is part of one or more timelapses. As a simple example, a user intending to track the Twitter graph by time could create snapshots by appending UNIX epoch to a unique ID for the graph (e.g., `TTR`). In this scheme, a snapshot created at 9:00AM on 01/01/2020 may be given ID `TTR.1577869200`. Prefix matching `TTR` provides the entire timelapse for this graph. When this snapshot is chosen for a query, say PageRank, Tegra can automatically append an algorithm ID (e.g., `PR`) and an iteration number to gener-
We aggressively remove them during the eviction is done by saving the version to local disk (or from disk). We do this in the following way. Since every version in DGSI is a branch, we write each subtree to a separate file and then point its root to the file identifier (e.g., in fig. 5, we can store $v_2$’s leaf that is different from $v_1$ in disk as a file and point the parent node to this file).

By writing subtrees to separate files, we ensure that different versions sharing tree nodes in memory can share tree nodes written to files. Due to this technique, we can ensure that leaf nodes (which are most memory consuming) that are specific to a version (not shared with any other version) are always written to disk if the version is evicted. As depicted in fig. 6, a large number of versions can be flushed to disk over time while still being retrievable when necessary. Thus, only active snapshots are fully materialized in memory, thereby allowing Tegra to store several snapshots.

6 Implementation

Tegra is a drop-in replacement for GraphX [26]. It uses the popular Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) [27] graph parallel model. We utilize the barrier execution mode to implement direct communication between tasks to avoid most Spark overheads. Spark provides fault tolerance by checkpointing inputs and operations for reconstructing the state. Tegra provides coarse-grained fault tolerance by leveraging Spark’s rdd.checkpoint semantics. Users can explicitly run checkpoint operation, upon which Tegra flushes the contents in DGSI to persistent storage. We currently do not support fine-grained lineage-based fault tolerance provided by Spark.

6.1 ICE on GAS Model

As described in §4.2, the diff() API marks the candidates that must perform graph-parallel computation in a given iteration. In GAS decomposition [27], the scatter() function, invoked on scatter_nbrs, determines the set of active vertices which must perform computation. Starting with an initial candidate set (e.g., at bootstrap the changes to the graph, and at any iteration the candidates from the previous iteration) the diff() API uses scatter_nbrs (EdgeDirection in GraphX) in the user-defined vertex program to mark all necessary vertices for computation. We mark all scatter_nbrs of a vertex if its state differs from the previous iteration, or from the previous execution stored in the timelapse. For instance, a vertex addition must inspect all its neighbors (as defined by scatter_nbrs) and include them for computation.

The vertices in GAS parallel model perform computation using the user defined gather(), sum() and apply() functions, where gather_nbrs determine the set of neighbors to gather from. The expand API enables correct gather() operations on the candidates marked for recomputation by also marking the gather_nbrs of the candidates. After the diff and expand, Tegra has the complete subgraph on which the graph-parallel computation can be performed.

6.2 Using Tegra as a Developer

Tegra provides feature compatibility with GraphX, and expands the existing APIs in GraphX to provide ad-hoc analysis support on evolving graphs. It extends all the operators to operate on user-specified snapshot(s) (e.g., Graph.vertices(ids) retrieves vertices at a given snapshot id, and Graph.mapV(ids) can apply a map function on vertices of
We have evaluated Tegra with minimal changes to incorporate Tegra (non-incremental) versions of the algorithm at places where this in-memory layout does not support updates (§2.3) and the incremental computation model in Chronos. We note that while Chronos supports updates to graphs by storing the temporal changes on disk, it uses a pre-processing step to create an in-memory layout which is used for every query. This in-memory layout does not support updates (§2.3) and needs to be recreated every time. We compare DGSI against GraphOne [35] and Aspen [21].

```python
def IncPregel(g: Graph[V, E], prevResult: Graph[V, E], vprog: (Id, V, M) => V, sendMsg: (Triplet) => M, gather: (M, M) => M): Graph[V, E] = {
    iter = 0
    // Loop until no active vertices and nothing to copy
    // from previous results in timelapse.
    while (!converged) {
        // Restrict to vertices that should recompute
        val msgs: Collection[(Id, M)] =
            g.expand(g.diff(prevResult.retrieve(iter))).
            aggregateMessages(sendMsg, gather)
        iter += 1
        // Receive messages and copy previous results
        g = g.leftJoinV(msgs).mapV(vprog)
            .merge(prevResult.retrieve(iter)).save(iter)
    }
    return g
}
```

Listing 1: Implementation of incremental Pregel using Tegra APIs.

The graph is on a set of snapshots). Graph-parallel computation is enabled in GraphX using the `Graph.aggregateMessages()` (previously `mrTriplets()`) API. To use Tegra, users incorporate the Tegra API in table 1 in their normal, static (non-incremental) versions of the algorithm at places where the graph’s state is mutated. These are places where GraphX’s `Graph.aggregateMessages()` is used.

GraphX further offers iterative graph-parallel computation support through a Pregel API which captures the GAS decomposition using repeated invocation of the `aggregateMessages` and `joinVertices` until a fixed point. Listing 1 shows how a user might use Tegra APIs to implement an incremental version of Pregel. The code is reproduced from GraphX [26], with minimal changes to incorporate Tegra APIs to store and retrieve state. In general, a developer can write incremental versions of any iterative graph parallel algorithm by using the Tegra APIs along with `aggregateMessages`.

### 7 Evaluation

We have evaluated Tegra through a series of experiments.

**Comparisons:** We compare Tegra against many state-of-the-art systems (§2.3). For streaming system, we use GraphBolt [45] and the Rust implementation of Differential Dataflow (DD) [3]. Since we were unable to obtain an open source implementation of a temporal engine, we developed our version of Chronos [30] in GraphX [26], which we call Chronos (Clone of Chronos) in this section. This implementation emulates the array based in-memory layout of snapshots and the incremental computation model in Chronos. We note that while Chronos supports updates to graphs by storing the temporal changes on disk, it uses a pre-processing step to create an in-memory layout which is used for every query. This in-memory layout does not support updates (§2.3) and needs to be recreated every time. We compare DGSI against GraphOne [35] and Aspen [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Vertices / Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>twitter [11]</td>
<td>41.6 M / 1.47 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uk-2007 [12]</td>
<td>105.9 M / 3.74 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook Synthetic Data [2]</td>
<td>Varies / 5, 10, 50 B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Datasets in our evaluation. M = Millions, B = Billions.

**Evaluation Setup:** All of our experiments were conducted on 16 commodity machines available as Amazon EC2 instances, each with 8 virtual CPU cores, 61GB memory, and 160GB SSDs. The cluster runs a recent 64-bit version of Linux. We use Differential Dataflow v0.10.0 and Apache Spark v2.4.4. We warm up the JVM before measurements. For single machine systems, we use a x1.32large instance with 128 virtual CPUs and 2 TB memory to be comparable with our cluster.

**Dataset & Workloads:** We evaluate Tegra on a number of real-world graphs depicted in table 2, with up to 50 billion edges. Tegra creates default properties at vertices and edges to allow queries that compute on them (our comparisons do not support arbitrary properties). We use three standard, well understood, iterative graph algorithms with varying computation and state requirements, commonly used to evaluate graph processing systems as queries: Connected Components (CC), Page Rank (PR) [55] and Belief Propagation (BP) [74]. We run PR until a specific convergence or 20 iterations, whichever is lower. Note that while the queries in this section do not access the vertex and edge properties explicitly (i.e., queries do not ask for them), Tegra depends on them extensively to store intermediate state (§4).

**Caveats.** While perusing the evaluation results, we wish to remind the reader a few caveats. Though many of the graphs we use fit in the memory of a modern machine, Tegra is focused on ad-hoc analytics which requires storage of multiple snapshots (and computation state) of the graph. Further, ad-hoc analytics requires the use of property graphs. Tegra supports edge and vertex properties and creates a default value, which increases the graph size by several magnitudes and also affects performance. Finally, DD’s connected component uses the union-find based implementation (hard to fit in a vertex centric model) which is superior to Tegra’s label propagation based implementation.

#### 7.1 Microbenchmarks

We first present experiments that highlight the effectiveness of DGSI. GraphBolt is excluded as it doesn’t allow storing multiple versions or intermediate state. (§2.3).

**Snapshot Retrieval Latency:** We generate 1000 snapshots of the Twitter and UK graphs by randomly modifying (adding and removing equal number) 1% of the edges (no computations are performed) to emulate the evolution of the graph. Table 3 shows the average latency for 10 random retrievals with varying number of snapshots in the system.
Table 3: Snapshot retrieval latency (in seconds). DD and GraphOne require reconstruction, while Tegra and Aspen can simply traverse the data structure from a version’s root.

We see that Tegra is able to return the queried snapshot within seconds due to DGSI which stores and retrieves materialized snapshots efficiently. In contrast, DD needs to construct the graph from indexed differences and takes several minutes. It also exhibits high variance in retrieval time based on the amount of reconstruction required. GraphOne faces similar challenge with its get-prior-edges() API which needs to reconstruct the historic view from the durable edge log. While not shown, Chlonos too exhibits similar characteristics as DD but is significantly slower, in some cases up to an order of magnitude. This is because it stores updates on disk and needs an intensive preprocessing step to create the in-memory layout. DD exhausts the memory available in our cluster (≈1TB) in this experiment which limited the number of snapshots we could store to ≈1000. One solution is to store the updates in a persistent storage, but this incurs significant performance degradation while retrieving (like Chlonos). Aspen performs similar to Tegra (slightly faster since it is able to compress the graph significantly better) due to its use of persistent data structures, hence it only needs to traverse the tree from a specific root to retrieve a version (like DGSI). However, it neither supports intermediate state storage nor includes an incremental computation model. (§2.3)

Computation State Storage Overhead: To measure the memory overhead due to computation state, we perform PR and CC computation on the Twitter graph in an incremental fashion, where we add and delete 1000 edges to create a snapshot. We note the memory usage by each system after every 200 such computations until 1000 computations (for a total of 1 million edge updates). Figure 7 shows this experiment’s results. When the number of updates is small, both Tegra and DD use comparable amount of memory to store the state, even with DD’s highly compact layout (native arrays compared to Tegra’s property graph). However, DD’s state size increases rapidly as it does more computation and takes up to 2× that of Tegra. Tegra’s memory requirement also increases over time, but much more gracefully. This is due to the combined effect of Tegra’s compact state representation (proportional to the number of vertices) and the ability of DGSI to manage memory efficiently (§5.4), while DD needs to keep state (proportional to the number of edges) at every operator. The amount of increase also depends on the algorithm. For instance, page rank generates the same amount of state in every iteration while connected component’s state requirement reduces over iterations. Note that DD uses compaction in this experiment which is automatically done by the system. While GraphBolt also reduces the state requirement to be proportional to the number of vertices, it does not allow storing computational state for later reuse.

7.2 Ad-hoc Window Operations

Here, we present evaluations that focus on Tegra’s main goal. In these experiments, we emulate an analyst performing ad-hoc analytics. We load the graph, and apply a large number of sequential updates to it, where each update modifies 0.1% of the edges (adds and removes equal number) to adhere to our assumption that during ad-hoc analytics the graph doesn’t change much and it is possible to leverage incremental computation (we show results with large changes in fig. 11). We then retrieve 100 random windows of the graph that are close by, and apply queries in each. We assume that some earlier results are available so that the system could do incremental computations. We do not consider the window retrieval time in this experiment for any system. We present the average time taken to compute the query result.

Single Snapshot Operations: In the first experiment, we set the window size to zero so that every window retrieval returns a single snapshot. The results are depicted in fig. 8. DD,
GraphBolt and Chlono do not allow reusing computation across queries, so they compute from scratch for every retrieval. In contrast, Tegra is able to leverage the compact computation state stored in its DGSI from earlier queries to do incremental computation. In this case, most of the snapshots incur no computation overhead because of the small amount of changes between them, and Tegra is able to produce an answer within a few seconds. DD and GraphBolt take a few 10s of seconds, while Chlono requires 100s of seconds. Tegra’s benefits range from 18-30× compared to DD and 8-18× compared to GraphBolt.

Window Operations: Here we set the window size to be 10 snapshots. GraphBolt, Chlono and DD are able to apply incremental computations once the query has been computed on the first snapshot. Figure 9 shows the results. We see that DD is fast once the first result has been computed. This is due to the combination of its extremely efficient streaming computation model (no materialization) and recent optimizations such as shared arrangements [48]. Chlono incurs a penalty initially because it uses the first result to bootstrap the rest using its LABS model. Tegra’s performance remains consistent. This is due to two reasons. First, since Tegra separates state from computation, it can reuse the state across multiple snapshots. Second, due to the use of persistent data structures, snapshot can be independently and concurrently operated on (§3.1). Since GraphBolt does not support concurrent processing, it does sequential computation (in an incremental fashion) on the snapshots. For simple queries (e.g., CC), the penalty is unnoticeable. It becomes pronounced in BP which is more computationally heavy. Tegra is still 9-17× (5-23×) faster compared to DD (GraphBolt).

Large Graphs & Large Amounts of State: Here we answer two questions: (1) can Tegra support ad-hoc analysis on large graphs, and (2) can Tegra efficiently manage memory when large amounts of state need to be stored? We use synthetic graphs provided by Facebook [2] modeled using the social network’s properties. We execute the queries once on the original graph, then modify the graph by a tiny percentage (0.01%) randomly 1000 times to create 1000 snapshots. We then pick a snapshot, run the queries on it and provide the average of 100 such runs in table 4. DD works well when both the graph and the updates (and the generated state) are small. However, as the graph becomes larger, DD needs to push a large number of updates through the computation, and state becomes a bottleneck in its performance. On the largest graph, we were unable to get DD to work as it failed due to excessive memory usage during initial execution. GraphBolt doesn’t store any previous state, and hence is unable to do incremental computations. It also required several optimizations to support the largest graph. In contrast, Tegra is not only able to efficiently use memory and disk (§5.4) and scale to large graphs and snapshots, but also provide significant benefits by using previous computation state.

Effect of Batch Size & Additional Algorithms: In this experiment, we evaluate the effect of batch size on the ad-hoc analysis capability of Tegra. For this, we fix the batch size to a specific number in each run, and use several other algorithms. Specifically, we use Label Propagation (LP), Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Triangle Count (TC) and Co-Training Expectation Maximization (CoEM) as used in GraphBolt [45]. For CoEM, we use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) implementation in GraphX which uses EM. We also provide results on k-hop, which computes the set of vertices that are k hops away, and Breadth First Search (BFS). For the k-hop algorithm, we set k to 4 for all batch sizes.

In each run, we execute the algorithm first. We then generate several snapshots using varying batches of equal edge additions and deletions. We choose three fixed numbers: 1K, 10K and 100K. We pick a random snapshot and repeat the same algorithm on it. The results are shown in table 5. Tegra is able to perform incremental computation using previous results, while GraphBolt does not support ad-hoc analysis and hence need to execute the algorithm fully. We also notice that varying batch size doesn’t affect Tegra much, and that it is able to provide results efficiently.

We note a few caveats here. In TC, the incremental computations are simple (edge additions and deletions do not result in multiple iterations) and involves just updating a count based on the edges added or deleted. Similarly, BFS and 4-hop algorithms are light weight and result in only a very small part of the graph to be active, especially during incremental computation. Due to this reason, for these algorithms, we only measure the actual computation time and ignore the scheduling overhead in Tegra. Hence, the times we report for these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>5B</th>
<th>10B</th>
<th>50B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>1m</td>
<td>8s</td>
<td>1.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphBolt</td>
<td>29s</td>
<td>21s</td>
<td>1.1m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tegra</td>
<td>10s</td>
<td>5s</td>
<td>6.5s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Ad-hoc analytics on big graphs, with 5 billion, 10 billion and 50 billion edges. A ‘-’ indicates the system failed to run the workload. Tegra can handle big graphs and large amounts of state due to its efficient memory management (§5.4)
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Table 5: Running time (in seconds) for Tegra and GraphBolt when doing ad-hoc analysis with different batch sizes and algorithms.
three algorithms are not end-to-end, but just the time it takes for the computation task to complete.

7.3 Timelapse & ICE

Parallel computations. Here we evaluate the ability of Timelapse to do temporal queries, where a query is applied to a sequence of snapshots in parallel (§3.1). We create 20 snapshots of the Twitter graph by starting with 80% of the edges and adding 1% to it repeatedly. We run the connected components algorithm, each time varying the number of snapshots on which the computation is run. In each run, we measure the time taken to obtain the results on all the snapshots considered. For comparison, we use GraphX and apply the algorithm to each snapshot in a serial fashion. The results are depicted in fig. 10. We see that Tegra significantly outperforms GraphX. The improvement for a single snapshot is due to Tegra’s optimizations and use of barrier execution mode in Spark. Further, we see a linear trend with increasing number of snapshots. By sharing computation and communication, Tegra is able to achieve up to $36 \times$ speedup.

ICE’s switching capability: To test ICE’s switching capability when incremental computations are not useful (§4.3), we run the CC algorithm on the Twitter graph. Next, we introduce a batch of deletions in the largest components so that incremental computation executes on a large portion of the graph. We then make Tegra recompute with and without the switching enabled and average the results over 10 such runs. The results are shown in fig. 11. We see that without the switching, Tegra incurs a penalty—the incremental execution takes more time than complete re-execution of the algorithm. With switching, Tegra is easily able to identify that it needs to switch and hence does not incur this penalty.

ICE’s versatility: Since ICE differs from streaming engines, it can also provide flexibility in how it uses state. For instance, if updates are monotonic (only additions), then ICE can simply restart from the last answer instead of using full incremental computations. Figure 12 shows this on two algorithms on the UK graph. PR and CC can benefit, but PR is faster since it only needs to converge within a given tolerance.

Sharing state across queries: To evaluate how much benefits sharing state between different queries provides, we run an experiment with CC and PR. For these queries, the degree computation can be shared. We run the algorithms with and without sharing enabled on the Twitter graph, and average the results of 10 runs of incremental computations on random snapshots. The results in fig. 13 show 20% and 30% reduction in memory usage and runtime.

7.4 Tegra Shortcomings

Finally, we ask “What does Tegra not do well?”.

Purely Streaming Analysis: We consider an online query (§2) of CC. To emulate a streaming graph, we first perform CC computation on the graph. Then we continuously change 0.01% of the graph by adding and deleting equal number of edges. After fixed number of changes (every 200), we show the average runtime of 10 runs in fig. 14. We see that DD and GraphBolt are significantly better than Tegra for such workloads. This is due to a combination of DD and GraphBolt optimized for online queries (pushing small updates really fast through computation) and their Rust/C++ implementation.

We remind the reader of two caveats here. First, DD uses a much superior union-find approach to CC while Tegra and GraphBolt use an iterative approach. Second, Tegra only executes queries when it is asked to, whereas DD and GraphBolt executes queries for every batch of updates (thus Tegra accumulates more updates when executing queries). While Tegra can theoretically process each small update separately, the computation engine it builds on (Spark) is tuned for batched updates.

Purely Temporal Analysis: We assume that the queries and the window are known, and the system has optimized the data layout. We run a query on a window size of 10 and compare Tegra and Chlonos on the incremental processing time (we discard the time for full execution). Excluding processing time, fig. 15 shows that Tegra incurs a 15% performance hit due to its use of tree structure.

COST Analysis: The COST metric [47] is not designed for incremental systems, but we note that Tegra is able to match the performance of an optimized single threaded implementation using 4 machines, each with 8 cores and has a COST of 32 cores. However, Tegra uses property graphs while the optimized implementation does not.
8 Related Work

Analytics on Static Graphs: A large number of graph processing systems [7, 8, 16, 18, 25–28, 37, 39–41, 56, 57, 59, 60, 65, 68–73, 76–81] focus on static graph processing, some of which are single machine systems and some are distributed. These systems do not consider evolving graph workloads.

(Transactional) Graph Stores: The problem of managing time-evolving graph has been studied in the context of graph stores [15, 52, 53, 56]. These focus on optimizing point queries which retrieves graph entities and do not support storing multiple snapshots. This yields a different set of challenges compared to iterative graph analytics.

Managing Graph Snapshots: DeltaGraph [33] proposes a hierarchical index that can manage multiple snapshots of a graph using deltas and event lists for efficient retrievals, but lacks the ability to do windowed iterative analytics. TAF [34] fixes this, but it is a specialized framework that does not provide a generalized incremental model or ad-hoc operations. LLAMA [42] uses a multi-version array to support incremental ingestion. It is a single machine system, and it is unclear how the multi-version array can be extended to support data parallel operations required for iterative analytics. Version Traveler [32] achieves switching between snapshots of a graph by loading the common subgraph in the compressed-sparse-row format and extending it with deltas. It does not support incremental computation. GraphOne [35, 36] uses dual-versioning to provide access to recent snapshots. It doesn’t support ad-hoc analysis or efficient retrieval of arbitrary snapshots. Aspen [21] leverages functional data structures to build a compressed streaming graph engine, but doesn’t support incremental computations. Chronos [30] and ImmortalGraph [50] optimizes for efficient computation across a series of snapshots. They propose an efficient model for processing temporal queries, and support snapshot storage of the graph on-disk using a hybrid model. While their technique reduces redundant computations in a given query, they cannot store and reuse intermediate computation results. Their in-memory layout of snapshots requires preprocessing and cannot support updates. None of these systems support storing computation state for later reuse.

Incremental Maintenance on Evolving Graphs: Kineograph [19] supports constructing consistent snapshots of an evolving graph for streaming computations but does not allow ad-hoc analysis. WSP [75] focuses on streaming RDF queries. GraphInc [17] supports incremental graph processing using memoization of the messages in graph parallel computation, but does not support snapshot generation or maintenance. Kickstarter [67] and GraphBolt [45] support non-monotonic computations, but do not support ad-hoc analysis or compactly storing graph and state. Differential Dataflow [48, 49, 51, 54] leverages indexed differences of data in its computation model to do non-monotonic incremental computations. However, it is challenging to do ad-hoc window operations using indexed differences (§2.3). As we demonstrate in our evaluation, compactly representing graph and computation state is the key to efficient ad-hoc window operations on evolving graphs.

Incremental View Maintenance (IVM): In databases, IVM algorithms [10, 29] maintain a consistent view of the database by reuse of computed results. However, they are tuned for different kinds of queries and not iterative graph computations. Further, they generate large intermediate state and hence require significant storage and computation cost [49].

Versioned File Systems (e.g., [64]) allow several versions of a file to exist at a time. However, they are focused on disk based files in contrast to in-memory efficiency.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we present TEGRA, a system that enables efficient ad-hoc window operations on evolving graphs. The key to TEGRA’s superior performance in such workloads is a compact, in-memory representation of both graph and intermediate computation state, and a computation model that can utilize it efficiently. For this, TEGRA leverages persistent data structures and builds DGSI, a versioned, distributed graph state store. It further proposes ICE, a general, non-monotonic iterative incremental computation model for graph algorithms. Finally, it enables users to access these states via a natural abstraction called Timelapse. Our evaluation shows that TEGRA is able to outperform existing temporal and streaming graph systems significantly on ad-hoc window operations.
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Abstract

This paper presents DST, a decentralized scalar timestamp scheme to scale distributed transactions using multi-version concurrency control (MVCC). DST is efficient in storage and network by being a scalar timestamp but requiring no centralized timestamp service for coordination, which may become a scalability bottleneck. The key observation is that concurrency control (CC) protocols like OCC and 2PL already imply a serializable order among concurrent read-write transactions through conflicting database tuples. To this end, DST piggybacks on CC protocols to maintain the timestamp ordering with low cost and no new scalability bottleneck for read-write transactions. DST further provides snapshot reads with bounded staleness by using a hybrid scalar timestamp (physical clock and logical counter).

To demonstrate the generality of DST, we provide a general guideline for the integration of DST and further show the effectiveness by using three representative transactional systems (i.e., DrTM+R, MySQL cluster, and ROCOCO) with different CC protocols. Experimental results show that DST can achieve more than 95% of optimal performance (using Read Committed) without compromising correctness. With DST, DrTM+R achieves up to 1.8X higher peak throughput for TPC-E and outperforms other timestamp schemes by 6.3X for TPC-C. DST also leads up to 1.9X and 2.1X speedup on TPC-C for MySQL cluster and ROCOCO, respectively.

1 Introduction

Many large-scale applications like Web services, stock exchange, and e-commerce require accessing scalable sharded data stores in a consistent way. Among such accesses, a large fraction requires consistently scanning data over many shards despite concurrent updates on the fly. For example, an examination of TPC-E [57], a sophisticated online transaction processing benchmark that models stock exchange, uncovers that 79% of transactions are read-only ones at run time. It was also reported that 99.8% of accesses to Facebook’s distributed data store TAO are reads [16], which need strong consistency along with transactional writes [7].

However, it is costly to provide transactional isolation to read-only transactions [39] because a user read request may result in thousands of sub-queries [7]. Pessimistically executing a read-only transaction may cause unnecessary blocking to itself and concurrent read-write transactions, while pessimistically executing it is likely to cause excessive aborts. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1(a), there is a notable performance gap between using optimistic concurrency control (OCC) [29] and read committed (RC) protocol for TPC-E.1

A common approach is to leverage multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) [13, 65] for transactional systems, which has been widely adopted by nearly every commercial database like PostgreSQL [3], Oracle [4], MySQL/InnoDB [2], Hekaton [21], and SAP HANA [50]. MVCC simultaneously maintains multiple database snapshots by using timestamps to delimitate them. Thus, readers may read tuples from a stale snapshot while writers can write the tuples concurrently. It essentially unleashes the parallelism between concurrent readers and writers.

While MVCC extracts more concurrency for transactions (especially for read-only transactions), it does not necessarily approach optimal performance and/or scalability improvement (see Fig. 1), due to the overhead of maintaining timestamp ordering at scale (§2.3). More specifically, a centralized sequencer (timestamp oracle) is usually used to provide snapshot timestamp to transactions, which reflects a total order among transactions (i.e., global timestamp (GTS)). However, such a mechanism not only adds more communications but also causes overly-constrained concurrency control for read-write transactions, leading to performance degradation and scalability bottlenecks [14]. Vector timestamp (VTS), which leverages a clock per worker or machine, only mitigates the scalability bottleneck of centralized timestamp schemes but causes more network traffic, which grows lin-

1We evaluate different timestamp schemes on DrTM+R [18]. RC cannot provide correct results as it completely disregards the conflicts between read-write and read-only transactions. Detailed setup can be found in §5.
early with the increase of workers or machines in the system. Although recent work ameliorates the performance of centralized and/or vectorized timestamp schemes (e.g., batching requests [46, 27], timestamp compression [70], and dedicated fetch thread [70]), the fundamental performance and scalability bottlenecks remain.

In this paper, we propose a new timestamp scheme, namely, decentralized scalar timestamp (DST), which enables MVCC without a centralized sequencer or vector timestamps. DST is motivated by a key observation: transaction ordering provided by existing CC protocols already implies serializable ordering among transactions, which can be reused to maintain timestamp ordering in a lightweight and scalable way. This is because any pair of conflicting transactions must have conflicting accesses to a particular tuple. Thus, the later transaction should see the timestamp of the former transaction from the conflicting tuple and have a larger timestamp.

DST piggybacks on CC protocols to derive a scalable timestamp, in contrast to providing a separate timestamp scheme. Specifically, DST starts with a scalar timestamp for each transaction from a local clock and dynamically refines the tentative timestamp through transaction execution with the largest one from tuples in the read/write set. Upon commit, a transaction will also install the refined timestamp to the read/write set so that any transactions serialized after this transaction will have a larger timestamp.

One key challenge is how to derive a consistent yet fresh snapshot. DST leverages a decentralized design for read-only transactions, which introduces a hybrid scalar timestamp to provide snapshot reads with bounded staleness. Specifically, the read-only transaction can read fresh tuples whose timestamp is within two times the maximum physical clock drift under loosely synchronized clocks.2 The fresh and consistent snapshot is obtained by attempting to read tuples using the latest hybrid timestamp while detecting and reordering any concurrent conflicting read-write transactions. In the hybrid timestamp, the physical part (loosely synchronized clock) ensures the read-only transaction can read a fresh snapshot, and the logical part (a monotonically increasing counter) avoids possible overflow of the physical part.

To demonstrate the effectiveness and generality of DST, we have implemented DST on three representative transactional systems with different CC protocols, namely DrTM+R [18] (OCC), MySQL cluster [1] (2PL), and ROCOCO [43]. We also implemented two centralized timestamp schemes (GTS and VTS) on DrTM+R by following the state-of-the-art [46, 70]. The experimental results on three clusters show that DST can achieve more than 95% of optimal performance (using RC protocol) without compromising correctness. With DST, DrTM+R achieves up to 1.8X and 6.1X performance improvements for TPC-E and TPC-C.

A comparison with other timestamp schemes shows DST is up to 1.7X and 6.3X faster than best of them for TPC-E and TPC-C, respectively. Further, DST also leads up to 1.9X and 2.1X speedup on TPC-C for MySQL cluster and ROCOCO.

DST shares some similarities with decentralized timestamps proposed in prior work [68, 37], which optimize a specific CC protocol for multi-core databases. For instance, TicToc [68] uses a data-driven timestamp scheme to reduce transaction aborts for OCC. Differently, DST is a general timestamp scheme for various CC protocols (§4.2) and can piggyback on each one efficiently in a distributed setting.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

- A decentralized scalar timestamp scheme called DST for MVCC that enables efficient read-only transactions with little impact on read-write transactions (§3.1 and §3.2), as well as an intuitive proof of correctness (§3.3).
- A consistent yet fresh snapshot-read approach based on a hybrid timestamp that provides bounded staleness (§3.4).
- To demonstrate the generality, DST is integrated into three representative transactional systems with different CC protocols, including OCC, 2PL, and ROCOCO (§4).
- A set of evaluations on three clusters with both microbenchmarks and applications (e.g., TPC-E, TPC-C, and SmallBank) confirms the performance gains of DST (§5).

The source code of three transactional systems with DST, including all benchmarks and experimental results, are available at https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/dst.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Target Systems

DST is designed for general distributed transactions over database data partitioned to multiple storage nodes. The client’s transaction request is handled by a coordinator, which interacts with storage nodes for executing the transaction. During the transaction’s execution, the coordinator may send read/write requests to read/write data from the storage nodes; or send transactional requests (e.g., lock or unlock) according to the database’s concurrency control protocol. It batches requests (e.g., write and unlock) to avoid extra network roundtrip.

Our goal is to support serializable read-only transaction that never aborts, and does not interfere with read-write transaction. Further, it is desirable to execute reads in the read-only transaction in one-roundtrip, i.e., the coordinator can retrieve a consistent view of the data from the storage nodes in one request.

2.2 MVCC and Timestamps

A common approach to support serializable read-only transaction without interfering with read-write transaction is through multi-version concurrency control (MVCC). There are two major design considerations for an efficient MVCC system compared with single-version mechanisms [65]. The first is how to cheaply allocate a globally-ordered version

---

2The clock drift (aka clock skew) can be obtained using a network time protocol like the precision time protocol (PTP), which only affects the freshness of reads in DST rather than correctness.
To explain the design of GTS, there are four transactions (TX1-TX4) operate on three tuples (A, B, and C).

Given the specification of extensions to 2PL with GTS in Fig. 2, we analyze the transaction behavior in the case shown in Fig. 3 to explain the design of GTS. There are four transactions (TX1-TX4), which operate on three tuples (A, B, and C). Note that non-conflicting transactions TX_ (green) and TX_ (orange) are both forced to acquire GlobalTS according to the specification. This operation is necessary to maintain the global timestamp ordering yet results in overly-constrained concurrency control and an extra network round trip compared to the vanilla 2PL.

The necessity of the oracle to maintain StableGTS can be revealed with the conflict between the timestamp order and the commit order concerning TX_ and TX_. In this case, TX_ acquires a larger GlobalTS but commits before TX_. When read-only transaction TX_ (red) starts, it cannot simply use the latest committed timestamp (GlobalTS=5) for snapshot reads. The snapshot would be inconsistent if the read-only transaction observes TX_ before TX_ commits. Thus, transactions must install commit timestamps so that the oracle can determine the read timestamp (StableGTS=3) for TX_.

Vector timestamp (VTS). To reduce the overhead of acquiring GlobalTS in the critical path of read-write transactions, VTS replaces the global timestamp counter with a vector of local timestamps. The vector contains a slot for each worker, which records the per-worker timestamp. In each worker, a local counter (LocalTS) is used to assign the commit timestamp for transactions, hence reducing one network round trip compared to GTS. However, the oracle is retained in VTS to maintain the StableVTS with similar reasons as GTS. Fig. 4 shows the specification of extensions to 2PL with VTS.

Fig. 5 presents a concrete case of using VTS. Each worker maintains its local counter (W1, W2, and W3). The version of a tuple is represented as (i , ts), where i is the worker ID, and ts is the commit timestamp of the transaction that writes the tuple. The initial StableVTS is (3, 2, 5), which means that tuples with versions less than (1 , 3), (2 , 2), and...
2PL with vector timestamp (VTS)

At Oracle:
- timestamp server
  + StableVTSS
  + snapshot global timestamp
  + Queues
  + pending global timestamp

INSTALL((i:ts), deps)
+1 add ((i:ts), deps) to a Queues[i]

STABILIZE( )
+1 for each queue in Queues do
+2 for each ((i:ts), deps) in queue do
+3 if deps is ready then
  dequeue ((i:ts), deps)
+5 (i:ts) ← StableVTSS

At Workers:
- i denotes the worker number
+ LocalTS
- monotonic local timestamp

WRITE(tx.id, data)
:1 acquire lock and get latest (i:ts)
  2 add (i:ts) to tx.wset
  3 add (i:ts) to tx.deps

READ(tx.id)
:1 acquire lock and get latest (data, (i:ts))
  2 add (id, data) to tx.rset
  3 add (i:ts) to tx.deps
  4 return (data)

COMMIT(tx)
+1 tx.TS ← LocalTS
  2 for each w in tx.wset do
    3 update (w.data,(i:tx.TS)) and release lock
  4 for each r in tx.rset do
    5 release lock
  6 Oracle.INSTALL((i:tx.TS),tx.deps) ▶ NT round trip

ROTX(tx)
- snapshot read
+1 tx.TS ← Oracle.StableVTSS
  2 for each r in tx.rset do
    3 get (r.data) up to tx.TS

Fig. 4: Using VTS (i.e., blue code lines) to enable consistent snapshots for read-only transactions with 2PL. +N and :N denote new and modified lines of code respectively.

Fig. 5: A sample case of using VTS, where four transactions (TX1-TX4) operate on three tuples (A, B, and C).

Non-scalable timestamp oracle. Prior work [46, 61, 11, 59, 67, 37] has shown that a centralized timestamp oracle will become the scalability bottleneck of MVCC systems. The throughput of schemes using a shared counter with atomic operations (GTS) [31, 21, 25] is limited to less than 10 M ops/s (GlobalCnt in Fig. 6(a)). The throughput will further decrease due to maintaining the stable timestamp for read-only transactions (+StableVTSS). VTS mitigates the scalability issue by using a local counter for read-write transactions. Besides, prior work [70] avoids the mechanism for the stable timestamp (reaching close to 40 M ops/s) at the expense of increasing transaction aborts. However, the network will first become the bottleneck for both GTS and VTS (Network). Consequently, the throughput of timestamp oracle (TSOracle) can only reach 1.26 M and 2.39 M ops/s for GTS and VTS respectively, which may be enough for TPC-E (281 K txns/s) but far not enough for TPC-C (1.64 M txns/s) and SmallBank (80 M txns/s) even only scaling out to 16 machines.

Using fast networks can boost the throughput of timestamp oracle, while the performance of transactional systems will also increase much [23, 64, 26, 70], and CPU may first become the bottleneck [59]. Moreover, batching requests [46, 27] or dedicated fetch thread [70] can alleviate the timestamp-related load on the network4, while these techniques also amplify the staleness of the data retrieved by read-only transactions, and increase the abort rate and the end-to-end latency of read-write transactions (see §5.1).

Costly timestamp allocation. A centralized timestamp scheme will inevitably cause extra network communication overhead for each read-write transaction. GTS demands two network round trips, one for obtaining the commit timestamp and one for installing it. VTS uses per-worker local counters to assign the commit timestamp, but still demands one network round trip to install the timestamp. Given that most transactions operate on tuples in local partitions [56, 54, 55], especially for read-write transactions, additional network round trips will notably lengthen the critical section of trans-
actions and further increase the chance of conflicts, causing extra transaction aborts or blocking time. Thus, it is non-trivial to hide the network round trips without sacrificing the latency of transactions (e.g., batching requests [46, 27]).

The overhead of timestamp allocation highly depends on the execution time of transactions. Hence, we implement a microbenchmark only consisting of read-write transactions, which do not access any tuples and just spin in a loop for a given time. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the overhead of VTS is moderate (from 10% to 30%) compared to not using timestamp schemes (NoTS), when the execution time is close to that of read-write transactions in TPC-E (from 1,400\(\mu\)s to 470\(\mu\)s). The throughput will significantly drop more than 80% when transactions execute in about 50\(\mu\)s, which is similar to that of read-write transactions in TPC-C. Further, GTS can only achieve half of VTS throughput, since it demands one more round trip to obtain the commit timestamp.

**Large traffic size.** VTS mitigates the timestamp overhead by using per-worker local counters as the commit timestamp for read-write transactions. However, a critical downside is that a whole vector of per-worker timestamps must be obtained as the read timestamp first, and then be transferred to every tuple for performing consistent snapshot reads. In contrast to the scalar timestamp (e.g., GTS), this overhead grows linearly with the increase of workers or machines in the system. For most transactional workloads [54, 55, 56, 57], the size of the vector timestamp can become orders of magnitude larger than the tuple size, even in a moderate-sized cluster. Using the per-machine counter in VTS (i.e., all workers on one machine share one timestamp slot) can reduce traffic size [8]. However, these workers have to share a local counter by using atomic operations (e.g., CAS), which will incur additional overhead on read-write transactions [70].

To demonstrate the impact of traffic size, we implement a microbenchmark only consisting of read-only transactions, which read ten 8-byte tuples with 90% of which being local accesses. In Fig. 6(c), the performance collapse of VTS is due to the increase of timestamp vector obtained from the oracle and transferred to remote tuples. Note that GTS is still one order of magnitude slower due to extra one round-trip to fetch the read timestamp (even scalar), compared to NoTS.

### 3 Decentralized Scalar Timestamp (DST)

Managing globally ordered timestamps in a centralized service inevitably results in the problem of maintaining the consistency between timestamp ordering and transaction ordering. More importantly, without a holistic decentralized design, the timestamp scheme cannot achieve good scalability. This observation can be backed by the aforementioned performance bottlenecks due to acquiring commit/read timestamps and installing committed timestamps. Such operations add significant overhead to the execution of CC protocols.

To fundamentally overcome the above drawbacks of traditional timestamp schemes, we propose DST, a decentralized scalar timestamp that facilitates the multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) implementation for broad CC protocols with efficient snapshot read support and minimal overhead. The intuition behind our design is that the timestamp scheme can piggyback on concurrency control protocols to maintain the timestamp ordering with low cost and no new scalability bottleneck to read-write transactions.

In this section, we first use two-phase locking (2PL) as an example to explain the basic protocol of DST for read-write and read-only transactions (§3.1 and §3.2). We then prove the serializability of read-only transactions with DST (§3.3) and introduce a hybrid scalar timestamp to provide snapshot reads with bounded staleness (§3.4). Finally, we discuss the impact of DST on the fault-tolerance scheme (§3.5).

#### 3.1 Timesteps in Read-write Transaction

DST is a fully decentralized timestamp without a centralized sequencer (timestamp oracle) to provide total order timestamps for read-write transactions and stable timestamps for read-only transactions. Therefore, DST must ensure that the derived timestamps for read-write transactions always match the transaction ordering.

The CC protocol is used to ensure the serializable transaction ordering and provide the following three properties, where Transaction A (TX\(_A\)) commits before Transaction B (TX\(_B\)), and both of them access a conflicting tuple O.

**PROPERTY 1:** Write-Write. TX\(_B\)'s write (W\(_B\)(O)) should overwrite TX\(_A\)'s write (W\(_A\)(O)) or generate a newer version.
Read-write Transaction: 2PL with DST

**Property 2**: Write-Read. TX$_A$’s read (R$_B$(O)) should retrieve TX$_A$’s write (W$_B$(O)).

**Property 3**: Read-Write. TX$_A$’s read (R$_B$(O)) should not retrieve TX$_A$’s write (W$_B$(O)).

To match the transaction ordering, DST should ensure TX$_A$’s commit timestamp (TS$_A$) is larger than TX$_A$’s commit timestamp (TS$_A$) under the above case. The general idea is to piggyback over the CC protocol to derive a commit timestamp from conflicting tuples. Fig. 7 presents how DST is integrated with two-phase locking (2PL), and Fig. 8 also illustrates the execution of sample transactions with DST. DST leverages conflicting tuples and above three properties to transmit commit timestamps between dependent transactions. The additional codes for DST in WRITE, READ, and COMMIT (see Fig. 7) are commented on corresponding operations in the following explanations.

**Write-Write property**. Transaction TX$_A$ installs value ($V_A$) with commit timestamp (TS$_A$) into the tuple O.

\[
\langle V_A, TS_A \rangle \rightarrow O \\
TS_A \rightarrow O.ts \quad \triangleright \text{line:2 of COMMIT}
\]

Transaction TX$_B$ reads the timestamp of tuple O (O.ts) and installs new value ($V_B$) with a larger commit timestamp (TS$_B$) into the tuple O.

\[
O.ts \rightarrow ts \quad \triangleright \text{line:1 of WRITE} \\
max(ts+1, TS_B) \rightarrow TS_B \quad \triangleright \text{line:3 of WRITE} \\
\langle V_B, TS_B \rangle \rightarrow O \\
TS_B \rightarrow O.ts \quad \triangleright \text{line:2 of COMMIT}
\]

In Fig. 8, TX$_1$ (green) commits before TX$_3$ (purple), and both of them write tuple A. Therefore, the commit timestamp of TX$_3$ should be larger than that of TX$_1$. Using DST, TX$_1$ installs its value (5) with its commit timestamp (TS$_1$=4) into tuple A. After that, TX$_3$ should derive a larger timestamp (TS$_3$=5) from the timestamp of tuple A (A.ts=4) and use it to install new value (3) into tuple A. Note that the write operations will update both the tuple’s timestamp and the value’s timestamp (as a tuple may have multiple values with different versions).

**Write-Read property**. Transaction TX$_A$ installs value $V_A$ with its commit timestamp TS$_A$ into tuple O.

\[
\langle V_A, TS_A \rangle \rightarrow O \\
TS_A \rightarrow O.ts \quad \triangleright \text{line:2 of COMMIT}
\]

Transaction TX$_B$ reads value $V_A$ of tuple O with timestamp O.ts and installs a larger commit timestamp TS$_B$.

\[
O \rightarrow \langle V_A, ts \rangle \quad \triangleright \text{line:1 of READ} \\
max(ts+1, TS_B) \rightarrow TS_B \quad \triangleright \text{line:3 of READ} \\
TS_B \rightarrow O.ts \quad \triangleright \text{line:4 of COMMIT}
\]

In Fig. 8, TX$_1$ (green) commits before TX$_3$ (purple), and TX$_1$ writes tuple A before TX$_3$ reads it. Therefore, the commit timestamp of TX$_3$ should be larger than that of TX$_1$. Using DST, TX$_1$ installs its value 5 with its commit timestamp (TS$_1$=4) into tuple A. After that, TX$_3$ reads the timestamp of tuple A (A.ts=4) and derives a larger timestamp (TS$_3$=5).

**Read-Write property**. Transaction TX$_A$ installs commit timestamp TS$_A$ into tuple O since it has read the value of tuple O.

\[
TS_A \rightarrow O.ts \quad \triangleright \text{line:4 of COMMIT}
\]

TX$_B$ reads timestamp of tuple O (O.ts) and installs new value $V_B$ with a larger commit timestamp TS$_B$ into tuple O (O.ts).

\[
O.ts \rightarrow ts \quad \triangleright \text{line:1 of WRITE} \\
max(ts+1, TS_B) \rightarrow TS_B \quad \triangleright \text{line:3 of WRITE} \\
\langle V_B, TS_B \rangle \rightarrow O \\
TS_B \rightarrow O.ts \quad \triangleright \text{line:2 of COMMIT}
\]

In Fig. 8, TX$_1$ (green) commits before TX$_3$ (purple), and TX$_1$ reads tuple B before TX$_3$ writes it. Therefore, the commit timestamp of TX$_3$ should be larger than that of TX$_1$. Using DST, TX$_1$ reads an old value (5) of tuple B and installs its commit timestamp (TS$_1$=4) into tuple B. After that, TX$_3$ will derive a larger timestamp (TS$_3$=5) and use it to install new value (2) into tuple B.

### 3.2 Timestamps in Read-only Transaction

DST ensures that the order of derived commit timestamps for read-write transactions always matches the transaction ordering. Therefore, read-only transactions can directly pick any timestamp (TS$_{RO}$) to read a consistent snapshot by comparing its read timestamp with the timestamps of tuples.

Since the (snapshot) read-only transaction does not follow the CC protocol (e.g., lock/unlock tuples before/after reading values), the read-only transaction may read a part of updates of a concurrent read-write transaction. For example, in Fig. 8, the read-only transaction TX$_4$ (red) and the read-write transaction TX$_3$ (purple) are concurrently executed. If TX$_3$ commits between the read operations to tuple A and tuple B in TX$_4$, and then TX$_4$ will read an old version of tuple A (5) and a new version of tuple B (2).
To ensure the serializability of read-only transactions, DST asks the read-only transaction to claim its operations actively before reading the tuple. It first installs its read timestamp (TSRO) into the tuple and waits until the conflicting read-write transaction commits (e.g., the tuple is not locked), if the timestamp of the tuple is not larger than the read timestamp (DEP_READ in Fig. 9). Note that the read-only transaction will only wait for at most one conflicting read-write transaction because if the concurrent read-write transaction starts before the claim, it will definitely see the read timestamp through accessing the tuple and derive a larger commit timestamp. Consequently, the read-only transaction will skip all of the updates from this transaction. If the concurrent read-write transaction starts before the claim, it will hold the lock of the tuple. The read-only transaction will wait until the read-write transaction commits. No matter the commit timestamp is larger or smaller than the read timestamp, a read-only transaction can always read a consistent snapshot by ignoring or reading all of the updates from conflicting transactions. Note that CC protocols ensure the atomicity of read-write transaction’s updates.

As shown in Fig. 8, the read-only transaction TX4 will install its read timestamp (TS4=7) into tuples with smaller tuple timestamps (line 1 of DEP_READ in Fig. 9). For unlocked tuple C, TX4 will directly read the value up to the timestamp (1). For locked tuple A and B, TX4 will wait until the concurrent read-write transaction TX3 commits. In this example, since TX3 does not see the read timestamp of TX4, the commit timestamp of TX3 is still smaller than the read timestamp of TX4 (5 vs. 7). Hence, TX4 can read all updates from TX3 (A=3 and B=2).

3.3 Proof of Correctness

**Theorem (Serializability).** **DST** implements serializable read-only transactions, which always read a consistent snapshot generated by serializable read-write transactions.

**Proof Sketch.** The intuition of the proof is that if a read-only transaction can be serialized with read-write transactions, then it reads a consistent snapshot. We provide a proof sketch by contradiction based on this intuition: i.e., if a read-only transaction cannot be serialized with read-write transactions, then it leads to a contradiction. Before giving the proof, we need to prove following two lemmas first:

**Lemma 1.** Given two dependent read-write transactions TX1 and TX2, if TX2 depends on TX1, then TX2’s timestamp (TS2) is larger than TX1’s timestamp (TS1).

**Proof.** If TX2 directly depends on TX1, this lemma follows directly from the algorithm (see §3.1) that TX2 always calculates TS2 based TS1. If TX2 transitively depends on TX1, in a proof by contradiction we assume TS1 is not smaller than TS2, then in the partial dependent graph denoted by TX1 → ... → TXi → TXj → TXk → ... → TXn, there exists TXi and TXk that TXk directly depends on TXi, but its timestamp is not larger than TXi’s, which is a contradiction with the first case.

**Lemma 2.** Given a read-only transaction TXRO and a read-write transaction TXRW, TXRO observes TXRW’s update on tuple O, if and only if TXRO’s timestamp (TSRO) is not smaller than TXRW’s timestamp (TSRW).

**Proof.** First, if TXRO observes TXRW’s update on O, then TSRO is not smaller than TSRW. Because TXRW updates O with TSRW and content atomically (e.g., 2PL), TXRO waits for TXRW’s commit. Second, if TSRO is not smaller than TSRW, then TXRO eventually observes TXRW’s update on O. Assume TXRO does not observe TXRW’s update, then TXRO reads O before TXRW commits its update. One situation is TXRO reads O before TXRW’s request arrives, it leads a contradiction that TXRO update O’s timestamp to be TSRW before the read. Another situation is TXRO reads O after TXRW calculates TSRW, but before committing its update. This leads to the contradiction that TXRO always waits for the concurrent TXRW to commit (e.g., 2PL).

**Proof of the Theorem.** TX1 updates A, TX2 updates B, and TX3 depends on TX1. Assume read-only transaction TXRO only observes TX2’s update on B, but does not observe TX1’s

\[ TX2 \text{ is conflicting with } TX1, \text{ and TX2 accesses the conflicting tuples immediately after } TX1. \]

\[ \text{The symbol } \rightarrow \text{ indicates the happen-before relation.} \]

\[ \text{It means } TXRO’s \text{ read on } O \text{ happens after } TXRW’s \text{ update.} \]
update on A (i.e., inconsistent reads). From LEMMA 2, we have $T_{S_{RO}}$ is not smaller than $T_{S_2}$, while $T_{S_1}$ is larger than $T_{S_{RO}}$. Therefore, we have $T_{S_1}$ is larger than $T_{S_2}$, which is contradictory to LEMMA 1.

3.4 Hybrid Timestamp and Bounded Staleness

**Hybrid timestamp.** The commit timestamp of a read-write transaction is derived from the timestamps of tuples in its read/write set, and the read timestamp of a read-only transaction can be any timestamp in the past, present, or even in the future. Therefore, the local timestamp (LocalTS) is not essential for the correctness of DST. However, the read-only transaction may suffer from either staleness or performance issues if using an improper read timestamp. If the read timestamp is too small (past), the read-only transaction may read an excessively stale snapshot. If the read timestamp is too large (future), the read-only transaction will frequently install its read timestamp into tuples and wait until conflicting read-write transactions commit (DEP_READ in Fig. 9).

DST adopts a combination of physical clock and logic counter as a hybrid timestamp. The 64-bit timestamp consists of the 48-bit physical part (high-order bits) and the 16-bit logic part (low-order bits). DST uses a loosely synchronized clock as the physical part and uses a monotonically increasing counter as the logic part. At the beginning of the transaction, it will acquire a local hybrid timestamp composed of the current physical clock and zero-initialized logic counter (START in Fig. 7 and line:1 of RoTX in Fig. 9). The logical part of the hybrid timestamp is used to avoid possible overflow of the physical part since the timestamp will be incremented when calculating the maximum timestamp (e.g., line:3 of WRITE in Fig. 7). On the other hand, the physical part of the hybrid timestamp is used to ensure the read-only transaction can read a fresh snapshot.

**Bounded staleness.** Based on the hybrid timestamp, DST can provide snapshot reads with bounded staleness.

**Theorem (Bounded Staleness).** The updates of read-write transactions can be observed in at most $\Delta$, where $\Delta$ is the maximal duration any machine needs to make its local clock increased by $2 \times \varepsilon$, and $\varepsilon$ is the maximal clock drift between any two machines in the cluster.

**Proof sketch.** First, we prove the following two lemmas:

**Lemma 1.** Given a read-write transaction $TX_{RW}$, its commit timestamp ($T_{S_{RW}}$) is not larger than $t_m + \varepsilon$, where $t_m$ is the local machine time on $TX_{RW}$ commits.

**Proof.** If $T_{S_{RW}}$ is larger than $t_m + \varepsilon$, then there is a $TX_j$ which accesses a tuple before $TX_{RW}$, and $T_{S_j}$ is larger than $t_m + \varepsilon$. As the timestamp is calculated from its local machine time or the tuples it accessed, we can inductively find a transaction $TX_j$ whose timestamp is larger than $t_m + \varepsilon$, and it is calculated from its local machine time. It is a contradiction to the maximal clock drift between any two nodes is $\varepsilon$.

**Lemma 2.** For any read-only transaction $TX_{RO}$ starts after $TX_{RW}$ commits, its read timestamp $T_{S_{RO}}$ is larger than $t_m - \varepsilon$.

**Proof.** This follows that $TX_{RO}$ calculates its timestamp based on local machine time and the clock drift between any two nodes cannot be larger than $\varepsilon$.

**Proof of the Theorem.** With LEMMA 1 and 2, we can have a fact that, if $T_{S_{RO}}$ starts after $TX_{RW}$, then $T_{S_{RO}}$ cannot be smaller than $T_{S_{RW}} - 2 \times \varepsilon$. Since any machine is able to increase its local machine time by $2 \times \varepsilon$ in $\Delta$, we can conclude that the updates of $TX_{RW}$ will be visible in the duration of $\Delta$.

3.5 Failure and Recovery

The CC protocol should provide a proper fault-tolerance scheme to recover the transactional system from various failures. For example, the primary-backup replication [30] is widely used to provide high availability in prior work [23, 18, 26]. The fault-tolerance schemes can usually work with various timestamp schemes by replicating tuples together with the commit timestamps of read-write transactions. However, the fully decentralized design of DST has two sides. The advantage of this approach is to avoid handling the failure of centralized timestamp oracle, which may cause a stop-the-world recovery [70]. The disadvantage is the potential cost to maintain the consistency of decentralized timestamps before and after some failure occurs.

An obvious, but costly solution is to replicate the read timestamps of read-only transactions together with tuples, as the commit timestamps of read-write transactions. Because the missing read timestamp may cause a new conflicting read-write transaction to use a smaller commit timestamp to write tuples; the read-only transaction may read some tuples with an old version and other tuples with a new version before and after the failure occurs, respectively.

To avoid replicating or persisting read timestamps, DST provides two alternative solutions that can be selected according to the behavior of workloads or the CC protocol associated. More specifically, after recovery, DST can selectively abort and re-execute either the remaining read-only transactions that read tuples on crashed machines or the remaining read-write transactions that write tuples on crashed machines. Consequently, there is no additional overhead and modification associated with the normal execution of transactions, regardless of which approach is selected.

4 Generality of DST

DST is a general timestamp scheme to enable efficient read-only transactions with little impact on read-write transactions. Hence, it is easy to integrate DST with various CC protocols, and DST can also cooperate with many optimizations [37, 43] on CC protocols. In this section, we first lay out a general guideline for piggybacking DST on various CC protocols, and then demonstrate the efficacy of this guideline by applying it to three representative transactional systems.
(DrTM+R, MySQL cluster, and ROCOCO) with different CC protocols (OCC, 2PL, and ROCOCO).

4.1 A Guideline for Integrating DST

Read-write transaction. DST should allocate a commit timestamp for the read-write transaction that is larger than any dependent transactions’ timestamp. Thus, two following tasks (RW1 and RW2) should piggyback on CC protocols.
1. Select a commit timestamp larger than both the current local timestamp and the timestamps of tuples in the read/write set. (RW1)
2. Install the commit timestamp to tuples in the read/write set before the transaction commits. (RW2)

Read-only transaction. DST should guarantee the read-only transaction can read the value of tuples up to the read timestamp. Thus, two following tasks (RO1 and RO2) should piggyback on CC protocols.
1. Select an appropriate read timestamp according to the current local timestamp. (RO1)
2. Ensure the tuple has an equal or larger timestamp before reading its value up to the read timestamp. (RO2)

4.2 Case Study

The description below focuses on the general comments about integrating DST; we omit a few details and corner cases due to space limitations.

DrTM+R. Optimistic concurrency control (OCC) is widely adopted by modern transactional systems [21, 10, 59, 62, 22, 23, 18, 26, 63]. The read-only transaction in OCC will take two or more rounds of reads for consistent results without MVCC and timestamp schemes, due to conflicting read-write transactions. We use DrTM+R [18] to demonstrate how DST piggybacks on OCC.

For the read-write transaction, we can obtain the timestamp of tuples in the read and write set when validating and locking them respectively and then derive a larger commit timestamp (RW1). Before committing, we should install the commit timestamp to the tuples in the read and write set (RW2). Note that there is no need to lock tuples in the read set since dummy timestamps from aborted transactions are benign. For the read-only transaction, all CC protocols share (almost) the same implementation (see Fig. 9). The only difference is how to wait for conflicting transactions (line:3 of DEP_READ). For OCC, the conflicting read-write transaction will lock the tuple when installing its timestamp for updates. Therefore, similar to 2PL, the read-only transaction will confirm that the tuple is not locked before reading the value up to its read timestamp.

MySQL cluster. Two-phase locking (2PL) is another classic CC protocol used by many transactional systems [1, 19, 36]. The read-only transaction in 2PL will be blocked without MVCC and timestamp schemes, due to conflicting read-write transactions. We use MySQL cluster [1] (v7.6.8) to

We use the version of DrTM+R [63] without HTM, which also enables coroutine and supports various networks (e.g., TCP/IP and RDMA).

Table 1: Measurement clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>r4.2xlarge (8x vCPU, 61GB DRAM, up to 10GbE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAL</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2x Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 (12 cores), 128GB DRAM, 1x Intel1350 100GbE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLR</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2x Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 (12 cores), 128GB DRAM, 2x Mellanox ConnectX-4 100Gbps InfiniBand RNICs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To study the impact of hardware platforms, we leverage the lock queue mechanism in MySQL cluster to wait for conflicting transactions (line:3 of DEP_READ in Fig. 9).

ROCOCO. ROCOCO [43] is a research CC protocol that outperforms traditional protocols under high contention workloads by reordering conflicting read-write transactions instead of aborting them. The read-write transaction is chopped into pieces by an offline checker and uses a two-phase mechanism. The start phase explores a dependency graph, and then the commit phase executes conflicting transactions with a serializable order according to the dependency graph. The read-only transaction in ROCOCO is blocked until the completion of conflicting transactions and uses multiple rounds for reading consistent results.

To extend ROCOCO with DST, the general idea is to use the dependency graph to collect timestamps of dependent tuples and derive a larger commit timestamp for the read-write transaction in the start phase (RW1). Then the commit timestamp can be installed to tuples in the commit phase (RW2). For the read-only transaction, the blocking mechanism in ROCOCO is reused to wait for conflicting transactions (line:3 of DEP_READ in Fig. 9).

5 Evaluation

We have integrated DST with three representative transactional systems, namely DrTM+R, MySQL cluster, and ROCOCO, with different CC protocols, and also implemented two centralized timestamp schemes (GTS and VTS) by following the state-of-the-art [46, 70] with many carefully tuned optimizations (e.g., batching requests [46, 27], cooperative multitasking [26], timestamp compression and dedicated fetch thread [70]). These optimizations have significant performance improvements on GTS and VTS. For example, cooperative multitasking improves the peak per-machine throughput of GTS on DrTM+R by 3.04X, and timestamp compression improves VTS by 2.7X on a 16-node cluster.

Testbed and setup. To study the impact of hardware plat-

10 Although MySQL cluster uses read committed (RC) protocol by default, it also provides serializability by using per-row 2PL.
12 Different than Percolator [46], we use the stabilization process to avoid holding locks when acquiring write timestamp, since it will significantly increase transaction abort rate.
forms on DST, we use three clusters with different networks and CPU processing power (Table 1). Without explicit mention, one machine in each cluster is dedicated to the timestamp oracle, even only GTS and VTS need. Other machines serve as both database nodes and clients. We use these machines in a symmetric setting [23], namely each machine both executes transactions and stores database data.

**Benchmarks and performance overview.** As the performance benefit of using MVCC and snapshot reads is sensitive to characteristics of read-only transactions in OLTP workloads, we chose three different benchmarks, namely **TPC-E, TPC-C, and SmallBank**, to show the benefits of DST comprehensively. **TPC-E [57]** presents the workload of a brokerage firm with a high proportion of read-only transactions (79% of the standard mix) and complicated operations (massive range queries and distributed accesses). DST is expected to improve the performance much compared to the vanilla CC protocols for this target workload, with a relaxed consistency level from strict serializability to serializability. **TPC-C [56]** simulates a warehouse-centric order processing application with a few read-only transactions (8% of the standard mix). DST is expected to show gradual improvement with the increase of execution time in read-only transactions (not affect proportion). We increase the number of districts (one district by default) accessed by the read-only stock-level transactions (4%). **SmallBank [54]** models a simple banking application where transactions perform very simple read and write operations (less than four) on user accounts. DST is expected not to incur perceptible overhead and show order-of-magnitude speedup compared to centralized timestamp schemes (GTS and VTS). In all benchmarks, DST should achieve close to optimal performance using RC (5%) but without compromising correctness, which can be backed by the experimental results of DST on motivating microbenchmarks (see Fig. 6).

### 5.1 DrTM+R

We deploy one server at each machine and co-locate clients to saturate the performance of servers as prior work [58, 60, 23, 64, 26]. Due to space limitations, we do not report the experimental results on smallBank, which are as expected.

**TPC-E.** Fig. 10(a) shows the results of TPC-E on AWS. TPC-E has a high proportion of read-only transactions, and most of them are distributed. Compared to using snapshot reads (GTS, VTS, and DST), the vanilla OCC protocol provides strict serializability and requires an additional round to validate tuples in the read set. Thus, many read-only transactions will abort under heavy workloads. As a reference, RC can outperform OCC by 1.79X (yet with incorrect results), since it simply skips the validation phase. DST achieves almost the same performance as RC, as it also avoids the validation phase and never aborts read-only transactions. Differently, DST ensures the read-only transaction can read a consistent yet fresh snapshot. Moreover, compared to GTS and VTS with the same consistency level (serializability), DST can outperform the throughput of them by 1.16X and 1.72X, respectively. Because DST omits the communication to the timestamp oracle and avoids large traffic size due to using a fully decentralized design and scalar timestamps (see §2.3).

We further evaluate TPC-E on VAL. As shown in Fig. 11(a), DST can still achieve similar performance as RC and provides 1.13X and 1.29X speedup compared to GTS and VTS, respectively. VTS performs slightly better on VAL due to using a relatively smaller vector timestamp.

**TPC-C.** Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 11(b) show the peak throughput of TPC-C on AWS and VAL with the increase of districts accessed by the read-only stock-level transactions. Note that the default setting in TPC-C accesses one district (the first data point of every line). Besides, we retain all default settings, like the proportion of stock-level transactions (4%). As shown in Fig. 10(b), when accessing one district, DST has a very close performance compared to RC. These results indicate that DST has little overhead to read-write transactions. In comparison to DST, GTS and VTS are 6.29X and 2.93X slower than RC, due to the significant cost for maintaining centralized and/or vectorized timestamps (see §2.3).

OCC performs well on the original TPC-C due to the limited read-only transactions in the standard-mix (8%). On the other hand, when increasing the execution time of read-only stock-level transactions (by accessing more districts), the performance difference between RC and OCC is more evident because OCC has more overheads for validating the read-set of the stock-level. DST still performs close to RC and is 4.94X faster than vanilla OCC (accessing 20 districts) with a relaxed consistency level. Finally, DST still outperforms VTS and GTS by 2.29X and 3.56X when accessing 20 districts, respectively.

In Fig. 11(b), the performance of DST is also very close to RC for TPC-C on VAL. On the other hand, the overhead of GTS and VTS still incurs up to 2.57X (from 1.95X) and 1.73X (from 1.47X) slowdown, compared with DST. Differ-
ent than AWS, the lower latency of network round-trip on VAL (90μs) is beneficial for centralized timestamp schemes, but the effect is quite limited.

Using fast network (i.e., RDMA). Readers might be interested in how the performance of networks impacts the performance of timestamp schemes, especially using RDMA. DrTM+R naturally supports RDMA, and we adopt FaSST-RPC [26] to implement the timestamp oracle for GTS and VTS. By using 100Gbps RDMA, the CPU may become the bottleneck in the timestamp oracle for GTS, about 3.0 M ops/s (see §2.3). For VTS, the timestamp oracle will not limit the performance of TPC-E and TPC-C with only 16 machines, while the increase of transaction abort rate (due to optimizations [70]) and large traffic size still incur non-trivial costs, compared to the decentralized scalar timestamp (like DST).

As shown in Fig. 12, the fast network (RDMA) in VLR has a significant positive impact on all of the settings, as expected. For TPC-E, DST still outperforms GTS and VTS by 1.07X, and 1.32X, respectively. RDMA reduces the overhead of centralized timestamp allocation for GTS, while the impact of traffic size in VTS remains. For TPC-C, DST is still 4.49X (from 1.19X) and 1.76X (from 1.15X) faster than GTS and VTS.

5.2 MySQL cluster

We evaluate MySQL cluster with DST by using TPC-C and SmallBank on VAL. We increase the number of clients until the throughput is saturated. As shown in Fig. 13, with DST, MySQL cluster achieves up to 1.91X (from 1.09X) and 1.28X (from 1.07X) higher throughput for TPC-C and SmallBank, respectively. The main reason is due to enabling snapshot reads to avoid blocking for the read-only transactions. It also mitigates the contention in the read-write transactions. DST is more effective in TPC-C since it is more sensitive to blocking time from conflicting transactions due to relatively longer execution time compared to SmallBank. On the other hand, DST can provide comparable performance to RC but still guarantee serializability for correctness.

5.3 ROCOCO

We follow the methodology (benchmarks and settings) in prior work [43, 39] to evaluate ROCOCO on VAL. Fig. 14 shows the performance of ROCOCO by increasing the number of concurrent requests per server. In Fig. 14(a), using DST on ROCOCO can improve the throughput of new-order transactions by 2.09X with 100 concurrent requests per server, due to reducing transaction aborts and skipping the validation process in read-only transactions. For example, less than 4% of stock-level transactions can be committed when there are more than 50 concurrent requests per server. Thus, the server CPU is wasted on retrying and validating read-only transactions. Further, as shown in Fig. 14(b), ROCOCO+DST has a much lower median latency of (read-only) stock-level transactions, thanks to reading a consistent snapshot by one round of execution without validation.

5.4 A Study of DST Cost

To study the overhead from blocking and additional timestamp updates in DST, we use two workloads that share most characteristics with TPC-C. We tuned the workload behavior to better reflect these overheads.

Blocking overhead. One read-only transaction accesses 10 tuples, while another write-only transaction continuously updates these tuples with locking. This is considered as the worst-case scenario for DST, since the read tuples are locked most of the time. Fig. 15(a) shows the impact on the median latency of read-only transactions when varying the staleness of read timestamps. When using the current time (staleness=0ms) as the read timestamp, 10% of the reads are blocked by concurrent writes, which incur 83% overhead of the median latency (1.72ms vs. 0.96ms). With the increase of staleness (smaller timestamp), fewer reads are blocked since the tuples have been updated with larger commit timestamps. The blocking overhead becomes trivial when staleness exceeds 100ms. Note that this is an extreme case for blocking: reads always touch the locked tuples. In reality, we only observe about 160 and 200 blocks per second at each machine.
under peak throughput for TPC-C and TPC-E, respectively.

**Timestamp update overhead.** Fig. 15(b) presents the overhead of DST to read-write transactions. Each transaction accesses 10 tuples, while some tuples are made read-only. We can see that when all tuples are updated, there is no overhead for DST, since the timestamp update will piggyback on the unlock operation. With the increase of read-only ratio, DST adds up to 25% overhead to the overall performance. Because DST will update the timestamp of tuples even just reading them, which requires additional synchronizations using atomic operations. Fortunately, most of the read and write sets are overlapping in OLTP workloads.

### 6 Discussion

**Performance overhead.** Compared to traditional centralized timestamp schemes, DST needs to update the timestamps of tuples in the read set for read-write transactions, which may incur additional costs. However, these operations can easily piggyback on original operations in CC protocols (see Fig. 7), like the locking and the validating in 2PL and OCC, respectively. Moreover, the read-only transaction may also update the timestamps of tuples, while it only happens as the read timestamp is larger (DEP_READ in Fig. 9). Thus, using a hybrid timestamp can effectively mitigate it. To study the potential performance overhead for DST, we designed two microbenchmarks to model the worst-case scenarios (see §5.4), and the experimental results show limited cost.

**Range scans and phantom reads.** DST relies on the CC protocol to detect conflicts, including range scans and phantom reads, and also needs to assign timestamps to certain “guard” (e.g., index structures) [32, 48]. For example, the next-key locking mechanism [42] is widely used by 2PL to support range scans. The CC protocol acquires such locks, and DST assigns timestamps to them. For OCC, DST assigns timestamps to the internal nodes in the index structure as the versions during the validation phase.

**The SNOW theorem.** The SNOW Theorem [39] describes the fact that strict serializability (S), non-blocking read-only transactions (N), one-response from each tuple (O), and compatible with conflicting write transactions (W) cannot be satisfied at the same time. Yet, SNOW-optimal and latency-optimal read-only transactions can achieve three of the above properties (i.e., N+O+W) without strict serializability (S). DST also relaxes S to serializability for read-only transactions, and satisfies O and W apparently. DST can simply satisfy W by letting reads return a relatively stale data. However, it may not be reasonable; thus, DST chooses to provide bounded staleness with much fewer blocking operations (see §5.4).

**Session strict serializability.** DST only ensures serializability to read-only transactions rather than strict serializability, while it is equal to or better than most snapshot-based systems [19, 7, 1, 1]. Further, DST can provide session guarantees [53, 8] (i.e., read-my-write [52] and read-after-write [40] consistency), such that read-only transactions can always observe the latest updates of read-write transactions within the same session (e.g., issued from the same client or handled by the same server). DST returns the commit timestamp to the session manager (e.g., client or server) after the transaction commits. The session manager will always use the largest observed commit timestamp as the read timestamp for successive read-only transactions.

### 7 Related Work

**Using timestamp for snapshot reads.** A centralized timestamp is the most straightforward way to support MVCC for snapshot reads, which is widely adopted by centralized systems [21, 25, 31, 28, 44, 66, 33]. Many distributed systems also use timestamps to provide MVCC [46, 17, 51, 19, 6, 14, 70], while most of them only support weaker isolation guarantees (e.g., Snapshot Isolation) [46, 6, 14, 70]. For example, Percolator [46] uses a global timestamp oracle, and NAM-DB [70] uses vectorized centralized timestamps. Spanner [19] is based on a combination of 2PL and MVCC developed in previous decades [45]. Spanner relies on TrueTime API to provide scalable timestamps for strict serializable read-only transactions and snapshot reads, which requires specific hardware (GPS and atomic clocks) to ensure clocks with bounded uncertainty. Further, the read-write transactions still require blocking to ensure the match of timestamp and transaction ordering. DST chooses to support serializable read-only transactions with bounded staleness. It requires no external timestamp service and does not block read-write transactions. RAMP [9] introduces Read Atomic isolation and uses timestamps to identify and retry inconsistent reads. TxCache [47] provides a distributed transactional cache that always returns a consistent snapshot by lazily selecting the timestamps for transactions. Causalspartan [49] also uses Hybrid Logical Clocks to optimize timestamps in causal consistency systems.

DST naturally piggybacks timestamp allocation to existing CC protocols, which avoids additional communications for maintaining timestamps. Further, DST can work with a border range of CC protocols and is orthogonal to prior optimizations on CC protocols [37, 43].

**Using timestamp for concurrency control.** Many systems directly leverage a timestamp-based mechanism to commit transactions orderly [12, 5, 20, 34, 35, 71, 8]. CLOCC [5] combines optimistic timestamp ordering with loosely syn-
chronized clocks, which avoids a centralized counter for checking serializability in the original OCC protocol [29]. Granola [20] uses the timestamp based on a distributed voting mechanism to order independent transactions deterministically and treats distributed transactions in locking mode. TAPIR [71] uses loosely synchronized clocks at the clients in OCC’s validation for read-write transactions. The clock drift in these systems will increase false aborts and impact the execution of read-write transactions. On the contrary, the clock drift in DST only affects the freshness of snapshot reads.

Several variant timestamp schemes have been proposed to mitigate the cost from frequent aborts due to the violation between timestamp and transaction ordering. Lomet et al. [38] introduce timestamp ranges to reduce transaction conflicts, while the timestamp management is centralized. MaaT [41] uses dynamic timestamp ranges to avoid distributed locking for the atomic commitment in OCC. Further, some prior systems also use decentralized timestamp schemes, but most of them focus on optimizing one particular CC protocol. Tic-Toc [68] introduces a data-driven timestamp scheme for multicore platforms, which allows each read-write transaction to compute a valid commit timestamp from tuples before it commits. However, the read-only transaction still needs additional validations and incurs more aborts due to conflicts. Clock-SI [24] also uses loosely synchronized clocks to create consistent snapshots with fewer network round trips, while snapshot reads must be delayed due to concurrent transactions and clock drift. Sundial [69] uses logical timestamps as leases to reduce aborts in distributed read-write transactions. Pelieu [52] derives a commit timestamp for the read-write transaction from all involved servers (not tuples), which is used in the validation phase with different rules to support different concurrency levels (e.g., SI and Serializability).

Differently, DST is a decentralized timestamp scheme for various CC protocols and can piggyback on them efficiently. Thus, DST will not interfere with the execution of read-write transactions and has no need of extra validations and aborts.

8 Conclusion
This paper presents DST, a decentralized scalar timestamp that can unify timestamp management with existing CC protocols. We have integrated DST with two classic protocols, namely 2PL and OCC, and a recent research proposal, ROCOCO. Our evaluation with three transactional systems and three benchmarks confirmed the benefit of DST.
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Abstract

In online data-intensive (OLDI) services, each client request typically executes on multiple servers in parallel; as a result, “system hiccups”, although rare within a single server, can interfere with many client requests and cause violations of service-level objectives. Service providers have long been fighting this “tail at scale” problem through “hedging”, i.e., issuing redundant queries to mask system hiccups. This, however, can potentially cause congestion that is more detrimental to tail latency than the hiccups themselves.

This paper asks: when does it make sense to hedge in OLDI services, and how can we hedge enough to mask system hiccups but not as much as to cause congestion? First, we show that there are many realistic scenarios where hedging can have no benefit—where any hedging-based scheduling policy, including the state-of-the-art, yields no latency reduction compared to optimal load balancing without hedging. Second, we propose LÆDGE, a scheduling policy that combines optimal load balancing with work-conserving hedging, and evaluate it in an AWS cloud deployment. We show that LÆDGE strikes the right balance: first, unlike the state of the art, it never causes unnecessary congestion; second, it performs close to an ideal scheduling policy, improving the 99th percentile latency by as much as 49%, measured on 60% system utilization—without any difficult parameter training as found in the state of the art.

1 Introduction

This work concerns Online Data-Intensive (OLDI) services like web search (searching through inverted document indices), content-based image similarity search, recommendation services, graph processing and social applications. Such services involve hundreds or thousands of “leaf” nodes, each holding a part (“shard”) of the data needed to answer client requests; a tier of “root” nodes receives client requests, breaks each client request into distinct queries, forwards the queries to different leaves, and waits for the slowest query to finish in order to create the final client response.

OLDI services typically operate under hard-to-meet service-level objectives (SLOs) expressed in terms of tail latency [7, 8, 16, 32, 36, 37, 40]. Each SLO captures a customer expectation and failing to meet it has concrete consequences, e.g., a hit to the service provider’s reputation, a loss of customers, and a drop in revenue [11, 15, 23, 73]. The nature of OLDI services makes meeting such SLOs challenging at large scale: because answering a client request involves many queries, a small fraction of slow queries can impact a significant fraction of client requests [16].

We focus on two main causes of latency variability: One is variable queuing delay, e.g., due to load fluctuations [16, 20, 31, 62]. Another one is variable service time, which, in turn, comes from two distinct sources: (1) Different queries may take different amounts of time to execute on a given hardware and software stack, because of different complexities [33, 44, 53, 81]. (2) Different instances of the same query may take significantly different amounts of time to execute on a given system because of system events that are unrelated to the service itself: decisions made by an OS scheduler or power-management algorithm, interrupts, garbage collection, virtualization effects, interfering with other applications, etc., [12, 16, 19, 26, 41–43, 46–48, 54, 57, 59, 69, 75, 80].

Even though a lot can and has been done to reduce latency variability, completely eliminating its causes has proved elusive. In a modern cloud environment, where different services share resources, there always exist unexpected performance “hiccups”. Debugging these hiccups is notoriously hard. For instance, there is the case of an application suffering random 12ms scheduling delays, because a kernel feature caused the jitter of interrupt requests to be significantly higher than the timer interval [12]; or the case of non-work-conserving scheduling, in which the kernel was throttling programs that exceeded a misconfigured purchase quota [69]. But even when performance hiccups are easy to debug, fixing them is often beyond the control of the interested parties: most service providers do not own a datacenter and do not develop their
own operating systems and entire software stacks—yet they still offer interactive services that need to meet strict SLOs.

This reality has given birth to hedging. In a modern large-scale service, each data shard is typically replicated in at least two nodes for fault tolerance [16, 55]. Hence, any query for a distinct shard can be replicated and sent to multiple nodes that serve that shard. This way, the system “hedges its bets”, as it needs to wait only for the fastest response to each query. Hedging was initially proposed and adopted in combination with performance monitoring, to improve completion time of map-reduce-style [17] jobs that may take tens to hundreds of seconds [3–5]. More recently, hedging is proposed as a general solution for reducing tail latency in large-scale services, including OLDDI services [16, 25, 32, 37, 39, 40, 64, 67, 72, 74, 78], where expected query completion time is orders of magnitude shorter. This change in time scale makes it significantly harder to determine whether hedging will improve tail latency or make it worse.

Hedging masks service-time variability at the cost of extra system load (caused by the replicated queries), hence extra queuing delay. So, if we take any standard hedging policy and any standard load-balancing policy (that tries to minimize latency without hedging), and we measure latency as a function of system load, we expect to see a tipping point: at first, hedging will outperform plain load balancing; however, for some offered system load, the cost of replicating queries will start to outweigh the benefit and the situation will be reversed. The challenge, then, is knowing when to hedge in order to operate before the tipping point.

In this paper, we look critically at hedging for OLDDI services. We make two contributions:

- We study when hedging makes sense: when does it have the potential to improve tail latency relative to plain load balancing, and by how much? To answer this question, we define Idealized Hedge, a theoretical hedging policy that, by design, maximizes the hedging potential of any implementable hedging policy for a given setup. We experimentally compare Idealized Hedge to Per-Shard Queuing, which is, in our context, the best load-balancing policy that does not hedge [45, 76]. This allows us to identify regimes where hedging has the potential to improve tail latency, and to bound the potential improvement.

- We propose LÆDGE (short for “Load-Aware Hedge”, pronounced like “ledge”), a combination of Per-Shard Queuing and hedging that hedges only if the current system load allows for latency improvement through hedging. The gist of LÆDGE is to only hedge when a replica is idle, through a work-conserving centralized scheduler.

Through a combination of simulations and experiments, we show that LÆDGE approximates Idealized Hedge and outperforms the state-of-the-art hedging policies. We implemented LÆDGE within an open-source OLDDI framework [28] and evaluated it on a popular enterprise search engine deployed in the AWS cloud. Our experimental results closely match theoretical expectations and show significant gains: for jobs with mean service times as low as 800µs, and system utilization up to 60%, LÆDGE reduces the 99th percentile latency of Per-Shard Queuing by, on average, 5.3ms—an improvement that corresponds to 6.4× the mean service time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §2 presents our simulation setup and defines IQ-jitter—the metric we use to model and measure performance hiccups. §3 presents Idealized Hedge and uses it to identify when hedging has the potential to improve tail latency. §4 presents LÆDGE and evaluates it through simulation, while §5 evaluates it based on a system implementation using a real OLDDI application deployed in the AWS cloud. §6 discusses open issues, §7 presents related work, and §8 concludes.

2 Background and Setup

In this section, we describe a standard OLDDI setup (§2.1); define IQ-jitter, which helps us model performance hiccups (§2.2); summarize state-of-the-art hedging (§2.3) and load-balancing (§2.4) policies; and describe the simulation (§2.5) that drives the rest of the paper (up until §5).

2.1 OLDDI Setup

We consider a cluster that serves OLDDI applications, as illustrated in Fig. 1: a tier of root nodes serves client requests, while a tier of leaf nodes stores shards of application data sets; the root and leaf tiers are connected via a tier of per-shard load balancers (PSLBs). The load balancers are “per shard,” in the sense that they maintain a distinct queue per shard. In practice, the same process implements multiple PSLBs; PSLB processes run either in servers that are dedicated to load balancing, or within the root nodes when that is permitted by the scheduling policy.

A client request requires accessing multiple data shards. When a root receives a client request, it issues one query per distinct shard, and sends each query to the corresponding
PSLB, which schedules the query on one or more leaves. Each leaf is equipped with a queue and processes queries first-come, first-serve (FCFS) [40, 57], which is the best non-preemptive scheduling policy when tail latency is the most important metric [10, 40, 48, 57, 76]. To compute the final client response, the root needs one response per distinct shard. It is equal to the service time plus queuing delay experienced by the slowest query that needs to be answered in order to compute the final response.

2.2 IQ-jitter: Modelling Hiccups

Consider a set of leaves with identical hardware and software configuration, serving queries of a given application.

We define IQ-jitter (short for intra-query jitter), denoted by \( J \), as the service-time variability that results from the fact that two leaves hosting the same data shard may take different amounts of time to serve the same query.

Similarly to Mirhosseini et al. [57], we express the query service time \( S \) as the sum of two random variables:

\[
S = P + J,
\]

where \( P \) is determined by query complexity and shard content/size, while \( J \) (IQ-jitter) is determined by system events that are independent of the application: OS-scheduler decisions, power-management algorithm decisions, interference by other applications—in general, the current software and hardware state of the leaf executing the query.

2.3 Hedging State of the Art

Hedging was invented to mitigate the effect of IQ-jitter on tail latency: As long as the system events causing performance hiccups are independent across leaves, two or more leaves hosting the same data shard are unlikely to all suffer a hiccup while serving the same query. Hence, by replicating a query across multiple leaves and collecting the response that arrives first, we reduce the probability of the query suffering a hiccup.

In this paper, we consider three representative hedging policies (top three rows in Table 1):

- **Naïve Hedge [72]:** The PSLB always and immediately sends each query to any two leaves that host the corresponding shard. This is conceptually the simplest hedging policy as it does not require storing any state at the PSLB. It has been applied to many different contexts, including map-reduce jobs [3–5, 14, 82], DNS queries, database servers, and packet forwarding [72].

- **Delayed Hedge (d-Hedge) [16, 40]:** For each query, the PSLB randomly picks a leaf that hosts the relevant shard and sends the query to it; if the reply does not arrive within a pre-configured, fixed delay \( d \), the PSLB replicates the query on another leaf. When a query finishes, the PSLB cancels its replica if it exists. The value of \( d \) is tuned by the system operator to control the number of replicated queries in the system. This is the policy that was proposed by Dean et al. when they introduced the “tail at scale” problem [16].

- **Probabilistic Hedge (p-Hedge) [40]:** This is similar to d-Hedge, but introduces an extra tuning knob: the probability \( q \) of replicating each delayed query; both the probability \( q \) and the delay \( d \) are trained based on the workload. This was proposed by Kaler et al. in their recent study of hedging policies for data centers [40] and is the most sophisticated hedging policy that we found in the literature.

We should clarify that all these policies—as any hedging policy we are aware of—limit the number of simultaneously run hedged requests to two. We follow the same strategy in all the policies that we define in this paper.

Ideally, a hedging policy walks the fine line between (a) replicating too many queries and adding too much system load (hence queuing delay), and (b) not replicating enough queries and failing to mitigate the effect of IQ-jitter on tail latency. Naïve Hedge errs toward the former (it always replicating as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Queuing model</th>
<th>Hedging probability</th>
<th>Load balancing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Naïve Hedge [16, 72]</td>
<td>push</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) d-Hedge [16, 40]</td>
<td>push</td>
<td>( Pr(RTT &gt; d) )</td>
<td>random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) p-Hedge [40]</td>
<td>push</td>
<td>( q \cdot Pr(RTT &gt; d) )</td>
<td>randomization + JSQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Random load balancing</td>
<td>push</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Join-shortest-queue (JSQ) [29]</td>
<td>push</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>JSQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Join-bounded-shortest-queue (JBSQ) [45]</td>
<td>push &amp; pull</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>JBSQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Per-Shard Queuing (PSQ)</td>
<td>pull</td>
<td>load-dependent</td>
<td>centralized queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Idealized Hedge (IH) (§3)</td>
<td>pull</td>
<td>load-dependent</td>
<td>centralized queue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Existing and proposed tail-mitigation strategies using hedging and load balancing.
much as possible); Vulimiri et al. [72] have shown that this reduces tail latency only when system load is below 30% [72]. d-Hedge and p-Hedge provide knobs for controlling the added load; however, as we will see, they still do not enable a good balance between (a) and (b), i.e., they can still unnecessarily overload the system or fail to mitigate the effect of IQ-jitter, even if their knobs are carefully tuned (§3.3).

2.4 Load Balancing: State of the Art

The standard approach to managing latency is load balancing (LB). In this paper, we compare hedging with four standard LB policies ((d) to (g) in Table 1):

Random: For each query, the PSLB randomly picks a leaf that hosts the relevant shard and sends the query to it.

Join-shortest-queue (JSQ) [29]: For each query, the PSLB picks a leaf that hosts the relevant shard and sends the query to it; of all the candidate leaves, the PSLB picks the one with the smallest number of pending queries for that shard. JSQ outperforms Random but is far from optimal for FCFS servers with highly-variable job sizes [29,34,35]. We consider it because it is simple to implement and very popular in the industry, e.g., it is widely deployed in reverse-proxies [29,58].

Per-Shard Queuing (PSQ): The PSLB stores each query until a leaf that can serve it becomes available. In other words, the PSLB dispatches a query to a leaf only if the leaf is idle. From a queuing-theory perspective, PSQ corresponds to a single-queue $M/G/k$ model, where $k$ is the number of leaves to choose from. In theory, this outperforms any LB policy that uses multiple distinct queues (e.g., JSQ) in the presence of non-deterministic service times [68]. In practice, PSQ exposes the round-trip latency between the PSLB and the leaf tiers, which may significantly impact throughput. It is, however, an excellent candidate for low-latency environments like modern datacenters [57,60] (e.g., it takes $<20\mu s$ to perform an RPC between two VMs in Microsoft Azure [22]).

Join-bounded-shortest-queue (JBSQ) [45]: This policy combines PSQ and JSQ by splitting the pending queries between the PSLB and leaf tiers. It takes a parameter $n$, which specifies the number of pending requests that each leaf can hold, e.g., JBSQ(1) is equivalent to PSQ, while JBSQ($\infty$) is equivalent to JSQ. The value of $n$ can be configured so as to hide the round-trip latency between the PSLB and leaf tiers and enable full throughput.

2.5 Simulation Setup

In the next two sections, we rely on discrete event simulation to compare hedging against standard LB policies. The goal is not to evaluate precisely how these policies perform in real systems (we use different experiments for that, later in the paper), but to understand some of their fundamental properties, e.g., how does hedging compare to PSQ in an idealized setting (where PSQ is the optimal LB policy)?

Our simulation setup mimics an OLDI application deployed in a small- to medium-sized cluster: (a) The number of shards ranges from $N = 5$, which represents small-scale public-cloud deployments, and it is the default number of shards in Elasticsearch [21]; to $N = 500$ distinct shards, which represents larger public-cloud deployments [21, 70]. Each shard is replicated in $r = 2, 3$ or 6 leaves (depending on the experiment). The number of replicas in OLDI applications tends to be limited given DRAM costs [55]; 6 was the highest number of replicas per shard that we found in the literature [14,40,63,70]. There are $N \times r$ leaves processing queries, all with the same hardware and software configurations.

Leaves process queries FCFS [40]. All queues have infinite capacity. (b) Each PSLB fans out queries to leaves according to the simulated (hedging or LB) policy. Network latency between any two nodes is zero (revisited in § 5). (c) Client requests arrive at the root tier following an open-loop Poisson arrival process. (d) As stated earlier, guided by previous studies [57] and our own observations, we model query service time as the sum of two components, $S = P + J$. Unless otherwise noted, $P$ follows an exponential distribution (the randomness comes from different queries of a workload), while $J$ (IQ-jitter) follows a bimodal distribution. This means that, in any single experiment, an instance of a query executing at a leaf node experiences a hiccup with some probability (e.g., $10^{-3}$), while all hiccups have the same duration (e.g., $15 \times \bar{P}$)—which approximates the results in [12] and reflects our observations from § 5.1. Across experiments, we vary hiccup probability and duration to model a range of real problematic system events.

We report tail latency as a multiple of $\bar{P}$ (average application-dependent latency). For example, when we report that $99^{th}$ percentile latency is equal to 30, this means that the lowest 1% of client requests experience end-to-end latency that is higher than $30 \times \bar{P}$. We think that this provides more insight than an absolute number, especially since (in these particular experiments) we are measuring a simulated, idealized setup. In several plots, we show tail latency as a function of system utilization; a maximum utilization of 1.0 corresponds to $r/S$ queries per time unit, where $r$ is the replication factor.

3 Idealized Hedging

In this section, we present Idealized Hedge—an idealized hedging policy—and use it to gain insight into the applicability of hedging, as a general policy, to OLDI services.

3.1 Two Simple Observations

We start by comparing all the LB policies and Naïve Hedge: Fig. 2 shows $99^{th}$ percentile latency as a function of system utilization in a cluster with $N = 50$ shards, each replicated
in $r = 2$ leaves, first with IQ-jitter of probability $10^{-3}$ and duration $15 \times \bar{P}$ (left), then without IQ-jitter (right).

We make two observations:

First, PSQ outperforms the other LB policies in all situations. This is expected from queuing theory. The performance difference is greater in the presence of IQ-jitter (Fig. 2a), which makes sense given that performance hiccups increase the dispersion of service-time distribution—and more service-time dispersion creates a bigger challenge for policies like JSQ and Random.

Second, in the presence of IQ-jitter (Fig. 2a), there is a clear “turning point”: At low utilization, Naïve Hedge (despite its naïveté) delivers significantly lower tail latency than any LB policy. For instance, in an unloaded system, tail latency is $8 \times \bar{P}$ with Naïve Hedge and $17 \times \bar{P}$ with PSQ—close to a $2 \times$ improvement. However, when utilization exceeds 25%, the LB policies deliver lower tail latency and higher throughput.

As a side note, in the absence of IQ-jitter (Fig. 2b), hedging unsurprisingly does not improve tail latency relative to LB, for any system utilization.

These observations suggest that a combined hedging/PSQ policy, which adapts the fraction of hedged queries to system utilization, might achieve lower tail latency than either hedging or LB alone.

### 3.2 The Design of Idealized Hedge

Idealized Hedge maximizes the potential of hedging to reduce latency in the following way:

1. A leaf is never idle when it can serve a pending query currently being served by at most one other leaf.

2. A leaf serves a hedged (replicated) query only when it cannot serve a non-hedged (yet-unserved) one.

The second property ensures that hedged queries never increase the queuing delay experienced by non-hedged queries. The two properties together ensure what we might call work conservation in the presence of hedging: no resources are idle when they could be doing useful work, and no resources are dedicated to hedging when they could be used for other work.

Idealized Hedge is not implementable because it requires perfect prediction of the completion times of currently executing queries: To ensure that the two properties stated above always hold, the system may need to cancel one copy of a hedged query currently executing on a leaf (so that the leaf can serve a new, non-hedged query that just arrived). To maximize the potential of hedging in our setup, Idealized Hedge must always cancel the copy that will take longer to complete, hence the need for perfect prediction.

We simulated Idealized Hedge as follows: Each PSLB maintains a queue with all the pending queries in order of arrival, and it knows the status of each leaf and which query it is processing (if busy). Moreover, if two copies of a hedged query are executing on different leaves and a new query arrives (that can be served by the same leaves), the PSLB’s scheduler perfectly predicts which copy will finish executing first. With this knowledge, the PSLB performs the following operations: (a) Dispatches queries to the leaves in an FCFS manner using a pull-based discipline like PSQ. (b) Hedges a query as soon as a leaf that can serve it becomes idle. (c) Cancels any copy of a hedged query if another copy finishes first (we call this a cleanup cancellation or CC for brevity). (d) Cancels one copy of a hedged query upon arrival of a new query that can be served by the same leaf (we call this a pre-emptive cancellation or PC).

Fig. 3 shows the finite-state machine of Idealized Hedge for a given shard that is replicated in two leaves:

- $S_0$ Both leaves are idle. There are no pending queries.
- $S_1$ (Initial hedging) Both leaves are serving the same query $Q_A$, which they started to serve simultaneously; there are no other pending queries. This state occurs on a transition from $S_0$, following the arrival of query $Q_A$.
- $S_2$ (No hedging) The two leaves are serving different queries, $Q_A$ and $Q_B$, and there are no additional pending queries. This state occurs on a transition from $S_1$, following the arrival of query $Q_B$, at which point one copy of $Q_A$ (the one that would have finished later) was pre-emptively cancelled.
- $S_3$ (PSQ) The two leaves are serving different queries, $Q_A$ and $Q_B$, and there are additional pending queries. In this state
state, when a leaf finishes serving its query, it pulls the next one from the head of the queue (without hedging), as in the PSQ policy.

$S_4$ (Delayed hedging) Both leaves are serving the same query $Q_A$, which they started to serve at different times: there are no other pending queries. This state occurs on a transition from $S_2$, following the completion of one query, at which point the other query ($Q_A$) is reissued to the otherwise idle leaf.

### 3.3 Idealized Hedge versus State of the Art

Fig. 4 compares Idealized Hedge against the three hedging policies (Naïve Hedge, d-Hedge, p-Hedge), as well as PSQ (the best LB policy). The experimental setup matches that of Fig. 2a ($50 \times 2$ leaves and IQ-jitter with probability $10^{-3}$ and duration $15 \times \bar{P}$).

Idealized Hedge outperforms (as expected) the real policies and exhibits the following behavior: at low utilization (until around 5%), when the leaves are mostly in states $S_0$ and $S_1$, it behaves like Naïve Hedge; at high utilization (from around 60%), when the leaves are mostly in state $S_3$, it converges to PSQ; in between, it clearly outperforms (by up to $8 \times \bar{P}$) all the real policies.

The most interesting comparison is between Idealized Hedge (black dotted line) and PSQ (green solid line with vertical lines), because it provides an upper bound on the tail-latency benefit that can be expected from any form of hedging. This comparison indicates two points: (1) There exists a significant utilization range (from ~60% and up, in our setup) where no real hedging policy may bring any significant benefit relative to PSQ. (2) Outside this range, hedging may bring significant benefit, but the two state-of-the-art hedging policies cannot fulfill this potential. Only Naïve Hedge (blue solid line with squares) achieves all the benefit that hedging could achieve, but only at low utilization (until around 5%, in our setup). d-Hedge (gray solid line) outperforms the other real policies for a utilization range between ~10 and ~45%, but it remains far from Idealized Hedge. p-Hedge (purple solid line with pentagons) is outperformed by PSQ in all situations.

Of course, the behavior of d-Hedge and p-Hedge depends dramatically on how their configuration parameters are tuned; we followed all the instructions in the relevant literature, and we did our best to maximize their performance. For instance, in d-Hedge, we set the delay after which hedging occurs to $d = 5 \times \bar{P}$, because we experimentally found that higher values do not noticeably mitigate tail latency on low and medium loads; differently said, we allowed the least amount of hedging that has an impact on tail latency on low and medium loads comparable to that of Naïve Hedge (and yet the algorithm still led to congestion collapse at ~60% utilization). In p-Hedge, we trained the parameters $d$ and $q$, using the most successful of the methods explored in [40]: for each level of system utilization, we computed a “reissue budget” (the percentage of hedged queries in the system) using their iterative algorithm; then, for each level of system utilization, we trained $d$ and $q$ on sampled latency measurements using the proposed training algorithm that accounts for queuing delays for a fixed reissue budget. We tried sampling rates up to 80%; the results we show are for a sampling rate of 60%, because increasing it further did not significantly change the results: p-Hedge did not capture the rare hiccups through sampling, as they only occur once every 1000 queries. None of this proves that d-Hedge and p-Hedge could not perform any better, but it illustrates the difficulty of tuning them so as to achieve a desired balance between too little and too much hedging.

### 3.4 Beyond One Example

We now extend our observations beyond the specific setup of Fig. 4: how much potential does hedging have to improve tail latency as the cluster size and nature of IQ-jitter vary?

We consider the following scenarios: clusters of $5 \times 2, 50 \times 2$, and $500 \times 2$ leaves, i.e., small, medium, and large; hiccup probability ranging from $10^{-1}$ to $10^{-5}$; hiccup duration $15 \times \bar{P}$. In all cases, we trained the parameters for a utilization range between $50\%$ and $70\%$, because we experimentally found that higher values do not noticeably mitigate tail latency on low and medium loads. In each case, we compared Idealized Hedge (black dotted line) and PSQ (green solid line with vertical lines), because it provides an upper bound on the tail-latency benefit that can be expected from any form of hedging. This comparison indicates two points: (1) There exists a significant utilization range (from ~60% and up, in our setup) where no real hedging policy may bring any significant benefit relative to PSQ. (2) Outside this range, hedging may bring significant benefit, but the two state-of-the-art hedging policies cannot fulfill this potential. Only Naïve Hedge (blue solid line with squares) achieves all the benefit that hedging could achieve, but only at low utilization (until around 5%, in our setup). d-Hedge (gray solid line) outperforms the other real policies for a utilization range between ~10 and ~45%, but it remains far from Idealized Hedge. p-Hedge (purple solid line with pentagons) is outperformed by PSQ in all situations.

Of course, the behavior of d-Hedge and p-Hedge depends dramatically on how their configuration parameters are tuned; we followed all the instructions in the relevant literature, and we did our best to maximize their performance. For instance, in d-Hedge, we set the delay after which hedging occurs to $d = 5 \times \bar{P}$, because we experimentally found that higher values do not noticeably mitigate tail latency on low and medium loads; differently said, we allowed the least amount of hedging that has an impact on tail latency on low and medium loads comparable to that of Naïve Hedge (and yet the algorithm still led to congestion collapse at ~60% utilization). In p-Hedge, we trained the parameters $d$ and $q$, using the most successful of the methods explored in [40]: for each level of system utilization, we computed a “reissue budget” (the percentage of hedged queries in the system) using their iterative algorithm; then, for each level of system utilization, we trained $d$ and $q$ on sampled latency measurements using the proposed training algorithm that accounts for queuing delays for a fixed reissue budget. We tried sampling rates up to 80%; the results we show are for a sampling rate of 60%, because increasing it further did not significantly change the results: p-Hedge did not capture the rare hiccups through sampling, as they only occur once every 1000 queries. None of this proves that d-Hedge and p-Hedge could not perform any better, but it illustrates the difficulty of tuning them so as to achieve a desired balance between too little and too much hedging.

---

**Figure 3:** The finite-state machine of both Idealized Hedge and LÆDGE with CC+PC on one shard with two replicas. The states show: whether the shard queue is empty, whether replicas are running the same or different queries ($Q$), and whether the queries started at the same time ($t$).

**Figure 4:** 99th percentile latency as a function of utilization. Ideal Hedge vs. existing hedging policies and PSQ. Same setup as in Fig. 2a.
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Figure 5: Heat maps showing how much various hedging policies improve the 99th percentile latency relative to PSQ. Hiccup duration is $15 \times \bar{P}$.

$30 \times \bar{P}$ and $30 \times \bar{P}$. Regarding the latter, our choice of parameters is motivated by the literature: $15 \times \bar{P}$ has occurred as the result of badly configured timer intervals [12], while $30 \times \bar{P}$ as a result of non-conserving job-to-core allocation [69].

We summarize our results in two sets of heat maps, one for hiccup duration $15 \times \bar{P}$ (Fig. 5a), the other for $30 \times \bar{P}$ (Fig. 6a). Each heat map illustrates the relative improvement in 99th percentile latency that Idealized Hedge brings relative to PSQ: the x-axis is system utilization, the y-axis is hiccup probability (on a logarithmic scale), and the intensity of each data point is the relative improvement in the 99th percentile latency (so, a darker data point indicates higher potential for hedging to improve tail latency). We only show improvement greater than 20%, to focus on scenarios with significant improvement potential. Each column corresponds to a different cluster size: $5 \times 2$, $50 \times 2$, and $500 \times 2$ leaves, from left to right. The dashed horizontal line in Fig. 5a, middle heat map (so, $50 \times 2$ leaves) corresponds to the setup of Fig. 2a and 4.

First, we observe that **hedging cannot significantly improve tail latency when system utilization exceeds** $\sim 60\%$ (all heat maps are empty beyond $\sim 60\%$ utilization). Beyond this turning point, hedging improves latency at most by 20%, independently from cluster size and hiccup probability or duration. The intuition is simple: as system utilization increases and leaves become busier, opportunities for hedging disappear; as a result, Idealized Hedge eventually converges to PSQ. The turning point corresponds to medium-heavy utilization, where queues are starting to form, and below the point where the well-known heavy-traffic approximation determines behavior irrespective of service-time distribution [30]. Between $\sim 60\%$ and $\sim 80\%$ utilization, hedging provides at most 10% improvement (not visible in the heat maps); and beyond $\sim 80\%$ utilization, no improvement at all.

Second, **hiccup duration does not affect the existence of potential improvement (the heat-map shape), only the amount of potential improvement (the heat-map intensity)**. Compare any two heat maps for the same cluster size in Figures 5a and 6a: they shade mostly the same $(x, y)$ surface, but the heat map on the right (longer hiccup duration) is darker than the one on the left. The intuition is that, for any given cluster size, hedging can be useful only within a given hiccup probability range; outside this range, performance hiccups are either too rare or too frequent for hedging to make any difference, and this is independent of hiccup duration.

Third, **the larger the cluster size, the smaller the hiccup probability for which hedging may be useful**. For example, when the hiccup probability is between $10^{-4}$ and $10^{-5}$, hedging may be useful only in the 1000-leaf cluster (and would
be useful in larger clusters as well); in the two smaller clusters, each request needs access to fewer distinct shards, and the probability of IQ-jitter slowing down the serving of one or more of these shards becomes insignificant. Conversely, the higher the hiccup probability, the smaller the cluster size for which hedging may be useful. For example, when hiccup probability exceeds $10^{-2}$, hedging may be helpful in all three clusters (but less so in the 1000-leaf cluster, where it may improve tail latency by at most 35%).

4 LÆDGE: Approaching Idealized Hedge

In this section, we present Load-Aware Hedge (LÆDGE), an implementable policy that approximates Idealized Hedge by adapting hedging to system utilization.

Algorithm 1 shows LÆDGE in pseudo code: $SQ[i]$ is a shard queue that corresponds to shard $i$; $q$ is a query that belongs to request $r$ and concerns shard $s$, while $q'$ is a replica of $q$. Each query that concerns a given shard may be: (a) hedged, i.e., sent to two nodes that serve the shard (line 7), (b) sent to a single node that serves the shard if that is the only available one (line 9), or (c) queued up at a shard queue if zero nodes that serve the shard are available (line 11). When a node becomes available, the oldest query in the shard’s queue is sent to the node (line 18). If there are no queries in the shard’s queue, the oldest running query that concerns the shard is hedged, i.e., a replica of the query is sent to the node (line 21).

LÆDGE has the following properties:

1. A leaf is never idle when it can serve a pending query currently being served by at most one other leaf.

2. A leaf starts to serve a hedged (replicated) query when it cannot serve a non-hedged (yet-unerved) one.

Unlike Idealized Hedge, LÆDGE does not guarantee that, at any point in time, any leaf serving a hedged query could not be serving a non-hedged one; it only guarantees that when a leaf starts to serve a hedged query it could not be serving a non-hedged one. Like PSQ, an efficient LÆDGE implementation requires a PSLB with µs-scale round-trip latency to the leaves, which is commonly found in datacenter environments [22,45].

We implemented three variants of LÆDGE, which differ only in the type of query cancellation that they support:

Plain LÆDGE: Similarly to PSQ, a PSLB dispatches queries to leaves from a centralized queue; similarly to Idealized Hedge, a leaf serves both non-hedged and hedged queries, prioritizing the former. There are no query cancellations.

LÆDGE with CC: This policy augments plain LÆDGE with cleanup cancellation (CC), i.e., all copies of a hedged query are cancelled when another copy finishes executing first. An efficient implementation of this policy requires a low-overhead mechanism for interrupting a query and cleaning up its side effects. Whether such a mechanism exists or not depends on the application itself (for instance, Boucher et al. [13] enabled efficient µs-scale cancellations for microservices [1,27,56] written in Rust).

LÆDGE with CC+PC: This policy adds pre-emptive cancellation (PC), i.e., one copy of a hedged query is cancelled when a new query arrives that can be served by the same leaves. The state machine corresponds to that of Idealized Hedge, shown in Fig. 3; the only difference is the lack of perfect completion-time prediction (while transitioning from $S_1$ to $S_2$, and from $S_4$ to $S_2$); instead, this policy cancels the copy that started executing most recently.

All cancellations are zero cost, in the sense that they introduce no extra processing delay and no extra communication between the PSLB and leaf tiers.

4.1 LÆDGE versus Idealized Hedge

Fig. 7a compares the three LÆDGE variants against Idealized Hedge, as well as d-Hedge and PSQ (the two best existing policies among the ones we simulated). The setup matches that of Figures 2a and 4.

We observe that plain LÆDGE reduces the gap to Idealized Hedge to at most $3.8 \times P$ (while hiccup duration is $15 \times P$ in this setup). At low utilization (up to ~20%), it behaves like d-Hedge, which is the best existing policy at that utilization range. From some point on (~50%), it converges to PSQ, which is the best existing policy at that utilization range. In between 20% and 50% utilization, it outperforms the existing policies, without using cancellations or parameter training, closing the average gap to Idealized Hedge to only $2.16 \times P$.  

---

**Algorithm 1: Generalized LÆDGE**

1. // Initialize a shard queue (SQ) per shard
2. $SQ[i] \leftarrow \{q_i, i \in \{1, \ldots, n_{\text{shards}}\}$
3. on request $r$ arrival
4. for each shard $s$ do
5.  
6.  
7.  // Replication on arrival
8.  if available replicas of shard $s \geq 2$ then
9.  send $q$ to 2 random replicas of shard $s$;
10. else if available replicas of shard $s == 1$ then
11.  send $q$ to the available replica; /* No replication */
12. else
13.  enqueue $q$ to $SQ[s]$;
14. end
15. end;
16. on response $p$ arrival from node $n$ serving shard $s$
17. if size($SQ[s]$) > 0 then
18.  pop a pending query $q$ from $SQ[s]$
19.  send $q$ to $n$;
20. else if $\exists$ a non-replicated unfinished query on shard $s$
21.  replicate the oldest query to node $n$; /* Delayed replication */
22. end
23. end
24. end;
Second, we observe that cancellations not only do not significantly help \textsc{LÆDGE} but may actually hinder it. Adding CCs to \textsc{LÆDGE} marginally improves tail latency (given our assumption of zero-cost cancellations, it could not increase it). More interestingly, adding PCs to \textsc{LÆDGE}-with-CC increases tail latency at some utilization levels, starting from \textasciitilde 30\%. It turns out that cancelling the wrong copy of a hedged query (the one that would have finished first) is an expensive mistake; without any sophisticated completion-time predictors, one is better off not cancelling at all.

To better understand these results, we completed a careful analysis of PCs and their effect on tail latency. We define the "prediction accuracy" of a \textsc{LÆDGE} policy with cancellations as the proportion of PCs that correctly cancel the copy that would finish later. Overall, \textsc{LÆDGE} achieves \textasciitilde 99\% prediction accuracy, which is unsurprising given the rarity of IQ-jitter events. However, once we consider only the PCs where at least one copy of the cancelled query experiences IQ-jitter, \textsc{LÆDGE}'s prediction accuracy drops significantly. For example, at 40\% system utilization, when transitioning from \(S_1\) to \(S_2\) in the presence of IQ-jitter, \textsc{LÆDGE} achieves prediction accuracy \textasciitilde 50\%; when transitioning from \(S_1\) to \(S_2\), prediction accuracy drops to \textasciitilde 19\%. The reason is that \textsc{LÆDGE} does not attempt to predict whether an IQ-jitter event is likely to have occurred— it simply picks the most-recently started copy. Cancellations appear to pay off only if we can assume a good predictor of performance hiccups due to system events; while this may be feasible according to Hao et al. [32], \textsc{LÆDGE} was designed in the absence of such an assumption.

So far, we considered only \(r = 2\) replicas per shard. While this is typical in practice (the replication factor is often limited by high DRAM costs [55]), research proposals consider replication factors between \(r = 2\) and 6 replicas per shard [40, 63]. The simulation behind the Figures 7b and 7c is set up the same way as Figure 7a, but with 3 and 6 replicas per shard, respectively. We see that, for the larger number of replicas, (1) the tail latency of Idealized Hedge and \textsc{LÆDGE} follows the minimal latency of Naïve Hedge up to 60\% utilization (for 6 replicas), and (2) \textsc{LÆDGE} continues to achieve a significant part of the tail latency reduction of Idealized Hedge.

Finally, we should note that, out of curiosity, we experimented with two more types of application-independent noise (other than bimodal): exponential and bimodal+exponential. For the former, not even Idealized Hedge can improve tail latency, PSQ is the best policy, and \textsc{LÆDGE} performs almost the same as PSQ; this is not surprising, given that hedging was invented to deal with noise due to unpredictable system events, which is better modelled with a bimodal distribution. For the latter, the results were almost identical to the ones we got for bimodal noise.

4.2 Beyond One Example

We now extend our observations beyond the specific setup of Fig. 7: how well does \textsc{LÆDGE} fulfill the hedging potential as the cluster size and nature of IQ-jitter vary?

We consider the same scenarios as in §3.4 and once more summarize our results in heat maps in Figures 5 and 6. To assess how well \textsc{LÆDGE} approximates Idealized Hedge, we have to compare the heat maps. To simplify the comparison, we introduce Table 2, which summarizes Figures 5 and 6 as a percentage of the "surface" of each heat map that indicates improvement above a certain threshold (20\%, 30\% and 40\%). For instance, consider the row that corresponds to hiccup duration \(30 \times P\) and cluster size \(50 \times 2\) leaves, and the two columns that correspond to Idealized Hedge and \textsc{LÆDGE}, with > 30\% latency improvement; the two cells where this row and columns intersect indicate that Idealized Hedge achieves such improvement for 29.7\% of the data points, while \textsc{LÆDGE} does for 12.6\% of data points.

To summarize, \textsc{LÆDGE} fulfills as much as half of the hedging potential, depending on the setup. Consider again the columns that correspond to Idealized Hedge and \textsc{LÆDGE} with > 30\% latency improvement, and compare the values of these two columns that are in the same row; \textsc{LÆDGE} improves from 23\% to 56\% of the data points that are improved by Idealized Hedge (i.e., that could possibly be improved through hedging). In general, \textsc{LÆDGE} is closer to Idealized Hedge for the medium and large clusters, and the longer hiccup duration.

On a side note, \textsc{LÆDGE} does not deteriorate lower latency percentiles compared to PSQ (e.g., the median), but improves the tail. The rare hiccups that we analyzed, however, only influence the tail—not, for example, the 50\% percentile latency.
4.3 Are Cancellations Worth the Effort?

First, in agreement with [4], our sensitivity analysis confirms that cleanup cancellation (CC) improves L\textsuperscript{EDGE} only marginally. Consider the columns of Table 2 that correspond to L\textsuperscript{EDGE} and L\textsuperscript{EDGE} with CC; on average, L\textsuperscript{EDGE} with CC offers the same improvement to 2.3% more data points than L\textsuperscript{EDGE} when hiccup duration is $15 \times \bar{P}$, and to 5.6% more data points than L\textsuperscript{EDGE} when hiccup duration is $30 \times \bar{P}$.

Second, while our sensitivity analysis in Table 2 shows that PCs have a marginally positive impact on L\textsuperscript{EDGE}, actually there exist a few areas of highly-negative impact. We have already discussed the intuition in §4.1; further analysis shows that the effect persists across the parameter space.

In a way, the non-effectiveness of cancellations is good news for application developers: Cancellations can be complicated and expensive to implement, they often require non-trivial application changes and language-specific mechanisms to avoid memory leaks and inconsistent application state [13], as well as additional interaction between the scheduler and the leaves. The fact that our simulated zero-cost cancellations bring no significant improvement to tail latency suggests that real-life cancellations are not worth the effort in our context.

5 System Evaluation with Lucene

We now evaluate L\textsuperscript{EDGE} on Lucene, a popular open-source enterprise search engine. It is representative of OLDI services because (1) it involves sharding, and (2) client requests are interactive, with expected latency in the millisecond scale.

Our workload is Lucene’s standard nightly regression test, which consists of $\sim 10,000$ search queries of four different types: phrase, term, multiterm and boolean [51]. The data consists of an inverted index of 18 million Wikipedia English web pages [77], split into 16 sub-indices (for parallel execution in 16 threads). Lucene comes in C++ and Java flavors; we used the former [52].

We implemented two LB policies (Random and PSQ) and two hedging policies (Naïve Hedge and L\textsuperscript{EDGE}) in OLD-Isim, Google’s open-source OLDI cloud benchmarking framework [28]. We changed its architecture to support shard replication, and we added PSLBs (as in Fig. 1). The I/O part of the framework stayed unchanged: it uses the event-based libevent API [49], on top of vanilla Linux and TCP. We extended the framework with request generation following an open-loop Poisson arrival process.

We ran our Lucene workload on AWS EC2 virtual machines (VMs) organized in a “cluster” placement group [2] in the same availability zone. We used two VM types: (1) compute-optimized instances with 16 vCPUs @$3.0$ GHz and 32 GB of memory (c5.xlarge), and (2) general-purpose instances with 16 vCPUs @$2.2$ GHz and 64 GB of memory (m5a.xlarge). All VMs were running the default Ubuntu 16.04.6 image, kernel version 4.4.0-1092-aws.

We deployed 5 × 2 leaf servers, i.e., 5 distinct shards, each replicated in 2 leaves. When a leaf executes a query, it uses 16 parallel threads (one per vCPU). To avoid the introduction of data-driven bias in our results, we replicated the same index on all 5 shards (though, from the point of view of the application, they are still distinct shards served by different leaves). This decision simplifies the comparison with the simulation results in §4 without fundamentally changing the conclusions.

5.1 Empirical IQ-jitter Measurement

We started our experimental evaluation by measuring the real IQ-jitter experienced by our Lucene workload.

We executed the 10,000 queries of our workload 1000 times each, in a random order, always on the same server type. Consider a specific query $Q$. For each execution of this query, $Q_i, i = 1 \ldots 1000$, we measured the service time $S_i$ (which does not include any queuing or network delay). We approximated the application-dependent component of the service time experienced by $Q$ as the minimum service time across executions: $P(Q) = \min_{i=1 \ldots 1000} S_i$. Then we approximated the IQ-jitter experienced by each query execution $Q_i$ as $J_i = S_i - P(Q)$. By putting together all the IQ-jitter values for a given query type, we obtained the IQ-jitter distribution for this query type.

Fig. 8a and 8b show (in the form of CCDFs) the empirical distributions of $P$, $J$, and $P + J$, for the four query types of our workload, and for the two different server types. The curves differ in length as $P$‘s distribution size depends on the number of queries ($\sim 10,000$), whereas the two other distribution sizes depend on the duration of the measurement experiment. The means of $P$ and $J$ in the two server types are 0.637 ms and 0.126 ms
0.198 ms in Fig. 8a, and 0.926 ms and 0.444 ms in Fig. 8b, while the hiccup duration and probability are 10.162 ms and 0.0027 in Fig. 8a, and 10.249 ms and 0.0109 in Fig. 8b.

As a side note, we measured the latency between our VMs and found that the round-trip time is on average 91.2 µs, with minimum and maximum latency 61.5 µs and 150.6 µs, respectively. The average network latency amounts to 10.94% and 6.7% of Lucene’s mean service time \((P + J)\) in the compute-optimized and general-purpose scenario, respectively.

We observe that IQ-jitter is substantial in both server types, and that the empirical distributions are consistent with our simulation setup: the application-dependent component \(P\) can be well approximated with an exponential distribution (a straight line on a log-based CCDF), while the IQ-jitter component \(J\) has a clear bimodal nature. This holds across the four query types that vary significantly in complexity (with “multiterm” queries being the most complex ones).

We investigated the reasons behind IQ-jitter and found that a significant part is due to involuntary rescheduling of Lucene threads, which occurs less frequently in the compute-optimized VMs. Of course, different Lucene deployments may experience less IQ-jitter: if the same workload runs on fully-controlled physical machines, IQ-jitter can be reduced by tweaking the OS or the application itself to mitigate the impact of involuntary thread rescheduling on tail latency.

### 5.2 Mitigating Tail Latency Through Hedging

Next, we measured the end-to-end latency experienced by our Lucene workload under varying system load. Figures 8c and 8d show the 99th percentile latency as a function of queries per second, for the two server types, respectively.

\(\text{LÆDGE}\) behaves as expected: it matches Naïve Hedge at low utilization, converges to PSQ at some point, and outperforms the best alternative in between. The exact behavior depends on server type: On the compute-optimized VMs, \(\text{LÆDGE}\) converges to PSQ at about 60% utilization; before that, it improves tail latency by 49%, or 5.3 ms, on average, relative to PSQ. On the general-purpose VMs, convergence to PSQ happens quite earlier—at about 27% utilization—and the improvement of tail latency before that point is somewhat smaller (40%, or 4.7 ms, on average).

Our \(\text{LÆDGE}\) implementation (deployed in the cloud with real system noise and non-zero network latencies) behaved as our simulation predicted: With compute-optimized VMs, our experimental setup consists of 5 × 2 leaves with IQ-jitter of hiccup probability 0.0027 and hiccup duration 15.95 × \(\bar{P}\). The closest simulated setup is a cluster of the same size with IQ-jitter of the same hiccup probability and hiccup duration \(15 \times \bar{P}\). This corresponds to the leftmost heat map in Fig. 5b, y-axis value 0.0027 (which is close to the base of the triangular shape of the heat map). If we observe this heat map at the given y-axis value, we can see that our simulated \(\text{LÆDGE}\) policy significantly outperforms PSQ until utilization ~40% and then converges to PSQ at utilization ~60%—matching the behavior of our \(\text{LÆDGE}\) implementation.

### 6 Discussion

**Scalability:** PSQ-based scheduling scales naturally with the number of leaves, because the queues are centralized only within a shard. The degree of shard replication is typically small due to DRAM costs [55], and easily manageable by a single PSLB. As more shards are needed, this design scales horizontally by adding more machines for (co-located)
PSLBs, as well as adding more root nodes.

**Higher network latency:** \textsc{Læd}ge exposes the round-trip latency between the PSLB and leaf tiers. In the Amazon environment that we used for our system evaluation (§5), this latency is an order of magnitude smaller than the service time. In an environment with higher PSLB-leaf latency, however, exposing this latency could significantly impact throughput. Adapting \textsc{Læd}ge to such an environment would be straightforward: we would replace \textsc{Læd}ge’s Per-Shard Queuing component with JBSQ [45] (described in §2.4). More specifically, in Alg. 1, instead of always enqueuing the query at line 11, the PSLB would keep track of the queue sizes on the leaf nodes and send the query to the leaf with the shortest queue.

**Hedging to more replicas:** Kaler \textit{et al.} [40] have shown that hedging the same query to more than two replicas does not provide additional latency benefits. This is consistent with our evaluation results, where hedging to two replicas was enough to mitigate rare hiccups.

**Fault-tolerance:** The architecture in Fig. 1 is resilient to the failure of all of its components: (1) the state in PSLBs is soft, (2) the shards are replicated across different leaf nodes, and (3) if a root fails, another one can take over.

**Scheduling in the leaf nodes:** We considered only FCFS scheduling in the leaf nodes (see § 2.1). It is possible that a change in scheduling discipline affects service time. However, as long as service time has a component \( J \) that depends on application-independent events and has a bimodal distribution, our insights still apply.

7 Related Work

**Taming map-reduce latency:** Early attempts of hedging studied long-running map-reduce jobs with execution times measured in seconds or minutes [17]. This timescale allows for “observe-then-predict” type of algorithms, with sophisticated execution profiling based on which a decision can be made about when it pays off to hedge [4, 5, 61, 82]. Systems such as LATE [82], Mantri [5] and Dolly [4] used hedging to mitigate the stragglers that would delay the entire phase. We focused on OLDFI services operating at different timescales and do not lend themselves to heavy-weight profiling.

**Hedging at low latencies:** § 2.3 describes Naïve Hedge [72], d-Hedge [16] and p-Hedge [40] that we compared against. State-of-the-art reissue policies such as p-Hedge [40] address the throughput limitations of Naïve Hedge and d-Hedge. Recent work by Mirhosseini \textit{et al.} [57], advocates PSQ as a plausible means to reduce tail latency. We show in §3.3 that PSQ-based hedging policies can outperform carefully-designed push-based ones. Hedging techniques that target network latency [24, 72, 79] are out of the scope of this work.

**Early stop:** In some cases, the user can receive a meaningful response without her request querying all the shards. In the literature, there are two main such scenarios: First, when accuracy of the results is sacrificed for lower latency [36, 66]. Second, when the final result can be decoded if only \textit{a part} of queries finish [46, 65]. Such approaches are orthogonal ours and can be integrated to further reduce latency.

**Advanced load balancing:** Lu \textit{et al.} [50] decouple discovery of lightly-loaded servers from job assignment. Since it offers no redundancy, this technique is prone to increased tail latency in the presence of IQ-jitter. “Snitching” is another interesting LB technique in which the root node monitors request latency and picks the fastest replica [6, 71]. This technique also offers no redundancy and is ineffective in case of bursty noise [32].

**Adaptive parallelism:** Many researchers have tried to predict the service time of interactive services and accordingly adjust the level of parallelism in the processing nodes, or prioritize short-running queries over long-running ones [33, 38, 44, 53, 70]. This approach trades-off service-time for throughput adaptively as a function of the load but does not attempt to reduce jitter due to underlying system events.

**Cancellations:** Prior work extensively studied cancellations [4, 9, 13, 16, 32]. Ananthanarayan \textit{et al.} [4] observed that cancellations do not improve tail latency of map-reduce workloads. Recent advances have shown that canceling microsecond-scale RPCs can be feasible, but memory leaks remain a problem. Bashir \textit{et al.} [9] recently studied duplications and cancellations at multiple layers of a cloud system, while Hao \textit{et al.} studied application-specific or OS-level instrumentation to increase the accuracy of cancellation decisions [32]. \textsc{Læd}ge is simple and can be deployed everywhere, including in the cloud. It applies duplication only at the application level, and our results show comparable latency reductions with and without cancellations. We leave the study of combining cancellations with profiling to future work.

**Infrastructure jitter:** §1 includes numerous examples of system events that cause jitter. Hao \textit{et al.} [32] observe and quantify noise in EC2 with a focus on disk read and write jitter. Our work focuses on in-memory, CPU-bound applications, which also observe a varying amount of jitter determined in part by the underlying cloud VM.

8 Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that hedging can be applied without significant throughput reduction by combining the best of hedging and load balancing, \textit{i.e.}, by hedging only when the current system load allows it. We show the drawbacks of existing policies and, in turn, propose \textsc{Læd}ge, an integration of hedging within a per-shard load-balancer, and quantify its benefits against an idealized hedging policy designed to outperform any realistic hedging policy. We show that \textsc{Læd}ge can yield significant latency reductions over the state-of-the-art approaches. We also validate its benefits with a cloud-based deployment of an interactive web search application.
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Abstract

Resource provisioning in multi-tenant stream processing systems faces the dual challenges of keeping resource utilization high (without over-provisioning), and ensuring performance isolation. In our common production use cases, where streaming workloads have to meet latency targets and avoid breaching service-level agreements, existing solutions are incapable of handling the wide variability of user needs. Our framework called Cameo uses fine-grained stream processing (inspired by actor computation models), and is able to provide high resource utilization while meeting latency targets. Cameo dynamically calculates and propagates priorities of events based on user latency targets and query semantics. Experiments on Microsoft Azure show that compared to state-of-the-art, the Cameo framework: i) reduces query latency by 2.7× in single tenant settings, ii) reduces query latency by 4.6× in multi-tenant scenarios, and iii) weathers transient spikes of workload.

1 Introduction

Stream processing applications in large companies handle tens of millions of events per second [16, 68, 89]. In an attempt to scale and keep total cost of ownership (TCO) low, today’s systems: a) parallelize operators across machines, and b) use multi-tenancy, wherein operators are collocated on shared resources. Yet, resource provisioning in production environments remains challenging due to two major reasons:

(i) High workload variability. In a production cluster at a large online services company, we observed orders of magnitude variation in event ingestion and processing rates, across time, across data sources, across operators, and across applications. This indicates that resource allocation needs to be dynamically tailored towards each operator in each query, in a nimble and adept manner at run time.

(ii) Latency targets vary across applications. User expectations come in myriad shapes. Some applications require quick responses to events of interest, i.e., short end-to-end latency. Others wish to maximize throughput under limited resources, and yet others desire high resource utilization. Violating such user expectations is expensive, resulting in breaches of service-level agreements (SLAs), monetary losses, and customer dissatisfaction.

To address these challenges, we explore a new fine-grained philosophy for designing a multi-tenant stream processing system. Our key idea is to provision resources to each operator based solely on its immediate need. Concretely we focus on deadline-driven needs. Our fine-grained approach is inspired by the recent emergence of event-driven data processing architectures including actor frameworks like Orleans [10, 25] and Akka [1], and serverless cloud platforms [5, 7, 11, 51].

Our motivation for exploring a fine-grained approach is to enable resource sharing directly among operators. This is more efficient than the traditional slot-based approach, wherein operators are assigned dedicated resources. In the slot-based approach, operators are mapped onto processes or threads—examples include task slots in Flink [27], instances in Heron [57], and executors in Spark Streaming [90]. Developers then need to either assign applications to a dedicated subset of machines [13], or place execution slots in resource containers and acquire physical resources (CPUs and memory) through resource managers [8, 47, 84].

While slot-based systems provide isolation, they are hard to dynamically reconfigure in the face of workload variability. As a result it has become common for developers to “game” their resource requests, asking for over-provisioned resources, far above what the job needs [34]. Aggressive users starve other jobs which might need immediate resources, and the
upshot is unfair allocations and low utilization.

At the same time, today’s fine-grained scheduling systems like Orleans, as shown in Figure 1, cause high tail latencies. The figure also shows that a slot-based system (Flink on YARN), which maps each executor to a CPU, leads to low resource utilization. The plot shows that our approach, Cameo, can provide both high utilization and low tail latency.

To realize our approach, we develop a new priority-based framework for fine-grained distributed stream processing. This requires us to tackle several architectural design challenges including: 1) translating a job’s performance target (deadlines) to priorities of individual messages, 2) developing interfaces to use real-time scheduling policies such as earliest deadline first (EDF) [65], least laxity first (LLF) [69] etc., and 3) low-overhead scheduling of operators for prioritized messages. We present Cameo, a new scheduling framework designed for data streaming applications. Cameo:

- **Dynamically** derives priorities of operators, using both: a) static input, e.g., job deadline; and b) dynamic stimulus, e.g., tracking stream progress, profiled message execution times.
- Contributes new mechanisms: i) **scheduling contexts**, which propagate scheduling states along dataflow paths, ii) a **context handling** interface, which enables pluggable scheduling strategies (e.g., laxity, deadline, etc.), and iii) **tackles required scheduling issues including per-event synchronization**, and semantic-awareness to events.
- Provides low-overhead scheduling by: i) using a stateless scheduler, and ii) allowing scheduling operations to be driven purely by message arrivals and flow.

We build Cameo on Flare [68], which is a distributed data flow runtime built atop Orleans [10, 25]. Our experiments are run on Microsoft Azure, using production workloads. Cameo, using a laxity-based scheduler, reduces latency by up to 2.7× in single-query scenarios and up to 4.6× in multi-query scenarios. Cameo schedules are resilient to transient workload spikes and ingestion rate skews across sources. Cameo’s scheduling decisions incur less than 6.4% overhead.

## 2 Background and Motivation

### 2.1 Workload Characteristics

We study a production cluster that ingests more than 10 PB per day over several 100K machines. The shared cluster has several internal teams running streaming applications which perform debugging, monitoring, impact analysis, etc. We first make key observations about this workload.

**Long-tail streams drive resource over-provisioning.** Each data stream is handled by a standing streaming query, deployed as a dataflow job. As shown in Figure 2(a), we first observe that 10% of the streams process a majority of the data. Additionally, we observe that a long tail of streams, each processing small amount data, are responsible for over-provisioning—their users rarely have any means of accurately gauging how many nodes are required, and end up over-provisioning for their job.

**Temporal variation makes resource prediction difficult.** Figure 2(c) is a heat map showing incoming data volume for 20 different stream sources. The graph shows a high degree of variability across both sources and time. A single stream can have spikes lasting one to a few seconds, as well as periods of idleness. Further, this pattern is continuously changing. This points to the need for an agile and fine-grained way to respond to temporal variations, as they are occurring.

**Users already try to do fine-grained scheduling.** We have observed that instead of continuously running streaming applications, our users prefer to provision a cluster using external resource managers (e.g., YARN [2], Mesos [47]), and then run periodic micro-batch jobs. Their implicit aim is to improve resource utilization and throughput (albeit with unpredictable latencies). However, Figure 2(b) shows that this ad-hoc approach causes overheads as high as 80%. This points to the need for a common way to allow all users to perform fine-grained scheduling, without a hit on performance.

**Latency requirements vary across jobs.** Finally, we also see a wide range of latency requirements across jobs. Figure 2(b) shows that the job completion time for the micro-aggregation jobs ranges from less than 10 seconds up to 1000 seconds. This suggests that the range of SLAs required by queries will vary across a wide range. This also presents an opportunity for priority-based scheduling: applications have longer latency constraints tend to have greater flexibility in...
To achieve fine-grained scheduling, a promising direction is to leverage event-driven systems. These techniques make changes to the dataflows in reaction to a performance metric (e.g., latency) deteriorating.

Cameo’s approach does not involve changes to the dataflow. It is based on the insight that the streaming engine can delay processing of those query operators which will not violate performance targets right away. This allows us to quickly prioritize and provision resources proactively for those other operators which could immediately need resources. At the same time, existing reactive techniques from Figure 3 are orthogonal to our approach and can be used alongside our proactive techniques.

The promise of event-driven systems. To achieve fine-grained scheduling, a promising direction is to leverage emerging event-driven systems such as actor frameworks [43, 74] and serverless platforms [24]. Unlike slot-based stream processing systems like Flink [27] and Storm [83], operators here are not mapped to specific CPUs. Instead event-driven systems maintain centralized queues to host incoming messages and dynamically dispatch messages to available CPUs. This provides an opportunity to develop systems that can manage a unified queue of messages across query boundaries, and combat the over-provisioning of slot-based approaches. Recent proposals for this execution model also include [11,24,26,58].

Cameo builds on the rich legacy of work from two communities: classical real-time systems [63,75] and first-generation stream management systems (DSMS) in the database community [14,15,31,71]. The former category has produced rich scheduling algorithms, but unlike CAMEO, none build a full working system that is flexible in policies, or support streaming operator semantics. In the latter category the closest to our work are event-driven approaches [14,22,28]. But these do not interpret stream progress to derive priorities or support trigger analysis for distributed, user-defined operators. Further, they adopt a centralized, stateful scheduler design, where the scheduler always maintains state for all queries, making them challenging to scale.

Achieving CAMEO’s goal of dynamic resource provisioning is challenging. Firstly, messages sent by user-defined operators are a black-box to event schedulers. Inferring their impact on query performance requires new techniques to analyze and re-prioritize said messages. Secondly, event-driven schedulers must scale with message volume and not bottleneck.

3 Design Overview

Assumptions, System Model: We design CAMEO to support streaming queries on clusters shared by cooperative users, e.g., within an organization. We also assume that the user specifies a latency target at query submission time, e.g., derived from product and service requirements.

The architecture of CAMEO consists of two major components: (i) a scheduling strategy which determines message priority by interpreting the semantics of query and data streams given a latency target. (Section 4), and (ii) a scheduling framework that 1. enables message priority to be generated using a pluggable strategy, and 2. schedules operators dynamically based on their current pending messages’ priorities (Section 5).

CAMEO prioritizes operator processing by computing the start deadlines of arriving messages, i.e., latest time for a message to start execution at an operator without violating the downstream dataflow’s latency target for that message. CAMEO continuously reorders operator-message pairs to prioritize messages with earlier deadlines.

Calculating priorities requires the scheduler to continuously book-keep both: (i) per-job static information, e.g., latency constraint/requirement1 and dataflow topology, and (ii) dynamic information such as the timestamps of tuples being processed (e.g., stream progress [19,61]), and estimated execution cost per operator. To scale such a fine-grained scheduling approach to a large number of jobs, CAMEO utilizes scheduling contexts—data structures attached to messages that capture and transport information required to generate priorities.

The scheduling framework of CAMEO has two levels. The upper level consists of context converters, embedded into each operator. A context converter modifies and propagates scheduling contexts attached to a message. The lower level is a stateless scheduler that determines target operator’s priority by interpreting scheduling context attached to the message. We also design a programmable API for a pluggable scheduling strategy that can be used to handle scheduling contexts. In summary, these design decisions make our scheduler scale to a large number of jobs with low overhead.

1We use latency constraint and latency requirement interchangeably.
Example. We present an example highlighting our approach. Consider a workload, shown in Figure 4, consisting of two streaming dataflows $J_1$ and $J_2$ where $J_1$ performs a batch analytics query and $J_2$ performs a latency sensitive anomaly detection pipeline. Each has an output operator processing messages from upstream operators. The default approach used by actor systems like Orleans is to: i) order messages based on arrival, and ii) give each operator a fixed time duration (called “quantum”) to process its messages. Using this approach we derive the schedule “a” with a small quantum, and a schedule “b” with a large quantum — both result in two latency violations for $J_2$. In comparison, Cameo discovers the opportunity to postpone less latency-sensitive messages (and thus their target operators). This helps $J_2$ meet its deadline by leveraging topology and query semantics. This is depicted in schedules “c” and “d”. This example shows that when and how long an operator is scheduled to run should be dynamically determined by the priority of the next pending message. We expand on these aspects in the forthcoming sections.

4 Scheduling Policies in Cameo

One of our primary goals in Cameo is to enable fine-grained scheduling policies for dataflows. These policies can prioritize messages based on information, like the deadline remaining or processing time for each message, etc. To enable such policies, we require techniques that can calculate the priority of a message for a given policy.

We model our setting as a non-preemptive, non-uniform task time, multi-processor, real-time scheduling problem. Such problems are known to be NP-Complete offline and cannot be solved optically online without complete knowledge of future tasks [33, 81]. Thus, we consider how a number of commonly used policies in this domain, including Least-Laxity-First (LLF) [69], Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) [65] and Shortest-Job-First (SJF) [82], and describe how such policies can be used for event-driven stream processing. We use the LLF policy as the default policy in our description below.

The above policies try to prioritize messages to avoid violating latency constraints. Deriving the priority of a message requires analyzing the impact of each operator in the dataflow on query performance. We next discuss how being deadline-aware can help Cameo derive appropriate priorities. We also discuss how being aware of query semantics can further improve prioritization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ID_M$</td>
<td>ID of Message M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dd_M$</td>
<td>Message start deadline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$o_M$</td>
<td>target operator of M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{o_M}$</td>
<td>Estimated execution cost of M on its target operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_M$ and $p_M$</td>
<td>Physical (and logical) time associated with the last event required to produce M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Dataflow latency constraint of the dataflow that M belongs to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_M$s and $t_M$s</td>
<td>Frontier progress, and frontier time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Notations used in paper for message M.
tions by logical times and triggers only when all data from the section are observed.

**Message timestamps.** We denote a message $M$ as a tuple $(o_M, (p_M, t_M))$, where: a) $o_M$ is the operator executing the message; b) $p_M$ and $t_M$ record the logical and physical time of the input stream that is associated with $M$, respectively. Intuitively, $M$ is influenced by input stream with logical time $\leq p_M$. Physical time $t_M$ marks the system time when $p_M$ is observed at a source operator.

We denote $C_{oM}$ as the estimated time to process message $M$ on target operator $O$, and $L$ as the latency constraint for the dataflow that $M$ belongs to.

**Latency.** Consider a message $M$ generated as the output of a dataflow (at its sink operator). Consider the set of all events $E$ that influenced the generation of $M$. We define latency as the difference between the last arrival time of any event in $E$ and the time when $M$ is generated.

### 4.2 Calculating Message Deadline

We next consider the LLF scheduling policy where we wish to prioritize messages which have the least laxity (i.e., flexibility). Intuitively, this allows us to prioritize messages that are closer to violating their latency constraint. To do this, we discuss how to determine the latest time a message $M$ can start executing at operator $O$ without violating the job’s latency constraint. We call this as the start deadline or in short the deadline of the message $M$, denoted as $ddl_M$. For the LLF scheduler, $ddl_M$ is the message priority (lower value implies higher priority).

We describe how to derive the priority (deadline) using topology-awareness and then query (semantic)-awareness.

#### 4.2.1 Topology Awareness

**Single-operator dataflow, Regular operator.** Consider a dataflow with only one regular operator $o_M$. The latency constraint is $L$. If an event occurs at time $t_M$, then $M$ should complete processing before $t_M + L$. The start deadline, given execution estimate $C_{oM}$, is:

$$ddl_M = t_M + L - C_{oM}$$

(1)

**Multiple-operator dataflow, Regular operator.** For an operator $o$ inside a dataflow DAG that is invoked by message $M$, the start deadline of $M$ needs to account for execution time of downstream operators. We estimate the maximum of execution times of critical path [49] from $o$ to any output operator as $C_{path}$. The start deadline of $M$ is then:

$$ddl_M = t_M + L - C_{oM} - C_{path}$$

(2)

Schedule “c” of Figure 4 showed an example of topology-aware scheduling and how topology awareness helps reduce violations. For example, $ddl_{M2} = 30 + 50 - 20 = 60$ means that $M2$ is promoted due to its urgency. We later show that even when query semantics are not available (e.g., UDFs), Cameo improves scheduling with topology information alone. Note that upstream operators are not involved in this calculation. $C_{oM}$ and $C_{path}$ can be calculated by profiling.

#### 4.2.2 Query Awareness

Cameo can also leverage dataflow semantics, i.e., knowledge of user-specified commands inside the operators. This enables the scheduler to identify messages which can tolerate further delay without violating latency constraints. This is common for windowed operations, e.g., a WindowAggregation operator can tolerate delayed execution if a message’s logical time is at the start of the window as the operator will only produce output at the end of a window. Window operators are very common in our production use cases.

**Multiple-operator dataflow, Windowed operator.** Consider $M$ that targets a windowed operator $o_M$. Cameo is able to determine (based on dataflow semantics) to what extent $M$ can be delayed without affecting latency. This requires Cameo to identify the minimum logical time ($p_{M_k}$) required to trigger the target window operator. We call $p_{M_k}$ frontier progress. Frontier progress denotes the stream progress that needs to be observed at the window operator before a window is complete. Thus a windowed operator will not produce output until frontier progresses are observed at all source operators. We record the system time when all frontier progresses become available at all sources as frontier time, denoted as $t_{M_k}$.

Processing of a message $M$ can be safely delayed until all the messages that belong in the window have arrived. In other words when computing the start deadline of $M$, we can extend the deadline by $(t_{M_k} - t_M)$. We thus rewrite Equation 2 as:

$$ddl_M = t_{M_k} + L - C_{oM} - C_{path}$$

(3)

An example of this schedule was shown in schedule “d” of Figure 4. With query-awareness, scheduler derives $t_{M_k}$ and postpones $M1$ and $M3$ in favor of $M2$ and $M4$. Therefore operator $o2$ is prioritized over $o1$ to process $M2$ then $M4$.

The above examples show the derivation of priority for a LLF scheduler. Cameo also supports scheduling policies including commonly used policies like EDF, SJF etc. In fact, the priority for EDF can be derived by a simple modification of the LLF equations. Our EDF policy considers the deadline of a message prior to an operator executing and thus we can compute priority for EDF by omitting $C_{oM}$ term in Equation 3. For SJF we can derive the priority by setting $ddl_M = C_{oM}$—while SJF is not deadline-aware we compare its performance to other policies in our evaluation.

### 4.3 Mapping Stream Progress

For Equation 3 frontier time $t_{M_k}$ may not be available until the target operator is triggered. However, for many fixed-sized window operations (e.g., SlidingWindow, TumblingWindow, etc.), we can estimate $t_{M_k}$ based on the message’s logical time.
Cameo performs two steps: first we apply a Transform function to calculate \( p_{M_f} \), the logical time of the message that triggers \( o_M \). Then, Cameo infers the frontier time \( t_{M_f} \) using a ProgressMap function. Thus \( t_{M_f} = \text{ProgressMap} (\text{Transform} (p_{M})) \). We elaborate below.

**Step 1 (Transform):** For a windowed operator, the completion of a window at operator \( o \) triggers a message to be produced at this operator. Window completion is marked by the increment of window ID \([61,62]\), calculated using the stream’s logical time. For message \( M \) that is sent from upstream operator \( o_u \) to downstream operator \( o_d \), \( p_{M_f} \) can be derived using \( p_M \) using on a Transform function. With the definition provided by \([62]\), Cameo defines Transform as:

\[
p_{M_f} = \text{Transform}(p_M) = \begin{cases} 
(p_M/S_{o_d} + 1) \cdot S_{o_d} & S_{o_u} < S_{o_d} \\
p_M & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

For a sliding window operator \( o_d, S_{o_d} \) refers to the slide size, i.e., value step (in terms of logical time) for each window completion to trigger target operator. For the tumbling window operation (i.e., windows cover consecutive, non-overlapping value step), \( S_{o_u} \) equals the window size. For a message sent by an operator \( o_u \) that has a shorter slide size than its targeting operator \( o_d \), \( p_{M_f} \) will be increased to the logical time to trigger \( o_d \), that is, \( (p_M/S_{o_d} + 1) \cdot S_{o_d} \).

For example if we have a tumbling window with window size 10 s, then the expected frontier progress, \( p_{M_f} \), will occur every 10th second \((1, 11, 21 \ldots)\). Once the window operator is triggered, the logical time of the resultant message is set to \( p_{M_f} \), marking the latest time to influence a result.

**Step 2 (ProgressMap):** After deriving the frontier progress \( p_{M_f} \) that triggers the next dataflow output, Cameo then estimates the corresponding frontier time \( t_{M_f} \). A temporal data stream typically has its logical time defined in one of three different time domains:

1. **Event time** \([3,6]\): a totally-ordered value, typically a timestamp, associated with original data being processed;
2. **Processing time** system time for processing each operator \([19]\); and
3. **Ingestion time** the system time of the data first being observed at the entry point of the system \([3,6]\).

Cameo supports both event time and ingestion time. For processing time domain, \( M \)'s timestamp could be generated when \( M \) is observed by the system.

To generate \( t_{M_f} \) based on progress \( p_{M_f} \), Cameo utilizes a ProgressMap function to map logical time \( p_{M_f} \) to physical time \( t_{M_f} \). For a dataflow that defines its logical time by data’s ingestion time, logical time of each event is defined by the time when it was observed. Therefore, for all messages that occur in the resultant dataflow, logical time is assigned by the system at the origin as \( t_{M_f} = \text{ProgressMap}(p_{M_f}) = p_{M_f} \).

For a dataflow that defines its logical time by the data’s event time, \( t_{M_f} \neq p_{M_f} \). Our stream processing run-time provides channel-wise guarantee of in-order processing for all target operators. Thus Cameo uses linear regression to map \( p_{M_f} \) to \( t_{M_f} \), as: \( t_{M_f} = \text{ProgressMap}(p_{M_f}) = \alpha \cdot p_{M_f} + \gamma \), where \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) are parameters derived via a linear fit with running window of historical \( p_{M_f} \)'s towards their respective \( t_{M_f} \)'s. E.g., For same tumbling window with window size 10s, if \( p_{M_f} \) occurs at times \((1, 11, 21 \ldots)\), with a 2s delay for the event to reach the operator, \( t_{M_f} \) will occur at times \((3, 13, 23 \ldots)\).

We use a linear model due to our production deployment characteristics: the data sources are largely real time streams, with data ingested soon after generation. Users typically expect events to affect results within a constant delay. Thus the logical time (event produced) and the physical time (event observed) are separated by only a small (known) time gap. When an event’s physical arrival time cannot be inferred from stream progress, we treat windowed operators as regular operators. Yet, this conservative estimate of laxity does not hurt performance in practice.

### 5 Scheduling Mechanisms in Cameo

We next present Cameo’s architecture that addresses three main challenges:

1. **How to make static and dynamic information from both upstream and downstream processing available during priority assignment?**
2. **How can we efficiently perform fine-grained priority assignment and scheduling that scales with message volume?**
3. **How can we admit pluggable priority assignment policies without modifying the scheduler mechanism?**

Our approach to address the above challenges is to separate out the priority assignment from scheduling, thus designing a two-level architecture. This allows priority assignment for user-defined operators to become programmable. To pass information between the two levels (and across different operators) we piggyback information atop messages passed between operators.

More specifically, Cameo addresses challenge 1 by propagating scheduling contexts with messages. To meet challenge 2, Cameo uses a two-layer scheduler architecture. The top layer, called the context converter, is embedded into each operator and handles scheduling contexts whenever the operator sends or receives a message. The bottom layer, called the Cameo scheduler, interprets message priority based on the scheduling context embedded within a message and updates a priority-based data structure for both operators and operators’ messages. Our design has advantages of: (i) avoiding the bottleneck of having a centralized scheduler thread calculate priority for each operator upon arrival of messages, and (ii) only limiting priority to be per-message. This allows the operators, dataflows, and the scheduler, to all remain stateless.

To address 3 Cameo allows the priority generation process to be implemented through the context handling API. A context converter invokes the API with each operator.
5.1 Scheduling Contexts

Scheduling contexts are data structures attached to messages, capturing message priority, and information required to perform priority-based scheduling. Scheduling contexts are created, modified, and relayed alongside their respective messages. Concretely, scheduling contexts allow capture of scheduling states of both upstream and downstream execution. A scheduling context can be seen and modified by both context converters and the Cameo scheduler. There are two kinds of contexts:

1. **Priority Context (PC):** PC is necessary for the scheduler to infer the priority of a message. In Cameo PCs are defined to include local and global priority as \( (ID, PRI_{\text{local}}, PRI_{\text{global}}, \text{Dataflow DefinedField}) \). \( PRI_{\text{local}} \) and \( PRI_{\text{global}} \) are used for applications to enclose message priorities for scheduler to determine execution order, and \text{Dataflow DefinedField} includes upstream information required by the pluggable policy to generate message priority.

A PC is attached to a message before the message is sent. It is either created at a source operator upon receipt of an event, or inherited and modified from the upstream message that triggers the current operator. Therefore, a PC is seen and modified by all executions of upstream operators that lead to the current message. This enables PCs to address challenge 1 by capturing information of dependant upstream execution (e.g., stream progress, latency target, etc.).

2. **Reply Context (RC):** RC meets challenge 1 by capturing periodic feedback from the downstream operators. RC is attached to an acknowledgement message, sent by the target operator to its upstream operator after a message is received. RCs provide processing feedback of the target operator and all its downstream operators. RCs can be aggregated and relayed recursively upstream through the dataflow.

Cameo provides a programmable API to implement these scheduling contexts and their corresponding policy handlers in context converters. API functions include:

1. **function BUILDCTXATSOURCE(EVENT e)** that creates a PC upon receipt of an event \( e \);
2. **function BUILDCTXATOPERATOR(MESSAGE M)** that modifies and propagates a PC when an operator is invoked (by \( M \)) and ready to send a message downstream;
3. **function PROCESSCTXFROMREPLY(MESSAGE r)** that processes RC attached to an acknowledgement message \( r \) received at upstream operator; and
4. **function PREPAREREPLY(MESSAGE r)** that generates RC containing user-defined feedbacks, attached to \( r \) sent by a downstream operator.

5.2 System Architecture

Figure 5(a) shows context converters at work. After an event is generated at a source operator 1a (step 1), the converter

\[ e \] creates a PC through \textsc{BuildCtxAtSource} and sends the message to Cameo scheduler. The target operator is scheduled (step 2) with the priority extracted from the PC, before it is executed. Once the target operator 3a is triggered (step 4), it calls \textsc{BuildCtxAtOperator}, modifying and relaying PC with its message to downstream operators. After that 3a sends an acknowledgement message with an RC (through \textsc{PrepareReplay}) back to 1a (step 5). RC is then populated by the scheduler with runtime statistics (e.g., CPU time, queuing delays, message queue sizes, network transfer time, etc.) before it is scheduled and delivered at the source operator (step 6).

Cameo enables scheduling states to be managed and transported alongside the data. This allows Cameo to meet challenge 2 by keeping the scheduler away from centralized state maintenance and priority generation. The Cameo scheduler manages a two level priority-based data structure, shown in Figure 5(b). We use \( PRI_{\text{local}} \) to determine \( M \)'s execution priority within its target operator, and \( PRI_{\text{global}} \) of the next message in an operator to order all operators that have pending messages. Cameo can schedule at either message granularity or a coarser time quanta. While processing a message, Cameo seeks at the priority of the next operator in the queue. If the next operator has higher priority, we swap with the current operator after a fixed time quantum (tunable).
Algorithm 1 Priority Context Conversion

```plaintext
1: function BUILDCTXATSOURCE(Event e) ▷ Generate PC for message M_e at source triggered by event e
2: PC(M_e) ← INITIALIZEPRIORITYCONTEXT()
3: PC(M_e).PRIlocal, PRIglobal ← (e, p_e, e_e)
4: PC(M_e) ← CONTEXTCONVERT(PC(M_e), RClocal)
5: return PC(M_e)
6: function BUILDCTXATOPERATOR(Message M_d) ▷ Generate PC for message M_d at an intermediate operator triggered by upstream message M_u
7: PC(M_u) ← PC(M_u)
8: PC(M_d).PRIlocal, PRIglobal ← PC(M_u).PRIlocal, PRIglobal
9: PC(M_d) ← CONTEXTCONVERT(PC(M_d), RClocal)
10: return PC(M_d)
11: function CONTEXTCONVERT(PC(M), RC) ▷ Calculating message priority based on PC(M), RC provided
12: p_MF ← TRANSFORM(PC(M), PM)
13: t_MF ← PROGRESSMAP(p_MF) ▷ As in Section 4.3
14: if t_MF defined in stream event time then
15: PROGRESSMAP.UPDATE(PC(M), PM)
16: Improving prediction model as in Section 5.3
17: PC(M), PM, PC(M), PM ← p_MF, t_MF
18: ddl_M ← t_MF + PC(M).L - RC.C_m - RC.C_path
19: PC(M).PRIlocal, PRIglobal ← (p_MF, ddl_M)
20: function PROCESSCTXFROMREPLY(Message r) ▷ Retrieve reply message’s RC and store locally
21: RClocal.UPDATE(r, RC)
22: function PREPAREREPLY(Message r) ▷ Recursively update maximum critical path cost C_path before reply
23: if R_SENDER(r) = Sink then
24: else r.RC ← INITIALIZEREPLYCONTEXT()
```

5.3 Implementing the Cameo Policy

To implement the scheduling policy of Section 4, a PC is attached to message M (denoted as PC(M)) with these fields:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>PRIlocal</th>
<th>PRIglobal</th>
<th>Dataflow-DefinedField</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID_M</td>
<td>p_M</td>
<td>ddl_M</td>
<td>(p_M, t_M, L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

The core of Algorithm 1 is CONTEXTCONVERT, which generates PC for downstream message M_d (denoted as PC(M_d)), triggered by PC(M_u) from the upstream triggering message. To schedule a downstream message M_d triggered by M_u, Cameo first retrieves stream progress p_Mu contained in PC(M_u). It then applies the two-step process (Section 4.3) to calculate frontier time t_Mu using p_Mu. This may extend a message’s deadline if the operator is not expected to trigger immediately (e.g., windowed operator). We capture p_Mu and estimated t_Mu in PC as message priority and propagate this downstream. Meanwhile, p_Mu and t_Mu are fed into a linear model to improve future prediction towards t_Mu. Finally, the context converter computes message priority ddl_M using t_Mu as described in Section 4.

Cameo utilizes RC to track critical path execution cost C_path and execution cost C_Mu. RC contains the processing cost (e.g., CPU time) of the downstream critical path up to the current operator, obtained via profiling.

5.4 Customizing Cameo: Proportional Fair Scheduling

We next show how the pluggable scheduling policy in Cameo can be used to support other performance objectives, thus satisfying 3. For instance, we show how a token-based rate control mechanism works, where token rate equals desired output rate. In this setting, each application is granted tokens per unit of time, based on their target sending rate. If a source operator exceeds its target sending rate, the remaining messages (and all downstream traffic) are processed with operator priority reduced to minimum. When capacity is insufficient to meet the aggregate token rate, all dataflows are downgraded equally. Cameo spreads tokens proportionally across the next time interval (e.g., 1 sec) by tagging each token with the timestamp at each source operator. For token-ed messages, we use token tag PRI_global, and interval ID as PRI_local. Messages without tokens have PRI_global set to MIN_VALUE. Through PC propagation, all downstream messages are processed when no tokened traffic is present.

Figure 6 shows Cameo’s token mechanism. Three dataflows start with 20% (12), 40% (24), and 40% (24) tokens as target ingestion rate per source respectively. Each ingests 2M events/s, starting 300 s apart, and lasting 1500 s. Dataflow 1 receives full capacity initially when there is no competition. The cluster is at capacity after Dataflow 3 arrives, but Cameo ensures token allocation translates into throughput shares.

6 Experimental Evaluation

We next present experimental evaluation of Cameo. We first study the effect of different queries on Cameo in a single-tenant setting. Then for multi-tenant settings, we study Cameo’s effects when:

- Varying environmental parameters (Section 6.2): This includes: a) workload (tenant sizes and ingestion rate), and b) available resources, i.e., worker thread pool size, c) workload bursts.
- Tuning internal parameters and optimization (Section 6.3): We study: a) effect of scheduling granularity, b)
frontier prediction for event time windows, and c) starvation prevention.

We implement streaming queries in Flare [68] (built atop Orleans [10, 25]) by using Trill [30] to run streaming operators. We compare Cameo vs. both i) default Orleans (version 1.5.2) scheduler, and ii) a custom-built FIFO scheduler. By default, we use the 1 ms minimum re-scheduling grain (Section 5.2). This grain is generally shorter than a message’s execution time. Default Orleans implements a global run queue of messages using a ConcurrentBag [9] data structure. ConcurrentBag optimizes processing throughput by prioritizing processing thread-local tasks over the global ones. For the FIFO scheduler, we insert operators into the global run queue and extract them in FIFO order. In both approaches, an operator processes its messages in FIFO order.

**Machine configuration.** We use DS12-v2 Azure virtual machines (4 vCPUs/56GB memory/112G SSD) as server machines, and DS11-v2 Azure virtual machines (2 vCPUs/14GB memory/28G SSD) as client machines [12]. Single-tenant scenarios are evaluated on a single server machine. Unless otherwise specified, all multi-tenant experiments are evaluated using a 32-node Azure cluster with 16 client machines.

**Evaluation workload.** For the multi-job setting we study performance isolation under concurrent dataflow jobs. Concretely, our workload is divided into two control groups:

- **Latency Sensitive Jobs (Group 1):** This is representative of jobs connected to user dashboards, or associated with SLAs, ongoing advertisement campaigns, etc. Our workload jobs in Group 1 have sparse input volume across time (1 msg/s per source, with 1000 events/msg), and report periodic results with shorter aggregation windows (1 second). These have strict latency constraints.

- **Bulk Analytic Jobs (Group 2):** This is representative of social media streams being processed into longer-term analytics with longer aggregation windows (10 seconds). Our Group 2 jobs have input of both higher and variable volume and high speed, but with lax latency constraints.

Our queries feature multiple stages of windowed aggregation parallelized into a group of operators. Each job has 64 client sources. All queries assume input streams associated with event time unless specified otherwise.

**Latency constraints.** In order to determine the latency constraint of one job, we run multiple instances of the job until the resource (CPU) usage reaches 50%. Then we set the latency constraint of the job to be twice the tail (95th percentile) latency. This emulates the scenario where users with experience in isolated environments deploy the same query in a shared environment by moderately relaxing the latency constraint. Unless otherwise specified, a latency target is marked with grey dotted line in the plots.

![Figure 7](image.png)

**Figure 7:** Single-Tenant Experiments: (a) Query Latency. (b) Latency CDF. (c) Operator Schedule Timeline: X axis = time when operator was scheduled. Y axis = operator ID color coded by operator’s stage. Operators are triggered at each stage in order (stage 0 to 3). Job latency is time from all events that belong to the previous window being received at stage 0, until last message is output at stage 3.

### 6.1 Single-tenant Scenario

In Figure 7 we evaluate a single-tenant setting with 4 queries: IPQ1 through IPQ4. IPQ1 and IPQ3 are periodic and they respectively calculate sum of revenue generated by real time ads, and the number of events generated by jobs groups by different criteria. IPQ2 performs similar aggregation operations as IPQ1 but on a sliding window (i.e., consecutive window contains overlapped input). IPQ4 summarizes errors from log events via running a windowed join of two event stream, followed by aggregation on a tumbling window (i.e., where consecutive windows contain non-overlapping ranges of data that are evenly spaced across time).

From Figure 7(a) we observe that Cameo improves median latency by up to $2.7 \times$ and tail latency by up to $3.2 \times$. We also observe that default Orleans performs almost as well as Cameo for IPQ4. This is because IPQ4 has a higher execution time with heavy memory access, and performs well when pinned to a single thread with better access locality.

**Effect on intra-query operator scheduling.** The CDF in
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Figure 8: Latency-sensitive jobs under competing workloads.

Figure 7(b) shows that Orleans’ latency is about 3× higher than Cameo. While FIFO has a slightly lower median latency, its tail latency is as high as in Orleans.

Cameo’s prioritization is especially evident in Figure 7(c), where dots are message starts, and red lines separate windows. We first observe that Cameo is faster, and it creates a clearer boundary between windows. Second, messages that contribute to the first result (colored dots) and messages that contribute to the second result (grey dots) do not overlap on the timeline. For the other two strategies, there is a drift between stream progress in early stages vs. later stages, producing a prolonged delay. In particular, in Orleans and FIFO, early-arriving messages from the next window are executed before messages from the first window, thus missing deadlines.

6.2 Multi-tenant Scenario

Figure 8 studies a control group of latency-constrained dataflows (group 1 LS jobs) by fixing both job count and data ingestion rate. We vary data volume from competing workloads (group 2 BA jobs) and available resources. For LS jobs we impose a latency target of 800 ms, while for BA jobs we use a 7200s latency constraint.

Cameo under increasing data volume. We run four group 1 jobs alongside group 2 jobs. We increase the competing group 2 jobs’ traffic, by increasing the ingestion speed (Figure 8(a)) and number of tenants (Figure 8(b)). We observe that all three strategies (Cameo, Orleans, FIFO) are comparable up to per-source tuple rate of 30K/s in Figure 8(a), and up to twelve group 2 jobs in Figure 8(b). Beyond this, overloading causes massive latency degradation, for group 1 (LS) jobs at median and 99 percentile latency (respectively): i) Orleans is worse than Cameo by up to 1.6 and 1.5× in Figure 8(a), up to 2.2 and 2.8× in Figure 8(b), and ii) FIFO is worse than Cameo by up to 2 and 1.8× in Figure 8(a), up to 4.6 and 13.6× in Figure 8(b). Cameo stays stable. Cameo’s degradation of group 2 jobs is small— with latency similar or lower than Orleans and FIFO, and Cameo’s throughput only 2.5% lower.

Effect of limited resources. Orleans’ underlying SEDA architecture [86] resizes thread pools to achieve resource balance between execution steps, for dynamic re-provisioning. Figure 8(c) shows latency and throughput when we decrease the number of worker threads. Cameo maintains the performance of group 1 jobs except in the most restrictive 1 thread case (although it still meets 90% of deadlines). Cameo prefers messages with impending deadlines and this causes back-pressure for jobs with less-restrictive latency constraints, lowering throughput. Both Orleans and FIFO observe large performance penalties for group 1 and 2 jobs (higher in the former). Group 2 jobs with much higher ingestion rate will naturally receive more resources upon message arrivals, leading to back-pressure and lower throughput for group 1 jobs.

Effect of temporal variation of workload. We use a Pareto distribution for data volume in Figure 9, with four group 1 jobs and eight group 2 jobs. (This is based on Figures 2(a), 2(c), which showed a Power-Law-like distribution.) The cluster utilization is kept under 50%.

High ingestion rate can suddenly prolong queues at machines. Visualizing timelines in Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) shows that for latency-constrained jobs (group 1), Cameo’s latency is more stable than Orleans’ and FIFO’s. Figure 9(d) shows that Cameo reduces (median, 99th percentile) latency by (3.9×, 29.7×) vs. Orleans, and (1.3×, 21.1×) vs. FIFO. Cameo’s standard deviation is also lower by 23.2× and 12.7× compared to Orleans and FIFO respectively. For group 2, Cameo produces smaller average latency and is less affected by ingestion spikes. Transient workload bursts affect many jobs, e.g., all jobs around \( t = 400 \) with FIFO, as a spike at one operator affects all its collocated operators.

Ingestion pattern from production trace. Production workloads exhibit high degree of skew across data sources. In Figure 10 we show latency distribution of dataflows consuming two workload distributions derived from Figure 2(c): Type 1 and 2. Type 1 produces twice as many events as Type 2. However, Type 2 is heavily skewed and its ingestion rate varies by 200× across sources. This heavily impacts operators that are collocated. The success rate (i.e., the fraction of outputs that meet their deadline) is only 0.2% and 1.5% for Orleans and 7.9% and 9.5% for FIFO. Cameo prioritizes critical messages, maintaining success rates of 21.3% and 45.5% respectively.
6.3 Cameo: Internal Evaluation

We next evaluate Cameo’s internal properties.

**LLF vs. EDF vs. SJF.** We implement three scheduling policies using the Cameo context API and evaluate using Section 6.1’s workload. The three scheduling policies are: Least Laxity First (LLF, our default), Earliest Deadline First (EDF), and Shortest Job First (SJF). Figure 11 shows that SJF is consistently worse than LLF and EDF (with the exception of query IPQ4—due to the lack of queuing effect under lighter workload). Second, EDF and LLF perform comparably.

In fact we observed that EDF and LLF produced similar schedules for most of our queries. This is because: i) our operator execution time is consistent within a stage, and ii) operator execution time is \( \ll \) window size. Thus, excluding operator cost (EDF) does not change schedule by much.

**Scheduling Overhead.** To evaluate Cameo with many small messages, we use one thread to run a no-op workload (300-350 tenants, 1 msg/s/tenant, same latency needs). Tenants are increased to saturate throughput.

Figure 12 (left) shows breakdown of execution time (inverse of throughput) for three scheduling schemes: FIFO, Cameo without priority generation (overhead only from priority scheduling), and Cameo with priority generation and the LLF policy from Section 4 (overhead from both priority scheduling and priority generation). Cameo’s scheduling overhead is \(<15\%\) of processing time in the worst case, comprising of 4% overhead from priority-based scheduling and 11% from priority generation.

In practice, Cameo encloses a columnar batch of data in each message like Trill [30]. Cameo’s overhead is small compared to message execution costs. In Figure 12 (right), under Section 6’s workload, scheduling overhead is only 6.4% of execution time for a local aggregation operator with batch size 1. Overhead falls with batch size. When Cameo is used as a generalized scheduler and message execution costs are small (e.g., with \(<1\) ms), we recommend tuning scheduling quantum and message size to reduce scheduling overhead.

In Figure 13, we batch more tuples into a message, while maintaining same overall tuple ingestion rate. In spite of decreased flexibility available to the scheduler, group 1 jobs’ latency is unaffected up to 20K batch size. It degrades at higher batch size (40K), due to more lower priority tuples blocking higher priority tuples. Larger messages hide scheduling overhead, but could starve some high priority messages.

**Varying Scope of Scheduler Knowledge.** If Cameo is unaware of query semantics (but aware of DAG and latency constraints), Cameo conservatively estimates \( T_{of} \), without dead-
line extension for window operators, causing a tighter \( d \| I \| M \).

Figure 14 shows that Cameo performs slightly worse without query semantics (19% increase in group 2 median latency).

Against baselines, Cameo still reduces group 1 and group 2’s median latency by up to 38% and 22% respectively. Hence, even without query semantic knowledge, Cameo still outperforms Orleans and FIFO.

**Effect of Measurement Inaccuracies.** To evaluate how Cameo reacts to inaccurate monitoring profiles, we perturb measured profile costs (\( C_{\text{opt}} \) from Equation 3) by a normal distribution (\( \mu = 0 \)) with varying standard deviation (\( \sigma \)) from 0 to 1 s. Figure 15 shows that when \( \sigma \) of perturbation is close to window size (1 s), latency is: i) stable at the median, and ii) modestly increases at tail, e.g., only by 55.5% at the 90th percentile. Overall, Cameo’s performance is robust when standard deviation is \( \leq 100 \text{ms} \), i.e., when measurement error is reasonably smaller than output granularity.

7 Related Work

**Streaming system schedulers.** The first generation of Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS) [15, 32], such as Aurora [28], Medusa [23] and Borealis [14], use QoS based control mechanisms with load shedding to improve query performance at run time. These are either centralized (single-threaded) [28], or distributed [14, 23] but do not handle timestamp-based priorities for partitioned operators. TelegraphCQ [31] orders input tuples before query processing [21, 79], while Cameo addresses operator scheduling within and across query boundaries. Stanford’s STREAM [71] uses chain scheduling [22] to minimize memory footprints and optimize query queues, but assumes all queries and scheduler are execute in a single-thread. More recent works in streaming engines propose operator scheduling algorithms for query throughput [20] and latency [41, 64]. Reactive and operator-based policies include [20, 64], while [41] assumes arrivals are periodic or Poisson—however, these works do not build a framework (like Cameo), nor do they handle per-event semantic awareness for stream progress.

Modern stream processing engines such as Spark Streaming [90], Flink [27], Heron [57], MillWheel [18], Naiad [72], Muppet [59], Yahoo S4 [73]) do not include native support for multi-tenant SLA optimization. These systems also rely on coarse-grained resource sharing [13] or third-party resource management systems such as YARN [84] and Mesos [47].

**Streaming query reconfiguration.** Online reconfiguration has been studied extensively [48]. Apart from Figure 3, prior work addresses operator placement [39, 76], load balancing [56, 66], state management [29], policies for scale-in and scale-out [44–46, 67]. Among these are techniques to address latency requirements of dataflow jobs [44, 67], and ways to improve vertical and horizontal elasticity of dataflow jobs in containers [87]. The performance model in [60] focuses on dataflow jobs with latency constraints, while we focus on interactions among operators. Online elasticity was targeted by System S [40, 80], StreamCloud [42] and TimeStream [78]. Others include [35, 53]. Neptune [38] is a proactive scheduler to suspend low-priority batch tasks in the presence of streaming tasks. Yet, there is no operator prioritization within each application. Edgewise [37] is a queue-based scheduler based on operator load but not query semantics. All these works are orthogonal to, and can be treated as pluggables in, Cameo.

**Event-driven architecture for real-time data processing.** This area has been popularized by the resource efficiency of serverless architectures [4, 5, 7]. Yet, recent proposals [17, 26, 58, 70] for stream processing atop event-based frameworks do not support performance targets for streaming queries.

8 Conclusion

We proposed Cameo, a fine-grained scheduling framework for distributed stream processing. To realize flexible per-message scheduling, we implemented a stateless scheduler, contexts that carry important static and dynamic information, and mechanisms to derive laxity-based priority from contexts. Our experiments with real workloads, and on Microsoft Azure, showed that Cameo achieves \( 2.7 \times - 4.6 \times \) lower latency than competing strategies and incurs overhead less than 6.4%.
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Abstract—Today’s data analytics frameworks are compute-centric, with analytics execution almost entirely dependent on the predetermined physical structure of the high-level computation. Relegating intermediate data to a second class entity in this manner hurts flexibility, performance, and efficiency. We present WHIZ, a new analytics execution framework that cleanly separates computation from intermediate data. This enables runtime visibility into intermediate data via programmable monitoring, and data-driven computation where data properties drive when/what computation runs. Experiments with a WHIZ prototype on a 50-node cluster using batch, streaming, and graph analytics workloads show that it improves analytics completion times 1.3-2× and cluster efficiency 1.4× compared to state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction

Many important applications in diverse settings rely on analyzing large datasets, including relational tables, event streams, and graph-structured data. To analyze such data, several execution frameworks have been introduced [4, 7, 15, 24, 36, 42–45, 50, 51]. These enable data parallel computation, where an analytics job’s logic is run in parallel on data shards spread across cluster machines.

Almost all these frameworks build on the MapReduce execution engine [21]. Like MapReduce, they leverage compute-centric execution (§2). Their execution engines’ focus is on splitting a job’s computational logic, and distributing it across tasks to be run in parallel. All aspects of the subsequent execution of the job are rooted in the job’s computational logic, and its task-level computation distribution. These include the fact that compute logic running inside tasks is static and/or predetermined; intermediate data is partitioned and routed to where it is consumed based on the task-level structure; and dependent tasks are launched when a fraction of upstream tasks they depend on finish. These attributes of job execution are not related to, or driven by, the properties of intermediate data, i.e., how much and what data is generated. Thus, intermediate data is a second-class citizen.

Compute-centricity was a natural early choice: knowing job structure beforehand simplifies carving containers to execute tasks; compute-centricity provided clean mechanisms to recover from failures – only tasks on a failed machine needed to be re-executed; and job scheduling became simple because of having to deal with static inputs, i.e., fixed tasks/dependency structures.

Unfortunately, today, compute-centricity severely hinders analytics performance and cluster efficiency due to four fundamental issues (§2, §9): (1) Intermediate data-unawareness means there is no way to quickly adapt job execution based on changing run-time data properties (e.g., volume, key distribution, etc.) to ensure performance- and resource-optimal data processing. (2) Likewise, static parallelism and intermediate data partitioning inherent to compute-centricity prevent adaptation to intermediate data skew and resource flux which are difficult to predict ahead of time, yet, common to modern datasets [30] and multi-tenancy. (3) Execution schedules being tied to compute structure can lead to resource waste while tasks wait for input data to become available - an effect that is exacerbated under multi-tenancy. (4) The skew due to compute-based organization of intermediate data can result in storage hotspots and poor cross-job I/O isolation; it also curtails data locality.

We observe that the above limitations arise from (1) tight coupling between intermediate data and compute, and (2) intermediate data agnosticism in today’s execution frameworks. To improve analytics performance, efficiency, isolation, and flexibility, we develop a new execution framework, WHIZ, that eschews compute-centricity, cleanly separates computation from all intermediate data, and treats both intermediate data and compute as equal first-class entities during analytics applications’ execution. WHIZ applies equally to batch analytics, streaming and graph processing.

In WHIZ, intermediate data is written to/read from a logically separate distributed key-value datastore. The store offers programmable visibility – applications can provide custom routines for monitoring runtime data properties. The store
notifies an execution layer when an application’s runtime data satisfies predicates based on data properties. Decoupling, monitoring, and predicates enable data-driven incremental computation: based on data properties, Whiz decides on the fly what logic to launch in order to further process the data generated, how many parallel tasks to launch, when/where to launch them, and what resources to allocate to tasks.

We make the following contributions in designing Whiz: (1) We present a scalable approach for programmable intermediate data monitoring which forms the basis for data-driven actions. (2) We show how to organize intermediate data from multiple jobs in the datastore so as to achieve data locality, fault tolerance, and cross-job isolation. Since obtaining an optimal data organization is intractable, we develop novel heuristics that carefully trade-off among these objectives. (3) We build an execution layer that incrementally decides all aspects of the job execution based on data property predicates being satisfied. We develop novel iterative heuristics for the execution layer to decide, for each ready-to-run analytics stage, task parallelism, task placement, and task sizing. This minimizes runtime skew in the data processed, lowers data shuffle cost and ensures optimal efficiency under resource dynamics. The execution layer also decides the optimal per-task logic to use at runtime.

We build a Whiz prototype using Tez [47] and YARN [52] (15K LOC). We conduct experiments on a 50 machine cluster in CloudLab [6]. We compare against several state-of-the-art compute-centric (CC) batch, stream and graph processing approaches. Using data-driven incremental computation, Whiz improves median (95%-ile) job completion time (JCT) $1.3 - 1.6 \times (1.5 - 2.2 \times)$ and cluster efficiency $1.4 \times$ by launching the right number of appropriately-sized tasks only when predicates are met. We observe up to $2.8 \times$ improvement in efficiency due to Whiz’s ability to change processing logic on the fly. Furthermore, we observe that the impact on JCT under failures is minimal due to Whiz’s data organization. We observe that Whiz’s gains relative to CC improve with contention due to data-driven execution and better data management which mitigate I/O hotspots and minimize resource wastage.

2 Compute-Centric vs. Data-Driven

We begin with an overview of existing data analytics frameworks (§2.1). We then discuss the key design principles of Whiz (§2.2). Finally, we list the performance issues arising from compute-centricity and show how the data-driven design adopted by Whiz overcomes them (§2.3).

2.1 Today: Compute-Centric Engines

Frameworks for batch, graph and streaming analytics rely on execution engines [2,57]; the engine can be an internal component of the framework or a stand-alone one that the system leverages. The engine is responsible for orchestrating the execution of the analytics job across the cluster.

![Figure 1: Job Execution Pipelines: Today frameworks hand over physical graphs to the underlying CC execution engine. With Whiz, the framework instead hands down a data-driven logical graph and Whiz decides the physical graph at runtime.](image)

Users submit their jobs to these frameworks (Figure 1) via high-level interfaces (e.g., SQL-like query in case of batch analytics). On submission, the high-level job is handed over to the internal planner of the framework which decides the execution plan of the job (expressed in the form of a directed graph). Specifically, the high-level job is translated to a logical graph in which different vertices represent different compute stages of the overall job and edges represent the dependencies. The logical graph may optionally undergo further optimizations (e.g., to decide the execution order of the stages) and is finally converted to a physical graph by undergoing physical optimizations during which low-level execution details such as number of tasks per stage (parallelism), dependencies between tasks, resource needs and exact task processing logic are decided.

The execution engine takes the physical graph and orchestrates its execution starting with root stages’ tasks processing input data to generate intermediate data, which is consumed by downstream stages’ tasks.

We explain how the execution engine orchestrates the physical graph and its interplay with intermediate data for different analytics. Figure 2a is an example of a simple batch analytics job. Here, two tables need to be filtered based on provided predicates and joined to produce a new table. There are 3 stages: two maps for filtering and one reduce to perform the join. Execution proceeds as follows: (1) Map tasks from both the stages execute first with each task processing a partition of the corresponding input table. (2) Map intermediate results are written to local disk by each task, split into files, one per consumer reduce task. (3) Reduce tasks are launched when the map stages are nearing completion; each reduce task shuffles relevant intermediate data from all map tasks’ locations, and generates output.

A stream analytics job (e.g., Figure 2b) has a similar model [11,37,58]; the main difference is that tasks in all stages are always running. A graph analytics job, in a framework
that relies on the popular message passing abstraction [42], has a similar but simplified model: the different stages are iterations in a graph algorithm, and thus all stages execute the same processing logic (with the input being the output of the previous iteration).

**Compute-centricity:** Today’s execution engines *early-bind* to a physical graph at job launch-time. Their primary goal is to split up and distribute computation across machines. The composition of this distributed computation, in terms of physical tasks and their dependencies, is a first class entity. The exact computation in each task is assumed to be known beforehand. The way in which intermediate data is partitioned and routed to consumer tasks, and when and how dependent computation is launched, are tied to compute structure. We use the term *compute-centric* to refer to this design pattern. Here, intermediate data is a second class entity as important aspects of job execution such as parallelism, processing and scheduling logic are decided without taking it into account (§2.3).

### 2.2 Whiz: A Data-Driven Framework

Whiz is an *execution engine* that makes intermediate data a first class citizen and supports diverse analytics. Whiz adopts the following design principles:

1. **Decoupling compute and data:** Whiz decouples compute from intermediate data, and the data from all stages across all jobs is written/read to/from a logically separate key-value (KV) datastore (§4), i.e., the datastore resides across the same set of machines on which computations take place. The store is managed by a distinct data management layer called the data service (DS). Similarly, an execution service (ES) manages compute tasks.

2. **Programmable data visibility:** The above separation enables low-overhead and scalable approaches to gain visibility into all runtime data (§5.1). Whiz DS allows gathering custom runtime properties of intermediate data, via narrow, well-defined APIs.

3. **Runtime physical graph generation:** During the job execution pipeline, Whiz skips physical optimization (Figure 1) and thus, *does not early-bind* to a physical graph. Instead, the framework’s internal planner performs *data-driven embellishment* on the logical graph to give a *data-driven logical graph.*

This embellishment adds predicates to decide when and what logic should be used to process data of each stage, and gives Whiz the ability to incrementally generate the physical graph at runtime (§6).

#### 4. Data-driven computation: Building on data visibility and data-driven logical graphs, Whiz initiates data-driven computation by notifying applications when intermediate data predicates within each stage are satisfied (§5.2). Data properties drive all further aspects of computation: task logic, parallelism and sizing (§6).

### 2.3 Overcoming Compute-centricity Issues

We contrast Whiz with compute-centricity along flexibility, performance, efficiency, placement, and isolation.

**Data opacity, and compute rigidity:** In compute-centric frameworks, there is no visibility into intermediate data of a job and the tasks’ computational logic are decided a priori. This prevents adapting the tasks’ logic based on their input data. Consider the job in Figure 2a. Existing frameworks determine the type of join for the *entire* reduce stage based on coarse statistics [3]; unless one of the tables is small, a sort-merge join is employed to avoid out-of-memory (OOM) errors. On the other hand, having fine-grained visibility into input data for each task enables dynamically determining the type of join to use for *different* reduce tasks. A task can use hash join if the total size of its input is less than the available memory, and merge join otherwise. Whiz enables deciding the logic at runtime through its ability to provide visibility and incrementally generate the physical graph (§6.1).

**Static Parallelism, Partitioning:** Today, jobs’ per-stage parallelism, inter-task edges and intermediate data partitioning strategy are decided independent of runtime data and resource dynamics. In Spark [57] the number of tasks in a stage is determined a priori by the user application or by SparkSQL [10]. A hash partitioner is used to place an intermediate $(k, v)$ pair into one of $|tasks|$ buckets. Pregel [42] vertex-partitions the input graph; partitions do not change during the execution of the algorithm.

This limits adaptation to *resource flux and data skew.* A running stage cannot utilize newly available compute resources [26, 27, 41] and dynamically increase its parallelism. If some key in a partition has an abnormally large number of records to process, then the corresponding task is significantly slowed down [14], affecting both stage and overall job completion times.

By not early-binding, Whiz can decide task parallelism and task size based on resources available and data volume. This controls data skew, and provisions task resources proportional to the data to be processed (§6.2).

**Idling due to compute-driven scheduling:** Modern schedulers [23, 52] decide when to launch tasks for a stage based on the static computation structure. When a stage’s computation is commutative-associative, schedulers launch its tasks once 90% of all tasks in upstream stages complete [5]. But the
remaining 10% of producers can take long to complete [14], resulting in tasks idling.

Idling is worse in streaming, where consumer tasks are continuously waiting for data from upstream tasks. E.g., consider the streaming job in Figure 2b. Stage 2 computes and outputs the median for every 100 records received. Between computation, S2’s tasks stay idle. As a result, the tasks in the downstream S3 stage also stay idle. To avoid idling, tasks should be scheduled only when, and only as long as, relevant input is available. In our example, computation should be launched only after ≥ 100 records have been generated by an S1 task. Likewise, in batch analytics, if computation is commutative-associate, it is beneficial to “eagerly” launch tasks to process intermediate data whenever enough data has been generated to process in one batch, and exit soon after it’s done.

Idling is easily avoided with WHIZ as it does data-driven scheduling: launches tasks only when predicates are met, i.e., relevant data has been generated (§5.2).

**Placement, and storage isolation:** Because intermediate data is spread across producer tasks’ locations, it is impossible to place consumer tasks in a data-local fashion. Such tasks are placed at random [21] and forced to engage in expensive shuffles that consume a significant portion of job runtimes (~30% [20]).

Also, when tasks from multiple jobs are collocated, it becomes difficult to isolate their hard-to-predict intermediate data I/O. Tasks from jobs generating large intermediate data may occupy much more local storage and I/O bandwidth than those generating less.

Since the WHIZ store manages data from all jobs, it can enforce policies to organize data to meet per-job objectives, e.g., data locality for any stage (not just input-reading stages), and to meet cluster objectives, such as I/O hotspot avoidance and cross-job isolation (§4).

### 3 WHIZ Overview

We now describe the end-to-end control flow in WHIZ. The end-user submits the job through a high-level interface exposed by the application-specific framework. The framework’s internal planner converts the job into a data-driven logical graph through data-driven embellishment during which each stage in the graph is annotated with execution predicates and modification predicates.

Execution predicates determine when data generated by the current stage can be consumed by its downstream stages (e.g., start downstream processing when number of records cross a threshold). Modification predicates determine which processing logic should be chosen at runtime (e.g., decide the join algorithm for the task, say, sort-merge join or hash join) based on data properties.

This data-driven logical graph (e.g., directed acyclic graph in case of batch analytics), that is expressed via WHIZ APIs (Appendix A), is submitted to WHIZ via a client (Figure 3).

The WHIZ client is the primary interface between the framework running atop WHIZ and the core WHIZ services - the DS and the ES. The client provides the DS with details regarding data properties to be collected and execution predicates. The client also transfers the logical graph and modification predicates to the ES (step 1).

The ES runs the first stage(s) of the logical graph and writes its output to the datastore (step 2). The DS stores the received data and when the execution predicate corresponding to the stage(s) is met, it notifies the ES. The DS piggybacks data statistics (e.g., per-key counts) on this notification to the ES (step 3). On receiving the notification, the ES checks the modification predicates to decide the processing logic and then processes the data. This process repeats. Interactions between the ES, DS and the client are transparent to the framework.

The DS organizes data from all jobs and ensures both per-job and cross-job objectives are met (§4) while simultaneously enabling data visibility through programmable monitoring (§5). The ES, in addition to deciding the processing logic, also determines task parallelism, location and resource use at runtime (§6). In this manner end-users are no longer required to specify low-level details such as task parallelism and data partitioning strategy. In the rest of the paper, we focus on how WHIZ handles data-driven logical graphs and plan to explore designing data-driven embellishers (responsible for embellishment of logical graphs with predicates) that can be added to existing frameworks in the future.

### 4 Data Store

In WHIZ, all jobs’ intermediate data is written to/read from a logically separate datastore (managed by the DS), where it is structured as <key,value> pairs. In batch/stream analytics, the keys are generated by the stage computation logic itself; in graph analytics, keys are identifiers of vertices to which messages (values) are destined for processing in the next iteration. The DS via a cluster-wide master DS-M organizes data in the store.

An ideal data organization should achieve three goals: (1) load balance and spread all jobs’ data, specifically, avoid hotspots and improve cross-job isolation, and minimize within-job skew in tasks’ data processing. (2) maximize job data locality by co-locating as much data having the same key as possible. (3) be fault tolerant - when a storage node fails, recovery should have minimal impact on job runtime. Our data storage granularity, described next, forms the basis for meeting our goals.
### 4.1 Capsule: A Unit of Data in Whiz

Whiz groups intermediate data based on keys into groups called capsules. A stage’s intermediate data is organized into some large number \( N \) capsules; crucially \( N \) is *late-bound* as described below, which helps meet our goals above. Intermediate data key range is split \( N \)-ways, and each capsule stores all \( < k, v > \) data from a given range. Whiz strives to materialize all capsule data on one machine; rarely (e.g., when there is less space left on a machine), a capsule may be spread across a small number of machines. This materialization property of capsules forms the basis for consumer task data locality.

Furthermore, Whiz capsule key ranges are *late-bound*: we first determine the set of machines on which capsules from a stage are to be stored; machines are chosen to maximally support isolation, load balance, locality and fault tolerance; the choice of machines then determines the number \( N \) for a stage’s capsules (§4.2).

Given these machines and \( N \), as the stage produces data at runtime, \( N \) capsules are materialized, and dynamically allocated to right-sized tasks; this enables the ES to preserve data-local processing, lower skew, and optimally use compute resources (§6).

### 4.2 Fast Capsule Allocation

We consider how to place multiple jobs’ capsules on machines to avoid hotspots, ensure data locality and minimize job runtime impact on data loss. We formulate an ILP to this end (see Table 7 in Appendix E). However, solving this ILP at scale can take several tens of seconds delaying capsule placement. Whiz instead uses a practical approach for the capsule placement problem. First, instead of jointly optimizing global placement decisions for all the capsules, Whiz solves a “local” problem of placing capsules for each stage independently while still considering inter-stage dependencies; when new stages arrive, or when existing capsules may exceed job quota on a machine, new locations for some of these capsules are determined (see Figure 4). Second, instead of solving a multi-objective optimization, Whiz uses a linear-time rule-based heuristic to place capsules; the heuristic prioritizes load and locality (in that order) in case machines satisfying all objectives cannot be found. Isolation is always enforced.

**Capsule location for new stages** (Figure4): When a job \( j \) is ready to run, DS-M invokes an admin-provided heuristic (Table 1) that assigns job \( j \) a quota \( Q_j \) per machine. Setting up quotas helps ensure isolation across jobs.

When a stage \( v \) of job \( j \) starts to generate intermediate data, DS-M invokes \( \text{to} \) determine the number of machines \( M_v \) for organizing \( v \)-s data. \( \text{picks} \) between 2 and a fraction of the total machines which are \( \leq 75\% \) of the quota \( Q_j \) for job \( j \). \( \geq 2 \) ensures opportunities for data parallel processing; a bounded \( M_v \) (Table 1) controls the ES task launch overhead (§6.2). Given \( M_v \), DS-M invokes \( \text{to} \) generate a list of machines \( M_v \) to materialize data on. It starts by creating three sub-lists: (1) For load balancing (LB), machines are sorted lightest-load-first, and only ones which have \( \leq 75\% \) quota usage for the corresponding job are considered. (2) For data locality (DL), we prefer machines which already materialize other capsules for this stage \( v \), or capsules from other stages whose output will be consumed by same downstream stage as \( v \) (e.g., two map stages in Figure 2a). (3) For fault tolerance (FT), we strive to place dependent capsules on different machines to minimize failure recovery time. We pick machines where there are no capsules from any of \( v \)-s \( k \) upstream stages in the job, sorted in descending order of \( k \). Thus, for the largest value of \( k \), we have all machines that do not store data from any of \( v \)-s ancestors; for \( k = 1 \) we have nodes that store data from the immediate parent of \( v \).

We pick machines from the sub-lists to maximally meet...
our objectives in 3 steps: (1) Pick the least loaded machines that are data local and offer as high fault tolerance as possible (machines present in all three sub-lists). Note that as we go down the fault tolerance list in search of a total of $M_v$ machines, we trade-off fault tolerance. (2) If despite reaching the minimum possible fault tolerance, i.e., reaching the bottom of the fault tolerance sub-list – the number of machines picked falls below $M_v$, we completely trade-off fault tolerance and pick the least loaded machines that are data local. (3) If still the number of machines picked falls below $M_v$, we simply pick the least-loaded machines and trade-off data locality too.

Finally, given $M_v$, DS-M invokes 1 and instantiates a fixed number ($G$) of capsules per machine leading to total capsules per-stage ($N$) to be $G \times M_v$. While a large $G$ would aid us in better handling of skew and computation as the capsules can be processed in parallel, it comes at the cost of significant scheduling and storage overheads. We empirically study the sensitivity to $G$ (in §9.4); based on this, our prototype uses $G = 24$.

**New locations for existing capsules:** Data generation patterns can vary across different stages, and jobs, due to heterogeneous compute logics and data skew. Thus a job $j$ may run out of its $Q_j$ on machine $m$, leaving no room to grow already-materialized capsules of job $j$ on $m$. DS-M reacts to such dynamics by determining, $v_j$: machines where job $j$ is using $\geq 75\%$ $Q_j$ (12), closing capsules that are significantly larger or have a higher growth rate than others on such machines (13), and invokes heuristic (16) to compute the machines to spread these capsules. This focuses on capsules that contribute most load to machines at risk of being overloaded and thus bounds the number of capsules that will spread out.

## 5 Data Visibility

We now describe how WHIZ offers programmable data monitoring via the DS (§5.1), and how it initiates data-driven computations using execution predicates (§5.2).

### 5.1 Data Monitoring

Given that intermediate data properties form the basis of data-driven computation, native support for data monitoring is extremely crucial. The DS through its data organization simplifies monitoring as it consolidates a capsule at one or a few locations rather than it being spread across the cluster (§4.1). WHIZ achieves scalable monitoring via per-job masters DS-JMs which track light-weight properties related to their capsules.

WHIZ supports built-in and custom monitors that gather properties per capsule. They are periodically sent to the relevant DS-JM. Built-in monitors constantly collect coarse-grained properties such as current capsule size, total or number of unique (k,v) pairs, location(s) and rate of growth; apart from being used for data-driven computation, these are used in runtime data organization (§4.2).

Custom monitors are UDFs (user defined functions) that are used to get fine-grained data properties per the job specification. We restrict UDFs to those that can execute in linear time and $O(1)$ state, such as (a) number of entries s.t. values are $<, =, >$ than a threshold; (b) min, max, avg. of keys; and (c) whether data is sorted or not.

Getting visibility into intermediate data through monitors enables data-driven computation as we describe next.

### 5.2 Indicating Data Readiness

The DS is responsible for initiating data-driven computation. The DS achieves this via two key abstractions: notifications and execution predicates. The decoupled DS and ES interact via notifications which enable, and track progress of, data-driven computation. Execution predicates enable the DS-JM to decide when capsules can be deemed ready for corresponding computation to be run on them.

**Notifications:** WHIZ introduces 3 types of notifications: (1) A data_ready notification is sent by the DS-JM to the ES whenever a capsule becomes ready (as per the execution predicate) to trigger corresponding computation. (2) A data_generated notification is sent by the ES to the DS-JM when a stage finishes generating all its intermediate output. This notification is required because the DS-JM is unaware of the number of tasks that the ES launches corresponding to a stage, and thus cannot determine when a stage is completed. (3) A data_ready_all notification is sent by the DS-JM to the ES when a stage has received all its input data (occurs when data_ready notifications regarding all ready input capsules are sent). This notification is required because the ES is unaware of the total number of capsules that the DS deems ready.

The use of these notifications is exemplified in Figure 5. Here: 1 when a stage $v_1$ generates a batch of intermediate data, a data_spill containing the data is sent to the data store, which accumulates it into capsules $(t_0 \text{ through } t_m)$. 2 Whenever the DS-JM determines that a collection of $v_1$’s capsules (2 capsules in Figure 5 at $t_0$) are ready for further processing, it sends a data_ready notification per capsule to the ES; the ES launches tasks of a consumer stage $v_2$ to process such
This notification carries per-capsule information such as: a list of machine(s) on which each capsule is spread, and a list of statistics collected by the data monitors. Finally, a data_generated notification – from the ES, generated upon \(v_1\) computation completion – notifies the DS-JM that \(v_1\) finished generating data_spills. Subsequently, DS-JM notifies the ES via the data_ready_all event, that all capsules corresponding to \(v_1\) have sent their data_ready events (at \(t_1\)). This enables the ES to determine when the immediate downstream stage \(v_2\), that is reading the data generated by \(v_1\), has received all of its input data.

**Execution predicates:** The interaction between ES and DS via notifications is initiated by execution predicates whose logic is based on the properties collected by the monitors. Each job stage is typically associated with an execution predicate as indicated by the input program, which is transferred to the DS-JM by the WHIZ client. If not, default analytics-specific predicates are applied. WHIZ supports diverse execution predicates such as:

1. **Data Generated:** This predicate deems capsules ready when the computation generating them is done; this is the default predicate for batch and graph analytics in WHIZ, akin to a barrier in batch systems today and bulk synchronous execution in graph analytics.

2. **Record Count \(\geq X\):** The vanilla version of this predicate deems a capsule ready when it has \(X\) records from producers tasks; this is the default predicate for streaming systems in WHIZ; akin to micro-batching in existing streaming systems [58], with the crucial difference that the micro-batch is not wall clock time-based, but is based on the more natural intermediate data count.

This predicate can be extended to support pipelining via ephemeral compute, i.e., compute is launched once there is partial data and just for the processing duration. The ability to launch compute ephemeral is particularly useful under heavy resource contention. Ephemeral compute can be used to speed up jobs across analytics if they contain commutative+associative operations (§9).

For example, consider the partial execution of a batch (or graph) analytics job, consisting of the first two logical stages (likewise, first two iterations) \(v_1 \rightarrow v_2\). If the processing logic in \(v_2\) contains commutative+associative operations, it can start processing its input before all of it is in place. Using this predicate, a capsule generated by \(v_1\) is ready whenever the number of records in it reaches a threshold \(X\). This enables the ES to overlap \(v_2\)’s computation with \(v_1\)’s data generation as follows: (1) Upon receiving a data_ready notification from the DS-JM for capsules which have \(X\) records, the ES launches ephemeral tasks of \(v_2\). (2) Tasks read the current data, compute the associative+commutative function on the \((k,v)\) data read, push the result back to data store (in the same capsules advertised through the received data_ready notification) and immediately quit. (3) The DS-JM waits for each capsule to grow back beyond threshold \(X\) for generating subsequent data_ready notifications leading to ephemeral tasks being launched again. (4) Finally, when a data_generated notification is received from \(v_1\), the DS-JM triggers a final data_ready notification for all the capsules generated by \(v_1\), and a subsequent data_ready_all notification, to enable \(v_2\)’s final output to be written in capsules and fully consumed by a downstream stage, say \(v_3\) (similar to Figure 5).

This predicate can be further extended to across capsules, i.e., the DS-JM could deem all capsules ready when the number of entries generated across all capsules cross a threshold. In streaming, such predicates help improve efficiency and performance as ephemeral tasks are launched only when the required input records have streamed into the system and quit post processing (§9.1.3). On the other hand, systems today lack support for ephemeral compute and are forced to deploy long-standing tasks.

3. **Special Records:** This predicate deems all output capsules of a stage ready on observing a special record in one capsule. Stream processing systems often rely on “low watermark” records to ensure event-time processing [19, 40], and to support temporal joins [40]. Such predicates can be used to launch, on demand, temporal operators whenever a low watermark record is observed at any of a stage’s output capsules. In contrast, systems today have the operators always running and this leads to compute idling when there are no records to process.

6 **Execution Service**

While the DS initiates data-driven computation by notifying when data is ready for processing, the ES carries out all other data-driven execution aspects by incrementally generating the physical graph. It does so via a per-job master ES-JM that given ready capsules, and available resources\(^1\): (a) determines the appropriate processing logic to use (§6.1); (b) determines optimal parallelism and deploys tasks to minimize skew and shuffle; (c) maps capsules to tasks in a resource-aware fashion (§6.2).

6.1 Selecting Compute Logic

Upon detecting a ready capsule, the DS-JM sends the data_ready notification, with capsule properties (including fine-grained ones) piggybacked, to the ES-JM. The ES-JM then uses modification predicates associated with this stage to determine the exact processing logic.

Modification predicates give the ability to decide processing logic at runtime based on the received data properties and available resources. Importantly, WHIZ also provides jobs with the flexibility to use different processing logic for different input capsules of the same stage. For e.g., consider a batch analytics job that involves joining two tables.\(^2\) In such

\(^1\)Similar to existing frameworks, a cluster-wide Resource Manager decides available resources as per cross-job fairness.

\(^2\)DS via per-job quotas ensures that the input tables use the same # of capsules and because both tables use the same key, i.e., the join key, while
We then try to assign each group to a task. Our goal is to determine: (a) each machine's preferred subset, (b) decide on which machine should a subset be processed, and (c) determine the location (across machines) for these subsets. Typically, this is a machine where most if not all capsules from a subset are materialized and can be processed together. Thus, we first compute the minimum resource available to process unit data (see line (f)). Then, for each task, the resource allocated (line (g)) is $F \times \text{total size of capsules allocated to } C[i]$. The iterative procedure consists of 3 steps: (a) generate optimal subsets of capsules to minimize cross-subset skew (using (1)), (b) decide on which machine should a subset be processed to minimize shuffle (15), and (c) determine resources required to process each subset (23).

First, we group capsules $C$ into a collection of subsets $\bar{C}$ using (10). We then try to assign each group to a task. Our grouping into subsets attempts to ensure that data in a subset is spread on just one or a few machines (lines (b.i-b.iii)), which minimizes shuffle, and that the data is spread evenly across subsets (line (b.iv)) making cross-task performance uniform. We place a bound $CaMax$, equaling twice the size of the largest capsule, on the total size of a subset (see line (a)). This ensures that multiple (at least 2) capsules are present in each subset and allows mitigating stragglers by only assigning the yet-to-be-processed capsules to the speculative task.

Second, we determine a preferred machine to process each subset using (18). This is a machine where most if not all capsules in the subset are materialized (line (d)). Choosing a machine in this manner minimizes shuffle.

Finally, given available resources across the preferred machines (from the cluster-wide resource manager [52]) we need to allocate tasks to process subsets. But some machines may not have resource availability. For the rest of this iteration, we ignore such machines and the subsets of capsules that prefer such machines.

Given Machines with resources $\bar{A}$, we assign a task for each subset of capsules which can be processed, and allocate task resources altruistically using (18). That is, we first compute the minimum resource available to process unit data ($F$; line (f)). Then, for each task, the resource allocated (line (g)) is $F \times \text{total data in the subset of capsules allocated to task } i$. Allocating task resources proportional to input size ensures that tasks have similar finish times. Allocating resources corresponding to the minimum available helps further: if a job gets more resources than what is available for the most constrained subset, then it does not help the job’s completion time (which is determined by the most constrained subset’s processing). Altruistically “giving back” such resources speeds up other jobs/stages.

The above 3 steps repeat whenever new capsules are ready, or existing ones can’t be scheduled. Similar to delay scheduling [56], we attempt several tries to execute a group which couldn’t be scheduled on its preferred machine due to resource unavailability, before marking capsules conflicting. These are

```
Table 2: Heuristics to group capsules and assign them to tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heuristic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. CaMax = 2 ×</td>
<td>largest capsule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Group all capsules C into subsets in strict order:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. data local capsules together;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. each spread capsule, along data-local capsules together;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. any remaining capsules together; subject to:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. each subset size ≤ CaMax;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. conflicting capsules don’t group together;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. troublesome capsules always group together.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. no machine preference for troublesome subsets C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. for every other subset C, pick machine m such that:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. all capsules in the subset are only materialized at m;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. otherwise m contains the largest materialization of the subset.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. $\bar{A}$ = available resources for j on machines $\bar{M}$;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. $F = \min { \frac{\text{total size of capsules allocated to } m}{m}, \text{ for all } m \in \bar{M} };</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. for each subset i ∈ $\bar{C}$:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{R}[i] = F \times \text{total size of capsules allocated to } \bar{C}[i]$.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
re-grouped in the next iteration (line (b.v)). Finally, capsules that cannot be executed under any grouping are marked troublesome (line (b.vi)) and processed on any machine (line (d.ii)).

7 Fault Tolerance

Task Failure. When a task fails due to a machine failure, only the failed tasks need to be re-executed if the input capsules are not lost. But, this will result in duplicate data in all capsules for the stage leading to data inconsistencies. To address this, we use checksums at the consumer task-side Whiz library to suppress duplicate data.

However, if the failed machine also contains the input capsules of the failed task, then the ES-JM triggers the execution of the upstream stage(s) to regenerate the input capsules of the failed task. Recall that Whiz’s fault tolerance-aware capsule storage (§4) helps control the number of upstream (ancestor) stages that need to be re-executed in case of data loss.

DS-M/DS-JM/ES-JM. Whiz maintains replicas of DS-M/DS-JM daemons using Apache Zookeeper [28], and fails over to a standby. Given that Whiz generates the physical graph of a job at runtime in a data-driven manner, upon ES-JM failure, we simply need to restart it so that it can resume handling notifications from the DS. During this time already launched tasks continue to run.

8 Implementation

We prototyped Whiz by modifying Tez [5] and leveraging YARN [52]. The DS, implemented from scratch, has three kinds of daemons (managed via YARN): cluster-wide master DS-M, per-job masters DS-JM and workers DS-W. DS-M does data organization across DS-Ws. DS-JMs collect statistics and notify ES-JM when execution predicates are met. DS-Ws run on cluster machines and do node-level management: (a) store data received from ES/other DS-Ws in local in-memory file system (tmpfs [48]) and transfer data to other DS-Ws per DS-M directives; (b) report statistics to DS-M/DS-JMs via heartbeats; and (c) provide ACK to tasks for data written.

The ES was implemented by modifying Tez. It consists of per-job masters ES-JM which are responsible for generating the physical graph at runtime. ES tasks are modified Tez tasks that have an interface to the local DS-W as opposed to local disk or cluster-wide storage. The Whiz client is a standalone process per-job.

All communication (asynchronous) between DS, ES and client is through RPCs in YARN using ProtoBuf [8]. We also use RPCs between the YARN Resource Manager (RM) and ES-JM to propagate resource allocations (§6).

9 Evaluation

We evaluated Whiz on a 50-machine cluster deployed on CloudLab [6] using publicly available benchmarks – batch TPC-DS jobs, PageRank for graph analytics, and synthetic streaming jobs. Unless otherwise specified, we set Whiz to use default execution predicates, equal storage quota ($Q_j = 2.5GB$) and 24 capsules per machine.

9.1 Experiment Setup

Workloads: We consider a mix of jobs, all from TPC-DS (batch), or all from PageRank (graph). For streaming, we use a variety of different queries described in detail later. In each experiment, jobs are randomly chosen and follow a Poisson arrival distribution with average inter-arrival time of 20s. Each job lasts up to 10s of minutes, and takes as input tens of GBs of data. We run each experiment thrice and present the median.

Cluster, baseline, metrics: Machines have 8 cores, 64GB memory, 256GB storage, and a 10Gbps NIC. We compare Whiz as follows: (1) Batch: vs. Tez [5] running atop YARN [52], for which we use the shorthand “Hadoop” or “CC”; and vs. SparkSQL [15]; (2) Graph: vs. Giraph (i.e., open source Pregel [42]); and vs. GraphX [24]; (3) Streaming: vs. SparkStreaming [58].

For a fair comparison, we ensure Hadoop/Giraph use tmpfs. We study the relative improvement in the average job completion time (JCT), or $JCT_{CC}/JCT_{WHIZ}$. We measure efficiency using makespan.

9.1.1 Batch Analytics

Performance and efficiency: Figure 6a shows the JCT distributions of Whiz, Hadoop, and Spark for the TPC-DS work-
Figure 7: Cross-job average, min and max intermediate data per machine during one of our batch analytics experiments.

load. Only 0.4 (1.2) highest percentile jobs are worse off by \( \leq 1.06 \times (\leq 1.03 \times) \) than Hadoop (Spark). WHIZ speeds up jobs by \( 1.4 \times (1.27 \times) \) on average, and \( 2.02 \times (1.75 \times) \) at 95th percentile w.r.t. Hadoop (Spark). Also, WHIZ improves makespan by \( 1.32 \times (1.2 \times) \).

Figure 6b presents improvement for individual jobs. For more than 88% jobs, WHIZ outperforms Hadoop and Spark. Only 12% jobs slow down to \( \leq 0.81 \times (0.63 \times) \) using WHIZ. Gains are \( > 1.5 \times \) for > 35% jobs.

Sources of improvements: We observe that more rapid processing due to data-driven execution, and better data management contribute most to benefits.

First, we snapshot the number of running tasks across all the jobs in one of our experiments when running WHIZ and Hadoop (Figure 6c). WHIZ has 1.45× more tasks scheduled over time which translates to jobs finishing 1.37× faster. It has 1.38× better cluster efficiency than Hadoop. Similar observations hold for Spark (omitted).

The main reasons for rapid processing/high efficiency are: (1) The DS ensures that most tasks are data local (76% in our expts). This improves average consumer task completion time by 1.59×. Resources thus freed can be used by other jobs’ tasks. (2) Based on DS-provided properties, ES’s data-driven actions provide similar input sizes for tasks in a stage – within 14.4% of the mean.

Second, Figure 7 shows the size of the cross-job total intermediate data per machine. We see that Hadoop generates heavily imbalanced load spread across machines. This creates many storage hotspots and slows down tasks competing on those machines. Spark is similar. WHIZ mitigates hotspots (§4) improving overall performance.

We observe jobs generating less intermediate data are more prone to performance losses in WHIZ, especially under ample resource availability as WHIZ strives for capsule-local task execution (§6.2). If resources are unavailable, WHIZ will assign the task to a data-remote node, or get penalized waiting for data-local placement.

9.1.2 Graph Processing

We run multiple PageRank (40 iterations) jobs on the Twitter Graph [17, 18]. In each iteration, vertices run the processing logic and exchange their output as messages with each other. WHIZ groups messages into capsules based on vertex ID. We use an execution predicate that deems a capsule ready when \( \geq 1000 \) messages are present.

Figure 8a shows the JCT distribution of WHIZ, GraphX and Giraph. WHIZ speeds up jobs by \( 1.33 \times (1.57 \times) \) on average and \( 1.57 \times (2.24 \times) \) at the 95th percentile w.r.t. GraphX (Giraph) (Figure 8b). Gains are lower w.r.t. GraphX, due to its efficient implementation atop Spark. However, < 10% jobs are slowed down by \( \leq 1.13 \times \).

Improvements arise for two reasons. First, WHIZ is able to deploy appropriate number of ephemeral tasks: execution predicates immediately indicate data availability, and runtime parallelism (§6.2) allows messages to high-degree vertices [24] to be processed by more than one task. Also, WHIZ has 1.53× more tasks (each runs multiple vertex programs) scheduled over time; rapid processing and runtime adaptation to data directly leads to jobs finishing faster. Second, because of ephemeral compute, WHIZ doesn’t hold resources for a task if not needed, resulting in \( 1.25 \times \) better cluster efficiency.

9.1.3 Stream Processing

We run multiple stream jobs, each calculating top 5 common words for every 100 distinct words from synthetic streams replaying GBs of text data from HDFS.

Spark Streaming discretizes the records stream into time-based micro-batches and processes every micro-batch duration. We configure the micro-batch interval to 1 minute. With WHIZ, given the semantics of the processing logic, we use an
We now delve deeper to further shed light into late-binding with negligible increase in AM memory/CPU. 

We find that DS-W (§8) processes TPC-DS jobs from one of our runs. We measured the skew and parallelism as generated by Hadoop w.r.t. skew; \( \frac{\text{CCTasks}}{\text{WhizTasks}} < 1 \) means Whiz has less skew; \( \frac{\text{CCSkew}}{\text{WhizSkew}} > 1 \) means Whiz has more skew than Hadoop. When Hadoop is under-parallelizing, the skew is significantly higher than Whiz (up to 1.43×). Over-parallelizing does not help either; Hadoop incurs up to 1.15× larger skew, due to its rigid data partitioning and tasks allocation schemes. Even when Whiz incurs more skew (up to 1.26×), corresponding tasks will get allocated more resources to alleviate this overhead (§6.2).

Modification predicates: To evaluate the benefits enabled by Whiz’s ability to late-bind processing logic, we pick a query from our TPC-DS workload which has a join and run it with and without modification predicates while varying the skew between the input tables. Modification predicates allow the job to pick the join algorithm between sort-merge join and hash join (see §6.1) for the different tasks. Table 3 shows the relative improvement in cumulative time (summation over duration of all tasks of the job) with and without predicates (sticks to sort-merge join). We see that predicates improve the cumulative time \( 1.1 \times -2.8 \times \) as the skew in capsule sizes increases. This is because with modification predicates, Whiz chooses to use the hash join when skew between the task inputs exists as building a hashmap on the smaller input is typically cheaper than sorting the other input (occurs when sort-merge join is used instead). Gains increase with skew as the join performance difference also increases.

We also quantify the benefits of modification predicates for stream processing. We run a stream query that performs event-time temporal join over 3 minute intervals (execution predicate indicates to wait for watermark) with and without the above modification predicates. We change skew-% randomly (from 10%, 20%,..., 90%) between the two input sources over the same time interval and observe that using modification predicates leads to 1.7× average improvement in cumulative time.

Additionally, we run microbenchmarks to delve further into Whiz’s data-driven benefits (results in Appendix C).

9.3 Load Balancing, Locality, Fault Tolerance

To evaluate DS load balancing (LB), data locality (DL) and fault tolerance (FT), we stressed the data organization under different cluster load. We used job arrivals and all stages’ capsule sizes from one of our TPC-DS runs.

Figure 11 shows that: (1) Whiz prioritizes load balancing and data locality over fault tolerance across cluster loads (§4.2); (2) when the available resources are scarce (5× higher load than initial), all three metrics suffer. However, the maxi-

### Table 3: Improvement in cumulative time using modification predicates w.r.t no predicates. Predicate chooses hash join if the ratio of input capsule’s sizes is ≥ 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Skew</th>
<th>Improvement Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 11: (a) Average, min and max fraction of capsules which are data local (DL) respectively fault tolerant (FT) across all the jobs for different cluster load; (b) Max, min and ideal storage load balance (LB) on every machine for different cluster load.

Table 4: JCT under random machine failures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Machines</th>
<th>JCT [Seconds]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Factors of improvement w.r.t. Hadoop for different numbers of capsules per machine and cluster load.

Impact of G (number of capsules per machine): We now provide the rationale for picking $G = 24$. Table 5 shows the factors of improvements w.r.t. Hadoop for different values of $G$ and levels of contention.

The main takeaways are as follows: for $G = 8$ the performance gap between WHIZ and Hadoop is low ($<1.1 \times$). This is expected because small number of capsules results in less data locality (each capsule is more likely to be spread). Further, the gap decreases at high resource contention. In fact, at $4 \times$ the cluster load, Hadoop performs better ($0.85 \times$). At larger values of $G$ the performance gap increases. For example, at $G = 24$, WHIZ gains are the most (between $1.39 \times$ and $1.58 \times$). This is because larger $G$ implies (1) more flexibility for WHIZ to balance the load across machines; (2) more likely that few capsules are spread out; (3) lesser data skew and more predictable per task performance. However, a very large $G$ does not necessarily improve performance, as it can lead to massive task parallelism. The resulting scheduling overhead degrades performance, especially at high load.

Altruism: Assigning resources altruistically is beneficial as it improves median ($95$th %-ile) JCT by $1.48 \times (4.8 \times)$ for our TPC-DS runs w.r.t a greedy approach where tasks use all of their available resources. Only $16\%$ jobs are slowed down by $\leq 0.6 \times$.

10 Related Work

We now discuss the various related efforts to overcome the various limitations of compute-centricity. WHIZ, with its clean separation of compute and intermediate data, overcomes the various limitations of compute-centricity in a unified manner while prior related efforts propose point-fixes to a subset of the limitations that plague compute-centric execution engines.

Data opacity: Almost all database and bigdata SQL systems [10, 12, 54] use statistics computed ahead of time to optimize execution. Adaptive query optimizers (QOs) [22] use dynamically collected statistics and re-invokes the QO to re-plan queries top-down. In contrast, WHIZ alters the query plans on-the-fly at the execution layer based on run-time data properties, thereby circumventing additional expensive calls to the QO. Tukwila [30] reformulates queries by using runtime visibility in a limited fashion to fix poor statistics maintenance in QOs. WHIZ instead enables much richer visibility and supports a richer set of actions that enable true data-centric behavior. RoPE [12] leverages historical statistics from prior plan executions in order to tune future executions. WHIZ,
instead uses runtime properties.

CIEL [45] is an execution engine that provides support for data-dependent iterative or recursive algorithms by dynamically deciding the execution graph as tasks execute. However, low-level execution aspects such as per-stage parallelism are decided beforehand. Optimus [33] extends frameworks such as CIEL [45] and Dryad [29] to enable runtime logic rewriting and parallelism selection by using streaming-based algorithms to collect aggregated statistics on intermediate data. RIOS [39] is an optimizer for Spark that solely focuses on optimizing joins by deciding the join order and stage-level join implementation using the approximate statistics collected at runtime. While Optimus and RIOS attempt to provide data visibility, neither of them does a clean separation of compute and data; this limits data-local processing and imposes I/O interference as intermediate data organization is determined by the compute structure. Moreover, both still resort to compute-driven scheduling and do not use data visibility to decide if/when tasks should be scheduled. Further, RIOS adopts static per-stage parallelism, and cannot make fine-grained logic changes (e.g., task-level) as table-level statistics are aggregated by a separate Spark job and then sent to the Spark driver which is responsible for making runtime changes. Overall, Whiz is a general approach to data-driven computation that subsumes all prior efforts, and enables new data-driven execution benefits; its clean separation of data enables data-locality and I/O isolation management.

Skew and parallelism: Some parallel databases [25, 34, 55] and big data systems [38] dynamically adapt to data skew for single large joins. In contrast, Whiz holistically solves data skew for all joins across multiple jobs. [25, 38] deal with skew in MapReduce by dynamically splitting data for slow tasks into smaller partitions and processing them in parallel. But, they can cause additional data movement from already slow machines leading to poor performance. Hurricane [16] mitigates skew via an adaptive task partitioning scheme by cloning slow tasks at runtime and performing data organization such that all tasks, be it the primary task or its clones, can access data that requires processing. However, Hurricane can lead to additional processing overheads as it does not take data locality into account while organizing data (data corresponding to the same key can be spread across multiple machines) and also involves an additional merge step that combines the partial outputs of the clones using the end-user provided merging logic. Moreover, Hurricane does not have fine-grained visibility into intermediate data and thus cannot do fine-grained task logic changes and still adopts compute-driven scheduling. Henge [32] supports multi-tenant streaming by deciding parallelism based on SLOs. However, it still adopts compute-driven scheduling.

Decoupling: Naiad [44] and StreamScope [53] also decouple intermediate data. They tag intermediate data with vector clocks which are used to trigger compute in the correct order. Both support ordering driven computation, orthogonal to data-driven computation in Whiz. Also, StreamScope is not applicable to batch/graph analytics. Crail [49] decouples intermediate data from compute so that various execution engines can easily leverage modern storage hardware (including tiered storage) to perform intermediate data management. However, the compute structure still decides the number of partitions across which data is organized. Additionally, it adopts a similar data storage abstraction as well as data placement policy to Hurricane and thus incurs additional overheads as it does not take data locality into account. Moreover, Crail recommends replicating data in case fault tolerance is required which can further lead to additional overheads. Instead, Whiz provides fault tolerance by intelligent placement of intermediate data so as to minimize recovery time. Also, similar to Hurricane, it does not have fine-grained data visibility to drive all aspects of execution.

Storage inefficiencies: For batch analytics, [31, 46] addresses storage inefficiencies by pushing intermediate data to the appropriate external data services (like Amazon S3 [1], Redis [9]) while remaining cost efficient and running on serverless platforms. Similarly, [35] is an elastic data store used to store intermediate data of serverless applications. However, since this data is still opaque, and compute and storage are managed in isolation, these systems cannot support data-driven computation or achieve data locality and load balancing simultaneously.

11 Summary

The compute-centric nature of existing data analytics frameworks hurts flexibility, performance, efficiency, and job isolation. With Whiz, analytics undergo data-driven execution aided by a clean separation of compute from intermediate data. Whiz enables monitoring of data properties and using these properties to decide all aspects of execution - what to launch, where to launch, and how many tasks to launch, while ensuring isolation. Our evaluation using batch, stream and graph workloads shows that Whiz significantly outperforms state-of-the-art.
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A Whiz APIs

Table 6 shows the various APIs exposed by Whiz that are used by frameworks running atop Whiz to submit programs. Similar to APIs today, (1)–(3) APIs are job composition APIs to create logical directed graphs (Whiz has similar APIs to load a graph). Crucially, Whiz does not require the frameworks to specify low-level details like parallelism and partitioning strategy. The addCustomMonitor API is used by the framework to submit UDFs to collect custom statistics (apart from the built-in monitors that Whiz supports).

During the data embellishment phase, the framework annotates the logical graph with execution and modification predicates using addExecutionPredicate API and addModificationPredicate API respectively. The framework provides the predicates based on data properties via a UDF.

We now show how to write execution and modification predicates for a number of applications used in our testbed experiments (§9).

Figure 12a shows the execution predicate used to run the PageRank algorithm. Specifically, the UDF specifies that as soon as 1000 messages corresponding to a vertex are received, it is ready to be processed. Similarly, Figure 12b shows the execution predicate used to run the streaming job that returns the top 5 words when we see 100 distinct words. This predicate indicates that as soon as 100 unique key records globally have been received, the data is ready to be processed.

Lastly, Figure 12c shows how to specify modification predicates to decide the join algorithm on the fly for a batch SQL query as well as a streaming query involving a temporal join. This predicate takes as input the properties collected of the two capsules (from the two input tables) and chooses the join algorithm based on the amount of skew. If the amount of skew is less than the threshold specified by the framework, then sort-merge join is used; otherwise hash join is chosen.

B Allocating Capsules to Machines ILP

We consider how to place multiple jobs’ capsules to avoid hotspots, reduce per-cap capsule spread (for data locality) and minimize job runtime impact on data loss. We formulate a binary integer linear program (see Table 7) to this end. The indicator decision variables, $x_{ij}^k$, denote that all future data to capsule $g_k$ is materialized at machine $M_i$. The ILP finds the best $x_{ij}^k$’s that minimizes a multi-part weighted objective function, one part each for the three objectives mentioned above.

The first part ($O_1$) represents the maximum amount of data stored across all machines across all capsules. Minimizing this ensures load balance and avoids hotspots. The second part ($O_2$) represents the sum of data-spread penalty across all capsules. Here, for each capsule, we define the primary location as the machine with the largest volume of data for that capsule. The total volume of data in non-primary locations is the data-spread penalty, incurred from shuffling the data prior to processing it. The third part ($O_3$) is the sum of fault-tolerance penalties across capsules. Say a machine $m$ storing intermediate for current stage $s$ fails; then we have to re-execute $s$ to regenerate the data. If the machine also holds data for ancestor stages of $s$ then multiple stages have to be re-executed. If we ensure that data from parent and child stages are stored on different machines, then, upon child data failure only the child stage has to be executed. We model this by imposing a penalty whenever a capsule in the current stage is materialized on the same machine as the parent stage. Penalties $O_2, O_3$ need to be minimized.

Finally, we impose isolation constraint ($C_1$) requiring the total data for a job to not exceed an administrator set quota $Q_j$. Quotas help ensure isolation across jobs.

However, solving this ILP at scale can take several tens of seconds delaying capsule placement. Thus, Whiz uses a linear-time rule-based heuristic to place capsules (as described in §4).

C Whiz Microbenchmarks

Apart from the experiments on the 50-machine cluster (§9), we also ran several microbenchmarks to delve deeper into Whiz’s data-driven benefits. The microbenchmarks were run on a 5 machine cluster and the workloads consists of the following jobs: $J_1 (v_1 \rightarrow v_2)$ and $J_2 (v_1 \rightarrow v_2 \rightarrow v_3)$. These patterns typically occur in TCP-DS queries.

Skew and parallelism: Figure 13a shows the execution of one of the $J_2$ queries from our workload when running Whiz and CC. Whiz improves JCT by 2.67× over CC. CC decides stage parallelism tied to the number of data partitions. That means stage $v_1$ generates 2 intermediate partitions as configured by the user and 2 tasks of $v_2$ will process them. However, execution of $v_1$ leads to data skew among the 2 partitions (1GB and 4GB). On the other hand, Whiz ends up generating capsules that are approximately equal in size and decides at runtime a max. input size per task of 1GB (twice the largest capsule). This leads to running 5 tasks of $v_2$ with equal input size and 2.1× faster completion time of $v_2$ than CC.

Over-parallelizing execution does not help. With CC, $v_2$ generates 12 partitions processed by 12 $v_3$ tasks. Under resource crunch, tasks get scheduled in multiple waves (at 570s in Figure 13a) and completion time for $v_3$ suffers (85s). In contrast, Whiz assigns at runtime only 5 tasks of $v_3$ which can run in a single wave; $v_3$ finishes 1.23× faster.

Straggler mitigation: We run an instance of $J_1$ with 1 task of $v_1$ and 1 task of $v_2$ with an input size of 1GB. A slowdown happens at the $v_2$ task, which was assigned 2 capsules by Whiz.

In CC (Figure 13b), once a straggler is detected ($v_2$ task at 203s), it is allowed to continue, and a speculative task $v_2'$ is launched that duplicates $v_2$’s work. The work completes when $v_2$ or $v_2'$ finishes (at 326s). In Whiz, upon straggler detection, the straggler ($v_2$) is notified to finish processing the current capsule; a task $v_2'$ is launched and assigned data...
from v2’s unprocessed capsule. v2 finishes processing the first capsule at 202s; v2 processes the other capsule and finishes 1.7× faster than v2 in CC.

**Modification Predicates:** We consider a job which processes words and, for words with < 100 occurrences, sorts them by frequency. The program structure is v1 → v2 → v3, where v1 processes input words, v2 computes word occurrences, and v3 sorts the ones with < 100 occurrences. In CC, v1 generates 17GB of data organized in 17 partitions; v2 generates 8GB organized in 8 partitions. Given this, 17 v2 tasks and 8 v3 tasks execute, leading to a CC JCT of 220s. Here, the entire data generated by v2 has to be analyzed by v3. In contrast, Whiz uses modification predicates for v3 as follows - (a) if all the # entries of all keys in the capsule is > 100, then we unnecessarily don’t launch a task; (b) otherwise we launch the task to do the sort. We observe that Whiz ignores processing two capsules at runtime, and 6 tasks of v3 (instead of 8) are executed; JCT is 165s (1.4× better).
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Abstract

Small, low-cost IoT devices are typically equipped with only a single, low-quality antenna, significantly limiting communication range and link quality. In particular, these antennas are typically linearly polarized and therefore susceptible to polarization mismatch, which can easily cause 10 – 15 dB of link loss when communicating with such devices. In this work, we highlight this under-appreciated issue and propose the augmentation of IoT deployment environments with programmable, RF-sensitive surfaces made of metamaterials. Our smart metasurface mitigates polarization mismatch by rotating the polarization of signals that pass through or reflect from the surface. We integrate our metasurface into an IoT network as LLAMA, a Low-power Lattice of Actuated Metasurface Antennas, designed for the pervasively used 2.4 GHz ISM band. We optimize LLAMA’s metasurface design for both low transmission loss and low cost, to facilitate deployment at scale. We then build an end-to-end system that actuates the metasurface structure to optimize for link performance in real time. An empirical evaluation demonstrates gains in link power of up to 15 dB, and wireless capacity improvements of 100 and 180 Kbit/s/Hz in through-surface and surface-reflective scenarios, respectively, attributable to the polarization rotation properties of LLAMA’s metasurface.

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) devices have achieved widespread adoption due to shrinking hardware costs and software management tools that ease installation by the end user. In recent years, a wide range of IoT devices have resulted in diverse systems including mobile devices such as smartwatches [31] and health trackers or statically deployed devices including sensors, cameras, voice assistants, and other appliance automation [14, 15]. One key property these devices share is low-cost hardware, in particular low-cost radios, allowing for a minimal consumer price point. Such devices are typically deployed by non-experts who understand neither their home’s wireless environment nor the deployment considerations that govern wireless performance. Devices are typically deployed in a configuration that is well-suited for a particular application or use-case, but may not be the ideal placement in terms of communications performance. This combination of cheap hardware and non-ideal network topology results in significant opportunities to improve wireless performance.

One source of performance degradation in such deployments is a significant power loss caused by a polarization mismatch [13, 32] between a low-cost dipole antenna on an IoT device and antennas on a Wi-Fi access point (AP)—in higher performance devices (i.e., mobile handsets) this loss is usually mitigated through the use of circularly polarized or dynamically-switched linearly polarized antennas in different orientations. Low-cost IoT devices instead use one cheap, linearly polarized dipole antenna that results in weak, fragile links between transmitters and receivers. In addition to misaligned stationary devices, mobile devices such as wearables can suffer from dynamic antenna misalignment as a user swings their arm, for example, as Figure 1 illustrates. This effect can be significant: microbenchmark experiments show that moving between orthogonal and aligned relative antenna polarization results in ≈ 10 dB of power variation at the receiver, for both the low power Wi-Fi link between an Arduino equipped with an ESP8266 module [19] and an 802.11g Wi-Fi AP [5] shown in Figure 2 (a), and for a Bluetooth link between a smartwatch [1] and a Raspberry Pi 3 [36].
which was the first to outline a vision of programmable radio Power Lattice of Actuated Metasurface Antennas. Overcoming both of these challenges is only possible if the signal propagation planes at both the transmitter and receiver, reducing link throughput and communication distance. To deal with this problem, we optimize the metasurface structure to ensure the overall system has both low transmission loss, as well as a scalable price point. Specifically, we choose a cheap material (FR4) as the substrate, use a minimum number of substrate layers for the required bandwidth, and minimize the thickness of each layer to significantly reduce the losses associated with FR4.

To enable real-time polarization optimization, a receiver must report received power to a controller which in turn rotates polarization by modifying a pair of bias voltages. We provide a novel method to estimate the polarization rotation angle induced by the metasurface which can vary with link distance—understanding this mapping can enable rotation sensing and tracking.

Contributions. To summarize, LLAMA is the first system that leverages an inexpensive RF substrate to optimize the radio environment in real time, thereby avoiding signal losses caused by polarization mismatch, and thus enables higher quality communication links between IoT devices. In this work, we optimize a metasurface structure based on microwave attenuation theory and achieve comparable polarization tunability to a similar system that uses relatively expensive materials. We validate a proof-of-concept implementation of LLAMA for both communication and sensing with comprehensive experiments. Our results show that LLAMA enables polarization rotation within $3^{-}\text{ to } 45^{-}\text{}$, improves the signal strength by 15 dB (transmission) and 17 dB (reflection) with respect to mismatched antenna polarizations. LLAMA also holds great potential to enhance sensing applications, as demonstrated in § 5.2.2.

2 A Polarizing View of Wireless

Electromagnetic polarization describes the parametric trajectory of the electric and magnetic field vectors of a planar electromagnetic wave as it propagates through space. The polarization of RF wave propagation is a fundamental characteristic of wireless communication, but it has not received as much attention as issues like multipath fading and interference. An antenna constrains outgoing or incoming RF propagation to a particular plane. Therefore, communication is only possible if the signal propagation planes at both the transmitter and the receiver are well aligned.

Polarization loss. One challenge in mobile wireless communication links is the significant power loss due to polarization mismatch. Three examples of various transmitter antennas and their associated far-field electric fields are depicted in

![Figure 2: Impact of polarization mismatch.](image-url)

(a) Wi-Fi communication (802.11g) between an AP [5] and a cheap ESP8266-based Arduino [19].

(b) Bluetooth communication between a Huawei Watch [1] and a Raspberry Pi 3 [36].

![Graphs showing received signal power distributions for matching and mismatching antenna orientations between IoT transmitter-receiver pairs.](graph-url)
Figure 3: Signal transmission loss under different antenna polarization combinations between transmitter and receiver [13].

Figure 4: Wireless communication system without/with polarization rotator between mismatched transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx).

where $\alpha$ is a phase delay between the $X$ and $Y$ axes. If the surface is rotated counterclockwise by a degree of $\theta$, the Jones matrix becomes [28]:

$$
M_{\theta} = R(\theta)M_{N}R^T(\theta), \quad R(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & -\sin \theta \\ \sin \theta & \cos \theta \end{bmatrix},$$

(3)

where $R(\theta)$ is a rotation matrix.

In systems with multiple layers of polarization manipulation surface between the incident wave and outgoing wave, the outgoing Jones vector $J_{out}$ is obtained by multiplying the Jones vector of incident wave with the Jones matrix of each surface layer [28]:

$$
J_{out} = M_{N}...M_{2}M_{1}J_{in},
$$

(4)

where $M_{N}$ is a $2 \times 2$ Jones matrix, representing the $N^{th}$ surface.

3 System Design

In this section, we introduce the LLAMA architecture (§ 3.1) and illustrate the properties of the metasurface hardware with HFSS simulation results (§ 3.2). Next, we illustrate our approach towards actuating polarization angle in real-time by manipulating bias voltages for the polarization rotator (in § 3.3). While the primary goal of LLAMA is to enhance signal quality between two endpoints, it can also be used for orientation sensing, which requires estimating relative polarization rotation between endpoint; § 3.4 describes a technique for this purpose.

3.1 System Overview

LLAMA is a low power system that is designed to reduce significant wireless signal loss caused by polarization mismatch between the transmitter and receiver. As shown in Figure 4, the signal from a mismatched transmitter arrives at the receiver with a lower loss when the intermediate wall includes a polarization rotator. LLAMA has the ability to improve the communication quality and extend the sensing range in the widely used ISM frequency band.
An overview of our system architecture is depicted in Figure 5 and consists of these four elements:

**Metasurface.** The metasurface used in LLAMA is a polarization rotator implemented using a low-cost FR4 substrate; the polarization rotator is tunable and uses biasing voltages within phase shifters in both the X and Y axes to define a rotation angle. The metasurface is deployed in a structural element (i.e., wall) and influences wireless signals that reflect from or propagate through the metasurface.

**Centralized controller.** A centralized controller observes the power measured at a receiver and uses a search algorithm to determine a set of bias voltages that maximize received signal power by finding the optimal rotation angle that achieves a polarization match between the antennas at the endpoints.

**Power supply.** The bias voltages used to tune the metasurface are set with a programmable DC power supply. By synchronizing the power supply output with the receiver, we can manipulate the polarization rotator with an optimal rotation angle in real-time, with a rotation that maximizes signal power. Two bias voltages are needed for the phase shifters in the X and Y axes; while bias voltages as high as 30 V are needed, the metasurface draws only 15 nA of current. In future implementations, a circuit that generates these bias voltages could be integrated directly on the metasurface.

**Endpoints.** The endpoint receiver reports its received signal strength to the controller, which then determines how to actuate the metasurface by manipulating the two bias voltages.

### 3.2 Metasurface Architecture

Tunable metasurfaces are implemented as layered structures that consist of copper patterns printed on controlled dielectric substrates; these layers perform different functions that reflect, bias, or guide EM waves. A transmissive metasurface uses a biasing network sandwiched between or adjacent to waveguide layer(s) to modify the transmissive signal properties in a controlled manner. In contrast, a reflective metasurface uses a metallic plane as one of its layers, where the signal passes through a waveguide layer and a biasing layer, and reflects from the metallic plane in the same relative direction with a different angle of departure. Depending on the bias voltages used LLAMA can operate in either a transmissive or reflective mode.

**Cost-effective metasurface design.** Our design was inspired by a 10 GHz design [45], and we calculate the correct geometries of circuit elements for 2.4 GHz instead based on the impedance matching.

To achieve polarization rotation for both x-polarized and y-polarized waves, we construct a polarization rotator consisting of a tunable birefringent structure (BFS) placed between two quarter wave plates (QWP) [17]. The QWPs are rotated by +45° and −45° with respect to the BFS, which causes the phase delays for two orthogonal polarizations differ by 90°.

The Jones matrices of the two QWPs can be expressed as:

\[
Q_{\pm 45^\circ} = e^{j\alpha}R(\pm 45^\circ) \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & e^{j\pi/2} \end{bmatrix} R^T(\pm 45^\circ), \tag{5}
\]

\[
Q_{-45^\circ} = e^{j\alpha}R(-45^\circ) \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & e^{j\pi/2} \end{bmatrix} R^T(-45^\circ). \tag{6}
\]

The tunable BFS is a transmissive metasurface that can rotate the polarization of the X and Y axes, independently. The Jones matrix of the BFS is:

\[
B = e^{j\beta} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & e^{j\delta} \end{bmatrix}, \tag{7}
\]

where \(\beta\) is the transmission phase as the signal passes through the BFS, irrespective of initial polarization orientation, while \(\delta\) represents the transmission phase difference between the X and Y polarizations, which can be adjusted by manipulating the biasing voltages of the X and Y axes as shown in Figure 5. The entire Jones matrix of the polarization rotator is:

\[
P = Q_{45^\circ} B Q_{-45^\circ} = e^{j(\alpha + j(\pi/2) + \beta + j(\delta/2)) \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\delta/2) & -\sin(\delta/2) \\ \sin(\delta/2) & \cos(\delta/2) \end{bmatrix}. \tag{8}
\]

In summary, the proposed structure can rotate the polarization of a wave by \(\delta/2\) rotation degrees, according to the rotation matrix presented in Equation (3).

In Figure 6 (a) we show the microstrip geometries used in our metasurface design. The metasurface consists of a tunable BFS (layers 2 and 3 in Fig. 6 (a)) placed between two QWPs (layers 1 and 4 in Fig. 6 (a)) rotated 45° with respect to the BFS. The BFS includes two birefringent boards rotated by 90° with respect to each other, each board acts as a phase shifter that supports different polarization rotations by manipulating the bias voltages \(V_i\) of integrated varactor diodes (black) along X and Y axes. The metallic patterns (orange) plated on the substrate boards (green and blue) act as admittance components.

We next consider the transmission efficiency \(S_21\) of X and Y axis polarized signals, as that is among the most important performance metric of the overall metasurface design.
transmission efficiency indicates better performance. For a two-port network as shown in Figure 7, the amplitude (normalized voltage) of incoming waves (a1 and a2) and the outgoing waves (b1 and b2) are given by [35]:

$$
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
a_1 &= \frac{V_1 + Z_0 b_1}{2 \sqrt{Z_0}} \\
b_1 &= \frac{V_1 - Z_0 a_1}{2 \sqrt{Z_0}}
\end{cases},
\end{align*}
$$

\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
a_2 &= \frac{V_2 + Z_0 b_2}{2 \sqrt{Z_0}} \\
b_2 &= \frac{V_2 - Z_0 a_2}{2 \sqrt{Z_0}}
\end{cases},
\end{align*}

(9)

where V1 and V2 are the normalized voltage of port 1 and port 2, J1 and J2 are the normalized current of port 1 and port 2, Z0 is the matched impedance. The scattering matrix S relates the incoming waves to the outgoing waves as [35]:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
b_1 \\
b_2
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
S_{11} & S_{12} \\
S_{21} & S_{22}
\end{pmatrix} 
\begin{pmatrix}
a_1 \\
a_2
\end{pmatrix},
$$

where $S_{ij}$ is the reflection coefficient, $S_{21}$ and $S_{12}$ are transmission coefficients. Then the transmission efficiency can be calculated according to the following equation [35]:

$$
eff = \begin{cases}
|S_{21}^x|^2 + |S_{21}^y|^2, & \text{for } x\text{-polarized wave} \\
|S_{21}^y|^2 + |S_{21}^x|^2, & \text{for } y\text{-polarized wave}
\end{cases},
$$

(11)

where $S_{21}^x$ is obtained from the x-polarized component of incoming wave $a_1^x$ and the y-polarized component of outgoing wave $b_2^y$.

We can potentially obtain high transmission efficiency (see Figure 8) by directly scaling the circuit geometry of an existing 10 GHz design [45] to 2.4 GHz, but a key limitation is its use of an expensive, low-loss dielectric substrate (Rogers 5880) [45]. While this material achieves high transmission efficiency, it is cost prohibitive at scale. Instead, we choose a commodity FR4 substrate and characterize the behavior of the FR4 structure using an HFSS simulation environment to analyze critical parameters in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. The key problem is that FR4 (0.02 dielectric loss tangent) causes much larger signal loss than Rogers 5880 (0.0009 dielectric loss tangent), and thus severely decreases the transmission efficiency, as shown in Figure 9.

To reduce transmission loss, we simplify the structure of the tunable phase shifter layers, and decrease the thickness of FR4 by replacing it with an air gap since the dielectric loss tangent of air is 0. By comparing Figure 10 and Figure 8, we can see that our optimized structure made of cheap FR4 can achieve comparable transmission efficiency to more complex structures and expensive materials. We use fewer (i.e., two) phase shifting layers made with thinner substrate; since the supported bandwidth of a phase shifter changes approximately linearly with the transmission line length, that is, the thickness of the substrate. Suppose the thickness of substrate is $\lambda/m$, the bandwidth can be represented as below [35]:

$$
\Delta f = f_0(2 - \frac{m}{\pi} \arccos \left( \frac{\Gamma}{\sqrt{1 - \Gamma^2}} \frac{2 \sqrt{Z_L Z_t}}{Z_L - Z_t} \right)),
$$

(12)

where $f_0$ is the design center frequency of phase shifter, $\Gamma$ is the maximum tolerable reflection coefficient, $Z_L$ and $Z_t$ are input impedance and load impedance, respectively. Our design achieves (150 MHz of bandwidth with efficiency $>5\text{ dB}$), which is wider than the target ISM frequency band that has less than 100 MHz of bandwidth.

**Estimating Polarization Efficiency.** A voltage controlled capacitance is used to actuate the tuning of the X and Y planes — here we use an x-polarized incident wave as an example to show the polarization rotation results. The transmission efficiencies of the simulated frequencies under various voltage combinations are shown in Figure 11, which are always higher than $-8\text{ dB}$ in the 2.4 $-$ 2.5 GHz ISM frequency band. The other set of measurements looks at how the polarization angle can be controlled by adjusting the lumped tuning capacitance used for the X and Y axis biasing layers. Varying
axes resulted in a polarization rotation angle that varied in first iteration \( (n = 1) \): 
\[ [V_{\text{min}}^{x,1}, V_{\text{max}}^{x,1}] = [0, 30], \]
\[ [V_{\text{min}}^{y,1}, V_{\text{max}}^{y,1}] = [0, 30] \]

for \( n = 1, \ldots, N \)
do 
| for \( \tau_x = 1, \ldots, T \) do 
| \( V_{x,n,\tau_x} = V_{x,1}^{\text{min}} + (\tau_x - 1)(V_{x,n}^{\text{max}} - V_{x,n}^{\text{min}})/T \)
| for \( \tau_y = 1, \ldots, T \) do 
| \( V_{y,n,\tau_y} = V_{y,1}^{\text{min}} + (\tau_y - 1)(V_{y,n}^{\text{max}} - V_{y,n}^{\text{min}})/T \)
end

end

if Received signal power at voltage combination 
\( (V_{x,n,\tau_x}, V_{y,n,\tau_y}) \) is strongest then 
\[ V_{\text{min}}^{x,n+1} = V_{x,n,\tau_x} - (V_{x,n}^{\text{max}} - V_{x,n}^{\text{min}})/T, \]
\[ V_{\text{max}}^{x,n+1} = V_{x,n,\tau_x}, \]
\[ V_{\text{min}}^{y,n+1} = V_{y,n,\tau_y} - (V_{y,n}^{\text{max}} - V_{y,n}^{\text{min}})/T, \]
\[ V_{\text{max}}^{y,n+1} = V_{y,n,\tau_y} \]
end

Output: Optimal voltage combination: 
\( (V_{x,N,\tau_x}, V_{y,N,\tau_y}) \)

for this purpose and these voltages can be as high as 30 V to account for errors induced during fabrication and assembly, hence we set \( 0 - 30 \) V as the voltage sweep range of the \( X \) and \( Y \) axes. The power supply is connected to a desktop computer through a USB interface, and is controlled by a Python script that uses the Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA) standard with a maximum voltage switching frequency of 50 Hz. With a voltage step of 1 V, the full scan across both \( X \) and \( Y \) axes takes \( \sim 30 \) seconds, which prevents real-time applications.

To reduce the sweep time, we start with a coarse-grained voltage sweep then increase the resolution of control as summarized in Algorithm 1. Specifically, we define \( N \) as the number of iterations, and \( T \) as the number of voltage adjust-

3.3 Metasurface Control

To enable polarization rotation control, we need to change the capacitance of the \( X \) and \( Y \) axis phase shifters; in our design this is accomplished by changing the bias voltage of the integrated varactor diodes (SMV1233) in the \( X \) and \( Y \) polarities, which in turn changes their capacitance and thus phase. All diodes in a given polarization are controlled using the same bias voltage; we use a programmable power supply this capacitance from 0.84 pF to 2.41 pF for both the \( X \) and \( Y \) axes resulted in a polarization rotation angle that varied between 1.9° and 48.7° (see Table 1). We have also simulated the polarization rotator structure in the 900 MHz band used for RFID and found comparable performance after additional scaling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( V_x(V) )</th>
<th>( \theta_r(°) )</th>
<th>( 2 )</th>
<th>( 3 )</th>
<th>( 4 )</th>
<th>( 5 )</th>
<th>( 6 )</th>
<th>( 10 )</th>
<th>( 15 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Table 1: Simulated rotation degrees (} \theta_r \text{)} \]
3.4 Polarization Rotation Degree Estimation

Besides increasing SNR, we can also sense the relative orientation of the two endpoints with LLAMA. Here we present our approach for rotation angle estimation according to the received signal power reported by the endpoint receiver, no matter the transmitter-receiver distance; as distances between the transmitter and receiver become comparable to the size of the metasurface (See Figure 4), a fraction of the signal can bypass the metasurface without polarization rotation, and this results in less overall perceived rotation at the receiver. According to our benchmark experimental result plotted in Figure 12 (a), we observed that the received signal power (before the dBm conversion) can be approximated as a linear change with the orientation difference between transmitter and receiver. When we perform measurements across a full voltage sweep, we can get the maximum potential improvement to signal power. To obtain the polarization rotation angle for an unknown transmitter-receiver distance (i.e., the potential power improvement over an orientation sweep is unknown), the key is determining the minimum and maximum polarization rotation angles. We take the following steps.

Step 1: Fix the receiver at the same orientation with the transmitter, by rotating the receiver to find an orientation θ₀ where the received power is largest.

Step 2: Sweep across voltage combinations V_{min} and V_{max} corresponding to min and max powers, respectively (i.e., parallel and orthogonal polarizations).

Step 3: Set the voltage state to the two searched combinations, respectively. At each voltage state, rotate the receiver by 180° to find the new orientation where the power is strongest. The differences of the receiver’s initial orientation and two new orientations |θ₀ - θ_{min}| and |θ₀ - θ_{max}| correspond to the minimum and maximum polarization rotation angles, respectively.

The antenna that needs to be rotated is fixed on a turntable and rotated via remote control [2]. From the experimental results of the match setup shown in Figure 12 (b-d), we can see that the polarization rotation angle varies between 5° – 45° during the voltage sweep.

4 Implementation and Experimental Setup

Metasurface. We fabricated the metasurface with a total surface area of 48 x 48 cm² and a thickness of 5 cm, including 180 functional units (Figure 13 (a-d)). The biasing voltages of the metasurface are provided by a programmable power supply (TektronixSeries 2230G [6]) through two DC channels, as shown in Figure 13 (a). LLAMA utilizes 720 varactor diodes (SMV1233), costing ~ $0.50 each. The total cost of LLAMA for all PCB layers is ~ $540, resulting in a total cost of ~ $900. Given economies of scale, the unit cost can be...
Figure 13: LLAMA prototype and evaluation setups. (a-d) show the PCBs with diodes embedded in the BFS layer. (e) presents the two experimental setups used in the evaluation. The first is a transmissive configuration where endpoints are placed on either side of LLAMA; the second is a reflective configuration where both endpoints are placed on the same side of LLAMA.

reduced to $2 when there are more than 3000 units per PCB.

**Experimental setup.** For controlled experiments, we utilize one USRP N210 software-defined radio with a UBX-40 daughterboard as the ISM signal transceiver, operating at a default center frequency of 2.44 GHz. The transmitter and receiver antennas are separated by a specified distance. We experiment with both directional [9] and omni-directional antennas [3]. We configure and control the USRP using the GNU radio software development toolkit [22] run on a PC. The transmitter continuously transmits a cosine waveform over 500 KHz, while the sampling rate of the receiver is 1 MHz. We also evaluate LLAMA using low-cost Wi-Fi and Bluetooth devices (the same setup as benchmark experiments as shown in Figure 2). Additionally, we perform an experiment with a pair of GIGABYTE mini-PCs [4] with Intel 5300 wireless cards, to evaluate performance over a larger frequency range (i.e., 20 MHz, including 52 OFDM subcarriers).

We perform both through-surface (transmissive) and surface-reflection (reflective) experiments as shown in Figure 13 (e). In transmissive experiments, the metasurface is placed between the transmitter and receiver. In reflective experiments, the transmitter and receiver are placed on the same side of the metasurface. In each experiment, the baseline received signal power without the metasurface is measured by averaging 30 seconds of received samples, and the maximum signal power with the metasurface is obtained after a fast sweep of voltages as detailed in § 3.3. To avoid multipath effects confounding the performance behavior of LLAMA, we cover the test area with RF absorbing material, and use directional antennas by default in USRP-based experiments.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of LLAMA. We first answer how metasurface improves the transmissive signal power in polarization mismatch setup. Then we analyze the relationship between signal enhancement induced by the metasurface across a number of parameters including transmitted power, multipath effect, antenna directionality and operating frequency. We also evaluate LLAMA’s performance for practical low-cost IoT communication links. In addition, we validate LLAMA’s ability to enhance a reflected signal, and demonstrate the influence of the proposed metasurface structure for sensing.

**Performance metrics.** We measure signal strength at the receiver as our performance metric, since this directly characterizes the benefit of polarization rotation. An increase in the received power usually translates to a throughput improvement. While it is common to measure link throughput directly, the size limit of our current prototype makes it challenging to characterize link throughput in diverse settings.

5.1 Transmissive Operation

5.1.1 Transmissive Signal Enhancement

To verify LLAMA’s ability to rotate the polarization of transmissive signals, we conduct experiments with the metasurface under different transmitter-receiver (Tx-Rx) distances (from 24 cm to 60 cm by half wavelength steps of 6 cm). The transmitter and receiver are placed orthogonally such that they are in a mismatched polarization configuration. In each experiment, we measure the received signal power across a full sweep of voltage combinations (both $V_x$ and $V_y$ vary from 0 – 30 V). Figure 14 (a-g) show how the received signal power changes with different voltage combinations at each Tx-Rx distance and how the maximum achieved rotation angle diminishes as the distance becomes comparable to the size of the surface. The signal power changes significantly with changes in biasing voltage. We also find the mapping between these voltages as the rotation shifts gradually with respect to Tx-Rx distance. Figure 14 (h) shows the polarization rotation degree measured by the proposed method in § 3.4. We find that the metasurface can rotate the polarization over a range of $3^\circ$ – $45^\circ$, which allows the metasurface to correct for a significant amount of mismatch. To understand the signal improvements provided by the metasurface, we also measure the signal power in mismatch configuration with no metasurface present as a baseline. By comparing the results with and without the metasurface as depicted in Figure 15, we can see that the metasurface enhances the transmissive signal power by up
5.1.2 Performance Benchmarks

Validating operational bandwidth. In order to evaluate LLAMA’s performance over the entire ISM frequency band, we conduct experiments that vary the operating frequency from 2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz by steps of 0.01 GHz. We measure the maximum signal power with and without the metasurface. From the results shown in Figure 16, we can see that LLAMA enables > 10 dB signal enhancement across the entire ISM frequency band, when compensating for polarization mismatch (orthogonal antenna orientation). This indicates that LLAMA has potential for optimizing IoT communication links with protocols including Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Zigbee.

Impact of incident power on performance gains. In this experiment, we sweep through transmit power settings to understand how incident power affects the performance improvement (measured in terms of channel capacity enhancement) provided by the metasurface — lower transmit powers could potentially be dominated by loss within the metasurface. The capacity is calculated according to the SNR measurement and channel bandwidth. We perform experiments with both directional [9] and omnidirectional [3] antennas on the transceiver. Figure 17 shows that the capacity initially increases slowly with transmitting power for both the directional and omnidirectional antennas.

Impact of multipath. In these experiments we seek to understand the impact of multipath propagation on LLAMA’s performance. We perform experiments in an indoor lab environment without absorber material. We also measure the channel capacity by using two types of antennas at different transmit power. By comparing the results of Figure 18 with Figure 17, we find that for a directional antenna, the metasurface can still contribute similar capacity improvements to without multipath. However, the results from omni-directional antennas are different – when the transmitted power is lower than 2 mW, the metasurface will no longer enhance the passing signal, and in fact degrade the channel capacity. Directional antennas

Figure 14: Measurements with metasurface under polarization mismatch setup. (a-g) show the received signal power heatmap with different voltage combinations. (h) presents the maximum polarization rotation degree caused by metasurface.

Figure 15: Received signal power with/without metasurface in polarization mismatch setup.

Figure 16: Power improvement VS. operating frequency in polarization mismatch setup.

to 15 dB, which extends the potential transmission distance by up to $5.6 \times$ according to the Friis equation [21].
“concentrate” the signals through the metasurface, so the incident power is higher and the metasurface can let more power through; omni-directional antennas do not send as much incident power to the metasurface, so the enhancement from polarization matching may not compensate for the loss through the surface. For that reason, the metasurface can effectively block out some weaker multipath components, and therefore the endpoint receiver will not get constructive interference from these multipath components. In that sense, it is possible the metasurface can reduce performance.

5.1.3 Experiments with Low-cost IoT Devices

Finally, we evaluate LLAMA’s performance with low-cost IoT devices. We perform tests with conventional Wi-Fi and Bluetooth links. The Wi-Fi link is between a Wi-Fi router and an Arduino with a low-cost ESP8266 module, and the Bluetooth link is between a Huawei Watch and a Raspberry Pi 3. From the signal power distributions shown in Figure 19, we find that for the Wi-Fi link, LLAMA creates around 10 dB signal power improvement in a mismatched polarization setup, which looks similar to the matched configuration depicted in Figure 2 (a). While the improvement for the Bluetooth link is lower, this is expected according to the result shown in Figure 18 (a), which indicates the amount of signal quality change that can be affected by LLAMA depends on the incident power level at the metasurface. Nevertheless, we believe LLAMA could still help Bluetooth receivers when the transmitter is a higher-power device, such as a mobile handset.

We next study how LLAMA performs when operating across a wider band channel. Most Wi-Fi transmissions today leverage OFDM over 20 – 40 MHz. To answer this question, we leverage GIGABYTE mini-PCs equipped with conventional off-the-shelf Intel 5300 wireless cards as transceivers to conduct an experiment – the center frequency and bandwidth are 2.47 GHz and 20 MHz, respectively. Figure 20 shows the channel gain measurements with and without the metasurface in a mismatched configuration. The results show that the overall channel gain is improved, but the enhancement of individual subcarriers are different given the specific bias voltages used for the metasurface; this is consistent with the simulation results shown in Figure 11. The subcarrier channel gains with the metasurface are more consistent over frequency than without. We believe the presence of LLAMA blocks weak multipath signal components that traverse longer paths and tend to exhibit frequency-selectivity more, and the remaining components are aligned through polarization rotation.

5.2 Reflective Operation

5.2.1 Reflective Signal Enhancement

In addition to evaluating transmissive configurations, we also look at LLAMA’s effect on reflected signals. We place the transmitter and receiver on the same side of the metasurface, and separate the transmitter and receiver by 70 cm. We perform experiments at different Tx-metasurface distances by moving the metasurface along the vertical line of the transceiver pair. Figure 22 shows the maximum received sig-
5.2.2 Employing LLAMA for Sensing

Based on the reflective configuration, we conjecture that LLAMA can be utilized to enhance sensing. To validate this, we consider human respiration detection as a case study to test LLAMA’s potential. In this experiment, the metasurface is placed 2 m away from the center of the transceiver pair, the human subject is located on the side between the transmitter and the metasurface. First, we remove the metasurface and reduce the transmitting power to where the human subject’s respiration can no longer be detected from the received signal. Then we introduce the metasurface at the predetermined location, and measure the received signal strength. The detection results with and without the metasurface are plotted in Figure 23. It is clear that the metasurface can enhance the reflected signal and allow the target’s respiration rate to be detectable under a low transmit power configuration (5 mW). We believe that LLAMA can also be extended to other low SNR sensing applications [23, 50].

6 Discussion and Future Work

Scaling to a dense IoT deployment. This work marks the first step towards mitigating polarization issues for individual communication links with a LLAMA prototype. Next, we plan to scale up the size of the metasurface for a larger deployment and explore more challenging multi-link scenarios. When there are multiple IoT devices in different polarization orientations, tuning the signal polarization can lead to a new form of polarization reuse or access control and improve the network throughput of a dense IoT deployment.

Adapting to device mobility. The current search time for...
optimal voltage is limited by the switching speed of the commodity power supply we used, hence there is still a latency issue in mobility scenarios. In the future, we will look at methods that can speed this up once the relative antenna orientations are determined and then track the changes.

7 Related Work

Broadly speaking, our work is related to work in three areas: Endpoint optimizations. Most efforts for improving communication quality focuses on controlling the endpoints themselves. For instance, Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO) links leverage multiple antennas to exploit spatial diversity at a sub-link level, while Multi-User MIMO exploits spatial diversity at an inter-link level [24, 25]. Massive MIMO introduces many more antennas at an access point than both radio chains and users, so that the AP may search for a set of antennas that forms a well-conditioned MIMO channel to those users [34, 40, 47]. However, these approaches are fundamentally limited if the cause of performance loss is antenna polarization mismatch between endpoints. At the endpoints, the only directly relevant mitigation strategies are to use either circularly polarized antennas or multiple linearly polarized antennas. Once the antennas are fixed, not much can be done about polarization match at the endpoints. Using an antenna array like massive MIMO can enhance the received signal power, but without directly addressing the polarization issue.

In contrast, an approach that changes the radio environment itself (e.g., deploying low-cost reflectors) offers the possibilities to increase the number of degrees of freedom.

Environment-based optimizations. Previous work on radio environment optimizations fall into two categories: phase-based and amplitude-based. Initial attempts of phase based approaches such as leveraging static mirrors [52] or programmable phased-array reflectors [7, 8, 42] are in the ability of generating constructive propagation paths. These methods focus on millimeter wave links on high frequency bands (i.e., 10 GHz and above). More generally, several proposals argue for dynamically reconfiguring the radio environments [11, 12, 30, 37, 43, 44, 48]. Specifically, recent prototypes manipulate the signal propagation behavior in the 2.4 GHz band, by using a large array of inexpensive antennas [18, 29, 43] or conductive surfaces [16] as phase shifting elements. These systems align phase elements according to a channel decomposition. Amplitude-based designs, such as RFocus [10], sidestep the difficulty in measuring phase. Based on the signal amplitude measurements from the receiver, RFocus configures the signal to either pass through or reflect from the surface element by setting the “on” or “off” state of each element, so that the transmitted signal is focused at the intended receiver.

Orthogonal to prior work that aligns multiple paths to achieve beamforming effects or improve spatial multiplexing efficiency, LLAMA optimizes low-cost IoT communication links by specifically overcoming the pervasive issue of polarization mismatch that affects both single and multi-path communication.

Metamaterials. Metamaterials are an earlier, more general form of metasurfaces that are constructed in 3D rather than 2D. These are artificially constructed with special properties. Recent work in the applied physics community has developed metamaterials that can directly alter existing signals in the environment itself, such as creating materials with a negative refraction index [27] and engineering complex beam patterns [33]. Other work has verified the feasibility of leveraging metamaterials to change the signal polarization [26, 45, 46, 49, 51]. With a biasing network, different voltages are provided to diodes integrated on the metasurface for rotating the polarization of a transmitted wave. While these designs have shown great promise in controlled experiments that quantify performance in a higher frequency band (i.e., > 5 GHz), they were constructed using expensive, low loss substrate materials such as Rogers or F4B. Furthermore, they have not been integrated into an end-to-end system that optimizes signal paths in real time.

In contrast, we present an end-to-end system incorporating the structure of a metasurface design for the 2.4 GHz ISM band using cheaper, but higher loss FR4 material, and specifically control the structure’s polarization rotation to optimize the communication link between a pair of devices.

8 Conclusion

This paper highlights the under-appreciated issue of polarization mismatch for low-cost IoT devices that are physically limited to employing a single low-quality antenna. We present LLAMA, a system designed to mitigate the polarization mismatch without hardware modifications to the endpoints. LLAMA is capable of manipulating the polarization state of the signal arriving at the receiver with a tunable metasurface structure made with cheap material. It can optimize the communication quality in real time, and enhance the performance of sensing applications.
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Abstract

Due to their favorable size, cost, and sustainability, battery-free devices are preferable in various applications. However, battery-free devices operate only intermittently since ambient energy sources, such as light and radio-frequency signals, are often too weak to continuously power the devices. This paper addresses the unsolved problem of efficient device-to-device communication in the face of intermittency. We present Find, the first neighbor discovery protocol for battery-free wireless networks that uses randomized waiting to minimize discovery latency. We also introduce Flync, a new hardware/software solution that synchronizes indoor light harvesting nodes to powerline-induced brightness variations of widely used lamps, which we exploit to further speed up neighbor discovery. Experiments with an open-source prototype built from off-the-shelf hardware components show that our techniques reduce the discovery latency by $4.3 \times$ (median) and $34.4 \times$ (99th percentile) compared with a baseline approach without waiting.

1 Introduction

Despite technological advances, the maintenance costs and environmental impact of batteries remain a major threat to the vision of a truly ubiquitous Internet of Things [3,11]. Battery-free devices that store energy harvested from light, vibrations, radio-frequency (RF) signals, and other ambient sources in a capacitor are one of the most viable alternatives today [45]. Capacitors store electrical energy in an electrical field rather than in the form of chemical energy, and thus have negligible aging effects and are sustainable [1, 6]. Moreover, their favorable size, weight, and cost points enable new applications where batteries would be inconvenient or infeasible [30].

Challenge. The power that can be harvested from ambient energy sources can vary significantly across time and space [15], and is often too weak to directly power a battery-free node, such as a smart sensor [32]. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and further discussed in detail in Sec. 7, a battery-free device first needs to buffer sufficient energy in its capacitor before it can operate for a short period of time; then the device turns off until the capacitor is sufficiently charged again. As a result, battery-free devices operate intermittently.

Intermittency is in stark contrast to conventional duty cycling. While duty cycling is intentionally introduced to save energy and thus predictable, intermittency is mainly dictated by uncontrollable environmental factors and thus impacts the device operation in unpredictable ways. The resulting challenges in terms of, for example, reliable time keeping [12,18] or ensuring application progress and data consistency [8, 34] have been widely studied in the recent literature.

The impact of intermittency on wireless networking has instead received little attention. Just like in conventional battery-supported networks, direct communication between battery-free devices is desirable, for example, to increase the availability of the system [36], to enable novel applications [20, 32], and to reduce infrastructure costs [35]. However, to communicate with one another, sender and receiver must be active simultaneously for at least the airtime of one complete packet. This is challenging in battery-free networks for three reasons:

1. Battery-free nodes can only become active when they have accumulated sufficient energy in their capacitors.
2. They may only be active for a short period, which renders excessive sampling of the wireless channel infeasible.
3. Their duty cycles are often low and may change unpredictably due to varying availability of ambient energy.

For example, our prototype battery-free node needs to charge its capacitor for hundreds of milliseconds to sustain 1 ms of activity when harvesting from indoor light. Because the short...
While backscatter communication can lower the energy costs, work on backscatter has primarily focused on pushing the envelope of communication range and throughput, avoiding intermittency by evaluating the designs under high ambient energy availability [20, 32] or by powering the devices via USB or batteries to not disturb the measurements [35]. To our knowledge, direct radio communication between real battery-free devices has not been explored so far, as the overhead due to intermittency is considered too demanding [36].

**Contribution.** We set out to bootstrap battery-free wireless networks by presenting two mechanisms that enable battery-free nodes to discover each other quickly and efficiently.

The first mechanism, Find, is a neighbor discovery protocol. As illustrated in Fig. 2b, the key idea behind Find is to address the interleaving problem by introducing random delays after the devices have sufficiently charged their capacitors before becoming active. We develop analytical models to determine an optimized delay distribution that minimizes discovery latency. At runtime, each Find node dynamically adapts the delay distribution to changes in its energy availability.

The second mechanism, Flync, is a hardware/software solution that further speeds up the discovery process. Flync phase-synchronizes solar energy harvesting devices to powerline-induced flicker of state-of-the-art lamps; the proposed circuit draws only 5 µW of power. As shown in Fig. 2c, using Find together with Flync, nodes can implicitly align their activity phases to this external synchronization signal, dramatically increasing their chances to be active at the same time.

We prototype our mechanisms on a custom-designed ultra low-power battery-free node. It is based on a state-of-the-art microcontroller (MCU) with a 4.3 GHz Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) radio, and buffers energy harvested via three solar panels in a tiny 47 µF ceramic capacitor.

We use 6 of our prototype battery-free nodes to conduct extensive experiments and a contact-tracing case study. We summarize our key findings as follows:

- **Find** provides shorter discovery latencies than greedy and naïve random node activations. Find + Flync improves on greedy by $4.3 \times$ in terms of the median latency (141 s vs. 604 s); the 99th percentile improvement is 34.4×.

- **Our hardware prototype works with 14 out of 19 fluorescent, halogen, and light emitting diode (LED) lamps we tested, demonstrating that Flync is broadly applicable in indoor environments. Flync provides a stable clock signal when nodes are deployed across different rooms, carried around, or exposed to temporary shadowing.**

- **We conduct a contact-tracing case study in an open-air pub with Find and in an office kitchen using Find + Flync. The median time between consecutive encounters of the same two nodes is 1.5 s and 7.5 s in the outdoor and indoor environment, respectively. This shows the potential of our battery-free designs for real-world applications.**

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

- **Find** is a neighbor discovery protocol for battery-free networks. Find is agnostic to the energy harvesting modality and the type of wireless communication.

- **Flync**, the first solution extracting a stable clock from solar harvesting current, whose amplitude changes due to powerline-induced flicker of state-of-the-art lamps. While we use Flync in tandem with Find to speed up discovery in indoor scenarios, Flync is useful for other purposes and also applicable to battery-supported nodes.

- **A novel battery-free node design including an implementation of an efficient intermittent runtime.**

- **Empirical evidence that the proposed techniques work well under a diverse set of real-world conditions.**
2 Battery-free Neighbor Discovery

This section presents the design of Find, the first neighbor discovery protocol for battery-free wireless networks. Find empowers battery-free nodes to quickly discover each other’s presence despite intermittent operation and varying ambient energy availability. It is agnostic as to how the nodes harvest energy (from solar, vibrations, RF, etc.) and as to whether they communicate using backscatter or radio communication.

The design of Find is based on the observation that the only way battery-free nodes can reliably avoid interleaving is to not wake up and become active immediately after reaching the minimum energy level required to do so. We refer to this as the greedy approach. Instead, Find delays each wake-up for a random time. A crucial question is how to choose this random delay to ensure fast and energy-efficient discovery.

To answer this question, we devise a model that captures the impact of key parameters, such as the charging time needed to reach the minimum energy level and the random delay, on the discovery latency (Sec. 2.1). Using this model, we then determine an optimized delay distribution that minimizes the discovery latency (Sec. 2.2). Finally, we describe how these considerations materialize in the practical design of the Find protocol and its runtime operation (Sec. 2.3).

2.1 Modeling Discovery Latency

Suppose that a node needs to charge for $c$ slots until it reaches the minimum energy level required to be active for one slot. Let $k_0$ denote the first slot in which a node reaches the minimum energy level. Using Find, a node waits for a random delay $d$ in units of slots before it wakes up and becomes active. We model $d$ as a discrete random variable $X$ with probability mass function (pmf) $p_X(x)$. During an active slot, a node fully depletes its energy storage. The probability that a node becomes active for the first time in slot $k$ is given by

$$p_{w,k,0}(k) = p_X(k - k_0)$$

(1)

Afterward, a node needs to recharge for $c$ slots before it can become active again. The time of the second wake-up is the sum of the time of the first wake-up, the charging time, and the second random delay. The same reasoning applies recursively to all future wake-up times. Because the random delay is independently chosen across all wake-ups, we can use a recursive convolution to determine the probability that a node wakes up for the $n$-th time in the $k$-th slot

$$p_{w,k,n}(k) = (p_{w,k,n-1} * p_X)(k - c)$$

(2)

By summing over $n \rightarrow \infty$ we obtain the probability that a node is active in slot $k$

$$p_a(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} p_{w,k,n}(k)$$

(3)

To model discovery latency, we consider a fully connected network of $N$ nodes (i.e., a clique of size $N$). Using a suitable sequence of message exchanges in active slots (see Sec. 2.3), one of the $M = N(N - 1)/2$ bi-directional links $i \leftrightarrow j$ is discovered if nodes $i$ and $j$ are active in the same slot while all other nodes in the network are inactive. Otherwise, a collision occurs and no link is discovered, a typical assumption in neighbor discovery protocols [24]. The probability that link $i \leftrightarrow j$ is discovered within $k$ slots is the complement of the probability that the link is not discovered in slots $0, \ldots, k$:

$$c_{i \leftrightarrow j}(k) = 1 - \prod_{k_i=0}^{k} \left( 1 - p_{a,i}(k) \cdot p_{a,j}(k) \cdot \prod_{l \neq i,j} (1 - p_{a,l}(k)) \right)$$

(4)

$c_{i \leftrightarrow j}(k)$ can be regarded as the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the discrete random variable describing the slot in which link $i \leftrightarrow j$ is discovered. With $p_{i \leftrightarrow j}(k)$ denoting the corresponding pmf, we compute the expected fraction of links discovered up to slot $k$ by averaging $p_{i \leftrightarrow j}(k)$ over all $M$ links

$$d(k) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i \leftrightarrow j} p_{i \leftrightarrow j}(k)$$

(5)

If the nodes’ charging times are finite, $d(k)$ is a valid cdf, and we define the discovery latency as

$$T_{rd} = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} (1 - d(k))$$

(6)

2.2 Optimized Delay Distribution

With the above model we are able to get a better understanding of how nodes should delay their wake-ups to help discovery.

Example. Suppose two nodes $i$ and $j$ with the same charging time of $c = 100$ slots, but different slots $k_0$ in which they reach...
Choosing a distribution. The above example suggests that a non-negative delay distribution with high randomness and low mean is preferable. Entropy is a commonly used measure of randomness. Maximizing the entropy of a general non-negative distribution with a given mean yields the exponential distribution [38]. Thus, in Fig. 3, we draw random delays from the geometric distribution, the discrete analogue of the exponential distribution, with scale parameter $1/r$ and pmf $(1 - r)^k r$ for $k \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\}$.

To confirm our reasoning, we compare the geometric distribution against other well-known distributions, namely the discrete uniform distribution and the Poisson distribution. We sweep the scale parameter of the three distributions and compute the discovery latency using (6) for the two-node case, where nodes $i$ and $j$ have equal charging times ($25, 100, 500$, or $1000$ slots). We find that the geometric distribution achieves the lowest discovery latency across all charging times. Fig. 5 shows the resulting curves for a charging time of 100 slots. The differences in the minimum discovery latencies are relatively small. One reason for this is that, according to the central limit theorem, the probability that a node wakes up for the $n$-th time in slot $k$ converges to a normal distribution for large $n$, irrespective of the underlying delay distribution.

**Determining optimized distribution parameters.** Having chosen a suitable delay distribution, we now turn to the problem of determining the scale parameter that minimizes the discovery latency. To formally state the optimization problem, we consider the worst case in terms of discovery latency: all $N$ nodes have the same charging time $c$, and their initial wake-up times $k_{0,i}$ are all interleaved as in Fig. 3, that is,

$$k_{0,i} = i \cdot \frac{c + 2E[X]}{N}$$

where $i$ is the node index and $E[X]$ is the expected delay. For specific $N$ and $c$, we minimize the discovery latency given by (6) and the initial offsets given by (7)

$$\min_r T_{nd}(N, c)$$

Numerical evaluation suggests that $T_{nd}(N, c)$ is convex (see Fig. 5) and hence straightforward to optimize. We use Brent’s method [9] to approximate the scale parameter $1/r^*$ that minimizes the discovery latency. The next section explains how we adapt the scale parameter at runtime on a real node.

### 2.3 Practical Protocol Design

The above analysis makes a number of simplifying assumptions that do not hold in practice. For example, the charging times are generally different across nodes and vary over time. A node typically only knows its own charging time $c$ and is unaware of the total number $N$ of nodes in the network.

Nevertheless, prior work has shown that neighboring nodes have similar energy availability because they harvest energy from the same ambient source(s) [4, 15]. Thus, in the absence of any prior information, a reasonable approach for a node is to assume that its neighbors harvest the same amount of energy and thus have the same charging time $c$ like itself.

Moreover, we found that knowledge of the number of nodes $N$ is often not required: optimizing for the case of a two-node
network yields competitive performance across a wide range of network densities. In other words, in practice it is often sufficient for a node to assume that it is only one neighbor (although over time it may discover that it has many more).

To understand why, we plot in Fig. 6 the discovery latency for a charging time of 25 slots when optimizing for (i) the known network density $\rho = N/c$, (ii) a fixed network density of $\rho = 1$, and (iii) a two-node network. We can see that for a network density of $\rho \leq 2.5$ the three approaches achieve almost the same performance. For realistic charging times, the network density rarely exceeds this threshold. For example, based on the charging times and beacon length in our real-world case study (see Sec. 6), a network density of $\rho = 2$ would require a network of around 4000 fully connected nodes.

Runtime operation. Prior to each wake-up, a Find node samples a geometric distribution to determine the random delay. A node dynamically adapts the scale parameter of the distribution to changes in its charging time, under the assumption that it has only one neighbor with the same charging time, as explained above. To achieve an efficient runtime operation, we store a look-up table of optimized scale parameters in non-volatile memory and use inverse transform sampling to convert samples from a uniform pseudo-random number generator to the optimized, geometric distribution.

Frame structure. Taking inspiration from existing neighbor discovery protocols for battery-powered sensor nodes [5, 13], we adopt the frame structure shown in Fig. 7. During each active slot, a node first transmits a beacon, then listens for potential beacons from neighboring nodes, and finally transmits another beacon at the end of the slot. The second beacon ensures that nodes can discover bi-directional links in one common active slot. Specifically, if the slot offset $T$ between two nodes (see Fig. 7) is uniformly distributed between $-T_{\text{slot}}/2$ and $T_{\text{slot}}/2$, where $T_{\text{slot}}$ is the slot length, the probability that two nodes successfully discover each other’s presence is

$$p = 1 - \frac{2 \cdot (T_{\text{tx}} + T_{\text{rx}})}{2 \cdot (T_{\text{tx}} + T_{\text{rx}}) + T_{\text{rx}}} \quad (9)$$

Here, as depicted in Fig. 7, $T_{\text{tx}}, T_{\text{rx}},$ and $T_{\text{ra}}$ denote the times needed to transmit a beacon, to listen for potential beacons, and to switch from receive to transmit mode (or vice versa). In order to maximize the success probability according to (9), Find keeps the beacon transmission time $T_{\text{tx}}$ as short as possible to maximize the listening window $T_{\text{rx}}$.

3 Further Accelerating Neighbor Discovery

Find provides fast and energy-efficient neighbor discovery in battery-free networks. Nevertheless, if the ambient energy availability is low, discovery may still take a long time due to the low duty cycles. For example, according to our model, under dim indoor light conditions it takes on average 8 min until two of our prototype battery-free nodes (see Sec. 4) discover each other. Similar observations are to be expected when nodes harvest from weak RF signals or miniature vibrations [7]. The discovery latencies in those challenging energy environments can be prohibitively long for many applications.

This section introduces an approach that facilitates, according to our model, a 10× speed-up in the above-mentioned scenario, allowing two nodes to discover each other in 45 s on average instead of 8 min at an additional cost of only 5 µW. The underlying idea is that neighboring nodes harvest energy from the same ambient source(s) and may therefore have access to a common energy signal that can be used as a time reference. In combination with Find, nodes can exploit this common time reference to align their wake-ups, thereby increasing the chances that nodes are active in the same slot.

To assess the potential of this idea, we focus on harvesting energy from indoor light. While this is a popular method for powering battery-free nodes due to the ubiquity of interior lamps, the energy density of indoor light is significantly lower than that of sunlight. As such, it represents both a challenging environment for battery-free neighbor discovery and a highly relevant setting for real applications. In the following, we provide answers to three key questions:

1. What common energy signal can nodes use? (Sec. 3.1)
2. How to efficiently extract a time reference? (Sec. 3.2)
3. How to exploit this for faster discovery? (Sec. 3.3)
3.1 Powerline Flicker in Solar Current

When harvesting energy from indoor light, we observed that the solar panel current varies with double the powerline frequency (50 or 60 Hz depending on the region). As an example, Fig. 8 shows the solar panel current when harvesting energy from an LED panel light found in a typical office space.

Practically all indoor lamps are connected to mains power, which induces phase-synchronized brightness variations (powerline flicker) of the lamps through different effects. Despite their relatively high inertia, the alternating current through the filament of incandescent and halogen lamps causes temperature and, as a result, brightness variations. A similar effect occurs in gas-discharge lamps like the ubiquitous fluorescent lamps, where the alternating current through the gas modulates the brightness. Due to the exponential relation between forward voltage and brightness, voltage-controlled LEDs are also sensitive to residual ripple of the rectified supply voltage. Because the power available from a solar panel is proportional to the brightness of the incident light, it also varies with double the powerline frequency, as visible in Fig. 8.

To assess the potential of using powerline flicker as a common energy signal, we characterize the magnitude of powerline frequency induced fluctuations of the solar panel current for a wide variety of lamps. To compare lamps across diverse average brightness levels, we define the flicker index \( FI \) as the ratio of the amplitude of the powerline frequency component and the DC component of the solar panel current \( I_p \)

\[
FI = \frac{I_p(2\pi \cdot f_{pl})}{I_p(0)}
\]  
(10)

where \( I_p(\omega) = \mathcal{F}\{I_p(t)\} \) is the Fourier transform of the solar panel current and \( f_{pl} \) is the powerline frequency.

We attach an IXYS SM141K06L solar panel to a Shepherd node [15] and record 15 s of solar panel current at a sampling frequency of 100 kHz from each of the 19 lamps in Fig. 9. For each trace we compute the flicker index using (10). The results in Fig. 9 show that all lamps we tested exhibit varying levels of powerline flicker. We observe that all fluorescent and halogen lamps have a relatively large flicker index. The results for the tested LED lamps are more ambiguous. We suspect that highly integrated, bulb-shaped LED lamps tend to have high-quality current-controlled drivers with little flicker, whereas commercial panel-style LED lamps often rely on voltage-controlled drivers with significant levels of flicker.

We conclude that most types of lamps exhibit significant powerline flicker, which makes this an attractive common energy signal. Next, we present our design of Flync, a hardware/software solution that extracts a frequency- and phase-synchronized clock signal from this common energy signal on distributed battery-free nodes. The dashed line in Fig. 9 is the measured sensitivity (see Sec. 5.2) of our Flync prototype, showing that the proposed design works with all fluorescent and halogen lamps and the majority of LED lamps.

3.2 Extracting a Clock from Solar Current

To be viable, Flync needs to provide a stable clock signal while keeping the required energy costs as low as possible.

**Hardware.** We propose the circuit shown in Fig. 10, which converts the modulated current signal from the solar panel into a digital clock signal that can be connected to a general purpose input/output (GPIO) pin of a MCU. The current through shunt resistor \( R_S \) causes a voltage drop that is filtered with a narrow-band bandpass filter to extract and amplify the powerline frequency component. We tune the band-pass filter to a gain of 36 dB at a center frequency of exactly double the powerline frequency, taking into account the limited gain-
bandwidth product of the low-power operational amplifier. The resulting signal is connected to a comparator directly and through a low-pass filter to convert it into a digital signal.

The TI TLV521 operational amplifier used in the band-pass filter has a typical current draw of 350 nA, and the TLV7031 comparator has a typical current draw of 315 nA. Including the losses over the 300 Ω shunt resistor, the Flync circuit draws a total of around 5 µW under typical harvesting conditions. This is orders of magnitude lower than the power draw of related approaches, using a light sensor and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) (5.394 mW [31]) or an antenna to extract the signal from powerline radiation (300 µW [42]).

**Software.** To achieve a stable clock signal, we use a phase-locked loop (PLL) in combination with a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller to synchronize the MCU’s real-time clock (RTC) to the powerline frequency signal extracted with our proposed circuit. In Sec. 4.2, we describe our software implementation of Flync in more detail.

### 3.3 Exploiting the Clock for Faster Discovery

Using Flync, neighboring battery-free nodes have access to a common clock. Nodes can use the phase information of this clock to implicitly agree on times at which they potentially become active. For the powerline flicker, this could be the rising edges of the solar panel current (see Fig. 8).

When using Find without Flync, we set the slot length to the duration of a node’s active period. When using Find with Flync, we increase the slot length to $1/(2 \cdot f_{pl})$ and let nodes only become active at the beginning of a slot. This increases the probability that nodes become active in the same slot. For example, consider two nodes that randomly and uniformly wake up once within a 1 s time window. Using a slot length of 1 ms, the probability that both nodes wake up in the same slot is 1/1000. With a slot length of 10 ms, this probability is $10 \times$ higher, which speeds up the neighbor discovery process.

Flync exploits the well-behaved, widely available powerline flicker as synchronization source, but the concept applies to any phase-synchronized signal available on different nodes. Because the benefit in terms of a shorter discovery latency stems from increasing the effective slot length, the signal’s period must be longer than the duration of a node’s active period. The lower the frequency, the longer the slot length and the greater the potential benefit. If the period is longer than the charging time of a node, it can be divided down to avoid nodes wasting energy while waiting for the next slot.

### 4 Prototype Implementation

This section describes the hardware and software components of our prototype implementation.

#### 4.1 Hardware

We design a low-power battery-free node that integrates the circuit from Fig. 10. The node is based on a Nordic Semiconductor nRF52840 MCU, which features a 64 MHz ARM Cortex-M4F and a 2.4 GHz radio with support for Bluetooth 5.2 and IEEE 802.15.4. The node harvests energy using three 23 mm × 8 mm IXYS KXOB25-05X3F solar panels. A TI BQ25505 DC-DC boost converter steps up the voltage of the solar panels and charges a 2 mm × 1.25 mm × 1.25 mm 47 µF multilayer ceramic capacitor (MLCC). However, due to DC bias, the capacitor has only an effective capacitance of around 17 µF at 3.3 V. The BQ25505 implements a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) mechanism that aims to operate the solar panels close to their optimal voltage of around 80 % of the panels’ open-circuit voltage. The MPPT circuit obtains a new reference voltage every 16 s by disabling the charger for 256 ms and sampling the panels’ open-circuit voltage. Once the capacitor voltage reaches a hardware-programmable threshold of 3.3 V, the BQ25505 sets one of its pins high. This pin is connected to a TI TS5A23166 analog switch that connects the MCU to the capacitor-buffered supply voltage.

The two-layer printed circuit board (PCB) shown in Fig. 11 measures 29 mm × 29 mm. The total cost of all components is $13.89, including $8.11 for the relatively expensive, highly integrated nRF52840 module. Comparing our design to recently proposed battery-free platforms with similar capabilities in Table 1, we see that our prototype is indeed one of the first truly battery-free nodes in the sense that the energy storage is negligible in terms of cost, size, and environmental impact: The ceramic capacitor does not contain problematic materials, costs $0.024, and takes up only 0.3 % of the PCB area.
4.2 Software

Next, we describe our implementation of an efficient runtime for battery-free nodes. We also detail the PLL implementation of Flync and key configuration parameters of Find.

**Efficient runtime.** Many existing battery-free runtimes discharge the capacitor until the voltage drops below the minimum and the MCU is powered off [12, 17]. To avoid the high energy costs of frequent hardware resets, we implement a different approach that we call soft intermittency. During charging, the MCU enters the lowest possible sleep mode, periodically waking up to sample the capacitor voltage with the built-in ADC. In this mode, we measure a total average power draw of 15 µW, including the power for the Flync circuitry and software processing. When the capacitor voltage reaches a software-defined turn-on threshold, the node arms the power-fail comparator, a dedicated peripheral that raises an interrupt when the capacitor voltage drops below a software-defined turn-off threshold. Then the node executes protocol and application code until it is notified by the power-fail comparator upon which it immediately transitions to deep sleep, drastically reducing its power draw until it has again buffered enough energy. While this soft intermittency approach cannot prevent hard resets when there is no energy input for several hundreds of milliseconds, it greatly increases the average efficiency without using additional comparators and switches.

**Flync PLL.** The comparator at the output of the circuit in Fig. 10 has a relatively small hysteresis, occasionally causing flickering at signal transitions. Furthermore, while MPPT obtains a new reference value, the harvesting current approaches zero, causing the clock signal to pause for hundreds of milliseconds. To provide a stable clock signal despite these disturbances, we implement a PLL that synchronizes the MCU’s RTC to the signal extracted with the Flync circuit. We configure the GPIO peripheral to generate an interrupt on a rising edge at the GPIO pin connected to the output of the comparator of the circuit. After a reset, we wait for the first GPIO interrupt. Upon this interrupt, we set up an RTC interrupt to reset the RTC counter after the nominal powerline frequency interval. Ideally, all following GPIO interrupts should coincide with that RTC interrupt. Thus, the counter value at the time of the GPIO interrupt can be interpreted as phase deviation between the external clock signal and the local timer.

We implement a control loop to continuously adjust the timer period in order to minimize the phase deviation. In this way, we obtain a highly stable interrupt that is phase-synchronized with the variations of the solar panel current and works even during the MPPT sampling or other disruptions.

**Find settings.** Each beacon in Find’s frame structure shown in Fig. 7 consists of 2 B preamble, 3 B base address, 6 B payload, and 1 B cyclic redundancy check (CRC). When using the 2 Mbit BLE mode of the radio, this corresponds to a beacon transmission time of $T_{\text{b}} = 48 \mu s$. With 17 µF of capacitance, the time required to start the high-frequency oscillator, and a turn-around time of $T_{\text{ta}} = 40 \mu s$, we can afford a maximum listening window of $T_{\text{rx}} = 800 \mu s$. As a result, two nodes can successfully detect each other if they wake up with an offset $T$ between 88 µs and 848 µs (see Fig. 7).

4.3 Example Real-world Trace

Fig. 12 shows capacitor voltages and activities over time while one of our prototype nodes runs Find. We see that the node charges its capacitor until reaching the turn-on threshold of 3.3 V. It wakes up and samples a random delay from Find’s optimized distribution. The necessary computations cause a noticeable drop in the capacitor voltage when transitioning from charging to waiting. After the random delay, the node becomes active and quickly drains its capacitor below the turn-off threshold of 2.8 V. The overview on the left side of Fig. 12 also shows how the capacitor discharges during MPPT at around 1.5 s. The detailed view on the right side shows the individual stages while the node is active. We see that the node first starts the high-frequency clock required to run the radio. Then it sends the first beacon and starts to listen for potential beacons from other nodes. After listening for 800 µs, the node sends the trailing beacon. The remaining energy in the capacitor is assigned to the application that can run until the capacitor voltage hits the turn-off threshold.

5 Evaluation

We manufacture six prototype battery-free nodes to evaluate Find and Flync. We first look at their effectiveness in terms of discovery latency, followed by a detailed characterization of Flync’s robustness and performance. Sec. 6 reports on the results of a contact tracing case study based on our techniques.
5.1 Neighbor Discovery Performance

To fairly compare the neighbor discovery performance of our techniques against baseline approaches, we conduct experiments under controlled conditions. Sec. 6 reports on results when using Find and Flync in uncontrolled environments.

**Setup.** All experiments are conducted in a darkened room with a controllable light source. We place six prototype nodes next to each other on a flat surface. The nodes are programmed to output the ID of any discovered node over universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART), while a logic analyzer logs the output of every node. For each run, we let nodes wake up with a random initial delay, and consider the measured time until all 15 bi-directional links are discovered as the discovery latency. We compare Find and Find + Flync with a greedy approach, where nodes become active as soon as their capacitor voltage reaches the turn-on threshold, and a uniform approach, where nodes randomly delay their wake-ups by a uniformly distributed time. Overall, the measurement campaign took more than 4 days, in which we performed between 48 and 128 runs for each of the four approaches.

**Results.** Fig. 13 shows the measured discovery latency for each approach, including the median, the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the 1.5 × of the interquartile range. Clearly, the greedy approach performs worst. This is mainly because of interleaved activity phases of the nodes, as visible from the trace in Fig. 14. If we zoom in on the first three and the last three wake-ups in the trace, we notice that nodes repeatedly wake up with the same pattern that prevents discovery despite different charging times and MPPT intervals. In Fig. 15, instead, we see that when nodes use Find to randomly delay each wake-up, they are more likely to be active at the same time. For instance, at about 4.5 s, the nodes wake up with an offset of less than 848 µs and are therefore able to successfully exchange beacons as shown in the detailed plot on the right side of Fig. 15. This explains the significant reduction in median discovery latency from 604 s with greedy to 390 s with Find, as visible in Fig. 13. We also see that Find’s optimized delay distribution performs slightly better than the uniform approach (median of 431 s), which matches the magnitude of improvement predicted by our model (see Fig. 5).

![Figure 13: Discovery latency of four different approaches in a network of 6 battery-free nodes. Our techniques outperform the comparison approaches by up to 4.3 × (median) and 34.4 × (99th percentile).](image)

![Figure 14: Interleaved activity phases of two nodes when using the greedy approach. The zoomed in plots on the bottom show that, despite the disturbances caused by MPPT, the two nodes repeatedly wake up with the same pattern, preventing successful discovery.](image)

![Figure 15: Using Find, nodes prevent interleaving by delaying each wake-up by a small random time, enabling quick discovery.](image)

Find + Flync achieves the lowest median discovery latency of 142 s, which corresponds to an overall improvement of 4.3 × (median) and 34.4 × (99th percentile) compared with greedy.

5.2 Flync Sensitivity

To extract a clock signal, the Flync circuit requires a minimum magnitude of the powerline frequency component in the solar panel current. We empirically determine the corresponding minimum flicker index for our hardware prototype.

**Method.** The magnitude of the powerline frequency component is proportional to the DC component and decreases with smaller panel size and increasing distance from the light source. We define the worst-case minimum flicker index as the flicker index sufficient to extract a clock signal even at the lowest possible harvesting current. The latter is defined by the minimum power requirements of our prototype when running Find, the panel voltage, and the corresponding efficiency of the DC-DC converter. Our solar panels have a typical panel voltage of 1 V at the maximum power point. At this voltage, our DC-DC converter has an efficiency of 80 %. Thus, the minimum harvesting current to cover the power requirements of our prototype is about 37.5 µW, which corresponds to 50 µA.

We use a Keithley 2600B sourcemeter to generate a current signal with a DC offset of 50 µA while sweeping the ampli-
Mobility. We keep one node static and attach the other one to the wrist of a person. The person waves, changing distance and angle between the node’s solar panels and the light source.

Fig. 17 shows a period where the node moves closer and farther away from the lamp. The changes in the amplitude of the current signal affect the time difference between the nodes.

5.3 Flync Robustness

We now assess the robustness of Flync when a node changes its position and orientation relative to the light source, when the solar panels of a node are temporarily covered, and when electrical loads are temporarily connected to the same power strip. To this end, we experiment with two nodes powered by a desk lamp and connect them to an oscilloscope. We quantify the quality of the clock signal, we compute the correlation coefficient between the signal and a phase-aligned 100 Hz reference. We repeat these measurements for four of our prototype nodes.

**Results.** The results in Fig. 16 show that there is a distinct threshold at around $FI = 0.008$ beyond which all nodes begin to output a clean clock signal. Comparing this with Fig. 9, we conclude that, with the exception of 5 LED lamps, our prototype works with the vast majority of the lamps we tested.

The comparator that thresholds the sine wave uses a low-pass filter that reacts slowly to changes in the average amplitude. As a result, the clock signal deteriorates temporarily, causing an increased time difference of up to 1 ms. However, after a short while, the time difference recovers to previous levels.

**Shadowing.** To investigate the impact of shadowing, we put both nodes on a table and temporarily cover one of them by slowly moving a hand between the lamp and the node.

Fig. 18 shows that the time difference increases after covering the panel as the PLL loses its reference signal. However, without significant energy input, the node does not reach the turn-on threshold, which renders communication infeasible anyhow. As soon as the panel is uncovered, the node quickly charges up again and, after less than a second, the clock returns with a small time difference.

**Electrical loads.** We repeatedly switch on and off a drilling machine and a vacuum cleaner connected to the same power strip as the lamp. We do not observe any noticeable effect of the loads on the time difference between the two nodes.

5.4 Flync Jitter

In a final set of experiments, we look at the time difference between the clock signals of different nodes when these are: (i) powered by a single light source, (ii) placed in different rooms, and (iii) powered by different types of light sources.

**Testbed.** For these experiments, we built a distributed testbed of observer nodes. The observer nodes are accurately time-synchronized to within 479 ns, and record the clock signals of the attached prototype nodes with a resolution of 62.5 ns.

**Single light source.** We place six of our prototype nodes in the same room with a single halogen lamp. The experiments are conducted during the day, and the nodes receive a mixture of natural sunlight and artificial light from the lamp. Using our testbed, we record the clock edges of all six nodes for 1 h.

Fig. 19 shows the pairwise time difference between nodes. Because the phase offset resulting from propagation delays of light is negligible, the jitter must be introduced on each node. For example, a slight difference in the offset voltage of the comparator can lead to a significant mean difference of the
resulting clock signal. Nevertheless, with 95% of the more than five million recorded pairs below 244 µs, the jitter is well below the 848 µs tolerated by our Find implementation.

**Different rooms.** We conduct experiments in three rooms of an office building equipped with fluorescent tubes. The rooms are located on a long hallway with a distance of around 15 m between the middle room and the other two. We place two nodes in each room, and record with our testbed for 4 h while the nodes receive light from the tubes as well as sunlight.

Fig. 20 shows that there is a small offset between rooms 2 and 3 with 95% of the recorded values being smaller than 700 µs. The offsets between rooms 1 and 2 and rooms 1 and 3 are centered around 3.3 ms. While residential homes are often connected to a single phase, larger apartment blocks or commercial buildings are typically fed by three-phase power. Apparently, the lights in room 1 are connected to a different phase than the lights in rooms 2 and 3, leading to a 60° phase and 3.3 ms time shift between the light intensity variations. Thus, when nodes need to discover neighbors across rooms with lights potentially connected to different power phases, they must be able to become active not only at the edge of their own Flync clock signal, but also with a 60° phase shift.

**Different types of light sources.** We plug an LED, a fluorescent, and two halogen lamps into the same power strip. We place one node under each lamp so that it only receives light from this lamp, and record for 30 min with our testbed.

Fig. 21 reveals large offsets between the clocks of nodes powered by different types of lamps. These offsets are due to varying phase shifts between the powerline voltage and the brightness variations of the lamp. For example, although the current through an incandescent lamp is in phase with the supply voltage, the filament may take some time to heat up and cool down, leading to the observed phase shift. Other types of lamps contain inductors or capacitive elements, a switching power supply, or an electronic ballast that cause different phase shifts. This shows that Flync does not work out of the box when different nodes are powered by different types of lamps. The static phase shifts would need to be measured during deployment or learned at runtime. On the other hand, Flync may not work reliably when individual nodes receive a mixture of light from different types of lamps. The results from the previous experiments (see Figs. 19 and 20) show that Flync works well when nodes receive a mixture of natural sunlight and artificial light from the same type of lamp.

## 6 Case Study: Contact Tracing

Automatic contact tracing is important to contain the spread of infectious diseases (e.g., SARS-CoV2) in a scalable manner. It allows to quickly identify contacts of an infected person and to quarantine potentially infected individuals before they become contagious. To assess the potential of our proposed designs for real-world battery-free applications, we conduct a contact tracing case study with our prototype nodes.

**Setup.** We attach six nodes to the shirts of human participants, as shown in Fig. 22a. The nodes run the Find protocol, logging the timestamp and ID of each discovered node to non-volatile memory. As we are only interested in relatively close contacts that would allow a virus to transmit from one person to another, we set the transmission power of the beacons to −16 dBm. We run experiments indoors and outdoors, as detailed below. After each run, we dump the content of the non-volatile memory of each node to a computer for analysis.

![Figure 22: Battery-free contact tracing.](image)
Indoor experiment: coffee kitchen. Two persons sit at a table in a small coffee kitchen, roughly 1.5 m apart from each other. After 3 min a third person enters the kitchen and prepares a coffee for 2 min. The kitchen is equipped with fluorescent lamps, and we use Flync together with Find.

Fig. 23 plots the charging times and recorded rendezvous of the three nodes over time. We see a total of 49 received beacons. All contacts are logged successfully with low latency, despite the relatively long charging times of hundreds of milliseconds. Specifically, the first contact between persons 1 and 2 is detected after 43.9 s. When person 3 enters the kitchen, it takes 26.6 s and 17.9 s until the contacts with persons 1 and 2 are detected, respectively. Overall, the median time between rendezvous of the same two nodes is 7.5 s.

Outdoor experiment: open-air pub. Three pairs of persons sit at opposite sides of three tables (see Fig. 22b). Two tables are next to each other; the third table is at a distance of around 4.5 m. We perform the experiments in the morning of a slightly overcast day at an open-air pub without direct sunlight. Receiving only natural sunlight, the nodes do not make use of Flync. We conduct three consecutive 15 min runs.

We measure a total of 4426 received beacons. All contacts between persons on the same table are successfully recorded. More importantly, contacts between persons on different tables in close vicinity are also reliably detected. Due to the low transmit power, we do not see any rendezvous between the first two tables and the third remote table, which is expected and in fact desirable because we only want to trace contacts that are associated with an actual risk of virus transmission. Fig. 24 shows the histogram of the time between consecutive rendezvous between the same two nodes. As expected, the time between rendezvous is approximately exponentially distributed, and the mean is estimated between 2.61 s and 2.78 s with 95% confidence. This means, under the given conditions, we are able to detect contacts with a resolution of around 2.67 s, allowing for fine-grained contact tracing.

Summary. The results from our contact tracing case study show that Find and Flync are also effective under uncontrolled real-world conditions. Outdoors, energy availability is high and therefore Find alone enables fast rendezvous and fine-grained contact tracing. Indoors, Flync can compensate for the significantly lower energy density of interior light, providing decent performance even under these challenging conditions.

7 Discussion

We have presented two novel techniques that enable for the first time efficient device-to-device communication in the face of intermittency. By introducing random delays, Find breaks interleaved activity patterns of battery-free devices to discover each other faster and more efficiently. By tapping into the powerline-induced flicker of state-of-the-art lamps, Flync phase-synchronizes devices that harvest energy from indoor light. While we have exploited Flync to further speed up discovery in battery-free networks, Flync is useful for other purposes and also applicable to battery-supported devices.

Recent work tackles the intermittency problem on individual battery-free devices in terms of, for example, computing and time keeping [8,12,18,34]. We instead focus on communication between battery-free devices that operate intermittently. Like prior work, our techniques are relevant if intermittency makes traditional approaches inefficient or unreliable. To understand the scope of our work, we discuss intermittency and relevant impact factors below. Afterward, we discuss the influence of built-in randomness on our proposed techniques.

7.1 When Does Intermittency Occur?

A battery-free device goes through periods with low power requirements (e.g., system-off and sleep modes) and high power requirements (e.g., sensing, processing, and communication). Since the instantaneous power available from a harvester is often insufficient to support a battery-free device during periods with high power requirements, some form of energy storage is needed that buffers energy when the device is inactive to support a high-power workload for a short period of time.

The minimum size of the energy storage is determined by the demands of the largest atomic operation that must not be interrupted. For example, to transmit or receive a packet, the buffered energy needs to be sufficient to power the radio for at least the airtime of one complete packet; other examples of atomic operations include reading out a sensor or executing
a checkpoint [21]. In our proposed Find protocol, the largest atomic operation is the frame sequence depicted in Fig. 7.

If a device with an active power draw higher than the harvesting power is equipped with an energy storage that does not support executing multiple iterations of the largest atomic operation from a single full charge, it is forced to go through periods of inactivity—the device is said to operate intermittently. Intermittency is in stark contrast to duty cycling, which is intentionally used on devices with primary or rechargeable batteries, yet the devices can become active at any point in time subject only to an upper bound on the average duty cycle. By contrast, intermittency prevents a device from becoming active at any point in time, and when a device enters and exits the inactivity phases is only partially controllable, at best.

### 7.2 What Factors Impact Intermittency?

Three key dimensions influence the extent of the intermittency problem: energy input, energy storage, and workload.

**Energy input.** An ambient energy source may exhibit intermittent behavior, including periods where it emits no energy. Clearly, a battery-free device can only harvest energy when the ambient source emits energy. In this case, provisioning a device with a harvester that provides the power required to continuously operate the device in high-power mode prevents the intermittency problem. This, however, would come with major drawbacks in terms of size, weight, and costs. For example, a battery-free device may draw only 10 µW on average but 10 mW when active, thus requiring to over-provision the harvester by a factor of 1000. While such over-provisioning is in theory always possible, it is severely limited in practice by the constraints imposed by the application requirements.

**Energy storage.** If permitted by the application requirements, an energy storage larger than the minimum required to execute the largest atomic operation may be used. For example, using a high-capacity rechargeable battery can prevent intermittency. Such batteries have a high energy density, but their minimum physical dimensions are typically orders of magnitude larger than those of capacitors. Batteries are also more expensive and subject to aging, losing capacity over time and eventually malfunctioning with excessive heat and leakage of potentially toxic chemicals. By contrast, capacitors have low energy density, but are extremely cheap, readily available in sizes well below 0.1 mm³, have negligible aging effects, and do not contain problematic materials (e.g., toxic chemicals). Thus, despite advances in battery technology, alternative systems to store energy are being explored [3] and capacitors are widely regarded as a more sustainable option [11, 45].

When a device is inactive, it accumulates charge until the capacitor voltage reaches a turn-on threshold. The amount of energy that can be stored depends on the turn-on threshold, which is limited by the breakdown voltage of the capacitor and the device’s maximum operating voltage. When a device is active, it discharges the capacitor until the voltage reaches a turn-off threshold, which is dictated by the device’s minimum operating voltage. Thus, for the same capacitor, a device with a lower minimum operating voltage or a higher maximum operating voltage can increase the effective amount of buffered energy that can be used. This allows to either use a smaller capacitor or execute longer from a single full charge, potentially alleviating the intermittency problem.

**Workload.** While lower-power hardware can reduce the average power draw in sleep mode and thus the charging time, it does not generally avoid intermittency. This would require pushing also the active power below the harvesting power.

Reducing the transmission power of the radio can extend the time a device can operate from a single full charge. While this may alleviate the intermittency problem, it also reduces the communication range, which may render device-to-device communication infeasible or require multi-hop networking.

Similarly, using backscatter communication instead of active radio communication may bring the active power draw of a device below the harvesting power and thereby enable continuous operation. However, backscatter requires the presence of an external carrier and may pose limitations in terms of communication range and data rate. In particular, existing practical implementations of tag-to-tag backscatter receivers do not yet reach the point where the end-to-end power draw is negligible (i.e., below sleep power of around 1 µW) [35, 39], thus leaving a significant region in the design space of battery-free backscatter devices where intermittency occurs.

### 7.3 Impact of Built-in Spatial Randomness

Find tackles interleaving by letting nodes randomly and independently delay their wake-ups. This approach is particularly effective in scenarios with little built-in spatial randomness, that is, when the harvested energy exhibits limited variability between nodes, regardless of a potentially high temporal variability in harvested energy. We believe this holds for a broad class of battery-free application scenarios, because nodes in a confined space often harvest energy from the same ambient source(s). On the other hand, a high built-in spatial randomness may alleviate the interleaving problem. Although our case study experiments exhibit built-in spatial and temporal randomness, it remains an open question how built-in spatial randomness may influence the choice of Find’s delay distribution and scale parameter as well as its overall effectiveness.

### 8 Related Work

**Battery-free device-to-device communication.** Prior work on battery-free wireless device-to-device communication is mainly theoretical [25, 51], studying the capacity limits for different energy scheduling, transmission, and decoding policies. Understanding energy issues on the receiver side [2] and the impact of intermittency have been open problems. On the other hand, practical work on tag-to-tag backscatter communication has primarily focused on physical-layer issues and considers intermittency an orthogonal problem [20, 32, 35].
Table 2: Compared with prior work using powerline frequency for synchronization, Flync provides frequency and phase synchronization from the solar panel current at significantly lower power draw.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sensing Signal</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syntonistor [42]</td>
<td>frequency</td>
<td>EM radiation</td>
<td>300 µW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight [31]</td>
<td>frequency</td>
<td>light sensor</td>
<td>5394 µW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flync</td>
<td>freq.+phase</td>
<td>solar current</td>
<td>5 µW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rendezvous and neighbor discovery protocols. Blind rendezvous is the process of establishing a communication link between nodes in a distributed system without any prior information [16]. Neighbor discovery protocols for wireless networks target a sub-class of the blind rendezvous problem with the goal of optimizing the trade-off between discovery latency and energy consumption. Deterministic protocols let nodes wake up according to a schedule based on (co-)prime numbers [13,23], a quorum [19,27,28], or by systematically traversing slots [5,50]. This way, they can provide guaranteed bounds on discovery latency [24]. Probabilistic protocols are stateless, robust to varying conditions, and offer low average discovery latency [10]. For example, the influential birthday protocol [37] and follow-up work [48,49] analyze optimal transmit probabilities to maximize the fraction of links discovered in a given time. However, none of the existing neighbor discovery protocols are applicable to battery-free networks because they require nodes to be able to wake up at arbitrary points in time, not taking into account intermittency.

Powerline-based clock synchronization. We are not the first to exploit the powerline frequency signal for synchronization. The Syntonistor extracts a stable clock signal from electromagnetic (EM) powerline radiation using a large coil [42]. It draws 300 µW of power, 60× more than Flync. Flight samples a light sensor to synchronize a node’s oscillator to the powerline-induced brightness variations of fluorescent lamps [31]. Using Flight, synchronization takes 100 ms at a power draw of 5394 µW, 1000× more than Flync. As summarized in Table 2, both approaches only synchronize the frequency of local clocks, eliminating the need to periodically compensate for clock drift, but do not exploit phase information. They also use dedicated high-power sensors, whereas Flync uses a low-power circuit to extract the signal from the current of the solar panel.

Energy harvesters as sensors. Previous work has explored the use of the harvesting current or voltage as a sensing signal for indoor positioning [41], gait recognition [33], gesture recognition [47], activity classification [44], and transport-mode detection [43]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to exploit context information from harvested energy for synchronization. Furthermore, Flync is the first design that extracts the sensing signal from current variations of a solar panel that is simultaneously used to power the system.

Visible light communication. Flync exploits the powerline-induced brightness variations as an intrinsic property of ubiquitous lamps. When modifying existing lighting infrastructure, it is possible to encode arbitrary data into the brightness variations. This opportunity has been used for downlink communication [40], indoor positioning [26], and battery-free duplex visible light communication [29]. By modulating light with a well-defined synchronization signal, the efficiency and applicability of Flync could be further improved. Also, our approach to harvest energy while simultaneously demodulating encoded signals from the same panel may reduce the size and power of existing visible light communication receivers.

9 Conclusions

Leaving batteries behind allows for building cheap, tiny, and maintenance-free devices that can be embedded into smart textiles, intelligent surfaces, or even the human body. In this paper, we have addressed the problem of enabling efficient battery-free device-to-device communication. Experiments with a prototype platform and implementation show that our proposed techniques empower battery-free devices to quickly and efficiently discover each other despite their unpredictable intermittent operation. By bootstrapping battery-free wireless networks, we believe that our work provides a stepping stone for future research toward full system and communication stacks for this emerging kind of networked system.

Availability

Artifacts are available to the public under a permissive MIT license at https://find.nes-lab.org/. These include a Python implementation of the Find model from Sec. 2, which can be used to reproduce the analytical results in Figs. 3 to 6, as well as the hardware design files and the firmware of our prototype implementation from Sec. 4, which we used for the experiments and case study described in Secs. 5 and 6.
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Abstract
Hidden screen-camera communication emerges as a key enabler for the next generation videos that allow side information, such as TV commercials, augmented contents, and even the video itself, to be delivered to machines during normal watching. To guarantee imperceptibility to human eyes, existing solutions have to sacrifice data rate and reliability enormously. This paper presents AIRCODE, a hidden screen-camera communication system built upon invisible visual and inaudible audio dual channel. While ensuring great unobtrusiveness, AIRCODE achieves robust communication at a remarkably high rate of >1Mbps, for the first time, enabling imperceptible transmission of not only texts but also videos.

AIRCODE makes two key technical contributions. First, AIRCODE takes the complementary advantages of video and audio channels by exploiting the reliable yet low-rate inaudible audio link as the control channel while the unreliable but high-rate visual link as the data channel. Second, AIRCODE incorporates visual odometry to accurately identify and track the captured screen, regardless of dynamic video contents and surrounding interference. Experiments on commercial monitors and smartphones demonstrate that AIRCODE significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art system, yielding a remarkable data rate of 1069 Kbps while with BER of 5%.

1 Introduction
Over the past few decades, video has risen into popularity across the globe. Billions of video are produced, captured, shared, and viewed every day and everywhere. Rather than merely watching them, audience often desires to acquire extra information related to the video content, especially with their carry-on devices, e.g., smart phone and smart glasses. For example, an advertisement can deliver a second video introducing detailed usage and function of the advertised product to its potential users. Instead of letting the viewers record a blurry video with unintended surrounding contents and color distortion, a video can provide a low quality version of itself for direct sharing. An AR video can compute and send the augmented contents to a viewer’s device for direct rendering without draining its limited computing and power resources. To make these applications a reality, convenient and friendly communication approach, better with high data rates and reliability, is needed.

One intuitive solution is to integrate screens with Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, like nowadays smart TV, and convey side information through the wireless channel. However, such combination has several drawbacks. First, wireless connection requires explicit setup. A viewer wearing smart glasses may see multiple screens during his daily life and be bothered to search their Wi-Fi from many available networks. Second, wireless device and screen are not well synchronized. For example, a screen playing an AR video should deliver the augmented contents synchronized at the frame level, e.g., 16.7 ms with a frame rate of 60 Hz, which cannot be always achieved by Wi-Fi due to occasionally large latency and jitter [29]. Last but not least, the broadcasting behavior of wireless devices causes information spamming or leakage to unwanted people. For example, in TV commercial, only the viewers of the advertisement need the side information about the product. In video sharing, an eavesdropper must not access the low quality video due to copyright protection.

Alternatively, as cameras are indispensable to smart devices, it is more convenient, impromptu and secure to embed extra information into video and deliver them through the screen-camera channel without impacting viewers’ watching experience. Thanks to the high refresh rates (≥ 120 Hz) of modern screens, pioneer works [24, 36, 41] hide data in high frame rate videos to cheat human eyes that have much lower perception rates (40-50 Hz) [31]. However, they emphasize on human perception but sacrifice data rates (e.g., 551 Kbps with a bit error rate (BER) of 8% [41]), hardly reliable for real data communication of potential applications. Improving reliable data rates on hidden screen-camera channel, however, is non-trivial. Unlike conventional communication channels [8, 17, 22, 27], enhancing the signal does not help for the screen-camera channel because it immediately sets up
a conflict with unobtrusiveness to human eyes. We refer the reader to Section 2 for the more detailed analysis of the unique characteristics of the screen-camera channel. Essentially, we are facing the dilemma of foregoing three contradicting goals.

In this study, we first investigate the state-of-the-art works from distinct perspectives and discuss the root causes of unreliability. On this basis, we present AIRCODE, an imperceptible screen-camera communication system that supports high-throughput and reliable data transmission on top of regular video viewing, as demonstrated in Figure 1. The working scenario of AIRCODE is non-sophisticated: When a watcher intends to acquire information on the side channel, she simply shoots a video of the screen playing the encoded video using her smartphone, which automatically receives and decodes the embedded bits, at a rate of as high as 1069 Kbps, almost 2x higher than the state-of-the-art ChromaCode [41], underpinning various applications like video-in-video sharing. AIRCODE boosts data throughput while reducing BER by an invisible visual and inaudible audio dual-channel in three distinct ways:

(1) **Precise screen tracking:** Precise screen detection and tracking is critical to equalization of video frames, the key process for successful decoding of visual codes. According to our measurements, errors of a few pixels may significantly affect packet reception (§2). Precise screen detection, however, is non-trivial due to various factors, such as video contents, surrounding background, hand motions, etc. In AIRCODE, we exploit the idea of visual odometry [21] for this purpose. Specifically, AIRCODE constructs a 3-D map of a screen of interest and tracks the screen by estimating the phone pose with projections of map points and then projecting the screen with the pose estimated.

(2) **Reliable audio channel:** While the video channel shares the same frequency band with the ambient illumination [41], the near-ultrasound audio channel is resistant to ambient low-frequency noises [38] and more reliable. Thus, AIRCODE allocates the inaudible speaker-microphone link as the control channel for the critical metadata of visual codes (e.g., code layout, coding scheme, etc.). To seamlessly comply with the video channel, the audio channel should fulfill two conditions, i.e., short packet duration that matches the high frame rate of the video channel, and low packet error rate (PER) that is required by the overall communication. To achieve this, AIRCODE carefully designs acoustic packets to overcome problems of reverberation and frequency spectral leakage caused by short packet duration and achieves high reliability with nearly zero PER.

(3) **High-rate visual channel:** AIRCODE leverages the screen-camera link as the high-rate data channel. Data bits are transmitted via imagery codes imperceptibly embedded in the primary carrier video. To minimize flickers, we adaptively choose the required lightness changes according to the spatial texture of the primary video content and perform lightness alteration as introduced in [36, 41]. The high data rate is then achieved by 1) embedding full-frame visual codes with a carefully designed frame structure; 2) effective error correction with an adaptive concatenated coding scheme.

We implement AIRCODE using commodity computer monitors and smartphones. We conduct real-world experiments and extensive evaluations on key metrics including BER, throughput, goodput and screen-tracking accuracy. Besides, various system parameters, such as distance, angle, signal strength, background interference, and frame size, are tested. Videos with various texture, luminance, quality and audios with different types of sound are used for evaluation. The imperceptibility is tested with a user study. Experimental results demonstrate that AIRCODE achieves a remarkable data rate of 1069 Kbps with an average BER of 5%, which significantly outperforms existing approaches.

The core contributions of this paper are:

- We present AIRCODE, a hidden screen-camera communication system that achieves >1Mbps throughput for the first time, allowing not only text but also image and video transmission.
- To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to exploit an invisible visual and inaudible audio channel, which jointly enables fully imperceptible, high-rate, and reliable communication by their complementary advantages.
- We propose an algorithm using visual odometry that precisely tracks screen locations even with dynamic video content, complex ambient contexts, and camera motions caused by unconsciously hand motion and shake.
Hidden screen-camera communication is possible with the natural difference between the human vision system and camera system: Human eyes cannot resolve flickers, or luminance fluctuations, at frequencies higher than 100Hz, but instead only perceive the average lightness, due to the low-pass flicker-fusion property of human vision system [31]. Thus, if we inversely modify the lightness of a pair of subsequent video frames, which are termed as complementary frames, and play them at high frame rate, e.g., 120 frames per second (fps) that is supported by modern commercial monitors and TVs, human eyes will not perceive the change of lightness. Instead, they will only observe the original video content, which is the average of complementary frames. In contrast, commodity cameras with a high capturing rate can acquire the differences and decode the data if certain information is modulated on top of the change of lightness. Pioneer work has exploited this phenomenon for hidden screen-camera communication by embedding data bits unobtrusively in primary carrier videos. The visual channel of AIRCODE is also built upon this idea. The hidden screen-camera channel is reported error-prone due to some unique intrinsic errors [24, 36, 41], such as projection distortions, blurring, Moiré patterns, rolling shutter effects, and frequent changes of camera pose caused by hand motion and shake, etc.

2 Motivation

Hidden screen-camera communication is possible with the natural difference between the human vision system and camera system: Human eyes cannot resolve flickers, or luminance fluctuations, at frequencies higher than 100Hz, but instead only perceive the average lightness, due to the low-pass flicker-fusion property of human vision system [31]. Thus, if we inversely modify the lightness of a pair of subsequent video frames, which are termed as complementary frames, and play them at high frame rate, e.g., 120 frames per second (fps) that is supported by modern commercial monitors and TVs, human eyes will not perceive the change of lightness. Instead, they will only observe the original video content, which is the average of complementary frames. In contrast, commodity cameras with a high capturing rate can acquire the differences and decode the data if certain information is modulated on top of the change of lightness. Pioneer work has exploited this phenomenon for hidden screen-camera communication by embedding data bits unobtrusively in primary carrier videos. The visual channel of AIRCODE is also built upon this idea. The hidden screen-camera channel is reported error-prone due to some unique intrinsic errors [24, 36, 41], such as projection distortions, blurring, Moiré patterns, rolling shutter effects, and frequent changes of camera pose caused by hand motion and shake, etc.

2.1 Challenges and Measurements

Previous proposals mainly aim at minimizing flickers for good unobtrusiveness, yet sacrifice data rates and robustness. The best result to date reported is from ChromaCode, with the data rate of up to 551 Kbps and BER of 8%, which is far from sufficiency for many applications such as the above-mentioned video-in-video sharing. What’s even worse, such performance is obtained with limitations including visible border markers [36] and stable cameras [24, 41].

To reveal the root causes of these limitations, we consider the state-of-the-art works, ChromaCode, and evaluates how its reliability suffers when (1) the detected screen deviates from the ground-truth, and (2) the received metadata (e.g. visual code layout, coding scheme, etc.) has bit errors. Experiments are conducted in a cubic space and with different types of videos, as listed in Table 1. During experiments, the phone is placed static with several fixed poses, so that the ground-truth of the screen can be manually marked. Besides, the metadata is known prior as well. To evaluate the impact of screen detection, we gradually shift the input of the screen location by a small number of pixels and calculate BER accordingly. To evaluate the impact of metadata decoding, we manually add random error bits in the channel code of metadata.

(1) Impact of screen detection. Figure 2a shows that the BER of the screen-camera link remains around 2% when the location error of the screen is less than 4 pixels (in a 720p video), which is about the half-length of the smallest data cell in ChromaCode, but explodes when the location error exceeds 4 pixels. It fails when the location error reaches 15 pixels. It means that highly accurate screen detection is necessary for the screen-camera link. Recent phones incorporates image stabilization [20, 32] to reduce blurring caused by camera motion. However, these techniques can only remove small handshakes and thus require the user to uncomfortably hold the phone at a fixed position during the recording. Figure 3 further illustrates failure cases of screen detection with two representative approaches, the rule-based approach used in ChromaCode, and Mask R-CNN [10], a learning-based approach. The rule-based approach tries to find a quadrilateral whose outer bound consists of edges in the image and has consistent similar lightness, which may be misled by video contents and the surrounding environment. While Mask R-CNN can accurately recognize objects in images after sufficient training, it fails to meet the stringent requirement on accurate segmentation with errors of only several pixels for screen-camera communication. Besides, both approaches lack pertinent mechanisms to deal with continuous tracking of the screen in a video.

(2) Impact of metadata decoding. Figure 2b shows that the screen-camera link becomes lost when the number of error bits in metadata exceeds 4, which is consistent with that ChromaCode encodes 5-bit metadata with 15-bit code and corrects at most 3-bit errors. Through all experiments, 24.6% frames have BERs over 8%, among which 29.3% are due to failure in decoding metadata. The drawback of existing sole screen-camera communication schemes is that while metadata is more important than data and requires robust communication with lower BER, it is conveyed in the same erroneous visual channel as data. To achieve reliable communication with the screen-camera link, a more robust channel is needed for transmission of metadata.
Motivated by the measurements above, we design AIRCODE to address the two significant drawbacks, namely erroneous screen tracking and vulnerable transmission of metadata and deliver an imperceptible, high-rate, and reliable screen-camera communication system.

Figure 1 shows the system overview of AIRCODE. At the sender side, AIRCODE embeds data (visual codes) into raw video frames and embeds metadata of visual codes into raw audio signals. During playing the video, users run AIRCODE on their phones and shoot the monitor. At the receiver side, upon receiving camera images and acoustic signals, AIRCODE simultaneously tracks the screen in images with visual odometry to equalize distorted frames (§4) and decodes metadata embedded in acoustic signals (§5). Afterward, both undistorted frames and metadata are used to decode data conveyed in video frames (§6).

4 Screen Detection

Detecting screen is the key process for successful decoding of visual code, due to unknown perspective distortion of the screen in images. However, various video content and background environments may interfere in screen detection, leading to failure of decoding, as discussed in §2. Existing works embed specific position codes at the edges and corners of video for screen detection, which wastes communication resources and affects the watching experience of audiences. In contrast to existing solutions that try hard to reduce the interference caused by complex background environment, AIRCODE exploits it as visual clues for odometry [21] to track the screen in frames.

Visual odometry alternates tracks the poses of image frames and maintains a global map of 3-D points seen by multiple image frames. Generally, visual odometry consists of three main steps. (1) Initialization. Visual odometry matches feature pixels of two image frames and estimates their relative pose. The global map is then initialized with the 3-D map points of the matched feature pixels. (2) Tracking. Upon receiving a new frame, visual odometry matches its feature pixels with 3-D points in the global map, estimates the pose of the frame, and updates 3-D map points of the matched feature pixels in the global map. (3) Optimization. Visual odometry periodically buffers some frames, termed as keyframes, to refine the global map and avoid drifting error. When a new keyframe arrives, visual odometry jointly optimizes poses of all buffered keyframes that share common feature pixels with the new keyframe and all 3-D points seen by these keyframes in the global map.

To enable screen detection, AIRCODE modifies the main steps of visual odometry to further keep 4 screen points in the global map. Each screen point corresponds to one corner point of the rectangular screen. Thus, the screen can be uniquely identified and represented by its four corner points. Figure 4 shows the logic flow of screen detection of AIRCODE. In addition to visual odometry, during initialization, AIRCODE estimates the initial 3-D locations of the screen points. During the tracking process, AIRCODE projects the screen points in the frame with the frame pose for decoding. In the optimization process, AIRCODE updates the screen points with the refined poses of keyframes and the projections of the screen points on these keyframes to avoid drifting error.

4.1 Feature Extraction

Feature pixels are representative pixels invariant to translation, scaling and rotation of an image and can be used for robustly tracking successive image frames and mapping 3-D points corresponding to these feature pixels. AIRCODE uses ORB [28] which is fast to compute and match, and remains invariant across different viewpoints, yielding sufficient efficiency and accuracy for visual odometry.

In practice, the video content may change with time, and feature pixels within the screen are not consistent across successive frames. To avoid the negative impact of mismatching these feature pixels, AIRCODE first obtains a coarse estimation of the screen frame, and filter out all feature pixels within it. The initial screen frame is calculated by the rule-based algorithm during initialization (as in §2) or inherited from the last frame during the tracking process. Figure 5a shows examples of feature extraction, where the screen frame is highlighted and feature pixels within it are removed.

4.2 Initialization

The initialization process computes the relative pose between two frames and triangulates an initial set of 3-D map points for tracking and 4 screen corner points for communication. Lacking the knowledge of screen points, AIRCODE uses the rule-based algorithm to detect the screen and decode frames during initialization. As a successful decoding indicates accurate screen detection, AIRCODE selects two decoded frames with their detected projections of the screen for initialization.

Figure 5a illustrates an example of initialization with two matched frames. Denote the two selected frames as $F_0$ and $F_1$, any matched feature pixels as $p_0$ and $p_1$, and any matched projection pixels of screen corner points as $s_0$ and $s_1$. AIRCODE uses epipolar geometry and computes the fundamental matrix $F_{10}$ that connects any pair matched pixels [9]:

$$p_0^T F_{10} p_1 = 0,$$

$$s_0^T F_{10} s_1 = 0. \quad (1)$$
After initialization, AIR CODE continuously tracks poses of new frames and projects the screen accordingly for decoding. As visual odometry, AIR CODE optimizes the pose of the current frame by minimizing the location error between the projections of map points and their matched feature pixels in the frame. Specifically, suppose that the pose matrix of the \( i \)-th frame is \( T_i = [R_i | t_i] \), where \( R_i \) and \( t_i \) are the corresponding rotation matrix and translation vector, and \( N \) matches \( \{P_j, p_{i,j}\} \) are detected, where \( P_j \) is the \( j \)-th map point and \( p_{i,j} \) is the matched feature pixel in the \( i \)-th frame, the pose \( T_i \) can be optimized via bundle adjustment [35]:

\[
T_{i,\text{opt}} = \arg \min_{T_i} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \|p_{i,j} - \pi(T_i, P_j)\|^2, \tag{3}
\]

where \( \pi(\cdot) \) projects the 3-D map points onto the image frame given its pose [9]:

\[
\pi(T_i, P_j) = \left( \frac{K(R_i P_j + t_i)}{\pi_i} \right) \left( \frac{K(R_i P_j + t_i)}{\pi_i} \right)^T. \tag{4}
\]

With the estimation of the pose, AIR CODE projects screen points onto the current frame:

\[
s_{i,j} = \pi(T_i, S_j), \tag{5}
\]

where \( S_j \) is the \( j \)-th screen point \((j = 1, 2, 3, 4)\). To further minimize projection error, AIR CODE searches outstanding Shi-Tomasi corners [34] within neighborhoods of these projections as the final estimation.

AIR CODE may fail to decode due to small but intolerant deviations of screen tracking. In contrast, despite frequent failures, the rule-based algorithm can accurately detect edges and corners in the frame and yield more accurate estimation if the screen is successfully detected. Thus, when decoding fails, AIR CODE further executes the rule-based algorithm to obtain a second estimation of the screen, denoted as \( s'_{i,j} \). Then, it merges the corner points of the two screens as:

\[
s'_{i,j} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
s'_{i,j} & |s_{i,j} - s'_{i,j}| \geq \delta_h \\
s_{i,j} & |s_{i,j} - s'_{i,j}| \leq \delta_h
\end{array} \right., \tag{6}
\]

As screen tracking yields consistently small errors, an upper threshold, \( \delta_h \), is used to reject totally wrong estimation from the rule-based algorithm. Meanwhile, a lower threshold, \( \delta_l \), is used to accept more accurate estimation from the rule-based algorithm. When \( \delta_l < |s_{i,j} - s'_{i,j}| \leq \delta_h \), AIR CODE has no extra information to determine which estimation is better. Thus, it forks two screen candidates, whose \( j \)-th points are assigned as \( s_{i,j} \) and \( s'_{i,j} \), respectively. Finally, AIR CODE tries all screen candidates until the frame is successfully decoded. Note that in the worst case where the screen tracking fails, e.g., due to lack of visual features around the screen, AIR CODE...
4.4 Screen Updating

The optimizing thread periodically refines map points and screen points to avoid drifting error. Figure 5c shows the structure of global map and keyframes. Upon receiving a new keyframe, AIR CODE first deletes obsolete map points that are seen by fewer than 3 keyframes and add new points from matches between the current keyframe and previous keyframes, as that in visual odometry. Next, AIR CODE collects all map points seen by the current keyframe and all keyframes that see any of these map points for optimization. Specifically, suppose \( M \) key frames together with the current keyframe are selected, the pose of the \( i \)-th keyframe is \( T_i \) and \( N_i \) matches \( \{ \mathbf{P}_{ij}, \mathbf{P}_{i,j} \} \) are detected in the \( i \)-th keyframe. The pose \( T_i \) and map points \( \mathbf{P}_i \) are optimized via bundle adjustment:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{T_{i,\text{opt}}\}_{i=1}^M & = \{K\} \text{ s.t. } \min_{\{T_{i,\text{opt}}\}_{i=1}^M} \sum_{i=1}^M \sum_{j=1}^{N_i} \left\| \mathbf{P}_{ij} - \pi(T_i, \mathbf{P}_{i,j}) \right\|^2. \tag{7}
\end{align*}
\]

Then, AIR CODE optimizes screen points via multi-view triangulation with the refined poses of keyframes. Specifically, denote the projection of the \( j \)-th screen point \( \mathbf{S}_j \) on the \( i \)-th key frame as \( \mathbf{s}_{i,j} \), the 3-D location of the \( j \)-th screen point is calculated by minimizing the following projection error:

\[
\mathbf{S}_{j,\text{opt}} = \arg\min_{\mathbf{S}_j} \sum_{i=1}^M \left\| T_i \mathbf{S}_j - (\mathbf{s}_{i,j}^T T_i \mathbf{S}_j) \mathbf{s}_{i,j} \right\|^2, \tag{8}
\]

where \( \mathbf{s}_{i,j} = \frac{K^{-1} s_{i,j}}{\left\| K^{-1} s_{i,j} \right\|} \) is the direction vector of the projection \( \mathbf{s}_{i,j} \), and \( \mathbf{S}_j \) and \( \mathbf{s}_{i,j} \) are the homogeneous representation of \( \mathbf{S}_j \) and \( \mathbf{s}_{i,j} \), respectively. The term \( (\mathbf{s}_{i,j}^T T_i \mathbf{S}_j) \mathbf{s}_{i,j} \) calculates the projection coordinate of \( \mathbf{S}_j \) along the direction \( \mathbf{s}_{i,j} \). Intuitively, when \( \mathbf{S}_j \) is accurately localized, \( \mathbf{T}_i \mathbf{S}_j \) has the same direction as \( \mathbf{s}_{i,j} \) and the error term becomes 0. The optimal solution \( \mathbf{S}_{j,\text{opt}} \) is the eigenvector corresponding to the minimal eigenvalue of the matrix \( \sum_{j=1}^M (\mathbf{T}_j - \bar{\mathbf{S}}_j) \mathbf{s}_{i,j}^T (\mathbf{T}_j - \bar{\mathbf{S}}_j \mathbf{s}_{i,j}) \), and can be calculated directly in closed form.

Finally, after optimization, AIR CODE discards redundant keyframes whose map points have been seen in at least other three keyframes, as in [33], to maintain a reasonable number of keyframes for fast optimization, and avoid large estimation uncertainty caused by co-located key frames [19].

5 Audio Control Channel

Despite orders of magnitude smaller throughput, the speaker-microphone link is more reliable than the screen-camera link due to little interference in the near ultrasound band. Thus, AIR CODE exploits the speaker-microphone link to send critical metadata of visual codes, e.g., coding layout, coding scheme, etc. By doing so, not only is metadata robustly delivered, but also more video coding area is saved to convey more data. Figure 6 shows the logic flow of the audio communication part. At the sender side, metadata is encoded with a two-layer encoding scheme, which includes Golay coding and Manchester coding, and then modulated on frequency subcarriers. A chirp signal is prepended as a preamble for timing alignment. The raw audio signal is low-pass filtered and then embedded with the control signal. At the receiver side, the signal is first high-pass filtered to remove raw audio signal and background noises, then aligned with a chirp template, and finally demodulated and decoded to yield metadata.

5.1 Design Challenges

Frame-level Packet Duration. To convey metadata for the video channel, whose data frame (a pair of complementary video frames) rate is 60 fps, the audio packets should be sent within tens of milliseconds. However, most existing solutions send packets at the second level, which is sufficiently reliable but cannot be agilely adjusted according to the video channel. For example, Dolphin [38] adopts long OFDM packets, which is 3.56 s long. Chirp packets, whose duration is 1.463 s, are used in [12]. To match the need for the high packet rate, a shorter packet should be designed.

However, reducing packet duration will cause two problems, reverberation in the time domain and spectral leakage in the frequency domain. First, the impact of reverberation is enlarged. Due to the multi-path effect, the microphone not only hears the direct signal but also delayed reverberating signals reflected by surrounding environments. Figure 7a shows an example of a 10 ms chirp signal received and its reverberations.
The dominant echo, spans the first 3 ms of the reverberation period, making it impossible to modulating bits at the sub-millisecond level in the time domain. Second, the spectral leakage aggravates as the length of bit duration decreases. Figure 7b depicts the spectrum of chirp signals modulated with on-off keying with different bit duration. Though with a duration of 5 ms, the leakage significantly increases, leading to the perception of the audience.

**Low Packet Error Rate.** AIR CODE assigns the audio link as the control channel. Thus, it must be reliable with a low packet error rate (PER). As audio channel suffers from multi-path effect and frequency selectivity of speakers and microphones, pilot symbols are usually used to account for different channel responses of subcarriers and decide demodulation thresholds accordingly [38]. However, the threshold-based method requests that all bits ‘1’ across all symbols are modulated with the same amplitude, leading to waste of energy and low SNR, when some symbols contain only a few bits ‘1’.

### 5.2 Audio Packet Design

Figure 8a shows the audio packet format in both time and frequency domain. To cope with the video channel, we set the packet duration as 1/15 s, corresponding to 4 data frames, during which video configuration is unlikely to change.

To solve the challenge of short packet duration, AIR CODE modulates bits in the frequency domain and sets data symbol length as 20 ms, which is about 4 times longer than the major echo and has low spectral leakage. To further avoid the impact of reverberation, AIR CODE separates the preamble and the data into different frequency bands. Specifically, as shown in Figure 8b, the chirp preamble is within 20 – 22 kHz, and the data symbol is within 17 – 19.2 kHz. Both of which are inaudible to most human ears [42]. To further reduce spectral leakage, AIR CODE applies a tapered-cosine window on the preamble and each data symbol.

To solve the challenge of low packet error rate, AIR CODE adopts the two-layer coding scheme. Specifically, each packet contains 12 control bits. The 12 control bits are first encoded into 23 bits codeword via Golay code [23], which can correct any 3-bit error. Then, to fully exploit signal power allocated to the control signal, AIR CODE further adopts Manchester coding, which encodes bits ‘1’ as ‘10’ and bits ‘0’ as ‘01’. During modulation, AIR CODE assigns 22 Manchester bits of the first 11 bits and the first Manchester bit of the 23rd bit of the Golay codeword to the 23 subcarriers of the first data symbol, and the rest 23 Manchester bits to the second data symbol. Figure 8b shows an example of the spectrum of one data symbol, where the subcarrier spacing is 100 Hz. Since each pair of Manchester bits are assigned to either adjacent subcarriers or data symbols, they experience similar channel responses caused by multipath effect and frequency selectivity of audio devices. Thus, the receiver can demodulate the data symbol by directly comparing amplitudes of pairs of Manchester bits without thresholds, and the sender can distribute all allocated signal power evenly to bits ‘1’ in each data symbol, to increase average SNR and reduce overall PER.

### 6 Video Data Channel

The screen-camera link supports high throughput communication with imagery codes invisible to human eyes. The basic principle is to exploit the low-pass flicker fusion property of human eyes. Specifically, screen-camera communication generates high-rate complementary frames by inversely modifying the lightness of a pair of adjacent raw video frames. When videos are played at high frame rate, e.g., 120 FPS, human eyes can only observe raw video frames, which are the average of complementary frames, and cannot perceive the embedded data frames. In contrast, cameras with a high capturing rate can still acquire and decode data frames. AIR CODE takes the idea of hidden screen-camera communication, but focus on lower BER as well as higher data rate, by incorporating robust speaker-microphone link as the control channel, and accurate screen detection based on visual odometry.

Figure 6 shows the video communication part of AIR CODE. At the sender side, data bits are firstly encoded with a concatenated coding scheme, including Reed-Solomon (RS) coding as source code and Convolutional coding as channel code. The coding scheme is adaptively selected according to the texture complexity of the raw video, to achieve high throughput in plain frames, as well as low BER in textured frames. The encoded bits are modulated as data frames and embedded into pairs of complementary raw video frames. At the receiver side, AIR CODE inputs camera images into the screen detection process to obtain successive locations of the screen in frames. Meanwhile, the associated audio signal is pro-
6.1 Data Frame Design

Figure 9 shows AIRCODE’s data frame. AIRCODE follows the basic design of ChromaCode, but removes the code preamble blocks in ChromaCode that redundantly encode metadata of data frames, thanks to the use of the audio channel. AIRCODE divides the whole image frame into 16 data blocks with equal size. Similar to ChromaCode, each data block contains several data cells and is surrounded with alternate black and white cells as references. The encoded bits are interleaved and filled into data blocks. Specifically, the i-th bit is assigned to the \( \left\lfloor \frac{f}{16} \right\rfloor \)-th cell in the \( i \mod 16 \)-th block.

The metadata of a data frame, including the levels of RS coding and Convolutional coding for encoding, and the data cell size for modulation, are transmitted as control packets over the reliable acoustic channel. Each control packet of metadata contains 12 data bits, with 2 bits for the RS coding level, 1 bit for the Convolutional coding level, 6 bits for the data cell size, and the rest 3 bits for parity bits for these three parameters. To save audio channel capacity, four successive data frames (embedded in eight video frames) share the same set of parameters in one control packet, as the video content is unlikely to drastically change during such a short period.

To avoid floating time offsets between the audio control channel and the video data channel, AIRCODE periodically (e.g., 5 s) sends video frames with the highest coding level and audio packets. These video frames and audio packets contain the synchronization information. At the receiver, each control audio packet will be aligned with 4 video data frames according to the latest synchronizing frame.

6.2 Adaptive Error Correction

In practice, textures of carrier video can considerably impact data transmission. In particular, the BER of the screen-camera link is lower in plain frames consisting of pixels in similar colors but significantly higher in textured frames. Therefore, to ensure robust data transmission, an error correction scheme with high correction ability should be used for textured frames. In contrast, a scheme with high efficiency yet potentially low correction ability will be preferred in plain frames to achieve high throughput.

This observation leads to the adaptive error correction scheme of AIRCODE, which adjusts the screen-camera channel parameters in metadata, i.e., RS coding level, Convolutional coding level, and data cell size, according to the dynamic texture complexity of the carrier video. In detail, AIRCODE supports 40 levels of data cell size, 2 levels of Convolutional coding and 4 levels of RS coding, which result in 320 levels of error correction. Given a video, a subset of error correction levels are selected and linearized by setting the data cell size as the most significant factor and the RS coding as the least significant factor. The video is segmented where a segment can be as short as 8 frames (i.e., \( \frac{1}{15} \) s), corresponding to 1 audio packet. For each video segment, AIRCODE quantizes the texture complexity by calculating the average contrast of pixels against their neighboring 9 x 9 pixels, and maps the texture complexity to the error correction level.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Experimental Methodology

Experiment Setting and implementation. We use an AOC AGON AG271QX monitor as the sender of encoded videos and audios. It supports 120Hz refresh rate along with 1920×1080 resolution and has two audio speakers on its back. One Nexus 6P smartphone without hardware modification is used as the receiver. Videos and audios are played by a DELL XPS 8900-R17N8 desktop, which equips a GeForce RTX 2070 GPU, and MPV player with VDPau acceleration. AIRCODE uses FFmpeg to extract and compress video frames and audio tracks. OpenCV is used for the implementation of the rule-based screen detection algorithm and the screen tracking algorithm. AIRCODE exploits MediaCodeC interface for efficient hardware video coding and Boost library for implement of audio coding.

Video & Audio Selection. Table 1 shows the selected videos and their audios. For the video with pure gray images, an empty audio track is used as its origin audio. The bars indicate the levels of texture complexity, luminance and quality of the selected video contents, which cover a variety of combination. The more portion of a bar is filled with colors, the higher level of the metric is achieved by the corresponding video. E.g., the video Dynasties (D) has complex texture, low luminance and high quality. The corresponding audio contents include different types, e.g., human speaking, animal sound, an object moving and dropping, and background music, indicated by the icons. In practice, the quality of a streaming video frequently switches. However, frames between two adjacent switches still have the same quality. As AIRCODE encodes data at the frame level, frequent switching of streaming videos has a minor impact on AIRCODE.

Evaluation Metrics. For screen-camera communication, we compare AIRCODE with ChromaCode and InFrame++ [36]
We only evaluate its reliability in terms of BER and PER. Two state-of-the-art approaches, ChromaCode and InFrame++, are evaluated for comparison. As shown in Figure 10a, AIR CODE achieves 1 Mbps throughput for all 5 videos, at-

Figure 10a-10c show the performance of screen-camera communication in AIR CODE with different video contents. Two state-of-the-art approaches, ChromaCode and InFrame++, are evaluated for comparison. As shown in Figure 10a, AIR CODE achieves 1 Mbps throughput for all 5 videos, attributed to robust transmission of metadata through speaker-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>Luminance</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Audio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Texture" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Luminance" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Quality" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Audio" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Origin primary video & audio clips used in the experiments and their characteristics

![Big Buck Bunny (B)](image5) | ![Dynasties (D)](image6) | ![Gray (G)](image7) | ![Journey (J)](image8) | ![Zootopia (Z)](image9) |

in terms of throughput, goodput and data BER. Throughput is the amount of all received bits. Goodput is the effective throughput of correctly decoded data bits. And BER is the number of error bits divided by total received data amount. ChromaCode uses the rule-based screen detection algorithm, and InFrame++ uses visible markers and alignment patterns at screen corners and borders. Since the speaker-microphone link serves as control channel and does not convey much data, we only evaluate its reliability in terms of BER and PER.

**User Study.** We invite 12 participants, including students and staffs on campus, to score the watching experience of encoded videos and audios. The ages of these participants range from 20 to 30. Nine participants are male, while the rest 3 are female. In total 40 videos together with their audios are prepared and tested. Videos and audios with or without data are randomly shuffled and played. Participants, not knowing their orders, are asked to give scores on the quality of them. Denote the scores for encoded videos and audios as $S_{enc}$ and that for raw videos and audios as $S_{raw}$, the final scores for encoded videos and audios are normalized as $S_{enc} / S_{raw}$. In some cases, the normalized score is larger than 1, meaning that participants cannot statistically differentiate encoded videos and audios from their original counterparts. Moreover, to check whether young children can perceive the embedded code, we intentionally invite one 5-year-old child to watch the testing videos and audios and give feedback. Considering that children at such a young age may not have enough comprehension ability as adults to understand the meaning of the experiment, we neutrally ask him whether he can see or hear anything peculiar in videos or audios. All experiments are approved by our IRB, and do not raise any ethical issues.

### 7.2 Overall Performance

**Performance of the communication processes.** We first report the overall performance of AIR CODE in terms of throughput, goodput, and BER of the video channel, and BER and PER of the audio channel.

Figure 10a-10c show the performance of screen-camera communication in AIR CODE with different video contents. Two state-of-the-art approaches, ChromaCode and InFrame++, are evaluated for comparison. As shown in Figure 10a, AIR CODE achieves 1 Mbps throughput for all 5 videos, attributed to robust transmission of metadata through speaker-

In Figure 10b shows that except the video ‘D’, the average BER achieved by AIR CODE is about 5%, which is statistically lower than its counterparts, owing to the accurate screen detection process. Figure 10c further compares the goodput of AIR CODE and ChromaCode. Due to the additive effect of accurate screen detection and robust metadata transmission, AIR CODE outperforms ChromaCode throughout all testing videos. Another key observation from Figure 10b and 10c is that the system performance is highly impacted by video content, where the video with more plain frames (i.e., ‘G’) tends to have lower BER and higher goodput. AIR CODE takes adaptive error correction, which further increases the reliability of AIR CODE with different video contents.

Figure 10d shows the BER and PER of the speaker-

**Performance of the screen tracking process.** The screen detection rate and tracking error of AIR CODE are evaluated and compared with the rule-based algorithm of ChromaCode. Since labeling ground-truth of all video frames is labor-intensive, we indirectly calculate screen detection rate as the ratio $r_{true} / r_{base}$, where $r_{method}$ is the frame decoding rate of the method, and $r_{base}$ is the frame decoding rate when the camera is fixed at some sampling locations. To calculate screen tracking error, we randomly sample frames with 0.5s intervals from all videos and mark the ground-truth screen in them for comparison.

On average, AIR CODE takes 0.79 s to initialize. Figure 11a shows that AIR CODE consistently detects the screen in over 97% frames across different types of videos. In contrast, the rule-based algorithm suffers from confusing video contents, and ChromaCode can detect the screen in over 90% frames in videos ‘B’, ‘G’ and ‘J’, but only about 70% frames in videos ‘D’ and ‘Z’. Figure 11b further shows the tracking error of the two methods in terms of image pixels. AIR CODE achieves...
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First, the screen tracking method of AIR CODE has lower BER and significantly higher goodput than the rule-based method of ChromaCode, thanks to its consistently accurate screen tracking. Second, comparing with sending metadata via video, using the audio channel improves throughput and goodput. On one hand, it saves the area where metadata has to be duplicated for reliable detection in video frames. On the other hand, the audio channel is more robust and overcomes the occasion when even the duplicated metadata in video frames cannot be correctly decoded. Third, by considering the texture complexity of videos, although the adaptive error correction of AIR CODE has a slightly higher BER than error correction with fixed coding level, it achieves overall 10 kbps more goodput, as more data bits are adaptively encoded.

Benefits of individual module. We further evaluate the individual performance improvement from the screen detection, control channel and error correction of AIR CODE. When one module is evaluated, the other modules are disabled (error correction) or assumed to be perfect (screen detection and control channel). Table 2 shows the average system performance. For video part, as shown in Figure 12a, the goodput of AIR CODE abruptly decreases when the distance becomes longer than 90 cm. One main reason is that small data cells become hard to recognize when the distance increases. It suggests that larger data cells should be used at longer distances, however, with the sacrifice of the throughput. The other reason for performance deterioration is that the focal length of the receiving camera will automatically change more frequently with larger distances, leading to more blurry video records.

For audio part, as shown in Figure 12b, while the BER gradually increases with the distance, due to decay of receiving signal strength, all errors can be corrected and the PER remains 0 when the phone is within 150 cm from the monitor, which fulfills the requirement of the video data channel.

Angle. We evaluate the impact of relative angles between the phone and the monitor, as shown in Figure 13. For video, Figure 13a shows that the goodput decreases while the BER increases with a large angle. The main reason is that the projection distortion becomes severer as the camera deviates from the front of the monitor, and in this case, video frames cannot be easily decoded even with accurate screen estimation.

The same trend also appears in the speaker-microphone link, where the BER increases with the angle between the monitor and the phone, as shown in Figure 13b. It is mainly due to the high directivity of the monitor loudspeaker. Even though, AIR CODE still achieves ultra-low PER of about 1‰.

Signal strength. For the video part, the signal strength is represented as the quantity of lightness modification of data frames on raw video frames. As shown in Figure 14a, the BER gradually decreases as the amplitude of lightness modification increases, since data cells can be more easily recognized from the raw video content, and thus correctly decoded.

For the audio part, the signal strength is represented as the

3. Parameter Study

Distance. Figure 12 shows the impact of distance between the monitor and the phone. For the video part, the data cell size is fixed to 10 × 10. As shown in Figure 12a, the goodput of AIR CODE abruptly decreases when the distance becomes longer than 90 cm. One main reason is that small data cells become hard to recognize when the distance increases. It suggests that larger data cells should be used at longer distances, however, with the sacrifice of the throughput. The other reason for performance deterioration is that the focal length of the receiving camera will automatically change more frequently with larger distances, leading to more blurry video records.

The same trend also appears in the speaker-microphone link, where the BER increases with the angle between the monitor and the phone, as shown in Figure 13b. It is mainly due to the high directivity of the monitor loudspeaker. Even though, AIR CODE still achieves ultra-low PER of about 1‰.
Background interference. We further evaluate the robustness under interferences from the environment. For the video part, the major source of interference is ambient luminance. Typical indoor ambient luminance ranging from 0 to 800 lux is evaluated. Specifically, the ambient luminance less than 600 lux is generated by an unshielded lamp suspended over the screen-camera link, while that between 600 and 800 lux is generated by natural sunlight during the daytime. A photometer is placed adjacent to the camera to measure the ambient luminance. As shown in Figure 15a, while strong ambient luminance reduces the contrast between complementary frames, the system performance only slightly degrades. It is concluded that ambient luminance has little impact on data transmission.

For the audio part, the major source of interference is environmental noises. For evaluation, we set AIR CODE to work normally at 1 m away from the monitor, and let a loudspeaker be 3 m away from the phone and play various types of audios as background interferences. The volume of the loudspeaker is adjusted to create interferences varying from 20 dB (0% volume) to 70 dB (100% volume) at the speaker. Figure 15b shows that the variance of BER is small and the PER remains 0 no matter how loud the loudspeaker plays interferences, demonstrating the robustness of the audio channel.

Frame size. For the video part, the frame size refers to data cell size. Figure 16a shows the data rate and BER with different data cell sizes. By gradually reducing data cell size, the throughput boosts from 163 Kbps to 2855 Kbps. AIR CODE achieves a high goodput of 182 Kbps with 8 × 8 data cell but 8 data cell but 6× 6, due to a higher chance of recognition failure and more bit errors. In practice, given the requirement of the BER and communication distance of an application, AIR CODE can trade-off the throughput by selecting appropriate data cell sizes.

For the audio part, the frame size refers to packet duration. As shown in Figure 16b, both BER and PER decrease with longer packets, as longer data symbols are less affected by reverberation and have finer frequency resolution for demodulation. By observing that the decline of BER is not obvious when the packet duration exceeds the length of 8 video frames (i.e., 15 s), AIR CODE adopts 15 s as the default packet duration for the audio control channel.

7.4 Perception Test

Video & audio content. Figure 17 shows the variation of code insensitivity with different video and audio content. It is observed that all normalized scores for videos are higher than 0.6 and those for audios are higher than 0.8 for AIR CODE, indicating relatively high insensitivity of the system. Among the results, some normalized scores are equal or even higher than 1, meaning that the quality of the encoded videos and audios is sufficiently high that participants cannot distinguish encoded videos and audios from original ones. For different video contents, higher scores are given to videos ‘B’, ‘D’ and ‘J’, which have more textured frames. It means that larger lightness modification can be applied to textured frames to ensure low BER without much impacting raw videos.

Biases of audiences. Scores given by 12 participants demonstrate different biases of their perception, as shown in Figure 18. For example, the participant 2 gives the statistically highest scores for encoded videos. From the interview after the experiment, he admits that it is difficult for him to recognize embedded data hidden in videos, meaning that the encoded videos have almost the same quality as the raw videos for him. In contrast, the participant 10 gives the lowest scores for encoded videos of all three approaches, meaning that he is relatively sensitive to unnatural alternation in videos. Among all 12 participants, only 2 (i.e., 6 and 7) of them give the highest average score to InFrame++. Yet, considering the scoring fluctuations of participants, there are no significant
quality differences among the three approaches.

Besides 12 adults, one 5-year-old child also participates in the test. We first show him training videos with perceptible visual codes and acoustic noises. Then, the testing videos and audios are played intermittently and the child answers whether there are such codes or noises. To avoid biased hints to the child, we only give the instruction at the beginning and remain silence during playing of all testing videos. The result is that both encoded videos and audios do not discomfort the child, and he cannot observe or hear any interferences that do not belong to the origin videos and audios, demonstrating high insensitivity of AIR CODE even for children.

8 Related Work

Hidden screen-camera communication. Hidden communication with the screen-camera link conveys information without interfering watching experience of audience [11, 15, 24, 30, 36, 37]. Along this direction, pioneer works, InFrame [37] and InFrame++ [36], propose and implement the basic idea, which is to switch barcodes with complementary lightness and leverage the flicker fusion property of human eyes. However, InFrame++ uses visible markers at corners of video frames for block localization, which explicitly interferes audience and consumes precious screen spaces. Extensive efforts are further made to improve the audience’s experience. TextureCode [24] adaptively embeds data only in textured regions, which however is limited in throughput. PixNet [26] designs 2D OFDM symbols that can correct perspective distortions. However, they are not guaranteed to be invisible after embedded into video frames and the frequency property of OFDM symbols is destructed by changing video contents. ChromaCode [41] improves code invisibility by modifying lightness in uniform color space and achieves full imperception. However, pursuing code invisibility increases the difficulty of detecting code frames. In comparison, ensuring code invisibility, AIR CODE adopts visual odometry for accurate screen detection and achieves lower BER and higher goodput.

Speaker-microphone communication. Communication with off-the-shelf speaker-microphone links has been studied in [12, 14, 16, 22, 25, 38]. Dhwan [22] adopts OFDM with PSK modulation and realizes acoustic near field communication. However, it works in the audible 6 – 7 kHz band, which interferes hearing experience of the audience and cannot be embedded in normal audio. Chirp signal is widely used in hidden acoustic communication in [12, 14, 16], for its fine correlation property. However, data rates achieved with chirp-based communication are less than 100 bps. Dolphin [38] proposes dual-mode unobtrusive communication, which still only achieves average data rates of up to 500 bps, even with the usage of a much wider frequency band from 8 kHz to 20 kHz. Noting the limitation of throughput and the advantage of the reliability of speaker-microphone communication with off-the-shelf devices, AIR CODE designs reliable and agile acoustic communication as the control channel of screen-camera link with high frame rate, boosting the overall throughput of the whole communication system. The acoustic channel will congest when multiple screens supporting AIR CODE coexist. In such a case, the screens should sense the audio channel before accessing it. Besides, audio packets should be modified to identify their belongings to the screens. We leave the support of multiple screens as future work.

Visual Odometry. Monocular visual odometry has the goal of estimating camera trajectory and reconstructing the environment with monocular commercial cameras [1–7, 13, 21, 39]. Pioneer works, e.g., MonoSLAM [2], applies filtering-based approach. Later, optimization-based methods [13] gradually substitutes the filtering-based ones for their tracking accuracy and efficiency. ORB-SLAM [21] is the representative work that uses ORB features in tracking and mapping. AIR CODE exploits the idea of visual odometry to accurately detect screens in images, enabling robust and practical screen-camera communication.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of AIR CODE, the first hidden screen-camera communication system that achieves considerably high data rates of >1Mbps. AIR CODE is also the first system of its kind that exploits an invisible video and inaudible audio dual channel. With the high data rates being supported, AIR CODE opens up new opportunities and underpins various applications yet to be imagined for hidden screen-camera communication.
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Abstract

We design and implement LRP, a device-based, standard-compliant solution to latency reduction in mobile networks. LRP takes a data-driven approach. It works with a variety of latency-sensitive mobile applications without requiring root privilege, and ensures the latency is no worse than the legacy LTE design. Using traces from operational networks, we identify all elements in LTE uplink latency and quantify them. LRP designates small dummy messages, which precede uplink data transmissions, thus eliminating latency elements due to power-saving, scheduling, etc. It imposes proper timing control among dummy messages and data packets to handle various conflicts. The evaluation shows that, LRP reduces the median LTE uplink latency by a factor up to 7.4× (from 42ms to 5ms) for four tested apps over five mobile carriers.

1 Introduction

Low latency is critical to the proper functioning of various delay-sensitive mobile applications, such as mobile VR/AR, mobile gaming, mobile sensing, mobile machine learning, and emerging robot/drone-based image/speech recognition [22, 29, 36, 40]. These applications typically run on 4G LTE and 5G mobile networks, which offer ubiquitous access and seamless service. In this work, we study how to reduce network latency over LTE networks for such applications in the connected state. This complements the work that reduces the connection setup latency [33].

Many emergent latency-sensitive mobile apps differentiate themselves for their heavier uplink data transfer (e.g., user motion control, sensory data, and live camera streaming) from the device to the infrastructure. Our experiments further reveal that, uplink latency contributes to a large portion of overall latency in tested apps over operational LTE (§3.1). Reducing the uplink latency is thus as important as reducing the downlink latency. While the downlink transfer has been extensively optimized, the uplink data transfer is less studied.

Reducing the uplink LTE latency turns out to be more challenging than the downlink latency. The uplink data transfer in LTE is more complex, since it involves the interaction between the device and the network. It adopts the feedback-based device power-saving, base station-controlled scheduling for data transfer, on-demand radio resource allocation, retransmissions, etc. This results in more network latency sources with complex interactions. Traditional infrastructure-based solutions fall short to optimize them due to the lack of knowledge on device-side application usage patterns.

We design and implement LRP, a device-based, software-only LTE latency reduction solution that is readily usable for every commodity smartphone device. A salient feature of LRP is that it does not require root/system privilege, firmware modification or hardware change. It is thus applicable to every off-the-shelf commodity device, including Android and iOS. LRP explores the application-driven network latency reduction at the device, which complements those existing infrastructure-centric solutions that are good at downlink latency reduction. LRP focuses on reducing LTE uplink network latency, which is the bottleneck based on our empirical analysis.

The overall design of LRP takes the data-driven approach. Through analysis of operational LTE traces, we identify all elements in LTE uplink latency, and quantify them via two popular applications (§3.2). Based on the gained insights, LRP designates small dummy messages, which precede those uplink data packet transfers. It thus eliminates the latency elements due to power-saving and scheduling (§5). To make this conceptually simple idea work, LRP infers critical LTE parameters at the application layer, and performs proper timing control among dummy messages and data packet streams. To reduce the overall latency, LRP further resolves the conflict that arises among dummy messages, and avoids the conflict between data packets and dummy messages. All these solution components work at the application layer without root privilege, thus available for every off-the-shelf commodity mobile device. While LRP is mainly designed in 4G LTE, it can be readily generalized to benefit the emergent 5G (§5.5).

We implement LRP on commodity Android phones (§6). Our experiments confirm LRP’s effectiveness (§7). LRP reduces the median LTE uplink latency by up to 7.4× (from
42ms to 5ms) for four tested applications over five mobile carriers. In any case, LRP ensures that the network latency for data transfer is no worse than the legacy LTE design. The incurred energy and data volume overhead is negligible.

2 Latency-Sensitive Mobile Apps over LTE

The mobile networks, such as 4G LTE and 5G, offer the only large-scale infrastructure that ensures universal coverage and “anytime, anywhere” access. Its infrastructure consists of radio base stations (BSes) and the core network (see Figure 1). A mobile device transfers its data with a local BS (“cell”), which covers a geographic area. The BS further relays the data to the Internet via the LTE core. A mobile device has uplink (device→BS) and downlink (BS→device) transmissions. In 4G LTE, data transfer uses scheduling-based mechanisms, where a BS schedules radio resources for each device in the cell for its uplink and downlink data transfer.

We next exemplify some representative latency-sensitive applications over the mobile networks.

Mobile VR A mobile virtual reality (VR) app typically involves 3D scenes and associated graphical engines [10, 15, 29, 31]. Standalone VR headsets such as Google Daydream [17] render 3D scenes locally. However, due to limited computation resources and high power consumption on mobile devices, high-quality VR applications typically need the edge/cloud servers to offload the rendering task [44]. In this client-server scheme, the mobile headsets or pads provide sensory/control data, while the server renders the 3D scene in the form of graphical frames. The server coordinates multiple devices, renders the VR graphical frames based on the device’s input, and constructs the appropriate 3D scene for each given device.

- Showcase VR prototype: Following the above paradigm, we have built an example VR game with Unity 3D engine [42] on Android phones to study LTE latency. It has three modules: the controller at the device, the camera controller at the server, and the streaming component. The Android controller app acquires the device rotation data from the gyroscope sensor to control the in-game camera rotation. The GPS location is fed into the VR game so that the virtual character moves with the player’s location updates. Upon receiving the player’s sensory data, the camera controller at the server processes them and makes corresponding position and rotation movements for the virtual camera. We implement the streaming module with open-sourced libraries Unity Render Streaming [46] and WebRTC for Unity [18]. With the streaming module, the camera view is rendered and streamed back in 60FPS to the player with WebRTC. Players open the camera stream with the Web browser on the phone to get the real-time camera view.

Mobile sensing Smartphones today are equipped with multiple sensors: accelerometer, gyroscope, camera, to name a few. Many mobile sensing apps collect sensory data and upload them at runtime to the cloud for processing. For example, a localization app sends the GPS data to the cloud for real-time navigation. All such sensing apps are latency sensitive.

Mobile gaming In multi-player mobile games, the device acts as a controller that collects user motion, while the remote server processes the game logic. The server further provides proper synchronization and coordination among players. Moreover, pure cloud-based gaming (with rendering being processed in the cloud) is also trendy [29]. It is a new gaming paradigm being pushed by companies [40].

Networking usage patterns by these mobile apps All the above representative mobile apps involve frequent and regular uplink data transfer. The mobile VR, sensing, and gaming [49, 50] applications collect data from device sensors and upload them to the server for subsequent actions. These sensors typically produce small data periodically. The user can only configure the sampling periodicity through the API provided by the mobile OS [21]. The machine learning based apps also have predictable traffic. They typically perform local computations with predictable latency before an uplink data transfer. For example, face recognition apps process a video frame locally using a fixed-sized neural network (NN). A user can gauge the delay based on the NN size. Emerging robotic or drone-based applications perform local tasks for a certain duration (e.g., scanning the surrounding environment for a few seconds [6]) before uploading the result. Such apps also exhibit uplink traffic that can be accurately predicted.

3 Demystifying LTE Latency in Mobile Apps

In this section, we empirically analyze where the application-perceived LTE latency stems from. We address two issues:

- How large can LTE uplink latency be over operational 4G networks? We use measurements to quantify it in §3.1.
- Why is the uplink latency prohibitively high over LTE? We break down this latency into multiple elements. We quantify their impact, identify root causes, and share insights in §3.2.

![Figure 1: Network data transmission over LTE.](image-url)
### 3.1 Measuring LTE Latency

We quantify the uplink latency over operational LTE networks via measurements and trace analysis.

**Methodology** We analyze the traces from our showcase VR game and another popular mobile application PUBG Mobile [40]. Our VR application uploads user motion packets (~60Bytes) and receives 60FPS, 5Mbps downlink video stream. The downlink data packets are sent from the deployed server to the device over LTE. PUBG is a mobile game with frequent uplink data (~40ms interval) and downlink responses. Both uplink and downlink packets are small (<100Bytes). The latency due to server processing is less than 1ms. The mobile devices (a Pixel 2 and a Pixel XL) run the apps. We collect both app logs and LTE signaling traces via MobileInsight [32]. We carry out our experiments over four US mobile carriers from 12/2019 to 09/2020. The tests cover a variety of conditions, with varying signal strength (-120 m/s), and high-mobility (∼30mph) cases, with varying signal strength (120~80dBm).

**Results** We first measure the LTE uplink latency. We monitor the device buffer and compute the latency for each data packet. This information is available in the MobileInsight message “LTE MAC UL Buffer Status Internal”. Despite small packet size, the uplink latency turns out to be non-negligible, as shown in Table 1. For all four carriers, the uplink latency (UL NET) ranges from 9.9-17.7ms for PUBG and 18.4-23.8ms for VR. These latency values might not meet the requirements of a number of latency-sensitive apps [5].

**Who is the latency bottleneck?** We further discover that, instead of downlink, the uplink latency poses as a major component in overall latency. We compute the downlink latency from logs of “MAC DL Transport Block” in MobileInsight. The results (DL NET) are in Table 1. We see that, uplink latency accounts for 66.4-78.0% in PUBG and 68.4-69.2% in VR. Surprisingly, even for the downlink-heavy VR app, uplink latency still contributes to a large portion of the overall latency. Recent techniques (e.g., MIMO and carrier aggregation) and 5G further reduce the DL latency with faster PHY designs. In contrast, as we will see later, the scheduling design employed for the uplink will likely be retained in 5G. As a result, we will focus on the uplink latency in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>AT&amp;T</th>
<th>T-Mobile</th>
<th>Verizon</th>
<th>Sprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBG</td>
<td>UL Net</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL/Total</td>
<td>66.2%</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>78.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>UL Net</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL/Total</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: LTE latency (ms) for two mobile apps.

### 3.2 Why Long Latency: Breakdown Analysis

We next analyze the root causes for long network latency in 4G LTE. We identify various latency elements for the LTE uplink latency by analyzing the 3GPP standards [1, 2].

We breakdown the uplink latency as shown in Figure 2. The average number of each latency element is shown in Table 2. We can observe that, the major uplink latency bottlenecks are $T_{drx\_doze}$, $T_{sr\_grant}$, and $T_{sr\_wait}$, while $T_{bsr\_grant}$ and $T_{retx}$ are one magnitude smaller compared to other elements. We will see how each latency element acts and why it poses or does not pose as the latency bottleneck to our applications.

**3.2.1 DRX Doze Latency.**

The power-saving mechanism DRX (Discontinuous Reception) in LTE may also affect latency. In a nutshell, DRX is a technique for a device to save power over LTE (see Figure 3). Instead of continuously waking up for potential downlink delivery from the BS, the device might sleep in the absence of data transfer, thus reducing its energy consumption. In DRX, a device has three states: Long DRX Cycle, Short DRX Cycle, and Continuous Reception (CRX) [2]. In CRX, the device wakes up during the ON period to monitor downlink channels. In long/short DRX, the device only wakes up for a short period of time (set by the onDuration Timer) at the start of each DRX cycle. It dozes off during the OFF period for the remaining time.

The DRX state transition is shown in Figure 3. In the Long/Short cycle state, if any downlink data is received during the ON period, the device enters the CRX state and starts the drx-InactivityTimer. Upon sending an uplink data, the device initiates an SR request. It then switches to the CRX state as well. If the device receives downlink data or initiates another SR request, the timer restarts. The short DRX state...
Table 3: Critical LTE parameters for uplink latency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>AT&amp;T</th>
<th>T-Mobile</th>
<th>Verizon</th>
<th>Sprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sr_grant}$</td>
<td>8ms</td>
<td>10ms</td>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>200ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96.6%</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sr_periodic}$</td>
<td>others</td>
<td>others</td>
<td>others</td>
<td>others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{inactivity_timer}$</td>
<td>200ms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: State transition for LTE DRX power-saving.

is entered once the drx-InactivityTimer expires. In this state, the device enters long DRX after the number of drxShortCycleTimer short cycles. All such involved timer parameters are negotiated between the device and the BS during connection setup through RRC.

How downlink DRX incurs long uplink latency DRX is designated for power saving over downlink transmissions. It should not block any uplink transfer. In fact, the 3GPP specification [2] stipulates that, upon the uplink sending an SR, downlink DRX should enter the CRX state as if receiving a downlink data packet. However, we found that this is not the case in practice. A new data packet refuses to invoke an SR if the device is in the doze mode. Instead, it continues to doze for a while (the time is denoted as $T_{drx\_doze}$). It then waits for an SR slot to initiate the SR, while migrating the device to the CRX state. Table 2 shows that, $T_{drx\_doze}$ is 28.3-31.9ms on average in the four carriers. The maximum latency is 59ms with the 90th percentile being 42ms.

Note that the DRX doze latency is different from the known downlink packet delay due to waiting for DRX ON state. 3GPP [1, 2] does not mandate to prepare for SR at the DRX state. Although this latency element is not standardized, it is common for vendors as they use DRX doze to save energy. The DRX-induced doze timer is hinted in Qualcomm patents [52], where the device defers its SR during DRX OFF for energy savings. We also indirectly validate this behavior in a ZTE Z820 with Mediatek Chipset. For packets with an interval of 1 second, the measured average RTT is 35ms longer than that of packets with a small interval.

Insight: A packet keeps the device at the CRX state for $T_{inactivity\_timer}$, The idea is to reduce the DRX doze latency by sending a dummy message in advance. This way, the device is kept in the ON period before data arrival. The data packet can thus be sent without deferring until the doze period ends.

3.2.2 Scheduling Latency.

Uplink/downlink scheduling in LTE: In LTE, the uplink and downlink data transfers take different approaches:

- **Uplink data transfer over LTE** As shown in Figure 1, the uplink data transmission is through PUSCH (Physical Uplink Shared Channel). All data transmissions are regulated by the BS, which allocates resource blocks (RBs) for the actual transfer. An RB is the smallest unit allocated for a device.

In the scheduling-based LTE design, uplink data cannot be immediately sent out before the device is granted resource. This is done via the request and grant mechanism. Specifically, the device sends an SR (Scheduling Request) through PUCCH (Physical Uplink Control Channel). SR is a signaling message notifying new data arrival at the mobile device. Moreover, an SR signal cannot be sent at any time instantly. It can only be sent during certain subframes (called SR occasions). The periodicity of SR occasions is notified by the BS during connection setup. Upon receiving an SR, the BS returns an uplink Grant (i.e., grant) to the device. A grant specifies what RBs and modulation the device could use 4ms later. The number of RBs in response to an SR depends on the BS configuration, since SR is just a message stating “device has data to send” without specifying the amount.

- **Downlink data transfer over LTE** LTE still uses the scheduling-based operations for its downlink. However, BS directly allocates RBs for each device upon data arrival, since BS knows what data to transmit to which device.

How scheduling incurs long latency The device also suffers from its uplink scheduling latency. It must wait for an SR occasion before receiving a grant from the BS to upload its data packet. The latency element, denoted as $T_{sr\_wait}$, is thus affected by the periodicity of an SR occasion $T_{sr\_periodicity}$. The device then waits for a grant, which the device could use 4ms later. The latency from sending the SR to sending the data packet is denoted as $T_{sr\_grant}$. The two elements of scheduling are shown in Figure 2. We measure them in Table 2. The SR waiting latency $T_{sr\_wait}$ is 4.4ms for AT&T, 4.4ms for T-Mobile, 4.6ms for Verizon, and 9.0ms for Sprint. Sprint has the largest $T_{sr\_wait}$ because it has the longest SR cycle. $T_{sr\_grant}$ is 8.2ms, 8.5ms, 8.0ms, and 10.1ms for the four carriers. The accumulative latency is denoted as $T_{scheduling} = T_{sr\_wait} + T_{sr\_grant}$.

Insight: This scheduling latency can be reduced. If a grant is pending at the device, a new arriving data packet can use it for transfer. Therefore, we may use a dummy message to request for a grant in advance, so that the data packet can use this grant for actual transfer without delay.

3.2.3 Other Latency Elements.

Buffer status report (BSR) SR is an indicator that informs the BS of new pending data, without specifying how much. When the packet that triggers SR is large, the initial grant might be insufficient. The device then sends a BSR (Buffer Status Report) together with the data packets in the scheduled RBs. Unlike SR, a BSR includes the info on how much data still remains in the device buffer. Upon receiving
the BSR, the BS will process it and respond with sufficient grants for the buffered uplink data.

We note BSR’s impact on uplink latency is negligible for most applications in §2. The latency between a BSR and the time to use the grant (denoted as $T_{bss_grant}$) is illustrated in Figure 2. Conceptually, it is the request processing time + 4ms, similarly to $T_{sr_grant}$ ($\approx 10\text{ms}$). However, it equals to 0 when the initial grant is sufficient. The measurement results are in Table 2. The BSR latency is less than 1ms on average for four US carriers. This is because a base station usually provides a large grant (>100B) sufficient for our apps in response to SR.

**Retransmission in LTE** An uplink data packet might be corrupted during transfer. Upon receiving a corrupted packet, the BS notifies the device by sending a NACK and a grant. The device uses the grant to retransmit the corrupted data. Similar to BSR latency, the retransmission has limited impact on the uplink latency for apps in §2. The Retx latency for uplink data packet is fixed at 8ms if needed [1] and 0 otherwise. We denote this latency as $T_{retx}$ and the procedure is shown in Figure 2. Among all data packets, 2.1% in AT&T, 1.7% in T-Mobile, 4.0% in Verizon, and 9.1% in Sprint perceive Retx latency. Less than 1ms latency is incurred on average, shown in Table 2. Unlike downlink with up to 10% retransmissions [48], uplink packets are small and less prone to corruption.

4 LRP Overview

We devise LRP, an in-device software solution to latency reduction for mobile apps. Figure 4 shows LRP’s components. It runs as a user-space software daemon at the device, without requiring system/root privilege, firmware modification, or hardware support. It is applicable to both Android and iOS. LRP masks the LTE latency elements in §3.2 for applications by proactively requesting the needed radio resources and high-speed transfer mode, while still retaining low energy and data consumption overhead. As an application-layer solution, LRP cannot directly control the low-level LTE mechanisms that require root privilege or firmware access. Instead, it indirectly regulates the LTE uplink transfer with well-crafted dummy packets. LRP complements solutions designed to reduce other non-network latency elements [19, 51, 54]. While conceptually simple, LRP must address three challenges:

- **Accurate timing control for each latency element (§5.1–5.2):** Initializing the dummy packets at the right time is crucial to both reducing latency and minimizing energy consumption, signaling overhead, and radio resource usage (thus billing). The proper timing depends on the traffic pattern and the unique characteristics of each latency element. To this end, LRP customizes the timing control for critical latency elements, including the DRX doze and scheduling (§3.2).

- **Conflict handling for overall latency reduction (§5.3):** Simply reducing each latency element does not suffice to reduce the overall latency. Due to the complex interactions between LTE latency elements, reducing one latency element may increase other latency elements. Moreover, the dummy packets may compete radio resources with the legitimate data, incurring additional data latency. To this end, LRP devises resolution and avoidance schemes for both types of conflicts.

- **Rootless inference of critical LTE parameters (§5.4):** To be readily usable by every device, we design LRP as a user-space software daemon without requiring system/root privilege. The challenge is that, LRP’s latency reduction requires the fine-grained knowledge of low-level LTE parameters inside the hardware modem chipset. Existing solutions to directly access them (e.g., MobileInsight [32] and QXDM [41]) require root privilege or external hardware support. According to [28], only 7.5% of global mobile devices are rooted. We propose a novel approach to infer these parameters without any system privilege or firmware/hardware modification.

5 The LRP Design

We next elaborate on LRP’s design. We first propose component designs to reduce each latency element (§5.1–5.2), and resolve potential conflicts among them (§5.3). To realize the components without root privilege, we propose a novel inference method at the application layer (§5.4). We analyze LRP and extend the discussion to irregular traffic and 5G (§5.5).

5.1 Energy-Efficient DRX Doze Elimination

To reduce the DRX doze latency in §3.2.1, LRP should ensure the device is in ON period when a data packet arrives at the device buffer. As an application layer solution, LRP cannot directly switch the device to the CRX state (that needs firmware modification). Instead, it sends a dummy packet (rouser) before the data packet’s arrival.

Despite being straightforward at the first glance, a rouser is only effective if being sent at the right time. An imprudent rouser can either incur unacceptable energy waste or cannot help reduce latency. Therefore, timing control is crucial to balancing latency and energy cost. We first discuss some naive solutions with limitations, and then present our design.
Naive timing control  One naive solution is to keep DRX at CRX state at all times by frequently sending rousers. As shown in Figure 5(a), this can be achieved by sending a rouser every $T_{\text{inactivity\_timer}}$. Unfortunately, this results in unacceptable energy waste, as the device never enters the doze mode.

A better choice is to send a rouser with the time in advance, denoted as $r_u$, being set to $r_u = T_{\text{inactivity\_timer}}$ (Figure 5(b)). On one hand, as the packet keeps the ON period for $T_{\text{inactivity\_timer}}$ after dozing, $r_u = T_{\text{inactivity\_timer}}$ ensures that the data packet enters the buffer during the ON period. On the other hand, this saves power compared to the first naive choice, since the extra ON period is capped at $T_{\text{inactivity\_timer}}$ for each packet at most. However, extra energy consumption is still incurred. Since $T_{\text{inactivity\_timer}}$ (≈200ms) is typically much larger than $T_{\text{drx\_doze}}$ (≈30ms) in reality, the ON period between wakeups from the doze mode and the data packet is unnecessary.

LRP’s approach  LRP prioritizes latency over marginal energy waste with proper timing control. Instead of frequent rousers in naive solutions, LRP only sends a rouser for the time $T_{\text{drx\_doze}}$ in advance. We thus keep updating the maximum $T_{\text{drx\_doze}}$, denoted as $T_{\text{drx\_doze\_max}}$. The timing to send the rouser is $r_u = T_{\text{drx\_doze\_max}}$. If the device enters the ON period during doze, i.e., $r_u > T_{\text{drx\_doze}}$, the rouser finishes dozing before the data packet arrives, thus eliminating the doze latency for the data packet. It is also likely that $T_{\text{drx\_doze}}$ for a rouser exceeds $r_u$. In this case, the packet enters the buffer and endures the dozing latency together with the rouser. Although the doze latency is not eliminated, the rouser reduces it by $r_u$.

5.2 Resource-Efficient Proactive Scheduling  LRP next seeks to mask the round trips of the scheduling in §3.2.2 for the mobile app. The idea is to send a scheduling request (SR) before the arrival of the data, so that the data does not need to wait for the radio grants. As an application-layer solution, LRP cannot directly trigger the SR early (which requires modifying the firmware). Instead, it requests a grant from the BS in advance by sending a dummy message, named prefetcher. This is feasible since the grant is not tied with the packet that requests it. Moreover, since the BS responds to each SR regardless of the pending data size, a small dummy message can receive a grant that allows for much-larger-size transmission than itself, thus sufficient to accommodate the followup data packet transfer in a single transmission.

Similar to the DRX doze elimination in §5.1, an effective prefetcher also needs accurate timing control. As shown in Figure 6, imprudent timing can offset the latency reduction, and/or waste radio resources. We next discuss both naive solutions in Figure 6, and then show LRP’s approach.

Naive timing control  A too early prefetcher might result in both resource waste and prolonged latency as shown in Figure 6(a). The prefetcher is sent too early so that the timing to use the returned grant is already passed when the data packet arrives. The resource is thus wasted, while the data packet misses the opportunity to reduce its scheduling latency.

Similarly, a late prefetcher could also miss the opportunity to reduce the scheduling latency for the data packet, as shown in Figure 6(b). If the prefetcher is sent too late after a potential SR that could reduce latency, the data packet might have to wait for scheduling latency as if no prefetcher is issued. In the worst case for both early and late prefetcher, it may result in missed latency savings up to $T_{\text{sr\_periodicity}} + T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$.

LRP’s approach  LRP aims at reducing the scheduling latency at marginal radio resource cost. Let a prefetcher be sent $t_p$ before the data packet. The parameter $t_p$ must meet two requirements. First, we should ensure $t_p \geq T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$. Note that, an SR can only request a grant to be used at $T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$ after the SR. Therefore, $t_p \geq T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$ guarantees that the SR is sent only if it helps to reduce the scheduling latency for the data packet. Second, we must ensure $t_p \leq T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$. This is to let the requested grant be used to transmit the data packet. No resource waste or premature SR is incurred.

Consequently, our timing design is to set the time advance as $t_p = T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$, which meets both requirements. Note that $T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$ is typically constant for a BS, being the accumulative latency of SR processing latency + 4ms, where 4ms is a standardized parameter in [1]. In our experiment, more than 96.5% of $T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$ is identical under a BS regardless of the carrier. If $T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$ changes after handover to a new BS, we update $T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$ immediately. Even if $T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$ may vary, our solution is no worse than the current practice.

Impact of the data packet size  A prefetcher helps reduce scheduling latency if the data packet size $\leq$ grant - prefetcher size, which is common in reality as >99% of initial grants in our experiments exceed 100B in all operators, while the uplink sensory data is smaller than half of that. Therefore, a prefetcher initiates an SR, and gets a returned grant that suffices for the data packet to be sent with the prefetcher.

However, a corner case arises when the grant in response to SR is enough for the data packet, but not for a prefetcher + the data packet. As shown in Figure 7(b), the device could only send the prefetcher and a portion of the data packet. A BSR further requests a grant for the remaining data. The data packet thus suffers extra BSR latency compared to the case without prefetcher (Figure 7(a)). In the worst-case scenario, this latency increases by $T_{\text{sr\_grant}}$ (≈8ms). We discuss the
5.3 Handling the Conflicts for Low Latency

LRP further resolves several conflicts for overall latency reduction. Figure 8 illustrates the workflow of LRP. Let $T_{interval}$ be the time interval between the last and the next expected packet. LRP thus reduces various latency elements. It handles improper interplay between latency elements, and between dummy and data packets.

5.3.1 Conflict Resolution Between Latency Elements

LRP issues two types of dummy packets for latency reduction: *rouser* for DRX-induced doze latency, and *prefetcher* for scheduling latency. Figure 9(a) illustrates their conflicts. A *rouser* itself is a dummy message that needs to be sent before a *prefetcher*. Once turning the device to DRX ON, it asks for the grant, which could carry both *rouser* and *prefetcher*. Therefore, the *prefetcher* is sent by the grant requested by the *rouser*. The grant-induced scheduling latency is not reduced at all. The latency penalty can be as large as $T_{sr.periodicity} + T_{sr.grant}$ compared to no-conflict case in Figure 9(b).

To resolve this conflict, we refine the timing control to ensure both dummy packets’ effectiveness. Specifically, we should make sure a *rouser* is sent when a *prefetcher* hits the device buffer, so that the *prefetcher* can take effect and reduce the scheduling latency. A *rouser* takes at most $T_{sr.periodicity} + T_{sr.grant}$ to be sent out as a dummy message and a *prefetcher* needs to be sent $T_{sr.grant}$ before the data packet. Therefore, we adapt the timer from $t_p = T_{drx.dozes.max}$ to $T_{drx.dozes.max} + T_{sr.periodicity} + 2T_{sr.grant}$ to ensure a *rouser* is sent before a *prefetcher*. The *rouser* thus endures $T_{drx.dozes.max}$ that guarantees the doze is completed and then sent out.

5.3.2 Conflict Avoidance Between Dummy and Data

The next conflict arises between LRP’s dummy packets and the last legitimate data packet. If a *rouser* conflicts with the last packet, this does not pose an issue: the *rouser* can still help the device to remain in the ON period for $T_{nactivity.times}$. We thus only discuss where a *prefetcher* intervenes with the last packet. We show how LRP adapts this for latency reduction.

There are two instances when a *prefetcher* arrives in the buffer before the last data packet being completely sent out, shown in Figure 10. In case (a), the *prefetcher* does not provide any latency reduction. The grant for the last packet has enough room to carry the *prefetcher*, which will be sent together. There is no *prefetcher*-requesting grant for the next data packet. In case (b), a *prefetcher* may increase the latency. The grant for the last data packet cannot accommodate the piggy-backed transmission of the *prefetcher*. A BSR request is thus triggered by the device to request for more grants. Since BSR specifies the size for the dummy message *prefetcher*, the returned grant does not suffice to transmit the data packet. This subsequently invokes another round of BSR-grant operations. The data packet might suffer from extra BSR latency.

To avoid the conflicts, LRP adjusts the timing of a *prefetcher*. It leaves enough time for the last packet to complete its transmission before the *prefetcher*. Recall that the theoretical maximum uplink latency that the last packet would experience after optimization is $T_{sr.grant}$. The dummy *prefetcher* is then sent at least $T_{sr.grant}$ after the application sent its last packet. Specifically, if the time gap (between the last packet arrival and the next packet arrival) is larger than $2T_{sr.grant}$, we send a *prefetcher* $T_{sr.grant}$ before the next packet. This is the timing we designed in §5.2; it will not break the above condition. Otherwise, we send a *prefetcher* $T_{sr.grant}$ after the last packet. This choice will reduce less latency compared to the timing in §5.2 without conflicts. However, we avoid the cases of Figure 10, where a conflict negatively affects the latency.

5.4 Rootless Inference of Critical Parameters

As shown in §5.1–5.3, LRP relies on knowing certain LTE parameters for latency reduction. Obtaining such parameters through the root privilege can definitely work. However, such an approach limits the applicability of LRP. To let LRP work with every commodity device, we seek to infer these parameters at the application layer. Note that existing tools typically require system privilege (e.g., MobileInsight [32]) or additional hardware (e.g., QXDM [41]).

To infer these critical LTE timers, LRP exploits packet pairs for probing. Figure 11 shows the general procedure. LRP sends two adjacent probing requests and records their interval $t_1$. Upon receiving the responses to both packets, LRP compares the responses’ intervals $t_2$ with $t_1$, and estimates the corresponding timers. This approach is based on the premise that, the difference between $t_1$ and $t_2$ mainly arises from the different uplink LTE latency experienced by two packets. This premise largely holds in practice, because latency fluctuations from the base station are much larger than those in the core network or servers\(^2\). Compared with the conventional packet-pair technique, LRP customizes probing packets with the LTE

\(^2\)We have validated this premise in operational LTE. We send a pair of DNS requests at $t_1 = 0$. A UL grant suffices to send both requests; they arrive at the BS simultaneously. $t_2$ is solely affected by the core network and DL. The results show that $t_2 < 1ms $ for $99\%$ responses.
domain knowledge for accurate inference.

**Inferring DRX-related parameters** To reduce DRX doze latency, LRP should know $T_{drx\_max}$ (§5.1). Recall that the DRX doze latency is only present when the packet interval is large. The idea is to let $t_1$ be large enough so that the first response packet cannot keep the second request in DRX ON. The second packet in the pair experiences UL DRX doze latency, while the first does not as we immediately start next pair after one is done. We can thus use the interval difference $t_2 - t_1$ to infer DRX doze latency. Consider that two requests can also be different in terms of scheduling latency, we repeat the pair for 10 times and take the interval difference average. Figure 11(a) illustrates this procedure.

One caveat is that we need to know how large $t_1$ is so that the second request suffers from DRX doze latency. We increase the interval $t_1$ gradually until a certain spike appears in measured RTT for the second request, caused by DRX doze latency ($\approx 30$ms as shown in §3). The time interval between the first response and the second request that triggers such spike infers $T_{activity\_timer}$. We can thus infer $T_{drx\_doze} = t_2 - t_1$. We take the max in multiple rounds as $T_{drx\_max}$.

**Inferring scheduling-related parameters** LRP needs $T_{sr\_grant}$ to reduce the scheduling latency (§5.2). Figure 11(b) shows how LRP infers it. We let $t_1$ as 0 by sending both requests together. As we just showed, the grant is sufficient for a single request packet. We increase the size of the second request so that the grant will not be sufficient for both request packets. According to the scheme, the first request experiences only scheduling latency while the second experiences the same scheduling latency plus $T_{sr\_grant}$, which equals to $T_{sr\_grant}$ under a same BS. We thus can derive LRP optimization parameter $T_{sr\_grant}$ from the measured $t_2$ as $T_{sr\_grant} = t_2$.

### 5.5 Miscellaneous Issues

**Energy Analysis** LRP incurs extra energy overhead from four sources. First, transmitting a *rouser* incurs a longer ON period. The time to send a *rouser* can be as long as $T_{sr\_periodicity} + T_{sr\_grant}$. It incurs $T_{sr\_periodicity}/2 + T_{sr\_grant}$ on average. Second, $T_{drx\_doze}$ is not predictable so we select $T_{drx\_max}$ to prioritize latency over energy. The extra ON period is $\delta = T_{drx\_max} - T_{drx\_doze}$ for each *rouser*. If the packet arrives during DRX OFF, $T_{drx\_max}$ equals to $T_{drx\_doze}$ and $\delta = 0$. Otherwise, $T_{drx\_doze} = 0$ and $\delta = T_{drx\_max}$. The expectation of $\delta$ is thus $p_{on} \cdot T_{drx\_max}$, where $p_{on}$ is the probability of a packet arriving during DRX ON period. If we ignore background traffic and assume the packet arrives in the buffer at a random time, $p_{on} = onDurationTimer / DRX$ cycle. Third, an early *rouser* (due to inaccurate estimation) also causes a longer ON period. Denote $\epsilon$ as the estimation error. When the *rouser* arrives during DRX OFF, the extra ON period is $\epsilon$. Otherwise, $\epsilon$ incurs no extra ON period. Finally, sending extra small messages incurs extra energy waste.

**Impact on the spectrum efficiency** For every data packet, we define its spectrum efficiency $SE = \frac{\text{sizeof (Total UL resource granted)} \times \text{Prefetcher}}{\text{sizeof (Data packet)}}$. When a data packet suffers from doze latency and LRP sends a *rouser*, it reduces $SE$ by half: the *rouser* and the *prefetcher* initiate two grants, while the legacy LTE only requests for one. The extra grant occupies $\approx 2$ RB in commercial networks. LRP trades-off $SE$ for low latency. When LRP sends a *prefetcher* only, two scenarios arise. In the normal case, the grant from SR can carry both the data packet and a *prefetcher*. Therefore, LRP requests no extra grant and $SE$ is the same as the legacy LTE. In the corner case discussed in §5.2, the BS allocates at most $\text{sizeof (prefetcher)}$ extra grant. One extra RB is thus wasted, since a single RB is sufficient to carry a *prefetcher*. $SE$ is reduced by $\frac{\text{sizeof (prefetcher)} \times \text{Sr2on\_grant from SR} \times \text{Prefetcher}}{\text{sizeof (Data packet)}}$. This value multiplying the probability of the corner case (see Appendix B) yields the expectation of $SE$ reduction.

**Impact of background traffic** LRP still reduces latency in the presence of background traffic. No matter whether the background packet is sent before a *rouser* or between a *rouser* and a data packet, the *rouser* will keep the data packet at the DRX ON state, thus eliminating the DRX doze latency. On scheduling latency, if the background traffic is sent after the data packet, it does not affect the *prefetcher*. If the background traffic is in between, the *prefetcher* reduces its latency, which indirectly reduces latency for the real data packet. It still does not increase the latency compared to legacy LTE without LRP. When the background traffic is sent before a *prefetcher*, it will be sent out through BSR before the data packet in the worst case, equivalent to no optimization.

**What if the uplink traffic is not strictly regular?** While mobile sensors produce regular data packets, the actual uplink
data packets might not be strictly periodic. This can be caused by mobile OS overhead, prediction inaccuracy, or sensor periodicity variance. LRP still guarantees no worse latency than legacy LTE, and saves LTE latency in most scenarios. We show the following Theorem 5.1 and prove it in Appendix C.

**Theorem 5.1.** For the data packet that should have arrived at $T_{\text{interval}}$ but actually arrives at $T$, LRP does not incur extra latency compared with the legacy 4G LTE.

**LRP for non-regular traffic** For those ML/AI apps of §2 with irregular but predictable uplink traffic, LRP works equally well. For others with irregular yet unpredictable uplink traffic, we do not recommend LRP for such apps. If users intend to use our APIs, latency reduction cannot be ensured.

**Applicability to 5G** In principle, LRP is applicable to 5G, which has three usage cases. Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) extends the current 4G technology. Massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC) is for cellular IoT devices. Its design is based on LTE-M and NB-IoT [8]. The scheduling mechanisms of both modes largely remain unchanged [3, 4]. LRP is still applicable. Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC) targets low-latency communication. The potential grant-free scheduling partially achieves LRP’s latency reduction, but LRP’s DRX doze latency reduction will still help the URLLC applications.

**Network impact** LRP incurs little overhead on the network side. The overhead stems from processing extra signaling, which is marginal compared with normal operations. This is because the BS monitors the control and data channels continuously, regardless of whether it receives an SR.

**Impact on other users** If the devices under a BS all use LRP, they will still benefit from LRP. The core idea of LRP is to schedule a device’s allocated resources in advance if its data arrival can be predicted. The device does not sacrifice other users’ access in general. Moreover, if certain device does not adopt LRP, its latency may be slightly prolonged. This arises when the BS assigns the last available resource to a non-LRP user who advances its scheduling, while this resource could have been available to the non-LRP user. However, the impact is minimal, as the BS will serve the user the next subframe (in 1ms) and the throughput is not affected.

## 6 Implementation

We implement LRP as a standalone user-space daemon with Android NDK. A similar implementation is also feasible for iOS. Figure 12 shows its key components, including a latency manager for latency reduction with conflict resolution in §5.1–5.3, an inference engine that offers key parameters for LRP based on the solutions in §5.4, and a set of APIs for latency-sensitive applications. To use LRP, a latency-sensitive mobile app requests LRP service using its APIs as detailed below. At runtime, LRP first detects if the device connects to a new base station by checking the change of serving cell ID. Upon cell changes, LRP starts to infer the key LTE parameters for this new cell. Once the key parameters are obtained, LRP initiates its latency manager to reduce DRX doze latency in §5.1 and scheduling latency in §5.2, and resolves the conflicts in §5.3.

**APIs** LRP provides easy-to-use application-layer APIs for mobile application developers. Figure 12 showcases these APIs with a mobile VR application. The app first calls startParInf() so that LRP daemon starts and infers the LTE parameters relevant to latency reduction components. The daemon detects possible parameter changes (say, upon handover) and re-runs the inference procedure whenever necessary. As our VR application uploads periodic sensory data packets, it calls setInterval(t) to inform LRP such periodicity. Whenever a data packet is sent, the application calls reduceDozeAndSchedule() for LRP to reduce latency for the next packet.

**Latency manager** It realizes the latency reduction in §5.1–5.2 and conflict resolution in §5.3. A practical issue to realize them is to optimize the dummy packet’s construction and delivery for low cost. Both prefetcher and rouser messages in LRP should be as small as possible so that extra data overhead is minimized. In addition, a smaller prefetcher will decrease the likelihood of the corner case discussed in §5.2. The smallest packet we could generate in the Android device without root is an ICMP ping packet with IP header only via system command. Our implementation issues only one small ICMP packet to the local gateway in LTE that serves the users.

**LTE inference engine** It infers the key LTE parameters for LRP’s latency reduction based on the approaches in §5.4. We use DNS requests/responses as probing packets, which have low deployment cost (by using LTE’s readily-available DNS servers) and higher accuracy (compared to other probing packets delivered with low priority such as ICMP). For DNS servers, LTE assigns its own in-network DNS server when the device attaches to it, which provides fast and stable service. We use such DNS servers for our experiment.

Moreover, we note that simply running the inference in §5.4 may be inaccurate in practice, since it is sensitive to the noises from background traffic, vendor-specific base station behaviors, and server load. To this end, we optimize our implementation to mitigate these noises and improve the inference accuracy. Specifically, we add a few filters to get rid of the noises. For instance, when measuring the scheduling-related parameters, we know that $T_{\text{rtt}}$ should be greater than 4ms in reality, therefore, if the packet response pair is received within 4ms, we ignore this round of experiment.
Table 4: Uplink network latency (ms) reduction by LRP in evaluations with four apps. \(\eta = \frac{\text{LRP}-\text{Legacy}}{\text{LRP}}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>AT&amp;T</th>
<th>Verizon</th>
<th>T-Mobile</th>
<th>Sprint</th>
<th>China Mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leg.</td>
<td>LR-P</td>
<td>Leg.</td>
<td>LR-P</td>
<td>Leg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile VR</td>
<td>Med.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.5x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.9x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>Med.</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.7x</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.1x</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localization</td>
<td>Med.</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.6x</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>2.3x</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Med.</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.3x</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>2.0x</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Mobile VR is evaluated under Verizon and T-Mobile only. Other operators’ firewalls block the VR traffic. Leg: Legacy LTE. Med: Median.

7 Evaluation

We assess how LRP improves the overall latencies and QoEs for emergent mobile applications, evaluate the effectiveness of solution components in LRP, and quantify LRP’s overhead.

Experimental setup We run LRP on Google Pixel, Pixel 2, Pixel XL, and Pixel 5. We quantify the latency reduction in both US and China over AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile, Sprint, and China Mobile. The evaluation covers 375 unique cells. We repeat the tests in static, walking (~1 m/s), and driving (~30 mph) scenarios. We do experiments mostly in metropolitan areas while driving tests cover rural areas as well. The radio signal strength varies from -120 to -80 dBm, covering good (>90 dBm), fair ([105, 90 dBm]), and bad (<105 dBm) conditions. To quantify LRP’s latency reduction, we use MobileInsight [32] to extract the ground truth of fine-grained per-packet latency breakdown from the chipset.

To gauge LRP’s impact on the network side, we build a USRP-based testbed. A server with Intel i7-9700k CPU and 32G RAM runs srsLTE [20] for the functions of core network and BS processing. A USRP B210 connects to the server and provides wireless access for the devices. We plug-symoUSIM [47] into the test phones, and register them.

7.1 Overall Benefits for the Applications

We showcase LRP’s latency reduction and QoE improvements with four representative emergent mobile applications:

- **Mobile VR.** We use the showcase VR game as described in §2. We measure the latency of the sensor data and control data, and use it to gauge how our design reacts to VR games.
- **Localization.** We write an Android app that uploads the periodic GPS location status to the cloud via the Android API [21]. We encode each location update in 22 bytes and send it to the cloud every second.
- **Object recognition.** We prototype an object recognition app using MobileNetV2 [43], a phone-based deep learning model. The app processes camera frames and uploads the recognition result to the cloud. The typical inference time is 250 ms.
- **Gaming.** We evaluate its latency by replaying the traces from PUBG Mobile [40], one of the most popular multi-player online mobile games. Since PUBG traffic is not strictly regular, we use it to demonstrate the effectiveness of LRP as discussed in §5.5. We use the traffic emulator to send data packets based on the trace.

Overall LTE latency reduction Table 4 and Figure 13 show LRP’s latency reduction for these apps in static settings with fair-good signal strength; other scenarios have similar results as detailed in §7.2. On average, LRP achieves 4.5 ms (0.5-0.8x) latency reduction in mobile VR, 8.37 ms (1.2-7.4x) reduction in localization, 8.29 ms (1.0-5.6x) reduction in object detection, and 1.6 ms (0.3-0.7x) reduction in gaming for all 5 LTE carriers. Our breakdown analysis further shows these apps suffer from different latency bottlenecks. For the localization and object detection, the majority of data packets suffer from both DRX doze and scheduling latency. For the VR and gaming with more frequent packets, the scheduling latency is the major latency bottleneck. LRP can reduce both bottleneck latencies and thus benefit all these applications.

QoE improvement To showcase the impact of LRP on the mobile VR, we conduct a user study with 10 participants to evaluate the subjective experiences of using VR with/without LRP. Figure 14 shows the average Mean Opinion Score (MOS) on three aspects: graphical visual quality, responsiveness, and overall experience. Participants rate 1 (Bad) to 5 (Excellent) on these three aspects of the VR game with constant head position changes. The results show that LRP can improve the visual quality by 8% (3.1→4.0), responsiveness by 63% (2.4→3.9), and overall experience by 46% (2.4→3.5).

5G latency reduction We evaluate how LRP reduces 5G latency under AT&T 5G network. Since we do not have access to its fine-grained data-plane traces, we measure RTT at the application layer. LRP reduces RTT by 4.6 ms for Gaming, 20.5 ms for Localization, and 19.8 ms for Object Detection. The results are similar to the latency reduction in AT&T 4G.

7.2 Micro-Benchmarks

We next assess LRP’s solution components under various signal strengths and user mobility patterns.

DRX-induced latency reduction (§5.1) As shown in §5.1, LRP helps reduce the DRX doze latency if the inter-packet interval larger than \(T_{\text{inactivity time}}\) (otherwise the DRX doze latency is always 0 with/without LRP). Figure 15 shows LRP’s...
DRX latency reduction under various signal strengths and mobility patterns. We run this test under the most popular setting of $T_{\text{inactivity, time}} = 200\text{ms}$ (Table 3) when the inter-packet interval is $1.5 \times T_{\text{inactivity, time}}$. We also test other intervals and get similar results. In all scenarios, LRP reduces the DRX doze latency to 0 for all LTE carriers. This results in 21–41ms mean latency reduction and 40–57ms 95% latency reduction.

### Scheduling latency reduction (§5.2)

We next quantify the reduction in uplink scheduling latency. The latency reduction ratio, $\eta$, is defined as that of the reduced latency and the LRP latency. Table 5 shows the results in different carriers, signal strengths, and mobility patterns. In all these scenarios, LRP reduces the median scheduling latency by 0.3-2.5×, and reduces the 95th latency by up to 1.7×.

### Conflict handling for latency reduction (§5.3)

We confirm the effectiveness of LRP’s conflict resolution/avoidance. We adapt LRP’s APIs to enable/disable the conflict handling in §5.3. Table 6 compares the overall latency with/without LRP’s conflict handling. We first illustrate LRP can resolve rouser and prefetcher conflict. We use Localization as its traffic pattern satisfies the condition (long interval) for potential conflict. Compared with no conflict resolution, LRP reduces extra 8.82-60.0% latency in all operators. We next evaluate how LRP handles data and dummy packets conflicts. The heavy traffic in the Gaming application potentially causes such conflict. We run the Gaming application with LRP and the APIs without conflict avoidance. Compared with no conflict avoidance, LRP reduces up to 20% extra latency.

### Accuracy of critical parameter inference (§5.4)

We finally check how accurate our LTE parameter inference is.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>AT&amp;T</th>
<th>Verizon</th>
<th>T-Mobile</th>
<th>Sprint</th>
<th>China Mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leg.</td>
<td>LRP</td>
<td>Leg.</td>
<td>LRP</td>
<td>Leg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static-Poor</td>
<td>Med.</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.4×</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>0.5×</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static-Fair</td>
<td>Med.</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.6×</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.1×</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static-Good</td>
<td>Med.</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.2×</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>0.5×</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>Med.</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.4×</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>0.5×</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving</td>
<td>Med.</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.8×</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>0.1×</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Latency (ms) reduction with conflict handle.

For each cell, we first collect ground truth by analyzing the physical/link/RRC-layer signaling messages from MobileInSight. We then use LRP component to infer the parameters and compare them with the ground truth. We calculate the average error rate in terms of inference. The results are shown in Table 7. As we can see, the inference error rate is at most 3.2% for both parameters in all 5 operators. LRP inference is accurate as argued in §5.4 and §6.

### 7.3 Overhead

**Overhead of dummy messages**

The dummy messages may incur additional data usage and thus billing. Table 8 shows that LRP incurs no more than 0.6KB data per second under all carriers. The data overhead depends on the frequency of calling LRP APIs. For heavy traffic applications (VR, Gaming), the extra overhead is 0.33KB/s while the number for the other two apps is 0.05KB/s. The overhead is acceptable in typical data plans and the extra data is only incurred when LRP APIs are called. As explained in §6, LRP has minimized the use of dummy for efficient latency reduction.
Table 8: Overhead of LRP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extra Data (KB/s)</th>
<th>AT&amp;T</th>
<th>Verizon</th>
<th>T-Mobile</th>
<th>Sprint</th>
<th>C. Mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Sig. Msg</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Overhead</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extra signaling message The dummy messages incur extra signaling between the device and the BS. We measure this overhead as shown in Table 8. LRP incurs up to 4.3% messages, which are marginal compared with the total volume of signaling messages. Reducing latency for apps with DRX doze generates more messages. LRP incurs on average 1.6 extra signaling messages per second for Location and Object Detection. While the other two apps with LRP generate 0.8 extra message every second on average.

Energy consumption While LRP exploits the DRX for lower latency, it still respects the LTE’s energy saving with accurate timing control and incurs marginal energy cost. We first compare the percentage of the extra ON period with and without LRP. We track the CDRX events with MobileInsight. As shown in Table 8, for all carriers, at most 5.8% of extra ON period is invoked. Furthermore, we fully charge the device and run Object Detection (with DRX doze) and VR (no DRX doze) applications for one hour, and compare the energy consumption with or without LRP. With LRP, two applications incur 2.5% (16.12% to 16.52% of total battery) and 1.0% (37.04% to 37.40% of total battery) extra battery consumption, respectively. This overhead is marginal, as we adjust the timing of rousers to reduce unnecessary energy waste.

Network impact We measure the network impact of LRP in our SDR testbed. Even in the absence of data transfer, the server spends 0.055ms to average to process the collected signal in every subframe (1ms). In contrast, processing LRP’s extra signaling costs 0.002ms, about 3.6% extra overhead.

Impact on other users We next examine whether LRP affects those non-LRP users. We test a two-device scenario, with both running the Gaming app. Device A never uses LRP, whereas device B turns on/off LRP in the test. When B does not run LRP, A’s average uplink network latency is 15.79ms, and the 95th percentile is 24.0ms. When B activates LRP, A’s average latency becomes 15.84ms and the 95th percentile is 24.0ms. Both numbers are not visibly affected. Therefore, the latency of non-LRP device is not affected, regardless of whether the other runs LRP or not.

8 Related Work

Many cross-layer techniques have been designed to improve user experience and application performance in mobile networks (see [19] for a survey). They use lower-layer information to improve video streaming [54], to optimize Web access [12, 26, 34, 35, 51], to name a few. Most such solutions seek to boost the application-perceived throughput. Other recent proposals detect whether LTE is the bottleneck for applications [9], estimate the radio link speed [11], or examine how LTE configurations affect applications [25]. In contrast, we focus on devising LTE latency-oriented reduction solutions.

Early efforts are also made to reduce the LTE network latency. They analyze the latency for Web access over LTE [39, 53], devise application-specific solutions to LTE scheduling latency with modified modem firmware [48], measure the impact of DRX upon LTE from the energy perspective [23], and adjust the RRC parameters to reduce data-plane latency with infrastructure update [38]. Recent work [9, 30] also makes device-based throughput prediction for performance improvement. Our work differs from them since we work on the latency elements that cannot be eliminated with higher throughput. Authors from [16, 33] target reducing one-time connection setup latency, while LRP reduces latency elements for every data packet in the connected state. Other recent efforts seek to refine the 4G/5G network infrastructure [24, 37]. In contrast, we propose an effective solution without root privilege, device firmware change, or infrastructure upgrade.

9 Conclusion

Reducing latency is critical to many delay-sensitive applications, such as mobile AR/VR, mobile gaming, sensing, machine learning, and robot/drone-based image/speech recognition. In mobile networks like 4G LTE, reducing uplink latency is more challenging than its downlink counterpart, since it involves multiple latency elements stemming from power-saving, scheduling, on-demand resource allocation, etc.

We have designed and implemented LRP, a device-based solution to LTE latency reduction without any infrastructure changes. LRP does not require root privilege at the device and works with mobile apps directly. It ensures the network latency is no worse than the legacy 4G LTE, and is applicable to the upcoming 5G. By design, LRP uses small dummy messages with proper timing control and conflict handling, in order to eliminate unnecessary latency components from scheduling and power-saving operations. Our experiments have confirmed its effectiveness with a variety of mobile apps.

In the broader context, reducing latency poses a more challenging problem than improving throughput for the networking system community. In the mobile network domain, various tricks have been invented for boosting throughput (e.g., massive MIMO, more sophisticated modulation, mmWave, etc.). This is not the case for latency. Both its fundamental theory and effective practice are lacking. Moreover, exploring pure device-based solution, which does not require root privilege and has direct access to user application-level information, offers a nice complement to the infrastructure-centric design, which typically takes years to be deployed.
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APPENDIX

A Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{drx_doze}$</td>
<td>The DRX Doze latency for an uplink packet between it enters buffer during DRX OFF and DRX enters ON state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{drx_doze_max}$</td>
<td>The maximum doze latency $T_{drx_doze}$ measured under a cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sr_wait}$</td>
<td>The latency of waiting for an uplink scheduling request (SR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sr_grant}$</td>
<td>The time difference between an SR and sending data using the requested grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{bsr_grant}$</td>
<td>The time between the first segment of a packet being sent and the last segment being sent through grants via BSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{retx}$</td>
<td>The latency of uplink packet retransmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{scheduling}$</td>
<td>$T_{scheduling} = T_{sr_wait} + T_{sr_grant}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{inactivity_timer}$</td>
<td>A new data transmission will restart this timer and keep the device in DRX ON state until this timer expires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sr_periodicity}$</td>
<td>The periodicity of subframes where a device can initiate an SR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{interval}$</td>
<td>The time interval between the last and the next expected packet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Notation table.

B Discussion on the Corner Case

The corner case happens when the grant from an SR is sufficient for the data packet, but insufficient for the data packet and its prefetcher. In this section, we discuss the size of the grant from an SR and the probability of this corner case.

Since the size of a data packet and a prefetcher is fixed, the occurrence of the corner case depends on the grant from an SR. The BS assigns a grant for the SR according to 3GPP standard [1]. However, it has the freedom to determine the size of the grant. It can assign certain RBs to the user. The number of the RBs is denoted as $N_{PRB}$. The RB amount is not sufficient to determine the grant size, which is also affected by the modulation index, denoted as $I_{MCS}$. A BS sends a grant with $I_{MCS}$, which is affected by channel condition, device power, etc. $N_{PRB}$ can be selected from a subset of discrete values from $[1, ..., 110]$, depending on the channel bandwidth. $I_{MCS}$ can be selected from a subset of discrete values $[0, ..., 63]$, depending on the modulation capability of the device. Multiple $I_{MCS}$ can map to the same modulation scheme. The UL data that can be sent using this grant is a function of both $N_{PRB}$ and $I_{MCS}$. This discrete function, denoted as $F(N_{PRB}, I_{MCS})$, is shown in a 110x44 table in 3GPP 36.213 [1].

$F()$ is monotonically increasing with either $N_{PRB}$ or $I_{MCS}$. Suppose the selection of $N_{PRB}$ and $I_{MCS}$ are independent. Let the probability of the BS selecting $P(N_{PRB} = j) = p_j$, where $j \in [1, ..., 110]$ and $\sum p_j = 1$. Similarly, let $P(I_{MCS} = i) = q_i$, where $i \in [0, ..., 63]$ and $\sum q_i = 1$. Let the size of the data packet be $a$ and the size of a prefetcher be $a'$. $(i, j) \in X_1$ if $a \leq F(j, i) < a + a'$. Otherwise, $(i, j) \in X_2$. Therefore, $p_{\text{corner}} = \sum_{i,j} p_i q_j$.

From the operational traces, a BS tends to assign $N_{PRB} = 2$ or 3 in response to an SR. When $N_{PRB} = 2$, any $I_{MCS} \geq 3$ can guarantee $F(N_{PRB}, I_{MCS}) > 100$. When $N_{PRB} = 3$, any $I_{MCS} \geq 2$ can guarantee $F(N_{PRB}, I_{MCS}) > 100$. In our experiments, $\geq 99\%$ of initial grants exceed 100B in all operators. This is sufficient for a small uplink sensory data packet and a small prefetcher message.

C Proof for Theorem 5.1

Proof. LRP operates based on the value of $T_{interval}$. When $T_{interval} \geq T_{inactivity\_timer}$, LRP sends a rouser to eliminate DRX doze latency. When the next packet arrives later than expected ($T > T_{interval}$), LRP is still very likely to reduce DRX doze latency as the rouser sent $T_{drx\_doze}$ before the next packet will keep the device in ON state for $T_{inactivity\_timer}$. Therefore, as long as $T \leq T_{interval} - T_{drx\_doze} + T_{inactivity\_timer}$, LRP still reduces DRX doze latency. If $T > T_{interval} - T_{drx\_doze} + T_{inactivity\_timer}$, the device might have already turned to DRX OFF when the next packet arrives. In this situation, the DRX doze latency still exists but LRP does not add extra latency source. Similarly, when the next packet arrives early ($T < T_{interval}$), LRP still reduces doze latency when the rouser precedes the data packet, namely $T \geq T_{interval} - T_{drx\_doze}$. Otherwise, LRP does not send any rouser and the latency is the same compared to no LRP. In summary, if the next packet actually arrives in $T$ where $T_{interval} - T_{drx\_doze} \leq T \leq T_{interval} - T_{drx\_doze} + T_{inactivity\_timer}$, LRP still eliminates or reduces the DRX doze latency. The margin allowed for error ($T_{drx\_doze}$ and $T_{inactivity\_timer} - T_{drx\_doze}$) can be 30-80ms in reality depending on common LTE parameters. Otherwise, LRP does not increase the latency.

When $T_{interval} < T_{inactivity\_timer}$, LRP sends a prefetcher only ($T_{sr\_grant}$ before the next packet) to reduce scheduling latency. If data arrives later, the prefetcher is still possible to save its latency if its requested grant can be used by the next packet, which is $T < T_{interval} + T_{sr\_wait}$. Similarly, if data arrives earlier, the prefetcher reduces scheduling latency if it is sent before the real data packet, i.e., $T > T_{interval} - T_{sr\_grant}$. When the next scheduled packet arrives in $T_{interval}$ where $T_{interval} - T_{sr\_grant} < T < T_{interval} + T_{sr\_wait}$, LRP still reduces the LTE uplink scheduling latency. This margin allowed for error ($T_{sr\_grant}$ and $T_{sr\_wait}$) is usually 8-20ms in reality depending on LTE parameters. Otherwise, the scheduling latency is not reduced but LRP does not incur extra latency.
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**Abstract**

In-memory key-value stores are critical components that help scale large internet services by providing low-latency access to popular data. Memcached, one of the most popular key-value stores, suffers from performance limitations inherent to the Linux networking stack and fails to achieve high performance when using high-speed network interfaces. While the Linux network stack can be bypassed using DPDK based solutions, such approaches require a complete redesign of the software stack and induce high CPU utilization even when client load is low.

To overcome these limitations, we present BMC, an in-kernel cache for Memcached that serves requests before the execution of the standard network stack. Requests to the BMC cache are treated as part of the NIC interrupts, which allows performance to scale with the number of cores serving the NIC queues. To ensure safety, BMC is implemented using eBPF. Despite the safety constraints of eBPF, we show that it is possible to implement a complex cache service. Because BMC runs on commodity hardware and requires modification of neither the Linux kernel nor the Memcached application, it can be widely deployed on existing systems. BMC optimizes the processing time of Facebook-like small-size requests. On this target workload, our evaluations show that BMC improves throughput by up to 18x compared to the vanilla Memcached application and up to 6x compared to an optimized version of Memcached that uses the SO_REUSEPORT socket flag. In addition, our results also show that BMC has negligible overhead and does not deteriorate throughput when treating non-target workloads.

**1 Introduction**

Memcached [24] is a high-performance in-memory key-value store used as a caching-service solution by cloud providers [1] and large-scale web services [5, 40]. Memcached allows such services to reduce web request latency and alleviate the load on backend databases by using main memory to store and serve popular data over the network.

Memcached, however, is prone to bottlenecks introduced by the underlying operating system’s network stack, including Linux’s [16, 36], since the main goal of general purpose operating systems is to provide applications with flexible abstractions and interfaces. To achieve high throughput and low latency, user applications can give up using the standard kernel interfaces by using kernel-bypass technologies such as DPDK [6] which allow an application to program network hardware and perform packet I/O from userspace. The application that has control of the network hardware is then responsible for implementing a network stack that fits its specific needs [14, 28]. However, kernel-bypass comes with drawbacks. First, it eliminates security policies enforced by the kernel, such as memory isolation or firewalling. Specific hardware extensions, i.e. an IOMMU and SR-IOV [15, 20], or software-based isolation are then required to maintain standard security levels. Second, kernel-bypass relies on dedicating CPU cores to poll incoming packets, trading off CPU resources for low latency. This prevents the cores from being shared with other applications even when the client load is low. Third, kernel-bypass requires an extensive re-engineering of the existing application in order to achieve high performance with a dedicated network stack.

In this paper, we propose BPF Memcached Cache (BMC) to address the kernel bottlenecks impacting Memcached. BMC focuses on accelerating the processing of small GET requests over UDP to achieve high throughput as previous work from Facebook [13] has shown that these requests make up a significant portion of Memcached traffic. Contrary to hardware-specific accelerators, BMC runs on standard hardware and thus can be deployed on infrastructure with heterogeneous hardware. BMC relies on a pre-stack processing approach that consists in intercepting requests directly from the network driver, before they are delivered to the standard network stack, and processing them using an in-kernel cache. This provides the ability to serve requests with low latency and to fall back to the Memcached application when a request cannot be treated by BMC. BMC can leverage modern network card features such as multi-queues to process multiple
requests in parallel (see Figure 1). In addition, BMC uses a separate lock for each cache entry to introduce minimal overhead and allow performance to scale with the number of cores.

Running BMC at the kernel level raises safety issues as a bug in its implementation could put the entire system at risk. To address this issue, BMC is implemented using eBPF. The Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) and its extended version, eBPF, is a bytecode and a safe runtime environment offered by the Linux kernel to provide userspace an approach to inject code inside the kernel. The Linux kernel includes a static analyzer to check that the injected code is safe before it can be executed, which limits the expressiveness of the injected code. We show how to circumvent this limitation by partitioning complex functionality into small eBPF programs and by bounding the data that BMC processes. Using eBPF also allows BMC to be run without requiring any modification to the Linux kernel or to the Memcached application, making it easy to deploy on existing systems. The eBPF bytecode of BMC is compiled from 513 lines of C code and is JIT compiled by the Linux kernel. This results in BMC introducing very little overhead into the OS network stack.

![Figure 1: General architecture](image)

The main results of this paper include:

- The identification of the bottlenecks of Memcached when processing requests over UDP. We propose MemcachedSR, a modified version of Memcached that uses the SO_REUSEPORT socket option to scale with the number of threads, improving throughput by 3x compared to the vanilla Memcached.
- The evaluation of BMC under our target workload consisting of small requests. In this setting, BMC improves the throughput by up to 6x with respect to MemcachedSR and by up to 18x with respect to vanilla Memcached.
- The evaluation of BMC under a non-target workload that consists of large requests not processed by BMC. In this setting, BMC has negligible overhead and does not deteriorate throughput with respect to MemcachedSR.
- The comparison of BMC with a dummy cache that shows that BMC’s design is well suited for high throughput performance as it does not introduce unnecessary complexity.
- The comparison of Memcached running with BMC against a Memcached implementation based on Seastar, a networking stack for DPDK. Our results show that Memcached with BMC achieves similar throughput to Seastar but uses 3x less CPU resources.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on Memcached and the OS network stack bottlenecks it suffers from. Section 3 describes BMC and its design. Section 4 discusses implementation details. Section 5 presents the experimental results. Section 6 discusses the generalization of BMC and its memory allocation challenges. Section 7 presents related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

## 2 Background and motivation

This section describes the limitations of Memcached that motivate our work, and describes the eBPF runtime used to implement BMC.

### 2.1 Memcached

Memcached [10] is a mature in-memory key-value store traditionally used as a cache by web applications in a datacenter environment to speed up request processing and reduce the load on back-end databases. Because of its popularity, a lot of work has been put into optimizing it [35, 44].

A Memcached server operates on items, which are objects used to store a key and its associated value and metadata. Clients send requests to a Memcached server using a basic command-based protocol, of which GET and SET are the most important commands. A GET key command retrieves the value associated with the specified key if it is stored by Memcached and a SET key value command stores the specified key-value pair. A GET command can also be used as a mutiget request when a client needs to retrieve multiple values at once. Requests can be sent using either the TCP or the UDP transport protocol.

The data management of Memcached has been well optimized and relies on slab allocation, a LRU algorithm and a hash table to allocate, remove and retrieve items stored in memory. Previous studies [16, 30] have shown that Memcached performance and scalability are heavily impaired by OS network stack bottlenecks, especially when receiving a large number of small requests. Since Facebook’s production environment
workloads show a 30:1 distribution between GET and SET commands, Nishtala et al. [40] proposed using UDP instead of TCP for GET commands to avoid the cost of TCP processing.

To gain additional insight into the performance of a Memcached server using UDP to receive GET requests, we profiled the CPU consumption while trying to achieve maximum throughput (the experimental setup is described in Section 5). As shown in Figure 2, more than 50% of Memcached’s runtime is spent executing system calls. Moreover, the CPU usage of both sys_recvfrom and sys_sendmsg increases as more threads are allocated to Memcached. When eight threads are used by Memcached, the total CPU usage of these three system calls reaches 80%.

Figure 2: CPU usage of the three most used system calls by Memcached

Figure 3 shows the throughput of the vanilla Memcached application when varying the number of threads (and cores). The results show that vanilla Memcached does not scale and that its performance even deteriorates when more than four threads are used. Table 1 shows the top ten most time consuming functions measured by the perf tool while running Memcached with eight threads, all of them are kernel functions. The native_queued_spin_lock_slowpath and _udp_enqueue_schedule_skb functions account for a total of 28.63% of the processing time of our machine under test and are used to push packets to the UDP socket queue. The kernel’s socket queues are data structures shared between the Memcached threads and the kernel threads responsible for the execution of the network stack, and therefore require lock protection. In the case of Memcached, a single UDP socket is used and its queue is shared between the cores receiving packets from the NIC and the cores running the application, leading to lock contention. This lock contention is then responsible for the decrease in Memcached throughput.

To allow Memcached to scale with the number of threads, we have modified the version 1.5.19 of Memcached to use the SO_REUSEPORT socket option. The SO_REUSEPORT option allows multiple UDP sockets to bind to the same port. We refer to this modified Memcached as MemcachedSR in the rest of the paper. We use this option to allocate a UDP socket per Memcached thread and bind each socket to the same port. Received packets are then equitably distributed between each socket queue by the Linux kernel which reduces lock contention. As shown in Figure 3, MemcachedSR scales with the number of threads and achieves a throughput that is up to 3 times higher than the vanilla version of Memcached.

Despite the scalability of MemcachedSR, there is still room for improvement as Memcached requests still have to go through the whole network stack before they can be processed by the application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>% CPU utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>native_queued_spin_lock_slowpath</td>
<td>17.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_udp_enqueue_schedule_skb</td>
<td>10.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clear_page_ema</td>
<td>5.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udp4_lib_lookup2</td>
<td>3.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_raw_spin_lock</td>
<td>3.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fib_table_lookup</td>
<td>2.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>napi_gro_receive</td>
<td>2.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfp_net_rx</td>
<td>1.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i40e_napi_poll</td>
<td>1.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udp_queue_recv_one_skb</td>
<td>1.14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Top ten most CPU-consuming functions on a Memcached server under network load

2.2 eBPF

The Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) [37] is an in-kernel interpreter originally designed to run packet filters from userspace using a reduced instruction set. BPF has evolved into the extended BPF (eBPF), which introduces a new bytecode and just-in-time compilation for improved performance. An eBPF program can be loaded from userspace by the Linux kernel and triggered by a specific kernel event. The eBPF program is then run whenever the event is triggered.

eBPF programs can maintain and access persistent memory thanks to kernel data structures called BPF maps. Maps are designed to store arbitrary data structures whose size must be specified by the user application at creation time. They can be used for communicating between different eBPF programs or between eBPF programs and user applications. Furthermore, eBPF programs can call a restricted set of kernel functions, called helpers, allowing eBPF programs to interact with the system and access specific kernel data (e.g. map data, time

Figure 3: Vanilla Memcached vs. MemcachedSR
since boot up). Tail calls allow an eBPF program to call another eBPF program in a continuation-like manner. The eBPF bytecode backend is supported by the Clang/LLVM compiler toolchain, which allows using the C language to write eBPF programs in a high-level language.

Because running user-space code inside the kernel can impact the system’s security and stability, the Linux kernel calls the in-kernel eBPF verifier every time it loads an eBPF program to check if the program can be safely attached and executed. The goal of the verifier is to guarantee that the program meets two properties: safety, i.e., the program neither accesses unauthorized memory, nor leaks kernel information, nor executes arbitrary code, and liveness, i.e., the execution of the program will always terminate.

To analyze an eBPF program, the verifier creates an abstract state of the eBPF virtual machine [9]. The verifier updates its current state for each instruction in the eBPF program, checking for possible out-of-bounds memory accesses or jumps. All conditional branches are analyzed to explore all possible execution paths of the program. A particular path is valid if the verifier reaches a bpf exit instruction and the verifier’s state contains a valid return value or if the verifier reaches a state that is equivalent to one that is known to be valid. The verifier then backtracks to an unexplored branch state and continues this process until all paths are checked.

Because this verification process must be guaranteed to terminate, a complexity limit is enforced by the kernel and an eBPF program is rejected whenever the number of explored instructions reaches this limit. Thus, the verifier incurs false positives, i.e. it can reject eBPF programs that are safe. In Linux 5.3, the kernel version used to implement BMC, this limit is set to 1 million instructions. Other parameters, such as the number of successive branch states, are also used to limit path explosion and the amount of memory used by the verifier. Since Linux 5.3, the verifier supports bounded loops in eBPF programs by analyzing the state of every iteration of a loop. Hence, the verifier must be able to check every loop iteration before hitting the previously-mentioned instruction complexity limit. This limits the number of loop iterations as well as the complexity of the instructions in the loop body. Moving data of variable lengths between legitimate memory locations requires a bounded loop and conditional instructions to provide memory bounds checking, which in turn increase the complexity of an eBPF program. Finally, eBPF does not support dynamic memory allocation, instead eBPF programs have to rely on eBPF maps (array, hashmap) to hold a fixed number of specific data structures.

Because of all these limitations, eBPF is currently mostly used to monitor a running kernel or to process low-layer protocols of network packets (i.e. L2-L4). Processing application protocols is more challenging but is required to allow the implementation of more complex network functions [38].

3 Design

In this section, we present the design of BMC, a safe in-kernel accelerator for Memcached. BMC allows the acceleration of a Memcached server by caching recently accessed Memcached data in the kernel and by relying on a pre-stack processing principle to serve Memcached requests as soon as possible after they have been received by the network driver. This approach allows BMC to scale to multicore architectures by leveraging modern NIC’s multi-queue support to run BMC on each individual core for each received packet. The execution of BMC is transparent to Memcached, and Memcached does not need any modification to benefit from BMC. In the rest of this section, we first present the pre-stack processing approach. We then describe the BMC cache and how its coherence is insured.

3.1 Pre-stack processing

BMC intercepts network packets at the network-driver level to process Memcached requests as soon as possible after they have been received by the NIC. BMC filters all network packets received by the network driver based on their destination port to only process Memcached network traffic. It focuses on processing GET requests using the UDP protocol and SET requests using the TCP protocol. Figure 4 illustrates how pre-stack processing allows BMC to leverage its in-kernel cache to accelerate the processing of Memcached requests.

When processing a GET request (4a), BMC checks its in-kernel cache and sends back the corresponding reply if it finds the requested data. In that case, the network packet containing the request is never processed by the standard network stack, nor the application, freeing CPU time.

SET requests are processed by BMC to invalidate the corresponding cache entries and are then delivered to the application (4b). After a cache entry has been invalidated, a subsequent GET request targeting the same data will not be served by BMC but rather by the Memcached application. BMC always lets SET requests go through the standard network stack for two reasons. First, it enables reusing the OS TCP protocol implementation, including sending acknowledgments and retransmitting segments. Second, it ensures SET requests are always processed by the Memcached application and that the application’s data stays up-to-date. We choose not to update the in-kernel cache using the SET requests intercepted by BMC because TCP’s congestion control might reject new segments after its execution. Moreover, updating the in-kernel cache with SET requests requires that both BMC and Memcached process SET requests in the same order to keep the BMC cache consistent, which is difficult to guarantee without a overly costly synchronization mechanism.

When a miss occurs in the BMC cache, the GET request is passed to the network stack. Then, if a hit occurs in Memcached, BMC intercepts the outgoing GET reply to update its cache (4c).
Pre-stack processing offers the ability to run BMC on multiple cores concurrently. BMC can benefit from modern NIC features such as multi-queue and RSS to distribute processing among multiple CPU cores. The set of cores used to run BMC can also be fine-tuned in order to share a precise memory level (CPU caches, NUMA node, etc.). The performance of BMC can efficiently scale by configuring NICs to use multiple RX queues and mapping them to different cores. Pre-stack processing also enables running specialized code without having to modify existing software. Contrary to kernel-bypass, this approach does not require a whole NIC to be given to a userspace process and other applications can share the network hardware through the kernel network stack as usual.

3.2 BMC cache

The BMC cache is designed as a hash table indexed by Memcached keys. It is a direct-mapped cache, meaning that each bucket in the hash table can only store one entry at a time. BMC uses the 32-bit FNV-1a [21] hash function to calculate the hash value. Because this is a rolling hash function that operates on a single byte at a time, it allows BMC to compute the hash value of a key while parsing the Memcached request. The hash value is reduced to an index into the cache table by using the modulo operator. Each cache entry contains a valid bit, a hash value, a spin lock, the actual stored data, and the size of the data. This cache design offers constant-time complexity for lookup, insertion, and removal operations. To validate a cache hit, BMC checks that the valid bit of a cache entry is set and that the stored key is the same as that of the processed request.

The BMC cache is shared by all cores and does not require a global locking scheme since its data structure is immutable. However, each cache entry is protected from concurrent access using a spin lock.

4 Implementation

This section explains how BMC deals with the eBPF limitations to meet the required safety guarantees.

4.1 Bounding data

The verification of a loop contained in a single program may hit the maximum number of eBPF instructions the verifier can analyze. Loop complexity depends on the number of iterations and the complexity of the body. To make the verification of loops possible, BMC bounds the data it can process. It first limits the length of Memcached keys and values. BMC uses a loop to copy keys and values from a network packet to its cache, and vice-versa. For every memory copy, BMC must guarantee that it neither overflows the packet bounds nor overflows the cache memory bounds using fixed data bounds. Bounds checking then increases the loop complexity. To ensure the complexity of a single eBPF program does not exceed the maximum number of instructions the verifier can analyze, we empirically set the maximum key length BMC can process to 250 bytes and the maximum value length to 1000 bytes. Requests containing keys or values that exceed these limits are transmitted to the Memcached application. We also limit to 1500 the number of individual bytes BMC can read from a packet’s payload in order to parse the Memcached data, bounding the complexity of this process. According to Facebook’s workload analysis [13], about 95% of the observed values were less than 1000 bytes. Moreover, the Memcached protocol sets the maximum length of keys to 250 bytes. Hence, bounding the BMC data size does not have a big practical impact.

4.2 Splitting complex functions

In order to avoid reaching the limits of the eBPF verifier, BMC’s functional logic is separated into multiple small eBPF programs, as each eBPF program is checked for safety independently. Each program then relies on tail calls to jump to the next program and continue packet processing without interruption. Linux limits the maximum number of successive tail calls to 33, preventing infinite recursion. However BMC uses at most three successive tail calls.

BMC is implemented using seven eBPF programs that are written in C code and are compiled to eBPF bytecode using Clang/LLVM version 9 and the default eBPF instruction set. The processing logic of BMC is split into two chains: one chain is used to process incoming Memcached requests and the other is used to process outgoing replies. Figure 5 illustrates how BMC’s eBPF programs are divided. BMC’s eBPF programs consist of a total of 513 lines of C code.

4.2.1 Incoming chain

The incoming chain is composed of five eBPF programs. It is attached to the XDP [27] driver hook and is executed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program name</th>
<th># of eBPF instructions</th>
<th># of analyzed instructions</th>
<th>analysis time (µs)</th>
<th># of CPU instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rx_filter</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>31,503</td>
<td>11,130</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hash_keys</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>787,898</td>
<td>290,588</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepare_packet</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write_reply</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>398,044</td>
<td>132,952</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invalidate_cache</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>518,321</td>
<td>246,788</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx_filter</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update_cache</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>345,332</td>
<td>95,615</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Complexity of BMC’s programs. Column 2 represents the number of eBPF bytecode instructions of the program compiled from C code. Columns 3 and 4 respectively show the number of eBPF bytecode instructions processed by the Linux verifier and the time spent for this analysis. Column 5 shows the number of CPU instructions after JIT compilation.

The maximum number of bytes BMC can add to the packet is limited by the network driver implementation. In our current implementation of BMC, this value is set to 128 bytes based on the different network drivers BMC attaches to, and it can be increased to a higher value to match other network driver implementations.

**write_reply.** This eBPF program retrieves a key hash saved in the per-cpu array to copy the corresponding cache entry to the packet’s payload. If the table contains multiple key hashes, this eBPF program can call itself to copy as many items as possible in the response packet. Finally, this branch of the incoming chain ends by sending the packet back to the network.

**invalidate_cache.** The second branch of the incoming chain handles Memcached TCP traffic and contains a single eBPF program. This program looks for a SET request in the packet’s payload and computes the key hash when it finds one to invalidate the corresponding cache entry. Packets processed by this branch of the incoming chain are always transmitted to the network stack so that Memcached can receive SET requests and update its own data accordingly.

### 4.2.2. Outgoing chain

The outgoing chain is composed of two eBPF programs to process Memcached responses. It is attached to the Traffic Control (TC) egress hook and is executed before a packet is sent to the network.

**tx_filter.** The first eBPF program of this chain serves as a packet filter and applies a single rule on outgoing packets. The rule matches UDP packets whose source port corresponds to Memcached’s. In this case the second eBPF program of the chain is called, otherwise the packet is sent to the network as usual.

**update_cache.** The second eBPF program checks if the packet’s payload contains a Memcached GET response. If positive, its key is used to index the BMC cache and the response data is copied in the corresponding cache entry. The network stack then carries on its execution and the Memcached response is sent back to the network.
Table 2 provides complexity metrics for each eBPF program. For the most complex ones, the number of eBPF instructions the Linux verifier has to analyze to ensure their safety is a thousand times higher than their actual number of instructions. The table also shows that it is necessary to divide BMC’s logic into multiple eBPF programs to avoid reaching the limit of 1,000,000 instructions that can be analyzed by the Linux verifier.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of MemcachedSR running with BMC. We aim to evaluate the throughput gain offered by BMC and how performance scales with the number of cores when processing a target workload that consists of small UDP requests. We also evaluate MemcachedSR with BMC on a non-target workload to study the overhead and impact of BMC on throughput when it intercepts Memcached requests but does not cache them. We show that the increase in throughput can be obtained without allocating additional memory, and that the cache memory can be partitioned between the Memcached application and BMC. We compare BMC with a dummy cache implementation and show that its design is efficient for high performance. Finally, we compare MemcachedSR running with BMC to Seastar, an optimized networking stack based on DPDK. We study their performance using our target workload and a workload that uses both TCP and UDP requests. We also measure their CPU resource consumption for an equivalent client load and show that BMC allows saving CPU resources.

5.1 Methodology

Platform. Our testbed consists of three machines: one acting as the Memcached server under test, and two as the clients. The server machine is equipped with a dual socket motherboard and two 8-core CPUs (Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 @ 2.60 GHz) with HyperThreading disabled, 48 GB of total memory and two NICs (one Intel XL710 2x40GbE and one Netronome Agilio CX 2x40GbE). The other two machines are used as clients to send traffic and are equipped with the same Intel Xeon CPU and an Intel XL710 2x40GbE NIC. One client is connected back to back to the server using its two network ports while the other client is connected using a single port. In total, the server machine uses three network ports to receive traffic from the clients. In all experiments, the server machine runs Linux 5.3.0.

Target workload and Method. Our target workload is the following: the client applications generate skewed workloads based on established Memcached traffic patterns [13]. Clients use a non-uniform key popularity that follows a Zipf distribution of skewness 0.99, which is the same used in Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [19]. MemC3 [23] is an in-memory key-value store that brings carefully designed algorithms and data structures to Memcached to improve both its memory efficiency and scalability for read-mostly workloads. Similarly to the evaluations performed in the MemC3 paper, our workload consist of a population of 100 million distinct 16-byte keys and 32-byte values. By default, we allocate 10 GB of memory for the Memcached cache and 2.5 GB for the BMC cache. With this amount of memory, the Memcached cache can hold about 89 million items while the BMC cache can hold 6.3 million. Hence, some items can be missing from both the BMC and the Memcached cache. The memory allocated to both Memcached and BMC is not only used for keys and values but also stores metadata. For each cache entry in BMC, 17 bytes are used as metadata. Before each experiment, the clients populate Memcached’s cache by sending a SET request for every key in the population. Note that this does not populate BMC’s cache as it is only updated when the application replies to GET requests.

The client applications send requests at the rate of 12 million requests per second (Req/s) in an open-loop manner in order to achieve the highest possible throughput and highlight bottlenecks. A total of 340 clients are simulated to efficiently distribute requests among multiple cores on the server by leveraging the NICs’ multi-queue and RSS features. We further refer to these cores as RX cores. We limit our evaluations to a maximum of 8 RX cores on a single CPU to enforce NUMA locality with the NICs.

Table 3 summarizes this target workload as well as other default evaluation settings that are used in the following experiments unless otherwise specified.

Table 3: MemC3-like evaluation settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key distribution</th>
<th>Zipf (0.99)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key size</td>
<td>16 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value size</td>
<td>32 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key population</td>
<td>100 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMC to Memcached cache size ratio</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Memcached application threads</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of RX cores</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Throughput

Target workload. We evaluate the throughput of Memcached under three configurations: vanilla Memcached alone, MemcachedSR alone and MemcachedSR with BMC. We also evaluate how these three configurations scale with the number of cores. We allocate the same CPU resources for all three configurations. For all configurations, we vary the number of threads the application uses to process requests simultaneously and dedicate cores to the application by pinning its threads. For MemcachedSR with BMC, we also vary the number of queues configured on each of the server’s NICs and use the same cores to handle interrupts. This allows BMC to be executed by each core serving interrupts in parallel. For
the vanilla Memcached application alone and MemcachedSR alone, 8 cores are used to execute the network stack.

Figure 6 shows the throughput achieved by these three configurations. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the vanilla Memcached application does not scale due to the socket lock contention; at best it achieves 393K requests per second using 4 cores. MemcachedSR offers better scalability and achieves 1.2M requests per second when using 8 cores. For MemcachedSR with BMC, the overall system throughput is split between requests answered using the BMC cache and requests handled by the application. When running on a single core, MemcachedSR with BMC achieves 1M requests per second, which is 6x the throughput of both vanilla Memcached and MemcachedSR. When BMC runs on 8 cores, the server achieves a throughput of 7.2M requests per second, 6.3 million being processed by BMC, the rest being processed by Memcached. This is 18x better performance with respect to vanilla Memcached and 6x with respect to MemcachedSR.

Worst-case workload. We now change our workload to use 8KB Memcached values instead of 32 bytes. This is BMC’s worst-case workload since the Memcached requests are still analyzed by BMC but the values are too large to be stored in its cache, thus the Memcached application is always used to serve the requests. To study the impact of the additional processing of BMC, we compare the throughput of the MemcachedSR application alone and that of the MemcachedSR application running with BMC. Figure 7 shows that BMC’s additional processing has negligible overhead and does not significantly deteriorate the application throughput.

5.3 Cache size

We then evaluate the impact of BMC’s cache size on throughput. In this experiment, we use a total of 10 GB of memory and split it between the Memcached cache and the BMC cache, varying the distribution from 0.1% of memory allocated to BMC to a maximum of 40%. The latter corresponds to a size of 4 GB for the BMC cache, which is the maximum size accepted by the Linux kernel for the allocation of a single eBPF map [7]. The results are shown in Figure 9 where the total system throughput is broken down into hits in the BMC cache, and hits and misses in the application cache. For all distribution schemes tested, there is an increase in performance compared to running MemcachedSR alone. The best throughput is achieved when BMC uses 25% of the total memory. In this case, the BMC cache size is well-suited to store the hottest items of the Zipf distribution. Throughput decreases from 25% to 40% because the Memcached cache hit rate shrinks from 89% to 43% as its cache gets smaller. This causes the BMC cache hit rate to diminish as well because only responses from Memcached cache hits allow entries of the BMC cache to be updated. When only 0.1% (10 MB) of the memory is used by the BMC cache, throughput is multiplied by 2.3 compared to the best throughput achieved by MemcachedSR alone, showing that BMC offers good performance even with minimal memory resources.

5.4 BMC processing latency

We now evaluate the overhead induced by a BMC cache miss, which characterizes the worst-case scenario since BMC processes a request and executes additional code that does not lead to any performance benefit. To characterize this overhead,
we use kprobes to measure the total time required to receive, process and reply to a Memcached request. The nfp_net_rx and nfp_net_tx driver functions are respectively instrumented to record the time at which a request is received and the corresponding reply is sent back to the network. In this experiment, a single client machine is used to send requests to the server and a single Memcached key is used to ensure that a cache result is always either a hit or a miss. After sending a request, the client always waits for the server’s reply to make sure the server does not process more than one request at a time.

Figure 10 shows the time distribution of 100,000 measurements for cache hits and misses separately. Figure 10a shows the distributions of MemcachedSR running with BMC as well as BMC hits. For Memcached hits, the valid bit of BMC’s cache entries is never set to ensure BMC lookups result in a cache miss and that the request is always processed by the Memcached application. However, the BMC cache is still updated to measure additional data copies. The median of the distribution of BMC cache hits is 2.1 µs and that of Memcached cache hits and misses are respectively 21.8 and 21.6 µs. Hence, a BMC cache hit can reduce by 90% the time required to process a single request. Running the same experiment on MemcachedSR without BMC (Figure 10b) shows that the processing time of both Memcached hits and misses is lower by about 1 µs. This shows that BMC has a negligible processing overhead compared to the total time required for the execution of the Linux network stack and the Memcached application. Moreover, this additional processing time is entirely recovered by a single BMC cache hit.

Next we study the impact of the processing time of the kernel cache on its throughput. To do so we have implemented a dummy cache that always replies the same response and whose processing time can be parameterized using a empty loop. This dummy cache is implemented using a single eBPF program and is attached to the XDP network-driver hook just like BMC. Figure 11 shows the throughput of the dummy cache while varying its processing time and compares it with the actual BMC cache performing cache hits. This experiment demonstrates that the cache throughput is highly dependent on its processing time: increasing the processing time from 100 ns to 2000 ns decreases throughput by a factor of 4.5. The average time to perform a cache hit in BMC is fairly close to the time of the dummy cache with no additional processing time; this shows that choosing simple and fast algorithms for BMC’s cache design introduces little processing overhead and contributes to its high throughput performance. Implementing overly complex algorithms may lead to a sharp drop in performance. Hence, adding new features to BMC, such as an eviction algorithm, must be well thought out to result in an improved hit rate that compensates for the additional processing time.

5.5 Impact on concurrent network applications.

As BMC intercepts every network packet before the OS network stack, its execution may have a performance impact on other networking applications running on the same host. To study this impact, we use iperf to transfer 10GB of data over TCP from one client machine to the server machine while serving Memcached requests, and measure the time required to complete this transfer. This experiment is conducted for MemcachedSR alone and MemcachedSR with BMC, while varying clients’ request throughput. Figure 12 shows the results. When there is no load, the baseline transfer time is 4.43 seconds. When the Memcached load rises, the time required to complete the data transfers increases since the cores are busy processing incoming Memcached traffic in addition to
the *iperf* traffic, which leads to an increase in TCP retransmission rate and UDP packet drops. When using BMC, the transfer time is lowered when the server is under load as CPU resources are saved when BMC processes Memcached requests in place of the application. For a Memcached load of 5000K Req/s, BMC allows *iperf* to complete its transfer 83% faster compared to the configuration in which Memcached processes the requests alone and the OS network stack is always executed.

![Figure 12: Time required to transfer 10GB of data using *iperf* under client load.](image)

5.6 Kernel-bypass comparison

We now compare MemcachedSR with BMC against the Memcached implementation from Seastar [4] 20.05, a framework for building event-driven applications that comes with its own network stack built on top of DPDK.

**Target workload.** In this experiment, we evaluate the throughput of Seastar and compare the results with MemcachedSR running with BMC. We perform the experiment using a single client to generate our target UDP workload as Seastar does not support multiple network interfaces. This single client alone generates 4.5 million requests per second. Figure 13 shows the throughput of Seastar and MemcachedSR with BMC when varying the number of cores. BMC is able to process the workload generated by a single client machine using 4 cores. Using the same number of cores, Seastar achieves 443K requests per second. Seastar’s throughput increases to 946K requests per second when using 8 cores. We are not sure why Seastar’s throughput drops when using 2 cores; our investigations revealed that this only happens when Seastar receives UDP packets and that Seastar performs best when it processes Memcached requests over TCP.

![Figure 13: Seastar vs. BMC throughput](image)

**Workload mixing UDP and TCP requests.** As our preliminary investigation shows that Seastar performs best on TCP, we change our workload to send half of the Memcached requests with TCP while the other half keeps using UDP. This workload coincides with a Memcached deployment for which the protocol used by clients cannot be anticipated. Figure 14 shows that the throughput of both configurations scales with the number of cores. Seastar’s high-performance TCP stack enables its Memcached implementation to process 2.3 million requests per second when using 8 cores. Accelerating the processing of UDP requests allows MemcachedSR with BMC
to achieve similar throughput when using 3 cores. Increasing the number of cores does not increase the throughput of MemcachedSR with BMC as the client TCP workload generation becomes the bottleneck.

![Figure 14: Seastar vs. BMC throughput when mixing TCP and UDP requests](image)

**CPU usage.** We then measure the CPU usage of both MemcachedSR with BMC and Seastar for different client loads. In both configurations we use a total of 8 CPU cores to process the workload. For MemcachedSR with BMC, we use 6 RX cores and pin the Memcached threads to the two remaining cores. This configuration offers the best performance and allows us to measure the CPU usage of the Memcached application and the network stack (including BMC) separately. The CPU usage is measured on each core for 10 seconds using the *mpstat* tool. Figure 15 shows the average CPU core usage per core type (Seastar, MemcachedSR and BMC). The results show that Seastar always uses 100% of its CPU resources, even when throughput is low. This is because DPDK uses poll mode drivers to reduce the interrupt processing overhead when packets are received by the NIC. The CPU usage of MemcachedSR with BMC scales with the load thanks to the interrupt-based model of the native Linux drivers BMC builds upon. As shown in Figure 14, Seastar can process 2.3 million requests per second when using 8 cores, Figure 15 shows that MemcachedSR with BMC consumes 33% of the CPU (91% of the two Memcached cores and 13% of the six RX cores) to achieve similar throughput. Therefore, using Memcached with BMC saves CPU resources that can be used by other tasks running on the same system when the workload is low.
Although the BMC cache is fairly generic and can store any datatype, most of BMC is specialized to filtering and processing Memcached requests. Applying in-kernel caching to another key-value store like Redis [11] would then require specific eBPF programs to process Redis’s RESP protocol. Because Redis requests are only transmitted over TCP, adapting BMC to Redis requires the support of the TCP protocol. This can be done by either sending acknowledgements from an eBPF program or reusing the existing TCP kernel implementation by intercepting packets past the TCP stack. As Redis is more focused on functionality and Memcached on performance, an in-kernel cache for Redis will require more eBPF programs to implement the minimal subset of Redis commands required to ensure cache coherence with the application. Just like BMC, some of the functionalities can be left to the application to focus on accelerating the most frequent request types. Redis usually performs worse than Memcached when processing a large volume of requests because it is single-threaded, hence we expect the throughput speed-up to be even higher than for Memcached.

Although static memory allocation enables the verification of BMC’s eBPF programs, it also wastes memory. BMC suffers from internal fragmentation because each cache entry is statically bounded by the maximum data size it can store and inserting data smaller than this bound wastes kernel memory. The simplest approach to reduce memory fragmentation would be to fine-tune the bound of the cache entries to minimize the amount of fragmented memory. A more flexible approach would be to reuse fragmented memory to cache additional data. Each cache entry would then be able to store multiple data, making BMC a set-associative cache for which the number of slots varies according to the size of the stored data to reduce memory fragmentation. The fact that BMC is a non-exclusive cache also leads to memory loss since some data is duplicated between the BMC cache and Memcached. This duplication occurs for the majority of data that is not frequently accessed. On the other hand, frequently accessed data are eventually discarded from the application by Memcached’s LRU algorithm because the BMC cache is used instead. Ideally, BMC should be able to directly access the application’s cache memory to avoid any duplication, however, this requires browsing Memcached data structures which could create security vulnerabilities.

The XDP driver hook leveraged by BMC requires support in the NIC driver. With no XDP driver support, BMC can still be used with the generic Linux kernel hook but its performance will not be as high. However, this is not a critical concern as most of the drivers for high-speed network interfaces support XDP.

7 Related Work

This section discusses the most relevant related work in the field of optimization of the network stack and Memcached.

Programmable hardware switches. Recent advances in programmable hardware switches with languages like P4 [41] have raised significant interest on offloading network processing operations into the network. NetCache [29] implements an in-network key-value cache on Barefoot Tofino switches [12]. NetCache uses switch lookup tables to store, update and retrieve values. To access the key-value store, clients have to use a specific API to translate client requests into NetCache queries. Switch KV [32] and FlairKV [43] leverage programmable ASICs to implement a caching solution also acting as a load balancer. Switch KV uses an efficient routing algorithm to forward client queries to the right server. The OpenFlow protocol is used to install routes to cached objects and invalidate routes to recently modified ones. FlairKV accelerates GET queries by intercepting every SET query and the corresponding reply to detect unmodified objects. While these approaches leverage ASIC optimizations to offer high throughput and low latency, they consume switch memory, TCAM and SRAM, which is an expensive resource primary reserved for packet forwarding. Thus, using lookup table resources to store key-value data exposes the entire network to bottlenecks and failures.

FPGA and NIC offloading. Examples of key-value store applications offloaded to FPGA include TSSP [34] which implements part of the Memcached logic, i.e., the processing of GET requests over UDP, on a Xilinx Zynq SoC FPGA. A more complete FPGA Memcached implementation [17] supports processing of SET and GET requests over both TCP and UDP protocols. Similar work [18] deployed and evaluated an FPGA Memcached application within the public Amazon infrastructure. These approaches achieve high throughput with up to 13.2 million RPS with 10GbE link but they are constrained by the FPGA programming model, which requires replacing the Memcached protocol by more FPGA-compatible algorithms. KV-Direct [31] leverages Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) technology on NICs to update data directly on the host memory via PCs. With this approach, KV-Direct alleviates CPU bottlenecks at the expense of PCI resources. NICA [22] introduces a new hardware-software co-designed
framework to run application-level accelerators on FPGA NICs. NICA enables accelerating Memcached by serving GETs directly from hardware using a DRAM-resident cache and achieves similar performance to BMC since it still requires host processing to handle cache misses. NICached [42] proposes to use Finite State Machines as an abstract programming model to implement key-value store applications on programmable NICs. With this abstraction, NICached can be implemented with different languages and platforms: FPGA, eBPF, P4 and NPU-based NICs. NICached is the closest work to BMC but it targets NICs and does not propose an implementation of this model.

Compared to hardware approaches, BMC offers competitive performance, does not make use of expensive hardware resources such as SRAM and does not require hardware investment and software re-engineering.

Kernel-bypass. A kernel-bypass version of Memcached has been built on top of StackMap [46], an optimized network stack that achieves low latency and high throughput by dedicating hardware NICs to userspace applications. Using StackMap improves vanilla Memcached throughput by 2x in the most favorable scenario. MICA [33] employs a full kernel-bypass approach to process all key-value store queries in user space. MICA avoids synchronization by partitioning hash-maps among cores. MICA relies on a specific protocol that requires client information to map queries to specific cores and is not compatible with Memcached. To the best of our knowledge, MICA is the fastest software key value store application with a throughput of 77 million RPS on a dual-socket server with Intel Xeon E5-2680 processors. MICA is built with the DPDK library making MICA inherit most of DPDK’s constraints: dedicated CPU cores to pull incoming packets, reliance on the hardware for isolation and requiring entirely re-engineering existing applications.

Compared to MICA, BMC achieves lower throughput but keeps the standard networking stack, does not implement any modification of clients and saves CPU resources.

Memcached optimizations. Prior works [35, 44] have proposed to change the locking scheme of a former Memcached version to remove bottlenecks that impacted performance when running a large number of threads. To scale Memcached network I/O, MegaPipe [26] replaces socket I/O by a new channel-based API. Hippos [45] uses the Netfilter hook with a kernel module to serve Memcached requests from the Linux kernel, but does not ensure the safety of its kernel module and requires modifications to Memcached’s source code to update its kernel cache.

eBPF verification. Gershuni et al. [25] have proposed a new verifier based on abstract interpretation in order to scale the verification of eBPF programs with loops. The authors showed that they could verify programs with small bounded loops and eliminate some false positives, however, their implementation has a time complexity about 100 times higher than the current Linux verifier, and uses from 100 to 1000 times more memory. Serval [39] introduces a general purpose and reusable approach to scale symbolic evaluation by using symbolic profiling and domain knowledge to provide symbolic optimizations. However, Serval does not consider domain specific symbolic evaluation. For example, the Linux verifier is capable of inferring register types based on the attach type of an eBPF program. Type inference then allows the Linux verifier to check the type correctness of the parameters passed to a helper function. Without this specific symbolic evaluation, Serval cannot ensure a precise analysis of eBPF programs and therefore cannot be used in place of the Linux verifier.

eBPF usage. eBPF is extensively used in industry for fast packet processing. Cilium [2] uses eBPF as a foundation to provide networking and security to Linux containers. Cloudflare uses eBPF to replace their complex infrastructure filtering rules by eBPF programs. As an example, Cloudflare’s DDoS mitigation solution uses XDP in L4Drop, a module that transparently translates iptable DDoS mitigation rules into eBPF programs [8]. These eBPF programs are pushed to the edge servers located in Cloudflare’s Points of Presence (PoPs) for automatic packet filtering. Facebook developed Katran [3], an XDP based L4 Load balancer. Katran consists of a C++ library and an XDP program deployed in backend servers in Facebook’s infrastructure PoPs.

8 Conclusion

We present BMC, an in-kernel cache designed to improve performance of key-value store applications. BMC intercepts application queries at the lowest point of the network stack just as they come out of the NIC to offer high throughput and low latency with negligible overhead. When compared to user space alternatives, BMC shows comparable performance while saving computing resources. Moreover, BMC retains the Linux networking stack and works in concert with the user space application for serving complex operations. We believe that the BMC design can motivate the emergence of new system designs that make it possible to maintain the standard Linux networking stack while offering high performance.

BMC focuses on the optimization of Memcached because it is a performance-oriented key-value store. As a future work, we plan to apply the design of BMC to other popular key-value store applications such as Redis.

BMC is publicly available at https://github.com/Orange-OpenSource/bmc-cache.
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Abstract

Modern web applications heavily rely on in-memory key-value caches to deliver low-latency, high-throughput services. In-memory caches store small objects of size in the range of 10s to 1000s of bytes, and use TTLs widely for data freshness and implicit delete. Current solutions have relatively large per-object metadata and cannot remove expired objects promptly without incurring a high overhead. We present Segcache, which uses a segment-structured design that stores data in fixed-size segments with three key features: (1) it groups objects with similar creation and expiration time into the segments for efficient expiration and eviction, (2) it approximates some and lifts most per-object metadata into the shared segment header and shared information slot in the hash table for object metadata reduction, and (3) it performs segment-level bulk expiration and eviction with tiny critical sections for high scalability. Evaluation using production traces shows that Segcache uses 22-60% less memory than state-of-the-art designs for a variety of workloads. Segcache simultaneously delivers high throughput, up to 40% better than Memcached on a single thread. It exhibits close-to-linear scalability, providing a close to $8 \times$ speedup over Memcached with 24 threads.

1 Introduction

In-memory caches such as Memcached [54] and Redis [13] are widely used in modern web services such as Twitter [18, 46], Facebook [21, 55], Reddit [3] to reduce service latency and improve system scalability. The economy of cache lies within supporting data retrieval more cheaply, and usually more quickly, compared to the alternatives. The usefulness of in-memory caches is judged by their efficiency, throughput, and scalability, given certain hardware resource constraints. Memory efficiency determines the amount of memory a cache needs to achieve a certain miss ratio. Throughput is typically measured in queries per second (QPS) per CPU core. Scalability reflects how well a cache can use multiple cores on a host. There have been several efforts to reduce miss ratio via better eviction algorithms [22, 26, 36, 37]. Many other works focus on improving throughput [41, 51]. However, several other aspects of in-memory caching also play import roles in memory efficiency.

Web services tend to cache small key-value objects in memory, typically in the range of 10s to 1000s of bytes [21, 46]. However, most popular production caching systems store a relatively large amount of metadata. For example, both Memcached and Redis impose over 50 bytes of memory overhead per object. Furthermore, research aimed at reducing miss ratio typically ends up expanding object metadata even further [22, 26, 28, 36, 60], as shown in Table 1.

Time-to-live (TTL) is widely used in caching to meet data freshness and feature requirements, or comply with regulations such as GDPR [42, 65–67]. Twitter mandates the use of TTLs in cache, with values ranging from a few minutes to a month. Existing caching systems either remove expired objects lazily or incur high overhead [70] when they attempt to expire more proactively. We summarize the techniques for removing expired objects in Table. 2 and discuss them in §2.

Most production in-memory caches use an external memory allocator such as malloc or a slab-based memory allocator. The former often subjects the cache to external fragmentation, and the latter to internal fragmentation [63]. In addition, slab-based allocators often suffer from the so-called slab calcification problem [18, 44], or introduce extra cache misses due to slab migration [29, 34].

One way to reduce memory fragmentation is to adopt a log-structured design. This approach has been widely used for file systems [62] and durable key-value stores [14, 31, 33, 57, 58, 63] for their simplicity, high write throughput [51, 62], low fragmentation, and excellent space efficiency [63]. There have been several in-memory caches built with log-structured design. MICA [51], a throughput-oriented system based on one giant log per thread, limits its eviction algorithm to FIFO or CLOCK, both of which are sub-optimal for many
workloads. Memshare [37], a multi-tenant caching system, divides DRAM into small logs (called segments) and uses segments to enforce memory partitioning between tenants. However, its computation of miss ratio curve for each tenant and object migration are relatively expensive, which result in reduced throughput compared to Memcached.

As modern servers become denser with CPU cores over time, thread-scalability becomes essential in modern cache design. Several techniques have been proposed to improve scalability in key-value caches and key-value stores, such as static DRAM and data partitioning [50, 51], opportunistic concurrency control with lock-free data structures [32, 41, 52], and epoch-based design [31]. However, each technique comes with its own problems. Static partitioning uses memory inefficiently. Opportunistic concurrency control works better on read-heavy workloads, whereas some caching workloads are write-heavy [46]. An epoch-based system requires a log-structured design with a sub-optimal eviction algorithm.

Achieving high memory efficiency, high throughput, and high scalability simultaneously in caching systems is challenging. Previous works tend to trade one for the other (Fig. 1 and Table 1). In this paper, we present Segcache, a cache design that achieves all the three desired properties. Segcache is a TTL-indexed, dynamically-partitioned, segment-structured cache where objects of similar TTLs are stored in a small fixed-size log called a segment. Segments are first grouped by TTL and then naturally sorted by creation time. This design makes timely removal of expired objects both simple and cheap. As a cache, Segcache performs eviction by merging a few segments into one, retaining only the most important objects, and freeing the rest. Managing the object life cycles at the segment level allows most metadata to be shared within a segment. It also allows metadata bookkeeping to be performed with a limited number of tiny critical sections. These decisions improve memory efficiency and scalability without sacrificing throughput or features.

Below are some highlights of our contributions:

- To the best of our knowledge, Segcache is the first cache design that can efficiently remove all objects immediately after expiration. This is achieved through TTL-indexed, time-sorted segment chains.

> Table 1: Comparison of research systems (all comparisons are with corresponding baselines)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Memory Allocator</th>
<th>Memory fragmentation</th>
<th>Improve TTL expiration</th>
<th>Object metadata size</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
<th>Memory efficiency improvement approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MICA</td>
<td>Log</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Worse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memshare</td>
<td>Log</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Memory partitioning and sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pRedis</td>
<td>Malloc</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Better eviction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperbolic</td>
<td>Malloc</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Better eviction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHD</td>
<td>Slab</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Better eviction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MemC3</td>
<td>Slab</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Small metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segcache</td>
<td>Segment</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Holistic redesign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- We propose and demonstrate "object sharing economy", a concept that reduces per-object metadata to just 5 bytes per object, a 91% reduction compared to Memcached, without compromising on features.
- Our single pass, merge-based eviction algorithm uses an approximate and smoothed frequency counter to achieve a balance between retaining high value objects and effectively reclaiming memory.
- We demonstrate that a "macro management strategy", replacing per-request bookkeeping with batched operations on segments, improves throughput. It also delivers close-to-linear CPU scalability.
- Segcache is designed for production on top of Pelikan, and is open sourced (see §4).
- We evaluated Segcache using a wide variety of production traces, and compared results with multiple state-of-the-art designs. Segcache reduces memory footprint by 42-88% compared to Twitter’s production system, and 22-58% compared to the best of state-of-the-art designs.

2 Background and Motivation

As a critical component of the real-time serving infrastructure, caches prefer to store data, especially small objects, in DRAM. DRAM is expensive and energy-hungry. However, existing systems do not use the costly DRAM space efficiently. This inefficiency mainly comes from three places. First, existing solutions are not able to quickly remove expired objects. Second, metadata overhead is considerable compared to typical object sizes. Third, internal or external memory fragmentation is common, leading to wasted space. While improvements of admission [24, 25, 39, 40, 43], prefetching [73, 74], and eviction algorithms [22, 23, 26, 30, 36, 37, 39, 49, 68] have been the main focus of existing works on improving memory efficiency [22, 25, 26, 39], little attention has been paid to addressing expiration and metadata reduction [41, 63]. On the
contrary, many systems add more per-object metadata to make smarter decisions about what objects to keep [22, 36, 39, 73].

We summarize recent advancements of in-memory caching systems in Table 1 and discuss them below.

### 2.1 TTL and expiration in caching

TTLs are extremely common in caching. As a result, object expiration is an integral part of all existing solutions.

#### 2.1.1 The prevalence of TTL

TTLs are used by users of Memcached and Redis [4, 8, 10, 12], Facebook [17], Reddit [3], Netflix [6]. In Twitter’s production, all in-memory cache workloads use TTLs between one minute and one month. A TTL is specified at write time to determine how long an object should remain accessible in the caching system. An expired object cannot be returned to the client, and a cache miss is served instead.

Cache TTLs serve three purposes. First, clients use TTLs to limit data inconsistency [4, 46]. Writing to the cache is usually best-effort, so it is not uncommon for data in cache and database to fall out of sync. Second, some services use TTLs to prompt periodic recomputation. For example, a recommendation system may only want to reuse cached results within a time window, and recompute periodically to incorporate new activities and content. Third, TTLs are used for implicit deletion. A typical scenario is rate-limiting. Rate limiters are counters associated with some identities. Services often need to cap requests from a particular identity within a predefined time window to prevent denial-of-service attacks. Services store rate limiters in distributed caches with TTLs, so that the counts can be shared among stateless services and reset periodically. Another increasingly common scenario is using TTLs to ensure data in caches comply with privacy laws [42, 67].

#### 2.1.2 Lazy expiration

Lazy expiration means expiration only happens when an object is reaccessed. Deletion on access is the most straightforward approach adopted by many production caching systems. If a system uses lazy expiration only, an object that’s no longer accessed can remain in memory long past expiration.

#### 2.1.3 Proactive expiration

Proactive expiration is used to reclaim memory occupied by expired objects more quickly. Although there has been no academic research on this topic to the best of our knowledge, we identified four approaches introduced into production systems over the years, as summarized in Table 2.

Checking LRU tail is used by Memcached. Before eviction is considered, the system checks a fixed number of objects at the tail of the LRU queue and removes expired objects. Operations on object LRU queues reduce thread scalability due to the extensive use of locking for concurrent accesses [22, 26]. Additionally, this approach is still opportunistic and therefore doesn’t guarantee the timely removal of expired objects. Many production caches track billions of objects over a few LRU queues, so the time for an object to percolate through the LRU queue is very long.

**Transient object pool** was introduced by Facebook [55]. It makes a special case for the timely removal of objects with small TTLs. The main idea is to store such objects separately, and only allow them to be removed via expiration. However, choosing the TTL threshold is non-trivial and can have side effects [46]. Although Memcached supports it, it is disabled by default.

**Full cache scan** is a popular approach adopted by Memcached and CacheLib [17]. As the name indicates, this solution periodically scans all the cached objects to remove expired ones. Full cache scan is very effective if the scan is frequent, but it wastes resources on objects that are not expired, which can be the vast majority.

**Random sampling** is adopted by Redis. The key idea is to periodically sample a subset of objects and remove expired ones. In Redis, if the percentage of the expired objects in the sample is above a threshold, this process continues. While sampling is cheaper per run, the blind nature of sampling decides that it is both inefficient and not very effective. Users have to accept that the sampling can only keep the percentage of expired objects at a pre-configured threshold. Meanwhile, the cost can be higher than full cache scan due to random memory access. There have been some production incidents where Redis could not remove enough expired objects and caused unexpected evictions [70].

Despite the various flaws, proactive expiration is highly regarded by developers of production systems. When asked to replace LRU for a better eviction strategy in Memcached, the maintainer states that “pulling expired items out actively is better than almost any other algorithmic improvement (on eviction) I could think of.” [10] Meanwhile, Redis’ author mentioned that “*Redis 6 expiration will no longer be based on random sampling but will take keys sorted by expiration time in a radix tree.*”

In summary, efficiently and effectively removing expired objects is an urgent problem that needs to be solved in current caching systems.

### 2.2 Object metadata

We observe that the objects stored in in-memory caches are small [46], and the mean object sizes (key+value) of Twitter’s top four production clusters are 230, 55, 294, 72 bytes, respectively. This observation aligns with the observations at Facebook [21], and Reddit [3].

Existing systems are not efficient in storing small objects because they store considerable amount of metadata per object. For example, Memcached stores 56 bytes of metadata with each object \(^3\), which is a significant overhead compared

---

\(^2\) As of Redis v6.0.6, this change is not implemented yet.

\(^3\) \(2 \times 8 \text { bytes LRU pointers, 8 bytes hash pointer, 4 bytes access time, 4 bytes expire time, 8 bytes object size, 8 bytes } \text{cas} \) (compare-and-set, used for atomic update).
to typical object size. All of the metadata fields are critical for Memcached’s operations, and cannot be dropped without first removing some functionalities or features.

There have been several attempts at Twitter to cut metadata overhead. For example, Pelikan’s slab-based storage removes object LRU queues and reuses one pointer for both hash chain and free object chain. As a result, it reduces object metadata to 38 bytes. However, this prevents Pelikan from applying the LRU algorithm to object eviction, and results in higher miss ratio compared to Memcached in our evaluation. Pelikan also introduced Cuckoo hashing [41] as a storage module for fixed-size objects, only storing 6 bytes (or 14 bytes with cas) of metadata per key.

Several academia works have also looked at reducing metadata size. RAMCloud [63] and FASTER [31] use a log-structured design to reduce object metadata. However, their designs target key-value stores instead of key-value caches (See discussion in §5). MemC3 [41] redesigns the hash table with Cuckoo hashing and removes LRU chain pointers. However, it does not consider some operations such as cas for atomic updates, does not support TTL expiration or other advanced eviction algorithms.

2.3 Memory fragmentation
Memory management is one of the fundamental design aspects of an in-memory caching system. Systems that directly use external memory allocators (e.g., malloc) such as Redis are vulnerable to external memory fragmentation and OOM.

To avoid this problem, other systems such as Memcached use a slab-based memory allocator, allotting a fixed-size slab at a time, which is then explicitly partitioned into smaller chunks for storing objects, as shown in Fig. 2 (left). The chunk size is decided by the class id of a slab and configured during startup. A slab-based memory allocator is subjected to internal memory fragmentation at the end of each chunk and at the end of each slab.

Using a slab-based allocator also introduces the slab calcification problem, a phenomenon where some slab classes cannot obtain enough memory and exhibit higher miss ratios. Slab calcification happens because slabs are assigned to classes using the first-come-first-serve method. When popularity among slab classes change over time, the newly popular slab classes cannot secure more memory because all slabs have been assigned. This has been studied in the previous works [29, 44, 46]. Memcached automatically migrates slabs between classes to solve this problem, however, it is not always effective [2, 5, 9, 15]. Re-balancing slabs may increase the miss ratio because all objects on the outgoing slab are evicted. Moreover, due to workload diversity and complexity in slab migration, it is prone to errors and sometimes causes crash in production [7, 16].

Overall, existing production systems have not yet entirely solved the memory fragmentation problem. Among the research systems, log-structured designs such as MICA [50, 51], memshare [37] and RAMCloud [63] do not have this problem. However, they cannot perform proactive expiration and are limited to using basic eviction algorithms (such as FIFO or CLOCK) with low memory efficiency.

2.4 Throughput and scalability
In addition to memory efficiency, throughput and thread-scalability are also critical for in-memory key-value caches. Memcached’s scalability limitation is well documented in various industry benchmarks [11,55]. The root cause is generally attributed to the extensive locking in the object LRU queues, free object queues, and the hash table. Several systems have been proposed to solve this problem. Some of them remove locking by using simpler eviction algorithms and sacrificing memory efficiency [41, 51]. Some introduces opportunistic concurrency control [41], which does not work well with write-heavy workloads. Some other works use random eviction algorithms to avoid concurrent reads and writes [22, 26], which do not address all the locking contention. Moreover, they reduce throughput due to the large number of random memory accesses.

3 Design principles and overview
The design of Segcache follows three principles.

Be proactive, don’t be lazy. Expired objects offer no value, so Segcache eagerly removes them for memory efficiency.

Maximize metadata sharing for economy. To reduce the metadata overhead without loss of functionality, Segcache maximizes metadata sharing across objects.

Perform macro management. Segcache operates on segments to expire/evict objects in bulk with minimum locking.

At a high level, Segcache contains three components: a hash table for object lookup, an object store comprised of segments, and a TTL-indexed bucket array (Fig. 3).

3.1 TTL buckets
Indexing on TTL facilitates efficient removal of expired objects. To achieve this, Segcache first breaks the spectrum of possible TTLs into ranges. We define the time-width of a TTL range \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \) (\( t_1 < t_2 \)) as \( t_2 - t_1 \). All objects in range \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \) are treated as having TTL \( t_1 \), which is the approximate TTL of this range. Rounding down guarantees an object can only be expired early, and no object will be served beyond expiration. Objects are grouped into small fix-sized groups called segments (see next section), and all the objects stored in the same segment have the same approximate TTL. Second, Segcache
uses an array to index segments based on approximate TTL. Each element in this array is called a TTL bucket. A segment with a particular approximate TTL value is associated with the corresponding TTL bucket. Within each bucket, segments are chained and sorted by creation time.

To support a wide TTL range from a few second to at least one month without introducing too many buckets or losing resolution on the lower end, Segcache uses 1024 TTL buckets, divided into four groups. From one group to the next, the time-width grows by a factor of 16. In other words, Segcache uses increasingly coarser buckets to efficiently cover a wide range of TTLs without losing relative precision for typical TTL buckets. The boundaries of the TTL buckets are chosen in a way that finding the TTL bucket only requires a few bitwise operations. We show that this design allows Segcache to efficiently and effectively remove expired objects in §3.5.

3.2 Object store: segments

Segcache uses segments as the basic building blocks for storing objects. All segments are of a configurable size, default to 1 MB. Unlike slabs in Memcached, Segcache group objects stored in the same segment by approximate TTL, not by size. A segment in Segcache is similar to a small log in log-structured systems. Objects are always appended to the end of a segment, and once written, the objects cannot be updated (except for incr/decr atomic operations). However, unlike other log-structured systems [37, 51, 57, 58, 62, 63], where available DRAM is either used as one continuous log or as segments without no relationship between each other, segments in Segcache are sorted by creation time, linked into chains, and indexed by approximate TTLs.

In Segcache, each non-empty TTL bucket stores pointers to the head and tail of a time-sorted segment chain, with the head segment being the oldest. A write in Segcache first finds the right TTL bucket for the object, and then appends to the segment at the tail of the segment chain. When the tail segment is full, a new segment is allocated. If there is no free segment available, eviction is triggered (§3.6).

3.3 Hash table

As shown in previous works [41], the object-chained hash tables (Fig. 2 (right)) limits the throughput and scalability in the existing production systems [54,71]. Segcache uses a bulk-chaining hash table similar to MICA [51] and Faster [31].

An object-chained hash table uses object chaining to resolve hash collisions. The throughput of such a design is sensitive to hash table load. Collision resolution requires walking down the hash chain, incurring multiple random DRAM accesses and string comparisons. Moreover, object chaining imposes a memory overhead of an 8-byte hash pointer per object, which is expensive compared to the small object sizes.

Instead of having just one slot per hash bucket, Segcache allocates 64 bytes of memory (one CPU cache line) as eight slots in each hash bucket (Fig. 3). The first slot stores the bucket information, the following six slots store object information. The last slot stores either object information or a pointer to the next hash bucket (when more than seven objects hash to the same bucket). This chaining of hash buckets is called bulk chaining. Bulk chaining removes the need to store hash pointers in the object metadata and improves the throughput of hash lookup by minimizing random accesses.

The bucket information slot stores an 8-bit spin lock, an 8-bit slot usage counter, a 16-bit last-access timestamp, and a 32-bit cas value. Each item slot stores a 24-bit segment id, a 20-bit offset in the segment, an 8-bit frequency counter (described in §3.6.3), and a 12-bit tag. The tag of a key is a hash used to reduce the number of string comparisons when hash collisions happen.

3.4 Object metadata

Segcache achieves low metadata overhead by sharing metadata across objects. Segcache facilitates metadata sharing at two places: the hash table bucket and the segment. Objects in the same segment share creation time, TTL, reference counter, while objects in the same hash bucket share last-access timestamp, spinlock, cas value, and hash pointer.

Because objects in the same segment have the same approximate TTL and are written around the same time, Segcache computes the approximate expiration time of the whole

Figure 3: Overview of Segcache. A read request starts from the hash table (right), a write request starts from the TTL buckets (left).
segment based on the oldest object in the segment and approximate TTL of the TTL bucket. This approximation skews the clock and incurs early expiration for objects later in the segment. As we will show in our evaluation, early expiration has negligible impact on miss ratio.

Segcache also omits object-level hash chain pointers and LRU chain pointers. Bulk chaining renders hash chain pointer unnecessary. The LRU chain pointers are not needed because both expiration and eviction are performed at the segment level. Segcache further moves up metadata needed for concurrent accesses (reference counter) into the segment header. In addition, to support cas, Segcache maintains a 32-bit cas value per hash bucket and shares it between all objects in the hash bucket. While sharing this value may increase false data race between different objects hashed to the same hash bucket, in practice, the impact of this compromise is negligible due to two reasons. First, cas traffic is usually orders of magnitude lower than simple read or write, as observed in production environment [46]. Second, one cas value is shared only by a few keys, the chance of concurrent updates on different keys in the same hash bucket is small. In the case of a false data race, the client usually retries the request.

The final composition of object metadata in Segcache contains one 8-bit key size, one 24-bit value size, and one 8-bit flag. And Segcache stores only 5 bytes\(^4\) of metadata with each object, which is a 91% reduction compared to Memcached.

### 3.5 Proactive expiration

In Segcache, all objects in one segment are written sequentially and have the same approximate TTL, which makes it feasible to remove expired objects in bulk. Proactive removal of expired objects starts with scanning the TTL buckets. Because segments linked in each TTL bucket are ordered by creation time and share the same approximate TTL, they are also ordered by expiration time. Segcache uses a background thread to scan the first segment’s header in each non-empty TTL buckets. If the first segment is expired, the background thread removes all the objects in the segment, then continues down the chain until it runs into one segment that is not yet expired, at which point it will move onto the next TTL bucket.

Segcache’s proactive expiration technique uses memory bandwidth efficiently. Other than reading the expired objects, each full scan only accesses a small amount of consecutive metadata — the TTL bucket array. This technique also ensures that memory occupied by expired objects are promptly and completely recycled, which improves memory efficiency.

As mentioned before, objects are subject to early expiration. However, objects are usually less useful near the end of their creation time and share the same approximate TTL, they are partially and have the same approximate TTL, which makes it feasible to remove expired objects in bulk. Proactive removal of expired objects starts with scanning the TTL buckets. Because segments linked in each TTL bucket are ordered by creation time and share the same approximate TTL, they are also ordered by expiration time. Segcache uses a background thread to scan the first segment’s header in each non-empty TTL buckets. If the first segment is expired, the background thread removes all the objects in the segment, then continues down the chain until it runs into one segment that is not yet expired, at which point it will move onto the next TTL bucket.

Segcache’s proactive expiration technique uses memory bandwidth efficiently. Other than reading the expired objects, each full scan only accesses a small amount of consecutive metadata — the TTL bucket array. This technique also ensures that memory occupied by expired objects are promptly and completely recycled, which improves memory efficiency.

As mentioned before, objects are subject to early expiration. However, objects are usually less useful near the end of their creation time and share the same approximate TTL, they are partially and have the same approximate TTL, which makes it feasible to remove expired objects in bulk. Proactive removal of expired objects starts with scanning the TTL buckets. Because segments linked in each TTL bucket are ordered by creation time and share the same approximate TTL, they are also ordered by expiration time. Segcache uses a background thread to scan the first segment’s header in each non-empty TTL buckets. If the first segment is expired, the background thread removes all the objects in the segment, then continues down the chain until it runs into one segment that is not yet expired, at which point it will move onto the next TTL bucket.

### 3.6 Segment eviction

While expiration removes objects that cannot be used in the future and is preferred over eviction, cache cannot rely on expiration alone. All caching systems support eviction when necessary to make room for new objects.

Eviction decisions can affect the effectiveness of cache in terms of the miss ratio, thus have been the main focus of many previous works [22, 26, 35, 49, 56, 69]. Segcache does not update objects in-place. Instead, it appends new objects and marks the old ones as deleted. Therefore, better eviction becomes even more critical.

Unlike most existing systems performing evictions by object, Segcache performs eviction by segments. Segment eviction could evict popular objects, increasing the miss ratio. To address this problem, Segcache uses a merge-based eviction algorithm. The basic idea is that by combining multiple segments into one, Segcache selectively retains a relatively small portion of the objects that are more likely to be accessed again and discards the rest. This design brings out several finer design decisions. First, we need to pick the segments to be merged. Second, there needs to be an algorithm making per-object decisions while going through these segments.

#### 3.6.1 Segment selection

The segments merged during each eviction are always from a single TTL bucket. Within this bucket, Segcache merges the first \(N\) consecutive, un-expired, and un-merged (in current iteration) segments (Fig. 4). The new segment created from the eviction inherits the creation time of the oldest evicted segment. This design has the following benefits. First, the created segment can be inserted in the same position as the evicted segments in the segment chain, and maintains the time-sorted segment chain property. Second, objects in the created segment still have relatively close creation/expiration time, and the merge distorts their expiration schedules minimally.

While within one TTL bucket, the segment selection is limited to consecutive ones, across TTL buckets, Segcache uses round-robin to choose TTL bucket.

#### 3.6.2 One-pass merge and segment homogeneity

When merging \(N\) consecutive segments into one, Segcache uses a dynamic threshold for retaining objects to achieve merge in a single pass. This threshold is updated after scanning every \(\frac{1}{m}\) of a segment and aims to retain \(\frac{1}{3}\) bytes from each segment being evicted.

The rationale for retaining a similar number of bytes from each segment is that objects and segments created at a similar time are homogeneous with similar properties. Therefore, no segment is more important than others. Fig. 5a shows the relative standard deviation (RSD, \(\frac{\text{std}}{\text{mean}}\)) of the mean object size in consecutive segments and across random segments, and Fig. 5b compares the RSD of live bytes in consecutive and random segments. Both figures demonstrate that consecutive segments are more homogeneous (similar) than random segments. As a result, retaining a similar number of bytes from

---

\(^4\)The 5-byte does not include the shared metadata, which is small per object. And it also does not include the one-byte frequency counter, which is stored as part of object pointer in the hash table.
each is reasonable. However, we remark that the current segment selection and merge heuristics may not be the optimal solution in some cases, and deserve more exploration.

### 3.6.3 Selecting objects

So far, one question remains unsolved: what objects should be retained in an eviction? An eviction algorithm’s effectiveness is determined by its ability to predict future access based on past information. Under the independent reference model (IRM), a popular model used for cache workloads, an object with a higher frequency is more likely to be re-accessed. Moreover, it has been shown in theory that under IRM and for fix-sized objects, the least frequently used (LFU) is $k$-competitive and the best policy [27, 39, 61, 64].

Similar to greedy dual size frequency [35], Segcache uses the frequency-over-size ratio to rank objects. Therefore it needs a frequency counter that is memory-efficient, computationally-cheap, and scalable. Meanwhile, it should allow Segcache to be burst-resistant and scan-resistant. Moreover, the counter needs to provide higher accuracy for less popular objects (opposite of the counter-min sketch). This is critical for cache eviction because the highly-popular objects are always retained (cached), and the less popular objects decide the miss ratio of a cache. Segcache uses a novel one-byte counter (stored in hash table), which we call approximate and smoothed frequency counter (ASFC), to track frequencies.

**Approximate counter.** ASFC has two stages. When frequency is smaller than 16 (last four bits of the counter), it always increases by one for every request. In the second stage, it counts frequency similar to a Morris counter [1], which increases with a probability that is the inverse of current value.

**Smoothed counter.** Segcache uses the last access timestamp, which is shared by objects in the same hash bucket, to rate-limit updates to the frequency counters. The frequency counter for each object is incremented at most once per second. This technique is effective in absorbing sudden request bursts.

Simple LFU is susceptible to cache pollution due to request bursts and non-constant data access patterns. While several approaches such as dynamic aging [20, 39, 61], and window-based frequency [38, 47] have been proposed to address this issue, they require additional parameters and/or extensive tuning [19]. To avoid extra parameters, Segcache resets the frequency of retained objects during evictions, which has a similar effect as window-based frequency.

The linear increase at low frequency and probabilistic increase at high frequency allow ASFC to achieve a higher accuracy for less popular objects. Meanwhile, the approximate design allows ASFC to be memory efficient, using one byte to count up to $2^8 \times 2^8$ requests. The smoothed design of ASFC allows Segcache to be burst-resistant and scalable.

### 3.7 Thread model and scalability

Segcache is designed to scale linearly with the number of threads by using a combination of techniques such as minimal critical sections, optimistic concurrency control, atomic operations, and thread-local variables. Most notably, because object life cycle management is at the segment level, only modifications to the segment chains require locking, which avoids common contention spots related to object-level bookkeeping, such as maintaining free-object queues. This macro management strategy reduces locking frequency by four orders of magnitude in our default setting compared to what would be needed in a Memcached-like system.

More specifically, no locking is needed on the read path except to increment object frequency, which is at most once every second. On the write path, because segments are append-only, inserting objects can take advantage of atomic operations. However, we observe that relying on atomic operation is insufficient to achieve near-linear scalability with more than eight threads. To solve this, each thread in Segcache maintains a local view of active segments (the last segment of each segment chain), and the active segments in each thread can be written only by that thread. Although the segments are local to each thread for writes, the objects that have been written are immediately available for reading by other threads. During eviction, locking is required when segments are being removed from the segment chain. However, the critical section of removing a segment from the chain is very tiny compared to object removal, which is lock-free. Moreover, evicting one segment means evicting thousands of objects, so segment eviction is infrequent compared to object writes.

### 4 Implementation and Evaluation

In this section, we compare the memory efficiency, throughput, and scalability of Segcache against several research and production solutions, using traces from Twitter’s production. Specifically, we are interested in the following questions:

- Is Segcache more memory efficient than alternatives?
Table 3: Traces used in evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Workload type</th>
<th># requests</th>
<th>TTLs (TTL, percentage)</th>
<th>Write ratio</th>
<th>Mean object size</th>
<th>Production miss ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>content</td>
<td>4.2 billion</td>
<td>1d: 65%, 14d: 27%, 12h: 7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>230 bytes</td>
<td>1-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u1</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>6.5 billion</td>
<td>5d:1:00</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>290 bytes</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u2</td>
<td>negative cache</td>
<td>4.5 billion</td>
<td>12h:1:00</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>55 bytes</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6 billion</td>
<td>30d:1.00</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>45 bytes</td>
<td>~1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mix</td>
<td>content + user + negative cache + transient item</td>
<td>11.88 billion</td>
<td>30d: 14%, 14d:11%, 24h: 23%, 12h: 38%, 2min:12%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>243 bytes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Does Segcache provide comparable throughput to state-of-the-art solutions? Does it scale well with more cores?
- Is Segcache sensitive to design parameters? Are they easy to pick or tune?

4.1 Implementation

Segcache is implemented as a storage module in the open-sourced Pelikan project. Pelikan is a cache framework developed at Twitter. The Segcache module can both work as a library or be setup as a Memcached-like server. Our current implementation supports multiple worker threads, with a dedicated background thread performing proactive expiration. For our evaluation, eviction is performed by worker threads as-needed, but it is easy to use the same background thread to facilitate background eviction. We provide configurable options to change the number of segments to merge for eviction and segment size. The source code can be accessed at http://www.github.com/twitter/pelikan and archived at http://www.github.com/thesys-lab/segcache.

4.2 Experiment setup

4.2.1 Traces

**Single tenant traces.** We used week-long unsampled traces from production cache clusters at Twitter (Table 3, the same as in previous work [46]). Trace c comes from a cache storing tweets and their metadata, which is the largest cache cluster at Twitter. Trace u1 and u2 are both user related, but the access patterns of the two workloads are different, so different TTLs are used. Notably, they are separated into two caches in production because effective and efficient proactive expiration was not achievable prior to Segcache. Trace n is a negative result cache, which stores the keys that do not exist in the database, a common way of using cache to shield databases from unnecessary high loads.

**Multi tenant trace.** Although Twitter’s production deployments are single-tenant, multi-tenant deployments are also common because of better resource utilization [21]. To evaluate the performance under multi-tenant workloads, we merged workloads from four types of caches: user, content, negative cache, and transient item cache.

4.2.2 Baselines

Memcached used in our evaluation is version 1.6.6 with segmented LRUs. It supports lazy expiration and checks LRU tail for expiration. We ran Memcached in two modes, one with cache scanning enabled (s-Memcached), which scans the entire cache periodically to remove expired objects; the other with scanning disabled (Memcached). Other expiration techniques are enabled in both modes. Our evaluation also includes pelikan_twemcache (PCache), Twitter’s Memcached equivalent and successor to Twemcache [18]. Compared to Memcached, PCache has a smaller object metadata footprint as the baseline.

We implemented LHD [22] and Hyperbolic [26] on top of PCache since original implementations are not publicly available. These systems do not consider object expiration. To make the comparisons fairer, we add random sampling to remove expired objects in these two systems, which is also how Redis performs expiration. In the following sections, r-LHD and r-Hyperbolic refer to these enhanced versions. Note that adding random sampling to remove expired objects does not significantly impact the throughput, and we observe less than a 10% difference.

Because we do not modify the networking stack, we focus our evaluation on the storage subsystem. We performed all evaluations by close-loop trace replay on dedicated hosts in Twitter’s production fleet using the traces described in §4.2.1. The hosts have dual-socket Intel Xeon Gold 6230R CPU, 384 GB DRAM with one 100 Gbps NIC.

4.2.3 Metrics

We use three metrics in our evaluation to measure the memory efficiency, throughput, and scalability of the systems.

**Relative miss ratio.** Miss ratio is the most common metric in evaluating memory efficiency. Because workloads have dramatically different miss ratios in production (from a few percent to less than 0.1%) and compulsory miss ratios, directly plotting miss ratio is less readable. Therefore, we use relative miss ratio (defined as \( \frac{mr_{baseline}}{mr} \) where \( mr \) stands for miss ratio and the baseline is PCache) in the presentation.

**Relative memory footprint.** Although miss ratio is a common metric, a sometimes more useful metric is how much memory footprint can be reduced at a certain miss ratio. Therefore, in §4.3, we show this metric using PCache memory footprint as the baseline.

**Throughput and scalability.** Throughput is measured in million queries per second (MQPS) and used to quantify a caching system’s performance. Scalability measures the throughput running on a multi-core machine with the number of hardware threads from 1 to 24 in our evaluations.

---

3The traces are available at http://www.github.com/twitter/cache-trace.
4.3 Memory efficiency

In this section, we compare the memory efficiency of all systems. We present the relative miss ratio at two cache sizes in Fig. 6. (1) The “large cache” is the cache size when the miss ratio of Segcache reaches the plateau (<0.05% miss ratio reduction when the cache size increases by 5%). Miss ratios achieved at large cache sizes are similar to production miss ratios. (2) We choose the “small cache” size as 50% of the large cache size.

Compared to the best of the five alternative systems, Segcache reduces miss ratios by up to 58%. Moreover, it performs better on both the single-tenant and the multi-tenant workloads. This large improvement is the cumulative effect of having timely proactive expiration, small object metadata, no memory fragmentation, and a merge-based eviction strategy.

We observe that Memcached and PCache have comparable miss ratios in most workloads (except workload mix because PCache is not designed for multi-tenant workloads). While comparing Memcached and s-Memcached, we observe that adding full cache scanning capability significantly reduces the miss ratio by up to 40%, which indicates the importance of proactive expiration. However, as we show in §4.4.1, cache scanning is expensive and reduces throughput by almost half for some workloads. Moreover, we observe that workload n and mix do not benefit from full cache scanning. Workload n shows no benefit because it uses a single TTL of 30 days and no objects expire in the evaluation. Although workload mix has a mixture of short and long TTLs, it shows no benefit because the objects of different TTLs are from different workloads with different object sizes, and are stored in different slab classes with different LRU queues. As a result, checking LRU tail for expiration is effective at removing expired objects and scanning provides little benefit. Overall, we observe that proactively removing expired objects can effectively reduce miss ratio and improve memory efficiency.

State-of-the-art research caching systems, r-LHD and r-Hyperbolic use ranking to select eviction candidates and often reduce miss ratio compared to LRU. In our evaluation, r-Hyperbolic shows lower miss ratio compared to Memcached and PCache, while r-LHD is only better on workload c. r-LHD is designed for workloads with a mixture of scan and LRU access patterns (such as block access in storage systems), while in-memory caching workloads rarely show scan requests. This explains why it has higher miss ratios. We have also evaluated r-LHD and r-Hyperbolic without sampling for expiration (not shown), and as expected, they have higher miss ratios due to the wasted cache space from expired objects.

An alternative way of looking at memory efficiency is to determine the cache size required to achieve a certain miss ratio. We show the relative memory footprints of different systems in Fig. 7, using PCache as the baseline. The figures show that for both the production miss ratio and a higher miss ratio, Segcache reduces memory footprint by up to 88% compared to PCache, 60% compared to Memcached, 56% compared to s-Memcached, and 64% compared to r-Hyperbolic.

4.3.1 Ablation study

In Fig. 6, we observe that s-Memcached reduces miss ratio by up to 35% compared to Memcached, which demonstrates the importance of proactive expiration, one of the key design features of Segcache. Besides proactive expiration, another advantage of Segcache over previous systems is smaller object metadata. To understand its impact, we measure the relative miss ratio of increasing object metadata in Segcache (Fig. 8). It shows that reducing object metadata size can have a large miss ratio impact for workloads with small object sizes. Workload c has relatively large object sizes (230 bytes), and reduc-

---

*We experimented with twenty cache sizes, and the two set of results presented here are representative.
Relative miss ratio

Figure 8: Impact of object metadata size on miss ratio. Workload \( n \) has smaller object sizes as compared to workload \( c \) and hence enjoys larger benefit from reduction from object metadata.

4.4 Throughput and scalability

4.4.1 Single-thread throughput

Besides memory efficiency, the other important metric of a cache is the throughput. Fig. 9 shows the throughput of different systems. Compared to other systems, PCache and Segcache achieve higher throughput, up to 2.5\( \times \) faster than s-Memcached, up to 3\( \times \) faster than r-Hyperbolic, and up to 4\( \times \) faster than r-LHD. The reason is that PCache performs slab eviction only, and Segcache performs merge-based segment eviction. Both systems perform batched and sequential bookkeeping for evictions, which significantly reduces the number of random memory accesses and makes good use of the CPU cache. In addition, PCache and Segcache do not maintain an object LRU chain, which leads to less bookkeeping and also contributes to the high throughput.

Although r-LHD and r-Hyperbolic have lower miss ratios than Memcached, their throughput is also lower. The reason is that both systems use random sampling during evictions, which causes a large number of random memory accesses. One major bottleneck of a high-throughput cache is the poor CPU cache hit ratio, and optimizing CPU cache utilization has been one focus of improving the throughput [51, 52]. Although r-LHD proposes to segregate object metadata for better locality [22], it requires adding more object metadata, and hence would further decrease memory efficiency.

4.4.2 Thread scalability

We show the scalability results in Fig. 10a, where we compare Segcache with Memcached and s-Memcached. Fig. 10a shows that compared to Memcached, Segcache has a higher throughput and close-to-linear scalability. With 24 threads, Segcache achieves over 70 MQPS, a 19.9\( \times \) boost compared to using a single-thread, while Memcached only achieves 9 MQPS, 3.4\( \times \) of its single-thread throughput. The reason why Segcache can achieve close-to-linear scalability is the effect of multiple factors as discussed in §3.7. While there is not much throughput difference between Memcached and s-Memcached, s-Memcached is deadlocked when running with more than 8 threads.

Note that we do not present the result of PCache in this figure because it does not support multi-threading. We also do not show the result of r-LHD and r-Hyperbolic because we could not find any simple way to implement a better locking than the one in Memcached. Although r-LHD and r-Hyperbolic removes the object LRU chain and lock, the slab memory allocator still requires heavy locking.

4.5 Sensitivity

In this section, we study the effects of parameters in Segcache using workload \( c \) (from Twitter’s largest cache cluster). The most crucial parameter in Segcache is the number of segments to merge for evictions, which balances between processing overhead and memory efficiency. Fig. 10b shows how the miss ratio is affected by the number of merged segments. Compared to retaining no objects (the bar labeled eviction), using merge-based eviction reduces the miss ratio by up to 20%, indicating the effectiveness of merge-based eviction. Moreover, it shows that the point for the minimal miss ratio is between 3 and 4. Merging two segments or more than four segments increases the miss ratio, but not significantly.

There are two reasons why merging too few segments leads to a high miss ratio. First, merging too few segments can lead to unfilled segment space. For example, when merging only two segments, 50% of the bytes are retained from each segment in one pass. If the second segment does not have enough live objects, the new segment will have space wasted. Second, the fidelity of predicting future accesses on unpopular objects is low. Merging fewer segments means retaining more objects, so it requires distinguishing unpopular objects, and the decision can be inaccurate. Meanwhile, merging fewer segments means triggering eviction more frequently, giving objects less time to accumulate hits.

On the other hand, merging too many segments increases the miss ratio as well. Because merging more segments means setting a higher bar for retained objects, some important objects can be evicted. In our evaluation, we observe three and four are, in general, good options. However, merging more or fewer segments does not adversely affect the miss ratio significantly and still provides a lower miss ratio than current production systems. Therefore, we consider this parameter a stable one that does not require tuning per workload.

Besides the number of segments to merge, another parameter in Segcache is the segment size. We use the default 1 MB in our evaluation; Fig. 10c shows the impact of different segment sizes. It demonstrates that segment size has little impact on the miss ratio, which is expected. Because the fraction of objects retained from each segment does not depend on the segment size, thus not affecting the miss ratio.
5 Discussion

5.1 Alternative proactive expiration designs

Besides the TTL bucket design in Segcache, there are other possible solutions for proactive expiration. For example, a radix tree or a hierarchical timing wheel can track object expiration time. However, neither is as memory efficient as Segcache. In fact, any design that builds an expiration index strictly at the object level requires two pointers per object, an overhead with demonstrated impact for our target workloads. The radix tree may also use an unbounded amount of memory to store the large and uncertain number of expiration timestamps. In addition, performing object-level expiration and eviction requires more random memory access and locking than bulk operations, limiting throughput and scalability.

5.2 In-memory key-value cache vs store

In the literature, we observe several instances where there is a mix-up of volatile key-value caches (such as Memcached) and durable key-value stores (such as RAMCloud and RocksDB). However, from our viewpoint, these two types of systems are significantly different in terms of their usage, requirements, and design. Indeed, one of the main contributions is to identify the opportunity to approximate object metadata and share them (time, pointers, reference counters, version/cas number) across objects. Time approximation in particular is not as tolerated in a traditional key-value store. Below we discuss the differences between caches and stores.

TTL. TTLs are far more ubiquitous in caching than in key-value store [3, 6, 12, 17, 55, 70]. We described Twitter’s use of TTLs in detail in [46]. In comparison, many datasets are kept in key-value stores indefinitely.

Eviction. Eviction is unique to caching. In addition, eviction is extremely common in caching. A production cache running at 1M QPS with 10% writes, which can be new objects or on-demand fill from cache misses, will evict 100K objects every second. Re-purposing compaction and cleaning techniques in log-structured storage may not be able to keep up with the write rate needed in caching. On the other hand, caches have considerable latitude in deciding what to store, and can choose more efficient mechanisms.

Design requirements. In-memory caches are often used in front of key-value stores to absorb most read requests, or to store transient data with high write rates. Production users expect caches to deliver much higher throughput and/or much lower tail latencies. In contrast, key-value stores are often considered sources of truth. As such they prioritize durability (crash recovery) and consistency over latency and throughput.

The differences between cache and store allow us to make some design choices in Segcache that are not feasible for durable key-value stores (even if they are in-memory).

6 Related work

6.1 Memory efficiency and throughput

Approaches for improving memory efficiency fall broadly in the two categories: improving eviction algorithms and adding admission algorithms.

Eviction algorithm. A vast number of eviction algorithms have been proposed in different areas starting from the early 90s [45, 53, 56, 61, 76]. However, most of them focus on the cache replacement of databases or page cache, which are different from a distributed in-memory cache because cached contents in databases and page cache are typically fix-sized blocks with spatial locality. In recent years, several algorithms have been proposed to improve the efficiency of in-memory caching, such as LHD [22], Hyperbolic caching [26], pRedis [60], and mPart [28]. However, all of them add more object metadata and computation, which reduces usable cache size and reduces throughput, which has significant repercussions for caches with small objects.
Segcache uses a merge-based eviction strategy that retains high-frequency small-sized objects from evicted segments, which is similar to a frequency-based eviction algorithms such as LFU [20, 47] and GDSF [35]. However, unlike some of these systems that require parameters tuning, Segcache uses ASFC that avoids these problems. In addition to the eviction algorithm, two major components that contribute to Segcache’s low miss ratio is efficient, proactive expiration, and object metadata sharing, which are unique to Segcache.

**Admission control.** Adding admission control to decide which object should be inserted into the cache is a popular approach for improving efficiency. For example, Adaptsize [25], W-TinyLFU [39], flashshield [40] are designed in the recent years. Admission control is effective for CDN caches, which usually have high one-hit-wonder ratios (up to 30%) with a wide range of object sizes (100s of bytes to 10s of GB). Segcache does not employ an admission algorithm because most of the in-memory cache workloads have low one-hit-wonder ratios (<5%) and relatively small object size ranges. Moreover, adding admission control often add more metadata and extra computation, hurting efficiency and throughput.

**Other approaches.** There are several other approaches in improving efficiency, such as optimizing slab migration strategy in Memcached [29, 44], compressing cached data [72], and prefetching data [73]. Reducing object metadata size has also been considered in previous works [41]. However, for supporting the same set of functions (including expirations, deletions, cas), these approaches need more than twice as much object metadata as Segcache.

**Throughput and scalability.** A large fraction of works on improving throughput and scalability focus on durable key-value stores [31, 50, 52], which are different from key-value caches as discussed in §5. Segcache is inspired by these works and further improves throughput and scalability by macro management using approximate and shared object metadata.

### 6.2 Log-structured designs

Segcache’s segment-structured design is inspired by several existing works that employ log-structured design [31, 33, 51, 57, 58, 62, 63] in storage and caching systems. The log-structured design has been widely adopted in storage systems to reduce random access and improve throughput. For example, log-structured file system [62] and LSM-tree databases [14, 48] transform random disk writes to sequential writes. Recently log-structured designs have also been adopted in in-memory key-value store [31, 33, 57, 58, 63] to improve both throughput and scalability.

For in-memory caching, MICA [51] uses DRAM as one big log to improve throughput, but it uses FIFO for eviction and does not optimize for TTL expiration. Memshare [37] also uses log-structured design and has the concept of segments. However, Memshare optimizes for multi-tenant cache by moving cache space between tenants to minimize miss ratio based on each tenant’s miss ratio curve. Memshare uses a cleaning process to scan $N$ segments, evict one segment, and keep $N - 1$ segments where the goal is to enforce memory partitioning between tenants. In terms of performance, scanning $N$ ($N = 100$ in evaluation) segments and evicting one incurs a high computation overhead and negatively affects the throughput. Moreover, to compute the miss ratio of different tenants, Memshare adds more metadata to the system, which reduces memory efficiency.

Systems employing a log-structured design benefit from reduced metadata size and memory fragmentation, and increased write throughput, for example, several of the existing works [14, 41, 63] and including Segcache. Compared to these existing works, Segcache achieves a higher memory efficiency by approximating and sharing object metadata, proactive TTL expiration, and using ASFC to retain fewer bytes during eviction while providing a low miss ratio (10% - 25% bytes from each segment are retained in Segcache compared to 75% in RAMCloud [63] and 99% in Memshare [37]).

In a broad view, Segcache can be described as a dynamically-partitioned and approximate-TTL-indexed log-structured cache. However, one of the key differences between Segcache and log-structured design is that Segcache is centered around the indexed and sorted segment chain. Both objects in a segment and segments in the chains are time-sorted and indexed by approximate TTLs for metadata sharing, macro management, and efficient TTL expiration.

### 7 Conclusion

Segcache stems out of our insights from production workloads, in particular, the observation that object expiration and metadata play an important role in improving memory efficiency. We chose a TTL-indexed segment-structured design to achieve both high throughput, high scalability and memory efficiency. Our evaluation against state-of-the-art designs from both research and production projects shows that Segcache comes out ahead on our stated goals. Its efficient use of memory bandwidth, near linear scalability, and low-touch configuration poise it favorably as a practical production caching solution suitable for contemporary and future hardware.
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Abstract

A production-level cloud storage system must be high performing and readily available. It should also meet a Service-Level Agreement (SLA). The rapid advancement in storage media has left networking lagging behind, resulting in a major performance bottleneck for new cloud storage generations. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) running on lossless fabrics can potentially overcome this bottleneck. In this paper, we present our experience in introducing RDMA into the storage networks of Pangu, a cloud storage system developed by Alibaba. Since its introduction in 2009, it has proven to be crucial for Alibaba’s core businesses. In addition to the performance, availability, and SLA requirements, the deployment planning of Pangu at the production scale should consider storage volume and hardware costs. We present an RDMA-enabled Pangu system that exhibits superior performance, with the availability and SLA standards matching those of traditional TCP-backed versions. RDMA-enabled Pangu has been demonstrated to successfully serve numerous online mission-critical services across four years, including several important shopping festivals.

1 Introduction

Alibaba Group [12] is a China-based multinational technology company specializing in e-commerce, e-finance, and cloud computing. Numerous companies, including Alibaba, have moved their core business systems onto clouds. As a fundamental part of information technology (IT) infrastructure, a cloud storage provides a storage service to tenants both inside and outside the cloud provider. In 2009, Alibaba introduced Pangu [18], a cloud storage system that has subsequently played a crucial role in many Alibaba core businesses. As of 2020, Pangu has been deployed in hundreds of clusters, and it has been managing hundreds of thousands of storage nodes. Furthermore, it supports the real-time access to exabyte-level data in numerous production environments.

In order to ensure comparability to local physical storage clusters, a cloud storage system must meet the following requirements:

(i) \textit{High performance}: Small latency and high throughput provide competitive advantages across many scenarios.

(ii) \textit{High availability}: System disruptions incur significant financial/reputation loss for both tenants and their cloud providers.

(iii) \textit{Service-Level Agreement (SLA)}: A cloud storage system must be resilient, and thus its performance should gracefully downgrade when various software/hardware failures happen.

The rapid advancement in storage media has left networking lagging behind, resulting in a major performance bottleneck for new cloud storage generations. Networking is no longer a problem for traditional storage systems built with Hard Disk Drives (HDDs). However, the access latency of current Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) disks is at the microsecond level [50] and the total throughput of a storage node can exceed 100Gbps. In contrast, the latency of traditional network stacks (e.g., TCP/IP) can reach milliseconds [13], while the bandwidth per kernel TCP thread is only tens of Gbps at most [51].

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) running on lossless fabrics offers a promising solution to the network bottleneck in cloud storage. By implementing its entire protocol stack on host NICs, RDMA is able to provide both microsecond level access latency and a per-connection throughput of approximately 100Gbps with almost zero CPU consumption [23]. The application of RDMA over Commodity Ethernet (RoCE) in data centers relies on the Priority Flow Control (PFC) mechanism to provide a lossless fabric.

In this paper, we present our experience in introducing RDMA into Pangu’s storage networks (i.e., the network among storage nodes). Our objective is to provide an RDMA-enabled Pangu system that exhibits superior performance, with availability and SLA standards equal to that of traditional TCP-backed versions. Our experience spans 4 years and will continue with the development of RDMA. We faced
a number of challenges specifically related to cloud storage, with additional problems associated with RDMA. We have developed a number of solutions to allow for RDMA to function in a production-level cloud storage, several of which are engineering-level work-arounds. However, overcoming the aforementioned RDMA issues proves to be a complicated task. Here, we expose the practical limitations of the production systems in order to facilitate innovative research and applications in this area.

In addition to the performance, availability, and SLA requirements, the deployment planning of Pangu at the production scale should consider storage volume and hardware costs. Following the availability-first principal, RDMA communication is enabled only inside each podset [13]. Such a podset contains a group of leaf switches, and all Top-of-Rack (ToR) switches connected to these leaf switches. The podsets are connected via spine switches. This setting is currently the optimal balance between application demands, performance, and availability/SLA control. Storage node configurations are carefully planned to match the disk throughput with the network bandwidth. We adopt the hybrid deployment of RDMA/TCP in Pangu to exploit TCP as the last resort for the system (§3).

The performance optimization aims to minimize latency while maximizing throughput. We leverage software-hardware co-design to minimize performance overhead. We build a software framework in Pangu that integrates RDMA with Pangu’s private user-space storage platform designed for new storage media. By eliminating data-copy operations, the latency of a typical block service request is reduced to tens of microseconds. We observed that the memory bandwidth becomes a bottleneck when upgrading Pangu to a 100Gbps network. By exploiting the RDMA features and offloading critical computations, Pangu is able to saturate the underlying networks. Furthermore, we leverage a new thread communication mode in Pangu to reduce the performance pitfall caused by a large number of Queue Pairs (QPs, RDMA connection abstraction) per node (§4).

Previous studies have reported the risks of large-scale RDMA deployment [13]. RDMA-enabled Pangu clusters do encounter such problems, including PFC deadlocks [13], PFC pause frame storms, and head-of-line blocking [27, 44]. We determined several PFC storms to be attributed to a previously unexplored source that consequently invalidates an earlier solution [13]. In order to guarantee availability, we apply the escape-as-fast-as-possible design principle to handle PFC storms. We bring up a fine-grained switching mechanism between RDMA/TCP traffic in Pangu and it handles PFC storms regardless of their causes (§5).

In order to meet the SLA standards, we adopt the design principle of exploiting storage semantics whenever useful in Pangu. By taking advantage of its ability to control the application layer, Pangu performs the real-time checking and alarming for a large number of storage service and network metrics. With the help of the dual-home topology feature, we optimize the fail-over performance of Pangu by reducing the connection recovery time. We also fix network problems by exploiting application controls, for example, blacklisting problematically connected nodes (§6).

We share our experience in adopting the RDMA-enabled Pangu system and discuss several potential research directions (§7). This system has successfully served numerous online mission-critical services under the scope of Alibaba over the past four years, including several important shopping festivals (e.g., Double-11 [8]). Sharing our experience in integrating RDMA into Pangu can be helpful for other RDMA-enabled systems.

2 Background

2.1 Pangu in Alibaba Cloud

Pangu Framework. Pangu is a distributed file system developed by Alibaba Cloud. Released in 2009, it plays a major role in the core Alibaba businesses (e.g., e-business and online payment, cloud computing, enhanced solid state drive backed cloud disk, elastic compute service, MapReduce-like data processing, and distributed database). In this paper, we focus on the network features of Pangu.

Pangu provides numerous storage services, including elastic block service, object storage service, store service, etc. We take the block service as an example to demonstrate the system framework. Fig. 1 presents the I/O workflows of Pangu. Virtual block devices contain continuous address spaces that can be randomly accessed by applications. A Pangu client in a computing node organizes data into fixed-sized (e.g., 32 GB) segments, while the BlockServers and ChunkServers run on storage nodes. Each segment is aligned to a BlockServer for I/O processing. On the BlockServers, a segment is divided into blocks and replicated to the ChunkServers, which are in charge of the standalone back-end storage of the blocks and device management.

The BlockMasters manage metadata such as the mapping between a segment and its located BlockServer and the BlockServer’s living states. The PanguMasters manage the states of the ChunkServers. These master nodes are synchronized.
using consistent protocols, such as Raft [36].

All data communication in Pangu is in the form of Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs). Each ChunkServer initiates the RPC clients/servers, and storage operations are performed by issuing pre-registered RPCs. An RPC client can simultaneously use different RPC channels (i.e., connections via RDMA, kernel TCP, user-space TCP, or shared memory) according to the required RPCs.

**Cloud Storage Requires RDMA.** The principal performance metrics for storage services are read/write throughput and access latency. Low latency and high throughput prove to be advantageous for numerous application scenarios. Many customers expect similar performance of the cloud storage to that of the local physical storage. For example, the Alibaba e-commerce database requires extremely low latency in order to ensure fast responses due to the potentially large peak number of transactions per second (e.g., 544,000 orders per second at peak hours [8]). Moreover, the enhanced SSD service promises 1 million IOPS, 4GB/s throughput, and 200μs latency for 4KB random writes [17].

The latency of traditional network stack (e.g., TCP/IP) is generally within hundreds of microseconds [13]. The maximum achievable TCP bandwidth per kernel thread can reach tens of Gbps [51]. In contrast, the access latency of current NVMe SSDs is only at the microsecond level, while the read/write bandwidth of a single device is at the GB/s level [49]. The total throughput of each storage node (generally with 8-16 NVMe disks) can exceed 100Gbps and the incoming Storage Class Memory (SCM, e.g., Intel 3D-XPoint) can even achieve nanosecond level latency [35]. Thus, networking is currently the primary performance bottleneck for cloud storage.

RDMA is an alternative networking choice for cloud storage. By implementing its entire protocol stack on host NICs, RDMA provides both microsecond level access latency and a per-connection throughput close to 100Gbps with almost no CPU consumption [23]. RDMA has successfully been integrated into numerous network-bottlenecked systems, for example, key-value stores [22,33], distributed transactions [6,24,48], and graph queries [40], demonstrating an improved performance compared with non-RDMA predecessors.

**2.2 Challenges**

Besides performance, availability and SLA are also critical for a successful cloud storage system.

**Availability.** System disruptions incur significant financial/reputation loss for both tenants and their cloud providers. In 2018, Amazon S3 experienced a system disruption that lasted for 4 hours [2], affecting Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud, Amazon Elastic Block Store volumes, and AWS Lambda [3]. This disruption also had an impact on tens of thousands of websites built on the Amazon storage service, including Netflix [34], Spotify [43], Pinterest [37], and Buzzfeed [5]. Similar events have occurred with Google Cloud and Microsoft Azure [4,9].

**Service-Level Agreement.** Software and hardware failures are extremely common in distributed systems. A cloud storage system should exhibit graceful performance downgrade with the occurrence of various failures. Distributed storage systems include mature node monitoring and fail-over mechanisms. A single storage node failure has a minimal impact on the service quality. In our experience, the most challenging aspect of ensuring a stable performance lies in the storage networks. Network failures generally result in a larger affected range compared to storage node failures.

In addition to its superior performance, customers of our RDMA-enabled Pangu require the same levels of availability and SLA standards to that of traditional TCP-backed versions.

**2.3 State-of-the-art Work Do Not Fit**

**Unknown PFC Storm Sources.** PFC runs under a hop-by-hop mechanism, with the possibility of PFC storms, spreading into the whole cluster. A PFC storm can seriously affect cluster availability and is the most well-known issue of RDMA. In 2016, Microsoft presented its experience in the deployment of RDMA [13], where they revealed that a bug in the receiving pipeline of an RDMA-capable NICs (RNICs) causes PFC storms. The problem was fixed by building watchdogs on the NICs and switches. However, we identified an additional type of PFC storms that originates from switches, implying the complexity of PFC storms with multifarious sources. The Microsoft solution [13] fails to solve this new problem (§5).

**Practical Concerns that Limit Design Options.** We are not able to simply treat RDMA as a black-box and wait for future research and technical advances to solve the current problems. Despite the large number of recent studies [10,22,29,33,40,48], a production-level comprehensive PFC-free solution is still premature. The application of RDMA over lossy Ethernet has been explored in previous work [7,11,15,26], allowing for the bypass of the PFC mechanism. However, such solutions rely on new hardware features.

The deployment of new hardware is a long process, with several months or even years of testing, followed by the subsequent introduction to business applications. For example, the process of testing Pangu with CX-4 RNICs, a joint collaboration with NIC providers, lasted for over two years. There is a tension between the fast growth of new RDMA demands and the long update cycles of new hardware. To date, these PFC-free proposals are not mature enough for large-scale business deployment, particularly for the availability and SLA standard requirements of cloud storage systems.

Furthermore, large-scale industry deployment is generally associated with multiple generations of legacy RDMA NICs. For example, we have already deployed several Mellanox NIC generations (e.g., CX-4, CX-5), with the number of each reaching tens of thousands. It is operationally infeasible and costly to replace all legacy NICs in the running nodes.
Table 1: Example configurations of 25/100Gbps nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>25Gbps</th>
<th>100Gbps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Xeon 2.5GHz, 64 cores</td>
<td>Xeon 2.5GHz, 96 cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>DDR4-2400, 128GB</td>
<td>DDR4-2666, 128GB × 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>1.92TB SSD×12</td>
<td>3.84TB SSD×14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>CX-4 Lx Dual-port</td>
<td>CX-5 Dual-port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe</td>
<td>PCIe Gen 3.0</td>
<td>PCIe Gen 3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: TX pauses in hybrid RDMA/TCP traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total bandwidth</th>
<th>TCP bandwidth ratio</th>
<th>TX pauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25Gbps</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40Gbps</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>1Kpps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Gbps</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>8Kpps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100Gbps</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>15Kpps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When one port is down, the connections on this port can be migrated to another port.

Table 1 reports typical hardware configurations for 25Gbps and 100Gbps NIC storage nodes. The number of SSD per node is determined by the total RNIC bandwidth versus the throughput of a single SSD, allowing the I/O throughput to match the network bandwidth. Note that the SSD types in the 25Gbps and 100Gbps configurations are distinct, resulting in disproportional numbers. Computing and storage nodes are deployed in different racks within a single podset. The numbers of computing and storage nodes are then calculated according to the computational demands.

**RDMA Scope.** In order to minimize the failure domain, we only enable RDMA communication within each podset and among storage nodes. The communication between computing and storage nodes is performed via a private user-space TCP protocol (Fig. 1). This is attributed to the complex hardware configurations of computing nodes, which update rapidly. Thus, TCP can be effectively applied as a hardware-independent transport protocol. User-space TCP is more convenient for upgrade and management compared to kernel TCP, while kernel TCP is selected for cross-podset communication due to its generality.

The production deployment is an additional concern for podset-level RDMA. In many datacenters, podsets are located in different buildings. For cross-building RDMA links, the base link delay is much larger, while the PFC mechanism requires much larger headroom buffer. In order to enable RDMA, the PFC/ECN thresholds located on the spine switches must be carefully adapted and tested. This is a tough task and at present, does not result in sufficient gains.

**RDMA/TCP Hybrid Service.** To the best of our knowledge, previous research on RDMA deployment does not explore RDMA and TCP hybrid services. We keep TCP as the last resort in Pangu following the availability-first principal. Despite current progress, RDMA devices are far from flawless. Thus, when either availability or SLA are threatened, switching affected links from RDMA to TCP can maintain the available bandwidth. This escape plan does not impact the unaffected RDMA links.

However, during the hybrid deployment process, we determined that coexistent TCP traffic provoked a large number of TX pauses (i.e., PFC pause frames sent by NICs), even if RDMA/TCP traffic are isolated in two priority queues. Table 2 reports the TX pause generation rate in Pangu under different loads with approximately 50% TCP traffic. The tests are performed on Mellanox CX-4 25Gbps dual-port RNICs. Such a large number of TX pauses are detrimental to the
performance and may result in PFC storms. We investigated this problem together with Mellanox and determined that the processing of TCP in the Linux kernel is highly I/O-intensive. Kernel TCP initiates too many partial writes on NICs’ PCIe bus. As the PCIe bandwidth is consumed, the receiving pipeline of a NIC is slowed down. The buffer overflows and the NIC subsequently begins to transmit PFC pause frames.

In order to optimize the memory access of TCP, we make several adjustments on the data access procedure. First, disabling the Large Receive Offset (LRO) can reduce the memory bandwidth usage. This is attributed to the access of multiple cache lines when the LRO is enabled. Furthermore, enabling NUMA also improves the efficiency of memory accesses, which subsequently aids in relieving the pressure of PCIe. We also allocate a larger buffer on the RNICs for RDMA traffic to prevent TX pauses. Finally, making application data cacheline-aligned is a common optimization practice that improves memory efficiency [23].

3.3 Evaluation

We test several RDMA/TCP traffic ratios to investigate the effects of RDMA/TCP hybrid deployment. Each computing node runs FIO with 8 depths (inflight I/O requests), 8 jobs (working threads), and 16 KB block size in order to write virtual disks. Note that one write request on a BlockServer generates three data replicas. We enable all optimizations approaches detailed in §3.2 for the TCP kernel.

Fig. 3(a) depicts the BlockServer bandwidth with varying RDMA/TCP ratios. The workload starts at 10 minutes with 100% RDMA traffic. Afterwards, in every 5 minutes, the workload contains 10% more TCP traffic and 10% less RDMA traffic. At 60, 65, 70 minutes we change the TCP traffic ratio to 0%, 100%, and 0% respectively in order to explore the performance of Pangu with quick traffic switching between RDMA and TCP. The average BlockServer throughput exhibits minimal reduction as the RDMA traffic ratio decreases.

Fig. 3(b) presents the BlockServers’ average request latency for the same workload as that in Fig. 3(a). The average latency under 100% RDMA traffic is approximately half of the latency under 100% TCP traffic, while the tail latency under 100% TCP is more than $10 \times$ larger compared to 100% RDMA traffic. RDMA presents great latency advantages compared to TCP. Fig. 3(c) demonstrates the average TX pause duration per second for this workload. Only a limited number of TX pauses are observed. When the TCP bandwidth ratio is around 50% at 30 minutes, the pause duration reaches a peak value.

Overall, these results demonstrate the stable performance of our RDMA/TCP hybrid mechanism.

4 Performance Optimization

4.1 Performance Hurdles

The performance optimization of Pangu aims to minimize latency while maximizing throughput. RDMA-Storage Co-Design. Integrating the RDMA protocol stack with the storage backend is challenging. It must cover key performance points such as thread modeling, memory management, and data serialization. The thread model directly affects latency due to communication costs among threads. Well-designed memory management and data serialization are key to achieving zero-copy during data access. Here we present a brief introduction on the design of these components for storage purposes.

The User Space Storage Operating System (USSOS) is a unified user-space storage software platform that aims to support new storage media such as NVMe SSD and persistent memory. Its design principles (e.g., memory management, shared memory mechanism, and user-space drivers) are based on well-known user-space technologies (e.g., DPDK [19] and SPDK [42]). Related tests reveal that enabling USSOS in Pangu can improve CPU efficiency by more than $5 \times$ on average.

As a central part of USSOS, the User Space Storage File System (USSFS) is a high-performance local file system designed for SSDs. By running in the user space, USSFS is able to bypass the kernel to avoid user/kernel-space-crossing overhead. USSOS divides disks into “chunks” which ChunkServer uses in its APIs (e.g., create, seal, and delete).
USSOS directly writes data and metadata to disks and uses polling to perceive completion events. For different block sizes, USSFS is able to improve IOPS by 4-10× compared to the Ext4 file system.

A run-to-completion model is considered as the optimal approach for the integration of the RDMA network stack with the storage stack. This model has previously been explored in studies discussing disaggregated storage (e.g., Reflex [25], i10 [16]). However, these studies were published after the introduction of RDMA to Pangu in 2017. Reflex and i10 focus on remote direct I/O while a ChunkServer in Pangu is applied as a local storage engine for distributed storage. Google’s Snap [31] leverages a separate network process to unify network functionalities and reduce the number of network connections.

**Memory Bottleneck with 100Gbps networks.** Deploying 100Gbps networks can achieve lower latency and higher throughput. With faster network, now the memory throughput becomes a bottleneck in our system.

In order to obtain the upper bounds of the memory access throughput, we test the memory throughput using the Intel Memory Latency Checker (MLC) tool [20]. Table 3 details the measured usage of the hardware resources. In our test, the maximal achievable memory bandwidth is 61GB/s with a 1:1 read/write ratio. However, the average memory throughput with Pangu’s workload is already 29GB/s + 28GB/s = 57GB/s. This indicates the memory to be the bottleneck rather than the network.

By monitoring the memory usage in Pangu, we determined that both the verification and data copy processes require optimization. Data integrity is one of the most significant features of distributed storage. We adopt Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) for application-level data verification in Pangu. As shown in Fig. 4, the received data is split into chunks of 4KB, with a 4B CRC value and a 44B gap added to each chunk. This operation is a memory- and computation-intensive operation as the calculations are applied to the entire dataset. The data are also copied when they are written into the disks in order to include CRC footers. Copying is not performed in other components due to the remote-memory access semantic of RDMA.

**Large Number of QPs.** We used to adopt the full-mesh link mode among running threads in Pangu in order to maximize throughput and minimize latency (Fig. 6(a)). Assume that each ChunkServer has 14 threads, each BlockServer has 8 threads, and each node contains both ChunkServers and BlockServers. For the full-mesh mode in a cluster of 100 storage nodes, there could be $14 \times 8 \times 2 \times 99 = 2,2176$ QPs in each node. RNICs’ performance drop dramatically for large numbers of QPs due to cache miss [21]. In particular, the number of RX pauses (i.e., PFC pause frames received) is very high.

Previous studies have demonstrated the same issue [10, 23, 47]. In order to solve this problem, FaSST [24] shares QPs among threads, which subsequently lowers the CPU efficiency and performance due to the lock contention of QPs between threads. An alternative heuristic is the inclusion of a dedicated proxy thread that manages all receive and send requests [41]. However, switching to/from a dedicated proxy thread increases latency. Furthermore, it is difficult to saturate the full network bandwidth with a single thread. Moreover, the proxy solution is not transparent to the underlying RDMA libraries.

### Table 3: Measured resource utilization of Pangu in 100Gbps network with 1:1 read/write ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Average Utilization</th>
<th>Peak Utilization</th>
<th>Maximum Physical Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical CPU utilization ratio</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory read/write throughput</td>
<td>28GB/s / 29GB/s</td>
<td>33GB/s / 32GB/s</td>
<td>61GB/s in total (1:1 read/write)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD PCIe throughput (socket 0 + socket 1)</td>
<td>550MB/s + 550MB/s</td>
<td>15.754GB/s</td>
<td>15.754GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network PCIe RX throughput</td>
<td>10GB/s</td>
<td>11GB/s</td>
<td>15.754GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network PCIe TX throughput</td>
<td>8GB/s</td>
<td>9GB/s</td>
<td>15.754GB/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Network](image)

Figure 5: Integrated network/storage processing.
4.2 Designs

The designs related to performance in Pangu are based on the principle of software-hardware co-design to minimize performance overhead.

**Storage-RDMA Unified Run-to-Completion Stack.** We adopt a run-to-completion thread model for both storage and network to achieve low latency. Fig. 5 demonstrates the procedure used to process requests. When a write RPC is received by a node, the RNIC posts it to the user space via DMA. The RPC framework obtains the request using polling and subsequently hands it over to a ChunkServer module for processing. The ChunkServer then informs USSFS to allocate a “chunk” resource to the request. Finally, a user-space driver interacts with NVMe SSDs to store the data. These operations are generally performed in a single server thread without thread switching. This run-to-completion model minimizes the latency. In order to reduce the blocking time caused by large jobs, large I/O requests are split into smaller requests when submitted by applications. This optimization ensures a quick response to I/O signals. An additional optimization strategy for large I/O requests involves the passing of auxiliary work (e.g., formatting and CRC calculation) to non-I/O threads, where they are subsequently processed. These optimizations reduce the average latency of a typical storage request (e.g., 4KB size) to less than 30µs.

The data formats are unified as I/O vectors. An I/O vector is transmitted without copying via a single RDMA verb using scatter-gather DMA (the transfer of discontinuous data through a single interruption) in network. Serialization is not necessary due to RDMA semantics.

**Zero-Copy & CRC Offloading.** As discussed in §4.1, in Pangu, data has to be copied once on the I/O path as each 4KB chunk is verified and attached with a CRC footer. Here, we leverage the User-Mode Memory Registration (UMR) [32] feature of RNICs to avoid such data copy. UMR can scatter RDMA data on the remote side through the definition of appropriate memory keys. Thus, data can be formatted and organized according to storage application formats. We use UMR to remap the continuous data from the sender into an I/O buffer at the receiver, which contains 4KB data, a 4B footer, and a 44B gap in each unit. Following the CRC calculation, the filled I/O buffer can be directly applied for disk writing. Besides, the CRC calculation is able to be offloaded to capable RNICs (e.g., Mellanox CX-5), thus lowering CPU and memory usage. The 4KB data are posted to the RNIC and the 4B CRC checksum is then generated.

**Shared Link.** We adopt the shared link mode, an effective solution for reducing the number of QPs in Pangu. The shared link mode is implemented in the application layer and leaves RDMA libraries untouched. A correspondent thread in the destination node is assigned to each thread in the source node (Fig. 6(b)). The thread’s requests to the node are sent to its correspondent thread, which subsequently dispatches requests to correct target threads.

Consider a daemon with N threads, each thread polls N request/response queues to obtain the requests/responses. Note that there is only a single producer/consumer for each request/response queue. Thus we use lock-free queues for each request/response queue to avoid contention. According to our test, this design adds approximately 0.3 µs latency.

In the shared link mode, there is resource overhead at the correspondent thread during request dispatching when the source thread sends too many requests. Pangu supports shared groups, where threads in a node can be divided into several groups. A correspondent thread only relays requests for its group members. Returning to the previous example, the number of QPs in the All Shared mode is now reduced to \((8 + 8) \times 99 = 1,584\). If the threads are divided into 2 shared groups, the number of QPs will be \((8 \times 2 + 8 \times 2) \times 99 = 3,168\).

4.3 Evaluation

**Zero-Copy & CRC Offloading.** We use FIO with 16 jobs and 64 I/O depth to test a virtual I/O block device on a single ChunkServer. Fig. 7(a) demonstrates the memory bandwidth usage (including read/write tasks) when UMR zero copy and CRC offloading are used. The memory bandwidth usage is reduced by more than 30%, revealing that these measures are able to relieve the pressure of memory usage. Fig. 7(b) depicts
5 Availability Guarantee

5.1 PFC Storms

A New Type of PFC Storm. The PFC storm previously discussed in [13] originates from the NICs, with a bug in the receiving pipeline acting as the root cause. Fig. 9(a) depicts the phases of this PFC storm: (1) The bug slows down the NIC receive processing, filling its buffer; (2) the NIC transmits the PFC pauses to its ToR switch in order to prevent packet drop; (3) the ToR switch pauses the transmission; (4) the ToR switch’s buffer becomes full and starts to transmit the PFC pauses; and (5) the victim ports are paused and are unable to transmit.

We encountered a different type of PFC storm when operating RDMA in Pangu. The root cause is a bug in the switch hardware of a specific vendor. The bug reduces the switching rate of the lossless priority queues to a very low rate. Fig. 9 compares the two types of PFC storms. As an example, we assume that the bug occurs in a down port of a ToR switch: (1) due to the low transmitting rate, the switch’s buffer becomes full; (2) the switch transmits the PFC pauses to the connected ports; and (3) the additional switches and NICs stop the transmissions. The leaf switches and NICs connected to this ToR switch receive continuous pause frames and thus the storm spreads.

State-of-the-Art Solutions. Guo et al. [13] built a NIC-based watchdog to continuously monitor transmitted pause frames, disabling the PFC mechanism if necessary. In addition, watchdogs were also deployed on the switches for disabling the PFC mechanism when switches receive continuous pause frames and are unable to drain the queuing packets. The switches can subsequently re-enable PFC in the absence of pause frames over a specific period of time. Thus, PFC storms can be controlled via these two watchdogs during phase (2).

However, this solution is unable to completely solve the PFC storms originating from switches. In particular, the TX pause watchdogs on the NICs will not work since the NIC only receives PFC storms from the switches. Furthermore, current switch hardware does not support the monitoring of pause frame transmissions. If a storm occurs on a ToR switch, even though the watchdogs on other switches are able to stop its spread, the ToR switch will continue to send pauses to end-hosts in the rack. The RDMA traffic via this ToR is consequently blocked.

Challenges. This new type of PFC storms invalidates Guo et al.’s solution, which focuses on insulating the PFC pause sources to prevent the storm from spreading. This methodology fails when the source is a ToR switch as all the hosts in the ToR are paused by the storm. Therefore, in order to achieve high availability, a general solution is required in Pangu to handle all PFC storm types, particularly those with unknown causes.

Ensuring the service quality of Pangu while simultaneously solving PFC storms is challenging. PFC storm detection must be timely and accurate to rapidly protect network traffic. In terms of availability, the overall convergence time of the PFC storm should be controlled to at most the minute level.

5.2 Design

Our design principle of handling PFC storms is escaping as fast as possible. Despite new PFC storm solutions [11, 21, 26], we still resort to engineering-level work-arounds due to practical considerations (§2.3).

In Pangu, each NIC monitors the received PFC pause frames. For continuous pause frames, the NIC determines the presence of a PFC storm. Two work-around solutions are available for administrators in the case of a PFC storm.

Workaround 1: Shutdown. This solution, denoted as the “shutdown” solution, shuts down NIC ports affected by PFC storms for several seconds. The dual-home topology provides an emergency escape for PFC storms, whereby QPs will disconnect and connect again via another port. This method works together with the optimization to reduce the length of the QP timeout. This optimization is discussed further in §6.2. Although this solution is simple and effective, it is sub-optimal due to the loss of half of the bandwidth.
Workaround 2: RDMA/TCP Switching. In this solution, the affected RDMA links in a PFC storm are switched to TCP links. It compromises a more complex procedure compared to the shutdown solution, yet it is able to maintain the available bandwidth. We adopt a method similar to PingMesh [14] to detect the RDMA links affected in PFC storms. At each $T$ ms, every worker thread picks a server and separately pings all its threads via the RDMA and TCP links. If the RDMA ping fails and the TCP ping succeeds for more than $F$ times, the traffic on this RDMA link is switched to the TCP link. Once the RDMA ping has succeeded more than $S$ times, the traffic on the switched TCP link is switched back to the RDMA link. For $T = 10$ ms and $F = 3$, bad RDMA links can be detected in approximately 10 seconds in a podset of 100 storage nodes. By switching the RDMA traffic to the TCP connections, the throughput can recover to more than 90% in less than 1 minute.

5.3 Evaluation

We simulate PFC storms by injecting the aforementioned bug into a switch for several cases, including the uplink/downlink ports on the ToR and Leaf switches. The RDMA/TCP switching solution exhibits strong performance for all cases. Fig. 10 displays the results for a PFC storm originating from a ToR switch downlink port. Note that the nodes inside the ToR behave differently from nodes outside the ToR. We choose two nodes (inside and outside the ToR) in order to demonstrate the difference. In such a case, the pause frames are transmitted to NICs and leaf switches directly connected to the given ToR switch.

The shutdown solution shuts down the NICs via the watchdogs in the occurrence of a fault due to excessive RX pauses. RDMA links subsequently reconnect through another NIC port, thus recovering traffic. Note that the counters of Congestion Notification Packet (CNP) and PFC frames gradually increase since the system load (at 0 minutes) is larger than the available bandwidth of a single port (25Gbps). The system then reaches a new balance in approximately 30 minutes. However, the shutdown solution has several limitations. For example, computing node requests may not respond within 1 minute (known as I/O hang sensed by applications). The downlink breakdown of a leaf or ToR switch can result in tens to hundreds of hang requests. Furthermore, the shutdown of ports is itself an aggressive action. Hundreds of ports may be shut down due to unexpected pauses. This risk may itself influence the availability of a large number of nodes.

The RDMA/TCP switching solution switches the RDMA traffic that passes through the broken-down switch to TCP.
The RDMA links are then disconnected due to timeout. The QPs are separately distributed over the server’s two NIC ports, thus the RDMA links may need several attempts to reconnect successfully. Note that although the pause storm in the ToR is not terminated, it will not spread further as the neighboring switch ports are transformed into the lossy mode via the RX pause watchdogs. The traffic throughput is not impacted during the migration to the TCP, and I/O hangs are not present.

6 SLA Maintenance
6.1 SLA in Pangu
It is commonly-known that network failures are hard to locate and repair. Network failure causes include mis-configuration, hardware/software bugs, and link errors. For example, the mis-configuration of the switch Access Control List (ACL) may only affect a specific flow while other flows behave normally [28, 45]. As a comparison, malfunctions occurring at storage devices or nodes can generally be easily located.

Sometimes network failures may not be explicit. Ideally, when a node breaks down, the heartbeat mechanism should ensure that the unavailability of service daemons (BlockServers and ChunkServers) on the node are informed to their masters (BlockMasters and PanguMasters). However, real situations can be more complicated, failing to be detected with just heartbeats. Connections may suffer intermittent packet loss or long latency rather than simple break downs. We also identified an interesting failure type involving a small number of links that flap between up and down states for a short period of time (e.g., several seconds). This results in an extremely high tail latency for I/O requests, denoted as slow I/O (e.g., over 1 second for storage clients). Hundreds of slow I/Os are observed daily for numerous reasons. Root causes of link flapping include optical ports covered with dust, loose physical interfaces, aging hardware, etc.

Previous Research on Network Failures. The majority of previous studies focus on determining the location of network failures (e.g., Pingmesh [14] and 007 [1]). These solutions focus on the system network and can achieve the timely discovery of network errors. However, it may still take hours for engineers to manually check, fix, and replace the failed switches and links. Cloud storage calls for a methodology that integrates the storage and network function modules to ensure stable service quality in failed cases.

6.2 Design
Our SLA design principle aims to exploit storage semantics whenever useful. Distributed storage is designed with a redundancy mechanism and its performance is measured via the storage semantics. These semantics, such as data replicas and distributed placements, can be leveraged during a failure to improve system performance.

Network-Integrated Monitoring Service. Monitoring is a necessary component of distributed systems. A comprehensive monitoring system is key for the safe deployment...
of RDMA in production storage systems, as well as reliable performance.

Both configurations and counters must be monitored. NIC configurations include system environments, PFC/ECN/QoS configurations, and several link configurations. Pangu automatically checks, collects, and reports suspicious terms. Inspecting potential mis-configurations can reduce configuration and environment errors. For example, accidental reboot and software upgrades may reset the QoS, PFC, DCQCN [52] configurations and affect system performance. Monitoring can discover such cases and help fix them in advance.

Counters include storage system performance counters (e.g., IOPS/latency) and network counters (e.g., CNP semaphore, TX/RX pauses, and RDMA errors on NICs). Congestion control counters that exceed thresholds can result in monitor daemons sending alarms to engineers for diagnosis and repair. Monitoring both storage and network indexes is crucial for the diagnosis of errors and for predictable performance. Storage indexes such as tail latency, slow I/O, and queuing time can directly reflect the status of a system. Moreover, monitoring system performance also help locate errors. For example, network features are unable to quickly reflect the flapping problem described in §6.1. However, this problem can be easily located by monitoring slow I/Os on the endpoints of storage applications.

**Faster Timeout for Connection Failures.** The basic solution to network failures is to reconnect through an alternative path. Since we use dual-home topology, each single point failure of the network can be bypassed using a different path. Thus, the timeout duration of the QPs is crucial in improving the system performance during a failure. In the NIC manual, the timeout duration of QPs is calculated as $4\mu s \times 2^{\text{timeout}} \times 2^{\text{retry}_\text{cut}}$, where `timeout` and `retry_cut` denote the retransmission timeout value and the retransmission retry times respectively. Initially, this value was a constant (approximately 16 seconds) configured in the blacklist for a short period of time. The number of slow/error I/Os from multiple clients, the masters adds it to the blacklist for a short period of time. The number of clients and slow/error I/Os that triggers the blacklist is configured according to the scale of the cluster. In order to ensure reliability, the maximum number of BlockServers in the blacklist is usually small (e.g., 3 hosts). This blacklist mechanism temporarily isolates the BlockServers that provide a poor service. The system performance is not affected and engineers have sufficient time to fix the problems.

### 6.3 Daily Operation Scheme of Pangu

The daily operations of Pangu rely on these modules to work together. The monitoring system collects and reflects the status of Pangu. If abnormal network indicators or I/O metrics are observed, the monitoring system attempts to locate and report them to the administrators. For accidental failures such as link errors, the small QP timeout shortens the time required for failure recovery. The blacklist mechanism is able to determine and isolate nodes with poor service quality. By following these design and operator framework specifications, our RDMA-enabled Pangu system has not experienced any major faults in the last two years.

### 7 Experiences and Future Work

**Monitoring NACK in Lossless RDMA.** The operation of RDMA over a lossless fabric is difficult due to PFC risks. However, the lossless fabric increases the effectiveness of NACK events as indicators of the network error location since NACK is usually rare in a lossless fabric.

In order to detect and locate network problems, we build a subsystem based on packet loss in Pangu. In particular, Out-Of-Sequence (OOS) counters on RNIs and packet drop counters on switches are gathered. A packet loss is classified as either explicit or implicit based on whether it is recorded by switch counters. The former is easy to locate by checking the switch counters. However, determining the location of the latter is complex as RNIC counters do not distinguish between flows. By monitoring NACK in the networks, we can extract flows’ five tuples and locate the root of a problem.

**Building a System-Level Benchmark.** To evaluate the system network performance and SLA, a representative benchmark must be constructed. Building the benchmark based on just the network metrics is simple. However, storage features such as replica completion time, slow I/O, and failure recovery should not be ignored. To measure the storage system performance and the SLA, we build a benchmark at the storage service level. The system evaluation indexes include FIO latency, IOPS, SLA with network errors, etc. Each upgrade in Pangu (for network and other components) is evaluated with the benchmark, allowing us to measure the overall system performance.

**Congestion Control for Fail-Over Scenarios.** In §3, we introduced the dual-home topology adopted in Pangu. Dual-home topology is also crucial to fail-over cases since it provides a backup path on NICs. However, we encounter a problem when deploying dual-home topology in practice.
According to our test, when one ToR switch is down, the RX pause duration can increase to 200ms per second. This is due to the transfer of the traffic from the broken ToR switch to the other switch. DCQCN handles the traffic burst poorly under this asymmetric topology. We adapt several DCQCN parameters as a temporary solution and leverage the fluid models [53] to analyze the available choices, including canceling the Fast Recovery stage and extending the rate increase duration. When removing the Fast Recovery stage in DCQCN, the pause can be eliminated yet the flow tail latency increases due to the slow recovery of the flow rate. In contrast, extending the duration of the rate-increase can result in a sharp reduction in the pause but only slightly increases the flow tail latency. In our experience, extending the rate-increase duration in DCQCN is effective for storage traffic patterns. The bandwidth drops slightly while the number of RX pauses is dramatically reduced.

This problem of DCQCN in fail-over scenarios (e.g., asymmetric topology and traffic burst) indicates their important role when designing congestion control. We adopt parameter tuning to fix this problem at the price of a slight performance loss. The storage network still requires a flexible, robust and well-implemented congestion control mechanism that functions well in all scenarios. In 2019, Alibaba designed HPCC [30], a novel congestion control algorithm for the RDMA network. Adapting and integrating HPCC with the storage networks is left for future work.

**Slow Processing of RDMA Read.** The majority of large RPCs in Pangu are transferred via RDMA READ. We observed that when a NIC receives too much RDMA requests within a short period, it will send out many PFC frames. This is due to the slowed receiving process that results from cache misses. When a NIC is preparing for an RDMA READ, it accesses the QP context in its cache. Processing many RDMA READs consumes an excessive amount of cache resources. For slow RX rates, the NIC sends out PFC pause frames to prevent packet drops. We are currently working with the RNIC provider to solve this problem.

**Lossy RDMA in Storage.** Lossy RDMA is supported by Mellanox CX-5 and CX-6 RNICs. Note that CX-6 supports Selective Repeat (SR) retransmission. SR might be the ultimate step required to effectively eliminate PFC. The construction of lossy RDMA is a focal point for all RDMA-based systems. We tested lossy RDMA with Pangu over an extensive period and will deploy it for new clusters.

However, enabling the lossy feature with early generation RNICs (e.g., CX-4) that have limited hardware resources and do not support SR is hard, and many production RDMA-based systems still host early generations RNICs.

**NVMe-Over-Fabrics.** The ChunkServer data flow in Pangu is processed by CPUs. However, with NVMe-Over-Fabric, NICs can directly write the received data into NVMe SSDs. This CPU-bypass solution can save CPU costs and reduce latency. We are currently building our specialized storage protocol (and corresponding hardware) based on NVMe-Over-Fabrics. A customized storage protocol for Pangu with hardware support can allow for more flexibility and control.

### 8 Related Work

**PFC in RDMA.** PFC storm is the most well-known issue of RDMA. Several studies [11, 30, 52] focus on controlling network congestion to reduce the numbers of generated PFC pauses. DCQCN [52] is integrated in Mellanox RNICs. In Pangu, we tune several parameters in DCQCN to improve its performance in fail-over scenarios. However, PFC storms still occur due to hardware bugs [13]. In this paper, we present a different hardware bug that originates from switches. Existing solutions to remedy PFC storms include deadlock elimination [38] and performance optimization [46]. These solutions require switch modification. In Pangu, we combat PFC storms by switching affected links from RDMA to TCP without the need for any switch changes.

**System & Network Co-Design.** Recently, there have been increasing amounts of work that adapts system and network co-design, including RPC systems [21, 47], distributed memory systems [39], key-value stores [22], distributed databases and transaction processing systems [6], and graph-processing systems [40]. We co-design our storage system and RDMA in Pangu. To our best knowledge, we are the first to share the experience of employing RDMA networks in large-scale distributed storage systems.

### 9 Conclusions

As a distributed storage system, Pangu has provided storage services to tenants both inside and outside of Alibaba for over a decade. In order to overcome the challenges of rising high-speed storage media and growing business requirements, we integrate RDMA into the storage network of Pangu, providing a common solution to different types of PFC storms. This allows for the safe deployment of RDMA. Pangu has successfully moved to a 100Gbps network by solving several new problems, such as the memory bandwidth bottleneck and PFC number explosion. Furthermore, we improve the system performance of Pangu in fail-over cases.
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Abstract

Object storage systems, which store data in a flat name space over multiple storage nodes, are essential components for providing data-intensive services such as video streaming or cloud backup. Their bottleneck is usually either the compute or the network bandwidth of customer-facing frontend machines, despite much more such capacity being available at backend machines and in the network core. Prism addresses this problem by combining the flexibility and security of traditional frontend proxy architectures with the performance and resilience of modern key-value stores that optimize for small I/O patterns and typically use custom, UDP-based protocols inside a datacenter. Prism uses a novel connection hand-off protocol that takes the advantages of a modern Linux kernel feature and programmable switch, and supports both unencrypted TCP and TLS, and a corresponding API for easy integration into applications. Prism can improve throughput by a factor of up to 3.4 with TLS and by up to 3.7 with TCP, when compared to a traditional frontend proxy architecture.

1 Introduction

A scale-out architecture for object storage systems is essential not only for supporting large storage capacities but also to incorporate sufficient compute and network bandwidth so the system can offer a predictable high-throughput and low-latency service to clients. Non-volatile memories (NVM) now fill the performance gap between networking and storage [28] with measured throughputs of 39.4 Gb/s and access latencies of 305 ns [34], emphasizing the importance of minimizing storage stack overheads for use with NVM [33].

A common design pattern seen in object storage systems [2, 3, 22, 35, 41, 65] uses a set of frontend machines to mediate client requests and relay them to a set of backend machines, as illustrated in the left diagram in Figure 1. The frontend often acts as a cache and/or load balancer to sharded or replicated backends. In this architecture, handling small objects incurs severe network inefficiencies, and handling large objects is limited by both network and compute resource availability because of data movement and encryption [2]. However, such systems have been widely adopted because of practical tractability when encryption and filtering are required, and because the performance characteristics of traditional disk-based backends are so poor that the CPUs and network typically are under-utilized, i.e., are not bottlenecks [67].

Recent approaches such as SwitchKV [45], NetCache [37] and Pegasus [44] use a content-based routing architecture, where servers interact with programmable switches, as illustrated in the central diagram in Figure 1. These approaches significantly improve throughput, latency and resilience to skew that is prevalent in realistic workloads, because the switches can redirect traffic that would otherwise be arriving at congested backend nodes.

While this overall concept is promising, these systems can only handle unencrypted single-packet-sized objects of up to 1.5 to 9 KB (with jumbogram fabrics), because the switch data path must understand the application logic. Also, clients need to use custom UDP-based protocols and implement loss recovery and congestion control functionality by themselves, which is non-trivial especially when serving clients over the Internet. Other content-routing approaches support large objects [13, 40, 71], but do not fully support TCP and hence cannot support industry-standard TLS security or popular application-level protocols (e.g., HTTP and Amazon S3).

This paper presents Prism, a framework that enables the new object storage architecture that combines the flexibility of frontend proxies with the efficiencies and resilience of content-routing approaches, as illustrated in the right diagram in Figure 1. It transparently scales out to many clients and supports arbitrarily-sized objects, TCP and TLS, allowing applications to secure industry-standard protocols such as S3 over HTTPS.

A key concept of Prism is repeatable TCP connection hand-off, which allows a TCP connection to be re-homed to different machines over its lifetime. This enables the frontend to examine (even encrypted) requests without requiring it to then also relay object payloads (i.e., bulk data), addressing one of the main drawbacks of traditional proxy architectures (Section 2). At the expense of a fixed per-request cost, repeatable connection hand-off smoothly distributes the I/O, compute and network bandwidth usage across the backends, avoiding bottlenecks in the data path.
The novelty and viability of Prism are based on two other recent innovations. Prism is novel because of its new TCP hand-off protocol that conforms to the TCP state serialization feature available in modern Linux, which is also under development in FreeBSD [66], and overcomes the limitation of this feature (Section 4). Prism is now viable because of the availability of scalable, fine-grained state management techniques for programmable switches, such as SilkLoad [51] and FlowBlaze [8, 58], which enable Prism to control a large number of concurrent flows with fast switch rule management.

Prism has been implemented on Linux hosts and eBPF-based software switches, and for this paper was instantiated as an S3-compatible object store in order to demonstrate much better throughput and latency when compared to a frontend proxy architecture.

This paper makes three main contributions:

- Characterization of network and CPU utilization in the current proxy-based architecture with TLS (Section 2.3).
- A robust TCP hand-off protocol for commodity programmable switches and network stack (Section 4.2).
- Improvement of resource utilization in the replicated or sharded backend architecture (Section 5).

In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 reviews how object storage systems work and characterizes their performance. Section 3 describes our high level approach and design challenges. Section 4 details the design and implementation of Prism, including its connection hand-off protocol and software stack. Section 5 evaluates Prism, and Section 6 discusses implications of our work. Section 7 describes related work. The paper concludes with Section 8.

2 Background and Problem

The primary focus of this paper is commercial object storage systems. This section describes the concepts behind such systems, then characterizes their performance.

2.1 Motivation: Object Storage Systems

Object storage systems serve huge amounts of data, both when instantiated as public cloud services, such as Amazon S3, Azure Storage, Dropbox and others, or as private installations, such as NetApp StorageGRID or Dell/EMC ECS. Cloud storage systems are also being deployed in edge clouds [4, 43], which are smaller but closer to clients, compared to hyperscalar public clouds, but can still generate a terabit of data per second [4]. Scale-out object storage systems are also used in many other scenarios. For example, OpenStack, a popular multi-tenant cloud platform, uses them as a primary data repository [65], and optionally supports bandwidth isolation and fine-grained filtering [22, 23]. IBM has deployed them to build a scale-out Docker registry that maintains Docker images and other data [3].

A common design pattern for such object storage systems uses a set of client-facing frontend machines that arbitrate access to a set of backend storage machines. The frontend typically does not persistently store any data, but may in some instantiations locally cache some objects. Clients that connect to the storage system, over the wider Internet or from within an enterprise or datacenter network, will be routed to one of the frontend machines via DNS round-robin or L4 load-balancers. The designated frontend machine then acts as a proxy for the set of storage backends. The role of the proxy includes application-level firewalling the internals of the storage system from the outside, possibly TCP and/or TLS termination, client and/or request authentication and authorization, in addition to relaying requests and responses.

Once the TCP connection is established, the network traffic consists mostly of bulk data transfer between client and the backend servers, relayed by a frontend machine. Consequently, a frontend machine spends the majority of their resources relaying traffic between clients and backends. The protocols used by clients are usually RESTful, reusing TCP connections for many individual storage transactions that can be served by the different backends. The frontends are responsible for concurrently handling many clients, which can lead to congestion at the client-facing links [2]. Modern storage devices, such as NVMe SSD and persistent memory, further stress frontend machines, because unlike slow spinning disks [6, 54] these devices do not constrain the networking throughput.

2.2 System Model and Components

In summary, the frontend machine in scale-out object storage systems:

1. terminates client TCP and/or TLS connections
2. receives requests that contain a target object identifier, e.g., a key or URL
3. redirects the request to a suitably chosen backend
4. forwards request data from the client to the backend
5. forwards response data from the backend to the client

Subsequent requests over an already-established connection can be directed to different backends. This re-homing of the connection incurs a cost that is made up of several components, which we will review here to better understand the measured end-to-end performance in Section 2.3.

**Data movement:** A proxy relays data between two TCP sockets issuing two system calls: `read()` on one socket and `write()` on another, each copying data to and from the kernel. The costs of these system calls increase with the number of bytes read or written. When the data is very small (a few hundreds of bytes or smaller), the fixed `per-call` costs, i.e., the context switch overhead (several tens of ns) dominates the total cost—the cost of moving the data is negligible. For large data sizes, the total cost is dominated by the `per-byte` cost of moving the data. Proposed optimizations include TCP Splice [48, 63] and `tproxy` in recent Linux kernels, which move data between...
two TCP sockets within the kernel by swapping socket buffer pointers, without actually copying any data. However, these approaches struggle to support encryption and other more complex application logic.

**Data encryption:** For confidentiality and authentication, TLS has become the standard in today’s Internet and datacenters. Therefore, offloading techniques for TLS have attracted considerable attention. Some TLS libraries can take advantage of hardware acceleration for various ciphers (e.g., AES-NI CPU instructions). In-kernel TLS support was recently added to Linux and FreeBSD to use cryptographic engines available on some NICs. Nevertheless, encrypting traffic comes at significant per-byte processing costs, similar to the data movement costs.

**Application logic:** Proxies typically perform application-level processing when relaying data. For example, they look up a key or URL embedded in the request data to select a suitable backend for the target value or object, or they may scan data to filter out particular requests. Since such information is typically included in the application-level protocol headers, the costs of such application logic usually does not increase with the size of transferred object. (Although it can if this information is contained in the request payload.)

**Network stack:** Modern kernel TCP/IP stacks can send and receive bulk data at the rate of tens of Gb/s by utilizing NIC offload features (in particular, checksum, TCP segmentation and large receive offloads). TCP and especially TLS connection establishment is an expensive operation due to needing multiple network round-trips, and the required updates to shared resources in the kernel impair multi-core parallelism [57]. However, modern application protocols are usually already designed to maximize connection reuse to amortize these costs. Hence, this paper does not concern itself with application protocols that have high connection-open rates; various improvements that are complementary to our work have already been proposed for high-rate connection openings [46, 57] and small data transfers [24, 36].

**Network topology:** In rack-scale storage in large datacenters [44, 53] or edge clouds such as used for content delivery networks (CDNs) [4], operators wire servers uniformly so that they can assign the role of servers (e.g., frontend and backend) flexibly depending on the node failure or service demands, as it is very expensive to rewrite cables [73] or the physical space is at a premium in the edge clouds [4]. Each rack consists of one or more top-of-rack (ToR) switches equipped with high bandwidth uplinks. These uplinks are a Clos [16] network fabric in datacenters and Internet exchanges in CDNs, respectively. In such a deployment, individual machines cannot be “scaled up” to create additional proxying capacity.

### 2.3 End-to-End Performance

To characterize performance of the proxy-based systems, we imitate the aforementioned network topology using a six logical node cluster, each of which connects to a cluster switch over a 10 Gb/s link, and a client machine that is connected to the cluster switch over a 40 Gb/s link that serves as a high bandwidth uplink (see Section 5.1 for hardware details). We install nginx, a high-performance, popular web server, to every server cluster node; one acts as a frontend (also generally called reverse proxy) and the other five act as backends. The client node runs wrk HTTP benchmark tool to generate requests to retrieve objects from the server cluster.

Figure 2 plots throughput measured by the client and CPU utilization monitored at the servers. The requested object sizes vary, from 64 B to 4 MB. Although the real object storage systems handle a wider range of object sizes (e.g., hundreds of KB to a few MB for photos, and tens or hundreds of MB for videos, deep learning models and VM images), we select the range that characterizes the performance of the system.

With unencrypted HTTP, the frontend (“Nginx-HTTP”) can serve up to 9.2 Gb/s, which is close to the 10 Gb/s line rate, taking into account protocol header and framing overheads. At the same time, the frontend CPU resources (“Nginx-HTTP-FE”) are also fully utilized. When we allocate one more CPU core to the frontend (not plotted), the network bandwidth becomes the bottleneck (i.e., it results in idle CPU cycles).

When using HTTPS, the frontend (“Nginx-HTTPS”) is able to serve only up to 9.1 Gb/s (“Nginx-HTTPS-FE”). Further, it requires larger objects to achieve that throughput than HTTP cases. This performance reduction is due to performing TLS cryptographic operations at the frontend that acts as a proxy, which fully utilizes its CPU resources.

These experiments confirm that either the fabric attachment bandwidth or the CPU resources of the frontend proxy become the bottleneck for this workload, depending on the hardware setup and the use of TLS. Since the Internet-facing capacity of
the switch and backend CPU resources are left underutilized in these experiments, ideally the backends would circumvent the proxy and the switch would forward data directly between clients and backends. The Prism architecture enables this design.

3 Approach and Challenges

These observations confirm the need for reducing CPU usage at the frontend and increasing network utilization at the backends and switch uplink. Is it possible to exclude the frontend from the end-to-end data path for the majority of a transaction, while allowing it to perform its necessary tasks? We will show that it indeed is possible, but that doing so requires a different request-redirection approach than traditionally used. In this section we describe the high-level approach and highlight the main challenges, then describe our resulting design of Prism in Section 4.

3.1 Request-Granularity Redirection

The fundamental problem with a proxy architecture is that all traffic is mediated by the frontend; it relays all traffic between clients and backends. If the ToR switch itself could be instructed to relay data between clients and backends, that forwarding would happen at the faster core network speeds, and—more importantly—eliminate the traditional frontend participation in bulk data relaying. In other words, the frontend could focus on the control-plane aspects of relaying, and the fabric would focus on the data-plane aspects, which optimizes their relative strengths. A frontend confined to the control plane would have a great deal more network and CPU bandwidth available to support more clients per machine, and would thus reduce the overall number of frontend machines needed to support a given client population, making the service more cost effective.

Specialized examples if such a general architecture have been realized in the narrow domain of small-object key-value stores, such as SwitchKV [45], NetCache [37] and Pegasus [44]. However, these systems handle only single-packet-sized transactions and require clients to use custom, unencrypted protocols. It should be noted that for large objects, it is not trivial to implement congestion control and loss recovery that are able to cope with various Internet conditions, such as tail loss [9], incast [1] and phase effects [17].

Figure 3: Breakages with naive TCP hand-off designs. Leaked packets trigger a connection reset (Section 3.2).

General, commercially viable object storage systems of course need to support objects larger than a single packet. They also need to be able to secure their client communications with industry standard protocols such as TLS. One example is Amazon S3, the de facto industry standard for object storage, which runs over HTTPS, i.e., TCP and TLS. For such a protocol, after the frontend has processed application-level connection setup (e.g., user authentication), it is hence necessary to migrate the entire TCP and TLS connection state to one of the storage backends and have the fabric switches redirect traffic to it—based on flow-level information rather than application-level information.

3.2 TCP Hand-Off

Basic TCP hand-off provides a starting point for the request-granularity TCP redirection of Prism. Although TCP hand-off was already explored over twenty years ago [5, 55] based on a custom TCP stack, it has not seen much real-world deployment or open source availability. However, TCP connection serialization, one of the essential features to enable TCP hand-off, was added to the Linux kernel in 2012 [12]. The identical feature is also under development in FreeBSD [66]. Therefore, designing a new TCP hand-off protocol based on this feature could ease the deployment of Prism approach.

When TCP connection state is serialized and then migrated to another machine, it is essential to carefully coordinate the updates to the necessary fabric switch rules, so that no packets “leak” to machines that do not hold the required state—such leakage would generate TCP RST (reset) messages, impacting client operation. Figure 3 depicts two example scenarios where such a connection reset occurs, because the hand-off protocol is incorrectly designed. On the left, an already-migrated connection receives a packet at the original machine, because the switch does not yet to redirect packets to the new target another server. On the right, the switch begins forwarding packets to the new target before the connection has been migrated there. These scenarios can happen with the hand-off protocol designed in the past [5]. The Prism migration protocol avoids any such problems, using the two-phase hand-off protocol described in Section 4.2.

Also, a fabric-based connection hand-off raises concerns about latency and scalability, because it requires manipulating fabric switch rules on a per-request basis (or at least every time the connection migrates). Previous studies imply that this might pose a significant hurdle: In 2014, Liu et al. [47] report that configuring a hardware switch can take hundreds of µs, meaning that for short backend transactions, the hand-off cost could significantly increase the overall request processing cost. In 2011, Yu et al. [69] show maintaining fine-grained flow state in hardware switches to be infeasible because of limited on-chip memory.
However, more recent work has addressed some of these constraints. SilkLoad [51] and FlowBlaze [8, 58] store state for millions of flows in hardware switches; the latter inserts hardware switch rules in a few μs. The Prism hand-off protocol incorporates these more recent observations.

4 Design

Based on the challenges above, the goals of Prism are to (1) design an efficient connection hand-off protocol that works for both TCP and TLS without breaking client sessions, and (2) to build a software stack that implements the protocol and provides a suitably abstract API to applications. We start with describing what an end-to-end data TCP transfer looks like, using the example of a read request that is received by a frontend and served by a backend. We then detail our connection hand-off protocol, which performs a two-phase switch configuration, and our software stack, which ensures correct kernel- and application-level operations.

4.1 Prism in Action

Figure 4 illustrates the Prism hand-off protocol in a packet sequence diagram. Solid arrows indicate packets sent on the TCP connection; dashed lines indicate Prism control messages between the frontend, switch and backends.

Establish connection: As illustrated in Figure 4, a client opens a TCP connection with a Prism frontend server, optionally followed by a TLS handshake.

Parse request: The client begins a transaction by sending a request, which the frontend receives and parses. When the frontend determines that it has received the entire request, it consults the metadata it maintains about the backend servers to select one to handle the request.

Hand-off request to backend: The frontend serializes the TCP connection and TLS session state. TCP state includes ports, sequence and ACK numbers and the TCP options negotiated for both directions of the connection; the TLS state includes the exchanged shared secrets. The frontend then contacts the chosen backend and passes the serialized states, the client IP address, and the client request, so that the backend can take over the connection and serve the request.

The backend instructs the Prism switch to rewrite the destination IP address of packets sent from the client to that of the chosen backend server, and to rewrite the source IP address of packets sent from that backend server to the client to that of the frontend. The switch also rewrites the destination or source MAC address, if the client resides in the same broadcast domain. The consequence of this is that any subsequent packets on this connection will be exchanged directly between the client and the backend, with the switch performing the required rewriting. Since the inserted rules only affect a single TCP connection, other connections, either to the same frontend or other destinations, remain unaffected. We describe detailed procedures later in this section.

The backend then de-serializes the TCP and TLS state by instantiating a TCP socket based on the information in the serialized connection state and its local IP address (i.e., not frontend’s). Because of the active switch rules, the client sees the traffic coming from this backend as if it was coming from the original frontend.

Process request at backend: The backend serves the client, sending back the response over the migrated connection.

Prepare for next request: After a transaction has completed, the backend may return the connection to the frontend and remove the corresponding switch rules, if it wishes subsequent requests on the same connection to be handled by the original frontend. The backend may parse the next request by itself and hand off the request to another backend.

Tear connection down: When the client or the backend itself closes the connection, the backend withdraws the corresponding switch rules.

4.2 Two-Phase Hand-Off Protocol

As shown in Figure 3, a deficient TCP hand-off protocol design breaks client connections. We therefore develop a
new connection hand-off protocol that works with the TCP serialization feature available in Linux.

One “hack” would be to drop reset segments sent on a connection under migration with host firewall rules. However, this design requires maintaining flow steering state across the switch fabric and the servers, which complicates failure handling. We thus reject this design option.

Our solution instead employs a two-phase switch configuration. First, the host instructs the fabric switch to drop all traffic that belongs to the connection being migrated. This prevents this connection from receiving any further packets that might then lead to RSTs. It should be noted that this does not affect performance, because what may be dropped are only unusual packets, such as spurious retransmissions.

Then, a machine serializes a TCP connection and its TLS session and hands this serialized state off to another machine. The target machine then restores the TCP and TLS state. Finally, the target machine sends three commands to the switch when the application requests connection removal events together with any other events, such as new data read from the kernel and requests issued by the application.

Prism relies on the Linux TCP_REPAIR feature [12] to serialize TCP connection state. Based on the option parameter, getsockopt() serializes send and receive buffer data, sequence and ACK numbers and negotiated TCP options, which are restored using setsockopt() with the same option name. Prism uses the tlse library for TLS handshake and serialization, but for the data path, it uses the in-kernel TLS stack of recent Linux kernels, in order to benefit from future hardware offload support. We implemented a new getsockopt() option to retrieve the in-kernel TLS state, and upstreamed it to the mainline Linux kernel.

Switch communication. The stack is in charge of communication with the switch using the custom UDP-based packets (Section 4.2). It schedules and sends switch rule update commands to the switch when the application requests connection hand-off or restoration, and waits for the response that includes a status code.

Event loop. Because of the need to perform migration operations for application sockets, Prism discourages applications from using their sockets directly. The stack needs to coordinate and execute these operations for multiple file descriptors in parallel. Therefore, Prism augments libuv, a popular event-based I/O library that hides low-level system calls, like epoll, kqueue, read and write, from applications. An application associates its own callbacks with events, such as new connection establishment or network or file descriptor readiness for I/O. Prism extends libuv to allow applications
to associate their callbacks on top of TLS connections, and to coordinate the application requests and its hand-off protocol, including TCP state tracking and switch communication described above.

**API.** The programming model of Prism is based on libuv with two new methods to export or import migrating connections, and a TLS connection abstraction. Figure 7 implements the frontend and backend roles of the example object store, which statically partitions data across the servers by key, and covers the vast majority of Prism APIs. The main() function initiates the event loop with two TCP ports to monitor: one for client requests and the other for hand-offs from other servers. on_accept() runs upon establishment of a client TCP connection and initiates the TLS handshake via uv_tls_init(). When new client data arrives, it is decrypted and on_read() is executed. who_has_val() identifies whether the current server hosts the requested content, based on its key. The server either redirects the request to another server using prsm_export(), or returns the content using uv_write(), which schedules transmission in the event loop.

Although the use of these APIs ensures the correct hand-off state transitions, we do not prevent applications from the use of regular socket APIs. A regular application based on an epoll event loop would monitor three additional types of file descriptors: one for the terminated connection notification, another for switch communication and the other for connections to other servers. The application then needs to coordinate the events of these descriptors, for example, to serialize and hand-off a connection only after configuring the switch.

**Switch.** Many conventional frameworks, including eBPF and P4, are suitable to implement the Prism switching logic described in Figure 5. Although OpenFlow can also be used, this option incurs higher connection hand-off latency due to the access to remote control plane.

The Prism packet transformation logic can be implemented on top of an existing L2 switching or L3 forwarding logic without having to disrupt the existing network addressing, as shown in Figure 6. This also allows the Prism switch to be deployed alongside a non-programmable switch as a software switch, as we will show in our experiments.

![Figure 6: Prism stack in the host (right) and switch (left). Rounded rectangles represent file descriptors, and monospaced font corresponds to the calls used in Figure 7.](image)

![Figure 7: Prism application pseudo code.](image)

### 4.4 Limitations

**Concurrent requests.** When a frontend or backend receives parallel requests being handled by different backends in the same TCP connection, it must serialize these requests using one of the following options. The first option is for a backend to simply block any arriving subsequent requests. If these requests need to be processed by different backends, the server hands off the connection after processing its current request. The second option is for the backend to send a TCP “zero window” advertisement to the client. This method turns out to be rather complex, because the backend must do so before TCP acknowledges received data, which may already have contained a subsequent request.

To maximize the performance, it is ideally the responsibility of the application-level protocol to prevent the client from issuing another request that might need to be handled by a different backend before an ongoing transaction on the same connection has completed. Traditional proxies can process parallel requests faster than Prism, if the frontend has enough attachment network bandwidth and spare CPU cycles to aggregate the responses from multiple backends; we leave this analysis as future work.

**Small transfers.** For a small-message transactional workload, i.e., where requests and responses fit into a few TCP packets, Prism may not be a good solution. In such cases, the overheads—switch configuration and connection hand-off—
cannot be sufficiently amortized. We analyze this trade-off in Section 5, which shows that 8 KB (i.e., 6 packets) is sufficient to amortize these overheads.

4.5 Implementation

The Prism server stack consists of 2193 Lines-of-Code (LoC): 612 LoC for TCP and TLS state serialization, 255 LoC for the switch configuration protocol, 167 LoC for active connection tracking, 130 LoC for the loadable kernel module to detect TCP connection removal and 1029 LoC for integration of these components. We modify a single line of libuv, and port t1se for our TLS abstraction.

We also implement a high performance software switch that makes up the Prism logic in Figure 5. To run the same code in hardware in the future, and to prevent the system from unexpected crash caused by software bug that affects many servers, we implement an eBPF execution environment as a switching logic module of mSwitch [29], a scalable, modular software switch that runs in the kernel. eBPF is popular these days and known that some switch vendors will support hardware offloading of eBPF processing. This software switch never becomes a bottleneck throughout the experiments in the next section.

Our source code is publicly available at https://github.com/Yutarohayakawa/Prism-HTTP.

5 Evaluation

This section evaluates Prism and reports the following main results:

• Prism improves throughput by a factor of up to 3.7 (with HTTP) and 3.4 (with HTTPS), utilizing the switch uplink and backend CPU resources efficiently.

• Prism’s throughput increases with the number of backends due to the very light remaining load at the frontend, in terms of both network bandwidth and CPU usage.

• Prism improves object retrieval latency by up to 74% and 96% in the 50th and 90th percentile, respectively.

• Prism’s connection hand-off latency is 232 µs, which is a win when transferring at least 2 KB with HTTP or 16 KB with HTTPS.

• Prism can be used to build object storage systems with partitioned or replicated backends.

5.1 Experiment Setup

Hardware and OS: Figure 8 depicts the testbed setup used for the experiments. Each machine has a quad-core Xeon E-1231v3 CPU clocked at 3.4 GHz, 16 GB of RAM and a dual-port Intel X540-T2 10 Gb/s NIC, running Linux kernel 4.18. We partition it into two logical servers, dedicating one 10 Gb/s port and two CPU cores to each. The switch has a ten-core Xeon E5-2690v4 CPU clocked at 2.6 GHz, 64 GB of RAM, three dual-port Intel 10 Gb/s NICs where each port connects to a logical server, and one Intel XL710 40 Gb/s NIC that connects to the client. We confirmed that this switch never becomes a bottleneck during the experiments. The client has two Xeon E5-2640v4 CPUs, 64 GB of RAM and the same 40 Gb/s NIC as the switch. Our network does not use jumbo frames. The connection hand-off traffic shares the same links with the data traffic.

Softw are: In the baseline experiment, all of the logical servers run a single nginx process. One server acts as a reverse proxy, the others as backends. In the Prism experiment, each logical server runs our custom application implemented on top of the Prism stack described in Section 4.3. Unlike the pseudo code in Figure 7, we use a static frontend setup where the same frontend always establishes incoming TCP connections and examines every request. Therefore, a backend that receives the next request always returns the connection to the frontend.

The communication protocol is always S3, either over HTTP or HTTPS (i.e., with or without TLS). The client continuously generates read or write requests using the wrk HTTP benchmark tool [21], instrumented to issue S3 requests (using the Lua scripting support) over 100 parallel persistent TCP connections per backend.

5.2 Link and CPU Utilization

Figure 9 plots the throughput and CPU utilization of Prism and the nginx baseline. Both systems redirect requests to the backends in round-robin fashion and each backend serves static, in-memory content.

For HTTP, Prism saturates the 40 Gb/s switch uplink (with the protocol headers and framing overheads) for object transfers of 256 KB and above, whereas nginx throughput is constrained by the 10 Gb/s attachment link capacity. Furthermore, Prism reduces the CPU utilization of the frontend by 23 to 53% in comparison to nginx, which utilizes nearly the entire CPU to relay data, and uses the same amount of backend CPU resources as the Prism backends.

For HTTPS, Prism achieves a throughput of 31.4 Gb/s whereas the nginx baseline achieves only 9.2 Gb/s. Prism consequently leads to a much higher utilization of the backend CPUs, whereas nginx leaves around 75% of backend CPU resources idle. Since the Prism frontend offloads and load-balances data encryption to the backends and avoids relaying data, its CPU usage reaches at most 70%, which is spent on
request redirection. These results imply that Prism would allow operators to provision a fewer number of frontend machines than traditional proxy architectures.

It may seem odd that overheads of the Prism frontend appear low even for 1 KB object sizes, but there is an obvious explanation. With nginx, all requests and responses over all 500 parallel connections are relayed by the frontend. Prism’s frontend hands off connections to the backends instead of relaying requests, but it does not relay responses from the backends. Our results indicate that the advantage of not relaying (nor encrypting) the responses at the frontend outweighs the connection hand-off costs.

Figure 10 plots the throughput and CPU utilization of Prism and baseline on a fewer number of backends for a subset of the object sizes, which are 16, 256 and 512 KB. It confirms that throughputs of Prism have increased almost proportionally to the number of backends until they reach the limit of client processing capacity, which is lower with HTTPS (34 Gb/s and 28 Gb/s with HTTP and HTTPS, respectively) because of decryption and framing overheads.

Overall, Prism improves throughput by a factor of up to 3.7 without TLS, and 3.4 with TLS. It improves CPU utilization by factors of 2.4 and 2.6, respectively.

5.3 End-to-End Latency

Figure 11 plots the 50th and 90th percentile transaction latencies to retrieve 16, 256 or 512 KB objects (same experiments as Figure 10). These latencies decrease when adding more backends, except for the 90th percentile latencies with five backends and 256 or 512 KB objects, where the throughputs reach the maximum and queues start building up (see Figure 10). With nginx, these latencies do not change much with the number of backends, and are always higher than Prism, except for those 90th percentile latencies with 256 or 512 KB object sizes and five backends.

### 5.4 Connection Hand-Off Latency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Latency [µs]</th>
<th>Std. dev. [µs]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block all traffic</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serialize TCP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serialize TLS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serialize HTTP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close TCP socket</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-off (to frontend)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-off (to backend)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deserialize HTTP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deserialize TLS</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deserialize TCP</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify rewrite rule</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>232</strong></td>
<td><strong>-</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Connection hand-off latency breakdown. The sequence starts from a backend returning the current connection to the frontend.

The largest concern about Prism is the connection hand-off overheads. As described in Section 4.2, the hand-off protocol takes two network round trips to the switch, in addition to the connection state transfer between frontend and backends.

Table 1 reports a breakdown of the latencies of a single connection hand-off cycle in which a backend returns a connection to a frontend, which then hands off the connection to another backend. The total is 232 µs. Each operation takes 21 to 22 µs if the network is involved, otherwise 2 to 11 µs, except for TLS deserialization that takes 109 µs and whose improvement is left as future work. The hand-off latency could be improved if the backend examined the next request after serving the current one, as in described in Figure 7, bypassing the frontend and saving 21 µs. Nevertheless, since Prism out-
performs the throughput of the traditional proxy architecture with 2 KB (HTTP) or 16 KB (HTTPS) of objects (Figure 9), we conclude that Prism outweighs the costs of the hand-off latency in various workloads.

5.5 Use Case

We implement two variants of an object storage system. The first partitions content across the backends, and the second replicates content at all backends. Thus, the partition variant writes a write request to one of the backends based on the key, but the replication variant does it to all the backends, before responding to the client. In contrast to the previous microbenchmarks in which a backend always serves the same in-memory content, these object storage variants use LevelDB where keys identify objects that are organized into a log structured merge tree. Thus, they include realistic storage stack overheads. We use a RAM disk for the storage medium, assuming faster-than-network NVM-style storage medium. The client protocol is again S3.

5.5.1 Partitioned Object Storage Backends

Figure 12 shows throughputs over two YCSB workloads, read-only and read-mostly that contains 5% writes. We vary object sizes between 16 to 512 KB and request key skewness, which is 0.9 to 1.2 of Zipfian parameters, uniform distribution (least skewed) and requests that always ask for the same key (most “skewed”).

We observe throughputs stay almost the same up to Zipfian 1.0 of skewness, and as slight, up to by 17%, drop at Zipfian 1.2 that can be considered extremely skewed. We observe that even for an extremely skewed workload (Zipfian 1.2), throughput decays only by up to 17% in comparison to the uniform distribution, demonstrating Prism’s robustness against skewed workloads.

5.5.2 Replicated Object Storage Backends

Figure 13 shows throughputs with the same workloads but for the replicated backends, assuming fault tolerance and load balancing. We observe the same throughput regardless of skewness, as the frontend redirects requests in a round-robin fashion. Since every write is replicated to all the backends, throughput decreases with higher write rates, more so in comparison to the partitioned-backend cases. The lower overall rates compared to those cases can be attributed to larger active data that stress OS buffer caches.
Prism’s ability to handle a partitioned key space and to balance loads across replicas indicates its feasibility for implementing sophisticated data layouts and replication algorithms, respectively.

6 Lessons Learned

Although TCP hand-off had been proposed multiple times at least since 1998, it has never been widely used. We initially attributed this to the lack of scalable flow-level programmable switches, but increasingly realized many other reasons. The mechanism to snapshot or instantiate TCP connections in any state, an essential feature, has been enabled in Linux in a rather inconvenient form, that is, packet transformations must be performed elsewhere, such as with a host firewall or at a switch. Moreover, the TCP stack needs to emit RST packets during the hand-off process to conform to the invariants that apply throughout the TCP implementation.

Alternative approaches that do not require programmable switches have been proposed by Snoeren et al. in 2000 [61, 62]. However, deploying new TCP options has been increasingly difficult over the last decade due to slow network stack evolution [30] and middlebox interferences [32].

These constraints resulted in difficulties for TCP hand-off overall, because it requires that many operations be performed atomically. This requirement prevents the use of a host firewall for source address rewriting, because otherwise manage flow state needs to be managed at both hosts and switches, requiring a complex coordination mechanism.

Building the end-system stack was also a great burden. However, since the TCP connection serialization has become available in the mainline kernel, systems like Prism can now be realized without modifications to the kernel; in fact, we still needed kernel modification, but the Linux community accepted the necessary changes, which are to implement a new API to access the in-kernel TLS state [26], to be included in the mainline kernel. We were able to implement the other kernel extension, which is the connection removal notification (Section 4.3), as a loadable kernel module. Moreover, fewer applications today call “low-level” socket APIs directly; many use higher-level networking libraries such as Libuv, which we extend to enable the Prism stack (Section 4.3). These phenomena support the deployability of Prism.

Another problem is frequent switch rule updates. This has been problematic for older switches, because the rules must be updated via the switch control plane that runs slow CPUs. In fact, our initial prototype communicated with an RPC server running in the control plane, and it consequently suffered from high latencies of up to 828 µs, which requires 256 KB of transmitted data to amortize these hand-off costs. This led us to the use of a custom switch manipulation mechanism that updates the rules directly within the data plane. This becomes possible with newer hardware and software switches, such as P4 and eBPF, that have advanced programmability. Further, recent improvements of flow scalability in hardware switches [8, 51, 58] also supports the feasibility of this approach.

Further, Prism does not complicate layer 4 firewalls in the network or host, because Prism hosts never rely on host firewalls, nor “spoof” packet addresses, as the packet transformation happens in the switch. This means that host firewall rules can be configured based on not the address of the frontend but that of the individual host. Local firewall policies apply to the restored TCP connections, because Linux netfilter creates connection states when it sees any egress packets [11].

Last but not least, we believe our approach is feasible even in sharing switches, which has been a major concern in the use of programmable switches in many existing systems [50].
This is because we turn the feature of the content-based routing approaches into flow-level operations that can be easily isolated between tenants and machines; for example, the operator can limit address-modification rules inserted to the switch within the address range allocated to the tenant.

7 Related Work

Our previous short paper [27] introduced Prism’s overall approach with a minimalistic proof-of-concept implementation. This paper significantly extends Prism by incorporating the ability to handle TLS-encrypted communication, a robust hand-off protocol, a much-improved software stack, a more mature implementation and an extensive evaluation.

TCP connection migration. The closest related work is a proposal by Aron et al. in 2000 [5] that proposes content-aware request distribution to the backend cluster, similar to Prism. However, their hand-off protocol can break client connections (Section 3.1) and does not support TLS (or SSL). TCP Migrate Options [61, 62] achieve TCP connection migration using TCP options instead of programmable switches, but have deployment problems (Section 6).

Proxy enhancements and L7 load balancers. TCP Splice (Section 2.2) has been improved by software [10, 59] or hardware-assisted [52, 72] approaches. Yoda [19] improves the fault tolerance of the proxy architecture. Squid [64], HAPProxy [25] and Proxygen [60] are open source proxy implementations. Unlike Prism, these approaches do not eliminate the need of a frontend proxy to remain involved in bulk data relaying.

Content based routing. SwitchKV [45], Pegasus [44] and NetCache [37] as discussed in Section 3.1 eliminate frontends that mediate traffic between the client and the backend, by having programmable switches play the role of the frontend. They only support data that fits into a single packet over unencrypted custom UDP-based protocol. NICE [40] supports large data objects, but it relies on unencrypted UDP-based requests and TCP connections initiated by the server for reply. Therefore, it supports neither TLS nor industry-standard protocols such as S3. Strata [13] is a scale-out storage system with NFSv3. It breaks client connections and relies on reconnection to resume the NFS session after change of the storage backend. NetKV [70] is an application-level load balancer for memcached, but does not support TCP.

L4 load balancers. Maglev [14] and Ananta [56] are software load-balancers implemented in commodity servers. Duet [20], Rubik [18] and Faild [4] are similar, but partially leverage standard hardware switches for improved performance. Unlike Prism, none of these approaches support request-granularity redirection. L4 load balancers are used to distribute traffic between multiple frontends of the Prism or proxy architecture.

Flexible packet processing. The Prism frontend might resemble a packet forwarding system implemented as middleboxes, but it differs in that it does not forward packets but hands off established TCP connections. Our software implementation on a programmable soft-switch uses mSwitch [29] for performance and flexibility, and eBPF for protection, but it can be other flexible packet processing frameworks. Recent scalable hardware packet processing systems, such as SilkRoad [51] and FlowBlaze [8, 58], enable Prism to scale to a large number of flows and reduce the latency of switch rule updates. Some vendors are implementing eBPF hardware offloading [39], which accelerates our switch logic (Figure 5).

Caching, sharding and replication algorithms. Many object placement algorithms for storage systems have been proposed [7, 15, 40, 44]. Prism is a framework to implement object storage systems with these algorithms without worrying about communication with clients. In Section 5, we experimentally demonstrated that Prism can be used to implement replicated backends for load balancing and sharded ones for capacity scaling. More sophisticated algorithms, such as selective replication [44], will further improve the storage utilization and performance.

High performance host storage stack with TCP/IP. This class of work, such as Diskmap [49], ReFlex [42] and i10 [33] for NVMe, and Decibel [53] and PASTE [31] for persistent memory, could enhance Prism’s backends, and benefit from Prism, because they encrypt or push data at higher rates than traditional host storage stack.

8 Conclusion

As faster storage devices push data to CPUs and networks at higher rates, it is important to scale-out these resources. We built Prism, which combines the performance and resilience of content-based routing approaches with the generality and flexibility of a conventional proxy architecture. We demonstrated that Prism can be used to build object storage systems for the industry-standard S3 protocol over TCP and TLS, and to implement partitioned and replicated backends for capacity scaling and load balancing. Prism is based on a connection hand-off technique that has been proposed in the past, but we redesigned it to address practical problems with the previous systems, taking into account modern technology and requirements across the network switches and today’s OS kernels.

Future work will develop object storage systems with advanced data layout or load balancing algorithms, and further reduce the overheads of the TCP/TLS connection migration. Modern low-latency networking techniques based on efficient stacks [68] or RPC designs [38] are a perfect fit in this space.
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Abstract
Middleboxes are becoming indispensable in modern networks. However, programming the network stack of middleboxes to support emerging transport protocols and flexible stack hierarchy is still a daunting task. To this end, we propose Rubik, a language that greatly facilitates the task of middlebox stack programming. Different from existing hand-written approaches, Rubik offers various high-level constructs for relieving the operators from dealing with massive native code, so that they can focus on specifying their processing intents. We show that using Rubik one can program the middlebox stack with minor effort, e.g., 250 lines of code for a complete TCP/IP stack, which is a reduction of 2 orders of magnitude compared to the hand-written versions. To maintain a high performance, we conduct extensive optimizations at the middle- and back-end of the compiler. Experiments show that the stacks generated by Rubik outperform the mature hand-written stacks by at least 30% in throughput.

1 Introduction
Middleboxes are pervasively deployed in modern networks. In the middlebox, a low-level network stack (e.g., TCP/IP) is responsible for parsing raw packets, and a set of high-level hooks (e.g., HTTP dissector) process the parsed data for various purposes. There is a constant need for programming the network stack of middleboxes in order to accommodate different networks (e.g., IEEE 802.11 [9] in WLAN), support new protocols (e.g., QUIC [50]), realize customized functions (e.g., P4 INT [5]), and capture new events (e.g., the IP fragmentation [11]), etc.

By programming a middlebox stack, an operator Alice is mainly concerned with the following tasks. (1) Writing new parsers. It is common that a network needs to support a new protocol. Then, Alice needs to write a new parser to parse such traffic. (2) Customizing stack hierarchy. Another common need is to change the protocol layering, say to support encapsulation methods like IP-in-IP [1]. Then, Alice needs to re-organize the parsers. (3) Adding new functions. Finally, new functions may be requested from the network stack to meet diverse needs. For example, Alice may need to know when IP fragmentation happens, and modify an existing network stack to capture this event. In the following, we will show the difficulty of the above programming tasks.

The difficulty of writing new parsers. Currently, protocol parsers are written in low-level native code to ensure the high efficiency, which leads to a large number of lines of code (LOC) even for a single protocol, e.g., ~7K C LOC for TCP protocol parser in mOS [14]. Someone may argue that the TCP/IP is the de facto narrow waist for middlebox processing, so a general-purpose TCP/IP substrate is sufficient for extended programmability. However, many networks have their own customized transport layers (e.g., QUIC [50]), and in those cases, Alice still needs to manually write new parsers.

The difficulty of building stack hierarchy. The data structures in current middlebox stacks are monolithic and closely coupled with standard stacks, making it difficult to reuse the existing protocol parsers for upgrading the stacks. For example, libnids [11] can parse Ethernet, IP, UDP and TCP protocols, but due to its TCP-specific data structure, it can hardly support the IP-in-IP stack, i.e., ETH→IP→GRE→IP→TCP, although there is only one thin GRE parser need to be added. As a result, we have to modify 1022 LOC of libnids in our preliminary work to support the IP-in-IP stack, where most effort (815 LOC) is devoted to stack refactoring.

The difficulty of adding new functions. Since the network stack is closely coupled, adding a new function often needs a deep understanding of a huge code base. For example, if one wants to capture a low-level IP fragmentation event that is not supported in Zeek [24], she has to first read all the native code related to the IP protocol and the event callback module, which involves ~2K LOC. Another scenario would be the feature pruning: e.g., for writing a stateful firewall without the need to buffer the TCP segments, the operator has to go through considerable code to ensure the code deletion in a full-functional TCP stack will not produce other side effects.
As a result, previous works tend to trade off the programmability of flexible extension for future customization needs. For facilitating the stack writing, Rubik translates its program into an intermediate representation (IR), and uses domain-specific knowledge to automatically optimize its control flow, i.e., eliminating the redundant operations. The optimized IR is then translated into native C code as the performant runtime.

In sum, we make the following contributions in this paper.

- We propose Rubik, a Python-based DSL to program the network stack with minor coding effort, e.g., 250 LOC for a complete TCP/IP stack (§3 and §4).
- We design and implement a compiler for Rubik, where a set of domain-specific optimizations are applied at the IR layer, so that all stacks written in Rubik can benefit from those common wisdom, without caring about how to integrate them into the large code base (§5).
- We prototype Rubik, and build various real cases on it, including 12 reusable protocol parsers, 5 network stacks, and 2 open-source middleboxes (§6). Experiments show that Rubik is at least 30% faster than state of the art (§7).

## 2 Motivation and Challenges

In this section, we demonstrate that programming middlebox stack is a necessity in modern networks (§2.1), while no existing tool can really enable such programmability (§2.2). We pose the challenges of designing a DSL for middlebox stack, and summarize how our approach addresses them (§2.3).

### 2.1 Programming Middlebox Stack Matters

As presented in §1, programming a middlebox stack requires huge human effort. However, some argue that it might not be a problem: most middleboxes work with standard TCP/IP protocols, thus a well-written TCP/IP stack should be sufficient. In contrast, we believe there are plenty of scenarios where a deeply customized middlebox stack is desired.

First, the middlebox stacks need to be customized for serving diverse networks with different protocols [13,32,34,42,43,63,70]. Apart from the existing ones, we note that the emerging programmable data plane may cause an upsurge of new protocols, each of which requires an upgrade of the middlebox stack, or its traffic cannot traverse the network [16,55].

Second, even for a fixed stack, the operators may still manipulate the packets in arbitrary ways, and the implementation of middlebox stacks varies to satisfy those user-specified strategies. For example, if a TCP packet is lost in the mirrored traffic [22], libnids will view this as a broken flow and directly drop it for higher performance [11], while mOS will keep the flow and offer an interface to access the fragmented sequence for maximumly collecting the data [44].

Third, middleboxes are constantly evolving for providing value-added functions, e.g., adding a new layer [12,35], measuring performance [20], inspecting encrypted data [40,49,67] and migrating/accelerating NFV [38,47,57,68,72]. These extensions heavily rely on a highly customized stack.

The above facts prove that programming middlebox stack is a necessity in modern networks, which however demands massive human effort. In practice, such overhead has begun to hinder the birth of new protocols: the middlebox vendors tend to be negative to support new protocols, as the huge code modification can cost large human labor and introduce bugs or security vulnerabilities. For example, some middlebox vendors suggest blocking the standard port of QUIC (UDP 443) to force it falling back to TCP, so that their products can analyze such connections [10]. This heavily impacts the user experience [4,19], and will finally result in the ossification of underlying networks [60].
2.2 Related Work

 Plenty of attempts have been made to facilitate the middlebox development, as shown in Table 1. In the following, we show why they are not sufficient to program the middlebox stack. 

 Programmable packet parsers like P4 [21] and VPP [23] can dissect arbitrary-defined protocols in an amiable way. However, since they target at implementing a switch/router, they cannot efficiently buffer and/or reassemble the packets.

 There are also DSLs, e.g., Binpac [59], Ultrapac [52], FlowSifter [56] and COPY [51], that can automatically generate L7 protocol parsers. The parsers they generate focus on the L7 protocols like HTTP, hence can only work on the already reassembled segments. In other words, they can facilitate the development of high-level functions of a middlebox, e.g., HTTP proxy, deep packet inspection, but have to cooperate with a low-level stack, instead of serving as one.

 TCP stack libraries include those for end-host stacks and those for middlebox stacks. The end-host stack libraries, e.g., mTCP [45], Modnet [61], Seastar [27], F-Stack [25], only maintain the unidirectional protocol state for a certain end host, while middlebox stacks must track the bidirectional behaviors of both sides. As a result, the middlebox developers cannot build their applications on end-host stack libraries.

 On the other hand, the major feature a middlebox stack library provides is the bidirectional TCP flow management. Previously, such libraries are closely embedded in IDS frameworks like Snort [21] and Zeek [24], therefore cannot be reused when developing new applications. Libnids [11] decouples the TCP middlebox stack from the high-level functions, making the stack reusable. Recent works like mOS [44] and Microboxes [53] implement a more comprehensive TCP stack with fast packet I/O, and more importantly, provide the flexible user-defined event (UDE) programming schemes, e.g., dynamic UDE registration, parallel UDE execution. Besides, they provide limited programmability over TCP stack, e.g., unidirectional buffer management. However, all above approaches are hard-coded, hence cannot support non-TCP stacks without massive native code understanding and writing.

 NFV frameworks offer a packaged programming solution from L2 to L7. However, none of them provide complete middlebox stack programmability. MiddleClick [30] and ClickNF [37] can manipulate the stack hierarchy using Click model [48], but they rely on pre-implemented elements, e.g., ClickNF implements the TCP-related elements with 156 source files (12K LOC in C++) [7]. NetBricks [58] supports the customization of the header parser, the scheduled events, etc., which is sufficient for programming a connection-less protocol. However, the abstractions for programming a connection-oriented protocol, e.g., transmission window, connection handshake, are still TCP-specific. OpenBox [33] and Metron [46] abstract and optimize a set of L2-L7 elements for middlebox applications. However, the flow management element still has to be pre-implemented using native code.

2.3 Challenges and Our Approach

 A DSL that fully captures the L2-L4 abstractions can be a cure to above problems. In the next, we revisit the high-level pipeline of middlebox stack, and pose the challenges of designing and implementing a DSL corresponding to it.

 Middlebox stacks follow a layer-based processing pipeline, which is largely the same with the end-host stacks, as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, each stack layer starts by parsing the protocol (1–4), which extracts the header, manages the instance, buffers the segments, updates the protocol state machine (PSM), etc. Next, the event callback module (5) will raise the events with the protocol data fed to the users, e.g., the reassembled or retransmitted data. Finally, the parse tree (6) will decide the next protocol to be parsed. However, even the above pipeline is seemingly natural and generalized, designing and implementing a DSL corresponding to it can still be a challenging task. The reason is two-fold.

 First, working at L2-L4, the middlebox stacks run more complex logic than it appears in the pipeline. For example, the out-of-order packets can mess around the PSM, e.g., an early-arried FIN packet may mislead the stack to tear down the TCP connection. Each of these exceptions is handled with native code in fixed stacks, and it is extremely difficult to provide a neat DSL that covers all such cases. Rubik addresses this challenge by offering a set of high-level constructs to hide such exceptions from programmers, e.g., “packet sequence” that hides the retransmission exception and “virtual ordered packet” that hides the out-of-order exception, which can maximally correspond to the intuitive pipeline (§4).

 Second, the middlebox stacks must realize wire-speed processing to serve high-level functions. However, due to the complexities presented above, the optimizations on the stack can only be achieved by carefully tuning the native code. That is, the program written in DSL that hides the processing details will likely produce low-performance native code. Rubik addresses this challenge by employing an IR and a set of domain-specific optimizations on it before producing the native code, which automatically optimize the DSL program to avoid potential performance traps (§5).
3 Rubik Overview

In this section, we use a walk-through example to overview how Rubik can facilitate the middlebox stack writing. Our example is an ETH→IP/ARP stack, where we raise a typical event, IP fragmentation, for each IP fragment.

Figure 2 shows the real (and almost complete) Rubik code of realizing our example. We start from declaring the IP layer (Line 2), which initializes internal structures of a connectionless protocol, including the header parser, the packet sequence, PSM, etc. These components are specialized as follows.

Parsing the header fields (Line 5–18). One has to first define the header format before she references the headers. In Rubik, a header format is a Python class that inherits layout, and each header field is a member of this class, which specifies its length measured by Bit(). The order of the members indicates the layout of the fields. Line 5–15 show the IP header structure, ip_hdr. We can then use this structure to compose the header parser with one LOC in Line 18. After that, Rubik can reference the fields by their names, e.g., ihl can be referenced by ip.header.ihl.

Managing the instance table (Line 20). Having the headers, the stack layer then finds the instance that the packet correlates to, e.g., the TCP format. The instance key is a list that contains the source and destination IP addresses (Line 20). Note that for connection-oriented protocols, the instance key is a list that indexes the packets of one direction.

Preprocessing the instance (Line 23–27). Before getting into buffer and PSM processing, operators can update some permanent contexts for each individual instance (perm), or use some temporary variables for facilitating the programming (temp). This part of logic will be executed each time after the instance is found/created. Line 23–27 define a temporary data structure that stores the fragmentation offset for each IP packet, which can then be referenced as ip.temp.offset.

Managing the packet buffers (Line 30–31). Many protocols buffer the packets to ensure the correct order of incoming packets. Rubik offers a packet sequence abstraction to handle this task. In our example, the IP protocol has to buffer the fragmented packets according to their fragmentation offset. Line 30–31 define a sequence block filled with the IP payload and indexed by the fragmentation offset. This block will be inserted into the packet sequence associated with the instance, which is automatically sorted in ascending order by the meta.

A connection-oriented instance will maintain two sequences for two sides, respectively. The packets payload will be automatically inserted into the corresponding sequence according to the direction indicated by the instance key.

### Code Snippet

```python
# Declare IP layer
ip = Connectionless()

# Define the header layout
class ip_hdr(layout):
    version = Bit(4)
    ihl = Bit(4)
    ...
    dont_frag = Bit(1)
    more_frag = Bit(1)
    f1 = Bit(5)
    f2 = Bit(8)
    ...
    saddr = Bit(32)
    daddr = Bit(32)

# Build header parser
ip.header = ip_hdr
# Specify instance key
ip.selector = [ip.header.src_addr, ip.header.dst_addr]

# Preprocess the instance using 'temp'
class ip_temp(layout):
    offset = Bit(16)
    ip_temp = ip_temp
    ip.prep = Assign(ip.temp.offset,
                    ((ip.header.f1<<8)+ip.header.f2)<<3)

# Manage the packet sequence
ip.seq = Sequence(meta=ip.temp.offset,
                data=ip.payload[:ip.temp.payload_len])

# Define the PSM transitions shown in Figure 3
ip.psm.last = (FRAG >> DUMP) + Pred(~ip.header.more_frag)
ip.psm.frag = ... 

# Buffering event
ip.event.asm = If(ip.psm.last | ip.psm.dump) >> Assemble()
# Callback each IP fragment using 'ipc'
class ipc(layout):
    sip = Bit(32)
    dip = Bit(32)
    ip.event.ip_frag = If(~ip.psm.dump) >> \
    Assign(ipc.sip, ip.header.saddr) + \
    Assign(ipc.dip, ip.header.daddr) + \
    Callback(ipc)
```

Figure 2: IP layer and fragmentation event written in Rubik.

Updating the PSM (Line 33–34). PSM tracks the protocol states, which are useful in most connection-oriented protocols (e.g., TCP handshake), and also in some connectionless protocols that buffer the packets (e.g., IP fragmentation). Consider the IP PSM shown in Figure 3. If an IP packet unsets the dont_frag flag, the parser will take a transition from the DUMP state to the FRAG state that waits for more fragments. The instance will be destroyed if the PSM jumps into an accept state, e.g., DUMP in IP PSM. Line 33 defines the last transition, i.e., FRAG→DUMP.

Assembling data and hooking IP fragments (Line 37–45). Unlike the UDEs that are raised by the high-level functions, e.g., HTTP request event, the built-in events (BIEs) reveal the inherent behaviors in the stack, e.g., buffer assembling, connection setup. Previous works only pose fixed and TCP-specific BIEs [11, 44], while Rubik can program two types of BIEs for arbitrary stacks.
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The first is for the packet sequence operations, i.e., buffer assembling. Rubik uses `If()` to specify the conditions of raising the events and `Assemble()` to assemble the continuous sequence blocks. This function will form a service data unit (SDU) for the next layer parsing. Line 37 defines the events for assembling the fragments in IP layer.

The second type of action is for posing the user-required data, which is achieved by a `callback()` function that indicates what content should be posed. Line 39–45 define an event on the condition that fragmented packets arrive. The back-end compiler will declare an empty function in the native C code, i.e., `ip_frag(struct ipc*)`, and invoke it each time the condition is satisfied.

**Parse tree for ETH→IP/ARP.** Each time after processing a layer, the network stack decides the next layer to be proceeded, until it reaches the end of the stack. All such parsing sequences form a parse tree.

The parse tree of our example consists of two layers, i.e., Ethernet, and IP/ARP. The stack executes from the root node, which triggers the Ethernet protocol parser. This parser will extract the headers of Ethernet, e.g., `dmac`, `type`. Next, the parse tree checks the predicates carried by the two transitions, and decides which one could be further parsed. In this case, the `type` field is used to distinguish the IP and ARP protocol. Rubik offers a simple syntax similar to PSM transition to define the parse tree, as shown below.

```
st = StackQ
st.eth, st.ip, st.arp = ethernet, ip, arp
st += (st.eth>st.ip) + Pred(st.eth.header.type==0x8800)
```

where `ethernet`, `ip` and `arp` are protocol parsers. We note that the parsers can be reused in the stack. For example, we can define another IP layer in this stack with `other_ip = ip`. This will largely facilitate the customization of encapsulation stacks (see Appendix C.3 for a GTP example).

**Summary.** We omit the implementation of Ethernet layer and ARP layer, which are quite simple compared to IP layer. In sum, we use ~50 LOC to define the IP protocol parser (see Appendix C.1 for the complete code), 7 LOC to hook the expected event, and 4 LOC to build the parse tree. As a comparison, `libnids` consumes ~1000 LOC to implement the similar stack.

### 4 Rubik Programming Abstractions

§3 shows the potential of reducing coding effort with Rubik. However, as discussed in §2.3, there exists lots of complex programming needs that call for more sophisticated programming abstractions. In this section, we dive into the language internals to present how Rubik conquers those complexities.

#### 4.1 Context-Aware Header Parsing

We consider the following two context-aware header parsing needs in middlebox stack, and address them using Rubik.

**Conditional layout.** The L2-L4 protocols can have conditional header layout. For example, QUIC uses its first bit to indicate the following format, i.e., long header or short header. To this end, we can first parse the fixed layout, using which to determine the next layout to be parsed, as shown below.

```
quic.header = quic_type
quic.header := If(quic.header.type == 0) >> long_header
Else() >> short_header
```

**Type-length-value (TLV) parsing.** Rubik extends its header parsing component in two ways to express the TLV fields:

1. the value of a field can be assigned before parsing,
2. the length of a field can refer to a pre-defined field with arithmetic expressions, which can be used to define the length of value field, e.g., `value = Bit(length << 3)`.

Besides, TLV headers are often used in a sequence with non-deterministic order, e.g., TCP options. Rubik offers a syntax sugar for parsing those headers, as shown below.

```
tcp.header := AnyUntil((opt1, opt2, opt3, cond)
```

where `opt1`–`opt3` are TLV header layouts, and `AnyUntil()` will continuously parse the packet according to their first fields, i.e., `type`, until `cond` turns to be false.

#### 4.2 Flexible Buffer Management

The transport protocols can buffer the packets in flexible ways other than simply concatenating them in order. Specifically, we consider the following three exceptions in buffer management, i.e., retransmission, conditional buffering and out-of-window packets, and use the sequence abstraction in Rubik to address them.

Each time a sequence block is inserted, `Sequence()` in Rubik will compare its meta (e.g., sequence number in TCP) and length with existing buffered blocks, in order to identify the fully and partial retransmission. Operators can decide whether the retransmitted parts should be overwritten by passing a `overwrite_rexmit` flag to `Sequence()`. Once the retransmission is detected, Rubik will automatically raise an event, which can be referenced by `event.rexmit`.

In some cases operators would disable the sequence buffering. For example, a TCP stateful firewall relies on the meta of sequence block to track the TCP states, but does not need the content in the block. Operators can disable the content buffering by simply writing `tcp.buffer_data=False`.

Transport protocols use window to control the transmitting rate. Operators can pass a `window=(wnd,wnd_size)` parameter to `Sequence()`, which specifies the valid range of meta.

The out-of-window packets will not be inserted into the sequence, but raise an `out_of wnd` event.
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4.3 Virtual Ordered Packets

The sequence abstraction will sort the out-of-order packets, which, however, still mess around the stack processing. Consider the IP PSM shown in Figure 3. In the possible out-of-order cases, the “last frag” packet can arrive earlier than a “more frag” packet. With the transitions defined in Figure 2, such packet will trigger ip.psm.last and form an incomplete SDU for the next layer. To avoid such mistake, the transition has to track two states (instead of the fragmentation flag only), i.e., whether the “last frag” packet has arrived and whether the sequence is continuous. This counter-intuitive expression makes Pred in PSM transitions quite complex.

Rubik addresses such problem by offering an abstraction of virtual ordered packets, which gives an illusion to the operators that they are accessing the ordered packets. For example, to handle the early-arrived “last frag” exception, the transition ip.psm.last can be rewritten as follows.

ip.psm.last = (FRAG >> DUMP) + Pred(-ip.v.header.more_frag)

where ip.v indicates the virtual ordered packet. The compiler

of Rubik will take care of tracking the real arriving order and

ensuring the sequence continuity (see §5.4).

Note that the virtual ordered packets are for facilitating the inconsistent condition checking, while no real packet will be buffered and re-accessed. In other words, operators can only use this abstraction in the conditions of If() or Pred().

4.4 Sender-Side PSM

Directly emulating the PSM of the end host stack in the middlebox is not a trivial task. Consider a simplified PSM for TCP handshake, whose end host version is shown in Figure 4a. Each transition in the PSM is triggered by two packets: the received packet in the white frame and the sent packet in the gray frame. For example, the passive host (i.e., server) can jump into SYN_RCVD state only after it received the SYN packet and sent the SYN+ACK packet. This transition is natural for the end hosts, since the receiving and sending behaviors are synchronized.

However, the middlebox cannot capture those two behaviors at the same time. Instead, it has to use two states to respectively capture them. For example, for the passive side, the PSM of a middlebox will jump to a new state, say SYN_HALF_RCVD, when processing an SYN packet sent from the client, and will further jump to SYN_RCVD only after it sees an SYN+ACK packet sent reversely. That is, the middlebox stack has to maintain two PSMs for two sides, each of which introduces many more states and transitions.

Rubik proposes a new PSM abstraction to reduce the number of states and transitions, i.e., the sender-side PSM, which combines the two-side behaviors and is triggered by a single packet. Figure 4b shows the sender-side PSM of TCP handshake, which consists of only three transitions. The key of this PSM is that it proceeds only by the sent packets (yellow ones), but ignores whether they have been received (white ones). The following defines the first transition in Figure 4b.

tcp.psm.syn = (CLOSED >> SYN_SENT) +
Pred(tcp.v.header.syn & tcp_to.passive)

where to_passive indicates the packet is being sent to the passive side in a connection-oriented session.

Note that the sender-side PSM is not a unidirectional PSM. Instead, it tracks all the bi-directional packets, but removes the redundancy in the end-host PSMs. For example, in Figure 4a, SYN is the same packet with SYN. In fact, the sender-side PSM assumes the sent packets must be received. This is reasonable, because the stack cannot detect the packets lost downstream the middlebox. In practice, the middlebox stack will eventually be in the correct state after seeing the retransmitted packets, and before that, a retransmission event will alert that the current state may be inconsistent.

4.5 Event Ordering

By default, all the events will be raised after proceeding PSM and before parsing the next layer (see §5.2). However, operators have to further clarify two kinds of relationships between the events to avoid the potential ambiguity.

First, operators may need to define the “happen-before” relationships of two events, if they have the same or overlapped raising conditions. Consider the aforementioned two events in IP layer, ip.event.asm and ip.event.ip_frag, both of which will be raised when ip.psm.last is triggered. As a result, ip_frag might lose the last fragment if asm happens first, since the reassemble operation will clear the sequence.

Second, operators may want to raise an event if the other is happening, i.e., the “happen-with” relationship. For example in TCP, an event rdata that poses the retransmitted data should be raised only when the retransmission event occurs.

Rubik offers an event relationship abstraction to address the above requirements. The following code indicates that ip_frag should happen before asm, and rdata will be checked and raised each time rxemit is happening.

```python
ip.event_relation = ip.event.ip_frag, ip.event.asm
tcp.event_relation = tcp.event.rxemit >> tcp.event.rdata
```
5 Compiling Rubik Programs

In this section, we introduce the compiler of Rubik, which translates the Rubik program into native C code. We first reveal the difficulties of handling the performance issues in the middlebox stack (§5.1). To this end, we translate the Rubik program into an intermediate representation (IR) to reveal the factual control flow of the stack (§5.2). Then the middle-end of the compiler performs domain-specific optimizations on the IR to avoid the performance traps (§5.3), and finally the back-end translates the IR into performant C code (§5.4).

5.1 Avoiding Performance Issues is Hard

As mentioned in §2.3, the generalized execution model can cause severe performance issues. For example, the simple pipeline will insert every IP packet into the sequence, while this is redundant for the non-fragmented IP packets, as their blocks will be assembled right after being inserted. And since the normal IP packets dominate the traffic, this redundant copy will heavily degrade the stack performance.

Previously in hand-written stacks, developers handle each of those performance issues using native code. However, due to the function diversity in the stack, identifying and avoiding all such traps for all stacks is too harsh for the developers. Moreover, even the developers are aware of those traps, sometimes they have to trade off performance for the code modularity or generality, since the proper handling of those issues will heavily increase the size of the codebase, making the program more bug-prone.

As a DSL, Rubik has better chance to address those performance issues, if it can capture and handle them through its automatic compilation process. This task, however, is still challenging. First, Rubik is designed as a declarative language, which means although the developers can easily write a “correct” program without caring about the inner logic, they also can do little for providing more hints for a “better” program. Second, it is also an impossible mission for the native code compiler due to the lack of domain-specific knowledge, e.g., the fact that the aligned IP packets can be directly passed cannot be obtained from the view of the native compiler.

5.2 Intermediate Representation in Rubik

Rubik addresses above challenges by introducing an IR into the compilation, which brings the following merits. First, the IR code is much smaller, making it possible to do effective optimizations that are unaffordable in native code (see §5.3). Second, the IR code still holds the high-level intent to perform the domain-specific optimizations. Third, the IR layer is a common ground for all Rubik programs, which means the optimizations applied on IR work for all stacks.

Specifically, we adopt the Control-Flow Graph (CFG) as the IR, which can clearly reveal the control flow of the stack. Figure 5 shows a partial CFG for the IP program. The yellow boxes are the branching blocks. Only one PSM transition (ip.psm.dump) is shown. Most of the false branches (dashed edge) are also omitted.

Note that each protocol layer works independently in the stack, so we view a protocol parser along with the events defined in its layer as an individual Rubik program.

Composing the control flow. The compiler composes the real control flow of the stack with the next four parts.

First, the compiler constructs the CFG for the protocol parser following the pipeline depicted in Figure 1, i.e., header parsing, instance table, packet sequence and PSM transition, and elaborates it with more information that is relevant to the optimization, e.g., the operations on the instance table and the sequence. The conditional statements, e.g., PSM transitions and event callback, will be translated into the branching blocks with their Pred/If as the branching conditions.

Second, the compiler decides when to raise the events. It is possible to raise an event just after all its conditions have been met, i.e., the triggering conditions are satisfied and the data in the callback structures are ready. As such, an event that only requires header information can be raised just after the header parser. However, the high-level functions hooking this event may modify the packets, which could impact the correct execution of the PSM. Hence, the compiler puts all events after proceeding the PSM, and decides their order by the explicitly defined happen-before and happen-with relationship in event_relation. The only exceptions are the built-in sequence events, i.e., rexmit and out_of_wnd, which will be triggered by sequence operations before proceeding the PSM, as well as the events happening with them.

In the third and fourth parts, the compiler checks the conditions for parsing the next layer and destroys the instance if it jumps into the accepted PSM states.

Figure 5 shows a partial CFG for the IP program presented in §3. The white boxes are the basic blocks, and the yellow boxes are branching blocks, where the solid/dashed edges indicate the true/false branches. In these blocks, IR uses instructions to reveal the operations on the real data structure. For example, we use CreateInst() to create and insert an
The branch lifting process merges the basic blocks, which helps to expose a complete processing logic on an individual set of packets. This process maps to the “code sinking” transformation in conventional compilers, which however usually is not performed, since the codes would explode due to the duplication. In contrast, Rubik’s IR code is small and with a neat pipeline, making this expensive transformation affordable.

**Step 2: Constant analysis.** This step replaces or removes the instructions if they are evaluated to be a constant. For example, consider 6 in the false branch in Figure 6a. We can easily assert that its condition \((\text{state}==\text{DUMP})\) is always true, because 4 has just assigned state with DUMP. Similar analysis takes place in block 9, 10, 12, where \(\text{trans}==\text{dump}\) in the latter two must be true. Those always-true branch blocks can be removed, as shown in Figure 6b. Note that this elimination may create new opportunities to iteratively lift the branch, i.e., Step 1. For example, 7 can be further lifted above 3 due to the absence of 6, as shown in Figure 6c.

**Step 3: Peephole optimizations.** After the first two steps, the complete processing logic on each packet set is revealed. For example, 3-15 in Figure 6c illustrates the processing logic on the first packet of an IP instance which is with dont_frag. In this step, we engage a series of peephole optimizations [36] to identify and eliminate performance traps.

Considering 3-15, we have the following easy optimizations. (1) For 5 and 11, it is obvious that the first and only inserted block is directly assembled. Hence, 5 and 11 can be eliminated, and 13 can be rewritten into \(\text{NextLayer} (\text{Payload})\). (2) 3 and 15 is another pair of redundant operations, where the inserted instance is directly removed from the instance table. These two blocks can also be eliminated. Figure 6d shows the CFG that removes all redundant operations, most of which are very expensive, e.g., instance creation and sequence insertion. We can therefore expect a much higher performance with this optimized CFG.

We emphasize that the patterns of the optimizations are not newly designed, but the common wisdoms borrowed from the mature stack implementations. The key is that manually realizing those optimizations for each stack would mess around the processing pipeline, and significantly increase the complexity of the code. In contrast, Rubik’s middle-end are stack- and implementation-oblivious, i.e., operators can focus on the logic of the optimizations without caring about how to integrate them with the stack logic. That is, the new patterns can be easily extended in the future, and the developers can obtain a fully optimized pipeline for all stacks. Appendix D shows the peephole optimizations that are currently employed.

**5.4 Back-End: Producing Efficient Code**

The back-end of compiler translates and assembles the optimized CFGs into native C code, and ensures its efficiency in two ways: (1) maximize the code efficiency without considering the code readability, e.g., composing a single large
function for the whole stack to force the optimization in the C compiler; (2) borrow the best practice from existing middlebox stacks, e.g., a fast hashing library. Except for the above general methods, we highlight two designs in the back-end.

Handling the header. The back-end translates the header fields and their references using the following principles.

- Each layout will be translated into a C struct, and the header parser is a struct pointer to the starting address of the header, so that each field can be directly accessed as a struct member. For the composite headers, e.g., ip header = ip hdr + ip opt, the back-end will generate multiple pointers pointing to different locations.

- Conditions and predicates of virtual ordered packets, e.g., If(ip.v.header more_frag), will be implemented as tracking two states, i.e., if (seen_frag && no hole), where seen_frag will be set if “more_frag” packet has arrived, and no_hole is assigned by checking the sequence each a sequence block is inserted.

Threading model. We adopt the shared-nothing model with the run-to-complete workflow when generating native code. That is, each core runs an independent stack, which eliminates the inter-core communication [46]. Specifically, the back-end leverages the symmetric receive-side scaling (S-RSS) technique [71], so bi-directional packets from the same connection can be correlated to the same thread. Since modern NICs support hardware-based S-RSS, this usually linearly boosts the stack performance with the number of cores (see §7.1).

The back-end also takes care of other cases that require considerable human effort, e.g., buffer outturn and timeout.

6 Rubik in Action

Rubik builds upon Python while offering domain-specific syntaxes and functions. In total, our prototype amounts to 3K Python LOC for Rubik internals, and 2K C LOC for hashing, packet I/O and sequence operations. The source code of Rubik is available at https://github.com/ants-xjtu/rubik.

In this section, we demonstrate the practicality of Rubik by implementing numbers of mainstream L2-L4 protocols and stacks (§6.1), and developing typical high-level middlebox functions (§6.2).

6.1 Collected Protocols and Stacks

We collect and implement 12 L2-L4 protocol parsers using Rubik. Here we focus on how many LOC used for the implementation, which reflects the complexity and robustness of the program. From the LOC breakdown shown in Figure 7, we have the following observations.

First, Rubik can express the mainstream L2-L4 protocols with minor LOC. Most connectionless protocols only take tens of LOC. The connection-oriented ones take more, but within hundreds of LOC. Second, most LOC are for defining the header layout (46% in average), since one field takes one LOC in Rubik. This task is quite straightforward if given the protocol specification, so the actual effort of writing a protocol parser is even less than it appears in the figure.

Reducing the effort of implementing above parsers is very valuable. For example, the stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) [2] provides many useful transmission features like message boundary preservation and multi-homing. However, this requires a significant change for middleboxes, e.g., 4400 C LOC in Wireshark [3], making SCTP much less deployed [41]. Using Rubik, it only takes 210 LOC for implementing the SCTP layer. Another example is QUIC [6]: although its multiplexing feature improves the transmission efficiency, existing middleboxes cannot support it without a fundamental upgrade. As a reference, Wireshark takes ~3100 C LOC to realize the QUIC protocol parser [26]. Using Rubik, merely 216 LOC is enough for prototyping a QUIC parser (without the decryption feature, see §8).

We finally implement 5 typical stacks, as shown in Table 2. We highlight that with the reusable protocol parsers, composing a middlebox stack requires minor additional Rubik LOC, although the native LOC generated is massive.

6.2 Developing Applications with Rubik

Callback() in defining BIEs will generate empty callback functions in the native code, which will be invoked each time the BIEs are triggered. The programmers can then develop their applications by implementing those functions.

The most typical example can be a DPI application that inspect the L7 data. In this case, the developer can pose an event happening with the assemble event (tcp_event.asm).

tcp.event.sdu = Assign(sdu_layout.sdu, tcp.sdu) + Callback(sdu_layout)
tcp.event_relation = tcp_event.asm >> tcp.event.sdu

Other examples include the detection of SYN-flood and fake-reset, which can be implemented through the BIEs triggered by the first SYN packet and the reset transitions, respectively.
We present how we port Snort [21] as a more comprehensive example. Snort may scan the traffic multiple times against the rules, e.g., on the fragmented IP packets or on the reassembled L7 data. With Rubik, the programmers can implement these scanning behaviors through the corresponding BIEs posed in the stack. Specifically, we implement 25 rule options, e.g., content, pcre, http_header, and translate the rules into event-based callback functions. We replace Snort’s stream and http-inspect modules with Rubik-generated stacks and events, and reuse the high-level matching modules like Aho-Corasick algorithm for string matching and HyperScan [69] for regular expression matching.

Note that, unlike mOS and Microboxes, Rubik currently does not support programming UDEs. As a result, for HTTP-related rules, we need to manually parse the L7 protocols in the callback function (instead of using a set of inherited UDEs), then the L7 rules can be matched against those parsed HTTP headers. §8 discusses the UDE programming in detail.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Rubik. Specifically, our experiments aim to answer the following questions:

(1) Do Rubik-generated stacks provide comparable or even better performance than the hand-written stacks? (§7.1)

(2) Do Rubik-ported applications work correctly and efficiently on various stacks? (§7.2)

(3) Do the middle-end optimizations help improve the performance of Rubik? (§7.3)

7.1 Microbenchmarks

To measure Rubik’s performance under certain traffic load, we build real end-host applications and set a bump-in-the-wire testbed as the middlebox stack. Due to the lack of high-performance non-TCP applications (e.g., QUIC, SCTP), the microbenchmarks are mostly about the TCP/IP stack.

Experimental settings. We build the testbed on an x86 machine (20×Intel Xeon 2.2Ghz, 192GB memory) with three dual-port 40G NICs (Intel XL710). We use another six machines (8×Intel Xeon 2.2Ghz, 16GB memory) to build three server/client pairs. Each server/client has a single-port 40G NIC, and is connected through one NIC in the testbed server.

The clients and servers generate 96K concurrent connections in total (32K from each pair). Each connection fetches a file from the server (1KB by default), and will immediately restart when it terminates. Note that the three pairs cannot drain the 120Gbps link, so we indicate the upper bounds of the throughput for each setting in the experiments, i.e., the throughputs when directly wiring the clients up to the servers.

We synthesize three high-level functions to simulate different workloads of the middlebox: (1) a flow tracker (FT) that tracks the L4 states but ignores the payload, (2) a data assembler (DA) that dumps bidirectional L7 data to /dev/null, and (3) a string finder (SF) that matches 50 regular expressions against L7 data. We run DA as the default function in the experiments, as it reflects the intrinsic performance of a complete middlebox stack, i.e., with bidirectional data reassembly and without heavy operations on that data. When running FT, we disable the data buffering for all involved approaches.

TCP stack. From the existing approaches shown in Table 1, we choose to compare Rubik with the TCP-specific stack and the NFV framework, since the packet parser cannot implement a full-functional stack. Specifically, we involve mOS [14] and MiddleClick [28] in our experiments. The former is the state-of-the-art TCP middlebox stack, and the latter with Click model is reported to be more efficient. All approaches have the same packet I/O capability with DPDK [8] and S-RSS. The clients and servers are implemented using mTCP [45].

Figure 8 shows the multi-core scalability of the involved approaches. Thanks to S-RSS, the performance of all approaches can almost linearly scale with the number of CPU cores. Note that Rubik’s TCP stack achieves 5.2Gbps, 20.9Gbps, 38.4Gbps when using 1, 4, 8 cores, respectively, and can reach the upper bound (55.9Gbps) with 16 cores. Such throughput outperforms other approaches by 30%–90%.

Figure 9 shows the scalability with different file sizes. With 8 cores, Rubik’s TCP stack can reach the upper bound with the file larger than 8KB (82.1Gbps in 8KB, 101.4Gbps in 32KB). We also report that Rubik can reach the upper bound for all file sizes if using 16 cores. Note that given the flow size (which can be inferred from the file size) and the throughput, we can estimate the connection arrival rates, i.e., how many new connections can be handled per second. We report that with 8 cores, the connection arrival rates of Rubik’s TCP stack are 4.5M/s and 1.1M/s for 64B and 8KB files, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the throughput with different functions. Rubik’s stack can realize 44.1Gbps and 25.5Gbps for FT and SF with 8 cores, which maintain the lead to other approaches (34% and 90% faster than MiddleClick and mOS). We also report that Rubik’s stack adds reasonable transferring latency (not shown in the figure), e.g., running DA for a single flow adds 29μs and 97μs to the flow completion time when transferring 64B and 8KB files (62μs and 119μs without middlebox).

Why Rubik outperforms other approaches. First, the peephole optimizations applied in the middle-end let Rubik handles each packet class in the most efficient way, which guarantees a comparable performance to the mature hand-written ones. Second, the hand-written stacks have to trade off perfor-
We collect real and synthetic traces to evaluate the performance of Rubik on various stacks with real applications. For Snort and nDPI, to Rubik. For Snort, we port it as presented in §6.2, and load 2800 TCP- or HTTP-related rules from its community rule set. We note that nDPipeReader does not implement a complete flow reassembly feature. To this end, we pose the TCP and UDP assemble events, and invoke the core detecting functions provided by nDPI in the callback functions. The Rubik-ported version can then detect protocols on reassembled data.

Applications. We port two well-known middlebox applications, Snort [21] and nDPipeReader [15], to Rubik. For Snort, we equip the original Snort and nDPI with DPDK/S-RSS and involve them into the comparison. Note that neither of original and Rubik-ported versions can inspect QUIC or SCTP trace, because the rules and detecting applications are TCP-specific, i.e., they assume the transport layer must be TCP/UDP. However, we argue that with the help of Rubik, it would be quite simple to port such rules to new stacks, e.g., inspecting the HTTP content carried by an SCTP connection.

Performance. We split the traces into three pieces by their IP addresses and use three machines to inject them into the testbed (120Gbps line rate). The testbed runs on 16 cores.

Table 4 shows the throughput with different applications, from which we have two observations. First, the Rubik-ported Snort is faster than the original and the boost is more significant on the stacks with more layers (+31.6% for TCP vs. +48.3% for GTP), because “heavy” stacks would amplify the efficiency of Rubik’s generated one-big-function. Second, the Rubik-ported nDPI is slightly slower than the original (−2.8% in average), because the latter does not reassemble the data at all. Specifically for TCP stack, the Rubik-ported versions perform better than the mOS-ported versions (+31.6% vs. 7.2 Performance on Various Stacks

We emphasize that both mOS and MiddleClick are with high-quality code. Even though, the performance trade-offs for maintainability are still inevitable when handling so many LOC with human oracle. Such risk would only be higher for more complex stacks. In contrast, Rubik avoids the performance traps for all stacks by automatically applying the domain-specific optimizations in its middle-end, while ensuring the maintainability with its neat syntaxes in the frontend.

GTP stack. Besides the TCP stack, we also run the GTP stack in end hosts for evaluation. Specifically, we modify mTCP to encapsulate/strip IP, UDP, and GTP layers for each TCP packet, where the new IP and UDP layers have the same IP addresses and ports with the original TCP packet. Note that this operation adds ~50 bytes to each packet, which will lift the throughput upper bound when transferring small files.

Figure 11 shows the performance of Rubik’s GTP stack with different CPU cores and file sizes. With only one core, Rubik’s GTP stack can realize 4.0Gbps and 14.2Gbps for 64B and 8KB file, respectively, and can reach their performance upper bounds (44.6Gbps and 88.0Gbps) with 16 cores. We highlight that even the GTP stack has much more layers than the TCP stack, Rubik can still catch up with the throughput, as its back-end introduces minor overhead between each layer.

Table 4: The throughput (Gbps) on the traces (16 cores).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Snort</th>
<th>Rubik+Snort</th>
<th>nDPI</th>
<th>Rubik+nDPI</th>
<th>DA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>20.41</td>
<td>26.86</td>
<td>25.94</td>
<td>25.26</td>
<td>117.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTP</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>22.79</td>
<td>18.87</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>113.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPTP</td>
<td>13.91</td>
<td>20.01</td>
<td>18.79</td>
<td>18.22</td>
<td>118.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUIC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCTP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10: Throughput vs. functions (1KB file, 8 cores). Figure 11: Performance of the GTP stack (DA).

Rubik suffers 50% degradation. This partially confirms that deeper optimizations can be applied in the one-big-function. Using ngtcp2 [17], and capture the trace by querying random resources. Rubik currently does not support the online decryption, so we replace the encrypted data in the trace with a deciphered one using the local SSL key (see §8). For SCTP stack, we set the server and client using userssctp [29], and capture the trace by fetching random files. We filter out the incomplete connections (flows without handshake or teardown) for all the traces, so we can properly replay them on a loop.

We prepare traces for five stacks, as shown in Table 3. The TCP trace is captured in a campus network. The GTP trace is captured in an ISP’s base station. For PPTP stack, we set a PPTP server with MPPE and PPP compression disabled, and capture the trace by accessing random websites. For QUIC stack, we set a pair of client and server using ngtcp2 [17], and capture the trace by querying random resources. Rubik currently does not support the online decryption, so we replace the encrypted data in the trace with a deciphered one using the local SSL key (see §8). For SCTP stack, we set the server and client using userssctp [29], and capture the trace by fetching random files. We filter out the incomplete connections (flows without handshake or teardown) for all the traces, so we can properly replay them on a loop.

Applications. We port two well-known middlebox applications, Snort [21] and nDPipeReader [15], to Rubik. For Snort, we port it as presented in §6.2, and load 2800 TCP- or HTTP-related rules from its community rule set. We note that nDPipeReader does not implement a complete flow reassembly feature. To this end, we pose the TCP and UDP assemble events, and invoke the core detecting functions provided by nDPI in the callback functions. The Rubik-ported version can then detect protocols on reassembled data.

We equip the original Snort and nDPI with DPDK/S-RSS and involve them into the comparison. Note that neither of original and Rubik-ported versions can inspect QUIC or SCTP trace, because the rules and detecting applications are TCP-specific, i.e., they assume the transport layer must be TCP/UDP. However, we argue that with the help of Rubik, it would be quite simple to port such rules to new stacks, e.g., inspecting the HTTP content carried by an SCTP connection.

Performance. We split the traces into three pieces by their IP addresses and use three machines to inject them into the testbed (120Gbps line rate). The testbed runs on 16 cores.

Table 4 shows the throughput with different applications, from which we have two observations. First, the Rubik-ported Snort is faster than the original and the boost is more significant on the stacks with more layers (+31.6% for TCP vs. +48.3% for GTP), because “heavy” stacks would amplify the efficiency of Rubik’s generated one-big-function. Second, the Rubik-ported nDPI is slightly slower than the original (−2.8% in average), because the latter does not reassemble the data at all. Specifically for TCP stack, the Rubik-ported versions perform better than the mOS-ported versions (+31.6% vs.
We inject the same traces used in §7.2 into the testbed and work on the raw packets, if the middleboxes are placed inside (seconds) from the middle-end optimizations (1 core, DA).

Table 5: Throughput boost (Gbps) and compilation slow down (seconds) from the middle-end optimizations (1 core, DA). Shadowed cells show the number with optimizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput</th>
<th>TCP</th>
<th>GTP</th>
<th>PPTP</th>
<th>QUIC</th>
<th>SCTP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubik→C</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C→Binary</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+16.8% for Snort, −2.6% vs. −3.7% for nDPI [44]. We finally highlight that when running DA, all Rubik’s stacks can achieve more than 100Gbps throughput for their traces.

Correctness. We respectively select 100 flows from all traces. By manually verifying the results of protocol parsers and event callbacks, we confirm the correctness of Rubik.

7.3 Middle-End Optimizations

We inject the same traces used in §7.2 into the testbed and measure the performance and overhead of corresponding stacks, by enabling/disabling the middle-end optimizations.

Performance. The top part of Table 5 shows that all stacks can significantly benefit from the optimizations, with a boost rate of 51%–163%. The effect of the optimizations depends on two factors. First, since each layer is independently optimized, more layers lead to more improvements. Second, the major optimization is the elimination of the sequence operations, so more boosts can be gained when handling large flows. For example, PPTP and QUIC traces have similar flow size, but the PPTP stack with more layers gains more from the optimizations; TCP and SCTP stacks have the same number of layers, but the SCTP stack does not boost as much as TCP due to the smaller flow size of the trace (5KB vs. 32KB).

Overhead. The branch lifting in the middle-end leads to much larger CFG, which increases the time of compilation, i.e., from Rubik program to C code, and from C code to binary. The bottom part of Table 5 shows that such overhead is minor in practice, i.e., all stacks are compiled within 15 seconds.

8 Limitations and Discussion

Semantics completeness. There are generally two types of middleboxes: the flow-monitoring ones that parse the protocols, check the reassembled data, and forward/drop the original packets (e.g., IDS), and the flow-modifying ones that intercept the connection and modify L7 content (e.g., HTTP proxy). To the best of our knowledge, Rubik can well support programming the former type. For the latter, Rubik should extend its sequence abstraction for inline-reordering, and event abstraction for modifying the packet content. These extensions are realizable and will be explored in our future work.

Encrypted layers. Rubik can cooperate with the encrypted layers in the following two ways: (1) the stacks can directly work on the raw packets, if the middleboxes are placed inside the secure district, where the encrypted content has already been resolved by the gateway; (2) the stacks can inspect the encrypted content, given the proper decipher keys. We simulate the first scenario with QUIC protocol in our evaluation. For the second, we can offer an extra decryption function to modify SDU. We leave this feature to our future work.

**UDE programming.** Prior to Rubik, literatures focus on how to facilitate the middlebox development by offering friendly UDE interfaces. mOS [44] unifies the TCP stack and provides a BSD-style socket interface, so the developers can dynamically register/deregister their UDEs. Microboxes [53] further optimizes the UDE model by parallelizing their executions, making the performance scalable with the number of network functions. Since the UDE programming is oblivious from the stack programming, we believe providing such feature should be an easy task for Rubik’s back-end, by borrowing the best practice from mOS and Microboxes.

Boosting S-RSS. We discuss two possible techniques that can further boost the packet dispatching. First, unlike S-RSS that dispatches correlated packets to fixed CPU cores, RSS++ [31] and eRSS [64] can collect the flow statistics and dynamically dispatch packets to different cores, which can further balance the CPU load. Second, the hardware-based S-RSS can only classify fixed protocols. For example, for PPTP stack, it only dispatches the packets by the lower-layer IP addresses, which are almost fixed as a tunnel. The dispatching can be much more balanced if higher-layer IP and TCP protocols can be considered. A smart NIC [54] or a programmable switch associated with the middlebox [46] that can dispatch the packets by arbitrary headers could be a cure to this problem.

**Middlebox deployments.** While Rubik facilitates the development of a single middlebox, there are literatures that deploy middleboxes in a distributed way [62, 65] or as a cloud service [66]. These works can be complementary to Rubik.

Ethics statement. The TCP and GTP traces used in the experiments are anonymized before given to us. We claim that our work does not raise any ethics issue.

9 Conclusion

This paper proposed Rubik, a language for programming the middlebox stack, which offers a set of high-level constructs as efficient building blocks, and an optimizing compiler to produce high-performance native code. We demonstrated the minor effort for implementing 12 protocol parsers and 5 popular stacks using Rubik. We evaluated Rubik with real applications and traces, and showed that the generated stacks outperform existing approaches by at least 30% in throughput.
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Appendix A  Rubik Built-in Abstractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet Data</th>
<th>Abstractions</th>
<th>Initialized Syntax and Parameters</th>
<th>Functionality and Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p.header</td>
<td></td>
<td>layout+layout</td>
<td>generate a header layout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.temp, p.perm</td>
<td></td>
<td>AnyUntil((layout), cond)</td>
<td>the permanent/temporary data bound to the instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.seq</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sequence(meta, data, data_len)</td>
<td>the sequence indexed by meta and filled with data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.payload</td>
<td></td>
<td>initialized by p.header</td>
<td>the payload of layer p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.sdu</td>
<td></td>
<td>initialized by Assemble()</td>
<td>the SDU passing to the upper layer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Inst. Table | p.selector | [inst_key] ([active_key],[passive_key]) | maintain the instance table by the key |

| Proto. State Machine | s          | PSMState(start, accept)              | define a PSM state s |
|                      | p.psm      | PSM(state set)                       | build the PSM with the state set |
|                      | p.psm.t    | (s₁ >> s₂) + Pred(cond)              | define a transition t from s₁ to s₂ with condition cond |
|                      | p.to_active/passive | initialized by p | sending to active/passive side (connection-oriented) |

| Event Callback | p.event.e | Assemble(), Callback(lay) | an event e that assembles the sequence or poses lay |
|               | p.event_relation | p.event.a, p.event.b | |
|               |               | p.event.c >> p.event.d | a happens before b, while d happens when c happens |

| Parse Tree | st          | Stack()                         | define a stack st |
|           | st.lay     | p                             | define layer lay with parser p |
|           | st         | (st.lay₁ >> st.lay₂) + Pred(pred) | define lay2 as the next layer of lay1 with condition pred |

| Global Parameters | p.cursor | initialized by p | the current position (in byte) through the header parsing |
|                   | p.cur_state | initialized by p | the current PSM state of the instance |
|                   | p.timeout | a float number | the global keep-live threshold for the instance of p |
|                   | p.psm.t.timeout | a float number | the keep-live threshold of the instance in transition t |

Appendix B  Instructions and Expressions in Rubik’s CFG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Write</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assign(reg, expr)</td>
<td>expr</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>modify reg with the result of expr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssignSDU(expr)</td>
<td>expr</td>
<td>SEQUENCE</td>
<td>modify sequence with the result of expr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateInst()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>INSTTABLE</td>
<td>create and insert the instance into instance table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DestroyInst()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>INSTTABLE</td>
<td>remove the instance from the instance table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InsertSeq(m,d,l)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SEQUENCE</td>
<td>insert a sequence block (meta=m, data=d, len=l) into the sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assemble()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SEQUENCE</td>
<td>assemble the continuous blocks in the sequence and pop it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call(expr)</td>
<td>expr</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>invoke a callback function with the data expr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NextLayer()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>jump into the next layer according to the parse tree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressions</th>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Write</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HeaderContain(f)</td>
<td>HEADER</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>check whether the parsed header contains field f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload()</td>
<td>HEADER</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>the content besides the parsed header from the packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDU()</td>
<td>SEQUENCE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>the SDU assembled from the sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contain(key)</td>
<td>INSTTABLE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>check whether the instance with key is in the instance table</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C  Example Rubik Programs

C.1  IP Protocol Parser

The following code shows a complete IP protocol parser.

```rubik
class ip_hdr(layout):
    version = Bit(4)
    ihl = Bit(4)
    tos = Bit(8)
    tot_len = UInt(16)
    id = Bit(16)
    blank = Bit(1)
    dont_frag = Bit(1)
    more_frag = Bit(1)
    f1 = Bit(5)
    f2 = Bit(8)
    ttl = Bit(8)
    protocol = Bit(8)
    check = Bit(16)
    saddr = Bit(32)
    daddr = Bit(32)

class ip_temp(layout):
    offset = Bit(16)
    length = Bit(16)

def ip_parser():
    ip = Connectionless()
    ip.header = ip_hdr
    ip.selector = [ip.header.saddr, ip.header.daddr]
    ip.temp = ip_temp
    ip.prep = Assign(
        ip.temp.offset, ((ip.header.f1 << 8) + ip.header.f2 << 3)
    ) + Assign(ip.temp.length, ip.header.tot_len - (ip.header.ihl << 2))
    ip.seq = Sequence(meta=ip.temp.offset, data=ip.payload[: ip.temp.length])

DUMP = PSMState(start=True, accept=True)
FRAG = PSMState()
ip.psm = PSM(DUMP, FRAG)
ip.psm.dump = (DUMP >> DUMP) + Pred(
    (ip.header.dont_frag == 1) & (ip.temp.offset == 0)
) + Pred(ip.header.more_frag == 0) & (ip.temp.offset == 0)
ip.psm.frag = (DUMP >> FRAG) + Pred(
    (ip.header.more_frag == 1) | (ip.temp.offset != 0)
)
ip.psm.more = (FRAG >> FRAG) + Pred(ip.header.more_frag == 1)
ip.psm.last = (FRAG >> DUMP) + Pred(ip.header.more_frag == 0)

ip.event.asm = If(ip.psm.dump | ip.psm.last) >> Assemble()
```

C.2  TCP Protocol Parser

The following shows the complete TCP protocol parser written in Rubik, including the header option parsing, the bi-directional buffering, the out-of-window exception handling, etc. We note that the code is formatted according to PEP8, which largely increases the number of LOC. Moreover, the definitions of header layout and auxiliary structures take about 40% of the LOC, which means the factual effort of writing this parser is even less than the number of LOC shows.
class tcp_hdr(layout):
  sport = UInt(16)
  dport = UInt(16)
  seq_num = UInt(32)
  ack_num = UInt(32)
  hdr_len = Bit(4)
  blank = Bit(4)
  cwr = Bit(1)
  ece = Bit(1)
  urg = Bit(1)
  ack = Bit(1)
  psh = Bit(1)
  rst = Bit(1)
  syn = Bit(1)
  fin = Bit(1)
  window_size = UInt(16)
  checksum = Bit(16)
  urgent_pointer = Bit(16)

class tcp_nop(layout):
  nop_type = Bit(8, const=1)

class tcp_mss(layout):
  mss_type = Bit(8, const=2)
  mss_len = Bit(8)
  mss_value = Bit(16)

class tcp_ws(layout):
  ws_type = Bit(8, const=3)
  ws_len = Bit(8)
  ws_value = Bit(16)

class tcp_SACK_permitted(layout):
  SACK_permitted_type = Bit(8, const=4)
  SACK_permitted_len = Bit(8)

class tcp_SACK(layout):
  SACK_type = Bit(8, const=5)
  SACK_len = Bit(8)
  SACK_value = Bit((SACK_len - 2) << 3)

class tcp_TS(layout):
  TS_type = Bit(8, const=8)
  TS_len = Bit(8)
  TS_value = Bit(32)
  TS_echo_reply = Bit(32)

class tcp_cc_new(layout):
  cc_new_type = Bit(8, const=12)
  cc_new_len = Bit(8)
  cc_new_value = Bit(32)

class tcp_eol(layout):
  eol_type = Bit(8, const=0)

class tcp_blank(layout):
  blank_type = Bit(8)
  blank_len = Bit(8)
  blank_value = Bit((blank_len - 2) << 3)
class tcp_data(layout):
    active_lwnd = Bit(32, init=0)
    passive_lwnd = Bit(32, init=0)
    active_wscale = Bit(32, init=0)
    passive_wscale = Bit(32, init=0)
    active_wsize = Bit(32, init=(1 << 32) - 1)
    passive_wsize = Bit(32, init=(1 << 32) - 1)
    fin_seq1 = Bit(32, init=0)
    fin_seq2 = Bit(32, init=0)

class tcp_temp(layout):
    wnd = Bit(32)
    wnd_size = Bit(32)
    data_len = Bit(32)

def tcp_parser(ip):
    tcp = ConnectionOriented()
    tcp.header = tcp_hdr
    tcp.header += If(tcp.cursor < tcp.header.hdr_len << 2) >> AnyUntil(
        [tcp_eol, tcp_nop, tcp_mss, tcp_ws, tcp_SACK_permitted, tcp_SACK, tcp_TS, tcp_cc_new, tcp_blank],
        (tcp.cursor < tcp.header.hdr_len << 2) & (tcp.payload_len != 0),
    )
    tcp.selector = ([ip.header.saddr, tcp.header.sport],
        [ip.header.daddr, tcp.header.dport],
    )
    tcp.perm = tcp_data
    tcp.temp = tcp_temp

CLOSED = PSMState(start=True)
SYN_SENT, SYN_RCV, EST, FIN_WAIT_1, CLOSE_WAIT, LAST_ACK = make_psm_state(6)
TERMINATE = PSMState(accept=True)

tcp.prep = Assign(tcp.temp.data_len, tcp.payload_len)
tcp.prep = (If(tcp.header.syn == 1) >> Assign(tcp.temp.data_len, 1) >> Else() >> tcp.prep)
tcp.prep = (If(tcp.header.fin == 1)
    >> Assign(tcp.temp.data_len, tcp.payload_len + 1)
    + (If(tcp.current_state == EST)
        >> Assign(tcp.perm.fin_seq1, tcp.header.seq_num + tcp.payload_len)
        >> Else()
        >> Assign(tcp.perm.fin_seq2, tcp.header.seq_num)
    )
    >> Else()
    >> tcp.prep
)
def update_wnd(oppo_lwnd, oppo_wscale, oppo_wsize, cur_lwnd, cur_wscale, cur_wsize):
    x = If(tcp.header_contain(tcp_ws)) >> Assign(oppo_wscale, tcp.header.ws_value)
    x += Assign(oppo_wsize, tcp.header.window_size)
    x += Assign(oppo_lwnd, tcp.header.ack_num)
    x += Assign(tcp.temp.wnd, cur_lwnd)
    x += Assign(tcp.temp.wnd_size, cur_wsize << cur_wscale)
    return x

tcp.prep += If(tcp.to_active == 1) >> update_wnd(
    tcp.perm.passive_lwnd,
    tcp.perm.passive_ws_scale,
    tcp.perm.passive_wsize,
    tcp.perm.active_lwnd,
    tcp.perm.active_ws_scale,
    tcp.perm.active_wsize,
)

tcp.prep += If(tcp.to_passive == 1) >> update_wnd(
    tcp.perm.active_lwnd,
    tcp.perm.active_ws_scale,
    tcp.perm.active_wsize,
    tcp.perm.passive_lwnd,
    tcp.perm.passive_ws_scale,
    tcp.perm.passive_wsize,
)

tcp.seq = Sequence(
    meta=tcp.header.seq_num,
    zero_based=False,
    data=tcp.payload[ tcp.temp.data_len],
    data_len=tcp.temp.data_len,
    window=(tcp.temp.wnd, tcp.temp.wnd + tcp.temp.wnd_size),
)

tcp.psm = PSM(CLOSED, SYN_SENT, SYN_RCV, EST, FIN_WAIT_1, CLOSE_WAIT, LAST_ACK, TERMINATE)

tcp.psm.orphan = (CLOSED >> TERMINATE) + Pred(tcp.header.syn == 0)

tcp.psm.hs1 = (CLOSED >> SYN_SENT) + Pred(
    (tcp.header.syn == 1) & (tcp.header.ack == 0)
)

tcp.psm.hs2 = (SYN_SENT >> SYN_RCV) + Pred(
    (tcp.to_active == 1) & (tcp.header.syn == 1) & (tcp.header.ack == 1)
)

tcp.psm.hs3 = (SYN_RCV >> EST) + Pred(tcp.v.header.ack == 1)

tcp.psm.buffering = (EST >> EST) + Pred(
    (tcp.header.fin == 0) & (tcp.header.rst == 0)
)

tcp.psm.wv1 = (EST >> FIN_WAIT_1) + Pred(tcp.v.header.fin == 1)

tcp.psm.wv2 = (FIN_WAIT_1 >> CLOSE_WAIT) + Pred(
    (tcp.v.header.ack == 1) & (tcp.v.header.fin == 0)
    & (tcp.perm.fin_seq1 + 1 == tcp.v.header.ack_num)
)

tcp.psm.wv2 = (FIN_WAIT_1 >> LAST_ACK) + Pred(
    (tcp.v.header.ack == 1) & (tcp.v.header.fin == 1)
    & (tcp.perm.fin_seq1 + 1 == tcp.v.header.ack_num)
)

tcp.psm.wv3 = (CLOSE_WAIT >> LAST_ACK) + Pred(tcp.v.header.fin == 1)

tcp.psm.wv4 = (LAST_ACK >> TERMINATE) + Pred(
    (tcp.v.header.ack == 1) & (tcp.perm.fin_seq2 + 1 == tcp.v.header.ack_num)
)

for i, state in enumerate(tcp.psm.states):
    setattr(tcp.psm, f'f{i}', (state >> TERMINATE) + Pred(tcp.header.rst == 1))

tcp.event.asm = If(tcp.psm.buffering) >> Assemble()
C.3 GTP Stack

The following code builds a GTP stack (Eth→IP→UDP→GTP→IP→TCP) by composing the reusable parsers.

```c
stack = Stack()
stack.eth = eth_parser()
stack.ip1 = ip_parser()
stack.udp = udp_parser()
stack.gtp = gtp_parser()
stack.ip2 = ip_parser()
stack.tcp = tcp_parser(stack.ip2)

stack += (stack.eth >> stack.ip1) + Pred(1)
stack += (stack.ip1 >> stack.udp) + Pred(
        (stack.ip1.psm.dump | stack.ip1.psm.last) & (stack.ip1.header.protocol == 17)
    )
stack += (stack.udp >> stack.gtp) + Pred(1)
stack += (stack.gtp >> stack.ip2) + Pred(stack.gtp.header.MT == 255)
stack += (stack.ip2 >> stack.tcp) + Pred(
        (stack.ip2.psm.dump | stack.ip2.psm.last) & (stack.ip2.header.protocol == 6)
    )
```

Appendix D Peephole Optimizations

D.1 Direct Fast Forward

**Pattern:** CreateInst | InsertSeq | Assemble

**Analysis:** CreateInst creates a new instance. As such, the sequence must be empty and InsertSeq will insert the first block, which will be directly ejected by Assemble. To this end, the insertion is redundant and the assembled data is identical to the payload of this packet. To this end, the insertion and assemble instructions can be removed, and all the reference to p.sdu in this code block can be replaced with p.payload.

**Output:** CreateInst and references to p.sdu in this code block can be replaced with p.payload, e.g., NextLayer(SDU) should be modified to NextLayer(Payload).

D.2 Fast Forward

**Pattern:** InsertSeq | Assemble

**Analysis:** Fast Forward optimizes the assemble operations for existing instances. To be specific, we could make a fast peek to the sequence before we insert the block: if the sequence is empty and the block’s meta is aligned with the sequence’s window, this block can be fast forwarded, i.e., passing the payload instead of SDU; otherwise the code maintains the same.

**Output:** If(IsEmpty&IsAlign) → (replace SDU with payload) → Else → InsertSeq → Assemble

D.3 Fast Assemble

**Pattern:** InsertSeq → Assemble and without any NextLayer and Callback

**Analysis:** The false branch of the Fast Forward optimization means the current sequence is not empty or the current block is not aligned with the window. We can further optimize this branch, if it has no external function call, i.e., NextLayer and Callback. Specifically, if the packet sequence is implemented using linked list like libnids, Assemble that collects the continuous blocks will invoke several times of data copy. However, if there is no external function that needs the assembled data, such copy is useless and can be eliminated. On the other hand, if the packet sequence is implemented using ring buffer like mOS, the data copy is still necessary when there are holes in the sequence and memory compaction is performed. In such cases, Assemble instruction can be eliminated. Note that we cannot eliminate InsertSeq, because this block may be useful for next packets’ assemble in other branches.

**Output:** Remove Assemble

D.4 Fast Destroy

**Pattern:** CreateInst → DestroyInst

**Analysis:** If an instance is created and destroyed by the same packet, it means that such instance will not impact any permanent data, and all sequence and PSM operations are meaningless. As a result, we can eliminate such creation and deletion as well as most of the instructions between them, except Callback and NextLayer.

**Output:** A mostly empty instruction block except Callback and NextLayer.
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Abstract

Today’s dataplane programming approach maps a whole P4 program to a single dataplane target, limiting a P4 program’s performance and functionality to what a single target can offer. Disaggregating a single P4 program into subprograms that execute across different dataplanes can improve performance, utilization and cost. But doing this manually is tedious, error-prone and must be repeated as topologies or hardware resources change.

We propose Flightplan: a target-agnostic, programming toolchain that helps with splitting a P4 program into a set of cooperating P4 programs and maps them to run as a distributed system formed of several, possibly heterogeneous, dataplanes. Flightplan can exploit features offered by different hardware targets and assists with configuring, testing, and handing-over between dataplanes executing the distributed dataplane program.

We evaluate Flightplan on a suite of in-network functions and measure the effects of P4 program splitting in testbed experiments involving programmable switches, FPGAs, and x86 servers. We show that Flightplan can rapidly navigate a complex space of splits and placements to optimize bandwidth, energy consumption, device heterogeneity and latency while preserving the P4 program’s behavior.

1 Introduction

Different kinds of hardware can be leveraged to make networks programmable, including CPU-based servers running “software-ized” Network Functions (NFs), NPUs, FPGAs and programmable ASICs. Although these hardware targets have complementary strengths when it comes to performance, flexibility, and power utilization, it is difficult to combine their strengths. Many NFV frameworks are CPU-centric, and chaining services across diverse hardware usually treat the hardware’s capabilities as a black box. This is partly because toolchains for NPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs are alien to most software developers.

While P4 is emerging as a common language for programming dataplanes across programmable ASICs, NPUs, FPGAs, and CPUs, P4 programs are limited to what can be run on a single target because they are programmed in an approach that maps a whole program to a single dataplane. This approach limits a dataplane program to what can be computed using a single target’s resources and capabilities.

Through testbed experiments we measured how splitting a single P4 program into subprograms that execute across different dataplanes can improve performance, utilization and cost (§2, §7.2.3).

In principle, one could write a set of P4 programs that execute jointly across different dataplanes, combining their strengths. Further, P4 could be used as a convenient syntax for both NF authoring and for NF composition across different types of hardware. This set of P4 programs would be written...
to follow this pattern:

- If the dataplane program exceeds the resources provided by a single hardware target, then part of the program could be disaggregated to run on additional targets.
- If the dataplane program exceeds the capabilities provided by a class of targets, it could be disaggregated to run on two or more heterogeneous targets (e.g., ASIC and FPGA).
- Redundant spares can be provisioned for quick fail-over, leveraging the best available hardware for a given dataplane program.

However, writing distributed P4 programs manually is tedious and error prone. Current dataplane programming approaches lack abstractions for inter-program communication and mechanisms such as RPC [5] across different in-network functions. This complicates the implementation and composition of sophisticated in-network services because dataplane programmers are burdened with having to write and manage such coordination explicitly. It is also laborious to re-distribute the P4 program when new equipment or NFs become available.

We propose and evaluate Flightplan, a target-agnostic, P4-based programming toolchain that disaggregates P4 dataplane programs into a set of dataplane subprograms and runs them as a distributed system formed of several, possibly heterogeneous, dataplanes. It uses hardware performance and resource profiles to plan the allocation of subprograms onto dataplanes in the network on which to execute. The composite behavior of the resulting distributed dataplane program is the same as the original program; coordination and synchronization code is provided by the Flightplan runtime.

We reduce the P4 program, hardware performance profiles, and network topology constraints to a common rule-based formalism that Flightplan uses to map parts of the original program to dataplanes in the network. Through evaluation we show that it rapidly navigates a complex space of configurations which are then ranked according to the sought optimization criteria, and show that several disaggregated programs can be run simultaneously in the same network.

Figure 1 sketches our approach. It uses unmodified, commodity hardware and does not require changing the P4 language. A key enabler of this approach is that P4 enjoys toolchain support to target diverse hardware: ASIC [3], FPGA [23, 37, 38], NPU [24], and CPU [25]. These diverse targets’ toolchains are based on P4’s reference compiler [26], which we extend in our prototype. Unlike traditional NF service chaining [28], Flightplan works over diverse hardware.

We summarize our key contributions as follows:

- **Dataplane program disaggregation.** (§2) We propose the concept of dataplane program disaggregation and provide a motivating use-case. We show how disaggregation enables better utilization of existing resources.

    ![Figure 2: Our example dataplane program, Crosspod.p4, shown as a flowchart for compactness. The colored dashed rectangles surround functions that one might need to offload to other dataplanes in the network to free up resources on the switch, or because they exceed the computational abilities of the switch.](image)

- **Automation for disaggregation.** (§3) We present a novel approach that partly automates dataplane disaggregation and does not require changes to the P4 language or to hardware targets and their toolchains. We extend the open-source P4 compiler to implement a program analyzer (§4) that discovers resource-use and dependencies that must be preserved once the program is split.

- **Flightplan runtime support.** (§5) We describe the requirement of in-dataplane and out-of-dataplane runtime support for disaggregated programs and how the runtime influences the process through which programs are disaggregated. We explore the design space by implementing 3 runtimes for Flightplan, offering different trade-offs between features and overhead.

- **Flightplan planner.** (§6) We implemented a prototype tool that generates configuration plans for disaggregated programs.

- **Evaluation.** (§7) We present a detailed evaluation of different aspects of this work, including testbed experiments involving heterogeneous hardware and microbenchmarks to measure resource transfer and disaggregation overhead.

2 Motivating Example: Crosspod

Crosspod.p4 is an 800-line P4 program, sketched in Fig. 2, that will provide a running use-case. After describing how Crosspod.p4 works, we describe the process of disaggregating it into several subprograms to run on three different classes of hardware.

We wrote Crosspod.p4 to improve network reliability and performance using caching, compression, and forward-error correction in a way that is transparent to applications and users. Figure 3 shows its execution. Figure 4 shows two examples of disaggregation for this program.
**In-network functions.** Crosspod.p4 invokes a set of in-network functions to achieve its goal. Some of these functions are external to P4, and we implemented them to run on different types of hardware. In our example dataplane program, *reliability* is improved by (1) using forward-error correction (FEC) to mitigate faulty links; (2) application-specific caching to lessen congestion; and (3) header compression to lessen congestion. The *performance* of the network is improved by (1) reducing link utilization (through caching and header compression), (2) reducing latency (through caching closer to clients), and (3) reducing server utilization (through caching). In particular, caching is directed at Key-Value (KV) queries, a staple service in modern datacenter systems [10, 18, 21, 35].

**Why Dataplane Disaggregation.** In this example dataplane program, we combine in-network functions that cannot entirely be carried out within a single type of hardware for the following reasons: (1) **resources:** we cannot run the program entirely on a programmable switch ASIC because some of the functions (e.g., layer 2 FEC) exceed the computations that can be carried out in state-of-the-art devices, which typically do not include payload processing; (2) **performance:** we cannot run it entirely on an FPGA because this would severely constrain the throughput of this program. ASICs often support higher I/O bandwidth per chip and use less silicon for the standard dataplane switching operations, resulting in fewer or less expensive chips to handle the highest throughput data movement; (3) **expense:** even if we could place a program entirely on a single hardware dataplane, we do not want to use up resources unnecessarily and would prefer to move less-traversed code to a less expensive dataplane (e.g., an end-host). Conversely, if we have underutilized FPGAs, then we might prefer to use them rather than an end-host to save on power and cooling costs [14]. Last, (4) **availability:** we might want to failover quickly and autonomously from centralized monitoring and reconfiguration, by installing logic into the dataplane for self-management.

**Why Automate Dataplane Disaggregation?** Disaggregating a program involves i) deciding how to split it, ii) adapting the derivative subprograms to hand-over to one another, and iii) placing the subprograms on targets in the network.

Table 1 shows different characteristics of different hardware targets when executing the same function on the same workload. Automation spares the network operator from having to manually pick hardware combinations and track their...
Table 1: Maximum Throughput and Average Power of network functions running on different hardware. Dashes indicate that we do not have implementations for network function to run on a particular target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Throughput (Gbit/s)</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compression</td>
<td>FEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASIC</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

utilization. In addition to power and performance, Flightplan can optimize for unit cost, utilization and latency.

The difficulty of this task is compounded by the likelihood that the choice of programs, topologies and target devices will change over time, requiring the whole process to be redone. If several programs are being disaggregated, then it becomes more challenging to optimize their placement jointly. Further, placement constraints and objectives may change over time, too: changing priorities over which links to protect with redundancy for example, or which traffic to compress, might require different function placements in the network.

This practical difficulty makes a strong case for automating dataplane disaggregation. But automation needs to be done carefully to avoid incurring the theoretical complexity of the automatic disaggregation problem. We estimate this to be exponential in the number of targets available on which to map subprograms and doubly exponential in the number of subprograms. Flightplan uses heuristics to avoid this blow-up and our prototype also emits coarsening advice to opportunistically decrease the split granularity to better utilize the available hardware.

Deployment practicalities. The design and evaluation of Flightplan addresses the following practical considerations: (i) Multiple disaggregated programs can be used in the same network simultaneously: our evaluation in §7 describes how we ran 10 P4 programs in the same network, 6 of which were disaggregated, and of which 4 were different disaggregations of the same program. (ii) Upgrades can be done in a phased manner, as standard in deployment [34], by running the old and new versions of software simultaneously in the same network as described above. (iii) Debugging is done using standard techniques—inspecting packet traces, counters, etc.—complemented by using the Flightplan control program (§5) to conveniently query Flightplan-specific state of the disaggregated program across all the dataplanes on which parts of it are running. (iv) Failures can be detected and handled by Flightplan runtime support inserted into the dataplane itself or by remotely using the control program.

3 Flightplan Overview

Flightplan produces a sequence of plans, consisting of a disaggregation of a dataplane program into multiple programs, and the allocation of these programs to dataplanes in the network. A plan targets the Flightplan runtime which provides the facilities to configure, start, and execute the disaggregated program. The role and design of Flightplan’s runtime support is detailed in §5.

In this section, we outline all the inputs and outputs of Flightplan before going into more detail in the sections that follow. Figure 5 illustrates our workflow. We start with a P4 program and segment it. Segments are sequences of statements from the original program and provide the planner with the smallest granularity of program parts that it can then map to different targets. Figure 5 shows the program being decomposed into five segments as an example, labeled A–E. The then and else blocks of an if statement can go into separate segments, as hinted in the drawing in Figure 5 where segment A branches to B and C.

Programs are currently segmented manually, but this could be automated in the future. Segmentation consists of inserting additional lines in the program that are interpreted specially by our extension of the P4 compiler to delimit segment boundaries (§4.1.1). Our P4 compiler extension analyzes segments to generate a set of Prolog-like rules that expresses an abstract program completely automatically (§4.1.2). The abstract program consists of a DAG of segments, with P4 code replaced by the abstracted resources it depends on. Abstracted resources, such as tables and external functions, might not be available on all hardware or might have different capacity, power, throughput, and latency characteristics when invoked on hardware.

The abstract resource semantics is an additional set of rules used to check whether a dataplane satisfies a segment’s resource needs. We use these rules to encode the performance profile which was summarized in Table 1. The contents and generation of rules is explained further in §4.

The planner is provided with a description of the network, including topology and device information, expressed in the same formal language used for our abstract semantics, and objectives to optimize, consisting of variables changed by the abstract resource rules—such as Rate in Rule 1. If the constraints can be satisfied for the given topology, abstract resource rules and segmented program, then the planner will lazily and exhaustively generate all plans to optimize objectives. A plan consists of three components. The allocation model describes how the abstract state—such as packet size and latency—is modelled to change as the program executes across dataplanes. This is used to understand the allocation that the planner has found. The annotated program consists of the original program with possibly coarsened segments, reflecting how the segments are going to be split into subprograms. In this example, segments B and C are united into F.

1 More detailed information is provided in Table 3 in Appendix B.

2The full calculation is given in Appendix C.
Rule 1: This rule states that we can execute Header Compression (HC) on packets if we are running on a CPU, and the throughput and packet size are within given bounds. We form different rules to describe the same function operating under different bounds—e.g., different Rate or PacketSize—and on different hardware targets, such as our FPGA implementation. If this rule can be used then the effect of executing HC in this instance is shown in the […]-enclosed finite function on user-defined \( \mathbb{R} \)-valued variables. In addition to adding latency (Lat.), the function reduces Rate because of its compression of network traffic. ‘once’ indicates that a function is only executed once whenever using a specific target—in this case using an x86 server raises power estimate by 150 W regardless of how many segments are allocated to that particular target. ‘Cost’ is a normalized unit cost we use for different types of devices on our network. The [...]-enclosed function is allowed to mutate the planner’s representation of the program’s state, modelling the effect of invoking the resource.

for mapping to the same dataplane. Finally, the control program profile will be used by Flightplan’s control program to configure the distributed program’s runtime, start it, and query its state. The profile contains port, state information, and segment information, and is specific to a disaggregated dataplane program. The annotated program is split into subprograms. This process involves augmenting each segment with a copy of the Flightplan runtime to configure, test, and hand-over between these programs. Some dataplane functions may be external to the P4 program, such as the FEC from the previous section. Flightplan treats such functions as black boxes, and it does not generate non-P4 code for specific targets, such as FPGAs or CPUs. The program segments are compiled using the target-specific toolchain provided by the target’s vendor. The control program configures the Flightplan runtime of each target on which a segment is allocated by linking the segments together: i.e., indicating on which port to hand-over to its peer segments. Once the system’s configuration is complete, the control program can start its execution.

4 Rules in Flightplan

Rules of different kinds play a central role in Flightplan. These rules are combined to describe the abstract semantics of a P4 program and how the resources it needs to use are satisfied by hardware targets in a network.

Steps 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 5 involve producing rules for the planner to use. This section describes the content of these rules and how they are generated.

An important design feature in Flightplan is that rules do not have to be encoded literally by users. As explained in this section, rules are either created automatically from P4 programs by the Flightplan analyzer, or are generated from a table that describes the network and profiles of devices in the network. This input is then automatically converted into rules based on Definite Horn clauses [9] that rely on a simple propositional language that is explained further in §1.

4.1 Abstract Program

Our P4 program analyzer turns a P4 program into an abstract form consisting of a set of Prolog-like rules. To better describe the generation of rules for step 2 we first elaborate on step 1.
### 4.1.1 Program Segmentation

Step 1 involves adding demarcating statements to P4 code. These statements consist of calls to the special function `flyto()`, passing it a unique name to be used for the new segment. A segment extends until the next `flyto()` or the control block’s end, whichever is reached first. `flyto()` statements have no effect in P4, they are interpreted by our P4 compiler extension which we refer to as the Flightplan analyzer. These statements provide syntactic markers that define the sub-program granularity for the rest of the planning process.

Enclosing the whole program in a single segment is a degenerate segmentation that will require the planner to place the program *entirely* on a single dataplane for execution while satisfying all other constraints.

The snippet in Listing 1 shows three segments beginning at lines 4, 14, and implicitly at line 1. The first segment is named FlightStart by default.

Segmentation is done manually by the programmer or automatically by a tool. In our prototype the programmer manually segments the code, and subsequently the planner will merge contiguous segments if they are to be placed on the same dataplane.

Once a segmentation has been made, the Flightplan analyzer discovers data-dependencies through static analysis of P4 code and determines whether a segment break is allowed for the intended runtime. Flightplan runtimes will be detailed in a later section.

### 4.1.2 Program Abstraction

For a given segmentation we next generate rules in step 2. We devised a framework for abstract semantics for P4 that is focused on resource dependence. Each segment is reduced to the resources it needs to execute, and everything else is abstracted away. In Listing 1 such resource-related syntax is highlighted in green.

The Flightplan analyzer is a P4 compiler extension that carries out static analysis of P4 code to gather which resources are relied upon by each segment. Resources include invocation of external functions and table lookups. The analyzer then automatically generates a Prolog-like set of rules for that segment. We call the collection of segments’ rules the abstract program (§4.1) derived from the original P4 program. The abstract program is emitted into a JSON file that the analyzer parses; users do not need to write, inspect, or change the contents of this file.

One rule is generated for each segment and describes the resources used along each path through that segment.

Rule 2 describes the third segment from Listing 1 (Lines 4-13). In this case there are three paths through the segment: lines (5-7,13), (5-9,12,13), (5-13), and Rule 2 is showing the path whose requirements subsume those of other paths. The analyzer emits the resource requirements of each path, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>egress_compression</th>
<th>header_compress</th>
<th>drop</th>
<th>Id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rule 2: Program segments are abstracted into rules showing resource dependence. This rule states that segment Compress can be mapped if the target dataplane can provide implementations of egress_compression, header_compress and drop; these are satisfied by means of other rules that are provided at input. We saw a rule for header_compress in Rule 1. Id is the identify function: using this rule does not mutate abstract state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Rate &lt; $8 \times 10^7$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PacketSize</td>
<td>&gt; 1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rule 3: Abstract resource rule for running fec_decode on a CPU.

the planner (§6) checks these are satisfied before allocating that segment to a prospective execution target.

### 4.2 Abstract Resource Semantics

In step 3 we supply the semantics of each program-used resource, such as calls to external functions, in terms of the measurable costs incurred for a program to use that resource on a specific hardware target. Such costs include latency, throughput, power, and the cost of the hardware.

In our prototype, the user encodes this information as a table of CSV entries, and can reuse this information across all invocations of Flightplan. A script then turns this table into a JSON encoding of the rules that are used by the planner. The measurements in these entries are derived empirically using the workflow described in §1. This involves carrying out profiling experiments that measure the characteristics of using resources on different hardware targets.

Rule 3 shows the characteristics of applying our FEC decoding function on a CPU. Rule 4 in §1 shows a rule for applying Header Compression on an FPGA. Compared with Rule 1 it supports much higher throughput over smaller packet sizes. Our table can be refined to include more details about the specific CPU and FPGA parts that were used, and capture other information about the target or the workload, without changing our general approach.

### 4.3 Network Representation

In step 4, the last set of rules states facts about the topology, the devices it comprises, and their ports. For example, that the proposition “CPU” holds on a specific network element, or the bandwidth limit of a specific port.

For a given port π, we gather facts in a set called πProvides. We also associate constraints with π that must be satisfied for π to be crossed. We call this set πRequires.

---

3Examples of π properties are given in §1.
In our prototype we use JSON to encode the network’s topology and the capabilities of each device and port. We reuse this information across all our invocations of Flightplan, and it only need to be changed when the network hardware or topology change.

5 Flightplan Runtime Support

A disaggregated program cannot function without runtime support. At the very least, the runtime provides the gluing code to link different parts of the disaggregated programs together for the computation to flow through them as it would in the original program.

The choice of runtime needs to be made first since it influences the rest of the process. This choice is communicated to the analyzer and splitter (§§4.2). In Flightplan, the following information is in scope for the runtime to manage: (1) runtime metadata, such as (1a) which part of the program needs to be executed next, (1b) values of live variables to be preserved across dataplane hand-overs, (1c) state related to in-dataplane failure detection and handling, and (2) switch metadata—such as ingress and egress ports, since these might be read or written during the program’s execution, including table lookups and actions.

There are different choices of runtime features and ways of implementing them. Our different runtime implementations show how the core idea in Flightplan—that of programmable-dataplane disaggregation—spans a design space and not a single implementation.

5.1 Runtime Design

Runtime support for Flightplan consists of two components, the first running outside the dataplane and the second running inside it. The first is a control program that configures the latter and queries its state. Configuration information is stored in register values and table entries used by the second component to support the execution of each segment of the distributed P4 program. In our prototype, the control program—called fpctl—emits dozens of commands to the P4 controller, which in turn interacts with the dataplane. The inputs to fpctl consist of the network topology, the control program profile, and a command (such as configure or start) and its parameters.

The second component runs inside the dataplane and must be written in P4. It is combined with each constituent of a distributed P4 program. In Fig. 1, each constituent A-E would be instantiating the same runtime, albeit in possibly heterogeneous dataplanes.

5.2 Runtime Diversity

We developed three runtimes, each representing a different point in a design space. The three are called ‘Full’ (§5.3), ‘Headerless (IPv4)’, and ‘Headerless’. We use fpctl to interact with all of them. All our implementations use standard features of P4 16 and target the simple_switch BMv2 target [25], whose features intersect with most P4 devices.

The Full runtime uses a special Flightplan header, but the other two do not. Our IPv4 headerless approach steals bits from the IPv4 Fragment Offset header for Flightplan state. However, we found that this was not always usable since not all of our network traffic has IP headers—specifically the FEC parity frames lack these. This spurred us to develop a completely headerless approach, described in §5.4.

Recalling the example from Listing 1, the Full runtime allows us to preserve the value of meta.egress_spec by serializing it into the Flightplan header during hand-over. We can alternatively use the Headerless runtime since, while preserving switch metadata such as meta.egress_spec is generally not possible in our Headerless approach, we encode this information in the wiring and table entries. This limits the behavior of the original program, trading off flexibility for less overhead, since the Headerless approach essentially creates a circuit through dataplanes.

For a further example of how the Full runtime allows more flexibility for segmentation, we could add a flyto() between lines 6 and 7 in Listing 1. The Full runtime allows us to hand-over the value of compressed_link from Compress to the new segment, but the Headerless runtime would not be able to support this segmentation.

5.3 Full Runtime

The Full runtime provides the most flexibility and resilience among our runtimes. It uses a custom header to accommodate all of the features (1a-c,2) listed earlier in §5. The header’s definition is provided in §D.

The header consists of two kinds of fields: scratch space in which metadata and program variables are serialized and state fields for encoding status flags and values, such as which segment from the original program is to be executed next.

Part of the distributed program might be unreachable because of network or node failures, thus compromising the overall program’s execution. This runtime implements a feedback loop between connected dataplanes to push fault detection and handling into the dataplane. The details are in §E.1.

fpctl can be used to query the runtime’s state, for instance to find out if it is close to meeting a fail-over threshold, or if it has failed-over. It can also overwrite this state and force a fail-over remotely.

5.4 Headerless Runtime

This approach does not encode any state about the ongoing computation across dataplanes. Consequently this runtime provides less flexibility than the ‘Full’ approach: metadata is not preserved, it does not support in-dataplane failure detection and handling, and values of live variables are not preserved—thus segments must be coarser to avoid needing to hand-over the variables’ values. This runtime is described further in §E.2.
6 Flightplan

Flightplan combines graph-based and formal methods to find execution plans for disaggregated programs over dataplanes in the network.

Execution of the disaggregated program occurs along paths in the network, and therefore the planner needs to be told about the network’s topology and hardware capabilities. Fig. 6 resembles our physical testbed and is used in this section to help explain an execution plan. In this network, $S_i$ are switches, $F_i$ are network-connected FPGA boards, $X_i$ are CPU-based network elements that can run P4 programs, and $H_i$ and $J_i$ are servers to which P4 programs cannot be offloaded.

Flightplan explores resources around switches to carry out detours in the forwarding along dataplanes onto which some of the computation can be offloaded as shown in Fig. 6b. In this example $S_1$ offloads computations to $F_1$ and $X_3$, and $S_2$ offloads to $F_2$.

6.1 Abstract Program State

The planner maintains a small amount of state as it explores plans. This state consists of values for a special set of variables $V$ that appear in rules, such as PacketSize and Rate. Using these variables we form Bound expressions such as PacketSize $> 1000$ from Rule 1.4

The abstract program state $\theta$ consists of a total map $V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ that encodes the value of each $V$ at one instant during the program’s execution. The values of $V$ can be transformed by rules in their [...]-function, while the values of propositions can only be derived through proof, as will be explained shortly. During the planner’s execution, all bound expressions are ground, making the evaluation process straightforward.

6.2 Proof-based Segment Allocation

Producing a plan involves two kinds of inference: (i) deciding whether a given dataplane can execute a given segment in a way that satisfies all related constraints; and (ii) finding a plan—a sequence of dataplanes over which all of a program’s segments are executed. This section describes how item (i) is done in Flightplan. The next section builds on this to describe (ii).

For a given port $\pi$ (§6.3), to decide whether a segment $\text{Seg}$ can be mapped to $\pi$’s dataplane, we need to do two things. First, ensure that all of $\pi$’s constraints are satisfied. For example, the current transmission rate must not exceed the ports limit. Second, we use facts provided by $\pi$ to ensure that $\text{Seg}$ is derivable from the rules we have available. For example, all external functions called in $\text{Seg}$ must have viable implementations once they cross that port.

This derivation involves building a Prolog-style formal proof. For example, if $\pi\text{Provides} = \{\text{CPU}\}$ then Compress is derivable as shown in Proof 1 if $\theta$ satisfies the bound-related constraints of the rules used in this derivation.

In addition to obtaining assurance that a target can execute a segment, we use proofs to compute the transformations of abstract program state. This involves composing the [...]-enclosed functions by doing a post-order traversal of the proof tree, then applying this function to the state search $\theta$ to obtain the new search state. For Proof 1 the state transformation $\gamma$ is $\gamma = \gamma_2 \circ \gamma_6 \circ \gamma_1 \circ \gamma_5$.

6.3 Plan-finding

Given a DAG of abstract program segments (§4.1) we search for a succession of dataplanes that packets can be made to traverse such that all program segments can be executed over those packets. Since devices in the same class are identical, we factor the solution space by the different device classes to avoid returning quasi-duplicate solutions. The user can choose whether they want the best solution—by having the tool explore all possibilities. Alternatively, they are given the solution found using a simple greedy heuristic on optimization objectives—for example, by choosing the next dataplane that least increases latency.

The network operator needs to provide three additional pieces of information: (i) an initial abstract program state $\theta_0$ (§6.1), (ii) the switch on which the disaggregation program’s execution will be centered (e.g., $S_1$ in Fig. 6), and (iii) the set of devices to which the switch may offload to (e.g., $\{F_1, F_3, X_1, X_3\}$ in Fig. 6).

The planner carries out a breadth-first search while attempt-
ing to allocate segments as described in the previous section. At each hop it updates the abstract state using $\gamma$ to compute an approximation of resource-usage across the network. This will be used to evaluate constraints in the rest of the potential plan.

When a plan is found, it is converted into the three outputs shown in Figure 5. First, contiguous segments that are to be mapped to the same target are unified into larger, coarser-grained segments. Second, the allocation model is produced by emitting the trace of abstract program states and the mapping from segment names to targets in the network. Finally, a profile is produced for use by fpctl—Flightplan’s control program—to configure, start, and query the disaggregated P4 program. A profile consists of a mapping of generated P4 programs to a subset of the network. Flightplan uses the profile to configure a dataplane target through the target-specific control plane interface.

## 6.4 Program Splitting

Next we generate a separate, well-formed and self-contained P4 file for each segment. The program splitting phase performs three tasks: 1) extract the P4 code from each segment, forming subprograms; 2) analyze the subprograms to gather runtime-related context, such as variables whose values must be included in the hand-over between dataplanes; 3) inject runtime-dependent code for handing-over between subprograms. These are described further in §K. The Flightplan analyzer prototype also emits split programs satisfying points 1 and 2. The interfacing to the runtime can be automated in the future.

## 7 Evaluation

We evaluate Flightplan using virtual and physical networks to answer various questions about its features and the implications of disaggregation choices.

### 7.1 Scale, Overhead and Disaggregation

We use a virtualized network (§7.1.1) to test logical qualities of a Flightplan deployment, using P4 applications both that we wrote and from third-party sources.

To add realism to our experiments, we implemented a generator for complete configurations of fat-tree networks [1] to run on our setup, which is built on Mininet [19] and BMv2 [25]. We used $k = 4$ in this evaluation.

We implemented routing logic for this topology in a P4 program called ALV.p4. It provides a baseline P4 program that implements minimal functionality in the network—routing. We embedded it in four other P4 programs: (i) Crosspod.p4 (§2), (ii) firewall.p4, (iii) qos.p4 and (iv) basic_tunnel.p4. The latter three are third-party open-source programs from the P4 tutorial repository [27].

Initially our virtual network had ALV.p4 executing on all switches. We then installed the other P4 programs on some switches and disaggregated them in various ways and to use different Flightplan runtimes, as described next. All disaggregated P4 programs, including those of third-party programs, were tested for behavioral correctness by checking that they produced similar results as the original programs.

#### 7.1.1 Flightplan deployment example

Fig. 7 shows part of our network and the variety of P4 programs we ran simultaneously on different switches in the same network. Switches p0a1 (ALV.p4), p0e1 (firewall.p4), p0e0 and p1a0 (both Crosspod.p4) run non-disaggregated P4 programs, while all other switches run disaggregated programs. Of the latter, c0 and c1 use the headerless Flightplan runtime, and the remainder use the Full runtime.

Switches that run disaggregated programs are shown with an adjacent box in Fig. 7 showing the supporting devices on which parts of the original program were executed. For example, p1a1 carries out some of its table lookups locally, while others are offloaded to an associated device. Different switches can have different numbers of associated devices over which a dataplane program can be disaggregated—for

![Figure 7: Part of our fat-tree network showing core routers (cN) and pods (pVN[a-e,h]M) containing aggregation and edge switches, and hosts. Configured as explained in §7.1.](image-url)
example, c0 has 2 while c1 has 5. The presence and resourcing of such devices is decided by the network operator. In this part of the evaluation we treat all such devices as being identical, but in the next section we distinguish between heterogeneous devices based on their resources and capabilities.

We also disaggregated qos.p4 and basic_tunnel.p4 and tested performance overhead in our Mininet-based setup. We found that the lower-bound overhead to client-perceived RTT was 8.2%. A more accurate measurement using a hardware-based experiment, but on a simpler topology, is given in §L.1.

7.1.2 Network Scalability and Operation

The network from Fig. 7 helps demonstrate two features. First, it shows how the use of Flightplan scales with network size. Since we constrain Flightplan’s planning scope to only resources adjacent to a switch—as illustrated in Fig. 1—Flightplan’s scalability is independent of network size in this network topology. Thus planning can scale to a network containing a large number of switches.

Second, it shows that different Flightplan runtimes and disaggregations can operate simultaneously in the same network, and that these can be configured and started independently of each other, to deliver the practical features described at the end of §2.

7.1.3 Overheads

We compare program-level overheads of dataplane disaggregations. These include overheads on: the network due to header inclusion, port count, data memory (total register bits, number of tables and their entries) and code memory (code from the runtime, and extra branching because of splitting). Device-level overheads—such as those on throughput and power—are evaluated in §7.2 based on testbed experiments.

Table 2 shows overheads for two sets of disaggregations of Crosspod.p4: one set using the Full runtime and the other using Headerless. In our prototype, the in-network programs do not respond to MTU path discovery, therefore to use the Full approach in general we needed to lower the MTU size to provide headroom for the Flightplan header. This uniformly reduces network capacity by 2.4% to create enough headroom.

Program-level overhead can be calculated before compilation, independent of toolchain. The general analysis of both runtimes’ overheads is provided in §F. If a P4 program is split to run across several P4 devices, we can calculate the overhead introduced onto the network and the devices independently of the devices’ toolchains.

7.2 Testbed Evaluation

We use a physical testbed deployment to measure device-level resource and performance impact of Flightplan-based disaggregation. This evaluation is based on the Headerless approach, which gives us a lower-bound on overhead among our runtime approaches. Using Crosspod.p4 (§2), we: (i) evaluate the Flightplan planner, and (ii) measure the end-to-end performance and power consumption of a heterogeneous dataplane running Flightplan-generated splits of Crosspod.p4.

7.2.1 Experimental setup.

Fig. 8 illustrates our testbed. It contains an EdgeCore Wedge 3.2-Tbps switch with a two-pipeline Barefoot Tofino P4 ASIC, five 4×10-Gbps Xilinx ZCU102 FPGA boards each with one Xilinx XCZU9EG FPGA, four traffic generation servers with 8-core Intel Xeon 2450 CPUs, and two network function servers with 10-core Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPUs. In our configuration, the Tofino pipelines act as two independent switches, S1 and S2, that service different ports and each have their own dedicated resources (SRAM, TCAM, etc.). All packets between S1 and S2 traverse a physical 10-GbE cable. We also evaluate a legacy scenario, by swapping the Wedge for an Arista 7050-QX32 with a Broadcom Trident II ASIC and OpenFlow support.

Crosspod.p4 plans. Our benchmarks focus on three plans output by Flightplan, designed for different objectives.

- “Maximum Performance” optimizes end-to-end performance by placing each function on the fastest available platform, i.e., header compression on the Tofino and all other functions on FPGAs.
- “Resource Saver” offloads compression from the Tofino to the FPGA to save compute and memory resources.
- “Legacy Extender” uses the Trident II in place of the Tofino to achieve functional equivalence with an OpenFlow switch.

Measurements. We benchmark four axes of performance: throughput, packet loss, latency, and power consumption. Throughput is measured at the application layer, using either iperf3 or DPDK-pktgen. We measure packet loss using the Tofino’s port counters. For latency, we use a simple telemetry function for the Tofino that timestamps (nanosecond precision) each packet ingressing or egressing out of monitored ports and clones a digest to a collection server. Finally,
Table 2: Overheads incurred by different disaggregations of Crosspod.p4, organized into Network and Dataplane overheads. The Externs row does not show overheads, but serves to show the distribution of extern function invocations across the splits. $D$ is the number of segments. Each segment is given a separate identifier in the Seg ID row to distinguish them in the rows below. *Ports* is the number of switch ports that are required: the Full runtime’s use of a Flightplan header allows the use of a single port (connecting to a single supporting device), while the Headerless runtime requires an exact number of ports. *Entries* gives the total size of all Flightplan table entries, in bits. *Ctrl Struct* is a measure of code complexity of the transformed program, counting the number of conditional statements introduced by the disaggregation in addition to the runtime’s code.

---

**7.2.2 Flightplan Planner**

We used the Flightplan planner to analyze the solution space for Crosspod.p4. Our evaluation involves 239 rules, divided as follows: 140 are profile rules including Rules 1, 3, and 4; 68 are network rules (including those in Fig. 17), and the rest are program rules (including Rule 2).

The network is the one shown around $c_1$ in Fig. 7. We used this to explore program-segment mappings to the switch and its supporting devices in such an arrangement. We ran different variants of the experiment to contrast the implications of using different types of equipment, following the plans described in §7.2.1.

Fig. 9 summarizes our results, and we evaluate the best-performing plans on our physical testbed in the next section. To avoid clutter we exclude “Resource Saver” because of its hybrid nature between the other two categories, and instead we show more extreme forms of “Legacy Extender” in the “Server Offload” family. These rely on a single switch and a pool of CPU-based servers. The latency advantage of “Server Offload (Tofino)” relative to “Server Offload (Arista)” seems too optimistic, and we believe that might be because of a lack of accuracy in the model we use.

---

**7.2.3 Crosspod.p4 Benchmarks**

The goal of Crosspod.p4 is to improve the performance of applications bottlenecked by inter-rack links suffering from congestion and partial failure [39]. We evaluate how Flightplan’s Crosspod.p4 plans achieve this goal in a network with a 10 Gbps inter-rack link.

**End-to-end performance.** First, we evaluate the “Maximum Performance” Crosspod.p4 plan. Fig. 10 shows application-level performance in a series of trials where the network functions are activated one by one. The figure plots the latency and success of GET and SET requests to the Memcached KV store and the throughput of TCP *iperf3* sessions, on two client/server pairs, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

---

*As well as the end-to-end experiments on Crosspod.p4, we also separately evaluate its constituent in-network functions end-to-end in §A.*
Figure 10: Throughput, latency and power utilization of a disaggregated Crosspod.p4. In the top and bottom panels, lower values are better. In other panels, higher values are better. Boxes show data quartiles and whiskers show 10th and 90th percentile, aggregated over 5 repetitions.

The leftmost panel in Fig. 10, labeled Baseline, shows application performance with no network functions enabled. Here, the problem is congestion, caused by the iperf3 data transfers that saturate the inter-rack link. Because of the congestion, application-level Memcached latency is high.

To reduce the impact of congestion, we enable header compression of the iperf3 traffic. This reduces the load on the bottleneck inter-rack link, allowing queues to drain and thus reducing latency. As the +HC column of Fig. 10 shows, header compression reduces Memcached request latency by 97% without impacting iperf3 throughput. Since Flightplan maps the compression and decompression functions to the switch pipelines, no new network devices are required for this addition, and power consumption does not noticeably increase.

To study FEC, we first model partial link failure by enabling a dropping function in the switch that drops 5% of packets at random on the inter-rack link. The middle panel of Fig. 10, labeled +Drop, demonstrates application-level effect: a reduction in throughput to 1.19 Gbps and a loss of 5% of Memcached packets. The FEC encoder and decoder FPGAs are then introduced to protect TCP traffic on the link. It restores 57% of the lost TCP throughput, as the +FEC phase of Fig. 10 shows. Power consumption increases by about 55 W, reflecting the addition of the two FPGAs.

Finally, we introduce the Key-Value (Memcached) cache network function FPGA on the client side of the inter-rack link. The +KV column shows that the approximate 60% cache hit rate causes median latency of GET packets to reduce to 7 µs (while leaving the upper quartile above 40 µs) and restores successful responses to about 60% of previously dropped requests. SET latency and success are unaffected because the cache is inline, so these packets must traverse the shared link. Power consumption increases by another 25 W due to the addition of one more FPGA.

Figure 11: Application performance and network power consumption for three different Crosspod.p4 plans. Bars mark medians, whiskers 5th and 95th percentile.

Alternate plans. Next, we evaluate the viability of other Flightplan-generated Crosspod.p4 plans. As Fig. 11 shows, the Resource Saver and Legacy Extender provide almost identical application-level benefits. All three plans improve performance in the face of packet loss and congestion, increasing TCP throughput from 1.19 Gbps to 6.25 Gbps and decreasing median KV’s GET request latency to under 10 µs.

Although all three plans are viable from the application’s perspective, they offer different benefits for network operators. As Figure 11 shows, the power consumption of maximum performance is 50 W lower than the alternatives because it maps HC to the Tofino, thus requiring two fewer FPGAs.

On the other hand, by offloading HC to FPGAs, Resource Saver frees compute and memory resources in the Tofino. Most significantly, it reduces the number of pipeline stages from 10 to 4, the utilization of stateful ALUs from 25% to 2%, the number of tables from 46 to 11, and the utilization of SRAM by approximately 600KB per 1024 concurrent flows.

Finally, by targeting the Trident II, Legacy Extender lets OpenFlow switches achieve similar functionality and application-level performance as P4 switches. This provides a path to deploying Crosspod.p4 in networks with limited programmability [32] or at a lower budget.

8 Related Work

Compared to Active Networking [2,15,33] and related recent work such as TPP [17], Flightplan leans towards performance and safety at the expense of flexibility: computation allocated to each dataplane is established at compile time, rather than being packet-carried.

Automated approaches to software splitting [6,13,22,30] are usually done for vulnerability mitigation, whereas Flightplan is directed at improving performance and utilization. Closer to Flightplan, Floem [29] focuses on CPU-NIC co-processing of network applications, but Flightplan focuses on packet processing across distributed dataplanes which do not necessarily include CPUs.

As in network calculus [20] (NC) our reasoning technique for plans is concerned with flows at steady-state. Flightplan allows using arbitrary functions to describe the transformation γ of each rule on the abstract state, not only NC’s operators. Future work can improve the modeling precision of our approach and generalize to better characterize workload-sensitive functions such as the in-network cache.
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A Individual Function Evaluation

To validate their effectiveness, we measured the performance of individual in-network elementary functions—such as FEC, Memcached caching, and header compression—in our physical testbed. These functions are instances of protocol boosters [11].

A.1 Function 1: Forward-Error Correction

We developed a forward-error correction (FEC) link-layer network function [12] on FPGA to mitigate against corrupting links [39]. It introduces parity packets which are used downstream to recover corrupted packets. Our implementation uses a block code, supplementing every block of \( k \) (data) packets...
Forward-Error Correction reduces the need to retransmit packets in TCP flows and helps TCP sustain larger congestion windows across corrupting links. This is demonstrated by Figure 13 for an experiment performed with iperf3 with 10 simultaneous TCP connections. Traffic was encoded with $k = 5$ and $h = 1$. Each bar represents the median throughput of 10 experiments, each of which lasted 1 min. Error bars show the minimum and maximum. For a packet drop rate of 5%, we observe that FEC increases the throughput by almost $3 \times$. At 10% drop rate, throughput has all but vanished, but FEC manages to recover 40% of the 10-Gbps link capacity.

### A.2 Function 2: Key-Value cache

We implemented an inline Memcached cache on FPGA to accelerate key-value queries. This improves the throughput, success rate, and latency of a Memcached deployment. The cache has the capacity to hold 1000 entries in its local hash table.

It was benchmarked against a standard Memcached server with default settings, including the use of four threads. Requests consisted of 8-byte keys and 512-byte values. 90% of requests sent were GET requests, while the remaining 10% were SET requests. Keys were chosen randomly from 10,000 candidates according to a Zipf distribution with an exponent of -1, consistent with measurements of document access frequency on the Web [8]. This distribution of request keys resulted in a cache hit-rate of around 50%.

Figure 12 shows the differential effects of the cache on SET and GET requests. As SET requests must still reach the Memcached server before they are acknowledged, the cache has minimal effect on SET packets, resulting only from the reduced load on the server. The inline cache keeps the median latency of GET requests below 10 µs regardless of the request rate. With the cache in place, approximately 50% less packets are lost than without the cache, consistent with its 50% hit rate.

### A.3 Function 3: Header compression

We implemented an in-network function on the FPGA, Tofino and CPU for lossless compression of packet headers between neighboring switches. Our implementation is a simplified version of Van Jacobson compression [16] and many fixed-function implementations [7]. By compressing packets, bursts occupy less buffer space. Fig. 14 shows this effect for a highly-utilized (99%) network, as measured on the EdgeCore switch. Lines show the median, and the shaded region the range, over a rolling window of 100k samples.

#### B Single target micro-benchmarks

In addition to the end-to-end benchmarks of network functions, each individual device was also evaluated with fixed-rate packet replays using DPDK-pktgen.

Table 3 summarizes the maximum throughput and average latency that each function achieves on the CPU and FPGA targets.
C Complexity Analysis of Dataplane Disaggregation

In this section we calculate the number of ways to split a program and allocate its splits to execute on nodes in the network subject to certain constraints. Starting with the number of ways to split a program, we abstract this as the number of contingent subsequences \( \{(1, \ldots, k_1), (k_1 + 1, \ldots, k_2), \ldots, (n, n)\} \) of a sequence \( 1, \ldots, n \) that represents the lines of the program. There are \( (n-1) \) ways to bisect the sequence \( 1, \ldots, n \). Bisecting it again—to yield three subsequences—presents \( (n-2) \) choices. In the general case, the number of \( k \)-ary dissections of an \( n \)-sequence (where \( k < n \)) is:

\[
(n-1) \times (n-2) \times \ldots \times (n-k) = \prod_{i=1}^{k} (n-i) \in O\left(n^k\right) \tag{1}
\]

Thus the number of ways to split a program grows exponentially in the number of splits sought.

Turning now to growth relative to the topology. Placement of subprograms occurs along a path between two hosts on the network. For simplicity assume that there is a single shortest path between the two, call it \( p \). Let \( A(p) \) be the set of vertices connected to \( p \) through a single edge, we call this the set of adjacent nodes. Subprograms can be placed along \( p \) or offloaded onto adjacent nodes drawn from \( A(p) \). Since we are deriving an upper-bound, assume that each subprogram can be placed on any of the elements in \( A(p) \) or placed on \( p \). Let \( |p| \) bet the length of path \( p \), and \( |A(p)| \) be the cardinality of set \( A(p) \). The set of placement choices is \( 2^{|p|+|A(p)|} - 1 \), discounting the choice where no placement is made on any node. For a \( k \)-split program the number of placement choices is

\[
\left( 2^{|p|+|A(p)|} - 1 \right)^k = \prod_{i=1}^{k} \left( 2^{|p|+|A(p)|} - 1 - i \right) \in O\left((2^{|p|+|A(p)|})^k\right)
\]

Since in this theoretical model the choices of splitting and placement are independent then, modulo the simplifying assumptions, the space of disaggregation choices grows exponentially with the number of targets available on which to map subprograms, and doubly with the number of subprograms:

\[
O\left(n^k\left(2^{|p|+|A(p)|}\right)^k\right)
\]

D Flightplan header

Listing 2 shows the P4 definition of the header which Flightplan uses when sending packets between connected dataplanes.

E Runtime Implementations

This section elaborates on the description provided in §5 of our implemented Flightplan runtimes and their resource overheads.

E.1 Full Runtime

This section expands the description given in §5.3.

To detect network distortion such as drops, reorderings, and duplication, our scheme includes a sequence number in the Flightplan header. A corresponding amount of state is kept at the sending and receiving dataplanes to determine whether the sequence of packets has been interrupted. Negative acknowledgment [31] is used for a downstream dataplane to signal loss of synchronization with the upstream dataplane. Positive acknowledgments are used by the upstream dataplane to poll liveness of the downstream dataplane.

This mechanism sets up a feedback loop between connected dataplanes. Our scheme is illustrated in Figure 15. Using this scheme we push fault detection into the dataplane, to react to faults in the network by triggering a relink or escalating a notification.

Among our runtimes, Full provides the most flexibility when splitting a program: control-flow can be stopped anywhere in the program and resumed later on a different dataplane using context that was serialized into the Flightplan header. Flightplan has no visibility into dependencies on state that is controlled from outside the dataplane, such as external...
function state and tables; those need to be synchronized externally.

The runtime keeps track of the following sets of information: $N$ (the next dataplanes that a dataplane might transfer to), $P$ (previous such dataplanes), $S_N$ (which fail-over alternative to use for each next dataplane), and $N_P$ and $P_F$ (metadata for failure detection and handling, such as sequence numbers and whether an acknowledgement has been demanded).

On each dataplane on which part of the disaggregated program is run, fpctl configures dataplanes to fail-over to use other downstream dataplanes in the event of reaching a threshold of received NAKs or missed ACKs. Both thresholds are absolute values (not ratios, for instance) that are configured by fpctl, which can also periodically poll the state of each runtime to determine if it has seen an increase in failures. Various actions can be taken depending on such an observation, for example: i) the threshold could be raised—again, using fpctl—to buy time to understand the source of the loss, ii) rate limits could be applied to applications using the link, iii) the state and configuration of the downstream dataplane can be inspected or reset, iv) regardless of whether the cause has been understood or not, the ACK and NAK counts could be reset periodically if they are no longer seen to increment regularly. These actions are not directly implemented in $fpctl$ but they could be automated by the network operator by using the functionality provided by $fpctl$.

If no further fail-overs are possible, then the dataplane shuts down; in turn, upstream dataplanes will eventually fail-over to use a different dataplane, if possible, when their threshold is met.

### E.2 Headerless Runtime

The Headerless approach works by building a circuit between dataplanes. Compared to the Full approach, in which a program can be split almost arbitrarily, Headerless provides less flexibility.

A program is assumed to have three parts: the ingress subprogram, the forwarding subprogram, and the egress subprogram. The ingress or egress subprograms, or both, may be empty. If non-empty, they are segmented for offloading into supporting devices, which we call helper dataplanes.

Thus the HL runtime differentiates starkly between two types of dataplanes: the switch, on which the forwarding subprogram is kept, gets the HL$_S$ version of this runtime, while the helpers get the much simpler HL$_H$ part. The HL$_H$ part of the runtime receives offloads from HL$_S$, performs a computation, and returns control back to HL$_S$. Disaggregations using HL have a single instance of HL$_S$ and potentially several of HL$_H$. The ingress and egress subprograms, if non-empty, are executed on a dataplane running HL$_H$.

Fig. 16 shows the core logic of this circuit, which takes place on HL$_S$. It reflects the three parts in which the program is organized: first, one or more ingress subprogram segments ($I_N$) are executed, after which a forwarding step is made to determine whether to execute the egress segments ($E_N$). Upon arrival, if the ingress port is in $I$ then transition 1 is taken, else if the port is in $I_N$ then transition 2 is taken. Otherwise a forwarding decision is made, and if the egress port is in $E$ then transition 4 is taken, or if the port is in $E_N$ then transition 5 is taken; otherwise transition 6 is taken if the program’s egress segment does not apply to the egress port.

A consequence of using the Headerless runtime is that disaggregation must be coarser—only linear segments are possible, not at DAG, and downstream live-variables must be included in the same segment that updates the variables. As a result, the complexity of segmenting is strictly lower than the general case, as shown in §H. The suitability of using Headerless runtime with a given segmentation is detected statically using our P4 compiler extension.

---

**Figure 15:** ① Synchronization state is initialized at downstream dataplanes. ② Synchronization state is initialized at upstream dataplanes. ③ Synchronization information is included in the Flightplan header (shown in grey) that is added to packets (shown as the blue square). ④ Sequence number is incremented. ⑤ Periodically upstream dataplane will poll downstream dataplane for activity, by raising the ACK bit in the Flightplan header, and the ECK (Expecting ACK) locally. ⑥ ECK is reset when an ACK packet is received. ⑦ Packets may be lost in either direction, leading to loss of synchronization. ⑧ Loss of synchronization is eventually detected and action is taken. Negative acknowledgment (NAK) seeks to update the upstream dataplane.

**Figure 16:** Core logic of the Headerless runtime.
F Runtime Overhead

Table 4 accounts for the overheads of each approach. The overheads are described as functions over runtime-specific parameters described in §E.

The constants in each function were derived by counting the state used in each runtime, such as the width of registers, and the width of entries from a table’s P4 specification. Further, we counted the number of table entries resulting from typical configurations of each runtime.

For example, the function $N \cdot 13$ for HL(IPv4)'s total size of entries (in bits) is derived from the number of entries $N$—the number of next dataplanes that a segment might forward to—which is known at compile time, multiplied by 13 which consists of 9 bits for the port number and 4 bits for the segment number. The state used by register arrays is the product of the array size and the register size. For example, the term $(N_p + P_f) \cdot 228$ contributes to Full’s register size consists of 9 bits for the port number and 4 bits for the segment number. The parameters are described in the previous section and in the table’s caption.

These overheads are not program-specific, but rather they are additional to the program’s overheads. Also, these overheads are per-dataplane, not per-program. So if a dataplane program is disaggregated into more subprograms then it will incur more cumulative overhead, but the overhead’s factor will depend on the runtime involved.

So for example if an $L$-line P4 program used $R$ register bits and $T$ tables, whose entries occupied $|T|$ bits, were disaggregated into $N$ subprograms, then if it were to use the Headerless runtime, each subprogram $S$ would be of size $L_S \leq 70$, where $\frac{22}{5} \approx L_S \leq L$ is the subprogram’s line count. HL$_S$ would have $R + 4$ register bits, $T + 5$ tables. Assuming that $I = E = 1$, and that half of the $N$ subprograms relates to the ingress segment (and therefore the other half relates to the egress segment), we have that $I_N = E_N = \frac{N}{2}$, and therefore the memory needed for table entries is

\[ \frac{|T| + (22 + \frac{22}{5} + 22 + \frac{22}{5} + 10)}{|T| + N \cdot 22 + 54} \]

bits. The overhead of HL$_H$ can be calculated similarly.

G Complexity Analysis of Headerless Disaggregation

Below we define the complexity function $C$ of headerless disaggregation, in terms of the number of possible choices that can be made during this process. The asymptotic complexity of disaggregating a program to use the Headerless runtime is

\[ \max(C(S_I), C(S_E)) \], where $S_I$ is the sequence of lines in the ingress segment, and $S_E$ the sequence of lines in the egress segment.

Let $S$ be a sequence of lines of code, $n = |S|$ be the number of lines in $S$, and $1 \leq B \leq n$ the arithmetical average, in lines of code, of blocks in $S$. Top-level lines of code that do not form part of a block are counted as blocks of length 1. The number of blocks in $S$ is $1 \leq \frac{n}{B} \leq n$.

At the limit, each block will be mapped to a different segment. But there might be constraints that force us to merge segments or objectives that are benefitted by such merges. Let $M \in \mathbb{N}$, $0 \leq M \leq \left(\frac{n}{B} - 1\right)$ be the merge opportunity: i.e., the number of merges of (adjacent) segments we can carry out to the maximally segmented program. Increasing $M$ has the effect of making segmentation coarser by merging more blocks together. Blocks are merged to eliminate data-flow dependencies between blocks since the Headerless runtime does not allow context serialisation and transfer between dataplanes. Blocks are also merged to make better use of physical resources; in our setup this merge decision is made by the planner.

The value of $C$ consists of the sum of merge choices for each value of $M$, which by the binomial theorem simplifies to an exponential function:

\[ C(S) = \sum_{M=0}^{n-1} \binom{\frac{n}{B} - 1}{M} = 2^{\frac{n}{B} - 1} \in O\left(2^{\frac{n}{B}}\right) \]

H Comparative Complexity

In this section we show that for programs having more than 2 lines, our Headerless disaggregation (§G) presents fewer choices than general disaggregation (§C).

We start by clarifying the number of choices presented by general disaggregation. From Equation 1 in §C, the complexity of general disaggregation is $O(n^k)$. Recall that $k < n$. Expanding for all possible values of $k$, which represents the number of splits we may choose, we obtain:

\[ O(n^1 + \ldots + n^{n-1}) \subseteq O(n^{n-1}) \]

From Equation 2, the complexity of Headerless disaggregation is $O\left(2^{\frac{n}{B}}\right)$.

Assuming $n > 2$, our goal is to show $O\left(2^{\frac{n}{B}}\right) \subseteq O(n^{n-1})$.

Recall that $1 \leq B \leq n$, and note therefore that $O\left(2^{\frac{n}{B}}\right) \subseteq O(2^n)$.

Without changing our assumption regarding $n$, we use the transitivity of $\subseteq$ to reformulate our goal as $O(2^n) \subseteq O(n^{n-1})$. Take $2^n$ and $n^{n-1}$ as the bounding functions of the two classes respectively. We show that $2^n < n^{n-1}$ first through application
We use a simple formal language to describe relations between segments, computational resources and network resources. The relations rely on symbols used to represent those entities, such as “Compress”, “PacketSize”, and “FPGA”. We require the user to declare these symbols by specifying a signature. A Flightplan signature consists of two finite sets: propositions Prop and variables V.

Signatures can be reused, at least partly, by different programs on the same network, or by the same program being deployed to different networks. Our P4 compiler extension generates an initial signature together with the abstract programs and the initial resource rules. The user can then extend and maintain this as needed.

Rule 4: Running Header Compression on an FPGA. Angled brackets indicate that the variables they reference depend on the device—e.g., instead of updating the flip-flop (FF) count for all FPGAs, we increment those of the FPGA to which HC is mapped using this rule.

Table 4: Dataplane and network overheads for each runtime. In HL we differentiate between HL-S and HL-H: the switch dataplane and the helper dataplanes. These overheads were calculated by counting the resources used by each runtime’s P4 implementation, and they are inherited by every dataplane involved in running a disaggregated program that uses that particular runtime. N is the number of next dataplanes that a dataplane might transfer to, P is the number of previous such dataplanes. S_N ≥ 1 is the number of fail-over states: if S_N = 1 then there is no fail-over. N_P ≤ N and P_P ≤ P is the number of next and previous dataplanes for which a feedback loop is configured. I and E are the number of ingress and egress ports for which a program is running, and I_N ≥ 0 and E_N ≥ 0 are the number of intermediate hand-overs during the ingress and egress stages of the program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>#LOC</th>
<th>#Tables</th>
<th>Entries(#bits)</th>
<th>Registers(#bits)</th>
<th>Header(#bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full^6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>N·S_N·17 + 2N_P·36 + 2N_F·36 + 2P_F·40</td>
<td>(N_P + P_F)·228 + N·10</td>
<td>288^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL(IPv4)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N·13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL^H</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>I·22 + I_N·22 + E·22 + E_N·22 + 10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL^S</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rule 5: Flightplan’s static analysis identifies egress_compression as a resource, and specifically as a table. We add a rule that allows this resource to be used on a CPU-based target.

Resource-related syntax is mapped to distinct propositions from Prop. We encountered the proposition header_compress in Rule 1. That rule had another proposition, “CPU”, that is external to the program but is used to qualify the semantic to a specific hardware.

The variables in V are used to construct a second syntactic category in our specification language called Bound. For each v ∈ V and r ∈ ℜ, the following are valid bounds: v op r for op ∈ {=, <, >, ≤, ≥}, Rules 1 and 4 show examples of bounds usage from our formalization.

Propositions and bounds are also used to express constraints of network hardware. The planner (§6) uses these rules to explore implications of using those devices in plans. Fig. 17 shows a subset of the rules used for the evaluation described in §7.2.2, which model the network described in §7.2.1.
This section describes how the profiling experiments were done. Table 3 provided a summary of our profiling experiments.
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Frame is sent by the device. We add a rule that allows this to be called on a CPU-based target. The next two columns consist of the timestamps of when a frame is received by the function, and the processed packet size used in the workload, the name of the hardware device and use this information to estimate the performance on different classes of devices as described in §7.2.2. Unlike other rules we have seen, these rules describe the constraints on using each device and the features enabled by each device. The planner uses this information when exploring the space of solutions.

J Generating rules from empirical profiles

Table 3 provided a summary of our profiling experiments. This section describes how the profiling experiments were done, and how their results were used to generate the profile-related rules such as Rules 1, 3 and 4. Other types of rules are derived from the program or from the network’s description and are generated differently as described in §4.

J.1 Methodology

For each external function involved in a program, we measure its performance characteristics on different classes of devices and use this information to estimate the performance of program segments in which those functions occur.

The performance profile is made by installing the function on a member of each class on which it can run and running a workload to sample the function’s performance. This is used to create an entry in a table consisting of the following columns:

\[
\text{(Function, PacketSize, Target, Time} \_ \text{Arrive, Time} \_ \text{Leave, Rate} \_ \text{Arrive, Rate} \_ \text{Leave)}
\]

The first three columns consist of the function’s name, the packet size used in the workload, the name of the hardware target class. The next two columns consist of the timestamps of when a frame is received by the function, and the processed frame is sent by the device.\(^9\) Similarly, the last two columns consist of the arrival rate to the function and the sending rate. This captures the effect of the function on the link’s capacity: for example FEC uses more of the downstream capacity compared to upstream, while header compression uses less.

Further, we also make two measurements that are less function- and workload-dependent: Power consumed by the target when executing the function on that workload, and the Cost of the hardware target. Instead of literal equipment costs we used relative quantities: \{FPGA = 1, Switch = 2, CPU = 5, PSwitch = 10\}.

Limitations on precision. This approach will not accurately account for differences between devices in the same class—e.g., different FPGA devices—or different configurations of the same device—e.g., kernel bypass on CPU targets—but it will give us good-enough characterization for our purposes, and a starting point for more accurate characterizations. Like all profiling, it is also sensitive to the workload used. Despite this, our approach is amenable to refinement in the following way: devices classes can be refined into subclasses, different kinds of workloads can be distinguished by adding a variable to each rule, and additional variables can be sampled by measurements and added to the generated rules. For example, the \{\ldots\} in Rule 4 involves an extension we made to more accurately characterize the usage of FPGA resources. Since the utilization of FPGA resources is a simple additive approximation, we do not constrain the planner by their values—for instance to ensure that an FPGA’s LUTs are not exceeded—but instead we do a post-hoc check.

Limitations on scale. To scale with the size of the network, we avoid creating a profile for every target in the network. Further, to scale with program and disaggregation diversity, we avoid creating a profile for every segment. Instead we focus on external functions, and measure their performance characteristics on different classes of devices as described above. In future work some of this characterization work can be automated further, to improve both its scalability and its precision.

J.2 Compiling the table

For each Function and Target we run a series of experiments in which we gradually increase PacketSize and Rate\_Arrive. As long as we do not notice any drops—which would indicate that the function is not coping with the arrival rate for that packet size—we create a table entry for the information described above.

We then process the raw table to create a second table consisting of the following columns, some of which overlap with the first table we described:

\[
\text{(Function, PacketSize, Target, ΔLatency, Rate} \_ \text{Arrive, ΔRate, Power, Cost)}
\]

\(^9\)Both timestamps were generated by the EdgeCore Wedge switch and were mirrored to a collection server on the side.
Rule 7: Template for performance-related rules. $T_R$ and $T_{PS}$ are tolerance offsets for rate and packet-size respectively. We set these to small values to retain fidelity while using the inequality operators.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \text{Latency} & = \text{Time}_{\text{Leave}} - \text{Time}_{\text{Arrive}} \\
\Delta \text{Rate} & = \frac{\text{Rate}_{\text{Leave}}}{\text{Rate}_{\text{Arrive}}}
\end{align*}
\]

All the records from the first table are automatically processed to create the second table. This is an example record from which we will show how to generate Rule 1:

\[
\text{(header_compress, 1000 B, CPU, 7.4 \times 10^{-3} s, 2 \times 10^8 \text{ Gbps}, 189.9 \text{ TWL}, 150 \text{ W}, 5)}
\]

### J.3 Converting table into rules

Finally, the table of measurements described above is converted into rules. This is done automatically as follows: for each row in the second table we instantiate the template shown in Rule 7 by replacing the black-background fields in the rule with the corresponding fields in the row. The meaning of these rules is explained in the caption of Rule 1 in §3, and in §I.

That is how we generated the performance-related rules used by our tools, including the following rules shown in this paper: Rules 1, 3 and 4.

### K Program Annotation & Splitting

After finding a mapping from segments to dataplanes as part of a plan, contiguous segments that are mapped to the same dataplane are grouped into a single segment. This is done by deleting intermediate flyto() statements. At this point the program is said to be annotated for splitting.

Next we need to generate a physical, well-formed and self-contained P4 file for each segment. The program splitting phase performs three tasks: 1) extract the P4 code from each segment, forming subprograms; 2) analyze the subprograms to gather runtime-related context, such as variables whose values must be included in the hand-over between dataplanes; 3) inject runtime-dependent code for handing-over between subprograms.

These tasks involve simple but laborious analysis and modification of data structures in the compiler, which we outline in this section.

**Subprogram generation** Our implementation reuses the P4 compiler’s data structures as much as possible, adding a thin layer to facilitate the analysis and transformation needed for splitting. We follow these steps: 1) Analyze the program’s abstract-syntact tree (AST) to identify all occurrences of calls to flyto. 2) Generate a virtual AST (vAST) for each flyto. A vAST is an overlay of the AST for each split. Thus we obtain a single data structure using which we can simultaneously reason about the original program and all derived programs. 3) Generate the segment-level topology: a graph where nodes consist of segments and where an edge denotes a code-path leading to the hand-over between adjacent segments.

**Context gathering** The synthesis of code between segments to pass data across dataplanes involves computing the transitive closure of required state, to ensure that downstream dataplanes shall have all the information they need to compute on. Writing such interfacing code by hand is tedious and error-prone. We continue the steps taken in the compiler extension: 4) Traverse each vAST to compute its set of free variables (variables that are used, but not defined, in that vAST); 5) Traverse the segment-level topology to compute the extended scope of variables: that is, variables defined in one vAST will need to be propagated to downstream vASTs in which they are used.

**Code injection, Flightplan header** This task uses the information gathered during the previous stage to ensure that the hand-over will happen correctly between all connected subprograms: 6) If supported by the runtime, then generate stubs to propagate two kinds of information across logical dataplanes: a) the values of extended-scope variables and b) additional Flightplan metadata for instrumented programs or fault detection (§5). This is added to a special Flightplan header that encapsulates the original packet, piggy-backing logistical metadata.$^{10}$ 7) Embed the vAST in the original program, replacing the main control block. The downstream compiler will purge unnecessary declarations and definitions. For each vAST, we update the deparsing stage to use the stub for the downstream logical dataplane. We also update the parser block to opportunistically parse the Flightplan header, and, if successful, then the control block branches to process the continuation of Flightplan code.

### L Disaggregation microbenchmarks

#### L.1 Latency Microbenchmarks

In this section, we measure the amount of latency added by splitting a dataplane and benchmark the responsiveness of Flightplan’s failover mechanisms.

**End-to-end latency.** We benchmark application layer end-to-end latency by measuring round-trip time (RTT) between two servers connected to switch S1 in the topology described in §7.2.1. A concurrent ping and 10 iperf3 streams went from the iperf3 client to the Memcached client, with the forwarding table initially stored on S1 and offloaded to S2. Fig. 18 shows the change in ping RTT distribution. Latency

$^{10}$ The Flightplan header is described in Appendix D.
was higher because packets had to traverse two additional queues in each direction. These queues were congested due to iperf3, which adds latency as discussed in Sec. 7.2.3. In this experiment we measured an 18.7% increase in average RTT and 22.3% increase in maximum RTT in our setup, but this increase will be smaller when the communicating servers are separated by more hops, for example if they are not both connected to S1.

Handover latency. To understand overhead at a finer scale, we measure handover time, the time between the invocation of the function containing the offloaded table and the beginning of its execution. Fig. 19 shows the distribution of handover time as link utilization varies. At a utilization level of 30%, reflecting high load in a data center scenario [4], handover time was under 1 µs for over 80% of the traffic. At higher rates, handover time increases due to added congestion in the queues between S1 and S2. As Fig. 20 shows, larger packet bursts also have an effect, but only stretch the tail of the handover time distribution. In a 50% load scenario, the handover time remained under 1µs for over 60% of packets.

L.2 Failover Microbenchmarks

We evaluate two kinds of fail-over mechanisms. The first involves controller-based failure-detection and effecting of fail-over. The second involves in-dataplane failure-handling.

A deployment can involve both simultaneously, with the in-dataplane mechanism reacting more quickly in most cases, and the controller-based approach handling cases where the in-dataplane mechanism is incapacitated because of device failure.

Controller-directed failover. In the case of total failure of a link or device, the loss of connection can be directly detected by the controller, allowing it to automatically initiate the failover procedure without further intervention.

Fig. 22 shows the packet loss rate of a UDP iperf3 session running at 1 Gbit/s through a dataplane employing FEC during the failure of the FEC encoder FPGA. At time 15 s, the link to the FPGA is disabled. The controller, which polls for the presence of the link at regular intervals, redirects traffic to a failover FPGA once the down link is detected.

With a polling interval of 1 ms, at most 3% of packets are lost in the 100 ms interval immediately following the disabling of the link.

Dataplane NAK Failover. We benchmark the NAK mechanism described in §5.3 with a simple program on S1 that offloads a no-op function F. There are two instances of F (F.1 and F.2) that both run on switch S2, but service different links connected to S1. We measure the number of packets lost in a scenario where failover from F.1 to F.2 occurs due to congestion on the link to F.1.

Fig. 21 shows how the number of packets lost varies with the rate of congestion-inducing background traffic. The flight-plan failover mechanism bounds packet loss to a low (< 10) integer factor of the NAK threshold (T). After the 7th NAK is received, only in-flight packets already queued to F.1 are lost because every subsequent packet is routed to the failover instance. Without the NAK mechanism, the number of packets lost is unbounded.
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Abstract

Today’s datacenter applications couple scale and time: applications that harness large numbers of servers also execute for long periods of time (seconds or more). This paper explores the possibility of flash bursts: applications that use a large number of servers but for very short time intervals (as little as one millisecond). In order to learn more about the feasibility of flash bursts, we developed two new benchmarks, MilliSort and MilliQuery. MilliSort is a sorting application and MilliQuery implements three SQL queries. The goal for both applications was to process as many records as possible in one millisecond, given unlimited resources in a datacenter. The short time scale required a new distributed sorting algorithm for MilliSort that uses a hierarchical form of partitioning. Both applications depended on fast group communication primitives such as shuffle and all-gather. Our implementation of MilliSort can sort 0.84 million items in one millisecond using 120 servers on an HPC cluster; MilliQuery can process 0.03–48 million items in one millisecond using 60–280 servers, depending on the query. The number of items that each application can process grows quadratically with the time budget. The primary obstacle to scalability is per-message costs, which appear in the form of inefficient shuffles and coordination overhead.

1 Introduction

One of the benefits of datacenter computing is the ability to run large-scale applications that harness hundreds or thousands of machines working together on a common task. Using frameworks such as MapReduce [11] and Spark [67], developers can easily create applications in a variety of areas such as large-scale data analytics.

Until recently, large-scale applications have executed for relatively long periods of time: seconds or minutes. This was necessary in order to amortize the high cost of allocating and coordinating a collection of servers. Similarly, frameworks such as MapReduce and Spark have traditionally operated on very large blocks of data, in order to amortize high network latencies. As a result, they cannot be applied to real-time tasks. Instead, real-time queries must return precomputed results, such as those produced in overnight batch runs. This means that the queries must be carefully planned in advance; ad-hoc queries cannot easily be supported.

Streaming frameworks such as Flink [15] or Spark Streaming [66] operate on incoming data in real time, but they do this by incorporating new data into queries or transformations that are planned long in advance. To support real-time queries, the scale of computation triggered by each event is quite limited.

In recent years, new serverless platforms such as AWS Lambda [5], Azure Cloud Functions [45], and Google Cloud Functions [20] have made it possible to run short-lived tasks (as small as a few hundred milliseconds) in datacenters. However, the unit of execution in these environments is an individual function call. It is difficult to harness multiple machines in a single serverless computation; for example, direct communication between lambdas is not officially supported, and existing workarounds [17, 3] have high latency and low bandwidth.

This paper explores the possibility of extending serverless computing in two ways: first, by further reducing the timescale; and second, by reintroducing scale, so that large numbers of servers can work together. We use the term flash burst to describe a computation that has a short lifetime yet harnesses large numbers of servers. Flash bursts offer the potential of analyzing large amounts of data in real time. This could enable the creation of new applications that execute customized queries on large datasets in real time, without the need to predict queries hours or days ahead of time.

Rather than making incremental improvements on existing systems, our goal is to push the notion of flash bursts to the extreme, in order to understand the limits of this style of computation. In particular, we set out to answer the following questions:

• What is the smallest possible timescale at which meaningful flash bursts can operate?
• What is the largest number of servers that can be harnessed at such a timescale?
• What aspects of current systems limit the duration and scale of flash bursts?

We hypothesized that timescales as small as 1 ms might be possible, so we set that as our initial goal.

Making flash bursts practical will require advances in many different areas. This paper focuses on one aspect of the problem: whether the core algorithms likely to be used in flash bursts can operate efficiently at very small timescales. We do not address issues such as the time required to load applications and data, or how to achieve high resource utilization in the face of short-lived computations; we leave these for future work.

We implemented two focused applications that capture patterns of computation and communication we expect to be common in flash bursts. The first application is MilliSort: given unlimited resources in a datacenter, what is

*Co-first authors, listed alphabetically.
One millisecond is not very long. Figure 1 lists a few things that can be completed in one millisecond? The second application is MilliQuery, which consists of three representative SQL queries from the tutorials for Google BigQuery. The queries range from a simple scan-filter-aggregate query to a distributed join requiring multiple shuffles. As with MilliSort, our goal was to understand how much data can be analyzed, and how many servers can be harnessed, in timescales around 1 ms.

The process of developing and measuring these applications has yielded interesting results in three categories:

- **Measurements**: MilliSort and MilliQuery demonstrate that large-scale data analytics can operate efficiently even at timescales of 1–10 ms. MilliSort can sort 0.84 million small records in one millisecond using 120 servers running on 30 machines. The MilliQuery benchmarks process .03–48 million records in one millisecond using 60–280 servers, depending on the query.

- **Observations**: the development of MilliSort and MilliQuery yielded several interesting insights about flash bursts, which are summarized in Section 7. For example, we found that the amount of data that a flash burst can handle grows quadratically with the time budget (both the amount of data per server and the number of servers grow at least linearly with the time budget). Some of the most important and common limits to scalability are shuffle cost and coordination overhead (both can be attributed to per-message overheads).

- **Algorithms**: while implementing MilliSort we developed a new low-latency algorithm for partitioning the keys, which uses a hierarchical series of distributed sorts. We also developed a novel splitter selection algorithm that improves the balance among data partitions. Overall, MilliSort runs with efficiency comparable to other systems that operate at much larger timescales.

## 2 Background

One millisecond is not very long. Figure 1 lists a few things that can be done in one millisecond on today’s machines; these create fundamental limitations for flash bursts.

### 2.1 Limited data per server

One of the most important limitations evident from Figure 1 is that each server can only manipulate a small amount of data (on the order of a few Mbytes). For example, a single server core can only access a few megabytes of data in one millisecond, and network bandwidth allows only a few megabytes to be transmitted in one millisecond.

Given the large number of servers and small data per server, data must stay evenly distributed throughout a flash burst. If even a small fraction of data accumulates on a single server, the network link into that server will become a bottleneck.

### 2.2 Coordination cost

Given that each server can only access a small amount of data, the overall scale of a flash burst will be limited by the number of servers that can be harnessed. But, the small time scale makes it difficult to coordinate very many servers; at some scale one millisecond isn’t even enough time to notify all the servers to start working. Thus, coordination overheads play a fundamental role in flash bursts, since they limit the scale.

“Coordination” includes such activities as engaging all of the servers, determining work assignments for each server, and sequencing the phases of the algorithm. Existing large-scale applications such as Spark store much larger amounts of data per server and also run for longer time periods; this combination makes coordination overheads less important.

### 2.3 Multiple communication costs

For many existing large-scale applications, the only communication cost that matters is network bandwidth. Systems such as MapReduce [11] and Spark [67] are explicitly designed to exploit bandwidth and hide communication latency. However, for flash bursts three different costs may become important. In addition to bandwidth, which matters when sending large blocks of data, and latency, which matters when sending small chunks of data, a third cost plays an important role in flash bursts: per-message overhead (the CPU time required to send and receive short messages). Per-message overhead comes into play when a server has a collection of small requests that can be sent to other servers concurrently; it limits how quickly a series of messages can be issued. Per-message overheads are particularly important in flash bursts because they dominate the cost of group communication primitives (discussed below), which in turn dominate the cost of coordination.

### 2.4 Group communication

If a collection of servers is to cooperate closely, the servers will probably need to exchange data frequently and in small chunks. However, in a flash burst, where there are hundreds or thousands of servers operating on a very small time scale, it is not practical for each server to communicate directly with all of the other servers. For example, if a server broadcasts data to 1000 other servers by sending a separate small message to each of them, the broadcast will consume a substantial fraction of a millisecond, due to per-message overheads.

Thus, group communication plays an important role in flash bursts. In group communication, many or all of the servers in a cluster transmit data concurrently to carry out a cluster-wide goal. The HPC community has identified and implemented a
variety of useful group communication mechanisms [60], of which four play a role in MilliSort and MilliQuery:

- **Broadcast**: data that is initially present on a single server must be distributed to every server in the group.
- **Gather**: the reverse of broadcast. A single server must collect distinct data from each of the servers in the group.
- **All-gather**: initially each server in the group stores a distinct data item; the all-gather operation must arrange for every server in the group to receive a copy of all the items.
- **Shuffle**: each server initially stores a separate data item for every other server in the group; the shuffle must transmit all the items to their intended targets.

Group communication provides two benefits. First, it harnesses multiple servers operating concurrently to speed up the communication; for example, several servers can be used to complete a broadcast more quickly by distributing messages via a tree structure. Second, it can sometimes replace many small messages with a few larger messages; this reduces the impact of per-message overheads. For example, a hypercube implementation [62] of all-gather requires only $M \log M$ messages for $M$ servers, vs. $M^2$ messages if each server communicates independently with every other server.

### 3 Applications

One of the challenges in exploring flash bursts is that there are no flash burst applications available today (unsurprising, given that there is no infrastructure capable of supporting them). Fortunately, there appears to be a small set of patterns of computation and communication that are used commonly across a variety of large-scale applications and account for much of their performance [4, 19, 33]. These are referred to as *dwarfs* by Asanovic et al. [4] and others. For example, matrix operations, sorting, and statistics computations are dwarfs for big-data and AI workloads. Rather than guessing at full applications, we have implemented two small applications that capture several dwarfs. Although the behavior of these dwarfs will not be a perfect predictor of any real application, this approach has two advantages. First, lessons learned from the dwarfs are likely to apply to many real applications. Second, it is easier to understand the properties of the dwarfs if we study them in isolation, rather than as part of a full application with many interacting parts.

Our first application is a sorting benchmark called MilliSort. Sorting has been used to evaluate system performance for many decades, originating with a challenge proposed by Jim Gray and others in 1985 [2]. Sorting plays an important role in many distributed computations. For example, sorting can be used as a data preprocessing step to support efficient range queries, to improve data locality for graph partitioning [44], and to perform load balancing [44, 11, 23]. Sorting is also very challenging because it requires intensive and unpredictable communication (any record can potentially end up on any server). We expected this to create challenges both for the algorithm and the underlying infrastructure.

---

### Listing 1: The three SQL queries used in the MilliQuery benchmark

For MilliSort, the goal is to sort as many small records as possible in intervals around one millisecond, using any number of servers in a datacenter. Each record contains 100 bytes, consisting of a 10-byte key and a 90-byte value. Before starting the benchmark, the MilliSort application is pre-loaded and the unsorted records are distributed evenly among the available machines in DRAM. The data on each server is structured with all of the keys in a single block of memory and all the values in another block, in corresponding order. Upon completion, the data must be redistributed across the same servers, sorted such that one server contains the records with the smallest keys, and so on. At the end of the sort, the data on each server is structured in two blocks of memory, one containing the keys in sorted order and another containing the values in the same order as their keys. The challenge does not require that the result data be distributed evenly across the servers, but this turns out to be essential for good performance.

Our second “application” is a collection of three SQL queries from Google’s BigQuery documentation[63, 38]; we refer to these queries collectively as MilliQuery. We expect that many flash burst applications will perform data analytics to provide real-time results from ad hoc queries; the goal for MilliQuery is to capture dwarfs that will be common in these applications.

We chose three queries with different levels of complexity, in order to span a range of SQL behaviors (see Listing 1).

- **Q1**: counts the number of article views on Wikipedia by language (there are at most a few hundred different languages).
- **Q2**: finds the top 10 IP addresses by the number of edits they made to Wikipedia articles.
Q3: for each combination of author and programming language, sum all of the bytes in that language in any repository for which the author was a contributor; returns the top 100 author-language pairs.

In each case, the goal is to process as much data as possible within 1 ms using unlimited datacenter resources, assuming that the application is pre-loaded and data is initially distributed uniformly across the nodes.

Table 1 compares these applications in terms of the complexity of coordination (how difficult it is to divide the work among the participating nodes and coordinate their behaviors), the number of shuffle steps required, and the dwarfs captured. Together, MilliSort and MilliQuery cover a significant range of interesting behaviors.

Our goal for MilliSort and MilliQuery was to push the idea of flash bursts to the extreme. We don’t know what burst sizes will prove useful to applications, so we set out to characterize the range that is practical: what is the smallest time interval and what is the largest number of servers that can be harnessed efficiently? We also hoped to learn what are the technical factors that limit flash bursts. We chose a one millisecond time limit because it seemed like an extreme goal: at the outset, we were unsure whether it would be possible to do anything useful in such a short interval.

### 4 The MilliSort algorithm

Although distributed sorting is not new, designing a sorting algorithm to operate at a timescale of one millisecond introduces new challenges due to the high cost of coordination. This section describes MilliSort’s algorithm in detail and presents a novel hierarchical approach to data partitioning that enables efficient coordination even at very small timescales.

Most distributed sorting algorithms use a partitioning approach, and MilliSort follows this tradition. First, the data is partitioned by deciding which key ranges should end up on each server; then the records are shuffled between servers to implement the chosen partitions. This approach optimizes the use of network bandwidth by transmitting each record only once, during the shuffle phase. The partitioning approach makes sense because it optimizes the use of network bandwidth, which has traditionally been the scarcest resource in distributed sorting. Alternative approaches, such as those that use multi-stage merge sorts, require data to be transmitted over the network multiple times, so they have proven slower than the partitioning approach.

More precisely, MilliSort implements a variant of distributed bucket sort, with one bucket for each server. It consists of four phases:

1. Local sort: each server sorts its initial data.
2. Partition bucket boundaries: the servers collectively determine the key ranges that will end up on each server after sorting.
3. Shuffle: each server transmits its keys and values to the appropriate targets.
4. Local rearrangement: the data arriving on each server during the shuffle phase must be rearranged into two totally sorted arrays, one for keys and one for values.

The sections below discuss each of these phases in more detail. We start with the partitioning phase, since it is the most complex phase and also the most interesting phase from an algorithmic standpoint.

#### 4.1 Histogram sort

One of the most widely used partition-based sorting algorithms is histogram sort, which computes the final key ranges by iteratively refining an existing partition until the keys are evenly distributed on the servers. A typical workflow of histogram sort is as follows. In the beginning, a central server picks \( M - 1 \) splitters, which divide the key space into \( M \) buckets, and broadcasts them to the other servers. Then, each server computes a local histogram of its keys in the buckets and sends it back to the central server. Finally, the central server computes a global histogram by summing up the local histograms and adjusts the splitters to reduce the imbalance. The process of histogramming and refinement is repeated until an even partition is achieved. In addition to the one mentioned above, there are other variations of histogram sort which use more splitters for histogramming or increase the number of splitters as they progress.

However, histogram sort is undesirable for MilliSort since it requires many iterations to converge, and each iteration incurs significant message delays. To avoid overloading the central server, histogram sort often uses group communication to broadcast splitters and reduce local histograms in a tree structure. As a result, each iteration incurs \( 2 \log(M) \) back-to-back message delays. In our environment, the combined cost of broadcast and gather is at least 50 \( \mu \)s for 100 servers. With just 10 iterations, message delays alone will take away half of our 1 ms time budget. Finally, the actual cost of partitioning will be even higher due to other overheads; the reported partitioning times of some recent histogram sort implementations easily exceed 50 ms for 512 HPC nodes [35, 21].

#### 4.2 Sample sort partitioning

MilliSort takes a different approach to partitioning, selecting a larger number of initial keys so that it can estimate the distribution in a single iteration. MilliSort’s partitioning algorithm is based on sample sort with regular sampling [58, 40]; the basic idea is to select many keys from the starting data, use these to estimate the distribution of keys, and pick partition boundaries based on the estimated distribution. Figure 2 shows the basic idea. After sorting its local data, each server samples its keys at equally-spaced intervals within the sorted
recording; we refer to these samples as pivots. The pivots of all servers are collected and sorted (more details on this below). Finally splitter values are chosen from the sorted pivots. If there are $M$ machines participating in the sort, $M − 1$ splitters are chosen, which divide the sorted pivots into $M$ equal-size groups. The splitters determine how records are divided between servers during the shuffle phase: server $i$ will eventually hold all records with keys greater than or equal to the $i$th splitter and less than the $(i+1)$th splitter.

Because of the sampling used by this approach, there is no guarantee that each server will end up with exactly the same number of records at the end of the sort. If there are $N$ total records divided among $M$ machines and each machine chooses $sM$ pivots, then, in the worst case, a server may end up with as many as $(1 + 1/s)(N/M)$ records ($N/M$ is the ideal number in a perfect partition) [58, 40]. For MilliSort, we use $s = 1$ (each machine chooses $M$ pivots), so the final partition sizes are guaranteed to be within a factor of 2 of the ideal size. In practice the distribution of records is considerably more uniform than suggested by the worst-case formula above.

With this approach, the total number of pivots to sort is $sM^2$. This means that as the number of machines increases, partitioning will take more and more time, even if all of the machines share the work. Given a limited amount of time for the sort, partitioning cost will limit the number of machines that can be harnessed.

### 4.3 Recursive partitioning

One way to perform the partitioning is to gather all of the pivots on a single coordinator server, sort them locally on that server, then broadcast the splitters back to all of the servers. However, this approach is too inefficient for MilliSort. If 300 machines participate in the sort, there will be 90,000 pivots; as shown in Figure 1, a single server can only sort about 40,000 keys in one millisecond, so the sorting alone would take more than 2 ms. The overhead of receiving all the pivots on a single server is also problematic. Thus, millisecond-scale sorting requires partitioning to be performed in a distributed fashion.

MilliSort uses a recursive approach to partitioning: the pivots are sorted in a distributed fashion using a smaller instance of MilliSort, as shown in Figure 3. A subset of the machines, called pivot sorters, sort the pivots and select splitters; each of the other servers is assigned to one of the pivot sorters. To begin the sort, each pivot sorter gathers the pivots from its assignees. The pivots arriving from each source machine are already sorted, so the pivot sorter can use merge sort on the arriving data to produce a sorted list of all the pivots for which it has responsibility. Then each pivot sorter samples its pivots to choose a smaller number of level 2 pivots; the level 2 pivots are passed to a coordinator, which sorts them and produces a set of level 2 splitters. The coordinator broadcasts the level 2 splitters back to the pivot sorters, which then perform a shuffle to redistribute the pivots among the pivot sorters in sorted order.

At this point the pivots have been sorted and splitters must be chosen (i.e., we must select every $sM^k$ pivot across all of the pivot sorters). We would like for each pivot sorter to independently select splitters from its pivots, but in order to do this, the pivot sorter must know its rank (i.e., how many pivots stored on other servers are smaller than the pivots that it stores). The rank is not immediately obvious because pivots are not distributed uniformly across the pivot sorters. The solution is to distribute rank information during the shuffle phase of the pivot sort. When a pivot sorter sends a group of pivots to another pivot sorter during the shuffle, it includes the local rank of that group (i.e., the number of pre-shuffle pivots from that pivot sorter that are smaller than those in the group). Each pivot sorter can determine its rank by summing the local ranks in all of the shuffle messages it receives. Once a pivot sorter knows its rank, it can identify the splitters that it stores.

Finally, once the splitters have been determined, they must be disseminated to all of the machines participating in the sort. One approach would be for each of the pivot sorters to broadcast its splitters to all of the $M$ machines; however, this would have a high cost because of the large number of messages that would result. Instead, MilliSort uses a two-step approach to distribute the splitters. In the first step, an all-gather operation is used to exchange the splitters among the pivot sorters, so that each pivot sorter has all $M − 1$ splitters. Then each pivot sorter broadcasts the complete set of pivots to all of the machines assigned to it.

If the number of servers is very large, the 2-level approach described above will still take too long. If that is the case, additional levels may be used in the partition. For example, in a 3-level approach the level 2 pivots will not be sorted on a single coordinator; instead, they will be collected by a smaller number of second-level pivot sorters, which will then select a set of level 3 pivots. The level 3 pivots will be collected and sorted on a single coordinator, resulting in level 3 splitters, which are used to shuffle the level 2 pivots. The approach can be extended to an arbitrary number of levels, though our experiments suggest that 2 or 3 levels is appropriate for MilliSort.

We use $r$ to refer to the reduction factor at each level of recursive sorting. For $M$ total machines, there will be $M/r$
pivot sorters, $M/r^2$ second-level pivot sorters, and so on. For the MilliSort implementation we used a reduction factor of 10.

4.4 Improved splitter selection

The algorithm described above for choosing splitters from the sorted pivots results in uneven key distribution, where the first server is likely to be assigned 50% more keys than the average, and the last server is likely to be assigned 50% fewer keys than the average. We developed an improved splitter selection algorithm that eliminates this imbalance; because of space limitations, we describe that algorithm in Appendix A.1.

4.5 Local sort

Now that the partitioning mechanism has been described, the next few subsections discuss the remaining phases of MilliSort. These phases are more straightforward than the partitioning phase, though their performance is still important.

MilliSort relies on prior work for the local sort. The problem of sorting on a single compute server is well-studied, with many solutions that can take advantage of multiple cores. In our experiments we use the In-place Parallel Super Scalar Samplesort (IPS$^0$) algorithm [7] as a reasonable representation of a multi-core comparison-based sorting algorithm.

Once the keys have been sorted, the values must be rearranged to match the order of the keys. This can be overlapped with the partitioning phase and the key shuffle; the rearranged values are not needed until the value shuffle.

4.6 Shuffle

Once the splitters have been selected and distributed to all of the machines, MilliSort uses an all-to-all shuffle to transmit each key and value to the appropriate server. The keys and values on each server were already sorted during the local sort phase. Each server uses the splitters to determine the range of keys to send to each other server. It then sends a message to that server containing the appropriate range of keys, followed by the data associated with those keys.

4.7 Local rearrangement

Within each message that a server receives during the shuffle phase, the keys and values are in sorted order. The server must then combine these chunks into two sorted arrays, one containing all the keys and other containing all the values. To do this, each server first performs a merge sort on the arrays of keys; then it rearranges the values to match the order of the keys. Each key contains its index in the incoming shuffle message (which is the same as the index of the value in the message). Once the keys have been sorted, a sequential scan is made over the key array; the index stored with each key is used to find the corresponding value and the value is then stored at the next sequential location in the result array. This two-step approach is faster than a one-step approach that merges both keys and values together, because it copies the (larger) values only once.

5 Implementation

5.1 Group communication

We created a C++ library that implements the group communication primitives described in Section 2.4; both MilliSort and MilliQuery make extensive use of this library. The group communication primitives are implemented using the network transport infrastructure from RAMCloud [50]. RAMCloud’s transports use kernel bypass with either DPDK [10] or the Infiniband verbs interface to provide low latency (5 µs round-trips) and high throughput (up to 25 Gbps). However, RAMCloud requires all network communication to pass through a single dispatcher thread, which limits message throughput to about 1.6 million messages per second. The group communication primitives contain 1500 lines of C++ code, not counting code in RAMCloud.

Broadcast, gather, and all-gather were implemented using well-known approaches [62, 65]. For broadcast, MilliSort uses a k-nomial tree, with the topology optimized based on precise knowledge of message latency and per-message cost. For gather, MilliSort uses a k-nomial tree with $k = 6$, in order to utilize as much network bandwidth as possible at each step. For all-gather, MilliSort uses a hypercube approach, extended to handle group sizes that are not even powers of two [56].

Shuffle is the most important of the group communication primitives: it accounts for half or more of the end-to-end time in the highest performing MilliSort configurations and it is also used in two of the three MilliQuery queries. However, achieving high-performance for shuffle is challenging. Ideally, shuffles should utilize the full bandwidth of the network, with each host simultaneously sending and receiving at the speed of its uplink. However, achieving this
goal is difficult. One problem is small messages, which are more likely to occur in flash bursts than other applications (see below). Another problem is that shuffle requires full bisection bandwidth in the underlying network. Fortunately, our test cluster has full bisection bandwidth. Unfortunately, we were unable to harness all of the available bandwidth.

Achieving full bisection bandwidth requires a near-perfect bipartite matching, where at any given time each source transmits at full bandwidth to a different target. This is difficult to achieve, for two reasons. First, two servers might attempt to transmit simultaneously to the same target. When this occurs, bandwidth is wasted on the senders, since the target can only receive from one of them at a time; in addition, some other server will not be receiving anything at all, which wastes its incoming bandwidth. Second, achieving full bisection bandwidth requires perfect load-balancing across the network fabric. Unfortunately, our test cluster does not support packet-level load-balancing. Instead, it uses flow-consistent hashing, where all packets from a particular source to a particular destination are routed over a single (randomly chosen) path through the fabric. Even if two sources send to different targets, their routes might traverse a common intermediate link, resulting in bandwidth underutilization. With large clusters, routing conflicts are virtually guaranteed.

After implementing shuffles in the most obvious way and observing poor performance, we attempted a lock-step approach to ensure a bipartite matching. In the lock-step approach, in step $i$ each server $n$ transmits to server $(n + i) \mod M$, and the start of step $i + 1$ is delayed until step $i$ has completed. This mostly eliminated the problem where two senders transmit to the same target, but it works best when all messages are large and the same size. If messages are small, or if messages have different sizes, the act of maintaining lock-step wastes most of the network bandwidth (e.g. each step must wait for the longest message in the preceding step to complete). Furthermore, lock-step is still vulnerable to conflicts in network routes. We were unable to achieve a satisfactory level of performance with this approach.

We then switched to a nearly-opposite approach, implementing shuffles in a “high-entropy” fashion that is granular, concurrent, and random. The first step is to ensure that messages sent during shuffles are relatively short (at most 40 KB in the current implementation). In many cases, the messages are inherently short; if the data from one server to another exceeds a threshold size, it is divided into multiple short chunks, which are sent as separate messages. Each host sends multiple messages concurrently; the targets are chosen randomly, but a given source will have at most one message outstanding to a given target at a time. With this approach there will still be conflicts but they will not stall senders; conflicts simply result in packet queueing in the network. Since each sender has multiple outstanding messages, it is likely that there will be incoming data for each server at all times. Since messages are short, buffer overflows in the network are unlikely and a sender doesn’t waste much time on a busy receiver before directing its bandwidth elsewhere. Stalls will occur only at the end of the shuffle, when a sender is waiting for its last few messages to complete. The high-entropy approach resulted in much better performance than the alternatives we tried before it.

Shuffles are more challenging in a flash burst than in more traditional environments that operate at large timescales. A flash burst scales by increasing the number of servers, with less data on each server, in order to complete more quickly. Less data on each server means the size of each shuffle message will drop; more servers means that each server’s data is split among more shuffle messages, which also results in less data per message. The result is a rapid drop in shuffle message size as a flash burst scales. This leads to low network bandwidth utilization and high per-message overheads.

One possible solution is to use a two-level shuffle to reduce the number of messages sent and received by each server from $M - 1$ to $2 \cdot (\sqrt{M} - 1)$. Two-level shuffle arranges all servers into a virtual mesh and proceeds in two rounds: each server first exchanges data with other servers in the same row, and then in the same column. However, this approach doubles the network bandwidth consumed, since most data must be transmitted twice. For our experiments the increased bandwidth usage of a two-level shuffle was more problematic then per-message overheads for a single-layer shuffle; we did not find any situations where multi-level shuffles are advantageous.

5.2 MilliSort

The MilliSort implementation is fully decentralized: each server operates independently in an event-driven style, with no central coordinator (central coordination is intolerable for flash bursts, both because of the latency it adds and also because central coordination often involves lock-step operation at the end of each stage, which suffers from stragglers). While the order of stages executed in a server is well defined, the timing is affected by remote procedure calls (RPCs) from other servers. At various points, the progress of the server will stall until certain pieces of data have arrived. As one example, a pivot sorter cannot select level 2 pivots until it has received pivots from all of the servers in its group.

Different servers must have different behaviors during the sort. For example, only a subset of the servers will act as pivot sorters. Each server has an identifier ranging from 0 to $M - 1$, which determines the various roles it will serve during the sort. For example, servers with identifiers that are 0 mod $r$ serve as pivot sorters and they receive pivots from servers with the following $r - 1$ identifiers. At the start of the sort each server knows its identifier, the value of $M$, and the addresses of the other servers.

Achieving the highest overall performance for MilliSort requires careful optimization of both communication and computation. Section 5.1 has already discussed the challenges associated with shuffles. Using cores efficiently is another challenge, because the number of threads changes rapidly.
over the life of the sort. Thus, MilliSort uses Arachne [54] for efficient user-level thread and core management. For example, Arachne allowed us to quickly spawn a group of threads to parallelize a task, such as local sort, and place them precisely on all available cores. In addition, MilliSort creates a new thread for each incoming RPC and leaves it to Arachne to schedule those threads on cores that are less busy.

5.3 MilliQuery

We created a special-purpose implementation of each of the three MilliQuery queries, largely based on the query plans generated by BigQuery. These queries were much easier to implement than MilliSort, particularly given the availability of the group communication library. The total implementation time was only a few days, and the three queries contain 250, 300, and 800 lines of C++ code, respectively.

The implementation of Q1 follows a simple scan-aggregate pattern: each server scans its data independently to count the views by language, then the local results are gathered back to one server, using a k-nomial tree and combining the statistics at each node. Since the number of distinct languages is only a few hundreds, all messages in the gather phase are small.

Similar to Q1, Q2 can also be implemented as local scan followed by a gather. But, the number of distinct IP addresses is quite large, so the gather phase would consume too much network bandwidth with this naive approach. Thus, before the gather phase, a shuffle is used to collect all the counts for each address in one place, using a hash partition. Then each node in the gather tree collects local results from all its children, but only needs to send the top ten IP addresses to its parent.

Q3 is considerably more complex and requires a total of three shuffles. First, two shuffles are used to materialize two intermediate tables, distributing the records for each table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time budget</th>
<th>Total records processed (# servers used)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ms</td>
<td>MilliSort: 0.84 M (120) Q1: 47.6 M (280) Q2: 6.72 M (140) Q3: 0.034 M (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>MilliSort: 26 M (280) Q1: 980 M (280) Q2: 224 M (280) Q3: 2.24 M (280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling</td>
<td>MilliSort: 31.0x (2.3x) Q1: 20.6x (1x) Q2: 33.3x (2.3x) Q3: 97.3x (4.7x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Overall performance of MilliSort and MilliQuery.

• The underlying Omni-Path PSM2 library [26] we use to send and receive packets is actually not a packet I/O driver but a reliable message-passing transport with its own congestion/flow control, which adds considerable overhead; in addition, the Omni-Path host fabric interface (HFI) does not have a lightweight mechanism for transferring small chunks of data via DMA, so we have to send/receive packet data using programmed I/O, which leads to higher CPU overhead and, even worse, cache pollution.

As a result, a single server cannot fully utilize its network bandwidth when the messages are relatively small. In our experiments, we decided to place multiple servers on each machine, each with its own dispatch thread, to increase the network utilization. This approach can scale the overall message throughput of each machine linearly, but it also incurs higher coordination overhead due to the increased number of servers. Future implementations that are based on a more efficient networking stack such as [32, 18] could eliminate the need to run multiple servers per machine.

6 Performance measurements

Our goal in evaluating MilliSort and MilliQuery was to answer the following questions:

• How much data can be processed in one millisecond (or ten milliseconds), and how many servers can be harnessed efficiently in each interval?
• How does application behavior change if the time budget is increased or decreased?
• What factors limit the applications’ performance and scalability, and what stresses do these applications create for underlying infrastructure?
• How effective is MilliSort’s new partitioning mechanism?
• How efficient is MilliSort compared to purely local sort or other distributed sorts?

We used the hardware configuration shown in Table 2 to evaluate MilliSort and MilliQuery. To better utilize the network bandwidth (discussed in Section 5.4), we ran four independent servers on each machine, two on each socket. We had access to 70 machines in the cluster, which allowed up to 280 servers; and there were no competing tasks running on the machines. All MilliSort experiments used 2-level partitioning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Xeon Gold 6148 (2 sockets × 20 cores @ 2.40GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>384 GB DDR4-2666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>100Gbps Intel Omni-Path Interconnect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The hardware configuration used for benchmarks. All machines ran CentOS 7.3.1611 (Core) with hyperthreading disabled. The network fabric used a two-level fat-tree topology to provide full bisection bandwidth at 100 Gbps per machine.
Figure 4: Scaling properties of MilliSort and MilliQuery as a function of time budget: (a) size of dataset processed (normalized to a value of 1.0 for a 1 ms time budget for each benchmark); (b) cluster size that yields the largest dataset processed (also normalized to a value of 1.0 for a 1 ms time budget).

### Table 4: Time breakdown of each MilliSort phase with two different cluster sizes, where per-node dataset sizes are fixed at 7000 records. All times are in $\mu$s and reflect the median over 200 runs. “%” is the time spent by the slowest server for that phase, as a fraction of total time. “Max/Min” is the ratio of times for the slowest and fastest servers for that phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>120 servers (0.84M records)</th>
<th>240 servers (1.68M records)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Sort</td>
<td>147.0</td>
<td>216.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partitioning</td>
<td>200.5</td>
<td>214.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot Shuffle</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>87.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuffle</td>
<td>377.3</td>
<td>405.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rearrangement</td>
<td>128.1</td>
<td>142.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>942.3</td>
<td>976.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Overall performance

We varied the amount of data per server and the size of the cluster to find the largest amount of data that can be processed by each of the applications in either 1 ms or 10 ms; Table 3 shows the results, along with the best configurations for each interval. With a 10 ms time budget all of the applications can harness all 280 available servers and they can process 2.2–224M records, depending on the application. A 1 ms time budget is more challenging for most of the applications. Only MilliQuery Q1 can use all of the servers; the other applications ranged from 60–140 servers. The amount of data processed in 1 ms varied dramatically among the applications, from a low of 34K records in MilliQuery Q3 to a high of 48M records in Q1.

6.2 Quadratic scaling

The total number of records that can be processed in an interval varies quadratically with the size of the interval. If the time budget increases by a factor of $X$, we observe that both the data handled by each server and the number of servers increase by at least $X$, for a total increase in throughput of at least $X^2$. This effect can be seen in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows that all of the benchmarks except Q1 exhibit quadratic or better scaling as the time budget increases from 1 ms to 2 ms. Q1 would scale exponentially if more servers were available, but it already used all of the available servers at 1 ms, so it can only scale linearly by increasing the amount of data per server. Figure 4(b) shows optimal cluster size as a function of time budget. All except Q1 exhibit almost linear scaling. Figure 4(c) shows the scaling of the per-server dataset size as the time budget increases. All except Q3 scale at least linearly, after a fixed initial overhead. Q3 scales per-server records slightly less than linearly.

The quadratic behavior can also be seen for Q3 in Table 3: its throughput scales by 68x as the time budget increases from 1–10 ms. Scaling for the other applications becomes limited by the available servers long before reaching the 10 ms time budget; Figure 4(b) shows that MilliSort, Q1, and Q2 have consumed almost all the available servers with a 2 ms time budget. Linear scaling of servers suggests that these applications could harness at least 1200 servers with a 10 ms budget (5x the number at 2 ms).

6.3 Scaling below 1 ms

Quadratic scaling also means that throughput drops rapidly with time budgets less than 1 ms. This is visible in Figure 4(a). With a time budget of 0.5 ms, throughput has dropped by more than 4x for all of the applications, and none of the applications has appreciable throughput for budgets less than 0.5 ms. For these applications, the lower bound on useful timescale is around 0.5–1.0 ms with our current per-message overheads.

6.4 Limiting factors for scalability

There are two primary factors that limit the ability of the applications to scale up in servers or down in time: coordination and shuffles. The costs of both activities increase with the cluster size; when the amount of data per server is zero, these are essentially the basic costs of harnessing servers. Table 4 illustrates the effect of these two factors by showing the cost of each MilliSort phase for two different cluster sizes with the records per server held constant. In the 120-server configuration, partitioning and shuffles take 63% of the total running time. If the cluster size is doubled, the time taken by these two activities is also doubled (1218 $\mu$s vs. 617 $\mu$s), even though each server still processes roughly the same amount of data. The fraction of total running time consumed by coordination and shuffles increases from 63% to 77%. At the same time, the combined cost of other phases remains almost constant in both configurations. In general, when the time budget is held constant, larger clusters result in larger basic costs, so less time is left for actual work such
as local computation and data transfer. As a result, this limits our ability to harness more servers within the time budget or perform meaningful flash bursts in smaller timescales.

Figure 5 and 7 provide more details of the two limiting factors for MilliSort and MilliQuery by showing how the total processing time changes with the cluster size and amount of data per server. In most graphs of Figure 5 and 7, the lines for different cluster sizes are roughly parallel, indicating that the marginal cost of handling additional data is about the same for all sizes (the marginal cost starts higher when the amount of data per server is smaller, but plateaus out quickly once the benefit of batching diminishes). However, larger cluster sizes have larger fixed overheads (y-intercepts of the lines), which consist of the partitioning cost plus the per-message costs of the shuffles (a shuffle must send one message to each peer, even if it only contains a single record). These figures also show the diminishing returns at timescales less than 1 ms: even as the number of records per server approaches zero, running times remain 0.3–1.2 ms and 0.15–0.84 ms for MilliSort and MilliQuery Q2 respectively, depending on cluster size.

MilliQuery Q3 differs from the other applications in that its total processing time increases more than linearly with the input records per server, and the rate of increase is higher for larger clusters (the gaps between the lines in the right graphs of Figure 7 become wider for larger numbers of input records). This is because Q3 uses join operations where the number of output records tends to increase quadratically with the number of input records, so the number of input records doesn’t reflect the actual number of records each server has to process.

Different applications have very different fixed overheads of harnessing servers. Q1 has the smallest fixed overheads and they are about the same for all cluster sizes. This is because Q1 requires very little coordination and doesn’t use shuffle; the only communication primitives used by Q1 are broadcast and gather, whose overheads increase only in log scale with the cluster size. MilliSort and Q2 are very similar: their fixed overheads increase almost linearly with the cluster size since both applications require a big shuffle at the end. However,
for the same cluster size, the fixed overhead of MilliSort is higher due to the additional partitioning cost (with 2-level partitioning, this cost also increases almost linearly with the cluster size; this will be discussed in Section 6.6). For the same reason, the lines of Q2 in the graphs are closer than the lines of MilliSort. Finally, the fixed overheads of Q3 are about 3x higher than Q2 for all cluster sizes (unfortunately, it’s hard to see in the graphs), as Q3 requires a total of three shuffles.

Figure 5 and 7 also show that efficiency improves with increasing records per server. For MilliSort, once the number of records per server reaches about 25000, the coordination costs become small compared to other factors and the shuffle efficiency improves, so there is little difference in overhead between different cluster sizes (the 40-server cluster remains significantly more efficient than the other cluster sizes because it avoids contention in the network core; this will be discussed in Section 6.5). The closeness of the lines in these 10 ms graphs indicates that all applications except Q3 could easily harness many more than 280 servers efficiently with a 10 ms time budget.

The next subsections discuss shuffle and partitioning costs in more detail.

6.5 Shuffle efficiency

Shuffles present the most significant challenge to scalability in our experiments, especially at 1 ms time scales. This is reflected in Table 3: Q1, which has no shuffles, can harness far more servers and process far more data than the other benchmarks, while Q3, which has three shuffles, is the least scalable. MilliSort and Q2, which each use one shuffle, fall in between. In Table 4, when the number of servers doubles while fixing the number of records per server, 85% of the time increase comes from additional shuffle costs; shuffle costs affect not only the main shuffle phase, but also the partitioning phase.

To get a better understanding of shuffle costs, we ran a stand-alone shuffle benchmark in which each of a group of servers sends a fixed-size message to each other server. Figure 8 graphs shuffle performance in terms of throughput per server. We ran four servers per machine, so the ideal throughput per server would be 25 Gbps.

We observed two different potential reasons that contribute to the higher shuffle time with more servers. First, as the message size decreases, efficiency drops because of per-message overheads. With 120 servers and 0.96M total records, the average message size for shuffle is about 6.7KB, which still provides a good throughput. However, with 240 servers and 1.92M total records, the average shuffle message size drops to about 3.3KB, resulting in less than 10 Gbps throughput per server. This also justifies the quadratic scaling property discussed in Section 6.2; when the number of servers and number of records per server are scaled simultaneously, we have a better chance of maintaining shuffle efficiency since the average message size for shuffle is fixed.

Second, even with large messages, throughput per server drops as the cluster size increases. It drops from 22 Gbps per server (with 40 servers) to less than 15 Gbps per server with 240 or more servers. This is because the cluster network uses flow-consistent load balancing, rather than packet-level load balancing. With large numbers of active transmissions, paths conflict in their link usage, resulting in congestion on those links and under-usage of other links. As the cluster size increases, shuffles consume a larger fraction of the core bandwidth, which makes congestion more likely, and our high-entropy approach to shuffles cannot completely compensate. As a result, shuffles cannot harness the full bi-section bandwidth offered by the network. We speculate that more granular in-network load-balancing techniques such as [47, 64] may help remove this bottleneck in the future.

6.6 Partitioning cost

Figure 6 shows the results of a stand-alone experiment that measures partitioning time as a function of the number of servers. The multi-level partitioning algorithm we developed for MilliSort provides a significant performance benefit: by the time the number of servers reaches 200, the 2-level approach is more than 5x as fast as the 1-level approach. As the number of servers increases, the partitioning time increases super-linearly for both 1-level and 2-level partitioning schemes. However, for 2-level partitioning, the increase in time is almost linear up to 280 servers (each additional server adds about 2 µs in our current implementation). A 1-level approach is too slow to harness 100 or more servers in a 1 ms budget, but a 2-level approach can easily coordinate 120 servers within 1 ms and 280 servers within 10 ms. In the best configurations for 1 ms and 10 ms time budgets, the partitioning cost only accounts for about 20% and 5% of the total time, respectively. Unfortunately, even with 2-level partitioning, the coordination cost for 280 servers is already more than half a millisecond; this prevents us from harnessing hundreds of servers in 1 ms for MilliSort. We didn’t implement 3-level partitioning and beyond, but we expect that increasing the number of levels will further reduce the coordination cost for large clusters.

6.7 MilliSort efficiency

It might seem that flash bursts must sacrifice throughput (or efficiency) in order to operate at millisecond timescales.
Table 5: MilliSort efficiency of the best configurations for 1 ms and 10 ms time budgets, compared to local sort and ideal distributed sort. Throughput numbers are in “records/ms/server”. Efficiency is the relative throughput compared to local sort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Throughput (efficiency)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120 servers (20.4M records)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MilliSort</td>
<td>7172 (19.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal Distr. Sort</td>
<td>11272 (30.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Sort</td>
<td>36656 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Per-core throughput comparison of MilliSort, Tencent Sort [28], and CloudRAMSort [34]. “SMT” (i.e., simultaneous multithreading) is the number of hardware threads per core. “BW/core” is the average network bandwidth per core, in Gbps. “Throughput” numbers are in “records/ms/core”. MilliSort’s per-core throughput is computed from the 10 ms configuration in Table 5, while Tencent Sort and CloudRAMSort’s numbers are computed from their published results [28, 34]. Tencent Sort’s reported throughput is for sorting from disk to disk; we estimate that less than half of the time is spent on disk I/O, so we double its reported throughput for a fair comparison.

However, our results suggest that this need not be true. Table 5 shows the overall efficiency of MilliSort compared to purely local sort and ideal distributed sort. The ideal distributed sort represents an imaginary situation where the partitioning cost is zero and data are shuffled at full network bandwidth; this provides an upper bound on the throughput of any distributed sort. Despite operating at a 1 ms timescale, MilliSort is relatively efficient (e.g., the maximum possible throughput for distributed sorts is only about 50% higher); MilliSort is even more efficient at a 10 ms timescale.

MilliSort’s throughput is also on par with state-of-the-art sorting systems [34, 28] that have much longer running times. Table 6 summarizes the hardware differences and presents the throughput numbers in “records/ms/core” for comparison. In particular, Tencent Sort [28] is the current record holder for the GraySort benchmark [61], and its total running time is about 100 seconds. MilliSort’s throughput per core at 10 ms is only 33% lower than Tencent Sort, even though Tencent Sort’s POWER8 cores have 8x the hardware threads and 1.6x the average network bandwidth of MilliSort cores.

Table 5 also provides insight into why distributing data at very fine granularity makes sense. Network communication is the largest source of overhead for distributed computation (the throughput of local sort is 3-5x higher than MilliSort in Table 5). However, most of this cost is paid immediately when scaling beyond a single machine. For example, performing a distributed sort with just two machines requires half of the data to be sent over the network. There is not much additional loss in efficiency when scaling out further. This suggests that if you can afford to distribute at all, you can afford to distribute a lot.

7 Observations
This section summarizes the key observations that emerged from our MilliSort and MilliQuery experiments:

**Granular data distribution.** Distributing data in fine granularity allows one to harness more CPU cores and aggregated network bandwidth for faster computation and communication. Our experiment also confirms that, at least for some dwarfs, it is possible to scale out quite efficiently even at millisecond timescale. Thus, we predict that future distributed data-parallel systems will need to be optimized for large scale-out architectures with smaller data per server. This will likely present interesting challenges to the design of future systems since they will be required to scale down gracefully (i.e., operate efficiently even on smaller data).

**Efficient group communication is essential.** Even simple dwarfs have complex communication patterns internally; all of the benchmarks except MilliQuery Q1 depend heavily on group communication. Even when carefully optimized, they account for 50%-60%, 35%-40%, and 50%-65% of the overall running time in the best configurations of MilliSort, MilliQuery Q2, and MilliQuery Q3, respectively.

**Per-message overhead is critical.** Network bandwidth and latency are well known to be important for the performance of large-scale systems, and they remain important for flash bursts. Flash bursts differ from traditional large-scale systems in that per-message costs are at least as important as the traditional metrics. This is because group communication primitives tend to generate many small messages when operating at small time scales with large cluster sizes.

**Coordination must be structured hierarchically.** It is well known in the HPC community that communication must be structured hierarchically to handle large cluster sizes. Thus, group communication primitives are commonly implemented in a tree or hypercube topology [62], so that each machine only communicates with a small number of its peers. This helps to mitigate per-message overheads and harness more aggregated network bandwidth. This principle also applies to coordination. As an example, MilliSort’s partition phase is structured as a hierarchical series of distributed sorts, so that the computation doesn’t become a central bottleneck.

**Low-latency shuffle is challenging.** Of all the group communication primitives, shuffle is the most challenging in flash bursts. There are several reasons for this. First, per-message overheads become critical since shuffles require each server to send many small messages. Unlike other primitives, a hierarchical approach to shuffles generally isn’t practical because it doubles the network bandwidth utilization. Second, shuffles need to use the full network bandwidth of each server for best performance, but many networks do not provide full bisection bandwidth, especially at large scale. Even where full bisection bandwidth is available, transient congestion can occur due to imperfect bipartite matching, either in the network itself (because of routing) or in the application.
Finally, hash partitioning often results in non-trivial data imbalance (e.g., in MilliQuery Q2, the most unlucky server typically has to process 1.5x much data as the average).

**Quadratic scaling.** As the time budget increases, the number of machines that can be harnessed effectively increases at least linearly. The amount of data each server can process also grows at least linearly with the time budget, so the overall dataset size grows at least quadratically with time budget. For some workloads, such as MilliQuery Q1, where the only coordination overhead is a final aggregation, the number of machines can grow exponentially with the time budget, so the dataset size grows faster than quadratically. The flip side of this is that reducing the time budget results in superlinear reductions in the number of servers and overall dataset size, which creates a lower limit on the timescale at which the system can operate efficiently. In our experiments, 1 ms appears to be tractable for all of the workloads except MilliQuery Q3. Future systems that are built on top of better networking infrastructure will likely enable these workloads to run efficiently at an even smaller timescale.

**Ultimate limits of strong scaling.** If we increase the number of machines while fixing the dataset size, efficiency inevitably decreases; this eventually prevents us from harnessing more machines to speed up the job. While it is well known that the theoretical speedup of a parallel program is ultimately limited by its serial portion (Amdahl’s Law), this is not the limiting factor in our experiments. Instead, two other factors result in the drop in efficiency. First and foremost, coordination cost rises. This is mostly due to per-message overheads (e.g., manifested as higher shuffle costs). Coordination algorithms also take longer to run (e.g., MilliSort’s partitioning time increases linearly with the number of servers, even with the recursive scheme). Second, straggler effects are more significant when there are more servers and less data per server (e.g., even in MilliQuery Q1, the overall efficiency drops about 50% when scaling from 40 servers to 280 servers).

8 **Applicability of results**

We conducted our experiments with limitations and assumptions that may not apply to today’s computing systems. In this section we discuss some of these factors and argue that our results will be relevant for future systems.

**Is 1–10 ms the right target?** 1–10 ms is not the timescale at which most people think of large-scale distributed computation today. For example, response times for users of a few hundred milliseconds are considered adequate, and it can take 100 ms just to communicate between browser and datacenter. However, applications such as AR/VR require response times of 10 ms or better, and new edge computing offerings such as AWS Local Zones and WaveLength [6] can already provide single-digit millisecond latency between the end-user and an edge cloud. Furthermore, there are increasing numbers of applications that make real-time decisions without humans in the loop. Examples include controllers for autonomous vehicles [42] and IoT devices [24], which make decisions on the order of 10 ms, and financial applications [22, 51], for which there appears to be no lower bound on desirable latency. Flash bursts can enable these applications to run data-intensive algorithms at millisecond timescale.

**Idealized experiment setup.** Our experiments are conducted on a bare-metal HPC cluster with no interference from competing workloads. A dedicated cluster is not economically feasible in practice; however, we believe that recent work on colocating latency-critical and batch jobs [48, 18] can be applied to achieve high CPU efficiency without hurting the performance of flash bursts. In addition, we assume input data are resident in memory when the experiments start. This may not be a realistic assumption today, where data is stored on flash or disk. However, future datacenter systems are likely to store data in nonvolatile memories (NVMs) with access times not far above today’s DRAM [27]. Ideally, future applications will run directly on NVM-based storage servers; in the worst case an initial shuffle step will be needed to extract data from the storage servers to computational nodes.

**Missing pieces.** Given the tight time budget, a flash burst requires every component involved in its lifetime to support low latency. There are several elements that our work did not address, such as application loading, but there are many other projects attacking these pieces, such as storage systems [49, 12, 41, 36, 25], cluster schedulers [31], networking infrastructure [46, 32, 43, 37, 14], fast threading and dispatching [8, 52, 30, 48, 54], and lightweight virtualization [1]. Many interesting problems have yet to be solved [39] in order to create a unified flash burst infrastructure.

9 **Related work**

There are several efforts underway to support shorter task durations in a cloud setting. For example, major serverless platforms [5, 45, 20] can support tasks, also called serverless functions, as small as 100 ms. Although serverless functions were initially intended for simple microservices, many projects have successfully used them to parallelize jobs over thousands of cores in the cloud. To overcome the relatively high overheads of the serverless platform, these projects typically targeted compute-intensive workloads and large time budgets such as 1 min. ExCamera [17] harnessed 3600 cores for 2 mins for video encoding; gg [16] harnessed 384 cores for 1.5 mins for software compilation; PyWren [29] sorted 1TB of data in 204 seconds with 1000 workers; Sprocket [3] harnessed 1000 cores for less than 1 min for video processing. Finally, these projects have mainly focused on exploiting large parallelisms in applications and reducing monetary cost, as opposed to revealing or addressing the new problems that emerged by coordinating many nodes at small timescales.

In addition to serverless computing, HPC is another area that greatly inspires the development of flash bursts. Scalability is of utmost importance to HPC applications, and
highly-optimized HPC applications can scale beyond ten thousand compute nodes in a supercomputer. Furthermore, unlike many data analytic workloads, traditional HPC workloads such as scientific simulation typically require frequent communication between compute nodes (e.g., at the end of each simulation timestep). Flash bursts share the goal of running communication-intensive workloads in a scalable way, and we borrow techniques that are well explored in the HPC community (e.g., efficient group communication primitives) to achieve this goal. However, flash bursts differ from HPC in two important aspects. First, HPC workloads usually run for much longer time (hours or more), so they don’t expose the interesting problems of operating at millisecond timescales. Second, HPC workloads usually run in a cleaner environment which has less interference from other jobs, so system-level challenges such as performance isolation and resource utilization are less of a concern to HPC.

Shuffle is known to be one of the most expensive operations in distributed data analytics. Many projects have focused on optimizing its performance. Riffle [68] and Magnet [57] are two recent shuffle services designed to optimize disk-to-disk shuffle performance in Spark. Locus [53] implemented shuffle in a serverless setting by mixing different cloud storage services to balance shuffle performance and storage cost. Dataflow Shuffle [9] is an in-memory shuffle tier used by Google BigQuery. These systems focused on shuffling large data and did not address the challenges in low-latency shuffle.

Distributed sorting has been studied extensively for many decades, with a variety of well-established benchmarks [61]. Most prior work has focused on sorting on-disk data at large scale (e.g., TritonSort [55]). One exception is CloudRAMSort [34], which is designed to sort in-memory data to speed up database operations. It can sort 1 TB data in 4.6 seconds using 256 servers. As a comparison, the per-core throughput of MilliSort at 10 ms is almost 2x higher than CloudRAMSort despite operating at 1000x smaller timescales.

Another approach to speed up data-intensive computation is to exploit shared-memory parallelism on more powerful servers (i.e., scale-up). The major benefit of scale-up systems is efficiency because they can avoid the expensive network communication and overhead induced by fault tolerance. As shown in [13, 59], scale-up systems can be orders of magnitude faster than traditional systems like Spark [67]. However, there is a practical limit on the number of CPU cores available on a single server (a few hundred). Also, scale-up systems are much less flexible when the application requires fast data movement: if the input data need to be loaded over the network, the bandwidth of a single server will become a significant bottleneck. As a result, we expect both scale-up systems and flash burst to be valuable depending on the application.

10 Conclusion

MilliSort and MilliQuery demonstrate that several core patterns in data analytics can run efficiently at millisecond timescales. With a budget of 1 ms, most of the patterns can harness at least 100 servers; with a budget of 10 ms, our results suggest that most of the patterns can harness at least 1000 servers. Furthermore, our results indicate that there is only a small efficiency penalty for running at millisecond timescales. We identified two related problems that currently limit scalability: per-message costs and shuffle overheads. If future systems can improve on our implementation in these areas, it should be possible to execute large-scale computations even more efficiently, and at timescales even less than one millisecond. We do not yet know whether applications can take advantage of these small timescales, but we hope our results will encourage application developers to explore the potential benefits of running large-scale computations at millisecond granularity.
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Figure 9: A comparison of the splitter selection algorithms on an example scenario. The keys of each server’s data are uniformly distributed in a range indicated by a horizontal line, where dots are pivots (starting and ending pivots are not considered by the original algorithm). The splitters selected by the original algorithm are indicated with solid blue vertical lines. The splitters selected by the weighted algorithm are indicated with dashed vertical lines. The numbers on pivots are the cumulative pivot weights used by the weighted algorithm. The numbers on arrows above and below the diagram indicate the relative sizes of the buckets for the original and weighted algorithms, respectively.

A Appendix

A.1 Improved splitter selection

The splitter selection algorithm described in Section 4.2 tends to produce unbalanced partitions where the first server contains considerably more records than the last server. This imbalance can be explained by considering the groups of keys delimited by the pivots from each server; all of the groups contain about the same number of records. If we choose the $M$th smallest pivot as the first splitter (assuming $s = 1$), then the first server will contain $M$ full groups of records. In addition, it will contain some records from up to $M - 1$ additional groups, whose contents are divided between the first two servers (see Figure 9). Thus, the first server is likely to contain about $1.5M$ groups worth of records. In contrast, the last server will contain records from at most $M$ groups, of which all but one are partial (some of their records have keys smaller than the last splitter). Thus, the last server will probably hold only about $0.5M$ groups of data.

To mitigate the data imbalance, we developed a new weighted approach to selecting splitters. The original approach behaved as if all of the keys in each group had the same value as the pivot at the end of the group. The new approach changes the weighting, so that half of the keys in each group are attributed to the beginning of the group and half to the end. Specifically, in the new approach, each server also includes its smallest and largest keys as pivots, and each pivot is annotated with a weight. The first and last pivots have a weight of 1.0 (half of the preceding group and half of the following group). The annotated pivots from all servers are collected and sorted as usual. Then the pivots are scanned from smallest to largest, adding up the pivot weights; when a given pivot is reached, the cumulative weight is an estimate of how many groups worth of data have keys less than or equal to the pivot. The $i$th splitter will be the first pivot encountered where the cumulative weight is at least $i \times sM$.

We evaluated the improved mechanism for splitter selection by running stand-alone simulations with keys drawn from random distributions. Table 7 shows that the improved mechanism ensures that the largest partition is within 10% of the ideal size. Without the improvement, the largest partition will be 30-50% larger than ideal if the number of pivots per server equals the number of servers. Said another way, using the new splitter selection mechanism provides a greater benefit than increasing the pivots per server by 5x.

Table 7: Excess records in the largest partition, relative to the average partition size, when using the improved splitter selection algorithm, vs. the naive algorithm. Input keys were drawn from two random distributions, and rows correspond to different numbers of pivots per server. “P50” and “P90” represent the median and 90th percentile over 1000 runs, respectively.
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Abstract

This paper re-evaluates the performance of the EPaxos consensus protocol for geo-replication and proposes an enhancement that uses synchronized clocks to reduce operation latency. The benchmarking approach used for the original EPaxos evaluation does not trigger or measure the full impact of conflict behavior on system performance. Our re-evaluation confirms the original claim that EPaxos provides optimal median commit latency in a WAN, but it shows much worse tail latency than previously reported (more than 4x worse than Multi-Paxos). Furthermore, performance is highly sensitive to application workloads, particularly at the tail.

In addition, we show how synchronized clocks can be used to reduce conflicts in geo-replication. By imposing intentional delays on message processing, we can achieve roughly in-order deliveries to multiple replicas. When applied to EPaxos, this technique reduced conflicts by at least 50% without introducing additional overhead, decreasing mean latency by up to 7.5%.

1 Introduction

Consensus-based replication protocols such as Raft [23] and Multi-Paxos [15] play an important role in large-scale datacenter applications. These protocols have traditionally required two round-trip times (RTTs) between machines in order to ensure durability and consistency before returning results to clients. The latency impact of these RTTs is particularly severe in geo-replicated applications, which have replicas in geographically distributed datacenters with inter-datacenter RTTs of 100ms or more.

In recent years there have been numerous proposals for new consensus protocols built around a fast path that can complete many operations with a single RTT [16, 21, 24, 30]. Operations that meet certain conditions, such as being commutative with other pending operations, can proceed along the fast path, while operations not meeting the conditions require at least two RTTs.

Unfortunately, most of these proposals, particularly those that exploit commutativity, work best within a datacenter, where RTTs are low [16, 24, 30]. High network delays in a wide-area network (WAN) make it more difficult to exploit commutativity because they increase the window of time during which operations can conflict. As conflicts increase, fewer operations can complete in 1 RTT, which reduces the latency benefit of the protocol.

Egalitarian Paxos (EPaxos) [21] is a commutativity-based consensus protocol that claims to have low latency in a WAN. As with other fast-path protocols, the performance of EPaxos is heavily dependent on workload, as the workload determines the proportion of operations that are able to benefit from the fast path. The original EPaxos evaluation included multiple scenarios for command interference, which plausibly measured best and worse case performance.

However, while replicating the EPaxos paper results, we discovered that the original benchmarking methodology did not trigger, and the metrics chosen did not capture, the full impact of conflicts on EPaxos performance. We reproduced the original EPaxos results, then broadened the evaluation to cover a wider range of potential conflict behavior. We also collected different metrics, which we believe more holistically reflect protocol performance.

Our re-evaluation draws different conclusions about EPaxos than the original evaluation. The original evaluation concluded that EPaxos has optimal commit latency in a WAN, where “optimal” is defined as 1 RTT to a simple majority of replicas. We agree that many operations can achieve this optimal latency, but we show that the percentage of operations completing in 1 RTT varies greatly depending on the workload. In one of our experiments, this percentage was as low as 65%. We also demonstrate that the latency increase for conflicting operations is substantial; even with a safe upper bound on execution latency many conflicting operations experience latency that is more than 4x worse than that of Multi-Paxos.

In the process of evaluating EPaxos more deeply, we discovered two opportunities for improving EPaxos’ performance. When EPaxos runs on highly skewed workloads, dependency chains can grow without bound, resulting in tail latencies above 5 seconds or even livelock. We found a simple modification to EPaxos that prevents unbounded dependency growth and ensures a tight upper bound on latency. Second, we improved EPaxos performance using synchronized clocks. We noticed that conflicts occur primarily because different replicas process operations at different times. We modified EPaxos to use synchronized clocks to ensure that all quorum replicas process a given operation at the same time. This reduces conflict rates by at least 50% without introducing any additional latency.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We show how the original EPaxos evaluation does not fully capture the impact of conflicts on system performance. The EPaxos benchmarking framework has been used by subsequent papers such as Bipartisan Paxos [30], so we think it is important to publicize these limitations to prevent them from propagating further.

- We re-evaluate EPaxos with an improved benchmarking framework that captures a wider range of possible conflict behaviors. Our evaluation shows that the benefits of EPaxos are narrower and the bad behaviors significantly worse than previously reported. It is not safe to conclude that EPaxos will improve performance for a given applica-
tion without knowing details of the application’s behavior and whether tail latency matters.

- We show how synchronized clocks can be used to reduce EPaxos conflict rate and increase its feasibility for a wider range of workloads.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the EPaxos protocol. Section 3 describes how we were able to provide an upper bound on EPaxos execution latency. Section 4 describes how we improved EPaxos by taking advantage of synchronized clocks. Section 5 details the differences between our EPaxos evaluation methodology and the original. Section 6 evaluates EPaxos and our improvements. Section 7 discusses related work, and Section 8 concludes.

2 Egalitarian Paxos Overview

EPaxos claims three benefits: low latency for geo-replication, high throughput, and graceful performance degradation in the face of failures. In this paper we focus on the latency benefit: EPaxos can complete most operations in a single wide-area RTT. Consensus protocols typically require two RTTs to complete an operation: one for the client to communicate with one of the replicas, and another to communicate information among the replicas. Most consensus protocols, such as Paxos [15] and Raft [23], have a single leader through which all operations must pass, so for most clients both of the RTTs for an operation will require wide-area communication. In contrast, EPaxos uses a leaderless approach, so clients can communicate with the nearest replica, typically in the same data center. As a result, only the second RTT requires wide-area communication. The cost of the RTT from the client to the local replica is negligible in terms of overall operation latency.

The challenge for leaderless protocols such as EPaxos is to establish a consistent ordering between operations submitted to different replicas. When interfering operations (those that are not commutative) arrive concurrently at different replicas, the replicas must somehow agree on an ordering, so that all replicas execute the operations in the same order. In the worst case, reaching agreement will require at least two WAN RTTs among the replicas. However, in many cases a single WAN RTT provides enough information to allow safe execution. For example, one RTT is sufficient to determine whether concurrent operations are commutative; if they are, then the order of execution does not matter. The performance benefit of leaderless approaches depends on how many operations can take the one-RTT fast path as opposed to the two-RTT slow path.

EPaxos uses dependencies to implement its fast path. When an originating replica receives an operation from a client, it issues a WAN RTT to collect dependency information from other replicas. The dependencies describe operations that interfere with the new one. If a quorum of replicas returns the same dependencies, then the operation will take the fast path: the originator will be able to analyze the dependencies, determine the ordering, and execute the operation without initiating any more RPCs (in the absence of crashes). If different replicas return different dependencies, then a second WAN RTT is required to propagate the union of the dependencies to the quorum. After the second RTT, the quorum is now in agreement, so the operation is durable.

In EPaxos, durability is defined in terms of dependencies: once a quorum of nodes has persisted an operation and its dependencies, the operation is guaranteed to execute eventually, even in the face of crashes. EPaxos uses the term committed to refer to an operation that is durable in this way. At the time an EPaxos operation commits, it has not been executed and its execution order may not even be known. Nonetheless, enough information has been persisted so that the operation can eventually be ordered and executed.

In the remainder of this section we will separately describe the EPaxos commit and execution protocols.

2.1 Commit Protocol

When a replica receives an operation from a client, it assigns that operation to an instance. Instances typically contain a single operation, but a replica may choose to batch multiple operations into a single instance. When batching occurs, the dependencies for the instance include all the dependencies for its constituent operations.

Each instance is assigned a globally unique instance number consisting of a unique identifier for the originating replica and a sequence number within that replica. Instance numbers provide an ordering among all the instances from a given originator.

In addition to assigning an instance number to each instance, the originating replica also proposes a dependency set and sequence number for the instance. The dependency set consists of the highest conflicting instance number from each replica (in addition, all preceding instances for the replica are also treated as dependencies). The initial sequence number is chosen as one greater than the largest sequence number in the dependency set. As will be seen below, the sequence number is used to order operations that are mutually dependent. The originating replica derives the dependency set and sequence number for a new instance from all other instances it has knowledge of. The durable storage for each object in the system must include the highest instance number (and sequence number) for each replica that has modified the object.

The first WAN RTT for an instance, called the PreAccept phase, begins with these suggestions from the originator. The originator sends the instance, along with its dependencies and sequence number, to a quorum of other replicas. Each replica confers with its state to provide its own suggestion for dependency set and sequence number for the instance, based on all of the instances it knows about. If the peer disagrees on the dependency set or sequence number for the instance, it will merge its determinations with those of the originator. The peer will reply with a dependency set that is the union of the one it received and the one it determined from its state, and a sequence number that is the maximum of the two. The peer persists this information locally and will consider it when
If the originator receives identical responses from a quorum of peers, it can commit on the fast path. When this happens, it considers the instance committed; it sends Commit messages asynchronously to all other replicas and proceeds to the execution phase discussed in Section 2.2 below. For example, in Figure 1, a quorum of replicas A, B, and C agree on the sequence number and dependencies for instance A.0, so A.0 can commit on the fast path.

If the originator receives conflicting responses, it must issue a second round of RPCs for the instance, called the Accept phase. In the Accept phase, the originator merges the sequence numbers and dependency sets from the fast-path quorum’s PreAccept replies and sends those to other peers. Because sequence numbers and dependency sets are strictly increasing, the Accept phase will always succeed; each of the recipients of an Accept request has already reserved a lower sequence number and smaller dependency set for the instance, corresponding to an earlier execution order, so it can surely accept higher ones, corresponding to a later execution order. In Figure 1, the PreAccept replies from C and D for E.0 differ, so E merges the responses and commits E.0 after the dependencies and sequence numbers have been replicated to the quorum.

An instance can still commit on the fast path if its originator disagrees with the PreAccept replies, so long as the replies agree with one another. Because sequence numbers and dependencies can only increase, the originator can increase its values for those properties to match the responses, achieving quorum agreement without further communication with other replicas. In Figure 1, instance A.1 can commit on the fast path because B and C agree on its sequence number and dependencies. Although A did not initially agree with B and C, A increases its sequence number and dependencies to those agreed on by B and C in order to commit on the fast path.

EPaxos’ fast-path quorum size is optimal for common 3- and 5-node cluster sizes. The EPaxos fast-path quorum size is $F + \lceil \frac{F+1}{2} \rceil$ replicas, where $F$ is the number of tolerated failures and there are $N = 2F + 1$ total replicas. For common 3 and 5 node cluster sizes, EPaxos’ fast-path quorum is a simple majority. This is an improvement over the fast-path quorum of prior fast-path consensus protocols, such as Generalized Paxos [16], which has a fast-path quorum size that is always one node larger than that of EPaxos. The EPaxos slow-path quorum size is always a simple majority. EPaxos’ quorum sizes are made possible by its crash recovery mechanism. The EPaxos crash recovery protocol is not relevant to the performance-oriented discussions in this paper, and is detailed in the EPaxos paper.

### 2.2 Execution Protocol

An instance’s execution order is determined by creating and traversing a graph of its dependencies. This implies that an instance

Figure 1: EPaxos commit protocol examples. A, B, C, D, and E are replicas in a key-value store. PreAccept boxes contain the instance number, operation, sequence number, and dependency set for the instance. Subsequent inter-replica messages contain only the sequence number and dependencies. For simplicity, we only show PreAccept and Accept messages to the necessary quorum, and commit messages are indicated by dotted arrows. This figure is adapted from the EPaxos SOSP presentation [18].

Figure 2: EPaxos execution algorithm example. Each node represents an instance, annotated with its instance number, sequence number, and dependency set. There are directed edges from each node to its dependencies. The nodes are colored by strongly connected component. Traversing the graph yields the execution order A.0, B.0, C.0, A.1.
An instance’s transitive dependency set can continually grow if new interfering instances are originated before all replicas become aware of prior instances. If this happens, the instance will wait on more and more recently added transitive dependencies to commit, and will be unable to execute.

Figure 3: Example of EPaxos infinite dependency chains. Replicas A and B originate instances on the same hot key. In this example, there are three replicas in the system, but A and B are closer together and use each other as their quorum. The arrows indicate PreAccept messages and their timing. Each box contains the instance number, final sequence number, and final dependency set for the instance.

Once an instance’s dependency graph is final, it can be traversed to determine execution order. First, the graph is separated into strongly connected components – groups of nodes within which there is a path from each node to every other node. The strongly connected components are executed in reverse topological order. Within a component, instances are executed in order of increasing sequence number, with ties broken in a deterministic manner (e.g. by replica id). Figure 2 provides an example of the execution algorithm. In the example, A.0 forms its own strongly connected component, since it does not have any dependencies. Instances A.1, B.0, and C.0 form another strongly connected component. By reverse topological order, the strongly connected component containing A.0 will be executed first. Within the remaining strongly connected component, the nodes are executed in order of increasing sequence number, breaking the tie between B.0 and C.0 by replica id.

3 Bounding Dependency Chains

Execution latency is unbounded in the original EPaxos protocol because dependencies may chain recursively and an instance cannot execute until all of its transitive dependencies have committed. The EPaxos paper discussed this problem, but the problem did not occur with the workloads used for the original evaluation.

Figure 4: EPaxos PreAccept phase example, with and without TOQ. Replicas A and E originate interfering instances A.0 and E.0 concurrently. Without TOQ, the responses from B and C differ for A.0. With TOQ, replica C delays processing the PreAccept for A.0 until the time that C processes it, avoiding conflict.

We are able to bound execution latency by pruning those transitive dependencies that will necessarily be executed after the current instance. Given two instances A and B, the EPaxos execution algorithm states that if B has a higher sequence number than A, then B is serialized after A. The proof of Theorem 5 in the EPaxos proof of correctness [19] proves that, given this serialization, B will necessarily execute after A. Therefore, B can be pruned from A’s execution graph. Any new interfering transitive dependency C of B will also necessarily execute after A, because C has a higher sequence number than A and has A in its dependency set, so it can be pruned as well. For example, in Figure 3, B.0 has a higher sequence number than A.0 and has A.0 as a dependency, so B.0 is delayed until A.0 has committed. The delay pattern could continue infinitely, causing execution livelock in the worst case. In practice, this problem causes high execution latency for skewed workloads, as demonstrated in Section 6.4.

We are able to bound execution latency by pruning those transitive dependencies that will necessarily be executed after the current instance. Given two instances A and B, the EPaxos execution algorithm states that if B has a higher sequence number than A, then B is serialized after A. The proof of Theorem 5 in the EPaxos proof of correctness [19] proves that, given this serialization, B will necessarily execute after A. Therefore, B can be pruned from A’s execution graph. Any new interfering transitive dependency C of B will also necessarily execute after A, because C has a higher sequence number than A and has A in its dependency set, so it can be pruned as well. For example, in Figure 3, B.0 has a higher sequence number than A.0 and has A.0 as a dependency, so B.0 is delayed until A.0 has committed. The delay pattern could continue infinitely, causing execution livelock in the worst case. In practice, this problem causes high execution latency for skewed workloads, as demonstrated in Section 6.4.

An instance’s transitive dependency set can continually grow if new interfering instances are originated before all replicas become aware of prior instances. If this happens, the instance's dependency set can continually grow if new interfering instances are originated before all replicas become aware of prior instances. If this happens, the instance will wait on more and more recently added transitive dependencies to commit, and will be unable to execute.

4 Using Synchronized Clocks to Reduce Conflict Rate

In this section we present a novel approach that reduces conflicts in EPaxos by taking advantage of synchronized clocks. We call this approach Timestamp-Ordered Queueing, or TOQ.
The benefits of EPaxos, and any commutativity-exploiting consensus protocol, depend on minimizing interference between non-commutative operations. By synchronizing the physical clocks of all replicas in the cluster, we are able to order instances so that all replicas process them in the same order, which can eliminate interference even for non-commutative operations. Our approach to ordering is an enhancement; out of order messages or poorly synchronized clocks may result in less conflict mitigation, but do not hinder correctness. We implemented our approach on EPaxos, but we believe it can be generally applied to any fast-path consensus protocol. (We leave this for future work.)

Conflicts occur when replicas learn about instances in different orders. In EPaxos, replicas first learn about an instance they did not originate through its PreAccept message. When the order in which a fast-path quorum processes interfering PreAccept messages differs, the quorum disagrees on the dependency information for those instances, causing them to take the slow path. Figure 4a illustrates an example of this. In the figure, replica A sends a PreAccept message for A.0 at the same time as replica E sends a PreAccept message for E.0. In the example, the fast-path quorum for instances originated from A consists of B and C. Replica B processes the PreAccept messages in the order (A.0, E.0), while replica C processes them in the order (E.0, A.0). Because of this difference in ordering, B and C respond to A’s PreAccept with different sequence numbers and dependency sets, causing A.0 to take the slow path.

In the original EPaxos protocol, the order in which a replica learns about instances is determined by the one-way delay between the replica and the originators of the instances. In Figure 4a, the delay between A and B is shorter than that between E and B, and the delay between E and C is shorter than that between A and C. The difference in the one-way delays from the originator to each replica in the fast-path quorum determines whether an instance is ordered before or after instances that interfere with it. By the time a PreAccept message is processed by the furthest replica from its originator, the responses from the closer replicas are stale.

To reduce conflict rate, closer replicas can delay the time at which they process a PreAccept message until the time at which the furthest replica would process it. In Figure 4a, by the time C processes A.0, B and C have both processed E.0. If B were to respond at the same time as C, B and C would respond with the same dependency information. In Figure 4b, replicas delay processing PreAccepts until the time at which the furthest replica processes them. If B delays processing A.0 until the time that C processes it, both B and C have seen E.0 before A.0, and A.0 can commit on the fast path.

4.1 Design

Because replicas cannot intuit the time at which the furthest replica from the originator will process a PreAccept message, each PreAccept message includes a ProcessAt timestamp. Each replica will estimate the one-way delay from itself to all other replicas. The ProcessAt time will be the sum of the time at which the PreAccept is sent and the one-way delay from the originator to the furthest replica from the originator.

Each replica sorts PreAccepts in a priority queue based on the ProcessAt time of the PreAccept. Highest priority is given to lower ProcessAt times. An element is dequeued and processed once its ProcessAt time has passed. Because each replica receives the same ProcessAt time for a given instance, if PreAccepts are processed in order of their ProcessAt times then conflicts should not occur.

In order for instances to be totally ordered, a replica must also delay assigning dependency information to instances that it originates. To illustrate why this is necessary, we will look at an example of how conflict can occur when replicas do not delay their own instances. Hypothetically, if replicas A and B originate interfering instances A.0 and B.0 concurrently, A would process the instances in the order (A.0, B.0), and B would process the instances in the order (B.0, A.0). Instances will be processed out of order if a replica does not delay those instances it originates.

To delay the time at which a replica assigns dependency information to its own instances, we leverage the fact that the originator of an instance need not agree with the replies to its PreAccept messages, so long as the replies are unanimous. With TOQ, all PreAccept messages are sent out with sequence number 0 and empty dependencies. The originator adds its own PreAccept messages to its PreAccept priority queue and processes them at their ProcessAt time, consistent with the time they should be processed by the other replicas in the cluster. This means that an originator will not add its instances as dependencies of other instances until other replicas would do the same.

To maintain correctness, we needed to slightly modify the commit protocol for EPaxos. In unmodified EPaxos, an instance can commit on the fast path if the PreAccept replies are unanimous, even if the originator disagrees. With TOQ, since the originator modifies the dependency information for its own instances after it sends the PreAccept messages for them, it is possible that the originator would assign a greater sequence number or dependencies than would its quorum, even if the quorum agrees with one another. Instead of allowing the originator to disagree with the rest of the quorum no matter what, the replica can now disagree with the quorum only if the dependency information of the quorum is greater than that of the originator. Lemma 1 of the EPaxos proof of correctness [19], “EPaxos replicas commit only safe tuples,” depends on a fast-path quorum recording the same tuple for any instance that commits in the PreAccept phase. With this modification, we ensure that this holds true.

4.2 Sync Groups

In practice, there is a tradeoff between reducing conflict rate and increasing the minimum latency for each instance. So far, we have described TOQ with the approach of synchronizing all PreAccept messages to all replicas in the cluster. To do this, the ProcessAt time for each PreAccept is the estimated time the PreAccept would be processed at the furthest replica. However,
is durable and will eventually execute; thus clients need not wait for execution. However, this argument applies only to operations that return no results or errors, such as blind writes (blind writes are the only operation implemented in the EPaxos benchmarks). Commit latency is not globally sufficient; if a client depends on information returned by an operation, then it must wait for execution. For example, the write operations in both Zookeeper [1] and Redis [2] return results. Furthermore, if an operation can result in an error (such as attempting a bank account withdrawal without sufficient funds, or attempting to set a value in a table that has been dropped) then the client must wait for execution to complete. Furthermore, all reads must wait for preceding conflicting writes to execute. Thus, we think it is likely that most operations will require clients to wait for execution, and we argue that EPaxos latency should be measured with execution time, not commit time.

5.2 Access Patterns

One of the challenges in evaluating a protocol like EPaxos is that its performance depends on the application workload. The EPaxos benchmarks use a key-value store with an access pattern based on a single hot key. Each reference is made either to the hot key, or to a unique key that is never referenced by any other operation. Conflict rates are controlled by adjusting the fraction of references to the hot key (either 0%, 2%, or 100% in the EPaxos paper latency evaluation). This approach has two limitations. First, having all interference on a single key understates the impact of conflicts, since there can never be more than a single strongly-connected component in the dependency graph. Second, the EPaxos evaluation conflated the fraction of references to the hot key with the rate of conflicts in the EPaxos commit protocol; because conflict rate is a product of many additional factors, such as system load, the actual conflict rate is considerably less than the fraction of references to the hot key. For example, the workload labeled ‘100% interference’, which was claimed to be worst case, produced actual conflict rates as low as 0%.

For our evaluation we used a Zipfian distribution [11], which is generally accepted as an approximation of real workloads. For example, both Memcached [6] and Facebook’s social graph database [4] experience highly skewed workloads that approximate Zipfian. No single value of the Zipfian skew parameter is representative of all applications, so we made measurements with multiple values ranging from lightly skewed (.6) to highly skewed (.99). This covers the ranges used by other benchmarks such as Linkbench [3] and YCSB [12] and allows us to observe how application characteristics affect EPaxos performance.

We also used a mix of read and write operations in our evaluation, whereas the EPaxos paper used only writes. Read operations have different behavior from writes: they do not interfere with other reads, but they do interfere with writes. Thus the mix of reads and writes affects the conflict rate.

5.3 Load

The approach to load generation in the EPaxos paper minimizes opportunities for command interference, which results in over-
There are several confounding factors in the EPaxos throughput experiments. The results reflect fundamental properties of the protocols or artifacts of the experimental setup: the behavior is unlikely to occur in real applications, and results in an unvarying system load, while real systems are likely to experience bursts. Even systems that use server proxies for admission control still experience variation in load when they are not at maximum capacity. Finally, back-to-back operations result in uneven loading across clients: clients that are more centrally located have higher throughput than those further away, since throughput is inversely proportional to RTT with this approach.

For our measurements we used higher loads (typically 80% of the maximum sustainable load) and we used a Poisson process to schedule new operations, which results in uneven loading that better approximates real workloads. A Poisson arrival process is open loop, which means that care must be taken to choose an arrival rate that does not exceed the system’s capacity. If a Poisson arrival process results in system overload, queues will grow without bound, the system does not reach a steady state, and performance measurements are unlikely to be meaningful. We monitored queue lengths in all of our experiments and chose arrival rates for which queue lengths remained bounded. In addition, we added a cap on the total number of outstanding operations for each client (the cap was never reached in our experiments).

5.4 Throughput

There are several confounding factors in the EPaxos throughput measurements, which make it difficult to determine whether the results reflect fundamental properties of the protocols or artifacts of the experimental setup:

- The throughput experiments were run in a LAN, not a WAN. WAN configurations are likely to have higher conflict rates because longer network delays increase the window for conflicts, leading to lower throughput.
- There were different approaches to generating load for different experiments, which led to inconsistent results. With one method, EPaxos ‘100%’ has 12% higher throughput than Multi-Paxos, and with the other it has 27% higher throughput.
- The evaluation of batching (many operations per instance) does not consider the impact of batching on WAN latency.
- The evaluation only considers perfectly even load balancing across clients. Throughput would likely decrease if clients in different locations issued operations at different rates. Correcting for this with load balancing amongst the replicas would negate the latency benefits of EPaxos.
- Optimizations to Multi-Paxos were not considered. For example, the Multi-Paxos leader can hold a read lease for all objects.

5.5 Summary

Evaluation of EPaxos in Section 6 differs from the original EPaxos evaluation in the following respects:

- We measure execution latency, instead of commit latency.
- We use a Zipfian distribution for choosing keys to access, instead of a single hot key.
- We use a mixture of read and write operations, instead of all writes.
- We measure latency at about 80% of maximum throughput, instead of a lightly-loaded system.
- We use Poisson arrival rates, instead of back-to-back operations.
- We measure throughput in the same configuration used for latency measurements, instead of using a LAN configuration with batching.
- We measure a large number of different configurations with different write rates and Zipfian skew factors, instead of 3 hot fractions.

6 Evaluation

We had two goals in our EPaxos evaluation. First, we wanted to see whether our changes to the EPaxos evaluation would change the conclusions about EPaxos performance relative to Multi-Paxos. Our new evaluation confirms the original conclusion that many operations can achieve optimal latency. However, only operations that experience no interference can achieve optimal latency, and we demonstrate that conflict rate varies greatly by application (in our experiments, we measured conflict rates as high as 35%). Additionally, we show that conflicting operations experience significantly higher than optimal latency (more than 4x that of Multi-Paxos, even with our improvements).

Our second goal was to evaluate the effectiveness of TOQ. We found that TOQ is effective at reducing conflict rate, reducing EPaxos latency.

6.1 Experimental Setup

When evaluating EPaxos, we aimed to use an experimental setup as similar to that of the authors as possible. Our analysis is a fork of the EPaxos paper evaluation [20] and is available on GitHub [28]. We used Google Cloud servers in Virginia (VA), California (CA), Oregon (OR), Japan (JP), and London (EU). We used the n1-standard-8 machine type with the Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS operating system.

Unless otherwise specified, all experiments mitigate dependency chaining using the approach described in Section 3. EPaxos and Multi-Paxos replicate all operations, including reads. Workload does not impact Multi-Paxos, so we used a workload with a Zipfian skew factor of .9, 50% writes, and 1 million unique keys. Since any reference point is sufficient to see how conclusions change, we compare EPaxos against only Multi-Paxos.
The Zipfian distribution has a skew parameter of 0.9, 50% writes, and 1 million unique keys. We ran each experiment 5 times, capturing metrics of 11,000 operations per second, which is 80% of the maximum throughput of EPaxos with a skew parameter of 0.99 and 100% writes. The mean latency was at least 1.5x that of Multi-Paxos. All workloads have 1 million unique keys, and all experiments were run at a throughput of 11,000 operations per second, which is 80% of the maximum throughput of EPaxos with a skew parameter of 0.99 and 100% writes. The range of conflict rates from the trials, measured on the servers, appears above the bar corresponding to the experiment.

Comparing client-perceived commit and execution latency for EPaxos across a variety of workloads at each of the five sites. 10 clients at each site issue operations, all of which are writes, with outstanding operation at a time. This leads to a throughput of 500 operations per second for Multi-Paxos, 230 operations per second for '100%', and 650 operations per second for the '0%', '2%', and Zipfian workloads. All Multi-Paxos clients issue operations to the leader, which is in California; EPaxos clients issue operations to the replica in the same datacenter.

Figure 7: Comparing EPaxos and Multi-Paxos execution latency across a spectrum of Zipfian skew parameters and read-write ratios. Each grey dot corresponds to a workload on which EPaxos was tested. We divide the latency for each EPaxos experiment by Multi-Paxos’ latency. Different fill colors represent different ranges of performance; for example, the darkest red color in the top graphs indicates that EPaxos mean latency was at least 1.5x that of Multi-Paxos. All workloads have 1 million unique keys, and all experiments were run at a throughput of 11,000 operations per second, which is 80% of the maximum throughput of EPaxos with a skew parameter of 0.99 and 100% writes. The circled point indicates the workload used for Figure 8.
We initially ran our experiments for both 3 and 5 replicas, but decided to only include measurements for 5 replicas because performance degraded similarly for both cluster sizes as we modified the experimental methodology. TOQ does not provide a benefit for 3 replicas because conflicts do not occur with a quorum size of 2 (the originator can simply agree with the first replica to respond).

We do not enable thrifty – a mode of operation in which PreAccept and Accept messages are only sent to the necessary quorum. We chose to disable thrifty because we wanted our results to be as favorable to EPaxos as possible. As detailed in Appendix A.2, thrifty increases EPaxos conflict rates, which makes latency worse. Thrifty provides the same throughput benefit for EPaxos and Multi-Paxos (about 15%), so enabling thrifty does not impact conclusions about throughput. Furthermore, TOQ is not compatible with thrifty. While decreases in conflict rate due to TOQ are much larger than those from disabling thrifty, we wanted it to be clear in our comparison that any decrease in conflict rate could be attributed to TOQ rather than from disabling thrifty.

### 6.2 Execution Latency

Our first experiment reproduces the basic commit latency results from the EPaxos paper (see Figure 6); we used the configuration from the EPaxos paper, without any of the changes described in Section 5. We report mean latency instead of median for reasons that will be discussed below. The results are very similar to those in Figure 4 of the EPaxos paper, except that we measured a lower 99th percentile latency for the ‘2%’ workload. This difference does not impact any of our conclusions.

Figure 6 has three additional measurements not present in the EPaxos paper. First, it includes execution latency as well as commit latency. When conflict rates are low, execution latency is indistinguishable from commit latency. However, with high conflict rates, the execution latency can be more than 2x the commit latency. For the pathological ‘100%’ workload, EPaxos execution latency is considerably worse than Multi-Paxos at every site, both at the mean and the 99th percentile. Second, we also measured a Zipfian access pattern; even at low load (about 4% of maximum possible throughput for this experiment), 99th percentile latencies for the Zipfian workload are significantly higher than for the ‘2%’ workload. 99th percentile execution latency under the Zipfian workload is worse than Multi-Paxos at every site. Third, we measured conflict rate on the servers. Primarily due to low load, conflict rates for the ‘2%’ workload were as low as 0.1% and conflict rates for the ‘100%’ workload were as low as 0%.

For the remaining experiments, we applied the evaluation changes discussed in Section 5. One of the challenges in benchmarking EPaxos is that performance varies drastically depending on the workload. It is not difficult to find arguably realistic workloads indicating that EPaxos is either very good or very bad. Thus, we don’t believe it is possible to evaluate EPaxos fairly with a few discrete workloads. Instead, we ran each of the remaining experiments over a large range of workloads, typi-

![Figure 8: Complementary CDF of execution and commit latency.](image)

- **Figure 8**: Complementary CDF of execution and commit latency. A point \((x,y)\) indicates that a fraction \(y\) of instances had latency greater than \(x\). The data was measured on clients at Oregon on a workload with 50% writes, Zipfian skew 0.9, and a load of 11,000 operations/sec. ‘A’ indicates the area of instances that experience execution delays despite taking the fast path.

- **Figure 7** compares the execution latency of EPaxos and Multi-Paxos across the grid of workloads. EPaxos has better mean latency for almost all of the workloads (except for clients in California, which can reach the Multi-Paxos leader without a WAN RTT). On the other hand, EPaxos has worse 99th percentile latency for almost all workloads. EPaxos cannot offer lower latency than Multi-Paxos if there is a conflict in the PreAccept phase, since this results in a second WAN RTT. For EPaxos P99 latency to be better than Multi-Paxos, less than 1% of operations must encounter conflicts; the bottom graphs in Figure 7 show that few workloads have this behavior. In addition to extra RTTs caused by conflicts, EPaxos can also incur execution delays while waiting for dependent operations to commit; Multi-Paxos does not incur these delays.

- **Figure 8** exposes several interesting aspects of commit and execution latency:
  - Most instances finish execution in one WAN RTT.
  - The median latency for both commit and execution will be one RTT unless conflicts approach 50%, which never happened in our experiments. Thus, median latency reflects only network topology, not protocol response to workload.
  - Instances that take more than one RTT for execution trend rapidly towards the worst-case delay for dependencies to commit. (‘Bound’ in the figure.)
  - Execution latency is rarely in the vicinity of two RTTs:
if there is a conflict, there will probably be a significant dependency delay.

- A significant fraction of instances that take the fast path experience dependency delay. (This is indicated by the area between the lines at point ‘A’ in the figure.)
- The worst case performance penalty from EPaxos is greater than the best case performance gain; EPaxos fast path latency is 30% better than Multi-Paxos latency, while the slow path ranges from 40% to 240% worse.

Conclusions about EPaxos latency are almost entirely determined by the choice of metric. The original evaluation used median commit latency as the primary metric. This is the most favorable choice for EPaxos: median latency for EPaxos is independent of application behavior, identical for commit and execution, and uniformly better than Multi-Paxos. Tail latency is often used as a metric in both industry and academia; 99th percentile tail latency is also almost independent of application behavior for EPaxos, and it is significantly worse than Multi-Paxos, especially for execution. Workload differences tend to manifest themselves primarily in the range between the 50th and 99th percentiles, where most metrics will overlook them. We chose to use mean latency instead of median in our graphs, since it reflects some of these workload differences.

6.3 Benefits of TOQ

In order to evaluate TOQ we installed the Huygens [10] clock synchronization software to synchronize the clocks of all replicas in the cluster. This resulted in server clock offsets between 20µs and 1ms. The original Huygens evaluation measured clock offsets within 10µs; we believe that we experienced higher clock offsets because of differences in our environments (WAN vs. LAN and virtual machines vs. bare metal).

Figure 9 shows the benefits of TOQ. Quorum sync reduces conflict rates by at least 50% across locations. This reduces mean latencies, which improves the benefits of EPaxos relative to Multi-Paxos. Quorum sync has the advantage of not impacting minimum latency (latency is already limited by the most distant peer in the quorum; quorum sync delays the other peers in the quorum so they process PreAccept messages at the same time as the most distant peer).

Quorum union sync introduces a performance tradeoff. It reduces conflicts by at least 85%, which improves worst-case latency. However, it increases minimum latency. For example, quorum union sync delays Japan’s PreAccept messages until they would reach Virginia, which adds about 25ms to the minimum latency for operations issued by clients in Japan. This does not impact the minimum latency for Oregon in Figure 9b, but the impact on Japan can be seen in Figure 20 in the Appendix. Syncing to all replicas completely eliminates conflict, but increases minimum latencies so much that it makes this option unattractive.

6.4 Unbounded Dependency Chains

Our focus on execution latency, combined with Poisson arrivals, exposed the problem of unbounded dependency chains discussed in Section 3. Figure 10 shows that EPaxos execution latency can be much higher than Multi-Paxos when it does not protect against infinite dependency chains. Before we implemented our optimization, we observed execution latencies as high as 5 seconds under high-skew workloads. Livelock occurred with the pathological ‘100% conflict’ workload when we removed the cap on outstanding operations from our Poisson scheduler (the cap eventually prevents new operations from entering the system, so the existing operations can complete). Figure 10c shows that our fix reduces tail latency significantly. The benefits are most noticeable for write-heavy workloads that are highly skewed. However, workloads that generally experience low conflict can still experience bursts of chained dependencies, leading to latency spikes that are surprising and difficult to diagnose. Section 6.6 below shows that that dependency chain optimization also has a significant impact on throughput.

6.5 Latency Cost of Batching

The EPaxos paper demonstrated that batching operations into instances increases the throughput of EPaxos 9x and Multi-
Paxos 5x, but EPaxos batching significantly increases latency because it causes nearly all operations to take the slow path. This is because, with batching, an operation conflicts if any operation in its batch has a conflict.

The EPaxos paper measurements did not capture the drawback of batching, as they measured batching only with the ‘0%’ and ‘100%’ loads, and batching has no effect on conflict rate for either of those workloads. Figure 11a shows that the mean latency for EPaxos is worse than Multi-Paxos for most of our workloads when batching is enabled (compare with Figure 7, where EPaxos mean latency is almost always lower than Multi-Paxos). Figure 11b shows more detail for a particular workload. With batching, the conflict rates are 6-16x higher than without batching. As a consequence of high conflict rates, batching causes EPaxos mean latency to be more than double that of both Multi-Paxos and EPaxos without batching.

### 6.6 Wide-Area Throughput

EPaxos throughput, like latency, is heavily impacted by operation interference. Figure 12 shows the maximum throughput EPaxos can sustain for each workload point, both with and without the optimization to bound dependency chains. Even with bounded dependency chains, throughput varies by more

---

**Figure 10:** Latency impact of unbounded dependency chains for skewed, write-heaving workloads. All operations are writes, and the Zipfian experiments used a skew parameter of 0.9. These experiments were run at a throughput of 4000 operations per second, which is 80% of the maximum possible throughput of unmodified EPaxos. Figures (a) and (b) compare Mean and 99th percentile execution latency for EPaxos with out without an upper bound on execution latency. Error bars are shown as in Figure 6. Figure (c) is a complementary CDF showing the fraction of EPaxos operations with latency higher than a given value, with and without bounding dependency chains. Data is shown only for clients in OR; other sites are similar.

**Figure 11:** EPaxos execution latency and conflict rate with batching enabled. Figure (a) compares mean latency with batching enabled between EPaxos and Multi-Paxos for a variety of workloads. The lines indicate the workloads for which EPaxos mean latency in that client location is roughly equivalent to Multi-Paxos mean latency; above the line EPaxos latency is worse, and below it Multi-Paxos mean latency is worse. The fill colors indicate the number of client locations that experience a lower latency with EPaxos than Multi-Paxos for the given workload. The circled point indicates the workload in Figure (b): a Zipfian distribution with a skew parameter of 0.9, where 50% of operations issued by clients are writes. Figure (b) error bars and conflict rates are shown as in Figure 6.

**Figure 12:** EPaxos throughput for a variety of workloads, both with and without bounded dependency chains. Throughput was determined by varying the Poisson rate parameter until latency increased without an increase in throughput. Multi-Paxos maximum throughput is 15,000 operations per second. For the improved version of EPaxos, Multi-Paxos throughput is equal to that of EPaxos with a Zipfian skew of 0.9 and 100% writes, which is why there is no ‘MPaxos’ line on Figure (a).
Although our results show significantly worse throughput for EPaxos than the original evaluation, we are not confident that our throughput measurements (or those in the EPaxos paper) are a pure reflection of protocol differences rather than of confounding factors. When investigating the factors that limit server throughput, we observed several anomalies as servers neared saturation. Seemingly innocuous changes could have a large impact on throughput. For example, increasing the number of available cores caused throughput to drop. We believe that some of the issues may come from unexpected behavior of Go’s thread scheduler. For example, for maximum throughput it is important that the thread implementing the EPaxos or Multi-Paxos protocol have exclusive access to a core. We suspect that Go occasionally deschedules that thread in order to run less-critical threads that listen for incoming messages.

Further, there are particular implementation details that may artificially limit throughput for both EPaxos and Multi-Paxos. For example, EPaxos has a thread that cycles through unexecuted instances, checking if they can be executed, which becomes increasingly expensive as the number of unexecuted instances increase, and could likely be optimized. In addition, we measured that Multi-Paxos disproportionately suffers from imbalance in the program’s threading structure.

We experimented with wildly modified versions of the code that eliminated many of these compounding factors, but concluded that measuring the best possible throughput that is achievable with either protocol was tangential to the goal of our work. This would have required effectively rewriting the code, and we wanted to keep constant with the original EPaxos evaluation as many factors as possible.

Nonetheless, we felt that it was important to disclose our findings, as our results differ from those of the original EPaxos evaluation, and the compounding factors that we encountered apply to the original EPaxos evaluation as well as ours.

7 Related Work

A number of existing protocols exploit commutativity to provide fast replication. Other commutativity-based protocols may suffer from similar performance degradation to EPaxos in a WAN, but the EPaxos slow path can incur higher latency than that of most other protocols. We leave analysis of other protocols to future work. **Generalized Paxos** [16] allows clients to complete commutative operations in 1 WAN RTT. Generalized Paxos has a 3 RTT slow path because it reverts to a stable leader when operations interfere, and it also has a larger quorum size than EPaxos. **CURP** [24] completes commutative operations in 1 RTT by separating durability from ordering. CURP uses a stable leader, but has clients also issue their operations to ‘witnesses’, which keep track of a set of operations that have been seen but not yet ordered by the leader. If a client issues an operation that interferes with another that is unordered, witnesses reject that operation and it must take the slow path. Unlike EPaxos, CURP commutativity does not use ordering; even if all witnesses process an interfering operation in the same order, it will still conflict based on the presence of interference.

**Bipartisan Paxos** [30] (BPaxos) uses modularity to address scaling issues of optimized consensus protocols. BPaxos allows bottleneck modules to be scaled independently from the rest of the system, increasing throughput. The BPaxos evaluation has similar limitations to that of EPaxos; a fixed ‘conflict percentage’ is chosen instead of using a representative distribution, and they increase throughput by adding client threads. The protocol is evaluated in a local-area network (LAN), and the authors list poor performance in a WAN as a limitation.

**TAPIR** [31], **Janus** [22], and **MDCC** [14] combine concurrency control and consensus to commit commutative distributed transactions in 1 WAN RTT. Previously, replication and transaction protocols would each separately, and redundantly, ensure consistency. By only ensuring consistency once, these protocols decrease latency by 1 WAN RTT.

**Speculative Paxos** [25] and **Network-Ordered Paxos** [17] are consensus protocols that use ordering to complete operations in 1 RTT. Both use specialized networking hardware to serialize instances within the network, which is infeasible in a WAN.

**Speculative PBFT** [29] and and **Eve** [13] are replication protocols that optimistically execute operations before their ordering is confirmed, rolling back those that conflict. Speculative PBFT allows clients to speculatively execute based on a preliminary result while the leader replicates the command. However, the result cannot be externally visible before the client learns that it is committed. Eve allows for concurrent execution within a multi-core system.

**PLATO** [7] orders multi-cast messages in a LAN. A replica detects out-of-order packets by observing packet inter-arrival times. PLATO tags each message with a timestamp before which it should not be processed. This allows the packet to be revoked if another arrives that PLATO believes should have an earlier ordering. In addition to being insuitable for a leaderless protocol, PLATO’s approach is speculative on the receiver, while our timestamps are determined by the sender and will be the same for each receiver.

**CAESAR** [5] and **Clock-RSM** [9] are consensus protocols that use synchronized clocks. CAESAR is a leaderless protocol that is similar to EPaxos, and uses synchronized clocks to allow instances to take the fast path even if the quorum disagrees on an instance’s dependencies. In order to do this, CAESAR increases the quorum size by one node, which increases the minimum latency of operations. Clock-RSM uses timestamps from synchronized clocks to order instances. Instances are sorted by timestamp, and can complete when no unknown instance could have had an earlier timestamp. Because of this, a given instance depends on all other replicas communicating that they have no prior instances before it can complete. Much of the latency benefit of Clock-RSM is due to replicas broadcasting replies to all other replicas, which would also be possible for EPaxos.

**Spanner** [8], Google’s globally distributed database, uses synchronized clocks to linearize transactions. This is at a higher level than the consensus layer, which uses Multi-Paxos.
8 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown how conclusions about a system can be biased by elements of the experimental methodology such as workload and metrics. Although we agree with the original evaluation that EPaxos reduces median latency compared to Multi-Paxos, we show that the percentage of operations that achieves this low latency varies greatly by application. Additionally, there is high variance in operation latency; for many workloads, a roughly 30% reduction in median latency can be at the expense of a more than 4x increase in 99th percentile latency. By covering a larger range of workloads, we also encountered issues that did not manifest in the original EPaxos paper, such as unbounded dependency chains, the cost of dependency delays (which can affect even the fast path), the latency penalty from batching, and the impact of conflicts on throughput.

We also presented TOQ, a novel technique that uses synchronized clocks to improve the performance of consensus protocols for geo-replication. We evaluated TOQ on EPaxos and demonstrated that it can reduce the conflict rate and mean latency of EPaxos without introducing additional latency.
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A Appendix

A.1 Upper Bound on Execution Latency

With the improvement to EPaxos described in Section 3, execution latency is bounded at roughly 3 WAN RTTs. Let’s say that replica A originates instance A.i and has transitive dependency B.i from replica B. In order for B.i to have an equal or lower sequence number than A.i, or not have A.i as a dependency, some other replica C in B’s fast-path quorum must learn about B.i before A.i.

In the worst case, C will learn about B.i an instant before C learns about A.i, B.i will take the slow path, and B.i’s commit must propagate to A. Thus, the latency bound is the sum of:

- 1 message delay: the one-way delay from A to C, which is A.i’s PreAccept message.
- <2 message delays: the remainder of the one-way delay from B to the other replicas in its quorum + the one-way delay for their responses. (This will be 1 message delay if C is the furthest replica in B’s quorum, and always less than 2 message delays. For our topology, this is always 1 message delay.)
- 2 message delays: an RTT between B and its quorum, for the Accept phase.
- 1 message delay: the one-way delay from B to A, for B.i’s commit to propagate to A.

As an example, we can compute the upper bound on execution latency for Japan in our test topology. Figure 5 contains the RTTs between replicas in the topology, and we estimate that the one-way delay is half of RTT. The worst case for Japan (JP) is that an instance from London (EU) arrives at Oregon (OR) an instant before Japan’s instance and takes the slow path. The maximum execution latency for the instance from Japan will be 45.5ms (one-way delay from JP to OR, for JP’s PreAccept) + 64.5ms (one-way delay from OR to EU for OR’s PreAccept reply) + 129ms (RTT between EU and OR, for the Accept phase) + 110.5ms (EU’s commit propagation to JP) = 349.5ms. This is consistent with the maximum execution latency we measured for clients in Japan in our experiments, which was 349.9ms.

A.2 Impact of Thrifty on Conflict Rate

The original EPaxos evaluation used an optimization called thrifty, in which an originator only sends PreAccept and Accept messages to the necessary quorum. Although Enabling thrifty increases throughput for both EPaxos and Multi-Paxos by about 15%, enabling thrifty increases EPaxos conflict rates. With the thrifty optimization, some nodes do not become aware of an instance until it has committed. When some nodes know about an instance but others don’t, there is increased potential for discrepancies in PreAcceptReplies, leading to increased conflicts.

Figure 13 provides an example of this. In the figure, replica E sends a PreAccept message for instance E.0 before replica A sends a PreAccept message for A.0. With thrifty enabled, only one of the two replicas in A’s fast-path quorum receives the PreAccept for E.0 before the PreAccept for A.0. This causes A.0 to take the slow path. With thrifty disabled, both replicas in A’s fast-path quorum receive the PreAccept for E.0 before that for A.0, so A.0 can commit on the fast path.

In Figure 14, we demonstrate experimentally that thrifty increases EPaxos conflict rates. Conflict rates are higher with thrifty enabled for all three workloads in the figure, which generally leads to higher latency.

A.3 Impact of Throughput and Workload Size on Conflict Rate

When comparing EPaxos to a variety of skews and write ratios in Section 6, we held throughput and the number of unique keys in the workload constant. However, both of these variables also impact operation interference.

Figure 15 shows that EPaxos conflict rate, mean latency, and 99th percentile latency increase as throughput increases. Higher throughput corresponds to having a higher number of concurrent operations, creating more opportunities for interference. EPaxos 99th percentile latency plateaus once more
and 99th percentile latency decrease as the number of unique keys in the workload increases. Although our latency analyses showcase a variety of skew factors, our analyses only display measurements for a single number of unique keys. The trends would be the same with a different number of unique keys, but the measurements for each data point would be different.

### Additional TOQ Graphs

In Section 6.3 and with Figure 9, we demonstrated that TOQ reduced conflict rate and, consequently, latency for clients in Oregon (OR). Figure 17 shows that TOQ reduces conflict rate for clients in all locations. Figure 18 shows that TOQ reduces Mean latency for all client locations, except for clients in Japan with quorum union sync. Figure 19 shows that TOQ reduces 99th percentile latency for all client locations. Mean latency increases for Japan with quorum union sync because the quorum union contains VA, which is significantly further from JP than its quorum, adding about 24ms to the minimum operation latency for clients in Japan. Although Mean latency increases for clients in Japan with quorum union sync, 99th percentile latency still decreases, due to decreased conflict rate.

Figure 20 demonstrates the benefits and tradeoffs of TOQ for two specific workloads. For both workloads, TOQ with a sync group of all replicas completely eliminates conflict. However, the mean latency for the ‘all’ sync group is higher than without TOQ because its minimum latency is higher. The quorum union sync group decreases conflict rate for all locations, and latency for most locations, but latency for JP is higher because the minimum latency is higher. The quorum sync group does not decrease conflict rate to the same extent as the ‘all’ or quorum union sync groups, but it purely decreases latency because its minimum latency is the same as without TOQ.

For the top workload in Figure 20, TOQ primarily decreases 99th percentile latency. Without TOQ, more than 1% of operations are at the latency bound described in Section A.1. TOQ reduces command interference enough that fewer than 1% of operations are at the bound. Because conflict rates without TOQ are fairly low, the impact of TOQ on mean latency for the top workload is minimal.

For the bottom workload in Figure 20, conflict rates are high enough that TOQ primarily decreases mean latency. There is a minimal impact on 99th percentile latency for all sync groups other than the ‘all’ sync group because, even with the quorum union sync group, more than 1% of operations are at the latency bound.
Figure 15: Conflict rate, mean latency, and 99th percentile latency as a function of throughput. To increase throughput, we varied the Poisson rate parameter. Maximum throughput for this graph is the maximum that produces reasonable behavior for all protocols and experiments. 50% of client operations are writes, and the Zipfian distribution has 1 million unique keys.

Figure 16: Conflict rate, mean latency, and 99th percentile latency as a function of the number of unique keys in the workload. All experiments were run at a throughput of 11,000 operations per second, which is 80% of maximum throughput for Multi-Paxos. 50% of client operations are writes.
Figure 17: Comparing conflict rate for EPaxos without TOQ, EPaxos with TOQ to a quorum sync group, and EPaxos with TOQ to a quorum union sync group. The quorum union consists of Virginia, California, and Oregon. Other than TOQ, the experiments for this graph were run with the same methodology as Figure 7.

Figure 18: Comparing mean latency for EPaxos without TOQ, EPaxos with TOQ to a quorum sync group, and EPaxos with TOQ to a quorum union sync group. The quorum union consists of Virginia, California, and Oregon. Other than TOQ, the experiments for this graph were run with the same methodology as Figure 7.
Figure 19: Comparing 99th percentile latency for EPaxos without TOQ, EPaxos with TOQ to a quorum sync group, and EPaxos with TOQ to a quorum union sync group. The quorum union consists of Virginia, California, and Oregon. Other than TOQ, the experiments for this graph where run with the same methodology as Figure 7.
Figure 20: Comparing Mean and 99th percentile latency for EPaxos with three different TOQ sync groups. The top graph is a medium-conflict workload, and the bottom is a high-conflict workload. ‘Minimum’ refers to the minimum possible execution latency for the protocol and sync group. The quorum union consists of Virginia, California, and Oregon. Other than TOQ, the experiments for this graph where run with the same methodology as Figure 7. Error bars and conflict rates are shown as in Figure 6.
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Abstract

How cloud applications should interact with their data remains an active area of research. Over the last decade, many have suggested relying on a key-value (KV) interface to interact with data stored in remote storage servers, while others have vouched for the benefits of using remote procedure call (RPC). Instead of choosing one over the other, in this paper, we observe that an ideal solution must adaptively combine both of them in order to maximize throughput while meeting application latency requirements. To this end, we propose a new system called Kayak that proactively adjusts the rate of requests and the fraction of requests to be executed using RPC or KV, all in a fully decentralized and self-regulated manner. We theoretically prove that Kayak can quickly converge to the optimal parameters. We implement a system prototype of Kayak. Our evaluations show that Kayak achieves sub-second convergence and improves overall throughput by 32.5%-63.4% for compute-intensive workloads and up to 12.2% for non-compute-intensive and transactional workloads over the state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction

Two trends stand out amid the rapid changes in the landscape of cloud infrastructure in recent years:

• First, with cloud networks moving from 1Gbps and a few hundred µs to 100Gbps and single-digit µs [11, 20, 25], disaggregated storage has become the norm [4, 17, 21, 28, 31, 40, 44]. It decouples compute from storage, enabling flexible provisioning, elastic scaling, and higher utilization. As a result, increasingly more applications now access their storage servers over the network using a key-value (KV) interface.

• Second, the steady increase in compute granularity, from virtual machines, to containers, to microservices and serverless functions, is popularizing storage-side computation using remote procedure calls (RPCs) [23]. Many databases allow stored procedures and user-defined functions [5–8, 26, 41, 42], and some KV stores allow just-in-time or pre-compiled runtime extensions [9, 18, 29, 39].

The confluence of these two contradicting trends – the former moves data to compute, while the latter does the opposite – highlights a long-standing challenge in distributed systems: should we ship compute to data, or ship data to compute?

The answer, in broad strokes, boils down to the ratio of computation and communication. The benefits of storage disaggregation, i.e., shipping data to compute, typically holds when most of the time of a function invocation (hereafter referred to as a request) is spent in computation. However, when a single request triggers multiple dependent accesses to the disaggregated storage, time spent in network roundtrips and data (un)marshalling starts to dominate [10]. Figure 1a shows an example of a simple graph traversal algorithm implemented on top of disaggregated storage, where “pointer chasing” can make network traversals the bottleneck.

In contrast, storage-side computation enables applications to offload part of their application logic to storage servers. The storage layer is customized to support application-specific RPC-style APIs [10, 12, 29], which shave off network roundtrips. Figure 1b shows the previous example implemented with storage-side computing, where only one network roundtrip is sufficient. However, this is not universally viable either; for compute-intensive workloads, the compute capacity of the storage servers can become the bottleneck when too much computation is offloaded to the storage.

In short, there is no one-size-fits-all solution. Existing
works have explored different points in the design space (Figure 2). Arbitrarily forcing a disaggregated storage (i.e., ship data) or a storage-side computation architecture (i.e., ship compute) in a workload-agnostic manner leads to poor utilization and low throughput. Our measurements show that workload-agnostic solution leads to up to 58% lower throughput and 37% lower utilization when compared to the optimal. For workload-aware alternatives, one choice is taking a one-shot static approach, whereby a workload is profiled once at the beginning. However, statically choosing either KV- or RPC-based approach falls short even for a single tenant (§2.2).

The alternative, therefore, is taking an adaptive approach that can dynamically choose between shipping data and shipping compute. Existing adaptive solutions such as ASFP [12] take a reactive approach: all requests are forwarded using RPC to the storage server, which can then react by pushing some of them back. While this provides a centralized point of control, each request experiences non-zero server-side queuing delay, and more importantly, requests that are pushed back suffer from one extra round-trip time (RTT), which is detrimental to low-latency applications with strict latency SLOs. Moreover, throughput-driven designs cannot proactively throttle exerted load on the storage server w.r.t. tail latency service-level objectives (SLOs).

We observe that an ideal solution fundamentally calls for a balanced architecture that can effectively utilize the available resources and increase overall throughput while satisfying tail latency SLOs. In this paper, we present Kayak that takes a proactive adaptive approach to achieve these goals (§3). In order to maximize throughput without SLO violations, Kayak proactively decides between shipping compute and shipping data when executing incoming requests, and it throttles request rate in order to meet SLO requirements. Specifically, Kayak takes a latency-driven approach to optimize two parameters simultaneously: (1) the request rate, and (2) the RPC fraction, which denotes the proportion of the incoming requests to be executed using RPC.

Unfortunately, the optimal RPC fraction varies for different workloads and their SLO requirements. There is no closed-form expression to precisely capture the relationship between RPC fraction, request rate, and tail latency either. Finally, we show that the order in which we optimize request rate and RPC fraction affects convergence of the optimization algorithm. We address these challenges by designing a dynamic optimization method using a dual loop control (§4). Kayak employs a faster control loop to optimize request rate and a slower one to optimize RPC fraction. Combined together, Kayak iteratively searches for the optimal parameters, with a provable convergence guarantee. In addition to increasing throughput in the single-tenant scenario, Kayak must also ensure fairness and work conservation of shared server resources in multi-tenant settings. Kayak pins tenants to CPU cores in a fair manner and employs work stealing to achieve work conservation.

Our evaluation on a prototype of Kayak shows that: (1) Kayak achieves sub-second convergence to optimal throughput and RPC fraction regardless of workloads; (2) Kayak improves overall throughput by 32.5%–63.4% for compute-intensive workloads and up to 12.2% for non-compute-intensive and transactional workloads; and (3) in a multi-tenant setup, Kayak approximates max-min fair sharing and scales without sacrificing fairness.

2 Motivation

2.1 Limitations of Existing Designs

Existing solutions either fail to efficiently utilize the available CPU cores for a large variety of workloads or introduce additional overhead to reactively adapt to workload variations, both of which lead to lower throughput. Workload-agnostic approaches either use KV-only design or RPC-only design. The former results in excessive network round-trips of storage access during execution, while the latter overloads the storage server CPU and leaves the CPU on the
application server underutilized. In either case, the overall CPU utilization is low which hinders the performance.

ASFP [12] presents an alternative to workload-agnostic solutions by taking a workload-aware approach with runtime adaptation. In that design, the requests are executed using RPC by default, and if the storage server gets overloaded by the exerted computation, a pushback mechanism is triggered to push the exerted computation back to the application server side. However, the excessive queueing on the storage server still cannot be prevented, although it can be alleviated by the pushback mechanism. Furthermore, the execution of pushed-back requests needs to restart on the application server, wasting CPU cycles on both servers.

To illustrate these issues, we perform an experiment with the graph traversal application shown in Figure 1. We configure the application server to handle a fraction of the requests using RPC and the rest using the KV approach. We vary the RPC fraction from 0 to 1 and measure the overall throughput and end-to-end latency of all requests. In doing so, we obtain the throughput-latency measurements for all possible execution configurations, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The upper bound in Figure 4 is defined by selecting the best RPC fraction for each latency SLO to maximize the throughput, and the selected fraction is plotted in Figure 5. ASFP is configured as using RPC by default with pushback enabled.

As shown in Figure 4, workload with less computation favors RPC over KV, and vice versa. For Medium and Heavy workloads, the highest throughput is achieved by combining RPC and KV together. Moreover, we observe that, (1) for different workloads, the highest throughput is achieved with different RPC fraction; and (2) for different SLO constraints, the optimal fraction for highest throughput is also different. This calls for a proactive design to search for the optimal RPC fraction. Note that we repeated the same parameter sweep with the number of storage accesses per request set to 4 and 8, and observe similar trends (please refer to Appendix A).

2.2 Need for Dynamically Finding the Optimal Fraction

A key challenge here is that this optimal fraction varies for different workloads. To highlight this, we perform another experiment with the same graph traversal workload as before. We configure the application server to handle a fraction of the requests using RPC and the rest using the KV approach. We vary the RPC fraction from 0 to 1 and measure the overall throughput and end-to-end latency of all requests. In doing so, we obtain the throughput-latency measurements for all possible execution configurations, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The upper bound in Figure 4 is defined by selecting the best RPC fraction for each latency SLO to maximize the throughput, and the selected fraction is plotted in Figure 5. ASFP is configured as using RPC by default with pushback enabled.

As shown in Figure 4, workload with less computation favors RPC over KV, and vice versa. For Medium and Heavy workloads, the highest throughput is achieved by combining RPC and KV together. Moreover, we observe that, (1) for different workloads, the highest throughput is achieved with different RPC fraction; and (2) for different SLO constraints, the optimal fraction for highest throughput is also different. This calls for a proactive design to search for the optimal RPC fraction. Note that we repeated the same parameter sweep with the number of storage accesses per request set to 4 and 8, and observe similar trends (please refer to Appendix A).

3 Kayak Overview

Kayak proactively decides between shipping compute and shipping data in a workload-adaptive manner. It arbitrates
incoming requests and proactively decides the optimal RPC fraction (i.e., what fraction of the compute to ship to storage servers) of executing the requests while meeting end-to-end tail latency SLO constraints.

3.1 Design Goals

Kayak aims to meet the following design goals.

- **Maximize throughput without SLO violations**: Applications have stringent tail latency SLO constraints to ensure low user-perceived latency. Kayak should maximize the throughput while not violating these SLO constraints.
- **High CPU utilization across all servers**: Kayak should balance the computation imposed by application logic across the application and storage servers.
- **Fair sharing of storage server resources**: In a multi-tenant cloud, multiple applications may be sending requests to the same storage server, which should be fairly shared.
- **Ease of deployment**: Applications should be able to use Kayak with minimal code modification.

3.2 Architectural Overview

At a high level, Kayak adaptively runs application logic on both the application and storage servers (Figure 6). However, even though it ships some computation to the storage server, Kayak’s core control logic runs only on the application server and the storage server acts as an extended executor. Unlike existing reactive solutions, Kayak proactively decides which requests to run on the application server using KV operations and which ones to ship to the storage server via RPC.

**Key ideas.** Essentially, Kayak finds the optimal RPC fraction and maximizes throughput at runtime while meeting tail latency SLO constraints. The main design challenge is that the optimal fraction varies in accordance with different workloads and their SLO requirements (Figure 5), as well as the amount of load exerted on the storage server. In a multi-tenant cloud, all of these change dynamically. In order to keep up with the changing environment, Kayak proactively adjusts the RPC fraction and the request rate according to real-time tail latency measurements.

However, the relationship between the request rate, RPC fraction and latency cannot be easily captured with a closed-form expression. Thus Kayak adopts a numerical optimization method based on a dual loop control algorithm (§4.3) to search for the optimal parameters iteratively. We notice that latency measurements in real systems exhibit large variance, which detrimentally impacts the performance of such iterative optimization algorithms. Kayak’s algorithm accounts for such variance and has a provable convergence guarantee.

From an implementation perspective, Kayak faces another challenge as it has to make adjustments very quickly due to the high-throughput, low-latency nature of the environment. Kayak cannot afford to gather global information and make centralized decisions. Hence, the algorithm for Kayak is fully decentralized and runs only on the application servers.

**Application server.** The application server consists of three main components (Figure 6): (i) the Rate Limiter limits the rate of incoming requests from the tenant to satisfy SLO constraints; (ii) the Request Arbiter determines the optimal RPC fraction; and (iii) the Executor handles the requests according to the scheme decided by the Request Arbiter.

The Rate Limiter interacts with the tenants and receives incoming requests. It continuously monitors real-time tail latency of end-to-end request execution, and pushes back to signal the tenant to slow down. When the servers are overloaded and the SLO cannot be met, it drops overflowing requests. We assume that tenants implement mechanism to handle overflowing, such as resubmit dropped requests, and increase provisioning so that in the worst case scenario all requests can still be executed on all application servers within the SLO.

The Request Arbiter proactively determines the optimal RPC fraction. It selects the execution scheme for each request based on that fraction. For each request, the choice of execution scheme is determined by a Bernoulli distribution $B(1, X)$ where $X$ is the proportion of requests processed using RPC.

The Executor handles the request in its entirety and reports the end-to-end completion time back to the Rate Limiter upon completion. It consists of two parts: (i) the Request Handler and (ii) the RPC Endpoint. If the request is to be executed using the KV scheme, the Request Handler is triggered.
The Request Handler executes the application logic locally on the application server and keeps track of the states of the request. Whenever it needs to access data stored in the storage server, a KV API of the storage server is subsequently called. In contrast, if the request is to be executed on the storage side using the RPC scheme, then the request is simply forwarded to the RPC Endpoint on the application server. The RPC Endpoint issues an RPC request to the storage server for processing the request.

**Storage server.** The storage server includes an additional Request Handler to handle RPC requests in addition to a KV interface. Similar to allocating CPU cores in the application server to run application code, in Kayak, computation resources in the storage server are also allocated to specific tenants at the CPU core granularity.

Each tenant has a dedicated request queue, from which its core(s) polls KV and RPC requests. Handling an incoming KV request in Kayak is the same as what happens in a traditional KV store: the request is simply forwarded to the KV store. Upon receiving an RPC request, the Request Handler is triggered and executes the application logic on the storage server. The Request Handler calls the local KV API whenever data access is needed, interacting with the stored data without crossing the network.

This static pin-request-to-core allocation scheme of Kayak makes it easier to enforce fair computation resource sharing between tenants. However, static allocation of CPU cores cannot guarantee work conservation of the CPU cores on the storage server. Kayak uses work stealing to mitigate this issue: whenever a tenant’s dedicated queue is empty, the corresponding CPU core steals requests from other queues.

## 4 Kayak Design

Our primary objective is to maximize the total throughput without violating the tail latency SLO. However, higher throughput inevitably leads to higher latency in a finite system [27], and there exists a fundamental tradeoff between throughput and latency. Unfortunately, the precise relationship between latency and throughput of a real system, however, is notoriously difficult to be captured by a closed-form expression. In this paper, we use an analytical model to highlight our insights and take a tail latency measurement-driven approach to design a pragmatic solution.

At the same time, as illustrated in Section 2, a reactive approach to achieve this can lead to CPU wastage. Hence, Kayak proactively decides what fraction of the requests to offload vs. which ones to run in the application server, while maximizing the total throughput within the SLO constraint. The need for optimizing both raises a natural question: which one to optimize first? In this section, we analyze both optimization orders and design a dual loop control algorithm with provable convergence guarantees. Detailed proofs can be found in the appendix.

### 4.1 Problem Formulation

We denote the proportion of requests to be executed using RPC by $X$, the total incoming request rate by $R$, and we define $\tau$ as the random variable of request latency, thus we have:

$$\tau \sim P(R, X),$$

where $R$ and $X$ are the parameters of distribution $P$. Table 1 includes the key notations used in this paper.

We denote $T(X, R)$ as our SLO statistics metric, which takes a specific statistical interpretation for the particular SLO metric. For instance, if the SLO is defined as the 99%-tile latency then $T$ is the 99%-tile for $\tau$. We denote $t_0$ as the SLO target under the same statistic metric. Thus the problem can be formulated as:

$$\max_{X} \quad R$$

subject to

$$T(X, R) \leq t_0$$

$$R > 0,$$

$$X \in [0, 1].$$

Here constraint (2) captures the latency SLO constraint, and constraints (3) and (4) represents the boundary of $R$ and $X$, respectively.

We make the following observation when solving this optimization problem:

**Observation 1.** Fixing $X$, $F_X(R) := T(X, R)$ is monotonic increasing.

Observation 1 captures the relationship of throughput and latency from queueing theory [27] for finite systems like Kayak.

### 4.2 Strawman: X-R Dual Loop Control

Optimization (1) cannot be directly solved with a closed-form solution of $R$ and $X$ due to the intractability of the function $T(X, R)$. Therefore, we use a numeric optimization method and try to optimize $R$ and $X$ independently and iteratively. To put it into our context, we need to design an iterative algorithm such that in each iteration, we first optimize either $R$ or $X$, and then optimize the other. We also have to prove that this algorithm would actually converge to ensure optimality and stability of the system.

Now we are facing a question: which one to optimize first? In our problem, there is an asymmetry for $X$ and $R$: $X$ is the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sym.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Total request rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>Proportion of requests processed using RPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Random variable of request latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_0$</td>
<td>Latency SLO target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T(X, R)$</td>
<td>Latency SLO as a function of $X, R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R(X)$</td>
<td>Function implicitly defined by $T(X, R(X)) = t_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Index of iterations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Key notations in problem formulation.**
parameter in Optimization (1) where as \( R \) is the objective. A straightforward solution is to optimize \( X \) first, which leads to the following algorithm.

**Algorithm I (X-R Dual Loop Control)** For \( k = 1, \ldots, K \), we alternatively update \( X_k \) and \( R_k \) by

1. Fix \( R_k \), and find the RPC fraction \( X_k \) that minimizes latency, i.e., \( X_k = \arg \min_X T(X, R_k) \);
2. Update \( R_k \) according to gradient descent so that \( T \approx t_0 \), i.e.,
   \[
   R_{k+1} = R_k + \eta (t_0 - T(X_k, R_k)),
   \]
   where \( \eta > 0 \) is the stepsize.

In this algorithm, the first step is to solve a convex optimization problem. Because our assumptions guarantee that \( X_k \) is unique and finite, this iteration is well defined for at least the first step (and we will show it is also good for the second step). Moreover, because \( T_k(X) := T(X, R_k) \) is \( \mu \)-strongly convex and \( L \)-smooth, \( X_k \) can be solved very quickly (or mathematically, in a linear rate) by iterative algorithms such as gradient descent. We have the following theorem that characterizes the convergence of this algorithm. The rigorous statements and proofs are deferred to Appendix B.2.

**Theorem 1.** Fixing \( R, F_R(X) := T(X, R) \) is strongly convex and smooth. Suppose for all \( X \), \( 0 < \alpha \leq \frac{\partial T(X, R)}{\partial R} \leq \beta \). Let \( 0 < \eta < \frac{1}{\beta} \), then under mild additional assumptions\(^3\),

\[
|R_K - R_i| \leq (1 - \eta \alpha)^K \cdot |R_0 - R_i|.
\]

Here \( R_i \) denotes the optimal request throughput, and \( R_0 \) denotes the initialization. This result shows the iteration of X-R Dual Loop Control converges to the optimal requests exponentially fast, i.e., after at most \( O(\log \frac{1}{\epsilon}) \) iterations, the algorithm outputs a solution that is \( \epsilon \)-close to the optimal.

**Instability of X-R dual loop control.** However, while Algorithm I is theoretically sound, it is not practical to be implemented in a real system. The key obstacle is that the latency SLO metric cannot be directly obtained in practice. Instead, we can only measure a set of samples of latency \( \tau \), and then gather statistics to derive the SLO metric. Hence the derived SLO metric – be it average or 99%-tile – is only an estimate \( \hat{T} \) based on sampling. While sampling might not be a problem for many systems by using a high sampling rate, it is indeed a problem for Kayak. In particular, because of the microsecond-scale workload and the real-time requirement of Kayak, the sample size for each estimate is limited. This leads to large variance in the estimated \( \hat{T} \), which results in degraded convergence speed and quality.

To quantify the impact of this variance and show the gap between theory and practice, we conduct a verification experiment. We run Algorithm I with the Heavy workload from Section 2 under an SLO constraint of 200\( \mu \)s 99%-tile latency. Our experiment confirms the aforementioned issue of variance in SLO estimates. Figure 7 shows poor convergence quality of both the throughput and the RPC fraction.

**4.3 Our Solution: R-X Dual Loop Control**

A naive mitigation to counter the SLO variance is to simply use a metric that is more robust, such as average latency. But this limits the operators to only one viable SLO metric and compromises the generality of the system.

In order to solve the challenge of unstable SLO estimates, we must design an algorithm that is not sensitive to the variance of \( \hat{T} \). Compared with the RPC fraction \( X \), the request rate \( R \) has a more intuitive and better-studied interaction with latency \( T \) from extensive study in queueing theory. Specifically, we take inspiration from recent works [19, 30] showing that even with variance in latency measurements, one can still achieve rate control (i.e., optimization of the throughput) in a stable manner. From the starting point of latency-driven rate control, we design a dual loop control algorithm that first optimizes \( R \) and then optimizes \( X \) to numerically solve the optimization problem. The algorithm is shown as follows. The first part is latency-driven rate control, and the second is gradient ascent.

**Algorithm II (R-X Dual Loop Control)** For \( k = 1, \ldots, K \), we respectively update \( X_k \) and \( R_k \) by

1. Apply rate control so that the latency approximates SLO, i.e., \( R_k \) be such that \( T(X_k, R_k) \approx t_0 \);
2. Use gradient ascent to search for the optimal \( X_k \), i.e., \( X_{k+1} = X_k + \eta \frac{\partial T}{\partial X} \), where \( T(X, R_k) = t_0 \), and \( \eta \) is a positive stepsize.

**R loop: rate control.** In order to satisfy the SLO requirement \( T \leq t_0 \), we need to carefully control the request rate \( R \). Intuitively, too high an \( R \) leads to excessive queueing on the server side, causing SLO violations; at the same time, too low an \( R \) leads to low overall throughput and low resource utilization.
We use a gradient ascent algorithm to achieve that. When the throughput is too high and needs to be significantly decreased, we may encounter situations where the updated throughput is not within the range of the SLO target. The implicit function \( R \) exists an unique request throughput \( X \) that satisfies the boundary constraint, i.e., the maximum throughput is achieved when the latency is equal to the SLO target.

Essentially, we have to design a dynamic algorithm that actsuates \( R(X) \) in real-time (via \( R_t(X) \) in step 1). This problem can be solved with a root-finding algorithm such as the classic Newton’s method. However, if we apply this method directly, an oscillation, which can be mitigated by choosing different sampling frequencies [15]. The exact two values can be tuned by the operator according to different workloads and system configurations. However, because the functioning of the second loop is dependent on the output of the first loop (\( R_t \)) to have converged to a stable point, it is best practice to choose a lower frequency for the second loop. Theoretically, we show that this dual loop control algorithm is guaranteed to converge in Section 4.4. Empirically, in our experiments, we let the

\[ T(X, R(X)) = t_0. \]

The implicit function \( R(X) \) is indeed well defined, since for any \( X \), \( T(X, R) \) is monotonically increasing, implying there exists an unique request throughput \( R(X) \) that satisfies the boundary constraint, i.e., the maximum throughput is achieved when the latency is equal to the SLO target.

Essentially, we have to design a dynamic algorithm that actsuates \( R(X) \) in real-time (via \( R_t(X) \) in step 1). This problem can be solved with a root-finding algorithm such as the classic Newton’s method. However, if we apply this method directly, we may encounter situations where the updated throughput \( R \) is negative, which violates constraint (3). This happens when the throughput is too high and needs to be significantly reduced. In this case, we divide \( R \) by \( M \) instead of updating it using Newton’s method. This ensures that (i) the updated throughput is positive; and (ii) the updated throughput is still significantly lower than before. We note that this out-of-bound scenario does not happen frequently. For simplicity, we choose \( M = 2 \). Our algorithm of searching for the optimal \( R \) is shown in Pseudocode 1.

**X loop: RPC fraction control.** For any given RPC fraction, the rate control of Kayak essentially maximizes throughput within the allowance of SLO requirement. With rate control, we effectively get the throughput as a function of the given RPC fraction \( R(X) \). This is not verified on the complementary and optimize the RPC fraction to maximize \( R(X) \). We use a gradient ascent algorithm to achieve that. When the updated RPC fraction falls out of the range of \( [0, 1] \), we apply

\[ R = \text{Round}(R) \]

rounding to ensure it is within the boundary. Our algorithm of searching the RPC fraction is shown in Pseudocode 2.

**Putting them together.** Combining the rate control and the RPC fraction control, our algorithm (Algorithm II) naturally forms a bi-level (nested) control loops [15], with two actuators \( X \) and \( R \) and only one feedback signal \( t \). We adopt a single control loop (the inner/fast loop), called \( R \) loop, to implement the rate control, i.e., finding the maximum throughput \( R \) while not violating the SLO \( t_0 \). The input of this control loop is the measured latency SLO metric \( T \) and the output is request rate \( R \) which is the input for our request arbiter. We then adopt another control loop (the outer/slow loop), called \( X \) loop, to implement our request arbiter, i.e., choosing the best \( X \) that maximizes \( R_0 \).

Although this dual loop control design decouples the two actuators \( X \) and \( R \), the resulting two feedback loops may be coupled. The coupling between two feedback loops may cause oscillation, which can be mitigated by choosing different sampling frequencies [15]. The exact two values can be tuned by the operator according to different workloads and system configurations. However, because the functioning of the second loop is dependent on the output of the first loop (\( R \)) to have converged to a stable point, it is best practice to choose a lower frequency for the second loop. Theoretically, we show that this dual loop control algorithm is guaranteed to converge in Section 4.4. Empirically, in our experiments, we let the
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**Figure 8:** Nested control loops of Kayak.
sampling rates of the first and second loops to be 200Hz and 20Hz respectively, and we show that the system converges fast to near optimal throughput in Section 6. We evaluate the impact of frequency selection in detail in Section 6.5.

4.4 Performance Guarantee

From the R loop, we obtain an estimation \( R_k(x)_s \) at each iteration \( k \), which approximately satisfies \( T(X, R_k(X)) \approx t_0 \). In the X loop, we optimize X for our request arbiter such that \( R_0 \) is maximized. This is done by stochastic gradient ascent (SGA, or online gradient ascent) on X. There is a rich literature in online learning theory for SGA when \( R_k(x) \) is concave, e.g., see [36]. Applying related theoretical results to our problem, we have the following performance guarantee for our system. The proof of Theorem 2 is deferred to Appendix B.3.

**Theorem 2.** Suppose for all \( k = 1, \ldots, K \), \( R_k(X) \) is concave, and \( \| R_k(X) \|_2 \leq L \). Consider the iterates of SGA, i.e.,

\[
X_{k+1} = X_k + \eta \nabla R_k(X_k).
\]

Then we have the following regret bound

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{K} (R_k(X_s) - R_k(X_k)) \leq C \cdot \sqrt{K},
\]

where \( C := L \| X_1 - X_s \|_2 \) is a constant depends on initialization and gradient bound, and \( X_s \) can be any fixed number. Note that the regret bound holds even \( R_k(X) \) is chosen adversarially based on the algorithm history.

**Interation of Theorem 2.** The sublinear regret bound implies SAG behaviors nearly optimal on average: we see this by setting \( X_s = \arg \max \sum_{k=1}^{K} R_k(X) \), and noticing that

\[
\frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} R_k(X_s) - \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} R_k(X_k) \leq O \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{K}} \right) \rightarrow 0.
\]

More concisely, in our algorithm, \( \{R_k(X)\}_{k=1}^{K} \) corresponds to a sequence of inaccurate estimations to the true implicit function \( R(X) \) — even so the theorem guarantees a sublinear regret bound, which implies that our algorithm behaves nearly as good as one can ever expect under the estimations, no matter how inaccurate they could be.

Furthermore, if for each k, \( R_k(x) \) is an unbiased estimator to the true concave function \( R(X) \), i.e., \( E R_k(X) = R(X) \), then \( X = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} X_k \) converges to the maximal of \( R(X) \) in expectation: we see this by choosing \( X_s = \arg \min \mathbb{E}[R(X)] \) and noticing that

\[
\mathbb{E}[R(X_s) - R(X)] \leq \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbb{E}[R_k(X_s) - R_k(X_k)]
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbb{E}[R_k(X_s) - R_k(X_k)]
\]

\[
\leq C \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{K}} \rightarrow 0.
\]

The above convergence result does not require any assumptions on the randomness of \( R_k \), as long as \( R_k(X) \) is an unbiased estimator of \( R(X) \). This means our algorithm can tolerate variance in the measured latency which causes variance in estimated \( R_k \). The convergence is empirically validated by our experiments in Section 6.1.

4.5 Scalability and Fault Tolerance

**Scalability.** Kayak is fully decentralized, and its control logic (e.g., rate and RPC fraction determination) is decoupled from the request execution in the dataplane. Throughput of a tenant is limited by its total available resources in application and storage servers; one can increase throughput by adding more application servers or by ensuring more resource share in the storage servers.

**Fault tolerance.** Kayak does not introduce additional systems components beyond what traditional KV- or RPC-based or hybrid systems do. As such, it does not introduce novel fault tolerance challenges. The consistency and fault tolerance of the KV store is orthogonal to our problem and out of the scope of this paper.

5 Implementation

We build a prototype of Kayak with about 1500 lines of code and integrate it with the in-memory kernel-bypassing key-value store Splinter [29]. The code is available at: https://github.com/SymbioticLab/Kayak

**Kayak interface.** Users of Kayak provide their custom defined storage functions (App Logic in Figure 6), which are compiled with Kayak and deployed onto both the application server and storage server. At runtime, users connect to Kayak and set the desired SLO target. Users then submit request in the format of storage function invocations to Kayak.

**Application server.** The core control logic of Kayak is implemented in the application server. One challenge we face during implementation is to optimize the code to reduce overhead, which is especially important because of the high throughput low latency requirement. For instance, the inner control loop constantly measures request latency and calculates the 99%-tile. One naive way is to measure the quantile is using selection algorithm to calculate the k-th order statistics of n samples, with has at least \( O(n) \) complexity. Instead, we apply DDSketch [32] to estimate the quantile in real time with bounded error.

**Storage server.** The main challenge of implementing the storage server is supporting multi-tenancy and ensuring fairness and work conservation. We pin requests from different tenants to different CPU cores to ensure fairness. And we adopt work stealing to ensure work conservation: CPU cores with no requests to process steal requests from the queues of other cores. Specifically, similar to ZygOS [38], each CPU core of Kayak steals from all other CPU cores, which is different from Splinter’s work stealing from only neighboring
We denote by workload is not computationally intensive.

Our key results are as follows.

1. Verification of convergence; (ii) performance improvement against state of the art [12]; and (iii) fairness and scalability with multiple tenants. Our results are as follows.

- Kayak achieves sub-second convergence to optimal throughput and RPC fraction regardless of workloads. It can proactively adjust to dynamic workload change as well (§6.1).
- Kayak improves overall throughput by 32.5%-63.4% for compute-intensive workloads and up to 12.2% for non-compute-intensive and transactional workloads (§6.2).
- In a multi-tenant setup, Kayak approximates max-min fair sharing, with a Jain’s Fairness Index [22] of 0.9996 (§6.3) and scales without sacrificing fairness (§6.4).
- We also evaluate Kayak’s sensitivity to its different parameters (§6.5).

Methodology. We run our experiments on CloudLab [3] HPE ProLiant XL170r machines (Table 2). Unless specified otherwise, we configure Kayak to use 8 CPU cores across all servers. The fast control loop algorithm is configured to run every 5ms and the slow control loop runs every 50ms. The initial RPC fraction is set at 100%, and we define SLO as the 99%-tile latency.

Workloads. We use the workload described in Section 2. Unless otherwise specified, we configure the workload with a traversal depth of two so that each request issues two data accesses to the storage. We vary the amount of computation that takes place after each access and refer to them as Light (100ns computation time per access), Medium (1µs per access) and Heavy (10µs per access). This workload emulates a variety of workloads with different computational load in a non-transactional environment.

We extend this workload and create a Bimodal workload. We denote by Bimodal(1us, 100ns, 50%, 5s), a workload that consists of 50% Medium (1µs/RTT) and 50% Light (100ns/RTT) with an interval of 5 seconds.

We also run YCSB-T[14] as a transactional workload. This workload emulates a variety of workloads with different computational load in a non-transactional environment.

Baseline. Our primary baseline is ASFP [12], which is available at https://github.com/utah-scs/splinter/releases/tag/ATC’20 and also built on top of Splinter [29].

6.1 Convergence

In this section, we validate that Kayak’s fast loop can converge to a stable throughput \( R \) while satisfying SLO constraint and when running together with fast loop, the slow loop can also converge to the optimal RPC fraction.

Fast loop only. We first disable the slow loop and run Kayak with a fixed RPC fraction (100%), to show that the fast loop (rate control) can converge to optimal throughput with different workloads.

We run Light, Medium and Heavy workloads with one application server and one storage server, and measure how the throughput and 99%-tile latency changes with time. As shown in Figure 9, Kayak ramps up the throughput quickly when the measured 99%-tile request latency is below the SLO threshold of 200µs. Along with the increase of throughput, the latency also increases, as observed from the rise of red line. The entire converging process happens within 0.2 seconds.

After approaching the SLO limit, both the throughput and latency remains stable with minor fluctuations, confirming the convergence of our fast loop. We note that the converged throughput are the same as the measurements of the RPC-only configuration in Figure 4. This means that our fast loop indeed converges to the optimal throughput.

Dual loop control. Now we move on to verifying the convergence of both loops combined. We repeat the previous experiments, but with both control loops enabled. Figure 10 shows the dynamics of throughput and RPC fraction and how they change with time. We highlight three observations.

- Similar to Figure 9, throughput increases rapidly within the first 0.2 seconds; this is due to the fast loop.
- With the Medium and Heavy workloads, the throughput increase slows down after 0.2 seconds. This increase comes from the slow loop, as we can see a change in RPC fraction. Note that the Light workload does not show this trend, because in this setup the initial RPC fraction (100%) is already the optimal for it.
- After 1 second since the start, the throughput converges to a stable value with only minor fluctuations.

Comparing the RPC fraction in Figure 10 against Figure 5, we observe that our algorithm converges to the optimal RPC fraction. Comparing the throughput in Figure 10 against the Optimal configuration in Figure 4, we observe that the converged throughput is the optimal throughput.

Convergence under dynamic workloads. One advantage of Kayak is that it can proactively adjust to changing workload. To verify this, we run Kayak with the Bimodal(1us, 100ns, 50%, 5s) workload. Figure 11 shows the dynamics of throughput and RPC fraction. As we can see, Kayak adapts to the changing workload, and adjusts both the throughput and RPC fraction accordingly in a timely fashion.
6.2 Performance

Performance improvement. We compare the performance of Kayak against the state of the art ASFP [12]. We use all the workloads: (i) Light/Medium/Heavy computational workload; (ii) Bimodal workload; and (iii) YCSB-T workload. We use one application server and one storage server, and vary the SLO target from 50\(\mu\)s to 400\(\mu\)s. The results are shown in Table 3, which we summarize as follows.

- For non-compute-intensive workloads (Light and YCSB-T), Kayak achieves up to 12.2% throughput improvement. In this case, most of the requests are handled via RPC and Kayak’s opportunity for improvement is lower.
- For compute-intensive workloads, Kayak achieves 32.5%-63.4% throughput improvement. In this case, the RPC fraction decreases, and ASFP’s pushback mechanism kicks in; the overhead of pushing requests back in comparison to Kayak’s proactive placement increases the gap.

Overall, Kayak outperforms ASFP because its proactive design is more efficient in using both application- and storage-side CPUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>YCSB-T</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Heavy</th>
<th>Bimodal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>Kayak</td>
<td>ASFP</td>
<td>Kayak</td>
<td>ASFP</td>
<td>Kayak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50(\mu)s</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100(\mu)s</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200(\mu)s</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400(\mu)s</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Throughput (MOps) of Kayak and ASFP under different workloads and SLO targets. “N/A” means the SLO target is infeasible.

Gap between Kayak and upper bound. We set the SLO target to be 200\(\mu\)s and compare the achieved throughput between using Kayak and the upper bound obtained by the parameter sweep method (§2.2). We define the gap between Kayak and the upper bound as follows:

\[
\text{Gap} = \frac{\text{Throughput}_{\text{max}}}{\text{Throughput}_{\text{max,Kayak}}} - 1
\]

Intuitively, the lower the gap is, the closer Kayak is to the optimal. As shown in Table 4, Kayak has a slowdown of 11.8% for computationally light workload and 3.5% for computationally heavy workload.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>YCSB-T</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Heavy</th>
<th>Bimodal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gap</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Kayak’s performance gap from the upper bound for different workloads.

6.3 Fairness

In this section, we show that Kayak can enforce max-min fairness when multiple tenants contend for server resources.
We run two tenants with the same setup and configure each to use four CPU cores instead of eight, while the server is still configured with eight CPU cores. Tenant A is started first, and after 20 seconds, tenant B is started. Figure 12a shows the dynamics of tenant A. During the first 20 seconds, tenant A quickly converges to the optimal throughput of around 1.82MOps. After 20 seconds when tenant B is started, the throughput achieved by tenant A drops to around 1.21MOps. Note that in this process, the optimal RPC fraction also shifts from 60% to 40%. This is because after tenant B joins, the server has less CPU resource to process tenant A’s requests. After 40 seconds, tenant A stops sending requests.

Figure 12b shows the dynamics of tenant B, and we can see that when the two tenants are running together the achieved throughput is 1.21MOps and 1.24MOps, respectively. The gap between the two tenants is only 2.4%, which indicates that the server resources are fairly shared. After 40 seconds, the throughput and RPC fraction of tenant B increases because the storage server has more available CPU resources after tenant A stops.

Then we increase to four tenants and start the tenants one after one, with ten seconds in between. Each tenant is configured with one CPU core, and runs a different workload. Tenant \{1, 2, 3, 4\} runs \{Light, Medium, Heavy, Bimodal\}, respectively. We plot the occupied CPU cycles on the storage server for each tenant in Figure 13. When the 4 tenants are running together, we measure the Jain’s Fairness Index [22] to be 0.9996.

Figure 12: Dynamics of throughput and RPC fraction w.r.t time of tenant A and B in the multi-tenant experiment.

Figure 13: Fair-sharing of throughput for 4 applications sharing one storage server.

6.4 Scalability

In this section, we verify that the Kayak control loops are decoupled from data plane and do not limit Kayak’s scalability. To do so, we run experiments with Heavy workload, and vary the number of application and storage servers. For simplicity, we make sure a single request does not access data from more than one storage servers. We measure the total throughput and the converged average RPC fraction. As shown in Figure 14a, throughput increases with both adding a storage and an application server. This is because adding either essentially adds more CPU cores to the system. Note that the RPC fraction increases with the increment of the storage servers but decreases with the increment of the application servers (Figure 14b). This is because Kayak can judiciously arbitrate the requests and balance the load between the application and storage servers, by choosing the optimal RPC fraction.

6.5 Sensitivity Analysis

Initial state. First we evaluate whether Kayak is sensitive to its initial state. We run four experiments using the Heavy workload, and vary the starting value for RPC fraction \(X\) from \(\{0, 0.25, 0.75, 0.100\}\). As shown in Figure 15, Kayak converges to the optimal request throughput and RPC fraction regardless of the initial RPC fraction in all four scenarios.

Choice of loop frequencies. In Section 4 we argue that in order for the dual loop control to work, we need to choose appropriate sampling frequencies for both loops. Here we analyze how different sampling frequencies affect the dynamics of our system.

We run two experiments using the Medium workload, and
Throughput (MOps)

(a) $X = 0$

(b) $X = 0.25$

(c) $X = 0.75$

(d) $X = 1$

Figure 15: Throughput and RPC fraction during the converging process, with different starting RPC fraction.

plot our results in Figure 16. In the first experiment we set the interval for both loop to be 200Hz; in the second experiment we invert the loop frequency so that the inner control loop runs slower than outer control loop. As shown in Figure 16a and 16b, the convergence quality degrades significantly in both cases. Hence, it is important to choose proper sampling frequencies to ensure that the inner control loop runs faster than the outer.

7 Discussion and Future Work

Rate Limiting. In Kayak, we consider rate limiting and admission control because simply moving up the latency curve cannot push the servers beyond their physical capacity, and we consider that if a tenant specifies a strict SLO target, requests that miss this target are essentially failed requests. As such, we assume that the tenants will implement a mechanism such as resubmitting requests which are dropped due to rate limiting, after adapting to a slower rate. At a slower timescale, tenants should also increase provisioning to avoid having to slow down, so that in the worst case scenario all requests can still be executed on all application servers within the SLO target.

Storage Function Differentiation. Kayak does not inspect individual storage functions, which reduces overhead and aligns with our design goal to be non-intrusive to applications. Therefore, Kayak can not distinguish between individual storage functions. We would like to explore how to differentiate individual storage functions without changing application code, which would allow us to implement more fine-grained control policy.

Developing Storage Functions. Currently, developers using Kayak and Splinter [29] have to code the same application logic again in the storage function which run inside the storage server. This duplication complicates the development process and increases the chance of human errors and bugs. Automatically generating server-side storage functions from code written using traditional KV API can alleviate this problem. This would be an interesting avenue for future work.

8 Related Work

Key-Value Stores. A recent line of research on key-value store has been focusing on utilizing RDMA to boost key-value store performance. Stuedi et al. [43] have achieved a 20% reduction in GET CPU load for Memcached using soft-iWARP without Infiniband hardware. Pilaf [33] uses only one-sided RDMA read to reduce CPU overhead of key-value store. In addition, it uses a verifiable data structure to detect read-write races. FaRM [16] proposes a new main memory key-value store built on top of RDMA. FaRM comes with transaction support but still support lock-free RDMA reads. HERD [24] further improves the performance of RDMA-based key-value store by focusing on reducing network round trips while using efficient RDMA primitives. FaSST [25] generalizes HERD and used two-sided RPC to reduce the number of QPs used in symmetric settings such as distributed transaction processing, improving scalability.

While there have been many research works focusing on improving raw performance of key-value stores, few investigates real performance implications on the application. TAO [13] is an application-aware key-value store by Facebook that optimizes for social graph processing. Kayak builds on top of this concept and focuses on application-level objectives such as SLO constraint.

Storage-side computation. Storage-side computation (i.e. shipping compute to data) has made its way from latency-insensitive big data systems such as MapReduce [1, 37, 45] and SQL databases [5–8, 26, 41, 42] into latency-critical KV stores [9, 18, 29, 39]. Comet [18] supports sandboxed Lua extensions to allow user-defined extensions to customize the storage by enabling application-specific operations. Malacology [39] utilizes Lua extensions contributed by users of the Ceph storage system [2], allowing installing and updating new object interfaces at runtime. Splinter [29] pushes bare-metal
extension to storage server to allow RPC-like operations in addition to traditional key-value operations. These works breaks the assumption of dissagregated storage and necessitates the need for proactive arbitration provided by Kayak.

**Adaptive compute placement.** An emerging line of research aims at adaptively balancing between client-side processing and server-side processing. ASFP [12] extends Splinter by reactively pushing back requests to the client side if the server gets overloaded, but at the cost of wasting CPU and network resource. Instead, Kayak proactively balances the load exerted on both application and storage server. Cell [34] implements a B-tree store on RDMA supporting both client-side (RDMA-based) and server-side (RPC-based) search. Cell determines between these two schemes by tracking RDMA operation latency. This requires instrumentation into the application, which Kayak avoids by measuring end-to-end request latency instead. A recent work called Storm [35] uses a reactive-adaptive approach similar to that of ASFP [12] but with a different policy, where for each request it will try the traditional KV API first, and switch to RPC API if it detects that the application is trying to chase the pointers.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we show that by proactively and adaptively combining RPC and KV together, overall throughput and CPU utilization can be improved. We propose an algorithm that dynamically adjusts the rate of requests and the RPC fraction to improve overall request throughput while meeting latency SLO requirements. We then prove that our algorithm can converge to the optimal parameters. We design and implement a system called Kayak. Our system implementation ensures work conservation and fairness across multiple tenants. Our evaluations show that Kayak achieves sub-second convergence and improves overall throughput by 32.5%–63.4% for compute-intensive workloads and up to 12.2% for non-compute-intensive and transactional workloads.
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A Supplemental Measurements for Graph Traversal Workload

Figure 17: Throughput w.r.t. SLO (99%-tile latency) for graph traversal with four storage accesses per request.

Figure 18: Optimal RPC fraction w.r.t. SLO (99%-tile latency) for graph traversal with four storage accesses per request.

We repeat the same parameter sweep as in §2.2 but with the number of storage accesses per request set to 4 and 8. We vary the RPC fraction from 0 to 1 and measure the overall throughput and end-to-end latency of all requests. In doing so, we obtain the throughput-latency measurements for all possible execution configurations, as shown in Figure 17 and Figure 19. The optimal RPC fraction during these sweeps are shown in Figure 18 and Figure 20. We note that the observation we make in §2.2 still holds in these measurements.
B Analysis of Algorithms

B.1 Problem Formulation

We aim to solve the following optimization problem

$$\max _{X} \frac{R}{T(X,R)} \quad \text{s.t.} \quad T(X,R) \leq t_0$$

(P)

where we assume:

**Assumption 1.** Fix $X$, $F_X(R) := T(X,R)$ is monotonically increasing and twice differentiable.

**Assumption 2.** For any $X$, there exist $R_1$ and $R_2$ such that $\min_X T(X, R_1) \leq t_0 \leq \min_X T(X, R_2)$.

B.2 Algorithm I: X-R Dual Loop Control

We adopt the following iterative algorithm to solve the problem:

**Algorithm I (X-R Dual Loop Control)** For $k = 1, \ldots, K$, we alternatively update $X_k$ and $R_k$ by

- $X_k = \arg \min_X T(X, R_k)$;
- $R_{k+1} = R_k + \eta (t_0 - T(X_k, R_k))$.

We have the following theorem to characterize the convergence of the above algorithm.

**Theorem 1.** Suppose in addition we have,

1. $T(X,R)$ is twice differentiable and lower bounded.
2. Fix $R$, $F_R(X) := T(X,R)$ is $\mu$-strongly convex, $L$-smooth and coercive.
3. For all $X$, we have $0 < \alpha \leq \frac{\partial^2 T(X, R)}{\partial R^2} \leq \beta$.

If we set $0 < \eta < \frac{1}{\beta}$, then

$$\|R_K - R_*\| \leq (1 - \eta \alpha)^K \cdot \|R_0 - R_*\|.$$  

In the following we elaborate the proof for Theorem 1. We begin with introducing a series of lemmas. Let us denote

$$H(R) = \min_X T(X,R).$$

**Lemma 1.** For all $R \neq S$,

$$0 < \alpha \leq \frac{H(R) - H(S)}{R - S} \leq \beta.$$  

Moreover, the above inequality implies $H(R)$ is monotonically increasing and continuous.

**Proof.** Without loss of generality let $R > S$. Let $X = \arg \min_X T(X,R)$ and $Y = \arg \min_X T(X,S)$. Then

$$\frac{H(R) - H(S)}{R - S} = \frac{T(X,R) - T(Y,S)}{R - S} \leq \frac{\frac{\partial T(X,Y)}{\partial R}}{\frac{\partial T(Y,S)}{\partial R}} - \frac{\frac{\partial T(X,Y)}{\partial R}}{\frac{\partial T(Y,S)}{\partial R}} \leq \beta,$$

Here $P, Q \in (S,R)$ are given by mean-value theorem.

**Lemma 2.** There exists an unique $R_*$ such that $H(R_*) = t_0$. Moreover, this $R_*$ gives the maximum of the original optimization problem.

**Proof.** We have already shown that $H(R)$ is monotonically increasing and continuous. Recall that there exists $R_1$ and $R_2$ such that $H(R_1) \leq t_0 \leq H(R_2)$, thus there exists an unique $R_*$ such that $H(R_*) = t_0$.

For any $R$ so that $R > R_*$, we have $H(R) > H(R_*) = t_0$ by monotonicity, thus $R$ does not meet the constraint. Therefore $R_*$ is the maximum of the optimization problem.

**Proof of Theorem 1.** With $H(R) := \min_X T(X,R)$, we can rephrase Algorithm I as

$$R_{k+1} = R_k + \eta (H(R_* - H(R_k))).$$

Let $R_0$ be the initialization. We next show the convergence of this iteration.

**Case I:** $R_0 < R_*$. If $R_k < R_*$ then

$$0 < \alpha \leq \frac{H(R_k) - H(R_*)}{R_k - R_*} \leq \beta,$$

that is $0 \leq (1 - \eta \beta) (R_k - R_*) \leq \eta \alpha (R_* - R_k)$.

**Case II:** $R_0 > R_*$. If $R_k > R_*$ then

$$0 < \alpha \leq \frac{H(R_k) - H(R_0)}{R_k - R_0} \leq \beta.$$
B.3 Algorithm II: R-X Dual Loop Control

Let us take a closer look at the optimization problem (P) under Assumption 1 and Assumption 2. First we observe the maximal must be attended at the boundary

\[ T(X, R) = t_0. \]  

Second the boundary constraint Eq. (6) implicitly defines a function \( R(X) \), where

\[ T(X, R(X)) = t_0. \]

We highlight that \( R(X) \) is indeed well defined, since under Assumption 1 and Assumption 2, for any \( X \), there exists an unique \( R(X) \) that satisfies the boundary constraint.

We may rephrase the optimization problem (P) as

\[ \max_X R(X) \quad (P') \]

where \( R(X) \) is implicitly defined by the boundary constraint. In the following we discuss algorithms that solve problem \( (P') \).

Our challenge is that we do not have direct access to \( R(X) \); instead at each fast loop step, we have an estimation to \( R(X) \), denoted as \( R_k(x) \), which approximately satisfies

\[ T(X, R_k(X)) \approx t_0. \]

In this set up we can perform stochastic gradient ascent (SGA, or online gradient ascent) for \( R_k(X) \). We summarize the algorithm in the following.

**Algorithm II (R-X Dual Loop Control)** For \( k = 1, \ldots, K \), we respectively update \( X_k \) and \( R_k \) by

1. Apply rate control so that the latency approximates SLO, i.e., \( R_k \) be such that \( T(X_k, R_k) \approx t_0 \);
2. Use gradient ascent to search for the optimal \( X_k \), i.e., \( X_{k+1} = X_k + \eta \frac{dR_k}{dX} \), where \( T(X, R_k) = t_0 \), and \( \eta \) is a positive stepsize.

There is a rich literature for the theory of online learning when \( R_k(X) \) is concave, e.g., see [36]. For completeness, we introduce the following theorem to characterize the behavior of the above algorithm.

**Theorem 2.** Suppose \( R_k(X) \) is concave. Consider the iterates of SGA, i.e.,

\[ X_{k+1} = X_k + \eta \nabla R_k(X_k). \]

Then we have the following bound for the regret

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} (R_k(X_k) - R_k(X_k)) \leq \frac{\|X_1 - X_k\|^2}{2\eta} + \frac{\eta}{2} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \|\nabla R_k(X_k)\|^2. \]

If in addition we assume \( \|\nabla R_k(X)\| \leq L \), and set

\[ \eta = \frac{\|X_1 - X_k\|}{L\sqrt{K}}, \]

then

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} (R_k(X_k) - R_k(X_k)) \leq C \cdot \sqrt{K}, \]

where \( C := L \|X_1 - X_k\| \) is a constant depends on initialization and gradient bound.

**Remark.** The sublinear regret bound implies SAG behaviors nearly optimal on average: we see this by setting \( X_k = \arg\max X \sum_{k=1}^{K} R_k(X) \), and noticing that

\[ \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} R_k(X_k) - \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} R_k(X_k) \leq O \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{K}} \right) \rightarrow 0. \]

More concisely, in our algorithm, \( \{R_k(X)\}_{k=1}^{K} \) corresponds to a sequence of inaccurate estimations to the true implicit function \( R(X) \) — even so the theorem guarantees a sublinear regret bound, which implies that our algorithm behaviors nearly as good as one can ever expect under the estimations, no matter how inaccurate they could be.

Furthermore, if for each \( k, R_k(X) \) is an unbiased estimator to the true concave function \( R(X) \), i.e., \( E[R_k(X)] = R(X) \), then \( \bar{X} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} X_k \) converges to the maximal of \( R(X) \) in expectation: we see this by choosing \( X_\ast = \arg\min X R(X) \) and noticing that

\[ E[R(X_\ast) - R(\bar{X})] \leq \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} E[R(X_\ast) - R_k(X_k)] \]

\[ = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} E[R_k(X_k) - R_k(X_k)] \]

\[ \leq C \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{K}} \rightarrow 0. \]

**Proof of Theorem 2.** We first notice the following ascent lemma

\[ \|X_{k+1} - X_k\|^2 \]

\[ = \|X_k + \eta \nabla R_k(X_k) - X_k\|^2 \]

\[ = \|X_k - X_k\|^2 + \eta^2 \|\nabla R_k(X_k)\|^2 + 2\eta \nabla R_k(X_k) - X_k \]

\[ \leq \|X_k - X_k\|^2 + \eta^2 \|\nabla R_k(X_k)\|^2 + 2\eta (R_k(X_k) - R_k(X_k)), \]

where the last inequality is due to the assumption that \( R_k(X) \) is concave. Next we re-arrange the terms and take telescope
\[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left( R_k(X_s) - R_k(X_k) \right) \]
\[ \leq \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{1}{2\eta} \left( \|X_k - X_s\|_2^2 - \|X_{k+1} - X_s\|_2^2 \right) + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\eta}{2} \|\nabla R_k(X_k)\|_2^2 \]
\[ = \frac{1}{2\eta} \left( \|X_1 - X_s\|_2^2 - \|X_{K+1} - X_s\|_2^2 \right) + \sum_{i=1}^{T} \frac{\eta}{2} \|\nabla R_k(X_k)\|_2^2 \]
\[ \leq \frac{1}{2\eta} \|X_1 - X_s\|_2^2 + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\eta}{2} \|\nabla R_k(X_k)\|_2^2, \]

which gives the first regret bound.

If further we have \( \|\nabla R_k(X)\|_2 \leq L \), then

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left( R_k(X_s) - R_k(X_k) \right) \leq \frac{1}{2\eta} \|X_1 - X_s\|_2^2 + \frac{\eta}{2} L^2 K, \]

by setting \( \eta = \frac{\|X_1 - X_s\|_2}{L \sqrt{K}} \) we obtain

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left( R_k(X_s) - R_k(X_k) \right) \leq \frac{1}{2\eta} \|X_1 - X_s\|_2^2 + \frac{\eta}{2} L^2 K \]
\[ \leq L \|X_1 - X_s\|_2 \cdot \sqrt{K}. \]
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Abstract

Serverless platforms facilitate transparent resource elasticity and fine-grained billing, making them an attractive choice for data analytics. We find that while server-centric analytics frameworks typically optimize for job completion time (JCT), resource utilization and isolation via inter-job scheduling policies, serverless analytics requires optimizing for JCT and cost of execution instead, introducing a new scheduling problem. We present Caerus, a task scheduler for serverless analytics frameworks that employs a fine-grained NIMBLE scheduling algorithm to solve this problem. NIMBLE efficiently pipelines task executions within a job, minimizing execution cost while being Pareto-optimal between cost and JCT for arbitrary analytics jobs. To this end, NIMBLE models a wide range of execution parameters — pipelineable and non-pipelineable data dependencies, data generation, consumption and processing rates, etc. — to determine the ideal task launch times. Our evaluation results show that in practice, Caerus is able to achieve both optimal cost and JCT for queries across a wide range of analytics workloads.

1 Introduction

Serverless platforms [1–3] fulfill the promise of transparent resource elasticity in the cloud [4–6]. Under the Function as a Service (FaaS) serverless model, users decompose their applications into short-lived stateless functions that read and write data from an external storage service. The sub-second startup latencies and virtually unlimited parallelism in FaaS platforms permit fine-grained compute elasticity, while sub-second billing granularities afford cost-efficiency.

These benefits have driven many recent efforts to port data analytics applications to serverless platforms [7–18]. Analytics jobs typically comprise multiple stages of execution organized as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) based on their data dependencies, with each stage comprising several parallel tasks. While traditional server-centric deployments use clusters provisioned with a fixed pool of storage and compute resources to execute these jobs, serverless deployments implement tasks as serverless functions [7–13] that exchange state via external storage [14, 15]. Since analytics workloads typically have widely varying resource needs over time, both across and during job lifetimes [12, 14], server-centric deployments can frequently suffer from resource under- or over-provisioning [12, 14, 19, 20], leading to resource wastage or performance degradation, respectively. In contrast, serverless compute [1–3] and storage [15, 21–24] platforms facilitate fine-grained scaling of resources to match application needs, making them an attractive choice for data analytics [7–18].

We find that the shift from server-centric to serverless analytics results in a shift in goals for schedulers in analytics frameworks. Since the FaaS platforms manage allocation of compute resources across jobs, schedulers need no longer be concerned with the conventional goals of maximizing cluster resource-utilization and enforcing fairness across jobs via inter-job scheduling policies [25–28]. Instead, under the FaaS billing model, schedulers must now consider the cost of each job’s execution, which is proportional to the aggregated runtimes across its component tasks. This highlights the need for inter-task scheduling policies for serverless analytics jobs to minimize both execution cost and job completion time (JCT).

Unfortunately, task-level scheduling policies employed by server-centric analytics today expose a hard-tradeoff between cost and JCT in serverless platforms. Figure 1 shows a simple map-reduce job where reduce tasks consume and aggregate data generated by map tasks. Traditional analytics frameworks [29–32] typically employ one of the two following extremes: (1) a lazy approach that launches a reduce task only when all the map tasks have finished (Figure 1 (a)), and (2) an eager approach that launches a reduce task as soon as any map task produces data for it to consume (Figure 1 (b)).

Intuitively, the lazy approach is cost-efficient: since reduce tasks waste no time waiting for upstream map tasks to generate data, individual task durations (which governs cost in serverless settings) is always minimized. However, its JCT can be far from optimal since there is no pipelining of map and reduce task executions. The eager approach, on the other hand, is JCT-efficient since it maximally pipelines the execution of map and reduce tasks. However, its can introduce a much higher cost: reduce tasks can waste a lot of time waiting for upstream map tasks to generate data, which increases reduce task durations and, consequently, execution cost. We discuss this example further in §2, but note for now that this trade-off between execution cost and JCT is even more extreme for multi-stage jobs seen in production workloads [27, 28].

Note that in an ideal solution (Figure 1 (c)), a task would be launched late enough to minimize task durations (and therefore, execution cost), but early enough to minimize JCT. In this work, we propose a NIMBLE scheduling algorithm that builds on this intuition: at its core, NIMBLE scheduling combines the cost-efficiency of lazy and JCT-efficiency of eager approaches and breaks the tradeoff between them (Figure 1 (d)), by scheduling tasks to run at just the right time.

Designing such an optimal scheduling strategy, however, is non-trivial. First, a precise description of the pipelinability across different job stages is crucial to determine the optimal schedule — task-level DAGs typically used for representing
In summary, we make three main contributions:

- **Formulation of a new task-level scheduling problem for serverless analytics to minimize execution cost and JCT.** We show that schedulers used in server-centric frameworks expose a hard tradeoff between cost and JCT.

  - Design of a new NimBLE scheduling algorithm, that launches each task in a job at just the right time to optimize both cost and JCT. NimBLE employs a new step model to capture sub-task level pipelining and data dependencies, and guarantees cost optimality while being Pareto-optimal between cost and JCT for any analytics job.

  - Design, implementation and evaluation of Caerus, a fine-grained task-level scheduler for serverless analytics frameworks that enables NimBLE scheduling in practice.

2 **Motivation**

In this section, we provide a brief background on server-centric and serverless analytics (§2.1). We then describe how serverless analytics introduces a new task scheduling problem (§2.2) and new opportunities to address it (§2.3).

2.1 **Background**

**Server-centric Analytics.** Traditional server-centric deployments for data analytics [30, 31, 33–35] operate atop a fixed pool of compute and storage resources, e.g., clusters of provisioned servers or pools of provisioned virtual machines (VMs). Consequently, such deployments employ a cluster-wide job scheduler to efficiently share the fixed resource-pool among multiple jobs with three key goals: minimizing job runtime, maximizing resource utilization and ensuring resource isolation (or fairness) across jobs. Given the resource demands of each job, the scheduler achieves all or a subset of goals via inter-job (i.e., job-granularity) scheduling policies.

Within a job, the execution is broken down into a DAG of stages, each comprising multiple parallel tasks (see Figure 1 for an example). A task scheduler launches tasks across the compute resources allocated to the job. Tasks in a stage read their initial input from and write their final output to persistent storage (e.g., HDFS), while data exchange between consecutive stages occurs over the network (e.g., shuffle, broadcast, etc.). Existing frameworks typically apply one of two popular approaches to decide when to launch tasks: (i) lazy (e.g., Spark [30]), which launches a task only when all

One can add/remove VMs to scale VM clouds, but at coarse time granularities, e.g., resizing an AWS EMR cluster takes ∼6–45 minutes [36].
tasks in upstream stages have completed, and (ii) eager (e.g., MapReduce Online [29]), which launches a task as soon as any output from its upstream stages is ready.

Serverless Analytics. In serverless platforms, users no longer provision or manage resources: this is the cloud provider’s responsibility. Users simply pay for resources they use. Serverless compute platforms [1–3] allocate and charge for compute resources at function invocation granularity: invoking more functions permits scaling up at a higher cost, and vice versa.

Existing approaches to serverless analytics deploy tasks within a stage as serverless function invocations. Since cloud providers disallow direct communications between serverless functions [7, 11, 14], data is exchanged between functions via external storage [8, 14, 15]. A job is charged for both function execution and external storage, with the former typically dominating the cost. With *sub-second granularity billing* for serverless functions, the job execution cost is proportional to the cumulative runtimes across all tasks of the job.

### 2.2 Serverless Scheduling: A New Problem

Since the cloud provider is responsible for resource management in serverless platforms, user goals in serverless analytics are different from server-centric deployments. In particular, while minimizing JCT is still a primary goal, metrics like reducing execution cost on a serverless platform?  

**Problem Statement:** Given the execution plan for an analytics job comprising tasks with arbitrary dependencies, can we find a task-level schedule that optimizes for both job execution cost and JCT on a serverless platform?

#### Limitations of existing approaches. As we saw in §1, the existing server-centric lazy and eager task scheduling approaches, applied for serverless analytics, expose a hard tradeoff between cost and JCT. Recall the job execution example in Figure 1, which comprises a map and a reduce stage, each with three tasks — each bar represents the execution of one task over time (numbers in bars show task runtimes).

The lazy approach (Figure 1 (a)) is cost-optimal in the serverless model, with a cost of 64 units — starting reduce tasks any later would not affect their runtime (and therefore, cost), while starting them sooner can cause them to stall for more data to be generated by upstream map tasks, increasing cost. However, the lazy approach also leads to high JCT (31 units), since it does not pipeline the execution of map and reduce tasks at all. Similarly, eager scheduling (Figure 1 (b)) is JCT-optimal (19 units) since the first part of reduce execution

---

2Cost of AWS Lambda execution is $\sim$0.20/hour [38], while Amazon S3 storage is $\sim$0.02/GB/month [39], with no data transfer cost between them.

3The cost is computed as the cumulative sum of the runtimes of the tasks in the job, and assuming unit cost per unit runtime.

---

![Figure 2: Optimal schedule (left) and execution DAG (right) for a multi-stage job.](image)

(orange bar) can be completely pipelined with the map stage. However, its cost is significantly higher (94 units), since reduce tasks often wait for data to be generated by upstream map tasks, increasing their runtime, and therefore, cost.

This tradeoff can be much more severe for multi-stage jobs. Production traces from Microsoft [27, 28] show that jobs in their workloads have 13 and 121 stages at 50th and 95th percentiles, making it likely for them to have far more opportunities for pipelining tasks across stages. Ignoring these opportunities (e.g., following the lazy approach) would lead to JCTs that are significantly longer than optimal. On the other hand, jobs can also have heavy skew in task runtimes [40–42] — 10% of tasks take more than $10 \times$ the median task duration in Microsoft’s workloads [40]. Starting tasks across all stages early to maximize pipelining (e.g., following the eager approach) would force most downstream tasks to stall due to slower upstream tasks, significantly increasing execution cost.

### 2.3 Opportunities & Challenges

#### New opportunities in serverless scheduling. Serverless frameworks provide new opportunities to break the hard tradeoff between cost and JCT exposed by lazy and eager solutions — on-demand invocation of functions at fine-grained timescales permits the design of fine-grained task-level schedulers. Figure 1 (c) shows the optimal schedule for the job in Figure 1 — with fine-grained scheduling, it is possible to achieve such a schedule by launching each task at just the right time, minimizing both cost (64 units) and JCT (19 units) (Figure 1 (d)).

Moreover, these gains are likely to be even more significant in production workloads comprising multi-stage jobs with complex stage dependencies. For example, Figure 2 shows a multi-stage SQL job which performs join across three tables (A, B and C) using shuffle hash join (SHJ) algorithm [43]. The figure shows the job’s execution plan as a DAG of stages on the right, and the corresponding optimal task schedule on the left. The optimal schedule can efficiently pipeline all the five stages in this multi-stage join example, resulting in much higher gains in JCT and cost than for simple two stages map-reduce jobs.

#### Challenges. Figure 2 also indicates that calculating the optimal launch time for each task is non-trivial due to a number of reasons. First, a task may include multiple parts, where each part may or may not be pipelineable with some part of one of its upstream stages. In Figure 2 (left), Stage 3 is composed of two parts. The first part, which reads Table B from Stage 2
and uses it to build a hash table, can be pipelined with Stage 2 execution. The second part, which reads Table A from Stage 1 and performs online join with the hash table constructed in the first part, can pipelined with Stage 1 execution. Second, the runtime of one task depends on the processing rate of all tasks in its previous stage, and these dependencies cascade to upstream stages. In Figure 2, the execution of Stage 5 depends on Stage 3 and Stage 4, and Stage 4 is further determined by Stage 1 and Stage 2. As such, the first challenge lies in identifying parts of the execution that can be pipelined, and the dependencies between such pipelinable components — we address this in §3. The second challenge lies in using this information to determine ideal launch times for tasks in jobs with complex DAGs, which we address in §4.

Why serverless? Intuitively, the fine-grained task-level scheduling shown in Figures 1 (c) and 2 can also be extended to server-centric settings to optimize average JCT. Moreover, the reduction in per-job resource usage (i.e., cost in serverless settings) enabled by this approach may improve resource utilization via bin-packing more jobs onto the same number of servers. However, while cost improvements in serverless analytics are obvious, achieving improvements in resource utilizations with theoretical guarantees in server-centric deployments is not straightforward, since it is unclear how the resources saved by delaying task launch times can be utilized by other jobs. Specifically, the optimal in Figures 1 (c) and 2 is likely to create staggered task launch times across stages to optimize each individual job, and they may not be optimal for bin-packing across jobs. Thus, while the clear decoupling from inter-job resource allocation ensures cost and JCT-optimality, extending it to server-centric settings for optimal JCT and resource utilization requires a careful co-design of inter- and intra-job scheduling. We leave this study to future work.

3 Step Dependency Model

As discussed above, a key challenge in identifying ideal task launch times for a job is modeling pipelining and non-pipelining dependencies across tasks. In this section, we discuss how we model such dependencies and the flow of data across them, using a new step dependency model. We employ this model to design our NIMBLE scheduling algorithm in §4.

Stage dependencies in traditional analytics. As outlined in §2.1, job execution in traditional analytics frameworks [27, 28, 30, 34] is represented as a DAG, where nodes are execution stages (comprised of multiple parallel tasks) and edges denote data dependencies between them. Figure 3 (a, left) shows the DAG for the map-reduce example from Figure 1, while Figure 3 (b, left) shows a SQL query that performs shuffle hash join (SHJ) on tables generated by two map stages.

Unfortunately, the stage model is not fine-grained enough to capture the information required to determine the ideal launch times for tasks in serverless analytics jobs. To see why,

Figure 3: Stage vs. step dependency model for (a) map-reduce job, and (b) SQL query that joins two tables A and B after applying a map function on each. In the step model, red arrows show dependencies across steps that can be pipelined, while black arrows show dependencies that prevent pipelining. See §3 for details.

consider the map-reduce example from Figure 3 (a, right)\(^4\), where the reduce stage (and therefore, all tasks in the stage) has two distinct parts, shown as orange and black boxes. While the first part (r.s1), where reduce tasks read map data, can be pipelined with map execution (m.s1), the second part (r.s2), where the reduce tasks aggregate and output data, cannot — since final aggregation can only occur after all map data has been read. Clearly, stage dependencies, shown in Figure 3 (a, left), cannot capture such fine-grained information regarding pipelining and non-pipelining components of task, nor capture the data dependencies between them. This information is crucial in determining the optimal start time for reduce tasks — early enough to maximally overlap r.s1 with m.s1, but not too early, since pipelining r.s2 with m.s1 is impossible.

Modeling pipeline dependencies using steps. To precisely model how stages can be pipelined, we refine the stage model into a fine-grained step model to precisely describe how job execution can be pipelined across stages. In our model, the stages are decomposed into one or more steps, which are separated by pipeline breakers within the stage — operators that produce their first output only after all input have been processed. Pipeline breakers create barriers in execution, demarcating stretches of execution that cannot be pipelined with each other. As such, steps within a stage must be executed sequentially, since pipeline breakers prevent subsequent steps from starting before its upstream step finishes. Across stages, however, steps with data dependencies between them can be pipelined. As a concrete example, consider the step model for the map-reduce job in Figure 3 (a, right) — m.s1 corresponds to the single step in map stage, while r.s1 and r.s2 correspond to two steps in the reduce stage, with a pipeline breaker separating them. The step r.s1 which consumes data can be pipelined with the upstream step m.s1 in the map stage that generates the data. We refer to such cross-stage pipelinable step pairs (e.g., (m.s1, r.s1)) as parent-child step pairs. Note that the while above description focuses on the decomposition of a stage into steps, each task within the stage shares the same

---

\(^4\)This is the same example as the one depicted in Figure 1.
step-level decomposition — we will use the term step to refer to parts of a stage or its tasks interchangeably and clarify the distinction whenever needed.

Figure 3 (b) contrasts the step and stage DAGs for a simple join query. Each of the two map stages comprise a single step, while the hash join stage is divided into two steps. The step $J.s1$ reads the left table (Table A generated by $m1.s1$) to create a hash table of unique entries, while step $J.s2$ reads the right table (Table B generated by $m2.s1$), joins it with the hash table and writes the output. Each of the two steps can be pipelined with their parent steps (the two map stages), but these two steps have to be executed sequentially within the join stage, since the hash table must be created before the second join step can proceed (pipeline-breaker).

We discuss the details of how the step dependencies can be extracted from user code in §5, but note for now that this model is expressive enough to capture the pipeline dependencies across a wide range of evaluated analytics applications (§6).

Modeling flow of data across steps. We now describe parameters that are used to model the flow of data across steps in the step dependency model. While we discuss how these are estimated in §5, we note for now that these parameters are used as inputs to the NIMBLE algorithm. Consider a stage comprising $n$ steps, $s1..sn$, some of which may have a parent step, while some may not. If step $si$ receives data from a parent step, then (1) parent produce rate ($rp_i$) is the aggregated data output rate across all tasks of its parent step (referred to as produce rate for brevity); and (2) full consume rate ($rc_i$) is the rate at which data can be read and processed by step $si$ when there is sufficient data for it to consume. If step $si$ does not have a parent step, then its execution duration $d_{si}$ is independent of when the task is launched, allowing us to model $d_{si}$ as a constant.

Since the produce rate is determined by the aggregate data output rate across all upstream tasks, each with potentially different start and end times, we model $rp_i$ as an arbitrary function of time $t$. Note that the cumulative area under the $rp_i(t)$ curve corresponds to the total input data for the step under consideration; we denote this as $P$. The full consume rate, on the other hand, is tied to how fast the step can read and process data, and we found it to be stable throughout the step's execution in our evaluation (§6), allowing us to model $rc_i$ as a constant. Note that the parent step may not always produce data as fast as it can be consumed, i.e., the actual consume rate ($rac_i$) for the step may be lower than $rc_i$.

4 NIMBLE Scheduling

Armed with the step dependency model, we are now ready to describe our NIMBLE scheduling algorithm. NIMBLE builds on the intuition outlined in §2.3, and combines the cost-optimality of lazy and JCT-optimality of eager approaches to schedule tasks in an analytics job to run at just the right time. We first describe NIMBLE scheduling for a simple two-stage map-reduce job (§4.1), and then extend it to general analytics jobs with arbitrary execution DAGs (§4.2).

Figure 4: Optimal launch time for a two-stage map-reduce job. (a) The total volume of data to be consumed by the reduce step $r.s1$ ($P = 6$) is the area under the produce rate ($rp(t)$) curve. The lazy approach allows us to compute the optimal task runtime ($d_{s1}^*$) as $P/r_c = 2$. (b) The optimal task finish time ($T_{r.s1}^* = 3$) is obtained by emulating the eager approach, where the finish time is the maximum of $P/r_c = 2$ and the map finish time $t_m = 3$. (c) The optimal launch time ($T_{r}^* = 1$) is computed as the difference of the optimal finish time and optimal duration. See §4.1 for details.

4.1 NIMBLE for Two-stage Map-Reduce

Consider the step model for the simple two-stage map-reduce job in Figure 3 (a). Note that the JCT of the job is the same as the finish time of the last reducer, and the total cost of the job is proportional to the aggregated duration of all map and reduce tasks. As such, optimizing for the finish time and execution duration of individual tasks also ensures optimality for JCT.

Since map tasks do not have any upstream dependencies, their execution duration is independent of their launch times, and only depends on how fast they can read data from persistent storage and process it. Meanwhile, optimal finish time for map tasks can be achieved by launching them as early as possible (at $t = 0$). On the other hand, due to the parent-child step dependency between the map and reduce tasks (Figure 3 (top)), the data consumption in $r.s1$ step of reduce tasks can be pipelined with the data generation in step $m.s1$ of map tasks for minimizing reduce task finish times and execution durations. In particular, a reduce task should be launched early enough to ensure $r.s1$ overlaps with $m.s1$ as much as possible to minimize finish time, but late enough to ensure that it can always consume data at full rate throughout its execution without stalling, to optimize cost. Our NIMBLE scheduling approach can always find such a “perfect” launch time using the following three steps (Figure 4):

Step 1: Calculate optimal task duration $D^*$. Since step $r.s2$ can only start after $r.s1$ finishes, the optimal duration $D^*$ of a reduce task is $d_{s1}^* + d_{s2}^*$, where $d_{s1}^*$ and $d_{s2}^*$ are the optimal durations of steps $r.s1$ and $r.s2$ respectively. Note that since $r.s2$ does not have a parent step, its duration is independent of when the reduce task is scheduled. As such, the optimal duration $D^*$ depends only on step $r.s1$.

Recall from §2.2 that the lazy approach always ensures optimal duration for reduce tasks — since the entire input is available before the reducer starts, $r.s1$ can always consume the input data at consume rate $rc_i$ without ever stalling. As such, $d_{s1}^*$ is simply $P/rc_i$, where $P$ is the total amount of input data for $r.s1$. In Figure 4 (a), $P = 6$ is the area under the curve
We prove this by contradiction: assume that a reduce task that
At first glance, this may seem obvious, since
when step \( t = 0 \) to compute the optimal step finish time \( t_{e,s1}^* \) — intuitively, starting the task any sooner cannot reduce the step finish time any further. Note that since all the map tasks are started at \( t = 0 \), the produce rate \( r_p \) is non-increasing in time. Consequently, if the full consume rate \( r_c \) of the reduce task is lower than the average produce rate, then the finish time of the step will be bottlenecked by \( r_c \), i.e., \( t_{e,s1}^* = P/r_c \). On the other hand, if \( r_c \) is higher than the average produce rate, the bottleneck shifts to \( r_p \), and the reduce task can only finish when the map tasks finish generating data at time \( t_m \). Figure 4 (b) shows the latter scenario, where \( r_c = 3 \) is higher than the average produce rate \( (= 2) \), and therefore \( t_{e,s1}^* = t_m = 3 \).

*Step 2: Calculate optimal finish time \( T^*_e \).* The optimal finish time \( T^*_e \) for a reduce task is simply \( t_{e,s1}^* + d_{s2}^* \) where \( t_{e,s1}^* \) is the optimal finish time of \( s \cdot s1 \). Again, since duration \( d_{s2}^* \) is independent of when the task is launched, \( T^*_e \) depends only on when step \( s \cdot s1 \) finishes.

We leverage the eager strategy of starting the reduce task at
We exploit the above insights to extend NIMBLE scheduling approach from §4.1 to general analytics jobs. We consider the consume data at a rate no faster than \( r_c \).
Note that the data produced after \( t' \), \( P_{t'<t'} \), is independent of the reduce task’s launch time. This implies that regardless of how early the task is launched, no solution could have achieved optimal finish time \( t_{e,s1}^* \) for the step \( s \cdot s1 \). However, this contradicts with the fact that the eager solution can achieve the optimal finish time by launching the task at \( t = 0 \). Therefore, our initial assumption must have been false: a reduce task that is started at \( T^*_e \) does finish executing its first step \( s \cdot s1 \) at \( t_{e,s1}^* \).

Proving \( T^*_e = T^*_e - D^* \) results in optimal task duration is then trivial: since step \( s \cdot s1 \) finishes at \( t_{e,s1}^* \) with start time \( T^*_e \), the corresponding duration \( T^*_e - t_{e,s1}^* \) will always be \( d_{s2}^* \). ■

Note that the \( T^*_e \) for different reduce tasks may be different, since the produce rate \( r_p \) to different reduce tasks may vary (e.g., due to data skew). Recall that the finish time of the job is the same as the finish time of the last reduce task; and the total cost of the job is proportional to the aggregated duration of all tasks. As such, Theorem 4.1 shows that we can simultaneously achieve both optimal cost and finish time for the entire job, as long as each reduce task is optimal in duration and finish time, i.e., is launched at \( T^*_e \).

### 4.2 NIMBLE for General Analytics

We now extend our analysis to general analytics jobs. We first outline the steps in computing the optimal launch time for tasks in jobs with arbitrary execution DAGs, and then describe how NIMBLE scheduling can be generalized to such DAGs.

#### 4.2.1 Optimal launch time for individual tasks

General analytics jobs with arbitrary execution DAGs introduce two main challenges in determining the optimal task launch time as defined in §4.1. First, unlike two-stage map-reduce jobs, the start times of a step’s parent steps need not start at \( t = 0 \) and can be staggered in time, as shown in Figure 5 (a). This breaks our assumption of a nonincreasing \( r_p(t) \) from §4.1, and necessitates a more nuanced treatment of the eager approach to compute the optimal task finish time.

Second, unlike two-stage map-reduce jobs, general analytics jobs, a stage may contain multiple parent-child step pairs, e.g., the join stage in Figure 3 has two steps, and each step has a parent step from a different map stage. For such dependencies, we find that optimally overlapping each parent-child step pair is insufficient to ensure optimal task duration and finish time. Specifically, the optimal task launch time depends not only on the *inter-stage* dependency between parent-child step pairs, but also on the *intra-stage* dependency between steps in the same stage. Figure 5 (b, left) shows a join example where the optimal launch for each step in the task is computed independently. Although each child step is optimally pipelined with its parent, the gap between their execution corresponds to time where no useful work is done, resulting in sub-optimal task duration and, therefore, cost of execution. Figure 5 (b, right) shows how this can be avoided by deferring the start time of the first step.

We exploit the above insights to extend NIMBLE scheduling approach from §4.1 to general analytics jobs. We consider the...
general case where a task comprises $n$ steps, $s1$-$sn$, and make two assumptions to simplify our analysis: (i) each step in a task has at most one parent step, and (ii) steps within a task are executed sequentially in a fixed order. Both assumptions hold for a wide range of analytics jobs, including the join example above, and all of our evaluated workloads ($\S$6). Similar to two-stage map-reduce ($\S$4.1), the optimal launch time $T_s^*$ for a task in the execution DAG is calculated in three steps:

Step 1: Calculate optimal task duration $D^*$. The optimal task duration $D^*$ is simply the sum of individual optimal task durations $d_{si}^*$, $1 \leq i \leq n$. As in $\S$4.1, the duration for steps without a parent is independent of task launch time, while the optimal duration for steps with a parent is computed using the lazy approach, i.e., $P/r_c$ for the corresponding step. In Figure 5 (a), $P = 8$ and $r_c = 2$, so $d_{s1}^* = 4$.

Step 2: Calculate optimal finish time $T_e^*$. Since $T_e^*$ is bound by the finish time of the last step $sn$, we first compute the optimal finish time of a step as computed by the eager approach, similar to $\S$4.1. As noted earlier, however, unlike two-stage map-reduce where the parent step across all the map tasks start at time $t = 0$, the parent step across different tasks in a general DAG may start and end at arbitrary times. This is depicted in Figure 5 (a) where the parent step across two upstream tasks start at time $t = 2$, while the third starts at $t = 0$. Consequently, the produce rate is no longer non-increasing. As such, the optimal finish time $T_e^*$ (based on the eager approach) can only be determined by tracking the actual consume rate $r_ac$ over time. In the example, $r_ac$ is bound by $r_p (= 1)$ between $t = 0 - 2$, lower than $r_p (= 3)$ and bound by $r_c (= 2)$ between $t = 2 - 4$, and equals to $r_c (= 2)$ between $t = 4 - 5$ to clear the surplus data generated between $t = 2 - 4$. As such, the finish time yields $T_e^*$.

In order to generalize the above example, we discretize time into slots $t_1, t_2, ..., t_m$, such that the produce rate is constant within a time slot. We introduce a new function $S(t_i)$ to identify time slots where the step accumulates surplus data, i.e., $S(t_i) = 0$ if all the input data produced until $t_i$ has been consumed by time $t_i$, and 1 otherwise. It is easy to see that when there is no surplus data ($S(t_i) = 0$), the actual consume rate $r_ac(t_i)$ is upper-bounded by the produce rate $r_p(t_i)$. When there is surplus data ($S(t_i) = 1$), the actual consume rate increases to the full consume rate ($r_ac = r_c$) to clear the surplus. Formally, $r_ac(t_i) = \begin{cases} \min(r_p(t_i), r_c) & \text{if } S(t_i) = 0 \\ r_c & \text{if } S(t_i) = 1 \end{cases}$ (1)

For each $t_i$, we can calculate $S(t_i)$ based on $S(t_{i-1})$, $r_ac(t_{i-1})$ and $r_p(t_{i-1})$, and $r_ac(t_i)$ based on Equation 1. The time slot $t_n$ where the cumulative data consumed so far equals $P$, the total input data for the step, corresponds to the optimal finish time; we formally prove optimality in Appendix A.

Unlike the two-stage map-reduce job in $\S$4.1, we have to consider one more constraint — step $s_i$ can only start after step $s_{i-1}$ has finished, i.e., the finish time of step $i$ is no less than $t_{e,si-1} + d_{si}^*$. Let the optimal step finish time for $s_i$ as computed above (which only considers its parent step) be $t_{e,si}^*$, then the actual optimal finish time of step $i$ is:

$$t_{e,si} = \begin{cases} t_{e,si}^* + d_{si}^* & \text{if } s_i \text{ has a parent} \\ t_{e,si-1}^* + d_{si}^* & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (2)

We compute the optimal task finish time by iteratively calculating the optimal finish time for each step $s1$-$sn$. Figure 5 (b) shows an example for this computation: the task finish time equals the $t_{e,s2}^* (= 5)$, since $r_{e,s1}^* + d_{s2}^* (= 1 + 2)$ is smaller.

Step 3: Calculate optimal launch time $T_s^*$. As in $\S$4.1, the optimal launch time is computed as $T_s^* = T_e^* - D^*$. Consider the example in Figure 5 (b); the optimal launch time is calculated as $T_s^* = T_e^* - D^* (= 5 - 3)$ for the two steps. Compared to Figure 5 (b, left), doing so automatically delays the first step and removes the gap (Figure 5 (b, right)).

Indeed, Theorem 4.1 extends to general analytics jobs:

**Theorem 4.2** For a task in an analytics job with an arbitrary execution DAG, given the execution (produce rate) of all its parent steps, we can always achieve both optimal execution duration and finish time by launching it at $T_s^* = T_e^* - D^*$, where $T_e^*$ is the optimal finish time and $D^*$ is the optimal duration computed using Steps 1 and 2 above.

We defer the formal proof to Appendix A, but note here that it employs induction on the number of steps: we assume the statement holds for a task with $n - 1$ steps, and use Theorem 4.1 to show that it still holds on adding one more step.

### 4.2.2 Optimal schedule for the entire job

Algorithm 1 shows NIMBLE scheduling for the entire job based on Theorem 4.2. Stages in the job are scheduled iteratively based on their dependencies: a stage is scheduled when all of its parent stages in the execution DAG have been scheduled. For each task within a scheduled stage, we first calculate the produce rate from its parent stages, and then calculate its optimal launch time as described above.

Algorithm 1 ensures that each task achieves optimal duration and finish time given its parent execution (due to Theo-
Algorithm 1 NIMBLE scheduling for a job

1. Launch all stages with no parent stages.
2. \( I_l \leftarrow \) Set of unscheduled stages
3. while \( I_l \neq \emptyset \) do
   4. for each stage \( S \in I_l \), whose parent stages are scheduled do
   5. for each task in stage \( S \) do
       6. Calculate \( r_p \) for each using parent stage schedules
       7. Calculate \( T^*_s \) and \( D^s \) based on \( r_p \) and \( r_c \) of each step
       8. Calculate \( T^*_e = T^*_s - D^s \)
   9. end
   10. end

Figure 6: Example of a job that cannot achieve both (a) optimal cost and (b) finish time simultaneously. Each stage comprises a single task/step. Stage 2 has a produce rate of 1 and consume rate of 3. Stage 3 has a produce rate of 3 and consume rate of 1. (a) Schedule 1: NIMBLE

As such, the finish time of the entire job reduces from 5 to 3.

Stage1:  
Stage2:  
Stage3:  
(a) Schedule 1: NIMBLE

(b) Schedule 2: optimize JCT

Stage1:  
Stage2:  
Stage3:  

As such, given the execution of the stages in the first level, Theorem 4.2 ensures optimal duration and finish time for the entire job.

Cost optimality & cost-JCT Pareto-optimality. Despite the negative result above, NIMBLE scheduling efficiently navigates the cost-JCT tradeoff for jobs with arbitrary DAGs:

Theorem 4.3 For a job with arbitrary DAG, NIMBLE scheduling in Algorithm 1 is (1) optimal in cost; and (2) Pareto-optimal between cost and JCT.

Proof We first consider cost-optimality: since Algorithm 1 ensures optimal execution duration for each task in a job (Theorem 4.2), the aggregated duration across all tasks in the job, and therefore, the job execution cost, is also optimal.

Since the cost is always optimal, for Pareto-optimality we only need to show that no solution can further reduce job finish time without also increasing its cost. Our proof builds on the intuition developed for the example in Figure 6. First, we note that delaying the start time beyond \( T^*_s \) for any task cannot reduce its completion time; the only possibility to reduce JCT is to pick a start time earlier than \( T^*_s \). As per Theorem 4.2, starting a task any sooner than \( T^*_s \) must increase its duration. Moreover, doing so will not reduce the duration of any other task, since they are already optimal. Thus, even if starting the task before \( T^*_s \) did improve JCT, it would only do so by increasing the aggregate duration across all tasks in the job, and therefore, its cost.

As an interesting aside, we note that for the example in Figure 6, we face this hard tradeoff between JCT and cost optimality because Stage 3 has a larger duration compared to Stage 2. Instead, if Stage 3 had a duration of 0.5, starting Stage 2 any sooner than \( t = 2 \) (at higher cost) would not have made Stage 3 finish any faster. In practice, downstream stages often have a shorter duration compared to the upstream stages, since frequently used operators such as reduce, filter and join often significantly reduce the output data volume to downstream stages. In such cases, NIMBLE can achieve both optimal cost and JCT simultaneously — evaluation results on a wide range of analytics jobs in §6 validate this argument.

5 Design Details

In this section, we describe how we incorporate NIMBLE scheduling into Caerus, a new fine-grained task-level scheduler for serverless analytics frameworks. We first describe Caerus design components and application workflow (§5.1), and then describe its implementation details (§5.2).

5.1 Caerus System

We now describe Caerus system components and how they fit together (Figure 7). Before describing these components, we first briefly summarize the design employed by existing serverless analytics frameworks.

Primer on serverless analytics frameworks. Recent proposals on serverless analytics frameworks [8, 12, 14] share similar designs. Figure 7 depicts this design (adapted from [12]). The framework takes as input a job execution plan (DAG) that captures dependencies between stages and the number of tasks within each stage. It uses this to generate code for the individual tasks, compiles it and packages it with necessary dependen-
Caerus integrates with these analytics frameworks by simply replacing their task-level scheduler, and taking over the task launching and monitoring responsibilities. We next describe the major components of Caerus scheduler (Figure 7) in detail.

The step model builder is responsible for extracting the fine-grained step dependency model that NIMBLE scheduling expects, either from the job’s execution plan or the user code. If the input is user code (e.g., a Python function in PyWren [8, 14]), Caerus provides a step annotation API that users can employ to specify the step information Caerus expects:

```
s = createStep() # Create a step object
s.start() # Notify system about step start
s.end() # Notify system about step end
s.addParent(stageID, stepID) # Specify parent step
```

If the query code is generated by a CodeGenerator based on the execution plan (as in Starling [12]), the step dependencies can be extracted during code generation. Most popular query execution engines (e.g., SparkSQL) generate code based on the Volcano [44] iterator or WholeStageCodegen [45] model, which fuses operators as much as possible to maximize pipelining. As such, the generated code in such models is already composed of blocks separated by pipeline breakers, where each block corresponds exactly to a step in our step model. Caerus augments the CodeGenerator to additionally generate step-annotations at the start and end of blocks, along with step dependencies, using the step annotation API outlined above.

Input estimator & runtime profiler. Recall from §3 that NIMBLE scheduling relies on estimates of step produce rate ($r_p$) and consume rate ($r_c$) for steps with parents, and duration ($d_{st}$) for steps without parents, to make scheduling decisions. To facilitate accurate estimates, we leverage the observation that task and job-level statistics can be accurately estimated by tracking profiled information from prior job runs, since such analytics jobs in production workloads tend to be recurring in nature [26–28, 46, 47]. In particular, the input estimator in Caerus is responsible for collecting information for prior executions for each job (i.e., the job history) and maintaining estimates for various $r_p$, $r_c$, and $d_{st}$ values.

For higher accuracy, the input estimator continuously refines its $r_p$, $r_c$, and $d_{st}$ estimates based on realtime task progress. To facilitate this, a runtime profiler (similar to [27, 40]) periodically profiles and reports such metadata to the input estimator. Our runtime profiler is incorporated into the function runtime in serverless frameworks [8] that is shared across all tasks.

Caerus workflow. For each job, the step-model builder first extracts the step model from code generator or directly from the annotated function code. The input estimator maintains estimates of algorithm inputs ($r_p$, $r_c$ and $d_{st}$) for each step based on prior job runs. The NIMBLE scheduling module then calculates launch time based on both the algorithm inputs and step model, and launches each task at the calculated time. Launched tasks periodically report their progress to the input estimator via the runtime profiler, which is leveraged to refine the input estimates for future runs.

Caerus scalability. Caerus’s scheduling performance scales well with the number of available CPU cores due to two main reasons. First, tasks within a stage have independent launch times, which permits parallel calculation and launching. Second, while the number of online update messages from runtime profiler grows linearly with the number of tasks, it can be served in parallel by partitioning input estimates for different tasks across different CPU cores.

Fault-tolerance. Caerus handles task failures by restarting them. For controller fault-tolerance, Caerus relies on traditional primary-backup mechanisms [30, 48]. The backup maintains consistent copies of the job’s step model, launched and queued tasks, and runtime profiled information from prior job runs. During recovery, Caerus fetches this metadata from the backup and resumes scheduling queued tasks using NIMBLE.

5.2 Caerus Implementation

Our Caerus prototype is implemented atop Pywren [8], a serverless data analytics engine that runs on AWS Lambda [1]. We use Amazon S3 [21] for persistent data storage and Jiffy [24] for intermediate data storage.

SQL analytics with Caerus. We implement a SQL query execution framework atop Locus to highlight the benefit for Caerus scheduling for SQL analytics workloads. We employ Apache Spark’s query planner to generate the query plan from the original SQL query, and then use Pandas to implement the SQL operators. Pandas’ current implementation for SQL operators (like JOIN and GROUPBY) employs the lazy approach, e.g., for the join example in Figure 3 (bottom), Pandas would only start the JOIN operation after all the data in both input tables are ready. We therefore modify the operator implementations in Pandas to conform to the step dependency model required by NIMBLE scheduling.

As a concrete example consider the implementation of the SQL job in Figure 3 (bottom) in Caerus. For the first two map stages, each task keeps reading input data from S3. After reading each small chunk of input data, it performs the map function, and partitions the output data into chunks based on key hashes. To implement shuffle, we maintain a FIFO queue for each join task in the intermediate storage. Once an output
chunk is ready, the map task pushes it to the corresponding join task’s queue. Note that a join task receives data from two shuffles (i.e., from map1 and map2). As such, each join task has two receiver queues: queue A (for data from m1.s1) and queue B (or data from m2.s1). After being launched, each join task fetches data from queue A and builds the hash table incrementally in step j.s2. Once the hash-table is built, the step j.s2 fetches data from queue B, performs a join of the fetched data with the data in the hash-table, and writes the output to persistent storage.

**Identifying pipeline-breakers.** In Caerus, we implement all commonly used SQL operators (e.g., FILTER, JOIN, SORT, GROUP BY, aggregates, etc.), employ the widely-used Volcano iterator model [44] to identify pipeline-breakers, and specify them using the step annotation API. As such, Caerus can run all TPC-DS and Big-data benchmark queries — we evaluate a representative subset in §6.

**Accurate parameter estimations.** NIMBLE scheduling relies on accurate estimation of various parameters ($r_p$, $r_e$, $d_{in}$), which can be complicated due unpredictable variations stemming from a range of sources. Fortunately, we found a majority of these sources had little to no variation across AWS Lambda executions, including (1) processing time for various operators; (2) function launch times$^5$; and (3) function ingress/egress bandwidth to intermediate storage.

However, we did observe unpredictable performance variations for Amazon S3 reads and writes, particularly with larger number of parallel tasks ($\geq 100$). To minimize parameter estimation errors caused by these variations, we adopt a strangler mitigation technique for S3 reads and writes similar to [12] — Caerus tasks proactively establishes a new connection to S3 when a transfer takes longer than expected, and uses the response from whichever connection performs the read or write first. Moreover, we found larger S3 reads/writes to have unpredictable durations, so we break them into multiple smaller chunks. We show in §6 how these modifications ensure negligible estimations errors for a wide range of evaluated workloads.

## 6 Evaluation

We now evaluate Caerus implementation (§5.2) using three analytics workloads: TeraSort benchmark (§6.1), TPC-DS Benchmark (§6.2) and BigData Benchmark (§6.3). All of our experiments use Lambda instances with 3GB memory and deploy Jiffy on 6 m4.16xlarge EC2 instances.

### Compared approaches.** We compare Caerus with the eager and lazy scheduling approaches, implemented as a part of Caerus scheduler. These scheduling approaches correspond to the two extremes typically used in server-centric analytics frameworks for task level scheduling — lazy in Spark [30] and MapReduce [48], and eager in Dryad [32] and MapReduce Online [29]. Note that since our main contribution is a new scheduler for serverless analytics, our evaluation focuses on comparing scheduling approaches on a common analytics framework as opposed to comparing different analytics frameworks. As noted in §5, Caerus can integrate with any of existing serverless analytics frameworks [8, 11, 12, 14] and inherit their specific performance optimizations.

### Performance metrics.** We focus on two main metrics: JCT and cost of job execution. The former is measured as the time between job’s first task’s launch time to the last task’s finish time. For the latter, we measure the aggregated duration across all tasks in the job as a proxy for cost. We avoid reporting precise dollar values, since these depend on the cloud provider and can change with market economics.

### 6.1 TeraSort

We port the TeraSort algorithm [49] implementation from Locus [14] to our framework for sorting large datasets. The algorithm operates in two stages: a partition stage that range partitions input data to intermediate storage, and a merge stage that reads these partitions, merges, sorts and writes them out as output. The sort job in our experiments uses 100 lambdas for both the map and reduce stage to sort 100GB of data generated using the Sort benchmark tool [50].

Table 1 compares the results of eager, lazy and NIMBLE scheduling approaches for the sort job. We observe little data skew for the TeraSort benchmark during both the partition and merge stages, and the ideal launch time for merge tasks identified by NIMBLE scheduling is roughly in the middle of the execution for partition stage. As such, NIMBLE achieves $1.16 \times$ lower job completion time compared to the lazy scheme, $1.41 \times$ lower cost than the eager approach. The results validate our analysis in §4, that NIMBLE scheduling can achieve near-optimal JCT and cost simultaneously for two stage map-reduce jobs in practice ($< 4\%$ in Table 1). NIMBLE’s slight departure from optimal is due to delays in launch times introduced by the analytics framework (i.e., PyWren).

### Impact of estimation errors.** Caerus’s JCT and cost-efficiency is gated on being able to estimate parameters like produce rate ($r_p$) and consume rate ($r_e$) accurately. Since Caerus’s estimation errors are quite small in practice ($< 4\%$), we study their impact by introducing errors artificially.

To inject errors in produce rate estimation, we randomly select map tasks in our TeraSort job with probability $p_r$, and for each of them, incorrectly estimate the data output rate by Caerus’s offline estimation as $k \times$ the actual value. We denote $p_r$ as error probability and $k$ as the error ratio. Since the produce rate $r_p$ is the aggregated data output rate across all map tasks, our stochastic approach effectively injects errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lazy</th>
<th>Eager</th>
<th>NIMBLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JCT(s)</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost(s)</td>
<td>10776</td>
<td>15756</td>
<td>11169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of NIMBLE against lazy and eager approaches for TeraSort on a 100GB dataset (§6.1).

$^5$We ensure function invocations are warm to avoid cold-start delays.
Figure 8: Impact of produce rate estimation errors (§6.1). The results are normalized against the performance with no injected errors.

Figure 9: Impact of consume rate estimation errors (§6.1). The results are normalized against the performance with no injected errors.

Figure 10: NIMBLE performance for TPC-DS queries (§6.2). Its JCT is comparable to eager and 1.08–2.2× lower than lazy, while its cost is comparable to lazy and 1.33–1.57× lower than eager.

6.2 TPC-DS Benchmark

The TPC-DS benchmark [51] has a set of standard decision support queries based on those used by retail product suppliers. The queries vary widely in terms of compute, storage and network I/O load variations. We evaluate Caerus on TPC-DS with scale factor of 1000, which results in a total input size of 1TB across various tables. Similar to Locus [14], we evaluate four representative queries (in terms of performance characteristics) from the TPC-DS Benchmark, specifically, queries Q1, Q16, Q94 and Q95. All selected queries have complex DAGs comprising six to eight stages, with each query operating over a subset of the 1TB input — varying from 33GB to 312GB. Note that some late stages in the selected queries process much less data compare to early stages (after several join and groupby operations) — we adjust the degree of parallelism for these stages based on the amount of data they process.

Figure 10 compares the performance for NIMBLE with the lazy and eager approaches. The results indicate that Caerus can efficiently navigate the JCT-cost trade-off for all evaluated queries. Specifically, NIMBLE achieves JCT comparable to eager for all the queries, while outperforming lazy by 1.08–2.2×. For cost, NIMBLE matches the lazy approach while outperforming eager by 1.33–1.57×.

6.2.1 Diving deeper into NIMBLE benefits

In order to better understand the gains enabled by NIMBLE scheduling, we zoom in on the performance for Query Q1 of the TPC-DS benchmark. Figure 11 shows the step-level dependencies for Q1, while Figure 12 shows the breakdown of execution time across different stages. Note that compute and network I/O take up most of the execution time, highlighting potential gains from pipelining. Figure 14 shows the job execution breakdowns with lazy, eager and NIMBLE scheduling.

Optimal pipelining across stages. We now walk through Q1’s execution with Caerus (Figure 14(c)). Caerus identifies 7 step dependencies (i.e., parent-child step pairs) as pipelineable, shown as red arrows in Figure 11.

While all map stages are launched at time $t = 0$, (since they do not have upstream dependencies), Caerus launches tasks across subsequent stages in a manner that ensures child steps in the above parent-child step pairs are optimally pipelined with the parent step, which corresponds to a large portion of the query execution. This is highlighted in Figure 14(c): when con-
We make two observations: (1) the consume rate is stable as the values are a close approximation of the actual produce and runtime profiler and as estimated by Caerus input estimator. We note that Stage 3 (yellow) experiences data skew across tasks (Figure 14(a)-14(c)) — our profiling indicates that some tasks process more data than others. Caerus captures the effect of such data skew in its NIMBLE scheduling algorithm, and launches tasks in Stage 3 at a time that still ensures JCT and cost optimality for the job execution.

**Fast scheduling decisions.** The query Q1 has over 250 tasks across 8 stages — Caerus schedules and launches each task in about $400\mu$s (on average). In contrast, when the task launch request is issued to AWS Lambda, it typically takes an additional $25−320\mu$s to start the task’s execution [52]. As such, despite making much more fine-grained (i.e., task-level) decisions than traditional job schedulers, Caerus is fast enough to not be the bottleneck in the analytics execution pipeline.

**Data skew.** We note that Stage 3 (yellow) experiences data skew across tasks (Figure 14(a)-14(c)) — our profiling indicates that some tasks process more data than others. Caerus captures the effect of such data skew in its NIMBLE scheduling algorithm, and launches tasks in Stage 3 at a time that still ensures JCT and cost optimality for the job execution.

**Decreasing duration across stages.** Another interesting take-away from Q1’s execution is that downstream stages in general process smaller amounts of data than upstream stages (since operators such as filter and join significantly reduce the data to downstream stages), and consequently have shorter durations. As noted in §4.2, NIMBLE scheduling enables both optimal cost and JCT simultaneously for such DAGs, which is reflected in Figure 14. Moreover, this observation holds across all of our evaluated TPC-DS queries, ensuring cost and JCT optimality with Caerus for all of them.

**Accurate profiling & estimation for NIMBLE inputs.** Figure 14(d) shows the normalized produce rate and consume rate of of step `join1.s2` in Stage 3, as profiled by Caerus runtime profiler and as estimated by Caerus input estimator. We make two observations: (1) the consume rate is stable as a function of time, as modeled in §3, and (2) the estimated values are a close approximation of the actual produce and consume rates. We find these observations extend to all stages across query Q1, as well as to all other queries we evaluate in this section. Figure 13 shows that the average error in parameter estimations for $r_p$, $r_c$ and $d_{ij}$ is within 4% across all queries. As we already saw in §6.1, NIMBLE scheduling is also robust to higher estimation errors.

**6.3 BigData Benchmark**

The Big Data Benchmark [53] is a query suite derived from production databases. We consider Query 3 (Q3), which is a join query with four stages, with a step dependency model similar to the first four stages of TPC-DS benchmark’s Q1 (Figure 11). Our implementation uses shuffle hash join (SHJ), and efficiently pipelines the join stage with the map stages. Q3 reads in 123GB of input, and can perform joins with three different sizes: 485, 312 rows in Q3A; 53, 332, 015 rows for Q3B; and 533, 287, 121 rows for Q3C. This allows us to understand the effect of join size on NIMBLE scheduling.

Figure 15 compares NIMBLE approach with both the lazy and eager approaches with different join data sizes (Q3A-Q3C).
We already discussed related work on server-centric and serverless analytics frameworks in §2.1 and §5.1. We now discuss prior work related to Caerus in other areas.

Some databases [45, 54–56] and data processing frameworks [31, 57] support pipelined execution via an iterator model. These approaches focus on maximally pipelining operators to minimize query completion time. Similar to these works, we leverage pipelined execution to achieve JCT-optimality for analytic jobs. In fact, our step dependency model draws inspiration from iterator models to identify regions of execution that can or cannot be overlapped with other regions. Unlike prior work, however, our approach also considers cost-optimality, a key concern in serverless analytics.

Caerus’s scheduling problem is also related to the parallel query scheduling [58–60] in databases. Many of the proposed algorithms assign CPU and memory resources across operators considering both pipelinable and non-pipelinable dependencies across them. Unlike Caerus, however, these algorithms are designed for server-centric deployments and optimize for the query completion time under limited resource constraints.

Another related problem is Multi-Objective Query Optimization (MOQO), which searches for an query execution plan with an optimal trade-off between multiple conflicting cost metrics in databases [61–67]. While MOQO optimizes a query execution plan to determine its component set of operations and their orderings, Caerus takes the execution plan as input and specifically optimizes the task launch times for JCT and cost, i.e., Caerus approach is complementary to MOQO.

8 Conclusion

We have presented Caerus, a task scheduler for serverless analytics that uses a new NIMBLE scheduling algorithm. NIMBLE efficiently pipelines task executions across various stages in serverless analytics jobs, to ensure cost-optimality and Pareto-optimality between cost and JCT. We show that for a wide range of analytics workloads, NIMBLE is often optimal in both dimensions. This allows Caerus to outperform existing lazy scheduling approaches by 1.08–2.20× in JCT, and eager approaches by 1.21–1.57× in cost for these workloads.
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We first show that Theorem 4.2 holds for a task. We now show that for any task, we have: (1) by time $t_e^*$, $E$ finishes, the actual consume rate $r_{ac}$ of eager solution $E$ and an alternate approach $F$; (2) after time $t_e^*$, there may exist some time $t_F^*$ such that before $t_F^*$, eager solution $E$ has not an earlier finish time for $r_{ac}$, and an alternate approach $F$ also ensures optimal task finish time. Based on Equation 3, the launch time calculated from Theorem 4.2 for the $(n+1)$-step task is

$$T_s^*(n+1) = T_e^*(n+1) - D^*(n+1) \geq (T_e^*(n)+d_{sn+1}^e) - (D^*(n)+d_{sn+1}^f)$$

$$= T_e^*(n) - D^*(n)$$

$$= T_s^*(n)$$

Note that if a step $j$ starts at time $t_1$ and executes at full load (i.e., it will never stall for data to become available), then it must also be able to execute at full load if it starts at any time $t_2 \geq t_1$. Since we have $T_s^*(n+1) \geq T_s^*(n)$ from Equation 4, if we launch the task at $T_s^*(n+1)$, we can always execute the first $n$ steps at full load (i.e., with optimal duration $D^*(n)$). As such, with launch time $T_s^*(n+1)$, the corresponding finish time of the first $n$ steps is $T_s^*(n+1) + D^*(n)$, which is also the start time of the last step $sn+1$. Based on Equation 3 we have:

$$T_e^*(n+1) = \max(t_{e,sn+1}, T_s^*(n) + d_{sn+1}^e)$$

$$D^*(n+1) = D^*(n) + d_{sn+1}^f$$

Proof of Theorem 4.2:

**Theorem 4.2** For a task in an analytics job with an arbitrary execution DAG, given the execution (produce rate) of all its parent steps, we can always achieve both optimal execution duration and finish time by launching it at $T_s^* = T_e^* - D^*$, where $T_e^*$ is the optimal finish time and $D^*$ is the optimal duration computed using Steps 1 and 2 described in §4.2.1.

**Proof** We prove Theorem 4.2 by mathematical induction on the number of steps of the task.

- **Base case:** We first show that Theorem 4.2 holds for a task with only one step. In this case, the problem reduces to the single parent-child step case for two-stage map-reduce jobs as in Theorem 4.1, which we have already shown to hold.
- **Inductive step:** We now show that for any $n \geq 1$, if Theorem 4.2 holds for tasks with $n$ steps, it also holds for tasks with $n+1$ steps. Consider a task with $n+1$ steps. For the first $n$ steps, we denote the optimal finish time as $T_e^*(n)$, and cost as $D^*(n)$. Since Theorem 4.2 holds for any task with $n$ steps, $T_e^*(n)$ and $D^*(n)$ can be achieved simultaneously by launching the $(n+1)$-step task at $T_e^*(n) = T_e^*(n) - D^*(n)$. Based on Equation 2 and the definition of the optimal task duration (Step 1 in §4.2.1), we have:

$$T_e^*(n+1) = \max(t_{e,sn+1}, T_s^*(n) + d_{sn+1}^e)$$

$$D^*(n+1) = D^*(n) + d_{sn+1}^f$$

We prove Theorem 4.2 by mathematical induction on the number of steps of the task.

**Lemma A.1** The eager approach always optimizes the finish time for a reduce task.

**Proof** Figure 18 shows an example of the actual consume rate $r_{ac}(t)$ for $r.s1$ under two approaches: the eager solution $E$ and an alternate approach $F$ with a later launch time. We see that before $E$ finishes, there may exist some time $t$ such that $r_{ac}(t)$ of $F$ is greater than $r_{ac}(t)$ of $E$. Based on Equation 1, we know that this is because $E$ has processed all its inputs by $t$ ($S(t) = 0$ for $E$), but $F$ has not ($S(t) = 1$ for $F$) as it is launched later. Denote the last such time point before $E$ finishes as $t'$, we have: (1) by time $t'$, $E$ has processed all data generated before $t'$; (2) after time $t'$, $r_{ac}(t)$ of $E$ is no less than $F$ until it finishes. The combination of these two observations shows that $E$ always has an earlier finish time for $r.s1$ than $F$. Since $T_e^* = t_{e,s1} + d_{s2}^e$, $E$ also ensures optimal task finish time.
that $t'_{c,s_{n+1}}$ is the optimal finish time of step $s_{n+1}$ calculated only based on its parent. Just as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, which covers the single parent-child step pair case, we can then show that the step $s_{n+1}$ must execute at full rate if it is launched at $t'_{c,s_{n+1}} - d_{s_{n+1}}^*$.

Taken together, if we launch the task at $T^*_c(n+1)$, all $n+1$ steps can execute at full load, which indicates it achieves the optimal duration $D^*(n+1)$. Moreover, recall that $T^*_c(n+1) = T^*_e(n+1) - D^*(n+1)$. This means that if the task starts at $T^*_c(n+1)$ and has a duration of $D^*(n+1)$, it must finish at $T^*_e(n+1)$. As such, we can achieve both $T^*_c(n+1)$ and $D^*(n+1)$ by launching the task at $T^*_e(n+1)$.

**Conclusion:** Since both the base case and the inductive step hold, Theorem 4.2 holds by mathematical induction. ■
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Abstract
The distributed futures interface is an increasingly popular choice for building distributed applications that manipulate large amounts of data. Distributed futures are an extension of RPC that combines futures and distributed memory: a distributed future is a reference whose eventual value may be stored on a remote node. An application can then express distributed computation without having to specify when or where execution should occur and data should be moved.

Recent distributed futures applications require the ability to execute fine-grained computations, i.e., tasks that run on the order of milliseconds. Compared to coarse-grained tasks, fine-grained tasks are difficult to execute with acceptable system overheads. In this paper, we present a distributed futures system for fine-grained tasks that provides fault tolerance without sacrificing performance. Our solution is based on a novel concept called ownership, which assigns each object a leader for system operations. We show that this decentralized architecture can achieve horizontal scaling, 1ms latency per task, and fast failure handling.

1 Introduction

RPC is a standard for building distributed applications because of its generality and because its simple semantics yield high-performance implementations. The original proposal uses synchronous calls that copy return values back to the caller (Figure 2a). Several recent systems [4,34,37,45] have extended RPC so that, in addition to distributed communication, the system may also manage data movement and parallelism on behalf of the application.

Data movement. Pass-by-value semantics require all RPC arguments to be sent to the executor by copying them directly into the request body. Thus, performance degrades with large data. Data copying is both expensive and unnecessary in cases like Figure 2a, where a process executes an RPC over data that it previously returned to the same caller.

To reduce data copies, some RPC systems use distributed memory [16,27,37,40,41]. This allows large arguments to be passed by reference (Figure 2b), while small arguments can still be passed by value. In the best case, arguments passed by reference to an RPC do not need to be copied if they are already on the same node as the executor (Figure 2b). Note that, like traditional RPC, we make all values immutable to simplify the consistency model and implementation.

Parallelism. RPCs are traditionally blocking, so control is only returned to the caller once the reply is received (Figure 2a). Futures are a popular method for extending RPC with asynchrony [8,29], allowing the system to execute functions in parallel with each other and the caller. With composition [29,37], i.e., passing a future as an argument to another RPC, the application can also express the parallelism and dependencies of future RPCs. For example, in Figure 2c, add is invoked at the beginning of the program but only executed by the system once a and b are computed.

Distributed futures are an extension of RPC that combines futures with distributed memory: a distributed future is a reference whose eventual value may be stored on a remote node (Figure 2d). An application can then express distributed computation without having to specify when or where execution should occur and data should be moved. This is an increasingly popular interface for developing distributed applications that manipulate large amounts of data [4,34,37,45].

As with traditional RPC, a key goal is generality. To achieve this, the system must minimize the overhead of each function call [13]. For example, the widely used gRPC provides horizontal scalability and sub-millisecond RPC latency, making...
it practical to execute millions of fine-grained functions, i.e. millisecond-level “tasks” per second [2].

Similarly, there are emerging examples of large-scale, fine-grained applications of distributed futures, including reinforcement learning [34], video processing [22,43], and model serving [49]. These applications must optimize parallelism and data movement for performance [39,43,49], making distributed futures apt. Unfortunately, existing systems for distributed futures are limited to coarse-grained tasks [37].

In this paper, we present a distributed futures system for fine-grained tasks. While others [34,37,45] have implemented distributed futures before, our contribution is in identifying and addressing the challenges of providing fault tolerance for fine-grained tasks without sacrificing performance.

The primary challenge is that distributed futures introduce shared state between processes. In particular, an object and its metadata are shared by its reference holder(s), the RPC executor that creates the object, and its physical location(s). To ensure that each reference holder can dereference the value, the processes must coordinate, a difficult problem in the presence of failures. In contrast, traditional RPC has no shared state, since data is passed by value, and naturally avoids coordination, which is critical to scalability and low latency.

For example, in Figure 2a, once worker 1 copies a to the driver, it does not need to be involved in the execution of the downstream add task. In contrast, worker 1 stores a in Figure 2d, so the two workers must coordinate to ensure that a is available long enough for worker 2 to read. Also, worker 1 must garbage-collect a once worker 2 executes add and there are no other references. Finally, the processes must coordinate to detect and recover from the failure of another process.

The common solution in previous systems is to use a centralized master to store system state and coordinate these operations [34,37]. A simple way to ensure fault tolerance is to record and replicate metadata at the master synchronously with the associated operation. For example, in Figure 2d, the master would record that add is scheduled to worker 2 before dispatching the task. Then, it can correctly detect c’s failure if worker 2 fails. However, this adds significant overhead for applications with a high volume of fine-grained tasks [1].

Thus, decentralizing the system state is necessary for scalability. The question is how to do so without complicating coordination. The key insight in our work is to exploit the application structure: a distributed future may be shared by passing by reference, but most distributed futures are shared within the scope of the caller. For example, in Figure 1, a_future is created then passed to add in the same scope.

We thus propose ownership, a method of decentralizing system state across the RPC executors. In particular, the caller of a task is the owner of the returned future and all related metadata. In Figure 2d, the driver owns a, b, and c.

This solution has three advantages. First, for horizontal scalability, the application can use nested tasks to “shard” system state across the workers. Second, since a future’s owner is the task’s caller, task latency is low because the required metadata writes, though synchronous, are local. This is in contrast to an application-agnostic method of sharding, such as consistent hashing. Third, each worker becomes in effect a centralized master for the distributed futures that it owns, simplifying failure handling.

The system guarantees that if the owner of a future is alive, any task that holds a reference to that future can eventually dereference the value. This is because the owner will co-ordinate system operations such as reference counting, for memory safety, and lineage reconstruction, for recovery. Of course, this is not sufficient if the owner fails.

Here, we rely on lineage reconstruction and a second key insight into the application structure: in many cases, the references to a distributed future are held by tasks that are a descendant of the failed owner. The failed task can be recreated through lineage reconstruction by its owner, and the descendant tasks will also be recreated in the process. Therefore, it is safe to fate-share any tasks that have a reference to a distributed future with the future’s owner. As we expect failures to be relatively rare, we argue that this reduction in system overheads and complexity outweighs the cost of additional re-execution upon a failure.

In summary, our contributions are:

- A decentralized system for distributed futures with transparent recovery and automatic memory management.
- A lightweight technique for transparent recovery based on lineage reconstruction and fate sharing.
- An implementation in the Ray system [34] that provides high throughput, low latency, and fast recovery.

2 Distributed Futures

2.1 API

The key benefit of distributed futures is that the system can transparently manage parallelism and data movement on behalf of the application. Here, we describe the API (Table 1).

To spawn a task, the caller invokes a remote function that immediately returns a DFut (Table 1). The spawned task comprises the function and its arguments, resource requirements, etc. The returned DFut refers to the object whose value will be returned by the function. The caller can dereference the DFut through get, a blocking call that returns a copy of the object. The caller can delete the DFut, removing it from scope and allowing the system to reclaim the value. Like other systems [34,37,45], all objects are immutable.

After the creation of a DFut through task invocation, the caller can create other references in two ways. First, the caller can pass the DFut as an argument to another task. DFut task arguments are implicitly dereferenced by the system. Thus, the task will only begin once all upstream tasks have finished, and the executor sees only the DFut values.
Table 1: Distributed futures API. The full API also includes an actor creation call. A task may also return a DFut to its caller (nested DFuts are automatically flattened).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f(DFut x) → DFut</td>
<td>Invoke the remote procedure f, and pass x by reference. The system implicitly dereferences x to its Value before execution. Creates and returns a distributed future, whose value is returned by f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get(DFut x) → Value</td>
<td>Dereference a distributed future. Blocks until the value is computed and local.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del(DFut x)</td>
<td>Delete a reference to a distributed future from the caller’s scope. Must be called by the program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor.f(DFut x) → DFut</td>
<td>Invoke a stateful remote procedure. f must execute on the actor referred to by Actor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared(DFut x) → SharedDFut</td>
<td>Returns a SharedDFut that can be used to pass x to another worker, without dereferencing the value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f(SharedDFut x) → DFut</td>
<td>Passes x as a first-class DFut. The system dereferences x to the corresponding DFut instead of the Value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, the DFut can be passed or returned as a first-class value [21], i.e. passed to another task without dereferencing. Table 1 shows how to cast a DFut to a SharedDFut, so the system can differentiate when to dereference arguments. We call the process that receives the DFut a borrower, to differentiate it from the original caller. Like the original caller, a borrower may create other references by passing the DFut or casting again to a SharedDFut (creating further borrowers).

Like recent systems [4, 34, 45], we support stateful computation with actors. The caller creates an actor by invoking a remote constructor function. This immediately returns a reference to the actor (an AREf) and asynchronously executes the constructor on a remote process. The AREf can be used to spawn tasks bound to the same process. Similar to DFuts, AREfs are first-class, i.e. the caller may return or pass the AREf to another task, and the system automatically collects the actor process once all AREfs have gone out of scope.

### 2.2 Applications

Typical applications of distributed futures are those for whom performance requires the flexibility of RPC, as well as optimization of data movement and parallelism. We describe some examples here and evaluate them in Section 5.2.

Distributed futures have previously been explored for data-intensive applications that cannot be expressed or executed efficiently as data-parallel programs [34, 37]. Ciel identified the key ability to dynamically specify tasks during execution, e.g., based on previous results, rather than specify the entire graph upfront [37]. This enabled new workloads such as dynamic programming, which is recursive by nature [54].

Our goal is to expand the application scope to include those with fine-grained tasks that run in the milliseconds. We also explore the use of actors and first-class distributed futures.

**Model serving.** The goal is to reduce request latency while maximizing throughput, often by using model replicas. Depending on the model, a latency target might be 10-100ms [20]. Typically, an application-level scheduling policy is required, e.g., for staged rollout of new models [46].

Figure 3a shows an example of a GPU-based image classification pipeline. Each client passes its input image to a Preprocess task, e.g., for resizing, then shares the returned DFut with a Router actor. Router implements the scheduling policy and passes the DFut by reference to the chosen Model actor. Router then returns the results to the clients.

**Actors** improve performance in two ways: (1) each Model keeps weights warm in its local GPU memory, and (2) Router buffers the preprocessed DFuts until it has a batch of requests to pass to a Model, to leverage GPU parallelism for throughput. With dynamic tasks, the Router can also choose to flush its buffer on a timeout, to reduce latency from batching.

**First-class distributed futures** are important to reduce routing overhead. They allows the Router to pass the references of the preprocessed images to the Model actors, instead of copying these images. This avoids creating a bottleneck at the Router, which we evaluate in Figure 15a. While the application could use an intermediate storage system for preprocessed images, it would then have to manage additional concerns such as garbage collection and failures.

**Online video processing.** Video processing algorithms often have complex data dependencies that are not well supported by data-parallel systems such as Apache Spark [22, 43]. For example, video stabilization (Figure 3b) works by tracking objects between frames (Flow), taking a cumulative sum of these trajectories (CumSum), then applying a moving average (Smooth). Frame-to-frame dependencies are common, such as the video decoding state stored in an actor in Figure 3b. Each stage runs in 1-10s of milliseconds per frame.

Safe and timely garbage collection in this setting can be challenging because a single object (e.g., a video frame) may be referenced by multiple tasks. Live video processing is also latency-sensitive: output must be produced at the same frame rate as the input. Low latency relies on pipelined parallelism between frames, as the application cannot afford to wait for multiple input frames to appear before beginning execution.

With distributed futures, the application can specify the logical task graph dynamically, as input frames appear. Meanwhile, the system manages the physical execution, i.e. pipelined parallelism and garbage collection, according to the specified graph. Concurrent video streams can easily be
supported using nested tasks, one “driver” per stream. The system can then manage inter-video parallelism.

3 Overview

3.1 Requirements

The system guarantees that each \texttt{DFut} can be dereferenced to its value. This involves three problems: automatic memory management, failure detection, and failure recovery.

**Automatic memory management** is a system for dynamic memory allocation and reclamation of objects. The system must decide at run time whether an object is currently referenced by a live process, e.g., through reference counting [42].

**Failure detection** is the minimum functionality needed to ensure progress in the presence of failures. The system detects when a \texttt{DFut} cannot be dereferenced due to worker failure.

With distributed memory but no futures, this is straightforward because the location of the value is known by the time the reference is created. In Figure 4a, for example, the driver learns that \(a\) is stored on worker 1 and could then attach the location when passing \(a\) to worker 2. Then, when worker 2 receives \texttt{add}, it can detect \(a\)’s failure.

The addition of futures complicates failure detection because references can be created before the value. Even the future location of the value may not be known at reference creation time. Of course, the system could wait until a task has been scheduled before returning the reference to the caller. However, this would defeat the purpose of futures as an asynchronous construct. It is also impractical because a realistic scheduler must be able to update its decision at run time, e.g., according to changes in the environment such as resource availability and worker failures.

Thus, it is possible that there are no locations for \(a\) when worker 2 receives the \texttt{add} RPC in Figure 4b. Then, worker 2 must decide whether \(f\) is still executing, or if it has failed. If it is the former, then worker 2 should wait. But if there is a failure, then the system must recover \(a\). To solve this problem, the system must record the locations of all tasks, i.e. pending objects, in addition to created objects.

**Failure recovery.** The system must also provide a method of recovering from a failed \texttt{DFut}. The minimum requirement is to throw an error to the application if it tries to dereference a failed \texttt{DFut}. We further provide an option for transparent recovery, i.e. the system will recover a failed \texttt{DFut}’s value.

With futures but no distributed memory, if a process fails, then we will lose the reply of any pending task on that process. Assuming idempotence, this can be recovered through retries, a common approach for pass-by-value RPC. For example, in Figure 5a, the driver recovers by resubmitting \texttt{add \((a, b)\)}.

Failure recovery is simple because all data is passed by value. With distributed memory, however, tasks can also contain arguments passed by reference. Therefore, a node failure can cause the loss of an object value that is still referenced, as \(b\) is in Figure 4b. A common approach to this problem is to record each object’s lineage, or the subgraph that produced the object, during runtime [17,30,56]. The system then walks a lost object’s lineage and recursively reconstructs the object and its dependencies through task re-execution. This approach reduces the runtime overhead of logging, since the data itself is not recorded, and the work that must be redone after a partial failure, since objects cached in distributed memory do not need to be recomputed. Still, achieving low run-time overhead is difficult because the lineage itself must be recorded and collected at run time and it must survive failures.

Note that we focus specifically on object recovery and, like previous systems [34, 37, 56], assume idempotence for correctness. Thus, our techniques are directly applicable to idempotent functions and actors with read-only, checkpointable, or transient state, as we evaluate in Figure 15c. Although it is not our focus, these techniques may also be used in conjunction with known recovery techniques for actor state [17, 34] such as recovery for nondeterministic execution [52].

**Metadata requirements.** In summary, during normal operation, the system must at minimum record (1) the location(s) of each object’s value, so that reference holders can retrieve it, and (2) whether the object is still referenced, for safe garbage collection. For failure detection and recovery, the system must further record, respectively, (3) the location of each pending object, i.e. the task location, and (4) the object lineage.

The key question is where and when to record this system metadata such that it is consistent\(^1\) and fault-tolerant. By consistent, we mean that the system metadata matches the

\(^1\)Unrelated to the more standard definition of replica consistency [50].
current physical state of the cluster. By fault-tolerant, we mean that the metadata should survive individual node failures.

In some cases, it is safe for the metadata to be asynchronously updated, i.e. there is a transient mismatch between the system metadata and the system state. For example, the system may transiently believe that an object \( x \) is still on node \( A \) even though it has been removed. This is safe because a reference holder can resolve the inconsistency by asking \( A \) if it has \( x \).

On the other hand, metadata needed for failure handling should ideally be synchronously updated. For example, the metadata should never say that a task \( T \) is on node \( A \) when it is really on node \( B \). In particular, if node \( A \) then fails, the system would incorrectly conclude that \( T \) has failed. As we will see next, synchrony simplifies fault tolerance but can add significant runtime overhead if done naively.

### 3.2 Existing solutions

**Centralized master.** Failure handling is simple with a synchronously updated centralized master, but this design can also add significant runtime overhead. For example, failure detection requires that the master record a task’s scheduled location before dispatch (Figure 6b). Similarly, the master must record every new reference before it can be used. This makes the master a bottleneck for scalability and latency.

The master can be sharded for scalability, but this can complicate operations that coordinate multiple objects, such as garbage collection and lineage reconstruction. Also, the latency overhead is fundamental. Each task invocation must first contact the master, adding at minimum one round-trip to the critical path of execution, even without replicating the metadata for fault tolerance. This overhead can be detrimental when the task itself is milliseconds long, and especially so if the return value is small enough to be passed by value. Small values may be stored in the master directly as an optimization, but still require 1 RTT for retrieval [38].

**Distributed leases.** Decentralization can remove such bottlenecks, but often leads to complex coordination schemes. One approach is to use distributed leases [19]. This is similar to a centralized master that is updated asynchronously.

As an example, consider asynchronous task location updates (Figure 6c). To account for a possibly stale master, the worker nodes must coordinate to detect task failures, in this case using leases. Each worker node acquires a lease for each locally queued task and repeatedly renews the lease until the task has finished. For example, in Figure 6c, worker 3 can detect a failure of \( B \) by waiting for worker 2’s lease to expire.

This design is horizontally scalable through sharding and reduces task latency, since metadata is written asynchronously. However, the reliance on timing to reconcile system state can slow recovery (Figure 14). Furthermore, this method of decentralization introduces a new problem: the workers must also coordinate on who should recover an object, i.e. re-execute the creating task. This is trivial in the centralized scheme, since the master coordinates all recovery operations.

### 3.3 Our solution: Ownership

The key insight in our work is to “shard” the centralized master, for scalability, but to do so based on the application structure, for low run-time overhead and simple failure handling. In ownership, the worker that calls a task stores the metadata related to the returned \( \text{DFut} \). Like a centralized master, it coordinates operations such as task scheduling, to ensure it knows the task location, and garbage collection. For example, in Figure 6d, worker 1 owns \( X \) and \( Y \).

The reason for choosing the task’s caller as the owner is that in general, it is the worker that accesses the metadata most frequently. The caller is involved in the initial creation of the \( \text{DFut} \), via task invocation, as well as the creation of other references, by passing the \( \text{DFut} \) to other RPCs. Thus, task invocation latency is minimal because the scheduled location is written locally. Similarly, if the \( \text{DFut} \) stays in the owner’s scope, the overhead of garbage collection is low because the \( \text{DFut} \)’s reference count can be updated locally when the owner passes the \( \text{DFut} \) to another RPC. These overheads can be further reduced for small objects, which can be passed by value as if without distributed memory (see Section 4.2).

Of course, if all tasks are submitted by a single driver, as in BSP programs, ownership will not scale beyond the driver’s throughput. Nor indeed will any system for dynamic tasks. However, with ownership, the application can scale horizontally by distributing its control logic across multiple nested tasks, as opposed to an application-agnostic method such as consistent hashing (Figure 12e). Furthermore, the worker processes hold much of the system metadata. This is in contrast to previous solutions that push all metadata into the system’s centralized or per-node processes, limiting the vertical scalability of a single node with many worker processes (Figure 12).

However, there are problems that are simpler to solve with a fully centralized design, assuming sufficient performance:

**First-class futures.** First-class futures (Section 2) allow non-owning processes to reference a \( \text{DFut} \). While many applications can be written without first-class futures (Figure 3b),...
they are sometimes essential for performance. For example, the model serving application in Figure 3a uses first-class futures to delegate task invocation to a nested task, without having to dereference and copy the arguments.

A first-class DFut may leave the owner’s scope, so we must account for this during garbage collection. We avoid centralizing the reference count at the owner, as this would defeat the purpose of delegation. Instead, we use a distributed hierarchical reference counting protocol (Section 4.2). Each borrower stores a local reference count for the DFut on behalf of the owner (Table 2) and notifies the owner when the local reference count reaches zero. The owner decides when the object is safe to reclaim. We use a reference counting approach as opposed to tracing [42] to avoid global pauses.

**Owner recovery.** If a worker fails, then we will also lose its owned metadata. For transparent recovery, the system must recover the worker’s state on a new process and reassociate state related to the previously owned DFuts, including any copies of the value, reference holders, and pending tasks.

We choose a minimal approach that guarantees progress, at the potential cost of additional re-execution on a failure: we **fate share** the object and any reference holders with the owner, then use **lineage reconstruction** to recover the object and any of the owner’s fate-shared children tasks (Section 4.3). This method adds minimal run-time overhead and is correct, i.e. the application will recover to a previous state and the system guarantees against resource leakage. A future extension is to persist the owner’s state to minimize recovery time at the cost of additional recovery complexity and run-time overhead.

### 4 Ownership Design

Each node in the cluster hosts one to many workers (usually one per core), one scheduler, and one object store (Figure 7). These processes implement future resolution, resource management, and distributed memory, respectively. Each node and worker process is assigned a unique ID.

Workers are responsible for the resolution, reference counting, and failure handling of distributed futures. Each worker executes one task at a time and can invoke other tasks. The root task is executed by the “driver”.

Each task has a unique TaskID that is a hash of the parent task’s ID and the number of tasks invoked by the parent task so far. The root TaskID is assigned randomly. Each task may return multiple objects, each of which is assigned an ObjectID that concatenates the TaskID and the object’s index. A DFut is a tuple of the ObjectID and the owner’s address (Owner).

The worker stores one record per future that it has in scope in its local ownership table (Table 2). A DFut borrower records a subset of these fields (* in Table 2). When a DFut is passed as an argument to a task, the system implicitly resolves the future’s value, and the executing worker stores only the ID, Owner, and Value for the task duration. The worker also caches the owner’s stored Locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*ID</td>
<td>The ObjectID. Also used as a distributed memory key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Owner</td>
<td>Address of the owner (IP address, port, WorkerID).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Value</td>
<td>(1) Empty if not yet computed, (2) Pointer if in distributed memory, or (3) Inlined value, for small objects (Section 4.2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*References</td>
<td>A list of reference holders: Number of dependent tasks and a list of borrower addresses (Section 4.2 and appendix A).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Locations | If Value is empty, the location of the task. If Value is a pointer to distributed memory, then the locations of the object. |

Table 2: Ownership table. The owner stores all fields. A borrower (Section 3.2) only stores fields indicated by the *.

Figure 7: Architecture and protocol overview. (a) Task execution. (b) Local task scheduling. (c) Remote task scheduling. (d) Object transfer. (e) Task output storage and input retrieval. Ownership layer manages distributed memory garbage collection and recovery. (f) Scheduler fetches objects in distributed memory to fulfill task dependencies.

An actor is a stateful task that can be invoked multiple times. Like objects, an actor is created through task invocation and owned by the caller. The ownership table is also used to locate and manage actors: the Location is the actor’s address. Like a DFut, an ARef (an actor reference) is a tuple of the ID and Owner and can be passed as a first-class value to other tasks.

A worker requests resources from the scheduling layer to determine task placement (Section 4.1). We assume a decentralized scheduler for scalability: each scheduler manages local resources, can serve requests from remote workers, and can redirect a worker to a remote scheduler.

The distributed memory layer (Section 4.2) consists of an immutable distributed object store (Figure 7d) with Locations stored at the owner. The Locations are updated asynchronously. The object store uses shared memory to reduce copies between reference holders on the same node.

Workers store, retrieve, reclaim, and recover large objects in distributed memory (Figure 7f). The scheduling layer sends requests to distributed memory to fetch objects between nodes according to worker requests (Figure 7g).

#### 4.1 Task scheduling

We describe how the owner coordinates task scheduling. At a high level, the owner dispatches each task to a location chosen by the distributed scheduler. This ensures that the task location in the ownership table is updated synchronously with dispatch. We assume an abstract scheduling policy that takes...
in resource requests and returns the ID of a node where the resources should be allocated. The policy may also update its decision, e.g., due to changes in resource availability.

Figure 8c shows the protocol to dispatch a task. Upon task invocation, the caller, i.e., the owner of the returned DFut, first requests resources from its local scheduler\(^2\). The request is a tuple of the task’s required resources (e.g., \{"CPU": 1\}) and arguments in distributed memory. If the policy chooses the local node, the scheduler accepts the request: it fetches the arguments, allocates the resources, then leases a local worker to the owner. Else, the scheduler rejects the request and redirects the owner to the node chosen by the policy.

In both cases, the scheduler responds to the owner with the new location: either the ID of the leased worker or the ID of another node. The owner stores this new location in its local ownership table before dispatching the task to that location. If the request was granted, the owner sends the task directly to the leased worker for execution; otherwise, it repeats the protocol at the next scheduler.

Thus, the owner always dispatches the task to its next location, ensuring that the task’s pending Location (Table 2) is synchronously updated. This also allows the owner to bypass the scheduler by dispatching a task directly to an already leased worker, if the task’s resource requirements are met. For example, in Figure 8d, worker 1 reuses the resources leased from node 2 in Figure 8c to execute C. The owner returns the lease after a configurable expiration time, or when it has no more tasks to dispatch. We currently do not reuse resources for tasks with different distributed memory dependencies, since these are fetched by the scheduler. We leave other policies for lease revocation and worker reuse for future work.

The worst-case number of RTTs before a task executes is higher than in previous solutions because each policy decision is returned to the owner (Figure 8e). However, the throughput of previous solutions is limited (Figure 12) because they cannot support direct worker-to-worker scheduling (Figure 8d). This is because workers do not store system state, and thus all tasks must be routed through the master or per-node scheduler to update the task location (Figures 8a and 8b).

**Actor scheduling.** The system schedules actor constructor tasks much like normal tasks. After completion, however, the owner holds the worker’s lease until the actor is no longer referenced (Section 4.2) and the worker can only execute actor tasks submitted through a corresponding ARef.

A caller requests the actor’s location from the owner using the ARef’s Owner field. The location can be cached and requested again if the actor restarts (Section 4.3). The caller can then dispatch tasks directly to the actor, as in Figure 8d, since the resources are leased for the actor’s lifetime. For a given caller, the actor executes tasks in the order submitted.

### 4.2 Memory management

**Allocation.** The distributed memory layer consists of a set of object store nodes, with locations stored at the owner (Figures 9b to 9d). It exposes a key-value interface (Figure 9a). The object store may replicate objects for efficiency but is not required to handle recovery: if there are no copies of an object, a Get call will block until a client (i.e., a worker) creates the object.

Small objects may be faster to copy than to pass through distributed memory, which requires updating the object directory, fetching the object from a remote node, etc. Thus, at object creation time, the system transparently chooses based on size whether to pass by value or by reference.

Objects over a configurable threshold are stored in the distributed object store (step 1, Figure 9b) and returned by reference to the owner (step 2). This reduces the total number of copies, at the cost of requiring at least one IPC to the distributed object store for Get (steps 4-5, Figure 9c). Small objects are returned by value to the owner (step 6, Figure 9c), and each reference holder is given its own copy. This produces more copies in return for faster dereferencing.

The initial copy of a large object is known as the primary. This copy is pinned (step 1, Figure 9b) until the owner releases the object (step 8, Figure 9d) or fails. This allows the object store to treat additional capacity as an LRU cache without having to consult the owners about which objects are safe to evict. For example, the secondary copy of X created on node 3 in Figure 9c is cached to reduce Get and recovery time (Section 4.3) but can be evicted under memory pressure.

**Dereferencing.** The system dereferences a task’s DFut arguments before execution. The task’s caller first waits for the Value field in its local ownership table to be populated (Fig-
4.3 Failure recovery

The system guarantees that any reference holder will eventually be able to resolve the value in the presence of failures.

Failure detection. Failure notifications containing a worker or node ID are published to all workers. Workers do not exchange heartbeats; a worker failure is published by its local scheduler. Node failure is detected by exchanging heartbeats between nodes, and all workers face-share with their node.

Upon receiving a node or worker failure notification, each worker scans its local ownership table to detect a DFut failure. A DFut is considered failed in two cases: 1) loss of an owned object (Figure 10a), by comparing the Location field, or 2) loss of an owner (Figure 11a), by comparing the Owner field. We discuss the handling for these two cases next, using lineage reconstruction and fate sharing, respectively.

Note that a non-owner does not need to detect the loss of an object. For example, in Figure 10a, node 2 fails just as worker 3 receives \( \text{C} \). When worker 3 looks up \( X \) at the owner, it may not find any locations. From worker 3’s perspective, this means that either node 2’s write to the directory was delayed, or node 2 failed. Worker 3 does not need to decide which it is; it simply waits for \( X \)’s owner to handle the failure.

Object recovery. The owner recovers a lost value through lineage reconstruction. During execution, the owner records the object’s lineage by storing each invoked Task in its ownership table (Table 2). Then, upon detecting a DFut failure, the owner resubmits the corresponding task (Figure 10b). The task’s arguments are recursively reconstructed, if needed.

Like previous systems [34, 37, 56], we can avoid lineage reconstruction if other copies of a required object still exist. Thus, when reconstructing an object, the owner will first try to locate and designate a secondary copy as the new primary. To increase the odds of finding a secondary copy, object reclamation (Section 4.2) is done lazily: the owner releases the primary copy once there are no more reference holders, but the copy is not evicted until there is memory pressure.

Often, the owner of an object will also own the objects in its lineage (Section 5.2). Thus, upon failure, the owner can locally determine the set of tasks to resubmit, with a recursive lookup of the Task fields. In some cases, an object’s lineage may also contain borrowed references. Then, the borrower requests reconstruction from the owner.

The owner can delete the Task field once the task has finished and all objects returned by reference will never be reconstructed again. When a worker returns an object by value, the owner can immediately delete the corresponding Task field. This is safe because objects passed by value do not require reconstruction (Section 3.1).

For an object passed by reference, the owner keeps a lineage reference count to determine when to collect the Task. The
count is incremented each time the DFut is passed to another task and decremented when that Task is itself collected. The owner collects a record after collecting both the Task and Value (Section 4.2) fields. We also plan to support object checkpointing to allow the lineage to be collected early.

**Owner recovery.** An owner failure can result in a “dangling pointer”: a DFut that cannot be dereferenced. This can happen if the object is simultaneously lost from distributed memory. For example, C in Figure 11a will hang if node 2 also fails.

We use *fate sharing* to ensure that the system can make progress upon an owner’s failure. First, all resources held by the owner and any reference holders are reclaimed. Specifically, upon notification of the owner’s failure, either the distributed object store frees the object (if it exists) or the scheduling layer reclaims the worker lease (if the object is pending), shown in Figure 11b. All reference holders, i.e., borrowers and dependent tasks, also fate-share with the owner.

Then, to recover the fate-shared state, we rely on *lineage reconstruction*. In particular, the task or actor that was executing on the failed owner must itself have been owned by another process. That process will eventually resubmit the failed task. As the new owner re-executes, it will reexecute its previous state, with no system intervention needed. For example, the owner of A in Figure 11a will eventually resubmit A (Figure 11b), which will again submit B and C.

For correctness, we show that all previous reference holders are recreated, with the address of the new owner. Consider task T that computes the value of a DFut x. T initially executes on worker W and re-executes on W’ during recovery. The API (Section 2) gives three ways to create another reference to x: (1) pass x as a task argument, (2) cast x to a SharedDFut then pass as a task argument, and (3) return x from T.

In the two former cases, the new reference holder must be a child task of T. In case (2), when x is passed as a first-class value, the child task can create additional reference holders by passing x again. All such reference holders are therefore descendants of T. Then, when T re-executes on W’, W’ will recreate T’s descendants.

T can also return x, which can be useful for returning a child task’s result without dereferencing with get. Suppose T returns x to its parent task P. Then, P’s worker becomes a borrower and will fate-share with W. In this case, P is recovered by its owner, and again submits T and receives x.

Thus, because any borrower of x must be a child or ancestor of T, fate-sharing and re-execution guarantees that the borrower will be recreated with W’ as the new owner. Note that for actors, this requires that an actor not store borrowed DFuts in its local state. Of course, this is only required for transparent recovery; the application may also choose to handle failures manually and rely on the system for failure detection only.

While fate-sharing and lineage reconstruction add minimal run-time overhead, it is not suitable for all applications. In particular, the application will fate-share with the driver. In fact, this is the same failure model offered by some BSP systems [3], which can be written as a distributed futures program in which the driver submits all tasks. As shown by these systems, this approach can be extended to reduce the reexecution needed during recovery. We leave such extensions, including application-level checkpointing (Section 5.2), and persistence of the ownership table, for future work.

**Actor recovery.** Actor recovery is handled through the same protocols. If an actor fails, its owner restarts the actor through lineage reconstruction, i.e., resubmitting the constructor task. If the owner fails, the actor and any ARef holders fate-share.

Unlike functions, actors have local state that may require recovery. This is out of scope for this work, but is an interesting future direction. Ownership provides the infrastructure to manage and restart actors, while other methods can be layered on top for transparent recovery of local state [17,34,52].

## 5 Evaluation

We study the following questions:

1. Under what scenarios is distributed futures beneficial compared to pass-by-value RPC?
2. How does the ownership architecture compare against existing solutions for distributed futures, in terms of throughput, latency, and recovery time?
3. What benefits does ownership provide for applications with dynamic, fine-grained parallelism?

We compare against three baselines: (1) a pass-by-value model with futures but no distributed memory, similar to Figure 2c, (2) a decentralized lease-based system for distributed futures (Ray v0.7), and (3) a centralized master for distributed futures (Ray v0.7 modified to write to a centralized master before task execution). All distributed futures systems use sharded, unreplicated Redis for the global metadata store, with asynchronous requests. All systems use the Ray distributed scheduler and (where applicable) distributed object store. Ownership and pass-by-value use gRPC [2] for worker-
to-worker communication. All benchmarks schedule tasks to predetermined nodes to reduce scheduling variation.

All experiments are run on AWS EC2. Global system metadata, such as an object directory, is hosted on the same node as the driver, where applicable. Unless stated otherwise, this “head node” is an m5.16xlarge instance. Other node configuration is listed inline. All benchmark code is available at [53].

5.1 Microbenchmarks

Throughput and scalability. The driver submits one nested task for every 5 worker nodes (m5.8xlarge). Each intermediate “driver” submits no-op tasks to its 5 worker nodes. We report the total throughput of the leaf tasks, which return either a short string (Figures 12a and 12b) or a 1MB blob (Figures 12c and 12d). The drivers are either colocated (Figures 12a and 12c) on the same m5.8xlarge node as the root driver, or spread (Figures 12b and 12d), each on its own m5.8xlarge node. We could not produce stable results for pass-by-value with large objects due to the lack of backpressure in our implementation.

At ≤60 nodes, the centralized and lease-based architectures achieve about the same throughput because the centralized master is not yet a bottleneck. In general, ownership achieves better throughput than either because it distributes some system operations to the workers. In contrast, the baselines handle all system operations in the global or per-node processes.

The gap between ownership and the baselines is more significant with small return values (Figures 12a and 12b). For these, ownership matches pass-by-value because small objects are returned directly to their owner. The baseline systems could implement a similar optimization, e.g., by inlining small objects in the object directory (Section 4.2), but this would still require at minimum one RPC per read.

When the drivers are spread (Figures 12b and 12d), ownership and leases both scale linearly. Ownership scales better than leases in Figure 12b because more work is offloaded onto the worker processes. Ownership and leases achieve similar throughput in Figure 12d, but the ownership system also includes memory safety (Section 4.2). The centralized design (2 shards) scales linearly to ~60 nodes. Adding more shards would raise this threshold, but only by a constant amount.

When the drivers are colocated (Figures 12a and 12c), both baselines flatline because of a centralized bottleneck: the scheduler on the drivers’ node. Ownership also shows this, but there is less scheduler load overall because the drivers reuse resources for multiple tasks (Section 4.1). A comparable optimization for the baselines would require each driver to batch task submission, at the cost of latency. Throughput for ownership is lower in Figure 12c than in Figure 12a due to the overhead of garbage collection.

Thus, because ownership decentralizes system state among the workers, it can achieve vertical (Figures 12a and 12c) and horizontal (Figures 12b and 12d) scalability. Also, it matches the performance of pass-by-value RPC while enabling new workloads through distributed memory (Section 2.2).

Scaling through borrowing. We show how first-class futures enable delegation. Figure 12e shows the task throughput for an application that submits 100K no-op tasks that each depend on the same 1MB object created by the driver. The tasks are submitted either by the driver (x=0) or by a number of nested tasks that each borrow a reference to the driver’s object. All workers are colocated on an m5.16xlarge node.

For all systems, the throughput with a single borrower (x=1) is about the same as when the driver submits all tasks directly (x=0). Distributing task submission across multiple borrowers results in a 2× improvement for ownership and negligible improvement for the baselines. Thus, with ownership, an application can scale past the task dispatch throughput of a single worker by delegating to nested tasks. This is due to (1) support for first-class distributed futures, and (2) the hierarchical-distributed reference counting protocol, which distributes an object’s reference count among its borrowers instead of centralizing it at the owner (Section 4.2). In contrast, the baselines would require additional nodes to scale.

Latency. Figure 13 measures task latency with a single worker, hosted either on the same node as the driver (“local”), or on a separate m5.16xlarge node (“remote”). The driver submits 3k tasks that each take the same 1MB object as an argument and that immediately returns a short string. We report the average duration before each task starts execution.

First, distributed memory achieves better latency than pass-by-value in all cases because these systems avoid unnecessary copies of the task argument from the driver to the worker.

Second, compared to centralized and leases, ownership achieves on average 1.6× lower latency. This is due to (1)
the ability to write metadata locally at the owner instead of a remote process, and (2) the ability to reuse leased resources, in many cases bypassing the scheduling layer (Section 4.1).

Recovery. This benchmark submits a chain of tasks that execute on a remote m5.xlarge node. Each task depends on the previous, sleeps for the duration on the x-axis (total duration 10s), and returns either (a) a short binary string, or (b) a 10MB blob.

Normal run time for leases is up to 1.18 × faster than ownership, but recovery time is more than double, worse than restarting the application. This is because a task’s lease must expire before it can be re-executed, adding delay for short tasks. The recovery delay for longer tasks is also high because the implementation (Ray v0.7) repeatedly doubles a lease’s expiration time to reduce renewal overhead. A shorter lease interval would reduce recovery delay but can be unstable.

Ownership recovers within 2 × the normal run time. Recovery time is the same as pass-by-value for small objects because only in-flight tasks are re-executed (Figure 14a). For large objects (Figure 14b), ownership achieves better normal run time than pass-by-value because arguments are passed by reference; the gap decreases as task execution dominates.

Thus, ownership can achieve the same or better normal run-time performance as leases and pass-by-value, while also guaranteeing timely recovery through lineage reconstruction.

5.2 End-to-end applications

Model serving. We implement Figure 3a. Figure 15a shows the latency on 4 p3.16xlarge nodes, each with 1 Router and 8 ResNet-50 [23] models. We use a GPU batch size of 16 and generate 2300 requests/s. Ownership and centralized achieve the same median latency (54ms), but the tail latency for centralized is 9 × higher (1s vs. 108ms). We also show the utility of first-class distributed futures: in “borrow”, the Router receives the image values and must copy these to the Model. As expected, the Router is a bottleneck (p50=80ms, p100=3.2s).

Online video processing. We implement Figure 3b with 60 concurrent videos. The tasks for each stream are executed on an m5.xlarge “worker” node (1 per stream) and submitted by a driver task on a separate m5.xlarge “owner” node. Each owner node hosts 4 drivers. Each video source uses an actor to hold frame-to-frame decoder state. However, tasks are idempotent; a previous frame may be reread with some latency penalty. We use a YouTube video with a frame rate of 29 frames/s and a radius of 1s for the moving average.

Figure 15b shows latency without failures. All systems achieve similar median latency (~65ms), but leases and centralized have a long tail (1208ms and 1923ms, respectively). Figure 15c shows latency during an injected failure, 5s after the start, of the Decoder actor (Figure 3b). Lease-based recovery is slow because the decoder actor must replay all tasks, and each task accumulates overhead from lease expiration. Checkpointing the actor was infeasible because the leases implementation does not safely garbage-collect lineage.

Figure 15c also shows different failure scenarios for ownership, with a failure after 10s. The owner uses lineage reconstruction to recover quickly from a worker failure (1.9s in O+CP;OF). Owner recovery is slower because the failed owner must re-execute from the beginning (8.8s in O;WF). To bound re-execution, we use application-level checkpoints (O+CP, checkpoints to a remote Redis instance once per second). Each checkpoint includes all intermediate state needed to transform the given frame, such as the cumulative sum so far (Figure 3b). When the sink receives the transformed frame, it “commits” the checkpoint by writing the frame’s index to Redis. This results in negligible overhead (O vs. O+CP) and faster recovery (1.1s in O+CP;OF).

6 Related Work

Distributed futures. Several systems [4, 34, 37, 45, 48, 52] have implemented a distributed futures model. Most [37, 45] use a centralized master (Section 3.2). In contrast, ownership is a decentralized design that stores system state directly in the workers that invoke the tasks. Ray [34] shards the centralized state, but must still write to the centralized store before task execution and does not support automatic memory management. Lineage stash [52] is a complementary technique for recovering nondeterministic execution; ownership provides infrastructure for failure detection and memory management.

Other dataflow systems. Distributed data-parallel systems provide high-throughput batch computation and transparent data recovery [15, 25, 54, 56]. Many of our techniques build on
these systems, in particular the use of distributed memory [25, 56] and lineage re-execution [15, 25, 54, 56]. Indeed, a data-parallel program is equivalent to a distributed futures program with no nested functions.

Most distributed data-parallel systems [15, 25, 54, 56] employ some form of centralized master, a bottleneck for applications with fine-grained tasks [32,44,51]. Naiad [35,36] and Canary [44] support fine-grained tasks but, like other data-parallel systems, implement a static task graph, i.e. all tasks must be specified upfront. In contrast, distributed futures are an extension of RPC, which allows tasks to be dynamically invoked. Nimbus [32] supports both fine-grained and dynamic tasks with a centralized controller by leveraging execution templates for iterative computations. In contrast, ownership distributes the control plane and schedules tasks one at a time. These approaches are complementary; an interesting future direction is to apply execution templates to distributed futures.

Actor systems. Distributed futures are compatible with the actor model [7,24]. Other actor frameworks [1,12] already use futures for asynchrony, but with pass-by-value semantics, making it expensive to process large data. Actors can be extended with distributed memory to enable pass-by-reference semantics. Since distributed memory is immutable, it does not violate the condition of no shared state.

Our fault tolerance model is inspired by supervision in actor systems [7]. In this model, a supervisor actor delegates work to its children actors and is responsible for handling any failures among its children. By default, an actor also shares with its supervisor. Our contribution is in extending the supervision model to objects and object recovery.


Distributed futures are more similar in interface to other parallel programming runtimes [10,14,21,31,47]: the user annotates a sequential program to designate procedures that can be executed in parallel. Out of these systems, ownership is perhaps most similar to Legion [10], in that the developer specifies a task hierarchy that dictates system behavior. Our contribution is in identifying and addressing the challenges of failure detection and recovery for distributed futures.

Distributed memory. Distributed shared memory [40] provides the illusion of a single globally shared and mutable address space across a physically distributed system. Transparency has historically been difficult to achieve without adding exorbitant runtime overhead. Mutability makes consistency a major problem [11,26,28,40], and fault tolerance has never been satisfactorily addressed [40].

More recent distributed memory systems [6,9,16,27,41] implement a higher-level key-value store interface. Most target a combination of performance, consistency, and durability. Similar to our use of distributed memory (Section 4.2), in-memory data replicas are used to improve durability and recovery time. Indeed, many of these systems could likely be used in place of our distributed memory subsystem.

However, the requirements of our distributed memory subsystem are minimal compared to previous work, e.g., durability is only an optimization. This is because we target an even higher-level interface that integrates directly with the programming language: unlike a key, a DFut can be used to express rich application semantics to the system, such as an RPC’s data dependencies. Also, like previous data processing systems [15,37,56], data is immutable. Thus, fine-grained mutations are expensive, but consistency is not a problem.

7 Discussion

Ownership is the basis of the Ray architecture in v1.0+ [5], implemented in ∼14k C++ LoC. Previously, Ray used a shared global metadata store [34]. There were two problems with this approach: (1) latency, and (2) worker nodes still had to coordinate for operations such as failure detection. Ray v0.7 introduced leases (Section 3.2), which solved the latency problem but not coordination. It became impractical to introduce distributed protocols involving multiple objects, such as for garbage collection. We designed ownership for this purpose.

While transparent recovery is an explicit goal of this paper, it is not the only benefit of ownership. Anecdotally, the two main benefits of ownership for Ray users are performance and reliability. In particular, reliability includes correct and timely failure detection and garbage collection. Notably, ownership-based transparent recovery is not yet widely used.

We believe that this is due to: (1) applications having custom recovery requirements that cannot be met with lineage reconstruction alone, and (2) the cost of transparent recovery. Thus, one design goal was to ensure that only applications that needed transparent recovery would have to pay the cost. Ownership is a first step towards this: it provides reliability to all applications and transparent object recovery as an option.

In the future, we hope to extend this work to support a spectrum of application recovery requirements. For example, we could extend ownership with options to recover actor state.
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A Distributed Reference Counting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local reference</td>
<td>A flag indicating whether the DFut has gone out of the process’s scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submitted task count</td>
<td>Number of tasks that depend on the object that were submitted by this process and that have not yet completed execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrowers</td>
<td>The set of worker IDs of the borrowers created by this process, by passing the DFut as a first-class value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nested DFuts</td>
<td>The set of DFuts that are in scope and whose values contain this DFut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lineage count</td>
<td>Number of Tasks that depend on this DFut that may get re-executed. This count only determines when the lineage (the Task field) should be released; the value can be released even when this count is nonzero.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Full description of the References field in Table 2. Every process with an instance of the DFut (either the owner or a borrower) maintains these fields.

If a DFut never leaves the scope of its owner, it does not require a distributed reference count. This is because the owner always has full information about which pending tasks require the object. However, since our API allows passing DFuts to other tasks as first-class values, we use a distributed reference count to decide when the object is out of scope.

Our reference counting protocol is similar to existing solutions [33, 42]. As explained in Section 4.2, the reference count is maintained with a tree of processes. Each process keeps a local set of borrower worker IDs, i.e. its children nodes in the tree. Most of the messages needed to maintain the tree are piggy-backed on existing protocols, such as for task scheduling.

A borrower is created when a task returns a SharedDFut to its parent task, or passes a SharedDFut to a child task. In both cases, the process executing the task adds the ID of the worker that executes the parent or child task to its local borrower set.

In many cases, a child task will finish borrowing the DFut by the time it has finished execution. Concretely, this means that the worker executing the child task will no longer have a local reference to the DFut, nor will it have any pending dependent tasks. Thus, when the worker returns the task’s result to its owner, the owner can remove the DFut from its local set of borrowers, with no additional messages needed. This optimization is important for distributing load imposed by reference counting among the borrowers, rather than requiring all reference holders to be tracked by the owner.

However, in some cases, the worker may borrow the DFut past the duration of the child task. There are two cases: (1) the worker passed the DFut as an argument to a task that is still pending execution, or (2) the worker is an actor and stored the DFut in its local state. In these cases, the worker notifies the owner that it is still borrowing the DFut when replying with the task’s return value.

Eventually, the owner must collect all of the borrowers in its local set. It does this by sending a request to each borrower to reply once the borrower’s reference count has gone to zero. Borrowers themselves never delete from their local set of borrowers. Once a borrower no longer has a reference or any pending dependent tasks, it replies to the owner with its accumulated local borrower set. The owner then removes the borrower, merges the received borrowers into its local set and repeats the same process with any new borrowers. If a borrower dies before it can be removed, the owner removes it upon being notified of the borrower’s death.

When a DFut is returned by a task, it results in a nested DFut. Nested DFuts can be automatically flattened, e.g., when submitting a dependent task, but we must still account for nesting during reference counting. We do this by keeping a set of DFuts whose values contain the DFut in question in the ownership table (Table 2). The DFut’s value is pinned if its nested set is non-empty.

B Formal Specification

We developed a formal specification for the ownership-based system architecture [53]. It models the system state transitions of the ownership table for task scheduling, garbage collection, and worker failures. The goal is to check the correctness of the system design, which is manifested in the following properties:

- Safety: A future’s lineage information is preserved as long as a task exists that depends on the value of the future. This is defined recursively: at any time, either the value of a future is stored inline (thus cannot be lost), or all futures that this future depends on for computing its value must be safe. Formally, it means the following invariant holds at any given time: ∀x,
  \[ \text{LineageInScope}(x) \implies \forall x = \text{INLINE}\_\text{VALUE} \lor \forall \text{arg} \in x.\text{args} : \text{LineageInScope}(\text{arg}) \]

- Liveness: The system will eventually execute all tasks and resolve all future values, even in case of failures, i.e., all Get calls eventually return.

- No Resource Leakage: The system will eventually clean up all task states and future values, after the all references to futures become out-of-scope.

We checked the model using the TLA+ Model Checker [55] for up to 3 levels of recursive remote function calls, where each function creates up to 3 futures, and verified that the safety and liveness properties hold in more than 44 million distinct states. Currently, the model does not include first-class futures or actors; we plan to include these and open-source the full TLA+ specification in the future.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of strongly consistent replication in MongoDB. MongoDB provides linearizability and tolerates any minority of failures through a novel consensus protocol that derives from Raft. A major difference between our protocol and vanilla Raft is that MongoDB deploys a unique pull-based data synchronization model: a replica pulls new data from another replica. This pull-based data synchronization in MongoDB can be initiated by any replica and can happen between any two replicas, as opposed to vanilla Raft, where new data can only be pushed from the primary to other replicas. This flexible data transmission topology enabled by the pull-based model is strongly desired by our users since it has an edge on performance and monetary cost. This paper describes how this consensus protocol works, how MongoDB integrates it with the rest of the replication system, and the extensions of the replication protocol that support our rich feature set. Our evaluation shows that MongoDB effectively achieved the design goals and can replicate data efficiently and reliably.

1 Introduction
MongoDB is a general purpose, document-based, distributed database. In the last few years, we have been focusing on improving its support for replication, as there has been an increasing demand for stronger fault tolerance. In previous papers we discussed how MongoDB supports tunable consistency [29] and how causal consistency works [34]. In this paper we present the details of how MongoDB provides linearizable [12] replication with fault tolerance.

A common approach to fault-tolerant linearizable replication is through consensus protocols [24, 4]. After studying the popular consensus protocols including Paxos [17] and Raft [26], we concluded that no existing consensus protocols directly fit our needs without heavy modifications. The key reason is that these existing protocols are push-based: there is usually a primary server and the primary will push new data to all replicas. Yet in MongoDB we aim for a pull-based synchronization model: a replica fetches new data proactively from another replica, and not necessarily from the primary.

There are a few reasons for why we target the pull-based synchronization model. First, allowing data synchronization to happen between any two replicas enables a more flexible data transmission topology, that could utilize networks in more optimal ways. Many of our users prefer being able to configure how their network is utilized, especially for those who deploy their systems across different datacenters. Second, using a pull-based data synchronization model gives us backward-compatibility as we have previously implemented a preliminary version of a pull-based primary-backup replication scheme that is not backed by any consensus protocols, and thus has limited fault tolerance.

As there is no direct fit, we developed a new replication (consensus) scheme based on the Raft protocol. We chose Raft as the base because it is more accepted for industry use, easy to understand, and similar to our previous replication protocol, but we believe other bases such as Paxos should work too. The principle of our approach is to decouple data synchronization in Raft (mostly the AppendEntries RPC) into two parts: replicas pulling new data from the peers, and replicas reporting their latest replication status so that a request can commit after it reaches a majority of replicas.

The development of the new replication scheme is, however, easier said than done. The main challenge is in the subtlety of the Raft (and any other) consensus protocol. During our development we found that any unthoughtful changes to the protocol would easily introduce new corner cases that would break the correctness of the system. To verify that our design and implementation are correct, we have done extensive verification and testing on the protocol including model checking using TLA+, unit testing, integration testing, fuzz testing [11] and fault-injection testing.

Our developed protocol achieves the goal of allowing data pulling between any two replicas. Unlike Raft which can only push data from the primary to other replicas (broadcast), our system supports arbitrary data synchronization paths: from linear chaining to broadcast. This gives MongoDB several advantages over using vanilla Raft, including both performance-wise (e.g., saving leader bandwidth) and management-wise (e.g., controlling data transmission paths).

The main contributions of this paper include:

• We design a new consensus protocol based on Raft. Our protocol better meets the needs of MongoDB. It enables more flexible and customizable data synchronization paths during replication.
• We describe the design choices in how MongoDB adopts
this consensus protocol. MongoDB offers a unique feature set, which brings extra challenges in designing and implementing its replication. For example, we provide speculative execution to be compatible with MongoDB’s weak consistency features, but also guarantee linearizable log replication with rollbacks.

- We report the evaluation results of MongoDB for different replication parameters. Our evaluation shows that MongoDB replication is reliable and efficient.

We will organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the background. Section 3 describes the main body of the consensus protocol. Section 4 gives a few important extensions to our design. Section 5 discusses the evaluation results. Section 6 discusses related works before we conclude.

2 Background

MongoDB interfaces and architecture. MongoDB is a database that stores data as documents and supports general CRUD operations on one or many documents with a rich query language. Each document is a binary JSON-like (called BSON) object. Documents are identified by unique ids and grouped in collections, which are similar to tables in a SQL database.

To provide high availability, MongoDB provides the ability to run a database as a replica set, which is a set of MongoDB nodes that act as a consensus group, where each node maintains a logical copy of the database state. MongoDB also supports sharding for horizontal scaling, which distributes all data in a collection onto different shards in a share-nothing manner. Each shard is deployed as a replica set. In this paper we focus on a single replica set, as sharding is orthogonal.

Consistency and fault tolerance. Previous papers have described how MongoDB can achieve weaker consistency levels, including causal consistency [34, 29]. In this paper, we focus on the strongest consistency level—linearizability [12]. We assume a (partially) asynchronous environment where messages can be arbitrarily delayed and there are no perfect failure detectors. For each replica set, at most a minority of servers can fail in order to maintain availability. The problem of fault-tolerant linearizable replication is commonly solved by consensus protocols. Examples include Viewstamped Replication [24], Paxos [17], Zab [13], and Raft [26]. Our solution started with adopting the recent and popular Raft, but ended up basically inventing a new protocol with many heavy modifications.

Evolution of MongoDB’s pull-based replication. Starting from MongoDB version 1.0 over a decade ago, MongoDB supported replication with a primary-backup scheme. Unlike conventional primary-backup replication schemes where updates are usually pushed from where they are firstly received—the primary—to the secondaries (backups), we chose a design in which a secondary server can constantly pull updates from other servers, and not necessarily from the primary.

A major benefit of the pull-based approach is that it enables a more flexible control of how data is transmitted over the network. Depending on users’ needs, the data transmission can be in a star topology, a chaining topology, or a hybrid one. The ability of controlling data transmission paths is a strong customer need, mostly for reasons related to performance and monetary cost. For example, when deployed in clouds like Amazon EC2, data transmission inside a datacenter is free and fast, but is expensive and subject to limited bandwidth across datacenters.

The pull-based approach has led our designs while we continually evolved our replication protocols in the last few releases. In earlier releases several years ago, we assumed a semi-synchronous network: either there is manual control of failover (the user needs to appoint a node as the new primary when the old one fails), or all messages are bounded to arrive within 30 seconds for failure detection. Starting from 2015, we remodeled our replication scheme based on the Raft protocol. This new protocol guarantees safety in an asynchronous network (i.e., messages can be arbitrarily delayed or lost) and supports fully autonomous failure recovery with a smaller failover time. Same as before, this new protocol is still pull-based. We will describe how it works in the next section.

3 Design

This section describes how replication in MongoDB works, including the overall architecture and data structures (§3.1), the main body of the replication protocol (§3.2), a discussion of correctness, (§3.3), and how the system chooses data transmission paths (§3.4). Attached to this paper is an appendix that summarizes the difference between the Raft protocol and MongoDB’s consensus protocol.

3.1 Preliminaries

In MongoDB, the object for replication is called the oplog. An oplog is a sequence of log entries; each log entry contains a database operation. Figure 1 shows an example of oplog entry. The oplog is stored in the oplog collection, which behaves in almost all regards as an ordinary collection of documents. The oplog collection automatically deletes its oldest documents when they are no longer needed and appends new entries at the other end.

An oplog entry needs to be replicated to at least a majority of servers to commit; a committed entry persists through any minority failures. The system will wait for the oplog entry to commit before it acknowledges the client. MongoDB also
supports operations with weaker consistency, in which case the system can acknowledge clients before the oplog entry commits [29, 34]. After replication, all servers of the same replica set will have identical oplogs. Oplog entries will be applied in the same order on all servers.

A server can act as either a primary or a secondary. Only a primary can process write requests. A server has a third role as a candidate when it is transitioning from a secondary to a primary through elections. MongoDB’s election rules are the same as Raft’s. When a node decides to start an election, for example, because it has not seen a primary for an election timeout, the node transitions to a candidate role, increases its term, and sends vote requests to others. A voter can grant its vote to only one candidate in a given term and only if the candidate has the same or a more up-to-date log than the voter. The candidate wins the election if it is able to collect votes from a majority of nodes including the candidate itself; it then becomes a primary.

After the election, the new primary will have a unique, monotonically increasing term number. When the primary generates a new oplog entry, it will append this entry into its own oplog, and replicate the entries through the data replication protocol described in Section 3.2. It could happen that more than one server is acting as a primary, but the data replication and the election protocols collectively guarantee that at most one primary can successfully commit log entries at a particular index.

In MongoDB, each oplog entry is assigned a timestamp and annotated with the term of the primary. The timestamp is a monotonically increasing logical clock that exists in the system before this work. It is used to index the oplog entries, similar to the log index in Raft. A pair of term and timestamp, referred to as an OpTime, can identify an oplog entry uniquely in a replica set and give a total order of all oplog entries among all replicas. OpTimes are compared lexicographically, i.e., an OpTime is greater than another if its term is higher or the terms are the same but its timestamp is higher.

3.2 Data Replication

As mentioned in previous sections, MongoDB uses a pull-based replication scheme. Unlike Raft and other common consensus protocols that would initiate RPCs from the primary to secondaries when the primary tries to replicate new log entries (for example, in Raft, this is the AppendEntries RPC), in MongoDB, the primary waits for the secondaries to pull the new entries that are to be replicated.

After appending an entry to the oplog, the primary can process two types of RPCs from secondaries: PullEntries and UpdatePosition. A secondary will use PullEntries to fetch new logs, and use UpdatePosition to report its status so that the primary can determine which oplog entries have been safely replicated to a majority of servers and commit them. Similar to Raft, once an entry is committed, all prior entries are committed indirectly.

3.2.1 PullEntries

Note that a key design choice is that a secondary does not have to send PullEntries only to the primary. Instead, the secondary can pull new entries from any (nearby) servers. This secondary is called the syncing server, while the upstream server that receives the PullEntries RPC is called the sync source.

A secondary continuously sends PullEntries to the selected sync source (see more details about the sync source selection in §3.4) to retrieve new log entries when they become available. The PullEntries RPC includes the latest oplog timestamp (prevLogTimestamp) of the syncing server as an argument. When receiving PullEntries, a server will reply with its oplog entries after and including that timestamp if it has a longer or the same log, or the server could reply with an empty array if its log sequence is shorter. Before returning a response when the log is the same, PullEntries waits for new data for a given timeout (5 seconds by default) to avoid busy looping.

When the syncing server receives the reply of PullEntries, it will try to merge the log entries in the reply into its own oplog. Before merging, it checks if the incoming log entries concatenate with the local oplog. In particular, it checks if the first received entry has the same OpTime as the last local oplog entry. Only if so, the syncing server continues to merge by appending the received entries to the oplog. If the received oplog entries don’t overlap with the local ones and the received entries are "newer" by comparing their last OpTimes, the syncing server will traverse the oplog on its sync source in order to find their last common entry, then
discard any diverged oplog entries since then. Afterwards, the syncing server should be able to pull new data and append it to the local oplog. Discarding diverged logs will require more work than ordinary Raft implementations because of our optimizations on speculative execution (see details in §4.1).

### 3.2.2 UpdatePosition

After retrieving new entries into its local oplog with PullEntries, the secondary will send UpdatePosition to its sync source, reporting the latest log entry’s OpTime. When receiving the UpdatePosition, the server will forward the message to its sync source, and so forth, until the UpdatePosition reaches the primary. The primary keeps a non-persistent map in memory that records the latest known log entry’s OpTime on every replica, including its own, as their log positions. When receiving a new UpdatePosition, the primary will compare the received OpTime with its local record. If the received one is newer, the primary will replace its local record with the received one. Afterwards, the primary will do a count on the log positions of all replicas: if a majority of replicas have the same term and the same or greater timestamp, the primary will update its lastCommitted to that OpTime and notify secondaries of the new lastCommitted by piggybacking onto other messages, such as heartbeats and the responses to PullEntries. lastCommitted is also referred to as the commit point.

### 3.2.3 Implementation

In MongoDB, instead of initiating continuous RPC’s on the syncing node, the PullEntries RPC is implemented as a query on the oplog collection with a ”greater than or equal to” filter on the timestamp field. The query can be optimized easily since the oplog is naturally ordered by timestamp. Using database cursors allows the syncing node to fetch oplog entries in batches and also allows the RPC to work in a streaming manner, so that a sync source can send new data without waiting for a new request, reducing the latency of replication.

To avoid a flood of forwarded UpdatePosition messages, a server passively batches the received UpdatePosition requests between two rounds of forwarding and consolidates the requests by only keeping the highest log position for each server. A server only maintains at most one in-progress UpdatePosition request to its sync source, so it waits to send the next request until the previous one returns.

We also introduced Heartbeats RPC, which decoupled the heartbeat responsibility from Raft’s AppendEntries RPC. Heartbeats are sent among all replicas, used for liveness monitoring, commit point propagation and sync source selection (§3.4).
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**Figure 2: A corner case**

Each box represents an oplog entry with its term (shown in different colors) in the box. (a) start state with both A and E being primaries (thick border); (b) Raft only allows replicating (red arrows) from A to B; (c) MongoDB can replicate from A to B/C/D; (d) C/D report log positions (orange arrows) with term 3, forcing A to step down. (e) data replicated in (c) may be rolled back.

### 3.3 Correctness

Careful readers may have noticed that our data replication protocol (how PullEntries are processed) only checks the OpTime in the logs; it does not check if the sync source has a higher or equal term than the syncing server. This is different from what Raft would do in data replication. The data replication in Raft is done via AppendEntries RPC, which contains the term of the primary. AppendEntries can only succeed if the primary has a term that is not lower than the secondary’s.

This crucial protocol change means that log replication in MongoDB will behave differently from Raft. In Raft, if a server has voted for a higher term in an election, the server cannot take new log entries sent from an old primary with a lower term. But in our system, because the PullEntries RPC does not check the term of the sync source, even if the sync source is a stale primary, it is possible that after a server has voted for a higher term, the server could still fetch new log entries generated by the stale primary.

Figure 2 shows an example of this disparity occurring on secondaries. Initially, all five servers acknowledged entries in term 1. Server A first wins the election in term 2 with votes from Server A/B/C and writes down one entry locally. Server E then wins the election in term 3 with votes from Server C/D/E and writes a different entry locally. In Raft, if Server A broadcasts its AppendEntries, only Server B will accept the new entry from Server A; Server C/D/E will all reject.

In MongoDB, however, Server B/C/D could all take the new log from Server A even after Server C/D have voted for the new primary in term 3. If A is the sync source of Server B/C/D, then B/C/D will still accept the new entry with term 2 because the entry is newer than their local ones. Now that the entry in term 2 has been replicated to the majority of
servers, it would be considered by Server A as committed if we did not make further changes to Raft’s rule that a log entry is committed once the leader that created the entry has replicated it on a majority of the servers [26]. Later, Server E’s new entry with term 3 could propagate to all servers and overwrite the committed entry. Without more changes from Raft, this would violate safety.  

To prevent cases like this from happening, we added a new argument in the UpdatePosition RPC: the term of the syncing server. The recipient of UpdatePosition will update its local term if the received term is higher. If the recipient is the stale primary, seeing a higher term will make the primary step down before committing anything, thus avoiding any safety issue. In the above example, when server A receives UpdatePosition from Server C/D, it will see term 3 and step down immediately without updating its lastCommitted. Even though the entry with term 2 is in a majority of servers’ logs, it is not committed.

Until now, we have assumed it is a secondary that fetches oplog entries from a stale primary after voting for a new primary. In fact, this syncing server could be the new primary itself. Even if a primary (or candidate) has voted for itself in a higher term, it could still fetch data generated in lower terms from other replicas, as long as it has not generated new oplog entries with the new term and appended the entries to its own oplog. This important difference between MongoDB and Raft allows MongoDB to preserve uncommitted data as much as possible during failovers (see more in §4.3).

More formally, the revisions we made to UpdatePosition are to maintain a key invariant in Raft—Leader Completeness Property. This property refers to the fact that “if a log entry is committed in a given term, then that entry will be present in the logs of the leaders for all higher-numbered terms.” (See Figure 3 in the Raft paper.) In MongoDB, in order to commit an entry in term T, the primary in term T has to receive UpdatePosition RPCs with term T from a majority of nodes. A later new primary in term U > T must collect votes from a majority of nodes too. The two majorities must overlap on at least one voter. This voter is the key to guarantee the safety. Either the voter sent UpdatePosition in term T to commit the entry before voting, thus implying the new primary had the committed entry due to the Log Matching Property; or the voter voted first and sent UpdatePosition with a term higher than T, thus leading the primary in term T to step down without committing the entry. Either way, the Leader Completeness Property is guaranteed.

In addition to this property, other invariants of Raft still hold so that one can prove the correctness of our protocol following the proof of Raft. Further, to mechanically verify the correctness of our system, we have written a formal specification of the protocol in TLA+ and applied model checking to it [33].

3.4 Sync Source Selection

Servers learn about the status of other servers, including their log positions, via Heartbeat RPC. A server chooses its sync source only if the sync source has newer oplog entries than itself by comparing their log positions. This condition is double-checked on receiving PullEntries RPC’s responses in case rollback (§4.1) occurs on the sync source. As a result, it’s guaranteed that the replicas can never form a cycle of sync sources. Once a server starts to pull entries from its sync source, it keeps fetching from the source until the source is not available or a better source shows up. Thus a server should not change its sync source frequently in a stable environment.

4 Extensions

In this section we introduce a few key features of MongoDB that extend the elementary design.

4.1 Speculative Execution and Rollback

The standard approach of applying log entries in Raft-based systems is that a replica waits until the log entries are committed and then applies the log entries in timestamp order. MongoDB introduces an optimization that speculatively applies an oplog entry when it is added to the oplog. If a failover happens, speculatively applied oplog entries could be deleted (§3.2.1). In this case, the system needs to roll back the operations in these entries. The common approach for rollbacks in databases is through undo or redo logs. The way MongoDB achieves this is through a consolidated design of the storage engine (named WiredTiger) and the replication protocol.

The WiredTiger storage engine is a multi-version transactional storage engine that can use oplog timestamps as versions of data updates. There are three key functions implemented in the storage engine that enable this consolidation. First, the storage engine supports speculative updates, so multiple versions are visible to clients depending on their requested consistency levels even if not all of them are committed. Second, the storage engine provides fast rollback to a timestamp and discards all updates after that timestamp. Third, when oplog entries are committed, the storage engine can be notified to merge all data updates with lower timestamps in the on-disk checkpoint and garbage collect those versions.

When a node needs to roll back, it will determine the newest oplog entry it has in common with its sync source. The timestamp of this oplog entry is referred to as \( t_{\text{common}} \). The node needs to truncate all oplog entries with a timestamp
after \( t_{\text{common}} \). In addition to oplog truncation, it must undo the speculative effects of the operations deleted from the oplog.

Since MongoDB version 4.0, the WiredTiger storage engine has provided the ability to revert the replicated data to the version at a given timestamp. MongoDB periodically informs the storage engine of a stable timestamp \( t_{\text{stable}} \), which is the timestamp of the commit point known by this node and must be less than or equal to \( t_{\text{common}} \) when the node starts rollback.

To undo the effects of truncated oplog entries, the rolling back node reverts its replicated data to the version at \( t_{\text{stable}} \), then applies the oplog entries forward from \( t_{\text{stable}} \) up to and including \( t_{\text{common}} \).

### 4.2 Initial Sync

MongoDB discards stale oplog entries once the storage space used to store the entries reaches a configurable threshold, by default 5% of free disk space at startup. In most consensus systems, such as Chubby and the vanilla Raft, a snapshot of the database is obtained before discarding stale log entries. The snapshot will be used by a new server to catch up when joining the system. However, MongoDB does not rely on a snapshot mechanism for this initial synchronization, referred to as initial sync.

The major reason for MongoDB not using snapshots for initial sync is that MongoDB has a pluggable storage API that does not require the storage engine to support snapshots. For example, the initial storage engine before WiredTiger at its core used mmap, which does not support snapshots. This mmap-based storage engine needs to be supported due to backward-compatibility.

The initial sync in MongoDB works as follows. First, when a new server is joining, it chooses a sync source and uses this sync source for the whole duration of initial sync. Once the initial sync starts, the syncing node records the current applied oplog timestamp on the sync source as the initial sync start point. Then, the new server starts to clone the database of the sync source by scanning the database. The database scan gets a cursor at the beginning of each collection and iterates over the cursor to the end. Note that this clone may be inconsistent when there are concurrent updates happening in the system—some cloned values are up-to-date, some may be obsolete, and some may be missing. The final step is to fix this inconsistency. The new server will retrieve all oplog entries on the sync source starting from the initial sync starting point, and apply the oplog entries locally on the database. After the database clone, the new server records the current applied oplog timestamp on the sync source again as the initial sync end point. Once the new server applies oplog entries beyond this point, the data becomes consistent and the

initial sync is complete. If the sync source fails during the initial sync, the new server chooses a different sync source and restart the process.

Note that some oplog entries may be applied twice in the database on the new server. If an operation gets applied on the sync source after the initial sync begins, the operation’s effect may be included in the database that the new server cloned gradually. Later this oplog entry will be applied again on the new server. To avoid any data inconsistency caused by this effect, MongoDB requires any sequences of operations in the oplog entries to be idempotent: applying the same sequence of operations multiple times will lead to the same system state.

For operations that change the database states (inserts, updates, deletes, etc.), we changed their semantics during initial sync to make them idempotent. Inserts in MongoDB will be ignored if the document id already exists; updates and deletes will be ignored if the modified document’s id does not exist. MongoDB supports rich update operations, such as incrementing a field’s value in a document. These operations will be converted to unconditional field assignments by the primary. For example, for an increment request, the primary will read the current value from its local database and compute the result of the increment, and replicate an oplog entry setting the field to the computed result. As a result, the consistency between the new server and its sync source is guaranteed.

### 4.3 Preserving Uncommitted Oplog Entries

After a failover, the uncommitted oplog entries on the previous primary are likely lost. This would be fine for a different system because the clients could retry uncommitted updates. This is, however, an issue for MongoDB because MongoDB supports fast but weak consistency levels that acknowledge writes as soon as they are applied on the primary or just replicated to a fewer number of nodes than a majority. Thus, a failover could cause a large loss of uncommitted writes. Though the clients are not promised durability with weak consistency levels, we still prefer to preserve their uncommitted writes as much as possible.

For this purpose, we introduced an extra phase for a newly elected primary—the primary catchup phase. The new primary will not accept new writes immediately after winning an election. Instead, it will keep retrieving oplog entries from its sync source until it does not see any newer entries, or a timeout occurs. This timeout is configurable in case users prefer faster failovers to preserving uncommitted oplog entries.

As explained in §3.3, the primary catchup design is only possible because a primary is allowed to keep syncing oplog entries generated by the old primary after voting for a higher term as long as it hasn’t written any entry with its new term.
4.4 Additional Replica Roles

4.4.1 Arbiters

MongoDB supports a special replica role called arbiter. An arbiter is like a secondary with respect to voting but does not store any data to save the cost of storage and replication while being a tie-breaker in elections. For example, in a Primary-Secondary-Arbiter deployment, when the primary crashes, the secondary can take over with the vote from the arbiter to serve reads and writes. The writes will be applied speculatively but cannot be committed. If a new node needs to be added to the replica set to replace the crashed one through initial sync, the arbiter allows a safe reconfiguration to change the membership.

4.4.2 Non-Voting Members

In addition to fault tolerance requirements, users often deploy replica sets to offload reads from the primary or to access a local data copy with lower latency. For example, users may maintain some replicas for a heavy analytical workload using MongoDB’s expressive aggregation framework. These replicas are not deployed for fault tolerance and may have unstable write performance due to the heavy analytical workload. As another example, a geo-distributed application may prefer to read from a nearby datacenter for lower latency, thus need to deploy dozens of replicas globally. Assuming it’s extremely rare for more than a few servers to fail at the same time, it would be unnecessary to count all replicas towards a quorum for fault tolerance and undesired to wait for a majority of such many servers to replicate in order to commit writes.

MongoDB introduced Non-Voting Members particularly for this purpose. Non-voting members replicate data as normal secondaries, but they do not participate in elections or count towards a quorum for committing oplog entries, as opposed to Voting Members. MongoDB supports up to 50 replicas but only up to 7 voting members. Therefore, writes with strong consistency levels can return faster, as long as they are committed after replicating to a quorum of voting members rather than a quorum of all replicas.

Non-voting members work well with the pull-based data replication model since it’s possible to minimize their performance impact on the primary and voting members by offloading their significant oplog read workload to other non-voting members as much as possible.

4.5 Election Optimizations

4.5.1 Election Handoff

On failovers, secondaries wait for an election timeout (10 seconds by default) to run for election in order to detect that the primary is no longer available. However, on planned failovers, it is known that the old primary has already stepped down. MongoDB introduced Election Handoff to shorten the planned failover time by avoiding the next candidate’s waiting.

When a primary server steps down on administrator commands, it will pause new writes and wait for any eligible secondary to catch up its oplog within a user specified timeout. The primary then chooses this caught-up secondary to immediately run for election on a best-effort basis. In common cases, the chosen secondary will win the election and become the new primary. This election handoff mechanism will likely shorten the failover time as it does not need the election timeout to elapse. This is similar to the leadership transfer extension in Raft.

The election handoff is leveraged by the planned maintenance on MongoDB Atlas[21], MongoDB’s hosted database as a service. Atlas uses a rolling upgrade strategy for executing maintenance or infrastructure operations, such as applying security patches, scaling up an Atlas cluster, and upgrading to the latest MongoDB minor versions. As part of the rolling upgrade, the primary will be stepped down and shut down for upgrade. The election handoff minimizes the unavailability window on planned failovers. In fact, the vast majority of failovers (89.03%) on Atlas are caused by planned maintenance (§5.2) and can benefit from the election handoff.

4.5.2 Member Priority

It is common that users have a preference for which server should act as primary, especially in a multi-datacenter setup where users prefer to deploy the primary in the datacenters closest to the applications (clients) for lower latency. MongoDB supports setting election priority among servers in the replica set configuration. If a secondary realizes it has a higher priority than the current primary, it will start an election after a timeout based on its relative priority. The higher the priority it has, the smaller the timeout value will be. In this way, the server with the highest priority is likely to win the election first. If the election fails due to competition but the server still has a higher priority than the new primary, it will continue calling for elections until it becomes primary or the new primary has a higher priority. Setting a server’s priority to zero prevents it from running for election.

One potential problem is that when the election caused by a high-priority server fails, it will propagate its larger term number to the rest of the replica set and force the current primary to step down. This disruption is particularly serious when this high-priority server is lagged due to shutdown and rejoins the replica set after a restart. Until this high-priority server is caught up on its oplog, it keeps running elections periodically and causing disruptions. Although other servers will elect a new primary after each disruption, the system will be unavailable for at least an election timeout on every
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4 This speculative execution can benefit reads with weaker consistency levels described in [29].
disruption. To prevent disruptions when a server rejoins the replica set, Raft describes a pre-vote algorithm in Section §9.6 in [25], where a candidate only increments its term and runs the real election if it learns from a majority of nodes that they would grant their votes. MongoDB implements this algorithm with an election dry-run. When a stale candidate with a higher priority starts an election even though it won’t be able to win, the candidate will fail during the election dry-run, protecting the existing primary from being disrupted by a higher term.

Note that in rare cases such as network partitions, it could happen that two nodes repeatedly initiate elections and cause liveness issues. This is a different issue from the priority design and having priorities does not make it worse. In these cases, the dry-run mechanism cannot address the issue completely, as liveness in asynchronous networks is impossible to guarantee [9]. In reality we did not find this to be a problem.

4.6 Read-only Operations

A strawman solution to support linearizable reads is to turn read operations into log entries similarly to treating write operations. MongoDB’s optimized approach is that if the primary has other concurrent oplog entries to replicate, the primary can piggyback the read linearization point with those entries. Note that this optimization is different from weakly consistent reads although they both skip turning read operations into oplog entries. Even though weakly consistent reads are supported on both primary and secondary nodes and they do not need to wait for synchronization between nodes, linearizable reads can only happen on the primary and need to wait for a roundtrip of synchronization.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation section has two parts. First, we benchmarked the system under different configurations on Amazon EC2 and report the performance measurements (§5.1). Second, we collected metrics from our own cloud platform, MongoDB Atlas [21], and report the analysis of the operational data on failovers (§5.2).

5.1 Benchmarks on EC2

5.1.1 Setup

Our tests use AWS m5d.2xlarge instances, each with 8 vCPUs, 32GB memory, and a local SSD. We tested 5-way replication with 5 server VMs and 2 client VMs. 3 servers are deployed in the US East (N. Virginia) region and 2 servers in the US West (Oregon) region. The primary is always deployed in the US East region.

We use the following benchmark for our main tests. Each client thread continuously and randomly updates an entire document out of 1 million documents containing one random string field of 1000 bytes in a closed loop. These updates will not return until they are committed. We vary the number of client threads to control the offered load in the system.

To measure the impact of allowing secondaries to sync from other secondaries, we run the tests with two settings: (1) chaining enabled and a secondary in the US West region forced to sync from another secondary in the same region while all other secondaries syncing from the primary, and (2) chaining disabled and all secondaries syncing from the primary, which mimics similar data transmission paths to vanilla Raft.

In addition to the above basic benchmarks, we also tested two interesting cases: (1) a failure recovery test in which we crash the primary, wait for the new primary to step up, and then recover the old primary; (2) a comparison with a previous version of MongoDB that uses a deprecated replication protocol not based on known consensus protocols.

Appendix B has an additional TPCC benchmark.

5.1.2 Benchmark Results

Figure 3 and 4 respectively show the 50-percentile and 90-percentile latency vs. throughput of both chaining enabled and disabled cases. Their performance is almost the same. However, as shown in Figure 5, the cross-datacenter traffic is halved by leveraging chaining, so is its cost. Using $0.01~$0.147/GB (EC2’s pricing) to estimate, the savings of chaining in this test is about $300~$5,000 per month.
client threads in our tests. We observed more than 250k context switches per second on the primary consistently when the system is saturated. The heavy interleaving of threads indicates that the performance will not scale linearly given extra available CPU time. Meanwhile, each secondary oplog read takes one thread on the primary. In fact, a secondary in a steady replication state only consumes about 5% of a single CPU core on the primary in our experiments. Therefore we did not observe throughput improvement with chaining enabled when the primary CPU is the bottleneck.

Nevertheless, if the network bandwidth between nodes is the bottleneck, we expect that enabling chaining will greatly improve the throughput. In our tests, we did not observe throttled bandwidth across datacenters on AWS EC2. But it is reported that the bandwidth of the cloud could be affected by time, space, and other factors such as VM instance types [16]. Besides, our users could deploy MongoDB in other environments with networks that may be less reliable and have less bandwidth than EC2. Therefore, we conducted an additional experiment with 3 nodes, where the primary’s bandwidth is limited using the `tc` tool. The result is in Figure 6) and it shows that when the network bandwidth is the bottleneck, chaining can drastically improve the system throughput as expected.

5.1.3 Failover Tests

The failover tests are conducted with all 5 replicas deployed in the same datacenter. In each test, we run 64 clients concurrently and crash the primary after the system runs for 10 seconds in a stable state. The timeout set for the system to elect a new primary is 10 seconds. After the new primary takes over and the system is again in a stable state, we recover the old primary. The old primary will catch up by synchronizing the missing oplog entries.

Figure 7 shows the throughput of the system during failover when chaining is enabled. The new primary steps up after losing the old primary over an election timeout. The clients
can discover the new primary and issue writes to it immediately, thus the throughput resumes to the level before the failover. When the old primary is recovering (at 40s), it fetches the missing oplog entries from another secondary in this case. In our tests not shown here with chaining disabled, the old primary catching up its oplog from the new primary increases the workload on the new primary but doesn’t affect the performance since the new primary isn’t saturated.

5.1.4 Comparing with Previous Implementation

We compare the latest released version 4.4 with a previous MongoDB version 3.6 released in 2017. Version 3.6 is the last version that supports the old and deprecated replication protocol, which works in most cases but is unproven. Additionally, it has severe limitations due to its strong assumptions about the deployment environment: all messages must be replied within 30 seconds or otherwise the nodes must have failed. Thus, it does not tolerate faults like network partitions and could suffer from a "split-brain" if such faults happen.

The main advantage of our current protocol is fault tolerance as it makes fewer assumptions of the deployment. In most cases, we observed comparable performances, as shown in Figure 8. The performance of the newer version is better when the system isn’t saturated. We believe this is not only because of the algorithmic and engineering improvements of the replication system, but also thanks to optimizations of many other parts of the server, e.g., journaling.

5.2 Metrics on MongoDB Atlas

To examine the performance of failover and its impact in production, we analyzed the failover metrics of MongoDB instances deployed on MongoDB Atlas, a hosted database as a service. When the data was collected in June 2020, almost all replica set instances were on the latest major releases: 3.6.18 (26.86%), 4.0.18 (44.17%) and 4.2.6 (28.54%). The vast majority of failovers (89.03%) are caused by planned maintenance, 6.15% by priority takeover (§4.5.2) and 4.82% by election timeout. We focused on those caused by planned maintenance and election timeout to measure the impact of expected and unexpected failovers.

5.2.1 Planned Maintenance

As part of rolling upgrade for planned maintenance on MongoDB Atlas, the old primary will be stepped down via a command. The stepdown command pauses new writes, waits for any eligible secondary to catch up and then asks the eligible secondary to step up, as discussed in §4.5.1. We measure the time duration from starting the election to when the new primary is available for new writes, referred to as Local Write Unavailability, and from starting election to when the first no-op write on stepup gets committed, referred to as Majority Write Unavailability. Note that the entire unavailable windows perceived by clients are longer since they start from when the old primary pauses writes. The extra unavailability window beyond our measurements heavily depends on the workload and is less comparable across replica sets.

![Figure 9: Unavailability due to planned maintenance](image)

Figure 9 shows the cumulative frequency of local and majority write unavailability up to 95th-percentile, 0.37 seconds and 3.08 seconds respectively. Since an election only involves a few round-trips in the same data center, a candidate can finish its election quickly and start to accept new writes. However, it takes longer for other nodes to learn there is a new primary and start to sync from it directly or indirectly. We can observe two clusters of duration for majority writes: around 1 and 2 seconds. We believe this is due to the implementation of sync source selection based on heartbeats. We are actively working on delivering performance improvements in this area to all supported versions.
5.2.2 Election Timeout

When a secondary cannot see a primary for a given election timeout, it runs for election. Failovers caused by election timeout are the fault-tolerant scenarios for which the replication system is designed. We measure the same local and majority write unavailability as above. However, both measurements include the primary catchup phase (§4.3) which involves more work in election timeout cases, so both measurements are longer than that of planned maintenance. By contrast, it is essentially a no-op in planned maintenance since the old primary has waited already. Additionally, overloads systems are a common reason of failover, which leads to longer primary catchup phases.

The perceived unavailable windows by clients are also longer since they start from when the old primary becomes unresponsive. Usually, they add about an election timeout (10 or 5 seconds on Atlas) to what we measured.

Figure 10: Unavailability due to election timeout

As shown in Figure 10, 95% of failovers due to election timeout start to accept writes within 6.41 seconds after election, and commit their first majority writes within 10.24 seconds. The sharp steps are also aligned with the default 2 second heartbeat intervals.

5.2.3 Replication Network Traffic

MongoDB’s consensus protocol allows flexible replication paths and can save cross-datacenter traffic by allowing secondaries syncing from others from the same datacenter. We examined the replication network traffic on Atlas to estimate the cost of cross-datacenter traffic.

Figure 11 shows the distribution of daily replication network traffic on Atlas during a week. While some replica sets have no writes and may mainly be used for reads, there are some others that generate gigabytes or terabytes of data. 50% of replica sets generate less than 8.08MB per day, and 95% generate less than 7.94GB per day. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the same data weighted by the daily replication network traffic. It is obvious that a small portion of replica sets generate disproportionately large amount of replication traffic. In fact, the top 5% of all replica sets account for more than 92.6% of all replication network traffic. Given the high traffic volume, it is valuable for a multi-node cross-datacenter deployment to minimize the cost of cross-datacenter traffic from the primary. The cost could be expensive (e.g., $0.01 ~ $0.147 per GB on AWS [1]). MongoDB made it possible to minimize cross-datacenter traffic by allowing syncing from another node in the same datacenter instead of the primary.

Figure 11: Distribution of daily replication network traffic

Figure 12: Weighted distribution of daily replication network traffic

6 Related Work

Replication and consensus are both very well-studied areas. This section reviews related works in two main categories: linearizable replication in production databases, and developments in consensus algorithms.
Linearizable replication in production databases. Many production databases build their replication systems via consensus protocols, mostly using Paxos or Raft. One recent popular Paxos-based system is Google’s Spanner [7], and examples of Raft-based systems include TiDB [32], RethinkDB [28], CockroachDB [6, 31]. Another approach with similar data replication paths is the primary-backup scheme with external membership management (e.g., a consensus service). Recent database systems of this type include Aurora [35] and FaRM [8, 30]. To the best of our knowledge, these systems do not support pull-based data transfer in their data replication paths.

Another important scheme is Chain Replication (CR) [27]. It can achieve a chaining topology similar to MongoDB. The differences between CR and our proposed scheme are three-fold. First, our scheme can support many types of topology and chaining is one typical use case. Second, in our scheme a request can commit after replicating to a majority, while in CR a request needs to replicate to all nodes before it commits. Third, similar to primary-backup schemes, CR needs a third-party to perform a safe leader (head) change. Nevertheless, CR can perform consistent read requests on the tail node, which can improve the system performance, while common consensus-based systems cannot.

CORFU [3] and Delos [2] have the clients (i.e., the learner role in Paxos) pull logs from the server; our approach takes one step further and has the servers (i.e., the acceptor role) pull logs from each other. During this process, we found that at least for Raft, modifying the protocols to enable servers to pull logs from other servers is challenging.

Study in consensus algorithms. Except for searching for more understandable basic consensus protocols, the developments in consensus algorithms can be classified into two categories: 1) optimizations that only require a minimal change to an existing protocol (usually Paxos); 2) new protocols built from scratch or heavily modifying a previous protocol.

The first category of works, in our experience, is closer to our needs in practice. PigPaxos [5] has a group of secondaries relay the messages from the primary to alleviate the primary bottleneck, which achieves similar flexibility as we do. Reconfiguration [18] of a replication group is a major challenge in MongoDB and we developed a refined version of reconfiguration in the latest release 4.4. Leases [10, 22] provide a way to allow consistent local reads in an efficient way. We are investigating this direction for future improvements. One thing we need to point out is that incorporating these or other optimizations of this category into MongoDB may be more difficult than into other systems that use stock Paxos protocols, because our protocol is a heavily modified version of Raft. However, it has been demonstrated [36] that such porting of optimizations can be achieved by drawing a one-to-one correspondence between each step of these protocols, e.g., by using refinement mapping.

It is an interesting and open question how MongoDB can benefit from the optimizations in the second category of works. These optimizations are often disruptive but effective. For example, to improve the performance for geo-replication, one can shard the log space [20], use fast quorums [23], or rethink the layering between replication and the rest of the system [15, 19, 37]. Replaying these works in MongoDB may require more efforts because it could suggest a complete reconstruction of the system.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we presented the design and implementation of the fault-tolerant and linearizable replication system in MongoDB. We proposed a novel pull-based consensus protocol that is a modification of Raft. With this pull-based scheme, MongoDB allows a more flexible control of data transmission paths. We described how this consensus protocol works, how MongoDB integrates it with the rest of the replication system, and the extensions of the replication protocol that support our rich feature set. We reported our evaluation on EC2 and our data analysis on MongoDB’s cloud platform, and concluded that MongoDB can replicate data efficiently and reliably.
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Appendix A: Comparison between Raft and MongoDB Consensus

Raft Protocol

Minor changes are marked in italics, e.g., changing from index to timestamp, comparison of OpTimes (<term, timestamp> pairs) and introducing heartbeats; major behavioral changes are marked in red.

State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persistent state on all servers:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Updated on stable storage before responding to RPCs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currentTerm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>votedFor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log[]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volatile state on all servers:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>commitIndex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lastApplied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volatile state on leaders:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Reinitialized after election)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nextIndex[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matchIndex[]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AppendEntries RPC

(Invoked by leader to replicate log entries; also used as heartbeat.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arguments:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevLogIndex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevLogTerm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entries[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaderCommit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Receiver implementation:

1. Reply false if term > currentTerm
2. Reply false if log doesn’t contain an entry at prevLogIndex whose term matches prevLogTerm
3. If an existing entry conflicts with a new one (same index but different terms), delete the existing entry and all that follow it
4. Append any new entries not already in the log
5. If leaderCommit < commitIndex, set commitIndex = min(leaderCommit, index of last new entry)

RequestVote RPC

Invoked by candidates to gather votes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arguments:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>candidateId</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lastLogIndex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lastLogTerm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voteGranted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Receiver implementation:

1. Reply false if term < currentTerm
2. If votedFor is null or candidateId, and candidate’s log is at least as up-to-date as receiver’s log, grant vote

Rules for Servers

All Servers

- If commitIndex > lastApplied: increment lastApplied, apply log[lastApplied] to state machine
- If RPC request or response contains term T > currentTerm: set currentTerm = T, convert to follower

Followers

- Respond to RPCs from candidates and leaders
- If election timeout elapses without receiving AppendEntries RPC from current leader or granting vote to candidate: convert to candidate

Candidates

- On conversion to candidate, start election:
  - Increment currentTerm
  - Vote for self
  - Reset election timer
  - Send RequestVote RPCs to all other servers
- If votes received from majority of servers: become leader
- If AppendEntries RPC received from new leader: convert to follower
- If election timeout elapses: start new election

Leaders

- Upon election: send initial empty AppendEntries RPCs (heartbeat) to each server; repeat during idle periods to prevent election timeouts
- If command received from client: append entry to local log, respond after entry applied to state machine
- If last log index ⩾ nextIndex for a follower: send AppendEntries RPC with log entries starting at nextIndex
  - If successful: update nextIndex and matchIndex for follower
  - If AppendEntries fails because of log inconsistency: decrement nextIndex and retry
- If there exists an N such that N > commitIndex, a majority of matchIndex[i] ⩾ N, and log[N].term == currentTerm: set commitIndex = N
MongoDB Consensus Protocol

**State**

**Persistent state on all servers:**
(Updated on stable storage before responding to RPCs)

- **currentTerm** latest term server has seen (initialized to 0 on first boot, increases monotonically)
- **votedFor** candidateId that received vote in current term (or null if none)
- **log[]** log entries; each entry contains command for state machine, *timestamp* and term when entry was received by leader

**Volatile state on all servers:**

- **lastCommitted** OpTime of highest log entry known to be committed (initialized to minimum, increases monotonically)
- **lastApplied** OpTime of highest log entry applied to state machine (initialized to last log entry’s OpTime, increases monotonically)
- **lastPosition[]** for each server. OpTime of highest log entry known to be replicated on that server

**RequestVote RPC (Omitted)**

... The same as Raft’s RequestVote RPC except changing index to *timestamp* ...

**PullEntries RPC**

(Replicate log entries from its sync source.)

**Arguments:**

- **prevLogTimestamp** timestamp of last fetched log entry.

**Results:**

- **entries[]** log entries with a timestamp greater than or equal to prevLogTimestamp
- **commitPoint** sync source’s lastCommitted

**Receiver implementation:**

1. Return the log entries with a timestamp greater than or equal to prevLogTimestamp. Could be empty if no such entry exists.

**Sender implementation after RPC call:**

1. If returned entries is empty or last OpTime in entries is less than last OpTime in log, select a new sync source and retry PullEntries.
2. If last log entry conflicts with the first of entries (due to different OpTimes)
   (a) Traverse the log on sync source backwards until a common entry is found
   (b) Delete all existing entries following the common entry
   (c) Roll back the data to the state right after the common entry
3. Append any new entries not already in the log
4. If commitPoint > lastCommitted, set lastCommitted = min(commitPoint, OpTime of last new entry)

**UpdatePosition RPC**

(Sending latest positions of all known nodes to sync source.)

**Arguments:**

- **term** currentTerm, for leader to update itself
- **position[]** lastPosition[] on the sender

**Results:** None

**Receiver implementation:**

1. Merge position and lastPosition to record the highest known position for each member
2. Send UpdatePosition RPC to sync source if the receiver has one

**Heartbeat RPC**

(Used for liveness monitoring, commit point propagation, and sync source selection.)

**Arguments:**

- **term** sender’s term
- **senderId** sender’s node Id
- **role** sender’s role
- **position** sender’s last log entry’s OpTime
- **commitPoint** sender’s lastCommitted

**Receiver implementation:**

1. Record the role and the current time of the last heartbeat for senderId for liveness monitoring
2. Update lastPositions[senderId] to position if position is higher, for sync source selection
3. If commitPoint > lastCommitted, set lastCommitted = min(commitPoint, OpTime of last new entry)

**Rules for Servers**

**All Servers**

- Apply log entries speculatively when appending them to log
- If RPC request or response contains term T > currentTerm: set currentTerm = T, convert to follower

**Followers**

- Respond to RPCs from candidates and leaders
- If election timeout elapses without receiving Heartbeat RPC from current leader: convert to candidate

**Candidates**

- On conversion to candidate, start election:
  - Increment currentTerm
  - Vote for self
  - Reset election timer
  - Send RequestVote RPCs to all other servers
- If votes received from majority of servers: become leader
- If election timeout elapses: start new election

**Leaders**

- If command received from client: append entry to local log, respond after lastCommitted > entry’s OpTime.
- If there exists an entry such that entry.OpTime > lastCommitted, a majority of lastPosition[i] > entry.OpTime, and entry.term == currentTerm: set lastCommitted = entry.OpTime
Appendix B: TPC-C Experiments

Setup. This section uses 3-way replication with 3 server VMs and 1 client VM. All VMs are deployed in the same Availability Zone. Each client thread continuously inserts documents of 1000 bytes in a closed-loop. We vary the number of client threads to control the offered load in the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>throughput (ops/s)</th>
<th>50% latency (ms)</th>
<th>95% latency (ms)</th>
<th>throughput (ops/s)</th>
<th>50% latency (ms)</th>
<th>95% latency (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DELIVERY</td>
<td>58.16</td>
<td>144.14</td>
<td>257.72</td>
<td>60.21</td>
<td>129.94</td>
<td>247.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW_ORDER</td>
<td>650.33</td>
<td>70.68</td>
<td>153.64</td>
<td>675.33</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>141.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER_STATUS</td>
<td>58.01</td>
<td>30.32</td>
<td>56.17</td>
<td>59.71</td>
<td>32.95</td>
<td>62.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAYMENT</td>
<td>628.51</td>
<td>37.04</td>
<td>169.28</td>
<td>651.46</td>
<td>37.91</td>
<td>171.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCK_LEVEL</td>
<td>58.46</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>60.28</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>23.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1453.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1506.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results of an adapted TPCC benchmark. The benchmark denormalizes the data and leverages MongoDB query language and transaction semantics to be consistent with MongoDB best practices [14]. The test is run with 100 client threads and 100 warehouses on the same replica set setting as above without any bandwidth limit. Since the TPCC workload is CPU-bound, the performances of both chaining enabled and disabled settings are very close. Chaining-enabled case performs slightly better because it offloaded one secondary’s oplog reading from the primary to a secondary and saved the CPU on the primary. The network was not saturated by replication: the chaining-disabled primary sent 15.56 MB/s in total over the network, including serving client requests and 4.05 MB/s to each secondary for oplog replication, while the chaining-enabled primary sent 11.70 MB/s in total. The gap of primary’s network traffic is aligned well with the saved oplog replication traffic.
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Abstract

AI applications powered by deep learning inference are increasingly run natively on edge devices to provide better interactive user experience. This often necessitates fitting a model originally designed and trained in the cloud to edge devices with a range of hardware capabilities, which so far has relied on time-consuming manual effort.

In this paper, we quantify the challenges of manually generating a large number of compressed models and then build a system framework, Mistify, to automatically port a cloud-based model to a suite of models for edge devices targeting various points in the design space. Mistify adds an intermediate “layer” that decouples the model design and deployment phases. By exposing configuration APIs to obviate the need for code changes deeply embedded into the original model, Mistify hides run-time issues from model designers and hides the model internals from model users, hence reducing the expertise needed in either. For better scalability, Mistify consolidates multiple model tailoring requests to minimize repeated computation. Further, Mistify leverages locally available edge data in a privacy-aware manner, and performs run-time model adaptation to provide scalable edge support and accurate inference results. Extensive evaluation shows that Mistify reduces the DNN porting time needed by over 10× to cater to a wide spectrum of edge deployment scenarios, incurring orders of magnitude less manual effort.

1 Introduction

AI-driven intelligent edge has already become a reality [9], where millions of mobile and IoT devices or edge servers analyze real-time data and transform those into actionable insights on user-facing devices. For example, real-time video analytics (e.g., traffic monitoring [43], security surveillance [5], and smart retail [3]), natural language understanding (e.g., virtual assistance, smart email composition [63]), visual assistance [48], and industrial automation (e.g., defect detection, assembly line management [1, 5]) are already everyday examples. It is projected that, by 2022, over 60% of the data locally generated by IoT, sensor, and mobile devices will drive real-time intelligent decisions; 80% of the IoT and mobile devices shipped will have on-device AI capabilities [6, 16].

Many AI functionalities today are powered by deep learning (DL), with a significant computation footprint. While edge devices used to primarily offload related computation to the cloud, increasingly inference workloads are run natively on the edge devices to provide better interactive user experience (e.g., ~10 ms real-time response), data privacy, and reliability [60]. This often necessitates porting (i.e., tailoring and deploying) a deep neural network (DNN) model originally designed and trained on the cloud to edge settings.

Model porting is a non-trivial process even for a single target. From an algorithmic perspective, the core techniques involved are called model tailoring in the machine learning literature. There are two steps, adapting the architecture of a pre-trained model to fit a new resource specification, followed by fine-tuning the new model parameters. Although there have been numerous model tailoring algorithms [22, 25, 31, 82], the complete porting process additionally requires “executing” the algorithms by correctly annotating a source model, and then retraining the annotated model with the right data. By various estimates, there will be over 50 billions IoT devices [30] with very diverse hardware profiles. This creates a massive design space for optimizing the resource usage and performance of a new model.

Unfortunately, the current practice of porting relies on manual effort, which simply cannot scale with the sheer size of the design space. There are two issues: laborious manual annotations and the computational complexity. Even if porting is a one-time need, it takes time to meticulously annotate the original model to embed the correct model tailoring objectives. For instance, constructing the model tailoring logic for ResNet50 [35] requires around 30 lines of source code edits scattered around several files. Further, model adaptation incurs significant computational complexity. Existing algorithms can handle generating one model, but can not scale well to large batches of model generation. If many model variants are needed, either for different device hardware specifications or different runtime conditions, manual tailoring incurs significant repeated efforts. The effort needed to tailor model variants could match that for training an original model. Therefore, app developers currently perform little platform-specific customization to the intractable target space [75], even though lack of customization results in suboptimal performance. (Section 2)

Fundamentally, the problem is the implicit coupling between model design and deployment currently. Model designers need to both improve the inference accuracy and minimize the memory and computation footprint for deployment. Model users need to both compress the model without degrading accuracy significantly and accelerate the inference. Both
stages require significant expertise spanning deep learning algorithms and system runtime management.

In this paper, therefore, we build Mistify, a system framework to automate and scale the porting process from a pre-trained model to a suite of compact models tailored to diverse edge resource specifications (Section 3). Mistify does not propose any new model tailoring algorithm. Instead, it wraps over existing model tailoring algorithms and provides additional system services for scalability. This is analogous to a scheduling framework implementing common scheduling algorithms so that application developers can outsource scheduling considerations. With Mistify, model users (i.e., mobile app developers, often non-machine-learning experts) can outsource model adaptation instead of understanding the specifics of the model to adapt. In this way Mistify takes on the role of a provider of models for on-device inference execution. Meanwhile, model designers (i.e., machine learning experts) can use simple resource abstractions to evaluate the model instead of undergoing detailed resource profiling.

From a system perspective, we propose new abstractions to separate the model semantics from the execution characteristics and several techniques (Collective adaptation, Privacy-aware knowledge distillation, and Downtime-free run-time model generation and switching), all incorporated in an end-to-end framework. Mistify minimizes the need for “compile-time” code changes when generating a model statically. Instead of requiring the user to annotate the original model, Mistify generates model adaptation logic from the configuration file to correctly and scalably tailor to the resource budgets and performance requirements of each device while minimizing duplicate iterations (Section 4). Further, Mistify leverages implicitly correlated edge data in a privacy-aware manner to balance training data privacy and model accuracy (Section 5). During the run time of the inference task, Mistify employs a feedback mechanism to generate new models as needed to adapt to fluctuating application demands and resource availability (Section 6).

Note that we make a distinction between the end-to-end process (porting) and individual model compression techniques (neural architecture search, layer pruning, etc.). The latter do not always produce a readily usable compressed model. The (adapted) model still needs (re)training and that process incurs several practical difficulties. In contrast, Mistify automates the entire end-to-end process. Making it scalable and adaptive while keeping training data local are non-trivial efforts, and extend significantly beyond simply implementing known algorithms for each component in one system.

Mistify is implemented following a client-server model, built on TensorFlow [13]. We build example wrappers to adopt state-of-the-art model adaptation algorithms like MorpNet [31] and ChamNet [25], and evaluate Mistify using representative vision and natural language processing (NLP) models trained with widely used standard datasets. Extensive evaluation shows that Mistify reduces the DNN porting time needed by over $10^x$ and incurs orders of magnitude less manual effort, all with little or up to 1% accuracy loss when compared to manually running the adaptation algorithms. This loss margin is well within the typical accuracy loss budget for on-device inference [64].

Mistify is far more than a tool for convenience. It serves as an intermediate layer that decouples the model design and deployment stages. Model designers can focus on model performance and advanced architecture design, without worrying about deployment difficulties, whereas edge users can focus on execution-centric issues such as optimizing the executable binaries, computation kernels, and job scheduling, without worrying about the inner workings of the model.

To summarize, this paper makes three contributions: First, we quantify the scalability challenges of porting pre-trained DNN models to edge settings to motivate framework support. Second, we design and implement Mistify as a framework for automated porting at scale. Mistify achieves scalability with collective adaptation and improves model quality with privacy aware knowledge distillation and run-time model adaptation. Third, Mistify provides a clean interface to separate DNN model design and deployment. This could lower the bar for wider usage of on-device deep learning at the edge.

2 Background and motivation

The lifecycle of a DNN model spans design and deployment, and the need for automating model porting arises from the complexity of the process. We discuss these in detail before outlining the challenges and solutions.

2.1 Current DNN lifecycle

The lifecycle of a DNN encompasses at least three stages: model design, publishing, and deployment. Publishing mainly requires adding a well-trained model to public repositories, while design and deployment are more involved.

**DNN model design.** Today’s models are designed for either optimal inference quality or minimal resource footprint.

The former is typically assumed for workloads run on the cloud. Given increasing computation power, cloud-centric models employ advanced neural network topologies, millions of parameters and floating-point operations (FLOPs) to achieve the highest accuracy. For example, BERT [28] and ResNeXt [51] have 340 and 829 million parameters respectively, hence extremely computation intensive.

The latter goal is geared towards resource-constrained edge devices, including IoT nodes, smartphones and tablets. The desirable models (e.g., MobileNet [38] and SqueezeNet [40]) are exceedingly compact, requiring only a few MBs for storage and affordable computing budget, ready to run across diverse hardware. However, these DNNs sacrifice accuracy in exchange for super lightweight execution, aiming at maximal deployment coverage.

**DNN deployment at the edge.** Many DL inference engines
Transition from design to deployment. When a pre-trained model is ill-suited to a desirable deployment setting, it needs to be tailored to the new resource budget and performance goals. This requires adapting the model architecture (e.g., by trimming network connections, skipping layers, quantizing parameters) and then fine-tuning (i.e., retraining) the parameters with local datasets (Figure 1). However, the end-to-end model porting process is complex. The source model needs to be correctly annotated to have its architecture adapted to a desired setting. Fine-tuning also requires careful usage of the training data to balance training quality (i.e., effective specialization without overfitting) and data privacy.

2.2 The complexity of porting DNN models

As more edge devices adopt on-device inference, porting cloud-based models to edge settings becomes increasingly complex, facing several challenges: (i) the range of model adaptation targets is huge as a result of the diversity in the hardware specification; (ii) the porting process involves several stages, each requiring coordination between multiple parties; (iii) run-time dynamics and new deployment settings may necessitate frequent model re-adaptations.

Heterogeneous execution environment. Edge devices are incredibly diverse, ranging from embedded sensors, IoT devices, mobile phones/tablets, to edge servers, covering a full spectrum of hardware capability [75]. Table 1 lists the specifications of some GPU and ASIC accelerators and processors, from high-end to low-end, widely employed at the edge for DNN-based workloads. For the same DNN inference workload, the completion times for low-end (e.g., Jetson nano) and high-end (e.g., 2080) devices can differ by orders of magnitude (e.g., 229 ms vs 9.8 ms to run inference with ResNet). Meanwhile, the DNN inference times for the same task can differ by up to 8×, and the quality (e.g., in accuracy, F1 score) varies by as much as 25% [18, 66]. It is therefore essential to match the desirable performance with the hardware capability. These numbers outline a massive design space to explore different tradeoff points between inference accuracy and latency, where a sub-optimal choice could incur up to 10% accuracy loss (e.g., when running EfficientNet-BO unnecessarily on the latest iPhone model) or miss the latency requirement for real-time processing by over 100 ms (e.g., running ResNet on a low-end smartphone) [76].

Clearly, one size does not fit all, but nor would a few sizes only. Instead, it is desirable to tailor to each target at a fine granularity. For instance, EfficientNet-B4 (a popular model occupying a sweet spot of computation complexity and prediction accuracy) is suitable for Samsung S9, achieving 83% accuracy and 50 fps real-time response rate. However, using the same DNN on its immediate predecessor (S8) and successor (S10) would reduce the response rate by 14 fps for S8 and the accuracy by nearly 1% for S10. These are significant to the model designers where even 0.1% accuracy improvement merits tremendous effort (both intellectually and computationally) into model design and training. Given the ever increasing size of this adaptation space, it is impractical to either cover all plausible operation points with a few DNN models, or manually exhaust the entire space to customize the adaptation tradeoff for each possible individual edge setting.

Multi-stage multi-party efforts. Tailoring a DNN model involves first adapting to the right model architecture, and then fine-tuning the model parameters (Figure 1). The first stage is resource heavy and therefore takes place where the original models are trained (i.e., in the cloud). The second stage increasingly takes place at the edge given the push for on-device inference and private learning. Edge devices collect and maintain specialized data relevant to the local context for model training [19, 42] and local data are typically privacy sensitive [59]. However, smaller networks with less abundant datasets are well known to be much harder to train, as it is easy to overfit the model to the training data such that the model may not generalize well to unseen test data [37, 79]. Thus, it is also preferable for the edge to take advantage of relevant datasets available elsewhere (e.g., in the cloud or on other devices) to enhance the training dataset and improve training quality.

Table 1: Popular DL hardware specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>Peak perf</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V100</td>
<td>112 TFLOP</td>
<td>32 GB</td>
<td>900 GB/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080</td>
<td>11.7 TFLOP</td>
<td>11 GB</td>
<td>480 GB/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge GPU</th>
<th>Peak perf</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jetson TX2</td>
<td>1.5 TFLOP</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
<td>58 GB/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jetson nano</td>
<td>0.47 TFLOP</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
<td>25 GB/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASIC</th>
<th>Peak perf</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge TPU</td>
<td>4 TFLOP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry pi</td>
<td>6 GFLOP</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
<td>8.5 GB/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fluctuating run-time characteristics. The run-time characteristics of deep learning inference tasks are highly dynamic, shown in two aspects. First, the performance require-
ments, e.g., accuracy and response time, of an inference task change frequently. For instance, the accuracy requirements of a vision-based security surveillance workload differ between crucial and trivial moments, while the latency requirements fluctuate across peak and off-peak hours (e.g., daytime and night) [41,42]. Further, the commonly used metric, FLOPS, is sometimes an inaccurate proxy to statically estimate run-time latency [72]. Second, the resource availability (e.g., memory space, CPU cycles, accelerator quotas), varies on the edge device due to other workloads competing for the same resource. For instance, when an edge device launches or completes a workload, or adjusts the resource allocation of the containers that serve the inference tasks, the perceived resource availability to the active workloads changes [23,74].

Frequent changes in the performance requirements and resource availability necessitate a mechanism to better serve combinations of the individual operation points, including a suite of models to switch to dynamically, and asynchronously tailoring new ones as the demand warrants.

2.3 The need to automate DNN porting

Current practice. To tailor DNNs towards heterogeneous deployment settings, currently either the model designers should generate different DNNs to cater to each possible resource budget and performance goal, or the model users should prepare the custom datasets, select and apply the algorithms to tailor already published DNNs towards their custom settings.

The latest adaptation algorithms, such as AutoML [82], EfficientNet [73], and others [14,22,25,31], all address target-specific adaptation case by case as an additional step in the design phase. While the techniques differ (e.g., gradient-based, evolutionary, and recurrent neural network based), they revise the model architecture to be closer to the required resource and performance targets with successive training iterations.

Problems with current porting practice. The overarching problems of the existing practice are they do not scale from a system perspective (e.g., hundreds of GPU hours for a single setting [71,82]) and largely rely on manual effort (e.g., thousands of lines of code spread across source files [10]). Such a manual tailoring process is not easily turned to a configuration style that is agnostic to the number of cases because distinct structure adapting terms have to be added to different DNN models/layers and at specific positions, which makes it difficult and error-prone. Furthermore, it is infeasible for the model designers to prepare for all possible deployment settings, or for the model users to be well versed in machine learning literature to run the right algorithm.

The need for an automated framework. The current model porting process implicitly couples DNN design and deployment, even though they are conceptually separate stages. This coupling introduces unnecessary complexity to both model designers and model users. This motivates adding a separate model porting stage to the model lifecycle, i.e., an intermediary to decouple design from deployment and automatically port pre-trained DNNs towards heterogeneous edge settings.

*Mistify* is therefore built as an intermediate framework to encapsulate diverse adaptation algorithms and address the end-to-end porting challenges outlined above, analogous to scheduler frameworks for distributed systems implementing scheduling algorithms and providing services.

2.4 System requirements

To address the challenges above, an automated model porting framework should meet the following requirements.

Avoiding deeply embedded and unscalable manual code changes. Since the existing model adaptation step is often coupled with model design itself, a side effect is that relevant code changes are embedded deep into the model design code. Therefore, the system challenge is to simplify the code modifications needed to specify the adaptation logic.

*Mistify* addresses this challenge in two steps (Section 4). First, we expose the right high-level abstractions of adaptation choices to users. This elevates per-model code edits (embedded in the particular script specifying the model) to framework level configuration parameter changes. Second, we parse the adaptation requirements from the configuration files and merge implicitly correlated model adaptation requests to reduce duplicate iterations and improve scalability.

Cloud-edge coordination. To automate the two-stage model tailoring process with the best training outcome, the main challenge is to simultaneously ensure that private data stay local but parameter tuning can benefit from the data distributed across devices. We address this by adopting mutual knowledge distillation. Our system implicitly coordinates multiple devices in the same tailoring batch to maximally “share” available training data in a privacy aware fashion, without explicitly exchanging and examining the raw data (Section 5).

Fast response to run-time dynamics. Fundamentally, the system challenge is to effectively handle the mismatch between a statically trained model and the dynamic execution environments during run time. Specifically, this requires generating new models as needed and switching to them with minimal downtime. We address the challenge with a feedback mechanism between the model deployment points (e.g., edge devices) and the model tailoring point (e.g., a central server or cloudlet) to perform real-time DNN re-adaptation (Section 6).

3 Mistify demystified

The overarching goal for *Mistify* is two-fold: (i) *Mistify* should separate the model design and deployment stages with a clean interface; and (ii) *Mistify* should bridge the two stages with a framework that automatically explores the design space at scale and generates models best suited to user-specified tradeoff points, hiding such complexity from both sides.

Therefore, *Mistify* is designed as an intermediate framework between DNN model design toolkits and deployment
engines, as shown in Figure 2. The arrows across different shaded blocks show how Mistify interacts with model designers and users. Mistify exposes APIs to the model users and inference engines to specify their porting configurations (Figure 3), either in a batch mode during initialization or in a streaming mode incrementally during run time.

The primary challenge for Mistify is therefore how to generate a large number of adapted DNN models with minimal computation and manual intervention. In general, our approach is collective adaptation, i.e., parsing adaptation goals and harnessing the implicit correlation among the goals to reduce unnecessary computation (Section 4). Mistify parses a collection of individual adaptation goals into a dependency tree with each node corresponding to a distinct goal, so that each goal is adapted only from its immediate parent via a desirable, automatically selected adaptation algorithm. Next, the adapted models are distributed to the endpoints, where the Mistify client runtime will prepare the deployment of the adapted model by fine-tuning the parameters (Section 5). Finally, the models start running on edge devices, and the Mistify client monitors the execution environment (e.g., resource availability and desirable performance goals). The Mistify client will trigger on-demand model re-adaptation asynchronously when the environmental changes warrant a new model (Section 6).

Example deployment strategies. Following the common practice of on-device DL inference deployment [2,5], Mistify can be deployed in two ways. The Mistify server can be deployed in the cloud by the DNN application developers, interfacing with the model repository (e.g., TF-Hub) and exposing APIs to the public. Alternately, the server can be maintained by the model users (e.g., edge device administrators) in their private clouds to serve local devices (e.g., IoT nodes). Mistify clients are simply deployed on the edge devices as a module extension to the native DL engine.

Mistify server. The Mistify server consists of two functional modules: an architecture adaptor and a parameter tuning coordinator. Once the architecture adaptor receives the original DNN model and the adaptation settings from the model users and/or the Mistify client, it generates the adapted models and sends those to the corresponding clients (Section 4). The parameter tuning coordinator serves as the central point to coordinate the parameter fine-tuning process across the Mistify clients (Section 5.2), whereas the actual tuning logic is executed on each client locally (Section 5.1).

4 Scalable model architecture adaptation

Instead of requiring the user to manually annotate the source models, Mistify provides expressive configuration interfaces to specify adaptation goals and constraints (Section 4.1) and suitable abstractions to capture common algorithmic steps that meet these constraints (Section 4.2). To further scale to a large target space, Mistify merges adaptation instances to avoid duplicate efforts (Section 4.3) with collective adaptation.

4.1 Adaptation goal specification

An adaptation goal reflects the desirable inference performance given static and dynamic device conditions. We assume these goals are immutable, and any changes in the runtime conditions simply generate new goals. A user provides two sets of input: hardware profiles and performance targets. Hardware profiles mainly include compute power (GFLOP/s) and memory bandwidth (GB/s). Performance targets cover latency and accuracy requirements. The specification can be extended to support custom resource capability and performance metrics by adding the corresponding profiling libraries and tools (Section 4.2). We leverage a JSON-like format (Figure 3) to specify multiple goals in a single configuration file, which is parsed before adaptation.

We now formulate the cost budgets of a given DNN structure based on the specification of the adaptation goal provided by the user. In terms of computation cost, each layer contributes $C_{in} \times C_{out} \times S_{kernel} \times S_{out}$ multiplications and additions. $C_{in}$ and $C_{out}$ denote the input and output channels;
Adaptation executor. In light of this common process, we design an abstraction, an Adaptation Executor, that collects all adaptation settings as a closure, and exposes three function APIs (Init(), Measure(), and Adjust()). Init() loads the adaptation settings, the model, and the constraints, and then instantiates the executor that runs the chosen adaptation algorithm (default or user specified). Measure() is called after each adaptation iteration to determine the costs of the current model (e.g., model size or accuracy). Custom metrics and profiling mechanisms can be incorporated by implementing the Measure() API. Adjust() will then tune the control knobs of the algorithms (e.g., dimension-wise step size, threshold, or learning rate) to steer the cost refinements towards the adaptation goals in an optimal direction. These APIs abstract away the inner workings of heterogeneous adaptation algorithms in a universal approach, obviating the need to directly annotate the models to embed the adaptation logic. A new adaptation algorithm can interface with Mistify by implementing the above APIs, and the user can specify the preferred algorithm in the configuration.

Case study: Running MorphNet via an adaptation executor. The vanilla DNN training starts with defining an accuracy loss function (L(output)) based on the difference between the model outputs and the ground-truth labels. The loss is back-propagated to each layer i (with parameter \( \theta_i \)) as \( L_i(\theta_i) \). Each layer calculates the gradient of the loss, and optimizes the parameters (\( \theta_i \)) iteratively by minimizing the loss via gradient descent. Namely, \( \theta_i^{\text{new}} = \theta_i^{\text{old}} - \eta \cdot \nabla_{\theta_i} L_i(\theta_i) \).

MorphNet (a recent gradient based search algorithm [31]) converts the resource costs of DNNs as additional penalty terms of the loss function. This way, the DNN architecture is iteratively optimized via gradient descent along with the vanilla DNN training. For instance, the “useless” weight parameters will be suppressed to zero and trimmed during training when minimizing the overall loss, as they do not contribute to reducing the accuracy loss but increase the architectural loss. The adaptation process completes when each structure-related cost (e.g., number of FLOPs) satisfies the corresponding constraint, or when the pre-defined maximal running time is reached for the non-converged cases.

Manually adapting a model using MorphNet requires several steps: (i) selecting the penalty term for each operator appearing in the DNN (e.g., the Gamma regularizer for BatchNorm), (ii) specifying the input and output operators of the model, (iii) instantiating the penalty terms with the right arguments such as the trimming threshold and the learning rate, and adding them to the overall training loss, and (iv) adding the cost monitoring operators and the termination conditions. All these steps are needed for each adaptation target, and require modifying the source code of the DNN definition and training scripts. In contrast, Mistify only requires users to specify the high-level configurations (e.g., the adaptation algorithm, the trimming threshold) and adaptation goals (e.g., memory usage, number of FLOPs) in a single JSON file.

To encapsulate the MorphNet algorithm in a Mistify adaptation executor, we implement the APIs as follows. For Init(), we additionally implement the operations of deriving the positions (e.g., Conv layers) to add architectural loss terms, essentially by first finding the input layers, and then traversing the whole DNN graph topologically along the dependencies to insert the loss terms into the corresponding layers until the outputs. Measure() simply calculates the resource and performance costs of a given DNN independent of the adaptation algorithms. For Adjust(), we implement the logic of setting the learning rate of the loss term corresponding to each resource and/or performance constraint. The implementation of these APIs is lightweight (Section 7).

4.3 Collective adaptation

Multiple adaptation goals often share similar initial steps or training iterations. Handling each adaptation goal independently is very inefficient when deploying the same model to a range of devices. Therefore, Mistify provides a mechanism to “merge” adaptation goals to avoid duplicating the same steps. We parse the adaptation goals into an n-ary tree structure following certain rules. Goals along a branch are fulfilled one by one serially in a single pass. We also design a tree traversal mechanism to meet the constraints (e.g., time and space usage) of all goals simultaneously.

Adaptation goals compilation. As mentioned above, each single goal consists of several resource and performance constraints, and can be abstracted as a multi-dimensional
we run the encapsulated adaptation algorithm to trim the DNN. Along each path, every two goals are consistently ordered vector. Combining the hardware specifications and performance constraints, we generate a partial order of all adaptation goal vectors, from the least demanding to the most. Figure 4 shows an example of 7 goals (C1 to C7), each with two constraints (memory usage mem and computation complexity comp). Goals Ci and Cj follow a strict order, Ci < Cj, only when Ci, mem < Cj, mem and Ci, comp < Cj, comp.

Following the partial order between goals, we further generate a tree structure, with each node representing a goal, and each edge leading to one of its immediate more demanding goals. Hence, each branch of the tree corresponds to an independent adaptation path (marked with a red arrow in Figure 4). Along each path, every two goals are consistently ordered on all constraints. This ensures that they can be collectively adapted in one pass without conflicts. Note that the accuracy does not strictly increase over the path. When Mistify starts to traverse a path from one point to the next, the accuracy will first drop to a certain level, and then climb back while the training continues. Meanwhile, the resource profiles will move to the most desirable positions.

Given the tree structure, we first uniformly expand the architecture of the original DNN so that, for each constraint dimension, its actual cost value is larger than that of the root node (the least demanding goal). Then, starting from the root, we run the encapsulated adaptation algorithm to trim the DNN architecture iteratively along each adaptation path. Every time a goal is satisfied, the corresponding version of DNN is stored as a checkpoint for future use.

Note that even though the mapping between partially ordered goals to a tree structure is usually not unique, we find that there is only marginal difference in the overall adaptation time between different mappings. Hence, it is not worth optimizing the mapping given it is NP-hard.

**Structure loss scheduling.** When executing the adaptation along a path, an essential question is how to control the adaptation towards the optimal direction (via Adjust()), i.e., how to meet multiple desirable constraints simultaneously. Although this can be achieved by forking a new adaptation schedule for each change of the adaptation “direction” [69], constant forking does not scale to a large number of adaptation goals and cannot achieve fine-grained continuous control.

Instead, we adjust the control knobs based on the weighted combination of the corresponding architecture losses. The overall DNN loss function is the sum of the normal loss (L) and architecture losses corresponding to a set of constraints \{Gi\}. For each Gi, their control knob (e.g., learning rate for gradient-based algorithms) can be viewed as a weight parameter \(w_i\). Hence, the overall loss \(L_{all} = L + \sum w_i \cdot G_i\). To adjust the adaptation “direction” towards a specific constraint \(f_i\), we only need to increase the weight \(w_i\) of the loss \(G_i\).

Initially, all the weights \(w_i\) are equal and sum to 1. Suppose for the loss of constraint \(f_i\) we have the initial value \(G_i^{(0)}\) and the target value \(G_i^{(+)}\). Then, for every \(k\) training iterations (empirically set to 200), we reschedule the weights once. The \(n\)th iteration weight \(w_i^{(n)}\) is calculated as \(Share_i^{(n)} / \sum Share_i^{(n)}\), where \(Share_i^{(n)} = \frac{G_i^{(n)}}{G_i^{(+)} - G_i^{(0)}}\). In essence, we proportionally assign the next value of the weight \(w_i^{(n)}\) according to how far the corresponding loss value \(G_i^{(n-1)}\) deviates from the target, and finally normalize these weights.

**5 Privacy-aware fine-tuning at the edge.** After adjusting the model architecture with respect to the resource and performance constraints, the weight parameters need to be fine-tuned before actual deployment. If all training data are collected and stored in the cloud, parameter tuning simply follows the standard training process for the adapted DNN. The challenge arises when specializing the DNNs only using the local contexts of edge devices.

Recall (Section 2.2) that DNNs are hard to train with a small dataset, usually the case for individual edge device, and can easily overfit. On the other hand, the data local to each device is often more relevant but private, making it difficult or infeasible to aggregate the data from different devices into a larger dataset for centralized training. Therefore we need to balance protecting edge data privacy and ensuring training quality (in terms of how well individual models generalize). While many works (e.g., federated learning [19] and others [20, 52, 70]) address decentralized private DNN training, they assume different endpoints train the same DNN structure with different local datasets. The situation is different for Mistify, where the models on different devices have different architectures to meet specific adaptation goals.

**Knowledge distillation (KD).** To tackle the aforementioned dilemma, we need a mechanism for DNN “knowledge” sharing between distinct peer models and without explicitly exchanging private data between devices. Fortunately, mutual knowledge distillation [15, 81] comes to the rescue. When training a DNN model (\(M_1\), the student model) from scratch, leveraging additional help from another similar but independently trained model (\(M_2\), the peer teacher model) can significantly improve the validation accuracy of \(M_1\).

Specifically, the optimization of parameter \(\theta_i\) follows:

\[
\theta_i = \theta_i - \eta \nabla_\theta_i \left\{ \phi(y, M_1(x)) + \varphi(M_2(x), M_1(x)) \right\},
\]

where \(\nabla_\theta\) denotes taking derivatives with respect to the variable \(\theta\), \(\phi\) and \(\varphi\) denote the loss functions (e.g., cross-entropy) respectively defined for the ground-truth labels and the teacher model \(M_2\)’s outputs, and \(\eta\) denotes the learning rate as usual. The corresponding parameter values in \(M_2\) are incorporated as added constraints. This way, the student model receives extra...
supervision from the teacher model during training, beyond optimizing for conventional learning objectives like the cross-entropy loss subject to the ground-truth training labels.

5.1 Client: KD-enhanced parameter tuning

Observe that a DNN trained locally on an edge device encapsulates the “knowledge” extracted from the private local data. Therefore, to take full advantage of the edge data distributed across devices without exchanging the private data, our algorithm instead shares the DNN models trained independently on each device. The ensemble of DNNs from other devices serves as the “teacher” to guide the current device’s model just like in standard mutual knowledge distillation.

Our algorithm proceeds as follows.

(i) Each participating endpoint device ($E_i$) first tunes their adapted version of DNN model ($M_i$) with locally available training data until convergence.

(ii) Each endpoint sends its current model along with its loss and accuracy statistics to the central coordinator and waits for a response, namely a set of models ($M_1$ to $M_n$) trained on the other devices. An operator is added over the $n$ outputs of these models ($M_1$ to $M_n$), taking their average as the final output of the model ensemble.

(iii) KD-enhanced tuning is then invoked to optimize the parameters $\theta_i$ of model $M_i$: $\theta_i = \theta_i - \eta \nabla_{\theta_i} \{ \phi(y, M_i(x)) + \phi(\frac{1}{|\mathcal{M}|} \sum_{j \neq i} M_j(x), M_i(x)) \}$. Namely, the outputs of each local model $M_i$ are compared with both the ground-truth labels $y$ and the outputs of the assembled teacher model to calculate loss. We follow similar hyperparameter settings as in [37], using cross-entropy loss for $\phi$ and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [45] for $\psi$ to measure the distance between the teacher and local models, and a default value 0.001 for $\eta$.

(iv) Now loop over steps (i) to (iii) until the model finally converges. Noticeably, to improve generalization and avoid being skewed by some poor performing models, we randomly skip max$(n/10, 1)$ of the models used for each round of KD-enhanced tuning in step (iii).

Privacy-aware tuning. Although less privacy-sensitive than the training data, DNN models can still leak information from the private training data. To overcome this privacy leak, we can add noise to the fine-tuning process to achieve differential privacy [39, 56]. The noise can be added to either the training data, or the model parameters sent to the central coordinator in step (ii). This provides differential privacy to the model parameters and reduces information leakage from the private data. The level of noise added is chosen empirically according to existing privacy-preserving machine learning practice (e.g., PATE [56] and Myelin [39]) with the same level of privacy loss preference (e.g., $\varepsilon < 5$).

*Mistify* is amenable to this differentially private approach by design. As *Mistify* aims to scale to a large batch of end devices (hundreds or more), potentially there is a large number of peer models to draw from during the intermediate steps. Even if the individual noisy intermediate model ($M_i$) is less accurate than its noiseless counterpart, the accuracy loss is compensated for by the ensemble of other peer models [55].

5.2 Server: Client model coordination

One particular concern of our aforementioned algorithm is whether the models used for KD-enhanced tuning indeed add knowledge rather than noise. Fortunately, our approach is supported by the evidence of correlation between training data and the models. First, datasets from nearby edge devices exhibit spatio-temporal correlation [32, 33, 78]. Second, given training datasets sufficiently similar in their semantic contexts (e.g., types of objects, hidden feature occurrence frequencies), the models thus trained perform semantically equivalent functionality and can provably generalize to achieving the same capability [53, 67, 80].

In practice, we use common spatio-temporal hints (e.g., location, time, view angle) sent by each client along with their models as a coarse-grained mechanism to estimate data correlation. There are myriad alternative lightweight approaches to measure dataset similarity without piece-wise comparison of the actual raw data (e.g., by calculating dataset feature summaries [46, 57]). They are easily pluggable into *Mistify* with the corresponding API implementations. Regardless of the exact metrics used to measure correlation, they are represented as multi-dimensional vectors. The central coordinator on the *Mistify* server maintains a Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH [26]) structure to index the vectors for large-scale nearest neighbor lookup at a sublinear complexity [21].

6 Run-time model adaptation

Existing algorithms and libraries only port DNN models statically in a batch mode. Instead, *Mistify* further provides a streaming mode, where the client actively monitors runtime changes of the resource and performance constraints and requests new model generation in response to such dynamics.

Constructing a multi-branch model. To support on-the-fly adaptation to fluctuating resource constraints, each DNN model is further constructed in a multi-branch form (Figure 5) during the architecture adaptation process. First, the aforementioned adaptation algorithm is triggered as usual until the constraints specified in the configuration are satisfied. Now, besides continuing to adapt to other configurations, a new adaptation thread is spawned. This thread separately adapts the current DNN into a $k$-branch DNN. For instance, a 5-branch DNN is built by freezing the first few layers and adapting the remaining layers towards 5 different configurations, whose resource budgets range from $\frac{1}{5}$ of to 3 times that of the original DNN model. The branches share the same base,
achieve the same inference task, but satisfy different resource budgets and performance goals. In practice, \( k \) is set based on the extent of fluctuation typically observed in the resource availability and performance targets. After fine-tuning the parameters of the multi-branch DNN, we add a case conditional operator (e.g., `tf.case` for TensorFlow) between the base and different branches.

**Foreground path: downtime free branch switching.** The foreground path is tightly coupled with the user-facing inference serving logic, performing real-time adjustments of the current DNN model based on the dynamic constraints. To achieve this, `Mistify` picks a branch from the multi-branch DNN with the closest resource and performance profiles. The branch switching is done on the fly by setting the corresponding value of the conditional variable (the red arrow in Figure 5) of the case operator in the DNN, avoiding additional overhead such as memory allocation and runtime resource instantiation.

**Background path.** Meanwhile, in the background, the `Mistify` client will send the new adaptation configuration to the `Mistify` server. The server compares the new configuration with existing ones in terms of their resource constraints, based on the partial ordering explained in Section 4, in order to retrieve the immediate predecessor configuration of this new incoming one. Then, the new DNN model is incrementally adapted from the corresponding “predecessor” DNN, until the constraints of the new configuration are met.

7 Implementation

We implement `Mistify` on TensorFlow (TF) 1.13 [13] (Figure 2), consisting of around 8.5K lines of Python code for both the server and client modules. The source code will be available later at [8].

**Interfacing with the native environment.** Recall that `Mistify` can be activated at two stages (Section 3), when initializing inference serving or during the run time. For the former, the function `tfhub.load()` is intercepted to trigger the model porting process (when fed the special argument). For the latter case, the `Mistify` runtime monitor is by default registered with the live `Session` of the TensorFlow engine to collect runtime statistics (`tf.RunMetadata`), and invoke the `Mistify` client to initiate the re-adaptation process on demand. The foreground branch switching is implemented by assigning a suitable value to the predicate variable of the `tf.case` op.

**Encapsulating adaptation algorithms.** `Mistify` implements wrappers over two representative, state-of-the-art adaptation algorithms, MorphNet [31] (using sparsifying regularizers) and ChamNet [25] (using evolutionary algorithms). Adding new adaptation algorithms to `Mistify` is fairly easy, following the process outlined in the MorphNet case study in Section 4.2. Each wrapper implementation around these algorithms for `Mistify` requires around 100 lines of code (LoC), which is fairly modest compared to the thousands of LoC in the original codebases of these algorithms.

8 Evaluation

**Hardware setup.** Following Figure 2, a Linux server with 8-core 2.1 GHz Intel Xeon CPU, and NVIDIA 2070 GPU acts as the server side of `Mistify`. For the client-side operations of `Mistify`, we use a server with a low-end NVIDIA P600 GPU, a Google Edge TPU [4], and a Samsung S9 smartphone, to represent diverse types of edge hardware.

**Application benchmarks.** Computer Vision (CV) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks almost dominate deep learning use scenarios. We select one workload for each, `Object Recognition` and `Question & Answering` corresponding to the two application categories, as the representative benchmarks.

While there are numerous other CV and NLP applications, for example, `scene segmentation` for CV and `machine translation` for NLP, these are based on DNN models derived from the same base structures as those used for our benchmarks (e.g., ResNet blocks for `object recognition` and `detection`, Transformer blocks for `Q&A` and `named entity recognition`). Therefore, the results obtained for our benchmarks are representative of a wide range of scenarios.

Specifically, we select three carefully designed, state-of-the-art DNNs, MobileNet [38], ResNet50 [35], and ResNeXt101 [51], with increasing computation complexity (0.5 to 16 GFLOPs), parameter size (16 to 320 MB), and accuracy (68% to 79%) for `object recognition`. MobileNet is originally designed for mobile devices, whereas the other two mostly run in the cloud. For `Q&A`, the input is a question along with a context paragraph containing the answer to the question. The “accuracy” metric for this is the Exact Match (EM) score, i.e., whether the output answer exactly matches the question. We prepare two DNNs, BiDAF [68], and BERT [28]. The former is lightweight but task-specific (customized for `Q&A`) (10× MB), whereas BERT is much larger, generally supporting various downstream tasks.

**Datasets.** We use domain-specific standard datasets to adapt network architectures, fine-tune their parameters, and validate their performance. Specifically, ImageNet [27] and Cifar100 [44] are used for `object recognition`, whereas SQuADv1.1 [61] is used for `Q&A`.

8.1 Collective architecture adaptation

**Collective adaptation time.** We generate 128 different adaptation configurations based on four DNNs (MobileNet, ResNet50, ResNeXt101, and BERT). Among these, the least
and most demanding configurations respectively constrain the adapted DNNs to 2× and 0.5× the default DNN memory usage and computation complexity. Then, we select different subsets of these 128 configurations, adapt all of them with and without Mistify, and compare their overall time consumption to evaluate our collective adaptation approach (Section 4.3). Figure 6(a) shows the relative time needed without Mistify over with Mistify. Mistify accelerates the overall adaptation time almost linearly with the number of configurations when it is less than 10, consistently achieving around 10x acceleration even for DNNs as small as MobileNet. For large DNNs, such as BERT, that are structurally more amenable to adaptation (i.e., easier to prune a subset of the network without affecting validation accuracy), the acceleration scales well with over 100 configurations.

**Adaptation quality.** Next, we examine the quality of the DNNs collectively adapted by Mistify versus those adapted individually. Table 2 shows two rows for each network, corresponding to compression and expansion by a factor 4 with respect to the complexity and memory consumption of the original DNN. This spans the range from low- to high-end hardware [75]. For instance, the inference times of the compressed and expanded ResNet50, running on a Google Nexus 5 (low-end, 2013 model) and a Samsung Galaxy 10 (high-end, 2019 model), are both around 30 ms, low enough for practical usage. “Accuracy” corresponds to the EM score (exactly matching the ground-truth answer) for NLP. To avoid being affected by the parameter tuning quality, all adapted DNNs are trained with the whole datasets, and without considering any device-specific constraints. Mistify’s collective adaptation achieves almost the same accuracy compared to the case-by-case strategy, with less than 0.5% accuracy loss for most cases and only 1% for the worst scenario (e.g., when adaptation configurations are incompatible with total ordering, causing the overall adaptation path to detour substantially). These are within the typical range of accuracy loss in exchange for resource efficiency [64].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNN</th>
<th>Per-case (%)</th>
<th>Mistify (%)</th>
<th>Relative diff (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>-2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>+0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNeXt101</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>+0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>+0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>-1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>-0.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2 Parameter tuning

We use a more specialized dataset Cifar100 to evaluate parameter tuning on the edge. The whole dataset is partitioned into subsets, mimicking the local data of each edge device.

8.3 Run-time model re-adaptation overhead

The foreground path. Switching DNNs in response to the run-time dynamics (Section 6) incurs two types of overhead:
Balancing performance and resource usage. The memory budget to range from 0.1 GB to 10 GB, covering embedded IoT devices to edge servers. The computation complexity constraints for running inference on a DNN vary between 0.1 to 100× GFLOPs, roughly equivalent to achieving 10s of microseconds of inference latency for resource-constrained devices and powerful edge servers alike.

Figure 8 shows the three-way trade-offs between accuracy, latency, and resource consumption. The top three plots correspond to recognition, the lower three to Q&A. Mistify reduces the compute requirements by over 20× with less than 5% accuracy loss for the CV workloads, and could achieve 50× reduction of complexity in exchange for 12% relative quality-of-result degradation. Note that the accuracy loss is due to the adaptation algorithms, not Mistify itself. Similarly, Mistify consistently achieves a near-optimal and practically usable accuracy (comparable to existing hand-tuned on-device models in production [25, 49]) with between 0.5 to 10 GB of run-time memory usage, hence significantly decreasing the deployment complexity for state-of-the-art DNN models on the edge. Mapping resource consumption to inference time, Mistify consistently achieves near-optimal accuracy performance even when the latency requirements vary by 8 to 10×, corresponding to using accelerator hardware ranging from advanced, datacenter grade to low-power, lightweight devices.

Reducing manual overhead. We further assess the end-to-end manual effort and time overhead needed to port a pre-designed DNN to different edge devices. The manual overhead is quantified with two metrics: lines of code (LoC) needed for code addition or modification, and number of files (NoF) touched. The former depicts the overall overhead, and the latter one captures the scatteredness of the modifications, which correlates with the probability of making mistakes. For NoF, we follow a typical file organization [12], i.e., model definition, training, evaluation, and other stages are separated into different files or folders.

Table 5 demonstrates that Mistify reduces the overall modification needed in LoC by 7 to 10×. More importantly, Mistify exposes high-level configuration files to users, obviating the need for source script modifications. Mistify only requires editing one file. Thus, it can reduce the number of files users need to access by orders of magnitude (over 100×). Finally, Mistify can batch-adapt to 100 execution settings using less than 3% of the time needed for the other approaches, highlighting the enormous potential of harnessing the correlation among configurations to optimize the overall porting efficiency.

9 Related work

We are not aware of any prior work that aims at providing an automatic porting service bridging DNN design and seamless edge deployment. The most related work revolves around model adaptation and knowledge distillation algorithms.

Model adaptation. Production DNN models hand-tuned by experts can run fast and accurately on mobile devices [38, 40, 49, 62]. The essential techniques include quantization, sparsification, and neural block optimization. Recently, Distiller [11], AMC [36], MorphNet [31], OFA [22], ChamNet [25], and many neural architecture search (NAS) works [17, 50, 65, 83, 84] systematically explore the search space for the optimal neural network structure, obviating the hand-tuning by experienced experts. However, none of them is directly usable like Mistify, because all are still algorithms, requiring manually annotating source code to construct the
adaptation logic, hence not scalable to edge scenarios with multiple adaptation instances. None supports on-device fine-tuning or considers run-time adjustments. Mistify is orthogonal as an automated system framework and can incorporate them as pluggable algorithmic modules.

While frameworks like TF-Lite [2], PyTorch [58], and MCDNN [34] provide some model compression and switching support, Mistify differs in the techniques supported and the level of manual efforts needed. To generate a good model, careful model architecture design is essential, which normally requires significant expertise. Mistify abstracts away the model architecture searching process with the configurable APIs to make it accessible to non-experts, automating the end-to-end process and optimizing for batch model generation.

Knowledge distillation. Initially proposed as an optimization for model training, knowledge distillation transfers “knowledge” (i.e., parameter values) from a teacher network to a student network [37]. The idea is then extended to mutual distillation among peer models [15, 47, 81]. Mistify adopts and revises the general idea in a selective distillation manner to improve edge training accuracy while enhancing privacy.

Edge-centric deep learning inference engines. Emerging frameworks such as TF-Lite [2] and more [7, 29, 54] are optimized for inference serving on mobile and IoT devices, aiming to hide the deployment complexity from developers and device users. However, the interface exposed by existing engines only permits model download from the cloud (or the central server), without tailoring to edge runtime requirements and constraints, proactively or reactively. In contrast, Mistify provides an interface for two-way state exchange and a feedback loop between the cloud and the edge, facilitating targeted model design and efficient execution on the edge.

10 Conclusion

Deep learning models today are typically trained in the cloud and then ported to edge devices manually. Not only is manual porting unscalable, it indicates a lack of separation between model design (optimized for accuracy) and deployment (optimized for resource efficiency).

In this paper, we design and implement Mistify, a framework to automate this porting process, which reduces the DNN porting time needed to cater to a wide spectrum of edge deployment scenarios by over 10⇥, incurring orders of magnitude less manual effort. Mistify not only provides a useful service to complete the transition from DL workload design to deployment on the edge, but cleanly separates these two stages. We believe the system will further facilitate advanced model design and seamless model deployment.
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Abstract

Resource allocation and scheduling strategies for deep learning training (DLT) jobs have a critical impact on their average job completion time (JCT). Unfortunately, traditional algorithms such as Shortest-Remaining-Time-First (SRTF) often perform poorly for DLT jobs. This is because blindly prioritizing only the short jobs is suboptimal and job-level resource preemption is too coarse-grained for effective mitigation of head-of-line blocking.

We investigate the algorithms that accelerate DLT jobs. Our analysis finds that (1) resource efficiency often matters more than short job prioritization and (2) applying greedy algorithms to existing jobs inflates average JCT due to overly optimistic views toward future resource availability. Inspired by these findings, we propose Apathetic Future Share (AFS) that balances resource efficiency and short job prioritization while curbing unrealistic optimism in resource allocation.

To bring the algorithmic benefits into practice, we also build CoDDL, a DLT system framework that transparently handles automatic job parallelization and efficiently performs frequent share re-adjustments. Our evaluation shows that AFS outperforms Themis, SRTF, and Tiresias-L in terms of average JCT by up to 2.2x, 2.7x, and 3.1x, respectively.

1 Introduction

Deep learning has become a key technology that drives intelligent services based on machine learning such as face recognition [51,56,57], voice assistant [28,29,46], self-driving cars [11,16,40], and medical image processing [35,43]. Practical deep learning models often require training with a large number of samples for high accuracy, so it is common practice to accelerate deep learning training (DLT) with parallel execution using multiple GPUs. Thus, today’s GPU cluster for DLT accommodates running multiple distributed DLT jobs that multiplex the shared GPUs.

Minimizing the average job completion time (JCT) is often a desirable goal, but existing approaches are ill-suited for two reasons. First, existing DLT schedulers [24,34] tend to prioritize only “early-finishing” jobs, but we observe that prioritizing "late-finishing but scalable" jobs is key to average JCT reduction. Algorithms such as Shortest-Remaining-Time-First (SRTF) [44] that prioritize early-finishing jobs have been shown optimal when the throughput scales linearly with the allocated GPUs [48]. However, this does not apply to DLT jobs in general as evidenced by the fact that even a simple fairness scheme such as Max-Min [20] often achieves better average JCT than SRTF. Second, existing algorithms are typically coupled with non-elastic resource allocation [24,55], which always allocates the requested number of resources to each job and rarely regulates it. This is inherently inefficient as it disallows share re-adjustment at runtime even when some GPUs are underutilized or idle. Also, job-level resource preemption is often too coarse-grained for effective mitigation of head-of-line (HOL) blocking.

In this work, we investigate scheduling algorithms that accelerate DLT jobs. Our rigorous analysis and experiments with real-world DLT traces reveal the following. First, it is critical to consider both resource efficiency and short job prioritization for average JCT reduction. This is because real-world DLT workloads typically include relatively short jobs whose throughput scales poorly as well as highly-scalable jobs that run longer than others. In such scenarios, it is detrimental to prioritize only short jobs as it would reduce the aggregate resource efficiency that ends up with average JCT blowup. Second, designing an optimal algorithm is infeasible as the optimal past decisions would highly depend on the future jobs. In fact, repeatedly applying a greedy algorithm leads to grossly poor behavior due to its overly optimistic view toward future resource availability.

Incorporating the above findings, we draw a rule-of-thumb of elastic resource sharing for average JCT reduction: more resources to efficient jobs if the resource contention is heavy in the future, otherwise more resources to short jobs. This indicates that the scheduler should proactively prepare for the contention in the future by utilizing current resources more efficiently (see Section 3.2 for details). However, the
future is typically unknown. Thus, of other possible ways to achieve it, we propose a scheduling algorithm which assumes that the future will be similar to the past, hence the name Apathetic Future Share (AFS). By assuming that the future load still exists, and that the level of it will be similar to the past, we do not rush into overly biasing to either efficiency or shortness. Instead, we gracefully adapt to the change of contention by re-adjusting shares of all jobs at each churn event. Our evaluation shows that this heuristic is highly effective in real-world DLT traces. AFS outperforms existing algorithms like Tiresias [24] and Themis [34] by 1.9x to 3.1x and 1.2x to 2.2x in average JCT reduction.

To deliver the algorithmic benefits to the real world, we also implement CoDDL, a DLT system framework that efficiently supports elastic share adaptation. Users of CoDDL simply submit a model based on a single GPU, and the system transparently parallels it with an arbitrary GPU share determined by the scheduler. The system handles frequent share re-adjustments efficiently via fast cancellation of outdated in-flight re-adjustment commands, which avoids potential thrashing on a burst of reconfigurations. It also overlaps job execution and slow initialization of a newly-allocated GPU, which effectively minimizes the idle time of GPUs during reconfiguration.

Our contribution is three-fold. (1) We show the importance of considering both resource efficiency and short job prioritization for average JCT minimization. We present empirical evidence with real-world traces and an analytical model that considers both to reduce average JCT. (2) We show that handling future jobs requires proactive preparation in current share calculation. We demonstrate that a simple heuristic like AFS brings significant benefits to average JCT reduction. (3) We design and implement CoDDL, which enables efficient realization of elastic share adaptation.

2 Background and Motivation

We begin by describing the DLT job scheduling problem with our underlying assumptions. We then present the limitations of existing schemes and discuss an alternative as well as a set of new challenges it poses.

2.1 Problem and Challenges

We investigate the problem of scheduling multiple DLT jobs in a GPU cluster. A DLT job trains a deep neural network (DNN) that can utilize multiple GPUs for parallel execution. We assume that neither the arrivals of future jobs nor their lengths (training durations) are known to the GPU cluster.¹ We seek to develop efficient algorithms and systems support to enhance overall cluster performance: minimize average JCT, enhance cluster efficiency, and alleviate job starvation.

¹For the sake of presentation, we consider the case where job lengths are available to the GPU cluster in earlier parts of the paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Prioritize short job</th>
<th>Prioritize efficient job</th>
<th>Elastic sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRTF [44]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max-Min [20]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimus [38]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRSF, Tiresias [24]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Themis [34]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of the algorithmic gain with existing algorithms. △ indicates that it is handled implicitly.

Our approach to improving cluster performance is to design a job scheduler that leverages elastic resource sharing among DLT jobs. As opposed to non-elastic sharing [24, 55], which only selects the jobs to run and allocates the requested number of resources (job-level coarse-grained scheduling), elastic sharing decides how many resources to allocate to each job and regulates it during runtime to better achieve the performance goal (resource-level fine-grained scheduling). This approach opens up the possibility of further optimization, but it is feasible only when jobs in the workload can adapt to their changing resource usage with a high degree of freedom. DLT jobs nicely fit into the category; they can scale-in/out automatically [1, 4, 45] to utilize more or fewer GPUs, as they have a common scale-out pattern for data-parallel training [12, 13]. In a greedy multi-tenant environment, this implies that DLT jobs always want more GPUs (as long as it improves training throughput), thus the scheduler should focus on better distribution of GPUs across jobs rather than sticking to a fixed (or non-elastic) amount for each job.

Even when jobs can freely change their resource usage, elastic sharing is not always effective for average JCT reduction. As regulating the resources of a running job incurs an overhead, even migrating a job to avoid resource fragmentation produces little gain unless the job’s runtime is long enough. Also, the fine-grained scheduling via elastic sharing does not provide any extra benefit for average JCT reduction if the job throughput scales linearly to the given resources, where SRTF is proven to be optimal [44, 48]. However, we find that the DLT workload is one example that could benefit from elastic sharing. DLT jobs typically run for a long time in the cluster – the real-world workloads we use (see Section 5.1) show up to 2.8 days of average JCT, while a typical big-data job completes within 30 minutes [19, 26, 39]. Also, the DLT job throughput is known to scale sublinearly to the number of allocated GPUs due to inter-GPU communication overhead for parameter updates.

Putting elastic resource sharing into practice poses a new set of challenges on two fronts. On the algorithms side, we find that minimizing average JCT of sublinearly-scaling jobs requires fine-grained resource preemption that simultaneously considers job lengths and resource efficiency. Existing DLT schedulers either adopt non-elastic sharing that only conducts a coarse-grained job-level resource preemption [24, 55], or handles preemption in a less aggressive
manner to reduce average JCT [34, 38] (see Table 1). We investigate these challenges in greater detail in Section 3.

On the systems side, we find that the overhead of existing DLT auto-scaling [1, 4, 45] and inter-GPU communication APIs [2, 3] is too large to support elastic-share schedulers because they require a complete restart of a DLT job when it updates the resource share. A full restart of a DLT job often takes tens of seconds (see Figure 1), and elastic sharing would only aggravate the situation as it tends to incur more frequent share re-adjustments. To bring the algorithmic benefit to real-world DLT jobs, we build the CoDDL system to address these challenges. We investigate these challenges in greater detail in Section 4.

2.2 Resource Efficiency Matters

Before we present our results in the following sections, let us look deeper into one central concept: resource efficiency. Cluster resource schedulers are often coupled with job preemption to curb HOL blocking that inflates average JCT. For linearly-scaling jobs, the preemption needs to prioritize short jobs (i.e., SRTF), which can be achieved with job-level resource preemption alone. In this case, resource efficiency\(^\text{2}\) is a non-issue as all jobs have the identical efficiency gain for the same amount of extra resources. However, sublinearly-scaling jobs (e.g., DLT jobs) tend to have a different efficiency gain, so fine-grained balancing is required in prioritizing either short or efficient jobs for HOL blocking mitigation. Failing to consider both leads to suboptimal behavior.

Let us demonstrate that the existing algorithms fail to explicitly consider either efficiency or short job prioritization, thus exhibit inconsistent performance across two distinct workload scenarios. We run two non-elastic sharing algorithms (SRTF and Shortest-Remainining-Service-First (SRSF) [24]) and two elastic sharing ones (Max-Min and AFS-L) using two traces.\(^\text{3}\) SRSF is similar to SRTF in that it performs job-level resource preemption, but differs in that it prioritizes jobs with a smaller remaining service time (i.e., a product of remaining time and the number of requested resources), in a way to penalize a job that requires many resources. Max-Min distributes available resources across all jobs in max-min fairness, hence performs finer-grained resource preemption than SRTF and SRSF. AFS-L is our algorithm whose details are deferred to Section 3. It is important to note that (1) none of the existing algorithms (except AFS-L) is the best in both traces, and more importantly, (2) Max-Min outperforms both SRTF and SRSF in some cases (5 out of 11 traces in Table 3 in Appendix).

To make our discussion clear, we define three metrics:

- **Queue Length (QL):** number of pending jobs (yet to be allocated resources) in the cluster. This metric roughly measures the busyness of the cluster.

- **Cluster Efficiency (CE):** aggregate resource efficiency of the cluster. A larger CE leads to a smaller makespan (elapsed time to complete all jobs). Let us denote by \(J_P\) the set of running jobs on an \(M\)-GPU cluster. Then,

\[
CE = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{j \in J_P} \text{Current Throughput of } j
\]

- **Blocking Index (BI):** average fractional pending time to remaining time of pending jobs, i.e. it increases as pending jobs that can finish shortly pend for a long time. Let us denote by \(J_P\) as the set of pending jobs on an \(M\)-GPU cluster. Then,

\[
BI = \frac{1}{|J_P|} \sum_{j \in J_P} \text{Pending Time of } j
\]

Figure 2 illustrates two distinct workload scenarios with the above three metrics. Figure 2a presents moderate contention with a relatively few jobs that are submitted to the cluster, whereas Figure 2b shows heavy contention with a relatively large number of jobs.

**Moderate contention.** The average JCTs for SRTF, SRSF, Max-Min, and AFS-L are 31.1, 32.8, 18.3, and 15.2 hours, re-

---

\(^{2}\)We refer to resource efficiency of a GPU as the marginal throughput in ratio that it contributes to its job, which drops as a job is given more GPUs.

\(^{3}\)Except for Max-Min, all other algorithms require knowledge on job lengths in this particular experiment. Max-Min is at a disadvantage.

---

**Figure 1:** Breakdowns of DLT restart overhead in TensorFlow. Details of models are found in Table 4. Warm-up indicates the execution overhead seen at the first training iteration.

**Figure 2:** QL, CE, and BI (log-scale) during runtime for two traces in Table 3. MM is Max-Min. Note the different scale of Y-axis in (a) and (b). Experiment setup is in Section 5.1.
respectively. Note that Max-Min achieves lower JCT than SRTF and SRSF. This case is where job-level resource preemption, being too coarse-grained, results in unnecessary job blocking, and in turn poor JCT performance. To see this, let us consider Max-Min. As the number of submitted jobs is relatively small, Max-Min enables the cluster to accommodate nearly all jobs concurrently with individual resource-level preemption. Max-Min does not explicitly aim to deal with job blocking to reduce average JCT, but its behavior results in effective mitigation (or even elimination) of it.

On the other hand, SRTF and SRSF impose restrictions on the number of GPUs each job can utilize (either requested amount or nothing) with job-level resource preemption. Due to a small pool of jobs, SRTF and SRSF find it hard to select a good combination of jobs to utilize GPUs. In Figure 2a, Max-Min shows better QL and BI than SRTF and SRSF as it accommodates all jobs in contrast to SRTF and SRSF.

**Heavy contention.** The average JCTs for SRTF, SRSF, Max-Min, and AFS-L are 3.53, 3.32, 63.20, 2.40 days, respectively. SRTF and SRSF achieve lower JCT than Max-Min in this case as failing to prioritize short jobs aggravates job blocking, which in turn leads to poor JCT. To see this, let us consider SRTF and SRSF. Unlike the previous case, the number of submitted jobs is relatively large, so it is unavoidable to leave some jobs to starve. SRTF and SRSF mitigate job blocking to curb it. As the pool of jobs is diverse in terms of the requested number of GPUs due to its large size, SRTF and SRSF find it easy to select a good combination of jobs to do so.

On the other hand, Max-Min aims to maximize the fairness across submitted jobs rather than to explicitly prioritize short jobs. As a result, it leaves many (and a growing number of) short jobs under-served, causing severe job blocking. In Figure 2b, QL and BI show that Max-Min cannot deal with a large number of submitted jobs while SRTF and SRSF are good at prioritizing short jobs and thus able to keep it at bay.

### 3 Scheduling Algorithm

Our elastic resource sharing scheme strives to balance prioritizing between short and efficient jobs. At first glance, finding the optimal allocation strategy (possibly, by evaluating all possible allocation candidates) is an NP-complete problem [17]. Also, future job arrivals (which are unknown at the time of scheduling) can wreak havoc on previous resource allocation decisions that would have been optimal otherwise. Instead, we first gain insight through rigorous analysis on a simplified problem, and then factor in practical concerns of the original problem.

#### 3.1 Overview

**Problem.** We formally define the DLT scheduling problem as follows. Let \( n \) denote the total number of jobs including all unknown future jobs. Each DLT job \( j_k \) (\( 1 \leq k \leq n \)) is submitted at an arbitrary time to a cluster with a fixed number of GPUs (\( M \)) where each job trains a DL model in a bulk-synchronous-parallel (BSP) [12, 13] fashion. Every job in its lifetime incurs two scheduling events (i.e., arrival and completion)\(^4\) under which the scheduler re-adjusts the GPU shares of all jobs to minimize average JCT. Specifically, it strives to find the optimal value of \( n \)-dimensional vector \( R_u = \{ r_{1,u}, r_{2,u}, \ldots, r_{n,u} \} \), where \( r_{k,u} \) is the number of GPUs allocated to \( j_k \) after the \( u \)-th event (either arrival or completion, \( 1 \leq u \leq 2n \))\(^5\). For simplicity, we assume all GPUs have the identical computing/memory capacity that is accessed with the identical network latency.

**Approach.** As aforementioned, one cannot find the optimal \( R_u \) without knowledge on the future jobs.\(^7\) Thus, our goal is to find a clever heuristic that helps improve overall JCT. Our high-level intuition is that repeatedly applying greedy optimization to existing jobs will be "overly optimistic" in the future when a new job arrives, as it rests on the greedy assumption that all resources released by finishing jobs will be used solely by the existing jobs. This implies that the scheduler assumes all active jobs in the cluster will have a non-decreasing number of resources at every scheduling event (i.e. \( r_{k,u} \leq r_{k,u+1} \)), which is far from reality except when there is no more job in the future.

**Key assumption.** We propose the Apathetic Future Share (AFS) assumption, which predicts that the resource usage of each job (except the finishing one) would be the same in the future, and find the optimized shares based on that. This is not only simple but it also closely approximates the real cluster environment where the level of resource contention does not change dramatically during most of its runtime.

**Organization.** In what follows, we explain AFS in detail and discuss its corner cases. First, in a two-job case with the knowledge on their job length, we gain insight by presenting a greedy optimization. Next, we extend it to an \( n \)-job case without the knowledge on the job length by incorporating the AFS assumption.

#### 3.2 Insight from Two-Job Analysis

**Time slot-based analysis.** Let us consider a problem with \( n \) DLT jobs submitted to an \( M \)-GPU cluster all at once in the beginning. Assume that we know the optimal algorithm to allocate the GPUs and schedule the jobs, and that Figure 3a shows the allocation result over time. The jobs are listed in the order of completion where \( j_1 \) finishes first and \( j_k \) last. \( t_k \) (\( k > 1 \)) represents a time slot \( k \) which denotes the time interval between the completions of \( j_{k-1} \) and \( j_k \); \( t_1 \) represents the interval from the beginning to the completion of \( j_1 \); \( j_k \) is allocated \( r_{k,t} \) GPUs at time slot \( t \). Its share is released and re-distributed to other jobs at its completion.

---

\(^4\)Discussion on asynchronous training [32, 42] is found in Appendix D.

\(^5\)We omit other kinds of events (e.g. eviction timeout) for brevity.

\(^7\)Completed or not arrived jobs are allocated zero GPU.

\(^6\)Several simple examples are shown in Appendix A.
Optimal allocation for two jobs. Let us consider the simplest scenario in which we have one GPU and two jobs \((j_a, j_b)\). We need to allocate the GPU to the shorter job first. Thus, we compute the lengths of both jobs to obtain the solution, which Figure 3b illustrates: if \(j_a\) turns out to be shorter, \((r_a,1, r_a,2, r_b,1, r_b,2) = (1,0,0,1)\); otherwise, \((r_a,1, r_a,2, r_b,1, r_b,2) = (0,1,1,0)\).

To extend the case to \(M = 1\), without loss of generality, let us assume \(j_a\) finishes earlier than \(j_b\). Suppose \(M - 1\) GPUs have been optimally allocated for \(t_1\) and \(t_2\). How should one determine which job to allocate the extra \(M\)-th GPU to? More concretely, let us denote by \(w_k\) \((k \text{ is either } a \text{ or } b)\) the total training iterations required for \(j_k\) to complete and by \(p_{k,u}\) the throughput of \(j_k\) with \(r_{k,u}\) GPUs at time slot \(u\). One can express \(t_1\) and \(t_2\):

\[
t_1 = \frac{w_a}{p_{a,1}}, \quad t_2 = \frac{w_b - p_{b,1} t_1}{p_{b,2}}.
\]

We have two cases to consider. (a) \(j_a\) earns the GPU first. In this case, \(r_{a,1} \text{ and } r_{b,2} \text{ increase by one (hence } p_{a,1} \text{ and } p_{b,2}\) will increase accordingly). (b) \(j_b\) earns the GPU first. In this case, two possibilities arise depending on which job finishes first as shown in Figure 3b:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Case (b1): } j_a & \text{ finishes earlier (i.e., } \frac{w_a}{p_{a,1}} < \frac{w_b}{p_{b,1}}\text{, where } p_{b,1}' = \text{ the throughput of } j_b \text{ with } (r_{k,u} + 1) \text{ GPUs at time slot } u), r_{b,1} \text{ increases by one and } r_{b,2} = M. \\
\text{Case (b2): } j_b & \text{ finishes earlier (i.e., } \frac{w_a}{p_{a,1}} \geq \frac{w_b}{p_{b,1}}\text{). } r_{b,1} \text{ increases by one and } r_{a,2} = M.
\end{align*}
\]

We obtain (1) and (2) by subtracting the average JCTs for cases (b1) and (b2) from the average JCT for case (a), respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\frac{w_a}{p_{a,1}} - \frac{w_a}{p_{a,1}} + \frac{w_a}{2p_{b,2}} \left( \frac{p_{b,1}'}{p_{a,1}} - \frac{p_{b,1}}{p_{a,1}} \right), \\
&\frac{w_a}{p_{b,1}'} - \frac{w_b}{p_{b,1}} + \frac{w_b}{2p_{a,2}} \left( \frac{p_{a,1}'}{p_{b,1}} - \frac{p_{a,1}}{p_{b,1}} \right) - \frac{p_{a,1}}{2p_{a,2}} \left( \frac{w_a}{p_{a,1}} - \frac{w_b}{p_{b,1}} \right).
\end{align*}
\]

Here, if either (1) or (2) is positive, then one can allocate the extra GPU to \(j_b\) first and further minimize average JCT. Otherwise, one should allocate it to \(j_a\) first.

For an arbitrary number of GPUs, one needs to repeat the above procedure starting with one GPU. As long as one knows the workload \((w_j)\) and throughput \((p_{k,u})\) information in advance, she can determine the optimal resource allocation for the simple two-job case.

Handling future jobs. We attain valuable insight when we add a third job \(j_c\). For the sake of presentation, let us assume \(j_c\) is submitted right after \(j_a\) finishes in case (b1).

With the new job present, \(j_b\) is likely to be allocated fewer GPUs and consequently achieves a lower throughput \((p_{b,2}')\). This could flip the sign of (1) from negative to positive, which would prioritize the longer job \((j_b)\) over the shorter job \((j_a)\). Likewise, a lower throughput of \(j_a\) \((p_{a,2}')\) could flip the sign of (2) from positive to negative in case (b2), which would also prioritize the longer job \((j_b)\) over the shorter job \((j_a)\). This example clearly shows that (1) the presence of a future job at time slot 2 may impact the optimal decision at time slot 1, which demonstrates the infeasibility of an optimal resource allocation, and (2) if future jobs increase resource contention, it is often beneficial to allocate more GPUs to longer but efficient jobs, which is in contrast with SRTF.

This implies that we can prepare for future contention by assigning more resources to efficient jobs, which would be difficult for greedy optimization to achieve as it does not consider future job arrivals.

Apathetic Future Share. We have learned that future jobs may interfere with greedy decisions in the past. We can avoid this pitfall by shifting from the optimistic view from greedy decisions to our AFS assumption that the future share of any existing job will be the same as the current share even if some jobs finish and release their shares. Thus, we set \(p_{b,2}' = p_{a,1}\) and \(p_{b,2}' = p_{a,1}'\) in (1) and (2). Then, evaluating if either (1) or (2) is positive is translated into a simple inequality:

\[
\frac{p_{b,1}'}{p_{b,1}} - \frac{p_{b,1}}{p_{b,1}} > \frac{p_{a,1}'}{p_{a,1}} - \frac{p_{a,1}}{p_{a,1}}.
\]

If (3) is true, \(j_b\) has priority over \(j_a\) for the extra GPU, and vice versa.

AFS implicitly prepares for future job arrivals by continuously adapting to the change of resource contention, which is done by re-evaluating (3) to re-adjust the shares of current jobs at each churn event. AFS tends to give higher priority to longer-but-efficient jobs when the contention level increases, refraining from over-committing resources to shorter-but-inefficient jobs (i.e., greedy approaches). Our evaluation in Section 5.2 shows that this assumption is highly effective in
real-world DLT workloads as AFS achieves the best average JCT reduction in all our traces.

The AFS assumption may prove ineffective in a few corner cases. One such case is when the future contention level decreases; jobs start simultaneously but no future jobs arrive until they finish. In this case, strategies acting more greedily (exploiting decreasing contention) may perform better than AFS. Although it is not uncommon in DLT workloads that a slew of jobs start at the same time, e.g. parameter sweeping [9], they typically run with other background jobs as we observe in the real cluster traces, rendering the decreasing contention assumption invalid. The other such case is when the future contention level increases; jobs start at different times and finish all at the same time. In this case, strategies acting more altruistically (exploiting increasing contention) may perform better than AFS, but we believe it is a rare case in real-world clusters. We finally note that if contention levels or their statistical characteristics are available, more sophisticated strategies than AFS can be devised to take advantage of them. For the time being, we focus on the more usual case where no such information is easily available.

### 3.3 AFS Algorithm for Multi-Job

**Extending to n jobs.** One may have noticed that extending the two-job case to the n-job case is highly non-trivial as it would be prohibitive to analyze all cases that potentially bring JCT reduction. To avoid the impasse, we directly apply our heuristic, AFS-L, to pick the job with the highest priority among n jobs for allocating each GPU. We determine the relative priority between any two jobs by evaluating (3) and apply the transitivity of priority comparison (see the proof in Appendix C) to find the job with the highest priority. We repeat this process M times, which results in $O(M \cdot n)$ steps for M GPUs with n jobs.

Algorithm 1 formally describes AFS-L, our resource allocation algorithm for n jobs under the assumption that workload size information for the jobs is known. At each churn event, Algorithm 1 determines the per-job GPU shares. The jobs with a positive share run until the next churn event. More specifically, AFS-L simply finds the job with the top priority ($j^*$) via TopPriority() and allocates one GPU to it, and repeats the same process M times. TopPriority() starts by picking two jobs at random. Given the current GPU shares, $j_a$ is the shorter job and $j_b$ is the longer one. If the current GPU share is zero, its length is considered infinite. Then it evaluates (3) to find the higher priority job and marks it as $j^*$. It repeats for all jobs to find the top choice.

AFS-L is a two-stage operation. In stage one, it assumes all jobs run with a single GPU and allocates one GPU in the increasing order of the job lengths. If $M$ is smaller than the current number of jobs, the algorithm stops here. Otherwise, it moves into stage two, where it distributes the remaining GPUs by considering both job length and resource efficiency, which is achieved by evaluating (3).

#### Algorithm 1: AFS-L Resource Sharing

```plaintext
Function TopPriority(Jobs J)
    f' ← any job in J
    for j ∈ J do
        j_a ← f', j_b ← j
        if $j_a.cnt = 0$ and $j_b.cnt = 0$ then
            if $j_a.len(j_a.cnt) < j_b.len(j_b.cnt)$ then
                f' ← j_a
            else f' ← j_b
        else
            if $j_a.len(j_a.cnt) > j_b.len(j_b.cnt)$ then
                Swap $j_a$ and $j_b$
                if (3) is true then f' ← j_b
            else f' ← j_a
        return f'
Procedure AFS-L(Jobs J, Total Resources M)
    for j ∈ J do
        j.cnt ← 0
    m ← M
    while m > 0 do
        f' ← TopPriority(J)
        j.cnt ← f'.cnt + 1
        m ← m − 1
    for j ∈ J do
        Allocate j.cnt resources for j
```

**Handling unknown job lengths.** AFS-L performs well, but it requires job length information to compare lengths of $j_a$ and $j_b$ in TopPriority(). As job length information is often unavailable, we modify TopPriority() to function without it by evaluating (3) for both cases: ($j_a = f'$ and $j_b = j$) and ($j_a = j$ and $j_b = f'$). (3) being true in either case indicates that prioritizing $j_b$ is better for average JCT. If it evaluates to false in both cases, the real priority would depend on the finishing order of the jobs, which cannot be decided without knowing job lengths. In such a case, we give a higher priority to either one at random. Note that (3) cannot be true in both cases.

AFS-P is our job-length-unaware algorithm that modifies AFS-L by adopting the traditional processor sharing [31] approach to mimic the SRTF-like behavior of stage one in AFS-L. Specifically, the algorithm maintains a counter for each job that tracks the amount of time for which it is scheduled. The counter is zero at job arrival and increases by one whenever the job is executed for one unit of time. If there are fewer jobs than $M$, the algorithm ignores the counters and uses modified TopPriority() to determine the shares. If the number of jobs exceeds $M$ (the algorithm stays in stage one), it allocates one GPU in the increasing order of the job counters in a non-preemptive manner and evicts a job whenever it is executed for one unit of time, which triggers the scheduler to re-schedule all jobs. This policy mitigates job blocking if the current number of jobs exceeds $M$, but it is unnecessary otherwise as every job would run with at least one GPU. Appendix D provides more discussion on AFS.
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11AFS-P set the unit time as 2 hours for all full-scaled traces used in this work. Like existing practices of processor sharing, we should scale the unit time if the workload is in a different scale.
Elastic share adaptation requires every job to reconfigure to an arbitrary number of GPUs at any time. To support this efficiently, we present CoDDL, our DLT system framework that transparently handles automatic job parallelization.

### 4 Systems Support for Elastic Sharing

Elastic resource sharing schedulers tend to perform frequent reconfiguration. In fact, we observe that AF5-P executes 6.3x on average or up to 22x more reconfigurations than Tiresias-L for real-world traces. To address the overhead, CoDDL optimizes the reconfiguration process and avoids potential thrashing due to a burst of reconfigurations that arrive in a short time.

#### 4.3 Efficient Share Re-adjustment

CoDDL implements its own communication stack so that workers can dynamically join or leave an ongoing DLT job without checkpointing and restarting it. It consists of a data-plane (NCCL [2]) stack and a control-plane (sMPI) stack. The data plane is responsible for efficient reduce operations with a static set of workers. The control plane reconfigures NCCL whenever there is a GPU share re-adjustment order from the controller (1). It also communicates with co-workers to monitor the availability of intermediate data (e.g., gradients and parameters) (2), and invokes NCCL APIs to exchange it (3, 4). One of the control-plane stacks operates as a leader, which periodically polls all other followers if it is ready to join or leave the job, and shares this information with all followers.

#### Concurrent share expansion with job execution

CoDDL mitigates the overhead for resource share expansion by continuing job execution during the reconfigura-
tion. This would minimize the period of inactivity caused by frequent reconfigurations. The key enabler for this is to separate the independent per-GPU operations from the rest that communicates with remote GPUs in distributed DLT. The independent operations (e.g., forward/backward propagation, gradient calculation, updating parameters) can be executed on their own regardless of the number of remote GPUs. Only the operations that gather the gradients would depend on the communication with remote GPUs. So, when a job is allocated more GPUs, the job continues the execution with the old share while newly-allocated GPUs are being prepared; the new GPUs are loaded with the graph, and receive the latest parameters from one of the existing workers in the job. When the new GPUs are ready to join, they tell other workers to update the communication stack to admit the new GPUs. We find the overhead for this operation is as small as 4 milliseconds.

**Zero-cost share shrinking.** The process of share shrinking is even simpler. When the GPU share of a job decreases, the job only needs to tell its communication stack to reflect the shrunk share and continues the execution with the remaining GPUs. Then, the kernels on the released GPUs are stopped and tagged as idle. Again, it takes only 4 milliseconds regardless of a model.

**Handling a burst of reconfigurations.** While running our system, we often observe a burst of reconfiguration orders from the controller as multiple churn events happen simultaneously. Naively carrying them out back to back would be inefficient as the older configuration would be readily nullified by the newer one. There are two approaches to efficiently handling them. One approach is to coalesce multiple consecutive reconfiguration orders into one while the current reconfiguration is going on. While it is simple to implement, the controller would need to synchronize with all agents and workers before initiating the next reconfiguration. Instead, we implement “cancelling” the current reconfiguration on the individual worker level. In this approach, a new reconfiguration order will be delivered to the agents as soon as it is available, but the agent can cancel the on-going reconfiguration with its workers. Unless careful, this could create a subtle deadlock as one worker may leave a job on a new reconfiguration order while the rest of the workers wait for it indefinitely in a blocking call (e.g., initializing, all-reduce, etc.). To avoid the deadlock, CoDDL allows a worker to leave the job only when all others are aware of it.

**Failure handling.** Efficient share re-adjustment of CoDDL makes it easy to handle failures efficiently as it is similar to handling churn events. The controller and each agent are responsible for monitoring the status of all agents and the workers of its own, respectively. If any of them stops responding or returns a fatal error, it is reported to the controller, and it simply excludes the failed entities from the available resource list and re-runs the scheduler to reconfigure all jobs. Unlike ordinary churn events, it is deadlock-free for a failed worker to exit without informing to its co-workers since it is done by agents and the controller instead.

### 4.4 Network Packing and Job Migration

Depending on the DL model, the placement of GPUs may affect the training performance. It is generally more beneficial to use as fewer machines as possible for the same number GPUs to minimize network communication overhead [34,55]. Also, the performance could be unpredictable if multiple jobs compete for network bandwidth on the same machine.

CoDDL adopts a simple yet effective GPU placement mechanism called network packing, which enforces the GPU share of each job to be a factor or a multiple of the number of GPUs per machine. For instance, in a cluster with 4 GPUs per machine, the share of a job should be one of $1/2/4/\text{n}$ GPUs. This regulation can be proven to eliminate the “network sharing”, which satisfies the following two conditions – (1) every job is allocated GPUs scattered on the minimum number of machines and (2) at most one job on a machine communicates with remote GPUs on other machines (while all other jobs on the machine use only local GPUs). When the GPU share is determined by the scheduling algorithm, the scheduler applies the regulation to come up with an allocation plan that minimizes the difference from the original plan. More details on the algorithm and the proof are found in Appendix E.

Despite the network packing, we still need job migration as it does not prevent resource fragmentation. Since a job can continue training without migration unless the newly allocated GPU set does not include any GPU that the job was previously using, the scheduler finds a placement decision that maximizes the number of jobs which reuse at least one GPU, and then maximizes the total number of reused GPUs as the secondary goal. It conducts migration as the final resort when it is unavoidable.

### 4.5 Throughput Measurement

Algorithms like Optimus [38] and AFS require the throughput (or throughput scalability for AFS-P) with an arbitrary number of GPUs for determining the GPU share. While Optimus estimates the throughput scalability with a few sampled measurements for iteration, gradient calculation, and data transmission, we find it unreliable due to the heterogeneity of computing hardware, network topology, and DL system frameworks. Instead, CoDDL takes the “overestimate-first-and-re-adjust-later” approach. It over-allocates the number of GPUs first but re-adjusts the share from real throughput measurements later. This exploits the fact that GPU share shrinking incurs a small overhead of only a few milliseconds.

**Overestimate first and re-adjust later.** When a new job arrives, the scheduler allocates an initial share to it by assuming the linear throughput scalability. We limit the initial share to be within its fair share $(1/n)$. When the job gets its GPU share, it takes the throughput measurement with all
allocatable units that are smaller than the given share. Note that this measurement is done efficiently as shrinking the share incurs little cost (Section 4.3) and all iterations used for the measurement are part of training. In most cases, it requires only two reconfigurations for a new job arrival. In a rare case where a job needs to predict the throughput beyond the currently allocated share, it assumes the linear scalability from the last allocatable unit. Then, the re-adjustment is made again when the real throughputs are reported to the controller.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate AFS if it improves average JCT on a diverse set of real-world DLT workloads against existing scheduling policies. We evaluate it on simulation as well as on real-world cluster with CoDDL.

5.1 Experiment Setup

Cluster setup. We use a 64-GPU cluster for experiments. Each server is equipped with four NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPUs, two 20-core Intel Xeon E5-2630 v4 (2.20GHz), 256 GB RAM, and a dual-port 40 Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-4 NIC. Only one NIC port of each server is connected to a 40 GbE network switch and the servers communicate via RDMA (RoCEv2), leveraging NCCL 2.4.8 [2]. All DLT jobs run TensorFlow r2.1 [6] with CUDA 10.1 and cuDNN 7.6.3.

DLT workload. We use 137-day real-world traces from Microsoft [5, 27] (Table 3 in Appendix). We evaluate with all traces except those that have fewer than 100 jobs. From the traces, we use submission time, elapsed time, and requested (allocated) numbers of GPUs of each job. Since the traces do not carry training model information, we submit a random model chosen from a pool of nine popular DL models (Table 4 in Appendix) whose training throughput scales up to the requested number of GPUs. Each DLT job submits the chosen model for training in the BSP manner with the same batch size throughout training, even though the GPU share changes during the training. The number of training iterations of the job is calculated so that its completion time becomes equal to the total executed time from the trace, based on the use of the requested number of GPUs.

Simulator. We implement a simulator to evaluate the algorithms for large traces. All experimental results without explicit comments are from the simulator. The simulator is provided with the measured throughput of each model on our real cluster for job length calculation. We confirm that simulation results conform to those on real execution for all algorithms with scaled-down traces. Figure 15 in Appendix shows examples of our scheduler conformance tests. The error rate is low (<1%) for algorithms that do not require throughput measurements but slightly high for others (2.7–5.2%) due to the measurement overhead on real cluster.

Algorithms. Scheduling algorithms are divided into two categories: job-length-aware and job-length-unaware. The former consists of SRTF, SRSF [24], Optimus [38], and AFS-L while the latter consists of Tiresias-L [24], Optimus, Maximin, Themis [34], and AFS-P. Optimus is counted into both as real job lengths differ from the estimated ones by Optimus. We just assume that their estimation is always correct.

Metrics. We evaluate average JCT, makespan, QL, CE, and BI, and GPU utilization during runtime for real experiments. While makespan is often used to evaluate resource efficiency of scheduling algorithms [22, 24, 38], we believe CE is a better metric as makespan would depend on the last job submission time, which is orthogonal to resource efficiency. CE does not suffer from such an issue as it reports the reduction rate of makespan per unit time instead.

5.2 JCT Evaluation on Simulation

Figure 5 compares average JCT reduction rates for each category of the algorithms. Values larger than 1 mean that their average JCT is better than the baseline algorithms (SRTF or Tiresias-L). Interestingly, we observe that Max-Min and Optimus show a similar trend on the same set of traces (1,2,3,5,6,8). These traces launch many jobs in a short interval while many of them run longer than other traces. In such cases, it is important to serve shorter jobs first to avoid HOL blocking, but neither does so. Not surprisingly, SRSF outperforms SRTF on these traces as penalizing jobs with more GPUs helps reduce HOL blocking beyond favoring short jobs. AFS-L and AFS-P consistently outperform all others in their category by 1.2x to 2.7x over SRTF or by 1.9x to 3.1x over Tiresias-L. This shows that resource efficiency-aware HOL blocking mitigation is effective in practice.

One may argue that non-elastic sharing algorithms would achieve better JCT if we allow them to use more GPUs as we do for elastic-share algorithms. However, we find that it only marginally improves average JCT or even performs
Figure 6: Average JCT blowup rates when we allow SRTF, SRSF, and Tiresias-L [24] to use the maximum number of GPUs each job can utilize. Dotted line indicates unity.

worse. For example, if we allow SRTF, SRSF, and Tiresias-L to allocate enough GPUs for peak throughput of each job, Figure 6 shows that their average JCTs rapidly grow by up to 4.85x, 5.84x, and 16.14x, respectively. Only one trace improves by 21% and 17% for SRTF and SRSF. This is because non-elastic allocation with a larger GPU share reduces the cluster efficiency as it would increase the inefficiency of individual resource. What matters more is to flexibly adjust the GPU share according to job lengths and resource efficiency, which is impossible with non-elastic allocation.

5.3 Evaluation on Real Cluster

Algorithm behavior on real cluster. Figure 7 compares job-length-unaware algorithms running on our GPU cluster. As full-scale execution would take months to finish, we scale down the job submission times and total iterations to 1% and 0.2% of the original values for traces #9 and #3, respectively.

We observe similar trends with QL, CE, and BI as those in the full-scale simulations in Figure 2. AFS-P achieves (a) 3.54x and (b) 2.93x better average JCT over Tiresias-L, (a) 1.12x and (b) 1.66x better than Optimus, and (a) 1.22x and (b) 1.30x better than Themis. Note that the CEs of Optimus and AFS-P fluctuate heavily in Figure 7a because they complete most of the jobs in the cluster rather quickly, which decreases the CE due to underutilization (see the low QL). Optimus, Themis, and AFS-P show higher GPU utilizations than that of Tiresias-L in Figure 7b as they tend to assign fewer GPUs to each job than Tiresias-L especially when there are many jobs in the cluster.

Efficient share re-adjustment. We evaluate the effectiveness of CoDDL’s share re-adjustment over a baseline system without concurrent share expansion and zero-cost shrinking (ES) or without reconfiguration cancelling (RC). We monitor the training progress of a specific job (video prediction model) along with other jobs on a full-scale trace (#10) extracted from day 50 and 116. Figure 8 compares job progress, allocated GPU shares, and # of jobs submitted over time.

In Figure 8a, we observe that the job finishes 2.12x and 2.82x faster than “No RC” and “No RC/ES”, respectively. On this day, 19 short jobs enter the system in a short time interval of 2 to 70 seconds for the first few minutes. During this time, the job with ES and RC is allocated a much larger GPU share than the one with full restart. This is because ES enables the short jobs to finish more quickly as they can continue job execution even during reconfiguration. This enables the monitored job to earn more GPUs. In addition, RC helps the job adapt to newly-assigned resources quickly even when the controller updates the resource share frequently. In the graph, we see that all short jobs that arrive at 4 finish within 1.50 minutes (1) while “No RC” and “No RC/ES” take 4.10 (2) and 5.06 minutes (3), respectively.

Figure 8b shows results on day 116 where there are a slew of job submissions (68 jobs) at start, commonly seen in DLT clusters (e.g. parameter sweeping [9]). The monitored job finishes 1.19x and 1.30x faster than “No RC” and “No RC/ES”, respectively. The AFS-P scheduler performs more stably at heavy contention as each job would employ a small share (one GPU per job if the number of jobs exceeds that of GPUs). In this case, a churn would rarely affect other jobs as most of them are likely to keep their previous share. This explains the smaller benefit compared to the scenario in Figure 8a.

5.4 Evaluation of Tail JCTs

DLT jobs in a multi-tenant cluster tend to be heavy-tailed (see Appendix F), so we evaluate tail JCTs of schedulers. Unlike other systems whose tail latency directly measures the worst-case system (or scheduler) performance caused by the congestion, tail JCT in DLT clusters is a fairness metric that evaluates the trade-off between average and tail JCTs.
The difference arises as the intrinsic characteristic of a DLT job (i.e. how much resource it can utilize and how long it runs) often dominates the JCT rather than the congestion itself. Consequently, it is often hard to blame the system for a long tail when the major causes are (1) the user’s request to run for a long time and (2) the scheduler’s decision that avoids allocating more resources to those jobs that incur the average-tail trade-off (or fairness) issue.

Figure 9 shows that AFS reduces tail JCTs over existing schedulers in most cases in addition to the average JCTs, as demonstrated in Figure 5 as well. Actually, other scheduling algorithms targeting for reducing average JCT such as SRTF often suffer from severe job starvation. In contrast, it is interesting that AFS experiences little starvation (thus shows good tail JCTs) while achieving low average JCT for online jobs. As explained, AFS allocates at least one GPU for all jobs when \( n < M \) (stage one), and distributes remainders when \( n \geq M \) (stage two), which helps avoid job starvation. The low BI values of AFS in Figure 7 also implies that it effectively avoids starvation.

In some traces, Max-Min or Optimus shows better tail JCTs over AFS. This is an expected behavior because Max-Min and Optimus do not prioritize short jobs at all, which is relatively more beneficial to tail JCT reduction. However, this does not necessarily mean that they are fairer than AFS because the tail JCT reduction is often achieved by sacrificing the average JCT substantially, as is already shown in Figure 5. To clarify this, Figure 10 compares the JCT reduction rates over varying job lengths. The figures group all jobs into 100 bins in the increasing JCT order on the X-axis (a longer job comes more rightward) and plot the average reduction rate of each bin on the Y-axis (a more prioritized job shows up higher).

The result indicates that Max-Min not only performs more poorly on average but it also shows uneven performance gain compared to AFS-P. Especially when the cluster is heavily contended (trace #3), it tends to prioritize very long jobs by its algorithmic design. While we do not present here, Optimus also shows the similar behavior as Max-Min. In contrast, AFS-P demonstrates relatively more even performance gain regardless of the job length.

### 5.5 Benefit over Altruistic Approach

One low-hanging fruit of leveraging elastic resource sharing is that it can enhance cluster efficiency by distributing idle resources to running jobs. Altruistic scheduling [22] is a straightforward approach to achieving this: it first schedules jobs to achieve the primary goal (in this case, assigning the user-requested number of GPUs) and then distributes leftover resources for the secondary goal (in this case, assigning more GPUs to achieve the largest throughput). Figure 11 shows
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12 Figure 10 shows that Max-Min also prioritizes very short jobs. This is a common feature of job-length-agnostic schedulers (including AFS-P) rather than being specific to Max-Min, because very short jobs are less affected by the algorithmic detail of the scheduler as they typically finish as soon as they are first scheduled.
6 Related Work

Leveraging optimality of SRTF. SRTF, also known as Shortest-Remaining-Processing-Time discipline (SRPT) or preemptive Shortest-Job-First (SJF), has been proven to minimize average JCT in cases where a single resource is available [18, 44, 48]. In case of multiple resources, SRTF is optimal only when the throughput of all jobs scales linearly to the given amount of resources, which does not hold for DLT jobs due to inter-GPU communication overhead. In general, optimal scheduling of online jobs is NP-complete [17].

Even though SRTF does not perform optimally in real-world systems, many practical cluster schedulers [21–24] leverage it as a good heuristic for reducing average JCT. Among them is Tiresias [24] designed for DLT job scheduling similar to this work. It suggests a variation of SRSF that considers remaining time multiplied by requested number of GPUs instead of remaining time alone. This approach prioritizes jobs that request many GPUs. Compared to SRTF, SRSF improves average JCT because such jobs typically utilize GPUs less efficiently, thus it is often better to execute jobs using fewer GPUs instead of resource efficiency. Tiresias also focuses on relaxing the constraint of both SRTF and SRSF that job lengths should be known in advance. In comparison, our algorithms handle more general cases by penalizing the jobs with a large share. Also, our algorithms benefit from more fine-grained resource allocation and preemption, which substantially improves both average and tail JCTs.

Elastic sharing algorithms. Optimus [38], OASiS [8], and Themis [34] are DLT job schedulers that adopt elastic sharing similar to this work. Optimus estimates finishing time of a DLT job via modeling loss degradation speed and performing online fitting of the model during training, and designs a heuristic algorithm to minimize average JCT. However, the approach raises two issues. First, it is unclear whether it is always possible to reliably estimate loss degradation speed, which is also questioned by a follow-up work [24]. Second, Optimus has no mechanism to prioritize short jobs, which would often suffer from HOL blocking that results in JCT blowup. OASiS solves an integer linear program to maximize the system throughput. As maximizing system throughput often incurs severe starvation, it does not fit the goal of our work. Themis suggests a resource auction algorithm mainly motivated for fairness, but it actually achieves the closest JCT performance to AFS-P among all existing works. This is because it leverages elastic resource sharing for its partial auction algorithm and random distribution of leftover resources, prioritizes short jobs by setting a static lease duration of assigned GPUs, and also tends to prioritize efficient jobs since it is fairness-motivated, which prevents greedy jobs (which are typically resource-inefficient) from monopolizing resources. However, its optimization target is maximizing fairness, which is not always ideal for reducing average JCT. To be specific, if a job shows its largest throughput with \( m \) GPUs and the job has been running with other \( n - 1 \) jobs on average over time, Themis’s fairness metric tries to assign GPUs to this job until it achieves at least \( m/n \) times of throughput speedup.\(^{13}\) Compared to AFS, this could give much higher priority to inefficient jobs which is fairer but it could degrade overall cluster performance.

Systems for elastic sharing. While there are several works which suggest an elastic sharing algorithm for DLT job scheduling [8, 34, 38], none of them fully cover the necessary systems support for elastic sharing: automatic scaling, efficient scale-in/out, and efficient reconfiguration handling. A recent work [36] implement an efficient method for scaling a single job without stop-and-resume similar to the ES in Section 5.3 of our work. However, it focuses only on scaling a single job, and does not cover handling churn events efficiently in multi-job scheduling. We believe the latter is the key to evaluating an elastic resource sharing system since its overhead hugely depends on the frequency of churn events as evidenced by the different amount of gain of either ES or RC in Figure 8a and 8b.

7 Conclusion

Existing scheduling policies have been clumsy at handling the sublinear throughput scalability inherent in DLT workloads. In this work, we have presented AFS, an elastic scheduling algorithm that tames this property well into average JCT minimization. It considers both resource efficiency and job length at resource allocation while it amortizes the cost of future jobs into current share calculation. This effectively improves the average JCT by bringing 2.2x to 3.1x reduction over the start-of-the-art algorithms. We have also identified essential systems features for frequent share adaptation, and have shown the design with CoDDL. We hope that our efforts in this work will benefit the DLT systems community.

\(^{13}\)This does not cover all features of Themis. Refer to [34] for details.

---

**Figure 11:** Benefit of altruistic approaches (SRTF-E and SRSF-E) to reduce average JCT.
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Appendix

A Future Dependency of Job Scheduling

At first glance, it may appear as if we could find the optimal allocation of resource shares by taking into account all factors we discussed. We would simply need to know the lengths of all jobs that vary according to their GPU usage, enumerate all possible allocation candidates, and compare the resultant average JCTs to obtain the smallest.

Not only would such an attempt be infeasible due to the exponential growth of possible candidates, a fundamental challenge underlies the usage of a GPU cluster in practice: churn by future jobs. They can wreak havoc on previous resource allocation decisions that otherwise would have been optimal.

To see this, let us consider a toy example. Suppose we have two jobs, A and B, initially submitted. With 1 GPU, each job takes 2 hours to finish. With 2 GPUs, they take 1 and 1.5 hours, respectively. Let us assume that we run them on a 2-GPU cluster. The optimal strategy to achieve the minimal average JCT of 1.25 hours would be SRTF: A is scheduled first (1 hour) with 2 GPUs and then B (1.5 hours). A naive alternative that allocates all available resource shares equally to all pending jobs (assuming for the sake of simplicity that the number of pending jobs does not exceed the total number of shares) would achieve the average JCT of 2 hours. What if an unforeseen arrival of future jobs comes into the picture?

Suppose a sequence of identical future jobs were to arrive. They take 2 hours with 1 GPU and x hours (1 < x < 2) with 2 GPUs. Let us consider a scenario in which the first future job arrives 1 hour later since the beginning and all subsequent jobs arrive x hours later than the preceding one. Regardless of the value of x, the naïve alternative achieves smaller average JCT than SRTF (Figure 12a). SRTF would perform as in Figure 12b when 1.5 < x < 2 and as in Figure 12c when 1 < x < 1.5. This example demonstrates that even an optimal allocation, if it does not account for future job arrivals, can turn into a mediocre one. Thus, to design an algorithm that performs well in practice, one must incorporate the possibility of future job arrivals into her design.

B Impact of Resource Efficiency

To present how resource efficiency impacts the evaluation of (1) and (2), which decides which job (either ja or jb) gets the extra GPU, let us first define fbk as fractional throughput gain of jk:

\[ f_{bk} = \frac{p_{bk,1}'}{p_{bk,1}}. \]

The optimal online job scheduling is NP-complete [17]. A brute force search would require examining \(10^{30} \) cases if we run 20 concurrent jobs on a 60-GPU cluster.

Figure 12: Examples in which the optimal allocation of resource shares depends on the arrival pattern of future jobs. Dark gray, light gray, and white boxes indicate that the corresponding jobs use two, one, and zero GPUs, respectively.

This metric measures the marginal throughput \( j_k \) earns with respect to its current throughput when it is allocated an extra GPU. Intuitively, a larger value indicates a larger resource efficiency. This metric is constrained by \( 1 < f_{bk} \leq 2 \), as we consider regimes where an extra GPU increases training throughput and the throughput scales sublinearly to the allocated GPUs.

We rewrite (1) \( (j_k \) earns the extra GPU if it is positive) as follows:

\[
\left( \frac{p_{b,1}}{p_{b,2}} f_b - 2 \right) f_a - \left( \frac{p_{b,1}}{p_{b,2}} - 2 \right).
\]

If no future job arrives, the share of an existing job would monotonically increase. Hence, \( p_{b,1} \leq p_{b,2} \) holds. Combined with \( f_b \leq 2 \), the terms in the parentheses are negative. This means that smaller \( f_a \) makes (4) more likely to be positive. Also, one can check that larger \( f_b \) makes (4) more likely to be positive. Put together, it concludes that \( j_k \) is more likely to get the extra GPU if its resource efficiency is relatively higher than that of \( j_a \).

If future jobs do arrive, the share of an existing job may decrease (i.e., \( p_{b,1} > p_{b,2} \) may hold) to the point where (4) is always positive, hence \( j_k \) always gets the extra GPU. Aside from this case, similar arguments apply. Also, evaluating whether (2) is positive follows a similar line of arguments and leads to the same conclusion: resource efficiency matters.

C Transitivity of (3)

Since we use (3) as a job-to-job comparison function to select a single job \( j^* \) with the top priority in Algorithm 1, (3) should be transitive, otherwise we cannot guarantee that such \( j^* \) exists. As the transitivity of (3) looks non-trivial, we provide a simple proof here.

Problem. Given that:

\[
\frac{p'_{b,1} - p_{b,1}}{p'_{b,1}} > \frac{p'_{a,1} - p_{a,1}}{p_{a,1}},
\]

\[
\frac{p'_{c,1} - p_{c,1}}{p_{c,1}} > \frac{p'_{b,1} - p_{b,1}}{p_{b,1}}.
\]

We have that:

\[
\frac{p'_{b,1} - p_{b,1}}{p'_{b,1}} > \frac{p'_{a,1} - p_{a,1}}{p_{a,1}} > \frac{p'_{c,1} - p_{c,1}}{p_{c,1}}.
\]
Figure 13: Rate of average JCT reduction from AFS-L with different scheduling algorithms using traces in Table 3 over a 64-GPU cluster.

D Discussion on AFS

AFS-L vs. AFS-P. Figure 13 compares the performance of AFS-L and AFS-P. We observe that AFS-P performs especially worse than AFS-L when there are many unfinished jobs in the cluster, which makes it more difficult for processor sharing of AFS-P to mimic the SRTF-like behavior of AFS-L. However, even in such cases, the average JCT blowup of AFS-P is curbed at twice the value from AFS-L in our experiments. It still outperforms other existing algorithms as demonstrated in Section 5.

Sensitivity to throughput measurement. Unlike legacy scheduling algorithms, AFS-P relies on throughput measurement to determine the resource shares. To evaluate the performance sensitivity to throughput measurement, we design AFS-S as a proof-of-concept algorithm. AFS-S is the same as AFS-P except that it only obtains the number of GPUs that lead to the maximum throughput for a job, rather than precisely estimating the throughput in relation to the number of GPUs. As it does not evaluate job throughputs, AFS-S as a proof-of-concept algorithm. AFS-S is insensitive to detailed throughput measurement, rather contingent on figuring out the number of GPUs that gives rise to the highest performance.

Asynchronous training. As CoDDL automatically scales a DLT job instead of letting users do it manually, we need to select a default strategy for distributed training. We select bulk-synchronous-parallel (BSP) training over asynchronous training because its system throughput is equal to algorithmic training throughput. With asynchronous training, it is common that the system throughput increases linearly while the algorithmic training throughput does not, partly due to exchanging outdated parameter updates. This can be viewed as wasting GPU resources (requiring extra training iterations), similar to BSP’s wasting GPU time on GPU-to-GPU communication. However, in case of asynchronous training, such a waste is difficult to be detected by the system, as it additionally requires evaluating algorithmic training performance (i.e., how fast training and/or evaluation accuracy improves, what is the final accuracy of the trained model, etc.). Optimus [38] suggests a method for measuring algorithmic performance by predicting the training loss curve, but it is unclear whether predicting the loss curve is always possible in theory, as is also questioned by a follow-up work [24].

E Removing Network Sharing

This section provides the details and the proof of the guarantee mentioned in Section 4.4 – the network packing regulation removes network sharing across the cluster, while providing a small constant bound of the difference from the originally-determined share to the regulated share for all jobs. We formulate the problem as follows. We assume a homogeneous GPU cluster where each machine is equipped with $2^k$ GPUs ($k > 0$). Given $n$ jobs to share $m$ machines ($n > 0$ and $m > 0$), say the scheduling algorithm originally assigns $s_i$ GPUs to job $i$ ($i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$), where $\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 2^k m$. Then, the controller applies the network packing regulation, adapting $s_i$ to $r_i$ that requires $r_i$ to be one of zero, $2^f$ ($0 \leq f < k$), or a multiple of $2^k$, for all $i$. We prove two propositions as follow.

**Proposition 1: removal of network sharing.** Given $r_i$ GPUs to job $i$ for all $i$, there exists at least one GPU placement decision that the following conditions hold true. First, for all $i$, job $i$ uses exactly $[r_i/2^k]$ machines, which is the minimum number required. Second, at most one job on any machine uses two or more machines.

**Proof.** We describe one of the feasible placement algorithms that makes this proposition hold true. Initially, no machines are assigned to any jobs. First of all, we discard all jobs that $r_i = 0$. For all $i$ where $r_i$ is a multiple of $2^k$, assign $r_i/2^k$ machines to job $i$. Then, all those jobs and assigned machines already satisfy the two conditions of the proposition, so now we only consider the remaining jobs and machines. Since all remaining jobs are assigned less than $2^k$ GPUs each, to satisfy the first condition, we need to let each remaining job use only GPUs on the same machine – this is a bin-packing problem where each machine is a bin of size $2^k$ and each job is an item of size $r_i$. Fortunately, since $r_i$ of all remaining...
Proposition 2: feasibility and difference bound. Regardless of the value of \( \{s_1, \cdots, s_n\} \), there always exists at least one \( R = \{r_1, \cdots, r_n\} \) that the following conditions hold true. First, the total number of assigned GPUs do not change due to the regulation, i.e. \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} r_i \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 2^k m \). Second, for all \( i \), we guarantee the minimum value of \( r_i \), say \( x_i \), which is as follows:

\[
  r_i \geq x_i = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{s_i}{2^k}, & \text{if } s_i > 2^k, \\
  2^{\log_2 s_i}, & \text{if } 0 < s_i \leq 2^k, \\
  0, & \text{if } s_i = 0.
\end{cases}
\]

Note that \( x_i \) is the maximum value that satisfies the network packing regulation while not exceeding \( s_i \).

Proof. Say that we assign \( x_i \) GPUs to all job \( i \), i.e. \( r_i = x_i \). Then, \( R \) satisfies both the network packing regulation and the second condition of this proposition. However, since \( x_i \leq s_i \), this may not satisfy the first condition of this proposition, i.e. this may remain unassigned idle GPUs and the number is \( d = \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i - \sum_{i=1}^{n} r_i \). Thus, we will prove that in any cases where \( d > 0 \), we can always reduce \( d \) by assigning more GPUs while always satisfying the network packing regulation and the second condition of this proposition.

If \( d \geq 2^k \), we can reduce \( d \) to be lower than \( 2^k \) using two methods. First, assign \( 2^k \) more GPUs to any job \( i \) with \( r_i \geq 2^k \). Since \( r_i \) is already regulated by the network packing (i.e. it is a multiple of \( 2^k \)), adding \( 2^k \) more GPUs to \( r_i \) will keep it to be a multiple of \( 2^k \). Second, assign more GPUs to any job \( i \) with \( r_i = 2^\ell (0 \leq \ell < k) \) and \( d \geq 2^\ell \) so that \( r_i \) increases to \( 2^{\ell+1} \). Note that at least one of these two methods is always usable unless \( d \) becomes less than \( 2^k \).

If \( d < 2^k \), we can only use the second method aforementioned to reduce \( d \). Note that we cannot use the second method if \( r_i > d \) for all job \( i \). Thus, we need to prove that \( d \) becomes zero if \( r_i > d \) for all job \( i \). Actually, it is self-conflicted if we say \( d > 0 \) in that case. The total number of GPUs is \( d + \sum_{i=1}^{n} r_i \) and it should be equal to \( 2^k m \), but it cannot be a multiple of \( 2^k \) if \( 0 < d < r_i \) for all job \( i \) because \( r_i \) itself is a multiple of \( 2^k \) or a power of 2 less than \( 2^k \). \( \square \)
Figure 14: CDF of job sojourn time of traces in Table 3. X-axis is log-scaled and the unit is minutes.

Figure 15: Comparison of our simulator (sim) with real execution (real) for (a) Tiresias-L and (b) AFS-P with trace #3 (down-scaled to 0.2%) in Table 3 on our 64-GPU cluster. Average JCTs are (a) sim: 5.62 and real: 5.65 hours (0.5% error) (b) sim: 1.83 and real: 1.93 hours (5.2% error), respectively.
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Abstract
Distributed deep neural network training (DT) systems are widely deployed in clusters where the network is shared across multiple tenants, i.e., multiple DT jobs. Each DT job computes and aggregates gradients. Recent advances in hardware accelerators have shifted the performance bottleneck of training from computation to communication. To speed up DT jobs’ communication, we propose ATP, a service for in-network aggregation aimed at modern multi-rack, multi-job DT settings. ATP uses emerging programmable switch hardware to support in-network aggregation at multiple rack switches in a cluster to speedup DT jobs. ATP performs decentralized, dynamic, best-effort aggregation, enables efficient and equitable sharing of limited switch resources across simultaneously running DT jobs, and gracefully accommodates heavy contention for switch resources. ATP outperforms existing systems accelerating training throughput by up to 38% - 66% in a cluster shared by multiple DT jobs.

1 Introduction
Traditional network design relied on the end-to-end principle to guide functionality placement, leaving only common needs implemented within the network, primarily routing and forwarding. However, datacenter networks and workloads have evolved, and there is a strong case to support common application functionality within the network [22,41,71].

Deep Neural Networks (DNN) are emerging as a critical component of more and more enterprise applications such as computer vision [33], natural language processing [26,67], databases [65], compilers [66], systems [68], and networking [54]. These applications all require distributed DNN training (DT) to iteratively train better DNNs for improved prediction performance. Enterprises typically run DT on multi-rack clusters [12] shared by other applications. Each DT job has several workers and parameter servers (PS) spread across several machines. Workers compute gradients and send these gradients to the PS(s) over the network for aggregation. Gradient aggregation, which combines partial results from multiple workers and returns a single aggregated result, is commonly used in DT, and contributes substantially to overall training time [48]. Recent advances in special hardware [6,12] have shifted the performance bottleneck of distributed training from computation to communication [48,56]: VGG16 training can be 4X faster without network communication [56].

Further, datacenter networks are becoming feature-rich with the introduction of new classes of programmable network devices such as programmable switches (e.g., Intel’s FlexPipe [8], Cavium’s XPliant [13], Barefoot Tofino [4]) and network accelerators (e.g., Cavium’s OCTEON and LiquidIO products [9], Netronome’s NFP-6000 [10], and FlexNIC [43]). Together, they offer in-transit packet processing and in-network state that can be used for application-level stateful computation as data flows through the network.

Current DT stacks implement gradient aggregation purely in the application. However, the emergence of DT as a common application and its reliance on gradient aggregation, as well as the emergence of application-level stateful computation as a network feature, suggests an opportunity to reduce training time by moving gradient aggregation inside the network. This reduces network bandwidth consumption from workers to the PS(s). For both single DT and multiple DT jobs (i.e., multi-tenant settings) this bandwidth allows pushing more gradients through the network, and increases the total throughput of gradient flows thereby reducing training times.

Recent proposals show the initial promise of such in-network aggregation: e.g., SwitchML [56] increases training throughput for VGG16 by 2X via in-network aggregation on a programmable top-of-rack switch. However, the general problem of making aggregation a true in-network service to be leveraged by multiple DT tenants in a multi-rack/multi-switch cluster has not received systematic attention. Realizing such a service calls for mechanisms to share limited multi-switch aggregation resources across multiple tenants.

The key goal of our work is to speed up multiple DT jobs running simultaneously in a cluster by maximizing the benefits from in-network multi-switch aggregation, and distributing these benefits across multiple DT jobs in an equitable manner. To do so, we propose a new network service for multi-rack clusters called Aggregation Transmission Protocol, i.e., ATP. ATP supports dynamic aggregation at rack switches. DT jobs go through ‘on’ and ‘off’ gradient aggregation phases, and ATP uses decentralized mechanisms to ensure that switch resources used by a DT job entering its off phase can be dynamically reused by a DT job in its on phase. ATP supports best-effort aggregation. This enables DT jobs to gracefully fall back to end-host aggregation under heavy contention from many tenants without extra overhead.
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ATP chunks gradients for each DT job into fixed size fragments that we refer to as \textit{gradient fragment packets} and partitions programmable switch resources into the same fixed size fragments called \textit{aggregators}. As these gradient fragment packets flow through the network, ATP opportunistically aggregates them by accumulating results at the earliest available programmable switch, or in the worst-case at the PS end-host.

ATP proposes a decentralized aggregator allocation mechanism that supports aggregation at line rate for multiple jobs by dynamically allocating free aggregators when gradient fragment packets arrive at a switch. A key issue with an in-network aggregation service is that traditional end-to-end protocols do not work when gradient fragment packets are consumed in the network due to aggregation, as that may be misinterpreted as packet loss. Thus, ATP co-designs the switch logic and end host networking stack specifically to support reliability and effective congestion control.

We opensource ATP’s implementation \cite{ATP}. Our implementation works atop clusters using P4-programmable switches. Such switches expose a limited set of in-network packet processing primitives, place ungenerous memory limits on network state, and have a constrained memory model restricting reads/writes. We overcome these constraints, and show how ATP can support highly effective dynamic, best-effort aggregation that can achieve 60Gbps. Our implementation also has mechanisms that improve state-of-the-art floating point value quantization to support limited switch computation. ATP’s implementation adopts a kernel bypass design at the end-host so that existing protocol stacks are not replaced by ATP’s network stack and non-ATP applications can continue to use existing protocol stacks.

We run extensive experiments on popular DNN models to evaluate ATP in a single rack testbed with multiple jobs. Our evaluation shows that in multi-tenant scenarios, dynamic, best-effort in-network aggregation with ATP enables efficient switch resource usage. For example, the performance only decreases by 5 – 10% when only half of the desired aggregators are available, and outperforms current state-of-the-art by 38% when there is heavy contention for on-switch resources. We simulate multi-rack cluster experiments with a typical topology and show a 66% reduction in network traffic with ATP. We benchmark loss-recovery and congestion control algorithms proposed in ATP. The loss recovery mechanism of ATP outperforms the state-of-the-art (SwitchML) by 34% and an ATP job with congestion control speeds up 3X compared to one without congestion control.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Preliminaries

\textbf{PS Architecture.} This design \cite{PS1,PS2,PS3} as shown in Figure 1 enables data-parallel training, where training data is partitioned and distributed to workers. There are two phases: gradient computation, where workers locally compute gradients; and gradient aggregation, where workers’ gradients are transmitted over the network to be aggregated (which involves the addition of gradients) at one or more end-hosts called parameter servers (PSs). The aggregated parameters are then sent back to the workers. Gradients are tensors, i.e., arrays of values. With multiple PSs, each PS has a distinct partition of parameters.

\textbf{Programmable Switch.} The recent emergence of programmable switches provides opportunities to offload application-level stateful computation \cite{PS4,PS5,PS6}. A popular example is the Tofino switch \cite{PS7}, which we use. Programmable switches expose memory as stateful and stateless objects. Stateless objects, \textit{metadata}, hold the transient state for each packet, and the switch releases this object when that packet is dropped or forwarded. Stateful objects, \textit{registers}, hold state as long as the switch program is running. A register value can be read and written in the dataplane, but can only be accessed once, either for read or write or both, for each packet. A register is an array of values. In the context of in-network aggregation, each packet has a subset of gradient values and needs a set of registers to aggregate them. We call this set of registers an \textit{aggregator}.

Programmable switches have constrained compute resources, memory(\textasciitilde 10MB \cite{PS8}), and programmability for application-level processing. Register memory can only be allocated when the switch program launches. To change memory allocation, users have to stop the switch, modify the switch program and restart the switch program. The computation flexibility is limited by the number of stages, the payload parsing capability, and the time budget at each stage: only independent computation primitives can be placed in the same stage and the number of register accessed in the same stage is also limited. These limits lead to small packet sizes for in-network computation and storage applications: the payload size of SwitchML and NetCache is 128B \cite{SwitchML,NetCache,PS9,PS10,PS11,PS12}.

\textbf{In-Network Aggregation.} Gradients can be seen as a sequence of fragments (each fragment has a subset of gradient values), and aggregation (addition of gradients) of all the gradients is the aggregation of each of these fragments. In-network aggregation for each fragment is done in a specific aggregator. Figure 2 exemplifies this for a DT job with two workers using one programmable switch. Workers 1 and 2 create packets having a fragment with 3 tensor values and send them to the switch. Suppose the switch first receives the packet $p_1$ from worker 1. It stores the tensor values contained in $p_1$ in the aggregator’s registers $R_1, R_2, R_3$. The switch then drops packet $p_1$. When the switch then receives packet $p_2$ from worker 2, it aggregates the tensor values contained in $p_2$ with contents of $R_1, R_2, R_3$. If there were additional workers, the switch would update the registers with the aggregation of both packets. In this example, because $p_2$ is from

\footnote{The exact parameters of programmable switches and ATP are specific to “Tofino” programmable switches; if other programmable switches have similar limitations, ATP can be used similarly.}
the last worker, the switch overwrites the values in packet $p_2$ with the aggregated result and multicasts $p_2$ to both the workers. This architectural improvement not only reduces network traffic and eliminates the incast but also saves the CPU cycles used for aggregation operation at the end hosts. As this improvement only applies to communication, the overall training acceleration ratio depends specifically on the ratio of communication to computation in the DT job [28, 56].

A recent work, SwitchML [56], prototypes this idea for a single DT job in a rack-scale network. We use SwitchML as an example to illustrate the design space and underscore the key attributes of an ideal in-network aggregation service. SwitchML removes the PS by offloading gradient aggregation entirely to the top-of-rack switch. It allocates a static pool of aggregators in the rack switch to a DT job, and streams gradient fragment(s) from workers to the switch only after previously sent gradient fragment(s) are aggregated and have vacated aggregator(s) on the switch. We argue next that design choices in SwitchML need to be reconsidered in the multi-job and multi-rack settings, necessitating a systematic in-network service.

### 2.2 In-Network Aggregation as a Service

When applied to multiple DT jobs, SwitchML requires static partitioning of switch resources, where each job is statically assigned to a partition. In a multi-tenant scenario, this results in underutilization of switch resources. DT jobs go through on and off gradient aggregation phases as shown in Figure 3, and switch resources belonging to a DT job in the off phase can be shared with a DT job in the on phase in a dynamic manner, but static partitioning precludes this.

SwitchML offloads gradient aggregation for each DT job entirely to the rack switch. With heavy switch resource contention, DT jobs have to wait for switch resources leading to underutilization of the network link bandwidth from the workers to the PS(s). In a better design, a DT job could instead aggregate a fraction of gradients at the switch in a best-effort manner while aggregating the rest at the end-host.

Rack-scale solutions like SwitchML limit job scalability and are not optimal in terms of traffic reduction for cross-rack jobs. Enabling aggregation service at every layer of the network topology complicates the service design and the network operation. ATP balances complexity and performance by enabling aggregation at the workers’ and PS’s ToR switches.

Thus, in the context of multi-job and multi-rack, an ideal in-network aggregation service should support dynamic, best-

![Figure 1: Parameter servers (PS)](image1.png)

![Figure 2: In-network aggregation example](image2.png)

![Figure 3: A DT job training VGG16 shows on-off communication pattern for a simple one worker-one PS setting.](image3.png)

**Rethinking Reliability.** In-network aggregation breaks end-to-end semantics as some packets are consumed inside the network during aggregation. Traditional end-host based reliability mechanisms can misinterpret in-network packet consumption as a packet loss, leading to unnecessary retransmissions and lead to incorrect gradient aggregation due to the inability of existing reliability mechanisms in dealing with these new class of packet events. Thus, we need a new reliability algorithm to deal with this new class of packet events.

**Rethinking Congestion-Control.** In the multi-tenant case, the network resources (switch aggregators and network bandwidth) available to a DT job fluctuates because (1) DT jobs exhibit on-off communication phases (Figure 3), (2) the total number of DT jobs varies, and (3) background traffic varies. Utilizing fluctuating network resources efficiently and sharing them fairly depends on congestion control. However, as end-to-end semantics are broken we cannot use traditional congestion control algorithms that rely on RTT or drops as the congestion signal. We need a new congestion control algorithm that identifies the right congestion signal so as to modulate the throughput of gradient fragments from workers’ for each DT job to meet the requirements of efficient use and fair division of network resources across DT jobs.

### 3 Design

ATP is a network service that performs dynamic, best-effort aggregation across DT jobs. ATP’s design aligns with guidelines for building robust and deployable in-network computation [53]: (1) offload reusable primitives: ATP is a network service for in-network aggregation and a common function to different DT frameworks; (2) preserve fate sharing: ATP is able to progress in the event of network device failure via fallback to aggregation at the end-host; (3) keep state out of the network: ATP’s end-host reliability algorithms are able to recover lost data and deal with partial aggregation; (4) minimal interference: ATP chooses aggregation only at Top-of-Rack (ToR) switches to sidestep issues owing to probabilistic routing in the network.


3.1 ATP Overview

ATP lies in the transport layer which specifically targets in-network aggregation of gradient tensors in DT applications; it is not a general-purpose transport. Compared to general-purpose TCP: (a) ATP redesigns specific transport features, such as reliability, congestion control, and flow control for its target context. (b) ATP does not implement TCP’s in-order byte-stream and multiplexing abstractions as they do not apply to the target context.

ATP performs aggregation at the granularity of fragments of a gradient that fit in a single packet, i.e., gradient fragment packets. ATP chunks the gradient tensor at each worker into a sequence of fixed-size fragments such that each fragment fits in a packet and assigns each a sequence number. Gradient aggregation for a DT job merges values at the same sequence number from each worker’s sensor.

Upon booting, each ATP programmable switch allocates a portion of switch register memory to be shared by ATP jobs. This memory is organized as an array of fixed-size segments, which we refer to as gradient fragment aggregators, or just aggregators. Each aggregator is accessed by its index in the array, and aggregates gradient packets with a specific sequence number belonging to the same DT job.

ATP workers stream gradient fragment packets to the PS(s). ATP aggregates gradient fragment packets inside the network when in-network resources are available. If in-network resources are unavailable, gradient fragment packets are sent to the end-host PS for aggregation. ATP restricts in-network aggregation to ToR programmable switches. This means that gradients from each worker can at most be aggregated at two levels – (1) the rack switch at the worker and (2) the rack switch at the PS. This requires coordination of decisions to ensure that each gradient fragment packet is aggregated exactly once. We use a decentralized, dynamic, best-effort approach to determine where aggregation occurs.

Gradient fragment packets contain direction fields. These directions interact with the ATP switch logic at the programmable switches, to program soft-state in the aggregator to elicit a coordinated decision. The aggregator soft-state can be discarded at any time, leading to aggregation at the PS instead of the switch. The directions in a gradient fragment packet comprise fields that help switches decide whether to aggregate the packet, in which gradient aggregator to aggregate, and to identify completion or failure of aggregation at an aggregator. Switch logic uses these directions to program soft-state in the switch that identifies whether a gradient aggregator already exists for an incoming gradient fragment, and keeps track of intermediate aggregation results and completion of aggregation.

Soft-state in switches and directions in packets ensure that

2Note that two gradients from different workers that will be aggregated never meet at switches in ring all-reduce architecture [58]. To the best of our knowledge, any in-network aggregation, as well as ATP, can not apply to ring all-reduce architecture.

3.2 ATP Infrastructure Setup

ATP requires a one-time static setup involving programming and restarting switches to bring the service up. Any dynamic per-job setup is managed by inserting the appropriate job-specific directions in gradient fragment packets.
Figure 5: ATP packet format.

Static Infrastructure Setup. The infrastructure, comprising the switches and the end-host networking stack, is configured once to serve all ATP jobs. Each programmable switch installs a classifier to identify ATP traffic—gradient and parameter packets—and allocates a portion of switch resources—aggregators—to aggregate ATP traffic. The end host installs an ATP networking stack, which intercepts all the push or pull gradient calls from DT jobs. End-hosts have knowledge of the network topology—switch, end-host port connectivity, and total number of aggregators at a switch—so they can orchestrate aggregation across multiple switches.

Dynamic Per-Job Setup. Each new DT job is assigned a unique job ID. The job assigns each worker an ID from 1 to W, where W is the total number of workers. The job tracks the location of workers in the network topology to build an aggregation hierarchy. In case workers and PS are spread across racks, the job can use multiple switches for in-network aggregation. The ATP networking library computes the job’s worker fan-in at each level of the aggregation hierarchy, which is used to determine when aggregation is complete (§3.5). ATP uses IGMP to build a multicast distribution tree for the PS to return parameters to workers.

3.3 Data Structures

Packet Format. Figure 5 shows the gradient fragment packet format. The ATP header fields comprise directions and contain metadata about the fragment. The jobIDAndSequenceNumber field is the identifier of a packet and is used to match gradient packets from different workers on the same job. The Data field contains tensor values (or aggregated tensor values).

One-hot encoding is used to identify the worker’s position in the aggregation hierarchy (bitmap0), and the first-level switch’s position at the second edge switch (bitmap1). The fan-in degree indicates the number of workers attached to the first edge switch (fanInDegree0) and workers or switches attached to the second edge switch (fanInDegree1). These four fields are used to determine when aggregation has completed (§3.5). The edgeSwitchIdentifier flag is set to 0 if the packet is en-route to the first edge switch in the aggregation hierarchy and 1 if the packet is en-route to the second edge switch.

Workers detect dropped packets when they receive out-of-order parameter packets, which triggers them to resend gradient packets for aggregation (§3.7). The resend flag is set if it is a retransmitted gradient packet. The ECN flag is marked by a switch when the switch’s output queue length exceeds some threshold, which is used for detecting network congestion. The collision flag is marked by a switch when it forwards a gradient packet onward due to the aggregator not being available because it is in use by a different job. This flag helps PS choose another aggregator to avoid collision in the next round.

Parameter packets use the same packet format, but indicate the different contents by setting the isAck flag. They are multicast from the switches to workers when an aggregation is complete, and serve as acknowledgments (ACKs) for the gradient packets sent by the workers.

Switch Memory. Figure 6 shows the switch memory layout. Switch memory is organized as an array of fixed-size aggregators, each accessed by its index in the array. The value field contains aggregated data from different workers. The size of the value field is the same as that of a gradient fragment value. The bitmap field records which workers have already been aggregated to the aggregator’s value field. The counter field records the number of distinct workers included in the aggregated value. The ECN field records congestion status and is set if any aggregated packet had the ECN flag set. The timestamp field is updated when an aggregation is performed, and is used to detect when an aggregator has been abandoned (e.g., when all workers fail) and can be deallocated (§3.7). The identifier fields <Job ID, Sequence Number> uniquely identify the job and the fragment that this aggregator serves.

3.4 Inter-rack Aggregation

Scaling aggregation beyond a single rack provides more flexibility w.r.t. where DT executes in a cluster. Aggregating just at a worker’s local ToR switch is simple, but leads to unnecessary network traffic to the PS when workers reside in different racks. Alternatively, aggregation can be done at higher layers of the network topology. However, this approach would greatly increase protocol complexity because the system has to handle route changes in the interior of the network. For example, ECMP-based routing can change the number of gradient streams incident at a particular switch in the interior of the network. This necessitates careful coordination between network routing and the aggregator allocation mechanism. Thus, ATP only deploys in-network aggregation in ToR switches, either at the worker’s rack (first-level) or at the PS’s rack (second-level). This complies with a recent study which shows that programmable switches today are

Figure 6: ATP Switch memory layout.
Aggregator Allocation. The arrival of a gradient fragment packet triggers aggregator allocation. When a gradient fragment packet arrives, the switch checks the availability of the aggregator at the packet’s aggregatorIndex field. End-hosts compute aggregatorIndex as HASH(Job ID, Sequence Number) % numAggregators, which is consistent across all workers in a job. However, hash collisions could cause aggregatorIndex from different fragments and different jobs to map to the same index: e.g., in Figure 4, gradient fragment packets of Jobs 1 and 3 collide at index 9.

If the identifier field <Job ID, Sequence Number> in the aggregator is empty, we store the packet’s identifier in the aggregator, and copy the gradient packet’s data into the aggregators value field. The switch copies the bitmap field in the aggregator from the appropriate bitmap field in the packet (bitmap0 if edgeSwitchIdentifier is 0, else bitmap1), and initializes the counter to 1.

If the aggregator’s identifier field is non-empty, the switch compares it to packet’s identifiers (box ① in Figure 7). If they are different, there is a hash collision and ATP pushes the fragment packet downstream to be processed at the PS. To avoid aggregation on this packet at the downstream switch and propagate the collision information to the PS, ATP sets resend and collision flags. To indicate this packet came from a switch and not a worker, it flips the edge switch identifier in the packet (② in Figure 7) as well. If the aggregator and packet identifiers are equal, gradient aggregation occurs.

Gradient Aggregation. If an aggregator is available for a gradient fragment packet, ATP uses the edgeSwitchIdentifier to fetch the fan-in degree and the bitmap for this switch from the packet (③ in Figure 7). Then, ATP checks whether this packet has been aggregated by testing the packet’s bitmap against the aggregator’s bitmap (④ in Figure 7). If not, ATP aggregates (adds) the packet’s gradient data to the value field in the aggregators and also or’s the bitmap field in the gradient packet to the bitmap field in the aggregator (⑤ in Figure 7). ATP increments the aggregator’s counter field. If the packet already been aggregated (e.g., it was resent), ATP or’s the ECN field from the packet into the aggregator’s ECN field and drops the packet (⑥ in Figure 7).

If the counter in the aggregator is less than the corresponding fan-in degree (⑥ in Figure 7), ATP drops the gradient fragment packet and OR’s the ECN — this is the step that saves bandwidth to the PS. If, however, they are equal then aggregation at this switch is complete and ready to be pushed downstream. The switch replaces the packet’s data field with the aggregator’s value field, and the corresponding bitmap field with the aggregator’s bitmap and sends the packet downstream towards the PS.

ATP chooses to forward the complete aggregation results to the PS instead of sending them back to workers. This design makes the aggregation results stored at the PS. When a parameter packet to workers is dropped, the PS can resend the aggregation result.

Aggregator Deallocation using Parameter Packets. The
switch multicasts parameter packets back to the workers when it receives parameter packets from PS. A parameter packet works as the acknowledgement (ACK) of the gradient fragment packets, and must traverse the edge switches used for aggregation. When an ATP switch processes a parameter packet, the switch checks if the aggregator at the packet’s index has a matching identifier, and if so deallocates the aggregator by changing all fields to null (§3 in Figure 7).

### 3.6 End Host Logic

Workers in ATP push gradient fragment packets toward the PS and receive updated parameters back. The PS accepts gradient fragment packets, as well as partially or fully aggregated packets, to compute the full aggregation and sends the updated parameters back to workers. The PS also addresses collisions over aggregator indexes by **rehashing**.

**Worker Pushing Gradients.** The ATP end-host network stack obtains gradients by intercepting push or pull calls from DT jobs. It chunks these gradients into a sequence of 306B packets (58B header + 248B gradient values). ATP converts floating-point numbers in gradients to 32-bit integers [§3.7] to work with switches that do not support floating-point operations. These gradient fragment packets are small and ATP introduces optimizations for high packet I/O throughput (§4).

**PS Updating Parameters.** ATP allocates an area of memory for each job at the PS for collecting aggregated gradients as an array of `<bitmap, value>` indexed by sequence number. The bitmap tracks which workers’ gradient fragments have been aggregated in the `value` field. PS maintains a bitmap for each value to track which worker values have been aggregated. When a gradient fragment packet arrives, the PS compares its bitmap with that of the packet for an overlap. If they do not overlap, the PS aggregates the packet’s data into its stored value, and updates the stored bitmap from the packet’s bitmap. For example, if the incoming gradient packet is an individual gradient packet, PS checks if a packet from that worker was already aggregated (i.e., `bitmap` for the worker is set to 1) due to a resent packet, drops duplicates and otherwise updates the value and bitmap. On completion of aggregation of a parameter fragment, the PS sends the updated parameter fragment to the switch, which multicasts back to all workers in the job.

For a single gradient fragment, it is possible that the aggregator is busy when the first few packets arrive (hash collision), but available for later packets (released). In this case, the first packets are forwarded directly to the PS, while the remaining ones are aggregated at the switch. However, without intervention the switch will never send along the aggregated values because it is waiting for **packets that have already been sent**. Workers detect this stalled aggregation when they receive parameter packets for higher-sequenced fragments, and all workers will treat the stalled fragment as a loss. Each worker retransmits the stalled fragment with the `resend` bit set. This ensures completion of aggregation (by piggybacking on packet loss recovery; §3.7).

To reduce the frequency of aggregator collisions, we propose a dynamic hashing scheme. PS checks the `collision` bit of gradient packets. If the `collision` bit is set, the PS rehashes to get a new aggregator index (as `HASH(<aggregatorIndex> % numAggregators)`). It sends this new aggregator index to workers in the unused `bitmap` field of the parameter packet. Workers remap the collision-prone index to the new index, and send any subsequent gradient that would have been sent with the old index with the new index instead. This simple approach helps evolve the hash function in a dynamic manner over time at each worker, making it collision-resistant.

**Worker Receiving Parameters.** The network stack maintains a sliding window over the sequence of gradient fragment packets. After sending an initial window of packets, the worker records the first un-ACKed sequence number as the **expected sequence number** and waits for parameter packets from the PS. The worker uses the parameter packets from PS to slide the window and send new gradient packets. When a worker receives a parameter packet, it checks if the packet has the expected packet sequence number. If the parameter packet was already received (e.g., because it is lost by some other worker and retransmitted at that worker’s request), it is ignored. If it has the expected number, the worker increases the expected sequence number and invokes the congestion control algorithm (§3.7) to update the current window. If the number of in-flight packets is less than the congestion window, ATP sends the remaining window (congestion window size - in-flight packets) of gradients fragment packets. If the parameter has a sequence number higher than expected, ATP may consider the expected gradient fragment as lost, triggering loss recovery (§3.7).

### 3.7 Reliability and Congestion Control

**Reliability.** Due to loss of gradient fragment or parameter packets, the PS may not send parameter packets in sequence. As noted previously, when this occurs, a worker updates the received parameters but does not update expected sequence number. When a worker receives three consecutive parameter packets other than the expected sequence number, it detects loss of the gradient fragment with the expected sequence number. In this case, ATP worker retransmits the missing fragment packet with the `resend` bit set; this indicates to switches that there may be a partial aggregation state in the switch.

ATP takes a simple approach and does not try to do in-network aggregation of resent gradients. This design considers the case that packet drop is due to one or more worker failures, where worker recovery can take a significant amount of time (§A.3). In this case, the remaining active workers still keep retransmitting gradient packets, but the switch cannot complete the aggregation. The aggregators are occupied but do not perform effective aggregation, which wastes the aggregator.

ATP takes different steps at the first and second levels of ag-
Aggregation. At the first level, when a resent packet arrives, the switch checks for a matching aggregator. If it exists, and the aggregator bitmap does not indicate that the resent packet’s fragment has already been aggregated, then the switch aggregates the value from the packet into the aggregator, merges the bitmap from the packet into the aggregator’s bitmap, forwards the results (which may be partial) downstream, and deallocates the aggregator. When subsequent resent packets arrive, the corresponding aggregator has already been deallocated, so the switch simply forwards the resent packet downstream.

At the second level, the switch is unable to merge partial results because it has one bit rather than a bitmap to indicate the aggregation status for each of its first-level aggregation. Instead, the second-level switch discards its aggregation state and forwards any resent packet (including partial aggregations from the first level) to the PS, where the aggregation ultimately completes. This ensures that upon packet loss, all gradient fragments are (re)sent to the PS and the aggregator for the fragment is deallocated.

The memory leaks can occur when a job stops abnormally before PS sends parameter packets to deallocate aggregators. Without any mechanism, the aggregator would remain occupied because the PS never ACKs with a corresponding parameter packet. To handle this, on every parameter packet, the switch checks the timeout value for the register specified by the parameter packet’s index. Even if its job ID and sequence number do not match the parameter packet, the switch will deallocate the aggregator if the timestamp is older than a configured value.

**Congestion Control.** In a multi-tenant network, multiple ATP jobs and other applications share the network. They contend for various resources including network bandwidth, receiver CPU, and switch buffers. In ATP, multiple jobs also contend for aggregators at the switches.

High contention for aggregators in the switch can lead to a situation where aggregators cannot aggregate all traffic. This causes the traffic volume to increase, which will trigger queue length buildup in switches and packet loss due to switch buffer overflow. The observable symptoms in this case are similar to network congestion. Based on this, ATP uses congestion control to manage all contended resources.

In TCP, senders detect congestion using RTT, duplicated ACKs, or ECN marks, and respond by adjusting sending windows. For ATP, we pick ECN marks as the primary congestion signal. RTT measured from a worker sending a gradient packet to it receiving a parameter ACK packet will not work because it includes synchronization delay between workers. As all the workers receive the same parameter packet, using ECN ensures that all workers see similar congestion signals. We enable the ECN marking in switches, and use both ECN and (rare) packet loss as the congestion signal. To ensure that ECN marks are not lost during aggregation, ATP merges the ECN bit in fragment packets into the ECN bit in aggregator (7 in Figure 7), which is later forwarded to the PS when aggregation completes. This ECN bit is then copied to the parameter packet and eventually reaches all the workers.

Each ATP worker applies Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) to adjust its window in response to congestion signals. The window size ATP starts at 200 packets, which at 300 bytes for each packet is within the bandwidth-delay product (~ 60KB) of a 100Gbps network. ATP increases window size by one MTU (1500 bytes or 5 packets) for each received parameter packet until it reaches a threshold, which is similar to slow start in TCP. Above the slow-start threshold, ATP increases window size by one MTU per window. When a worker detects congestion via ECN marking on a parameter ACK or three out-of-order ACKs, it halves the window, and updates the slow start threshold to the updated window.

### 3.8 Dealing with Floating Point

Gradient values are real numbers and DNN training frameworks offer several numerical types to represent them, each type offering varying trade-offs between range, precision and computational overhead. Gradient values are typically represented using 32-bit floating point type.

The current generation of programmable switches does not support 32-bit floating point arithmetic. Like prior work [56], ATP converts gradient values at each worker from 32-bit floating point representation to 32-bit integer representation by multiplying the floating point number by a scaling factor ($10^8$) and rounding to the nearest integer. The switch aggregates these 32-bit integers and PS converts the aggregated value back to 32-bit floating points by dividing by the scaling factor. ATP chooses a large scaling factor, i.e., $10^8$, so as to minimize loss of precision as 32-bit floating point representation provides precision of 7 decimal digits [7]. A detailed justification of ATP’s choice of scaling factor can be found in §B.1.

A large scaling factor can lead to the overflow of aggregated gradients. There are two alternatives to deal with overflows: proactive and reactive. The former (described in §B.2) is cautious and wastes opportunities for in-network aggregation by sending some gradient packets directly to the PS for aggregation. We explain the pitfalls of this mechanism in §B.2. Instead, ATP uses a reactive mechanism: all gradient packets are sent with the intention of aggregation at a network switch. If a gradient packet triggers overflow at an aggregator in the switch, we utilize a switch feature (saturation) to set the aggregator value to the maximum value or minimum value represented with 32-bit integers. If the aggregator value is saturated, any further gradient packets destined at this aggregator only update the directions (i.e., bitmap, fanInDegrees) and the value remains saturated. When the aggregation is done, i.e., fanInDegree value is equal to the number of workers, the saturated aggregator value is written to the gradient packet and sent to the PS. If the PS finds the aggregator value is saturated, it requests the original gradient values in floating-point format from all workers. This triggers a retransmission and all
the workers send packets with floating-point gradient values directly to the PS, which finally performs aggregation.

In the worst case, such a reactive overflow correction incurs the cost of retransmission of all gradient packets in an iteration. Note that the overhead incurred during overflow correction is exactly the same as that during packet loss recovery. In our evaluations, we see no deterioration in training throughput if the packet loss rate is $< 0.1\%$ ($\S 5.2.3$). This translates to overflow correction as well: if the frequency of overflow correction is $< 0.1\%$ (over packets), we will see no deterioration in training throughput. We empirically show that there is hardly any overflow for all popular models’ training in $\S 5.3$. The frequency of overflow correction can be further reduced using a dynamic scaling factor ($\S B.3$).

Because overflow correction adds little overhead, ATP’s in-network aggregation yields substantial speed-up in per-epoch times. Coupled with quantization not affecting the number of epochs, ATP overall yields significant gains in time-to-target-accuracy, as we also show in $\S 5.3$.

4 Implementation

ATP’s implementation consists of (i) the protocol logic on P4 switches and end host, and (ii) hardware offloads to optimize small-packet performance. 

Programmable Switch. The switch implementation has processing logic for gradient aggregation and control logic to allocate, deallocate, and manage aggregators. The main challenge is that the whole packet must be parsed in a limited time budget and processed in the limited switch pipeline stages.

Aggregation. Prior work \[56\] processed packets in a single pass, which limited packets to 184B. ATP increases this limit by taking two passes (called two-pass) at the switch for each packet, which is a mixed usage of the resubmit \footnote{We leverage ‘force_shift ingress’ feature to drop the data part that has been aggregated before the resubmit.} and recirculate features. The details are in $\S C$. This raises the maximum packet size to just 306B – larger, but still small packets. This leaves 4 switch stages for control operations.

Control logic. This is responsible for checking whether an aggregator is available, processing protocol flags, and updating the aggregation state. To work within the restriction of one-time access to a register, ATP applies various techniques to handle complex operations. Consider the bitmap check process, which involves a read of the bitmap in the aggregator and then an arithmetic operation on the gradient value and bitmap value; finally, a write to the bitmap in the aggregator. We instead note that a write to bitmap is equivalent to setting a bit always. This allows us to reorder the write operation to just before the read operation. This read-followed-by-write serves as one-time register access which is permissible. Another method in ATP to address one-time access restriction for one packet is to use two packets; e.g., ATP allocates the aggregator with gradient packets but deallocates the associated aggregators using parameter packets.

End-Host Networking Stack. We implement ATP as a BytePS \[69\] plugin, which integrates in PyTorch \[15\], TensorFlow \[14\] and MXNet \[19\]. BytePS allows ATP’s use without application modifications. ATP intercepts the Push and Pull function calls at workers as they communicate with ATP PS.

Small Packet Optimizations. ATP’s network stack leverages Mellanox’s RAW ETHERNET userspace network programming model \[1\]. ATP uses TSO \[50\] and Multi-Packet QP (MP-QP) \[42\] hardware acceleration features to improve small-packet processing. TSO speeds packet sending by offloading packetization to the NIC and improves PCIe bandwidth via large DMA transfers. To improve packet receiving rate, MP-QP uses buffer descriptors that specify multiple contiguous packet buffers and reduce the NIC memory footprint by at least 512X. These features together reduce CPU cost via fewer calls to send/receive packets and fewer DMA operations to fetch packet send and receive descriptors.

ATP uses multiple threads to speed up packet processing. When ATP receives tensors to transfer, it assigns the tensor to a thread to send, which may cause load imbalance across different threads. Each worker in ATP has a centralized scheduler to receive tensors from the application layer, and maintains the total workload for each thread. Whenever the scheduler receives tensors to be sent, it extracts the size and assigns the tensor to the least loaded thread to balance the load.

Baseline Implementation. We implement a prototype of SwitchML \[56\], which uses the switch as the PS and provides a timeout-based packet-loss recovery mechanism. We apply TSO and MP-QP features to the SwitchML implementation at end hosts to improve small-packet operations, but do not apply the two-pass optimization at the switch to align with the public version of SwitchML. As a result, the packet size for SwitchML implementation is 180 bytes. We also open-source our SwitchML implementation \[3\].

5 Evaluation

We evaluate ATP via testbed experiments and software emulation to answer the following questions:

1. How does ATP perform compared to state-of-the-art approaches for a single job ($\S 5.2.1$)?
2. How does ATP’s inter-rack aggregation perform compared to an alternate rack-scale service ($\S 5.2.2$)?
3. What are the overheads of ATP’s loss recovery mechanisms ($\S 5.2.3$)?
4. How does conversion to integers in ATP affect time to accuracy ($\S 5.3$)?
5. How does dynamic aggregator allocation compare to a centralized static scheme under multi-tenancy ($\S 5.4$)?
6. How effective is ATP’s congestion control ($\S 5.5$)?

5.1 Experimental Setup

Cluster Setup. We evaluate ATP on a testbed with 9 machines. 8 of them have one NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU with NVIDIA driver version 430.34 and CUDA 10.0.
All machines have 56 cores of Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120T CPU @ 2.20GHz, 192GB RAM with Ubuntu 18.04 and Linux kernel 4.15.0-20. Each host has a Mellanox ConnectX-5 dual-port 100G NIC with Mellanox driver OFED 4.7-1.0.0.1. All the hosts are connected via a 32x100Gbps programmable switch with a Barefoot Tofino chip. We evaluate inter-rack aggregation using Tofino’s software switch model [5] to emulate ATP switches in software with the same code.

**Baselines.** We compare ATP against BytePS [69]; both use a worker-PS architecture. BytePS supports TCP (BytePS + TCP) and RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) (BytePS + RDMA) as network protocols. We turn on PFC [25] for RDMA to provide a lossless network. While ATP uses the default of N workers to 1 PS (labeled Nto1), we optimize BytePS with as many PSs as the workers (labeled NtoN) to alleviate the network bottleneck. Also, we co-locate one each of the N PSs and N workers in the same machine. We also compare ATP with our implementation of SwitchML, a state-of-the-art baseline with in-network aggregation support. We also compare ATP against Horovod [58] with RoCE (Horovod+RDMA) and with TCP (Horovod+TCP) which uses a ring all-reduce architecture [61].

**Workloads.** We run Pytorch on top of the above schemes to evaluate many popular real-world models: AlexNet, VGG11, VGG16, VGG19, ResNet50, ResNet101, and ResNet152 (model size 98MB), as representatives for network-intensive and compute-intensive workloads, respectively. We also run an aggregation microbenchmark where each worker repeatedly transmits 4MB tensors (maximum size BytePS supports), which are aggregated in the network (ATP) or at the PS(s) (BytePS), and are then sent back to the workers. In contrast to real jobs, this microbenchmark has equal-sized tensors and always has data to send with no “off” phase.

**Metrics.** We use three metrics to measure performance: (1) training throughput for DT jobs, which is the number of images processed per second (image/sec) normalized by the number of workers; (2) time to accuracy to show a DT job’s quality, which is the training time to reach a target or maximum accuracy; and (3) aggregation throughput for the microbenchmark, which is the total bytes of parameters received at each worker per second (Gbps).

### 5.2 Single Job Performance

#### 5.2.1 ATP Training Performance

We compare ATP against all baselines on single-job training throughput for all the models in our workload as shown in Figure 8. ATP achieves the best performance for all jobs with a maximum speedup of 1.5X over BytePS NtoN RDMA, 1.24X over Horovod RDMA, 2.5X over BytePS NtoN TCP, 8.7X over BytePS Nto1 TCP, 4.2X over Horovod TCP and 1.5X over SwitchML. Performance gains are larger on network-intensive workloads (VGG) than compute-intensive workloads (ResNet). PS-based ATP is comparable to, and in many cases outperforms, the state-of-the-art ring all-reduce approach (Horovod+RDMA). ATP outperforms SwitchML due to support for larger packet size made possible via our optimized two-pass implementation of switch logic.

#### 5.2.2 Inter-rack Aggregation

ATP provides aggregation at two levels in inter-rack configurations. We pick a typical network topology as shown in Figure 9, where the PS is connected to switch SW2 and workers w0-w5 are connected to different switches. We compare against a rack-scale solution (RSS) that aggregates locally at each rack and forwards partial aggregates to the PS. In our test topology, RSS performs aggregation for w0-w1 at SW0, w2-w3 at SW1, w4-w5 at SW2, and then, aggregation from SW0, SW1 and SW2 at the PS. This approach simplifies the algorithm at the switch cost of more network traffic to the PS. We measure the amount of traffic the PS receives with ATP and RSS using the software simulator (so we cannot measure real throughput). PS with RSS receives 3X more traffic than PS with ATP. This is because RSS sends the partial aggregates from SW0 — SW2 to PS while ATP aggregates individual packets from w5 and w4 and partial aggregates from SW0 and SW1 at switch SW2 before they are sent to PS; this eliminates 2/3 of the traffic to the PS.

#### 5.2.3 Packet Loss Recovery Overhead

ATP handles packet loss at the end host, but guarantees aggregation correctness and prevents memory leaks in the switch. To evaluate the overhead of packet loss recovery, we configure one worker to adversarially drop packets with a packet loss rate between 0.001% and 1% (as in prior work [56]). We compare against SwitchML, which uses a timeout mechanism to detect packet loss, and turn off ATP’s congestion control to avoid window back-off due to this adversarial packet loss. We use the timeout value (1ms) from SwitchML.

Figure 10 shows the training and microbenchmark throughput normalized to no loss for varying loss rates. Overall, ATP degrades gracefully when the loss rate increases, and to a lesser degree than SwitchML. This is because ATP adopts out-of-sequence ACKs as a packet loss signal, which enables ATP to detect and respond to packet losses faster than SwitchML.

### 5.3 ATP Time-to-Accuracy (TTA)

#### 5.3.1 Single Job TTA

ATP changes the nature of computation of gradient aggregation via conversion of gradient values to integers to enable aggregation on the switch and has reactive mechanisms to deal with overflows. To confirm this does not affect the training quality of our workload, we evaluate ATP’s accuracy over time against the baseline (BytePS NtoN RDMA). We find that ATP spends the same number of epochs to achieve the same top-5 accuracy as BytePS NtoN RDMA for all the models. Figure 11 plots the top-5 accuracy with time for ResNet50,
VGG16 and ResNet152. With VGG16, a network-intensive workload, ATP outperforms BytePS and reaches 75% top-5 accuracy 1.25X faster than BytePS. With ResNet50, ATP and BytePS reach 93% top-5 accuracy in comparable amount of time (ATP is 1.02X faster) as shown in Figure 11a. ATP does not speed up training for ResNet50 as it is a compute-intensive workload. ResNet152 (Figure 11c) exhibits the same trend as ResNet50. We also conduct TTA experiments on VGG19, ResNet101 and AlexNet models, and observe that ATP reaches target accuracy 1.2X, 1.01X and 2.39X faster, respectively. Figures for these results are in §D.3.

**Overflow Correction.** Retransmissions due to ATP’s overflow correction mechanism can be a source of overheads. In our results, we see overflows only with ResNet152, with 445 aggregated gradient packets (i.e., 0.00002% of all aggregated gradient packets generated in an epoch) requiring overflow correction. These happen only in the first few iterations of the first epoch when the model is initialized with random weights and the magnitude of gradient updates is large.

**Worst-case Precision Loss.** ATP uses a scaling factor of $10^8$. Gradient values with a magnitude less than $10^{-8}$ are approximated as zero and experience complete loss of precision. We observe that an average of only 0.00002% of the gradients values per epoch in ResNet50 are less than $10^{-8}$. As a result, ATP causes no loss of accuracy in the final trained model.

### 5.3.2 Multi-job Time-to-Accuracy (TTA)

We also evaluate TTA with 2 VGG16 jobs for ATP, BytePS Nto1 RDMA, and Horovod with RDMA. Each job has three workers. We use one switch to emulate a dumbbell topology and separate one worker from the other two of a job at the two ends of the dumbbell. The link line rate is 100Gbps. A worker-to-worker (or PS) path from each job share the dumbbell link. Figure 12 shows the 75% top-5 accuracy with time for each VGG16 job. Similar as single job TTA performance, ATP outperforms BytePS and Horovod and reaches 75% top-5 accuracy 1.20X faster than the fastest BytePS job, and 1.25X faster than Horovod. Two jobs in ATP and Horovod achieve the same accuracy with the same training time, while this is not the case for BytePS. We observed PFC storms from NICs in BytePS, which we suspect is due to the heavy PCIe contention between NIC and GPU.

In summary, these results demonstrate that ATP does not compromise training quality and is able to achieve baseline training accuracy in less time than other methods owing to the acceleration provided by in-network aggregation.

### 5.4 Multiple Jobs

ATP does dynamic best-effort sharing of switch resources across multiple jobs. Our multi-tenant extension of SwitchML statically partitions switch resources equally across jobs.

#### 5.4.1 Dynamic vs. Static Sharing

We compare ATP’s dynamic best-effort approach against SwitchML’s static approach by launching 3 identical VGG16 jobs (with identical placement for workers and PS) connected to one programmable switch. We vary the number of aggregators for the 3 jobs on the switch. The static approach allocates a fixed 1/3 fraction of the aggregators to each job, while ATP’s dynamic approach shares these aggregators dynamically, so that when any job is in an off phase its aggregators are available to other jobs.

We first tune the number of aggregators reserved for the 3 jobs to find the minimum number needed to get maximal training throughput for each job with the static approach. We find that 1980 aggregators, referred to as peak throughput aggregators (PTA), equally divided across the three jobs maximize throughput because jobs saturate the link from the switch to the PS. To measure the impact of sharing strategy under contention, we reduce the number of available aggregators from 100% of PTA to 33% of PTA, and measure training throughput with both static and dynamic approaches.

Figure 13a shows the average training throughput (measured after warm-up, from the second epoch of training onwards) as we vary the number of aggregators available to the 3 jobs from 100% of PTA (1980 aggregators) to 33% of PTA (660 aggregators). With 100%, the dynamic approach performs similarly to static approach. This is because in both cases all aggregation happens in-network, and the switch to PS link is fully utilized. As we reduce the number of aggregators available, throughput for the dynamic approach degrades...
less than that with the static approach. This is because the dynamic approach allows sharing of unused aggregators across jobs and also uses available switch-to-PS link capacity for PS-based aggregation. We show this by delving into ATP’s dynamic approach when using 100% and 33% of PTA.

Figure 13b shows the total number of aggregations at the PS every 10ms for each job with ATP’s dynamic approach using 100% of PTA, starting at job warm-up. Initially, there are hash collisions because of jobs allocating the same aggregator index, which leads to aggregation at the PS. After 500ms, ATP’s hash-collision avoidance kicks in and the dynamic approach converges to complete in-network aggregation.

Figure 13c shows how ATP’s dynamic approach responds when jobs enter an off phase. The figure shows the number of aggregations performed at the switch every 10ms when only 33% of PTA are available. The trace shows that when one job enters an off phase (zero in-network aggregations), the number of in-network aggregations for the remaining jobs increases. For example, at sample 120, job 3 (red) enters an off phase, and the in-network aggregations for jobs 1 and 2 increase until job 3 resumes at sample 180.

5.4.2 Effectiveness of ATP’s Hashing Scheme

In §5.4.1, we show ATP’s hashing scheme works with 100% of PTA for 3 jobs. To evaluate at larger scale, we launch 8 microbenchmark jobs with 100% of PTA with ATP’s hashing enabled (Hash-based dynamic) and without hashing enabled (Linear-based dynamic which allocates aggregator indexes in sequence, i.e., index = seq_num % N), and compare against the baseline scheme (static allocation with 100% of PTA).

Figure 14 plots the aggregation throughput for the three schemes as the number of jobs increases. ATP’s hash-based scheme matches the baseline static scheme and greatly outperforms the linear-based scheme, as without hashing, a continuous sequence of gradients from multiple jobs collide, introducing a significant amount of retransmission. Overall, these experiments indicate that the dynamic hash function can effectively distribute aggregators to each job. It can achieve comparable performance to the static approach when there is no contention for switch aggregators, and outperform the static approach under contention.

5.5 Effectiveness of Congestion Control

ATP’s congestion control mechanism aims to minimize packet loss while maximizing the link utilization. Network congestion happens (1) when ATP traffic is co-located with bandwidth-hungry normal traffic, such as TCP or RDMA transfers; (2) when ATP does not perform in-network aggregation due to a shortage of switch resources from other contending ATP jobs, causing an incast to the PS. We evaluate ATP’s congestion control mechanism in both cases.

With non-ATP traffic. It is common to co-locate multiple systems and applications in a multi-tenant multi-rack cluster, such as storage and data pre-processing systems. We validate ATP’s congestion control effectiveness when co-locating with such traffic. We launch a training job with 6 workers and 1 PS for ATP. We add background flows competing for bandwidth on a link to a worker, which individually can achieve line rate. The experiment starts with background traffic, and then starts a training job at $t = 25s$. We stop the training job after 50s.
We perform this experiment both with VGG16 and with our microbenchmark to emulate large models on ATP.

Figure 16a reports the aggregation goodput (total size of parameters aggregated in a second) from the worker that experiences network congestion for VGG16 (ATP), the goodput from the non-ATP traffic (non-ATP), and the aggregate goodput (ATP + non-ATP) over time. The dashed black line shows the peak goodput VGG16 job can achieve without background traffic; this link bandwidth demand is less than fair share. We see that the VGG16 job with ATP is able to achieve peak goodput (as demand is less than fair share) and that the sum of goodputs is close to line rate on the uplink from this worker. This indicates that ATP’s CC is able to co-exist with non-ATP background traffic with max-min fair allocation in this setting.

Figure 16b plots the same scenario instead with the microbenchmark job. The dashed black line shows the peak goodput this job can achieve without background traffic, which is indicative of a link bandwidth demand greater than fair share of the network uplink rate at the worker. We see that ATP is able to achieve near the fair share of the bottleneck link (the uplink from this worker) and that the sum of goodputs from both traffic types is close to link rate. This showcases near equitable sharing of link bandwidth. Figure 16a and Figure 16b show that the congestion control of ATP is able to respond quickly to changes in congestion, and converge to a new bandwidth which is very stable.

With other ATP traffic. We launch a single VGG16 job (8 workers) using ATP for 10 iterations. We reserve only 50% of the switch aggregators needed to achieve peak training throughput with complete in-network aggregation (to emulate contention from background ATP jobs). Figure 15 shows the aggregation goodput averaged per second from a single worker against time with and without congestion control (CC). We see that the congestion control of ATP kicks in, and the aggregation goodput stabilizes around 7.5Gbps for the worker. Note that this goodput is lower than the peak goodput (~20Gbps) from the previous experiment because here we have an 8-to-1 (8 workers to 1 PS) incast, only 50% of traffic is reduced in the network, and the PS in our implementation saturates at 60Gbps ($\textsection D.1$).

Without CC, the goodput fluctuates dramatically between 4Gbps and 0; this is because incast causes frequent packet loss without congestion control, and introduces high packet loss recovery overhead. The training goodput of ATP with congestion control is 66.8 img/s while that without congestion control is 23.2 img/s, a decrease of 65%. These results show that the congestion control for ATP can effectively maintain high goodput and is effective in avoiding packet loss.

In summary, ATP’s congestion control helps it co-exist with other tenants (both ATP and non-ATP).

6 Other Related Work

We discuss prior works that propose advances in hardware, software, offloads, and algorithms to accelerate DNN training.

**Speedup Network Transmission.** Prior efforts propose to improve gradient aggregation time by (1) smarter network scheduling – increasing the overlap between GPU/CPU computation and network transmission via fine-grained tensors transmission scheduling (per layer instead of the whole gradient or parameter) [32, 37, 52, 70]; combining model- and data-parallelism via pipelining [31, 35]; using asynchronous IO [20, 24]. (2) reducing network traffic – using large batch size to reduce the communication frequency [11, 29, 38]; using quantization [57] or reducing redundancy in SGD [45] to reduce bytes sent over the network; optimizing mixture of local-global aggregation to adapt to network change at runtime [21, 64]. ATP can incorporate these optimizations to further improve its performance.

**In-network Aggregation.** The idea of in-network aggregation has been explored in wireless networks [18, 59]; in big-data systems and distributed training systems using end-hosts [23], a specialized host [48], high performance middleboxes [49] or overlay networks [17, 63]. DAIET [55] proposed a simple proof-of-concept design of in-network aggregation without a testbed prototype. ShArP [30], supported by special Mellanox Infiniband switches, builds an overlay reduction tree to aggregate data going through it, but it does not apply the aggregation until the switch receives all the data. ATP is the first to provide a dynamic, best-effort in-network aggregation service for multi-tenant multi-switch clusters.

7 Conclusion

We build an in-network aggregation service, ATP, to accelerate DT jobs in multi-tenant multi-rack networks. ATP provides a best effort in-network aggregation primitive via careful co-design of switch logic (for aggregation) and the end-host networking stack (for reliability and congestion control). Testbed experiments show that ATP is able to outperform existing systems by up to 8.7X for a single job, and it is even slightly better than the current state-of-the-art ring all-reduce with RDMA. In a multi-tenant scenario, best-effort in-network aggregation with ATP enables efficient switch resource usage, and outperforms current state-of-the-art static allocation techniques by up to 38% in terms of training time when there is heavy contention for on-switch resources.
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A Additional Design Details

This section is a supplement to ATP’s design description from §3. We first provide additional design details for clearer exposition and then outline design extensions to make ATP more general and robust.

A.1 Switch Algorithm for Reliability

Figure 17 explains the details on how the switch handles the three issues discussed in Section 3.7. If the retransmitted gradient fragment packets have an aggregator at switch (1 in Figure 17), ATP uses the bitmap in the gradient fragment packet header to check if bitmap field in the aggregator is set (3). If unset, the data field element is aggregated to the value field of the aggregator and the bitmap field in the aggregator is set (5). After aggregation or if the retransmitted gradient has already been seen, ATP copies the value field and the bitmap field from the aggregator to the data field and the bitmap field of the packet, deallocates the aggregator, and sends the packet downstream (7). Given that only the first retransmitted gradient packet triggers aggregator deallocation, the retransmitted packets with the same sequence number from other workers do not hit the aggregators or reserve a new aggregator and thus, they will be directly forwarded to upstream devices. Note that at the second level of aggregation, ATP directly forwards a retransmitted gradient packet for simplicity (3). In all the cases, ATP deallocates the aggregator and sets all fields to null (3) and 7).

The parameter packet, whether it is retransmitted or not, always triggers the deallocation of the aggregator with the same & Job ID, Sequence Number. &
A.2 Aggregation at Multiple Hierarchy Levels

ATP can be extended to support aggregation at multiple hierarchy levels, i.e., beyond ToR switches to also enable aggregation at aggregation layer switches and core layer switches. The only pre-requisite is that packet routes for all gradient packets have to be deterministic (e.g., as in ECMP) and known ahead of time so that ATP knows the exact switch in the network at which gradient packets (or partially aggregated gradient packets) for a particular sequence number converge. This helps to precisely determine the fan-in degree at each intermediate switch from workers to the PS. This helps higher-level switches to aggregate partially aggregated results from lower-level switches and determine when aggregation at higher-level switches is complete. To enable multi-level aggregation, we need to add more bitmap and fanInDegree fields to ATP packet header (one for each additional in-network gradient aggregating switch) to track the progress of aggregation at all the switches involved in gradient aggregation enroute from the workers to the PS.

Notably, for non-deterministic route load balancing schemes, such as Presto [34] and CONGA [16], ATP packets only deterministically route through TOR switches with non-deterministic routing at higher levels of the datacenter network hierarchy. Thus, to support such cases, ATP does aggregation only at the TOR-layer.

A.3 Recovering from Worker Failures

PS-based architectures deal with worker failures by re-spawning a worker process, perhaps on a different machine connected to a different ToR switch. This requires invalidating stale aggregators having incomplete aggregation results that are waiting on gradient packets from the failed worker. Such stale entries are invalidated as ATP has checks and balances to overcome switch memory leaks (described in §3.7). Also, the re-spawned worker might be on a different machine and connected to a different TOR switch. This might require changes to the fanIndegree field in ATP packet headers. ATP re-triggers dynamic job-setup phase (described in §3.2) after any such failure event and the PS re-initiates gradient aggregation by sending an ACK on the new multicast tree that includes the re-spawned worker for the earliest sequence number that is yet to be aggregated.

A.4 Dealing with Stragglers

A slow worker or a slow link can slow down the whole training process. However, this is an artifact of synchronous training and not an issue with ATP. Note that because ATP alleviates network bottlenecks as it aggregates gradients in the network, it reduces the likelihood of network-induced stragglers.

A.5 Comparison to Ring All-reduce Approach

Ring all-reduce uses one-to-one communication in each training iteration/round. With this communication pattern, ATP does not have any opportunity to assist. A drawback of ring all-reduce is that the amount of data that each worker sends and receives is higher and is \(4(n - 1)\frac{|U|}{m}\), where \(n\) is the number of workers, \(|U|\) is the total number of bytes to be aggregated. With ATP the amount of data that each worker sends and receives is \(2|U|\); the amount of data that each PS sends and receives is \(2|U|/m\) where \(m\) is the number of PSs. Quantitatively, this indicates that ring all-reduce generates more network traffic than ATP, which may congest the network for other running applications in the cluster. We compare ATP against the ring all-reduce approach (Horovod RDMA and Horovod TCP) in Figure 8, demonstrating that ATP is better than ring all-reduce for training popular models.

B Additional details on dealing with floating point

ATP converts floating point values to integers by multiplying with a scaling factor to enable gradient aggregation on programmable switches.
B.1 ATP’s Choice of Scaling Factor

The choice of the scaling factor is crucial. A smaller scaling factor can lead to rounding-off a lot of digits after the decimal point and a greater loss in precision. Theoretically, the precision loss due to this conversion is bounded by $\frac{2}{7} (\text{Theorem 1 in [56]})$, where $n$ is the number of workers and $s$ is the scaling factor. A large scaling factor can lead to aggregation of large integers and may cause overflow at the switches. Theoretically, there is no overflow if gradient values are less than an upper bound $B = \frac{2^{31} - n}{ns}$ (Theorem 2 in [56]).

Prior work [56] relies on empirical measurements to find this upper bound $B$ for gradient values of a popular suite of ML training jobs and chooses a scaling factor $s = \frac{2^{31} - n}{nB}$. The precision loss with this choice of scaling factor is bounded by $\frac{n^2B}{2^{31}n}$.

There are two drawbacks with this approach. First, the guarantee of no overflows with this approach strictly relies on obtaining an accurate estimate of the upper bound $B$ on gradient values. This makes the approach expensive to accommodate jobs that train new and unseen models as empirically determining the value of $B$ for a new model requires an end-to-end training run. Second, the scaling factor decreases as the value of $B$ and the number of workers $n$ increase, which leads to an increasing loss of precision. With 100 workers and $B = 200$, the value of the scaling factor is $\sim 10^5$ and the maximum loss of precision is $\sim 10^{-5}$ per gradient value. We sample gradient values below $10^{-5}$ in some epochs across models and find that there are 18% such gradient values for ResNet50, 42.8% for VGG16 and 39.8% for AlexNet. These values will experience completed loss of precision, hurting model accuracy upon training.

With ATP, we choose a high scaling factor so as to minimize loss of precision. We note that 32-bit floating point representation provides the precision of 7 decimal digits [7]. Thus, to provide an equivalent precision, ATP chooses the scaling factor of $10^8$. The decoupling of the scaling factor from $B$ completely eliminates the first drawback and partially eliminates the second drawback described above. However, a large scaling factor can lead to an overflow of aggregated gradients.

There are broadly two mechanisms to overcome overflows: proactive and reactive. ATP chooses a reactive mechanism (§3.8) because there are drawbacks to using a proactive mechanism that we discuss next.

B.2 Pitfalls of Proactive Overflow Mechanism

The proactive mechanism prevents overflows from ever occurring at the switch. It determines a maximum gradient value threshold $B$ such that, as long as gradient values aggregated in the switch are less than $B$, any overflow is avoided. The value of $B$ is computed at each worker during job initialization. Packets with gradient values $\leq B$ are aggregated in the switch, while workers flag packets with gradient values $> B$. Packets with this flag are not aggregated in the switch and are eventually aggregated at the PS. It is worth noting that this mechanism naturally fits with the best-effort aggregation service provided by ATP and cannot be implemented in the prior SwitchML work.

Unfortunately, a proactive mechanism severely limits the opportunities for in-network aggregation. With 100 workers and a scaling factor of $10^8$, the value of $B$ is $0.2$. To highlight this, in Table 1, we measure the number of false positives in a single epoch when training a ResNet50 model. We classify a gradient packet with a particular sequence number as a false positive if the gradient value in that packet is $> B$ but the aggregated gradient value for that sequence number from all the workers does not overflow the integer bound ($2^{31}$). Each false positive packet could have been aggregated in the switch and consumed in the network, but instead with the proactive approach ends up traversing the network from the worker all the way to the PS. As seen in Table 1, the number of false positive packets gets worse as we increase the number of workers in a ResNet50 job. This trend applies to all models, although the magnitude of false positive packets might change. This is not desirable because a higher number of false positive packets means that we lose out on in-network aggregation opportunities and that the number of packets traversing the link to the PS increases. Thus, increasing false positive packets leads to an increased likelihood of incast which only snowballs as the number of workers in the job increases.

For these reasons, in ATP, we avoid using a proactive mechanism and use a reactive mechanism for overflow correction (§3.8).

B.3 Dynamic Scaling Factor

A static scaling factor can, in the worst case, lead to a very high overflow correction frequency when the magnitude of gradient values from all workers is large. In such a case, reducing the value of the scaling factor will reduce the overflow correction frequency and will also not lead to a loss of precision (as the gradient values are large). Thus, a possible optimization would be to make dynamic adjustments to the scaling factor in reaction to the current range of gradient values in recent iterations, especially for the case when the number of workers $n$ is large. In our evaluations with popular models and the scale at which these distributed models are trained today, we do not see the need for such dynamic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job</th>
<th>False Positive Packets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50 - 8 Workers</td>
<td>37,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50 - 16 Workers</td>
<td>231,528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50 - 32 Workers</td>
<td>1,156,126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50 - 64 Workers</td>
<td>14,602,998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Average false positive packets per epoch increase as workers increase.
This section provides additional evaluation results (§D.1, §D.3) and supplements some existing results (§D.2).

### D.1 Small Packets Optimizations

ATP applies multiple hardware acceleration techniques to boost throughput with small-packets as mentioned in Section 4. We demonstrate the effectiveness of each optimization by measuring the throughput of the microbenchmark using configurations that incrementally add more optimizations. We launch two hosts attached to a single switch, one as a worker, and the other as PS. The switch logic of ATP is forwarding packets from the worker to the PS. The PS copies the received data from the receiver memory region to the sender memory.
region and then sends the data back to the worker.

Figure 19 shows the network throughput gains as we progressively add optimizations. TSO provides the biggest benefit, and increases performance by 3X. Incorporating MP-QP (§4) at the end hosts further increases performance 1.47X. Finally, adding aggregation based on two-pass implementation at the switches increases the throughput by a final 1.3X. Overall, ATP's TSO+MP-QP+Two-Pass optimizations provide a 6X throughput improvement over no hardware acceleration (Default). We also notice that throughput does not double between TSO+MP-QP and TSO+MP-QP+Two-Pass when packet size doubles. This occurs because throughput is bottlenecked by the memory copy at the PS and workers 4.

In summary, ATP is able to achieve high throughput with small packets by utilizing recent advances in hardware acceleration.

D.2 Switch Resource Sharing

In this section, we study ATP’s dynamic aggregator allocation approach and observe the impact of the number of workers and the model size on the performance of contending jobs. We launch two DT jobs on ATP under various settings.

First, we launch two VGG16 jobs each with 3 workers. Figure 20 shows the training throughput normalized against the job in isolation. We see equal throughput, across identical jobs (same model and number of workers), indicating equal sharing of switch resources. Also, the throughput reduction for each of the two jobs is only 10%.

Second, we launch two VGG16 jobs with 5 and 2 workers each. The job with more workers performs slightly worse than that with fewer workers (145.6 image/s for 5 v.s. 159.3 image/s for 2 workers).

Third, we launch a VGG16 and a ResNet50 job and observe only 5% and 10% throughput reduction respectively; reduction for the large model (5% in VGG16) is less than that for the small model (10% in ResNet50).

In summary, ATP’s switch resource sharing is equitable for similar workloads. In the case of different workloads it tends to favor jobs using fewer workers and larger models.

D.3 Time To Accuracy

Figure 18 illustrates the TTA training curve for ResNet101, VGG19 and AlexNet with the same setting from §5.3. ResNet101 (Figure 18a) does not see a noticeable speed up (1.01X in ATP) as it is a compute-intensive model similar to our measurements in §5.3 (ResNet50 and ResNet152). The results for VGG19 (Figure 18b) and AlexNet (Figure 18c) reflect 1.2X and 2.39X speed up, which is consistent with the training throughput presented in §5.2.1 for communication-intensive models.

---

4The memory copy overhead can be eliminated by proper memory alignment. We leave this improvement for future work.
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Abstract

There is a growing body of work that reports positive results from applying ML-based performance prediction to a particular application or use-case (e.g., server configuration, capacity planning). Yet, a critical question remains unanswered: does ML make prediction simpler (i.e., allowing us to treat systems as blackboxes) and general (i.e., across a range of applications and use-cases)? After all, the potential for simplicity and generality is a key part of what makes ML-based prediction so attractive compared to the traditional approach of relying on handcrafted and specialized performance models. In this paper, we attempt to answer this broader question. We develop a methodology for systematically diagnosing whether, when, and why ML does (not) work for performance prediction, and identify steps to improve predictability.

We apply our methodology to test 6 ML models in predicting the performance of 13 real-world applications. We find that 12 out of our 13 applications exhibit inherent variability in performance that fundamentally limits prediction accuracy. Our findings motivate the need for system-level modifications and/or ML-level extensions that can improve predictability, showing how ML fails to be an easy-to-use predictor. On implementing and evaluating these changes, we find that while they do improve the overall prediction accuracy, prediction error remains high for multiple realistic scenarios, showing how ML fails as a general predictor. Hence our answer is clear: ML is not a general and easy-to-use hammer for system performance prediction.

1 Introduction

Performance prediction has long been a difficult problem, traditionally tackled using handcrafted performance models tailored to a specific application [26, 27, 43, 44, 53, 56, 61, 62] or use-case1 [23, 30, 55, 58]. However, this approach is tedious, doesn’t generalize, and is increasingly difficult given the growing complexity of modern systems. Ideally, one would want a predictor that is accurate, general, and easy to use. By general, we mean an approach that applies to a broad range of applications and a broad range of use-cases; by easy to use, we mean an approach that can be applied without requiring detailed knowledge of the application internals or use-case. Given the success of machine learning (ML) in many domains, it is natural to think that ML might offer a solution to this challenge: i.e., that an ML model can learn the relationship between a system’s externally observable features and its resultant performance while treating the application as a black-box. The ability to treat the application as a black-box and remain agnostic to the prediction’s use-case would enable a predictor that meets our goals of generality and ease-of-use.

But does ML deliver on this promise? Several recent efforts have applied ML to predict or optimize performance [22, 37, 47, 57, 60]; these report positive results and hence one might assume that the answer to our question is “yes.” However, as we discuss in §9, these efforts focus on specific applications, models, or use-cases and hence do not shed light on our question of broad generality and ease-of-use. In this paper, we take a first step towards filling this gap, empirically evaluating whether ML-based prediction can simultaneously offer high accuracy, generality, and ease-of-use.

The first step in such an undertaking is to define a methodology for evaluation. As we shall show, evaluating the accuracy of a model’s prediction is subtle particularly when prediction fails because in such cases we need to understand the cause of failure: was it a poor choice of model? was the model poorly tuned? or was the application’s performance somehow fundamentally not predictable? In other words, we need a methodology that allows us to both, evaluate the accuracy of a predictor and attribute errors in prediction.

This observation led us to define a methodology for systematic evaluation and analysis of ML-based predictors that, as we detail in §2, provides us with two bounds: a lower bound on the prediction error that any model can hope to achieve, and a more realistic bound that is based on the best prediction made by the ML models that we consider. We apply our methodology to evaluate 6 different ML models (e.g., k-nearest neighbors, random forest, neural networks) in predicting performance for 13 real-world applications (e.g., Tensorflow, Spark, nginx) under a range of test scenarios (e.g., predicting the impact of dataset size).

Our first key finding is that irreducible prediction errors are common (§4). In particular, we find that the majority of our applications exhibit a high degree of performance variability that cannot be captured by any black-box parameters and that manifests even in best-case scenarios (e.g., running an identical configuration of the application, on identical hardware, with no contention for resources). E.g., we show that, even

---

1 Throughout this paper, we use the term use-case to refer to an application of prediction such as scheduling (e.g., where/when to run jobs), configuration (e.g., how many workers or how much memory to use), or capacity planning (e.g., determining what server configurations to purchase).
across identical runs, the performance of the JVM Garbage Collector (GC) varies between two modes depending on the precise timing of GC events (§5). Because of this variability, our lower bound on prediction error is non-trivial: we show that no application consistently achieves a lower bound on prediction error that is <10% and many applications fare far worse; e.g., the lower bound on prediction error in memcached is >40% in ~20% of our prediction scenarios. Borrowing the terminology of the ML community [34], we say that the prediction error that results from this variability is “irreducible” as it stems from behavior that cannot be modeled or controlled, and hence cannot be learned. Irreducible error fundamentally limits the accuracy that any ML model can achieve.

We further find that, while the root cause of irreducible error varies across applications, a common theme is that they stem from design decisions that were made to optimize performance, efficiency or resilience but in the process led to a fundamental trade-off between predictability and these other design goals (§5).

These findings suggest a clear negative result for our goal of an ML-based predictor that is both accurate and general. So, where do we go from here? A natural follow-on is to ask whether we can usefully relax our goals of generality and ease-of-use - i.e., make some assumptions about application design or prediction use-cases that would improve predictability.

The second part of our paper explores this question. We do so from two different vantage points: that of the application developer and that of the operator who is using predictions for some operational task.

Our developer-centric exploration asks: if developers expose knobs that give operators the option to disable design features that lead to irreducible errors, how much would this improve the accuracy of ML predictors?

Our operator-centric exploration asks: if we assume operators can accommodate some notion of uncertainty in how they use the predictions, then could ML meet our goals for a useful predictor?

We note that both of the above represent a non-trivial compromise on our original goal and, perhaps more importantly, in neither case do we address the question of how developers/operators would make such changes nor the impact that such changes might have on other design goals such as efficiency, resilience, etc. Instead we are merely asking whether making these changes would improve predictability.

Our findings on this front are mixed. We find that, in both cases, our relaxed assumptions do significantly improve predictability in our best-case scenarios, but we continue to see prediction fail in a non-trivial fraction of our more realistic tests. E.g., in our best-case setup, the lower bound on prediction error is now <6% in >90% of our test cases but, in our more realistic tests, 3 (out of 13) applications see error rates >30% in ~10% of test cases.

While not the clean result that one might have hoped for, they reinforce that ML-based performance prediction is best applied with a scalpel rather than a hatchet. In this sense, our study mirrors the extensive literature in applied machine learning that explores the trade offs between black- vs. gray-box learning. While this trade off has been studied (and debated!) in many other domains [35, 38, 54], to our knowledge we are the first to do so for performance prediction in systems.

Thus unlike many NSDI papers, our contribution lies not in the design and implementation of a particular system but instead in triaging and critically examining the role of ML for managing system performance. Specifically:

- We provide the first broad evaluation of the generality of ML-based prediction, showing that blackbox prediction is often fundamentally limited and expose why this is the case.
- In light of these limitations, we propose and empirically evaluate two complementary approaches aimed at broadening the applicability of ML-based prediction and show that these approaches alleviate but don’t eliminate the above limitations.

We view our study as a first step and recognize that it must be extended to more applications and models before we can draw final conclusions on the generality of ML-based performance predictors. We hope that our methodology and results provide the foundation for such future work.

2 Methodology

Our methodology is based on two tests and two predictors: the Best-Case (BC) and Beyond Best-Case (BBC) tests, plus the Oracle and Best-of-Models predictor. In what follows, we first define our metrics and parameters followed by these tests and predictors.

2.1 Metrics and Parameters

We test prediction accuracy by comparing an ML model’s prediction to the true performance measured in our experiments. We measure quality of predictions using the root mean square relative error (rMSRE) which is computed as:

\[
\text{rMSRE} = \sqrt{ \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{Y_i - f(X_i)}{P_i} \right)^2 },
\]

where \( n \) is the number of points in the test set for a given prediction scenario and \((X_i, Y_i)\) is a test sample where \(Y_i\) is the true measured performance and \(f\) is the function learned by the ML model that, given a test feature of value \(X\), predicts the performance as \(f(X)\). rMSRE is a common metric used in regression analysis [34] and in prior work on performance prediction [60]. Note that rMSRE measures the true error in predicted performance - i.e., comparing predicted to actual performance. It is possible that a predictor with high rMSRE is still “good enough” for a particular use-case and, indeed, it is common in papers that focus on specific use-cases to evaluate prediction in terms of the benefit to their use-case. However, given our goal of generality and remaining agnostic.

---

\(^2\)For example: say that a predictor must pick between two configurations \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) where \(c_1\) leads to a JCT of 10s and \(c_2\) to 100s, then even a predictor with an rMSRE of 50% would successfully pick the right configuration.
to the specifics of a use-case, we believe rMSRE is the correct metric for a predictor and one can separately study what prediction accuracy is required for a target use-case.

We consider the following three classes of parameters that impact an application’s performance:

(i) Application-level input parameters capture inputs that the application acts on; e.g., the records being sorted, or the images being classified. We consider both the size of these inputs and (when noted) the actual values of these inputs.

(ii) Application-level configuration parameters capture the knobs that the application exposes to tune its behavior – e.g., the degree of parallelism, buffer sizes, etc.

(iii) Infrastructure parameters capture the computational resources on which the application runs – e.g., CPU speed, memory size, whether resources are shared vs. dedicated.

These parameters correspond to what-if questions that are likely to be of practical relevance: e.g., predicting how performance scales with input data size, under increasing parallelism (executors), or with more infrastructure resources. We note that the above parameters, when used as features for our ML models, capture the application as a black-box, together with the infrastructure it runs on. We also note that these are static parameters known prior to running the application, in contrast to runtime metrics and counters such as a task’s CPU or cache utilization. While runtime counters are widely used for monitoring performance, relying on them for prediction limits our potential use-cases to scenarios where prediction is invoked after the application is already running rather than at the time of planning, placement, or scheduling. Moreover, it is unclear how one might use a predictor based on runtime counters to manage performance: e.g., even if an operator can predict that a CPU utilization value of C leads to a desired performance target, she must still know how to set system parameters in order to achieve the desired CPU utilization. In other words, runtime counters are measures not parameters.

Hence, in this paper, we assume the ML models cannot use runtime counters as features for prediction.

2.2 The Best-Case (BC) Test

Our BC test is designed to give a predictor the "best chance" at making accurate predictions. It does so by making very strong assumptions on both the systems and ML front, as we describe below.

(1) ML front: simplifying the predictive task. The BC test makes two assumptions that greatly simplify the prediction task. First, in all the data given to the model (training and test), only a single parameter is being varied and that parameter is the only feature on which the model is trained. In other words: say we ask an ML model M to predict an application’s performance for a particular configuration ci; that is defined by k parameters: i.e., ci = < p1 = X1, p2 = X2, p3 = X3, ..., pk = Xk >, where the pi are parameters and Xi are parameter values.

In the BC test, we give M a training data set in which only one parameter - say p2 - is varied and all other parameters are set to the test value; i.e., all training data will come from runs where p2 is varied while p1 = X1, p3 = X3, ..., pk = Xk. We call this our one-feature-at-a-time assumption.

Second, the model’s training data always includes data points from the scenario it is being asked to predict. I.e., continuing with the above example, when predicting the application’s performance for an input configuration <p1 = X1, p2 = X2, p3 = X3, ..., pk = Xk>, not only do we enforce the one-feature-at-a-time assumption, we also require that the training set for the task include datapoints with p2 = X2. Hence, the training set contains data points from an identical configuration to the one the model is being asked to predict! For example, if we ask the model to predict the time it takes to sort a dataset of size 5GB, the training set already includes times for sorting the same 5GB dataset. We call this the seen-configuration assumption since it ensures that, during training, the ML model has already "seen" the configuration it is being asked to predict.

We emphasize the extreme simplification due to the above assumptions: the complexity of prediction has been reduced from understanding the impact of k features to just one feature (e.g., p2), the training data is deliberately selected to cleanly highlight the impact of this feature, and the training set includes data from test configurations that are identical to what the model is being asked to predict!

(2) Systems front: best-case assumptions. Given our assumptions so far, the only reason prediction might be non-trivial is if we see variable performance across repeated runs of the application even with a fixed configuration of parameters. That software systems may exhibit variable performance is well recognized in the systems community with two commonly cited reasons for this: (i) contention for resources that is well recognized in the systems community with two commonly cited reasons for this: contention for resources that shares physical infrastructure with other applications/tenants [33, 40, 49, 52] and (ii) variability that arises when the processing time depends on the values of data inputs [29]. Our assumptions on the systems side aim to remove the likelihood of such variability. To avoid variability due to contention, we run our workloads on dedicated EC2 instances [1], and only run a single experiment at a time on a given server. We call this our no-contention requirement. We are still left with the possibility of contention within the datacenter network. Our workloads are not network-heavy and, with one exception (nginx, discussed later) none of our workloads appear to be impacted by contention with other apps over network bandwidth and hence we optimistically conclude that network contention is unlikely to have affected predictability for our workloads. We still cannot entirely avoid contention, however – e.g., some of our apps use shared cloud
services such as the S3 and DNS. Nonetheless, we believe the scenario we construct is far more conservative than what is commonly used in production and hence we view it as a pragmatic approximation of the best case while still running on real-world deployment environments like EC2.

Our second assumption is that, for a given input dataset size, the application’s input data is identical across all experiments. I.e., repeated runs of a test configuration act on the same input data. E.g., all training/test data for an application that sorts \( N \) records, will involve exactly the same \( N \) records. We call this our identical-inputs assumption.

The sheer simplicity of our prediction tasks should be immediately apparent: we’re essentially asking a model to predict performance for a test configuration that is identical to that seen in training. Our expectation was that, under these conditions, a model should be able to predict performance with a very high level of accuracy - e.g., with error rates well under 5-10% – and if a model cannot accurately predict performance under the above conditions then it is unlikely to be a useful predictor under more realistic conditions.

2.3 The Beyond Best-Case (BBC) Test

In the BBC test, we systematically relax each of the constraints/assumptions imposed in the BC test to study prediction accuracy under more realistic scenarios:

(i) Relaxing the seen-configuration assumption. For this, we perform a leave-one-out analysis in which all data samples corresponding to the configuration on which a model is tested are withheld from the training set. More precisely, for a performance dataset with \( N \) configurations \( \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_N\} \), when testing a datapoint with configuration \( c_i \), we use a model trained on a dataset that consists of the \( N - 1 \) configurations other than \( c_i \); i.e., our training set excludes all training datapoints for configuration \( c_i \). We perform this \( N \)-fold leave-one-out analysis for each of our prediction scenarios.

Note that predictions are now harder as models must learn the trend in performance as a function of the parameter being varied. Such predictions are useful in answering what-if questions of the form: “what performance can we expect if we increase the number of workers to 10?”

(ii) Relaxing the one-feature-at-a-time assumption. We relax our constraint of varying only one parameter at a time and instead enumerate the configuration space generated by simultaneously varying all the features in question and then sample from this space to collect training and test data on which we rerun our predictions. We describe the details of our approach inline when presenting our results.

(iii) Relaxing the no-contention assumption. For this, we repeat the experiments used to collect training and test data but this time do not run our experiments on dedicated EC2 instances. We present additional detail on our experimental setup in the following section.

(iv) Relaxing the identical-inputs assumption. For this, we generate a different input dataset for each datapoint in the training and test set. Section 3 provides additional detail on our input datasets in the context of each test application.

We studied the impact of relaxing each of the above assumptions individually and then all together. In this paper, we present a subset of our results as relevant.

2.4 Predictors

As mentioned, our evaluation considers two predictors. The Best-of-Models (BoM) predictor. Recall that in order to obtain a broad view of ML-based performance prediction, we consider a range of ML models (§3). For any given prediction test, we compute the rMSRE for each ML model, and define the best-of-models error (BoM-err) as the minimum rMSRE across all the models we consider. Thus BoM-err tells us how well some ML model can predict system performance. However, if BoM-err is high, we still cannot tell whether this is because of a poor choice or tuning of ML models, or whether performance prediction was inherently hard. For this, what we would like to have is a lower bound on the error rate we can expect from any ML model. We achieve this through our Oracle Predictor.

The Oracle predictor looks at all the data points in the test set that share the same feature values as the prediction task, and returns a prediction that will minimize the metric in Eqn. 1 for all these data points. We obtain this by differentiating the expression for the metric in Eqn. 1 with respect to the prediction and finding the global optima for each unique feature value, , as below.

\[
\delta(a, b) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } a \text{ is equal to } b, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]  

Note that our features are discrete entities (number of workers, size of dataset, type of instance) and thus the oracle is well-defined. We use O-err to denote the error rate obtained by this Oracle. If there is no variance at all in these data points, the Oracle will achieve zero error. Simply put, O-err quantifies the impact of variance in performance - across multiple runs of the same application and under identical configurations - on prediction accuracy.

Clearly, our Oracle predictor is not usable in practice since it is allowed to “peek” at both the test data and the error function; nonetheless O-err is helpful in attribution. Specifically, it gives us a lower bound on the prediction error that any ML model could achieve and, in this sense, sheds light on whether performance prediction is at all feasible, i.e., a high O-err perhaps suggests that predicting system performance is “impossible.” In addition, a small gap between O-err and BoM-err confirms that our model is well tuned (§3).

3 Test Setup

Our experimental setup comprises two main stages: application profiling and model training. In the profiling stage, an application is run under different configurations to generate a
We select six ML algorithms: k-nearest neighbors, random forests. We select these as they are commonly used in practice. Applications. Table 1 enumerates the applications used in our study. We experiment with the training set is used to train models and the test set is reserved for model evaluation. The training set is also used for hyper-parameter tuning of ML models. In what follows, we discuss key aspects of each stage. This is not an exhaustive description of our experimental setup – all datasets [6] and tooling [20] from our experiments are publicly available.

3.1 Application Profiling

Applications. Table 1 enumerates the applications used in our study. Our selection reflects multiple considerations including the application’s relevance in production environments, diversity (spanning web services, timeseries database, microservices, data analytics, and model serving), and ease of instrumentation. See Appendix A for additional details.

Parameter Values and Performance Metrics. We select values for our three broad classes of parameters as follows: (i) application-level input parameters. We experiment with varying the size of these inputs on a scale of 1 to 10, with scale 1 being the default input size in the workload generator; (ii) app-level configuration parameters. We experiment with varying the number of worker nodes between 1 and 10. (iii) infrastructure parameters. We experiment with 13 different EC2 instance types: from the 150+ instance types offered on EC2 we select the latest generation of the three common instance families (c5, m5 and r5) with four different scales (large, xlarge, 2xlarge, 4xlarge) plus a c4.4xlarge instance for a total of 13 instance types (see [2] for details). This selection matches the instances used in prior work [57, 60].

As listed in Table 1, we use different performance metrics (e.g., job completion time, request throughput) depending on the application. We run each parameter setting 10 times recording the resulting performance. This constitutes our raw dataset. Appendix A and our code repository [20] include additional details on the setup.

3.2 Model Training

We select six ML algorithms: k-nearest neighbors, random forest regression, linear regression, linear support vector machine (SVM) regression, kernelized SVM regression, and neural networks. We select these as they are commonly used in practice and, taken together, represent well the various families of ML techniques: parametric and non-parametric models, linear and non-linear models, discrete and continuous [34]. This diversity is in contrast to prior work that focuses on a single ML technique [22, 37, 47, 57, 60]. We follow the standard machine learning practice of k-fold cross-validation (k=3) for setting hyper-parameters. Folds were carefully picked such that they represented the data well and included points for each feature value present in the training set. We searched for regularization parameters (all models); kernels (RBF, polynomial, and sigmoid) and their parameters for SVMs; number and depth of trees for random forests; number of neighbors for nearest neighbors; and number of hidden layers (varying from zero to four), size of layers, activation functions (ReLU, tanh), and learning rates for neural networks. The neural networks we used, MLPs with different non-linearity, are the standard models for treating data of the form in this paper (as opposed to RNN/LSTM/CNNs).

As is standard in machine learning, we pre-process our dataset before training our models. We convert numeric features to have zero mean and unit standard deviation (by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation, computed per feature channel across the entire training set). We map all categorical features to their numerical index. We also throw out outlier data-points (that have any feature value or performance metric beyond the 99$^{th}$ percentile) from the training set. We use scikit-learn, a widely used machine learning tool-set for data preparation and model training [46].

We then train each model to predict the impact of a particular parameter $p$ on performance for a given app A. For this, we select data points corresponding to runs of A in which all parameters other than $p$ are fixed. We do a 50:50 random split of the resultant dataset into a training and test set.

4 Results: Existing Applications and Models

We start with the results from our BC test. Recall that each prediction task involves predicting the performance of a given application for a given configuration of: (i) application input size, (ii) number of workers, and (iii) instance types, while subject to the constraints and assumptions presented in §2.2.

We start by looking at the results for our BC test. Fig.1a plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the O-err for each application across all predictions tasks while Fig.1b shows the same for the BoM-err. Recall that O-err captures the irreducible error inherent to an application (i.e., no ML model could achieve an error rate lower than the O-err) while the BoM-err captures the lowest error rate achieved by some ML model. Given the extreme simplicity of our best-case prediction task, we expected a very high degree of accuracy with an O-err of (say) well under 5% error. To our surprise, our results did not match this expectation. For example: in 5 of our 13 applications, O-err is >15% for at least 20% of prediction tasks; for LR1 O-err is >30% for 10% of the prediction tasks; for memcached O-err exceeds 40% for approximately 20% of prediction tasks; in fact, no application enjoys an O-err of <10% in all prediction scenarios.

The high O-err that we see in our (extremely generous) best-case scenario tells us that many applications suffer from non-trivial irreducible error which fundamentally limits our ability to achieve high prediction accuracy under the general black-box conditions that we desired. Given that we fail even at the BC test, we focus next on understanding the sources of this irreducible error. But first, a few additional observations:

We show a detailed breakdown of error based on the feature being predicted in Appendix C.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spark [3]</td>
<td>TeraSort: sorting records</td>
<td>TeraGen</td>
<td># records</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PageRank: graph computation</td>
<td>SynthBenchmark [8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LR1: logistic regression</td>
<td>MLLib examples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LR2: logistic regression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KMeans: clustering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word2vec: feature extraction</td>
<td>Databricks</td>
<td># vertices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPGrowth: data mining</td>
<td>Perf Test [16]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALS: recommendation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Applications, input workload, parameters, and metrics used in our study.

(a) CDF of O-err in the BC test
(b) CDF of BoM-err in the BC test
(c) CDF of BoM-err in the BBC test

Figure 1: O-err and BoM-err for existing applications and ML models.

(i) As one might expect, prediction accuracy deteriorates as we move from the BC to the BBC test. As a sample result, Figure 1c shows the CDF of the BoM-err for our BBC test when relaxing our seen-configuration assumption: for 6 of our 13 applications (vs. 3 in the BC test), the 80th percentile BoM-err exceeds 20% (for 1 app, it exceeds 60% error!)
(ii) As the CDFs suggest (and as we validated on individual data points), BoM-err on our BC test tracks O-err very closely, confirming that the higher-than-expected errors arise from irreducible causes, as opposed to poor ML engineering.
(iii) The error rates vary across applications even when they use the same framework (e.g., Spark-based sort vs. LR2). This reinforces the importance of considering a range of applications when evaluating ML for performance prediction.

5 Tackling Irreducible Error
The high irreducible errors that we saw in the previous section tells us that, even for a fixed configuration of parameters, there are times when an application’s performance was so variable that no predictor could predict performance with high accuracy. While it is well recognized that software systems can experience variable performance due to various runtime factors, we were surprised to see the extent of this variability even in our best-case scenario. Recall that, in our best-case scenario, we are essentially just repeatedly running an identical software stack, on identical hardware, with identical data inputs, and without contention on our servers. What can cause performance to vary significantly across runs? In particular, we were interested in understanding whether the sources of variability could be captured by features that are known prior to runtime. If so, we could hope to achieve higher prediction accuracy by simply adding more features to our ML models.

Unfortunately, we find that this variability stems from design choices – often optimizations – the effect of which could not have been captured by system parameters known prior to running the application. In this section, we briefly summarize our findings (§5.1) and then discuss their implications (§5.2).

5.1 Root-Cause Analysis
Table 2 summarizes the findings from our root cause analysis. Each entry summarizes the root cause we discovered, the applications it impacted, the trade-off that eliminating this root cause would impose, the manner in which we modified applications to address them, and the burden associated with undertaking such analysis. In each case, we stress that the modifications we make are ad-hoc hacks intended only to verify that we correctly identified our root-causes; as we discuss later, we do not view them as the desirable long-term fix.
Finally, we report the person hours it took to identify and validate these root causes. We recognize that any such estimate depends on many nebulous factors such as our familiarity with the codebase and experience in performance analysis. We present it merely as anecdotal evidence that analyzing performance in modern systems is non-trivial and would benefit from better developer support as we discuss in §8.

To give the reader a tangible sense of these root causes, we first present a longer description of the first two root causes, followed by a very brief summary of the remaining ones. A detailed description – with experimental validation – is in Appendix B, while the following section (§6) evaluates the impact of eliminating these root causes on O-err and BoM-err.

### 5.1 Spark’s “Worker Readiness” Optimization

We found that the relatively high O-err in Spark’s Terasort application stems from a dynamic sizing optimization in Spark. By default, Spark launches an application once at least 80% of its target worker nodes are ready, and the application partitions the input dataset based on the number of workers ready at this time. This optimization ensures resilience to failure and stragglers, but leads to variable parallelism and hence JCTs. This variability leads to irreducible errors and cannot be captured by any input parameters/features as the exact degree of parallelism is affected by small differences in worker launch times which cannot be predicted prior to runtime.

Disabling this optimization lowered Terasort’s average O-err from 12.6% to 2.6% in our predictions that involve varying the instance type. While this optimization also affected other Spark apps (e.g., PageRank), its impact there was small.

#### 5.1.2 Adaptive Garbage Collection in the JVM

Our analysis showed that LR1’s error stems from an optimization in the Java Virtual Machine’s (JVM) garbage collector (GC). Specifically, we found a positive correlation between the number of “full” GC events (explained below) and JCT, leading to the bimodal behavior in the figure above.

As a performance optimization, the JVM GC divides the memory heap into two regions – young and old – and typically tries to constrain garbage collection to just the young region. However, in situations where the memory heap is consistently low on free space, the JVM GC runs a “full” collection that operates over the entire heap space (young and old regions).

To determine whether a full GC is needed, the JVM maintains a promotion estimate metric. Our analysis revealed that due to minor differences in the timing of memory allocation and GC events, the promotion estimate ends up just above the threshold (triggering a full GC) in some runs and just below it in others, leading to the bimodal behavior (see Appendix B.2). Once again, since the exact mode being triggered depends on the detailed timing of runtime events, this effect could not have been captured by any input parameters/features known prior to actually running the job.

We verify our analysis by rerunning our experiments with an extra 50MB of memory which ensures that the promotion estimate remains below the threshold in all runs. This eliminates the high-mode runs, reducing average O-err by 9× from 18.2% to 2.1% in our predictions that involve varying the number of workers.

#### 5.1.3 Other Root Causes

We briefly mention the remaining entries in Table 2; detailed tracing for each is in Appendix 9.

- **HTTP Redirection and DNS Caching in S3.** We found that multiple applications built on Amazon’s S3 storage service suffered variable performance that arose from the DNS-based resolution of S3 object names; some name resolution requests experienced HTTP redirects while others didn’t depending on the detailed timing of when DNS updates were propagated.

- **Imperfect Load-Balancing.** We observed high irreducible errors when predicting the request throughput of a TensorFlow Serving (TFS) cluster. We run TFS within a Kubernetes cluster and found that this error stems from the randomized load-balancing policy that Kubernetes employs, which leads to an inherent imbalance in the load at each server; when running the cluster at high utilization this imbalance led to some servers being overloaded and the variability in this imbalance leads to variations in the overall request throughput.

- **Non-deterministic Scheduling.** We found that independent Spark tasks were being scheduled in different orders across different runs leading to different JCTs. This variability arose because the data structure used to track runnable tasks (Scala’s HashSet) offers no guarantees on the order of iteration through the set members. Switching to a different data structure eliminated this variability.

- **Variability in Cloud APIs.** Our last two cases of high O-err stemmed from variability across repeated invocations of cloud APIs: memcached was affected by variability in how worker instances were placed (which affects node-to-node latency) while nginx suffered from variability in the default network bandwidth associated with particular instances types. Again, with little visibility into (or control over) cloud API implementations, the impact of this variability could not be predicted by input parameters/features prior to runtime.

### 5.2 Implications and Next Steps

At a high level, many of the irreducible errors we encountered may be attributed to two common design techniques: the use of randomization (e.g., in load-balancing, scheduling) and the use of system optimizations in which a new mode of behavior is triggered by a threshold parameter (e.g., a promotion estimate, timeouts, a threshold on available workers). Some of these design choices can be altered with little loss to design goals such as performance or resilience (e.g., remov-
We now examine the impact of removing the above root-causes on performance predictability. If doing so improves prediction accuracy, then we can envision a workflow where the application developer identifies the root causes of irreducible errors and makes them configurable. For example, the JVM garbage collector (GC) designer can expose a knob to turn off the optimization for reducing full GCs. This, in turn, would enable system operators to disable such techniques depending on their desired trade-off between predictability and other design goals such as performance.

We emphasize that our goal here is not to provide a mechanism for identifying and eliminating sources of irreducible errors. Developing a systematic approach for this is an interesting problem but beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we focus on the consequences of doing so: if these sources are identified and eliminated, to what extent would it improve performance predictability? Further note that, in line with this objective, we focus on evaluating the resultant impact on performance predictability, and not on performance itself.7

We now (re)evaluate predictability for our BC (§6.1) and BBC (§6.2) tests after applying the “fixes” to remove the root causes of irreducible errors as discussed in §5.

### 6 Results: Modified Applications

We now examine the impact of removing the above root-causes on performance predictability. If doing so improves prediction accuracy, then we can envision a workflow where the application developer identifies the root causes of irreducible errors and makes them configurable. For example, the JVM garbage collector (GC) designer can expose a knob to turn off the optimization for reducing full GCs. This, in turn, would enable system operators to disable such techniques depending on their desired trade-off between predictability and other design goals such as performance.

We emphasize that our goal here is not to provide a mechanism for identifying and eliminating sources of irreducible errors. Developing a systematic approach for this is an interesting problem but beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we focus on the consequences of doing so: if these sources are identified and eliminated, to what extent would it improve performance predictability? Further note that, in line with this objective, we focus on evaluating the resultant impact on performance predictability, and not on performance itself.7

We now (re)evaluate predictability for our BC (§6.1) and BBC (§6.2) tests after applying the “fixes” to remove the root causes of irreducible errors as discussed in §5.

### 6.1 BC test results

Fig. 2a shows the CDF of the O-err for our modified applications across all prediction tasks. As expected, removing the sources of irreducible errors results in a dramatic reduction in O-err. All applications now have O-err well within 10% for at least 90% of their prediction tasks. In other words, 90%ile O-err is < 10% for all 13 applications, and in fact, only two applications have O-err > 6%.

Fig. 2b shows the corresponding CDF for BoM-err. Again, only two applications have 90%ile BoM-err > 6%, of which only one (TFS) has 90%ile BoM-err > 10%. Further observe that the trends for BoM-err closely track those of O-err above, highlighting that ML comes close to achieving the lower bound on prediction errors for our simple BC predictions.

### 6.2 BBC test results

With the promising BC test results, we next turned our attention to BBC tests after application modifications. We systematically relaxed the assumptions of our BC test (as described in §2), and present a subset of results for brevity.

Fig. 2c presents the CDF for BoM-err after we relax the seen-configuration assumption by performing a leave-one-out test as described in §2. Note that, since the test dataset remains unchanged, O-err is the same as in our BC prediction above. Comparing Figures 2b and 2c, we see that the BoM-err...
err is significantly higher for the BBC leave-one-out test than for the BC test. 10 out of the 13 applications exhibit 90\%ile BoM-err > 10\%. Some degradation in prediction accuracy is expected due to the increased difficulty of the prediction tasks, which now require the ML models to learn the trend in performance. What is surprising is that multiple applications experience exceptionally high BoM-err for a significant fraction of prediction tasks. For example, the 90\%ile BoM-err of memcached exceeds 60\%, while that of KMeans and TFS exceeds 25\%. As can be seen, the corresponding 95\%ile BoM-err is even higher. We dig deeper into the reasons behind these high errors in §6.3.

While we observe these high prediction errors for only a subset of applications and prediction scenarios, these results emphasize that we cannot simply rely on ML as a general predictor that works across all apps and prediction scenarios.

We next present results from tests in which we relaxed the identical-inputs assumption in addition to relaxing the seen-configuration assumption. In other words, we perform a leave-one-out analysis, but now generate a different input dataset for each datapoint in the training and test set. We do so for 10 applications by varying the random seed in the workload generator, keeping the distribution underlying the input data unchanged. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding CDF for BoM-err across prediction tasks where we vary input scale. We observe that, in general, relaxing the identical-inputs assumption further reduces the prediction accuracy for multiple applications. The applications that are most notably impacted are KMeans and LR2. This is because the performance of these applications is sensitive to the input data. For example, as we show in §6.3, the number of iterations for KMeans, and therefore its JCT, depends on the actual values/content of the input data. This results in a multi-modal behaviour for a given input scale, and thus, high prediction errors. As expected, the corresponding O-err (not shown for brevity) is also high.

Finally, we relaxed our no-contention assumption by repeating the above experiments on non-dedicated (or “shared”) instances and found that doing so did not produce statistically meaningful differences in our results. In particular, moving to shared instances resulted in <3\% degradation in BoM-err across all scenarios (detailed results in Appendix D.2).

6.3 Deep Dive on high BBC prediction errors

Our BBC leave-one-out tests required the ML models to learn the underlying trend in performance as a function of the parameter being varied. We observed that in many cases (with high BoM-err), this trend is inherently hard to predict because it changes too fast (i.e. the underlying function has a high Lipschitz constant). This causes our ML models to generalize poorly [24, 42]. We highlight this phenomena for three applications here, and discuss some of the others in Appendix D.4.

(i) KMeans has a high average BoM-err of 40.4\% and 30.4\% for prediction across varying input-scale with identical inputs and non-identical inputs respectively. We observed that the
performance of KMeans is sensitive to the content of its input dataset. At larger input sizes, Kmeans exhibits multi-modal behavior; specifically, the number of iterations to converge (and hence, the JCT) depends on the input data content (this effect is shown in Fig. 4(b)). This multi-modality impacts O-err and BoM-err in prediction tasks where input content is varied. With identical inputs, this multi-modality impacts the underlying trend as the input scale is varied, making it (surprisingly, even more) difficult to learn. The JCT for an input scale factor of 9 in Fig. 4(a) is an example of this behavior.

(ii) Go-fasthttp has an exceptionally high average BoM-err of 128.6% for predictions across varying input-scale. The mean query latency increases dramatically at the highest input scale because the system behavior changes under such high load due to queuing (Fig. 5(a)). This sudden change makes prediction on that value inherently difficult. The BoM-err for go-fasthttp reduces to 4.9% if the test datapoints for the highest input scale are removed from consideration.

(iii) TFS has a higher BoM-err of 52.7% for prediction across varying input-scale. This is again due to the underlying function being difficult to learn, as shown in Fig. 5(b). We are still investigating the root-cause behind this.

6.4 Summary

Application modifications to eliminate sources of irreducible errors do produce a notable increase in prediction accuracy, suggesting that a workflow where application developers provide knobs that give operators the option of disabling these errors sources could be a promising direction moving forward. However, there are important concerns that cannot be neglected: (1) From the viewpoint of predictability, as we move to more realistic BBC scenarios, prediction errors do remain high for certain applications due to the underlying trend being difficult to learn (as illustrated in §6.3). Eliminating irreducible errors via application modification is not sufficient in these scenarios. (2) From the viewpoint of generality and ease-of-use, identifying the root causes of errors and making them configurable imposes a non-trivial burden on application developers; the same is true of asking system operators to reason about the trade-offs between predictability and other goals such as performance. In other words, such changes do weaken the black-box nature of performance prediction that we originally hoped ML-based predictors could provide.

7 Probabilistic Predictions

It may not always be possible to identify and eliminate sources of irreducible errors as required by the previous section. For instance, it might be too time-consuming to do so, or the system may be closed-source and not amenable to modifications. Or, operators may not want to compromise on the benefits of the relevant system optimizations (e.g., experiencing slower garbage collection by disabling the GC optimization). Therefore, we now explore an approach that allows operators to embrace, rather than eliminate, performance variability.

Our empirical observations in §5 reveal that the optimizations causing irreducible error often lead to bimodal/multi-modal performance distributions. This is the key insight that drives our approach, leading us to hypothesize that a way forward could be to extend ML models to predict not just one performance value, but a probability distribution from which we derive $k$ possible values, with the goal that the true value is one of the $k$ predictions, for a low $k$.

This immediately raises the question of whether such top-$k$ probabilistic predictions would even be useful to an operator? We believe they can be, depending on the use case. For instance, the operator can use the worst among the $k$ predictions when provisioning to meet SLOs; or they can use the average expectations across the $k$ predictions to pick an initial number of workers in a system that anyway dynamically adapts this number over time; or they can use the probability distribution to compare which system configuration will perform better in expectation when purchasing new servers. Note that, as in §6, this approach also comes with a trade-off – using the worst of $k$ predictions may lead to over-provisioning, or using the expected average may lead to sub-optimal choices.

Our goal here is not to design such use cases of probabilistic predictions, or reason about these trade-offs. We instead focus on the following questions: assuming operators could make use of top-$k$ probabilistic predictions: (i) how do we extend ML models to enable top-$k$ predictions, and (ii) is there a small enough value of $k$ that results in accurate top-$k$ predictions? If not, exploring use cases of top-$k$ predictions would be moot.

We thus proceed with discussing how we extended two of our models to predict probabilistic outputs (§7.1), and our prediction results (§7.2).

7.1 Extending ML models

We extend random forest and neural network to predict performance as a probability distribution across $k$ possible outputs. We chose these models as they were most natural to extend. Probabilistic Random Forests (Prob. RF). Instead of using the average JCT of the training points at the leaf node as the prediction (as is done in conventional decision trees), we use the distribution of the JCT data points at the leaf node, modeled using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [34] with $k$ components. We train this Prob. RF as before, still picking splits that minimize the variance of JCT in child nodes. Mixture Density Networks (MDNs). We adopt MDNs [25].

![Figure 5: Average request latency of go-fasthttp and TFS at varying input scales. These functions vary too fast, and are hence inherently hard to predict.](image-url)
We obtain to evaluate predictability with the probabilistic models above, conducting leave-one-out predictions. While there is an im-
test, where we relax the seen-configuration assumption by models with probabilistic outputs are used (\(k=3\)). Compare to Fig. 1b.

Note that the test data set remains unchanged by our use of predictions from the models as the \(k\) predictions made by the model. Such a top-\(k\) rMSRE shares the same interpretation as the rMSRE score – in fact, rMSRE scores reported so far can be thought of as top-1 rMSRE scores. In our evaluation, we observed a sharp drop in error rates as we move from a top-1 to top-2 measure and that further improvement plateaus off for \(k \geq 3\). For brevity, we present a subset of our results for \(k = 3\).

**BC Test** Fig. 6 shows the top-3 BoM-err under the BC predictions. We see a significant decrease in BoM-err compared to our top-1 prediction presented earlier in Fig. 1b. The 90%ile BoM-err is less than 10% for all but two applications. Note that the test data set remains unchanged by our use of probabilistic models, and hence O-err remains as high as in Fig. 1a. The reduced BoM-err with top-\(k\) predictions shows the promise of this approach in embracing inherent variability.

**BBC Test** Fig. 7 presents the top-3 BoM-err under the BBC test, where we relax the seen-configuration assumption by conducting leave-one-out predictions. While there is an improvement over models that make a single prediction (as in Fig 1c), we note that our multi-modal predictions don’t improve performance in cases where the underlying trend is hard to predict for a reason other than multi-modality (e.g., TFS and go-fasthttp).

### 7.3 Summary

Our findings along this direction are similar to those in §6. While it is possible to reduce prediction errors by extending our ML models to predict top-k performance values, two concerns with regard to generality and ease-of-use remain:

1. Even with top-k predictors, we continue to see scenarios with high error rates when we consider our more realistic BBC tests because the underlying performance trend is difficult to learn. Thus achieving a fully general predictor remains out of reach.

2. The use of top-k predictors complicates the process of applying performance prediction (which compromises ease-of-use) and may lead to sub-optimal decisions; in fact, how to best use such predictions and reason about the resulting trade-offs remains an open question.

### 8 Takeaways and Next Steps

We set out to evaluate whether ML offers a simpler, more general approach to performance prediction. We showed that:

1. Taken “out of the box”, many of the applications we studied exhibit a surprisingly high degree of irreducible error, which fundamentally limits the accuracy that any ML-based predictor can achieve, and

2. We can significantly improve accuracy if we relax our goals (accepting the trade off) and modify applications and/or modify how we use predictions.

But even with these relaxations we still see a non-trivial number of predictions with high error rates! E.g., apps where ~10% of the BBC tests have BoM-err > 30-40%.

While ML fails to meet our goal of generality, we did find several scenarios where ML-based prediction was effective, showing that we must apply ML in a more nuanced manner by first identifying whether/when ML-based prediction is effective. Our methodology provides a blueprint for this, as summarized in Figure 8. Concretely, say that operators want to assess and improve the predictability of a target application. The first step is to run our BC test with the target workloads. If O-err is low, they can continue to the BBC test and check BoM-err. Otherwise, they have two options. The first is to disable any root-causes of variability if possible, rebuild the application, and re-run the BC test. If disabling root-causes is not possible or not desirable, operators can choose to use the top-k predictions. They can also combine both options, reconfiguring the application and using probabilistic predictions.

Even for this more nuanced approach, many open questions remain: (i) do our findings hold beyond the 13 apps and 6 models studied? (ii) how do we design systems to more easily identify sources of irreducible error? (iii) how can developers and operators more easily reason about trade-offs between predictability and other design goals? etc.

Our work provides empirical evidence motivating the above
questions and a blueprint for how to approach and evaluate them. Overall, we remain cautiously skeptical about the role of ML in predicting system performance. We note that a common thread in the above questions is the need to evaluate predictors in a manner that is systematic and consistent across studies. We call on the community to adopt and extend our methodology as the foundation for such evaluation.

9 Related Work

Prior work has explored using ML based performance prediction for tuning and optimizing system configuration. Ernest [57] uses domain expert knowledge to build an analytical model for Spark performance, that is based on transformations and combinations of different features (such as number of cloud instances and input dataset scale), and trains the parameters of this model using ML.

Similar data-driven, gray-box modeling approaches have been applied to predicting and tuning performance for deep learning workloads and scientific computing [47, 48]. Paris [60] is a black-box performance modeling tool for selecting the best instance type by training a Random Forest model for each instance, and profiling unseen test applications on a small subset of instances to feed as input to the model.

Selecta [37] makes innovative use of collaborative filtering to predict performance and select the best-performing storage configuration for data analytics applications. CherryPick [22] explores black-box optimization (Bayesian Optimization) for a guided search towards the optimal cloud configurations without accurately predicting performance. Google’s Vizier [31] leverages similar black-box optimization and makes it an internal application service for various workloads. Each of the above focus on answering a specific question with a specific ML technique. Our goal is to understand how ML can be more broadly applied to predicting performance across a range of systems and predictive tasks. We hope that our results, particularly as they relate to our methodology and irreducible error, can be applied to many of the contexts explored in prior work.

Monotasks [44] proposes a radically new design for Spark aiming at assisting performance diagnostics and prediction; it does not explore the role of ML for performance prediction.

Similar to our proposal in §7.1, several recent papers recognize that performance is perhaps better represented as a probability distribution. [51] proposes modeling the performance of individual functions/methods as probability distributions and presents automatic instrumentation to capture such distributions. [45] shows how to design cluster schedulers that take as input, distributions derived from historical performance. Our proposal adds a new dimension to this general approach: we show how to extend ML models to generate probabilistic performance predictions.

Google Wide Profiler [36, 50] explores the use of performance counter information collected on an always-on profiling infrastructure in datacenters to provide performance insights and drive job scheduling decisions. As mentioned in §2, our work differs in that we focus on static parameters to enable use-cases where predictions happen before runtime.

Performance variability has been widely reported in contexts from hardware-induced variability [41], to stragglers in batch analytics [59], variability in VM network performance [52], and tail request latencies in microservices [29]. Our work can be thought as complementary: we studied a wide range of applications, report variability even under best-case scenarios, focus on the impact of variability to ML-based performance prediction, and propose systematic approaches to cope with variability.

Figure 8: Methodology blueprint. As examples from our findings: Terasort’s path (shown in blue) started out with only 73% of prediction tests having an O-err <10% in our BC test but once we eliminated its root-cause of irreducible error (the worker-readiness optimization), 99+% of test cases saw an O-err <10% and the BoM-err even in our BBC test was <10% for ~90% of test cases leading to what we would deem a successful outcome. By contrast, KMeans (shown by the red path) started with a good O-err in our BC test (>90% of test cases had O-err <10%) but ultimately failed when we relaxed our identical-inputs assumption where point >60% of prediction tests had O-err >20%!
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Appendix

A Test Applications: Additional Detail

We include Memcached, a popular in-memory key-value store. We use the mutilate [13, 39] memcached load generator which generates realistic memcached request streams and records fine-grained latency measurements. We vary the key size (corresponding to the varying input scale prediction), number of memcached servers (varying number of servers), and the server instance type, while keeping the other workload parameters in mutilate as fixed values. We report results on predicting the average query latency.

We include Influxdb, a widely used timeseries database. We use its official benchmarking tool Inch as the client. Inch sends write queries to Influxdb and reports the time it takes to complete each write query. We vary the number of points per timeseries written per query (varying input scale prediction), the number of Influxdb servers, and the server instance type. We report results on predicting the query latency.

We include nginx. We use wrk2, an http benchmarking tool used by nginx’s official benchmark reports [19]. It sends http requests and reports fine-grain latency and throughput measurements. We vary the per-client request rate, number of worker processes (each worker process is a single-threaded process; the maximum number of worker processes we vary to is equal to the number of cores of the instance), and the server instance type. We report results on predicting the median request latency.

We include go-fasthttp, a high-performance HTTP package for building REST services. We use the wrk2 tool to generate HTTP loads again. We vary the request rate, number of server instances, and the server instance type. We report results on predicting the median request latency.

We include multiple Spark-based applications spanning diverse forms of computation: sorting, graph computation, classification (two different implementations), data mining, recommendation etc.

We include Tensorflow Serving (TFS), a high performance model serving system, which we orchestrate using Kubernetes (k8s). Our TFS setup resembles that of other (e.g., Web) serving systems in which a front-end load balancer (we use EC2 ELB) spreads client requests across a backend of (model) serving instances.

B Understanding Irreducible Errors – Details

B.1 Spark’s “Worker-readiness” Optimization

Details included in the main text.

B.2 Multi-mode Optimization in JVM GC

We elaborate on the details of how the JVM adaptive GC leads to variable application performance in the context of our Spark Logistic Regression (LR1) workload.

§5.1.2 revealed a positive correlation between the number of full GCs (explained below) and JCT with a distinct bimodal behaviour. We now describe how this bimodality arises. For this, we first explain relevant aspects of the GC mechanism in Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that Spark uses.

JVM divides the Java memory heap into two regions – a young region to allocate new objects, and an old region to accommodate ‘old’ objects that have survived multiple GC rounds. It supports three different types of GCs over these regions: (i) minor GC on the young region, (ii) major GC on the old region, and (iii) full GC over the entire heap space (both young and old regions), with the surviving objects residing in the old region.

In the face of heap space shortage, JVM first runs a minor GC on the young region, deleting the unused objects and promoting the old objects (that have survived multiple GC rounds) to the old region. A minor GC triggers a major GC if the old region has too little free space to hold the promoted objects. If a minor GC constantly triggers a major GC, the garbage collector can save time by skipping the minor GC (and the ensuing major GC), and directly running full GC over the entire heap space. JVM implements this adaptive skipping of minor GC as a performance optimization. To estimate whether a minor GC would trigger a major GC, it maintains a promotion estimate, calculated as the moving average of the number of promoted objects after each round of minor GC. If the promotion estimate is higher than the amount of free space in the old region, JVM GC skips the minor GC and runs a full GC directly.

We now show how this adaptive skipping behavior impacts performance predictability. We randomly pick one sample
each from the slower “high-mode” runs (whose JCTs sit at the top-right corner of the figure in §5.1.2) and the faster “low-mode” runs (whose JCTs sit in the bottom-left corner of the figure in §5.1.2). The top and bottom plots in Fig.9 show the promotion estimate values and the amount of free space in the old region observed for the first 30 GC events in the two sample runs respectively.

Fig.9(top) reveals that beyond GC event #21, the promotion estimate in the high-mode run remains greater than the amount of free space in the old region (even after event 30, beyond what the plot shows). This results in consecutive full GCs (shown as hollow blue dots). Note that since no objects get promoted in a full GC, the JVM does not update the promotion estimate.

Fig.9(bottom) shows how the low-mode run escapes from such a fate: the promotion estimate is higher than the amount of free old space only for a few GC events, and stays lower than that beyond GC event #26. Consequently, the low mode run sees more minor GCs than full GCs (shown as solid blue dots). Since a full GC, which scans objects across a larger memory space, is significantly more time consuming than a minor GC, the perpetuation of full GCs has a large impact JCT (witnessed in the scatter-plot in §5.1.2).

Fig.10 shows the corresponding time-series of GC events along with events that mark the start and finish of individual tasks (for clarity, we only show the time range of 20-26s, which captures the regime where the two runs start deviating from one another). Careful observation of Fig.10 reveals that the GC behaviour of the two runs begins to diverge around time 24s, when two of tasks finish slightly earlier in the high mode run than in the low mode run. We checked that around this time, the two modes see a difference of about 10MB in the amount of free old space (which is rather small compared to the total heap size of 1GB).

Such subtle differences cannot be determined without knowing the runtime state of the garbage collection and the Spark application.

B.3 Non-determinism in the Spark Scheduler

Our analysis revealed that PageRank’s high O-err stems from non-determinism in the Spark scheduler. Specifically, in a job with multiple stages, a stage A may be independent of stage B in the sense that A’s tasks can be scheduled to run whether or not B’s tasks have completed. Our traces showed that independent stages were being scheduled in different orders in different runs leading to different JCTs. This arises because of how the Spark scheduler tracks dependencies between stages. Spark’s scheduler maintains a graph that captures the dependencies between stages; a stage v’s parents in the graph are those stages that can only be scheduled after v is complete. Spark’s scheduler uses the Scala HashSet data structure to track the parents of a stage. When the search propagates to the parents, the order of visiting these parents can be inconsistent across runs because HashSet makes no guarantees on the order of iteration through the set members.

Fig.11 shows the effect of this non-determinism. Stages 1 and 7 are two independent stages and the figure plots the JCT for runs where stage 7 is scheduled before stage 1 (dots on the bottom-left) and vice versa (dots on the top-right). We see that the difference in scheduling order corresponds to bimodality in the JCTs. We emphasize that this bimodality could not be predicted prior to runtime as it depends on the runtime state of the HashSet structure rather than any static input parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Naive-err</th>
<th>BoM-err</th>
<th>O-err</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Sched. mod.</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Prediction error before vs. after.

To verify our analysis, we modify the Spark scheduler such that the order of scheduled stages is consistent across runs with identical configurations (replacing HashSet with a LinkedHashSet). Table 3 shows that our modification (the “+Sched. mod.” row) reduces the O-err by more than 5.7x bringing the error to under 4%. 

Figure 10: High-mode (top) and Low-mode (bottom) trajectories for the run-time events. Note that unlike Fig.9, the x-axis unit here is the wall time.

Figure 11: Bimodal performance that results from scheduling independent stages in different orders.
B.4 HTTP Redirection and DNS Caching in S3

Multiple applications in our study – KMeans, LR2, FP Growth, and ALS – experienced irreducible errors due to name resolution in Amazon’s S3 storage service. We explain this effect in the context of the KMeans application.

When triaging the overall JCT, we often found that, on average, the computation time was on par with the S3 IO time but that the standard deviation for the latter was $24 \times$ times higher than the former (Fig.12). Analysis of the application’s runtime logs for KMeans revealed that the variance in performance stems from I/O to Amazon’s S3 storage service. This is shown in Fig.12 which breaks down the overall JCT into computation time and S3 IO time. We see that the computation time has little variance while the S3 IO time has substantial variance (between 17.5s and 9s).

Further instrumentation revealed a correlation between the time spent on S3 IO and the number of HTTP redirection events, and that the latter varied across multiple runs of identical test configurations.

S3 is a distributed storage service in which objects are spread across multiple datacenters. When a new object “bucket” is created, its DNS entry points to a default datacenter location. If a user creates a bucket in a datacenter other than the default one, then a request to that bucket is first sent to the default server, which responds with an HTTP redirect containing a new URL that resolves to the datacenter where the bucket is located.

Such redirection continues until the DNS entry for the bucket is correctly updated. The S3 buckets in our experiments were created in a different datacenter from the default one, leading to such HTTP redirects.

Fig.13 illustrates the above behavior during one of our experiments. We plot two values over time: (a) the number of distinct S3 servers that our application connected to, and, (b) the time spent on S3 IO. We observe three distinct phases to S3 performance, demarcated by green lines in Fig.13.

Interestingly, we observe a significant intermediate period where the two values oscillate. We found that this oscillation arises because AWS load-balances DNS requests across a pool of DNS servers and the servers in this pool converge to the new DNS entry at different times. In summary, we see variable performance even for identical test configurations due to the distributed and eventually-consistent nature of object name resolution in S3. To validate our analysis, we repeated our experiments after modifying the KMeans application to cache the correct bucket location after the first redirection event (yes, ignoring AWS’ recommendation). Table 4 shows that this modification dramatically reduces prediction error to an O-err of 1.0% and a BoM-err of 1.1%.

![Figure 13: The number of S3 servers visited during the cloud storage IO (top) and the total IO time (bottom). This is plotted over wall-clock time during multiple rounds of experiments.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Naive-err</th>
<th>BoM-err</th>
<th>O-err</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct bucket loc.</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Prediction error before vs. after.

One might ask whether it is possible to predict the impact of AWS’s DNS service on applications. An in-depth exploration of this question is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we note that doing so appears impractical, if not infeasible, since we would have to know how an application’s lifetime overlaps with the DNS timers not just for a single server but for an entire pool of servers, as well as precisely knowing how DNS requests are load-balanced across this pool.

B.5 Imperfect load-balancing at high load

We observed high irreducible errors when predicting the request throughput provided by a TFS cluster under increasing numbers of workers (servers). Our analysis revealed that this high error stems from how client requests are load-balanced across TFS servers. We run TFS servers within a Kubernetes cluster and hence incoming client requests undergo two levels of load balancing. First, the AWS Elastic Load Balancer round-robots incoming client connections across the k8s nodes. Next, each k8s node load balances incoming RPCs across the TFS instances.

We found that the irreducible errors in TFS stem from the second stage of load-balancing. The load-balancing within k8s is based on selecting a TFS server at random, leading to some inherent imbalance in the load at each server. When running the TFS cluster at high utilization (as our experiments do), this imbalance means that some servers are already running at capacity while others are running below the maximum request rate they can sustain. The variability in this imbalance...
leads to variations in the overall request throughput; e.g., in repeated runs of one identical test setup, we saw aggregate throughput vary between 80-140 req/sec.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Naive-err</th>
<th>BoM-err</th>
<th>O-err</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline tput.</td>
<td>123.5%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Rnd LB tput.</td>
<td>163.2%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Prediction error before vs. after.

To verify this effect, we reconfigure the k8s load-balancer to always direct client RPCs to the local TFS server instance. In effect, this disables the k8s load-balancer which is acceptable for our test purposes. Table 5 shows that this modification substantially reduces the prediction error. We found a similar effect when predicting request latency and also found that incorporating heavy-hitter clients exacerbated the error due to randomized load-balancing.

### B.6 Variability in Implementations of Cloud APIs

We observed high O-err in the memcached and ngnix applications, both stemming from variability in how the cluster is configured and the limited control/visibility that default cloud APIs provide for this process.

In the case of memcached, the variability stemmed from how our worker instances were being placed within the cloud infrastructure. Our experiments used EC2’s default VM placement which offers no guarantee on the proximity between our allocated instances and hence our node-to-node latency varied across runs. This in turn led to variable memcached read latencies, as we found memcached read times are dominated by the network latency between the client and server in our setup. We found that switching to an API that consistently places a set of instances close together reduced the O-err from 36.9% to 2.4% (varying input scale) [14].

For ngnix, the high O-err stemmed from variability in the default network bandwidth associated with smaller instance types. Specifically, with EC2’s “c5” instances types, those smaller than c5.9xlarge are by default assigned "up to" 10Gbps network bandwidth while c5.9xlarge instances are assigned exactly 10Gbps. For smaller instance types we found that EC2 occasionally throttles network bandwidth and the degree of throttling varies across runs (see Appendix B.6).

The response time in ngnix is also dominated by the network latency between client and server and hence this variability in throttling leads to unpredictable request latencies. Repeating our scale-out and input-scaling tests with a c5.9xlarge instance (instead of our previous default of c5.xlarge for the client and c5.4xlarge for the server) reduced the O-err from 15.6% to 2.0% under varying number of workers.

Fig. 20 depicts the varying available bandwidth across different runs of the same configuration (specifically, the number of worker processes in varying number of worker process scenario). We measured the node-to-node bandwidth using iperf between the instance running the client (wrk2) and the instance running the ngnix right before the experiments were run. The results show that despite the configurations (instance types, number of worker processes) remaining the same, the available bandwidth can vary. We conjecture this is a result of the bandwidth allocation mechanism AWS employs, which throttles bandwidth usage based on an estimation of the average network utilization of the instances [4].

Note that it is arguable whether the above sources of error are "irreducible". On the one hand, it might be possible to augment cloud APIs or incorporate the parameters of cloud APIs as a feature in our ML models, however, doing so is likely to come at a loss in flexibility and efficiency for cloud operators. E.g., one might envisage placement APIs that guarantee consistent proximity between instances, but the achievable proximity is likely to vary depending on the number and type of instances (we will see an example of this in §??). Similarly, if the AWS throttling that we observed is determined by current network load, then it is not clear how one might capture the impact of throttling prior to runtime. We leave the question of how cloud providers might augment their APIs to aid performance predictability as a topic for future work.

### C Best-Case Analysis - More Details

Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 describe the per-app average prediction error rates for best-case experiments.

### D Beyond Best-Case Analysis - More Details

#### D.1 Leave-one-out - More Details

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 describe the per-app average prediction error rates for leave-one-out experiments.

#### D.2 Dedicated Instance vs. Shared Instance

Fig. 20 shows the impact of changing dedicated instance type to shared instance type for the Memcached and Spark sorting applications. We see that overall the relaxation does not have a statistically meaningful impact on the predictability of these two applications.

---

11AWS documentation does not elaborate on the exact conditions under which they implement throttling [4]
D.3 Leave-one-out Test with only Varied Input Scale

Fig. 21 shows the CDFs of BoM-err in the BBC leave-one-out test, for only the predictions across varying input data scale.

D.4 High BoM-err in BBC after App. Modifications - Other Applications

(i) **TFS has a higher BoM-err of 52.7% for prediction across varying input-scale.** This proved to be because the trend in TFS throughput under varying input scale is inherently hard to predict. The underlying function – shown in Fig. 5(a) – has a high Lipschitz constant (i.e., it changes too fast), which causes the trained model to have poor generalization [24, 42]. We have not yet been able to determine the root cause for this odd trend in TFS.

(ii) **Memcached has a high BoM-err of 50.9% for prediction across scaling up instance types.** Recall from §5 that memcached performance is sensitive to the node-to-node latency and hence we modified our experiments to use AWS’s cluster placement group API that ensures nodes in a cluster are consistently placed close to each other. This avoids variability in placement across multiple runs of an identical test configuration. However, what we discovered is that while AWS’s placement API is consistent in the proximity at which it places instances of a particular type, this proximity may vary across different instance types, making it hard for our ML models to learn a trend across instance types (as is needed for our leave-one-out analysis).

E Comparing ML Models

So far, we focused on the error of the best-performing ML model for a given task. We now compare across our six ML models. We do so in the context of our leave-one-out analysis since it is both more challenging and realistic. Table 6(top) reports the error rate that each model achieves for each of the three prediction scenarios, averaged across all applications. We normalize each of these error rates by the lowest average error for the corresponding prediction scenario. Therefore, a normalized value of 1.0 indicates that the corresponding model performed the best (on average) for the corresponding prediction scenario. Table 6(bottom) similarly reports the normalized error rates for each model and each application, but now averaged across all prediction tasks.

It is important to note that our analysis uses only out-of-the-box versions of each ML model and applies the same hyperparameter tuning approach to each of them. This is in contrast to many prior studies (in systems contexts and beyond) in which a particular model is often specialized and carefully tuned to achieve high accuracy for a given prediction task [28, 32, 60]. In this sense, our results can be viewed as a “fair” comparison of models while at the same time we acknowledge that the performance of any individual model/prediction could probably be improved through careful tuning. We view our approach as establishing a useful baseline and conjecture that there is value to a low-effort ML predictor, especially given the rapid pace of evolution in modern software services.

We draw the following conclusions from our results:
Figure 17: Leave-one-out prediction errors for different applications under (a) changing input-scale, (b) scaling-out the number of workers, and (c) scaling-up the instances; before system modifications.

Figure 18: Leave-one-out prediction errors for different applications under (a) changing input-scale, (b) scaling-out the number of workers, and (c) scaling-up the instances; after system modifications.

Figure 19: CDF of BoM-err in the BBC leave-one-out test where input data content is identical, for predictions across varying input data scale.

(i) The key takeaway from our results is that there is no clear winner: no ML model performs the best across all prediction scenarios and across all applications. This validates the merits of studying a range of ML models and applications so that we can understand how to best apply or combine various models.

(ii) There is no clear loser either: each model performs the best for at least one prediction scenario or application.

(iii) Even though there is no clear winner, neural network often results in the best performance or has error rates close to the best performing model. There were a few exceptions where neural network resulted in $2 \times$ higher error rates than the lowest error. We found that using a different hyper-parameter tuning methodology reduced the neural network error in these cases. This confirms the common wisdom that neural networks, while powerful, can be difficult to train and tune.

(iv) For cases where neural network performed the best, there was often at least one other simpler model performed as well.

Figure 20: Memcached (md) and Spark sorting (sort) prediction accuracy in the three prediction scenarios with dedicated instances and shared instances.
Figure 21: CDF of O-err in the BBC leave-one-out test where input data content is not identical, for predictions across varying input data scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction Type</th>
<th>Linear Regression</th>
<th>kNN</th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>SVM kernelized</th>
<th>Neural Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input scale</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># workers</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inst. type</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Linear Regression</th>
<th>kNN</th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>SVM kernelized</th>
<th>Neural Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFS</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagerank</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nginx</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>influxdb</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memcached</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go-fasthttp</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word2vec</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpgrowth</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Comparison across ML models. The top table reports the error rates for each type of prediction scenario and ML model, averaged across all applications, and normalized by the lowest average error for that scenario. The bottom table similarly reports normalized error rates for each application, averaged across different prediction scenarios.
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Abstract

Training machine learning models in parallel is an increasingly important workload. We accelerate distributed parallel training by designing a communication primitive that uses a programmable switch dataplane to execute a key step of the training process. Our approach, SwitchML, reduces the volume of exchanged data by aggregating the model updates from multiple workers in the network. We co-design the switch processing with the end-host protocols and ML frameworks to provide an efficient solution that speeds up training by up to 5.5× for a number of real-world benchmark models.

1 Introduction

Today’s machine learning (ML) solutions’ remarkable success derives from the ability to build increasingly sophisticated models on increasingly large data sets. To cope with the resulting increase in training time, ML practitioners use distributed training [1, 22]. Large-scale clusters use hundreds of nodes, each equipped with multiple GPUs or other hardware accelerators (e.g., TPUs [48]), to run training jobs on tens of workers that take many hours or days.

Distributed training is increasingly a network-bound workload. To be clear, it remains computationally intensive. But the last seven years have brought a 62× improvement in compute performance [64, 78], thanks to GPUs [74] and other hardware accelerators [11, 34, 35, 48]). Cloud network deployments have found this pace hard to match, skewing the ratio of computation to communication towards the latter. Since parallelization techniques like mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) training [37, 43] alternate computation with synchronous model updates among workers, network performance now has a substantial impact on training time.

Can a new type of accelerator in the network alleviate the network bottleneck? We demonstrate that an in-network aggregation primitive can accelerate distributed ML workloads, and can be implemented using programmable switch hardware [5, 10]. Aggregation reduces the amount of data transmitted during synchronization phases, which increases throughput, diminishes latency, and speeds up training time.

Building an in-network aggregation primitive using programmable switches presents many challenges. First, the per-packet processing capabilities are limited, and so is on-chip memory. We must limit our resource usage so that the switch can perform its primary function of conveying packets. Second, the computing units inside a programmable switch operate on integer values, whereas ML frameworks and models operate on floating-point values. Finally, the in-network aggregation primitive is an all-to-all primitive, unlike traditional unicast or multicast communication patterns. As a result, in-network aggregation requires mechanisms for synchronizing workers and detecting and recovering from packet loss.

We address these challenges in SwitchML, showing that it is indeed possible for a programmable network device to perform in-network aggregation at line rate. SwitchML is a co-design of in-switch processing with an end-host transport layer and ML frameworks. It leverages the following insights. First, aggregation involves a simple arithmetic operation, making it amenable to parallelization and pipelined execution on programmable network devices. We decompose the parameter updates into appropriately-sized chunks that can be individually processed by the switch pipeline. Second, aggregation for SGD can be applied separately on different portions of the input data, disregarding order, without affecting the correctness of the final result. We tolerate packet loss through the use of a light-weight switch scoreboard mechanism and a retransmission mechanism driven solely by end hosts, which together ensure that workers operate in lock-step without any decrease in switch aggregation throughput. Third, ML training is robust to modest approximations in its compute operations. We address the lack of floating-point support in switch dataplanes by having the workers scale and convert floating-point values to fixed-point using an adaptive scaling factor with negligible approximation loss.

*Equal contribution. Amedeo Sapio is affiliated with Barefoot Networks, but was at KAUST during much of this work.
SwitchML integrates with distributed ML frameworks, such as PyTorch and TensorFlow, to accelerate their communication, and enable efficient training of deep neural networks (DNNs). Our initial prototype targets a rack-scale architecture, where a single switch centrally aggregates parameter updates from serviced workers. Though the single switch limits scalability, we note that commercially-available programmable switches can service up to 64 nodes at 100 Gbps or 256 at 25 Gbps. As each worker is typically equipped with multiple GPUs, this scale is sufficiently large to push the statistical limits of SGD [32, 43, 50, 98].

We show that SwitchML’s in-network aggregation yields end-to-end improvements in training performance of up to $5.5 \times$ for popular DNN models. Focusing on a communication microbenchmark, compared to the best-in-class collective library NCCL [77], SwitchML is up to $2.9 \times$ faster than NCCL with RDMA and $9.1 \times$ than NCCL with TCP. While the magnitude of the performance improvements is dependent on the neural network architecture and the underlying physical network speed, it is greater for models with smaller compute-to-communication ratios – good news for future, faster DNN training accelerators.

Our approach is not tied to any particular ML framework; we have integrated SwitchML with Horovod [89] and NCCL [77], which supports several popular toolkits like TensorFlow and PyTorch. SwitchML is openly available at https://github.com/p4lang/p4app-switchML.

2 Network bottlenecks in ML training

In the distributed setting, ML training yields a high-performance networking problem, which we highlight below after reviewing the traditional ML training process.

2.1 Training and all to all communication

Supervised ML problems, including logistic regression, support vector machines and deep learning, are typically solved by iterative algorithms such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or one of its many variants (e.g., using momentum, mini-batching, importance sampling, preconditioning, variance reduction) [72, 73, 83, 90]. A common approach to scaling to large models and datasets is data-parallelism, where the input data is partitioned across workers. Training in a data-parallel, synchronized fashion on $n$ workers can be seen as learning a model $x \in \mathbb{R}^d$ over input/training data $D$ by performing iterations of the form $x^{t+1} = x^t + \sum_{i=1}^n \Delta(x^t, D'_i)$, where $x^t$ is a vector of model parameters at iteration $t$, $\Delta(\cdot, \cdot)$ is the model update function and $D'_i$ is the data subset used at worker $i$ during that iteration.

The key to data parallelism is that each worker $i$, in parallel, locally computes the update $\Delta(x^t, D'_i)$ to the model parameters based on the current model $x^t$ and a mini-batch, i.e., a subset of the local data $D'_i$. Typically, a model update contributed by worker $i$ is a multiple of the stochastic gradient of the loss function with respect to the current model parameters $x^t$ computed across a mini-batch of training data, $D'_i$. Subsequently, workers communicate their updates, which are aggregated ($\Sigma$) and added to $x^t$ to form the model parameters of the next iteration. Importantly, each iteration acts only on a mini-batch of the training data. It requires many iterations to progress through the entire dataset, which constitutes a training epoch. A typical training job requires multiple epochs, reprocessing the full training data set, until the model achieves acceptable error on a validation set.

From a networking perspective, the challenge is that data-parallel SGD requires computing the sum of model updates across all workers after every iteration. Each model update has as many parameters as the model itself, so they are often in 100s-of-MB or GB range. And their size is growing exponentially: today’s largest models exceed 32 GB [84]. These aggregations need to be performed frequently, as increasing the mini-batch size hurts convergence [66]. Today’s ML toolkits implement this communication phase in one of two ways:

- The parameter server (PS) approach. In this approach, workers compute model updates and send them to parameter servers [45, 56, 64]. These servers, usually dedicated machines, aggregate updates to compute and distribute the new model parameters. To prevent the PS from becoming a bottleneck, the model is sharded over multiple PS nodes.

- The all-reduce approach. An alternate approach uses the workers to run an all-reduce algorithm – a collective communication technique common in high-performance computing – to combine model updates. The workers communicate over an overlay network. A ring topology [6], where each worker communicates to the next neighboring worker on the ring, is common because it is bandwidth-optimal (though its latency grows with the number of workers) [79]. Halving and doubling uses a binary tree topology [93] instead.

2.2 The network bottleneck

Fundamentally, training alternates compute-intensive phases with communication-intensive model update synchronization. Workers produce intense bursts of traffic to communicate their model updates, whether it is done through a parameter server or all-reduce, and training stalls until it is complete.

Recent studies have shown that performance bottleneck in distributed training is increasingly shifting from compute to communication [64]. This shift comes from two sources. The first is a result of advances in GPUs and other compute accelerators. For example, the recently released NVIDIA A100 offers $10 \times$ and $20 \times$ performance improvements for floating-point
and mixed-precision calculations, respectively [74] compared to its predecessor, the V100 – released just 2.5 years previously. This pace far exceeds advances in network bandwidth: a $10 \times$ improvement in Ethernet speeds (from 10 Gbps to 100 Gbps) required 8 years to standardize.

Second, the ratio of communication to computation in the workload itself has shifted. The current trend towards ever-larger DNNs generally exacerbates this issue. However, this effect is highly application-dependent. In popular ML toolkits, communication and computation phases can partially overlap. Since back-prop proceeds incrementally, communication can start as soon as the earliest partial results of back-prop are available. The effectiveness of this technique depends on the structure of the DNN. For DNNs with large initial layers, its effectiveness is marginal, because there is little to no opportunity to overlap communication with computation.

When is the network a bottleneck? To answer this quantitatively, we profile the training of 8 common DNNs on a cluster with 8 workers using NVIDIA P100 GPUs. To precisely factor out the contribution of communication to the processing time of a mini-batch, we emulate communication time at 10 Gbps or 100 Gbps Ethernet assuming transmission at line rate. We record the network-level events, which allows us to report the fraction of time spent in communication as well as how much can overlap with computation (Table 1). At 10 Gbps, all but three workloads spend more than 50% of their time in communication, usually with little computation-phase overlap. These workloads benefit greatly from 100 Gbps networking, but even so communication remains a significant share (at least 17%) of batch processing time for half of the workloads.

What happens when GPUs become faster? Our profile uses P100 GPUs, now two generations old. Faster GPUs would reduce the computation time, increasing the relative communication fraction. Our measurement of non-overlappable communication time allows us to determine the scaling factor $\alpha$ applied to GPU computation time at which the network is saturated. There is still some speedup beyond an $\alpha \times$ faster GPU, but it is limited to the initial phase, before communication begins. Note $\alpha < 4$ for half the workloads (Table 1), suggesting that network performance will be a serious issue when using the latest GPUs with a 100 Gbps network.

## 3 In-network aggregation

We propose an alternative approach to model update exchange for ML workloads: in-network aggregation. In this approach, workers send their model updates over the network, where an aggregation primitive in the network sums the updates and distributes only the resulting value. Variations on this primitive have been proposed, over the years, for specialized supercomputer networks [2, 26] and InfiniBand [33]. We demonstrate that it is possible to realize in-network aggregation in an Ethernet network and benefit ML applications.

In-network aggregation offers a fundamental advantage over both all-reduce and PS. It achieves the minimum possible latency and the minimum communication cost, quantified in data volume each worker sends and receives: $2|U|$ bytes, where $|U|$ is the total number of bytes to be aggregated. This is a significant improvement over the equivalent cost for bandwidth-optimal all-reduce, which is $4|U| \frac{\alpha + 1}{\alpha}$ [79]. The PS approach can match this communication cost of $2|U|$ bytes, at the expense of more resource cost; in the limit, it doubles the number of required machines and network bandwidth. Regardless of resource costs, in-network aggregation avoids end-host processing required to perform aggregation and, therefore, provides “sub-RTT” latency [46], which the contrasted approaches cannot achieve.

Illustrating the advantages of in-network aggregation. To characterize the extent to which communication is a bottleneck for training performance, we use our profile of eight DNN models from §2.2. We evaluate the impact of communication performance using a trace of network-level events recorded during training. This trace captures real compute times and memory access latency, including the latency for barrier events that precede each synchronization, but allows us to emulate different network speeds and computation patterns. In particular, our trace records the detailed timing of individual all-reduce invocations, so it faithfully accounts for potential overlap between communication and computation.

We compare the performance of in-network aggregation (INA) with the current best practice, ring all-reduce (RAR). Table 2 summarizes the batch processing speedup over the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Size (MB)</th>
<th>Batch time [ms]</th>
<th>10 Gbps Comm [%]</th>
<th>100 Gbps Comm [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepLight</td>
<td>2319</td>
<td>213 1000 ± 1.4</td>
<td>79% (2%)</td>
<td>79% (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>1627</td>
<td>1677 ± 1.7</td>
<td>67% (3%)</td>
<td>67% (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>1274</td>
<td>1677 ± 1.7</td>
<td>67% (3%)</td>
<td>67% (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG19</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>661 ± 1.9</td>
<td>73% (6%)</td>
<td>73% (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGATT</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>1612 ± 2.5</td>
<td>84% (9%)</td>
<td>84% (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCF</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>149 ± 0.6</td>
<td>72% (4%)</td>
<td>72% (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>293 ± 0.6</td>
<td>99% (6%)</td>
<td>99% (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>299 ± 10.9</td>
<td>67% (9%)</td>
<td>67% (9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Profile of benchmark DNNs. “Batch [ms]” reports the average batch processing time and its standard deviation. “Comm” reports the proportion of communication activity as % of batch time. The figure in parentheses is the percentage of that time that overlaps with computation. For example, DeepLight at 10 Gbps spends 97% of its batch time in communication; only 2% of this 97% communication overlaps with computation. The table lists a scaling factor for an hypothetical $\alpha \times$ faster GPU that implies communication is contiguous and saturates the 100 Gbps bandwidth once communication begins.

---

4The PS nodes are co-located with the worker nodes, then the effective bandwidth per node is halved, doubling latency.

5The ML toolkit adopts an optimization known as tensor fusion or bucketing that coalesces multiple all-reduce invocations to amortize setup overhead. Our traces reflect the effect of this optimization.
Alternative: gradient compression. Another way to reduce communication costs is to reduce the data volume of model updates using lossy compression. Proposed approaches include reducing the bit-width of gradient elements (quantization) or transmitting only a subset of elements (sparsification). These approaches come with tradeoffs: too much compression loss can impact the resulting model accuracy.

We adopt the results of a recent survey of gradient compression methods [96] to emulate the behavior of Top-k [3] and QSGD [4] as two representative sparsification and quantization compressors, respectively. We use data from that study to identify the compression overhead and data reduction achieved. Our synthetic communication time, then, includes both the computational cost of compression and the communication cost of the all-gather operation used to exchange model updates (following their implementation [96]).

We observe (Table 2) that, although gradient compression decreases data volume, it is not necessarily superior to INA. In general, the computational cost of compression and decompression is non-negligible [58,96]; in some cases, it outweighs the communication-reduction benefits. In particular, INA outperforms QSGD on all workloads for both the 64 and 256 levels (6 and 8 bits). Similarly, Top-k underperforms INA at the 10% compression level, and even reduces performance relative to INA in the 100 Gbps setting. These observations agree with recent work [58,96]. In particular, Li et al. [58] proposed additional hardware offloading, using an FPGA at every worker, to mitigate compression costs. As this requires additional hardware, our analysis does not consider it.

Gradient compression does outperform INA when it can achieve high compression ratios, as with Top-k at 1%. However, in many cases, this level of compression either requires more training iterations to converge, or hurts the accuracy of the resulting model [96]. For example, the NCF model achieves 95.8% hit rate without compression after 20 epochs of training, while with Top-k compression at 10% it achieves 93.6%. It fails to converge at 1% compression. We report convergence comparisons for various models in Appendix D.

4 Design

Our system, SwitchML, implements the aggregation primitive in a programmable dataplane switch. Such switches are now...
commercially available, with only a small cost premium compared to fixed-function switches [5]. In-network aggregation is conceptually straightforward, but implementing it inside a programmable switch, however, is challenging. Although programmable switches allow placing computation into the network path, their limited computation and storage capabilities impose constraints on implementing gradient aggregation. The system must also tolerate packet loss, which, although uncommon in the rack-scale cluster environment, is nevertheless possible for long-running DNN training jobs. SwitchML addresses these challenges by appropriately dividing the functionality between the hosts and the switches, resulting in an efficient and reliable streaming aggregation protocol.

4.1 Challenges

**Limited computation.** Mathematically, gradient aggregation is the average over a set of floating-point vectors. While a seemingly simple operation, it exceeds the capabilities of today’s programmable switches. As they must maintain line rate processing, the number of operations they can perform on each packet is limited. Further, the operations themselves can only be simple integer arithmetic/logic operations; neither floating-point nor integer division operations are possible.

**Limited storage.** Model updates are large. In each iteration, each worker may supply hundreds of megabytes of gradient values. This volume far exceeds the on-switch storage capacity, which is limited to a few tens of MB and must be shared with forwarding tables and other core switch functions. This limitation is unlikely to change in the future [10], given that speed considerations require dataplane-accessible storage to be implemented using on-die SRAM.

**Packet loss.** SwitchML must be resilient to packet loss, without impact on efficiency or correctness (e.g., discarding part of an update or applying it twice because of retransmission).

4.2 SwitchML overview

SwitchML aims to alleviate communication bottlenecks for distributed ML training applications using in-network aggregation, in a practical cluster setting. SwitchML uses the following techniques to reduce communication costs while meeting the above challenges.

**Combined switch-host architecture.** SwitchML carefully partitions computation between end-hosts and switches to circumvent the restrictions of the limited computational power at switches. The switch performs integer aggregation, while end-hosts are responsible for managing reliability and performing more complex computations.

---

**Algorithm 1** Switch logic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:</td>
<td>Initialize State:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:</td>
<td>n = number of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:</td>
<td>pool[s], count[s] := {0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>upon receive p(idx, off, vector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
<td>count[p.idx]++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:</td>
<td>if count[p.idx] = n then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:</td>
<td>p.vector ← pool[p.idx]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:</td>
<td>pool[p.idx] ← 0; count[p.idx] ← 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:</td>
<td>multicast p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:</td>
<td>drop p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pool-based streaming aggregation.** A complete model update far exceeds the storage capacity of a switch, so it cannot aggregate entire vectors at once. SwitchML instead streams aggregation through the switch: it processes the aggregation function on a limited number of vector elements at once. The abstraction that makes this possible is a pool of integer aggregators. In SwitchML, end hosts handle the management of aggregators in a pool – determining when they can be used, reused, or need more complex failure handling – leaving the switch dataplane with a simple design.

**Fault tolerant protocols.** We develop lightweight schemes to recover from packet loss with minimal overheads and adopt traditional mechanisms to solve worker or network failures.

**Quantized integer-based aggregation.** Floating-point operations exceed the computational power of today’s switches. We instead convert floating-point values to 32-bit integers using a block floating-point-like approach [25], which is done efficiently at end hosts without impacting training accuracy.

We now describe each of these components in turn. To ease the presentation, we describe a version of the system in which packet losses do not occur. We remove this restriction later.

4.3 Switch-side aggregation protocol

We begin by describing the core network primitive provided by SwitchML: in-switch integer aggregation. A SwitchML switch provides a pool of s integer aggregators, addressable by index. Each slot in the pool aggregates a vector of k integers, which are delivered all at the same time in one update packet. The aggregation function is the addition operator, which is commutative and associative – meaning that the result does not depend on the order of packet arrivals. Note that addition is a simpler form of aggregation than ultimately desired: model updates need to be averaged. As with the all-reduce approach, we leave the final division step to the end hosts, as the switch cannot efficiently perform this.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the behavior of the aggregation primitive. A packet p carries a pool index, identifying the particular aggregator to be used, and contains a vector of k integers to be aggregated. Upon receiving a packet, the switch aggregates the packet’s vector (p.vector) into the slot addressed by the packet’s pool index (p.idx). Once the slot has
aggregated vectors from each worker, the switch outputs the result – by rewriting the packet’s vector with the aggregated value from that particular slot, and sending a copy of the packet to each worker. It then resets the slot’s aggregated value and counter, releasing it immediately for reuse.

The pool-based design is optimized for the common scenario where model updates are larger than the memory capacity of a switch. It addresses two major limitations of programmable switch architectures. First, because switch memory is limited, it precludes the need to store an entire model update on a switch at once; instead, it aggregates pieces of the model in a streaming fashion. Second, it allows processing to be done at the packet level by performing the aggregation in small pieces, at most 32 integers at a time. This is a more significant constraint than it may appear; to maintain a very high forwarding rate, today’s programmable switches parse only up to a certain amount of bytes in each packet and allow computation over the parsed portion. Thus, the model-update vector and all other packet headers must fit within this limited budget, which is today on the order of a few hundred bytes; ASIC design constraints make it unlikely that this will increase dramatically in the future [10, 16, 92]. In our deployment, is 64 or 256.

4.4 Worker-side aggregation protocol

The switch-side logic above does not impose any constraints on which aggregator in the pool to use and when. Workers must carefully control which vector they send to which pool index and, since pool size s is limited, how they reuse slots.

There are two considerations in managing the pool of aggregators appropriately. For correctness, every worker must use the same slot for the same piece of the model update, and no slot can be simultaneously used for two different pieces. For performance, every worker must work on the same slot at roughly the same time to avoid long synchronization delays. To address these issues, we design a custom aggregation protocol running at the end hosts of ML workers.

For now, let us consider the non-failure case, where there is no packet loss. The aggregation procedure, illustrated in Algorithm 2, starts once every worker is ready to exchange its model update. Without loss of generality, we suppose that the model update’s size is a multiple of k and is larger than k · s, where k is the size of the vector aggregated in each slot and s denotes the pool size. Each worker initially sends s packets containing the first s pieces of the model update – each piece being a contiguous array of k values from offset off in that worker’s model update U. Each of these initial packets is assigned sequentially to one of the s aggregation slots.

After the initial batch of packets is sent, each worker awaits the aggregated results from the switch. Each packet received indicates that the switch has completed the aggregation of a particular slot. The worker consumes the result carried in the packet, copying that packet’s vector into the aggregated model update A at the offset carried in the packet (p.off). The worker then sends a new packet with the next piece of update to be aggregated. This reuses the same pool slot as the one just received, but contains a new set of k parameters, determined by advancing the previous offset by k · s.

A key advantage of this scheme is that it does not require any explicit coordination among workers and yet achieves agreement among them on which slots to use for which parameters. The coordination is implicit because the mapping between model updates, slots, and packets is deterministic. Also, since each packet carries the pool index and offset, the scheme is not influenced by reorderings. A simple checksum can be used to detect corruption and discard corrupted packets.

This communication scheme is self-clocked after the initial s packets. This is because a slot cannot be reused until all workers have sent their contribution for the parameter update for the slot. When a slot is completed, the packets from the switch to the workers serve as flow-control acknowledgments that the switch is ready to reuse the slot, and the workers are free to send another packet. Workers are synchronized based on the rate at which the system aggregates model updates. The pool size s determines the number of concurrent in-flight aggregations; as we elaborate in Appendix §C, the system achieves peak bandwidth utilization when k · s (more precisely, b · s where b is the packet size – 1100 bytes in our setting) matches the bandwidth-delay product of the inter-server links.

4.5 Dealing with packet loss

Thus far, we have assumed packets are never lost. Of course, packet loss can happen due to either corruption or network congestion. With the previous algorithm, even a single packet loss would halt the system. A packet loss on the “upward” path from workers to the switch prevents the switch from completing the corresponding parameter aggregations. The loss of one of the result packets that are multicast on the “downward” paths not only prevents a worker from learning the result but also prevents it from ever completing A.

We tolerate packet loss by retransmitting lost packets. In

---

Algorithm 2 Worker logic.

1: for i in 0 : s do
2:    p.idx ← i
3:    p.off ← k · i
4:    p.vector ← U[p.off : p.off + k]
5:    send p
6: repeat
7:    receive p(idx, off, vector)
9:    p.off ← p.off + k · s
10: if p.off < size(U) then
11:    p.vector ← U[p.off : p.off + k]
12:    send p
13: until A is incomplete

---

For simplicity, we show a simple counter to detect this condition. Later, we use a bitmap to track which workers have sent updates.
order to keep switch dataplane complexity low, packet loss
detection is done by the workers if they do not receive a re-
response packet from the switch in a timely manner. However,
naive retransmission creates its own problems. If a worker
retransmits a packet that was actually delivered to the switch,
it can cause a model update to be applied twice to the aggre-
gator. On the other hand, if a worker retransmits a packet for
a slot that was actually fully aggregated (e.g., because
the response was lost), the model update can be applied to
the wrong data because the slot could have already been reused
by other workers who received the response correctly. Thus,
the challenges are (1) to be able to differentiate packets that
are lost on the upward paths versus the downward ones; and
(2) to be able to retransmit an aggregated response that is lost
on the way back to a worker.

We modify the algorithms to address these issues by keep-
ing two additional pieces of switch state. First, we explicitly
maintain information as to which workers have already con-
tributed updates to a given slot. This makes it possible to ig-
nore duplicate transmissions. Second, we maintain a shadow
copy of the previous result for each slot. That is, we have two
copies or versions of each slot, organized in two pools; work-
ers alternate between these two copies to aggregate successive
chunks that are assigned to the same slot. The shadow copy
allows the switch to retransmit a dropped result packet for a
slot even when the switch has started reusing the slot for the
next chunk.

The key insight behind this approach’s correctness is that,
even in the presence of packet losses, our self-clocking stra-
gy ensures that no worker node can ever lag more than one
chunk behind any of the others for a particular slot. This
invariant is because the switch will not release a slot to be
reused, by sending a response, until it has received an update
packet from every worker for that slot. Furthermore, a worker
will not send the next chunk for a slot until it has received the
response packet for the slot’s previous chunk, preventing the
system from moving ahead further. As a result, it is sufficient
to keep only one shadow copy.

Besides obviating the need for more than one shadow copy,
this has a secondary benefit: the switch does not need to
track full phase numbers (or offsets); a single bit is enough to
distinguish the two active phases for any slot.

In keeping with our principle of leaving protocol complex-
ity to end hosts, the shadow copies are kept in the switch but
managed entirely by the workers. The switch simply exposes
the two pools to the workers, and the packets specify which
slot acts as the active copy and which as the shadow copy by
indicating a single-bit pool version (ver) field in each update
packet. The pool version starts at 0 and alternates each time a
slot with the same index is reused.

Algorithms 3 and 4 show the details of how this is done.
An example illustration is in Appendix A. In the common
case, when no losses occur, the switch receives updates for
slot idx, pool ver from all workers. When workers receive
the response packet from the switch, they change the pool by
flipping the ver field – making the old copy the shadow copy
– and send the next phase updates to the other pool.

A timeout detects packet loss at each worker. When this
occurs, the worker does not know whether the switch received
its previous packet or not. Regardless, it retransmits its earlier
update with the same slot idx and ver as before. This slot is
guaranteed to contain the state for the same aggregation in
the switch. The seen bitmask indicates whether the update
has already been applied to the slot. If the aggregation is
already complete for a slot, and the switch yet receives an
update packet for the slot, the switch recognizes the packet
as a retransmitted packet and replies with a unicast packet
containing the result. The result in one slot is overwritten for

Algorithm 3 Switch logic with packet loss recovery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:</td>
<td>Initialize State:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:</td>
<td>n = number of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:</td>
<td>pool[2, s], count[2, s], seen[2, s, n] := {0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>upon receive p(wid, ver, idx, off, vector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:</td>
<td>if seen[p.ver, p.idx, p.wid] = 0 then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
<td>seen[p.ver, p.idx, p.wid] ← 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:</td>
<td>seen[(p.ver+1)%2, p.idx, p.wid] ← 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:</td>
<td>if count[p.ver, p.idx] = 1 then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:</td>
<td>multicast p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:</td>
<td>drop p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:</td>
<td>drop p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 4 Worker logic with packet loss recovery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:</td>
<td>for i in 0 : s do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:</td>
<td>p.wid ← Worker ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:</td>
<td>p.ver ← 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>p.idx ← 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:</td>
<td>p.off ← k - i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
<td>p.vector ← U[p.off : p.off + k]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:</td>
<td>send p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:</td>
<td>start_timer(p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:</td>
<td>repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:</td>
<td>receive p(wid, ver, idx, off, vector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:</td>
<td>cancel_timer(p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:</td>
<td>p.off ← p.off + k + s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:</td>
<td>if p.off &lt; size(U) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:</td>
<td>p.vector ← (p.vector+1)%2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:</td>
<td>p.vector ← U[p.off : p.off + k]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:</td>
<td>send p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:</td>
<td>start_timer(p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:</td>
<td>until A is incomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:</td>
<td>upon timeout p /* Timeout Handler */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:</td>
<td>send p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:</td>
<td>start_timer(p)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reuse only when there is the certainty that all the workers have received the slot’s aggregated result. Slot reuse happens when all the workers have sent their updates to the same slot of the other pool, signaling that they have all moved forward. Note this scheme works because the completion of aggregation for a slot $idx$ in one pool safely and unambiguously confirms that the previous aggregation result in the shadow copy of slot $idx$ has indeed been received by every worker.

This mechanism’s main cost is switch memory usage: keeping a shadow copy doubles the memory requirement, and tracking the seen bitmask adds additional cost. This may appear problematic, as on-switch memory is a scarce resource. In practice, however, the total number of slots needed – tuned based on the network bandwidth-delay product (Appendix C) – is much smaller than the switch’s memory capacity.

### 4.6 Dealing with floating-point numbers

DNN training commonly uses floating-point numbers, but current programmable switches do not natively support them. We explored two approaches to bridging this gap.

Floating-point numbers are already an approximation. SGD and similar algorithms are defined over real numbers. Floating-point numbers approximate real numbers by trading off range, precision, and computational overhead to provide a numerical representation that can be broadly applied to applications with widely different properties. However, many other approximations are possible. An approximation designed for a specific application can obtain acceptable accuracy with lower overhead than standard floating-point offers.

In recent years, the community has explored many specialized numerical representations for DNNs. These representations exploit the properties of the DNN application domain to reduce the cost of communication and computation. For instance, NVIDIA Volta and Ampere GPUs [17, 74] include mixed-precision (16-/32-bit) TPUs that can train with accuracy matching full-precision approaches. Other work has focused on gradient exchange for SGD, using fixed-point quantization, dithering, or sparsification to reduce both the number of bits and the gradient elements transmitted [7, 8, 60, 69, 88, 95, 99]. Further, others have explored block floating-point representations [25, 53], where a single exponent is shared by multiple tensor elements, reducing the amount of computation required to perform tensor operations. This innovation will continue (as work [40, 70] that builds upon our architecture demonstrates); our goal is not to propose new representations but to demonstrate that techniques like those in the literature are practical with programmable switches.

We use a numeric representation, inspired by block floating-point, that combines 32-bit fixed-point addition in the switch with adaptive scaling on the workers. This representation is used only when aggregating gradients; all other data (weights, activations) remain in 32-bit floating-point representation.

To implement our representation, we scale gradient values using a per-packet scaling factor $f$, which is automatically determined for each use of an aggregator slot in the switch. The scaling factor is set so that the maximum aggregated floating point value within a block of $k$ gradients is still representable as a 32-bit fixed point value. Namely, let $h$ be the largest absolute value of a block of gradients; $f$ is set to $(2^{31} - 1)/(n \cdot 2^m)$, where $m$ is the exponent of $h$ rounded up to a power of 2 and $n$ is the number of workers. Appendix E formally analyzes the precision of this representation.

To realize this quantization of floating-point values, workers need to agree on a global value of $m$ prior to sending the corresponding block of gradients. We devise a simple look-ahead strategy: when workers send the $j$-th block to slot $i$, they include their local block $j + 1$’s maximum gradient (rounded up to a power of 2). The switch identifies the global maximum $m$ and piggy-backs that value when sending the aggregated gradients of the $j$-th block.

We verify experimentally that this communication quantization allows training to similar accuracy in a similar number of iterations as an unquantized network. We illustrate the convergence behavior by training a ResNet-110 model on CIFAR10 dataset for 64,000 steps (about 41 epochs) using 8 workers. Figure 2 shows the test accuracy over time. The accuracy obtained by SwitchML (about 91-93% in the last 5 points) is similar to that obtained by training with TensorFlow on the same worker setup, and it matches prior results [38] with the same hyperparameter settings. The training loss curves (not shown) show the same similarity. In Appendix E, we further give a detailed convergence analysis for the aforementioned representation on models in Table 1.

While the above representation is used in the remainder of the paper, we also explored the implementation of a restricted form of 16-bit floating-point. In this version, the switch converts each 16-bit floating-point value in the incoming packets into a fixed-point value and then performs aggregation. When generating responses, the switch converts fixed-point values back into floating-point values. Due to resource limitations in the switch, we were only able to support half the dynamic range of the 16-bit floating-point format; we expect this to lead to poor convergence during training. Conversely, our 32-bit integer format uses minimal switch resources, provides good dynamic range, and has a minimal overhead on workers. A 16-bit format would provide a bandwidth benefit (§6.3).
5 Implementation

We build SwitchML as a collective library which we integrate in PyTorch’s DistributedDataParallel module and in TensorFlow via Horovod [89]. SwitchML is implemented as a worker component written as ~3,100 LoCs in C++ and a switch component realized in P4 [9] with ~3,700 LoCs. The worker is built atop Intel DPDK. We have also built a RDMA-capable implementation, but it is not yet integrated with the training frameworks. Here, we highlight a few salient aspects of our implementation. Appendix B describes more details.

Our P4 program distributes aggregation across multiple stages of the ingress pipeline, and also implements flow control, retransmission, and exponent-calculation logic. It uses the traffic manager subsystem to send multiple copies of result packets. It can process 64 elements per packet using one switch pipeline, and 256-element (1024-byte) packets using all four switch pipelines. On the worker side, we process each packet in a run-to-completion fashion and scale to multiple CPU cores using DPDK and Flow Director. We use up to 8 cores per worker. This scales well because we shard slots and chunks of tensors across cores without any shared state. The ML framework invokes our synchronous API whenever model updates are ready. In practice, model updates consist of a set of tensors that are aggregated independently but sequentially.

Supporting large packets. Good bandwidth efficiency requires processing enough integer elements in each packet to offset the network framing overhead. Our P4 program can parse and aggregate 64 × 4-byte elements per packet, but can only read 32 elements per packet when aggregation is complete. With framing overheads, a 32-element payload would limit goodput to 63% of line rate. Our P4 program supports larger packets in two additional configurations for better efficiency: a 64-element configuration with 77% goodput, and a 256-element one with 93% goodput.

We support larger packets through recirculation: sending packets through the switch pipelines multiple times. Our 64-element design uses a single pipeline. It makes one additional pass through the pipeline only when an output packet is broadcast in order to read the results: this separation of reads and writes allows us to write 64 elements in a single pass. The internal recirculation ports provided by the chip provide sufficient bandwidth. To support 256 elements, we recirculate packets through all four switch pipelines. This requires placing switch ports into loopback mode for more recirculation bandwidth, leaving 16 × 100 Gbps bandwidth available for workers. When a slot is complete, we recirculate again through all the pipelines to read the results. Tofino has sufficient bandwidth to do this recirculation at 1.6 Tbps, and the latency scales deterministically with the number of pipeline passes: we measure an additional 520 ns per pass.

Supporting RDMA. Our host-side framework, even using DPDK and multiple cores, has difficulty achieving 100 Gbps throughput due to packet processing costs. We address this by implementing a subset of RDMA in the switch. This allows workers to offload packet processing: the RDMA NIC breaks large messages into individual packets. Specifically, we use RoCE v2 [42] in Unreliable Connected (UC) mode [67]. This mode, which does not require any of RoCE’s link-level flow control mechanisms, supports multi-packet messages and detects packet drops, but does not implement retransmission. SwitchML continues to rely on its existing reliability mechanism. Timeouts and duplicate packets are handled as before, except that a timeout forces a client to retransmit the entire multi-packet message. To balance the benefit of offload with the cost of retransmission, we use small, multi-packet messages (generally 16 packets per message). Although retransmissions are more expensive, the common case is much faster, even though we use a single CPU core.

RDMA Write Immediate messages are used for all communication, allowing data to move directly between the switch and GPUs, with client CPUs handling protocol operations. SwitchML metadata is encoded in RDMA headers. Concurrent messages are sent on separate queue pairs to allow packets to interleave; queue pair IDs and access keys are negotiated with the switch control plane during job setup. The switch sends aggregated results by generating RDMA Write messages to the destination buffer.

6 Evaluation

We analyze the performance benefits of SwitchML by using standard benchmarks on popular models in TensorFlow and PyTorch and by using microbenchmarks to compare it to state-of-the-art collective communications libraries and PS scenarios.

Testbed. We conduct most of our experiments on a testbed of 8 machines, each with 1 NVIDIA P100 16 GB GPU, dual 10-core CPU Intel Xeon E5-2630v4 at 2.20 GHz, 128 GB of RAM, and 3 × 1 TB disks for storage (as single RAID). To demonstrate scalability with 16 nodes, we further use 8 machines with dual 8-core CPU Intel Xeon Silver 4108 at 1.80 GHz. Moreover, we use a Wedge100BF-65X programmable switch with Barefoot Networks’ Tofino chip [5]. Every node is networked at both 10 and 100 Gbps.

Performance metrics. We mostly focus on two performance metrics. We define tensor aggregation time (TAT) as the time to aggregate a tensor starting from the time a worker is ready to send it till the time that worker receives the aggregated tensor; lower is better. We also report aggregated tensor elements (ATE) per unit of time, for presentation clarity; higher is better. For these metrics, we collect measurements at each worker for aggregating 100 tensors of the same size, after 10 warmups. We measure training throughput defined in terms of the numbers of training samples processed per second. We measure throughput for 100 iterations that follow 100 warmups. A variant of training throughput is the batch processing throughput,
which we use to analyze performance by replaying profile traces. This throughput metric includes communication and computation costs, but excludes the time to load data.

**Benchmarks.** We evaluate SwitchML by training with 8 DNNs introduced in Table 1. The detailed configuration of the benchmarks is in Table 3 in Appendix B. Half of the benchmarks execute on PyTorch and half on TensorFlow.

**Setup.** As a baseline, we run both PyTorch with native distributed data-parallel module and TensorFlow with Horovod. By default, we use NCCL as the communication library, and use both TCP and RDMA as the transport protocol. Our default setup is to run experiments on 8 workers.

### 6.1 Tensor aggregation microbenchmarks

To illustrate SwitchML’s efficiency in comparison to other communication strategies, we devise a communication-only microbenchmark that performs continuous tensor aggregations, without any gradient computation on the GPU. We verify that the tensors – initially, all ones – are aggregated correctly. We test with various tensor sizes from 50 MB to 1.5 GB. We observe that the number of aggregated tensor elements per time unit (ATE/s) is not very sensitive to the tensor size. Thus, we report results for 100 MB tensors only.

For these experiments, we benchmark SwitchML against the popular all-reduce communication libraries (Gloo [31] and NCCL [77]). We further compare against a parameter server-like scenario, i.e., a set of worker-based processes that assist with the aggregation. To this end, we build a DPDK-based program that implements streaming aggregation as in Algorithm 1. To capture the range of possible PS performance, we consider two scenarios: (1) when the PS processes run on dedicated machines, effectively doubling the cluster size, and (2) when a PS process is co-located with every worker. We choose to run as many PS processes (each using 8 cores) as workers so that the tensor aggregation workload is equally spread among all machines (uniformly sharded) and avoids introducing an obvious performance bottleneck due to over-subscribed bandwidth, which is the case when the ratio of workers to PS nodes is greater than one.

Figure 3 shows the results at 10 and 100 Gbps on three cluster sizes. The results demonstrate the efficiency of SwitchML:

![Figure 3: Microbenchmarks showing aggregated tensor elements per second on a 10 (top) and 100 (bottom) Gbps network as workers increase.](image)

6.2 SwitchML improves training speed

We analyze training performance on eight DNN benchmarks. We normalize results to NCCL as the underlying communication backend of PyTorch and TensorFlow.

Figure 4 reports the speedup for processing a training batch for SwitchML compared to NCCL at 100 Gbps. SwitchML uses the DPDK implementation with 256-value packets. These results replay the profile traces collected on our cluster:

![Figure 4: Training batch processing speedup at 100 Gbps considering a P100 GPU and a 10× faster GPU.](image)

![Figure 5: Training performance speedup normalized to NCCL with TCP and RDMA transport protocols.](image)
allowing us to report both the speedup on our testbed GPUs (P100s, which are two generations old) and hypothetical GPUs that are 10× faster (by uniformly scaling the traces by this factor). This emulation lets us evaluate the setting where a fast network is paired with fast GPUs. While it is hard to predict future evolution of GPU speed vs. network bandwidth, we reason that this scaling factor currently corresponds to the span of two to three GPU generations (the A100 benchmarks at 4.2× the V100 [75], which in turn is 1.4-2.2× faster than our P100 [97]) and represents a likely bound on the real-world speedups achievable, which are anyway dependent on the model (e.g., the ResNet50 model sees a nearly 10× speedup from an NVIDIA V100 GPU compared to a K80 GPU [71]) and the other infrastructure specifics.

As expected, SwitchML accelerates batch processing especially for the larger DNNs. The speedup over NCCL-RDMA is at most 2.1×, which is in line with the fundamental 2× advantage of INA over RAR (§3). In most cases, the measured speedup is higher than the emulated communication results (Table 2) predict, because NCCL’s RAR implementation does not achieve the theoretical maximum efficiency. The speedup relative to NCCL-TCP is larger (up to one order of magnitude), which is attributable primarily to DPDK’s kernel-bypass advantage.

SwitchML provides significant benefits for many, but not all, real-world DNNs, even with 100 Gbps networks. For example, DeepLight and LSTM enjoy major improvements. BERT sees a somewhat lower speedup, in part because its gradient consists of many relatively small (~60 MB) tensors. Similarly, NCF, a relatively small model, has a modest speedup. Other models, like UGATIT, SSD, and ResNet are simply not network-bound at 100 Gbps. SSD is a particularly challenging case: not only is it a small model that would require an α = 15.2× faster GPU to become network-bound (Table 1), it also makes many aggregation invocations for small gradients. The overheads of starting an aggregation are not well amortized, especially in the 10× scaled scenario.

Finally, we consider the end-to-end speedup on a complete training run with 16 workers. We focus on the four models that are network-bottlenecked at 100 Gbps. Figure 5 shows the training performance speedup compared to NCCL using RDMA and TCP. These measurements use SwitchML’s DPDK implementation, with 256-value packets; we expect a larger speedup once SwitchML’s RDMA implementation is integrated with the training framework. Even so, SwitchML’s speedups range between 1.13-2.27× over NCCL-RDMA and 2.05-5.55× over NCCL-TCP. The results are not directly comparable to Figure 4, because (1) they use a larger 16-node cluster, and (2) they report total end-to-end iteration time, which also includes data loading time. Our deployment does not use any optimized techniques for data loading, an orthogonal problem being addressed by other work (e.g., DALI [76]).

### 6.3 Overheads

Packet loss recovery. We study how packet loss affects TAT. To quantify the change in TAT due to packet loss, we experiment with a uniform random loss probability between 0.01% and 1% applied on every link. The retransmission timeout is set to 1 ms. We run microbenchmark experiments in similar scenarios as §6.1. We report a few representative runs.

Figure 6 measures the inflation in TAT with different loss probabilities. SwitchML completes tensor aggregation significantly faster than Gloo or NCCL when the loss is 0.1% or higher. A loss probability of 0.01% minimally affects TAT in either case. To better illustrate the behavior of SwitchML, we show in Figure 7 the evolution of packets sent per 10 ms at a representative worker for 0.01% and 1% loss. We observe that SwitchML generally maintains a high sending rate – relatively close to the ideal rate – and quickly recovers by retransmitting dropped packets. The slowdown past the 150 ms mark with 1% loss occurs because some slots are unevenly affected by random losses and SwitchML does not apply any form of work-stealing to rebalance the load among aggregators. This presents a further opportunity for optimization.

Tensor scaling and type conversion. We analyze whether any performance overheads arise due to the tensor scaling operations (i.e., multiply updates by $f$ and divide aggregates by $f$) and the necessary data type conversions: float32-to-int32 $\rightarrow$ htonl $\rightarrow$ ntohl $\rightarrow$ int32-to-float32.

To quantify overheads, we use int32 as the native data type while running the microbenchmarks. This emulates a native float32 scenario with no scaling and conversion operations. We also illustrate the potential improvement of quantization to single-precision (float16) tensors, which halves the volume of data to be sent to the network. (We include a conversion from/to float32.) This setting is enabled by the ability to perform at line rate, in-switch type conversion (float16 $\leftrightarrow$ int32), which we verified with the switch chip vendor. However, for this experiment, we emulate this by halving the tensor size.

We find that these overheads are negligible at 10 Gbps.
This is due to our use of x86 SSE/AVX instructions. When we use float16, performance doubles, as expected. However, these overheads become more relevant as data rates increase, requiring to offload type conversion operations to the GPU at 100 Gbps and scaling up the number of cores; RDMA alleviates the pressure for CPU cycles used for I/O (see the gap between DPDK- and RDMA-based performance in Figure 3).

Switch resources. We comment on SwitchML’s usage of switch resources in relation to network bandwidth and number of workers. As discussed in Appendix B, our implementation only makes use of the switch ingress pipeline in maximizing the number of vector elements that is processed at line rate. Aggregation bandwidth affects the required pool size. We verified that the memory requirement is less than 10% of switch resources. The number of workers does not influence the resource requirements to perform aggregation at line rate. That said, the number of switch ports and pipelines obviously pose a cap on how many directly-attached workers are supported. A single pipeline in our testbed supports 16-64 workers depending on network speed. We describe how to move beyond a single rack scale in the next section.

7 Extensions

Scaling beyond a rack. We described SwitchML in the context of a rack. However, large scale ML jobs could span beyond a single rack. SwitchML’s design can support multiple racks by hierarchically composing several instances of our switch logic, although we do not have a testbed large enough to test (or require) such a design. Each worker is connected to a top-of-rack switch, which aggregates updates from the workers in the rack. Rather than broadcast the result packet to the workers, it instead sends it to a tier-1 aggregation switch, which aggregates updates from multiple racks. This can continue with as many levels as are needed to support the desired network topology. Ultimately, a root switch completes the aggregation of partial aggregates and multicasts a result packet downstream. At each level, the switches further multicast the packet, ultimately reaching the workers.

The hierarchical approach also allows us to support switches with multiple processing pipelines. Suppose a switch has pipelines that can aggregate up to \( p \) ports (for the switches we use, \( p = 16 \)). In this setting, each switch aggregates tensors from \( d \) downstream ports and forwards partial aggregates via \( u = \left\lfloor \frac{d}{p} \right\rfloor \) upstream ports. In other words, the switch operates as \( u \) virtual switches, one for each pipeline in the switch.

This hierarchical composition is bandwidth-optimal, as it allows \( n \) workers to fully utilize their bandwidth while supporting all-to-all communication with a bandwidth cost proportional to \( u \) instead of \( n \). That is, every switch aggregates data in a \( p : 1 \) ratio. As a result, the system naturally supports oversubscription of up to this ratio at the aggregation or core layers. This allows it to support large clusters with relatively shallow hierarchies; using the current generation of 64-port, 4-pipeline 100 Gbps switches, a two-layer hierarchy can support up to 240 workers and a three-layer one manages up to 3,600.

Importantly (and by design), the packet loss recovery algorithm described in §4.5 works in the multi-rack scenario. Thanks to the use of bitmaps and shadow copies, a retransmission originated from a worker will be recognized as a retransmission on all switches that have already processed that packet. This triggers the retransmission of the aggregated packet toward the upper layer switch, ensuring that the switch affected by the packet loss is always ultimately reached.

Congestion control. We have not implemented an explicit congestion control algorithm; the self-clocking streaming protocol is a flow control mechanism to control access to the switch’s aggregator slots. It also serves as a rudimentary congestion control mechanism, in that if one worker’s link is congested and it cannot process aggregation results at full speed, the self-clocking mechanism will reduce the sending rate of all workers. This is sufficient for dedicated networks (which is common for ML clusters in practice). For more general use, a congestion control scheme may be needed; concurrent work has been developing such protocols [29].

Deployment model. Thus far, we presented SwitchML as an in-network computing approach, focusing on the mechanisms to enable efficient aggregation of model updates at line rate on programmable switching chips with very limited memory. While that might be a viable deployment model in some scenarios, we highlight that our design may have more ample applicability. In fact, one could use a similar design to create a dedicated “parameter aggregator,” i.e., a server unit that combines a programmable switching chip with a typical server board, CPU and OS. Essentially a standard server with an advanced network attachment, or in the limit, an array of programmable Smart NICs, each hosting a shard of aggregator slots. The switch component of SwitchML would run on said network attachment. Then, racks could be equipped with such a parameter aggregator, attached for example to the legacy ToR using several 100 Gbps or 400 Gbps ports, or via a dedicated secondary network within the rack directly linking worker servers with it. We expect this would provide similar performance improvements while giving more options for deployment configurations; concurrent work has been exploring a similar approach atop an FPGA board [62].

Multi-job (tenancy). In multi-job or multi-tenant scenarios, the question arises as to how to support concurrent reductions with SwitchML. The solution is conceptually simple. Every job requires a separate pool of aggregators to ensure correctness. As discussed, the resources used for one reduction are much less than 10% of switch capabilities. Moreover, modern switch chips comprise multiple independent pipelines, each with its own resources. Thus, an admission mechanism would be needed to control the assignment of jobs to pools. Alternatively, ATP [54] – a follow-up work to ours – explores
the idea of partitioning aggregation functionality between a switch (for performance) and a server (for capacity) so as to seamlessly support multi-job scenarios.

**Encrypted traffic.** Given the cluster setting and workloads we consider, we do not consider it necessary to accommodate for encrypted traffic. Appendix F expands on this issue.

8 Related work

**In-network computation trends.** The trend towards programmable data planes has sparked a surge of proposals [20, 21, 46, 47, 55, 61] to offload, when appropriate [80], application-specific primitives into network devices.

**In-network aggregation.** We are not the first to propose aggregating data in the network. Targeting partition-aggregate and big data (MapReduce) applications, NetAgg [65] and CamDoo [18] demonstrated significant performance advantages, by performing application-specific data aggregation at switch-attached high-performance middleboxes or at servers in a direct-connect network topology, respectively. Parameter Hub [64] does the same with a rack-scale parameter server. Historically, some specialized supercomputer networks [2, 26] offloaded MPI collective operators (e.g., all-reduce) to the network. SwitchML differs from all of these approaches in that it performs in-network data reduction using a streaming aggregation protocol.

The closest work to ours is DAIET [86], which was our initial but incomplete proposal of in-network aggregation for minimizing the overhead of exchanging ML model updates.

Mellanox’s Scalable Hierarchical Aggregation Protocol (SHARP) is a proprietary in-network aggregation scheme available in certain InfiniBand switches [33]. SHARP uses dedicated on-chip FPUs for collective offloading. The most recent version, SHARPv2 [68] uses streaming aggregation analogous to ours. A key difference is that SHARP builds on InfiniBand where it can leverage link-layer flow control and lossless guarantees, whereas SwitchML runs on standard Ethernet with an unmodified network architecture, necessitating a new packet recovery protocol. More fundamentally, SwitchML builds on programmable network hardware rather than SHARP’s fixed-function FPUs, which offers two benefits. First, operators can deploy a single switch model either for SwitchML or traditional networking without waste: the ALUs used for aggregation can be repurposed for other tasks. Second, it allows the system design to evolve to support new ML training approaches. For example, we are currently experimenting with new floating-point representations and protocols for sparse vector aggregations [27]. With a fixed-function approach, these would require new hardware, just as moving from single HPC reductions (SHARPv1) to streaming ML reductions (SHARPv2) required a new ASIC generation.

Concurrently, Li et al. [57] explored the idea of in-switch acceleration for Reinforcement Learning (RL). Their design (iSwitch) differs from ours in two fundamental ways. First, while their FPGA-based implementation supports more complex computation (e.g., native floating point), it operates at much lower bandwidth (4×10 Gbps). Second, it stores an entire gradient vector during aggregation; for RL workloads with small models, this works, but it does not scale for large DNN models. Our work targets both large models and high throughput – a challenging combination given the limited on-chip memory in high-speed networking ASICs. SwitchML’s software/hardware co-design approach, using a self-clocking streaming protocol, provides 40× higher throughput than iSwitch, while supporting arbitrarily large models.

Finally, targeting NVIDIA’s intra-GPU NVLink network, Klenk et al. [52] proposed in-network aggregation in the context of a distributed shared-memory fabric supporting multi-GPU systems where accelerators are directly attached to the fabric. While this work is orthogonal to ours, their push reduction design resembles the SwitchML protocol, suggesting that streaming in-network aggregation has broader applicability than discussed in this paper.

**Accelerating DNN training.** A large body of work has proposed improvements to hardware and software systems, as well as algorithmic advances for faster DNN training. We only discuss a few relevant prior approaches. Improving training performance via data or model parallelism has been explored by numerous deep learning systems [1, 13, 15, 22, 56, 64, 94]. While data parallelism is most common, it can be advantageous to combine the two approaches. Recent work even shows how to automatically find a fast parallelization strategy for a specific parallel machine [44]. Underpinning any distributed training strategy, lies parameter synchronization. Gibiansky was among the first to research [30] using fast collective algorithms in lieu of the traditional parameter server approach. Many platforms have now adopted this approach [30, 37, 41, 87, 89]. We view SwitchML as a further advancement on this line of work – one that pushes the boundary by co-designing networking functions with ML applications.

9 Conclusion

SwitchML speeds up DNN training by minimizing communication overheads at single-rack scale. SwitchML uses in-network aggregation to efficiently synchronize model updates at each training iteration among distributed workers executing in parallel. We evaluated SwitchML with eight real-world DNN benchmarks on a GPU cluster with 10 Gbps and 100 Gbps networks; we showed that SwitchML achieves training throughput speedups up to 5.5× and is generally better than state-of-the-art collective communications libraries. We are in the process of integrating SwitchML-RDMA in various ML frameworks.
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A Example execution

We illustrate through an example how Algorithms 3 and 4 behave in a system with three workers: w1, w2, and w3. We focus on the events that occur for a particular slot \(x\) starting from a particular offset \(off\).

- **t0**: Worker w1 sends its model update for slot \(x\) with offset \(off\).
- **t1**: Worker w2 sends its model update for slot \(x\) with offset \(off\).
- **t2**: Worker w3 sends its model update for slot \(x\) with offset \(off\). This update packet is lost on the upstream path at time \(t3\), and hence the switch does not receive it.
- **t4**: w1’s timeout kicks in for the model update sent at \(t0\), leading to a retransmission of the same model update for slot \(x\) with offset \(off\). The switch receives the packet, but it ignores the update because it already received and aggregated an update from w1 for the given slot and offset.
- **t5**: w2’s timeout kicks in for the model update sent at \(t0\), leading to a retransmission of the same model update for slot \(x\) with offset \(off\). The switch receives the packet, but it ignores the update because it already received and aggregated an update from w2 for the given slot and offset.
- **t6**: w3’s timeout kicks in for the model update sent at \(t0\), leading to a retransmission of the same model update for slot \(x\) with offset \(off\). The switch receives the packet and aggregates the update properly. Since this update is the last one for slot \(x\) and offset \(off\), the switch completes aggregation for the slot and offset, turns the slot into a shadow copy, and produces three response packets (shown as blue arrows).
- **t7**: The first response packet for w1 is lost on the downstream path, and w1 does not receive it.
- **t8**: Not having received the result packet for the update packets sent earlier (at \(t0\) and \(t4\)), w1 retransmits its model update the second time. This retransmission reaches the switch correctly, and the switch responds by sending a unicast response packet for w1.
- **t9** and **t10**: w2 and w3 respectively receive the response packet. Hence, w2 and w3 respectively decides to reuse slot \(x\) for the next offset \((off + k \cdot s)\) and sends their new updates at \(t12\) and \(t13\).
- **t11**: The unicast response packet triggered by the second model-update retransmission (sent at \(t8\)) arrives at w1.
- **t14**: Now that w1 has received its response, it decides to reuse slot \(x\) for the next offset \((off + k \cdot s)\) and sends its new updates. This update arrives at the switch at \(t15\), on which the switch realizes that the slot for offset \((off + k \cdot s)\) is complete. This confirms that the result in the shadow-copy slot (the slot in pool 0) is safely received by every worker. Thus, the switch flips the roles of the slots again.

B Implementation details

Switch component. The main challenge we faced was to find a design that best utilizes the available resources (SRAM, TCAMs, hashing machinery, etc.) to perform as much computation per packet as possible. Data plane programs are typically constrained by either available execution resources or available storage; for SwitchML, execution resources are the tighter constraint. For example, a data plane program is constrained by the number of stages per pipeline [92], which limits the dependencies within the code. In fact, every action whose execution is contingent on the result of a previous operation has to be performed on a subsequent stage. A program with too many dependencies cannot find a suitable allocation...
on the hardware pipeline and will be rejected by the compiler. Moreover, the number of memory accesses per-stage is inherently limited by the maximum per-packet latency; a switch may be able to parse more data from a packet than it is able to store into the switch memory during that packet’s time in the switch.

We make a number of design trade-offs to fit within the switch constraints. First, our P4 program makes the most use of the limited memory operations by performing the widest register accesses possible (64 bits). We then use the upper and lower part of each register for alternate pools. These parts can execute different operations simultaneously; for example, when used for the received work bitmap, we can set a bit for one pool and clear a bit for the alternate pool in one operation. Second, we minimize dependencies (e.g., branches) in our Algorithm 3 in order to process 64 elements per packet within a single ingress pipeline. We confine all processing to the ingress pipeline; when the aggregation is complete, the traffic manager duplicates the packet containing the aggregated result and performs a multicast. In a first version of our program, we used both ingress and egress pipelines for the aggregation, but that required packet recirculation to duplicate the packets. This caused additional dependencies that required more stages, preventing the processing of more than 64 elements per packets. Moreover, this design experienced unaccounted packet losses between the two pipelines and during recirculation, which led us to search for a better, single pipeline, program.

**Worker component.** Our goal for implementing the worker component is to achieve high I/O performance for aggregating model updates. At the same time, we want to support existing ML frameworks without modifications.

In existing ML frameworks, a DNN model update $U$ comprises of a set of tensors $T$, each carrying a subset of the gradients. This is because the model consists of many layers; most existing frameworks emit a gradient tensor per layer and reduce each layer’s tensors independently. Back-propagation produces the gradients starting from the output layer and moving towards the input layer. Thus, communication can start on the output layer’s gradients while the other gradients are still being computed, partially overlapping communication with computation. This implies that for each iteration, there are as many aggregation tasks as the number of tensors (e.g., 152 for ResNet50).

Our implementation exposes the same synchronous all-reduce interface as Gloo. However, rather than treating each tensor as an independent reduction and resetting switch state for each one, our implementation is efficient in that it treats the set of tensors virtually as a single, continuous stream of data across iterations. Upon invocation, our API passes the input tensor to a virtual stream buffer manager which streams the tensor to the switch, breaking it into the small chunks the switch expects. Multiple threads may call SwitchML’s all-reduce, with the requirement that each worker machine’s tensor reduction calls must occur in the same order; the stream buffer manager then performs the reductions and steers results to the correct requesting thread.

One CPU core is sufficient to do reduction at line rate on a 10 Gbps network. However, to be able to scale beyond 10 Gbps, we use multiple CPU cores at each worker and use the Flow Director technology (implemented in hardware on modern NICs) to uniformly distribute incoming traffic across the NIC RX queues, one for each core. Every CPU core runs an I/O loop that processes every batch of packets in a run-to-completion fashion and uses a disjoint set of aggregation slots. Packets are batched in groups of 32 to reduce per-packet transmission overhead. We use x86 SSE/AVX instructions to scale the model updates and convert between types. We are careful to ensure all processing is NUMA aware.

**RDMA implementation details.** We found that the cost of processing individual SwitchML packets, even using DPDK with 256-element packets and multiple cores, was too high to achieve line rate. Other aggregation libraries use RDMA to offload packet processing to the NIC. In RDMA-based systems NICs implement packetization, flow control, congestion control, and reliable delivery. In normal usage, clients use RDMA to send and receive messages of up to a gigabyte; the NIC turns them into packets and ensures they are delivered reliably. Furthermore, clients may register memory regions with the NIC, allowing other clients to remotely read and write them without CPU involvement. This reduces or eliminates
work done on the clients’ CPUs to complete the transfer.

Turning a Tofino switch into a fully-featured RDMA endpoint is not the solution. Implementing timeouts and retransmission in a way that is compatible with existing poorly-documented existing RDMA NICs would be complex. Furthermore, such an implementation would not be an good fit for SwitchML: the RDMA protocols are largely designed for point-to-point communication, whereas SwitchML’s protocol is designed for collective communication.

Fortunately, RDMA NICs implement multiple protocols with different properties. The standard Reliable Connected (RC) mode ensures reliable delivery and supports CPU-bypassing remote reads and writes (as well as sends and receives) of up to 1 GB. The UDP-like Unreliable Datagram (UD) mode supports just sends and receives of up the network MTU. Finally, the Unreliable Connected (UC) mode fits somewhere in between. It supports packetization, allowing for sends, receives, and writes of up to 1 GB. It also generates and checks sequence numbers, allowing it to detect packet drops, but it does not retransmit: instead, if a gap in sequence numbers is detected, incoming packets are silently dropped until the first packet of a new message arrives. Then, the sequence number counter is reset to the sequence number of that packet, and normal reception continues.

We use RDMA UC to implement a RDMA-capable variant of SwitchML using a subset of the RoCE v2 protocol [42]. Its operation is very similar to what is described in Section 4, with three main differences.

First, where base SwitchML sends and receives slot-sized packets, SwitchML RDMA sends multi-slot messages. Each packet of a message is treated largely as it is in the base protocol by the switch, but the pool index for each packet is computed as an offset from the base index provided with the first packet of the message. Timeouts are tracked just as they are in the base protocol, but when a packet drop is detected, the client retransmits the entire message rather than just the dropped packet. This makes retransmissions more expensive, but it also drastically lowers the cost incurred sending packets in the common case of no packet drops; since packet drops are rare within a datacenter, the benefit is large.

Second, SwitchML consumes and generates sequence numbers on the switch. In order to allow messages with multiple packets to aggregate concurrently, each in-flight message is allocated its own queue pair, with its own sequence number register. This allows clients to be notified when a write message from the switch has arrived with no drops; it also allows the switch to ignore packets in messages received out of sequence. However, the same per-slot bitmap used in the base protocol is still used to ensure that duplicate packets from a retransmission of a partially-received messages are not re-applied. Packets are transmitted as individual slots addressed by a message complete. This means that the packets from multiple messages may interleave on the wire, but since each is on a separate queue pair with its own sequence number.

Finally, SwitchML RDMA uses RDMA Write Immediate messages for all communication. This allows clients to send data directly from GPU memory, and the switch to write directly into GPU memory (if the host is GPU Direct-capable). Byte order conversion and scaling are done on the GPU; the CPU is responsible only for issuing writes when data from the GPU is ready, detecting completions and timeouts, and issuing retransmissions when necessary. Necessary metadata for the SwitchML protocol is encoded in fields of the RDMA header; the RDMA RKey and Address fields are used to encode the destination slot and the address to write the response to. The Immediate field is used to carry up to four scaling factors. At job setup time, the clients communicate with the switch and give it their queue pair numbers, initial sequence numbers, and an RKey for its switch-writable memory region. The switch uses these to form RDMA Write Immediate messages with appropriate sequence numbers, destination addresses, and immediate values, of the same size as the messages sent from the clients to the switch.

Finally, it is important to note that SwitchML RDMA does not require lossless Ethernet to be configured, as is common in RoCE deployments. Enabling lossless Ethernet would reduce the probability of packet drops, but would add complexity to the network deployment. SwitchML’s reliability protocol makes this unnecessary.

DNN workloads. Table 3 details the models, datasets and ML toolkits used in the experiments.

C Tuning the pool size

As mentioned, the pool size $s$ affects performance and reliability. We now analyze how to tune this parameter.

Two factors affect $s$. First, because $s$ defines the number of in-flight packets in the system that originate from a worker, to avoid wasting each worker’s network bandwidth, $s$ should be no less than the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) of each worker. Note that the delay here refers to the end-to-end delay, including the end-host processing time, which can be easily measured in a given deployment. Let $b$ be the packet size, which is constant in our setting. To sustain line rate transmission, the stream of response packets must arrive at line rate, and this is possible when $s \cdot b$ matches the BDP. A significantly higher value of $s$, when used as the initial window size, will unnecessarily increase queuing time within the workers.

Figure 9: Effect of pool size on overall tensor aggregation time (TAT) and per-packet RTT (right y-axis) at 100 Gbps.
Table 3: DDL benchmarks. Models, task, dataset used for training and ML toolkit (PyT=PyTorch; TF=TensorFlow).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Sys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepLight [23]</td>
<td>Click-through Rate Prediction</td>
<td>Criteo 1TB [19]</td>
<td>PyT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCF [39]</td>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>ML-20m [46]</td>
<td>PyT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG19 [91]</td>
<td>Image Classification</td>
<td>ImageNet-1K [85]</td>
<td>PyT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGATIT [51]</td>
<td>Image-to-Image Translation</td>
<td>Selfie2Anime [51]</td>
<td>TF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50 [38]</td>
<td>Image Classification</td>
<td>ImageNet-1K [85]</td>
<td>TF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD [63]</td>
<td>Object Detection</td>
<td>COCO 2017 [59]</td>
<td>PyT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Test metrics comparison. NCF at Top-1% did not converge. BERT result is the median of 6 runs of fine-tuning from a pre-trained model. BERT pre-training results are shown in Figure 13. UGATIT fails to execute with the compressor implementation in [96]. See Figure 10 for the convergence behavior during training.

Second, a correctness requirement for our communication scheme is that no two in-flight packets from the same worker use the same slot (as no worker node can ever lag behind by more than one phase). To sustain line rate and preserve correctness, the lower bound on $s$ is such that $s \cdot b$ matches the BDP. Therefore, the optimal $s$ is for $[BDP/b]$.

In summary, rather than trying to compress the gradient values, we found that it is possible to perform the required rounding when communicating the gradients directly. The approach described in this section is feasible in practice and can be used with modern hardware and software technologies.

### D Compression affects convergence

Table 4 reports the model quality obtained without gradient compression and with Top-$k$ compression using $k = 1\%$, $10\%$. Model quality is assessed using per-model accuracy metrics.

Results are shown in Figure 10. We observe that loss and accuracy do not necessary correlate well. For example, in the case of SSD all methods have similar loss trace, but obvious accuracy gap. For NCF, Top-$k$ at 1% does not converge, but the accuracy can still go up.

### E Model quantization

To the best of our knowledge, no Ethernet switching chip offers floating-point operations in the dataplane for packet processing. Some InfiniBand switching chips have limited support for floating-point operations for scientific computing [33]. We also confirmed that the state-of-the-art programmable Ethernet switching chips do not support native floating-point operations either. These observations lead us to two main questions.

**Where should the type conversion occur?** In theory either workers or the switch can perform type conversion. In the former case, packets carry a vector of integer types while in the latter case the switch performs the type conversions. It turns out to be possible to implement a restricted form of 16-bit floating point on a Tofino chip by using lookup tables and ALUs to do the conversion. This means there is no type conversion overhead at end hosts. However, this approach still requires to scale the gradient values due to the limited range of floating point conversion the switch can perform.

Besides, unless half-precision training is used, the worker must still convert from 32-bit to 16-bit floating points. At the same time, an efficient implementation that uses modern x86 vector instructions (SSE/AVX) to implement type conversion sees only a negligible overhead (see Figure 11).

**What are the implications in terms of accuracy?** Recently, several update compression (e.g., quantization, dithering or sparsification) strategies were proposed (see [96] for a survey) to be used with standard training methods, such as SGD, and bounds were obtained on how these strategies influence the number of iterations until a sufficient convergence criterion is satisfied (e.g., being sufficiently close to minimizing the empirical loss over the data set). These include aggressive 1-bit compression of SGD for DNNs [88], signSGD [7, 8], QSGD [4], which uses just the sign of the stochastic gradients to inform the update. Terngrad [95], which uses ternary quantization, and the DIANA framework [69], which allows for a wide array of compression strategies applied to gradient differences. All the approaches above use lossy randomized compression strategies that preserve unbiasedness of the stochastic gradients at the cost of increasing the variance of gradient estimators, which leads to worse iteration complexity bounds. Thus, there is a trade-off between savings in computation and the need to perform more training rounds. In contrast, our mechanism is not randomized, and for a suitable selection of a scaling parameter $f$, is essentially lossless or suffers negligible loss only.

We shall now briefly describe our quantization mechanism. Model updates are divided into packet-sized blocks. With a small abuse of notation, in the following all equations refer to per-block operations. Each worker multiplies its block model update $A_i = A(x_i, D_i)$ by a vector of scaling factors $f > 0$, obtaining $fA_i$. The elements of $f$ are chosen per block, and are chosen such that that all $k$ entries of the scaled update can be rounded to a number representable as an integer without overflow. We then perform this rounding, obtaining vectors $Q_i = r(fA_i) \in \mathbb{Z}^k$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$, where $r$ is the rounding operator, which are sent to the switch and aggregated.
Figure 10: Convergence behavior under different compression scheme. The x axis shows the iteration number. All methods execute a fixed number of steps and hyperparameters are kept the same. Refer to Table 4 for test metrics of each task. We plot generator loss as the metric for UGATIT because there is no objective metric available for GAN workloads. Note that for the perplexity metric of LSTM, lower is better.

Figure 11: TAT comparison between aggregating native-integer tensors, scaling and converting from single-precision (float32) tensors, and scaling and converting from half-precision (float16) tensors.

resulting in

\[ A' = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Q'_i. \]

Again, we need to make sure \( f \) is not too large so that \( A' \) can be represented as an integer without overflow. The aggregated update \( A' \) is then scaled back on the workers, obtaining \( A'/f \), and the model gets updated as follows:

\[ x'^{t+1} = x' + \frac{1}{f} A'. \]

Let us illustrate this on a simple example with \( n = 2 \) and \( d = 1 \). Say \( \Delta'_1 = 1.56 \) and \( \Delta'_2 = 4.23 \). We set \( f = 100 \) and get

\[ Q'_1 = \rho(f \Delta'_1) = \rho(156) = 156 \]

and

\[ Q'_2 = \rho(f \Delta'_2) = \rho(423) = 423. \]

The switch will add these two integers, which results in \( A' = 579 \). The model then gets updated as:

\[ x'^{t+1} = x' + \frac{1}{100} 579 = x' + 5.79. \]

Notice that while the aggregation was done using integers only (which is necessitated by the limitations of the switch), the resulting model update is identical to the one that would be applied without any conversion in place. Let us consider the same example, but with \( f = 10 \) instead. This leads to

\[ Q'_1 = \rho(f \Delta'_1) = \rho(15.6) = 16 \]

and

\[ Q'_2 = \rho(f \Delta'_2) = \rho(42.3) = 42. \]

The switch will add these two integers, which results in \( A' = 58 \). The model then gets updated as:

\[ x'^{t+1} = x' + \frac{1}{10} 58 = x' + 5.8. \]

Note that this second approach leads to a small error. Indeed, while the true update is 5.79, we have applied the update 5.8 instead, incurring the error 0.01.

Our strategy is to apply the above trick, but take special care about how we choose the scaling factor \( f \) so that the trick works throughout the entire iterative process with as little information loss as possible.
A formal model. Let us now formalize the above process. We first assume that we have a scalar $f > 0$ for which the following holds:

Assumption 1. $|\rho(f \Delta_i)| \leq 2^{31}$ for all $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$ and all iterations $t$.

Assumption 2. $|\sum_{i=1}^{n} \rho(f \Delta_i)| \leq 2^{31}$ for all iterations $t$.

The above assumptions postulate that all numbers which we obtain by scaling and rounding on the nodes (Assumption 1), and by aggregation on the switch (Assumption 2), can be represented as integers without overflow.

We will now establish a formal statement which characterizes the error incurred by our aggregation procedure.

**Theorem 1 (Bounded aggregation error).** The difference between the exact aggregation value $\sum_{i=1}^{n} \Delta'_i$ (obtained in case of perfect arithmetic without any scaling and rounding, and with a switch that can aggregate floats) and the value $\frac{1}{f} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \rho(f \Delta'_i)$ obtained by our procedure is bounded by $\frac{n}{f}$.

**Proof.** To prove the above result, notice that

$$
\frac{1}{f} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \rho(f \Delta'_i) \leq \frac{1}{f} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |f \Delta'_i| \\
\leq \frac{1}{f} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (f \Delta'_i + 1) \\
= \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \Delta'_i \right) + \frac{n}{f}.
$$

Using the same argument, we get a similar lower bound

$$
\frac{1}{f} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |\rho(f \Delta'_i)| \geq \frac{1}{f} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (f \Delta'_i - 1) \\
= \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \Delta'_i \right) - \frac{n}{f}.
$$

Note that the error bound postulated in Theorem 1 improves as $f$ increases, and $n$ decreases. In practice, the number of nodes is constant $n = O(1)$. Hence, it makes sense to choose $f$ as large as possible while making sure Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied. Let us give one example for when these assumptions are satisfied. In many practical situations it is known that the model parameters remain bounded:

Assumption 3. There exists $B > 0$ such that $|\Delta'_i| \leq B$ for all $i$ and $t$.

As we shall show next, if Assumption 3 is satisfied, then so is Assumption 1 and 2.

**Theorem 2 (No overflow).** Let Assumption 3 be satisfied. Then Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied (i.e., there is no overflow) as long as $0 < f \leq \frac{2^{31} + 2}{nB}$.

**Proof.** We have $\rho(f \Delta_i) \leq f \Delta'_i + 1 \leq f|\Delta_i| + 1 \leq fB + 1$. Likewise, $\rho(f \Delta'_i) \geq f \Delta'_i - 1 \geq -f|\Delta'_i| - 1 = -(fB + 1)$. So,

\[\frac{1}{f} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \rho(f \Delta'_i) \leq \frac{1}{f} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (f \Delta'_i + 1) \]

\[\leq \frac{2^{31} + 2}{nB} \cdot \frac{n}{f} + \frac{n}{f} \leq \frac{2^{31} + 2}{f} + \frac{n}{f} \leq \frac{nB + 1}{f} + \frac{n}{f} \leq \frac{2^{31} + 2}{f} + \frac{n}{f} \leq \frac{2^{31} + 2}{nB}.
\]

If desirable, this can be enforced explicitly by the inclusion of a suitable hard regularizer, and by using projected SGD instead of plain SGD.
$|\rho(f_A)| \leq fB + 1$. Hence, as soon as $0 < f \leq \frac{2^{31} - 1}{B}$, Assumption 1 is satisfied. This inequality is less restrictive as the one we assume. Similarly, $|\sum_i \rho(f_{D1})| \leq \sum_i |\rho(f_{A1})| \leq \sum_i (fB + 1) = n(fB + 1)$. So, Assumption 2 is satisfied as long as $n(fB + 1) \leq 2^{31}$, i.e., as long as $0 < f \leq \frac{2^{31}}{nB}$. 

We now put all of the above together. By combining Theorem 1 (bounded aggregation error) and Theorem 2 (no overflow), and if we choose $f = \frac{2^{31} - n}{nB}$, then the difference between the exact update $\sum_i \Delta_i$ and our update $\frac{1}{n} \sum_i \rho(f \Delta_i)$ is bounded by $\frac{nB}{2^{31}}$. In typical applications, $nB \ll 2^{31}$, which means that the error we introduce is negligible.

Empirical study. We name the above method “SwitchML quantization” and run end-to-end experiments to study its convergence behavior. Figure 12 shows that SwitchML quantization achieves similar training loss and does not incur test metric decrease in all models detailed in Table 4. We further show in Figure 13 that SwitchML quantization has little to no difference in the training loss curve of BERT [24] pretraining compared to the no compression baseline, while Top-k compression with $k = 1\%$, 10\% has a big impact on model convergence.

F Encrypted traffic

A recent trend, especially at cloud providers, is to encrypt all datacenter traffic. In fact, data encryption is generally performed at the NIC level itself. While addressing this setting is out of scope, we wish to comment on this aspect. We believe that given our substantial performance improvements, one might simply forego encryption for ML training traffic.

We envision a few alternatives for when that is not possible. One could imagine using HW accelerators to enable in-line decryption/re-encryption at switches. However, that is likely costly. Thus, one may wonder if computing over encrypted data at switches is possible. While arbitrary computations over encrypted data are beyond current switches’ capabilities, we note that the operation performed at switches to aggregate updates is simple integer summation. The appealing property of several partially homomorphic cryptosystems (e.g., Pailler) is that the relation $E(x) \cdot E(y) = E(x + y)$ holds for any two values $x, y$ (where $E$ denotes encryption). For instance, recent work by Cheon et al. [14] developed a homomorphic encryption scheme for approximate arithmetic. By customizing the end-host encryption process, the worker could encrypt all the vector elements using such a cryptosystem, knowing that the aggregated model update can be obtained by decrypting the data aggregated at the switches. We leave it to future work to validate this concept.
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Abstract – This paper presents S³, an efficient wideband spectrum sensing system that can detect the real-time occupancy of bands in large spectrum. S³ samples the wireless spectrum below the Nyquist rate using cheap, commodity, low power analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). In contrast to existing sub-Nyquist sampling techniques, which can only work for sparsely occupied spectrum, S³ can operate correctly even in dense spectrum. This makes it ideal for practical environments with dense spectrum occupancy, which is where spectrum sensing is most useful. To do so, S³ leverages MEMS acoustic resonators that enable spike-train like filters in the RF frequency domain. These filters sparsify the spectrum while at the same time allow S³ to monitor a small fraction of bandwidth in every band.

We introduce a new structured sparse recovery algorithm that enables S³ to accurately detect the occupancy of multiple bands across a wide spectrum. We use our fabricated chip-scale MEMS spike-train filter to build a prototype of an S³ spectrum sensor using low power off-the-shelf components. Results from a testbed of 19 radios show that S³ can accurately detect the channel occupancies over a 418 MHz spectrum while sampling 8.5x below the Nyquist rate even if the spectrum is densely occupied.

1 Introduction

The past decade has witnessed significant changes in the wireless spectrum as the FCC (Federal Communications Committee) has repurposed many frequency bands for dynamic spectrum sharing. This includes the 6 GHz band, released in April 2020, to be shared between Wi-Fi 6E and the incumbent users in this band like microwave backhaul [14]. Another example is the 3.5 GHz Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) band, which was recently approved for commercial deployments in September 2019. To leverage the CBRS band, unlicensed devices must sense a 200 MHz spectrum and avoid causing interference to primary and licensed users like military radars [13]. Of course, an earlier and more well-known example of spectrum sharing is the TV White Spaces which were released in 2010 [15]. Moreover, there are lots of opportunities for spectrum sharing in the millimeter-wave frequencies. In particular, the FCC released 14 GHz of unlicensed spectrum in the 60 GHz band that can be shared among Wi-Fi and IoT technologies [16]. These changes have been driven by the ever-increasing demand for wireless connectivity and aim to exploit previously underutilized frequency bands to accommodate new unlicensed applications and achieve highly efficient usage of the spectrum.

Efficient and truly dynamic spectrum sharing, however, requires unlicensed devices to sense wideband spectrum (hundreds of MHz to GHz) in real-time to spot and access momentarily idle channels. Unfortunately, real-time wideband spectrum sensing is challenging since it requires high-speed analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) that can sample the signal at the Nyquist sampling rate. Such high-speed ADCs are expensive, have low bit resolution, and can consume several watts of power [4, 12, 19, 34, 58]. To avoid using high-speed ADCs, today’s systems sequentially scan the spectrum, monitoring each narrow band for a short period of time [11, 47]. As a result, they cannot continuously sense all bands in real-time and can easily miss highly dynamic and fleeting signals such as radar waveforms in the CBRS band [53].

Past work has proposed using compressive sensing or sparse Fourier transforms to sense wideband spectrum without sampling at the Nyquist rate [21, 27, 31, 41]. However, these approaches inherently rely on the assumption that the frequency spectrum is sparsely occupied. Hence, they only work in the case of underutilized spectrum where at most 5% to 10% of the frequency bands are occupied [21, 58]. The goal of dynamic spectrum sharing, however, is to efficiently utilize the spectrum. Hence, wideband spectrum sensing must work even in a densely occupied spectrum in order to scale usage to many users and achieve high utilization.

In this paper, we introduce S³ (Spectrum Sensing Spike-train), an efficient low power spectrum sensing system that can monitor the real-time occupancy of multiple frequency bands in a wide spectrum. S³ samples the wireless spectrum below the Nyquist sampling rate using cheap, commodity, low power ADCs but does not assume that the spectrum is sparsely occupied. A key enabler of S³ is the use of MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical-system) acoustic resonators that can create a spike-train like filter in frequency as shown in Fig 1. The MEMS filter processes the signal in the acoustic domain using carefully designed piezoelectric resonators with an assortment of equally spaced resonance frequencies. The resonators will pass the signals in these resonance frequencies and filter out the rest before converting the signal back to the RF domain. This creates an RF filter with very narrow, sharp, and periodic passbands across a wideband spectrum.

The spike-train filter enables S³ to sample the spectrum in

1In fact, the power consumption of spectrum sensors is dictated by the ADC sampling rate as shown in [58]. Hence, we can significantly improve the energy efficiency by reducing the sampling rate.
the frequency domain and monitor a small fraction of bandwidth in every band. $S^3$ can then tell if a band is occupied or idle by examining the sampled bandwidth in it, without the need to recover the entire band. This is like finding an available spot in a parking lot; we can tell if a spot is taken by peeking at some part of the car in it and we don’t need to get close to every spot and see the entire car. Moreover, even if the wideband spectrum is densely occupied, the filter makes the spectrum significantly sparser as shown in Fig. 1. This enables $S^3$ to sample the signal below the Nyquist sampling rate and still recover the channel occupancies.

Translating $S^3$ into a practical system, however, requires addressing two key challenges. First, we need an algorithm that can accurately and efficiently reconstruct the spectrum occupancy. To address this, $S^3$ builds on past work in sparse recovery theory but differs from it in key aspects. In particular, compressive sensing algorithms require randomly sampling the time signal and cannot simply be implemented using low-speed ADCs [27,59]. Sparse Fourier transform algorithms, on the other hand, can be implemented using low-speed ADCs, but they assume that the sparsely occupied bands are randomly distributed in the frequency spectrum [17,21]. The MEMS filter creates a sparse spectrum that is highly periodic and far from random. For such sparsity patterns, sparse Fourier transform algorithms are highly sub-optimal.

$S^3$ aims to achieve the best of both worlds, i.e. no random sampling in time and no assumption of random distribution of occupied frequencies. To this end, $S^3$ leverages the uniquely structured sparsity pattern created by the filter to overcome the above challenges. The filter restricts the occupied frequencies to known locations in the spectrum, which significantly reduces the search space. It also allows us to optimize the sub-Nyquist sampling rate. In particular, optimal recovery can be achieved by choosing a sub-sampling factor that is co-prime to the number of spikes in the filter, as we show in section 5.

The second challenge is that in practice the MEMS resonators do not create an ideal spike-train. The spikes are not extremely narrow and have a small passband bandwidth which reduces the sparsity. Moreover, the separation between the spikes is not perfectly equal, and the spikes themselves are not identical. To address this, $S^3$ leverages the fact that different filters that are manufactured using the same process exhibit a very similar non-ideal spike-train, as we show in Sec. 6. Hence, the filter frequency response can be measured once and incorporated into the design of $S^3$. Specifically, we co-design the hardware and recovery algorithm of $S^3$ to account for the filter non-idealities and optimize its performance.

**Evaluation:** We had fabricated a chip-scale MEMS filter, shown in Fig. 1, which we leveraged to build a working prototype of $S^3$. The prototype can sense channel occupancies over a 418 MHz spectrum in real-time while sampling 8.5 $\times$ below the Nyquist rate. The prototype uses two cheap, low power, off-the-shelf ADCs that sample around 50 MS/s ($\approx 1/17$ of the Nyquist rate). We extensively evaluate the performance of $S^3$ using a wireless testbed with 20 software defined radios that can occupy the entire 418 MHz spectrum at various power levels. Our results show that $S^3$ can accurately detect occupied channels. Even when the spectrum is as crowded as 90% occupied, $S^3$ achieves a false positive rate of 0.02 and a false negative rate of 0.0047. We also compare $S^3$ to state-of-the-art prior work like BigBand [21] and SweepSense [20] and demonstrate $5 - 10 \times$ lower error rate for non-sparse spectrum. Furthermore, we show that $S^3$ can recover the wireless spectrum by performing outdoor and indoor measurements at various frequencies using a spectrum analyzer as the ground truth. Finally, we extend $S^3$ to not only detect the occupancy of the bands but also capture the power spectral density of the spectrum by quickly sweeping the center frequency for 22 MHz to cover the separation between the spikes.

**Contributions:** This paper has the following contributions:

- The paper bridges the latest advances in overtone MEMS acoustic resonators to RF spectrum sensing by leveraging spike-train filters to enable cheap and low power real-time wideband sensing of a densely occupied spectrum.
- The paper presents a novel sparse recovery algorithm that leverages the uniquely structured spectrum sparsity to efficiently recover a spectrum sampled significantly below the Nyquist sampling rate.
- The paper builds a prototype using commodity low-power components and evaluates its performance in a real testbed.

### 2 Background

In this section, we provide a brief background on wideband spectrum sensing using sub-Nyquist sampling. Further related work and background on spectrum sensing can be found in section 9.

This paper builds on past work that senses wideband spectrum without sampling at the Nyquist rate using compressive sensing [27,31,32,39,51,58-60] or sparse Fourier transform algorithms [21,43]. However, these approaches only work when the spectrum is underutilized and sparsely occupied which defeats the purpose of efficiently utilizing the spectrum. Furthermore, compressive sensing needs random
sampling [27, 58, 59], and as a result, requires custom hardware designs that can consume as much power as an ADC that samples at the Nyquist rate [1, 2]. Sparse Fourier transform algorithms do not necessarily require random sampling but must assume that the sparsely occupied bands are randomly distributed in the frequency spectrum to accurately recover the frequencies [17, 21].

BigBand [21] leverages sparse Fourier transform and uses co-prime sampling to acquire a sparse bandwidth while sampling 6× below the Nyquist rate. However, it only works up to 10% spectrum occupancy at which point it cannot recover the status of more than 14% of the spectrum. An extension, D-BigBand [43] can sense dense spectrum by considering the differential changes in occupancy. However, it assumes that the spectrum occupancy is mostly static with very few changes over time. Hence, it would not work for dynamic spectrum sharing where users sense and opportunistically transmit whenever they find an idle channel. [30] also attempts to extend BigBand to dense spectrum but requires sampling the signal first at the Nyquist rate in order to permute the samples and filter the signal before further sub-sampling it below Nyquist. $S^3$, on the other hand, can sense dense spectrum without the need for Nyquist sampling or random sampling. It also makes no assumptions on the changes in occupancy or the distribution of occupied bands across the spectrum.

3 Spike-Train MEMS Filter

Our work builds on recent advances in overtone MEMS RF filters [18, 40]. The MEMS filters convert RF signals into acoustic vibrations through the piezoelectric effect, then filter and process the signal in the acoustic domain before converting it back to the RF domain. Such filters can be further integrated with ICs to form an RF front-end solution, operating between a few MHz and 30 GHz for mobile and IoT devices. To this end, past work on MEMS RF filters optimize for a filter with a single passband [45, 64]. In contrast, the MEMS filter used by $S^3$ leverages overtone resonators that have an assortment of equally spaced resonance frequencies resulting in a spike train in the frequency domain. $S^3$ uses some of the very first spike-train MEMS filters which we had designed and fabricated [28, 29] to enable low power real-time wideband spectrum sensing of densely occupied spectrum.

To better understand how the MEMS filter works, consider the diagram of a MEMS acoustic resonator shown in Fig. 2(a). This resonator is commonly referred to as a LOBAR (Lateral Overtone Bulk Acoustic Resonator). The device consists of three electrodes on the top of a thin film made of the piezoelectric material $LiNbO_3$. RF signals come through the middle electrode and can be efficiently converted into acoustic waves through the piezoelectric effect, as long as their frequencies match the resonances of the film and are supported by the electrode design. Otherwise, the signals are reflected back and the frequencies are filtered out.

The resonance frequencies are determined by:

1. The width of the film: the film supports resonance frequencies for which acoustic wave vanishes at the edges of the film [8] i.e., the sine wave crosses zero at the edges as shown in Fig. 2(a). This condition is satisfied when the width of the film $W$ is an integer $(k)$ multiple of half a wavelength ($W = k\lambda/2$). Since $f = v/\lambda$, where $v$ is the acoustic velocity in the piezoelectric material, the MEMS resonator will resonate at frequencies: $f_k = kv/2W$.

2. The placement of electrodes: the filter will operate at center frequency $f_c$ determined by the distance $D$ between the electrodes: $f_c = v/2D$. Furthermore, for an odd number of electrodes, only acoustic waves that cross zero at the middle electrode, as shown in Fig. 2(a), will resonate.

Thus, the resonance frequencies will be the $f_k$s around $f_c$ where $k$ is even. This leads to a filter with center frequency $f_c$ and a spike train where the spacing between the spikes is $\Delta f = v/W$. By modifying the width of the film and the position of the electrodes, we can modify $\Delta f$ and $f_c$ to control the frequency of the spikes in the filter.

The bandwidth or frequency span of the filter around $f_c$ is determined by the electrodes where their RF-to-acoustic conversion efficiency degrades for resonance frequencies far from $f_c$, resulting in higher loss in spikes far from $f_c$. Adding more electrodes reduces the loss in spikes near $f_c$ but narrows down the frequency span. We found that a three electrodes give the widest span with minimal loss of at most 2 dB.

Finally, to further enable a filter with very sharp and narrow
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spikes, we combine 7 of these MEMS resonators in a ladder filter topology [24]. Fig 2(b) shows an image of the filter under the Microscope. The frequency response of the filter is shown in Fig. 2(c). It has 19 periodic spikes with lowest loss between 161 and 579 MHz spanning a wide bandwidth of 418 MHz. The spacing between spikes is \( \Delta f = 22 \) MHz and the width of each spike is around 1 ~ 1.5 MHz. Such an RF spike-train filter is the first of its kind. It presents a unique opportunity for processing wideband spectrum, which \( S^3 \) leverages towards efficient low power wideband spectrum sensing. It is also worth noting that the filter is passive and do not consume any power.

4 \( S^3 \) Overview

\( S^3 \) leverages the MEMS spike-train filters to sense wideband spectrum while sampling below the Nyquist rate. Fig. 3 illustrates an overview of the system pipeline. The received wideband spectrum is passed through the MEMS spike-train filter which samples the bands in the spectrum along the frequency axis. Specifically, the filter passes signals in frequencies aligned with the spikes and suppresses all the rest of the frequency components in the spectrum as shown in Fig. 3. The output of the filter is a sparse spectrum that preserves a small fraction of each band which we can use to monitor the occupancy of the band. Since the output spectrum is sparse, we can sample it below the Nyquist rate and still recover the occupancy information efficiently.

\( S^3 \) uses low-speed ADCs to sub-sample the signal. However, sampling below the Nyquist rate results in “aliasing” in the frequency domain i.e., multiple frequencies across the wide spectrum will alias (map) to the same frequency. Aliasing can lead to ambiguity and collisions, which prevent us from distinguishing frequencies that are occupied from those that are not. \( S^3 \) leverages the uniquely structured sparsity at the output of the spike-train filter to resolve such ambiguity and collisions and recover the spectrum occupancy. Ideally, one ADC is sufficient as we prove in section 5. However, due to practical limitations and imperfections in the spike-train filter, \( S^3 \) must use two ADCs sampling at different rates to accurately resolve ambiguity and collisions. We co-design the hardware and recovery algorithm to optimize the ADC sampling rates while accounting for the non-idealities of the spike-train filter as we describe in detail in section 6.

5 \( S^3 \) Recovery Algorithm

In this section, we describe \( S^3 \) recovery algorithm assuming an ideal spike-train filter. In later sections, we extend \( S^3 \) to deal with practical limitations.

Ideally, the spike-train filter will have equally spaced, very narrow and sharp spikes that can be approximated as an impulse train.\(^3\) The frequency response of such a filter can be modeled as:

\[
G(f) = \sum_{k} \delta(f - k\Delta f - f_0)
\]

where \( K \) is the number of spikes, \( \Delta f \) is the spacing between spikes, and \( f_0 \) is the frequency of the first spike as shown in Fig. 3. Hence, the filter covers a spectrum bandwidth of \( BW = \Delta f \times K \).

Let \( x(t) \) be the input wideband signal in time domain and \( X(f) \) be its non-sparse frequency representation whose bandwidth is also \( BW \). After passing \( x(t) \) through the spike-train filter, we get the signal \( \tilde{x}(t) \) whose frequency spectrum is:

\[
\tilde{X}(f) = X(f)G(f) = \sum_{k} A_k \delta(f - k\Delta f - f_0)
\]

where \( A_k = X(k\Delta f + f_0) \). \( \tilde{X}(f) \) is at most \( K \) sparse i.e., it has at most \( K \) large frequency coefficients. Our goal is to recover these \( K \) coefficients \( A_k \) and estimate their power to detect the occupancy of the band around the frequency \( f_0 + k\Delta f \).

\( S^3 \) samples the signal \( \tilde{x}(t) \) using a low-speed ADC that samples at a rate \( R = BW/P \) where \( P \) is an integer corresponding to the subsampling factor.\(^3\) The sampling rate \( R \) is chosen such that \( K \leq R \ll BW \). Let \( y(t) \) be the sampled signal i.e., \( y(t) = \tilde{x}(P \times t) \), and let \( Y(f) \) be the Fourier transform of \( y(t) \). Then, \( Y(f) \) is an aliased version of \( \tilde{X}(f) \):

\[
Y(f) = \sum_{i=0}^{P-1} \tilde{X}(f + iR)
\]

\( Y(f) \) will cover a narrow bandwidth equal to \( R \) where frequencies in \( \tilde{X}(f) \) that are equally spaced by \( R \) alias and sum together in the same frequency bin in \( Y(f) \). Hence, once \( S^3 \) detects power in a frequency bin \( Y(f) \), it knows that this power

\(^3\)We can approximate the spikes as impulses if the width of the spike \( \ll 1/T \) where \( T \) is the time window over which we sample the signal.

\(^4\)Note that for simplicity, we have assumed that the ADC takes complex samples of the signal i.e., there are two ADCs sampling the I and Q of the wireless signal. We will relax this assumption in the following section.
could have come from $P$ different candidate frequencies in $\tilde{X}(f)$. Fig. 4 shows an example where if we sub-sample the signal by a factor $P = 2$, then every two equally spaced frequencies in $\tilde{X}(f)$ map to one value in $Y(f)$. Since $\tilde{X}(f)$ only has power in $K$ coefficients $A_k$ corresponding to the spikes of the filter, $S^3$ can easily eliminate a lot of candidates. Ideally, we want these coefficients to map to different bins. In this case, the bin value will be the same as the coefficient $A_k$ which we can immediately estimate. However, if two coefficients $A_{k_1}$ and $A_{k_2}$ collide in the same bin as shown in Fig. 4, it will not be possible for $S^3$ to distinguish and estimate them.

$S^3$ can choose the sampling rate $R$ in a manner that guarantees that no two coefficients collide. In particular, if the sub-sampling factor $P$ and the number of spikes $K$ are co-prime, then we can guarantee that none of $K$ coefficients collide in the same bin and become indistinguishable. To see this, consider the example shown in Fig 4 where we have $K = 4$ spikes with coefficients $A_1$ to $A_4$ in the filtered spectrum $\tilde{X}(f)$. When we sub-sample by a factor of 2 below Nyquist, there will be collisions between $A_1$ and $A_3$, as well as $A_2$ and $A_4$. However, when we sub-sample by a factor of 3 below Nyquist, none of the coefficients collide, because the sub-sampling factor $P = 3$ and the number of spikes $K = 4$ are co-prime.

It is worth noting here that even though $P = 3$ uses a lower sampling rate than $P = 2$, increasing the sampling rate in this case results in more collisions. This is in contrast to past work on sub-Nyquist sampling [17,21] where higher sampling rates reduce collisions as the coefficients are assumed to be randomly distributed in the spectrum. Unlike past work, the structured sparsity of our spectrum requires carefully selecting the sampling rate to ensure that all coefficients can easily and immediately be recovered.

The below lemma, theoretically proves that if $P$ and $K$ are co-prime, then none of the coefficients will collide.

**Lemma 5.1.** Given $K$, $P$ are co-prime integers, let $f_i$ and $f_j$ be the frequencies of any two spikes in the spike train filter i.e. $f_i = k\Delta f + f_0$ and $f_j = k_j\Delta f + f_0$ such that $0 \leq k, k_j < K$. Then, for all $f_i \neq f_j$, we have $f_i \neq f_j \mod R$.

**Proof.** Assume there exist an $f_i \neq f_j$ such that the coefficients collide i.e., $f_i = f_j \mod R$. Note that by definition of the spike train, we also have $f_i = f_j \mod \Delta f$. Consequently, $f_i$ and $f_j$ are equal modulo the least common multiple: $\text{LCM}(R, \Delta f) = \text{LCM}(BW/P, BW/K) = BW$, since $K$ and $P$ are co-prime.

**Algorithm 1** $S^3$ Sensing with an Ideal Spike-Train Filter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: $x(t)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B_k \leftarrow$ Band around frequency $f = k\Delta f + f_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{x}(t) = g(t) \otimes x(t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y(t) = \tilde{x}(P \times t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y(f) = \text{FFT}(y(t))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_k = Y((k\Delta f + f_0) \mod R)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if $E[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_k$ is occupied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_k$ is empty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, $f_i = f_j \mod BW$ which is a contradiction since $BW$ is the entire bandwidth and we are given that $f_i \neq f_j$. Hence, by contradiction, for all $f_i \neq f_j$, we have $f_i \neq f_j \mod R$ and none of the $K$ coefficients collide.

Given that we can choose a sampling rate that results in no collisions, we can easily recover the coefficients $A_k$ as follows. We can compute $Y(f)$ by taking an FFT of $y(t)$ and for $0 < k < K$, we directly set $A_k = Y((k\Delta f + f_0) \mod R)$. We then apply an energy detector on $A_k$ to obtain the occupancy of the band around the frequency $k\Delta f + f_0$. If $|A_k|^2$ is above the noise floor, then the band is occupied, otherwise, it is empty. A pseudocode for the overall sensing of $S^3$ with an ideal spike-train filter is shown in Alg. 1.

Next, we prove the below theorem about the correctness and the computational complexity of the algorithm.

**Theorem 5.2.** Assuming a signal SNR $> 0$ dB for each occupied band, the system correctly recovers the occupancy of the bands using $O(K)$ samples and $O(K \log K)$ computations which is optimal.

**Proof.** We will prove the above statement for the case where the entire spectrum is occupied. We can compute the signal power of the filtered and sub-sampled signal as:

$$E[|\tilde{Y}(f)|^2] = E\left[\sum_{f=0}^{R-1} |Y(f)|^2\right] = E\left[\sum_{f=0}^{R-1} \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \tilde{X}(f + iR)|^2\right]$$

$$= E\left[\sum_{k=1}^{K} |\tilde{X}(k\Delta f + f_0)|^2\right] = E\left[\sum_{k=1}^{K} |A_k|^2\right] \geq KE\left[\min_k |A_k|^2\right]$$

(4)

Let $\sigma^2$ be the noise power per frequency. Since the spike-train filter suppresses the noise outside the spikes, the remaining noise in the signal is $K\sigma^2$. Hence, the SNR of the filtered and sub-sampled signal is:

$$SNR = \frac{E[|\tilde{Y}(f)|^2]}{K\sigma^2} \geq \frac{E[\min_k |A_k|^2]}{\sigma^2} > 1$$

(5)

Thus, as long as the received signal is above the noise floor i.e. $SNR > 1 \ (0 \ dB)$, filtering and sub-sampling will not increase the noise floor and the occupancy of the band can be detected.
correctly. Now, the algorithm samples at rate \( R = O(K) \), takes an FFT of size \( O(R) \) and then performs \( O(R) \) computations. Hence, it requires \( O(K \log K) \) computations and \( O(K) \) sample, which is optimal. The algorithm is also deterministic, unlike compressive sensing and sparse Fourier transform algorithms which are randomized.

6  \( S^3 \) with Practical Limitations

As mentioned earlier, the MEMS spike-train filter is non-ideal i.e., the spikes have some width as can be seen from Fig. 6. Although the \( \sim 1.5 \text{ MHz} \) bandwidth is narrow compared to the channel bandwidth, it is still significant. Moreover, the spikes are not identical and perfectly equally spaced. In fact, they differ in magnitudes, bandwidths, and shapes. As a result, if we simply pick a sub-sampling factor \( P \) that is co-prime to the number of spikes \( K \), there could be many collisions among the wide spikes. Figure 5 shows how the 19 spikes of our spike-train filter alias after sub-sampling. Figure 5(a) shows the spikes in the original wideband spectrum, while Fig. 5(b-d) show the aliasing of the spikes when sub-sampled at three different sampling rates. First, we choose the sampling rate to be 38 MS/s, because the resulting sub-sampling factor \( P = 11 \) is co-prime to \( K = 19 \). However, the aliased spectrum ends up with many collisions, as shown in Fig. 5(b). This suggests that the derived optimum no longer holds due to the practical limitations of the filter.

Fortunately, different filters that are manufactured through the same process exhibit a very similar spike train. Figure 6 compares the measured frequency responses of three spike-train filters we fabricated. We zoom into two spikes, otherwise the differences are very hard to spot. As one can see, the filters are almost identical. Hence, we can measure the frequency response of one spike-train filter and use it for the others.

Knowing the filter frequency response, we run an optimization problem to find a sampling rate that has as little collisions as possible. Ideally, this sampling rate should separate all the wide spikes after aliasing and prevent them from overlapping with one another. If a collision is unavoidable, we want it to only occur at the boundaries of the spikes, rather than having two wide spikes fully overlap. For example, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the collisions marked in red are unacceptable, because most of a spike’s frequencies experience collision. In contrast, the collisions marked in green in Fig. 5(c) are tolerable, because only the boundaries of two spikes collide. Because we can simulate and compare the aliasing at different sampling rates offline, the optimization problem, in fact, can exhaustively search for all possible sampling rates.

Another practical aspect is that in the real system, we only sample real signals and not complex in order to reduce complexity. Since the signal is real, the frequency representation is symmetric around the y-axis. Hence, with a sampling rate of \( R = 38 \text{ MS/s} \), the wideband spectrum actually aliases to a bandwidth of \( R/2 = 19 \text{ MHz} \). Formally, if the original frequency of a spike is \( f_{\text{spike}} = k\frac{R}{2} + b \), where \( b < R/2 \), then the aliasing frequency \( f_{\text{alias}} \) of the spike can be found through the following equation:

\[
f_{\text{alias}} = \begin{cases} b & \text{if } k \text{ is even} \\ \frac{R}{2} - b & \text{if } k \text{ is odd} \end{cases}
\]

In our specific case, we find 45.5 MS/s to be a really good sampling rate. As can be seen from Fig. 5(c), it spreads out the aliased frequencies of the wide spikes to 1.5, 2.6, 3.8, 4.6,
5.7, 7.3 MHz, etc. Therefore, most collisions only occur at the boundaries of the wide spikes. However, it still cannot avoid all unacceptable collisions. In fact, it's likely that no sampling rate can. For example, our spike-train filter has a unique 17th spike that is composed of two very close spikes. When sampling at 45.5 MS/s, these two small spikes completely overlap with the 15th and 19th spikes respectively. Therefore, when spike 15 and 19 are both occupied, we might falsely classify the spike 17 as occupied.

To resolve such unavoidable collisions, we leverage another sampling rate that provides us with a different set of aliasing frequencies for the spikes. We pick the second sampling rate in a way that any two spikes colliding at 45.5 MS/s do not collide again. To this end, we find a good sampling rate of 52.74 MS/s, and the resulting aliased frequencies of the spike train is shown in Fig. 5(d). One can see that the two parts of spike 17 do not collide with any other spikes at 52.74 MS/s. Thus, as long as we observe no power on frequencies corresponding to spike 17 at 52.74 MS/s, we will classify spike 17 as empty. Hence, by leveraging such incoherence between the two sampling rates, we can further resolve unavoidable frequency collisions and correctly identify the empty bands.

Using the two sub-Nyquist sampled spectra, $S^3$ recovers signal power in each spike, and then identifies the occupancy of the corresponding band. We leverage the two sampling rates through a soft voting scheme. The idea is that given an aliased spectrum and the sampling rate, we know all the possible original frequencies that correspond to the aliased frequencies. Hence, each aliased spectrum provides a vote for the source frequencies of the non-empty spectral components. Moreover, the non-empty frequencies on the original spectrum are also constrained to the spike-train frequencies. Therefore, when the two sampling rates vote for the same frequency that also falls in a spike, the frequency is very likely to be the true source frequency on the wideband spectrum.

Consider the two aliased versions shown in Fig. 7(a,b), where 11 out of the 19 bands are occupied and the other 8 bands are empty. Now we use them to vote where the non-empty frequency components come from. According to Eqn. 6, aliasing folds the wideband spectrum on to the bandwidth of $\frac{f}{2}$. Therefore, we can vote on all the possible source frequencies by unfolding the aliased spectrum. We accomplish this goal in the following three steps:

1. **Unfold - Flip**: First, we flip the aliased spectrum $Y(f)$ with a bandwidth of $\frac{f}{2}$ to get the bandwidth between $\frac{f}{2}$ and $R$, as it equals to $Y(\frac{f}{2} - f)$ according to Eqn. 6.

2. **Unfold - Replicate**: Then we replicate and concatenate the resulting spectrum from 0 Hz to $R$, and we get a vote for all frequencies in the frequency range of the spike train as shown in Fig. 7(c).

3. **Soft Voting**: Finally, we combine the votes of the two sampling rates, where we only consider the frequencies within the spikes. This is done by multiplying the two votes on every frequency and taking a square-root. As a result, the non-empty frequencies that are voted by both sampling rates are amplified. In contrast, the frequencies where the two sampling rates vote differently will be attenuated as shown in Fig. 7(d).

After unfolding the aliased spectra and recovering the filtered spectrum through voting, we calculate the average signal power in each spike by summing up the voting results and divide it by the spike width. Additionally, we also estimate the average signal power in the spikes using the unfolded spectrum at each sampling rate separately. We classify a band as occupied if all three power estimations in the corresponding spike exceed a pre-selected power threshold. This power threshold is selected based on the noise floor, which is measured when all bands are empty. By using all three estimates, we add hard voting on top of the soft voting which adds more robustness to the occupancy detection.
7 Implementation

A. Basic Prototype: We have built a basic prototype of an $S^3$ spectrum sensor by combining our MEMS spike-train filter with commodity, off-the-shelf, low-power components. Figure 8(a) shows the circuit diagram of this basic prototype, and the actual prototype is demonstrated in Fig. 8(b). The signal is received through a broadband receiver. It is bandpass filtered and amplified before down-conversion to an intermediate frequency (IF) between 150 and 600 MHz. The IF signal is bandpass filtered and passed through the spike-train filter. It is then split and sampled by the two synchronized ADCs.

We wire-bond the MEMS spike-train filter onto a gold-plated PCB (printed circuit board) as shown in Fig. 8(b). We use K&S 4523A Wedge Bonder and 25 μm Aluminum wire. We use two Analog Devices LTC2261-14 14-bit ADCs to sample the output of the spike-train filter. This ADC features an 800 MHz wideband input analog bandwidth and low power consumption of 89 mW. The ADC sampling is timed through an external square-wave clock signal. We use the DC1370A ADC evaluation board and the DC890 data acquisition controller to control the ADC sampling through the open-sourced LinearLab Tools Python API. We bypass the input low pass anti-aliasing filter on the ADC evaluation board to maintain the wide analog bandwidth.

B. Extending the Prototype: The above basic prototype using only one spike-train filter can be extended to sense spectra with different center frequency, bandwidth, and channel allocation. Moreover, system level parallelism introduces another degree of freedom and allow us to break the fixed design trade-offs at the filter level.

- Different Spectrum: By changing the LO frequency as well as the RF bandpass filter and LNA, we can sense different frequency ranges. In our evaluation, we test at center frequencies of 2.1, 2.4, 4.9, and 5.7 GHz.
- Larger Bandwidth: The current spike-train filter supports a bandwidth of 418 MHz. We can extend $S^3$ to larger bandwidth by either using two sensors and configuring them to sense adjacent spectra or by using two MEMS filters in parallel channels before combining the signals and sampling it as we describe in more detail in appendix A.
- Narrower Bands: The spikes in the spike-train filter are separated by 22 MHz. Hence, narrowband signals (< 20 MHz) that are not aligned with the spikes might be filtered out. To address this, we can combine frequency domain sampling with LO frequency sweeping over 22 MHz to capture and sense all the frequencies in the spectrum as shown in our results in section 8. Alternatively, we can design a MEMS filter with narrower spacing as explained in section 3 or use two MEMS filters and set the center frequency to be slightly different as we describe in more detail in appendix A.

C. Testbed: We evaluate the performance on $S^3$ both through controlled experiments in an indoor wireless testbed as well as through measurements of ambient transmissions outdoors and indoors. The wireless testbed allows us to control the spectrum sparsity, how fast the occupancy changes for different bands, the type of signals transmitted, and the power of various transmissions. It also allows us to know the groundtruth band occupancy in order to evaluate the performance of $S^3$.

The testbed, shown in Fig. 8(c), can create a 418 MHz spectrum with various occupancy status at different frequencies. It consists of 19 N210 USRP software-defined radios, each transmitting on a 25 MHz bandwidth. While the USRPs are not very far from each other, we vary their transmission power randomly by up to 10 dB and observe received signal SNR that varies by up to 20 dB between different USRP transmitters. To avoid interference from ambient 2.4 and 5 GHz ISM band signals, we conducted experiments in two 418 MHz-wide spectra: 4.73 to 5.15 GHz and 1.93 to 2.35 GHz, each divided into nineteen 22 MHz bands. We vary the spectrum occupancy from 10% to 90%. We also vary the type of modulation being used. We test with single carrier BPSK and QAM as well as OFDM signals. Note that single carrier modulation has a non-flat power spectral density and significantly more leakage, so it results in higher false positive rates as we show in section 8. We also leverage the testbed to compare $S^3$ with state-of-the-art sensing systems as our baselines. We ran over 5000 experiments with different configuration of occupancy, power, modulation, etc.

8 Results

In this section, we present our main evaluation results along with a few microbenchmarks that provide insights into the performance of $S^3$ in various spectra.

Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate $S^3$ using following metrics:
- False Positive Rate (FPR): Percentage of empty bands that $S^3$ incorrectly reports as occupied.
Figure 9: False positives and negatives as a function of spectrum occupancy: The figure shows the false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR) of $S^3$ as the spectrum occupancy increases when (a) Modulation schemes are randomly picked by transmitters. (b) Transmitters only use OFDM modulation. (c) shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of $S^3$ when the modulation schemes are randomly picked.

- **False Negative Rate (FNR):** Percentage of occupied bands that $S^3$ incorrectly reports as empty.
- **True Positive Rate (TNR):** Percentage of occupied bands that $S^3$ correctly reports as occupied.

### A. Sensing Densely Occupied Spectrum:

Fig. 9 shows $S^3$’s error rate in detecting occupied bands as we vary the total occupancy of the spectrum between 10% and 90%. Fig. 9(a) shows the results when the transmitters randomly pick a modulation scheme (e.g., single carrier BPSK, QAM, or OFDM). In this case, when the total occupancy of the spectrum is less than 30%, $S^3$ achieves a median false positive rate (FPR) less than 0.5% and a median false negative rate (FNR) of 0%. As the total occupancy increases and the spectrum becomes more crowded, the FPR and FNR gradually increase. However, even when the spectrum is extremely crowded (~ 90% occupied), $S^3$ can still achieve 2% median FPR and 0.47% median FNR.

Fig. 9(b) shows the same results when the transmitters only use OFDM modulation. In this case, the FPR and FNR become even smaller at all levels of occupancy with a maximum median FPR of 0.6% and a maximum median FNR of 0.25%. This result can be attributed to two factors: (1) OFDM signals have flat power spectral densities. Therefore, signal power detected in the spike train can more accurately reflect the signal presence in the corresponding channels. (2) Single carrier modulation schemes have lower spectral efficiency and leak power outside their bands, which leads to a higher FPR as can be seen from Fig. 9(a). Finally, Fig. 9(c) shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which demonstrates the trade-off between false positives and false negatives as we vary the threshold for detecting occupied band.

### B. Comparison with State-of-the-Art:

We compare $S^3$ with three baselines from prior work:

- **BigBand:** [21] leverages sparse Fourier transform and uses co-prime sampling to acquire sparse spectrum. It achieves $6 \times$ sub-sampling below the Nyquist rate, but only works when the spectrum is sparse.

- **D-BigBand:** [43] extends BigBand to sense dense spectrum by considering the differential changes in occupancy. It also achieves $6 \times$ sub-sampling, but assumes the changes in the spectrum occupancy over time are sparse.

- **SweepSense:** [20] enhances USRP software-defined radio’s ability to quickly scan and sense wideband spectrum. It is able to scan 5 GHz bandwidth in 5 ms with $2 \times 25$ MS/s ADC sampling rate.

Table 1 shows the sum of FPR and FNR when the total spectrum occupancy is 10%, 50%, and 90%. We compare $S^3$ directly to the results reported in [21] and [43], because they used custom hardware but were evaluated using the same metrics as ours. One can see that in sparse spectrum (<10% occupied) where BigBand works, BigBand has a total error rate of 0.38% but still cannot recover the status of 14% of the spectrum. In contrast, $S^3$ accomplishes a 0% error rate at such low spectrum occupancy and samples $8.5 \times$ below the Nyquist rate, which exhibits a $1.4 \times$ gain over BigBand.

D-BigBand is able to work in densely occupied spectrum. It has a total error rate of 0.95% and 3% when the spectrum is 50% and 90% occupied respectively. However, $S^3$ is able to outperform D-BigBand at all occupancy levels with a $1.2 \times$ to $1.35 \times$ gain in accuracy. Moreover, $S^3$ also achieves a $1.4 \times$ gain in sampling rate reduction and makes no assumptions on the changes in spectrum occupancy. Therefore, unlike D-BigBand, $S^3$ can monitor highly dynamic spectrum, which we will demonstrate later in this section.

To compare $S^3$ to SweepSense, we reproduce SweepSense on a N210 USRP with a CBX daughterboard using the codes and FPGA images released by the authors. We use SweepSense to sense the spectrum generated by our testbed along with $S^3$. In Fig. 10, we show SweepSense’s error rate in detecting occupied bands as we vary the spectrum occupancy between 10% and 90%, and when the modulation scheme is randomly picked by the transmitters. This result shows that SweepSense can work in densely occupied spectrum. When
the spectrum is 10% occupied, SweepSense achieves an FPR of 3.88% and an FNR of 1%. As the spectrum becomes more crowded, the FPR and FNR of SweepSense increase, but they remain below 10% and 3.76% respectively even if the spectrum is 90% occupied. SweepSense’s higher error rates are likely due to the fact that fast LO sweeping can smear non-empty frequency components, resulting in more leakage from the occupied bands to the adjacent bands, which increases its false positive rates. We also note that, SweepSense requires accurate phase information for the digital chirp demodulation, so it is sensitive to the IQ imbalance in the hardware, which is likely why it underperforms S^3. However, SweepSense is highly valuable as we can combine it with S^3 to capture the power spectral density as we show later in this section.

Next, we present some microbenchmarks that provide more insights into the working of S^3 and its performance.

C. Microbenchmark - Sensitivity:
To understand the ability of S^3 to detect low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) signals, we examine the FNR of bands with different SNRs. The SNR we show is the average signal power per Hz of RX signal / noise floor. We compare four different sampling duration: 10, 20, 40, and 100 μs. The FNR is high when the SNR is low, however, this can be addressed by increasing the sampling duration. In fact, we can reduce the FNR by 5 x at 3dB SNR. As the SNR gets higher, the FNR goes down and down, and eventually even for short sampling windows, the FNR is very low (≈0%). Note that 40 ~ 100 μs is a short enough window to detect short transient packets and fleeting signals, as it is comparable to the DIFS duration for Wi-Fi carrier sensing (e.g. 34 or 50 μs).

D. Microbenchmark - Dynamic Range:
Here we evaluate the dynamic range of S^3, which is the ratio between the strongest and weakest signal powers. S^3 can accurately detect at the same time. It reflects the ability of S^3 to detect low-power signals with the presence of much higher power signals, that would cause interference and lower the signal-to-noise-pluse-interference ratio (SNIR), making low-power signals harder to be detected. In Figure 12, we compare the FNRs in experiments with different dynamic ranges. One can see that S^3 achieves very low FNR (< 0.63%) when the power difference between the occupied bands is up to 15 dB. As the signal power difference becomes even larger, the FNR of S^3 increases. When the spectrum dynamic range reaches ~21 dB, the FNR of S^3 is 2.54%. This result shows that S^3 can accurately detect (FPN<1%) the relatively weak signals under interference from signals 19 dB stronger.\footnote{After wire-bonding, the spike-train filter experiences degradation in the out-of-band suppression due to the direct leakage from the input port to the output port of the PCB. Hence, the sensitivity and dynamic range of S^3 also degrade, but this issue can be resolved by better isolation in the PCB design.}

E. Microbenchmark - Resolving Collisions with Voting:
We want to verify that through voting using two different sampling rates, S^3 can effectively resolve frequency collisions. To this end, we compare S^3 to baselines where we detect the spectrum occupancy using only one ADC. In Fig. 13(a), we qualitatively compare the correctness of occupancy detection on each band in 20 randomly selected experiments. It shows that when using either ADC alone, we have many false positives due to frequency collisions. However, the two ADCs exhibit false positives in different bands, because they experience frequency collisions between different spikes. As a result, through voting S^3 is able to distinguish and resolve false positives where the two sampling rates disagree with each other. Furthermore, we also quantitatively show the FPR of S^3 and baselines. As can be seen from Fig. 13(b), the FPR of S^3 is much lower than those of baselines, which suggests that our voting scheme can effectively leverage the different sampling rates to resolve frequency collisions. Note that ADC1 outperforms ADC2. This is expected because, as we discussed in section 6, 45.5 MHz is an optimized sampling rate that can spread out the spikes and minimize the frequency collisions. In contrast, the second sampling rate of 52.74 MHz is optimized to avoid having the same collisions as ADC1, so it does not work as well by itself.

F. Monitoring Dynamic Spectrum:
S^3 senses all bands in the spectrum in real-time and makes no assumptions on the changes of spectrum occupancy, so it can monitor highly dynamic spectrum with rapidly-changing occupied bands. To evaluate this ability of S^3 we create a rapidly-changing spectrum in our testbed whose occupied bands change every 327 μs, and as a result, the total spectrum occupancy varies between 0% and 63%. We use S^3 to continuously monitor the occupancy changes in the spectrum, and output a signal power estimation and occupancy detection for every 76 μs-long frame. We show a spectrum captured by S^3 consisting the signal power detected in every band per
frame in Fig. 14(a). Furthermore, we show the accuracy of the corresponding occupancy detection per frame in Fig. 14(b). It shows that $S^3$ is able to capture the occupancy of rapidly-changing spectrum with great accuracy and time precision.

G. Capturing Wideband Power Spectral Density:
As we mentioned in section 7, we can sweep the LO frequency of $S^3$ over the 22 MHz spacing between spikes to sense all the frequencies in the spectrum. This enables $S^3$ to capture the power spectral density (PSD) of the entire wideband spectrum. At every LO frequency, $S^3$ captures signal power in the spike train and identifies the occupancy of each spike. For the occupied spikes, $S^3$ uses the signal power estimates in them to reconstruct the PSD at the corresponding RF frequencies. When LO sweeping finishes, all frequencies on the wideband spectrum will be reconstructed. Comparing to conventional spectrum scanners, this extended $S^3$ prototype only needs to sweep a much narrower frequency range. Therefore, the scanning time is much shorter.

Figure 15(a-c) shows the PSD captured by the extended $S^3$ prototype of spectra generated by our testbed, along with the detected spike occupancy. We use $S^3$ and an HP 8563E Spectrum Analyzer to monitor the 1.8 to 2.4 GHz spectrum simultaneously. As one can see, the PSDs captured by $S^3$ match the ground truth from the spectrum analyzer very well. Besides, we also measure PSDs of real-world-spectra, both outdoors and indoors, which are shown in Figure 15(d-f). Figure 15(d) shows the spectrum between 1.8 and 2.4 GHz measured outdoor at our geographical location. It shows that $S^3$ is able to capture the PSD of 4G LTE signals in Band 2 and 66. In Fig. 15(e) and (f), we show the PSD of 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz Wi-Fi signals captured by $S^3$ respectively. One can see that Channel 1 and 11 in the 2.4 GHz band as well as four non-overlapping 20 MHz channels (Channel 116, 120, 124, and 128) from 5.57 to 5.65 GHz in the 5 GHz band are being used. Figure 15(d-f) demonstrate that the real-world PSDs captured by $S^3$ also closely match the spectrum analyzer ground truth. On some frequencies that $S^3$ classifies as empty, the spectrum analyzer shows some non-zero spectral components. However, this is expected because in our experiments, the spectrum analyzer takes the maximum over a lot more scans than $S^3$.

9 Related Work

In this section, we provide more related work. For further background, we refer the reader to section 2.

Spectrum sensing has been extensively studied in the past two decades [3, 5, 49]. However, most of this work focuses on narrowband sensing [6, 7, 9, 23, 25, 35, 38, 62]. In contrast, this paper focuses on wideband spectrum sensing to enable dynamic spectrum sharing of many channels. Several systems attempt to sense wideband spectrum using narrowband sensors without sequentially scanning each band [42, 46, 61]. QuickSense [61] leverages analog filters and energy detectors to hierarchically sense wide bandwidth by detecting the total signal power in groups of consecutive channels. However, when the spectrum is densely occupied, QuickSense’s approach reduces to sequentially scanning the spectrum. SpecInsight [42] leverages machine learning to predict spectrum occupancy based on learned utilization patterns and optimize which channels to sense. Similarly, [46] uses time-series analysis to predict which bands are occupied. However, these systems are sensitive to training data and assume that transmissions follow predictable patterns. Spectrum sharing is based on opportunistic access and as a result is highly dynamic and unpredictable [50].

Recent work aims to enhance USRP software-defined radio’s ability to sense wideband spectrum [20, 26]. SweepSense [20] enables sensing wideband spectrum by quickly sweeping the center frequency of the USRP. It is able to sweep 5 GHz bandwidth in 5 ms, which offers great potential for sensing an extremely wideband spectrum on commercial software radios. However, SweepSense requires...
accurate phase information for the digital chirp demodulation and is sensitive to the IQ imbalance. As a result, our comparison with SweepSense in section 8 shows that it can suffer from a high error rate especially when the spectrum is not sparse. SparSDR [26] reduces the backhaul and computation requirements for sensing sparse spectrum on USRP’s, which offers great utility for continuously monitoring underutilized spectra but cannot scale to densely occupied spectrum.

The use of single passband MEMS filters in spectrum sensing has been studied [33, 36]. However, these techniques require an array of channel-select MEMS filters to form a reconfigurable filter bank. In contrast, $S^3$ only uses a single MEMS spike-train filter that consists of overtone resonators.

Our work is also related to theoretical work on co-prime sampling [54, 56, 57] and multiset sampling [22, 55] of sparse wideband spectrum. These approaches also do not work for densely occupied spectrum. Moreover, [56, 57] require using $k$ ADCs where $k$ is the number of occupied frequencies. [22, 55] aim to recover the signals in each occupied band and must assume prior knowledge of which bands are occupied. In contrast, $S^3$ aims to recover the occupancy of each band and uses 2 ADCs irrespective of the number of occupied frequencies. $S^3$ is further implemented and shown to work in practice.

Sub-Nyquist sampling has been used for test equipment to reconstruct wideband periodic signals [44, 52]. However, these techniques require the signal to be periodic and repeat for a long time in order to take on samples during each period until all samples are recovered. Hence, these techniques are not applicable to real communication signals where the signal is constantly changing and carries different modulated bits.

Finally, some works aim to capture spectrum usage at large geographical and time scales through crowdsourcing [10, 37, 63]. $S^3$ is complementary to these works, as it enables real-time wideband occupancy detection of every single sensor with minimum data size and computational complexity.

10 Limitations

In this section, we discuss some limitations of $S^3$.

- The frequency-domain sampling rate and maximum sensing bandwidth is limited by the filter design trade-offs. As a result, narrowband signals (< 20 MHz) and over GHz-wide spectrum cannot be sensed using a single spike-train filter. This can be resolved by hopping the LO frequency as shown in Section 8. Alternatively, we can also use the extended architectures proposed in appendix A that combines multiple spike-train filters in parallel to break the fixed filter-level design trade-offs.

- Sub-Nyquist sampling leads to aliasing of both signals and noise, which typically lowers the signal SNR and degrades the spectrum sensor’s sensitivity. To minimize the loss of SINR, we design the spike-train filters to have low insertion loss and high out-of-band suppression i.e., most of the noise is filtered out before it aliases. Moreover, instead of detecting signal power, known signals like the preambles can be leveraged to improve the sensitivity [48]. However, directly applying this technique to $S^3$ would require further research as the preambles might become corrupted after applying the filter.

- While $S^3$ can detect the occupancy of the different bands and reconstruct the power spectral density of the spectrum, it cannot recover complex I and Q samples of the signal. As results, $S^3$ cannot reconstruct the signal itself or decode the data in the signal.

11 Conclusion

This paper presents $S^3$, a new efficient real-time wideband spectrum sensing mechanism that can work in densely occupied spectrum. $S^3$ monitors only a small fraction of bandwidth in each band to accomplish significantly below-Nyquist sampling and hence great energy efficiency. It leverages recent advances in RF MEMS filtering solution that enables sampling the spectrum along the frequency axis. Empirical evaluation demonstrates that $S^3$ can accurately sense densely occupied spectrum and rapidly-changing spectrum; we also show that $S^3$ can be extended to capture the power spectral density of the entire spectrum. We believe $S^3$ can enable dynamic spectrum access and very high spectrum utilization.
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**Appendix A**  **Alternative S³ Architectures**

As we mentioned in section 7, we can extend S³ to use two or more MEMS filters in parallel to enlarge the sensing bandwidth or enable S³ to sense different channel allocations including narrower bands and even non-uniformly allocated
bands. This system level parallelism introduces another degree of freedom and allows us to break the fixed design trade-offs at the filter level. Here, we present some alternative architectures of $S^3$ that combine two spike-trains filters.

(1) Changing LO Center Frequencies: First, we can combine two identical spike-train filters that are fabricated using the same process. Hence, these two filters will have almost identical frequency responses with the same center frequency $f_c$ and spacing between spikes $\Delta f$. In order to cover different frequencies in the RF spectrum, we use the two filters on separate receiver RF chains with different LO frequencies. We demonstrate the circuit diagram and the emulated spike trains in the RF spectrum in Fig. 16.

After bandpass filtering and amplifying the received signal, we split the RF signal into two channels, and use two LOs with center frequencies $f_{LO}^A$ and $f_{LO}^B$ to down-convert the signal to the IF frequencies. Then we pass each IF signal into a spike-train filter to sample the frequency along the frequency axis. Based on the LO frequency difference $d f_{LO} = f_{LO}^B - f_{LO}^A$, we can emulate two types of spike trains, as shown in Fig. 16(i) and (ii). When $\Delta f < d f_{LO}$, the two spike trains are slightly shifted on the frequency axis as shown in Fig. 16(i). As a result, we can emulate a spike-train filter with narrower spacing between the spikes. This increases the frequency domain sampling rate of the filter and enables $S^3$ to sense narrower channel bandwidths. On the other hand, when $d f_{LO} = k \Delta f$, the two spike trains are concatenated along the frequency axis as shown in Fig. 16(ii)). In this way, a longer spike train with more spikes covering wider bandwidth is emulated.

Although it is straightforward to sample the two IF signals separately, the number of ADCs required will increase linearly with the number of spike-train filters. Instead, after passing IF signals on the two channels through the spike-train filters, we combine the filtered signals and sample the combined signal using two low-speed ADCs. The analog combination and splitting can be achieved using an RF power combiner in series with an RF power splitter, but it can also be done using a RF hybrid coupler. Note that with more spikes in the emulated filter, there will be more aliasing in the subsampled spectrum. Therefore, a higher ADC sampling rate might be needed, but the sampling rate should be able to scale sublinearly with respect to the number of spikes. Besides, the ADC input cutoff frequency needs to be higher than the spike-train bandwidth.

The advantage of this architecture is that we can use the same MEMS spike-train filter on the two channels without needing to redesign a new filter. However, it requires two LOs and mixers which increases the cost and power consumption of the system.

(2) Changing Spike-Train Filter Structure: Instead of introducing a second local oscillator, we can use only one LO and two different spike-train filters to emulate spike trains with wider bandwidth as well as narrower or nonuniform spike spacing. As we mentioned in section 3, we can modify the width of the piezoelectric film and the position of the electrodes to obtain different $\Delta f$ and $f_c$. When two spike-train filters with different $\Delta f$ and/or $f_c$ are combined in parallel, we can emulate a spike train with more sophisticated sparsity structures. We show the circuit diagram for this type of alternative architectures in Fig. 17, along with three emulated spike-train filter frequency responses.

In this architecture, the down-converted IF signal is split and filtered by two different MEMS spike-train filters, whose center frequencies and spike spacing are $f_c^A$, $f_c^B$, and $\Delta f^A$, $\Delta f^B$. The output spectra of the two filters are then combined and sampled by two low-speed ADCs. Using this architecture, we can emulate the same spike trains as the first alternative architecture. For instance, when the difference between the filter center frequencies $d f_c = f_c^B - f_c^A < \Delta f$, as shown in Fig. 17(i), the two spike trains are slightly shifted on the

---

6Since the power consumption of spectrum sensors is dictated by the ADC [38], the additional power consumption of the second LO is not the primary concern.
frequency axis and emulate a spike-train filter with narrower spacing between the spikes. Besides, when $d f = K \Delta f$, the two spike trains are spaced by the bandwidth of the spike train and emulate a wider bandwidth spike train as shown in Fig. 17(ii). However, in additional to enlarging the filter bandwidth and narrowing the spike spacing, we can even emulate a non-uniformly spike train as as shown in Fig. 17(iii). This is achieved by combining two spike-train filters with different $\Delta f^A$ and $\Delta f^B$. Such spike train profile provides us with all sorts of frequency resolutions across the spectrum to accommodate the different channel bandwidth required by the secondary users in TV Whitespace and CBRS bands.
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Abstract

Contact force is a natural way for humans to interact with the physical world around us. However, most of our interactions with the digital world are largely based on a simple binary sense of touch (contact or no contact). Similarly, when interacting with robots to perform complex tasks, such as surgery, richer force information that includes both magnitude and contact location is important for task performance. To address these challenges, we present the design and fabrication of WiForce which is a ‘wireless’ sensor, sentient to contact force magnitude and location. WiForce achieves this by transducing force magnitude and location, to phase changes of an incident RF signal of a backscattering tag. The phase changes are thus modulated into the backscattered RF signal, which enables measurement of force magnitude and contact location by inferring the phases of the reflected RF signal. WiForce’s sensor is designed to support wide-band frequencies all the way up to 3 GHz. We evaluate the force sensing wireless in different environments, including through phantom tissue, and achieve force accuracy of 0.3 N and contact location accuracy of 0.6 mm.

1 Introduction

Our sense of touch is critical for understanding and interacting with the world around us. While interacting with the physical world, force-sensitive mechanoreceptors in the skin respond to various vibrations, motions, pressures, and stretching of the skin to provide us with critical information on the location and magnitude of the stimuli [1]. Thus, if we want the next generation of tactile sensors to emulate how our skin reacts to stimuli, we need to both sense the magnitude and location of contact forces acting on the sensing surface.

Current skin-like continuum tactile sensors enable numerous critical applications. These applications mostly involve dexterous tasks to be performed via mechanical tools or robotic manipulators, rather than via human hands. For example, in order to grasp and manipulate an object, a robot must be able to sense where and how much force. In addition to these robotics applications, tactile sensing can supplement our interactions with the digital world. Most of our current interactions with digital technologies occur with aid of a touchscreen, which binarizes human contact into simply touch/no-touch, and the richer information on contact force is typically lost. Augmenting our digital interfaces with the capability to sense the magnitude of the forces with which we interact with them could lead to more natural, intuitive, and realistic interactions, creating new possibilities for the evolving AR/VR settings [7, 9].

Driven by these applications, design of such continuum sensor skins has been an active area of research over the past decade [10, 20]. The common approach has been to create a sensing surface consisting of an array of discrete force sensitive resistors or electrodes, whose measurements are interpolated to reconstruct a continuum force profile. However, this approach has prohibitive wiring costs [10–16], since it requires a wired link to obtain data from each individual sensor, as well as wires for satisfying the power requirements. In scenarios where space is a premium, including surgical robotic applications, this wiring challenge is exacerbated, and force sensing for the surgical robotics has been acknowledged as a ‘Grand-Challenge’ [21]. One way to address the wiring requirements is to reduce the density of sensors in the surface and improve the interpolating algorithms [10–12]. A more drastic solution is to eliminate the wiring problem completely by creating new sensing modalities with modest power requirements such that both the sensor feedback and power can be delivered wirelessly [13, 14, 16].

Motivated by these challenges, we present WiForce, which makes progress in this direction by sensing force magnitude and location over a 1-D continuum by leveraging backscattering techniques. Rather than generating a wireless signal to feed back the sensor readings, which would require power-hungry electronics, WiForce’s sensor transduces force magnitude and location directly onto the reflections of the incident RF signals. The design has very minimal power requirements, and consists of only one antenna, a small identification unit, and a force continuum surface. Thus, WiForce presents a new tactile sensing modality, which makes headway towards batteryless wire-free sensor skins.

The key enabler for such a low-powered design is the
transduction mechanism, which modulates the reflected signal with information on the contact force and its location, by altering the RF signal parameters as applied force on the sensor changes. To achieve this, WiForce links contact force, a mechanical entity, to RF signal parameters by combining classical beam bending models and RF transmission line concepts, using a novel sensor surface. This sensor surface consists of two parallel conductive traces, similar to a microstrip line, augmented with a soft specialized polymer beam. As a force is applied at a specific location on the sensor surface, the beam bends, causing the traces to connect (Fig. 1). From the RF perspective, this beam bending leads to shorting of the traces, which causes reflection of signals. From the mechanical perspective, the soft beam allows us to use beam bending models to characterize how the shorting phenomenon changes as the applied force increases.

Essentially, the shorting points shift towards the ends of the sensor, as the applied force increases and the soft layer of the beam bends and flattens on the bottom trace (Fig. 1). By estimating the shorting lengths from both ends of the sensor, we can determine the magnitude and location of the applied force. The shorting lengths are related to the signal phases measured on both the ends of the sensor. Basically, the longer the signal travels on the sensor surface, the more phase change it will accumulate. The goal at the wireless reader is to measure the accumulated phases due to signal propagation on the sensor surface from both the ends, in order to use the transduction mechanism to sense and localize the forces.

To enable sensing of these phases by the wireless reader, the phases from both ends have to be disambiguated, and thus each end has to be given an identity. To do so, a naive solution would be to have RF switches toggling on-off with different frequencies on either ends \( f_{s1}, f_{s2} \) (Fig. 2), with the toggling frequency providing the unique identity to each of the ends. However, this naive solution does not work out of the box, because the two ends are electrically connected to each other via the transmission line, causing signals to leak from one end to the other, which would in turn cause intermodulation effects. To resolve this issue, WiForce comes up with a creative RF switch toggling strategy, which not only provides electrical isolation to combat intermodulation, but also provides different identities to these ends in terms of different frequency shifts. Thus, the external wireless reader is able to view the sensor ends as having different identities in frequency domain, as envisioned by the intuitive scheme in Fig. 2 with the intermodulation problem abstracted out via the intelligent toggling scheme.

The final piece in WiForce is designing the wireless reader, such that it can use any wireless device (like WiFi (OFDM) or LoRa (FMCW)) with wide-band transmission to read the WiForce’s force and location. The task of the wireless reader is two-fold, first identify and isolate the signals coming from the sensor and second, accurately track the phase of the sensor signal. Since the wireless phase observed by the reader can also be altered by various entities in the environment, the task of reading phase changes stemming only from the sensor is non-trivial. Hence, WiForce designs a novel signal processing algorithm which utilizes periodic wide-band channel estimates to pick up the reflection signatures from the sensor to isolate the signal, as well as to read the phase changes at multiple frequencies, providing robustness to the phase sensing requirements for the proposed force transduction mechanism.

We designed and fabricated the sensor with a soft-polymer augmented microstrip line, which is ‘forcesensitive’. That is, the microstrip line sensing surface has bending properties which maximize the phase changes transduced by contact forces. This sensing surface was retrofitted with RF-switches and antenna to enable backscattered feedback. The fabricated sensor works for the entire sub-3 GHz verified with the test equipment (vector network analyzer). We evaluated the WiForce sensor abilities to report force magnitude and location in multiple settings, both indoors and inside a body-like environment using gelatin. We used USRP radios as the readers, and tested the sensor at 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz, which are the two most popular ISM bands. We show that the sensor can be read up to 5 meters of range over the air, and show the algorithm working even with propagation through the gelatin-based muscle/fat/skin tissue layers composition similar to the human body to demonstrate the surgical applications. We achieved phase sens-
ing with an accuracy as low as 0.5°, giving us a force resolution of 0.3 N, and location accuracy of 0.3 mm. We also showcase the ability to read from multiple sensors, by sensing forces from 2 sensors simultaneously. Finally, we even evaluated our force sensor with a user pressing with his hand, and we achieved force resolution of 0.3 N, and location accuracy of 0.3 mm. In fact, recent interfaces for Human-Computer Interactions (HCI) work shows that similar resolution (0.2 N) is required to support force enabled gestures on smartphones and desktop computers [22]. We believe this is the first step towards enabling numerous force sensing applications.

2 Background and Motivation

The problem of sensing tactile phenomenon over a surface continuum has attracted considerable research interest [10,12,15,18,20]. The usual approach has been to densely populate the surface with either force sensitive resistors [15], electrodes [10,12,20], or force sensitive yarns [18]. The continuum sensing is performed by interpolating over the sensor readings of these discrete sensors. Numerous papers in the past decade have raised the issues stemming from the wiring requirements of the developed sensor skin modalities [13,14,16].

Researchers have tried addressing these issues by considering sparser deployments, such as considering sensors only on the boundaries [20], or populating the sensors in a minimal way across the surface [10,23]. Although these efforts have reduced the wiring requirements for sensing considerably, these surfaces still lack a solution to both feedback the sensor readings wirelessly, as well as get rid of wired battery connections required for these sensing efforts. Recent review papers have advocated the need of powering up these sensing surfaces with energy harvesting methods to alleviate the battery requirements [14,16], and a backscatter-enabled sensor is a promising approach to address the battery concerns.

Before re-designing the sensing modalities to be compatible with low-powered backscatter communications, a key question to answer is whether a hybrid solution would work. That is, can we take one of the sensing solutions requiring the least number of wired connections across the surface [10,20] and feedback the sensor readings via currently developed backscattering RFICs [24,25]. However, this solution won’t suffice since these backscatter links typically work with a RF energy harvester, which generates small voltages capable of powering a small RFID chip, and not a large continuum sensing surface. Further we would need to sense multiple voltages from these electrodes via an array of ADCs (Fig. 3), managed by a micro-controller, which

![Fig. 3: Force feedback design, WiForce in comparison with a possible wireless extension to existing sensing modalities would then digitize and buffer the data for transmission through the low capacity backscatter link.](image)

3 Design of WiForce

In this section, we present the design principles of WiForce. First, we describe WiForce’s force transduction mechanism, which translates the force and its application location to changes in the RF signal phase. Next, we present novel algorithms to measure changes in the RF properties to deduce the force and its application location wirelessly. Finally, we conclude with a robust channel measurement technique that uses a wireless waveform to read the sensors while rejecting multi-path.

3.1 Force Transduction Mechanism

As a first step towards a backscattered force sensor, WiForce has to formulate a transduction mechanism which relates force magnitude and application location, to parameters like RF signal amplitude and phase, which can then be used to modulate the sensor readings onto the...
reflected signals. The challenge here is to take an object (like transmission lines) which supports RF signal propagation, and make it force-sensitive. That is, RF propagation in this object should give significant changes in its signal parameters as we press the object at different locations with varying force magnitudes. In this section, we will elaborate on how WiForce makes microstrip lines ‘force-sensitive’. 

A microstrip line traditionally consists of two parallel conducting traces—the signal trace and the ground trace. A force applied to the microstrip line would cause the traces to bend and come in contact with each other, which shorts the line and leads to signal reflections. The reflections produced by this shorting have different phase accumulation based on the location of pressing. However, this reflected phase is not sensitive to force magnitude at all. That is, irrespective of the contact force applied, the traces will short each other only in the vicinity of a single point (Fig. 4a). The contact point invariance leads to a near invariant phase response as force is changed (Fig. 4c), therefore preventing the measurement of force through phase changes.

WiForce modifies the traditional microstrip line by augmenting a new soft, flexible beam on top of the signal trace to address this problem and make the microstrip line force-sensitive. The key insight here is that the soft beam distributes the force along the length of the trace (Please refer to [26] for details on the mechanical implementation of the sensor). The distributed force leads to a finite length of the signal trace to come in contact with the ground trace, creating two distinct shorting points, as shown in Fig. 4b. Further, these shorting points shift towards the ends as the applied force magnitude increases. Varying shifts induce different phase changes since the signals travel less distance on the microstrip line before getting reflected at the shorting points. Hence, the reflections caused by higher magnitude forces accumulate less phase relative to the reflected phases when lower force was applied. Thus, the soft beam augmented microstrip line allows phase to force transduction (Fig. 4c).

This beam bending effect manifests itself in the form of a varying phase-force relationship depending on the contact force’s point of application (Fig. 5 top images). A force applied in the middle of the sensor compresses it symmetrically, and therefore the reflected signals from both the ends show similar phase changes. In contrast, a force that acts asymmetrically will disproportionately compress the smaller length of the beam. Therefore, the end near the smaller length shows a higher phase shift than the end near the longer one. The longer length collapses onto the bottom trace, leading to an almost stationary shorting point as the force increases (Fig. 5 bottom images). These varying phase changes that depend on the location of a contact force also allow WiForce to localize the force application point. Thus, the double-ended measurement allows us to estimate the applied force’s magnitude and its application location along the sensor length. However, at the same time, this asymmetric behavior of phase change with force contact location necessitates sensing phases from both ends of the sensor.

3.2 Two-ended backscatter modulation

As described in the previous section, sensing phases from both ends of the sensor forms the cornerstone of the phase to force transduction mechanism. This is because it allows to disambiguate the different force profiles observed as the sensor is pressed at different locations, which basically allows us to both locate and then measure how much force was being applied. In this section, we will go over how to attempt this double ended phase sensing via wireless backscatter sensing.

The first and foremost thing which any backscatter sensing solution needs, is an ability to give an identification to the reflections occurring at the sensor. This identification helps the wireless reader isolate the sensor reflections from the environmental clutter. A popular technique to do so has been to use RF switches toggling at
Putting this mathematically, say the sensor receives the frequency shifts corresponding to the switching frequency. This technique basically multiplies the incident signal with an on-off modulation of certain switching frequency.

In frequency domain, this operation leads to frequency shifts corresponding to the switching frequency. Putting this mathematically, say the sensor receives the excitation signal $s(t)$ and reflects $s(t)m(t)$ where $m(t)$ is a square wave, with time period $T$. Expanding $m(t)$’s Fourier series, we get odd harmonics, $m(t) = \sum_{k \in (2i+1), i \in \mathbb{Z}} \frac{1}{|k|} \sin(2\pi kf)\,t$ where $f_s = \frac{1}{T}$. Ignoring the high order harmonics, we get reflected signal as $r(t) = s(t)m(t) \approx s(t)e^{j2\pi ft}$. Hence the reflected signal will be shifted by the switching frequency $\pm f_s$, which allows the reflected signal, $r(t)$, to be isolated from the excitation signal, $s(t)$, in the frequency domain.

A naive extension of this idea to the double ended sensing problem at hand, would be to have switches at both ends of the sensor and make them switch at different frequencies ($f_{s1}/f_{s2}$). Theoretically, this solution should give separate identities to reflections emanating from both the ends. However, the problem at hand is inherently coupled to allow for such naive de-coupled solutions, because both the ends are physically connected to each other via a microstrip line. When both the switches are toggled-on, the signals will propagate through the sensor and leak out from the other end (Fig. 6). This causes intermodulated reflections, where the reflected signal would be partially modulated by both toggling frequencies, leading to muddled up identities.

The challenge in avoiding the intermodulation effects is that the sensor has to reflect signals from the opposite end when a switch is toggled on. Using reflective RF switches in the off state allows us to make either of the ends reflective, under the restriction that the other should be off when one switch is on. Said differently, we want to design a coupled two-ended switching scheme, which gives separation in frequency domain, under the constraint that both switches are not ‘on’ at the same time. The unique insight which allows WiForce to have such an switching scheme, is the use of duty cycle properties of square wave Fourier series.

In a standard square wave, with 50% duty cycle, all the even harmonics (i.e. every second harmonic) are absent. Similarly, in a wave with 25% duty cycle, every fourth harmonic would be absent. Hence, a frequency $f_s$, 25% duty cycle square wave will give modulation at $f_s, 2f_s, 3f_s, 5f_s, 7f_s, ...$ Similarly, a frequency $2f_s$, 25% duty cycle square wave will give modulation at $2f_s, 4f_s, 6f_s, 8f_s, 10f_s, ...$. Observe that a combination of these 2 clocks will cause interference at $2f_s$, but can be read up individually at $f_s$ for the former clock, and $4f_s$ for the latter clock. Hence, a combination of these 2 clocks can provide separation in the frequency domain. Also, by controlling the initial phases of these two clocks, we can suppress the intermodulation problem as well. This is possible because when one clock is high, the other clock will be guaranteed to be low and vice versa (Fig. 4). Hence, at any given time, only one port will be on, and other port will be reflective open.

Further, this clocking design allows us to reduce the form factor requirements, instead of having 2 antennas, one for each end of the sensor, we can just have just a one antenna design using a splitter. Since the clocking strategy provides separation in the frequency domain, we can add the modulated signals from the either ends via a splitter. Thus, the wireless reader can identify the two ends by reading at $f_s, 4f_s$ frequency shifts.

### 3.3 Sensing Forces at the Wireless Reader

Till now, we have described the phase-force transduction mechanism, and delineated a method to give disambiguated identities to both ends of the sensor. Now, in this section, we move on to the description of how the wireless reader is designed. We design our wireless reader to detect the separate identities stemming from frequency shifts, and then extract the valuable phase information which allows us to sense and localize forces. The key insight of WiForce here is to view the frequency shifts from the sensor as ‘artificial-doppler’ and use wide-band channel estimates in order to estimate the doppler and thus isolate the signal coming from the sensor. This approach to view the backscatter tag’s frequency shift as an artificial doppler has been also utilized in some of the recent past work [28]. Finally, to obtain the required analog phase estimates required to sense and localize the forces, we utilize that fact that force, a mechanical quantity, changes slowly (at about 1 kHz rate [30,32]), as compared to MHz’s of RF bandwidth. This allows us to group the channel estimates and
perform a ‘short-time phase transform’, which enables us to track the phase shifts at the two artificial doppler bins corresponding to the two ends of the sensor.

The algorithm WiForce uses to extract the backscattered phases embedded inside the wideband channel estimates is visually illustrated in Fig. 8. Say we are estimating the channel periodically after every T seconds, with frequency steps of F. If we use OFDM channel sounding strategy, T will be the time of the OFDM frame, and F will be the subcarrier spacing. We denote $H(kF, nT) = H[k, n]$ where k is subcarrier index and n is time index. If there are M multipaths in addition to the signal coming from the sensor, we can write the channel estimates from geometric channel model as

$$H[k, n] = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i e^{-j2\pi kf_i T + j\phi_i} + s_1(nT) e^{-j\phi_1} + s_2(nT) e^{-j\phi_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, $\alpha_i$ is the attenuation factor for the i-th path, $d_i$ is the distance separation between the TX-reflector and reflector-RX, and $\phi_i^1, \phi_i^2$ is the phase accumulated from the RF propagation in the microstrip line sensor at time index n from sensor end 1 and sensor end 2. $s_1(t), s_2(t)$ are the duty-cycle square wave modulations to give intermodulation free frequency identities at $f_s, 4f_s$ as discussed in Section 3.2. Ignoring the higher harmonics terms in $s_1(t), s_2(t)$, we get

$$H[k, n] \approx \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i e^{-j2\pi kf_i T} + e^{j2\pi f_s(nT)} e^{-j\phi_1} + e^{j2\pi (4f_s)nT} e^{-j\phi_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Now, to isolate the signal from the sensor, we take FFT over the n index, to obtain $\tilde{H}[k, f]$. We observe N channel snapshots to calculate, $\tilde{H}[k, f] = \sum_{n=1}^{N} H[k, n] e^{-j2\pi f_n T}$. Assuming $\phi_i^1, \phi_i^2$ stay constant over the period of N snapshots, at $f_s, 4f_s$, we have,

$$\tilde{H}[k, \{f_s, 4f_s\}] = \sum_{n=1}^{N} H[k, n] e^{-j2\pi f_n T} = \alpha_i e^{-j2\pi kf_i T + j\phi_i^1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Observe that for this transform, the nyquist frequency would be $\frac{1}{2T}$, and hence, $f_s$ has to be chosen such that $4f_s \leq \frac{1}{2T}$. The switching frequency $f_s$ can be related to an equivalent Doppler, $f_d = \frac{f_s}{c} T$, and thus an object in the environment moving at velocity $v = \frac{c f_d}{f_s}$ would create interference with the sensor signal. However, the chosen $f_s$ is large enough so that this equivalent speed is so high to guarantee that, the signal observed in the frequency bins corresponding to $f_s, 4f_s$ are free from multipath clutter.

However, recall that while writing Eqn. (3), we assumed $\phi_i^1, \phi_i^2$ stay constant as n goes from 1 to N. That is, the transform is only valid when the phases from the sensor ends do not change much over the period of taking

Figure 8: WiForce’s reader utilizes wideband channel estimates to isolate sensor signal from multipath in doppler domain. Arranging the channels into ‘groups’ allows to read phase changes across subcarriers to give robust measurements of the transform. This is a reasonable assumption to make, since the sampling is occurring in MHz rate, whereas force will at max change in rate of kHz, since it is a mechanical quantity. However, we can not obviously assume the phase to stay constant forever, and, the phase will change as we apply force on the sensor which would move the shorting points. More importantly, we need to not only tweak the standard doppler transform to respect phase change, we also need to estimate the phase changes in order to estimate the forces. Thus, WiForce designs an algorithm similar to the familiar short-time transforms. The algorithm divides the channel estimates into groups of $N_g$, referred to as ‘phase-groups’. For each phase-group we first take the harmonics FFT as described earlier and obtain two $K \times 1$ vectors from Eqn. 5 for FFT frequency $f_s, 4f_s$. Assume that there are G such phase groups, i.e. $N = GN_g$. For all the $N_g$ samples of $g$-th group, $\phi^1, \phi^2 = \phi^1, \phi^2 n \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N_g\}$ from the choice of $N_g$ to respect the time it takes for the force to become effective. The output at $g$-th phase group, $k$-th subcarrier, after harmonics FFT at $f_s, 4f_s$, is denoted as $P_{1,2}[k, g], P_{2,2}[k, g]$.

$$P_{1,2}[k, g] = \tilde{H}[k, \{f_s, 4f_s\}] = \alpha_i e^{-j2\pi kf_i T + j\phi_i^1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

To get rid of the air phases, we can obtain the phase change between 2 groups by conjugate multiplication:

$$P_{1,2}[k, g] = P_{1,2}[k, g + 1] * \text{conj}(P_{1,2}[k, g])$$

$$= \alpha_i e^{j\phi_i^1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Hence, we have

$$\angle P_{1,2}[k, g] = \phi_i^1 + \phi_i^1$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Observe that the right side of the equation is the phase change independent of $k$, which entails that we have $K$ independent estimates of the phase change from the $K$ subcarriers. Thus, we can estimate very precise phase changes by averaging over these $K$ independent estimates, allowing WiForce to calibrate very precisely the analog phase changes.

The last piece in the puzzle to conclude the design section, is to internalize how can we use differential phase
Figure 9: Differential Phase measurements can be compensated with fixed quantity $\phi_{\text{no-touch}}$ procured via calibration, to obtain the quantity of interest $\phi_{\text{touch}}$, which varies with force magnitude and location to sense and localize the contact forces. In fact, since force is an event based quantity, that is, unlike quantities like temperature, moisture, which sense the ambient quantity, tactile sensors have to sense the force from an ‘touch-event’ which exerts certain force on the sensor at a given location. When we measure the differential phase between the ‘no-touch’ and ‘touch’ events, we can measure differential phase and obtain the absolute phase by simply subtracting the phase which the waves accumulate when the sensor is at rest (Fig. 9). Since this no-touch phase is a fixed quantity and depends only on the length of the trace, we measure it beforehand via a VNA setup and compensate. Hence, compensating the differential phase with the VNA calibrated no-touch phase allows us to recover phases from both the ends, which can then used by the transduction mechanism in order for estimation of force magnitude and location at the reader.

4 Implementation

4.1 Microstrip line RF Interfacing

To support the two broad applications targeted by WiForce, the sensor must give good RF propagation performances at 900 MHz (for in-body sensing applications) and at 2.4 GHz (to be compatible with Wi-Fi/Bluetooth standards). From our simulations (Section 10.2), we expect that by having the ratio between trace width and sensor height to be around 4 : 1, we should get good impedance matching. Hence, we design an air substrate microstrip line with trace width of 2.5 mm, ground trace width of 6 mm and height of 0.63 mm, for a sensor length of 80 mm. To verify the impedance matching, we assess the RF design performance of the sensor in terms of insertion/thru losses. For this, we perform a 2 port amplitude/phase analysis using VNA. As visible in Fig. 10, this leads to a S11/S22 ratio below -10 dB over the entire frequency range from 0 to 3 GHz, along with linear S12 phase, which justifies the broadband nature of the sensor.

4.2 Forming the sensor model with soft beam microstrip line

After having verified the RF properties of the microstrip line, we fabricate the soft layer using Ecoflex 00-30 (a commonly used elastic material [33][35]). The Ecoflex layer is placed onto the top trace to create the WiForce sensing surface with thick traces, endowed with the novel phase to force transduction mechanism.

To verify if the sensor is following the transduction mechanism, we exert forces on the sensor at 5 locations, namely 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 mm (20, 40, 60 marked in Fig. 11). We expect the beam to show a symmetric phase changes on both the ends when tested at the center point, and asymmetric phase changes for the end points, as described in Section 3.1. When pressed on the end points, the port near the pressing location would show more phase change, whereas the other end essentially shows a constant phase as force increases. For this testing, we use the setup visible Fig. 11, where an indenter allows us to apply a force at a given location on the sensor, and a load cell on which the sensor is attached, allows us to collect the values of force magnitudes applied. As seen clearly in the 20/40/60 mm figures in Table 1, the phases do follow the beam bending model as discussed above, since 40 mm testing shows symmetric behaviour, whereas for 20/40 mm, one of the ends show a constant phase as force magnitude is increased.

We now use the data obtained by applying forces at all 5 locations, and compute a cubic-fit to make a sensor model that allows us to compute the force magnitude and force location based on the measured phase changes. To confirm the validity of the model, we asses it at an intermediate point (55 mm), and plot the phase-force profile.
Table 1: Ground truth phase-force profiles (red) measured via the VNA and load cell setup show symmetric phase changes when pressed at center \((l_c = 40\text{mm}, \text{total length is } 80\text{mm})\), and asymmetric phases when pressed at \(l_c = 20, 60\text{mm}\), as discussed in Section 3.2. We collect VNA data at \(l_c = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60\text{mm}\), and perform a cubic fit to get the sensor model, which is evaluated by testing at intmd. \(l_c = 55\text{mm}\). The wireless phase measurements, as well as the model predictions at 55mm consistently overlap with ground truth, warranting the performance of WiForce’s design.

### 4.3 Clock Design and RF Switches

To encode the phase changes caused by different shorting positions on the microstrip line due to application of a force, we utilize 2 RF-switches with the duty cycled clocking strategy described in Section 3.2. We use the HMC544AE from Analog Devices in our prototype, which is a reflective-open switch consistent with our duty cycling requirements discussed in Section 3.2.

The final component in our prototype design is the clock source. We use the timer channels in Arduino Due with an Atmel SAM3X8E ARM Cortex-M3 processor [36] to generate the duty cycled clock source as described in Section 2. We generate a 25% duty cycled 1 kHz square wave, and a 75% duty cycled 2 kHz square wave to modulate the two RF switches. This gives us interference-free modulation at 1.4 kHz.

Hence our sensor prototype consists of five components, shown in Fig. 12b, the microstrip line sensor, 2 RF switches, 2 clock sources, a splitter to combine outputs of the 2 switches and one antenna to communicate the backscattered phases to the wireless reader. The elements in our design which require power thus are the 2 RF switches and the 2 clock sources. For switching at kHz frequencies, we observed that the power consumed by the 2 HMC544AE switches was almost similar to the static power consumption of 3.3 \(\mu W\) (the static current for switch at 3.3V voltage level is 0.5 \(\mu A\) [37]). Although in our design we use a microcontroller to provide the clocks, by using low-powered oscillators, we can meet the clocking requirements with about 2 \(\mu W\) power budget [38]. Overall, the requirements are lesser than 10\(\mu W\) which are modest enough to be supported by a RF energy harvesting circuit. In recent works, papers have even shown more than 50 \(\mu W\) power being harvested via RF signals, across 1cm of tissue [39].

### 4.4 Wireless Reader Implementation

The main task of the wireless reader is to transmit the OFDM waveform and periodically estimate the channel, so that phase changes at the shifted frequencies from the sensor can be read wirelessly. To perform the channel estimation, we utilize a 64 subcarrier, 12.5 MHz OFDM waveform. We test this for both center frequency of 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz. We use separate antennas for transmission and reception, and use the same USRP N210 SDR [40] for both functions. Since the transmit and receive chains are on the same device, they are synchronized and will not show frequency/phase offsets. We emphasize here that the arduino clock is not synchronized with the other elements of the system since the force sensor is deployed as a separate entity.

We use a 320 sample long OFDM preamble padded with 400 zeros for the channel estimate. At the sam-

---

2We can potentially use a COTS device as well as the wireless reader. Refer to Section 10.1 for a brief discussion on the same
pling rate used, this translates to fresh channel estimates every $T = \frac{120}{12.5 \times 10^6} = 60 \mu s$. Recall that to sense harmonics, the maximum harmonic frequency which can be sensed would be $|f_{\text{max}}| = \frac{120}{s} \approx 8.7$ kHz due to the Nyquist Limit. We therefore chose our sensor clock frequencies to be 1.2 kHz, which would give modulation at 1.4 kHz, and falls comfortably within measurable limits.

5 Experimental Evaluation

Armed with a sensor model to get from phases to force magnitude/location, as well as wireless reader and sensor implementation to enable backscatter sensing capabilities, we now evaluate the wireless performance of our sensor in different indoor environments. The developed sensor model is first used to estimate the force magnitude and location exerted on the sensor, and this predicted force magnitude/location is compared to ground truth readings from the load cell and actuator position, as shown in Fig. [12a]. In addition, we plot empirical CDFs, which allow us to understand the accuracy of our sensing solution. Not restricting to the air evaluations, we even evaluate our sensor when the wireless propagation occurs through tissue phantoms made to emulate human tissues. We also show the capability of reading forces from two sensors simultaneously. Finally, we show that the force sensing works not only with the precision touches of the actuator, but can also detect the force and contact location when a human interacts with the sensor via finger touches.

5.1 Wireless Performance Evaluation

The first step in the wireless performance evaluation is to verify if the estimated force magnitudes and locations agree with the ground truth force-phase curves obtained via the load cell and the VNA setup. For this purpose, the setup illustrated in Fig. [12a] is used with the sensor on top of a platform having load cell to give ground truth readings for the experiment, similar to the VNA experiment in Section 3.3). Forces are applied between 0 and 8 N at 20, 40, 55 and 60 mm positions on the sensor. From Table 1, we can clearly see that wireless sensing is able to follow the VNA force-phase curves. Hence, this allows to validate the wireless implementation.

Using the estimated values of force magnitudes and force location to the ground truth, i.e. load cell readings and indenter location, we plot empirical CDFs to evaluate the wireless performance metrics. In Fig. [13a], Fig. [13b], we see that median error of force magnitude estimation of WiForce is 0.56 N when being read at 900 MHz, and 0.34 N when being read at 2.4 GHz. These results are satisfactory, since the errors are a fraction of the operating range of the sensor, which is approximately 8 N. One can observe that the error is lower at high frequency. Since higher frequency signals accumulate more phases for the same travelled distance, the required granularity for phase sensing is more relaxed, leading to lower error than sensing at low frequencies. Another observation from Fig. [13a], Fig. [13b], is that the sensor works uniformly across its length, i.e. error CDFs are similar when plotted for touching at individual locations with increasing magnitude of forces.

Proceeding similarly, the median errors on the estimated force location is 0.86 mm at 900 MHz, and 0.59 mm at 2.4 GHz, as visible in Fig. [13a]. Similar to force magnitude CDFs, performance is better at a higher frequency, since more phase change is accumulated per unit length at higher frequencies, enabling finer location estimation. These location results are satisfactory, with about 5 times higher accuracy than reported in recent work [41, 42], where errors are in the order of magnitude of centimeters. The reasons for this improved performance are two-fold. To localize the contact location, WiForce correlates the extra separation between the shorting points caused by sensor bending in the action of a certain contact force. This correlation is enabled by the novel two-ended sensing strategy of WiForce. This is fundamentally very different from the past contact location sensing approaches [41, 42]. Furthermore, this is supported by a wideband phase sensing algorithm (Section 3.3), which is capable of sensing these phases very accurately and robustly, unlike the previous works which used a narrowband RFID reader for the evaluations [41].

5.2 Testing with Tissue Phantoms

We now assess the performance of our backscatter sensing strategy through human tissue. Propagation through human tissues necessitates using 900 MHz over 2.4 GHz, as frequencies higher than 1 GHz are severely attenuated in such environments [43, 44]. Wireless signals undergo huge losses when they propagate through human tissue, since these tissues are typically materials with high dielectric constants (with \(\epsilon_r > 1\)) [45]. Further, the propagation is hampered via refraction and total internal propagation effects, which exacerbate the losses. Thus, to sense the robustness of our strategy with these impairments, we use the setup visible in Fig. [13a]. It consists of a tissue phantom composed of three layers (muscle, fat and skin, and thickness of 25, 10 and 2 mm, respectively), with dielectric properties selected to mimic human tissue properties, as in [46].

During these experiments, we observe that there was around 110 dB two-way backscatter loss from the TX-sensor and sensor-RX, for center frequency 900 MHz, when communicating through the tissue phantom. However, the direct path TX to RX signal had about 10-15 dB loss. The dynamic range of the USRP SDR we use was around 60 dB, because of which we can’t decode...
We also evaluate the capability of WiForce to sense from multiple sensors simultaneously. The setup here consists of two sensors placed on a platform, and we use a custom designed indenture with the actuator in order to press the sensor with varying force levels. An operator presses the sensor at the 60 mm location. We plot the force readings from the load cell in real time, and use this real-time plot to give the user visual cues to settle in to some force level. Then, we

\[ F = \text{median error region (Fig. 14)}. \]

By reading at these frequencies, we can wirelessly obtain estimates \( \hat{F}_1, \hat{F}_2 \) of \( F_1, F_2 \). Because the load cell measures \( F_1 + F_2 \), we expect that adding these two estimates should allow us to compare against the ground truth load cell readings. The added estimates are expected to give a median error of 1.12 N, since one estimate from the sensor comes with a median error of 0.56 N at 900 MHz, as profiled by the CDF plots (Fig. 13). Thus, we plot \( F_1 + F_2 \pm 1.12 N \) as the blue shaded region as the expected median performance of the sensor to sense the added force. Indeed, we see the added up estimates respecting the median error by being confined inside the median error region (Fig. 13).

5.4 Getting More Than Finger Touch: Measuring Fingertip Forces

We now motivate a UI use case, which has the potential to improve and change the way users interact with digital devices. For this purpose, we select a center frequency of 2.4 GHz for our sensor, which is well-adapted to WiFi and Bluetooth devices. To assess the relevance of our sensor for such applications, we use the fingertip, instead of the actuated indenture, to press the sensor with varying force levels. An operator presses the sensor at the 60 mm location. We plot the force readings from the load cell in real time, and use this real-time plot to give the user visual cues to settle in to some force level. Then, we
Fig. 14: Sensing forces simultaneously from two sensors.

Fig. 15: Wireless Sensing results for pressing at 60 mm with increasing force levels via a fingertip. From (a) we see that all the touch interactions at 60 mm ±20mm were classified correctly, as the sensor was pressed with a finite-width fingertip (about 15-20 mm [47, 48]). From (b), it can be seen that WiForce was able to estimate increasing force levels accurately estimate these force levels using WiForce to evaluate if it can support these sensing capabilities.

6 Discussions and Applications

The most natural usecase for such wireless haptic feedback lies in surgical robots and tools. Human hands are extremely dexterous, and provide unparalleled sensory feedback which enable very precise operations required for surgery. However, we need tools and robots to emulate the human hands when direct operation is not possible, such as during minimally invasive surgical operations. Ideally surgeons should receive haptic feedback from the tools/robots they are operating, which would require information of both force magnitude and contact location. However, such haptic feedback is generally not available in practice, and one reason has been that force sensing modalities are still not evolved enough to support these applications [53–56]. Loss of haptic feedback increases the training time for surgeons, increases risk of surgical errors, and hinders the closed-loop operation for robot assisted surgeries [53–56].

The current form factor and sensor interface hinders direct use of WiForce’s sensor in more complex surgical tasks requiring force feedback, such as cardiac ablation [55] or pre-retinal membrane peeling [57]. However, the sensor can help solve a major problem in laparoscopy known as the fulcrum effect [58]. The fulcrum effect is caused due to lever effect caused by contact forces between the body and surgical tool, at the entry point of the surgical incision. Due to lack of feedback on both the magnitude of force and location, the tool tend to slip, which causes risks of tissue damage. A laparoscopic surgical tool augmented with a WiForce sensor to determine and localize the contact force can prevent this fulcrum effect since the surgeon can do a closed loop correction based on this haptic feedback.

Apart from surgical applications, sensing contact force and location can be extremely useful for robotic tasks which require a manipulator/gripper. Robotic manipulators need this haptic feedback to determine how firmly they have grasped a particular object [2, 3]. People have attempted doing this via vision induced haptics [59, 60], however, these methods typically require computationally intensive algorithms and fail to meet the required temporal rate of feedback required to determine if the grasp of the object is loosening and slipping [61]. However, since wireless sensing is not bound to such issues, and can be made near real-time. Thus, such sensors can be used for direct and low-latency haptic feedback to improve robotic manipulation operations.

Alongside the robotics centered applications, force sensing can have many latent applications in the next generation interfaces for HCI/AR-VR. Smart surfaces have been an active area of research, with touch sensing touted to a game changer for ubiquitous computing [2, 62]. Force sensing will add more depth to these touch sensing solutions, and can lead to some unforeseen applications.
7 Future Work

Extending to 2-D continuum: The current sensor prototype of WiForce consists of sensing on a 1-D continuum. To extend this sensing to a 2-D continuum, we can deploy multiple WiForce sensors placed next to each other. Hence, by reading phase changes from multiple WiForce sensors, we can infer the location and contact force magnitude on the 2-D continuum spanned by these multiple sensors. A hindering factor to this 2-D extension is how to address multiple touch points simultaneously, which will be explored in future works.

Reducing the form factor: WiForce is the first work which presents such a low-powered sensor, and thus naturally leads the way to realize a battery-free haptic feedback. The current sensor prototype of WiForce is 80 mm long, and about 10 mm thick. With the current form factor, the sensor is not directly applicable for some of the medical applications which need smaller sensors. The sensors can get to the correct form-factor requirements by designing integrated circuits, antenna and the sensor fabrication. To make the sensor prototype more flexible, we will explore new fabrication strategies like flexible PCB printing and creating custom RF connectors.

8 Related Work

Force sensors have been developed using a variety of transduction mechanisms, such as capacitive, piezoresistive, piezoelectric, optical, magnetic, and inductive [65]. There are a number of tradeoffs among the various mechanisms, including, for example, sensitivity, spatial resolution, accuracy, power consumption, and size. To meet the requirements of many emerging systems, particularly those where it may be difficult to have a physical wired connection to the sensors, many researchers have been investigating the creation of wireless sensors.

Wireless force sensors: A number of wireless capacitive force sensors that leverage a change in capacitance due to deformation have been recently developed. For example, a flexible capacitive sensor was created for wirelessly measuring strain in tires [66], and a capacitive textile sensor was developed for wireless respiratory monitoring [67]. While the capacitive sensing paradigm can work well for a number of force sensing applications, it is not naturally compatible with wireless sensing. In order to wirelessly transmit force information obtained through capacitive sensing, additional hardware and circuits are needed, complicating the design.

Inductor-capacitor (LC) wireless sensors are passive devices that can remotely sense a number of parameters, including pressure. The working principle of these sensors is based on changes in the capacitance that causes a shift in the LC resonant frequency, which can be wirelessly measured [68, 69]. A number of these LC sensors have been developed for applications like monitoring of pressures during arterial blood flow [70], and the measure of finger tip forces during athletic activities [71]. However, the resonance frequency of these sensors is in the range of a few hundred kHz to a few MHz [69], which makes wireless sensing difficult. As a consequence, these sensors suffer from short interrogation distances in the range of a few centimeters [69, 72].

There has also been a large body of research on strain sensors [35, 73–76]. In strain sensing, instead of sensing the normal transversal force, the longitudinal force is sensed. Longitudinal force has a tendency to stretch and elongate the object it is acting upon, hence these sensors estimate the change in the length to infer strain. Thus, most of the wireless strain sensors exploit the shifts in resonant frequencies to sense strain. Thhat is, to infer strain, a wireless reader evaluates signal strength at multiple frequencies, to estimate the resonant frequency, where a notch will form in the signal strength measurements. It is well known that signal strength is a fickle quantity easily corrupted by multipath. Indeed, most of these works show evaluations in a controlled, anechoic environment, and the technology has not been found to be robust to static multipath [74].

Backscatter sensing systems: Recent advancements in ‘backscatter sensing’ has enabled the creation of passive, battery-free touch interfaces. Touch sensing has been a well explored use case of RFID-based sensing [41, 42, 77, 82]. IDSense [82] utilized the fact that reflected RSS and phase change in a unique way when the RFID chip is touched, and following up on this PaperId [81] even gave a simple manufacturing method by which one could simply use an inkjet printer to manufacture these RFID tags and augment everyday objects with touch interactions. RIO [41] further explored the touch to reflected signal phase mapping to extend touch sensing to multiple RFID tags by utilizing mutual coupling effects, and extended the design further to use custom designed, application specific RFID tags. Livetag [42] presented a similar touch sensing system showing how to sense these touch interactions using Wi-Fi based readers, instead of relying on expensive, dedicated RFID readers used by earlier works. However, none of these systems could sense force magnitude and were limited to sensing just the position where the tag was being touched in order to sense simple gestures/sliding movements etc.
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10 Appendix

10.1 Replacing SDR with COTS

We can read the sensor using a COTS-WiFi implementation which can provide CSI, like Quantenna [83]. With COTS devices, periodic channel estimates can be obtained with similar time latency as compared to our implementation using SDRs. In our implementation, \( T = 60\mu s \) (Section 4.4), which is reasonably higher than packet sizes of 12\( \mu s \) achievable by 1 Gbps WiFi systems [84]. A potential issue could be MAC overheads, as also cited in [84], however, we can alter the packet structure slightly to avoid backoffs which can mitigate against the MAC overheads. However, with COTS devices, we will have to deal with CFO effects in the measured channel response.

In our implementation on USRP, we had TX and RX sharing the same RF chain. With COTS devices like quantenna, we will have TX and RX as separate devices which might not be able to share a clock, thus leading to frequency and phase offsets. Although WiForce design is robust to phase offsets due to our differential phase sensing approach, we would need to counter CFO. To counter the CFO effects, we can use the fact that CFO will remain same for both the direct path between TX and RX, and the reflected signal from the sensor. To do so, we can consider a differential sensing approach by calculating phase relative to the direct path, and similar approaches have been explored to do so in past work [85, 86]

10.2 HFSS Simulations

For an air substrate microstrip transmission line, we have the following equation which governs the impedance matching, \( Z = 60\ln \left[ \frac{6h}{w} + \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{2h}{w} \right)^2} \right] \), where \( h \) is the vertical separation between signal and ground trace, and \( w \) is the width of the signal trace [87].
Setting $Z = 50 \Omega$ in the above equation, gives us the operating $\frac{Z}{\lambda}$ ratio to be approximately $5 : 1$. In order to interface SMA connectors to the air-substrate microstrip line designed, we have to increase the width of the ground trace so that the bottom legs of the SMA connector can be soldered directly to the ground trace.

However, we notice some deviation from this ratio when the width of ground trace is increased to allow for easier interfacing with SMA connectors. We simulate the sensor in Ansys HFSS (Fig. 16) to determine this deviation, and observe that the ideal operating ratio shifts to about $4:1$ instead of $5:1$ when the width of ground trace is increased.

![Figure 16: HFSS simulation results: as the ground layer width is increased to allow for easier interfacing with the SMA connector, the ideal height:width ratio decreases from 5:1 to 4:1.](image)

**10.3 Performance with distance**

We also evaluate our sensor and wireless reader design over a range of distances. For this experiment, we place the TX antenna, sensor antenna and RX antenna along a straight line. The TX antenna is placed 4 m away from the RX antenna, and the sensor is moved from the midpoint, which is 2 m away from both to distances, closer to the RX antenna, and farther away from the TX antenna. The TX power is set to 10 dBm, and the center frequency for this experiment was 900 MHz. We can observe that the sensor gives accurate and satisfying phase stability of less than $1^\circ$ even at a distance of 1 m, 3 m from the RX/TX, and acceptable within $5^\circ$ performance even at the worst 2 m, 2 m distance from the TX/RX. These operating distances are comparable with previously shown evaluations with RFID based backscatter at 900 MHZ [41], which tested sensing at a maximum distance of 2 m from the RFID reader.

![Figure 17: Testing WiForce over a range of distances](image)
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Abstract

The ability for a smart speaker to localize a user based on his/her voice opens the door to many new applications. In this paper, we present a novel system, MAVL, to localize human voice. It consists of three major components: (i) We first develop a novel multi-resolution analysis to estimate the AoA of time-varying low-frequency coherent voice signals coming from multiple propagation paths; (ii) We then automatically estimate the room structure by emitting acoustic signals and developing an improved 3D MUSIC algorithm; (iii) We finally re-trace the paths using the estimated AoA and room structure to localize the voice. We implement a prototype system using a single speaker and a uniform circular microphone array. Our results show that it achieves median errors of 1.49° and 3.33° for the top two AoAs estimation and achieves median localization errors of 0.31m in line-of-sight (LoS) cases and 0.47m in non-line-of-sight (NLoS) cases.

1 Introduction

Motivation: The popularity of smart speakers has grown exponentially over the past few years due to the increasing penetration of IoT devices, voice commerce, and improved Internet connectivity. The global smart speaker market is estimated to grow at a rate of 21.12% annually and reach 19.91 billion US dollars in 2024.

The ability to localize human voice benefits smart speakers in many ways. First, knowing the user’s location allows the smart speaker to beamform its transmission to the user so that it can both hear from and transmit to a faraway user. Second, the user location gives context information, which can help us better interpret the user’s intent. For example, as shown in Figure 1, when the user issues the command to turn on the light, the smart speaker can resolve the ambiguity and tell which light to turn on depending on the user’s location. In addition, knowing the location also enables location based services. For instance, a smart speaker can automatically adjust the temperature and lighting condition near the user. Moreover, location information can also help with speech recognition and natural language processing by providing important context information. For example, when a user says "orange" in the kitchen, it knows that refers to a fruit; when the same user says "orange" elsewhere, it may interpret that as a color.

There have been a number of interesting works on motion tracking and localization using audio [23, 25, 29, 32, 41, 44, 50, 52], RF [43, 45, 48] and vision-based schemes [8, 53], etc. Cameras cannot be deployed everywhere at home for privacy concerns. Device-based tracking requires carrying a device, which is not convenient for people at home. Device-free RF is interesting, but requires large bandwidth, many antennas, or mmWave chips to achieve high accuracy, which is not easy to deploy at home. Meanwhile, acoustic-based tracking has also been shown to achieve high accuracy. In the past few years, acoustic tracking accuracy has improved from centimeter level [50] to millimeter level [23, 29, 41, 44]. These works focus on tracking users by emitting specially designed acoustic signals. These signals are mostly in inaudible frequency range 16kHz-22kHz.

Challenges: Despite significant acoustic based tracking works, localizing human voice poses new challenges:

- Many of the existing systems require transmission of known signals (e.g., chirps, OFDM symbols, sine waves).
In comparison, we can neither control nor predict users’ voice signals, including their timing, frequency, and content. This makes it challenging to apply traditional channel estimation and distance estimation based methods.

- In order to localize a user, we need to estimate angle of arrival (AoA) of multiple propagation paths so that we can trace back these paths to localize the user. The signals traversing via multipath are coherent, which significantly degrades the accuracy of AoA estimation methods (e.g., MUSIC requires all signals be independent).

- To enable retracing the location using multiple AoAs, we also need to estimate the indoor environment first. However, depth sensors are not widely deployed at home and vision-based approaches raise privacy concerns.

- The user may not be in line of sight (LoS) from the smart speaker (e.g., the user is behind a wall or in a different room). Localizing the user in NLoS using acoustic signals remains an open problem due to low SNR and detoured propagation paths.

Our approach: In this paper, we build a novel indoor voice localization system, MAVL, by retracing multiple propagation paths that the user’s sound traverses, as shown in Figure 2.

First, we estimate AoAs of the multiple paths traversed by the voice signals from the user to the microphone array on the smart speaker. The multipath may include the direct path (if available) and the reflected paths. Second, we estimate the indoor space structure (e.g., walls, ceilings) by emitting wideband chirps to estimate the AoA and distance to the reflectors in the room (e.g., walls). Third, we re-trace the propagation paths based on the estimated AoA of the voice signals and the room structure to localize the voice.

We choose AoA since it eliminates the need of distance estimation, which is challenging when we do not know the transmission signals. We use a microphone array widely available on a smart speaker to collect the received signals. While there have been many AoA algorithms proposed, the low frequency of voice signals and the presence of coherent paths pose significant new challenges. To reduce coherence and separate paths, we capture the voice signal that finishes fast so that the signal traversing via the shortest path has small or no overlap with those traversing via the longer paths. We cannot control how many words a user speaks. Instead, we could select the voice signals that occupy some frequencies for a short time period. This requires good time and good frequency resolution. Since there is no single method that can simultaneously achieve good time and good frequency resolutions, we perform wavelet and STFT analyses over different time windows to benefit from both transient signals with low coherence and long signals with high cumulative energy. We further use differencing to cancel the signals in the time-frequency domain to reduce coherence, thereby improving the AoA accuracy.

Next we need to estimate the room contour, i.e., the distances and direction of the walls. Researchers have used depth sensors [2, 15, 31], cameras [9, 18, 21] or multiple sensors [7, 12, 49] to estimate the indoor room contour. However, these systems require extra sensors and some need significant computation cost. It also raises significant privacy concerns. Acoustic has been applied to image the shape of objects [20, 24, 47]. It is promising to use acoustic signals to capture the room contour. Our system emits wide-band Frequency Modulated Continuous Waves (FMCW) chirps and propose the wide-band 3D MUSIC to estimate multiple propagation paths simultaneously. The wide bandwidth not only improves distance resolution, but also allows us to leverage the frequency diversity to estimate AoAs of coherent signals. We improve the AoA estimation by leveraging the assumption of a rectangle room (which is common in real world scenarios), and improve the distance estimation to the wall by using beamforming.

Finally, we develop a constrained beam retracing algorithm based on the estimated AoA candidates and room structure.
We localize the user at the intersection between the propagation paths with only one-time reflection. Our retraction can effectively identify the plausible user location.

We implement and evaluate our AoA and localization approaches in an anechoic chamber, conference room, bedroom and living room. Our results show that our AoA estimation yields median errors of 1.49° and 3.33° for the top two paths in LoS, and 2.75° and 6.49° in NLoS. Moreover, our retraction algorithm can localize the user with a median error of 0.31m in LoS and 0.47m in NLoS.

The contributions can be described as follows:

1. We develop a multi-resolution analysis to estimate the AoA of multipath. It combines STFS over different window sizes and wavelet to reduce coherence between signals.
2. We develop an effective method to estimate room structure and retrace the user based on the estimated AoA and room structure.
3. We implement a system to actively map indoor rooms and localize voice sources using only a smart speaker without additional hardware. Our prototype system can localize voice in both LoS and NLoS. To our knowledge, this is the first indoor sound source localization system that works for None-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) scenarios.

2 Primer on AoA Estimation

In this section, we introduce AoA estimation problem, existing approaches, and challenges.

2.1 Antenna Array Model

We can estimate the AoA using an antenna array. The antenna array can take different forms, such as uniform circular array (UCA), uniform linear array (ULA), or even non-uniform array. This paper uses a uniform circular array consisting of \( N \) microphones as shown in Figure 3. The circle has a radius of \( r \). The azimuth and elevation angles of signal arrival are \( \theta \) and \( \phi \), respectively.

\[
x(t) = a(\theta, \phi)s(t) + n(t),
\]

where \( a \) is the array steering vector and \( n(t) \) is the noise vector. The steering vector for UCA is as follows:

\[
a(\theta, \phi) = [1, e^{j2\pi \theta_1 \sin(\phi)}, \ldots, e^{j2\pi (N-1) \cos(\theta) \sin(\phi)}]^T.
\]

where \( f \) is center frequency and \( c \) is sound propagation speed. For \( M \) independent source signals \( S(t) = [s_1(t), \ldots, s_M(t)]^T \), we can extend the steering vector to a steering matrix,

\[
A(\theta, \phi) = [a(\theta_1, \phi_1), \ldots, a(\theta_M, \phi_M)],
\]

where the \( i_{th} \) column is the steering vector associated with the \( i_{th} \) signal.

2.2 AoA Estimation Algorithms

There are several AoA estimation algorithms, including phase [43], MUSIC [35], ESPIRIT [17], and beamforming. The subspace based MUSIC algorithm is the most accurate. To apply MUSIC, we calculate the auto-correlation matrix \( R \) for the received signals \( x \) as \( x^H x \), where \( x^H \) is conjugate transpose of \( x \) and \( R \) has the size \( N \times N \). Following that, we apply eigenvalue decomposition to \( R \), and sort the eigenvectors in a descending order in terms of the magnitude of corresponding eigenvalues. The space spanned by the first \( M \) eigenvectors is called signal space, and the space spanned by the other eigenvectors is called noise space. Let \( R_N \) denote the noise space matrix, whose the \( i_{th} \) column is the \( i_{th} \) eigenvector in the noise space. It can be shown that

\[
R_N^H a(\theta_0, \phi_0) = 0,
\]

when \( \theta_0 \) and \( \phi_0 \) are the incoming azimuth and elevation angles [35]. Based on this property, we can define a pseudo-spectrum of the mixed signals as

\[
p(\theta, \phi) = \frac{1}{a(\theta, \phi)^H R_N R_N^H a(\theta, \phi)}.
\]

Then we can estimate the AoA by locating peaks in the pseudo-spectrum.

2.3 Modeling Multipath Propagation

Now we consider signals under multipath propagation. Most traditional AoA estimation algorithms have the assumption that the signal sources should be independent. In contrast, our system requires estimating the AoA of multipath and have to handle coherent signals. To capture multipath effects, we introduce a channel matrix \( H(\alpha, d) = [h(\alpha_1, d_1), \ldots, h(\alpha_M, d_M)]^T \), where \( \alpha_i, d_i \), and \( h(\alpha_i, d_i) \) are the attenuation, propagation delay, and channel of the \( i-th \) path, respectively. The received signal \( x(t) \) under multipath is as follows:

\[
x(t) = A(\theta, \phi)H(\alpha, d)s(t) + n(t),
\]

where
For the array model under multipath in Equation 5, we define a transformation matrix $T = A \ast H$ to capture the array manifold matrix $A$ and propagation paths $H$. The transformation matrix $T$ is

$$T_{i,j,k} = \alpha_j d_0 e^{i\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} di} e^{i\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (i-1)\cos(\theta_j)\sin(\phi_j)}$$

(6)

where $1 \leq i \leq N$ denotes the microphone index, $1 \leq j \leq M$ denotes the $f_{jk}$ arrival path, and $k$ denotes the frequency bin index. The transformation matrix $T$ takes three dimensions: spatial dimension $i$, path delay in time dimension $j$, and frequency dimension $k$, which allows us to perform cancellation in the time-frequency domain.

The received signal from all incoming paths to microphone $m_t$ on frequency $f_k$ is

$$x(t)_{i,k} = \hat{T}_{i,k} * s(t) + n(t).$$

(7)

where $\hat{T}_{i,k} = \sum_{1 \leq j \leq M} T_{i,j,k}$. In order to estimate the AoA of multipath, we need to deconvolve $\hat{T}_{i,k}$ to each propagation path $T_{i,j,k}$.

2.4 Challenges

Coherent signals: A major source of AoA error comes from the coherence in the incoming signals. In our context, the received signals come from the same voice source and only differ in their propagation paths. Such strong correlation can significantly degrade the AoA estimation accuracy. We quantify the impact of coherent signals on several well-known AoA estimation schemes in the frequency range of human voice. We use a UCA with radius of 9.6cm, which is approximately the half wavelength of $2kHz$. The two signals are (70, 120) and (30, 60) in the azimuth and elevation angles. Figure 4(a) and (b) are the azimuth and elevation power profiles of five AoA algorithms for two non-coherent signals and Figure 4(c) and (d) are profiles of two coherent multipath signals coming from the same source. MUSIC performs the best in all scenarios. However, when coherence occurs, the estimation errors increase in all algorithms. For example, the two peaks in MUSIC merge into one peak in this case and LP even gives incorrect results.

Impact of frequency: The low frequency of the voice also accounts for part of the error. Existing acoustic tracking schemes (e.g., [23, 25, 44]) use frequency at 16kHz or higher. In comparison, human voice is typically below $6kHz$ [27, 33] and most energy is concentrated in $100Hz - 3kHz$. The corresponding wavelength ranges between $11cm$ and $3.4m$. The resolution of angle of arrival is determined by the antenna separation distance normalized by the wavelength. Therefore, with centimeter level separation between the microphones and dm-level wavelength, the AoA resolution is very coarse.

3 Multipath Voice Localization

We decompose our approach into the following three steps: (i) estimate the AoA of coherent low-frequency voice signals, (ii) estimate the room structure, (iii) retrace the paths to localize the user. Below we describe each step in turn.

3.1 AoA Estimation of Voice Signals

As shown in Section 2, we should address two major challenges in AoA estimation of human voices: (i) received signals are strongly correlated and (ii) limited resolution due to the low frequency of human voice. Below we describe our sections in turn.

Limitation of existing work: Recently, Voloc [37] proposed an iterative-delay-and-cancellation algorithm to align and cancel the correlated paths to separate multipath signals in the time domain. Their first step, called ICA, is to estimate the AoA of the first reflection by using the initial recording samples before mixing with the second reflection. However, this method introduces two major problems. First, in order to cancel in the time domain, we need to use a small enough time window during which only samples from the direct path are included, usually only tens of samples. A small number of samples limits the AoA estimation accuracy. Moreover, hu-
man voice ramps up slowly. This means the beginning cleaner audio samples for AoA estimation have low SNR, which also limits the accuracy. In addition, the cyclic autocorrelation property of human voice is large, which indicates small alignment error introduces large cancellation error. Therefore, Voloc reports over 10 degrees error for the first path AoA and relies on their second step, which uses joint optimization based on wall geometry to refine the estimation result. This has several limitations: (i) its standalone AoA estimation has limited accuracy, and (ii) the second step requires exploring a large search space, which is very time consuming (e.g., hours to estimate wall parameters and 5 seconds to localize voice).

Overview: Different from [37], we use time-frequency analysis to reduce coherence in voice signals since signals that differ in either time or frequency will be separated out. As the transformation matrix $T_{i,j,k}$ shown in Equation 6, the IAC algorithm in Voloc aligns phases for each microphone $i$ to cancel path delays $d_j$ and get the second reflected path. We first separate coherence in across different frequency bins, and then cancel the paths in each frequency bin by taking the difference between the two consecutive time windows. This is especially useful for voice signals since different pitches may occur at different time. An important decision in time-frequency analysis is to select the sizes of time window and frequency bin to perform the analysis.

On one hand, aggregating the signals over a larger time window and larger frequency bin improves SNR and in turn improves the AoA estimation accuracy according to the Cramer-Rao bound [38]. On the other hand, a larger time window and larger frequency bin also mean more coherent signals. Moreover, the frequency of voice signals varies unpredictably over time, which makes it challenging to determine a fixed time window and frequency bin.

To separate paths with different delay, we desire good time resolution. Small time windows have good time resolution, but poor frequency resolution. To separate paths with different frequencies, we desire good frequency resolution. Small frequency bins have good frequency resolution, but poor time resolution. Therefore, there is no single time window or frequency bin that works well in all cases.

To address this challenge, we use multi-resolution analysis as illustrated in Figure 5. Specifically, we use Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT) with different window sizes and wavelet as they are complementary to each other. Our first method performs STFT using a large time window and feeds the spectrogram to MUSIC. While STFT results with large window have more coherent signals, which results in more outliers, their peaks also include points that are close to the ground truth, likely due to the stronger cumulative energy. Our second method is to perform frequency analysis using smaller windows and take difference between adjacent windows to reduce the coherent signals and improve AoA estimation under coherent multipath. Our third method uses wavelet. It has higher time resolution for relatively high frequency signals. This allows us to capture the transient voice signals that has low or no coherence, thereby reducing outliers in MUSIC AoA estimation. However, since transient signals have low cumulative energy and cause non-negligible AoA estimation errors, we combine Wavelet with STFT with different window sizes. Below we elaborate these three methods.

**STFT using a large window size:** We perform STFT using a larger time window. A larger window yields higher SNR and hence higher accuracy according to the Cramer-Rao bound [38]. On the other hand, a larger window tends to have more coherent multipath, which may degrade the accuracy. This is shown in Figure 4(c), where we see a merged peak near the ground truth. So this approach can provide information about the AoA of the direct path, but not sufficient on its
STFT using a short window: Using a smaller time window gives good time resolution and helps separate paths with different delays. We choose to use a smaller time window and select the evanescent pitches in the time-frequency domain to reduce error from coherence. The next step is to further reduce coherent signals by taking difference between two consecutive time windows for each antenna. This cancels the paths with different delay in the time-frequency domain, and is more effective than cancelling in the time-domain alone. If the difference between two adjacent windows is greater than the delay difference of any two paths, this process can remove the old paths. This cancellation is not perfect since the amplitude may vary over time and each window may contain different sets of paths. Nevertheless it reduces coherence in a short time window.

Wavelet based analysis: Wavelet is a multi-resolution analysis. We can use both short basis functions to isolate signal discontinuities and long basis functions to perform detailed frequency analysis. It has super resolution for relatively high frequency signals. Transient signals in small time window have less energy and may yield large errors. To improve the accuracy, we also take difference of wavelet spectrum in the two consecutive time windows to further reduce the coherence.

Comparison: We compare the AoA derived from applying MUSIC to STFT and wavelet. Figure 6 shows the result for the case where a woman speaks at 2.4m away from the microphone array. The dashed red lines are ground truth AoAs of different paths. The STFT results without taking difference, shown in the blue circles, deviate from the right angles due to coherence even after using different window sizes. The wavelet results without taking difference are plot as yellow circles, which also deviates a lot from red dashed lines because of low energy. The starred orange and purple points are the AoA estimates derived from MUSIC when we apply differencing to STFT and wavelet, called STFT Diff and Wavelet Diff methods. Compared with the original results (shown in blue and yellow circles), differencing brings the estimation closer to the ground truth angles (shown as dashed lines). It is interesting to observe that there are false peaks in STFT Diff but the peaks in the Wavelet Diff are all close to the ground truth though STFT Diff may have peaks closer to the ground truth than the wavelet. This suggests that it is beneficial to combine STFT Diff and wavelet Diff results.

Final algorithm: Figure 5 shows our final algorithm. For each algorithm, we derive the results using different time windows. Then we compute weighted cluster of these points where the weight is set according to the magnitude of the MUSIC peak. We select the top K clusters from each algorithm. Our evaluation uses K = 6. To combine the results across different algorithms, we use nearest neighbors. Since STFT with a large window provides more stable results without significant outliers, we use them to form the base. For each point in the base, we search for the nearest neighbor in the results of the other two methods as they contain both more accurate real peaks and outlier peaks. Finally, we pick the top P peaks from the selected nearest neighbors as the final AoA estimates. Our evaluation uses P = 5.

Algorithm 1 Multi-resolution analysis algorithm.

1: function [AoAs, w] = MultiResolutionAoAt(signal)
2:     Bandpass filter in voice frequency range
3:     spectLong = STFT(signal,LongWindow);
4:     spectShortDiff = diff(STFT(signal,ShortWindow));
5:     spectWaveletDiff = diff(Wavelet(signal));
6:     Select frequency and time ranges based on spectrograms
7:     for method in STFTLong,STFTDiff,WaveletDiff do
8:         for time in SelectedTimeSlots do
9:             for frequency in SelectedFrequencies do
10:                forward backward smoothing;
11:                compute MUSIC profile;
12:         end for
13:     end for
14:     accumProfile = SUM(profile)
15:     [results,weights] = findPeaks(accumProfile);
16:     estimate candidateAoAs_m and weights_m;
17:     end for
18:     AoAs = select top P peaks from candidateAoAs_m for m=1..3

3.2 Room Structure Estimation

In order to localize the user, we need not only the AoAs of the propagation paths of the voice signals, but also the room structure information so as to retrace back the paths. In this section, we estimate the room contour using wideband 3D MUSIC algorithms. We improve the accuracy by leveraging constraints of the azimuth AoA and applying beamforming.
3.2.1 3D MUSIC

The smart speaker estimates the room structure once unless it is moved to a new position. The smart speaker estimates room structure by sending FMCW chirps. Let $f_c$, $B$ and $T$ denote the center frequency, bandwidth, duration of the chirp. Upon receiving the reflected signals, it applies the 3D MUSIC algorithm.

We generalize 2D Range-Azimuth MUSIC algorithm [5,6,22] to 3D joint estimation of distance, azimuth AoA and elevation AoA. 3D MUSIC has better resolution than 2D MUSIC since the peaks that differ in any of the three dimensions are separated out. Our basic idea is to transform the received signals into a 3D sinusoid whose frequencies are proportional to the distance and a function of the two angles. We extend the steering vector to have three input parameters: distance $R$, azimuth angle $\theta$, and elevation angle $\phi$.

$$\hat{d}(R, \theta, \phi) = e^{i2\pi f_c \sum_{j} \sin \phi \cos (\theta - \frac{2\pi}{M}s)} + j2\pi \frac{r}{c} N \pi T,$$

where $i$ is the array index, $N$ is the number of microphones, $r$ is the radius of the microphone array, $c$ is sound speed, $N_s$ is the subsampling rate, $M_s$ is the temporal smoothing window and $T_i$ is the time interval.

3.2.2 Our Enhancements

However, there are several challenges in applying the 3D MUSIC algorithm to indoor environments. First, the number of microphones and their sizes are both limited, which limits the resolution of 3D MUSIC. Second, there is significant reverberation in indoor scenarios. Third, large bandwidth is required to get accurate distance estimation, but MUSIC requires narrowband signals for AoA estimation. Therefore, we develop three techniques to improve the 3D MUSIC algorithm: (i) leveraging frequency diversity, (ii) incorporating the fact that rooms are typically rectangular shaped, and (iii) using beamforming to improve distance estimation.

Multiband 3D MUSIC: We use FMCW signals from 1kHz to 3kHz for AoA estimation. To satisfy the narrowband requirement in the MUSIC algorithm [35], we divide the 2 Khz bandwidth into 20 subbands each with 100Hz. Since the frequency of FMCW signal increases linearly over time, we can divide the FMCW signal into multiple subbands in the time domain, run 3D MUSIC in each subband, and then sum up the MUSIC profiles from all subbands.

In order to use the 100Hz subband for 3D MUSIC, we should properly align the transmission signal with the received signal so that they span the same subband. The alignment is determined by the distance. Therefore, we search over the azimuth and distance for a peak in the 3D MUSIC profile obtained by mixing the received signal with the transmitted signal that is sent $\delta T$ ago, where $\delta T$ is the propagation delay and determined based on the distance.

We use the azimuth AoA and distance output from the 3D MUSIC. Figure 7 shows an example of azimuth-distance profile. Note that we adjust the elevation angle to the horizontal AoA since the elevation AoA estimation from the UCA (which has all antennas on the same horizontal plane) is not very accurate. However, despite a larger error in elevation AoA, the 3D MUSIC is more effective in separating the paths than the 2D MUSIC.

![Figure 7: An example of azimuth-distance profile from real trace. Azimuths are accurate and distances requires further the fine granularity search.](image)

Refine AoA for a regular room: Due to multipath, the MUSIC profile can be noisy, which makes it hard to determine the right peaks to use for distance and AoA estimation of walls. Since most rooms take rectangular shapes, we leverage this information to improve peak selection. Specifically, we select the peaks such that the difference in the azimuth AoA of two consecutive peaks are as close to 90° as possible. That is, we search for the 4 peaks $\{\theta_0, \theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3\}$ from the 3D MUSIC profile that minimizes the fitting error with a rectangular room ($i.e., \min \sum_{i} |\text{PhaseDiff}(\theta_i, \theta_{i+1}) - \pi/2|$, where $\text{PhaseDiff}(.)$ is the difference between the two angles by taking into account of the phase wraps every $2\pi$. After finding these peaks, we further adjust the solutions so that the difference between the adjacent AoA is exactly $\pi/2$. This can be done by find $\theta'_i$ that minimizes $\sum_{i} |\text{PhaseDiff}(\theta'_i + \pi/2(i - 1) - \theta_i)|$ and the final AoA is set to $(\theta'_1, \theta'_2 + \pi/2, \theta'_3 + \pi, \theta'_4 + 3/2\pi)$.

Improve distance estimation by beamforming: Accurate distance estimation requires a large bandwidth and high SNR. Therefore, to improve distance estimation, we send 1kHz-10kHz FMCW chirps. Among them, we only use 1kHz-3kHz for AoA estimation to reduce computational cost since MUSIC requires expensive eigenvalue decomposition, but use the entire FMCW for distance estimation. We increase the SNR using beamforming. We use delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming algorithm towards the estimated azimuth AoAs. Then we search a peak in the beamformed FMCW profile. We find that the peak magnitude increases significantly and get
more accurate distance estimation after beamforming.

3.3 Constrained Beam Retracing

We can localize the user by retracing the paths using the estimated AoA of the voice signals and room structure. As shown in left figure of Figure 8, we can first find the reflection points on the walls by the propagation path derived from the estimated AoA. Then we trace back the incoming path of voice signals before the wall reflection based on the reflection property. If we have at least two paths, the user is localized at the intersection between the incoming paths. However, the above method is not robust against AoA estimation error. When simulating the retracing algorithm, we find that even when the AoA estimation errors of 2 paths are only 0.5 degrees, it can cause a localization error of more than 60 cm at a distance of 4 meters. A small AoA error can result in a large localization error at a large distance. Moreover, an AoA error in the outgoing path can result in an error in the incoming path, thereby further amplifying this effect. To enhance robustness against AoA estimation, we employ two strategies. First, instead of treating each propagation path as a ray defined by the estimated AoA, we treat it as a cone where the cone center is determined by the estimated AoA and the cone width is determined by the MUSIC peak width. This allows us to capture the uncertainty in the AoA estimation.

Second, while theoretically two paths are sufficient to perform triangulation, it is challenging to select the right paths for triangulation. Therefore, instead of prematurely selecting incorrect paths, we let the AoA estimation procedure return more paths so that we can incorporate the room structure to make informed decision on which paths to use for localization. Specifically, for each of the \( K \) paths returned by our AoA estimation, we trace back using the cone structure as shown in Figure 8. We observe that the azimuth AoA is reliable for the strongest path, which is the direct path in LoS or the path from the user to the ceiling and then to the microphone in NLoS. Therefore, within the cone corresponding to the strongest path we search for a point \( O \) such that the circle centered at the point with radius of 0.5m overlaps with the maximum number of cones corresponding to the other \( K - 1 \) paths. We localize the user at the point \( O \). Our evaluation sets \( K = 4 \).

4 Implementation

Setups: We implement our system on a Bela platform [4]. It is connected with a JBL Clip 3 or an echo dot speaker and a circular microphone array with 8 microphones. Figure 9 shows an example setup in a conference room. Each microphone uses a sampling rate of 22.05kHz. Many commercial smart speakers have similar numbers of speakers and microphones. We test our system using two microphone arrays: a larger array has radius of 9.6cm and a smaller one has radius of 5.0cm. We use the smaller array to compare with VoLoc [37] since its size is similar to their setup. The Bela board uses a 1 GHz ARM Cortex-A8 single-core processor. The Bela is connected to a laptop with Intel I5 processor and 8GB memory. We use javaosc protocol to listen and continuously transmit the audio signals in WAV format encapsulated in OSC packets to the laptop through USB in real time and run the processing program in MATLAB on the laptop to derive the AoAs and localize the user. In MAVL, AoA estimation takes 2.35 seconds, room estimation takes 87 seconds, and retracing takes 0.16 seconds. In comparison, VoLoc spends hours in estimating wall parameters and 5 seconds in AoA estimation.

Evaluation environments: We evaluate our system in different environments, including an anechoic chamber, conference room, bedroom and living room. These rooms take different sizes: 2.5m×3.5m, 3.5m×4.0m, and 5.1m×7.5m. We use a wooden board as a blockage in NLoS cases as shown in Figure 9. We let a person speak at 1−6 meters away from the microphone array in the room. We also vary the distance, users, type of voices (e.g., man, women, child and applause), smartspeaker positions, clutter and noise levels to assess their impacts.

Ground truth: We measure the relative locations of the smartspeaker, user and walls using a measuring tap. We derive the ground truth AoAs of the direct path and 5 reflected paths (i.e., the paths from 4 side walls and ceiling) in LoS scenarios. In NLoS scenarios, we derive the AoAs of the 4 reflected paths and 1 diffraction path.
Metrics: We quantify the errors using both AoA estimation error and localization error. The localization error is computed based on the Euclidean distance between the ground truth and estimated positions.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our AoA estimation, room contour estimation, and voice localization accuracy.

5.1 Performance of AoA Estimation

Two paths in anechoic chamber: We start from testing our AoA estimation algorithm in the anechoic chamber, where there is no reflection in the room. We put our microphone array on the ground and place an acrylic board to act as a wall to introduce a reflection path. The ground truth of two angles are 81.95° and 112.68°. Figure 10 shows the MUSIC power profile. It has a single merged peak around 90°, which results in 8° and 22.68° errors for the two paths. In comparison, our algorithm accurately estimates these two paths within the error of 1.5°. We can clearly see there are two separate peaks in our MUSIC profile Figure 10. We also change the acrylic board reflector to other places, and find that MUSIC can separate the two paths only when the difference between two ground truth angles is greater than 90°. This resolution is not sufficient for voice localization since it is quite likely to have reflected paths within 90°. In comparison, our approach can separate the two paths as long as they are 30° apart.

![MUSIC: MUSIC with merged peak.](image1)

![MUSIC: MAVL with separated peaks.](image2)

Figure 10: Comparison of power profiles in anechoic chamber.

AoA accuracy for LoS and NLoS: Next we conduct experiments in three rooms. Figure 11 shows the CDF of LoS AoA estimation error of six methods for the top 3 angles across all experiments. We use a large UCA of radius 9.6cm, comparable to Amazon Echo Studio, Google Home Max and Apple HomePod. The median error of our approach for the top two paths are 1.49° and 3.33°, respectively. This accuracy is sufficient for retraction. In comparison, the corresponding numbers for MUSIC are 2.55° and 14.54°, which are significantly worse.

Figure 12 shows the CDF of NLoS AoA estimation error for the top 3 angles across all experiments. The median errors of the top two paths are 2.75° and 6.49°. We also plot the CDF for the third angle estimation. In theory, one can retrace the user’s location using two paths. However, a median error around 10° for the third path is too large to be used directly for triangulation. Nevertheless our cone-based retraction algorithm can still leverage the AoA of the paths beyond the top two paths to improve the localization accuracy despite their relatively high errors.

We also evaluate MAVL using a smaller UCA with a radius of 5cm, comparable to the size of Echo Dot, Amazon Echo and Google home. Figure 13 compares the AoA accuracy of the first path with MAVL using small UCA, VoLoc using ICA algorithm only and VoLoc using joint estimation. Using our approach, the median AoA error of the first path is 1.98° and the second path is 4.08°, both of which are larger than the errors from the larger UCA, which are 1.49° and 3.33°, respectively. In comparison, VoLoc yields median errors of 18.04° and 5.28° before and after joint optimization, respectively, much larger than the errors of MAVL.

AoA performance to distance: Figure 14 plots the AoA error versus the distance between the user and smart speaker in a 7.5m × 5.1m conference room. Overall, the accuracy degrades slightly as the user moves away from the microphone array. The SNR of voice is not a serious problem because its frequency is low and it attenuates slowly in the air.

Interestingly, the AoA error of our approach at 4m is better than many other distances. This could be due to the specific room structure and user’s distance to the nearby wall. Measurements at the distance around 4m were collected when the user is near the middle of the room, which makes the propagation delay from the reflected path well separated from the direct path and alleviates the coherence effects. The measurements at a larger distance (e.g., 5m) were collected when the user was close to the wall and the difference between the direct path and reflect path is smaller, which makes it more challenging to separate in the MUSIC profile.

Performance to different voices: We classify our measurements into four groups: i.e. man, woman, child, and applause. Figure 15 shows the sensitivity to different users’ voices. The bars are centered at the mean error and their two ends denote the minimum and maximum values across all traces. Our system is fairly robust across the users and the voice they produced. We also evaluate the applause sound, and find the AoA errors of the two paths are about 1.4° and 3.0°. The applause sound has smaller AoA error because it is shorter than the human voice, which reduces coherence and improves AoA estimation accuracy.

Impact of smart speaker positions: The relative positions between the microphone array and walls have direct influence on multiple propagation paths. VoLoc requires the microphone array to be close to a wall to ensure that the first two
paths come much earlier than other paths. We evaluate the robustness of MAVL against smart speaker positions. We evaluate UCA setup at three positions:

1. \textit{center}: 2.35m and 2.92m to the two closest walls;
2. \textit{close to one wall}: 0.3m and 2.4m to the two closest walls;
3. \textit{corner}: 0.26m and 0.39m to the two closest walls.

The median AoA errors of MAVL are 1.80°, 1.97°, 2.08° for the direct path, when the smart speaker is at \textit{center}, \textit{close to one wall} and \textit{corner}, respectively; the corresponding AoA errors are 3.07°, 4.51°, 4.37° for the second path AoA, respectively. MAVL performs best at the \textit{center} and worst near the \textit{corner}. The latter is because the second and third paths have comparable SNR and closer AoAs to the direct path, which increases coherence. But overall it is fairly robust to different placement. In comparison, the median AoA error of VoLoc before its joint optimization is 18.04° for direct path, when the UCA is placed \textit{close to one wall}. It does not work at the \textit{center} or \textit{corner}. VoLoc only works when the UCA is \textit{close to one wall} and users are not close to any wall.

5.2 Performance of Room Estimation

Next we evaluate our room structure estimation algorithm using different room sizes and microphone placements.

Overall Room estimation Performance: We use room sizes of 2.5m×3.5m, 3.5m×4.0m, and 5.1m×7.5m. The median distance error for all walls is 2.8cm and azimuth error is 1.8°. We can reduce the azimuth error to 1.4° by leveraging the knowledge of room shape (i.e., the azimuth angles of walls differ by 90 degrees for rectangular rooms). VoLoc jointly estimates the wall parameters. We follow the VoLoc’s setup that the UCA is close to one wall. We speak 5 commands to find the best parameters. The distance error is 2.5cm and azimuth error is 12°. Its performance is sensitive to the selection of the beginning samples and window size for cancellation.

Impact of smart speaker positions: We also vary the positions of the smart speaker in the rooms to evaluate its impact. We plot the median AoA and distance errors in Figure 16 as we vary the distance between the smart speaker and the wall from 5cm to 20cm. We find an interesting trade-off between the distance error and azimuth error. For the shortest distance range (< 0.5m), it has a small distance error of 1.5cm and a larger azimuth error 5.1°. For the longest distance range (> 2m), it has an azimuth error of 1.1° and a distance error of 5.4cm. The worse distance error for the far away wall has little impact on the final localization error, because the reflected signals from this wall always have a much lower SNR and these results are rarely used for retraction.

5.3 Overall localization results

Localization accuracy: Figure 17 shows the CDF of MAVL localization errors in LoS (blue line) and NLoS (or-
range line) scenarios. The median error is 0.31m for LoS and 0.47m for NLoS across all ranges and environments in our evaluation. The accuracy decreases slightly in the NLoS scenario compared to LoS because the diffraction path has lower SNR. The overall localization error for smaller UCA is 0.56m in MAVL. VoLoc [37] reports an overall median error of 0.44m in LoS and a median error of 1.7m at a large distance (>4m). In our setup, we put the smart speaker close to one wall, which is the only setup that VoLoc can work, and find the median error of 1.32m. This error is larger than the one reported in [37] likely due to different distances and environments.

**Performance in different rooms:** Figure 18 presents the CDF of localization errors in different rooms. We select three representative environments: a 7.5m x 5.1m conference room with a large desk and many chairs, a 4m x 3.5m bedroom with strong reflectors, such as monitors and wooden furniture, a 3.5m x 2.5m utility room with soft reflectors. We can see that localization error increases with the increasing room size and the number of strong reflectors. A larger room size reduces SNR. For many locations in a large room, the directions of reflected paths are close to each other, which makes it more difficult to separate different paths. Strong reflection from walls and large furniture may produce merged peaks in the MUSIC profiles. Nevertheless, MAVL still achieves 0.45m median error for the complex bedroom.

**Impact of UCA size:** As discussed earlier, a smaller UCA size degrades the accuracy of AoAs. The overall localization error for smaller UCA is 0.56m. The yellow line in Figure 17 shows how small UCA works in our system. Although it is worse than that of the larger UCA size, the error can still support many indoor localization applications (e.g., providing useful context information for speech recognition and beamforming to strengthen SNR).

**Impact of different positions of UCA:** Position of the microphone array have impact on both room contour estimation and source AoA estimation. We place the UCA at three predefined locations, center, close to one wall and corner and evaluate our system. The median localization errors are 0.41m, 0.59m, 0.76m at center, close to one wall, and corner, respectively. Our system works the best when the UCA is placed at the center. The accuracy degrades significantly if the UCA is placed at the corner due to increased coherence. VoLoc reports 0.44m overall error and 1.7m error beyond 4m when UCA is placed close to one wall. But in our settings with a larger room size and larger distance, VoLoc yields a median error of 1.32m. VoLoc relies on direct path and reflection path from the close wall in the back. When one retrace using these two paths, a small AoA error may lead to a large localization error. Note that what matters is not the absolute distance to the wall but the ratio between the distance to the wall and the room size. For instance, 0.5m to a wall is considered close for a 5.1m x 7.5m room and large for a 2m x 3m room. Our system works best in the center position, but also works well for the other setups. Therefore it can support more flexible placement.

**Performance to clutter levels:** Nearby objects introduce multipath, which makes the AoA estimation more challenging. Figure 20 shows how the clutter level affects the final localization errors across different types of voice. Increasing the clutter level increases the localization errors as we would expect.

**Performance to noise level:** MAVL is robust to different background noise. Figure 21 shows the influence of various background noise and noise levels. White noise just degrades the accuracy slightly even when SNR is as low as -10dB.
and background music has larger impact than white noise as there are human voices in songs. Our approach is fairly robust against background music unless the SNR is too low (e.g., < -10dB SNR), in which case the error increases to 1.4m.

6 Related Work

**Acoustic Sensing:** A number of systems have been proposed to track a mobile device using acoustic signals [19, 23, 32, 50, 52]. Several recent systems [25, 28, 29, 51] enable device-free tracking using acoustic signals. Many systems generate inaudible acoustic sound for motion tracking. Some use Doppler shift (e.g., AAMouse [50]), time of flight (e.g., BeepBeep [32], or combination (e.g., CAT [23]). Covertband [30] actively sends out OFDM based inaudible signals and builds on top of MUSIC to improve sensing energy. BreathJunior [42] encodes FMCW into white noise to detect motion and breathing of infants. These systems require controlling transmitted acoustic signals and are not suitable for tracking human voice. The most relevant work to ours is VoLoc [37]. Our work advances VoLoc in several important aspects. First, we improve the AoA accuracy from 10 degrees to 1.5 degrees by leveraging multi-resolution analysis in the time-frequency domain. Second, we develop a novel method to automatically estimate the room contour. This significantly eases the deployment effort. Third, we can localize users in both LoS and NLoS whereas they only support LoS.

**RF Based Localization:** The accuracy of RF based localization approaches are mostly limited by its large wavelength and fast propagation speed for commodity WiFi infrastructure. Chronos [40] can achieve decimeter level localization accuracy by inverting the NDFT. Spotfi [16] incorporates novel filtering and estimation techniques to identify AoA of direct path. Arraytrack [48] designs a novel multipath suppression algorithm to remove reflection between clients and APs. However, they use more than three APs with 16 antennas and require controlling the transmitted signals. Moreover, their approach is focused on eliminating multipath rather than separately estimating each multipath.

**Sound Source Localization:** There has been a few sound source localization work [26, 34, 46]. [14] builds a real-time system to detect the AoAs of different sound sources. [2] requires a Kinect depth sensor to build a 3D mesh model of an empty room. It estimates multipath AoAs using a cubic microphone array and perform 3D reverse ray-tracing to localize the voice. Its localization error is around 1.12m. [1] considers the diffraction path and applies Uniform Theory of Diffraction for voice localization. Its error is 0.82m. These works either require multiple specialized sensors to get indoor environment or only estimate AoAs instead of localization. They do not address the coherence arising from multipath, so their AoAs are not reliable. MAVL can localize a user using a single smart speaker without extra hardware and explicitly addresses the coherence of multipath.

**Audio-Visual Indoor Representation Learning:** Recent work combines sound and vision in multimodal learning frameworks to better understand the environment so that they can track audio-visual targets [3, 11, 13], localize pixels relevant to sound in videos [36, 39], and navigate indoor environments [10]. VisualEchoes [12] emits 3ms chirps to combine multipaths and images at different location and learn spatial representation without manual supervision. Soundspaces [7] applies multi-modal deep reinforcement learning on a stream of egocentric audio-visual observations. Our work uses a stand-alone smart speaker, and does not require vision data or pre-training.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a system, MAVL, to localize users based on their voice using a smart speaker like device. Our design consists of a novel multi-resolution based AoA estimation algorithm, an easy-to-use acoustic-based room structure estimation approach and a robust retracing to localize the user based on the estimated AoA and room structure. We evaluate MAVL using different sound sources, room sizes, smart speaker setups, noise and clutter levels to demonstrate its effectiveness.
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Abstract

We report a 3-year city-wide study of an operational indoor sensing system based on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) called aBeacon (short for alibaba Beacon). aBeacon is pilot-studied, A/B tested, deployed, and operated in Shanghai, China to infer the indoor status of Alibaba couriers, e.g., arrival and departure at the merchants participating in the Alibaba Local Services platform. In its full operation stage (2018/01-2020/04), aBeacon consists of customized BLE devices at 12,109 merchants, interacting with 109,378 couriers to infer their status to assist the scheduling of 64 million delivery orders for 7.3 million customers with a total amount of $600 million USD order values. Although in an academic setting, using BLE devices to detect arrival and departure looks straightforward, it is non-trivial to design, build, deploy, and operate aBeacon from its conception to its retirement at city scale in a metric-based approach by considering the tradeoffs between various practical factors (e.g., cost and performance) during a long-term system evolution. We report our study in two phases, i.e., an 8-month iterative pilot study and a 28-month deployment and operation in the wild. We focus on an in-depth reporting on the five lessons learned and provide their implications in other systems with long-term operation and large geospatial coverage, e.g., Edge Computing.

1 Introduction

Instant delivery is an emerging business where online orders (e.g., groceries or foods) are delivered within a short time (e.g., 30 mins) from merchants (e.g., grocery stores and restaurants) to customers. This business grows rapidly in recent years with the emergence of several online platforms, e.g., Prime Now [6], Uber Eats [50], Instacart [26], DoorDash [16], Deliveroo [14], and Alibaba Local Services [17]. In an instant delivery service, a customer uses an APP on a platform to place an order at a merchant; the platform assigns a courier to pick up this order at the merchant and then deliver it to the customer. It is essential for the platform to know its couriers’ real-time arrival status at merchants, which is used to assign new orders to the most suitable couriers based on their locations to avoid an order delivery overdue given short delivery window [57]. While the outdoor status of couriers can be obtained by smartphone GPS, inferring the indoor status is always challenging due to a lack of infrastructure at scale.

In this paper, we report a 3-year study for a system named aBeacon developed by Alibaba Inc. [5] in Shanghai to infer its couriers’ indoor status, i.e., arriving and departing at merchants. The indoor status inference is of great significance for Alibaba Local Services (a subsidiary of Alibaba Inc. for instant delivery), since couriers spend almost one third of total working time indoor based on our data. The goal of aBeacon is to provide a city-wide indoor sensing solution with practical cost/performance tradeoffs when deploying in the wild. We share one-month data of aBeacon for future research1 [1].

Admittedly, indoor arrival and departure status detection is not technically challenging and has been widely investigated in controlled environments, e.g., labs, museums, and airports. However, it is still an open question for city-wide detection in the wild. In industry, current solutions mainly rely on either courier’s smartphone GPS (which is inaccurate in indoor environments) [29] or manual reporting (which suffers from intentional or unintentional human errors). In academia, the solutions are based on Wi-Fi [11, 13, 23, 31, 39], LED fixtures [32, 49, 52, 54], and RFID [2, 51]. However, each of them has limitations for a city-wide deployment with more than 12,000 merchants and 109,000 couriers with only commodity smartphones. Wi-Fi based solutions are limited because continuous scanning is required to keep the Wi-Fi list updated, which brings much extra power consumption for courier’s smartphones, and more importantly, for merchants without Wi-Fi Access Point devices, it is costly to deploy new ones [9, 30, 33, 41]. LED solutions do not scale up due to hardware modification costs [49]. RFID solutions require additional equipment on both receivers and transmitters.

In this work, we argue the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) device [15, 19, 24, 56] is a promising solution to achieve our goal. BLE is not a new technology, and BLE-based iBeacon was introduced by Apple [25] in 2013. However, the new features provided in BLE 5.0 [45] in 2016 (e.g., longer range and faster speeds) offer us the opportunity to build aBeacon starting from 2017/05. We deploy 12,109 customized aBeacon devices to 12,109 merchants on Alibaba platform in Shanghai. An aBeacon device is a low-cost ($8 USD) broadcast-only BLE device, and does not have GPS or cellular/ Wi-Fi connections, so it cannot receive any update, and it also cannot directly communicate with back-end servers. An aBeacon device deployed in a merchant constantly broadcasts its ID tuple (UUID, major, minor) following the BLE protocol, which will be received by couriers’ smartphone APP if in proximity

1https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/dataDetail?dataId=76359
and then uploaded to a server by APP using smartphones’ Internet connection. Based on the uploaded ID tuple, the server is aware of the couriers’ arrival to this merchant given previously-mapped device-merchant pairs in the deployment.

BLE devices have several advantages. Continuous scanning in BLE only introduces less than 2% extra power consumption on couriers’ smartphones based on our experiments, which is much less than Wi-Fi [7]; compared to RFID-based solutions, no hardware modification is needed on the courier end, since aBeacon only requires a courier to have a smartphone; compared to LED, battery-powered BLE devices can be installed in many places due to their small size and portability. We note that a key limitation of aBeacon is we need to deploy an aBeacon device at every merchant, which introduces both hardware and deployment costs. However, our deployment has a low cost since we utilize an Alibaba in-house team and its members visit merchants periodically for business development; the hardware cost of aBeacon can be managed if we only remain core functions, e.g., no GPS, no cellular/Wi-Fi, and no Over-The-Air (OTA) updates.

In a control environment, using BLE devices to detect arrival and departure is straightforward. However, it is nontrivial to build, deploy, and operate aBeacon from the ground up, considering the tradeoffs between various practical factors, e.g., cost and performance, in a metric-based approach. BLE devices are already applied in real-world applications, e.g., interaction in museums [34] and indoor localization in airports [47]. However, we argue that these indoor environments are normally under the control of BLE system operators. Still, the indoor environments for instant delivery (e.g., shopping mall) are not under the company’s control, i.e., in the wild. To our knowledge, there are few studies, if any, on a practical city-wide BLE device deployment in the wild. We introduce aBeacon based on Alibaba Local Services for courier indoor status monitoring (i.e., arrival and departure) in a 36 month two-phase study from 2017/5 to 2020/4.

- **Phase I: 8-Month Iterative Pilot Study (2017/5-2018/4).** We deployed three types of commodity BLE devices in 18 merchants and built an APP to test the feasibility of BLE. Based on the promising results, we customized aBeacon devices for lower cost and new functions. We deployed one customized aBeacon device and one commodity device in 200 merchants to A/B test their performance.

- **Phase II: 28-Month Deployment and Operation in the Wild (2018/1-2020/4).** We deploy and operate 12,109 aBeacon devices in Shanghai with one device in each merchant. In this phase, aBeacon interacts with 109,378 couriers to provide their status to assist the scheduling of 64 million delivery orders for unique 7.3 million customers with a total amount of $600 million USD order values. As of 2020/4, aBeacon is being retired and replacing by a new system aBeacon+ (introduced in the Discussion section). In this Operational Systems track submission, we focus on 5 lessons we learned in our 3 year study of aBeacon from its conception to retirement to provide new insights for the existing design assumptions based on our successes and failures.

**Lesson learned 1: Explicitly Quantifying the System Gain.** During our interaction with the Alibaba executives team who makes the decision to fund aBeacon, we utilize a metric-based approach to quantify aBeacon’s monetary gain (i.e., benefit minus cost) to justify aBeacon. In particular, we explore the fundamental tradeoff between cost and benefit (proportional to its performance) to optimize the gain of aBeacon by (i) reducing the cost by customizing new devices and utilizing our in-house team without technical expertise for configuration-free deployment, and (ii) increasing the benefit by improving lifetime, reliability, and utility. We study the system gain in an evolving cumulative fashion at the fine-grained device level. aBeacon achieves the break-even point where its benefit is equal to its cost after 12 months of the deployment, and then generate 14 months of benefits. In retrospect, a batch deployment, instead of an “one-shot” deployment, could make aBeacon break even earlier.

**Lesson learned 2: System Scale Evolution in the Wild.** Even though a device has an expected lifetime of 24 months, aBeacon’s scale (i.e., number of live devices) has been constantly shrinking, immediately after fully deployed in the wild, for the entire 26 months of the operation. In particular, the decrease is steady in the first 20 months due to various factors (e.g., deployment, hardware, and merchants closed) yet with a stable citywide spatial coverage; whereas the decrease is dramatic in the last 6 months due to clustered device battery run-outs. This observation has the potential to provide some guidance on the re-deployment strategies (e.g., timing and priority) to keep the system scale and a positive gain (as suggested in the Lesson Learned 1), e.g., large-scale redeployment much earlier than expected battery lifetime. In retrospect, aBeacon’s scale shrinking is much worse than our expectation, making us rethink the initial rationale of deploying physical devices in the wild. It motivated us to virtualize the next generation of aBeacon, i.e., aBeacon+.

**Lesson learned 3: Lifetime in the Wild.** During the aBeacon operation, the lifetime of 42% devices is longer than deployment environment (e.g., a device is live but the merchant it was deployed is closed). However, once deployed in the wild, large-scale recycling of low-cost ($8 USD) devices from these short-lifetime environments is not practical due to significant labor. In retrospect, aBeacon devices could be designed with different energy modules for different environment lifetime (e.g., predicted based on our order data) to minimize the hardware cost.

**Lesson learned 4: Reliability in the Wild.** Many existing sensing systems (e.g., proximity [36], gesture [58], and breath [55]) are mainly tested in control environments with high reliability [22]. However, we found that even for simple arrival detection in aBeacon the reliability is heavily affected by many real-world factors including smartphone diversity.
(e.g., 52 phone brands and 672 phone models in our platform),
device placement (e.g., non-expert installation), and courier
mobility behaviors. In retrospect, we could add an OTA up-
date function to some devices (but not all devices) deployed
in uncertain environments, and utilize couriers’ phones to
update them, e.g., increasing their transmission powers.

Lesson learned 5: Utility in the Wild. Unlike other infra-
structures, e.g., Wi-Fi, we found that in our aBeacon opera-
tion, the locations with more interactions between couriers
and devices may not have higher device deployment utility (quan-
tified by the order delivery rate improvement based on courier
detection). In contrast, the locations with higher uncertainty
of courier mobility behaviors (e.g., higher floors) lead to a
higher utility. In retrospect, we could change our deployment
strategies to prioritize more uncertain environment.

Based on the above lessons learned, we discuss our limi-
tations and potential applications of aBeacon and then dis-
cuss their implications to other systems with long-term broad
geospatial coverage (e.g., Edge Computing), and finally share
the direction of our ongoing work aBeacon+.

2 aBeacon Design Goal

In aBeacon, a generic workflow is as follows: (1) devices de-
ployed in indoor merchants to continually broadcast their ID
tuples; (2) an embedded BLE scanning module in the Alibaba
couriers’ smartphone APP (mandatory for all couriers) to re-
ceive these ID tuples from devices when in proximity and to
upload them to a back-end server using the smartphone Inter-
net connectivity; (3) The server updates couriers’ arrival and
uses them for various functions, e.g., new order scheduling.
Based on this workflow, we introduce our metrics as follows.

2.1 Cost and Performance Metrics

Cost $C_{Dev}$: The costs of a device in aBeacon mainly consist of
the hardware cost and the deployment cost (i.e., the shipping
and labor cost to deploy a device at a merchant).

Lifetime $P_i^{\text{Life}}$: In our design, we envisioned a lifetime of a
device for two years, and then redeploy new devices after two
years if (i) aBeacon was successful (Yes); (ii) the deployment
cost was still low (Yes); and (3) aBeacon was still the best so-
olution (No since we have aBeacon+). The lifetime of a device
$i$ is affected by the design (e.g., battery) and the environment
(e.g., the deployed merchant is closed).

Reliability $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$: We quantify a device $i$’s reliability by the
percentage of couriers we detected among all arrived couriers.
The ground truth of the courier arrival is obtained by the
delivery order accounting data. $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$ is affected by device
deployment, smartphone diversity, and courier mobility.

Utility $P_i^{\text{Util}}$: We quantify the utility of a device $i$ by overdue
delivery rates reduction for the merchant after $i$ was deployed
in it. After a merchant was deployed with a device, the plat-
form can better detect and predict the status of couriers around
this merchant, which are used to schedule new orders for this
merchant by finding nearby couriers (e.g., a courier just left),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Metric Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{Dev}$: cost of a device, i.e., hardware &amp; deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{Over}$: cost of overdue penalty per order, e.g., $1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_i^{\text{Life}}$: lifetime of a device $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_i^{\text{Reli}}$: reliability of $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_i^{\text{Util}}$: utility of $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_i^0$: day of $i$ was deployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$: # of days since aBeacon deployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_i$: # of deployed devices until the $T$th day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_i^T$: # of orders at $T$th day in the merchant with $i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

thus reducing the overdue rate for this merchant. $P_i^{\text{Util}}$ is af-
fected by a merchant’s features where $i$ was deployed (e.g.,
merchant locations, floors).

2.2 Metric-based Approach for Trade-offs

We utilize a metric-based approach to explore the trade-off
between costs and performance by Eq. (1). Assuming it has
been $T$ days since aBeacon was deployed, the cumulative
aBeacon gain $G_T$ is given by the difference of (i) the cost $C_T$
of deploying aBeacon until the $T$th day; and (ii) the benefit
(i.e., monetary saving) brought by performance improvement,
i.e., overdue reduction due to better detection by aBeacon.

$$G_T = \sum_{t=1}^{T} N_i \cdot B_i^t - C_T$$ (1)

where $N_i$ is the number of devices deployed until the $t$th day
($t \leq T$) including live and dead devices. $C_T = N_T \cdot C_{Dev}$
is the cost of all devices until $T$th day where $C_{Dev}$ is a device
cost. $B_i^t$ is the Benefit of a device $i$ in the $t$th day as

$$B_i^t = F_1(P_i^{\text{Life}}, t, t_i^0) \cdot F_2(O_i^T, P_i^{\text{Reli}}, P_i^{\text{Util}}, C_{Over}).$$ (2)

$F_1(P_i^{\text{Life}}, t, t_i^0)$ indicates whether or not a device $i$ reached its
lifetime limit by the $t$th day. It was calculated by remain-
ing lifetime $P_i^{\text{Life}} - (t - t_i^0)$, where $P_i^{\text{Life}}$ is the lifetime of
$i$; $t_i^0$ is number of days that device $i$ has been deployed.$F_i(P_i^{\text{Life}}, t, t_i^0) = 1$ if $P_i^{\text{Life}} - (t - t_i^0) \geq 0$; $F_i(\cdot) = 0$ otherwise,
i.e., no remaining lifetime, so we do not have to consider $F_2$.

$F_2(O_i^T, P_i^{\text{Reli}}, P_i^{\text{Util}}, C_{Over})$ indicates the monetary saving by re-
duced overdue penalty of the orders detected by $i$. $O_i^T$ is the
number of orders at the $T$th day in a merchant with $i$, e.g., 100;
$P_i^{\text{Reli}}$ is the percentage of the orders whose couriers can be
detected by $i$, e.g., 80%; $P_i^{\text{Util}}$ is the reduced overdue rate (com-
pared to the overdue rate before the device was deployed) for
all orders whose couriers are detected by $i$, e.g., 20%; $C_{Over}$
is the overdue penalty per order, e.g., $1. An example of $F_2$ is the
product of all these terms, i.e., $O_i^T \cdot P_i^{\text{Reli}} \cdot P_i^{\text{Util}} \cdot C_{Over}$ (e.g.,
saving is 100 · 80% · 20% · $1 = 16$).

3 aBeacon Life Cycle Overview

Unlike the wireless systems (e.g., Smart Home IoT) that can
be updated by OTA, an aBeacon device was not designed to
be updated after customization to save the hardware cost.
Thus, separated by the time we finished the customization
Table 2: Overview of Two Phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>18 merchants, 54 devices</td>
<td>200 merchants, 400 devices</td>
<td>12,109 merchants &amp; devices</td>
<td>Evolving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Commodity (Fig.1)</td>
<td>Customized ($8, Fig.2)</td>
<td>Customized</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>Our Team (Fig.1)</td>
<td>Our Team</td>
<td>302 Business Managers</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime</td>
<td>Fig. 1</td>
<td>Commodity (2-3 yrs. advertised)</td>
<td>In retrospect, we should have selected the merchants with longer lifetime</td>
<td>Fig. 4 &amp; 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>Customized (2 yrs. designed)</td>
<td>Installation Handbook Provided</td>
<td>Fig. 6-8 &amp; Table 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Highly Profitable Merchants Selected</td>
<td>Fig. 9-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: BLE Chip Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLE Chip</th>
<th>Link Budget</th>
<th>Tx Power Consump. (curr. at 0dB)</th>
<th>Sleep Power Consump. (curr.)</th>
<th>Price $/unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC2540</td>
<td>97 dB</td>
<td>21 mA</td>
<td>0.9 ua</td>
<td>~1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA14580</td>
<td>93 dB</td>
<td>12.4 mA</td>
<td>0.5 ua</td>
<td>~1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR1010</td>
<td>93 dB</td>
<td>18 mA</td>
<td>5 ua</td>
<td>~1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nRF51822</td>
<td>96 dB</td>
<td>8.06 mA</td>
<td>2.6 ua</td>
<td>~1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i.e., 2018/01), we divide the entire 3-year study of aBeacon into two phases, i.e., Phase I: 8-Month Pilot Study; and Phase II: 28-month Deployment and Operation. As in Table 2, we carefully designed the stage, scale, cost, and performance to serve each phase’s purposes.

3.1 Phase I: 8-Month Pilot Study (2017/5-12)

In this phase, we performed two studies in a conception stage to investigate three commodity devices, and a customization stage to design and evaluate new devices with A/B testing.

(i) Conception Stage (2017/5-8): As shown in Table 2, we aim to understand whether a BLE device system can detect the couriers’ indoor arrival and departure with reliability higher than 95%. We bought 54 commodity devices in three brands and deployed them in 18 merchants of a shopping mall in Shanghai. Each merchant was equipped with three commodity devices of different brands, as shown in Fig. 1 with technical specifications. We set some key configurations of couriers’ mobile APP when interacting with commodity devices as parameters for further developing, e.g., scanning duration and intervals, data upload cycle, and working hours. Note that the couriers’ APP and the back-end server developing were also the major works in this stage, but we omit them in this paper since they are standard. After this study, we had average reliability of 98%, so we concluded that a beacon-based solution could achieve high reliability.

(ii) Customization Stage (2017/8-12): Instead of using commodity devices, we customized our aBeacon device for low cost ($8 per device) and longer lifetime. We performed a middle-scale A/B testing between the best one among three commodity devices and our customized device. As in Table 2, after the reliability had been proved in the previous stage, our customization was focused on the hardware cost and lifetime since the large-scale city-wide deployment cost in Phase II is marginal when we utilize our in-house business team. In our customization, three components, i.e., BLE chip, battery, and casing, were carefully customized to achieve overall lower cost and longer lifetime. (1) For the BLE chip, we compared the mainstream BLE chips as in Table 3. Since our BLE devices in aBeacon were expected to broadcast for at least two years without external power continuously, we chose the nRF51822 from Nordic Semiconductor as the BLE chip since it has both the minimum Tx power and acceptable other configurations. (2) For the battery, we considered both the lithium battery and the alkaline battery since we expected an aBeacon device could operate for at least two years without maintenance. The lithium battery usually has a smaller size, but the alkaline battery has a much better unit capacity (mAh/$), so we used two alkaline AA batteries in cascade. (3) For the casing, we considered dust, water, and shockproof for transportation and operation in various indoor (or poten-
tial future outdoor) operations. Finally, we built 200 aBeacon devices, as shown in Fig. 2. We A/B tested our 200 customized

![Customized Hardware for aBeacon](image)

Fig 2: Customized Hardware for aBeacon devices with 200 commodity devices (i.e., Device 2 (T4) [10] in Fig.1). We selected 200 merchants in two malls and placed one customized device and one commodity device side by side to compare their performance. After 2-month testing, we concluded our customized devices are ready for deployment and operation because they have similar reliability with the commodity devices, but have a lower hardware cost and potentially longer lifetime.

3.2 Phase II: 28-month Operation (18/1–20/4)

We introduce a 3-month deployment and a 25-month operation stage of 12,109 devices in Shanghai (visualized in Fig.3.)

(i) Deployment Stage (2018/1-3). After we received all aBeacon devices from a manufacturer, we aim to deploy them in 12,109 chosen merchants among 57,223 merchants in Shanghai after consulting with our accounting department to understand these merchants’ profitability, potentially decides our aBeacon’s utility. We decided to deploy around 12 thousand devices for aBeacon because of the approved $100,000 budget, i.e., the system cost. Assuming no benefit at all, based on Eq. (1), our system gain $G_T$ is $-100,000$ (i.e., the trivial lower bound in Fig.3 (iii)). In Phase I, our team deployed 200 devices by ourselves, but 12,109 devices were out of our team’s capability. As a result, we utilize our in-house regional business development managers who periodically visit all merchants for regular business meetings to install our aBeacon device. We mailed our aBeacon devices and guided them for aBeacon device deployment and mapping between aBeacon devices and merchants by a detailed handbook, which shows “Where to attach the device?” (e.g., main entrance), “How to attach the device?” (e.g., double-sided tape) and “How to map the device?”.

The mapping was achieved by scanning a QR code on an aBeacon device and then choosing its merchant from a given merchant list in a business manager APP. 302 managers participated in our deployment process, and it took us around two months to deploy all the devices after one month of shipping and logistics. Since our business managers deploy our devices for free, the main deployment cost is the shipping cost, which is around $1 per device.

(ii) Operation Stage (2018/3-2020/4). After the deployment, aBeacon is fully operational, and we have been monitoring its status and utilizing it to detect couriers remotely based on the data we collected from couriers’ APPs. We embed the device monitoring function in the official smartphone APP of 109,378 Alibaba couriers in Shanghai. When we first receive an aBeacon device ID tuple from a courier’s phone, we need to make sure this live device is correctly deployed and works properly. For all devices, their initial status on our server end is “Not Deployed”; once a manager completes the mapping operation on her APP, a “Not Deployed” device becomes “Online”. For all “Online”, we use order accounting data to validate if the deployment is correct or not indirectly:

(i) if a device is heard by more than three couriers whose current orders or GPS would not let them pass the merchant mapped to this device, this “Online” device would be changed to “Wrongly Deployed”;

(ii) if no ID tuples were received from a device for 24 hours, and if the mapped merchant still has orders during these 24 hours (e.g., more than ten orders), then this “Deployed” device would be considered as “Offline” or “Retired” based on its expected lifetime is reached or not since deployment;

(iii) if ID tuples were received from a device, but the merchant was closed (based on our accounting data), it would be considered “Closed”.

(iii) Operation Data Collected. During our operation, we collected three kinds of data sets to monitor and validate aBeacon. (a) aBeacon Monitoring Data. As in Table 4(a), every time an aBeacon broadcast was received by a courier’s phone, we recorded the information of the aBeacon device, phone, and the Received Signal Strength Index (RSSI) of the broadcast. (b) Courier GPS data. As in Table 4(b), GPS data were collected under courier consent since customers also like to know where his/her order is, and the platform needs to know couriers’ locations for order assignment. (c) Courier Order Report Data. As in Table 4(c), for each delivery order, the courier needs to report when he/she arrives at or leaves from the merchants manually for real-time order status updates. These report data are used as the ground truth for aBeacon detection. However, in our previous study, we found couriers often forget to report their status and exaggerate their status (e.g., early reporting) to game the scheduling system for better order assignment. That is why these report data can only be used as post-hoc ground truth, i.e., we know that a courier arrived at a merchant after an order was delivered since a courier often forgets or falsely reports their arrival. Please
Fig 3: (i) aBeacon timeline including Phase I (i.e., conception and customization stage) and Phase II (i.e., deployment and operation stage); (ii) aBeacon device heatmaps in Shanghai for four key stages; the background shapes are expended to the corresponding time in (i) and the system gains (iii); (iii) Three aBeacon gains with three kinds of utility.

see our Discussion section for details on using aBeacon for Anomaly Detection.

4 aBeacon Operation Results
4.1 Result Overview
In Fig.3, we show a panorama of aBeacon life cycle with our two phases from 2017/5 to 2020/4.

Quantitative System Evolution Overview: In Fig.3 (i), given a day \( t \), we show both the number of aBeacon devices \( N_t \) with “Deployed” status in \( t \) and the number of delivery orders \( O_t \) whose couriers are detected by aBeacon in \( t \). We omit the number of couriers detected since it is highly correlated with the number of delivery orders. The detailed analysis on \( N_t \) and \( O_t \) in Sec.4.3, but we would like to highlight two technical incidents affecting both \( N_t \) and \( O_t \) as indicated by three circles in Fig.3 (i). On May 16th and 21st, 2018, a configuration exception occurred on the APP server and led to data loss, and our team diagnosed and fixed it quickly. In May 2019, we found an unusual decrease in detected orders, which took our team around two months to diagnose the root cause, i.e., a caching problem in the courier APP of some phone brands. In particular, since the courier APP is not always connected to the server, it would cache some received aBeacon device data if the network connection is unavailable. But when the local cache was full, received data got lost without exceptions raised in some smartphones brands. By the end of June, the problem was fixed, and the detected orders increased.

Qualitative Spatial Coverage Evolution: In Fig.3 (ii), we visualize the aBeacon spatial evolution in Shanghai at four critical periods. (a) 2018/01: 2 weeks into the deployment stage where aBeacon has not been uniformly deployed; (b) 2018/03: aBeacon is fully operational, reaches its spatial scale peak, and covers all the central business districts in Shanghai; (c) 2019/09: aBeacon has been operating for 20 months, and the spatial cover remains relatively similar, and it is two
months away from the starting of clustered battery run-out; (d) 2020/03: aBeacon drops below a critical level and is being retired and replaced by aBeacon+ (see the Discussion section). We found even the scale of aBeacon has been shrinking right after the full deployment due to various real-world issues, the spatial coverage has been relatively stable for 20 months. Based on our field study, we found the most of the dead devices are related to merchants closed, deployment imperfection, hardware malfunction, and vandalism. It provides some practical guidelines for our current project of the next generation of aBeacon, i.e., aBeacon+.

4.2 System Gain Evolution

System Gain Overview: In Fig.3 (iii), we utilize Eq. (1) to show the system gain, i.e., the monetary saving minus the system cost. All metrics in Eq.(1) can be directly measured by our aBeacon data except the system utility $P_{Util}^i$. We show three cumulative gains (defined in Sec.2.2) based on the empirical value of system utility $P_{Util}^i$ (overdue rates reduction after device $i$ was deployed, discussed in Sec.4.6), along with its lower bound $P_{Util}^i$ (no overdue reduction at all) and its upper bound $P_{Util}^i$ (complete overdue reduction), respectively. We found aBeacon achieved a break-even point after 12 months, which provides empirical guidance for our aBeacon+. Some additional applications of aBeacon for the Alibaba group are shared in the Discussion section.

Lesson Learned 1: Explicitly Quantifying the System Gain. Even though the cost of a real-world system can be often explicitly quantified, the benefit of a system is often hard to be, which makes the justification of deploying a system challenging when convincing the decision-makers. Based on our interactions with the Alibaba executive team, who made decisions to initiate and fund aBeacon, we utilized a metric-based approach to quantify the cumulative system gain to justify aBeacon development. In particular, we explore the cumulative system gain by (i) reducing the cost by customizing new devices (e.g., 20% less than commodity devices yet with more functionality) and utilizing our Alibaba in-house business development team without technical expertise for large-scale deployment due to our configuration-free setting, and (ii) increasing the performance by extending device lifetime, improving reliability, and enhancing utility. As shown in Fig.3 (iii), aBeacon achieves a break-even point after 12 months. In retrospect, a few approaches could be used to make sure aBeacon achieves break-even earlier. The most promising one is a batch deployment instead of a “one-shot” deployment in a short time, which have been used in our other physical device deployment projects.

In-depth System Gain Investigation Overview: To provide an in-depth investigation on the cumulative system gain, we analyze seven metrics in Eq.(1) and (2) individually: (i) $C_{Dev}$ and $C_{Over}$ are the individual device cost and the order overdue penalty, which are almost fixed in our setting; (ii) $N_i$ and $O_i$ are related to the system scale and we study them in Sec. 4.3; (iii) $P_{Life}$, $P_{Reli}$, $P_{Util}$ are related to the system performance in terms of lifetime, reliability, and utility, which are studied in Sec. 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, respectively. The correlation between different metrics is introduced in Sec. 4.7.

4.3 Scale Metric: Number of Device & Order

Scale Metric 1: Number of Devices $N_i$. In Fig.3 (i), starting from our deployment stage in Phase II, the number of aBeacon devices increased significantly until the end of our deployment stage in 2019/3. However, after aBeacon scale peaked in 2019/3, two decreasing trends are observed. (1) The first one is a slow decrease throughout the major part of Phase II from 2018/3 to 2019/10, where we lost some devices every day. In addition to vandalism, deployment, and hardware issues, the primary reason is that some merchants terminate their business with Alibaba every day. The merchant turnover rate in China online platforms is high, and almost 70% of new merchants were closed within one year of the opening in 2017 [20]. We report our empirical merchant lifetime data in Fig.4 and analyze it in detail later. (2) The second one is the sharp decrease from 2019/11 to 2020/2, due to the clustered battery running out after 20 months of operations since 2018/3. Such an observation provided some insights about our potential re-deployment strategies, which we will discuss in the Lesson Learned 2.

Scale Metric 2: Number of Orders $O_i$. As shown in the Cumulative System Gain Eq.(1), the number of orders $O_i$ whose couriers were detected by aBeacon is the central part of deciding the gain of aBeacon. In Fig.3 (i), we found in the full operation stage of Phase II (from 2018/3 to 2019/11), the number of orders detected is around ten times the number of aBeacon devices, which implies each device serves ten orders on average every day. This ratio remains similar throughout Phase II except for the mid-February, during which the overall number of orders decreases sharply. Mid-February is typically the Chinese Spring Festival, i.e., the biggest holiday where the number of total orders reduced since many merchants closed during this time. We observed sharp decreases and recoveries during February of 2018, 2019, and 2020 in Fig.3 (i), and the corresponding impact on the system gain in Fig.3 (iii). In 2020, the impact of COVID-19 lasts after February, so we do not see an apparent recovery at the end of February.

Lesson Learned 2: System Scale Evolution in the Wild. The scale of aBeacon (quantified by the number of devices $N_i$ and the number of associated orders $O_i$) is essential to ensure the cumulative system gain. As in Fig.3 (i), after fully deployed in the wild (2018/3), aBeacon scale has been continuously shrinking for 26 months until 2020/4, even though devices have an expected lifetime of 24 months. In particular, the decrease is steady in the first 20 months (from 2018/3 to 2019/10) due to various factors (e.g., vandalism, hardware malfunction) yet with a stable city-wide spatial coverage in Shanghai (Fig.3 (ii)). In contrast, the decrease is quite sharp in
the last six months (from 2019/10 to 2020/4) due to clustered battery run-out. It suggests that if we want to keep the system scale, we should start a full-scale re-deployment much earlier than expected, or perform batch-based small re-deployment continuously if we want to keep aBeacon at scale. However, we did neither of them in practice since we move on to a new system aBeacon+ without deployed devices as introduced in future work. Further, by using the number of orders as a bridging factor, our results also provided some insights on how to link the traditional system scale (i.e., number of devices) to the business revenue (i.e., reduced order overdue penalty) to justify their potential correlation. The insights help us communicate with the Alibaba executive team when reporting the impact of aBeacon on the overall Alibaba ecosystem.

4.4 Performance Metric 1: Lifetime \( P_{\text{Life}}^i \)

Lifetime Overview: The lifetime of an aBeacon device is decided by two primary factors: (i) the battery size, which was considered in the customization stage of Phase I when we design our hardware; (ii) the merchant lifetime, which unfortunately was not considered in the deployment stage of Phase II as shown in Table 2 since we mainly consider the profitability of merchants. In our defense, there should be a strong correlation between the profitability and lifetime of a merchant, but we found that the profitability of many merchants has been rapidly changing, especially on the online platform. Further, given the high real estate rental fees in Shanghai, many merchants move their physical stores frequently. If a merchant deployed with an aBeacon device is closed or moved, there is a high chance that the deployed device would be thrown away. The CDF of devices’ and merchants’ lifetime are given in Fig.4. Around 23% and 40% of merchants closed within 1 or 2 years, respectively; whereas more than 50% of devices died within one year, much less than the expected lifetime based on battery alone.

Lifetime Correlation: An in-depth visualization of the correlation between these two factors is scatter-plotted in Fig.5 where we record the last day a device \( i \) was heard as X-axis; the last day the corresponding merchant had orders on our platform as Y-axis. We have three observations: (1) points (15%) around the diagonal \((x - y) \leq 14, \text{i.e., 14 days}\) suggest devices died within two weeks of the closure of the corresponding merchants on our platform; (2) another cluster of points (17%) is around \( x = 640\), which means a device is dead after 21 months of operation, as observed in Fig.3 (i), (3) for the points above the diagonal (26%, \( x < y \)), it indicates the merchant has active orders from our platform, but the aBeacon device is dead; for the points below the diagonal (42%, \( x > y \)), it indicates the merchant closes on our platform (i.e., no orders) but the device can still be heard by couriers, i.e., the device may be in the original locations or nearby, and can be heard when our couriers in proximity. We note that a merchant has no orders on our platform does not necessarily mean the merchant is closed, but it can be used to approximate the merchant’s lifetime on our platform. For a closed merchant, an intuitive idea is to recycle the device for redeployment, but in practice, we did not do it due to two reasons: (1) the platform is not generally informed in advance when the merchant is closing so we cannot prepare in advance to recycle the device; (2) the device recycling introduces significant labor and shipping costs, and the recycled devices may be damaged or with low battery, which makes purchasing a new device a better choice overall. As a result, we did not perform large-scale device recycling in practice.

Lesson Learned 3: Lifetime in the Wild. The lifetime of 42% devices is longer than the lifetime of their deployed environment (e.g., merchants). It provides new insights on our design assumption on mobile device energy since a longer battery life may not increase the device lifetime due to uncertainty of the deployed environment but introduce higher costs. This lesson is especially true when the large-scale device recycling and re-deployment are not practical due to higher labor cost. It motivated us to design devices with different battery capacity and then deploy devices in batches to accommodate the environment’s lifetime, which can be predicted by our platform data. We apply this lesson in our aBeacon+ where we use merchant phones as our virtual devices (instead of deploying physical devices) to broadcast their ID so that the couriers can receive them in proximity. In aBeacon+, embedded in merchants’ smartphone APPs, the virtual device broadcasting module has different versions, whose parameters were set differently for different merchants.

4.5 Performance Metric 2: Reliability \( P_{\text{Reli}}^i \)

We quantify the reliability \( P_{\text{Reli}}^i \) of an aBeacon device \( i \) with a percentage indicating among all the orders from a merchant deployed with the device \( i \), how many orders we detect. There are three major factors impacting \( P_{\text{Reli}}^i \): Stay Duration, Device Deployment, and Smartphone Hardware.

Impact of Stay Duration on \( P_{\text{Reli}}^i \). The stay duration is the time between a courier arrives at and departs from a merchant. The stay duration varies due to multiple factors such as the layout of a merchant, the
courier’s walking speed, and whether an order is ready when the courier arrived, i.e., waiting for the order or not. In Fig.6, we found that the longer that a courier stays, the higher the $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$. The stay duration is computed as the differences of departure and arrival time from the couriers’ order report data in Table 4(c). Even though there were inaccurate report data due to human errors, our results are based on 76 million orders for two years, ensuring our results are statistically significant. Two observations can be made from Fig.6: (1) The reliability increases with the staying duration, but does not change much after 7 mins; (2) iOS has a much better performance than Android.

**Impact of Deployment Position on $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$.** The deployment position is an essential factor for reliability, as we found some merchants with an exceptionally low detection ratio. Although our deployment handbook suggested that “Beacons should be attached around the order pickup area”, some business managers put devices somewhere else due to various reasons. For example, some merchants do not have a fixed “meal/groceries pickup area”; some merchants prefer the device to be placed somewhere else, e.g., under the counter. We performed some field study, and our findings can be clearly explained with Fig.7 that depicts the layout of a real-world restaurant. In this merchant, there are two entrances with a horizontal wall in the center. Two couriers may pick up orders from both entrances, which leads to the different indoor pickup traces. Unfortunately, because the wall obstructs the device broadcast, only the Courier 1’s arrival was detected, which results in a reliability $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$ of 46% in our observed period. If the $\text{aBeacon}$ device were placed in the pickup area, we could have better reliability since both courier traces can be detected. In short, the impact of deployment position is difficult to estimate due to the uncontrollable deployment quality. The reason is we utilize our in-house business team with no deployment expertise (or incentive), and a deployed device can be moved as well, both of which typically leads to low reliability at some merchants.

**Impact of Phones Brands and OS on $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$.** Our goal is to have most courier smartphones (if not all) to be compatible with $\text{aBeacon}$ at both the hardware (i.e., phone brands and models) and software level (i.e., OS types). Given more than 109,000 couriers in Shanghai, it is challenging to either force the couriers to use specific smartphone brands or know if a courier uses an un-supported smartphone. To analyze the impact of smartphone OS, we divide all the orders in $\text{aBeacon}$ merchants into two dimensions: whether its courier was detected by $\text{aBeacon}$ or not; whether its courier was using an Android or iOS phone. As in Table 5, 63.4% of the orders were detected with the Android couriers (including 52 brands and 672 models), and their average $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$ is $\frac{63.4 \%}{63.4 \% + 20.8 \%} = 75.2 \%$; 13.4% of the orders were detected with the iOS couriers, and their average $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$ is $\frac{13.4 \%}{13.4 \% + 2.4 \%} = 84.8 \%$.

We found iOS performs significantly better than Android. For different phone brands (different hardware), the average $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$ varies. We show the average $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$ of nine well-known brands in China in Fig.8, in which Nexus has the highest $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$ of 92%, and iPhones has a $P_i^{\text{Reli}}$ of 84%.

![Fig 7: A Field Study of Deployment Position Impact](image)

**Lesson Learned 4: Reliability in the Wild.** Many existing wireless sensing systems (e.g., proximity [36], gesture [58], breath [55], human-object interaction [22], and indoor pathway mapping [46]) are mainly tested in the environments with little uncertainty, so they have high reliability. However, we found that even the reliability of a simple presence detection (i.e., courier arrival) is far from guaranteed in a wild, and it is affected by many real-world factors including smartphone software& hardware combination (e.g., 52 phone brands and 672 phone models in Table 5 and Fig.8), and installation position (e.g., low-cost yet unprofessional installation and obstacles in Fig.7), and stay duration (e.g., no waiting time for couriers in Fig.6). In retrospect, we could add an OTA function to some of our devices (but not all devices) deployed in uncertain environments and update them with couriers’ phones, e.g., increasing transmission power.

**4.6 Performance Metric 3 Utility: $P_i^{\text{Util}}$**

The overdue rate reduction is the metric we use to measure the utility $P_i^{\text{Util}}$ of deploying an $\text{aBeacon}$ device $i$ at a particular merchant. For an overdue delivery order (e.g., longer than 30 mins for food), there is an overdue penalty $C_{\text{Over}}$ with which the platform will compensate the customer. A typical $C_{\text{Over}}$ is $\$1$, but an overdue penalty could be as high as 200% of the average profit per order if a customer brought delivery

![Fig 8: Impact of Smartphone Brand on Reliability](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Detected</th>
<th>Undetected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iOS</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
insurance. Specifically, the overdue rate is the percentage of the overdue orders among the total orders. So the overdue rate reduction is the difference between the overdue rates before and after an aBeacon device deployment. We note that other factors impact the overdue rates of a merchant, e.g., holidays and weekends, but they are out the scope of our paper. We use six months of data before aBeacon deployment and 24 months of data after aBeacon deployment in the evaluation. There are many features of a merchant that decide the utility of deploying an aBeacon device. We study two of them, i.e., Building Floor and City District, due to the space limitation.

**Impact of Different Building Floors On** $P_{\text{Util}}^i$. To evaluate the impact of deploying an aBeacon device on different floors on utility, we aggregate the overdue rate reduction on different floors and compare them with the average overdue rate of all merchants in Shanghai city before and after our aBeacon is deployed. The device scale distribution on different floors is given in Fig.9. As shown in Fig.10, the utility is higher on higher floors or lower basements than the ground floor. This is because the stability of the courier indoor mobility is disproportional to the distance after they enter a building. The higher the floor, the longer the distance, the less stable of courier mobility behaviors (e.g., arrival), the higher benefit for aBeacon to detect these behaviors for later order scheduling.

**Impact of Different City Districts on** $P_{\text{Util}}^i$. To evaluate the impact of districts, we choose five typical districts in Shanghai and compare their average utility, i.e., the overdue rate reduction after aBeacon was deployed. As shown in Fig.11, Huangpu is a central business district with a population density of 32,004/km$^2$, about three times of New York City (10,194/km$^2$). Songjiang is a suburban area with a population density of 2,892/km$^2$, comparable to Los Angeles (2,910/km$^2$). As shown in Fig.12, $P_{\text{Util}}^i$ for all merchants with aBeacon devices in Songjiang is lower than Shanghai city average; whereas $P_{\text{Util}}^i$ in Huangpu is much higher than the average. This is because (1) there are more orders in a more populous area such as Huangpu where each device can serve more orders (we omit the results due to space limitation); (2) the overdue rate is more severe in the city center, and the aBeacon can detect couriers more effectively, which leads to better scheduling and thus higher overdue rate improvement.

**Lesson Learned 5: Utility in the Wild.** Unlike other wireless infrastructures, e.g., Wi-Fi, we found the deployment locations with more courier interactions (i.e., demand) during our system operation may not have higher utility (quantified by delivery overdue improvement). Instead, we found that the utility of an aBeacon device is proportional to the uncertainty of the courier behaviors it can detect (e.g., couriers in higher floors and basements or the downtown area as shown in Fig.9 and Fig.11) because detecting couriers in these uncertain environments can improve the later order scheduling, thus higher utility. This is different from Wi-Fi or cellular device deployment, which are mostly focused on the high user density area. In short, our above findings can provide practical design guidance for battery capacity, transmission frequency and power, OTA interface, better installation, and deployment strategies for future wireless systems in the wild.

**4.7 Correlation between Different Metrics**

Due to the space limitation, we briefly report the results of the correlation between different performance metrics. Our main finding is that for the same aBeacon device, when its reliability is low, usually its utility and lifetime are below average; whereas when its reliability is high, the utility is more impacted by the merchant’s floors and districts. When reliability $P_{\text{Reli}}^i < 0.5$, this correlation might be caused by improper deployment, which (i) weakens the device utility due to limited data gathered for order scheduling, and (ii) reduces the device lifetime due to potential damage from improper deployment. It also implies that we need to consider other factors if we want to have a longer lifetime and push the utility to the limit when $P_{\text{Reli}}^i$ is already high. In our analyses, lifetime and utility are not strongly correlated.

**5 Discussions**

**5.1 Limitations of aBeacon**

**Manual Deployment:** For a real-world deployment in the wild, hiring professional teams ensure reliable deployment results but introduces a higher deployment cost per device. In our project, we use our in-house business team to deploy and install aBeacon devices at more than 12,000 merchants. Our aBeacon system works well in general under this deployment strategy. We admit that our approach may not apply to other settings where such an in-house team is not available. However, we believe our approach can be implemented by Crowdsourcing [42] to deploy wireless devices with a lower labor cost, given little configuration is needed.

**No Precise Locations:** Another critical limitation of aBeacon is that it can only detect couriers’ arrival at mer-
changers but cannot perform localization. Given our design goal, a fine-grained localization would be a nice feature to have, but it may not provide higher system gain. Localization increases both hardware cost and deployment cost significantly (it may need onsite configuration or fingerprinting [19]), and may not reduce the overdue rates substantially since the order scheduling only needs coarse-grained locations of couriers.

5.2 System Security
In addition to the hardware cost reduction, another significant improvement in our customization stage is that we enable our devices’ security functions. In traditional iBeacon protocol [25], a device ID tuple is fixed for each hardware and broadcast in clear words. It reduces the system complexity while making a device sniffer possible. For example, (1) malicious attackers or unauthorized users (free-riders) can easily restore the device map through war-driving around the devices; (2) if they replicate some device IDs somewhere else, wrong detection information will be collected by aBeacon. To address this problem, we designed and implemented a Time-based One-Time Password (TOTP) [53] algorithm to encrypt the device ID broadcast by changing the major and minor in the ID tuple periodically. A shorter period makes the mapping harder to be restored, whereas a longer period reduces the complexity and the server workload. We set a daily periodical change after exploring the trade-off. The mapping of the device IDs and the merchant locations was stored on the server so that only authorized users can access it. A detailed study of system security is out the scope of this work and will be reported in future work.

5.3 Courier Survey
Feedback is collected from couriers every month regarding multiple aspects, e.g., APP performance, order scheduling, employee care, and penalty appeal. Among the 433 negative feedback on “APP performance” in a recent month, we found the following feedback potentially related to aBeacon (# of reports): inaccurate localization (23), slow localization (14), cannot report arrival at the merchants (11), too much battery consumption (8), too much data consumption (2), mandatory Bluetooth on (2). The top three criticisms are all about localization. The underlying reason is that the couriers must report “arrival” at the merchants and customers, and the report must be conducted near (e.g. within 500m) the merchants or customers based on the courier’s GPS and the latitude/longitude of the merchant or customer. GPS drifting due to the indoor environment is the main reason for failed reports. The feedback results indicate that alternatives are need besides GPS. aBeacon can help in some cases, but we still need to fix the cases when GPS and aBeacon fail at the same time. We should also take care of the battery and data consumption.

5.4 Ethics and Privacy
All the data sets are collected under the consent of the couriers. In all our analyses, we have been working on aggregate data. As a result, our results cannot be used to trace back to individuals. The courier ID is an anonymous key to join different data sets, and any other ID information cannot be tracked or identified in practice. We did not utilize personal information from the couriers, e.g., age, gender, income, to protect the couriers’ privacy.

5.5 Additional Applications of aBeacon
In addition to the direct system gain we measure in this paper, Alibaba has been using aBeacon data for a few additional applications based on courier arrival detection.

Order Delivery Time Estimation: The Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) problem is one of the critical issues in the delivery industry, especially hard for the indoor environment. Based on aBeacon data, we obtain travel time between different indoor merchants and build a data-driven model for delivery time prediction, which has been used by other Alibaba teams to predict the overdue rate for the order scheduling.

Merchant Location Correction: Accurate merchant locations are essential in the delivery service. Currently, these locations are provided by merchants themselves and consist of unintentional or intentional errors. Based on the aBeacon data, we can measure the travel time between different merchants, cross-validate the accuracy of these locations, and potentially correct them based on massive traveling data.

Anomaly Detection: Unlike GPS data that can be faked on the smartphone [37], aBeacon data provide a physical presence confirmation. aBeacon data have been used to detect cheating in the delivery process, e.g., frauds conducted by merchants and couriers for the platform subsidy. A detailed courier behavior study measured by manually reported data and automatically collected aBeacon data is out of this paper’s scope and merits additional investigation.

5.6 aBeacon+: Next Generation of aBeacon
Since it is expected the maximum lifetime of aBeacon is two years, we have been working on a new system called aBeacon+ built upon aBeacon to retain its strengths and address its limitations. In aBeacon+, under the merchants’ consent, we use merchants’ smartphones as aBeacon devices instead of deploying aBeacon devices, to avoid the hardware and deployment cost. aBeacon+ does not suffer from vandalism, hardware malfunction, and merchant closures. We embed a broadcasting module in the official merchant APP based on the opportunity that almost every merchant owner needs to install a merchant APP to manage orders. The deployment and operation insights we obtained from aBeacon have guided our development of aBeacon+, e.g., batch-based deployment and merchant targeting (see our Lessons Learned for details).

We acknowledge the incentives and privacy issues need our attention to make aBeacon+ practical and salable. However, we argue that the APP users may be willing to provide their locations voluntarily with appropriate incentives in some settings. In our case, a merchant provides this virtual aBeacon
service on its smartphone. The virtual aBeacon can help the platform decide whether an overdue order is because of the merchant’s long order preparation time or the courier’s late pickup. Similar applications have been launched in Singapore and potentially in the US for public health purposes during the recent COVID-19 pandemic. TraceTogether [35], a BLE based APP developed in Singapore operates similarly to an aBeacon+ scheme that users nearby can detect each other for contact tracing purpose in response to COVID-19, which is another example of smartphone users’ voluntary participation under some practical incentive.

5.7 Implications on Others Systems

Our study offers some interesting implications for current and future networked systems’ design, verification, and operation.

Offline Ground Truth Collection for the Verification of Wi-Fi based Solutions: Along 48% of our merchants have stable Wi-Fi access, aBeacon can be used to collect offline ground truth for various applications based on Wi-Fi in the wild to verify existing assumptions or models on Wi-Fi systems and contribute to the community.

Deployment Strategies for 5G and Edge Computing: It has been widely accepted that the extreme densities of base stations and devices are needed to support 5G applications due to its high carrier frequencies with massive bandwidths [3, 8]. Edge computing networks also have a similar setting. Although these systems may need professional teams for the deployment since their devices typically require configuration, our five lessons learned on quantifying system gain, scale evolution, and performance metrics (e.g., lifetime, reliability, and utility) may reduce their indoor operation efforts.

6 Related Works

Table 6: Operational BLE Device Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>Deployment Site</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>Eldheimar museum [34]</td>
<td>Localization</td>
<td>54 devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Beale Street [48]</td>
<td>Presence detection</td>
<td>100 devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td>Gatwick airport [21]</td>
<td>Localization</td>
<td>2,000 devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Railway station [18]</td>
<td>Presence detection</td>
<td>2,000 devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Tom Jobim airport [4]</td>
<td>Localization</td>
<td>3,000 devices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operational BLE Device System: To our knowledge, as we are proposing one of the largest BLE device systems in the world, it is worthwhile to give a summary of existing operational BLE device systems. As shown in Table 6, most BLE systems are operated in public sites such as airports or museums for presence detection or indoor localization. The largest BLE system we found is deployed in Tom Jobim airport in Brazil with 3,000 devices, which is fewer than the 12,109 devices in aBeacon we deployed in Shanghai, China. More importantly, these existing systems are operated in a controlled environment (e.g., airports, museums, train stations), but our operating environment is in the wild and out of control. It enables our system to provide some new insights from our lessons learned from large-scale system lifetime, reliability, utility, and cost.

BLE Device Studies: Existing BLE system studies can be categorized according to their applications: localization or presence detection. Indoor localization with BLE systems is similar to works done with Wi-Fi. Fingerprinting is studied in [19] to achieve the accuracy of < 4.8 m at the density of one device per 100 m², compared with < 8.5 m for Wi-Fi. Map matching is used in [56] to estimate a user’s route based on devices with known locations. 1,600 BLE devices are deployed in all the classrooms and corridors of an institute for evaluation. Dynamic RSSI propagation modeling is proposed in [12] to achieve fine-grained (< 2 m) localization and tracking. There are also studies exploring the proximity information provided. Dining hall usage and student check-in are studied in [38] and [24] with BLE device proximity information. Hardware modifications such as energy harvester are also studied in [28] for better performance.

Real-world Sensing Systems: Another related topic is the large-scale real-world sensing system. These studies lay more emphasis on the system implementation and operation for practical problems. LiveTag is proposed in [22] to sense human-object interaction passively. [51] attempts to answer why RFID sensing systems remain research prototypes and have not been widely deployed in practice with theoretical analysis and real-world experiments.

7 Conclusion

This paper introduces aBeacon, a wireless indoor BLE device system in Alibaba, from its conception to its retirement by a unique operation study in Shanghai. We quantify aBeacon’s performance by scale, lifetime, reliability, and utility, for all of which we provide some new insights obtained in our 3-year system operation in the wild. In particular, we built aBeacon from the ground up in a metric-based approach consisting of two phases, i.e., an 8-month pilot study and a 28-month deployment and operation in the wild, including devices in 12,109 merchants and interactions with 109,378 couriers. From the long-term city-wide study, we identify five key observations and lessons regarding system gain quantification, system scale evolution, lifetime, reliability, and utility in the wild. We believe these in-depth lessons learned have implications for other systems requiring long-term operations and broad geospatial coverage such as 5G and Edge Computing.
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Abstract

Eavesdropping is a fundamental threat to the security and privacy of wireless networks. This paper presents EarFisher – the first system that can detect wireless eavesdroppers and differentiate them from legitimate receivers. EarFisher achieves this by stimulating wireless eavesdroppers using bait network traffic, and then capturing eavesdroppers’ responses by sensing and analyzing their memory EMRs. Extensive experiments show that EarFisher accurately detects wireless eavesdroppers even under poor signal conditions, and is resilient to the interference of system memory workloads, high volumes of normal network traffic, and the memory EMRs emitted by coexisting devices. We then further propose a method to detect eavesdropper’s countermeasure, which deliberately emits strong memory EMR to interfere with EarFisher’s detection.

1 Introduction

Rendered by the broadcast characteristic of wireless medium, eavesdropping has been a fundamental threat to the security and privacy of wireless networks ever since the invention of wireless communication. While significant cryptographic research has been devoted to tackling this threat, in this paper, we take an orthogonal angle to explore the feasibility of wireless eavesdropper detection. A security primitive capable of this task is essential in a wide range of scenarios. First, in wireless networks serving public areas (e.g., airports, campus, malls, etc), Layer-2 encryption is commonly disabled to facilitate open access. Second, encryption algorithms are subject to extensive side channel analysis \cite{7, 8, 11, 15, 16, 21, 22}, which allow attackers to decipher encryption keys. Third, cryptographic protocols themselves often suffer fatal flaws that are difficult to identify before universal adoption. For example, in 2017, researchers uncovered that the four-way handshake of WPA2 is vulnerable to the key re-installation attack \cite{35}, which allows eavesdroppers to compromise encryption key-chains. The flaw had been present since the release of 802.11i in 2004, leaving billions of Wi-Fi users potentially exposed to eavesdropping for more than 13 years.

Beyond complementing encryption schemes, an eavesdropper detector can be an essential building block of a secure network. For example, in quantum networks, legitimate receivers can detect eavesdroppers by leveraging the quantum physic law, where the state of a quantum bit ‘collapses’ whenever it is intercepted. Quantum key distribution protocols \cite{9} use this law to verify the confidentiality of encryption keys, which leads to fundamentally assured communication security in quantum networks.

Unfortunately, to date, there has been no effective method to detect eavesdroppers in wireless networks. Unlike quantum eavesdroppers, wireless eavesdroppers can be completely passive without actively transmitting or altering signals in the air. Recent studies exploit the RF leakages of radio circuits to detect wireless receivers \cite{13, 24, 26, 27, 32, 34, 36}. However, such leakages are extremely weak, limiting detection range to only a few feet. More importantly, because all wireless radios emit leakages during signal reception, this method cannot differentiate eavesdroppers from legitimate receivers.

In this paper, we present EarFisher – the first system that can detect wireless eavesdroppers and differentiate them from legitimate receivers. The key idea is based on the observation that, unlike legitimate receivers who drop others’ packets in network interface cards (NICs), only eavesdroppers digest all packets in their CPU-memory systems. Inspired by this observation, EarFisher stimulates eavesdroppers by transmitting a flow of \textit{bait} packets forged with a virtual receiver address, and then detects eavesdroppers by sensing the surge of their electromagnetic radiations (EMRs) when they write baits into their memories. Recent studies show that the multi-channel architecture of modern memories amplifies memory EMR \cite{17}, which helps EarFisher extend detection range.

To realize this idea, we tackle four key challenges. First, when multiple devices having the same memory frequency coexist in an environment, their memory EMRs mix in frequency spectrum, making it difficult to accurately sense them separately. Second, memory workloads of operating systems
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and applications also produce memory EMRs, which are difficult to distinguish from the eavesdropper’s responses when the memory activities coincidentally occur at the same time of bait packet transmissions. Third, despite the amplification of multi-channel architecture, memory EMR is still very weak, requiring a long time of stimulus to trigger a sufficiently strong response at the eavesdropper. However, intensive bait packet transmissions in a large time window can block the wireless channel, and may present a distinguishable traffic pattern that can be noticed by crafty eavesdroppers. Fourth, eavesdroppers knowing the design and presence of EarFisher may deliberately write its memory, which will produce strong memory EMR that interferes with EarFisher’s detection.

To address these challenges, EarFisher employs new signal processing algorithms to sense and separate the memory EMRs of different devices, obscures and disguises stimulus traffic as short bursts of normal packets, incorporates statistical tool to tolerate the interfering EMRs produced by system memory workloads, and exploits a fundamental dilemma of eavesdroppers to detect deliberate writing-based countermeasure. Extensive experiments show that EarFisher accurately detects eavesdroppers even under poor signal conditions, and is resilient to the interference of system memory workloads, high volumes of normal network traffic, and the memory EMRs of coexisting devices. We then further demonstrate EarFisher’s effectiveness in a real testbed, where three EarFisher nodes are deployed to monitor an indoor area of 1600 ft². Experiment results show that EarFisher reliably detects eavesdroppers placed at different locations despite the complexity of indoor environments, such as the block of walls.

2 Related Work

Cryptographic attacks. Since the invention of wireless communication, encryption has been the primary security measure to combat eavesdropping. However, extensive research shows that eavesdroppers can compromise encryption based on a variety of side-channel attacks [7, 8, 15, 16, 21, 22]. In particular, Camurati et al. [11] show that the EM leakage of the processor on wireless chips can be inadvertently amplified by RF front-end, allowing an eavesdropper to decipher the encryption key from a distance.

Moreover, cryptographic protocols themselves often suffer fatal flaws that are difficult to identify before universal adoption. For example, Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), a security protocol ratified as a part of 802.11 in 1997, was found to have fatal flaws in 2001 [14]. WEP was then superseded by Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) in 2004, but history repeated itself. In 2017, researchers demonstrated that the four-way handshake of WPA has a fatal vulnerability, which allows eavesdroppers to compromise the encryption keychain using key reinstallation attacks [35]. From 2004 to 2017, the vulnerability of WPA left billions of Wi-Fi users potentially exposed to eavesdropping for more than 13 years.

Eavesdropper detection. Prior eavesdropper detectors commonly rely on sensing RF signals leaked from the front-end circuit of wireless receiver. This method was first proposed in [27, 36] to detect primary receivers in cognitive radio networks, and then extended to UWB, WiMAX, and MIMO channels to detect hidden radios [24, 26]. Ghostbuster [13] further augments this method using spatial cancellation of interference and frequency cancellation of signal artifacts, which allow it to extract leakages under poor signal conditions in the presence of ongoing wireless transmissions. However, Ghostbuster still suffers limited detection range (less than 1m for COTS Wi-Fi receivers) because of the weak power of leakage from RF circuit.

Recent studies [32, 34] show that superheterodyne and superregenerative receivers can be detected from a longer distance by exploiting the known characteristics of their RF leakages. However, these techniques are highly dependent on the receiver architecture. Unfortunately, superheterodyne and superregenerative receivers are commonly used in low-power wireless remote, but are far less common in mainstream wireless communication systems such as Wi-Fi.

More importantly, because all radios emit RF leakages during signal reception, existing eavesdropper detectors suffer a common limitation as they cannot differentiate eavesdroppers from legitimate receivers. To sidestep this limitation, Ghostbuster assumes a threat model where the number of legitimate receivers is known a priori [13]. This assumption restricts its usability to a very narrow range of specific scenarios.

EM side-channels. Recently, researchers leverage the EM side channels of CPU and memory for attestation [29], memory profiling [30], and malware detection [18, 25, 37]. Different from these passive analysis, EarFisher features a new paradigm that actively stimulates memory EMR. Moreover, EarFisher employs a signal processing algorithm that bases on fine-grained measurement and theoretical characterization of memory clock, which makes it possible to not only extract weak memory EMRs under poor signal conditions, but also separate and track individual memory EMRs when multiple devices having the same memory frequency coexist in a crowded environment.

3 Threat Model

A wireless eavesdropper is a malicious receiver who sniffs on other devices’ packets. Typically, eavesdropping can be implemented by modifying the device driver to enable monitor mode, in which a wireless chip transfers all received packets to the host. A recent study shows that most drivers on major operating systems (e.g., Linus, Windows, macOS) support monitor mode by default [1].

By eavesdropping on network traffic, the attacker’s goal is to gather sensitive data, such as personal and business related information, or secrets necessary to enable decipher and
man-in-the-middle attacks. Typically, wireless chips are integrated with a microcontroller and a small RAM of at most a couple of MiBs. The on-chip system is tasked for simple computation such as checking receiver address and verifying packet checksum, but is far from capable of security- and privacy-intrusive processing. As a result, the eavesdropper must digest sniffed packets in the CPU-memory system of the host.

To this end, the wireless chip of the eavesdropper needs to write all sniffed packets to the memory of the host. This is typically under the control of DMA, and will produce EMR when sniffed packets are transferred over memory bus. Specifically, for SDRAMs, memory EMR can be observed as a radio signal around the frequency of memory clock. Because DDR uses double pumping, the clock frequency is a half of memory speed. In practice, the clock frequency of a modern DDR has 13 possible values ranging from 200 MHz of DDR2-400 to 1600 MHz of DDR4-3200. To sense memory EMR, one can scan DDR frequencies one by one, or use a group of sensors to monitor multiple frequencies in parallel. In the rest of this paper, we assume the memory clock frequency of the eavesdropper is known.

4 Characterizing Memory EMR

In this section, we present measurements and model to characterize memory EMR. Our measurements are conducted on two laptops of DDR3-1600 and DDR4-2133, respectively. A BladeRF with an omni-directional 5 dBi antenna is employed as the receiver.

4.1 Spectrum Pattern

Measurement-based characterization. To measure the frequency spectrum of a device’s memory EMR, we take FFT over an 1s window of signals captured around the clock frequency of the device’s memory. To study how memory workload impacts on memory EMR, we created a process to write memory intensively\(^1\), and then compare the spectrum patterns measured before and after the start of the process.

As shown in Fig. 1, we observe that the frequency spectrum of memory EMR features a series of energy peaks distributed over a side-band of about 1 MHz below the frequency of memory clock. In the presence of intensive memory workload, the amplitudes of all energy peaks increase simultaneously and significantly. To further characterize the spectrum pattern, we examine the auto-correlation of peak frequencies and find that the frequency interval between consecutive peaks is constant. Specifically, for the DDR3-1600 and the DDR4-2133, the frequency intervals are 31.8 KHz and 31.2 KHz, respectively.

\(\text{Figure 1: The spectrum pattern of memory EMR with and without memory workload.}\)

\(\text{clock. Because memory clock injects fluctuating current into memory bus, it produces EMR at the clock frequency. As memory reads/writes are performed at clock edges, they amplify EMR amplitude of memory clock but will not affect the pattern of frequency spectrum.}\)

The simplest form of a clock is a sine wave of which the energy is all concentrated at clock frequency. However, this leads to a high EMR intensity that may violate regulatory requirement for electromagnetic compatibility. To walk-around this issue, modern clock generators use spread spectrum techniques to reshape the energy distribution of clock. Denote an unspread clock as,

\[
V_{\text{clk}}(t) = A \cos(2\pi f_0 t),
\]

where \(f_0\) is the frequency of memory clock. A spread spectrum clock is the frequency modulation of \(V_{\text{clk}}(t)\), which can be expressed as,

\[
V_{\text{ssc}}(t) = A \cos(2\pi f_0 t + \frac{\Delta f}{f_m} \sin(2\pi f_m t)), \tag{1}
\]

where \(f_m\) and \(\Delta f\) are the modulation frequency and peak frequency deviation, respectively. By expanding Eqn. 1 using the Jacobi-Anger expansion, the frequency spectrum of \(V_{\text{ssc}}(t)\) can be expressed as \([10]\),

\[
\|\mathcal{F}_{\text{ssc}}(f)\| \overset{\text{def}}{=} \left\| \sum_n J_n(\frac{\Delta f}{f_m}) (\delta(f - f_0 + n f_m) - \delta(f - f_0 - n f_m)) \right\|.
\]

where \(J_n(\cdot)\) is the Bessel function of the first kind, and \(\delta(\cdot)\) is the Dirac delta function.

To maintain a stable synchronization between memory and memory controller, \(V_{\text{ssc}}(t)\) needs to be band-pass filtered before being used as a memory clock. Typically, the band-pass filter removes frequency components higher than memory clock frequency and then imposes a low cutoff to limit the

---

\(^1\)To write memory directly, we used SSE instructions to bypass cache.
We then place receiver at different directions to measure the SNR without affecting the sub-clock, thereby increasing SNR. On the other hand, if the size of FFT bin is already smaller than the bandwidth of sub-clock, then further reducing FFT bin will also reduce the energy of contained memory EMR, thus providing no SNR gain. Based on the results shown in Fig. 2, we set FFT window size to 1s in the following measurements.

Fig. 3 plots the 3 dB range of memory EMR measured from different directions. We observe that receiving direction has a slight impact on range, which should be attributed to the shape of shielding cases of particular devices. Moreover, because of the lower operating voltage, the range of DDR4-2133’s EMR is about 25% shorter than that of DDR3-1600. Nevertheless, even when receiving from the worst direction, the 3dB ranges of DDR3-1600 and DDR4-2133 exceed 25m and 20m, respectively.

4.3 Response to Stimulus

To understand the impact of stimulus network traffic on eavesdropper’s memory EMR, we setup an experiment where the laptop equipped with DDR4-2133 is employed to eavesdrop on an 802.11n transmitter. The experiment is conducted on a clean channel to avoid the interference of uncontrolled network traffic. The 802.11n transmitter is configured to send an 100 ms UDP flow every 200 ms. We then vary the rate of the UDP flow and repeat the experiment.

Fig. 4 shows the time varying amplitude of memory EMR measured in close proximity to the eavesdropper using a sliding FFT window of 100 ms. As shown in Fig. 4, the eavesdropper’s memory EMR demonstrates a clear responsive pattern when the rate of UDP flow increases to only 2 Mbps. The amplitude of response can be significantly boosted by further increasing the rate of stimulus network traffic.

5 EarFisher Overview

EarFisher is designed as a standalone system to detect eavesdroppers in a wireless network without the cooperation of other network nodes. It differentiates eavesdroppers from legitimate receivers based on an architectural criteria, where receivers are convicted of eavesdropping as long as they transfer other devices’ packets to memory. In contrast, a legitimate receivers should drop other devices’ packets immediately in wireless NICs.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, EarFisher consists of a stimulator and a detector. The stimulator is a wireless network of two cooperative nodes, which exchange packets to generate stimuli\(^2\). The detector senses memory EMR using a software defined radio, which is hosted by one of the stimulator nodes and is synchronized with the wireless NIC to monitor the variations of memory EMRs under traffic stimuli.

\(^2\)A simpler method is to use a single wireless device to forge a packet flow. However, crafty eavesdroppers may detect the forged packet flow by noticing that the sender and the receiver manifest the same channel state information.
At a high-level, EarFisher features four key designs.

**Sensing memory EMRs.** Despite the amplification by multi-channel architecture, memory EMR is still very weak and thus can be easily buried by noise when sensing from a distance. Moreover, when devices having the same memory frequency coexist in an environment, their memory EMRs will be mixed together in frequency spectrum, making it difficult to track them separately. EarFisher addresses these challenges by using folding [39] – a signal processing algorithm originally used by large radio telescopes to amplify astronomical signals – to sense weak memory EMRs. It then leverages the fingerprint of memory clock to separate and track the memory EMRs of different devices.

**Obscuring stimulus traffic.** Sensing weak memory EMRs requires a large FFT window to suppress noise. However, intensive transmission of stimulus traffic in a large time window may interfere with normal network traffic. In addition, it may introduce a distinguishable traffic pattern to alert crafty eavesdroppers. To address this challenge, EarFisher first splits a large block of bait packets into small pieces and then disguises them as normal network traffic. At the detector side, EarFisher stitches signal samples captured at the time instants of stimuli into a complete window before taking FFT.

**Tolerating system memory workloads.** Memory workloads of operating systems and applications also produce memory EMR, which is difficult to distinguish from the response of eavesdropper when memory activities coincidentally occur at the time instants of traffic stimuli. To avoid false alarm, EarFisher profiles the memory EMR incurred by system memory workloads for each device at runtime. It then tests the hypothesis if the surge of memory EMR under stimuli is sufficiently significant to claim a detection of response.

**Detecting countermeasure.** Eavesdroppers knowing the design and presence of EarFisher may actively write memory to emit strong EMR, which will interfere with EarFisher’s detection. To detect this countermeasure, EarFisher exploits a fundamental dilemma faced by the eavesdropper, where intermittent writing of memory leaves significant chance of exposing the response to stimuli, while consistent writing presents an abnormal EMR pattern that can be distinguished from normal system memory workloads.

6 System Design

This section presents the design of EarFisher in detail. We first propose a sensing primitive to monitor memory EMRs, and then describe the design of stimulator and detector. Finally, we discuss how to detect eavesdroppers who deliberately write memory to interfere with EarFisher’s detection.

6.1 Sensing Memory EMRs

As discussed in section 4, memory EMR consists of a series of sub-clocks, where the $i$-th sub-clock is at $f_0 - if_m$. Due to minute manufacturing deviations, $f_0$ and $f_m$ present a unique fingerprint, which distributes the sub-clocks of different devices to different frequencies. In the following, we first characterize memory clock fingerprint to study if it is sufficiently diverse to allow the separation of memory EMRs. We then discuss how to fuse sub-clocks to sense memory EMRs buried by noise, and develop a signal processing algorithm that exploits memory clock fingerprint to separate and track the memory EMRs of individual devices.

**Characterizing memory clock fingerprints.** To characterize the fingerprint of memory clock, we conduct measurements on 32 devices equipped with DDR3-1600, including a Dell Inspiron, a Thinkpad, and 30 identical desktops in the computer room of a university library. Fig. 6 plots the distribution of their memory clock fingerprints. We observe that $f_0$ differs even across the 30 identical desktops. In comparison, the offset of $f_m$ is only significant across different devices, which should be attributed to the different modulation frequencies of their clock generators.
To validate if the fingerprints are sufficiently diverse, consider an arbitrary pair of identical desktops. As they have similar $f_m$, the separation of their sub-clock components solely depends on the offset of $f_0$. Specifically, if the offset of $f_0$ is too small, sub-clock components will overlap in frequency in a pair-wise fashion. In this case, the overlapped bandwidth can be computed as,

$$\Delta BW = \frac{BW_a + BW_b}{2} - \Delta f_0,$$

where $\Delta f_0$ is the offset of $f_0$; $BW_a$ and $BW_b$ are the sub-clock bandwidth of the two devices, respectively. Clearly, their memory EMRs are separable if and only if $\frac{BW_a + BW_b}{2}$ is smaller than $\Delta f_0$. Fig. 8 further compares the distributions of $\Delta f_0$ and $\frac{BW_a + BW_b}{2}$ measured on the 30 identical desktops. We observe that $\Delta f_0$ is significantly larger than sub-clock bandwidth. Specifically, $\Delta f_0$ is larger than 300 Hz in 94% cases, whereas the bandwidth of all sub-clocks are smaller than 300 Hz.

Based on $f_0$ and sub-clock bandwidth measured on the 30 identical desktops, we further conduct a simulation to test the capacity of a memory ‘channel’, i.e., the maximum number of identical devices that can coexist on the same memory frequency without mixing memory EMRs. In each run of the simulation, we randomly add desktops to the memory channel until the produced memory EMRs become inseparable. After 10000 runs, we find that the average capacity is 7. We note that the capacity should be significantly higher if coexisting devices are different. In particular, for a pair of different devices, even if some of their sub-clock components are overlapping, others are likely separated because of different $f_m$.

**Fusing sub-clocks.** We then discuss how to fuse sub-clocks to boost the SNR of memory EMR. A key design requirement is to achieve computational efficiency, because the signal processing targets at high-resolution frequency spectra obtained by large FFT windows.

To this end, we propose a novel use of folding – a fast algorithm originally used by large radio telescopes to amplify periodic astronomical signals [23, 31, 39]. EarFisher utilizes folding to search for sub-clock components distributed over frequency. Suppose $P$ represents the series of $N$ points of the spectrum and $P[i] (i \in [1,N])$ is the amplitude of the $i$th point. The objective of folding is to search for a signal with a period of $T$. The spectrum is first divided into small windows of $T$ points and then added in a window-wise fashion as,

$$F[i] = \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} P[i + j * T].$$

When folding up the spectrum using a window size of $f_m$, the energies of sub-clock components will be fused while the sum of noise is likely smaller due to their non-periodicity. The position of folding peak, i.e., the $i$ that maximizes $\|F[i]\|$, is dependent on the offset between receiving frequency and the memory clock’s $f_0$. Because the $f_m$ of memory clock is unknown, EarFisher performs folding at each possible $f_m$ to search for memory EMRs. Fig. 7a shows an example of a noisy spectrum containing the memory EMRs of two laptops, whose $f_m$ is 31.815 KHz and 32.114 KHz, respectively. Fig. 7b plots the folded spectra where the peaks corresponding to the fused energies of sub-clocks can be clearly identified. In comparison, as shown in Fig. 7c and Fig. 7d, the performance of auto-correlation and FFT – two widely used signal pro-
cessing algorithm of periodic signal detection – is worse than folding despite their higher computational overhead. Specifically, FFT fails to identify memory EMRs due to its poor resolution. Auto-correlation identified one of the laptops but is significantly more susceptible to noise than folding.

**Separating memory EMRs.** EarFisher exploits the diversity of memory clock fingerprints to separate and track memory EMRs. To this end, EarFisher performs two steps of processing iteratively. First, it folds up the spectrum at all possible \( f_m \), and then identifies the highest folding peak caused by the device that has the strongest memory EMR. Name this device as Alice. Second, EarFisher outputs the highest folding peak, which reflects the fused amplitude of Alice’s memory EMR, and then removes the sub-clock components of Alice from the spectrum. The goal is to eliminate possible peaks yielded by Alice in subsequent rounds of folding, which may prevent EarFisher from identifying the folding peaks of other devices. Note that each sub-clock component may include multiple spectral points depending on its bandwidth. EarFisher identifies sub-clock bandwidth using standard edge detection algorithm [19], and then removes all points included in the peak. The above procedure is repeated until the highest folding peak falls below a predefined threshold.

In practice, the spectrum may contain other signals produced by wireless communication. EarFisher classifies memory EMR and wireless communication based on two simple rules. First, the highest folding peak should trace-back to at least two peaks separated by the folding period in the spectrum. Second, the bandwidth of each trace-backed peak should not exceed 300 Hz – an empirical upper bound on sub-clock bandwidth obtained through extensive measurements. In comparison, the signal bandwidth of wireless communication is typically orders-of-magnitude higher in order to achieve a meaningful data rate.

**Tracking memory EMRs.** EarFisher tracks memory EMRs of different devices by using \((f_0, f_m)\) as a device identity. In practice, \((f_0, f_m)\) may experience small variance over time. To address this issue, EarFisher clusters folding peaks obtained at different time instants based on the euclidean distance of \((f_0, f_m)\), where each cluster corresponds to one device. It then assigns a unique ID to each device and tracks the variation of \(f_0\) and \(f_m\) using standard phase-locked loops.

### 6.2 Stimulator

The stimulator of EarFisher consists of two cooperative devices, which exchange packets to generate stimulus traffic. To detect eavesdroppers in a specific wireless network, the bait packets should be transmitted on the same frequency channel. In case the network to protect is operated on multiple channels, the stimulator can hop across channels to inject baits. In the following, we focus on the design of a Wi-Fi stimulator. The principle of the presented design is broadly applicable to other types of wireless networks.

**Figure 9: Eavesdropper’s response to the stimuli of web page downloads.**

**Engineering stimulus traffic.** EarFisher disguises the network of Wi-Fi stimulator as a WLAN where one device hosts a virtual access point and the other is attached as a client. To stimulate a Wi-Fi eavesdropper without incurring its alert, the client launches a sequence of webpage downloads at random time instants, where each download generates a short stimulus consisting of several MBs of data depending on the size of webpage. Fig. 9 shows an eavesdropper’s response to stimuli when it is sniffing on the downloads of the homepage of NSDI as well as 6 popular pages top-ranked in Alexa [2]. We observe that YouTube triggered the strongest response due to its large page size, suggesting that the stimulator should leverage media-rich pages for stimuli.

In practice, round-trip delays occurred at upper-layers prevent the stimulator from achieving a high throughput, thereby degrading the intensity of stimulus. For example, as can be seen in Fig. 9, the downloading traffic of Facebook page was divided into two parts due to large upper-layer delay, which significantly weakens the eavesdropper’s response despite the large size of Facebook page. To address this issue, EarFisher first records the real traffic of webpage downloads, and then replays the traffic in the local network of stimulator.

**Media access control.** To further improve the effectiveness of stimulus, EarFisher leverages the following MAC-layer schemes. First, EarFisher utilizes the frame aggregation feature of 802.11 to bundle multiple bait packets in a single transmission, which effectively increases the throughput of stimulus traffic. Second, before transmitting bait packets, EarFisher uses RTS and CTS to mute normal network traffic. The goal is to reduce the chance of false alarm, which may happen if legitimate network nodes transmit or receive and thereby produce memory EMRs during stimulus period. One of our future work is to further control the timing of stimuli to minimize the interference with normal network traffic. This can be achieved by predicting the variation of normal network traffic using theoretical models [28] and then sending stimulus traffic only when the wireless channel is under-utilized.

---

3 According to httparchive [4], the average webpage size has increased from 1.6 MB in 2014 to 4 MB in 2019.
6.3 Detector

At a high-level, the detector of EarFisher separates and tracks memory EMRs using the sensing primitive proposed in section 6.1, and then inspects each memory EMR to infer the response to traffic stimuli. Note that whenever transmitting bait packets, the stimulator will also emit memory EMR, which is difficult to distinguish from the response of an eavesdropper.

To address this issue, a straightforward method is to count bait receivers and check if the number is larger than expected. In the design of EarFisher, we employ a simple alternative to walkaround receiver counting. Specifically, EarFisher employs two stimulators of different memory frequencies. In this case, because the eavesdropper’s memory frequency must differ from that of at least one stimulator, the detector can quickly identify eavesdropper’s memory EMRs based simply on emission frequency.

**Profiling memory EMRs.** To detect the presence of eavesdroppers, EarFisher compares the amplitudes of memory EMRs measured in the presence and absence of stimulus traffic, named as *stimulus set* and *baseline set*, respectively.

To profile the stimulus set, EarFisher first captures signals around the transmission time of bait packets, and then puts captured signals in a large FFT window. Once the window is completely filled, EarFisher runs the algorithm proposed in section 6.1 to identify memory EMRs. Suppose \( n \) memory EMRs are observed at \( I = (f_0, f_n) \), \( i \in (1, n) \). For each \( I \), EarFisher establishes a stimulus set to record the amplitude of memory EMR, and then populates the set when new FFT windows are available.

Note that a surge of memory EMR under traffic stimuli could be a coincidence caused by system memory workload. To profile the probability of such coincidence, EarFisher keeps tracking the amplitude of memory EMR for each \( I \) to build the baseline set. To prevent memory EMRs caused by network activity from polluting the baseline set, EarFisher purges signals captured in the presence of ongoing network traffic, and then stitches remaining signals into FFT windows.

**Statistical hypothesis testing.** EarFisher then compares the stimulus and baseline set using a statistical hypothesis test called \( t \)-test, which is widely used to decide whether a drug has had a significant effect on the studied population. A \( t \)-test takes the means, variances, and the number of samples of the two compared sets, and then computes a \( t \)-value as follows,

\[
t = \frac{\mu_{\text{stimulus}} - \mu_{\text{reference}}}{\sqrt{\frac{\sigma_{\text{stimulus}}}{n_{\text{stimulus}}} + \frac{\sigma_{\text{reference}}}{n_{\text{reference}}}}}
\]

where \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) are the mean and variance of a set, respectively; \( n \) is the number of samples, which determines the degrees of freedom of the test.

Once the \( t \)-value and degrees of freedom are determined, a \( p \)-value can be calculated. A large positive \( p \)-value is an evidence that \( \mu_{\text{stimulus}} \) is significantly larger than \( \mu_{\text{ref}} \). EarFisher then compares the \( p \)-value with a chosen level of statistical significance, denoted as \( \alpha \). Basically, a high \( \alpha \) assures low false alarm rate but may raise miss detection. EarFisher exposes the configuration of \( \alpha \), which allows users to tune the balance between detection rate and false alarm.

6.4 Detecting Countermeasure

To counteract the detection of EarFisher, eavesdroppers knowing the design and presence of EarFisher may actively write memory to emit strong EMR, which will pollute the baseline set profiled by EarFisher, thus defeating the statistical test given in Eqn. 3. In the following, we propose a simple method to detect this countermeasure.

**The dilemma of eavesdropper.** Our insight is that, when actively writing memory, the eavesdropper faces a fundamental dilemma where intermittent writing leaves significant chance of exposing the response to stimuli, while consistent writing presents an abnormal pattern of memory EMR that can be distinguished from normal system memory workloads.

Specifically, to mask the response to traffic stimuli, the eavesdropper must erase the difference between the reference and stimulus set. However, because the stimulus set is built by stitching signals received under traffic stimuli, it captures the eavesdropper’s memory EMR in a status of virtually constant writing of memory. In order to defeat the statistical test, the eavesdropper must write memory at a comparable intensity to corrupt the baseline set.

On the other hand, due to the presence of hierarchical cache, a normal system rarely writes memory consistently. In particular, unlike wireless NICs that write received packets directly into memory, legitimate programs only read/write memory under cache miss, while modern Intel and AMD CPUs can maintain cache hit rate above 90%. Moreover, due to the high bus bandwidth of modern memory (ranging from a couple of GB/s of DDR to tens of GB/s of DDR4), the data transfer caused by normal memory workload typically completes in very short time, producing only intermittent bursts of memory EMRs. As an example, Fig. 10 shows the time-varying amplitude of memory EMR measured on a laptop running Ubuntu 18.04 and Windows 10 with no other programs. We observe that the operating systems alone yield noticeable variance of memory EMR. In contrast, consistent writing of memory can easily erase the variance, presenting a distinguishable pattern.

**Exploiting the dilemma.** To detect eavesdroppers who deliberately write memory to mask response to traffic stimuli, EarFisher complements the detector proposed in section 6.3 with an auxiliary detector to inspect abnormal EMR pattern caused by deliberate writing.

The auxiliary detector uses the variance of normalized memory EMR amplitude as a feature to investigate if the baseline set has been polluted by deliberate writing. However, because measuring memory EMR requires a large FFT window to suppress noise, obtaining a fine-grained estimation of EMR...
variance may incur a long delay. EarFisher circumvents this issue by oversampling the baseline set. Specifically, EarFisher divides each FFT window in the baseline set into small blocks of signals, and then randomly picks blocks from different FFT windows to create new EMR samples. EarFisher then calculates the variance of created EMR samples, and repeats this for multiple rounds to profile a fine-grained distribution of EMR variance using a small number of FFT windows.

Once the distribution of EMR variance has been profiled, EarFisher performs $t$-test again to check if the mean of the distribution is smaller than an empirical threshold. To determine the threshold, we conduct extensive measurements on devices of different configurations. Our measurements lead to several findings. First, the variance is smaller on devices of larger cache and faster memory. Second, the variance is minimum when a device is running no program except the operating system. Third, Windows typically demonstrates smaller variance than other operating systems. In our measurements conducted on 39 devices, the minimum and maximum variance are 0.32 and 0.35, which are measured on a Dell Inspiron equipped with an 8 MB cache and DDR4-2133 running Windows 10, and a Thinkpad equipped with a 4 MB cache and DDR3-1600 running Ubuntu 18.04, respectively. Notice that the measured EMR variance may vary under different SNRs, we further profile the minimum EMR variance on Inspiron running Windows under different attenuation conditions. Before taking statistical test, EarFisher chooses a threshold based on the measured SNR of memory EMR. To avoid false alarm and account for devices of higher configurations, the current design of the auxiliary detector adopts a conservative threshold that is 10% lower than the empirically profiled minimum variance. Further refining the threshold for higher-end cache and memory configurations is left to our future work.

7 Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of EarFisher in an 802.11n network. The current prototype of EarFisher employs BladeRF [3] to sense memory EMRs. To generate stimulus traffic, EarFisher replays the recorded traffic of YouTube page download at about 10 MB/s in its local stimulator network. Based on empirical measurements shown in Fig. 2, the FFT window size of memory EMR sensor is set to 1s, as larger windows increase detection latency but yield limited SNR gain. When performing statistical test to detect eavesdroppers, the stimulus and baseline set are profiled based on 1s and 3s of memory EMR signals, respectively. To improve the granularity of profiling, the baseline set is oversampled to create 10 FFT windows using the method described in section 6.4.

In the following, we first evaluate the accuracy of EarFisher in detecting eavesdropper and countermeasure, and then study its performance in a real deployment scenario where three EarFisher nodes are deployed to monitor an indoor environment of about 1600 ft$^2$.

7.1 Eavesdropper Detection

We conduct experiments on two commodity laptops, including a Thinkpad with DDR3-1600 and a Dell Inspiron with DDR4-2133. To evaluate the detection performance of EarFisher, we let the laptops act as eavesdropper (EV) and legitimate receiver (LR), and then compare the $p$-values computed by EarFisher. It is important to note that the $p$-values of EV and LR are NOT equivalent to the probability of detection and false alarm. Instead, the final detection result depends on the choose of $p$-value threshold, which EarFisher exposes to the user for configurable trade-off between detection rate and false alarm. In the following, we study the impacts of four key factors on EarFisher’s detection performance, including the attenuation of memory EMR, system memory workloads, normal network traffic, and the interfering EMRs emitted by coexisting devices that have the same memory frequency.

Attenuation. We first study the impact of EMR attenuation on EarFisher’s detection performance. We note that accurately controlling EMR attenuation is difficult because we cannot connect an attenuator to the ‘antenna’ of the EMR emitter, i.e., the memory bus. To walk-around this issue, we first record the memory EMR of eavesdropper in close proximity, and then emulate a certain level of attenuation by mixing the recorded signal with an equivalent amount of white noise. In this experiment, the eavesdropper runs no software except OS, which allows us to exclude the interference of system memory workloads and study the optimal detection performance of EarFisher as a function of EMR attenuation.

As shown in Fig. 11, we observe that the $p$-values of DDR3 and DDR4 eavesdroppers are consistently higher than 0.9 before the amount of attenuation exceeds 29 dB and 21 dB, which typically translate to a line-of-sight path loss of about
Coexisting devices. We next evaluate EarFisher in a crowded environment where devices having the same memory frequency introduce interfering memory EMRs. We place the DDR3 eavesdropper in a library computer room that has 40 identical desktops, all having the same memory frequency as the eavesdropper. We then turn on desktops one by one and study the impact on EarFisher’s performance.
We next evaluate EarFisher’s performance of detecting eavesdroppers that deliberately write memory to mask response to stimuli. We explore the parameter space of eavesdropper’s countermeasure by tuning the ratio of deliberate writing, which results in different memory busy ratios. We then study the impacts on the p-values calculated by EarFisher’s eavesdropper and countermeasure detector, denoted as EV and CM in Fig. 15, respectively. In this experiment, the eavesdropper is placed at 12 m away from EarFisher, which causes a path loss of about 15 dB.

As shown in Fig. 15, we observe that, as memory busy ratio increases, the p-value of eavesdropper detector decreases because the baseline set becomes increasingly polluted. In contrast, the p-value of countermeasure increases because the baseline set demonstrates increasing abnormality. For example, as the p-value for the DDR4 eavesdropper begins to drop when memory busy ratio increases to above 0.75, the p-value of countermeasure detector has reached 1.0. The results validate that the eavesdropper cannot defeat EarFisher’s eavesdropper and countermeasure detectors at the same time.

7.3 A Deployment Case

In the following, we evaluate EarFisher on a testbed where three EarFisher nodes are deployed at different locations (i.e., S1-S3) in an indoor environment of 1600 ft², as shown in Fig. 16. We place the eavesdroppers at 9 locations in different rooms. We then randomly choose a node at another deployment location to stream a live video. The eavesdropper runs Wireshark and sniffs on the streamed video. All doors are closed during experiment. We study the precision and recall of EarFisher when the p-value threshold is set to 0.6 and 0.75, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 17, when the p-value threshold is set to 0.75, 8 of 9 DDR3 and 7 of 9 DDR4 eavesdroppers can be detected by at least one of the three EarFisher nodes with a recall higher than 90% while incurring no false alarms. In particular, eavesdroppers at location B and C can be accurately detected by EarFisher deployed at S3 and S2, despite the block of doors and walls. When the p-value threshold is relaxed to 0.6, the recall for the DDR4 eavesdropper at location F increases from 0% to 83%. However, this is at the cost of slightly reducing the precision from 100% to 94% and 97% at location A and B, respectively. We find that location G demonstrates as a blind spot due to severe EMR attenuation. We note that the performance of EarFisher can be further improved by leveraging advanced radio equipment such as high-gain LNA, better planing the deployment of EarFisher, or deploying more EarFisher nodes.

8 Discussion

In this section, we discuss important issues related to the design of EarFisher, including response mitigation-based countermeasures and EarFisher’s limitations.

8.1 Response Mitigation

As discussed in section 6.3, EarFisher detects eavesdroppers by comparing the baseline and stimulus set to identify eavesdroppers’ responses to stimuli. Accordingly, eavesdroppers can counter EarFisher by either polluting the baseline or mitigating the evidence of response in the stimulus set. In section 6.4 and section 7.2, we have shown how EarFisher effectively detects the first countermeasure. In the following, we discuss and analyze the second.

Eavesdropping on specified receivers. By modifying the firmware of wireless NIC, eavesdroppers can be configured to only sniff on packets transmitted to a specified receiver. EarFisher can detect such attacks by counting the receivers of packets sent to a specific address. This is feasible as long as the memory EMRs of the eavesdropper and the legitimate receiver can be separated in frequency spectrum, which is at a high probability as measured and discussed in section 6.1.
### 8.2 Limitations

**Excessive verdicts.** By EarFisher’s detection methodology, any device that digests others’ packets in CPU-memory system will be convicted of eavesdropping. Unfortunately, it is difficult, if not impossible, to differentiate benign or malicious use of other’s packets. As a result, all software radios will be identified as eavesdroppers as long as they transfer baseband signals to a host or process signals on board, both will emit strong memory EMRs. This is harsh but reasonable, because software radios process other devices’ signal (albeit such processing may be only at the PHY layer) in an intrusted context with rich storage and computational resources capable of security- and privacy-intrusive tasks.

Besides software radios, recent wireless sensing and communication primitives such as backscatter [20] and localization [6, 38], may require Wi-Fi NICs to operate in monitor mode. To authenticate these applications, a possible method is to register legal eavesdropping devices a priori, and then let EarFisher count the number of eavesdroppers to determine the presence of illegitimate ones.

**Low rate wireless networks.** Experiment results shown in Fig. 4 suggest that a traffic stimulus of as slow as 2 MB/s suffice to trigger the eavesdropper’s response. Unfortunately, this is still beyond the maximum data rate of many low-power wireless networks such as ZigBee. However, we expect that EarFisher will achieve better detection performance in the coming generation of high-rate wireless networks such as IEEE 802.11ax, which features GB/s level data rate, thus allowing for traffic stimuli of much higher intensities.

**Blind spots.** Eavesdroppers knowing the deployment of EarFisher may exploit locations subject to severe EM attenuation, such as room G shown in Fig. 16. Another example is to deploy eavesdroppers as *hidden terminals*, where the eavesdropper can hear the packets of a transmitter-of-interest, but is at a location relatively distant to EarFisher, such that the memory EMR cannot be accurately sensed. Such blind spots of detection can be mitigated by extending the coverage of EarFisher. Possible methods include but not limited to using high-gain LNA, leveraging advanced signal processing such as blind beamforming [12], or deploying more EarFisher nodes to monitor the area-of-interest.

### 9 Conclusion

This paper presents EarFisher – a system that detects wireless eavesdroppers by stimulating and sensing memory EMRs. Experiment results show that EarFisher accurately detects eavesdroppers despite poor signal conditions and the interference of normal network traffic, system memory workloads, and the interfering EMRs emitted by coexisting devices. We believe EarFisher provides an important block for building secure wireless networks. Incorporating EarFisher in wireless security protocols, such as to verify the confidentiality of key establishment, remains an important problem for future work.
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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed the rapid deployments of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) for industrial automation, military operations, smart energy, etc. Although WMNs work satisfactorily most of the time thanks to years of research, they are often difficult to configure as configuring a WMN is a complex process, which involves theoretical computation, simulation, and field testing, among other tasks. Simulating a WMN provides distinct advantages over experimenting on a physical network when it comes to identifying a good network configuration. Unfortunately, our study shows that the models for network configuration prediction learned from simulations cannot always help physical networks meet performance requirements because of the simulation-to-reality gap. In this paper, we employ deep learning based domain adaptation to close the gap and leverage a teacher-student neural network to transfer the network configuration knowledge learned from a simulated network to its corresponding physical network. Experimental results show that our method effectively closes the gap and increases the accuracy of predicting a good network configuration that allows the network to meet performance requirements from 30.10% to 70.24% by learning robust machine learning models from a large amount of inexpensive simulation data and a few costly field testing measurements.

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the rapid deployments of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) for industrial automation [38, 95], military operations [57], smart energy [80], etc. For instance, IEEE 802.15.4-based industrial WMNs, also known as wireless sensor-actuator networks (WSANs), are gaining rapid adoption in process industries over the past decade due to their advantage in lowering operating costs [51]. Battery-powered wireless modules easily and inexpensively retrofit existing sensors and actuators in industrial facilities without the need to run cables for communication and power. Industrial standard organizations such as HART [31], ISA [38], IEC [37], and ZigBee [104] are actively pushing the real-world implementations of WSANs for industrial automation. For example, more than 54,835 WSANs that implement the WirelessHART standard [95] have been deployed globally by Emerson Process Management to monitor and control industrial processes [24].

Although WMNs work satisfactorily most of the time thanks to years of research, they are often difficult to configure as configuring a WMN is a complex process, involving theoretical computation, simulation, and field testing, among other tasks. Simulating a WMN provides distinct advantages over experimenting on a physical network when it comes to identifying a good network configuration: a simulation can be set up in less time, introduce less overhead, and allow for different configurations to be tested under exactly the same conditions. Significant efforts have been made to investigate the characteristics of wireless communication in the literature. For instance, there has been a vast array of research that empirically studied the low-power wireless links with different platforms, under varying experimental conditions, assumptions, and scenarios [6]. Decades of research have gathered precious knowledge and produced a set of mathematical models that capture the characteristics of wireless links, interference, etc, and enable the development of wireless simulators, such as TOSSIM [44, 84], Cooja [17, 65], OMNeT++ [63, 89], and NS-3 [61].

However, it is still very challenging to date to set up a simulation that captures extensive uncertainties, variations, and dynamics in real-world WMN deployments. Our study shows that the models for network configuration prediction learned from simulations cannot always help physical networks meet performance requirements because of the simulation-to-reality gap; therefore the advantages of using simulations to reduce experimental overhead, improve flexibility, and enhance repeatability come at the expense of questionable credibility of the results. On the other hand, data collection from many WMN deployments, which include the ones in industrial facilities, is costly; therefore it is difficult to obtain sufficient information to train a good model or iden-
tify an optimal policy for network configurations by relying solely on field testing.

In this paper, we formulate the network configuration prediction into a machine learning problem, use the configurations of a WirelessHART network [95] as an example to illustrate the simulation-to-reality gap, and then employ deep learning based domain adaptation to close the gap. Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We present the simulation-to-reality gap in network configurations and show that the models for network configuration prediction learned from simulations cannot always help physical networks meet performance requirements;

- We develop a teacher-student neural network that learns robust machine learning models for network configuration prediction from a large amount of inexpensive simulation data and a few costly physical measurements; to our knowledge, our work represents the first systematic study of the effectiveness of domain adaptation in closing the simulation-to-reality gap in network configurations;

- We implement our method, evaluate it using four simulators and a physical testbed, and repeat our evaluation with different network topologies under various wireless conditions. Experimental results show that our method can significantly improve the prediction accuracy and help physical networks meet performance requirements.

The remainder of our paper is organized as the following sections. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 introduces the background of WirelessHART networks. Section 4 presents our problem formulation, our feature selection study, the simulation-to-reality gap, and our method that closes the gap. Section 5 shows the design of our teacher-student neural network. Section 6 evaluates our method. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

The current practices in network configurations rely largely on experience and rules of thumb that involve a coarse-grained analysis of network loads or dynamics during a few field trials. For example, the WirelessHART standard specifies the use of all available channels after a human operator manually blacklists noisy ones [95], and Emerson Process Management [22] recommends using a constant value (60% in general or 70% for control and high speed monitoring) as the packet reception ratio (PRR) threshold to select links for routing [23]. Unfortunately, recent studies show that such specifications are problematic, because using more channels or a fixed PRR threshold is not always desirable in WirelessHART networks [30, 75, 76]. In the literature, significant research efforts have been made to model the characteristics of wireless networks and optimize network configurations through mathematical techniques such as convex optimization [52], game theory [2], and meta heuristics [73]. For instance, the characteristics of low-power wireless links have been studied empirically with different platforms, under varying experimental conditions, assumptions, and scenarios [6]. Runtime adaptation methods have been developed to improve the performance of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) by adapting a few parameters in the physical and media access control (MAC) layers [20, 25, 70, 90, 105]. Those methods are not directly applicable to configure a network with many interplaying parameters.

As wireless deployments become increasingly hierarchical, heterogeneous, and complex, a breadth of recent research has reported that resorting to advanced machine learning techniques for wireless networking presents significant performance improvements compared to traditional methods. Deep learning has been used to handle a large number of network parameters and automatically uncover correlations that would otherwise have been too complex to extract by human experts [5, 14, 42, 54, 97, 101] and reinforcement learning has been employed to enable network self-configurations [18, 32, 36, 45, 47, 53, 56, 59, 60, 67, 72, 74, 91, 93, 96, 98–100, 103]. The key behind the remarkable success of those data-driven methods is the capability of optimizing a huge number of free parameters [33, 35] to capture extensive uncertainties, variations, and dynamics in real-world wireless deployments, which not only yield complex features, such as communication signal characteristics, channel quality, queuing state of each device, and path congestion situation, but also have many control targets, such as resource allocation, queue management, and congestion control.

However, data collection from many wireless deployments that are not easily accessible (e.g., the ones in industrial facilities) is costly; therefore it is difficult to obtain sufficient information to train a good model or identify an optimal policy for network configurations. In such scenarios, the benefits of employing learning-based methods that require much data are outweighed by the costs. Industry has consequently shown a marked reluctance to adopt them.

To address this limitation, there has been increasing interest in using simulations to identify good network configurations [7, 40, 46, 49, 75, 76, 79, 82]. Unfortunately, our study shows that a straightforward deployment of a model learned from simulations results in poor performance in a physical network due to the simulation-to-reality gap.

Domain adaptation aims to learn from one or multiple source domains and produce a model that performs well on a related target domain; the assumption is that the source and
target domains are associated with the same label space. It has been successfully used in computer vision [69,92], natural language processing [66], and building occupancy estimation [3,102]. Studies have shown that domain adaptation can mitigate the harmful effects of domain discrepancy by optimizing the representation to minimize some measures of domain shift, such as maximum mean discrepancy [13] or correlation distances [27]. Compared to fine-tuning the deep learning model, which is pre-trained using simulation data, employing domain adaptation is expected to close the gap between the simulated network (source) domain and the physical network (target) domain with fewer costly physical measurements. Recent work has focused on transferring deep neural network (DNN) representations from a labeled source dataset to a target domain where labeled data is sparse or non-existent. The main strategy is to guide feature learning via minimizing the difference between the source and target feature distributions. The maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) has been successfully used for domain adaptation, which computes the norm of the difference between two domain means [29,86]. Several methods employed an adversarial loss to minimize domain shift and learned a representation that is simultaneously discriminative of source labels while not being able to distinguish between domains [19,26]. Despite the extensive literature on domain adaptation, little work has been done to investigate whether it can be applied to close simulation-to-reality gap in network configurations.

3 Background of WirelessHART Networks

To meet the stringent reliability and real-time requirements of industrial applications, WirelessHART networks [95] made a set of specific design choices that distinguish themselves from traditional WSNs designed for best effort services [51]. A WirelessHART network is managed by the centralized network manager, a software module, which is responsible for managing the entire network that includes generating routes, scheduling all transmissions, and selecting network parameters. Network devices include a set of field devices (sensors and actuators) and multiple access points. Each network device is equipped with a half-duplex omnidirectional radio transceiver compliant with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [1].

WirelessHART networks adopt the time-slotted channel hopping (TSCH) technique [85], which combines time-slotted medium access, channel hopping, and multi-channel communication to provide time-deterministic packet deliveries. Under TSCH, time is divided into 10\(\mu\)s time slots, each of which can be used to transmit a packet and receive an acknowledgment between a pair of devices. The network uses up to 16 channels in the 2.4 GHz ISM band and performs channel hopping in every time slot to combat narrow band interference. WirelessHART networks support two types of routing: source routing and graph routing. Source routing provides a single directed path from each data source to its destination. Graph routing is designed to enhance network reliability by providing redundant routes between field devices and access points. A packet may be transmitted through the backup routes if the links on the primary path fail to deliver it.

4 Methodology

In this section, we first describe our experimental setup and data collection method. Then we formulate the network configuration prediction as a machine learning problem and present our feature selection study and the simulation-to-reality gap. Finally, we introduce our deep learning based domain adaptation method, which closes the gap.

4.1 Experimental Setup and Data Collection

We adopt the open-source implementation of WirelessHART networks provided by Li et al. [94] and configure six data flows on our testbed, which consists of 50 TelosB motes [81]. Figure 1 shows the device deployment on our testbed and Table 1 lists the source node (sensor), the destination node (actuator), the data generation interval (period), and the priority of each data flow. We employ the rate monotonic scheduling [48], an optimal fixed-priority policy, to generate the transmission schedule, set the data delivery deadline of each data flow to its period, and configure the devices with ID 111 and 138 to serve as two access points.

We consider three configurable network parameters, which include (i) the PRR threshold for link selection \(R\), (ii) the number of channels used in the network \(C\), and (iii) the number of transmission attempts scheduled for each packet \(A\), and three network performance metrics, which include (1) the end-to-end latency \(L\), (2) the battery lifetime \(B\), and (3) the end-to-end reliability \(E\). We consider

\[ R \in \{0.7, 0.71, 0.72, \ldots, 0.90\} \], \[ C \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8\} \], and

\[ A \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8\} \].

\footnote{Emerson Process Management [22] recommends using a constant value of 10 to 149.}
Table 1: Data flows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Period (ms)</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$A \in \{1, 2, 3\}$ as the possible parameter values, and combine them to create 744 ($31 \times 8 \times 3$) network configurations. Please note that some network configurations make the network manager generate the same routes and transmission schedule. After removing all redundancy (the configurations leading to the same routes and transmission schedule), there are 88 distinct network configurations left under our experimental setup.

After deploying the data flows on the testbed, we implement the same network in the simulator\(^2\), feed the PRR and noise traces, the routes, and the transmission schedule collected from the physical network into the simulator, and then run simulations to evaluate network performance under each network configuration. Specifically, the simulator generates simulated $L$, $B$, and $E$ values under each network configuration $(R, C, A)$. The network performance $(L, B, and E)$ is computed in every 50s. 75 network performance traces are collected under each network configuration. In total, we collect 6,600 (88 * 75) data traces from simulations. Then, we run experiments on our testbed and measure the network performance under each network configuration. Similarly, we collect 6,600 data traces from our testbed. The data gathered from the simulated network and the physical network is denoted as $D^{p}$ and $D^{n}$, respectively.

4.2 Network Configuration Prediction

The primary task in network configurations is to select the configuration (the selections of parameters $R$, $C$, and $A$), which allows the network to meet the performance requirements ($L$, $B$, and $E$) specified by the application. The parameter selection should be as accurate as possible with minimal data collection overhead. We formulate the network configuration prediction task as a machine learning problem. Let $x = \text{concatenation}(L, B, E)$ denote the given network performance requirements and $y = \text{concatenation}(R, C, A)$ denote the configuration, which allows the network to meet performance requirements. The goal is to learn a nonlinear map-

\footnote{\(0.6\) in general or \(0.7\) for control and high speed monitoring) for \(R\) [23]. We did not consider \(R\) lower than \(0.7\) because of the consistent low reliability we observed.}

\footnote{\text{*}We repeat our experiments using four simulators: TOSSIM, Cooja, OMNeT++ and NS-3.}

Figure 2: Importance factors of different features when using tree-based feature selection method. Under the tree-based method, the features that are selected at the top of the trees are in general more important than the features that are selected at the end nodes of the trees, as generally, the top splits lead to bigger information gains. We use the normalized importance factor generated by the tree-based method as a metric for feature selection.

\text{ping } f_{\theta}(x) : x \rightarrow y. \text{ Based on the specific application, the user can set the performance requirements (x). The input features in x are selected by the feature selection study in Section 4.3.}

We use $\theta$ to denote the model parameters that are learned from data in a data-driven manner. Given the fact that the network configuration values (y) can be discretized without losing the generality, we further restrict $f_{\theta}$ as a discriminative model to solve a classification problem: an application can set its performance requirements (x), and the classifier ($f_{\theta}$) will predict the network configuration (y) to satisfy the application requirements. This data-driven learning-based model can take advantage of a large amount of data to consistently improve its performance. Experimental results (See Section 6.2) show that it significantly outperforms traditional optimization-based methods such as Response Surface Methodology (RSM) [9] and Kriging surrogate modeling approach [78]. The latter usually suffers the issues that include limited predictive power and being vulnerable to uneven data distribution [15].

4.3 Feature Selection

In addition to the features ($L$, $B$, and $E$) that represent performance requirements, we consider nine other features, which include the received signal strength $RSS$ [8], the link quality indicator $LQI$ [6], the background noise $G$ [6], the packet delay variation $O$, the power consumption variation $K$, the network reliability variation $M$, the received signal strength variation $V$, the link quality indicator variation $Q$, and the background noise variation $N$. Using all features that are relevant to the network configuration prediction problem may not necessarily achieve the best performance but rather increases computational cost and data collection overhead. We perform a study that employs three classic feature selection methods (the tree-based method [50], the univariate feature selection method [39], and the recursive feature elimination
Figure 3: Modeling accuracy when model is trained and tested on different data sets ($D^p$: the simulation data produced by OMNeT++ and $D^s$: the physical data). The difference between the grey bar and the blue bar indicates the simulation-to-reality gap.

4.4 Simulation-to-reality Gap

Our goal is to learn a classifier to predict network configurations on the physical data. However, it is a nontrivial task to learn the model from either the physical data ($D^p$) or the simulation data ($D^s$). Instead, we propose to use both $D^p$ and $D^s$ to learn the model as explained in the next section. **Using only physical data ($D^p$):** This would result in significant time and energy consumption due to the costly data collection process. We first leverage the physical data ($D^p$) collected from the physical network to train machine learning models and explore its feasibility for our network configuration prediction problem. We employ two machine learning models, DNN and support vector machine (SVM), for classification. The input to the models is network performance requirements and the output is network configurations. We normalize the collected data ($D^p$) into the [0, 1] range and split it randomly for training and testing. The yellow bars in Figure 3 show the modeling accuracy when DNN and SVM models are used for the network configuration prediction, respectively. Both DNN and SVM models trained based on the physical data can provide high modeling accuracy when we test the models on the physical data (DNN: 79.83% and SVM: 52.90%), as the yellow bars show. This justifies the feasibility of our proposed machine learning method in Section 4.2 for the network configuration prediction and we may use the measurements collected from the physical network to

4.5 Close the Gap by Domain Adaptation

The observations presented in Section 4.4 motivate us to explore the feasibility of using a substantial amount of inexpen-
Table 2: Modeling accuracy (%), data collection time (s), and device energy consumption (J) when using the physical data (\(D^p\)) or the simulation data (\(D^s\)) produced by OMNeT++ for training. For comparison, our solution achieves 70.24% accuracy with only 440 data samples which are collected in 22,000s with 1,502.88J of energy (see Section 6.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Data Samples Used for Training</th>
<th>From a Physical Network (Train: (D^p), Test: (D^p))</th>
<th>From Simulations (Train: (D^s), Test: (D^p))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>Collection Time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>19.39</td>
<td>4.40 \times 10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>528</td>
<td>42.16</td>
<td>2.64 \times 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968</td>
<td>57.92</td>
<td>4.84 \times 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,024</td>
<td>67.68</td>
<td>1.01 \times 10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,080</td>
<td>78.82</td>
<td>1.54 \times 10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,960</td>
<td>79.83</td>
<td>1.98 \times 10^5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Our teacher-student neural network.
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In this section, we present our teacher-student neural network for domain adaptation. Our goal is to build a classifier that can maximize the target domain (physical network) accuracy by using a small amount of physical data (\(N^p\)) and adequate simulation data (\(N^s\)) where \(N^s \gg N^p\) due to the significant data collection overhead (See Section 4.4) on the physical network. The teacher and student use independent parameters and the teacher generates the soft labels [4, 34] to transfer its knowledge to the student. Figure 4 shows our teacher-student neural network. The first stream (teacher) operates on the simulation data and the second stream (student) operates on the physical data. Classification loss, distillation loss, and domain-consistent loss are used in the training process for the student.

5 Teacher-Student Neural Network

In this section, we present our teacher-student neural network for domain adaptation. Our goal is to build a classifier that can maximize the target domain (physical network) accuracy by using a small amount of physical data (\(N^p\)) and adequate simulation data (\(N^s\)) where \(N^s \gg N^p\) due to the significant data collection overhead (See Section 4.4) on the physical network. The teacher and student use independent parameters and the teacher generates the soft labels [4, 34] to transfer its knowledge to the student. Figure 4 shows our teacher-student neural network. The first stream (teacher) operates on the simulation data and the second stream (student) operates on the physical data. Classification loss, distillation loss, and domain-consistent loss are used in the training process for the student.

5.1 Teacher Neural Network

The teacher takes advantage of the large amount of simulation data for training and the training data (\(D^p\)) consists of a total number of \(N^s\) data tuples. We follow Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [71] to design the architecture of three layers: 120 and 84 neurons in the first two hidden layers, and 88 neurons in the output layer to represent the totally 88 distinct configuration categories. Rectified linear unit (ReLU) and softmax are employed to activate the hidden and output layers, respectively. The teacher’s parameters (\(\theta_1\)) are learned by minimizing the cross-entropy loss:

$$L(\theta_1) = - \mathbb{E}_{x \sim D^p} \log(f_0(x)), \quad (1)$$

where \(D^p\) denotes the training data generated from simulations, \(\theta_1\) denotes the teacher’s parameters, \(y\) denotes the one-hot label, and \(f_0(x)\) is the prediction made by the teacher. We use the Adam optimizer [41] with a learning rate of 0.01 to optimize the parameters of the teacher. A total number of 100 training epochs with a batch size of 128 have been used to train the neural network.

5.2 Student Neural Network

We train the student based on the \(N^p\) physical data with the help of the teacher. The student can be quickly learned using only a few shots of physical data (\(N^p \ll N^s\)). To achieve
this, we leverage the teacher to facilitate the training of the student where knowledge is transferred from the simulation domain to the physical domain. The student shares the same architecture with the teacher but uses independent parameters. ReLU and softmax are employed to activate the hidden and output layers, respectively. The student’s parameters \((\theta_s)\) are learned by minimizing the following loss:

\[
L(\theta_s) = L_{cls} + \alpha L_{dis} + \beta L_{mmd}
\]

where \(\alpha, \beta\) are weights. We empirically set \(\alpha = 1, \beta = 0.2\) which can provide good performance.

**Classification loss** \(L_{cls}\): This loss function allows the student to learn from the limited \((N_p)\) physical data through employing the cross-entropy loss:

\[
L_{cls} = -\mathbb{E}_{x \sim D_p} y \log(f_{\theta_s}(x)),
\]

where \(y\) is the one-hot label and \(f_{\theta_s}(x)\) is the prediction made by the student.

**Distillation loss** \(L_{dis}\): This loss function allows the teacher to transfer its knowledge to the student. The generalization ability of the student can be enhanced by the loss generated by the soft labels, which carry the information of probability distribution for each class [4, 34]. To compute \(L_{dis}\) with soft labels, we use the following formula:

\[
L_{dis} = -\mathbb{E}_{x \sim D_p} q \log(f_{\theta_s}(x)),
\]

where \(f_{\theta_s}(x)\) is the prediction made by the student and \(q\) is the tempered softmax probability generated by the teacher. \(q\) is computed by:

\[
q = \frac{\exp(z_i/T)}{\sum_j \exp(z_j/T)}
\]

where \(T\) is the temperature [34] and \(z_i\) is the pre-softmax output of the teacher. When \(T\) increases, the soft label \(q\) approaches a uniform distribution and the probability distribution generated by the softmax function becomes softer, which provides more information as to which class the teacher finds more similar to the predicted class, instead of giving a hard prediction that indicates which class is correct. We set \(T = 10\) to generate soft labels for the student.

**Domain-consistent loss** \(L_{mmd}\): This loss function is employed to achieve domain-consistent representations between the source and target domains. Matching the distributions in the original input feature space is not suitable because some features may have been distorted by the domain shift. The key idea of domain-consistent regularization is to align two domains, the target (physical data) and the source (simulation data), in a latent embedding space. Our method uses the MMD [21] to achieve this goal. MMD is a hypothesis test that tests whether two samples are from the same distribution by comparing the means of the features after mapping them to a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) [68]. We calculate the loss as:

\[
L_{mmd} = \| \mathbb{E}_{x \sim D_s} f_{\theta_1}(x) - \mathbb{E}_{x \sim D_p} f_{\theta_2}(x) \|_2
\]

where \(f_{\theta_1}(\cdot)\) and \(f_{\theta_2}(\cdot)\) denote the pre-softmax output of the teacher and the student, respectively. We use a learning rate of 0.01 with the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer to train the student. The momentum is set to 0.05 and the weight decay parameter is set to 0.003, which governs the regularization term of the student. A total number of 500 epochs have been trained on the student.

## 6 Evaluation

We perform a series of experiments to validate the efficiency of our method to identify good network configurations. We first evaluate the capability of our method to effectively improve the modeling accuracy and compare our method against seven baselines, which include five machine learning based methods: (i) Using the physical data for both training and testing (TPTP); (ii) Using the simulation data for training and the physical data for testing (TSTP) [75, 76]; (iii) Fine-tuning (FT) method [83]; (iv) CCSA: Unified deep supervised domain adaptation and generalization [58]; and (v) Domain adaptive neural network (DaNN) [28], and two non-machine learning methods: (vi) RSM method [9, 87] and (vii) Kriging method [11, 78]. Table 3 summarizes the training and testing data used by each method. All methods use \(L, B,\) and \(E\) as their input features. We then apply the network configurations selected by our method on our testbed and measure the network performance. We repeat our experiments with different network setups under various wireless conditions. Finally, we evaluate the effects of our method on closing the gap when employing different simulators and radio models.

### 6.1 Experimental Setup

As presented in Section 4.1, we configure six data flows on our testbed. On each data flow, sensor data is generated by
the source node and forwarded to the access points (uplink) and then a corresponding control command is sent to the destination node (downlink). We calculate the latency, energy consumption, and reliability every 50s. We employ the same DNN architecture for the teacher and the student in our method with independent weights (see Section 5). Each neural network has 120 and 84 neurons in the first two hidden layers, and 88 neurons in the output layer. The weight $\beta$ of MMD is 0.2 and the temperature $T$ is 10. The learning rate is 0.01 with the SGD optimizer for the student. CCSA uses the cross-entropy loss and the semantic alignment loss between the source and target domains with the Siamese architecture. DaNN uses the standard classification loss and the MMD regularization for classification and domain adaptation. FT first uses the simulation data to train the initial model and then fine-tunes the neural network parameters to fit the target domain using a small amount of physical data. FT uses the learning rate of 0.001 to tune the parameters of the last layer in the DNN with the physical data. RSM and Kriging methods use simulation data and different amount of physical data to build RSM and Kriging models and use them to predict network configurations. Specifically, RSM is a black-box modeling technique and uses polynomial functions to approximate the model functions between the inputs and the outputs [9], while Kriging leverages spatial interpolation that uses complex mathematical formulas to estimate values at unknown points based on the values, which are already sampled [78].

6.2 Performance of Our Method

We first evaluate the modeling accuracy of our method and compare its performance against seven baselines using the data traces presented in Section 4.1. 3,960 data samples from the simulation data are used for training under all methods except TPTP, which uses only the physical data for training. Figure 5 plots the modeling accuracy of all methods when different number of shots of physical data are added into the simulation data for training. As Figure 6 plots, collecting one shot of physical data (one data sample under each of 88 network configurations) takes 1.22 hours and consumes 310.61 J of energy. Please note that TSTP uses only the simulation data for training (see Table 3) and provides the lowest accuracy (30.10%) due to the simulation-to-reality gap. The results clearly show that the model trained with the simulation data does not work well on the physical data. RSM and Kriging also provide poor performance with the maximum accuracy of 35.06% and 46.87%, respectively. Our method achieves the best performance. With only one shot of physical data (88 data samples), our method provides an accuracy of 50.12%. With four more shots of physical data, our method hits 70.24% accuracy. Using a small amount of physical data to provide a good model represents an important feature of our method because the data collection from a physical network is very time and energy consuming. As a comparison, without using the simulation data, TPTP provides only an accuracy of 19.39% and 41.21% at one shot and five shots, respectively. This highlights the importance of learning knowledge from simulations and transferring it to a physical network for network configurations.

We also observe that the accuracy improves slowly from 70.24% to 78.25% when the number of shots increases from 5 to 15. However, collecting 10 more shots of physical data from a physical network takes a long time and consumes much energy. As Figure 6 plots, the collection of five shots of physical data takes 6.11 hours and consumes 1,502.88 J of energy, while collecting 15 shots take 18.33 hours and consumes 4,758.70 J of energy. The improvement on the modeling accuracy is largely shadowed by the significantly increased data collection overhead. Therefore, we use five shots in the rest of our evaluation. Figure 5 and 6 also show that only using physical data to train the model is inefficient. It takes 18.33 hours to collect enough data from a physical network, which allows TPTP to provide an accuracy of 60.95%. By comparing the accuracy provided by our method and TPTP, we can clearly see the effectiveness of our method on reducing the data collection time for training good mod-
Table 4: Six example network configurations selected by our method and TSTP. Figure 7 and 8 show the network performance after applying the configurations selected by our method and TSTP on our testbed, respectively. Our method can meet all performance requirements. The performance requirements that TSTP fails to meet are highlighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID #</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output (our method / TSTP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>Battery lifetime (days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Network performance when employing the network configurations selected by our method (listed in Table 4). Central mark in box indicates median; bottom and top of box represent the 25th percentile ($q_1$) and 75th percentile ($q_2$); red dots indicate outliers ($x > q_2 + 1.5 \times (q_2 - q_1)$ or $x < q_1 - 1.5 \times (q_2 - q_1)$); whiskers indicate the range that excludes outliers.

Our method consistently outperforms those two existing domain adaptation methods (DaNN and CCSA), which use the Siamese DNN model with different distance loss functions. For example, our method provides an accuracy of 70.24% when it uses five shots of physical data for training, while CCSA and DaNN provide 47.46% and 61.07% accuracy, respectively. The accuracy provided by FT increases from 32.73%, to 33.42%, and then to 56.40% when the number of shots increases from 1, to 2, and to 15 shots.

Our method can consistently outperform the baselines because it not only uses two different neural networks to learn two specific models for different but highly related domains with the soft labels but also employs the MMD regularization, while both DaNN and CCSA use the same weights between the source and target domains for domain adaptation. Moreover, the distillation loss $L_{dis}$ of our method provides a set of candidate network configurations for the student to choose and the student can quickly adapt to the target domain. The results also show that the domain-consistent loss, as a distribution measure, is effective for eliminating domain divergence between the source domain (simulated network) and the target domain (physical network). Our method also significantly outperforms FT. The low accuracy provided by FT shows that changing only the weight of the last layer in the DNN cannot produce a good adapted model.

We further validate the network configurations selected by our method on our testbed by examining the actual network performance. Specifically, we feed different network performance requirements to our method, employ the selected network configurations, and then measure the network performance. We repeat the experiments under each network configuration 108 times. Table 4 lists six example network configurations selected by our method and TSTP when facing different network performance requirements. Figure 7 plots the boxplots of latency, battery lifetime, and reliability when employing six network configurations selected by our method. As Figure 7 shows, our method always helps the network meet the network performance requirements posed by the application (listed in Table 4). For instance, the latency, battery lifetime, and reliability requirements are 170 ms, 210 days, and 98% in the first example (ID = 1). When employing the network configuration selected by our method (84% as PRR threshold, four channels, three transmission attempts for each packet), the network achieves a median latency of 161.00 ms, a median battery lifetime of 213.76 days, and a median reliability of 100%, which meet all given requirements. Similarly, the latency, battery lifetime, and reliability requirements are 165 ms, 224 days, and 95% in the fourth example (ID = 4). When employing the

---

6To compute the battery lifetime, we assume that each field device is powered by two Lithium Iron AA batteries with a total capacity of 42,700J. We compute the radio energy consumption based on the timestamps of radio activities and the radio’s power consumption in each state according to the radio chip data sheet.
network configuration selected by our method (90% as PRR threshold, four channels, two transmission attempts for each packet), the network achieves a median latency of 163.33 ms, a median battery lifetime of 224.28 days, and a median reliability of 98%, which meet all given requirements. Larger variations on latency are observed when the number of transmission attempts for each packet is small, which confirms the observations reported in our previous study [75, 76].

As a comparison, we also employ the network configurations selected by TSTP when facing the same network performance requirements. Table 4 lists the network configurations selected by TSTP and Figure 8 plots the resulting network performance. Due to the simulation-to-reality gap, the network configurations selected by TSTP cannot always meet all network performance requirements. The dotted boxes in Figure 8 highlight the network performance that fails to meet the application requirements listed in Table 4. For instance, the latency, battery lifetime, and reliability requirements are 130 ms, 200 days, and 98% in the fifth example (ID = 5). When employing the network configuration selected by TSTP (72% as PRR threshold, one channel, two transmission attempts for each packet), the network achieves a median latency of 191.40 ms, a median battery lifetime of 204.74 days, and a median reliability of 94.00%, which fail to meet the latency and reliability requirements.

6.3 Performance with Different Network Topologies under Various Wireless Conditions

To examine the applicability of our method, we repeat our experiments with different network topologies under various wireless conditions. We first vary the number of data flows, the number of devices in the network, and the locations of source nodes, destination nodes, and access points and measure the performance of our method. Figure 9 plots the accuracy comparisons between our method and seven baselines under four example network topologies. Our method consistently provides the highest accuracy. For instance, our method achieves an accuracy of 67.09% under the third network topology, while CCSA and DaNN provide 44.23% and 59.37% accuracy, respectively. TPTP, TSTP, FT, RSM, and Kriging achieve 39.72%, 25.78%, 41.90%, 32.56%, and 34.26% accuracy, respectively. The results confirm the improvements presented in Section 6.2 and show our method can consistently outperform the state of the art.

We also examine the performance of our method under different wireless conditions. We set up three jammers on our testbed (ID 116, 131, and 134 in Figure 1) and run Jamlab [10] on them to generate controlled WiFi interference with various strengths. We create three wireless conditions: a clean environment without controlled interference, a noisy environment with moderate controlled interference, and a stress-testing environment with strong controlled inter-
terference. We train the model again with different physical data under different wireless conditions. Figure 10 plots the modeling accuracy under three wireless conditions when employing our method and seven baselines. As Figure 10 shows, the accuracy provided by our method decreases from 68.89%, to 64.99%, and then to 62.20% when stronger interference is introduced. We observe similar trends when employing other methods.

This exposes a limitation of current wireless simulators, which cannot precisely simulate the effects of external interference and environmental dynamics. To better understand the physical data distribution, we visualize the data distribution of $(L, B, E)$ collected from the physical data (DP) using the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) algorithm [88], a dimension reduction tool for data visualization. Figure 11 shows the network performance visualization provided by t-SNE where different colors stand for different network configurations. Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b) plot the data distributions when the network operates with and without the presence of strong controlled interference, respectively. Please note that those two figures include the same amount of data points. Many data points in Figure 11(b) overlap each other. These larger variations, result from the interference, significantly increases the difficulty on transferring knowledge learned from simulations to a physical network. With the presence of interference, our method still consistently outperforms all baselines. For instance, in the stress-testing environment, our method provides an accuracy of 62.20%, while other methods provide up to 53.21% accuracy.

To illustrate the differences between physical data and simulation data, Figure 12 plots the reliability measured from the physical network and simulated by TOSSIM under four network configurations. Because of the simulation-to-reality gap, the measured reliability is different from the simulated one. More importantly, the variations of the measured reliability values are much larger than the simulated ones. Such differences highlight the important of our method, which effectively closes the gap and increases the accuracy of predicting a good network configuration that allows the network to meet performance requirements.

6.4 Effects of Different Losses

To study the effects of different losses on the performance of our method, we repeat the experiments by disabling one or two losses among the classification loss $L_{cls}$, the distillation loss $L_{dis}$, and the domain-consistent loss $L_{mmd}$. We conduct our experiments using Topology 1 in Figure 9 in a clean environment. Figure 13 plots the accuracy when our method uses different combination of loss functions. As Figure 13 shows, our method with a single loss provides very low classification accuracy ($L_{dis}$: 28.22%, $L_{mmd}$: 26.81%, and $L_{cls}$: 41.21%). The accuracy is also very low (36.84%) when our method uses $L_{dis}$ and $L_{mmd}$ due to the critical need of the classification loss on the target domain. The accuracy increases to 64.60% when our method combines $L_{cls}$ with $L_{dis}$, because the distillation loss $L_{dis}$ provides a set of candidate network configurations for the student to choose and the student can quickly adapt to the target domain by combining the knowledge distillation loss and classification loss. The accuracy further increases to 70.24% when our method uses all three losses. The results show that the domain-consistent loss, as a distribution distance measure, is effective for eliminating domain divergence between the source domain (simulated network) and the target domain (physical network).

6.5 Effects of Simulators and Radio Models

Finally, we study the effects of different simulators and radio models on the performance of our method. Unit Disk Graph Medium (UDGM) [55] and Directed Graph Radio Medium (DGRM) [55] are the two most popular radio models supported by Cooja [17, 65]. UDGM in Cooja uses the disk communication model and assumes that the receiver inside the communication range of the sender can successfully receive its packets with a constant PRR (i.e., 90%). DGRM in Cooja allows its user to specify the PRR of each link and use it together with a random number to determine whether each packet can be delivered successfully. Closest-fit pattern matching (CPM) in TOSSIM allows its user to input ambient noise traces and specify the gain value (propagation strength) between each pair of devices on every channel and then generates statistical models based on the CPM algorithm to compute the packet delivery ratio for each pair of devices [43]. We create DGRM-E by extending DGRM by allowing an user to specify different PRRs on different channels for each link, and then integrate it with TOSSIM. DISTANCE in NS-3 allow its user to specify the locations of all wireless devices and use the shadowing model to determine packet receptions [62]. OMNET++ allows its user...
to specify device locations and background noise levels and uses the signal propagation model (path loss model) to compute the RSS values for packet reception prediction [64].

Figure 14 plots the accuracy of our method and our baselines when they use the simulation data generated from different simulators with various radio models. As Figure 14 shows, all methods achieve better performance when they use a more realistic model, which benefits from a smaller domain discrepancy. For instance, our method achieves 70.24\% and 68.32\% accuracy when it employs CPM and DEGRM-E in TOSSIM, respectively. The high accuracy results from the use of real-world noise or PRR traces in simulations. Our method provides a slightly lower accuracy (63.95\%) when it uses DGRM in Cooja, which makes an unrealistic assumption that the PRRs of a link are the same on all channels. The worse performance (60.83\%) appears when our method uses the simple disk model (UDGM) in Cooja. Similarly, the accuracy provided by TSTP decreases from 30.10\% to 19.13\% when it uses a less realistic radio model. More importantly, our method consistently provides the best performance and makes better use of more realistic simulations compared to other methods. The accuracy increases from 60.83\% to 70.24\% (a 9.41\% increase) when our method uses CPM in TOSSIM instead of UDGM in Cooja, while the accuracy improvement offered by DaNN is 4.77\% when making the same change.

The consistent low accuracy provided by TSTP shows that the simulation-to-reality gap is not tied up with a particular simulator or radio model. Although the theoretical models adopted by those simulators work satisfactorily in general, they cannot capture all real-world performance-related factors. For instance, the CPM approach in TOSSIM allows its user to input noise traces collected from a physical network and specify the gain value (propagation strength) between each pair of devices on every channel and then generates statistical models to predict packet receptions during simulations based on the CPM algorithm. Such an approach may introduce simulation inaccuracies because it has to use pre-recorded noise traces and predefined gain values to simulate packet failures, and the probability-based prediction cannot precisely capture the effects of packet failures caused by extensive uncertainties, variations, and dynamics in real-world wireless deployments.

7 Conclusions

Over the past decade, WMNs have been widely used for industrial automation, military operations, smart energy, etc. Due to years of research, WMNs work satisfactorily most of the time. However, they are often difficult to configure as configuring a WMN is a complex process, involving theoretical computation, simulation, and field testing, among other tasks. Relying on field testing to identify good network configurations is impractical in many cases because running experiments on a physical network is often costly and time-consuming. Simulating the network performance under different network parameters provides distinct advantages when it comes to identifying a good network configuration, because a simulation can be set up in less time, introduce less overhead, and allow for different configurations to be tested under exactly the same condition. Unfortunately, our study shows that many network configurations identified in simulations cannot help physical networks achieve desirable performance because of the simulation-to-reality gap. To close the gap, we leverage a teacher-student deep neural network for efficient domain adaptation, which transfers network configuration knowledge learned from simulation to a physical network. Our method first uses the simulation data to learn a teacher neural network, which is then used to teach a student neural network to learn from a few shots of the physical data. Our experimental results show that our method consistently outperforms seven baselines and achieves a modeling accuracy of 70.24\% with only 440 data samples collected from the physical network.
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Abstract – Millimeter wave (mmWave) is playing a central role in pushing the performance and scalability of wireless networks by offering huge bandwidth and extremely high data rates. Millimeter wave radios use phased array technology to modify the antenna beam pattern and focus their power towards the transmitter or receiver. In this paper, we explore the practicality of modifying the beam pattern to suppress interference by creating nulls, i.e. directions in the beam pattern where almost no power is received. Creating nulls in practice, however, is challenging due to the fact that practical mmWave phased arrays offer very limited control in setting the parameters of the beam pattern and suffer from hardware imperfections which prevent us from nulling interference.

We introduce Null-Fi, the first practical mmWave null steering system. Null-Fi combines a novel theoretically optimal algorithm that accounts for limitations in practical phased arrays with a discrete optimization framework that overcomes hardware imperfections. Null-Fi also introduces a fast null steering protocol to quickly null new unforeseen interferers. We implement and extensively evaluate Null-Fi using commercial off-the-shelf 60 GHz mmWave radios with 16-element phased arrays transmitting IEEE 802.11ad packets [33]. Our results show that Null-Fi can create nulls that reduce interference by up to 18 dB even when the phased array offers only 4 bits of control. In a network with 10 links (20 nodes), Null-Fi’s ability to null interference enables 2.68 × higher total network throughput compared to recent past work.

1 Introduction

Millimeter wave (mmWave) networks introduced a major leap in data rates and scalability for 5G cellular networks, next generation wireless LANs, and IoT devices [10, 41, 46]. At the heart of millimeter wave technology are phased arrays which can focus the power of the antenna beam pattern in real-time towards the client to compensate for the large attenuation of mmWave signals. At mmWave frequencies (≥ 24 GHz), phased arrays can fit many antennas into a small area due to the mm-scale wavelength of the signal [63], enabling very narrow directional beams as shown in Fig. 1. Ideally, using narrow beams would shield a mmWave device from interference outside the main direction (main lobe) of its beam. However, phased arrays suffer from side-lobe leakage as shown in Fig. 1(a). Hence, they still receive interfering signals even if these signals come from directions outside the main lobe. Past work has shown that side-lobes can lead to a significant amount of interference which can degrade the data rate and in dense networks reduce the total network throughput to half (by up to 18 Gbps) [14, 27, 44, 55, 61].

To address the above problem, we leverage the fact that phased array beam patterns exhibit nulls, directions in the beam pattern where the transmitted or received power is suppressed as shown in Fig. 2(b). Thus, we can substantially reduce interference by having a null in the direction of the interferer. However, simply shifting the beam pattern to align the null with the interferer can misalign the main lobe and lead to worse performance as we show in section 6. Hence, we must create a new beam pattern to introduce a null in the direction of the interferer while preserving the alignment of the main lobe as shown in Fig. 1(b). This problem is commonly referred to as null steering.

Past mmWave systems research has mainly focused on beam alignment and steering [13, 17, 20, 40, 51, 56, 65], i.e. creating and steering the main lobe of the beam. Creating and steering nulls, however, while ensuring the main lobe is preserved is significantly harder. To better understand why, consider the phased array diagram shown in Fig. 2(a). The beam pattern of the array is created by modifying complex weights applied to each antenna element of the phased array. These complex weights alter the magnitude and phase of the signal received on each antenna. We can adjust these weights to align signals on the antennas coming from a certain direction to sum constructively creating a main lobe as shown in Fig. 2(d). In contrast, to create a null, we must ensure that the signals sum up destructively to cancel each other.

Setting the complex weights to ensure the signals from the direction of the interferer cancel each other while signals from the main lobe direction continue to sum up constructively is challenging in practice for several reasons. First, commercial mmWave phased arrays only allow us to change the phase of the complex weight but do not offer any control over the amplitude [11, 64]. While it is sufficient to rotate the phase of the signals to ensure they sum up constructively, it is hard to ensure signals cancel each other without modifying their
amplitude. This is further complicated by the fact that phase control in practical arrays is highly quantized using at most 2 to 5 bits to control the phase shifts. Moreover, practical phased arrays suffer from hardware imperfections [38] which have little impact on the main lobe but can limit the ability to null [38, 43]. For example, in an array with 8 antennas, if the phase on one antenna is off by 5°, the received signal along the main lobe degrades by only 0.004 dB whereas the interference signal along a null increases by 10 dB as we describe in more details in section 4.1.

Furthermore, unlike the main lobe which is naturally wide and, hence, can tolerate small errors in the direction of communication, nulls are narrow as shown in Fig. 2. As a result, any small error in the direction of the interferer will misalign the null and prevent us from effectively eliminating interference. To address this, we must create wider nulls rather than point nulls as shown in Fig. 1(c). In addition, in dense networks, we would need to null multiple different directions to account for multiple interferers or multipath reflections. Creating multiple nulls and wider nulls impose even more requirements that are hard to meet given the constraints and hardware imperfections of practical phased arrays.

Due to the above challenges, past work on null steering remains simulation based [5, 32, 53] and has not been implemented on practical mmWave phased arrays. Furthermore, most past work focuses on creating a single point null and none of the past work accounts for hardware imperfections.

This paper presents Nulli-Fi, the first practical mmWave null steering system that is able to null interference on commercial off-the-shelf phased arrays while preserving the main lobe. Nulli-Fi addresses the above practical challenges by combining a new theoretically optimal algorithm that accounts for limitations in practical phased arrays with a novel discrete optimization framework that overcomes hardware imperfections and enables multiple and wider nulls.

Nulli-Fi’s optimal algorithm is able to create a single null within the constraints of practical phased arrays. To understand how this algorithm works, consider the example shown in Fig. 2. The goal is to have the main lobe at 75° and create a null at 100°. Each vector in Fig. 2(d)-(g) represents the signal received on a given antenna element. For signals received along 75°, Nulli-Fi sets the phase shifters to rotate the phase of each of these signals to sum up constructively as shown in Fig. 2(d). For signals received along 100°, the signals will have different phases and the vectors will sum up to some vector \( \vec{P} \) as shown in Fig. 2(f). Our goal is to rotate these vectors by changing the phase on the phase shifters in order to null \( \vec{P} \) while preserving the main lobe. To do so, Nulli-Fi restricts further phase-shifts on each antenna to a limited range. For example, if we restrict it to \( \pm 15° \) on all antennas, the main lobe does not change by more than 0.3 dB, as shown in Fig. 2(e). Nulli-Fi then leverages the insight that the vectors are symmetric around \( \vec{P} \) as shown in Fig 2(f). By rotating pairs of symmetric vectors towards \(- \vec{P}\), as shown in Fig 2(g), we reduce the amplitude of \( \vec{P} \). We iteratively rotate the vectors until we null \( \vec{P} \) or achieve the best possible reduction which we prove is optimal given the restrictions on the phase shifts.

The above algorithm provides a simple, optimal way to create nulls under limited phase control but it does not account for hardware imperfections, nor can it create nulls in more than one direction. To address this, we introduce a discrete optimization framework customized to null steering. The framework is inspired by genetic algorithms which have proven effective in discrete optimizations [19, 60]. However, genetic algorithms are very slow and can take thousands of iterations to converge [60] which prevents practical realtime null steering as we discuss in detail in section 7. Like many other optimization techniques, the initialization and stopping criterion are among the most contributing factors to the algorithm’s convergence speed [48, 62]. To address this, Nulli-Fi uses the solution to its optimal algorithm. First, it initializes the optimization framework using the solution from the above algorithm which gives Nulli-Fi a significant head-start and helps it converge faster as we show in section 6. Second, since Nulli-Fi’s algorithm is optimal, it can serve as a stopping criterion to the optimization framework (i.e., the algorithm knows if it has reached a reasonable solution). Combining the two methods gives Nulli-Fi a powerful framework that is both fast and is able to handle hardware imperfections.

Finally, to enable a practical system, Nulli-Fi develops a

---

1For example, 802.11ad compliant consumer-grade devices use only 2 bit phase shifters, i.e. we can set the phase to 0°, 90°, 180°, or 270°.

2We prove this in lemma 4.2 to be true for any directions of the main lobe and the null for even number of antennas.
fast null steering protocol that is able to quickly find the direction in which to create a null whenever a new unforeseen interferer appears. The protocol leverages the intuition that the interferer direction is more likely to be at the large side-lobes shown in Fig. 2(b). Hence, instead of searching all possible directions, Nulli-Fi starts with a large side-lobe where it creates a wide null and iterates through the side-lobes until the interferer is nullled.

We have implemented and extensively evaluated Nulli-Fi using commercial 60 GHz, 16 element phased arrays transmitting IEEE 802.11ad packets [33]. Our results show that for 4 bit phase shifters, Nulli-Fi is able to create 3\(^2\) narrow nulls that suppress interference by 18 dB and 10\(^2\) wide nulls that suppress interference by 10.5 dB while maintaining the main lobe within 1 dB. For 2 bit phase shifters, Nulli-Fi is still able to null interference by 12.6 dB. Nulli-Fi is also able null up to 5 different directions. We further compare Nulli-Fi with past null forming algorithms and demonstrate up to 10 dB better nulling and 37\times faster convergence. We also evaluate NullFi’s fast null steering protocol on top of the mm-Flex platform [33] to show that Nulli-Fi can find the direction of an unknown interferer and null it within 290 ns. Finally, to demonstrate the effectiveness of Nulli-Fi in dense mmWave networks, we compare Nulli-Fi to past work that leverages the directionality of mmWave radios to enable many concurrent transmissions [27]. By nulling interference from side lobes, Nulli-Fi is able to achieve 2.6\times higher data rate when 10 mmWave links (20 nodes) are transmitting concurrently.

### Contributions

The paper has the following contributions:

- The paper presents the first practical system that can create nulls on mmWave phased arrays.
- The paper introduces a theoretically optimal algorithm for creating nulls and a novel discrete optimization framework that account for practical challenges in mmWave systems.
- The paper develops a fast null steering protocol to deliver a practical system.
- The system is built and evaluated on real phased arrays to demonstrate significant gains in suppressing interference.
- We have open sourced implementations of our algorithms and baselines on our git repository [36].

## 2 Related Work

There is a significant literature on millimeter wave beam shaping and steering. Past mmWave systems research, however, has mainly focused on beam alignment, i.e. developing protocols to quickly find the best direction to align the beams of a transmitter and receiver or to switch the beam to a different path to avoid blockage [17,20,27,40,56,65,66]. Some works also explore the problem of beam pattern synthesis [13,42,51]. However, these works focus on shaping the main lobe of the beam to achieve good antenna gain along the direction of communication. In contrast, we focus on forming and steering nulls to suppress interference.

Past work on mmWave networks proposes leveraging the directionality of mmWave links to enable dense spatial reuse and maximize the number links that can transmit simultaneously [27,28]. However, the work shows that side lobe leakage from practical mmWave phased arrays limits the ability to enable spatial reuse. In section 6, we compare with this work to show that Nulli-Fi can enable 2.43\times higher throughput than [27] when 10 links are transmitting concurrently. Another work [59] mitigates interference by aligning the natural nulls in the beam pattern toward the interferer. This, however, comes at the cost misaligning the mainlobe [59]. In section 6, we show that this can reduce the SNR by up to 10 dB. In contrast, Nulli-Fi creates new nulls that suppress interference while preserving the main lobe alignment.

Previous work on null forming in phased arrays is simulation based and to the best of our knowledge has not been implemented on practical mmWave phased arrays. Most of the past work ignores many of the practical limitations. Table 1 summarizes past work. Specifically, most methods assume that it is possible to arbitrarily set the phase and amplitude of the complex weights. Others do not require amplitude control but assume phase control is continuous and can be set arbitrary. However, mmWave phased control is highly quantized offering only 2 to 5 bits to control the phase [2,11,47]. Two works [49,52] assume a digital phased array, i.e. each antenna is connected to a district transmitter or receiver and the complex weights can be set arbitrary in digital. Commercial mmWave phased arrays are mostly analog and have a single digital transmitter or receiver as shown in Fig. 2(a) [2–4,33].

### Table 1: Summary of Related Work on Phased Array Nulling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6, 25, 29, 53]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5, 9, 30, 58]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓ (1(^\circ) Res.)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12, 21, 39, 50, 54, 57]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22, 23, 35]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (6 bits)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (9 bits)</td>
<td>✓ (at 4.5 GHz)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (at 2.5 GHz)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null-Fi</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (2-4 bits)</td>
<td>✓ (at 60 GHz)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The closest to our work are [22, 23, 35] which use genetic algorithms to create nulls in case of discrete phase only control with 6 bits of quantization. However, these systems are not implemented in practice, ignore hardware imperfections, take many iterations to converge and can only create a point null for which Nulli-Fi has a closed-form solution. In section 6, we implement and compare with these methods to show that even if they account for hardware imperfections, Nulli-Fi still achieves 10 dB better nulling with the same running time, and is 37× faster with the same performance.

Authors in [8, 15] implement nulling on custom built phased arrays. However, they operate in the sub-6 GHz frequency range where it is significantly easier to build phased arrays with flexible control. In particular, [8] works at 4.5 GHz and uses phase shifters with a 9-bit control, i.e. it is possible to set the phase at a resolution of 0.7°. They first solve the nulling problem in the continuous phase domain using gradient descent and then round off the continuous values to the 9-bit discrete space. Millimeter wave phase shifters, however, typically support 2 to 5 bits phase shifters for which the quantization error becomes too large. In section 6, we implement and compare with this work and show that its performance significantly degrades as the number of bits decreases. Another work [15] operates at 2.4 GHz and uses deep neural networks to create the nulls. However, the DNN architecture can only output continuous values and can suffer from over-fitting.5

In contrast, this paper presents and extensively evaluates a solution that works for highly quantized phase on practical mmWave phased array.

Some works propose changing the positions of the antennas to create nulls in the beam pattern or reduce the side lobes [7, 24, 26, 31]. However, these techniques require new custom built hardware and are only suitable only for static applications with a fixed beam pattern and null locations. Finally, there is a large body of work that proposes interference nulling using MIMO techniques at sub 6 GHz frequencies [16, 18, 34, 37, 45]. These works are complementary to Nulli-Fi as they require multiple digital transmitters or receivers to perform digital beamforming and set arbitrary complex weights in digital to null the signals.

3 Primer

In this section, we provide a primer on phased arrays as well as genetic algorithms on which we base our optimization.

1. Phased Arrays: In analog phased arrays, an array of antennas is connected to a single transmitter or receiver through a single chain. The signal on each antenna is multiplied with a complex weight \( a_n \) as shown in Fig. 2(a). By changing these weights, we can change the beam pattern and steer the main lobe of the beam in any direction. The beam pattern along a direction \( \phi \) can be written as:

\[
P(\phi) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} a_n e^{j2\pi n \cos(\phi)}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of antennas, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the signal, and \( d \) is the separation between adjacent antennas. We can steer the main lobe towards the direction \( \phi \) by setting the complex weights to \( a_n = e^{-2\pi j n \cos(\phi)} \) which will cause the signals coming from direction \( \phi \) to sum up constructively. For example, by setting \( \phi = 75° \), we get the beam pattern shown in Fig. 2(b). The beam pattern exhibits natural nulls where \( P(\phi) = 0 \) and no signal is received along that direction. In practice, however, such perfect nulls are not possible. Hence, we define a null as a point in the beam pattern where \( P(\phi) \) is extremely small (e.g. \(-25 \text{ dB} \) relative to the main lobe). The deeper the null, the more effective it is at suppressing interference. Our goal is to find a setting of the complex weights to create a null along a certain angle \( \phi_{\text{null}} \) while maintaining the amplitude level of the pattern at \( \phi_{\text{main lobe}} \).

We can use any of the techniques presented in Section 2 to solve this optimization problem. However, we choose to use Genetic Algorithms (GAs) because they are particularly effective at solving problems with discrete variables and large search spaces. Genetic Algorithms are a family of algorithms that are inspired by the process of natural selection. They work by generating a population of potential solutions, then selecting the best solutions and using them to create new solutions. This process is repeated until a solution is found or a maximum number of iterations is reached.

2. Genetic Algorithms: Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are a family of algorithms that are inspired by the process of natural selection. They work by generating a population of potential solutions, then selecting the best solutions and using them to create new solutions. This process is repeated until a solution is found or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
high-level overview of the algorithm structure is depicted in Fig. 3. The algorithm starts by considering a set of initial chromosomes referred to as the population. Each chromosome represents one possible solution of the problem e.g. a setting of complex weights \((a_0, a_1, \cdots, a_{n-1})\). The first stage of the algorithm is natural selection where the chromosomes are ranked using a fitness function that evaluates how well each chromosome solves the problem e.g. how good of a null it creates. Fraction of chromosomes that are most fit to solve the problem are then selected and the rest are discarded. The remaining chromosomes give rise to new potentially fitter chromosomes, which repopulate the population via mutation and crossover. In mutation, random bits used to represent the chromosomes are flipped to create new chromosomes whereas in crossover, two random parents give birth to two new chromosomes as shown in Fig. 3. Once the population reaches its original size, the fitness of the chromosomes is re-evaluated and the best chromosome is selected. The entire process keeps repeating until the algorithm converges, i.e. reaches some stopping criteria. While genetic algorithms work surprisingly well, they are completely arbitrary and do not exploit the underlying structure of the problem. As a result they take a long time to converge and can give sub-optimal results. Nulli-Fi builds on the high-level structure of such algorithms to design a new optimization framework customized to the problem of null steering.

4 Nulli-Fi

4.1 Nulling Algorithm

Assumptions: To begin, we state the set of assumptions under which we optimally solve the nulling problem. We will assume that the number of antenna elements, \(N\), is even, and that the physical distance of adjacent antenna elements is \(d \leq 5/2\), where \(\lambda\) is the wavelength. We further assume that we only have phase control over antenna elements, and before nulling, all the antenna elements are beamforming towards some direction \(\phi_0\), i.e. the phase shifts \(\alpha_n = -2\pi n d / \lambda \cos \phi_0\) as described in Eq. 1

\[
\phi_n = \alpha_n = -2\pi n d / \lambda \cos \phi_0
\]

Preserving the Main Lobe: In order to preserve the main lobe of the beam directed towards \(\phi_0\), we limit any additional phase-shifts on each antenna element to \(\pm \alpha^*\), i.e. \(|\Delta \alpha_n| \leq \alpha^*\) for all \(n\). We show that this limits the loss in the main lobe to at most \(\sin^2(\alpha^*)\). In particular, we prove the following lemma in Appendix A.5:

**Lemma 4.1** If \(\alpha^* \leq 90^\circ\), a maximum phase shift restricted to \(\pm \alpha^*\) for each antenna element will result in a loss of at most \(\sin^2(\alpha^*)\) in the main lobe.

This would mean that for \(\alpha^* = 15^\circ\) (or 30° of freedom), the main lobe changes by at most 0.3 dB.

---

4.2 Problem Formulation: Given the restrictions on the phase shifts to preserve the main lobe and the above assumptions, our problem becomes: Given an angle \(\phi\), find a set of additional phase-shifts \(\Delta \alpha_n\), such that \(|P(\phi)|\) is zero (or as close to zero as possible), subject to \(|\Delta \alpha_n| < \alpha^*\).

Algorithm: Our algorithm works by representing the signal on each antenna as a vector in the complex plane. This representation is particularly useful since applying a phase shift is equivalent to rotating these vectors. Thus, our goal is to rotate these vectors to null the signal in the direction of \(\phi\). To better understand how this works, consider the example shown in Fig. 4. In this example, we have \(N = 6\) antenna elements beamforming towards \(\phi_0 = 90^\circ\). The vectors \(v_n\) representing the signal on each element are indexed by: \(0, 1, \cdots, 5\), and our goal is to create a null at \(\phi = 73^\circ\).

Initially, the vectors are aligned to sum up constructively to \(P_0\) along \(90^\circ\) as shown in Fig. 4(a1).\(^5\) However, they are aligned differently along \(73^\circ\) and sum up to \(P_{\phi}\) as the signals come with a different phase at that direction as shown in Fig. 4(b1). To create a null along \(73^\circ\), we will rotate each vector by an additional \(\Delta \alpha_n\) to minimize the \(P_{\phi}\). The restriction \(|\Delta \alpha_n| < \alpha^*\) will ensure that \(P_{\phi}\) along the main lobe is preserved as shown in Fig. 4(a2–a4). However, it will prevent us from arbitrarily rotating the vectors along \(73^\circ\). To address this, we leverage the following key observation: At any direction \(\phi\), all the vectors summing up to the pattern \(P_{\phi}\) come in pairs symmetrically located around the pattern. For example, in Fig. 4(b1), the following pairs: \(\{0, 5\}, \{1, 4\}\) and \(\{2, 3\}\) are symmetrically located around \(P_{\phi}\).

The following lemma formalizes this observation. The proof of the lemma can be found in Appendix A.5.

**Lemma 4.2** At any direction \(\phi\), if \(\Delta \alpha_n = 0\) for all \(n\), then \(v_n\) and \(\tilde{v}_{N-n}\) are symmetrical around \(P_{\phi}\) for all \(n\). That is, \(\frac{1}{2}(\angle v_n + \angle \tilde{v}_{N-n}) = \angle P_{\phi} \pm 180^\circ\) or \(\angle P_{\phi} \pm \pi\).

Given this observation, the algorithm proceeds as follows. Choose a pair of symmetrical vectors around the pattern \(P_{\phi}\) and symmetrically rotate them towards \(-P_{\phi}\) as much as possible (i.e. until \(\alpha^*\) degrees, or until a null is achieved). This

---

\(^4\)In a discrete phase scenario, aligning towards any angle \(\phi_0\) is not possible and we must set all elements to the closest discrete value to \(\phi_0\).

\(^5\)In fact, \(P_{\phi} = 6e^{j\phi}\) but we have downscaled it by 6 for better visualization.
will reduce the beam pattern amplitude along $\phi$ as shown in Fig. 4 (b2) but it will not change its angle. This means that all the vectors remain symmetrical around the $P_\phi$. If a null is achieved, we stop. If not, we repeat with another symmetrical pair as shown in Fig. 4 (b3,b4). Note that the same rotations are also applied at the main lobe in Fig. 4 (a2-a4). While these rotations result in a null at 73°, they cause only a 0.2 dB loss at 90°.

A pseudocode of the algorithm can be found in Alg. 1 in Appendix A.1. We also prove the following theorem regarding the optimality of our algorithm in Appendix A.5.

**Theorem 4.3** Given the constraint $|\Delta \alpha_n| < \alpha^\ast$, Alg. 1 gives the best nulling performance at any angle $\phi$.

It is worth noting that given the constraints, it is not always possible to achieve a perfect null i.e. $P_\phi = 0$. In such cases, the above algorithm yields the deepest possible null. This also allows the algorithm to identify directions that can be perfectly nulled from those that cannot. In Appendix A.4, we provide further analysis and closed form solutions for the bounds of achievable nulling performance as a function of the direction of the null.

### 4.2 Optimization Framework

In this section, we show how to account for hardware imperfections and achieve multiple and wider nulls. We extend our definition of a null to be an interval $2\beta$ degrees wide around $\phi$ i.e., $[\phi - \beta, \phi + \beta]$ where the magnitude of the beam pattern is lower than a certain threshold. The input to our optimization are multiple such intervals $([\phi_i - \beta, \phi_i + \beta])$ where we wish to null interference. A pseudocode of our optimization framework can be found in Alg. 3.

**Encoding:** We will encode the solution i.e. the setting of the phase shifts $\alpha_n$ into chromosomes that form the basis of the genetic algorithm. Suppose the phase shifts are quantized using $q$ bits, then each $\alpha_n$ can be represented as a bit string $(b_{n,1}, \cdots, b_{n,q})$ where $b_{n,i}$ is the $i^{th}$ most significant bit of $\alpha_n$. A chromosome $A$ can then be encoded as a concatenation of the $N$ binary representations of the phase shifts: $A = (b_{0,1}, \cdots, b_{0,q}, b_{1,1}, \cdots, b_{1,q}, b_{2,1}, \cdots, b_{N-1,1}, \cdots, b_{N-1,q})$. We define $P_A$ as the beam pattern associated with chromosome $A$.

**Initialization:** While genetic algorithms generally start from a set of randomly generated chromosomes, we use the output of Alg. 1 to initialize our genetic algorithm. Specifically, for each null region $([\phi_i - \beta, \phi_i + \beta])$, we run Alg. 1 and find the optimal setting of $\alpha_n$ to create a null along $\phi_i$. Each solution will give us a single initial chromosome. We then slightly perturb the values of the phase shifts to create a larger population of initial chromosomes. This dramatically improves the optimization’s performance as we show in section 6.2.

**Fitness function $F(A)$:** This function evaluates the performance of any given chromosome $A$. In our problem setup, we define the fitness function as

$$F(A) = \min_{\phi \in [\phi_1 - \beta, \phi_1 + \beta]} -10 \log_{10} \left( |P_A(\phi)|^2 \right)$$

where $P_A(\phi)$ can be calculated from Eq. 1 by setting the complex weights to $e^{j\alpha_n}$. This fitness function $F(A)$ optimizes for the worst nulling performance in dB across all the regions we wish to null. In particular, the min point of $-10 \log_{10} (|P_A(\phi)|^2)$ is the max point in $|P_A(\phi)|^2$ which is the least nulled point. Hence, the fittest chromosome, $A^\ast = \arg \max_A F(A)$, will give the best nulling performance across all directions since we optimized for the worst case.

**Natural Selection:** At each iteration, we evaluate the fitness function for every chromosome and keep the ones with the best performance. In our implementation, we typically keep the top 50% of the chromosomes.

**Cross-over.** Recall from section 3, this operation is meant to combine two parent chromosomes $A_1$ and $A_2$, to give birth to a new, potentially fitter chromosome, $A_3$. Typically, the two parents $A_1$ and $A_2$ are chosen randomly. However, Nulli-Fi employs a more intelligent selection criteria. For simplicity, let us consider a single null point and use the same vector representation we used in section 4.1 to explain Nulli-Fi’s cross-over operation.

To begin, we first group chromosomes into different buckets $1, \cdots, 2B$. Bucket $i$ contains all chromosomes $A$ with $(i-1)\frac{\pi}{B} \leq \angle P_A < i\frac{\pi}{B}$. Fig. 5 (a) shows an example of these buckets for $B = 4$, where buckets on the opposite sides of each other have the same color. In our cross-over operation, two parents $A_1$ and $A_2$ are then chosen at random, under the constraint that $P_{A_1}$ and $P_{A_2}$ are in opposing buckets (for example, $B_3$ and $B_7$). Then, a new chromosome $A_3$ is created by averaging the phase shifts of $A_1$ and $A_2$, as shown in Fig. 5 (b). The intuition behind this is that by taking the average phase shift of the two parents, the new chromosome will approximately have a pattern vector equal to the sum of its parents. Since the parents come from opposing buckets, the summation of their patterns will likely result in a smaller vector. This is depicted in Fig. 5 (a) where the red vector corresponding to the child chromosome $A_3$, is smaller than the pattern of either parent (depicted black and blue vectors). By exploiting the structure of the problem, Nulli-Fi is able to quickly generate fitter
chambers with smaller $|P_n(\phi)|$ i.e. deeper nulls which improves the results as we show in section 6.2.

**Mutation.** In this step, we randomly flip bits in the parent chromosome with some probability to give rise to a new chromosome. Note that we preserve the current best chromosome $A^*$ which remains unchanged during mutation.

**Convergence.** The algorithm converges once the best performing chromosome reaches a fitness threshold, or a maximum number of iterations has been reached. In the case of a single null, this threshold is directly governed by the output of Alg. 1. For multiple nulls, as one would expect, the performance usually does not reach the theoretical performance of a single null. In our implementation, we reduce the threshold by around 1 dB for every extra null region.

**Preserving the main lobe.** Similar to the optimal algorithm, we maintain $|\Delta a_n| \leq \alpha^*$ to preserve the main lobe. This can be done by simply fixing the $q - \log_2(\pi/\alpha^*)$ most significant bits of $a_n$ and not changing them throughout the optimization. However, in cases where $q$ is very small, e.g. 2 bit phase shifters, such an approach does not hold. To address this, Nulli-Fi sets aside a subset of the antenna elements and does not change their phase shift throughout the entire optimization. This subset will contribute to the main lobe whereas the remaining antennas will contribute to create the null. Nulli-Fi dynamically chooses the antenna elements that are contributing the most to the main lobe to be in this subset and allows phase shifts for the ones that are contributing least to the main lobe. A pseudocode for this process can be found in Alg. 2 in section A.1 of the appendix.

**Accounting for Hardware Imperfections:** There are two types of hardware imperfections: (1) phase offsets due to different wire lengths or paths that the signals traverse, and (2) non-uniform antenna element radiation patterns. In particular, the signal on each antenna incurs an additional $\delta_n$, and signals coming from a direction $\phi$ incur an additional attenuation of $R_n(\phi)$. Fig. 6 shows the radiation patterns of two antenna elements on our hardware setup described in section 5. As can be seen, antennas do not receive the signal uniformly across all directions. While these factors do not severely affect the quality of the main lobe, they have a more significant impact on the nulling performance of the phased array, as we show in section 6. This is because the beam pattern computed using Eq. 1 and used for evaluating the fitness function is no longer valid in practice. We can measure these imperfections using a simple calibration procedure outlined in detail in appendix A.2. Once measured we can modify Eq. 1 as follows:

$$P(\phi) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} a_n R_n(\phi) e^{i \delta_n} e^{-2\pi d_n \cos(\phi)}, \quad (2)$$

We observe these imperfections to be stable and, hence, can be measured once. By modifying the fitness function to account for these hardware imperfections, we can generate beam patterns that achieve good nulling performance in practice.

4.3 Fast Null Steering Protocol

Now that we have a framework to form nulls at any desired direction, we need to find a practical way to align and suppress nulls in a real network. In this section, we present a simple yet fast and practical protocol to do so. The protocol finds and suppresses interferers in succession, by enforcing wide nulls at the high-level side-lobes of the pattern.

We begin with a simple example, where there is only one interferer. Consider the pattern in Fig. 7. As can be seen, the pattern has a number of significant side lobes, denoted by upwards brown arrows, which are the most likely to receive interference from other links in the network. Nulli-Fi finds these side-lobes, and computes corresponding patterns that have nulls at each side lobe as shown on the second row in Fig. 7, while keeping the main lobe. The hardware then quickly sweeps through these patterns, computing the Received Signal Strength (RSS) corresponding to each pattern. If the RSS drops for one of these patterns, it means that the interference was suppressed. This way, we can eliminate the interferer. To make the algorithm even faster, Nulli-Fi checks the SINR value at after each beam switch, and stops if the SINR is within a threshold of its original value.

Following this example in case of multiple interferers, we first suppress the one with the highest power. Once this interferer is nulled, we keep a null at its direction at all times.
and search for the next interferer with the highest power. We repeat this process until all interferers are suppressed. We note that since our protocol only looks for interferences at high-level side lobes of the pattern, it will be much faster than a full scan, while remaining effective in improving the SINR, as we show in section 6.4.

5 Implementation

### Nulli-Fi’s Setup

Nulli-Fi is implemented using the off-the-shelf Sivers IMA EVK06002 platform [3], equipped with a 60 GHz 16-element linear phased array shown in Fig. 8(b). In order to measure the beam patterns, we mount the phased array radios on a steerable platform controlled through an Arduino as shown in Fig. 8(a). Our testbed also includes a 60 GHz Pasternack PEM009-KIT [1] equipped with a directional 3-degree horn antenna (Fig. 8(c)) which we use to transmit signals in order to measure the generated beam patterns. All hardware devices were connected to a machine running Ubuntu 18.04 through USRP N210 software defined radios. The center frequency in all experiments was 60.48 GHz. We run our experiments in 4 different rooms in 8 different locations, and in each location, we test 125 distinct combinations of directions of communication and interference. The EVK06002 platform offers flexible phase control for each of the antenna element weights which allows us to experiment using different number of bits. We evaluate Nulli-Fi using at most 4 bits of phase resolution, i.e. 16 distinct phase shift values per antenna element. We also show Nulli-Fi’s performance for more coarse-grained control on phase, specifically 2 bit and 3 bit phase resolution. We also calibrate the array as described in Appendix A.2.

### Nulli-Fi + mm-Flex Setup

We also implemented Nulli-Fi on top of the mm-Flex platform [33], to evaluate our null steering protocol. We transmitted IEEE 802.11ad control frames, where we use 10 Golay sequences to switch beam patterns. Our setup can switch between beam patterns once every 54.5 nanoseconds, during which we are able to measure RSS values corresponding to that pattern. This way, sweeping through 10 beam patterns takes less than 0.55\(\mu s\). Further details of this setup can be found in Appendix A.3.

6 Results

### 6.1 Evaluation Metrics

We start by describing the evaluation metrics used to quantify Nulli-Fi’s performance. Fig. 9 illustrates some of the metrics on an example beam pattern created by Nulli-Fi.

- **Null Width**: Since we create wide nulls, we define the null width as the region of directions nulled in the beam pattern.
- **Worst-point nulling performance**: Minimum amount of nulling in the target null region, measured as the difference between the peak of the main lobe and maximum point in the null region as shown in Fig. 9.
- **Median nulling performance**: Median amount of nulling in the target nulling region measured as the difference between the peak of the main lobe and median point in the null region.
- **SINR Gain**: Gain in Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio before and after nulling the interferer.
- **Main Lobe Loss**: Loss in the main lobe power compared to a beam pattern without the imposed nulls.
- **Number of Nulls**: Number of different directions in which nulls are created.
- **Quantization Level**: Number of control bits used to set the phase on the phase shifters.
- **Number Iterations**: Number of iterations it takes for the optimization to converge.
- **Null Steering Latency**: Time it takes to steer the null towards an interferer once the interferer appears.

### 6.2 Baselines

We compare Nulli-Fi to the following baselines:

1. **Quantize-Continuous** [8] – This baseline solves the problem in the continuous domain and then quantizes the phase solution to the nearest available discrete phase values.
2. **Genetic-Algorithms** [22] – We compare Nulli-Fi to past work that uses genetic algorithms to create nulls.
3. **Shift-Pattern** [59] – This baseline steers the main lobe a bit away from the direction of communication in order to align the natural nulls in the signal with the interferer.
4. **BounceNet** [27] – This work aims to enable dense spatial reuse in mmWave networks by leveraging the directionality of mmWave beam patterns.
We start by evaluating Nulli-Fi's ability to create nulls and worst-point performance using 3 bits of phase resolution.

The worst-point nulling. Since commercial 802.11ad hardware can create nulls as deep as −20 dB and −35 dB (40 dB and 55 dB below the main lobe respectively). Nulli-Fi can also create nulls that are as wide as 20° while maintaining a median nulling performance that is 20 to 25 dB below the main lobe as shown in Fig. 11(b, g). It can create up to 5 different nulls as shown in Fig. 11(d).

Fig. 12 shows a CDF of the median and worst-point nulling performance in more than 1000 experiments. Nulli-Fi’s 50th percentile is about 29 dB for the median nulling and 25 dB for the worst-point nulling. Since commercial 802.11ad hardware today, like laptops and tablets, comes equipped with only 2 bit phase control in the phased arrays [2, 1], we evaluate Nulli-Fi’s performance using fewer bits of phase resolution. Fig. 12 also plots the CDF of the nulling performance with Nulli-Fi using 2 and 3 bits of phase control. While the nulling performance degrades with fewer bits, Nulli-Fi is still able to achieve a 24.1 dB median and 21.1 dB worst-point performance using only 2 bits, and 26.2 dB median and 24.3 dB worst-point performance using 3 bits of phase resolution.

Finally, we measure the main lobe loss suffered due to creating nulls, and plot the empirical CDF in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the median and the 90th percentile values of the main lobe power loss are only 0.58 dB and 1.46 dB respectively, demonstrating Nulli-Fi’s ability to preserve the main lobe while creating nulls.

2. Nulling Performance vs. Null Width: There is a natural trade-off between the width of the null created and its median (or worst-point) performance. To examine this, we evaluate Nulli-Fi’s ability to create very narrow nulls like the ones shown in Fig. 11(a, h) as well as very wide null regions like the ones shown in Fig. 11(b, c). We run experiments where we create nulls of different widths ranging from 1° to 50°, and plot the median and worst-point performance in Fig. 13(a).

While the median nulling performance remains more than 25 dB even for nulls as wide as 50°, the worst-point performance deteriorates much more quickly. This point becomes clear when we consider the fact that the total radiated power in the beam pattern has to be conserved, implying that nulling one region will cause other regions to have an amplification in power. Therefore, while it may be possible to keep the median point in the target null region low for wide nulls, it becomes increasingly difficult to ensure that the worst-point in the target null region remains low as well.

It is worth noting that such overly wide nulls might not be needed in practice and nulls with width of 5° to 10° might be more than enough to account for inaccuracy in the estimating the direction of interferer. One could, however, use very wide null to preemptively suppress less powerful interferers.

3. Nulling Performance vs. Number of Nulls: As mentioned previously, in practical networks there could be multiple sources of interference (separate signals or multipath), each occurring at a different angle. Thus, we test Nulli-Fi’s ability to create L simultaneous null regions for 1 ≤ L ≤ 5. We run 200 experiments for each L by randomly assigning the null regions. We constrain all null regions to be at most 10° wide, and in the case of multiple nulls, any two null regions should be at least 10° apart (otherwise, we observe that the two nulls

6.3 Nulling Performance

We start by evaluating Nulli-Fi’s ability to create nulls and compare it with past work.

1. Nulli-Fi's Nulling Performance: Fig. 11 shows a few examples of beam patterns with nulls created by Nulli-Fi on our phased array for different null directions, main lobe directions, null widths, and number of nulls using 4-bit phase shifters. As can be seen in Fig. 11(e, h), Nulli-Fi can create nulls as deep as −20 dB and −35 dB (40 dB and 55 dB below the main lobe respectively). Nulli-Fi can also create nulls that are as wide as 20° while maintaining a median nulling performance that is 20 to 25 dB below the main lobe as shown in Fig. 11(b, g). It can create up to 5 different nulls as shown in Fig. 11(d).
merge into one wider null). Fig. 13(b) shows the median and worst-point nulling performance for different numbers of null regions. Note that for multiple null regions, we present the median and worst-point performance numbers for the poorest performing null in the beam pattern. As can be seen in Fig. 13(b), even with 5 null regions, Nulli-Fi is able to achieve 25.8 dB median and 19.1 dB worst-point performance. Fig. 11(d) shows an example of 5 null regions generated by Nulli-Fi.

4. Nulling Performance vs. Baselines: We run more than 1000 experiments for creating nulls at different angles, with different main lobe directions and null widths. Our nulling angles and main lobe directions range from the 30° to 150° region, and null widths range from 5° to 20° width. In all of the experiments, the target null region does overlap with the ±10° region around the main lobe direction. In these experiments, we focus on the performance for creating a single null. In Fig. 13(c), we compare Nulli-Fi’s performance against the Quantize-Continuous baseline. The continuous solutions are quantized to \( b = 5, 6, \ldots, 9 \) bits of phase resolution, whereas Nulli-Fi is implemented on real hardware with 4 bits of phase resolution. Nulli-Fi’s performance exceeds Quantize-Continuous even with 9 bits of phase resolution compared to Nulli-Fi’s 4 bits. This shows that simply quantizing the continuous phase solution (especially quantizing to less than 7 bits) does not work for practical phased arrays.

We also compare Nulli-Fi with genetic algorithm [22] (Genetic) as well as with Nulli-Fi’s optimization framework without initializing it with the solution of our optimal algorithm (Nulli-Fi No optimal). We run experiments where each algorithm is required to create single nulls at 200 different directions. We fix a target nulling performance of −20 dB and record the number of iterations required to achieve the desired nulling. Fig. 14(a) plots a CDF of the No. of iterations, showing that Nulli-Fi converges almost two orders of magnitude faster than Genetic. The figure also shows that Nulli-Fi’s optimal algorithm enables much faster convergence and in many cases already gives a nulling performance of −20 dB. Hence, Nulli-Fi converges in a single iteration. Moreover, By comparing the 99th percentile of Genetic and Nulli-Fi(No optimal), which comprises cases where it is more difficult to create nulls, we can see that Nulli-Fi’s novel crossover scheme helps in pushing the algorithm faster towards the desired nulling performance. Next, we fix the number of iterations to 10 for all three algorithms and plot the CDF of the nulling gain achieved by Nulli-Fi over each algorithm in Fig. 14(a). Nulli-Fi achieves a median gain in nulling of 10 dB over Genetic and 4 dB over Nulli-Fi (No optimal).

5. Sensitivity to Calibration & Hardware Imperfections
To show the significance of accounting for hardware imperfections, we run experiments to evaluate nulling performance using coarse and absent calibration on the phased array frontend. We also run experiments without accounting for non-uniform antenna radiation patterns discussed in Section 4. As mentioned previously, such imperfections have little effect on the location and power of the main lobe, but will lead to significant errors in null forming [43]. Fig. 15a, shows a CDF of the nulling performance. Without accounting for hardware imperfections, the median nulling is only 10 dB which is 17 dB worse than Nulli-Fi. With simple coarse calibration, the performance already improves by 7 dB. The figure also shows that while ignoring the non-uniform radiation patterns is not as severe, it still reduces the median nulling performance by 3 dB compared to Nulli-Fi. Finally, Fig. 15b shows the sensitiv-
of Nulli-Fi’s performance to errors in calibration. While the performance degrades as the calibration error increases, the figure shows that Nulli-Fi is robust to calibration errors less than 5° and can still null even if the calibration errors are 30°. It is worth noting that the degradation is less sharp in the case of 2 bit phase shifters. This is likely due to the fact that the phase is highly quantized and hence any calibration error is within the quantization errors.

### 6.4 Suppressing Interference & Improving Throughput

In this section, we present results for Nulli-Fi’s ability to steer the null to suppress interference.

#### 1. Null Steering Algorithm: Here we show the performance of Nulli-Fi’s ability to suppress new, unforeseen interferences. To this end, we implemented Nulli-Fi on mm-Flex [33], and we ran close to 700 experiments with different relative locations, power levels for the interference. The experimental setup of this part was explained in section 5.

Fig. 16(b) shows the CDF of Signal to Interference plus Noise (SINR) ratio under four different conditions. As revealed by the figure, throughout all experiments, we set the SINR for when there is no interference to around 21 dB. By introducing the interference (shown by the maroon curve) whose location and power is unknown to the system, the SINR drops to as low as < 1 dB. Then, by running Nulli-Fi’s null steering algorithm as described in section 4.3, Nulli-Fi chose and suppressed the side lobes one by one in order to restore the original SINR. The algorithm would stop once it reached within 1 dB of the original SINR, or it suppressed each side-lobe once (up to 10 side lobes).

We did this experiment in two regimes of narrow (2°) and wide (10°) nulls, shown by green and dark blue curves respectively. As seen in both curves, Nulli-Fi can improve the SINR by a median of 13 dB and 15 dB for narrow and wide nulls respectively. We therefore see that Nulli-Fi is able to bring the SINR very close to its original value in the absence of the interferer in all cases. This shows that it is sufficient to look for interference only at the side lobes, as opposed to performing a full scan.

We mention a trade-off between using narrow (2°) and wide (10°) nulls. We expect wide nulls to have a higher chance of capturing the interference, albeit with lower suppressing power as we showed in section 6.3. We see here that this is indeed the case: Compared to narrow nulls, wide nulls have a higher chance of capturing the interference, while narrow nulls suppress the interference better. This is also reflected by the tails of the green and the dark blue curves in Fig. 16(b). We also compare the runtime of Nulli-Fi’s algorithm against the baseline of fully scanning all angles. The numbers are reported using the fast beam switching and RSS measurement technique implemented in [33]. We see that Nulli-Fi’s algorithm run on average in 290 nano-seconds, with a standard deviation of 115ns, which is more than 10× faster than a full search scheme, whose average and standard deviation for running time are 3.280 and 1.616 µs, respectively.

Finally, we compare Nulli-Fi’s performance in gaining SINR with the Shift-Pattern baseline. We fix the signal and the interference power, and we move the interferer to different angles, and run 100 experiments to measure the gain in SINR. We compare Nulli-Fi with this baseline in two cases. In the first case, Shift-Pattern (perfect), we assume perfect knowledge of the beam pattern, in which case Shift-Pattern chooses the best (deepest) null direction out of all direction within an interval of 10 degrees around the current pattern. We note that although this always reduces the power at the desired null location, it may lead to significant losses in the mainlobe, as we can see in Fig. 16(a). Things get even worse once we use the theoretical beam pattern to predict the optimum shifting amount (Shift-Pattern), which almost always results in a loss of SINR, due to inaccuracy of the theoretical beam pattern in predicting the real one. Nulli-Fi, on the other hand, always gives at least 6dB improvement in SINR, outperforming both versions of the baselines in almost all cases. This shows that simply shifting the pattern does not work in a practical system, since by shifting towards a null, we also shift the main lobe away from the direction of communication.

#### 2. Throughput in Dense Networks: Fig. 16(c) demonstrates
Nulli-Fi’s performance gains in dense networks. To do so, we implement and compare with BounceNet [27] which exploits the directionality of mmWave phased arrays to enable dense spatial reuse. We incorporate Nulli-Fi’s nulling into BounceNet. Fig. 16(c) plots the total network data rate as the number of links in the network increases from 1 to 10. We compare Nulli-Fi against a regular phased array testbed using standard codebook-based beam patterns without interference nulling. As seen in the figure, due to significant interference in dense networks caused by side lobe leakages and multipath, a regular phased array equipped testbed can achieve only up to 11.31 Gbps network data rate for 10 links. Nulli-Fi, on the other hand, can effectively null out interference at each link and can increase the total data rate for the same phased array testbed to 29.1 Gbps, providing a gain of 2.6×.

In Table 2, we present further statistics on the gains in total data rate achieved by Nulli-Fi over a regular phased array testbed for different number of links n in the network. For each n we perform 100 different experiments by randomizing the client and AP positions. The result shows that for up to n = 4 communication links, Nulli-Fi can achieve the maximum possible gain of n× over the vanilla phased array testbed. Thus, in certain experiments Nulli-Fi was able to get all 4 links to communicate simultaneously by nulling out interferences, whereas the regular phased arrays were not able to exploit any spatial reuse whatsoever due to side lobe leakages and interference. Note that this gain saturates and begins to fall as the number of links increases due to increased interference. Nonetheless, Nulli-Fi is still able to achieve gains as high as 3.09 × in network data rate for 10 links in the network. Table 2 also shows results for 90th percentile and median gains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Links</th>
<th>Max Gain</th>
<th>90th Perc. Gain</th>
<th>Median Gain</th>
<th>No. of Links</th>
<th>Max Gain</th>
<th>90th Perc. Gain</th>
<th>Median Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.60×</td>
<td>2.83×</td>
<td>2.33×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2×</td>
<td>2.12×</td>
<td>2.72×</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.50×</td>
<td>2.72×</td>
<td>2.38×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3×</td>
<td>1.8×</td>
<td>2.94×</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.38×</td>
<td>2.77×</td>
<td>2.44×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4×</td>
<td>2.86×</td>
<td>2.97×</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.97×</td>
<td>2.77×</td>
<td>2.44×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.16×</td>
<td>2.81×</td>
<td>2.68×</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.09×</td>
<td>2.68×</td>
<td>2.44×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Gains in Total Network Data Rate from Nulli-Fi

7 Discussion and Limitations

In this paper, we introduced novel algorithms that significantly boost the convergence speed and improved the nulling performance compared to past work. Furthermore, the system enabled the first practical implementation of null steering by accounting for hardware restrictions, incorporating hardware imperfections and achieving wide and multiple nulls.

Importance of Convergence Speed: One might wonder, however, why having a faster algorithm is important in practical network deployments. The reason has to do with today’s commercial phased array hardware. In particular, the hardware typically stores a codebook of different beam patterns in the on-board memory, and the mmWave radio beams towards different directions by reading the precomputed phase shift values from the codebook. As such, it is not possible to store precomputed beam patterns for all combinations of main-lobes and nulling directions. For instance, if we consider beam patterns with just one null, we would need to store a beam pattern corresponding to each main-lobe direction and each null direction, so a total of 180 × 180 beam patterns to achieve a null accuracy of 1 degree. This requirement grows exponentially with the number of nulls and would require gigabytes of memory for more than 2 nulls. Compare this to today’s millimeter wave phase array that can store 16 to 256 codebooks. Hence, pre-computing and storing the beam patterns is not feasible. This is precisely why it is important to have an efficient algorithm that can converge quickly and compute the required beam patterns in real-time operation.
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A Appendix

A.1 Pseudocode

Here we present pseudo codes to Nulli-Fi’s algorithms discussed in section 4.

Algorithm 1: OPTIMALNULLING($N, \phi, \phi_0, d, \lambda, \alpha^*$)
\[
\begin{align*}
\theta & = 2\pi \frac{d}{\lambda} (\cos(\phi) - \cos(\phi_0)), \\
v_p & = \exp(j \frac{N-1}{N} \theta), \\
& \text{for } n \text{ in range}(N), \\
v_n & = \exp(j n \theta), \\
& \Delta \alpha_n \leftarrow 0, \\
& \text{for } n \text{ in range}(\frac{N}{2}), \\
& \text{if } |\angle(v_p, v_n) - \pi| < \alpha^*: \\
& \Delta \alpha_n = \pi - \angle(v_p, v_n), \\
& \Delta \alpha_{N-n-1} = \angle(v_p, v_n) - \pi; \\
& \text{else if } \angle(v_p, v_n) > \pi + \alpha^*: \\
& \Delta \alpha_n = \alpha^*; \\
& \Delta \alpha_{N-n-1} = -\alpha^*; \\
& \text{if } \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} v_n \exp(j \Delta \alpha_n) \neq 0: \\
& \text{return } 0; \\
& \text{return } |\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} v_n \exp(j \Delta \alpha_n)|;
\end{align*}
\]

Algorithm 2: CHOOSESUBSET($N, q$)
\[
\begin{align*}
S & \leftarrow \emptyset; \\
(\alpha_0, \ldots, \alpha_{N-1}) & \leftarrow \text{ideal phase shifts for main lobe}; \\
& \text{for } n \text{ from } 0 \text{ to } N-1: \\
& \text{if } \alpha_n \text{ is within } t \text{ degs of an available phase shift:} \\
& \quad \text{add } n \text{ to } S; \\
& \text{return } S;
\end{align*}
\]

A.2 Phase Calibration

Here we explain Nulli-Fi’s phase calibration in detail. In order to calibrate for the difference in the lengths of the wires coming out of each antenna element, we pick one reference antenna element $i^r$, and calibrate the remaining antennas with respect to this reference. Note that, the process of calibration is finding the additional phase shift one has to apply to antenna $j$ in order to bring it in phase with the reference antenna $i^r$. To do so, we run a series of simple experiments as follows. We note that throughout all of these experiments, transmitter and receiver are directly facing each other.

- First, for a fixed $i$, $0 \leq i \leq 15$, we turn off all antenna elements except $i$. We then apply phase shifts to the weight of antenna element $i$ over time to cover all the possible phase values, and capture the received power over time. For antenna element $i$ and its $n^{th}$ phase shift $\alpha_i[n]$, we denote the received signal amplitude by $a_i[n]$.

We repeat this for all $i$ from 0 to 15.
- We repeat the previous phase for all antennas $i$ save for a chosen reference, $i^r$. Throughout these experiments, we keep element $i^r$ turned on with a constant amplitude $a_0$, and for the experiment with element $i$ and $n^{th}$ phase shift, we call the corresponding received amplitude $b_i[n]$. Now $b_i[n]$ is the sum of the signals received from $i^r$ and $i$. If there is a $\alpha_{i,i^r}$ phase shift between the two elements, then we must have

\[
b_i(t) = |a_i(t) + e^{\alpha_{i,i^r}} a_0|,
\]

Therefore we can find $\alpha_{i,i^r}$ by performing a simple binary search over all possible values in $[0, 360]$ degrees. An example of the two normalized curves, before and after calibration, is shown in Figure 17.
A.3 Experimental Setup

**Experiment Locations.** We ran our experiments in 4 different rooms shown in Fig. 18. Two locations (a, c) were inside a lab environment with many metal cabinets that contributed to multi path reflections. The other 2 locations (b, d) were different rooms inside apartments with many indoor objects. In all rooms, there were human subjects in the background during the experiment, thus constituting dynamic environments.

**Nulli-Fi + mm-Flex.** One transmitter/receiver pair are implemented using a single FPGA device in a full-duplex manner, i.e. transmitter and receiver functionalities are used at the same time. This pair corresponds to the transmitter and the receiver implementing Nulli-Fi.

We use a second FPGA (mounted on the same hosting chassis) which serves as the interferer. Since both FPGAs are mounted on the same chassis, long cables (5m) are used to carry the baseband signals to the corresponding transmitting antennas (the one transmitting the packets of interest and the one from the interferer). Therefore, with this setup, we are able to easily cover indoor scenarios.

Both FPGAs are managed from a control and management processor integrated in the same hosting chassis. This is used to send/receive frames to/from each baseband processor, configure ADCs/DACs, IP blocks, as well as the setup for the 60GHz Siversima RF-frontends.

A.4 Further Analysis of Nulling Performance

**Closed Form Solutions.** Alg. 1 offers a step by step solution to find nulls. It is also possible to find closed form solutions for bounds of achievable nulling performance as a function using the algorithm. This can be done by going thorough the algorithm with by keeping the symbol $\phi$ as opposed to setting it to a specific value. Doing so will result in explicit formulas for the angles for which perfect nulling is possible. For the angles that perfect nulling is not possible, we can find explicit formulas that determine the deepest possible nulls as a Piecewise-defined function of the angle $\phi$. Different cases of this piecewise-defined function are separated by the naturally occurring nulls in the original beam pattern. An example of this for $N = 8$ antennas is shown in Fig. 19(a) where there are four cases separated by natural nulls, with each case having its own piecewise formula. For example, Theorems A.1 and A.2 show examples of closed form solutions for nulling around the main lobe as a function of number of elements $N$, angle of nulling $\phi$, the main lobe angle $\phi_0$, and the maximum phase shift allowed on each antenna $\alpha^*$:

**Theorem A.1** The two closest perfect nulls to the main lobe given a maximum phase shift of $\alpha^*$ for each element are given by $\phi^* = \arccos \left( \cos(\phi_0) \pm \frac{\lambda}{Nd} (1 - \frac{2\alpha^*}{\pi}) \right)$.

**Theorem A.2** For the area around the main lobe that perfect nulling is not possible, the deepest possible null at direction $\phi$ is given by $N \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{4} \theta + \alpha^* \right)$, where $\theta = 2d\frac{\lambda}{\cos(\phi) - \cos(\phi_0)}$.

Specifically, Theorem A.1 determines the areas where perfect nulling is possible, and Theorem A.2 determines the deepest possible nulls for angles where perfect nulling cannot be achieved. For $N = 8$, these formulas correspond to the case 1 in Fig. 19(a). Following similar methods demonstrated in the proofs of these theorems in section A.5 we can find explicit formulas for other cases too.

Using the closed form formulas, we have plotted the best achievable nulling performance (i.e., the lowest possible value of the pattern $P$ for each angle) for $N = 8$ antennas, and $\alpha^* = 10, 15$ and 25 degrees in Fig. 19(b). As revealed by
the figure, there is a trade-off between how much we lose in the main lobe, and how strongly we can null different angles. For instance, while \( \alpha^* = 15^\circ \) ensures a maximum main lobe loss of 0.3 dB, there are certain regions depicted by the green curve that cannot be nulled. As can be seen, for lower \( \alpha^* \) (orange curve) there are more regions that cannot be nulled, while a higher \( \alpha^* \) (blue) shows only an area around the main lobe that cannot be nulled. Since Alg. 1 is optimal, we believe it can help decide the degree of trade-off in different applications. This is especially useful as these curves also define a stopping criterion for our algorithms especially when we lump in the hardware imperfections into the optimization problem. For example if we know that it is not possible to get a nulls stronger than 20 dB in the ideal case (i.e., without hardware imperfections), we can expect that with hardware imperfections the nulling performance cannot get far beyond 20 dB, as we explain in section 4.2.

**Alternative Algorithms.** In the walk-through example with 6 antennas in section 4.1, the final configuration of the antennas is shown in Fig. 4 (b4). As can be seen from the figure, pairs \( \{0,3\}, \{1,4\} \) and \( \{2,5\} \) are perfectly canceling each other, yielding a null. Looking at this configuration, one might wonder if we can always try and create *pairs* of opposing vectors, such that the sum of every pair is zero. However, it is possible to construct examples where this solution does not work, but Alg. 1 achieves a perfect null. In fact, for larger values of \( N \), it is possible to construct examples in which no set of \( K < N \) vectors sum to zero while the sum of all \( N \) vectors is still zero. For further information, we refer the interested reader to our git repository where we have implement and compare these algorithms.

### A.5 Proofs

**Proof of lemma 4.1.** We align the main lobe toward some angle \( \phi_0 \), and therefore the signal coming from that angle will sum up coherently. Specifically,

\[
|P|^2 = \left| \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} e^{-2\pi j \frac{n}{N} \cos(\phi_0)} e^{j \alpha_n} \right|^2 = \left| \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} 1 \right|^2 = N^2.
\]

Imposing additional phase shifts \( \Delta \alpha_n \) in order to enable nulling would give us:

\[
|P'|^2 = \left| \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} e^{j \Delta \alpha_n} \right|^2 = \left( \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \cos(\Delta \alpha_n) \right)^2 + \left( \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sin(\Delta \alpha_n) \right)^2 \\
\geq \left( \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \cos(\alpha^*) \right)^2 > 0 = N^2 \cos^2(\alpha^*)
\]

since \( |\Delta \alpha_n| \leq \alpha^* \leq 90^\circ \). Hence, \( |P'|^2 \geq |P|^2 \cos^2(\alpha^*) \) and the loss in the main lobe power is at most \( 1 - \cos^2(\alpha^*) = \sin^2(\alpha^*) \).

**Proof of lemma 4.2.** Replacing \( \theta \), we get \( v_n = e^{j n \theta} \). Since they are unit vectors, \( v_k \) and \( v_{N-1-k} \) are symmetric around their sum. Further, we have

\[
\angle(v_k + v_{N-1-k}) = \angle(e^{j n \theta} + e^{j (N-1-n) \theta}) \\
= \angle(e^{j \frac{N-1}{2} \theta} \times 2 \cos(N-1-2n \theta / 4) \\
= \angle e^{j \frac{N-1}{2} \theta} + \angle \cos(N-1-2n \theta / 4) \\
= \frac{N-1}{2} \theta \pm \pi.
\]

where the last line follows from the fact that the phase of a real number is either 0 or \( \pi \). Since the phase of these vector pair sums are the same (up to \( \pm \pi \)), so is the sum of all of them, \( P \). This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. For a given nulling angle \( \phi \), we identify two possible cases. First, if it is not possible to create a perfect null at \( \phi \), and second, if it is possible to create a perfect null at \( \phi \).

- In the first case, Alg. 1 does not stop until all vectors \( v_0, \ldots, v_{N-1} \) have rotated by \( \pm \alpha^* \). In this case, following the exact same argument in the proof of Theorem 4.4, Eq. 6 hold with equality, which means that the best nulling performance is achieved.

- In the second case Alg. 1 where nulling is possible, at some point in the algorithm, it predicts a perfect null. For a given \( \phi \), assume an x-y coordinate for the complex plane, such that \( P(\phi) = 0 \). In this coordinate, let each vector \( v_k \) have the representation \((x_k, y_k)\). We are looking for the first possible \( \phi \) for which there exists a set of additional phase shifts, \( \Delta \alpha_k \), such that \( P(\phi) = (0, 0) \). In its general form, \( P \) is expressed as

\[
P(\phi) = \sum_n v_n e^{j \Delta \alpha_n}
\]

Further, we can bound the absolute value of the pattern \( P \) as follows.

\[
|P(\phi)|^2 = (\sum_n x_n)^2 + (\sum_n y_n)^2 \\
\geq (\sum_n x_n^*)^2,
\]

where we have bounded the second term with zero. This inequality holds as long as \( \sum_n x_n^* \) is positive, which is true around the main lobe, before the first possible null.

Let us rotate each vector \( v_n \) to get \( x_n^* \) as its x component. Using lemma 1, \( v_n \) rotates by \( \pm \alpha \) if and only if \( v_{N-1-n} \) is rotated by \( \mp \alpha \). This means that the two vectors remain symmetrical around the x axis. Therefore, we will necessarily have \( \sum_n y_n = 0 \), bringing equation 6 to an equality. Hence, as long as \( \sum_n x_n^* > 0 \), nulling is not possible.

The first point at which nulling becomes possible can therefore be derived by finding the solution to \( \sum_n x_n^* = 0 \). Using equation 5 combined with lemma 1, we get

\[
\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x_n^* = 2 \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \cos((n - N - 1)\theta + \alpha^*) = 0,
\]

The solution to which is \( \theta = \pm \frac{2}{N} (\pi - \alpha^*) \), or its corresponding \( \phi \) value given in the theorem.

Proof of Theorem A.1. For a given \( \phi \), assume an x-y coordinate for the complex plane, such that \( \angle P(\phi) = 0 \). In this coordinate, let each vector \( v_k \) have the representation \((x_k, y_k)\). We are looking for the first possible \( \phi \) for which there exists a set of additional phase shifts, \( \Delta \alpha_k \), such that \( P(\phi) = (0, 0) \). In its general form, \( P \) is expressed as

\[
P(\phi) = \sum_n v_n e^{j \Delta \alpha_n}
\]

Further, we can bound the absolute value of the pattern \( P \) as follows.

\[
|P(\phi)|^2 = (\sum_n x_n)^2 + (\sum_n y_n)^2 \\
\geq (\sum_n x_n^*)^2,
\]

where we have bounded the second term with zero. This inequality holds as long as \( \sum_n x_n^* \) is positive, which is true around the main lobe, before the first possible null.

Let us rotate each vector \( v_n \) to get \( x_n^* \) as its x component. Using lemma 1, \( v_n \) rotates by \( \pm \alpha \) if and only if \( v_{N-1-n} \) is rotated by \( \mp \alpha \). This means that the two vectors remain symmetrical around the x axis. Therefore, we will necessarily have \( \sum_n y_n = 0 \), bringing equation 6 to an equality. Hence, as long as \( \sum_n x_n^* > 0 \), nulling is not possible.

The first point at which nulling becomes possible can therefore be derived by finding the solution to \( \sum_n x_n^* = 0 \). Using equation 5 combined with lemma 1, we get

\[
\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x_n^* = 2 \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \cos((n - N - 1)\theta + \alpha^*) = 0,
\]

The solution to which is \( \theta = \pm \frac{2}{N} (\pi - \alpha^*) \), or its corresponding \( \phi \) value given in the theorem.
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Abstract
WiFi backscattering can enable direct connectivity of IoT devices with commodity WiFi hardware at low power. However, most existing work in this area has overlooked the importance of synchronization and, as a result, accepted either limited range between the transmitter and the IoT device, reduced throughput via bit repetition, or both. In this paper, we present SyncScatter, which achieves accurate synchronization with incident signals at the IoT device level while realizing maximum possible sensitivity afforded by a backscatter link budget. SyncScatter creates a novel modeling framework and derives the maximal optimal range and synchronization error that the receiver can tolerate without significant performance compromises. Next, SyncScatter builds a novel hierarchical wake-up protocol, which, together with a custom ASIC, achieves a range of 30+ meters and the peak throughput of 500Kbps, with an average power consumption of 30µW.

1 Introduction
Ubiquitous wireless network coverage is required to enable the next-generation of Internet of Things (IoT) devices. In smart homes, offices, industrial environments, and more, WiFi is by far the most ubiquitous form of connectivity. However, enabling WiFi connectivity at the IoT device level requires high power consumption - to the point where most such IoT devices must be either plugged into wall power, must use large and frequently re-charged batteries, or simply cannot afford to transmit data at high average throughput [13, 22].

Recent work has proposed using backscatter communication techniques to reduce power, which forgoes direct WiFi signal generation by instead modulating data on top of ambient WiFi transmissions generated by existing access points (APs) [10, 40]. There are three components to backscattering systems: 1) the transmitting radio which generates the excitation signal; 2) the IoT device which reflects the incoming signal by encoding its information, and 3) a receiving radio (WiFi-compatible) which receives the packets and decodes the data from the IoT device. By avoiding any signal generation or amplification directly at RF, the power consumption of backscatter communication can be low - on the order of microwatts - such that small energy harvesters or batteries can directly power the IoT devices.

Existing work on WiFi-backscattering can be broadly classified into two major categories: the first set of WiFi-backscattering is inspired by the RFID style of backscatter communication systems [8, 21], wherein a tone-generator is deployed as the excitation radio. This gives the IoT device the freedom to begin backscattering at any time it likes, along with the freedom to create any backscattered waveform like WiFi to encode its information. This tone-based backscattering approach requires additional custom hardware - the tone generator - beyond commodity WiFi hardware, and thus deployment timelines and costs can be appreciable [21].

In contrast, the second set of works [40, 42] leverage existing WiFi infrastructure for both the excitation and receiving radios, therefore requiring no additional infrastructure deployment. In this approach, an existing WiFi radio’s transmission is used as excitation signal, and the IoT device modulates the underlying data in the excitation signal in a specific manner according to the IoT device’s data which is then reflected back to the environment. Properly backscatter modulated signals will retain a WiFi-compatible form, and therefore can be decoded by another WiFi radio. Ideally, the IoT device should synchronize itself to the incident signal, such that it knows precisely when to perform backscatter modulation. To ensure the superimposed data (i.e., the data from the incident source and the IoT device data) is readable by a commodity WiFi receiver, this synchronization should be down to the symbol level. Unfortunately, no prior work in WiFi backscatter synchronizes down to the symbol level [20, 21, 40].

Synchronizing to the symbol level with high-accuracy is challenging, as all ISM, including WiFi transmissions, are made up of complex digital waveforms at fairly high data rates. A large literature has worked on optimizing the power consumption of the synchronization routines in WiFi transceivers, which still takes considerable power [5]. Furthermore, the power consumption of synchronization increases exponentially to make it work at lower incoming signal power. Therefore, prior WiFi backscattering work such as Hitchhike [40] employs a very simply energy-detecting synchronization scheme that consumes low power but can only synchronize to an accuracy of 2µsec at an input power of $-20dBm$. Since the symbol rate in 802.11b WiFi is 1µsec, this means Hitchhike will effectively begin backscatter modulation at a random location within a symbol, which ultimately limits its achievable distance to be no more than 6m from the transmitter. Unfortunately, this comes directly at the cost of decreased achievable throughput, increased inter-symbol interference (ISI), and ultimately reduced communication range.

In this paper, we present SyncScatter, which is the first
integrated circuit-based backscattering platform that can enable symbol-level synchronization through a hierarchical wakeup and synchronization protocol, shown in Fig. 1, which works up to theoretical sensitivity levels. Such symbol synchronization enables longer range, higher-throughput, and more reliable backscatter communication than prior art for all forms of communication (not just WiFi). Here, we specifically built and prototyped SyncScatter to demonstrate the first fully-WiFi-compatible symbol-level synchronized, long-distance, extremely low-powered backscatter system. Furthermore, SyncScatter can support multiple IoT devices to co-exist without interfering with each other. SyncScatter is designed on a custom ASIC, enabling ultra-low-power consumption.

In order to bound the design space, we begin the paper by asking some fundamental questions: how accurate does the synchronization need to be? How far away from the transmitter can we work? What sensitivity level should we target at that range? How do we do all of this while keeping power low? To answer the first question, we present analysis wherein we add increasing amount of synchronization error and observe the performance (SNR vs BER), and choose point where the gains are incremental beyond it. Then, we leverage FCC specifications on maximum available transmit power along with the minimum SNR required to decode a certain ISM backscatter, accounting for loss in backscattering and the noise figure of the corresponding receiver, to derive the maximum path loss, and therefore distance, a backscatter system could potentially work at. This analysis also gives us the sensitivity level needed at the backscattering tag, which as we will show turns out to be \(-35\) dBm. Importantly, we discuss how improving sensitivity beyond this level is wasteful. This is the first analysis of its kind that combines path loss, synchronization accuracy, and sensitivity.

The next natural question for SyncScatter is how to achieve the required tight synchronization accuracy and desired high sensitivity while consuming microwatts of power? To keep power low, a direct envelope-detector (ED) approach is typically used; however, such a system’s sensitivity typically reduces with increasing bandwidth. Since achieving a high synchronization accuracy requires high bandwidth, this poses a direct trade-off between accuracy and sensitivity. The only way to break this trade-off is to add RF amplification before the ED. However, this can cost significant power - upwards of 100s of microwatts.

To break this trade-off, our key insight is to create a two-stage, hierarchical wake-up and synchronization protocol, wherein a first stage (the wake-up receiver) is designed with single-digit microwatt power and leverages low-bandwidth energy detection to simply wake-up the tag at approximately the right time, at which point a second stage (the synchronization receiver) uses higher-power active RF amplification to enable the desired sensitivity at the desired bandwidth, but is turned on only for a short time to synchronize, and is powered down immediately post synchronization. SyncScatter creates a new protocol where two packets with controlled length are sent apriori to backscattering. The time duration of the two packets encodes the tag’s identity, which results in an enable signal from the first stage wake-up receiver. The second stage turns on just before the start of the backscatter payload packet, samples the incoming signal at high bandwidth, looking for the beginning of the packet and the symbol boundary, and then promptly goes to sleep. Once symbol-level synchronization is achieved, the backscatter modulation logic reflects the incoming signal by overlaying its data in a synchronized fashion.

SyncScatter specifically builds an RF integrated circuit and hardware design for the entire hierarchical wake-up protocol, along with single-sideband backscattering circuits, which can backscatter any ISM 2.4 GHz signals. SyncScatter’s WiFi transmitter and receiver are implemented using open-wrt [25] on TP-Link devices. SyncScatter is evaluated in indoor office environments to achieve the following results:

- SyncScatter achieves a sensitivity of up to \(-35\) dBm via the custom integrated circuit, with a synchronization accuracy of 150 ns, which enables a 30+ meter link operation as measured in a regular office environment. As a result, the longer wake-up distance offered by SyncScatter allows the use of WiFi APs deployed in a typical home or office environment without requiring additional smartphones, unlike in HitchHike [40].
- SyncScatter tag enables symbol-level synchronization at very low power consumption by utilizing a hierarchical wake-up receiver with a false negative rate of \(10^{-3}\).
- SyncScatter tag supports backscatter communication over a wide range of the transmitter(Tx) to tag and receiver(Rx) to tag distances whose product is \(\leq 169\) m², i.e., 13m from Tx and 13m from Rx or 33m from Tx and 5m from Rx.
- SyncScatter supports multiple tags running concurrently and supports 802.11b waveforms, modulating at symbol level providing peak bit-rates of 500 Kbps.

2 Synchronization & Sensitivity Requirements

This section introduces a model that helps scope out requirements for the custom IC designed for WiFi backscatter. The methodology presented herein could also be used to
design any ISM backscatter systems.

2.1 Synchronization Requirements for WiFi

Synchronization is at the heart of all communication systems, and must be thought through carefully, even for backscatter systems, and must be thought through carefully, even for backscatter systems (at least, ones that do not use tone generators, like fully WiFi-compatible systems). In this sub-section, we specifically discuss the need for synchronization and establish the minimum required synchronization accuracy, which is needed for minimal performance reduction in a fully WiFi-compatible backscatter system.

To describe the synchronization problem we are solving, we will start with a brief discussion of the problem with a figure, specifically on a representative 802.11b signal in Fig. 2. To backscatter a valid 802.11b signal, the tag performs code-word translation on the ambient 802.11b packets, similar to [40]. The tag embeds its data on the ambient 802.11b WiFi packet by changing the phase of each of the 802.11b symbols in the packet. The resulting backscattered signal is a product of the incident signal and the tag’s phase modulation. Therefore, changing each symbol’s phase ensures that the chip sequence on each symbol retains the 11-bit barker code and backscatters a valid 802.11b signal, which is then decodable by the WiFi receiver without inter-symbol interference shown on the right.

As observed in [40], the HitchHike tag, and in fact all past work that backscatters ambient signals, do not accurately synchronize with the incoming transmitter signal and therefore applies code-word translation with incorrect boundaries shown in the Fig. 2 left. Misalignment between the backscatter symbol timing and the original symbols in the 11b packet will start to change the barker code, which hurts the signal to interference ratio and, therefore, hurts the receiver’s ability to decode the backscatter packet and can result in errors.

To quantitatively understand the impact of synchronization, we emulate the backscatter system wherein we transmit the reflected packet using an SDR while intentionally adding an increasing amount of synchronization error from 0 ns to 625 ns as shown in Fig. 3a. The synchronization errors are added after the header of the transmission, as the backscattered payload is applied only after the header. The transmission is received using an off-the-shelf WiFi AP. We measure 10000 packets with backscatter payload in a total of 1 million bits to generate the SNR to BER plot. As we can observe, synchronization errors up to 150ns do not lead to significant BER degradation. However, errors beyond this can lead to 7dB or more degradation.

A natural question is how did past work resolve this issue. Due to power-related issues that we will discuss shortly, prior work such as [40] achieved synchronization accuracies of anywhere from 1 to 10 µsec, which is well beyond the symbol period. This means that the backscattered signal modulated on top of the existing WiFi packet will have a random phase offset for each packet. To combat this problem, [40] uses a preamble to help the receiver find the start of backscatter data in the packet and decode the tag data. Further, to ensure proper decoding of tag data, each tag data bit is repeated multiple times (repetition coding), reducing the available throughput.

Generalization of Synchronization requirements to other wireless standards: An obvious next step is to know the synchronization requirements for backscatter systems based on different wireless standards like BLE (Bluetooth low energy) and 802.11g WiFi. In BLE transmissions, a data bit 0/1 is encoded as different frequency modulated sine tone signals. Backscatter tag modifies the frequency of sine tones present in the BLE symbols to encode backscatter data on top of BLE packets. The backscatter encoder must know the symbol boundaries to ensure that backscattering is successful. Otherwise, the backscatter data is spread on two consecutive symbols, and the receiver fails to decode the packet. Similarly, 802.11g WiFi backscatter systems encode data on top of an OFDM symbol by changing the signal phase. Hence the backscatter encoder must be aware of the OFDM symbol boundaries. To understand the synchronization delay’s impact, we perform Matlab simulations of backscattering BLE and 20MHz standard OFDM signals as given in [42] and introduce synchronization (sync) delay while finding symbol boundaries. Our simulations reveal that BLE backscatter loses 4 dB SNR at 10⁻³ BER for 100 ns sync delay and can tolerate up to 50 ns sync delay (More details in Appendix 9). On the other hand, OFDM backscatter can handle up to 1000 ns sync delay and lose more than 10 dB SNR at 10⁻³ BER for 1200 ns sync delay. These observations suggest that symbol-level synchronization is essential for backscatter systems based on other protocols as well.
2.2 Sensitivity of the backscatter tags

For an IoT device to backscatter its data, it needs to detect the incoming signal from the excitation radio. Prior work has shown very short distance backscatter from excitation radio to the tag, for example, less than 6 meters for WiFi backscattering [20, 40]. Given the flexibility in the design parameters with integrated circuit design, we would like to understand better the sensitivity for which the backscatter tag should be designed to optimize for range while minimizing power consumption.

At the outset, the above question looks ill-posed. To simplify the above question and perhaps get a more coherent answer, let us take an example of the same 11b signals transmitted at 1 Mbps. To simplify the above analysis, we would assume the worst-case mono-static backscatter communication scenario, i.e., the transmitting radio and the receiving radio are co-located. The challenge with the backscatter system is that it suffers from two-way path loss. Specifically, the transmitter to the tag suffers a path loss of $\frac{1}{d^2}$. Then the signal is re-radiated back from tag to the receiver, which suffers a multiplicative path loss of $\frac{1}{d^2}$, which implies $\frac{1}{d^4}$ path loss (or additive in dB). Said differently, it would suffer the same loss as traveling quadratic distance.

With that analysis in place, we can leverage the maximum possible dynamic range by operating at the highest possible transmit power and minimum receiver sensitivity at which we can decode the packet. For WiFi at 2.4GHz, the maximum average transmit power is 24 dBm (11b has a peak power of 30 dBm and 6 dB of PAPR), while a receiver sensitivity to decode 1 Mbps is at -97 dBm as shown in Fig. 3b. Given a tag can have ideal insertion loss of 3dB, this provides a dynamic range of $24 \text{ dBm} - (-97 \text{ dBm}) = 121 \text{ dB}$ for decode-ability. Assuming a worst-case range condition where the tag communicates with a co-located transmitter and receiver AP, this suggests operation with 59 dB of one-way path loss, for a worst-case incident signal power 24 dBm - 59 dB = -35 dBm.

To find the path loss in indoor environments, we measure the received signal strength with increasing distance between the transmitter and IoT device, up to a point where the received signal strength at the IoT device goes below the threshold of -35 dBm, providing us the range up to which we expect the backscatter to work. Fig. 3c plots the received power with increasing distance, and received power or sensitivity of $-35$ dBm would provide the maximum range benefit, i.e., from 15 – 21 meters, one-sided range. Note that prior systems have achieved $-15$ dBm sensitivity, with 6 meters working range [40].

In summary, we need to achieve a sensitivity of $-35$ dBm beyond which the gains are incremental and concurrently achieve synchronization accuracy of $150$ ns, all while keeping low power. Achieving this specification at the micro-watt level is extremely challenging.

3 SyncScatter Tag Design Overview

In this section, we describe the architecture of SyncScatter’s tag and show how it can wake-up to properly-designed incident WiFi signals, perform symbol-level synchronization to said incident WiFi signals, and then perform backscatter modulation. This is accomplished by three separate subsystems: a wake-up receiver, a sync stage edge-detector, and a backscatter modulator as shown in Fig. 4.

In most prior works [40,42], the wake-up receiver and sync stage are combined into a single circuit, i.e., a single circuit is responsible for determining if an appropriate WiFi signal is incident on the tag and then indicating to the tag when to begin backscatter modulation. This is, however, a problematic approach if the tag desires low-power and sufficient sensitivity and synchronization accuracy, as these items all trade-off directly with one another. Thus, breaking wake-up functionality apart from synchronization functionality via the proposed hierarchical approach can serve to break this trade-off, enabling a low-power yet sufficiently sensitive and accurate design.
3.1 Sync Stage Receiver

As aforementioned, the best we can do given FCC WiFi transmitter power limitations and the best achievable WiFi receiver noise figure is to achieve a sensitivity at the tag of approximately $-35$ dBm. Achieving a sensitivity better than this does not improve the system’s performance or range in any meaningful manner and is thus just wasteful. At the same time, we need to detect the symbol boundary of an incident WiFi packet with an accuracy of at least 150 ns. Again, doing better than this does not meaningfully improve performance. Thus, the design space here is: achieve these sensitivity and synchronization accuracy specifications while consuming as little power as possible.

To find the accurate symbol boundaries, we can use the fact that multiple symbols together constitute a packet. If we can somehow find the exact time instant at which the packet starts, we can determine the symbol boundaries by keeping track of the time elapsed from the beginning of the packet. The packet boundary is indicated by a change in the signal power received, and it can be used to find the start of the packet. Assuming we have already woken-up to a pre-specified WiFi signature (as described in the following section), we can then measure the instantaneous signal amplitude by passing the signal through an envelope detector (ED) and monitoring its envelope for a strong rising edge representing the beginning of the packet that will be backscatter modulated.

Before we present how we can perform necessary synchronization, it is first instructive to provide a brief overview of very low-power energy-detecting radio receivers. The simplest and lowest power receiver directly connects an antenna to an ED, whose output is low-pass filtered and then sampled. Fig. 5 shows a simplified block diagram of this approach. This approach’s main benefit is that the ED can be passive and thus consumes zero power; this circuit’s only power consumption is due to the sampler/comparator, which can be in the low single-digit microwatt regime. Note that this approach energy-detects everything at its input, and thus there is usually a filter at the input to ensure out-of-band interferers do not get demodulated.

The main design parameter in such a receiver is the baseband bandwidth, $BW_{BB}$, set by the combination of the effective resistance of the ED itself and its load capacitance as a simple first-order RC filter. The larger the baseband bandwidth, the more precise an ED will be able to detect a rising packet edge, and therefore the better the synchronization accuracy will be. To first order, this is a one-to-one trade-off, as shown in Fig. 5, assuming that the comparator is sampling at the Nyquist rate (i.e., $2 \times$ the baseband bandwidth). To achieve a synchronization accuracy of 150 ns, we would need a baseband bandwidth of at least 6.7 MHz.

However, the complication here is that the larger the baseband bandwidth, the larger the noise bandwidth becomes. As described in [18, 34], with no gain in front of the ED, the receiver’s sensitivity is typically dominated by the noise of the ED itself. Interestingly, RF noise is immaterial in such a scenario because a passive ED’s noise is so much larger than all downconverted RF noise. As a result, increasing the baseband bandwidth directly increases the noise, which degrades the sensitivity with a $5 \log(BW_{BB})$ trade-off (where $5 \log()$ instead of $10 \log()$ is used to account for the squaring function of the ED). Specifically, the sensitivity of a direct-ED receiver is given by equation 1.

$$P_{\text{sensitivity}} = \frac{20}{k_{ED} \times A_V^2} \sqrt{BW_{BB} \times PSD_0 \times SNR_{MIN}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $k_{ED}$ is the scaling factor of envelope detector, $A_V$ is the front-end voltage gain (equals to 1 for a direct-ED receiver), $PSD_0$ is the output-referred baseband noise, and $SNR_{MIN}$ is the required minimum signal-to-noise ratio. The result of this equation is plotted in Fig. 6 for representative values of $k_{ED}$, $PSD_0$, and $SNR_{MIN}$ to be 250/V, 300 nV$^2$/Hz and 6 dB, respectively. Achieving a synchronization accuracy of 150ns requires a baseband bandwidth of 6.7MHz, which, as shown per these numbers, permits a sensitivity of at best $-20$ dBm. This is obviously unacceptable.

Since we cannot further reduce the noise floor of a passive ED, the only recourse is to either provide more voltage gain before the ED or build an active ED to reduce its noise floor. It turns out that building an active ED with sufficiently low noise is not only not easy but also only helps with a $5 \log()$ benefit. On the other hand, providing voltage gain before the ED helps
with a $20 \log()$ benefit and is thus far more attractive.

In fact, it is possible, even at 2.4 GHz, to provide some amount of voltage gain completely passively through an impedance transformation network. For example, the π network (shown in Fig. 8a later) can take the 50 Ω antenna impedance and transform it to a 300 Ω impedance, theoretically giving $20 \log\left(\sqrt{\frac{Z_i}{Z_t}}\right) = 8$ dB of “free” voltage gain without consuming power. As shown in Fig. 6, adding 8 dB of voltage gain improves the sensitivity by 8 dB for a net sensitivity of -28 dBm. This is still not good enough. Considering that the detector’s impedance is of the order of 100kΩ, can we get more voltage gain if we build a better matching network? Unfortunately, the ability to do this is limited by the low-quality factor of components at high frequencies, along with parasitics - where for example, even 0.1 pF of parasitic capacitance presents as 600 Ω of impedance. Likewise, a 0.8 nH high-Q inductor from Coilcraft (0402DC-N80XR, Coilcraft, Illinois, USA) has $Q = 110$, which at 2.4 GHz is a series resistance of 25 mΩ, which limits $Z_t$ to 300 Ω. Thus, it is very difficult to get much more than ~8 dB of passive voltage gain at these frequencies.

As a result, the only remaining way to improve sensitivity is to add active RF gain. This is typically undesired by designers of backscatter tags, as the main purpose of doing backscatter modulation is to avoid having to build active circuits operating at RF since they tend to consume significant power. For example, in this work, we have built a custom RF amplifier into the integrated circuit, which provides a gain of 12dB for a power consumption of 240 μW. With the matching network, the provided gain improves the sensitivity by 20dB, which now meets the desired -40 dBm sensitivity specification (with some margin). However, while still significantly lower than the 10’s to 100’s of mW a typical WiFi transceiver would consume, the power consumption is still higher than desired.

We can now get to the key insight provided by SyncScatter: the high bandwidth needed for synchronization only needs to occur when we know we are about to backscatter - that is after we have already woken up. As a result, we only need to turn this RF amplifier on for a short amount of time to detect the rising edge of the packet to be backscatter modulated. We can shut-off the RF amplifier before and after this event. By duty-cycling the amplifier in this manner, we can cut down its average power consumption significantly. For example, the sync receiver needs to be turned on only for ∼50us throughout the 500 μs wakeup + 2000 μs data packet duration. The duty-cycled power, in this case, turns out to be $\frac{50}{2500} \times 240 \mu W = 4.8 \mu W$.

Again, the key insight in SyncScatter is that we can decouple the precise symbol level synchronization from the wake-up functionality, so that we can spend high power momentarily during symbol synchronization to achieve the desired bandwidth and sensitivity, while duty-cycling this down to low average power at times when we are not expecting the packet edge. Unlike other works which combine wake-up and synchronization in a single circuit, this work proposes a hierarchical method - where a low-power wake-up receiver is used to detect a WiFi compliant signature that indicates the next incident packet should be backscatter modulated, which then hierarchically turns on a sync stage receiver to provide the necessary high-bandwidth synchronization accuracy. This hierarchical approach, of course, only helps if we can design a wake-up path with low power and sufficient sensitivity, as will be described next.

### 3.2 Wake-up Receiver – First Stage

The wake-up stage’s goal is to monitor the RF spectrum for a pre-specified set of packets that indicate the next packet is the one to be backscatter modulated. This should occur with the same sensitivity as the sync stage receiver, but ideally at much lower power since it must be on for potentially long durations of time while waiting to be triggered by a WiFi AP. If the wake-up stage is sufficiently low power, and the sync stage only needs to operate over a small duty-cycle, then the overall hierarchical approach can consume low average power.

The logical question is then: how can the wake-up path consume lower power and yet achieve the same sensitivity as the sync stage receiver? The answer is that the wake-up stage does not require the same amount of bandwidth since it is not being used to perform symbol-level synchronization. Reduced baseband bandwidth enables a reduction in the required amount of pre-ED RF gain to the point where no active RF amplification is needed, all while still meeting the desired −35dBm sensitivity level (with margin).

The wake-up pattern is constructed as follows. A WiFi-compatible identifier is transmitted by a WiFi AP first consisting of a CTS-to-self to temporarily reserve the channel, followed by the transmission of two packets, T0 and T1, with pre-determined lengths corresponding to the IoT tag that is supposed to be woken up. This sequence is illustrated in Fig. 7. Multiple tags can then be uniquely woken up by choosing different T0 and T1 packet lengths. At the tag level, the wake-up stage uses an 8 dB passive voltage gain network that is directly connected to an ED. The ED energy detects the entire packets and samples the energy with a comparator. Since the packet lengths are restricted to a minimum 50 μs, the required ED baseband bandwidth is 20 kHz. As shown
previously in Fig. 6, with 8 dB of passive voltage gain, this results in a sensitivity of −40 dBm - which is the desired level (with margin). The comparator’s output passes into a counter that counts the number of logic ‘1’s, given by the presence of a packet (vs. a logic ‘0’, which would occur in the inter-packet interval), at a sampling rate of 40 kHz. If the expected number of 1’s and 0’s occur in the right order, the wake-up stage’s output triggers the sync stage receiver. Importantly, this wake-stage is achieved with a purely passive ED that consumes zero power. As a result, the only power here is that of the comparator, correlator, and clock generator (Fig. 4), which consumes only 2.8 μW during active mode.

3.3 Backscatter Communication

Once the tag has woken up and the sync stage identifies the exact packet start instant, the system starts backscattering with zero data. This ensures that the incident WiFi packet’s header is backscattered to a different WiFi channel for reception by another WiFi AP without any modification using a Single side-band (SSB) modulation technique similar to [40]. While this is occurring, the tag counts the number of clock cycles until the header is complete, after which it can begin to introduce its data into the backscatter modulator. The backscatter data is XORed with the incident 11b symbol data, also known as code-word translation similar to [40]. The backscatter data is recovered at the receiving AP by XORing the received data again with the original 11b symbol data.

3.4 Putting it all Together

In this subsection, we discuss the end-to-end life-cycle of data packet exchange from an IoT device to the WiFi AP. A WiFi AP with the firmware support to transmit an excitation wake-up stage receiver by measuring the duration of CTS-to-self packet to reserve a slot of 5 milli-second. Next, the transmitting AP transmits the two packets T0 and T1, whose lengths are a multiple of 25 µsec. The tag notices a special pattern of three packets using the side-band upper or lower.

**Downlink to a Specific Tag**: Each IoT device is pre-coded with the lengths for T0 and T1 (akin to a destination address), which is the tag’s identity. The finite state machine (Figure 4) at the tag continuously runs the wake-up receiver to look and match the three packet durations consuming 3 µW, with the trigger level of the reference voltage for ED set to −40 dBm. Whenever the three measured lengths match with the precoded lengths to encode the downlink data with 25 µsec granularity. The wake-up receiver at the IoT device uses the packet length to decode the downlink message. Therefore, the downlink data-rate supported is 40 Kbps. We reserve 3 bits for downlink in our implementation, which are used to set the reflection side-band upper or lower.

**Uplink from the Tag**: Upon completing the downlink, the tag fires up the sync receiver at the IoT device to acquire synchronization to uplink the data. The AP transmits a longer packet which we use to uplink the data. The tag synchronizes to the receiving packet with 150 ns accuracy, assuming incoming power is higher than −40 dBm. The tag starts backscattering at 50 MHz without any data, as soon as it receives a trigger from the sync receiver. Back-scattering with no-data ensures the incoming packet is reflected on channel 11, assuming transmission was on channel 1. The receiving AP on channel 11 starts receiving the packet. It successfully receives the PHY and MAC header of a total of 432 µsec. Upon completion of 432 µsec, the IoT device starts backscattering data, which is compliant to WiFi standards, as discussed in the next section. The receiving AP decodes the packets successfully, with CRC matching ensuring the packet is reported to the higher layers. The receiving AP XORs its data with the transmitted data in the cloud to recover data from the IoT device, thus connecting the IoT device to the AP.

3.5 Working with COTS WiFi

In the previous sub-section, we assumed certain capabilities for COTS WiFi. We will present how our system is compatible with using commercial WiFi transceivers. Specifically, we explain our test setup to receive the backscatter packets and decode them. We also discuss how the physical layer modulation schemes in the 802.11b protocol affect the bit-data processing at the backscatter IC and the receiver end.

**Generating the wakeup pattern**: The wakeup pattern is an On/Off pattern made up of WiFi compliant packets. It contains two WiFi packets separated by a DCF interframe spacing (DIFS) gap between two successive packets. The WiFi packets are broadcast packets that are of 107us duration, each separated by 50us corresponding to the DIFS gap. We note that typical 802.11b data packet sizes are of the order of few milliseconds, and 500us (CTS-to-self + wakeup pattern) duration do not add significant overhead for the backscatter communication.

**Scrambling and Differential encoding**: 802.11b WiFi APs randomize the data by scrambling it before transmission. At the receiver end, a de-scrambler is used to de-randomize the data and obtain the original bits. So, the backscatter data bits have to be scrambled before they are transmitted. The backscatter bits are scrambled using a 7th order polynomial implemented as a feedback shift register initialized with a fixed seed [3]. Since the seed is fixed in 11b transmissions, all the tags can be programmed with this seed to facilitate data scrambling. Following the scrambling operation, the bits have to be encoded in a differential manner following the 802.11b PHY differential modulation scheme so that the receiver can decode the backscatter bits correctly.

4 Hardware and IC Design

Each SyncScatter tag is built upon a custom integrated circuit that was fabricated in TSMC’s 65nm GP process. Our
chip design is inspired by previous works [35, 36], which like other works HitchHike [40] lacks synchronization at the necessary sensitivity levels. Our IC design includes the proposed wake-up, sync receiver, and SSB backscatter modulator. The remainder of this section describes the chip design and operation, along with board-level integration efforts.

IoT Device: Daughterboard: The 65 nm die is directly mounted onto a custom printed circuit board, hereafter referred to as the daughterboard. The daughterboard(Figure 9b) routes all power and digital control traces to headers, which interface with a larger motherboard. Although not strictly necessary, the daughterboard is fabricated to utilize two RF antennas for ease of initial design: one for the wake-up path and one for the backscatter-path. However, we can use a simple switch to include both these paths to interact with a single antenna. The chip is clocked primarily from a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, with the oscillator circuit integrated on the chip, and the crystal soldered onto the daughterboard.

4.1 Wake-up receiver:

The wake up receiver consists of passive voltage gain directly feeding an ED and then to comparator which is sampled at 40kHz sampling rate as shown in Fig. 4. 

Passive Voltage gain: At power levels of –40 to –30 dBm, the voltage seen at the antenna port are on the order of 5-20 mV. A passive voltage gain network is included to boost this according to the benefits outlined in the previous section. In this design, an CLC-based matching network is employed, as shown in Fig. 8a, which provides 8 dB of voltage gain. The maximum achievable gain is limited by the quality factor, Q, of the constituent components at 2.4 GHz, along with the input impedance of the ED. In the current implementation, the employed inductor’s Q is 110.

Envelope detector and comparator: Since the antenna is single-ended, it’s easier to achieve high passive voltage gain with a single-ended matching network. Thus, the ED should also be single-ended. However, in general, it is better to perform baseband signal processing in a differential manner. Considering that the input impedance, output referred noise, and conversion gain are all important parameters to optimize in ED design, a multi-stage fully passive ED design is employed. In particular, a single-ended-to-differential Dickson-based topology is selected, thus acting as a pseudo-balun.

The ED’s output bandwidth is controlled in part by the body bias voltage, which controls the ED’s effective resistance, along with a variable capacitor. For the stage one design, a bandwidth of 200 kHz is targeted, which is sufficient to enable detection of the presence of T0 and T1 packets and their lengths, though without precise synchronization accuracy.

The pseudo-differential outputs of the stage one ED then feed into a differential comparator based on a Strong-ARM regenerative latch topology. This comparator effectively acts as a 1-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), and thus to extract useful timing information, it must be oversampled. As a result, it is clocked at 40 kHz. This clock is derived directly from the on-board crystal, after an on-chip division by a factor of 400. The comparison threshold voltage is tuned by externally controlling the bulk voltages of the input pair of the preamplifier implemented by a gmC integrator.

4.2 Sync Receiver

Once the first stage has determined that packets T0 and T1 have been transmitted, we turn on the sync receiver, and its purpose is to look for the rising edge of the subsequently transmitted packet header. It must do so with a bandwidth and sampling frequency greater than 6.67 MHz to meet the 150 nsec timing accuracy requirements. Since increasing the envelope detector’s bandwidth will, without any other action, decrease sensitivity, this is countered by adding some active gain in front of the envelope detector.

The schematic of the sync receiver is shown in Fig. 4. Here, the stage two design shares the same antenna and passive voltage gain network as the first stage. But, instead of going directly into an envelope detector, it first goes into a low-noise amplifier (LNA). The LNA is designed to support a gain of 11 dB and an active-mode power consumption of 240 µW. If this second stage were on all of the time, this would be a significant power burden to the entire system. This is the beauty of the hierarchical wake-up feature: the LNA only needs to be turned on after the first stage wake-up receiver triggers reception of the appropriate signature. Otherwise, the LNA is nominally in a low-power sleep state. As a result, its average power consumption is extremely low - limited by the frequency of activation by stage one.

A schematic of the LNA is shown in Fig. 8c. A current reuse common source amplifier is implemented to achieve the desired gain with sufficiently low noise. Its output then feeds into a second envelope detector, optimized in a similar manner to wake-up receiver, though in this case for a bandwidth of 32 MHz to ensure a highly accurate rising edge timing.

To compensate for the higher bandwidth, an active ED with increased noise and increased conversion gain is employed in place of the passive ED in the wake-up receiver. A similar comparator as in the wake-up receiver with externally tunable reference voltage is used after the envelope detector, though in this case sampled at 8 MHz, which is sufficient to achieve a 150 ns synchronization time.

4.3 Clock generation:

The 16 MHz crystal oscillator clock is divided on chip into 8 MHz, 2 MHz and 40 kHz to be used by sampling clocks for sync receiver, PLL reference clock and sampling clock for wake up receiver, respectively. To drive the backscatter modulator, an integer-N PLL is adopted with a 2 MHz reference frequency and a dividing ratio of 25. The voltage controlled oscillator is implemented via a current starved ring oscillator with tunable current to ensure stable clock generation against PVT variations and it consumes 1.5 µW power.
which required a transmission line to generate the requisite voltages, which are controlled by the microcontroller through voltage regulators generate all the different supply voltages very easy to design on chip. This is in contrast to prior work, approach only requires $Z = 50\Omega$ that a single-side-band mixer operates. Importantly, this approach only requires $Z_{L,0}$ to be a 1.2 pF capacitor - which is very easy to design on chip. This is in contrast to prior work, which required a transmission line to generate the requisite 90° phase shift.

### 4.5 Mother board

The prototype motherboard contains various voltage regulators for the chip and an ultra-low-power microcontroller for generating the data sequence with the correct timing. The voltage regulators generate all the different supply voltages required for the chip. To tune the LNA sensitivity and comparator thresholds, DACs are used to generate the variable voltages, which are controlled by the microcontroller through I2C/SPI buses. The chip’s backscatter data input, wake-up signal, and synchronization signals are connected to the microcontroller(MCU) as well. The MCU turns on the sync receiver circuits once the wake-up pattern is detected, and it starts sending the data to the chip after an appropriate delay when the synchronization signal is asserted. The delay ensures the PHY header of the frame is preserved and stays valid. In a practical design, all the regulators and the microcontroller can be integrated onto the same chip, which would greatly reduce size and power consumption.

### 5 Evaluation

In this section, we first present micro-benchmarks to demonstrate the working of the individual modules in the SyncScatter tag. Then we evaluate the end-to-end performance of the SyncScatter in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) and goodput by placing the tag in a large indoor environment (30m x 15m) as shown in Fig. 9a. We conduct the experiments by placing the Transmitter AP, Tag, and the receiver AP in both line of sight and non-line of sight conditions to demonstrate that SyncScatter tag is suitable for deployment in an office environment. We also conduct experiments to find SyncScatter’s maximum range by co-locating the transmitter and receiver AP. To understand the impact of the co-existence of multiple tags, we perform goodput measurements by keeping two multiple tags in the same environment.

#### 5.1 Micro-benchmarks

Here we verify the tag’s functionality with micro-benchmarks to explain wake-up, synchronization, backscattering modules, and overall system design.

**Tag Wake-up Accuracy:** To test the robustness of the wake-up receiver, we measure the accuracy of wake-up with varying input power levels. To evaluate this, we conduct a wireless experiment to send a wake-up packet at different power levels. If the tag has woken up to the T0 and T1 packet, then it generates a trigger signal at the end of the wake-up packet. We send 1000 wake-up packets at varying power levels at the tag from -38 dBm to -30 dBm and monitor the number of triggers generated by the tag. The wake-up error rate is calculated as the number of successful triggers divided by the number of wake-up packets sent. Fig. 10a shows the wake-up accuracy for different power levels. SyncScatter’s sensitivity is approximately -34 dBm, and for power levels above -34 dBm, the wake-up rate is very close to 1. Hence the tag responds well up to power levels of -34dBm, and SyncScatter will thus be able to wake up at a distance of up to 30 m.

**Synchronization Jitter:** The synchronization stage is prone to have some timing jitter in detecting the variation of power level. Here we quantify the jitter at different input power levels by doing a wireless experiment similar to the previous setup. To measure the jitter, we send an 802.11b packet from an RF signal generator and monitor the output of the synchronization stage. Then, we measure the time elapsed from
the moment the RF signal is applied and the instant at which the rising edge appears at the synchronization stage’s output. We repeat this experiment by sending a thousand packets at different power levels and report the standard deviation of all the measurements at each power level. Figure 10b shows the synchronization jitter is below 150ns at -35 dBm power level and beyond, achieving desired optimal spec.

**SSB Backscatter:** Here we evaluate the performance of the single sideband backscatter in terms of the image rejection of SyncScatter tag. To measure the image rejection, we configure the tag to shift by 25MHz to the upper sideband and send a Wi-Fi signal on channel 6. Figure 10c shows the backscattered signal on channel 1 and channel 11. We observe that the left sideband signal i.e on channel 1, is ~16 dB lower than the channel 11 signal.

5.2 Chip power consumption

Here we evaluate the power consumption of the wake-up receiver, sync receiver, and backscatter stages of the chip. We report each stage’s power consumption as the product of the supply voltage and the current drawn from the supply. The chip is powered from a 0.5v supply, and we use a source measurement unit [2] that can measure the current drawn by the circuit with a precision of 1µA. We observe that the on-board 16MHz oscillator and the wake-up receiver draw a current of 5.6 µA consuming 2.8µW. Since the chip spends most of its time in the wake-up state looking for the right time to backscatter, its average power consumption is dominated by the stage one wake-up receiver. Once the wake-up receiver detects T0 and T1 packets, then sync receiver is turned on, which draws 480 µA current and thus consumes 240µW, but only for an average of 50µs, to account for 40kHz sampling rate error. For a nominal wake-up duration of 500µs and data packet duration of 2ms, the duty-cycled power of the sync receiver is $\frac{50}{\text{microsecond}} \times 240\mu W = 4.8 \mu W$. Thus, the sync receiver is controlled by a power switch and duty-cycled to conserve power. When the circuit is actually backscattering, the chip draws 56µA current consuming 28µW of power. The power consumption of the backscatter stage is dominated by the PLL to generate the 50MHz clock. Since the backscatter stage is powered on only during the data packet duration, the duty-cycled power turns out to be $\frac{\text{microsecond}}{2000} \times 28\mu W = 22.4\mu W$. So, the total average power from the three stages throughout the communication duration is $2.8 + 4.8 + 22.4 = 30\mu W$, which is in the same range of Hitchhiike [40] tag’s power consumption.

5.3 End-to-End Results

Here we use WiFi radios as both the transmitter and the receiver. The transmitter transmits 802.11b signals at a peak power of +30dBm on WiFi channel 1, and the tag is configured to backscatter to channel 11. The receiver AP is set to monitor channel 11 using Wireshark [4], a packet capture software that allows us to collect the backscatter packets and compute bit error rate (BER) and the goodput.

5.3.1 Impact of synchronization stage on BER

To understand the impact of synchronization on BER, we keep the transmitter, SyncScatter tag, and the receiver AP at 20m away from each other and capture the backscattered packets on channel 11. We perform this experiment in two ways, both with and without using the synchronization stage.
5.3.2 Goodput/BER for a Single Tag

We compute the Goodput and the bit error rates by placing the transmitter, tag, and the AP in different Line of Sight (LoS) as well as non-line of sight (nLoS) configurations. We calculate goodput by taking into consideration the MAC and PHY layer overheads which account for approximately 40 percent of the packet data.

**Line of Sight:** We perform LoS experiments by placing the Tx, tag, and the Rx in a long corridor. We vary both the Tx to Tag distance and Tag to Rx distance while measuring the performance of SyncScatter tag. Figure 11a shows that when Tx to Tag distance is 2.3m, SyncScatter tag gives an average goodput of 450kbps at up to 30m from the tag. As expected, when we increase the transmitter to tag separation, we observe that the range of backscatter tag decreases due to higher path loss. For example, when tag and transmitter are separated by 10m, SyncScatter tag provides 400kbps goodput only until 9m tag to receiver separation. As shown in Figure 11b, the BER remains to be $10^{-2}$ over the whole range. We note that although the BER remains low over a wide range of Tx to tag and tag to Rx separations, there is a drop in the goodput values at certain locations. This could be attributed to the multipath nature of wireless channel causing deep fades at certain locations, impacting the number of successful packets decoded which in turn influences the goodput.

**Non Line of Sight:** In a real-world deployment, true line of sight conditions do not necessarily occur. So, we test our tag setup in a non-line of sight (nLoS) condition where the transmitter and tag are blocked by a wall between them. We vary the transmitter to tag separation and compute the bit error rate and goodput for various tag to receiver separations as plotted in Figure 12a and Figure 12b. Measurements show that the SyncScatter tag is able to be wake-up successfully even when blocked by a wall and has a backscatter range of 9m. Blockage due to the wall attenuates the signal, resulting in the throughput and BER being worse when compared to the line of sight case. When the Tx to tag separation is 3m, the tag offers an average goodput of 400kbps, and it falls to 100kbps when the Tx to tag separation is increased to 8m.

5.3.3 Co-located Tx and Rx set up

We also evaluate SyncScatter by placing the Transmitter and Receiver at the same location in both LoS and nLoS conditions. In LoS case, the backscatter range is limited to 13m which is smaller than the 30m range observed in the previous experiments where the Tx and Rx are at different separations from the tag. When the Tx and Rx are co-located, the backscatter signal suffers from the path loss twice due to the back and forth travel from the AP to the tag and back to the same location, impacting the maximum range. This argument also supports our observation that the rate of decrease in the goodput with separation is high as shown in Fig.11a and Fig. 11b. In the nLoS scenario, the tag offers an average throughput of 400kbps, with the maximum backscatter range reducing to 8m because of the wall blockage between the Tx and the tag.

5.3.4 Range of the SyncScatter Tag

Now we describe the maximum range until which SyncScatter tag works. In the co-located experimental setup, we observed that the backscatter packet decoding is successful up to 13m AP to tag Line of sight separation. Since the backscatter communication range is determined by the product of...
We note that the concurrent goodput is slightly less than the Tone based WiFi backscatter communication: Tx and Rx and approximately at the same location. Fig. 13b Tx-tag (\(d_1\)), Tag-Rx separations \(d_2\). Any tag location satisfying the relation \(d_1 \times d_2 \leq 13 \times 13 = 169m^2\) and \(d_1 \leq\) maximum wake-up distance should be within the backscatter range. Fig. 13a shows the feasible backscatter range, which goes up to 30m in either direction.

### 5.3.5 Co-existence of Multiple Tags

Finally, we find out if multiple SyncScatter tags can exist together, specifically we want to know if the two tags wake-up simultaneously and cause interference to each other. In this experiment, we place the Tx and Receiver separated by 20m. The two tags are placed in line of sight (LoS) with the Tx and Rx and approximately at the same location. Fig. 13b shows the network goodput when both the tags are present and compare it against goodput when only one tag is present. We note that the concurrent goodput is slightly less than the averaged goodput of individual tags.

### 6 Related Work

SyncScatter is related to prior backscatter based networking with ambient signals [13, 22] that provides low-cost and energy-efficient communication [24, 31]. However, none of the past literature has shown the ability to synchronize at extremely low power with incoming WiFi signals. Furthermore, SyncScatter for the first time analyses the fundamental range limitation for WiFi backscattering, and provides a necessary synchronization specification to maximize the range. Using the analysis and a custom IC hardware design, SyncScatter improves the range, data-rate, and scales to multiple tags over existing literature, even prior IC implementations [35]. SyncScatter is related to the following topics:

**Tone based WiFi backscatter communication:** SyncScatter synchronizes with ambient commodity WiFi signals, therefore do not require deployment of new tone generators. In contrast, traditional backscatter system like RFID [12, 15, 16, 27, 29, 33, 39, 41] require reader device which act as both tone-generator and receiver. Recent work has shown the ability to backscatter WiFi from an incoming tone signal [19–21, 28, 32], which requires an excitation radio that can generate sine tone. For example, [19] uses a Bluetooth radio to generate a tone, but with the standards-limiting the maximum transmit power, the backscatter range is limited to smaller distances. In contrast, since SyncScatter leverages existing WiFi infrastructure for both excitation and receiving radio, it simplifies the deployment while improving range.

**Backscatter communication with Ambient signals:** Recently, there have been multiple works on backscattering ambient signals, wherein the excitation radio and receiving radio use existing infrastructure like WiFi [21, 40]. In general, the infrastructure-based backscatter that leverages WiFi [11, 20, 23, 38], LTE [13], Bluetooth [14, 19], Zig-Bee [22, 43], LoRa [17, 26, 28] or even visible light signal [37] can all benefit from SyncScatter’s hierarchical protocol to improve the transmitter-to-tag range and throughput. For example, recent work which backscatters LTE signals [13] tag uses a preamble while backscattering due to the lack of synchronization with incident signals. In such scenarios, the hierarchical wake-up receiver can enable synchronization and improve the tag’s performance.

Prior WiFi-based backscatter works focus on the core-principle of codeword translation: changing one OFDM symbol to another valid OFDM symbol [42] and [6] extends backscatter communication to leverage features of the MAC layer. Multi-hop backscatter [45] builds a mesh network of tags, and a few other works [9, 23, 44, 46] propose to leverage spatial multiplexing on the backscatter tag. However, none of the existing works provide extended coverage due to their fundamental inability to synchronize with the ambient signals.

### 7 Discussion and Future Work

SyncScatter presents a first integrated circuit to achieve synchronized backscatter communication with ambient signals. **802.11b and Beyond:** Although 802.11b is an old technology, most modern APs come with dual-band radios supporting both 2.4GHz and 5 GHz radios. The recent 802.11ax standard is designed to be backward compatible with 11b/g devices and hence backscattering on 802.11b signals is still very applicable. Moreover, all the symbol-based backscatter systems such as FreeRider [42] which use 802.11g signals, requires synchronization making our design suitable for modern WiFi standards as well.

**Adapting WakeUp Receivers to different protocols:** Our hierarchical wake-up receiver design can be extended to backscatter systems based on BLE, OFDM, and LoRA protocols with some minor modifications. We observe that BLE and LoRA signals have a constant signal envelope similar to 11b signals, and they would work with our design. However, since LoRA networks demand long-range, the wake-up receiver has to be designed with more sensitivity at the expense of more power consumption on the tag. In the case of OFDM signals, the wake-up packets have to be engineered to have a small peak to average power ratio (PAPR) so that they appear like a constant envelope signal to the envelope detectors.

**Integrated Power Management and Energy Harvesting:** In the current implementation, we design the integrated circuit without integrated power management solutions, leading to higher power consumption. In future work, we would integrate the power management circuits such as voltage regulators, power switches within the integrated circuit itself. We note that our chip can be powered using a rechargeable coin cell such as CR2032 [1] and can have a continuous operation for more than 3 years. We can further enhance its life by exploring RF energy harvesting [7,30] techniques to replenish the battery and integrate them onto the fabricated chip.
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9 Appendix

9.1 BLE synchronization requirement

To find the synchronization requirement for BLE (Bluetooth low energy) backscatter communication, we perform Matlab simulations for different synchronization delays. BLE signals encode the data bits using two different sine tones located 250kHz on either side of the center frequency, where each symbol in the BLE packet occupies a duration of 1µs. To encode tag data on a BLE packet, the frequency of the sine tone present in a BLE symbol is modified by the backscatter tag. In our simulation, we consider incident data packets that are modulated using FSK (frequency shift keying) technique. The tag's modulation signal is also generated from the tag bits using the FSK technique. To incorporate the synchronization delay while backscattering, we delay the tag modulation by a fixed duration (given by the synchronization delay) beginning from the packet start instant. The resulting backscattered signal is also an FSK signal and is decoded by an FSK receiver. Fig 14 plots the BER vs SNR curve for different values of synchronization delay. As can be seen, the BLE backscatter loses 4 dB of SNR at $10^{-3}$ BER due to a synchronization delay of 100 ns. For 150 ns synchronization delay, it loses more than 8 dB SNR. To not degrade the SNR, BLE backscatter requires a synchronization accuracy better than 100 ns which is equal to $\frac{1}{10}$ th of the symbol duration.

9.2 OFDM Synchronization requirement

To simulate OFDM backscatter synchronization requirements, here we consider the standard 20MHz OFDM signals. A WiFi packet contains many OFDM symbols, with each symbol containing 64 sub-carriers. Each OFDM symbol occupies 3.2 us duration and is preceded by a cyclic prefix of 0.8us duration. To encode data onto a WiFi packet, the backscatter tag changes the phase of an OFDM symbol. For instance, to convey tag data 1, the tag induces an additional phase of $\pi$ radians on all the sub-carriers. Similarly, to encode bit 0, the phase of the sub-carriers is left unchanged. In this way, a sequence of tag bits is encoded on a WiFi packet by modifying the phase of each OFDM symbol in the packet. At the receiver, these phases are extracted to decode the tag data. If the backscatter tag is not aware of the OFDM symbol boundary, the tag bits will not be appropriately encoded on the WiFi packet, and the WiFi packet suffers from loss of SNR. The BER vs SNR curves for different synchronization delays are plotted in Fig 15. We note that the OFDM backscatter is able to tolerate a large synchronization delay of up to 1000 ns. The primary reason the tolerance is very large is that every OFDM symbol has a cyclic prefix of length 800 ns discarded while decoding the packet at the receiver. So, if the signal that is part of a cyclic prefix is corrupted, it will not impact the bit error rate. Another reason is that the same tag bit is encoded on every sub-carrier of the OFDM symbol, implying if the majority of the sub-carriers are decoded correctly, the BER would not be impacted much. From Fig 15, we notice that the BER floors, although the SNR increases and it loses more than 10 dB SNR to achieve $10^{-3}$ BER. This suggests synchronization delay plays a major role in reducing the bit error rate.
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Abstract
Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) has been widely used in WiFi, LTE, and adopted in 5G. Recently, researchers have proposed multiple OFDM-based WiFi backscatter systems [33, 35, 36] that use the same underlying design principle (i.e., codeword translation) at the OFDM symbol-level to transmit the tag data. However, since the phase error correction in WiFi receivers can eliminate the phase offset created by a tag, the codeword translation requires specific WiFi receivers that can disable the phase error correction. As a result, phase error is introduced into the decoding procedure of the codeword translation, which significantly increases the tag data decoding error. To address this issue, we designed a novel OFDM backscatter called TScatter, which uses high-granularity sample-level modulation to avoid the phase offset created by a tag being eliminated by phase error correction. Moreover, by taking advantage of the phase error correction, our system is able to work in more dynamic environments. Our design also has two advantages: much lower BER and higher throughput. We conducted extensive evaluations under different scenarios. The experimental results show that TScatter has i) three to four orders of magnitude lower BER when its throughput is similar to the latest OFDM backscatter system MOXcatter [36]; or ii) more than 212 times higher throughput when its BER is similar to MOXcatter. Our design is generic and has the potential to be applied to backscatter other OFDM signals (e.g., LTE and 5G).

1 Introduction
By reflecting ambient signals, backscatter systems conduct passive communication which can provide low power consumption, low cost, and ubiquitous connectivity for Internet of Things (IoT) devices to support various applications (e.g., smart buildings and smart health) [4]. To achieve ubiquitous connectivity and leverage the advantages of the ambient signals, researchers have developed various backscatter systems that reflect ambient signals from TV or frequency modulation (FM) radio towers, LoRa, or WiFi [7, 12, 16, 27]. Therefore, these backscatter systems are complimentary to each other and have their own unique advantages in terms of energy efficiency, throughput, deployment cost, etc.

In this paper, we mainly focus on the design of the WiFi backscatter due to i) pervasively available WiFi signals inside buildings; ii) numerous WiFi devices; and iii) abundant applications supported by WiFi. All of these can significantly increase the adoption of our developed techniques. The pioneer work on WiFi backscatter [11] achieved up to 1 kbps throughput and 2.1 meters range. Follow up works improved the performance of WiFi backscatter by using customized full-duplex WiFi access points [6] or standard 802.11 b/g/n WiFi devices [33, 35, 36]. Since the majority of the WiFi signals in buildings are using an advanced modulation scheme – orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), researchers recently proposed a general architecture of OFDM-based WiFi backscatter systems (shown in Fig. 1) to leverage productive WiFi data communication from the surrounding WiFi devices. This architecture has demonstrated to be effective in supporting the smart offices application, in which WiFi receivers can be connected by Ethernet backhaul to decode the tag data [33, 35, 36].

However, these systems [33, 35, 36] require specific WiFi receivers that can disable the phase error correction. This is because the phase error correction can eliminate the phase offset created by the tag, and cause incorrect tag data decoding.

Figure 1: A general architecture of OFDM-based WiFi backscatter systems [33, 35, 36]. Different from existing systems that modulate the tag data at the symbol-level, our backscatter system uses the sample-level modulation (highlighted in a red color).
On the other hand, the phase error correction is very important for the WiFi demodulation because phase errors in the WiFi systems may be dynamically changing due to the changes of environment (e.g., temperature of the oscillators and object movement). Therefore, WiFi protocols always arrange a certain number of pilot subcarriers in each OFDM symbol to track and correct phase errors. Without the phase error correction, the WiFi demodulation error will increase. Similarly, disabling the phase error correction will also introduce the phase error into the demodulation procedure of the codeword translation, which will increase the tag decoding error.

To demonstrate the limitation of these OFDM-based WiFi backscatter systems, we rebuilt these systems using USRPs that ran the standard 802.11g stack which contains the phase error correction. We identified the high bit error rate (BER) which happens even when the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is high (shown in Fig. 2). By using an energy detector (which is a low-power component to measure the signal strength in the air) as introduced in previous systems, the tag is synchronized with the WiFi sender at the packet-level. From the result (Fig. 2(a)), we can observe that the total BER is around 50% even with a high SNR. Since a tag embeds the tag data by inverting the phase of the incoming signal, the inversion point can settle anywhere in a symbol with packet-level synchronization. After conducting a thorough analysis, we found that one portion of the inversion points (in blue) settle in cyclic prefixes (used to prevent inter symbol interference), which causes decoding failures because the cyclic prefix is removed at the receiver. The other portion of the inversion points (in gray) settle in useful symbols (used to carry real WiFi data), however, this portion will also cause the bit error. We also conducted symbol-level synchronization and found that the blue part can be eliminated with a precise synchronization (results shown in Fig. 2(b)). However, the BER is still very high across different SNRs.

To address this issue, we conducted comprehensive studies and designed a new OFDM backscatter system called TSscatter to achieve higher reliability (lower BER) and higher throughput. We propose a sample-level modulation scheme, in which the phase offsets on pilot subcarriers are very different from that on the data subcarriers. Thus, the phase offsets on the data subcarriers cannot be eliminated by the phase error correction. Therefore, we can extract the tag data while the phase error correction is present. Moreover, since the phase error correction is present, our system is able to work in more dynamic environments and achieve much lower BER.

Our sample-level backscatter system has a lot of benefits. On one hand, the system provides high reliability (low BER) allowing tags to work in various scenarios, such as non-line-of-sight or underground. On the other hand, our TSscatter can be configured in high throughput mode with Mbps level throughput to support IoT edge computing applications such as ubiquitous surveillance in smart buildings. Further more, high throughput provides high energy efficiency (bit/joule). Given the same amount of harvested energy, our backscatter system can transmit more data than existing ambient WiFi backscatter systems. Moreover, higher energy efficiency also provides another benefit – given the same amount of data to be transmitted, our backscatter system needs much less energy. Therefore, our backscatter system can be deployed in places that are further away from the wireless energy transferring sources than the latest WiFi backscatter systems [33, 35, 36].

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We verified existing OFDM-based WiFi backscatter systems and redesigned the system with a novel sample-level modulation technique, which can retrieve tag data from the process of phase error correction in modern OFDM-based wireless communication system. Potentially, this technique can be applied to LTE and 5G which also use OFDM modulation schemes.
- To demodulate the high granularity modulated data, we built demodulation models that capture the WiFi demodulation procedure and derive a minimization function to estimate the tag data. We further enhanced our modulation and demodulation design to support different WiFi modulation schemes (e.g., BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM). Our evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our design.
- We built a hardware prototype of our proposed backscatter system that contains a low power FPGA and a simple RF switch. We also designed a tag IC for estimating the power consumption. Our empirical results show that TSscatter has i) three to four orders of magnitude lower BER when its throughput is similar to the latest OFDM backscatter system MOXscatter [36]; or ii) more than 212 times higher throughput when its BER is similar to MOXscatter.

2 Background of Existing OFDM Backscatter

To fully reveal the impact of phase error correction on the codeword translation technique, it is necessary to first understand how the technique works. Generally, current OFDM backscatter techniques mainly consist of three parts: (i) the excitation OFDM signal generation on the sender side; (ii) the phase modulation on the tag side; and (iii) the codeword decoding on the receiver side.

**The Sender:** To produce the OFDM symbol, the sender conducts an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) on its subcarriers in the frequency domain. The output samples of
Figure 3: Overview of the existing OFDM backscatter technique

The corresponding IDFT will form a single OFDM symbol \( S(t) \) in the time domain, which can be represented as:

\[
S(t) = \text{IDFT} \left[ X_k \right]
\]

where \( \{X_k\} \) are the subcarriers. Multiple symbols are concatenated to create the final excitation OFDM signal.

**The Tag:** Existing OFDM-based WiFi backscatter systems allow a tag to convey information by inverting the phase of OFDM symbols in the time domain [33, 35, 36]. An example is shown in Fig. 3, the backscatter tag uses zero phase offset to transmit data zero and a phase inversion to transmit data one. Then, the backscattered symbol \( B(t) \) is given by:

\[
B(t) = \begin{cases} 
S(t)e^{j0} & \text{Tag data 0} \\
S(t)e^{j\pi} & \text{Tag data 1}
\end{cases}
\]

To improve the data rate, the tag can create additional phase offsets to convey more information, which is shown below:

\[
B(t) = \begin{cases} 
S(t)e^{j0} & \text{Tag data 00} \\
S(t)e^{j\pi/2} & \text{Tag data 01} \\
S(t)e^{j\pi} & \text{Tag data 10} \\
S(t)e^{j3\pi/2} & \text{Tag data 11}
\end{cases}
\]

We note that to achieve above codeword translations (Eqn. 2 and 3), the tag needs to synchronize the tag data with the symbol. Formally, we define the point that concatenates two different tag data as the tag data inversion point. As shown in Fig. 3, the tag data inversion point (from 0 to 1) is aligned with the beginning of the OFDM symbol \( m \).

**The Receiver:** A Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is performed to convert the backscattered symbols to the frequency-domain backscattered subcarriers. Because of the linearity of the DFT, the operation of the phase change in the time domain corresponds to the frequency multiplication. Therefore, the backscattered subcarriers can be represented as:

\[
X_k e^{j\delta} = \text{DFT} \left[ B(t) \right]
\]

where \( \delta \) is the phase offset. Then, we can decode the tag data by computing the XOR operation of backscattered subcarriers and original subcarriers:

\[
X_k e^{j\delta} \oplus X_k = \begin{cases} 
\text{Tag data 0} & \delta = 0 \\
\text{Tag data 1} & \delta = \pi
\end{cases}
\]

**3 Why Existing OFDM Backscatter Systems Disable Phase Error Correction?**

The underlying assumption in the codeword translation is that backscatter systems can be free of the effect of the phase error. However, we point out that failure to consider the effect of phase error will significantly increase the BER of OFDM backscatter systems. Therefore, in this section, we first investigate influences of the phase error correction on codeword translation. Then, we extensively analyze all the scenarios that will affect the BER of the codeword translation. At last, we outline the desired properties to reduce the BER of OFDM backscatter systems.

**3.1 Tag Data is Eliminated**

In real-world scenarios, due to the changes of environment (e.g., temperature of the oscillators and object movement), the OFDM receiver is required to perform the phase error correction to eliminate the phase error on the signal. This process also eliminates the phase offset created by the tag.

Specifically, the phase error correction is to use available pilot subcarriers \( \{X_p\} \) to track the phase error. Since the phase error can be simply modeled as a constant multiplicative component across a symbol (e.g., \( e^{j0} \) [25]), the backscattered subcarrier in Eqn. 4 should be \( X_k e^{j(\delta + \phi)} \) while the backscattered pilot subcarrier should be \( X_p e^{j(\delta + \phi)} \). Then, the phase error \( H \) can be computed by comparing backscattered pilot subcarriers and original pilot subcarriers:

\[
H = \frac{\sum X_p e^{j(\delta + \phi)}}{\sum X_k} = e^{j(\delta + \phi)}
\]

Finally, the backscattered subcarriers can be corrected as:

\[
X_k e^{j(\delta + \phi)} H^{-1} = X_k
\]

The key observation from the above expression is that the phase error \( e^{j0} \), as well as the phase offsets \( e^{j\delta} \) from the codeword translation, are eliminated from subcarriers. In other words, as shown in Fig. 4, if the tag transmits arbitrary data, the XOR decoder may not output data 1. This is because the codeword translation makes the pilot subcarriers have the same phase offset as other subcarriers, which makes it feasible to eliminate phase offsets by the phase error correction.

As a result, since phase offsets are eliminated, tag data 1 will be mistakenly decoded as tag data 0 (i.e., zero phase offset in Eqn. 2). The effect of phase error correction will become more severe when the tag increases its data rate. As shown in Eqn. 3, the tag uses four phase offsets to double the data rate. However, due to the phase error correction, the receiver may not extract these phases offsets correctly. In this case, the tag data 01, 10, 11 will be mistakenly decoded as tag data 00.

The above analysis mainly focuses on the scenario that the inversion point is perfectly aligned with the beginning of the
Figure 5: When the inversion point is located in the CP, the phase offset $\pi$ representing tag data 1 can still be eliminated.

Figure 6: Experiments demonstrate that if the inversion point is within the cyclic prefix zone, the decoded tag data are all zeros regardless whatever data is sent by the backscatter tag.

In following sections, we will show that even when the inversion point is not perfectly aligned with the beginning of the symbol (i.e., the inversion point is in the cyclic prefix or the inversion point is in the useful symbol), the receiver may still face high bit error rate.

3.2 Inversion Point in Cyclic Prefix

The XOR decoder cannot extract the tag data correctly when the tag data inversion point is located in the cyclic prefix (CP). Because the OFDM receiver will first remove CP to prevent inter-symbol interference introduced by the multipath effect, the inversion point in the CP is removed as well. As shown in Fig. 5, after the CP removal, although the useful symbol $S_m$ still has the phase offset $\pi$, the phase error correction will eliminate the phase offset, which causes the decoding error.

We conduct an experiment to show the effect of the inversion point in the cyclic prefix. In this experiment, an 802.11g OFDM-based WiFi physical layer is implemented on the USRP B210 [1]. In order to precisely control the synchronization between the OFDM symbol and the tag data, the tag is connected to the USRP using two wires: one for common ground and another for signal. When the USRP transmits the WiFi signal to the air, it will also transmit the starting signal through the wire to tell the tag to embed tag data in the WiFi signal. By modifying the delay after the starting signal, we can synchronize the tag data inversion point with the different timings in the OFDM symbol duration (4$\mu$s). The original tag data is an arbitrary data stream. However, as shown in Fig. 6, when the inversion points are within the cyclic prefix zone (i.e., the inversion point delay is less than 0.7 $\mu$s), the decoded tag data are all zeros, because the phase offsets of the tag data 1 are eliminated. When the inversion points are within the useful symbol zone, the decoded tag data is not all zeros. However, as we will discuss in Section 3.3, it may still have a high BER. When the inversion point delay is between 0.7 $\mu$s and 0.8 $\mu$s, although it is theoretically within the cyclic prefix zone, the decoded tag data is not all zeros. This is because of the multipath effect in the real-world, so the inversion point may be moved to the useful symbol zone.

3.3 Inversion Point in Useful Symbol

In this section, we analyze the scenario that the inversion point is located in the useful symbol. As shown in Fig. 7, since the phase offsets introduced in the symbols of $S_n$ and $S_m$ are opposite, the subcarriers of $S_n$ and $S_m$ have the opposite phase offsets $\delta_k$ and $\delta_k + \pi$ after the CP removal, where $k$ is the subcarrier index. Obviously, the subcarriers of $S_n$ have a common phase offset $\pi$, which can be eliminated by the phase error correction. Therefore, the final phase offsets on $S_n$ and $S_m$ are almost the same, which causes the same decoding result and corresponding errors. We note that $\delta_k$ on each subcarrier is different and determined by the inversion point position. Hence, the decoding result $x$ might be 1 or 0.

3.4 Desired Properties and Our Solution

From the analysis in Sec. 3.2 and 3.3, the OFDM backscatter should satisfy the following two properties to avoid the decoding error caused by the phase error correction:

1. The tag data inversion point should fall into the useful symbol.
2. The tag data should be represented by phase offsets that cannot be eliminated.

Since the backscatter tag is a low power device, we cannot use a high power circuit to conduct precise synchronization between the inversion point and the useful symbol. To overcome this challenge, we explore a high granularity modulation scheme, sample-level modulation. By doing this, the phase offsets on the pilot subcarriers are different from that on the data subcarriers. Thus, the phase offsets on the data subcarriers cannot be eliminated by the phase error correction.

To satisfy the second property, we utilize orthogonal coding technique for reliable data transfer. Specifically, to reduce the bit error rate and achieve high reliability, we propose orthogonal pseudo-random noise (PN) sequences to represent the tag data. With the help of the sample-level modulation, each data bit in the PN sequence can represent a phase offset. As a result, the sequences of phase offsets are also orthogonal and the tag data can avoid being eliminated.
By satisfying the two properties, compared to prior works [33, 35, 36], our backscatter system can take advantage of the phase error correction on the demodulation side and is able to achieve much lower BER. On the modulation side, since multiple tag data bits can be transmitted within one symbol by using our sample-level modulation, more robust coding methods (such as orthogonal code or convolutional code) than codeword translation can be utilized to further improve the BER.

4 Sample-Level Modulation

Our sample-level modulation has two design goals: i) embedding the tag data in the OFDM signal at the sample-level, and ii) minimizing the interference from the original band channel. In order to achieve the first design goal, we propose to use the tag to change the phase of any sample in the OFDM symbol. To achieve the second design goal, the tag needs to shift the center frequency of the backscattered samples to the adjacent band channel. Fig. 8 shows how TScatter leverages the switching action to change the phase of the sample. For the sake of simplicity, we first assume that the on and off edges of switching actions are aligned with the samples. We discuss the situation that the switching actions and the samples are not edge-aligned in Sec. 6.1.

A fundamental basis for our sample-level modulation is that the OFDM symbol can be divided into the sample-level, whose duration is much shorter than the symbol-level. When 802.11g OFDM generates a symbol in the transmitter, the IDFT converts the 64 subcarriers into a 64-sample sequence. The samples can be represented by rewriting Eqn. 1 with the definition of IDFT:

$$S_n = \text{IDFT}[X_k] = \frac{1}{64} \sum_{k=0}^{63} X_k e^{j2\pi kn/64}$$  

(8)

Where, \(n \in \{0, \ldots, 63\}\), \(S_n\) denotes the \(n\)th sample and \(X_k\) denotes the \(k\)th subcarrier. To prevent inter-symbol interference, the last 16 samples \(\{S_{49}, \ldots, S_{63}\}\) are replicated in front of the 64 samples. Thus, a symbol consists of a total of 80 samples.

When the tag toggles its RF switch to backscatter the OFDM signals, it essentially uses square waves to modulate the phases of the samples. We use \(\theta_n\) to represent the initial phase of the \(n\)th square wave \(\mathcal{W}_n\). Then, \(\mathcal{W}_n\) can be represented using a Fourier series as follows [9]:

$$\mathcal{W}_n(f_s, \theta_n) = 0.5 + \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{m=1,3,5}^\infty \frac{1}{m} \cos(2\pi mf_st + \theta_n)$$  

(9)

By satisfying the two properties, compared to prior works [33, 35, 36], our backscatter system can take advantage of the phase error correction on the demodulation side and is able to achieve much lower BER. On the modulation side, since multiple tag data bits can be transmitted within one symbol by using our sample-level modulation, more robust coding methods (such as orthogonal code or convolutional code) than codeword translation can be utilized to further improve the BER.

4.1 Surviving from Cyclic Prefix

Since each symbol is 4 \(\mu s\) long and contains 80 samples, when the tag toggles its switch at \(f_s = 20MHz\), the switching cycle \((0.05 \mu s = \frac{1}{20MHz})\) will be equal to the sample duration \((0.05 \mu s = \frac{4}{480})\). Therefore, the switching action can appropriately modulate the phase of the sample. The \(n\)th backscattered sample can be calculated by multiplying the \(n\)th sample and the 1st harmonic of the \(n\)th square wave:

$$S_n \mathcal{W}_n^{m=1} = \frac{2}{\pi} S_n \cos(2\pi f_s t + \theta_n)$$

$$= \frac{1}{\pi} \{S_n e^{j\theta_n} e^{j2\pi f_s t} + S_n e^{-j\theta_n} e^{-j2\pi f_s t}\}$$  

(10)

Summary: From Eqn. 10, one can observe that our two design goals are achieved. First, there are two backscattered samples \(S_n e^{j\theta_n}\) and \(S_n e^{-j\theta_n}\). They are formed by changing the phase of the original sample \(S_n\) by \(\theta_n\) and \(-\theta_n\), respectively. If we change \(\theta_n\) according to the tag data, the tag data is embedded into the sample. For example, if the tag wants to use the 4-phase scheme \((0, \pi/2, \pi, \text{and } 3\pi/2)\) to transmit the tag data, we can define the tag data ‘00’ as \(\theta_n = 0\), ‘01’ as \(\theta_n = \pi/2\), ‘10’ as \(\theta_n = \pi\) and ‘11’ as \(\theta_n = 3\pi/2\). Second, the two backscattered samples are multiplied by \(e^{j2\pi f_s t}\) and \(e^{-j2\pi f_s t}\), respectively, which means the backscattered samples are shifted by \(f_s = \pm 20MHz\) into the adjacent band channels and thus isolated from the original band channel. Therefore, an OFDM receiver can obtain the backscattered samples without the interference from the original band channel [34]. For these two sidebands, one is desired and the other is unwanted and wasted. The unwanted sideband can be easily eliminated by making the signal have a negative copy on the unwanted sideband as introduced in HitchHike [32].

5 Tag Coding Scheme

In this section, we discuss the coding methods on the tag, which aim to avoid the tag data inversion point being removed by the cyclic prefix removal and the phase offset being eliminated by the phase error correction, and make TScatter achieve highly reliable backscatter communication.

5.1 Surviving from Cyclic Prefix

Since the receiver removes the cyclic prefix (i.e., the first 16 samples of each symbol) directly prior to the procedures in the OFDM module, a portion of the tag data may be removed as well because the tag may embed this data in the cyclic
prefix. Fig. 9(a) shows an example that the tag data \( d_1 \) to \( d_{16} \) are lost due to the CP removal.

A naive solution is to utilize an envelope detector to detect the start of the cyclic prefix and embed the tag data in the useful symbol. However, it is unlikely to obtain an accurate CP detection using a packet-level detection on the envelope detector. Instead, TScatter simply embeds 40 bits of tag data twice on 80 samples in a symbol (shown in Fig. 9(b)). By doing this, there still exits a 40-sample sequence which stores a copy of 40 bits of tag data after the CP removal. Hence, the tag does not have to rely on the synchronization accuracy of the envelope detector to avoid the cyclic prefix. This approach can be easily implemented on the tag without extra energy cost or computing resources.

At the receiver side, to decode the 40 bits of tag data in each symbol, we need to know which sample in the symbol is the starting sample of the 40-sample sequence. To find the starting sample, we designed a backscatter header (shown in Appendix B) with a duration of two symbols. The backscatter header is predefined as a flag sequence. Even though a portion of the flag sequence is removed due to the CP removal, there still exits a backscattered symbol whose samples are modulated only by the flag sequence. We add a sliding-window-based algorithm to the decoding algorithm (detailed in Sec. 6.3) to search which part of the flag sequence is the best matching decoding result of this symbol. Then we can obtain the position of the starting sample. When the decoding result matches the two-symbol long predefined backscatter trailer, it signifies the end of the tag data.

5.2 Coding Scheme for Low BER

To avoid the phase offsets being eliminated, TScatter uses predefined nearly orthogonal pseudo-random noise (PN) sequences to represent the tag data (Appendix A lists the PN sequence table). As shown in Fig. 10, the tag data is divided into multiple groups. Each group will be spread to a special 40-bit long PN sequence. Then each bit in the PN sequence is transmitted by using the sample-level modulation. With the help of the sample-level modulation, each bit in the PN sequence can represent a phase offset. As a result, the sequences of phase offsets are orthogonal to each other and the tag data can avoid being eliminated. As described in Sec. 5.1, to avoid being removed by the CP removal, each sequence is transmitted twice. To reduce the coding complexity on the tag, we implant a lookup table of the sequences to map the tag data to the corresponding PN sequence.

Using orthogonal PN sequences to represent the tag data has three benefits. First, since the sequences are orthogonal to each other, the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of backscattered signals is improved at the receiver side. Second, since the sequences are predefined, the receiver can solve the decoding algorithm by directly finding which sequence is the best-match rather than estimating the sequence, which lowers the computational complexity (detailed in Sec. 6.3). Third, TScatter can be used in lower order modulation schemes of OFDM, such as BPSK or QPSK.

5.3 Coding Scheme for High Throughput

The coding scheme for high throughput is a combination of convolutional code and predefined data when the OFDM sender utilizes higher order modulation schemes, such as 64QAM or 16QAM. The convolutional code is a rate 2/3 feedforward encoder. The predefined data is to increase the estimation accuracy by constraining the estimation result to a smaller range of values during the decoding process (detailed in Sec. 6.3). For 64QAM, in the 40-sample sequence, we use 32 samples to embed the convolutional coded tag data. The remaining 8 samples are modulated by the predefined data. For 16QAM, we use 18 samples to embed the convolutional coded tag data and 22 samples to embed the predefined data.

6 Decoding of Tag Data

One benefit of our sample-level modulation is that it does not require an accurate synchronization with the OFDM sender because the phase offset caused by a lack of accurate synchronization can be corrected by the phase error correction. In this section, we first analyze the phase offset, then describe the OFDM demodulation model and mathematically demonstrate how the phase offset is corrected by the OFDM receiver. In the end, we describe how to decode the tag data.

6.1 Phase Offset Analysis

The phase offset can be characterized by three factors:

- **Envelope Detection Delay.** The tag leverages an envelope detector to identify the WiFi transmission. However, due to an uncertain delayed response, the detector cannot accurately identify when the sample starts. Then it always occurs that the switching actions and the samples are not edge-aligned. We can consider a time delay \( \tau \) that exists between them and causes a phase offset \( \beta = 2\pi f_s \tau \).

- **Wireless Channel.** The wireless channel introduces a phase offset of \( \theta \) to the samples.

- **Frequency Offset.** The frequency offset causes two phenomenas: carrier frequency offset (CFO) and sampling frequency offset (SFO). In Appendix B and C, we demonstrate the CFO and SFO can be estimated and corrected.

Thus, a backscattered sample can be expressed as follows:

\[
R_n = e^{j(\beta + \theta)} e^{j\theta_0} S_n
\]  

(11)
The subcarrier’s value can be derived as:

$$Y_k = \text{DFT} \left[ R_n \right] = e^{j(\beta + \phi)} \sum_{n=0}^{63} e^{j\theta_n} e^{-j2\pi nk/64}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Where, $k \in \{0, ..., 63\}$ and $Y_k$ is the complex value of the $k$'th OFDM subcarrier. Eqn. 12 shows that the tag data is transferred from the backscattered samples in time domain to the subcarriers in frequency domain by OFDM.

### 6.2.2 Modeling Phase Error Correction

While the tag data is transferred into the subcarriers, the phase offset $\beta + \phi$ is also transferred into the subcarriers (shown in Eqn. 12), which may increase the tag data decoding error. We had an important observation that the OFDM receiver can leverage pilot subcarriers to eliminate the phase offset. In this section, we mathematically demonstrate the procedure of phase error correction.

The phase error estimation is performed by calculating the rotating phase of the four pilot subcarriers. In the sender, the four pilot subcarriers are $\{X_{11}, X_{25}, X_{39}, X_{53}\}$ and their initial values are $\{1, 1, 1, -1\}$ [2]. In the receiver, we use $\{Y_{11}, Y_{25}, Y_{39}, Y_{53}\}$ (shown in in Eqn. 12) to represent the four pilot subcarriers. The rotating phase of the pilot subcarriers can be estimated as:

$$\Psi = \angle(Y_{11} + Y_{25} + Y_{39} - Y_{53}) - \angle(X_{11} + X_{25} + X_{39} - X_{53})$$

$$= \beta + \phi + \angle \Gamma$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Where,

$$\Gamma = \sum_{n=0}^{63} e^{j\theta_n} S_n \left( \sum_{k=11,25,39,53} e^{-j2\pi nk/64} - e^{-j2\pi nk/64} \right)$$

From Eqn. 13 and 14, we observe that a new phase offset $\angle \Gamma$ is introduced which is caused by the backscatter modulation on the pilot subcarriers. Eqn. 13 also illustrates that although the backscatter modulation change the pilot subcarriers, the phase offset $\beta + \phi$ is isolated from the tag data.

Since 48 out of the 64 subcarriers are used to carry the payload data ($k \in \{6, ..., 58\}$ and $\notin \{11, 25, 32, 39, 53\}$), the OFDM receiver multiplies 48 data subcarriers by $e^{-j\Psi}$ to correct the phase offset:

$$\bar{Y}_k = e^{-j\Psi} Y_k$$

$$= e^{-j\angle \Gamma} e^{-j(\beta+\phi)} e^{-j(\beta+\phi)} \sum_{n=0}^{63} e^{j\theta_n} S_n e^{-j2\pi nk/64}$$

Where,

$$e^{-j\angle \Gamma} = \frac{\text{Re}\{\Gamma\} - j \times \text{Im}\{\Gamma\}}{\sqrt{\text{Re}\{\Gamma\}^2 + \text{Im}\{\Gamma\}^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Eqn. 15 demonstrates that the phase offset $\beta + \phi$ is eliminated and does not affect the tag data decoding. On the other hand, Eqn. 15 also demonstrates that the values of data subcarriers were affected twice: The first one happens during the backscatter modulation stage, when the values of the data subcarriers were changed according to the tag data; the second one happens during the phase error correction stage, when the values of data subcarriers were corrected by the phase offset calculated from pilot subcarriers. Although $\Gamma$ exists in Eqn. 15, Eqn. 14 shows that the only unknown value in $\Gamma$ is the tag data. Therefore, we can leverage Eqn. 15 to decode the tag data without being affected by the phase offset $\beta + \phi$.

### 6.3 Decoding Tag Data

Eqn. 15 shows that the phase change on each subcarrier is different and determined by all 64 backscattered samples. If the tag data on any backscattered sample change, the phase change on each subcarrier changes. Therefore, we must use all subcarriers’ information to decode each tag data.

We observe that the inputs of Eqn. 15 are the tag data $\theta_n$ and the original OFDM sample $S_n$, while the outputs of Eqn. 15 are the corrected data subcarrier $\bar{Y}_k$. Hence, if we obtain the values of $S_n$ and $\bar{Y}_k$, we can decode $\theta_n$.

The values of original OFDM sample $S_n$ can be calculated by using Eqn. 8. However, the challenge is that we cannot obtain the real value of $\bar{Y}_k$. Normally, OFDM backscatter uses the coded data linear transform technique in [33, 35, 36] to track the phase change on the subcarriers. If we follow the same technique to get the subcarrier values, we find that the
subcarrier values deviate from $\overline{Y}_k$. This is because the OFDM receiver maps $\overline{Y}_k$ to the nearest QAM points (we assume $\overline{Y}_k$).

Since $\overline{Y}_k$ are the nearest QAM points of $\overline{Y}_k$, we can estimate the tag data $\theta_n$ by calculating the minimum Euclidean distance between the corrected data subcarrier values $\overline{Y}_k$ and their mapped points $\overline{Y}_k$:

$$\begin{bmatrix} \hat{\theta}_0 \\ \vdots \\ \hat{\theta}_63 \end{bmatrix} = \arg \min_{\{\theta_0, \ldots, \theta_{63}\} \setminus \{\theta_k\}} \|\overline{Y}_k - \overline{Y}_k\|_2$$

$$= \arg \min_{\{\theta_0, \ldots, \theta_{63}\} \setminus \{\theta_k\}} \|\overline{Y}_k - e^{-j\Gamma} \sum_{n=0}^{63} e^{j\theta_n} S_n e^{-j2\pi nk/64}\|_2$$

(17)

Where, $k$ are the indexes of the data subcarriers, $\overline{Y}_k$ are provided by the receiver and $\Gamma$ can be represented using Eqn. 14. The only unknown value in Eqn. 17 is the tag data $\theta_n$. Therefore, we can leverage Eqn. 17 to decode the tag data.

Since each tag data $\theta_n$ has limited values (i.e., either 0 or $\pi$), Eqn. 17 is a constrained linear least-squares problem. We note that the left side of Eqn. 17 is 64 unknown values ($\hat{\theta}_0, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_{63}$), while we only have 48 data subcarrier values $\overline{Y}_k$ ($k \in \{6, \ldots, 58\}$ and $\notin \{11, 25, 32, 53\}$) on the right side. That means Eqn. 17 is not full row-rank. Mathematically, to determine a unique solution using Eqn. 17, we need to minimize the number of unknown values on left side to 48. A simple way to do this is that the number of unknown tag data in each symbol is no more than 48 and the remaining tag data are predefined. For example, we can define $e^{j0} = 1$ and calculate the unknown data $e^{j0\theta_0 \ldots \theta_47}$. Therefore, the left side (the unknown tag data) and the right side (the data subcarrier values) have the same size, and Eqn. 17 is now full row-rank. In fact, Eqn. 17 illustrates that the maximum number of samples used to store the unknown tag data in each symbol is 48. This is because we rely on the data subcarriers’ values to calculate the unknown tag data and each symbol provides only 48 data subcarriers. The coding scheme in Sec. 5.1 requires that the number of the tag data embedded in each symbol is no more than 40, which is also less than 48.

Eqn. 17 is solved by using the matrix decomposition, whose computational complexity is $O(n^3)$ [3], where $n$ is the number of the unknown tag data. When $n$ gets to the maximum value (i.e., 48), there are $n^3 = 110592$ floating-point operations. A low power edge computing platform Jetson Nano [21] (only cost $99) implemented on an ARM A57 processor with 472G floating-point operations per second, can solve the problem in $\frac{110592}{472 \times 10^6} = 0.25\mu s$, which is less than a symbol duration 4$\mu s$.

7 Lite Version of TScatter

In prior works [33, 35, 36], the codeword translation works only when the phase error correction is disabled. In this section, we demonstrate that TScatter can also use the codeword translation at the symbol level without disabling the phase error correction and introduce the lite version of TScatter.

Prior works use the symbol-level modulation (i.e., phase change once per symbol) to realize the codeword translation. Based on our observation from Sec. 3.3, when the inversion point settles in the useful symbol, the corrected subcarriers are different from the original ones. Since the symbol-level modulation is essentially a special case of the sample-level modulation (i.e., multiple phase changes per symbol) by setting the number of phase changes as 1 within one symbol, it is possible to use the codeword translation to achieve the basic idea of TScatter without disabling the phase error correction. We call this approach Lite TScatter because its design principle is derived from our sample-level modulation by setting all the tag data values inside a symbol to be all-one or all-zero.

Specifically, the whole procedure of Lite TScatter is as follows: before the tag transmits the data, it first transmits a long all-one (or all-zero) sequence to reflect the preamble and several symbols. Since there is no phase change in the long sequence, the corrected subcarriers are the same as the original ones. Then, the tag transmits the first data. The first data is predefined, and its value should be different from that of the long sequence. For example, if the long sequence is all-one, the first data should be defined as zero. Since there is a phase change between the long sequence and the first data, we can find the first symbol which is different from the original one. Next, the tag can transmit arbitrary data. If the corrected subcarriers are the same as the original ones, it implies there is no phase change and the tag data should be equal to the last one. If the corrected subcarriers are different from the original ones, it implies there is a phase change and the data should be different from the last one. Therefore, we can decode the tag data one by one. By modifying the codeword translation decoder in Eqn. 5, the decoding function of Lite TScatter is as follows:

$$d_n = \begin{cases} d_{n-1} & X_k e^{j\theta_0} + X_k = 0 \\ 1 - d_{n-1} & X_k e^{j\theta_0} + X_k \neq 0 \end{cases}$$

(18)

Eqn. 18 provides a lite version of TScatter, which enables codeword translation work with WiFi protocols that enable the phase error corrections. However, Lite TScatter’s throughput is relatively low because the tag data is modulated at the symbol level instead of the sample level.

8 Evaluation

In this section, we present the implementation of TScatter and show the experimental results of our extensive evaluation.

8.1 Implementation

TScatter (shown in Fig. 12) is implemented on an open-source backscatter platform [29], which mainly consists of two components: a Microsemi AGLN250 low power FPGA and an ADG902 RF reflective switch. To compare different levels of
coding and modulation schemes, we implemented both the coding schemes of binary and nibble (i.e., 4-bit) (shown in Appendix A) and the modulation schemes of 2-phase and 4-phase (introduced in Sec. 4) in the FPGA.

To conduct fair comparisons, the distance between the WiFi transmitter and the backscatter tag is 1 meter (i.e., 3.28 feet), which is the same as the one in FreeRider [33]. The WiFi transmitter is implemented on a ThinkPad T420s laptop which transmits the IEEE 802.11g compatible signals. The WiFi transmitter utilizes 64QAM as its modulation scheme by default. In Sec. 8.6, we evaluate TScatter’s performance with different WiFi modulation schemes.

To extensively evaluate TScatter’s performance, the experiments were conducted in three different scenarios: Library (Fig. 13), Hallway (Fig. 14), and Stadium. The WiFi receivers are implemented using DELL XPS 9550 laptop and USRP-B210 with 802.11g PHY layer. WiFi receiver 1 is used to obtain the original WiFi information. WiFi receiver 2 listens for the backscattered WiFi signal. To assess the system performance, we use the following two metrics:

Throughput: The throughput is defined as correctly demodulated data bits at PHY layer.

Bit error rate (BER): The BER is defined as the number of bit errors divided by the total number of transmitted bits.

8.2 Comparing with State-of-the-art
We first compare the performance of TScatter with the reported best results produced by recent OFDM-based WiFi backscatter systems (i.e., X-Tandem [35], MOXcatter [36] and FreeRider [33]). Fig. 15 shows BER results when TScatter and state-of-the-art solutions have similar level of throughput. As we can observe from this figure, the BERs of TScatter are much lower than that of the state-of-the-art solutions. Fig. 16(a) shows the comparison of throughput. We can observe that, with 4-phase modulation scheme, TScatter achieves 10.61 Mbps. The main reason TScatter achieves orders of magnitude better performance is that it takes advantage of the phase error correction. State-of-the-art solutions require specific commodity NICs that can disable the phase error correction. However, the phase error correction is very important for the OFDM demodulation because the phase error may be dynamically changing due to the changes of environment (e.g., temperature of the oscillators and object movement). Without the phase error correction, the OFDM demodulation error will increase. Similarly, disabling phase error correction will also introduce phase error into the decoding procedure of the codeword translation, which will increase the tag data decoding error. In contrast, TScatter takes the phase error correction into consideration. On the demodulation side, TScatter builds the demodulation model from the backscattered samples to the corrected subcarriers that can not only correct the phase error due to the dynamic environments but also decode the tag data by estimating the minimal Euclidean distance rather than by using XOR. On the modulation side, TScatter leverages the sample-level modulation to apply more robust coding methods to further improve the BER or throughput. As a result, the BERs of TScatter are around $10^{-2}$, $10^{-3}$, and $10^{-4}$ times as low as that of FreeRider, MOXcatter and X-Tandem, respectively. The throughputs of TScatter are 53,050, 212, and 176 times higher than X-Tandem, MOXcatter, and FreeRider, respectively.

8.3 Library
To understand how TScatter works in a multipath rich environment, we conducted the experiments in a library (shown in Fig. 13). Since there are a lot of shelves, tables, and chairs in the library, these obstacles not only block the direct line-of-sight transmission path but create more multipath effects as well. In this setting, the backscatter tag and WiFi transmitter are deployed on the shelves. We move the WiFi receiver from shelves to tables to vary the multipath environment.

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the throughput and BER over different communication distances, respectively. As we can observe from these figures, the throughput of TScatter is similar over the change of distances while the BER increases slowly. When the communication distance reaches 120 feet, the average BERs of TScatter are still around $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-4}$ for Nibble and Binary, respectively. Since the multipath effect will become more severe as the distance increases in the library scenario, we can conclude that TScatter is resistant to the wireless channel interference. Because the demodulation process (described in Sec. 6.1) takes the phase error intro-
duced by the wireless channel into consideration, TScatter shows great advantages in this scenario.

8.4 Hallway

In this section, we evaluate TScatter in the hallway scenario. As shown in Fig. 14, the hallway is on the second floor of an academic building. This scenario is selected to reflect TScatter’s real-world performance with less environmental impact because the hallway is relatively spacious. In this scenario, the backscatter tag and the WiFi receiver were kept in line-of-sight. The distance between the tag and the receiver is changing from one foot to 120 feet.

Fig. 19 shows the throughput of our TScatter system using different modulation schemes (i.e., 2-phase and 4-phase). Overall, TScatter can achieve a maximum of 10.61 Mbps and the throughput is stable over different communication distances because it has a high granularity modulation scheme. Fig. 20 shows the BER under different communication distances. We can observe that the BER for the 2-phase modulation scheme is very low. The average BER is lower than 1% when the distance increases to 70 feet. Even when the distance increases to 120 feet, the average BER is still around 1%. This is because our demodulation model captures the impact of the phase error correction on the received subcarriers.

8.5 Outdoor Stadium

To understand the performance of TScatter with different modes (i.e., low BER, high throughput, and lite version) in the same scenario, we conduct experiments in an outdoor stadium. The distance between the tag and the receiver is changing from one foot to 160 feet.

Fig. 21 shows the throughput over different communication distances. The high throughput mode (2-phase) outperforms the low BER mode (binary) and Lite TScatter because it has a high granularity modulation scheme. When the receiver is 160 feet away from the tag, the throughput of binary, 2-phase, and Lite TScatter are around 62.5 Kbps, 5.26 Mbps and 62.3 Kbps, respectively. Fig. 22 shows the BERs at different distances. The BER of low BER mode and Lite TScatter is more stable than that of high throughput mode despite the fact that the signal strength degrades across distance. Specifically, the BER of low BER mode is much less than that of the other two modes. Therefore, the low BER mode has the significant advantage on providing reliable backscatter communications. When the distance reaches 160 feet, the average BERs of binary, 2-phase, and Lite TScatter are still around $10^{-5}$, $10^{-2}$ and $10^{-3}$, respectively.

8.6 Impact of OFDM Modulation Scheme

In Sec. 5.2 and 5.3, we introduced how TScatter deals with lower and higher level WiFi OFDM modulation schemes respectively. In this section, we compare sample-level modulation TScatter’s performance (in terms of throughput and BER with low BER or high throughput coding scheme) with Lite TScatter (which uses symbol level modulation) under different WiFi OFDM modulation schemes (i.e., BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM). Fig. 23 shows the throughput result. We observe that the throughput of Lite TScatter is almost the same under different OFDM modulation schemes because one bit of data is embedded in per symbol no matter what the OFDM modulation scheme is. For TScatter, the throughput increases while the OFDM modulation scheme changes from the lowest level (i.e., BPSK) to the highest level (i.e., 64QAM). At 64QAM, the throughput reaches 5.33 Mbps. The reason of this growing trend is that higher level OFDM modulation schemes can provide higher resolution to decode the tag data, which can accommodate more tag data per symbol.

Fig. 24 shows the result of BER versus OFDM modulation scheme. We can observe that TScatter’s BER is lower than Lite TScatter’s across all kinds of modulation schemes even when the OFDM transmitter utilizes BPSK. This is because the demodulation model captures the impact of the phase error correction on the received subcarriers. Moreover, TScatter leverages the sample-level modulation to apply more robust coding methods to further improve the BER.
We designed an integrated circuit for TScatter’s digital processing module and conducted a simulation using Cadence Spectre for TSMC 65nm process. In the power consumption simulation, multiple factors are considered including Vdd (1.6V ∼ 2V), temperature (25°C), system clock frequency, and power mode.

The IC design consists of four modules: clock, energy detector, control module and RF transistor. TScatter first detects the WiFi packet by using the energy detector. When the WiFi packet is detected, the clock synthesizes a 20MHz frequency for the control module. Then the control module reads the data from the sensor, latches and codes the sensor data, and toggles the RF transistor according to the coded data. Since the power consumption of the energy detector and the RF transistor is very low (around 0.3µW), we mainly introduce the implementation details of the clock and the control module:

### Clock
The bottleneck of the power consumption of the TScatter system is the clock. We use a ring oscillator to synthesize a 20MHz frequency. The frequency accuracy is sensitive to temperature change. We add a thermistor to design a temperature compensation circuit to compensate for the frequency drift. Moreover, we add a trimming pad to correct the frequency. The simulation result shows that the power consumption of the ring oscillator is 23.7µW.

### Control Module
The control module contains a cache circuit to store the sensor data, a code circuit to code the sensor data, and an inverter to toggle the RF transistor as a fan-out. The cache is constructed by the basic cache cell. The cache cell is composed of one D latch and one transmission gate. Through connecting the output of D latch to the input of the transmission gate, a cache cell with simultaneous read and write capability is created. The reason we use the latches rather than flash to store the sensor data is that the power consumption of flash is very low even when they are working at 20MHz. The code circuit contains a lookup table for low BER mode, which is composed of 32 PN sequences (shown in Appendix B), and a convolutional encoder for high throughput mode, which is composed of 7 latches and 3 XOR gates. The lookup table is also constructed by basic logic gates. The inverter is minimum sized. The simulation result shows that the power consumption of the control module is around 6.2µW.

From the above analysis, the overall power consumption of TScatter is 30.2µW, which is similar to that of other OFDM backscatter systems. This is mainly because the most power-hungry part of the backscatter tag is the clock. No matter the sample-level modulation or the symbol-level modulation, they all need to shift the incoming WiFi signal to the adjacent band channel to minimize the interference from the original band channel, which can be done by toggling the RF switch at a specific frequency. The minimum value of the frequency equals a WiFi channel bandwidth, i.e., 20MHz. Consequently, to toggle the RF switch at 20MHz, the logic control modules of the symbol-level modulation and the sample-level modulation are all operating at 20MHz. Although TScatter performs the convolutional coding in high throughput mode, the encoder which is constructed by 7 D latches and 3 XOR gates has a very low power consumption even when it works at 20MHz. Therefore, the energy consumptions of TScatter and other OFDM backscatter systems are similar.

### 9 Application
In this section, we show that biometric measurements (such as EMG and EKG) can be wirelessly transmitted in real-time by using TScatter. Fig. 27(a) (front side) and Fig. 27(b)
(back side) show a prototype that an EMG sensor that is connected to the TScatter tag. By using foam electrodes, the tag and sensor can be attached to a muscle to record the electrical activity produced by the muscle. Fig. 28(a) shows one set of data while the system is monitoring arm activities. In this figure, each peak corresponds to a muscle contraction. Fig. 28(b) shows the average update rate under different configurations: i) EMG-1, 1-channel EMG is attached to a leg muscle for monitoring sleep abnormalities [5]; ii) EMG-2, 2-channel EMG is attached to upper and lower arm for fitness monitoring; and iii) EKG-12, 12-channel EKG is generated to test how TScatter works with multi-channel EKG. With a typical sampling rate at 1 KHz and 24-bit resolution, the required bit rate for 12-channel EKG is 288 Kbps. With different modulation schemes, our TScatter can provide around $5 \sim 10$ Mbps throughput at the physical layer. Even after deducting the performance loss due to the wireless signal attenuation caused by the human body and upper layer overheads (e.g., ACKs), TScatter’s throughput should be sufficient for 12-channel EKG measurements.

10 Related Work

Recently, backscatter has played an attractive role in the passive communication field because of its significant performance on power consumption. Researchers have proposed various kinds of novel techniques [8, 10, 17–20, 26, 30, 31] to support various applications. For example, ReMix [26] enables backscattering of deep tissue devices by overcoming interference from the surface of a human body and localizing the in-body backscatter device. Living IoT [8] enables smart farming applications by placing backscatter devices on live insects. NICscatter [31] introduces a backscatter communication method on commercial Wi-Fi NICs that enables malware to covertly convey information. PAB [10] enables long-term ocean applications by backscattering acoustic signals in underwater environments.

To leverage existing infrastructures, such as TV band [16, 22], FM radio [27], LoRa [7, 23, 24], Bluetooth [9], ZigBee [13], and WiFi [6, 11, 12, 32–37], researchers have also explored various solutions. Specifically, in the WiFi backscatter field, Passive WiFi [12] demonstrates for the first time that the backscatter can generate 802.11b transmissions. Interscatter [9] shows that Bluetooth transmissions can be used to create 802.11b transmissions using backscatter communication. HitchHike [32] allows a tag to backscatter existing 802.11b transmissions from a commodity WiFi transmitter. To further support more complex WiFi structures, such as OFDM, WiFi Backscatter [11] conveys information by modulating the CSI and RSSI measurements at the OFDM receivers. BackFi [6] uses customized full-duplex devices to clean out the effect during backscattering OFDM signals. FS-Backscatter [34] minimizes the interference from the original band by shifting the backscattered OFDM signals to an adjacent band. FreeRider [33] proposes the OFDM-based codeword translation technique, which piggybacks the tag data by changing the phase of backscattered OFDM symbols. Built on top of FreeRider, MOXcatter [36] and X-Tandem [35] realize a MIMO OFDM backscatter system and a multi-hop OFDM backscatter system, respectively. However, FreeRider, MOXcatter, and X-Tandem require specific WiFi receivers that can disable the phase error correction.

Different from the above backscatter systems, TScatter is the first work that conducts sample-level coding and subcarrier-level decoding based on OFDM waveforms. More importantly, it is able to achieve orders of magnitude lower bit error rate or much higher throughput than existing approaches.

11 Discussion & Conclusion

Although our system was tested using USRPs, we believe that our Lite TScatter can potentially be deployed on commodity WiFi devices with little modification because it is a natural extension of FreeRider and MOXcatter. Based on the description of prior works and WiFi specification [2, 14, 33, 35, 36], to implement the full version of TScatter on commodity devices, we expect to address the following engineering problems: 1) Since the backscattered WiFi packets have been modified, commodity WiFi receivers may drop these packets due to their failure to pass the cyclic redundancy check (CRC). To address this problem, we need to use a WiFi card that can be configured into monitor mode which can obtain packets with bad checksums [33]; 2) we need to know the scrambling seed (i.e., the initial state of shift register) to decode the tag data. For different WiFi cards, we need to take different approaches. For example, in ath5k supported WiFi cards (e.g., Atheros AR5112 and AR2425), the scrambling seed can be derived by setting the register of the driver [14].

We note that the main contribution of this paper is a novel backscatter design principle (i.e., sample-level modulation) for OFDM backscatter. We extensively evaluated the performance of TScatter in various real-world scenarios. Evaluation results demonstrate that TScatter is able to achieve orders of magnitude lower bit error rate or much higher throughput than existing approaches [33, 35, 36].
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Figure 29: Synchronization between the WiFi sender and the WiFi receiver. The backscatter packet contains four parts: Continuous Square Waves (CSW), Header (in Sec. 5.1), Data and Trailer (in Sec. 5.1). CSW is only a series of square waves and used to reflect the preamble without embedding tag data.


### Appendix A  Map Tag Data to PN Sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Tag Data</th>
<th>PN Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0110100111110111011011001101001010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>1001011011011101100001111100010010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>10001011010011001000001111100010010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0011</td>
<td>1111000001011011111010000111101111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>00101000010001001001101111110111111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0101</td>
<td>110110111011000110001111011110010001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0110</td>
<td>01011110110110011000100111110111011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>001001111011011011100111111111100001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>010100110111011001100110011001111101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>110100110100110100110011011001100110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>101100110100110100110011011001100110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>111010111001011011011001101101111111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0010010110100110101011101111110111111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>1101011011011001101110110111111111111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>0110011001101101101111101111111111111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>0011100111101011010011111111111111111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix B  Synchronization Between Sender and Receiver & CFO Correction

In this section, we build a mathematical model for the synchronization and carrier frequency offset (CFO) correction (i.e., part (i) in Fig. 11). Once the WiFi transmission is identified, the WiFi receiver first leverages the preamble to synchronize the symbol timing and then correct the CFO. Therefore, we start with an analysis of how the tag performs the synchronization between the WiFi sender and the WiFi receiver.

Fig. 29 shows our synchronization solution. The preamble includes two long training (LT) sample sequences. Each sequence is composed of 64 samples. By identifying where the two peak values of the correlation between the received samples and training pattern occur, the WiFi receiver can find where the symbol starts [15]. Therefore, to avoid changing the training sample’s value, when TScatter detects the WiFi transmission by using the RF energy detector, it first uses continuous square waves to only reflect the preamble and does not embed any data into the preamble. After the square waves, TScatter starts to modulate the WiFi samples.

One may ask whether the phase offset (described in Sec. 6.1) will change the preamble value, therefore affects the synchronization. We note that TScatter does not change the preamble sample’s value. Without loss of generality, let us assume the phases of continuous square waves are \(0_{n} = 0\) and the training pattern value is \(LT_{i}\). Then, the positions of two peak values of the correlation between the received samples \(R_{k}\) (described in Eqn. 8) and the training pattern \(LT_{i}\) are:

\[
(l_{1}, l_{2}) = \arg\max_{i} \left| \sum_{t=0}^{63} (R_{k+i} \ast LT_{i}) \right|
\]

\[
= \arg\max_{i} \left| \sum_{t=0}^{63} (S_{t+i} \ast LT_{i}) \right|
\]

where \(\arg\max_{i}\) provides the two sample numbers \((l_{1}, l_{2})\) for two peak correlation values.

Eqn. 19 proves that the positions of two peak correlation values are only related to the original sample values \(S_{i}\) and are not affected by the phase offset. Therefore, the phase offset will not affect the synchronization. Our experimental result (shown in Fig. 30) also illustrates that when the tag uses continuous square waves to reflect the WiFi signals, it does not interfere with the positions of two peak correlation values, and the receiver can achieve a precise synchronization.

In the WiFi receiver, the received sample at frequency \(f_{c}\) is down-converted to baseband with a local carrier frequency \((1 + \epsilon)f_{c}\). At the receiver side, the frequency offset \(\epsilon f_{c}\) causes two phenomenas: carrier frequency offset (CFO) and sampling frequency offset (SFO). The CFO introduces an extra phase offset of \(\alpha = 2\pi c_{s} f_{c} / f_{c}\) on the samples during each down-conversion procedure. When the \(l^{th}\) sample of the frame is down-converted, the phase offset applied to the sample is accumulated to \(\alpha l\).

\[
R_{k,n} = e^{i(\beta + \theta)} e^{i(\alpha l)} e^{i\phi} S_{n}
\]

Where \(l\) and \(n\) point to the same sample. Since a WiFi frame contains multiple symbols, \(l\) is the sample number in the frame, while \(n\) is the sample number in the symbol.
Since the tag does not affect the synchronization, the CFO can be estimated accurately. An estimation of the CFO can be obtained simultaneously when the synchronization is achieved. According to the WiFi specification [2], the WiFi receiver uses LT samples to estimate the CFO. The starting LT sample number is computed as $l_1$. Let us denote the $t$th LT sample as $\mathcal{R}_{l_1+t}$. The CFO estimator is given by:

$$\alpha = \frac{1}{64} \sum_{t=0}^{63} \mathcal{R}_{l_1+t}^\ast \mathcal{R}_{l_1+t+64}$$ (21)

To correct the CFO, the received sample $\mathcal{R}_{l_1,n}$ is multiplied by $e^{-j\alpha}$. Through the synchronization, the WiFi receiver learns the sample number $l$. Thus, the received sample can be updated to the corrected sample $S_n$:

$$\mathcal{R}_n = \mathcal{R}_{l_1,n} e^{-j\alpha} = e^{j(\beta+\phi)_{l,n}} e^{j\theta_{l}} e^{-j\alpha}$$ (22)

Eqn. 22 shows that the impact of CFO is canceled by the CFO correction module in the WiFi receiver.

### Appendix C  SFO Correction

Like the CFO, an SFO also exists, which causes a phase offset to OFDM subcarriers after the DFT [28]:

$$\alpha_{sfo} = -2\pi r k \frac{N + N_g}{N}$$ (23)

Where, $N = 64$ is the DFT size, $N_g = 16$ is the cyclic prefix length, $r$ is the symbol number which is learned through the synchronization, $k$ is the subcarrier number and $\varepsilon$ can be calculated from the estimated CFO ($\varepsilon = \frac{\alpha_{fs}}{2\pi f_c}$, described in Sec. 6.1). The OFDM subcarriers are corrupted as $Y_k e^{j\alpha_{sfo}}$.

From Eqn. 23, we know the key to correct the SFO is to estimate CFO accurately. In Appendix B, we have demonstrated the tag does not change the preamble value so that the receiver can achieve a precise CFO estimation. The output subcarriers are multiplied by $e^{-j\alpha_{sfo}}$ (i.e., $Y_k = Y_k e^{j\alpha_{fs}} e^{-j\alpha_{sfo}}$) to correct the offset.
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Abstract

Due to the practical challenges in the deployment of existing half-duplex systems, the promise of ubiquitous backscatter connectivity has eluded us. To address this, we design the first long-range full-duplex LoRa backscatter reader. We leverage existing LoRa chipsets as transceivers and use a microcontroller in combination with inexpensive passive elements including a hybrid coupler, inductors, tunable capacitors, and resistors to achieve 78 dB of self-interference cancellation and build a low-cost, long-range, and small-form-factor Full-Duplex LoRa Backscatter reader.

We evaluate our system in various deployments and show that we can successfully communicate with a backscatter tag at distances of up to 300 ft in line of sight, and through obstacles, such as walls and cubicles, in a 4,000 ft\textsuperscript{2} office area. We reconfigure our reader to conform to the size and power requirements of a smartphone, and demonstrate communication with a contact-lens-form-factor prototype device. Finally, we attach our reader to a drone and demonstrate backscatter sensing for precision agriculture with an instantaneous coverage of 7,850 ft\textsuperscript{2}.

1 Introduction

Recent advances \cite{47, 56, 66, 73, 84, 88} have demonstrated the potential of backscatter to replace power-hungry, large, expensive radios \textsuperscript{1}with an orders of magnitude lower power, smaller-size, cheaper, potentially battery-free connectivity solution. This promise, however, has run into practical limitations in regard to existing backscatter infrastructure. Full-duplex (FD) RFID readers \cite{18, 22} and other proprietary full-duplex systems \cite{30, 35}, in which a single reader communicates with tags are easy to deploy, but these existing readers are large, complex, expensive, and have limited range.

To address this, recent half-duplex (HD) backscatter systems have leveraged the economies of scales and ubiquity of industry-standard protocols such as WiFi \cite{56, 88}, Bluetooth \cite{43, 53, 89}, ZigBee \cite{64, 89}, and LoRa \cite{73, 84} to reduce the cost, size, and complexity of reader infrastructure and achieve longer range. However, these systems suffer from deployment issues, as the half-duplex topology requires two physically-separated radio devices: one for transmitting the carrier, and another for receiving the backscattered data packet. The need to deploy multiple devices in different locations significantly limits the use cases for backscatter.

We present the first Full-Duplex LoRa Backscatter reader which combines the low-cost, long-range, and small-form-factor benefits of a standard-protocols-compliant backscatter system with the simple deployment of a full-duplex system. This addresses one of the remaining pain points of backscatter and opens backscatter to a plethora of applications. A low-cost, long-range, small-form-factor full-duplex reader could be easily integrated into existing devices. This would enable peripheral, wearable, and medical devices such as pill bottles \cite{33, 70}, insulin pens \cite{45, 60}, smart glasses \cite{59, 75}, and contact lenses \cite{36, 48} to use backscatter to directly communicate with a cellphone, tablet, or laptop. Similarly, in agriculture, aerial surveillance drones could be equipped with

\textsuperscript{1}Work was done while the author was at Jeeva Wireless.  
\textsuperscript{2}active RFIDs are also radios
a backscatter reader to collect data from sensors distributed throughout a field.

To understand the challenge in building an FD LoRa Backscatter reader, consider the traditional HD LoRa backscatter system, shown in Fig. 1(a). The first radio transmits a single-tone carrier at power levels up to 30 dBm. A tag uses subcarrier modulation to backscatter a packet at an offset frequency, which is then received by the second radio, 100 m from the transmitter. The physical separation is necessary to attenuate the out-of-band carrier at the receiver to a level where it does not impact the sensitivity [84]. This illustrates the fundamental challenge in a FD LoRa Backscatter system, as shown in Fig. 1(b): The single-tone carrier needs at least 78 dB of suppression, a 63-million × reduction in signal strength, between the transmitter and a commodity LoRa receiver chipset, both integrated on the same PCB. This suppression must be implemented in the analog RF domain without substantially increasing the cost, complexity, or power consumption of the system. Furthermore, unlike path-loss attenuation, which is wide-band, typical cancellation techniques have a trade-off between cancellation depth and bandwidth [31,61,65]. If the cancellation bandwidth is insufficient, the carrier phase noise will show up as in-band noise at the receiver. Therefore, a second requirement is to bring the phase noise of the carrier at the offset frequency to below the receiver’s input noise level.

Existing FD cancellation techniques, including analog, digital, and hybrid designs used in full-duplex radios have different or more relaxed requirements and, as a consequence, are insufficient to meet the needs of our system. Analog and hybrid cancellation techniques require bulky and expensive RF components such as circulators [9], vector modulators [21], and phase shifters [23] to achieve sufficient cancellation, each of which increases cost and size. Digital cancellation techniques require access to IQ samples, which are unavailable on commodity radios, and instead use SDRs [28,31,35,83], FPGAs [85], or DSPs [29], which are all prohibitively expensive. For a detailed analysis of why existing techniques are insufficient, see §8.

Our key idea is to leverage the ubiquity and economies of scale of existing LoRa transceivers and microcontrollers and add inexpensive passive components to fulfill the two requirements of full-duplex operation. This enables us to build a low-cost, long-range, small-form-factor, Full-Duplex LoRa Backscatter reader. We use a single-antenna topology with a hybrid coupler to interface the transmitter and the receiver with the antenna. The leakage from the transmitter to the receiver, i.e. self-interference, is a function of the impedance at the coupled port. A microcontroller adaptively tunes an impedance network, tracking variations in the antenna impedance and environmental reflections with the objective of minimizing interference at the receiver.

We introduce a novel, two-stage, tunable impedance network to achieve 78 dB suppression of carrier signal. The extent to which a carrier is suppressed is a function of how closely the tunable impedance can track the variations in antenna impedance, which in turn depends on the resolution of the impedance network. A single-stage network is limited by the step size of its digital capacitors and does not have a high enough resolution to reliably achieve 78 dB cancellation [38,50,54,65]. Our two-stage network is built by cascading two stages, each consisting of four, 5-bit tunable capacitors and two fixed inductors with an attenuating resistor network between the stages. The two-stage design provides the fine-grain control and coverage necessary to meet the 78 dB carrier cancellation target across the expected range of variation in antenna impedance. To achieve the second objective of bringing the phase noise of the carrier at the offset frequency below the noise floor of the receiver, while simultaneously obtaining 78 dB cancellation at the carrier frequency, is very challenging. There is a fundamental trade-off between the cancellation depth and bandwidth [31,61,65], and we prioritize the 78 dB cancellation requirement at the carrier frequency. We use a COTS synthesizer with low phase noise to relax the cancellation requirement at the offset frequency.

We implement the Full-Duplex LoRa Backscatter system using only COTS components, for a total cost of $27.54 at low volumes, only 10% more than the cost of two HD units. Our evaluation shows that the two-stage impedance network achieves >78 dB carrier cancellation and >46 dB of offset cancellation in practical scenarios with a tuning time overhead of less than 2.7%. Results are summarized below:

- The FD reader can communicate with tags at distances of up to 300 ft in line of sight. When placed in the corner of a 4,000 ft² office space with concrete, glass, and wood structures and walls, tags can operate within the entire space.
- We integrate a low-power configuration of the FD reader into portable devices. We attach the prototype to the back of a smartphone and show that the tags can communicate at distances beyond 50 ft at 20 dBm, 25 ft at 10 dBm, and up to 20 ft at 4 dBm.
- We build two proof-of-concept applications. We prototype a contact-lens-form-factor antenna tag and show that it can communicate with FD reader attached to a smartphone at distances of up to 22 ft and when the reader is inside a user’s pocket. We also attach the FD reader to a quadcopter and fly it to 60 ft above a field. The reader is able to communicate with tags placed on the ground at a lateral distance of up to 50 ft, corresponding to an instantaneous coverage of 7,850 ft².

2 Background

Our work brings full-duplex operation to a LoRa Backscatter system. We start with a background on LoRa backscatter, followed by a primer on the full-duplex operation.
2.1 LoRa Backscatter Primer

Backscatter communication eliminates RF carrier generation at the tag and, instead, uses switches to reflect existing, ambient RF signals for data transmission. This drastically reduces the cost, size, and power consumption of wireless communication [30, 56, 84]. In HD backscatter deployment, as shown in Fig. 1(a), a radio source generates the single-tone carrier, a backscatter tag reflects the carrier to synthesize LoRa packets, then a receiver decodes the backscattered packets. However, the carrier signal also ends up as a strong source of interference at the receiver, which degrades the receiver's ability to decode packets. Backscatter systems use two key techniques to mitigate carrier interference [26, 43, 46, 47, 49, 56, 64, 73, 78, 81, 84, 89, 92, 93]. First, the tag uses subcarrier modulation to synthesize packets at a frequency offset from the carrier frequency. The receiver operates at the offset frequency, pushing the interference, i.e. the carrier signal, out of band at the receiver. Since receivers are designed to operate in the presence of out-of-band interference, the receiver can decode the backscattered packets with minimal loss in sensitivity. Second, the transmitter and receiver are physically separated to attenuate that carrier to a level where it does not affect the receiver's sensitivity. However, in full-duplex systems, by definition, the transmitter and receiver cannot be physically separated.

LoRa receivers have low sensitivity and high blocker tolerance, making them ideal candidates for long-range backscatter connectivity, as demonstrated by prior HD backscatter designs [73, 84]. LoRa has two key protocol parameters that can be used to trade off data rate with receive sensitivity: spreading factor and bandwidth. Since our system transmits up to 30 dBm, the FCC mandates frequency hopping and a maximum channel dwell time of 400 ms [17]. So, we limit our system to protocols with packet lengths shorter than this limit, which corresponds to a sensitivity of -134dBm. Longer packet lengths are incompatible with frequency hopping unless we implement intra-packet frequency hopping. Doing so would require tuning in the middle of packet reception, which is not feasible on commodity radio receivers.

2.2 Full-Duplex Primer

FD radios transmit and receive at the same time on a single device, allowing simultaneous communication between devices without delay. The main obstacle in achieving FD functionality is self-interference; the strong transmit signal leaks to the sensitive receiver and appears as interference, degrading its performance. Hence, the key is to suppress the interference before it reaches the receiver. Broadly speaking, there are three approaches to FD operation: out-of-band and in-band.

Cellular standards such as WCDMA and LTE implement out-of-band full-duplexing by using Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD), where two distinct fixed frequency bands are used for uplink and downlink. In FDD systems, the operating frequency and frequency offset are fixed, and a frequency selective duplexer is used to suppress the transmitter leakage in the receive band. At first glance, it may look like FD backscatter is similar, as the tag backscatters the data packet at a frequency offset, however, FDD systems use much higher offset frequencies, at least 40 MHz for WCDMA and LTE bands above 800 MHz [20], in line with the requirements of practical frequency duplexers and passive filters. Backscatter systems, in contrast, transmit the carrier and receive the packet within the same frequency band, keeping the frequency offset low to minimize the power consumption of the tag. For example, the LoRa backscatter system operating in the 902-928MHz ISM band uses an offset frequency of 2-4 MHz. With such a small offset, we cannot leverage passive filters or frequency duplexers used in FDD systems.

In recent years, researchers have demonstrated success with In-Band Full-Duplex (IBFD) radios [31, 35, 41, 61], where radios transmit and receive simultaneously on the same frequency. IBFD radios suppress self-interference by using a combination of analog and digital cancellation techniques to bring the signal strength of the typically-wideband carrier below the noise floor of the receiver over the entire receive bandwidth. IBFD radios use isolation and analog cancellation techniques in the RF domain to first bring the carrier signal below the saturation level of the receiver front end. Next, digital cancellation techniques are used in the baseband to suppress the signal below the noise floor across the receiver bandwidth. Since the frequency offset in a backscatter system is small, an FD backscatter system can leverage SI suppression techniques similar to IBFD devices, such as isolation and analog cancellation. However, there are two key differences. First, the LoRa Backscatter system uses a single-tone signal as the carrier, so we need to suppress a very narrow-band signal. Second, unlike IBFD radios, the FD LoRa Backscatter system uses existing COTS radios, which do not provide access to signals in the digital baseband of the receiver. Hence, unlike IBFD systems, which use digital cancellation in addition to analog cancellation, we need to achieve 78 dB of SI cancellation entirely within the analog domain.

3 FD LoRa Backscatter Requirements

In this work, we focus on the cancellation requirements for a LoRa backscatter system, but the design techniques and architecture are not LoRa specific. They can be extended to build FD backscatter systems for other wireless standards such as WiFi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, SigFox, or NB-IoT that use a single-tone carrier and subcarrier modulation to synthesize backscatter packets [43,47,56]. However, these techniques are not directly applicable to systems which do not use sub-carrier modulation [30] or use wide-band Wi-Fi or LoRa packets as carrier [64,73,89].

We divide the cancellation requirements into two categories: carrier cancellation and offset cancellation.
3.1 Carrier Cancellation

We define carrier cancellation ($CAN_{CR}$) as the required cancellation of the carrier signal (the source of self-interference) at the center frequency. The carrier acts as a blocker i.e. a strong signal in the vicinity of the desired signal that can affect a receiver’s performance and reduce its sensitivity. A strong blocker can saturate the LNA, forcing it to reduce gain and increase the noise floor. Secondly, post LNA, a blocker can mix with the receiver local-oscillator phase-noise and contribute to in-band noise. Finally, baseband filters have limited stopband attenuation, and even a small portion of the blocker passing through the filter reduces the signal-to-noise and -interference ratio.

We compute the minimum required carrier cancellation as

$$CAN_{CR} > P_{CR} - R_{Sen} - R_{BT}$$  \hfill (1)

where $P_{CR}$ is the carrier power, $R_{Sen}$ is the receiver sensitivity, and $R_{BT}$ is the receiver blocker tolerance.

For example, as per the SX1276 datasheet, the blocker tolerance at a 2 MHz offset for $BW = 125$ kHz, $SF = 12$, -137 dBm sensitivity protocol is 94 dB [19]. Based on equation 1, for $P_{CR} = 30$ dBm, at least 73 dB of SI cancellation is required. However, the datasheet blocker specification assumes a 3 dB degradation in sensitivity, which is substantial for backscatter systems. Additionally, the datasheet provides blocker specifications for only a subset of frequency offsets and protocol parameters. To get a more comprehensive set of requirements, we perform our own blocker experiments for a range of frequency offsets (2, 3, and 4 MHz) and protocol parameters (366 bps - 13.6 kbps data rates). We connect a LoRa transmitter and a single-tone generator to two variable attenuators and combine their outputs at a LoRa receiver. First, we get a baseline sensitivity by turning off the single tone and increase the LoRa transmitter attenuation till we reach receiver sensitivity, defined by PER < 10%. Next, we turn on the single-tone generator with maximum attenuation and reduce the attenuation, thereby increasing blocker power, until the PER exceeds 10%. We record the maximum tolerable interference power for different frequency offsets, receiver bandwidths, and spreading factors to achieve different data rates and conclude that 78 dB is the most stringent carrier-cancellation specification. As mentioned prior, the blocker performance of a receiver depends on both the RF front end and digital baseband. Our analysis shows that the SX1276 baseband has sufficient digital baseband filtering to suppress the blocker at the offset frequency, and additional filtering would not help in this specific case.

Fig. 2 illustrates the carrier cancellation requirement. Before cancellation, the carrier signal is much stronger, but after cancellation, the SI is dropped to a level that the receiver can tolerate. The difference between these levels is $CAN_{CR}$. Note that a lower cancellation may suffice for some data rates and frequency offsets, but our design supports all configurations.

3.2 Offset Cancellation

We define offset cancellation ($CAN_{OFS}$) as cancellation of the carrier signal at the offset frequency. We use a single-tone signal as the carrier. An ideal oscillator generates a pure sine wave, with the entire signal power concentrated at a single frequency. However, practical oscillators have phase-modulated noise components, which spreads the power to adjacent frequencies. This results in noise side bands [76] and is characterized by the source’s phase noise, i.e. power spectral density (dBc/Hz) of the noise at a frequency offset from the carrier frequency. Since the receiver operates at a frequency offset from the carrier, the carrier phase noise shows up as in-band noise to the receiver. For optimal receiver performance, the SI signal after cancellation at the offset frequency should be less than the receiver noise floor. We compute the minimum required offset cancellation as

$$P_{CR} + L_{CR(\Delta f)} + 10\log(B) - CAN_{OFS} < 10\log(KTB) + R_{NF}$$

$$CAN_{OFS} = L_{CR(\Delta f)} > P_{CR} - 10\log(KT) - R_{NF}$$  \hfill (2)

where $L_{CR(\Delta f)}$ is the carrier phase noise at the offset frequency ($\Delta f$), $B$ is the receiver bandwidth, $K$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is temperature, and $R_{NF}$ is receiver noise figure. We show this requirement in Fig. 3. Before cancellation, the backscattered signal is buried under the carrier phase noise, but, after cancellation, the carrier phase noise is pushed below the receiver noise floor.

As per the SX1276 datasheet $R_{NF} = 4.5$ dB, so for $P_{CR} = 30$ dBm, $CAN_{OFS} - L_{CR(\Delta f)} > 199.5$ dB. The offset cancellation depends on transmit power, carrier phase noise, and
receiver noise figure. Interestingly, since the channel bandwidth appears on both sides of equation 2, offset cancellation is independent of the receiver channel bandwidth. In other words, we can use the carrier phase noise per unit bandwidth and receiver noise floor per unit bandwidth instead of the aggregate noise over the entire bandwidth.

In an HD system, the transmitter and receiver are physically separated, and the carrier attenuation via RF propagation does not significantly change with frequency. So, if the 78 dB carrier cancellation requirement is met, the phase noise at the offset frequency would also be attenuated by the same amount. However, cancellation networks do not have the same wide-band frequency characteristics [38, 40, 54, 65, 77]. The inequality shows that satisfying the offset cancellation requirement for an HD system requires a joint design of the carrier source and the cancellation network. If we use a high-phase-noise carrier, we would need high offset cancellation, whereas if we lower the phase noise of the carrier source, we can relax the offset cancellation requirements. Carrier and offset SI cancellation are functions of offset frequency, and both typically relax with an increase in offset frequency. However, an increase in offset frequency increases the tag power consumption. Thus, the frequency offset presents a trade-off between tag power consumption and SI cancellation requirements. 2-4 MHz is a reasonable compromise; we use a 3 MHz offset frequency in this work.

4 FD LoRa Backscatter Reader Design

The FD LoRa Backscatter system uses a single antenna and a hybrid coupler with a two-stage tunable impedance network to achieve carrier and offset cancellation. The cancellation network uses only passive components, minimizing cost, complexity, power consumption, and noise. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of our design. The antenna is connected to the transmit and receive paths via a hybrid coupler. The fourth port of the coupler is connected to a tunable impedance network that tracks the antenna impedance to reflect and phase shift a portion of the single-tone carrier, suppressing the SI that flows to the receiver. The carrier signal is generated by a frequency synthesizer and fed to a power amplifier (PA) to transmit up to 30 dBm. An on-board microcontroller controls the synthesizer, PA, receiver radio, and digital tunable impedance network using a SPI interface. We use RSSI readings from the receiver to measure the SI there.

Below, we describe the principle of operation for the hybrid coupler. This is followed by the two-stage tunable impedance network design and the choice of carrier source to meet the carrier and offset cancellation requirements. Finally, we describe the tuning algorithm.

4.1 Coupler: Principle of Operation

Couplers are four-port devices that divide an incident signal between the output and coupled port while keeping the fourth port isolated [72, 74]; we use this property to isolate the transmitter and receiver. We connect the transmitter to the input port (1), the receiver to the isolated port (3), the antenna to the output port (2), and the tunable impedance network to the coupled port (4). The carrier signal is split between the antenna and coupled ports, leaving the receiver isolated. The received signal at the antenna port is split between the receiver and the transmitter, leaving the tunable impedance isolated. Couplers are reciprocal elements, meaning that the signal split described above is symmetrical. Ideally, we would want the entire PA output to go to the antenna (low TX insertion loss) and the entire received signal from the antenna to go to the receiver (low RX insertion loss). A higher coupling factor would direct more of the PA output to the antenna at the cost of reducing signal transmission from the antenna to the receiver. Since our goal is to maximize the communication range, we must minimize the sum of the transmit and receive insertion losses. A hybrid, or 3 dB coupler, equally divides the input power between the output and coupled ports and minimizes total loss to 6 dB.

Two factors limit the practical SI cancellation of a hybrid coupler. First, every coupler has leakage: a typical COTS coupler provides ~ 25 dB of isolation between the transmit and receive ports [16], far lower than our requirement. Second, and more important, is the effect of the antenna. Typical antennas, including low-cost PIFAs, are characterized by -10 dB return loss, and any reflection from the antenna port would couple to the receiver and further contribute to the SI.

Antenna Impedance Variation. Environmental variations affect antenna impedance, i.e. nearby objects can detune the antenna or create additional reflections that contribute to variation in its reflection coefficient. Since SI cancellation is dependent on antenna impedance, it is essential to characterize the expected variation. We design a 1.9 in × 0.8 in PIFA for our implementation and use this antenna to quantify impedance variation. We connect the PIFA to an Agilent 8753ES VNA [3] and subject it to environmental variations
We use a tunable impedance at the coupled port [50, 54, 65] to negate SI leakage due to variation in antenna impedance. However, the cancellation depth is a function of how precisely we can tune this impedance. To achieve 78 dB carrier cancellation, we need a very fine resolution for the tunable impedance, which is not available in COTS digital capacitors. To solve this, we introduce a novel two-stage tunable impedance network that allows us to achieve deep cancellation, using only passive components.

To understand how the tunable impedance network improves the SI suppression from the coupler, follow the flow of signals in Fig. 4. The carrier (red) splits between the antenna port and the coupled port. The impedance at the coupled port is tuned such that the reflection from this port (green) cancels out both the leakage of the coupler and the reflection from the antenna port (purple) to achieve deep cancellation at the receive port (blue). In the worst case of a significantly detuned antenna, reflection from the antenna is much stronger than the leakage, and this should be canceled by the reflection from the tunable impedance.

We use a topology of two fixed inductors and four digitally tunable capacitors terminated with a resistor to cover the range of expected impedance values required to cancel strong reflections from the antenna [65]. We observe that in a tuning network terminated with a resistor, only a small portion of the signal is reflected, and most of it is dissipated. We replace the termination resistor with a resistive signal divider, followed by a second tunable impedance, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The signal reflected by the second stage flows through the resistive divider twice, effectively lowering the impact of impedance changes in the second stage on the overall reflected signal. This allows us to use the second stage to make much more fine changes in impedance, increasing the tuning resolution and enabling deep cancellation. However, the first stage still determines the tuning range and offset cancellation. The second stage provides the fine resolution to accurately match the reflection from the balanced port with the leakage and reflection from the antenna port. To eliminate dead zones, we choose the resistive divider such that the fine tuning network covers the step size of the coarse tuning network. This coarse and fine tuning approach is similar to using a hybrid coupler combined with an analog feed-forward path. The second stage effectively provides the functionality of a feed-forward path, but without additional noise and at a lower cost, lower complexity, and lower power.

We simulate the behavior of our tunable impedance network to demonstrate the efficacy of our approach. We plot the tuning network reflection coefficient at 915 MHz in Fig. 5(c) for a step size of six LSBs for each capacitor in the first stage. For visibility, the plot only shows 1,296 impedance states out of more than 1 million first-stage impedance states and more than 1 trillion total states. The plot demonstrates that our design can cover the impedances corresponding to the antenna reflection coefficient circle of $|\Gamma| < 0.4$. Next, we show the fine tuning of the second stage in Fig. 5(d). We select an initial state (the large, red square in the center) and change each capacitor in the first stage by one LSB to get the other eight red dots. Without the second stage, we would not be able to achieve any impedance between these dots. For each of these nine states, we use a step size of 10 LSBs for each capacitor in the second stage and show the resulting impedances in blue. The blue cloud shows the fine resolution control covering the dead zone between the first-stage steps. Finally, we simulate SI cancellation for 400 random points of antenna impedance inside the $|\Gamma| < 0.4$ circle and plot the cancellation CDF in Fig. 5(b). Cancellation of $> 80$ dB is achieved for the 1st percentile, which satisfies our requirement.

### 4.3 Carrier Source Selection

The phase noise of the carrier source determines the required cancellation at the offset frequency, as shown in equation 2. In order to understand the requirements of the carrier source, we first simulate SI cancellation at different frequency offsets.
We tune the capacitors to achieve a minimum of 78 dB carrier cancellation and then sweep the operating frequency. Our results show that at 3 MHz frequency offset, 47 dB cancellation or more is achieved in 90% of the simulated cases. If we use SX1276 with a phase noise of -130 dBc at 3 MHz offset as our transmitter, then 47 dB of offset cancellation is insufficient.

The tuning network has multiple poles that can be optimized to increase cancellation bandwidth [57, 65]. However, doing so reduces the cancellation at the center frequency. This approach would also require a wide-band receiver to provide feedback on the SI power over the entire bandwidth to tune the capacitors, which is unavailable on the SX1276 (max. BW = 500 kHz). We need > 78 dB of SI cancellation at the carrier frequency and prioritize this requirement. Instead of SX1276, we use ADF4351 [10] frequency synthesizer to generate the single tone carrier, which has a lower phase noise of -153 dBc at 3 MHz offset. Although the ADF4351 is slightly more expensive, it relaxes the offset cancellation requirement to 46.5 dB and eliminates the need for an additional wide-band receiver or a power detector, justifying the design choice.

### 4.4 Tuning Algorithm

Our design uses a two-stage impedance network with eight digital capacitors, each with five control bits; a total of 40 bits resulting in $2^{40}$ (~ 1-trillion) states for the impedance network. Multiple capacitor states can result in the impedance required for 78 dB cancellation, and any one of those is acceptable. As it is impossible to search across such a vast space in real-time, there is a need for an efficient tuning algorithm that can run on a commodity ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller.

We use a simulated annealing algorithm to tune the capacitors in each stage separately [86]. Simulated annealing is based on the physical process of heating, and then slowly cooling, a material to minimize defects in its structure. For every temperature value, we take ten steps. At each step, we add a random value bounded by a maximum step size to each capacitor and measure the SI using receiver RSSI measurement. We accept the new capacitor values if the SI decreases, or with a temperature-dependent probability when the SI increases. We start with a temperature equal to 512 and divide it by two each round until it reaches one. We set predefined cancellation thresholds for each stage and stop the tuning once the thresholds are met. If the first stage reaches the threshold (set to 50 dB), but the second stage fails to do so, we repeat the tuning until either it converges or reaches a timeout.

### 5 Implementation

We implement the FD LoRa Backscatter reader for operation in 902-928 MHz on a 3.8 in × 1.9 in, 4-layer, FR4 PCB. We place the RF components, including antenna, transmitter, receiver, and cancellation network, on the top side of the PCB, and microcontroller and power management on the bottom. We use the SX1276 as the LoRa receiver [19]. The cancellation circuit consists of the X3C09P1 90° hybrid coupler [16] and a two-stage tunable impedance network, shown in Fig. 5 (a). Variable capacitors $C_1$-$C_8$ are implemented by pSemi PE64906 tunable capacitors, with 32 linear steps from 0.9 pF - 4.6 pF [11]. We set inductors $L_1$, $L_3$ to 3.9 nH and $L_2$, $L_4$ to 3.6 nH. We set resistors $R_1$, $R_2$, and $R_3$ to 62 Ω, 240 Ω, and 50 Ω respectively. We use the ADF4351 synthesizer to generate the single-tone carrier, which has 23 dB better phase noise at 3 MHz offset compared to the SX1276. The output power of the carrier can be amplified up to 30 dBm using the SKY65313-21 power amplifier [12]. Our cancellation technique has an expected loss of 7-8 dB; 6 dB of which is the theoretical loss due to hybrid coupler architecture, the rest is due to component non-idealities.

We design a custom coplanar inverted-F PCB antenna. The radiating element of the antenna measures 1.9 in × 0.8 in and leverages the existing ground plane for omnidirectional radiation. We measure the performance of the antenna in an anechoic chamber, and results show a peak gain of 1.2 dB, half-power beam-width of 80°, and cumulative efficiency of 78%. The transmitter, receiver, and cancellation network are controlled using a SPI interface by an on-board ARM Cortex-M4 STM32F4 microcontroller [13]. The microcontroller implements a state machine in C to transition between tuning, downlink, and uplink operating modes. In the tuning mode, the microcontroller first configures the center frequency and power of the carrier and then tunes the impedance network to minimize SI using the simulated annealing algorithm described in §4.4. After the tuning phase, the MCU sends the downlink OOK message to wake up the backscatter tag. Then, it transitions to the uplink mode where it configures the receiver with the appropriate LoRa protocol parameters to decode backscattered packets. The MCU then repeats this cycle for the next frequency.

### 5.1 FD Reader Configurations

We configure the FD LoRa Backscatter reader for two different use cases; a ‘base-station’ setup and a ‘mobile’ setup. Below we describe each configuration.

**Base-Station Configuration:** The base-station configuration of the FD LoRa Backscatter reader uses a 8 dBc high gain patch antenna [25]. The synthesizer and PA are set to transmit at 30 dBm. These settings maximize operating range and we use this configuration for the line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight range testing. In the base-station setup method, the power amplifier, synthesizer, receiver, and MCU consume 2.580 mW, 380 mW, 40 mW, and 40 mW, respectively, resulting in total power consumption of 3.04 W. 3.04 W is not a limitation for a plugged-in device such as a smart speaker or WiFi router, but is too high for a portable device.

**Mobile Configuration:** For applications with lower power consumption and smaller size requirements, we configured the
system as a ‘mobile’ version. We use the on-board antenna and configure the synthesizer and PA to transmit at lower power levels of 4 dBm, 10 dBm, and 20 dBm. Since the PA and synthesizer dominate power consumption, reducing transmit power greatly reduces power consumption. In this mobile configuration, power consumption is low enough to draw from conventional portable power sources like a USB battery or a laptop. It is also small enough that, if desired, we are able to attach it to an iPhone 11 Pro without increasing the phone’s footprint, shown in Fig. 11(a).

Lower transmit powers relax cancellation requirements (see §3.2), which can be leveraged to further reduce the power consumption of the synthesizer and the power amplifier. For 20 dBm output power, we can instead use an LMX2571 [8] as the synthesizer which has higher phase noise, but lower power consumption. We can also use a CC1910 [4] as the PA which operates efficiently at 20 dBm output power. Similarly, for output powers of 4 dBm and 10 dBm, we can use a CC1310 [14] as the synthesizer and eliminate the PA. These optimizations would reduce power consumption to levels shown in Table 1. Since we built our system for maximum output power and range, we did not make these hardware changes in this work, but we wish to outline the available design choices for use-cases demanding lower power consumption.

5.2 Cost Analysis

The FD LoRa Backscatter reader is designed with the goal of simplifying the deployment of backscatter technology to unleash the untapped potential of backscatter. Cost plays a critical role in achieving this objective. Table 2 outlines the cost structure of the different components of the system and compares it with a legacy HD LoRa backscatter reader. Our analysis using pricing data from Octopart [1] shows that at low volumes of 1,000 units, the FD reader costs $27.54, only 10% more than the cost of two HD readers. We believe that further optimization and leveraging economies of scale, coupled with the reuse of radios and processing power upon integration with existing devices such as IoT gateways, smartphones, and tablets, can further reduce the solution cost.

5.3 LoRa Backscatter Tag

The LoRa backscatter tag used in this work is based on the design proposed in [84]. The LoRa baseband and subcarrier chirp-spread-spectrum-modulated packets are generated using Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) on an AGLN250 Igloo Nano FPGA [5]. The output of the FPGA is connected to SP4T ADG904 RF switch [6] to synthesize single-side-band backscatter packets. The backscatter tag design also incorporates an On-Off Keying (OOK) based wake-on radio with sensitivity down to -55 dBm and an ADG919 [7] SPDT switch to multiplex a 0 dBi omnidirectional PIFA between the receiver and the backscatter switching network. The total loss in the RF path (SPDT + SP4T) for backscatter is ~ 5 dB.

Table 1: Estimated Power Consumption of FD LoRa Backscatter Reader

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TX Power</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Peak Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 dBm</td>
<td>Plugged-in devices</td>
<td>3,040 mW*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 dBm</td>
<td>Laptops, Tablets</td>
<td>675 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 dBm</td>
<td>Phones, Battery Packs</td>
<td>149 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 dBm</td>
<td>Phones, Battery Packs</td>
<td>112 mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Measured result.

Table 2: Cost Analysis of FD & HD Backscatter Hardware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>FD Cost</th>
<th>(2×) HD Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transceiver</td>
<td>$4.16</td>
<td>(2×) $4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesizer</td>
<td>$7.15</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Amplifier</td>
<td>$1.33</td>
<td>(2×) $1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancellation Network</td>
<td>$5.78</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
<td>(2×) $1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Management</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td>(2×) $1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passives</td>
<td>$2.52</td>
<td>(2×) $1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB fabrication [2]</td>
<td>$1.07</td>
<td>(2×) $0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly [2]</td>
<td>$1.58</td>
<td>(2×) $1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$27.54</strong></td>
<td><strong>$24.90</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Evaluation

First, we validate our cancellation approach by measuring the carrier and offset cancellation of our novel two-stage impedance tuning network. Then, we measure the time overhead incurred by our tuning approach. Next, we evaluate the FD LoRa Backscatter system performance in a wired setup to neutralize multi-path effects, followed by line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight wireless deployments. Finally, we measure the performance of the mobile version of our system.

Unless mentioned otherwise, we set the subcarrier modulation frequency to 3 MHz, and configure the tag to transmit 1,000 packets with $SF = 12$, $BW = 250$kHz, $(8,4)$ Hamming Code with an 8-byte payload, a sequence number for calculating PER, and a 2-byte CRC. Additionally, we initiate uplink by sending a downlink OOK-modulated packet at 2 kbps to wake up the tag and align the tag’s backscatter operation to the carrier. Downlink also enables channel arbitration between multiple tags, sending acknowledgments, packet re-transmissions, and other functionalities [56,84]. The evaluation of these features is beyond the scope of this work.

6.1 Cancellation Network

The cancellation network performance depends on the antenna impedance, which is sensitive to environmental variations (see §3.2). To demonstrate that our system can achieve the required cancellation across a range of expected antenna impedances, we simulate antenna impedances with custom circuit boards with an 0402 footprint and an SMA connector. We populate the pads with discrete passives to represent antenna impedances with $0 \leq |\Gamma| \leq 0.4$. We test seven antenna
impedances, as shown on the smith chart in Fig. 6 (a).

To measure cancellation, we attach a board representing an antenna impedance to the antenna port of our FD LoRa Backscatter reader with a Murata measurement probe [15]. We disconnect the receiver and attach the receiver input to a spectrum analyzer using another RF probe. We set the transmitter to 915 MHz and 30 dBm output power. Since the receiver is disconnected, we cannot measure RSSI and, therefore, cannot utilize the tuning algorithm. We manually set the capacitor states in a two-step process similar to the tuning algorithm. First, we fix the second-stage capacitors and manually tune the first stage for the best SI cancellation, then, we manually tune the second stage. Fig. 6(b) shows the SI carrier cancellation results for one- and two-stage tunable impedance networks. Results show that a single stage is insufficient to achieve 78 dB carrier cancellation, whereas the two-stage design meets the specification. Next, we measure offset cancellation by keeping the same capacitor configuration and sweeping the carrier source between 905 - 925 MHz in 100 kHz frequency increments. Fig. 6(c) shows the offset cancellation for different antenna impedances at 3 MHz offset. Our results show that we achieve our target of 46.5 dB offset cancellation for all antenna impedances.

### 6.2 Tuning Overhead

To measure the overhead for different thresholds over 10000 packets, we measure the cancellation, as shown on the smith chart in Fig. 6 (a).

To measure cancellation, we attach a board representing an antenna impedance to the antenna port of our FD LoRa Backscatter reader with a Murata measurement probe [15]. We disconnect the receiver and attach the receiver input to a spectrum analyzer using another RF probe. We set the transmitter to 915 MHz and 30 dBm output power. Since the receiver is disconnected, we cannot measure RSSI and, therefore, cannot utilize the tuning algorithm. We manually set the capacitor states in a two-step process similar to the tuning algorithm. First, we fix the second-stage capacitors and manually tune the first stage for the best SI cancellation, then, we manually tune the second stage. Fig. 6(b) shows the SI carrier cancellation results for one- and two-stage tunable impedance networks. Results show that a single stage is insufficient to achieve 78 dB carrier cancellation, whereas the two-stage design meets the specification. Next, we measure offset cancellation by keeping the same capacitor configuration and sweeping the carrier source between 905 - 925 MHz in 100 kHz frequency increments. Fig. 6(c) shows the offset cancellation for different antenna impedances at 3 MHz offset. Our results show that we achieve our target of 46.5 dB offset cancellation for all antenna impedances.

### 6.3 Receiver Sensitivity Analysis

To evaluate the receive sensitivity of the FD LoRa Backscatter system without the effect of multi-path signal propagation, we create an equivalent wired setup. We use RF cables and a variable attenuator to connect the antenna port of the FD LoRa Backscatter reader to a LoRa backscatter tag. We vary the in-line attenuator to simulate path loss, corresponding to different operating distances between the reader and the tag. We start with an attenuator value at which we receive all packets and then slowly increase the attenuation until no packets are received. We configure the SF and BW parameters to cover a range of sensitivity and data rates.

Fig. 8 plots PER as a function of path loss for different data rates. The tuning algorithm was able to achieve the target SI in 99% cases. We plot the CDF of tuning overhead for different cancellation thresholds in Fig. 7. As expected, the tuning duration increases with the target threshold. For a threshold of 80 dB, the average tuning duration is 8.3 ms, corresponding to an overhead of 2.7%. The RSSI measurements from the SX1276 chipset are noisy, and we take the mean over 8 readings for each tuning step, which is the key limitation. Each tuning step takes about 0.5 ms, dominated by the SPI transactions and settling time of the receiver. An RF power detector, which is beyond the scope of this work, can be used to provide faster feedback at the expense of increased cost.

![Figure 6: SI cancellation as a function of variation in antenna impedance.](image)

![Figure 7: Tuning algorithm overhead.](image)

![Figure 8: Receiver Sensitivity Analysis.](image)
rate of 366 bps ($SF = 12, BW = 250 \text{ KHz}$) is 340 ft, with the range decreasing successively for higher bit rates, down to 110 ft for 13.6 kbps ($SF = 7, BW = 500 \text{ KHz}$).

6.4 Line-of-Sight (LOS) Wireless Testing

We deploy the FD LoRa Backscatter system in a nearby park to measure LOS performance. For best performance, we configure the reader as a base-station (see §5) by connecting an 8 dBi circularly polarized patch antenna [25], placed on a 5 ft tall stand, to the antenna port and set transmit power to 30 dBm. We place the tag at the same height and move it away in 25 ft increments. Fig. 9 plots PER and RSSI as a function of distance for four different data rates. Our results show that, for $PER < 10\%$, at the lowest data rate, the system can operate at a distance of up to 300 ft with a reported RSSI of -134 dBm. For the highest data rate, the operating distance was 150 ft at -112 dBm RSSI.

A prior HD LoRa backscatter system reported a range of 475 m between the two radios [84]; this corresponds to a range of 780 ft for an FD system. Our FD system achieves a shorter range and this can be attributed to two factors. First, the HD system evaluation uses a -143 dBm sensitivity protocol at 45 bps versus the -134 dBm sensitivity at 366 bps used in this work. The 45 bps packets are 2.4 sec long, 6 × the FCC maximum channel dwell time (see §2.1). Additionally, the FD system uses a hybrid coupler architecture. This reduces cost, but incurs a 7 dB loss (see §5). So, in total, our link budget is reduced by 16 dB. This translates to a $2.5 \times$ range reduction, close to the 300 ft range of our system.

6.5 Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) Wireless Tests

Next, we set up in a 100 ft × 40 ft office building to evaluate performance in a more realistic NLOS scenario. We place the base-station reader in one corner of the building and move the tag to ten locations to measure performance through cubicles, multiple concrete and glass walls, and down hallways.

The floor plan of the building is shown in Fig. 10(a). The blue star in the lower-right corner indicates the position of the FD reader, and the red dots indicate the different locations of the tag throughout the office space. We transmit 1,000 packets at each location, and a CDF of the aggregated RSSI data from the test is shown in Fig. 10(b). We observed a median RSSI of -120 dBm and PER of less than 10% at all the locations demonstrating that the FD LoRa Backscatter system is fully operational in the office space with a coverage area of 4,000 ft².

6.6 Integration with Mobile Devices

Finally, we evaluate the performance of the mobile version (see §5) of the FD reader. We attach the mobile reader to the back of an iPhone 11 Pro, as shown in Fig. 11(a) and configure the reader to transmit at 4 dBm, 10 dBm, and 20 dBm to resemble the transmit power of mobile devices. We move a backscatter tag away from the reader in 5 ft increments until PER > 10%. Fig. 11(b) plots the RSSI of the received packets as a function of distance. The plots show that at 4 dBm, the mobile reader operates up to 20 ft and the range increases beyond 50 ft (the length of the room and limit of our testing) for a transmit power of 20 dBm. These distances are sufficient for connecting peripheral, wearable, and medical devices to a smartphone using backscatter at extremely low cost, small size, and low power consumption. These experiments were done in an uncontrolled wireless environment and the variation in signal strength at different locations is due to multi-path effects, which is typical of practical wireless testing.

To demonstrate that our system can adapt to variations in environment and antenna impedance, we place the FD LoRa Backscatter enabled smartphone in a subject’s pocket and set the transmit power to 4 dBm. We place a tag at the center of an
We demonstrate two applications for our FD system. First, we show how a mobile reader can collect data from a smart contact lens, a particularly challenging RF environment. Next, we power the reader from the drone’s battery using a USB connector to demonstrate the ease of integrating our system. We set the transmit power to 20 dBm to reduce the burden of a low-cost, commercially-available Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 quadcopter (<$80) [24], as shown in Fig. 13(a). We collect more possible even at such a low transmit power due to the high receive sensitivity of the system.

7.2 Drone with an FD Backscatter Reader

Drones are extensively used for aerial surveillance in precision agriculture [87]. We demonstrate how one can augment a drone’s functionality by adding a FD LoRa Backscatter reader to communicate with sensors distributed in a field using backscatter. We attach the mobile version of our reader to the bottom of a drone to the bottom of a low-cost, commercially-available Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 quadcopter (<$80) [24], as shown in Fig. 13(a). We power the reader from the drone’s battery using a USB connector. We place the drone on the ground simulating an agriculture sensor and fly the drone at a height of 60 ft. Due to practical challenges in accurately positioning the drone, we allow the drone to fly laterally during the test up to 50 ft from the center, which results in 80 ft maximum separation from the tag. This corresponds to an instantaneous coverage area of 7,850 ft$^2$. We collect more than 400 packets over 4 minutes with the drone flying around the coverage zone while keeping its altitude constant.

Fig. 13(b) plots CDF of the RSSI of the packets received by the drone over the entire duration of the test for a PER <10%. With a minimum of -136 dBm and median of -128 dBm, this demonstrates good performance for the area tested. With a flight time of 15 min and a top speed of 11 m/s, our cheap drone could, in theory, cover an area greater than 60 acres on a single charge. With a more powerful drone with higher payload capacity and longer flight time, one could integrate a higher gain antenna and transmit at higher power. This would result in a greater instantaneous coverage area and, with longer flight time, could achieve many times greater coverage on a single charge.
8 Related Work

Our work is related to prior efforts in HD backscatter, FD backscatter, and in-band FD communication.

**Half-Duplex Backscatter.** Our work builds on recent efforts in developing backscatter solutions that are compatible with existing wireless standards such as Bluetooth [43, 47, 53, 89], WiFi [26, 47, 56, 89, 90, 92], Zigbee [64], and LoRa [73, 84] using half-duplex architectures. The backscatter endpoint is based on prior LoRa backscatter design [84], but we take the next step of integrating the single-tone carrier source and LoRa receiver into a single device. In addition to standards-compliant backscatter, proprietary-protocol communications [46, 78, 79, 93] (to improve data rates and throughput), applications such as wireless video streaming [49, 81], indoor localization [67, 68, 71], and human activity recognition [27, 34, 80] have been realized with HD deployments. The techniques presented in this work can be extended to build an FD version of these systems.

**Full-Duplex Backscatter.** A BLE monostatic/FD backscatter system was introduced in [42] that uses a 20 dB coupler, phase shifter, and variable attenuator for SI cancellation. However, due to additional losses in the coupler and limited cancellation depth, the communication range was limited to 3 m, even with 33 dBm of output power. In [30], an FD backscatter system using an SDR platform with analog and digital cancellation was introduced where WiFi packets are used as the carrier and the tag backscatters proprietary BPSK, QPSK, and 16-PSK modulated packets which were decoded by the SDR up to a distance of 7 m. Due to the wide-band nature of WiFi carrier signals, [30] needs wide-band SI cancellation. A circulator and a 10 cm × 10 cm custom PCB with 16 variable-gain delay lines are added to the SDR platform for wide-band analog cancellation, increasing both the solution cost and size. In contrast, the FD LoRa Backscatter system uses commodity LoRa radios and passive components for cancellation and can receive standard LoRa packets up to a distance of 300 ft.

RFID readers are also full-duplex devices that transmit a single-tone carrier and receive backscattered packets from RFID tags. However, EPC Gen2 readers are bulky, expensive [18, 22], and cannot compete with economies of scale of standard protocols. The operating range of passive RFID readers is determined by the power-harvesting sensitivity, not by the backscatter communication link. RFID readers operate at relatively short distances, even if the tag is powered from an alternative energy source [51], due to poor receive sensitivity (−90 dBm) [18, 22]. In contrast, our FD LoRa Backscatter system achieves much longer operating distances at significantly lower cost by leveraging a highly sensitive commodity LoRa receiver, cheap passive components, and a microcontroller for deep SI cancellation. Low-cost RFID readers based on directional couplers have also been investigated [50, 54], but they suffer from high Rx insertion loss and lower SI cancellation depth, which reduces range. In [69], a full-duplex drone relay is presented to extend the range of a fixed RFID reader. The topology requires an additional relay on a drone to extend the fixed RFID reader range to 50 m. In contrast, our FD reader can be mounted on a flying drone to cover a significantly larger area.

**In-Band Full-Duplex Radios.** In-band full-duplex (IBFD) radios simultaneously transmit and receive at the same frequency. Recent works have used a combination of isolation, analog cancellation, and digital cancellation techniques to suppress SI below the receiver noise floor [31, 35, 41, 62].

Existing isolation techniques use two or more physically-separated antennas [40, 41, 44, 63], discrete circulators [31, 35, 57, 62, 91], integrated circulators [39, 77], or hybrid junctions [38, 65] to isolate transmitter and receiver. The use of multiple antennas increases form factor while achieving limited isolation. Discrete circulators [9] are bulky and expensive. While recent advances in integrated circulators [39, 77] are promising, these devices are unable to handle the 30 dBm output-power requirement. Hybrid junctions, realized using couplers [50, 54] (such as the 3 dB coupler used in this work) or electrical balance duplexers (EBD) [38, 65], incur a loss, but result in small-form-factor and inexpensive solutions. However, existing solutions with COTS components cannot
Table 3: Comparison of State of the Art Analog SI Cancellation Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Cancellation Technique</th>
<th>TX Signal</th>
<th>RX Signal</th>
<th>Analog Can.</th>
<th>TX Power</th>
<th>Active Comp.*</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Multiple antenna + auxiliary can. path</td>
<td>WiFi Packet</td>
<td>WiFi Packet</td>
<td>65 dB</td>
<td>8 dBm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>37 cm Ant. Separation</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Circulator + 2 tap freq. domain equalization</td>
<td>WiFi Packet</td>
<td>WiFi Packet</td>
<td>52 dB</td>
<td>10 dBm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1.5 × 4.0 cm²</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[62]</td>
<td>Circulator + 3 complex-tap analog FIR filter</td>
<td>WiFi Packet</td>
<td>WiFi Packet</td>
<td>68 dB</td>
<td>8 dBm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>EBD + Double RF adaptive filter</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>72 dB</td>
<td>12 dBm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Custom ASIC*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[77]</td>
<td>Magnetic-free N-path filter-based Circulator</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>40 dB</td>
<td>8 dBm</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Custom ASIC*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>EBD + passive tuning network</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>75 dB</td>
<td>27 dBm</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Custom ASIC*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>Circulator + 16 tap analog FIR filter</td>
<td>WiFi Packet</td>
<td>WiFi Backscatter</td>
<td>60 dB</td>
<td>20 dBm</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10 × 10 cm²</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>20dB Coupler + Active tuning network</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>BLE Backscatter</td>
<td>50 dB</td>
<td>33 dBm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>10dB Coupler + Atten. + passive tuning network</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>EPC Gen 2</td>
<td>60 dB</td>
<td>26 dBm</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2.7 × 2.0 cm²</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This Work</td>
<td>Hybrid Coupler + passive tuning network</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>LoRa Backscatter</td>
<td>78 dB</td>
<td>30 dBm</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2.5 × 0.8 cm²</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Active components include phase shifters, vector modulators, amplifiers and transconductance amplifiers which can contribute additional noise.

Achieve 78 dB of SI cancellation [42, 50, 54], whereas our proposed two-stage impedance tuning network can be used to achieve this deep cancellation required for building a cheap, low-complexity, long-range FD reader. Furthermore, [38, 65] show a path towards further reducing the cost and size at high volumes by integrating the hybrid junction in silicon.

Analog feed-forward cancellers can be combined with isolation techniques to enhance SI cancellation depth and bandwidth. Various feed-forward PCB and ASIC implementations based on vector modulation [32], finite impulse response filters [31, 38, 62, 91], frequency domain equalization based RF filters [35], N-path filters [94], and Hilbert transform equalization [82] have been proposed. However, these techniques require additional active circuitry, which has a limited power-handling capability and generates noise that increases the receiver noise floor [37]. Furthermore, COTS phase shifters [23] and vector modulators [21] are bulky and expensive, which substantially increases cost, complexity, and form factor. In this work, we utilize the two-stage tunable impedance network architecture to achieve the required 78 dB cancellation depth. Since the transmitter carrier signal is only single-tone, we do not need the feed-forward paths to improve the bandwidth.

In Table 3, we summarize the state-of-the-art techniques used for analog SI cancellation and compare them with our approach in terms of cancellation depth, transmit power-handling capability, size, and cost.

Finally, digital cancellers are often used to further suppress the SI below the receiver noise floor [31, 35, 58, 61] using both linear and non-linear cancellation techniques [52]. Digital cancellation requires access to baseband IQ samples. This function is not available on commodity radio chipsets and is typically implemented on SDRs [28, 31, 35, 83], FPGAAs [85], or DSPs [29], which are prohibitively expensive. Instead, since our interference is a single-tone at a frequency offset from the receive channel, we leverage the inherent baseband filtering capabilities of the commodity receiver to suppress the SI at the offset frequency.

### 9 Conclusion

We present the first low-cost, long-range, small-form-factor Full-Duplex LoRa Backscatter design. We use a single-antenna, hybrid-coupler-based architecture and introduce a novel two-stage tunable impedance network to meet the stringent SI-cancellation requirements using only passive components and a microcontroller. We build hardware using COTS components and prototype proof-of-concept applications for a smart contact lens and backscatter enabled drone.
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Abstract—Wireless Network-on-Chip (NoC) has emerged as a promising solution to scale chip multi-core processors to hundreds and thousands of cores. The broadcast nature of a wireless network allows it to significantly reduce the latency and overhead of many-to-many multicast and broadcast communication on NoC processors. Unfortunately, the traffic patterns on wireless NoCs tend to be very dynamic and can change drastically across different cores, different time intervals and different applications. New medium access protocols that can learn and adapt to the highly dynamic traffic in wireless NoCs are needed to ensure low latency and efficient network utilization.

Towards this goal, we present NeuMAC, a unified approach that combines networking, architecture and deep learning to generate highly adaptive medium access protocols for wireless NoC architectures. NeuMAC leverages a deep reinforcement learning framework to create new policies that can learn the structure, correlations, and statistics of the traffic patterns and adapt quickly to optimize performance. Our results show that NeuMAC can quickly adapt to NoC traffic to provide significant gains in terms of latency, throughput, and overall execution time. In particular, for applications with highly dynamic traffic patterns, NeuMAC can speed up the execution time by $1.37 \times -3.74 \times$ as compared to 6 baselines.

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been an increasing interest from both industry and academia to scale network-on-chip (NoC) multicore processors to hundreds and thousands of cores [11, 21, 25, 49]. To enable such massive networks on chip, computer architects have proposed to augment NoC multicore processors with wireless links for communication between the cores [7, 9, 54, 65, 91]. The broadcast nature of wireless networks enables the NoC to significantly reduce the number of packets that the cores need to communicate to each other as well as the latency of packet delivery [1, 38]. Both aspects play a central role in scaling the number of cores on an NoC multicore processor (See Background Section 3 for details) [1, 8, 38, 50, 56]. These benefits have motivated RF circuits designers to build and test wireless NoC transceivers and antennas that can deliver multi-Gbps links while imposing a modest overhead (0.4–5.6%) on the area and power consumption of a chip multiprocessor [31, 93, 99, 100].

While the use of wireless can significantly benefit NoCs, it brings on new challenges. In particular, the wireless medium is shared and can suffer from packet collisions. Designing efficient medium access protocols for wireless NoCs is, however, difficult. The traffic patterns in NoCs tend to change drastically across applications. Even during the execution of a single application the traffic pattern can change as fast as tens of microseconds [4, 38]. As a result, static MAC protocols such as TDMA, FDMA and CSMA perform poorly [17, 33, 35, 61, 70, 71, 89]. Further, due to thread synchronization primitives likes barriers and locks in parallel programming, the wireless NoC exhibits complex hard-to-model dependencies between packet delivery on the network and execution time. As a result, even adaptive protocols that try to switch between TDMA and CSMA or optimize for long-term throughput [40, 65, 66], perform poorly in the context of wireless NoCs since they remain agnostic to these domain specific and intricate dependencies. Hence, the design of efficient medium access protocols has been identified as a key bottleneck for realizing the full potential of a wireless NoC multiprocessor [6, 12].

In this paper, we present NeuMAC, a unified approach that combines networking, architecture and deep learning to generate highly adaptive medium access protocols for a wireless network on chip architecture. NeuMAC leverages a reinforcement learning framework with deep neural networks to generate new MAC protocols that can learn traffic patterns and dynamically adapt the protocol to handle different applications running on the multi-core processor. Reinforcement Learning (RL) has proved to be a very powerful tool in AI for generating strategies and policies that can optimize for complex objectives [68, 81]. RL allows NeuMAC to make better decisions by learning from experience. In particular, many basic functions, like FFT, graph search, sorting, shortest path, etc., tend to repeatedly appear in many applications. Past work also shows that a number of unique periodic traffic patterns emerge in multiple different programs, and as the number of cores increases, the traffic patterns show increasingly predictable spatiotemporal correlations and dependencies [3, 4]. NeuMAC learns these statistics and correlations in the traffic patterns, to be able to both predict future traffic patterns based on traffic history and adapt its MAC protocol to best suit the predicted future traffic. Furthermore, RL enables NeuMAC to account for hard-to-model complex dependencies between execution time and delivery of packets. In particular, we carefully engineer the reward function in RL to optimize for execution time rather than to simply improve the latency and throughput of the network.

Indeed, RL has been leveraged for wireless MAC protocols in the context of heterogenous wireless networks [43, 101], sensor networks [41], and IoT networks [62]. However, bringing these benefits to wireless networks on chip faces a num-
number of unique challenges. First, past work runs RL inference for every packet at each time step, which is not feasible for WNoCs since the time scale of operation in a multicore processor is in the order of nanoseconds. Hence, per time-slot inference would significantly delay every packet transmission. Second, due to compute resource constraints, it is also not feasible to run RL inference at every core of the wireless NoC. While the second challenge can be addressed using a centralized controller for the RL model, it would still incur significant communication overhead and latency to collect the states from the nodes (e.g., traffic injections or buffer occupancy) and to inform the nodes when to transmit.

NeuMAC addresses these challenges by designing a framework where the controller is trained to generate high-level MAC policies simply by listening to on-going transmissions on the wireless medium. This allows NeuMAC to eliminate any communication from the cores to the controllers. Moreover, to amortize the overhead of inference and policy updates, NeuMAC only updates the cores with a new MAC policy once every interval spanning many execution cycles (e.g., ten thousand cycles). We also train NeuMAC to learn policies that are highly adaptive and simple to update, to reduce communication overhead from the controller to cores.

Finally, NeuMAC also needs to operate within the strict timing and resource constraints of the multicore processor. Modern deep neural networks, however, are designed with up to a billion tunable parameters and operate on high-dimensional input spaces [47, 80]. Consequently, they require large amounts of memory and computational resources, and also suffer high inference latencies (tens of milliseconds) [46, 63].

To address this, we design NeuMAC’s RL framework such that the input and output of the neural network scale linearly with the number of cores. This ensures that NeuMAC is expressive enough to service the highly dynamic network traffic while at the same time operate under the limited memory and computational resources. Specifically, NeuMAC’s neural network requires three orders of magnitude less parameters, and adds a small area overhead to the multicore processor. It also has an inference latency that is small enough to meet the strict timing constraints of the multicore during run-time as we show in detail in Appendix A.

We evaluate NeuMAC by integrating it with a cycle-level architectural simulator for CPU-GPU heterogeneous computing that faithfully models the intricacies of multi-core processors [87]. We augmented the simulator with an on-chip wireless network that accurately models transmissions, collision handling and packet losses. We test NeuMAC’s performance on real applications chosen from diverse domains such as graph analytics, vision and numerical simulations. We compare NeuMAC against six baselines including wired NoC, standard CSMA, TDMA, optimal CSMA protocols [79], adaptive protocols [38, 65], and an optimal oracle. Our evaluation reveals the following:

- For a 64-core NoC, NeuMAC is capable of learning traffic patterns and adapting the medium access protocol at a granularity of 10µs to achieve a median gain of 2.56 × −9.18 × in packet latency and 1.3 × −17.3 × in network throughput over different wireless NoC baselines.
- NeuMAC’s throughput and latency gains translate into an average of 10% − 47% speedup in execution time over wireless NoC baselines which goes up to 1.37 × −3.74× for certain applications. The results also show a 3.4× speedup on average over a purely wired NoC.
- NeuMAC’s gains in execution time are close to the upper bound that can be achieved by a wireless network with infinite capacity and zero latency.
- As the number of cores scale up to 1024 cores, NeuMAC’s performance gain increases to 3 orders of magnitude lower latency and up to 64× higher throughput over baseline protocols.
- NeuMAC is robust to lossy channels, and sees minimal degradation in performance with up to 10% packet losses. We also test NeuMAC’s sensitivity to noise in the state and show almost no loss in performance.

Contributions: We make the following contributions:

- We introduce the first MAC protocol that can learn and adapt to the highly dynamic traffic at very fine granularity in a wireless NoC processor. The protocol also accounts for non-trivial dependencies between packet delivery and computation speedups by optimizing for execution time.
- We design a lightweight deep reinforcement learning framework that introduces little overhead to the multi-core processor and can operate within tight timing, power and area constraints of chip multicore processors.
- We extensively evaluate our design and demonstrate significant improvement in network performance and reduction in the overall execution time on the multicore processor.

2 Motivation and Insights

The wireless traffic patterns on a multicore processor have been shown to vary significantly across different applications. Even for a single application, the traffic can vary across different cores (spatially) and across different time intervals (temporally) [4, 6, 12, 38, 83].

Fig. 1(a) shows examples of traffic traces captured from a cycle-level architectural simulator for three different common benchmark applications on a 16-core multiprocessor. The x-axis shows the time in clock cycles, the y-axis shows the core ID, and the scatter points show the injection of traffic at each core. For clarity, we only show a portion of the execution spanning ten thousand cycles. Some applications, like PageRank shown in Fig. 1(a)(i), have almost constant traffic on all cores and can benefit from a contention-free protocol like TDMA. Other applications, like computing the Shortest Path in a Graph shown in Fig. 1(a)(ii), have very bursty traffic and can benefit from a contention-based protocol like
CSMA. Moreover, in most applications, the traffic pattern changes within the execution of the application. For example, Fig. 1(a)(iii)-(iv) show the traffic patterns at different times in the execution of BodyTrack, a computer vision application for tracking body pose. In the first time interval, since there is steady injection of packets into the network on the 10 active cores, a contention-free scheme will be optimal to minimize collisions, whereas in the second time interval, a CSMA-like based scheme for all 16 cores will perform better due to the sparse traffic injection. Next, we present concrete examples showcasing the range of protocols that NeuMAC can generate for different traffic patterns.

A. Adapting to Dynamic Traffic Patterns: To further appreciate the spatial and temporal changes across the execution of an entire application, we show the traffic trace for the application CC (Connected Components of a graph), running on a 64-core processor in Fig. 1(b)(i). Here we can see that the traffic varies significantly across the application’s execution.

Fig. 1(b)(iii) presents the protocol generated by NeuMAC. At a very high level, NeuMAC’s protocol is simple. Each core gets its own dedicated time slot where it can transmit with probability 1 if it has traffic. Additionally, core $i$ can also transmit in time slots assigned to the other cores with some contention probability $p_i$. By setting these probability values $p_i$ for each core, NeuMAC dictates the MAC protocol on the wireless NoC. The figure shows these contention probabilities $p_i$’s for each core generated by NeuMAC. We present NeuMAC’s protocol design in more detail in Section 4.3.

From Fig. 1(b)(iii), we can see that NeuMAC is able to adapt quickly to the changes in the traffic patterns, becoming more TDMA-like when the traffic is dense (contention probabilities $p_i$’s are 0 and everyone transmits only in their assigned slot), and becoming more CSMA-like with sparse traffic (contention probabilities $p_i$’s are high and cores can start transmitting in other’s assigned time slots). In the case of CC, we can see that initially the traffic pattern is extremely sparse and structured such that a simple “Aloha” protocol would suffice. As a result, in the beginning the cores contend for the channel aggressively under NeuMAC’s protocol. However, once the traffic pattern becomes more dense, NeuMAC adapts the protocol to be more TDMA-like, thus ensuring high network utilization. Finally, once the traffic pattern becomes less dense after $18 \times 10^4$ cycles, the cores again start to contend for the channel with higher probability, thus emulating a CSMA-like protocol. Note that, while NeuMAC is able to quickly detect traffic changes from dense to sparse at time steps 11 and 18 (from Fig. 1(b)(ii)), it does not immediately increase contention probabilities for the cores. Instead the change is gradual, and this is because of the outstanding packets remaining in the buffers immediately after the phase with dense traffic injection. As a result, immediately switching the probabilities would lead to large number of collisions.

The above example demonstrates that NeuMAC is able to learn fine-grained highly dynamic MAC protocols that can quickly adapt to support different kinds of traffic patterns, while accounting for subtle characteristics of network operations such as buffer build-ups even though this information is not explicitly fed into NeuMAC’s RL model. While there has been a lot of work on adaptive and optimal CSMA protocols [51,73,77,102], these works are theoretical and make unrealistic assumptions. In particular, they optimize for long term throughput and assume that the protocol can reach a steady-state operation much faster than the variation in traffic patterns, which does not hold for wireless NoCs. As a result, these protocols perform poorly as we show in section 6.
B. Optimizing for Synchronization Primitives: Another challenge in designing efficient protocols stems from synchronization primitives. These primitives impose intricate dependencies between the execution of threads on different cores, leading to a non-trivial relationship between the delivery time of packets on the NoC and the progress of execution on each core. For example, in parallel computing it is common practice for software developers to use barriers for synchronization. These barriers are placed throughout the code of a multithreaded application in order to force each thread to stop at a certain point, blocking its execution until all participating threads catch up. Most standard libraries for parallel programming use barriers in many of its primitive routines in order to ensure the correctness of the program, such as OpenMP’s `for` loop [23], or MPI’s `Send/Recv` [45]. Therefore, there is complex but predictable structure in the traffic patterns caused by these synchronization primitives that can be exploited to improve parallel speedup and scalability of high performance applications. Hand tuning protocols to account for these dependencies is non-trivial. For example, the cores themselves do not explicitly know that they are involved in a barrier before they actually reach the barrier and execution halts. [28, 82]. Past work on designing MAC protocols mainly optimizes for throughput and latency, and is agnostic to such dependencies.

As a concrete example, consider the multiapplication jobset comprising of three concurrent applications, namely a 4-core BFS, a 4-core CC and a 8-core Pagerank, running on a 16-core multiprocessor as shown in Fig. 1(c)(i). In the traffic trace, one can observe two sets of barrier packets in the execution of BFS, denoted by black squares. The other two applications have no barriers in this portion of their executions. Here, note that core 16 has significantly more packets to transmit before arriving at its barrier, whereas core 13, 14 and 15 arrive at their barriers sooner. As a result, the execution on cores 13, 14 and 15 is blocked until core 16 clears its barrier, thus rendering the compute resources of these three cores useless as they idly wait for core 16. Additionally, at the same time core 16 also has to contend for the channel with traffic from CC, which itself has a lot of ongoing communication. Ideally, the MAC protocol in this case should prioritize traffic of the core that is falling behind, so that it arrives to the barrier and clears it as soon as possible, allowing the blocked cores to proceed execution and thus optimizing overall execution time. In Fig. 1(c)(ii), we can see that NeuMAC can learn to account and optimize for such dependencies. At the start, NeuMAC assigns high contention probabilities to cores 13 to 16 so that it can clear the barrier point at the earliest, while assigning low contention probabilities to cores 9 to 12. Once the barrier is cleared, NeuMAC increases the contention probabilities for the CC cores, so that it can transmit on the channel while the other applications go through low communication periods, thereby ensuring high network utilization.

Protocols like CSMA, TDMA and even adaptive protocols cannot optimize for such situations as they would treat every packet in the network as equally important, thus sharing the channel equally between BFS and CC here. This would result in core 16 clearing its barrier much later, thereby harming end-to-end execution time. However, since NeuMAC is trained to directly optimize the high-level objective of end-to-end execution time instead of network metrics like latency, it is able to learn to prioritize the packets of some cores over others. In this example, with NeuMAC’s protocol, core 16 arrives at its barrier 2.4× faster as compared to CSMA, and 3.75× faster as compared to TDMA. This in turn leads to an overall improvement in execution time of 43% and 81% over CSMA and TDMA respectively.

3 Background

3.1 Wireless Network on Chip

Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures have played a fundamental role in scaling the number of processing cores on a single chip which led to unprecedented parallelism and speedups in execution time [30, 75, 88, 94]. Prior to NoC, multicore processors used a shared bus architecture which had very poor scalability. As the core count increases, the power required to drive the bus grows quickly due to the increase in the capacitance of the bus wires [15]. The bus also starts to suffer from large latency [74]. As a result, shared buses become impractical for designs beyond 16 cores [59].

Unlike a shared bus, wired NoCs use packet-switched communication with every core connected to a router as shown in Fig. 2 [78]. As the packet moves from source to destination, it is buffered, decoded, processed, encoded, and retransmitted by each router along the multi-hop path. However, as we scale the number of cores, computation slows down due to the high communication latency and overhead of the network [10, 57, 97]. This problem is known as the “Coherency Wall” [58], where the execution on each core is faster than the NoC’s ability to ensure that the memory caches of the cores are coherent. Hence, the speedup gained by parallelism and multithreading is outweighed by the network’s communication cost for keeping the caches coherent [5, 8, 58].

Recent work proposes to augment NoC multicore pro-
cessors with wireless links for communication between the cores [7, 9, 54, 65, 91]. Wireless links benefit chip multicore processors in two important aspects:

- **Lower Latency**: Wireless enables every core to reach every other core in just a single hop. In contrast, in a purely wired NoC, a packet must go through multiple NoC routers, incur queuing, transmission, and processing delay at every hop which ends up taking multiple execution cycles [1]. Hence, as the number of cores increase, wireless can deliver packets with significantly lower latency and within the tight timing requirements of execution on the cores [1].
- **Broadcast**: Since wireless is a broadcast medium, transmitted packets are directly heard at all other cores which significantly simplifies the NoC’s ability to ensure the coherency of the memory cache [38]. In particular, any local changes in the memory cache of a core can instantaneously be replicated at all other cores through a single packet transmission [38]. In contrast, today’s wired NoCs must send multiple parallel unicast/multicast transmissions to synchronize the caches, which leads to a large overhead that scales poorly as the number of cores increases [8, 50, 56].

Several wireless NoC transceivers and antennas have been built and shown to deliver 10 to 50-Gbps links while imposing modest overhead (0.4–5.6%) on the area and power consumption of a chip multiprocessor [31, 39, 93, 99, 100]. The wireless transceivers typically operate in the millimeter-wave and sub-THz spectrum which enables miniaturizing the antennas and avoids antenna coupling. Antennas are either planar integrated dipoles or vertical monopoles drilled through the silicon die [24, 86]. The wireless signals propagate through the enclosed chip packaging and attenuate by few tens of dBs [85, 86]. On-Off Keying (OOK) is the choice of modulation since it requires significantly lower power and achieves a very low Bit Error Rate (BER) for on-chip wireless links [39, 60, 99]. We adopt the collision and packet loss handling protocols from past work [1, 38].

### 3.2 Deep Reinforcement Learning

We provide a brief primer on RL based on [84]. In RL, an **agent** interacts with an **environment**, and learns to generate a policy directly from experience as shown in Fig. 3. In our case, NeuMAC is the **agent**, the multiprocessor is the **environment**, and the generated MAC protocol is the policy.

- **Agent & Environment**: The agent starts with no apriori knowledge. Then, at each time step \( t \), the agent observes the state \( s_t \) of the environment, and takes an action \( a_t \). Following the action, the environment transitions to state \( s_{t+1} \), and the agent receives a reward \( r_t \). The state transitions and the rewards are stochastic and assumed to have the Markov property.

During training, the agent gains experience by taking actions and observing the state transitions and rewards in response to these actions. The actions the agent takes aim to maximize an objective function known as the expected cumulative discounted reward: \( E \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r_t \right] \), where \( \gamma \in (0, 1] \) is the discount factor for future rewards.

- **Policy**: The action \( a_t \) picked by the agent is dictated by a **policy** \( \pi \), where \( \pi \) represents a probability distribution over the space of actions and states: \( \pi(s, a) \rightarrow [0,1] \). That is, \( \pi(s, a) \) is the probability that action \( a \) is taken in state \( s \) by the agent following policy \( \pi \). For most large-scale practical problems, the policy \( \pi \) is modeled with a Deep Neural Network (DNN), as they are very powerful function approximators. The DNN is parameterized by \( \theta \), which are the learnable parameters of the model, and we represent the policy as \( \pi_\theta(s, a) \). \( \theta \) is also referred to as the **policy parameters**.

- **Training**: The objective of training in RL is to learn the policy parameters \( \theta \) so as to maximize the expected cumulative reward received from the environment. Towards this end, we focus on a class of RL algorithms called **policy gradient algorithms**, where the learning takes place by performing **gradient descent** on the policy parameters. In practice, the training methodology follows the Monte Carlo method where the agent samples multiple trajectories obtained by following the policy \( \pi_\theta \), and uses the empirically computed cumulative discounted reward as an unbiased estimator of the expected value. This empirical value is then used to update the policy parameters via the gradient descent step. The result is a known algorithm: REINFORCE which we use in this paper. For more details, we refer the reader to [84].

### 4 NeuMAC Design

#### 4.1 Overview

NeuMAC consists of two components. (1) A standard NoC multicore processor with \( N \) cores where each core has been augmented with a wireless transceiver as shown in Fig. 2. (2) A NeuMAC agent that periodically generates new medium access policies based on the traffic patterns it sees on the wireless NoC. The agent is housed in a simple neural accelerator that resides on the same chip with a small area and power overhead (See Appendix A for hardware details).

Fig. 4 shows the working of NeuMAC. The NeuMAC agent is equipped with a wireless transceiver through which it can listen on the channel, and also send protocol updates to the
cores. The NeuMAC agent listens on the wireless channel for a period called the “Listening Interval” where it collects traffic data about core transmissions, collisions and idle slots. It, then, feeds this data to a trained RL neural network that implicitly predicts the future traffic patterns and generates a new policy to be used as the medium access protocol during the next Listening Interval. NeuMAC updates the policies at the cores by sending an update message with the policy parameters. Each Listening Interval and Update Interval constitute a single step in the RL framework.

One point to note is that, although the cores share a common clock for their normal CPU operation, it is infeasible to coordinate medium access for each clock cycle through a shared centralized scheduler, since the exchange of control messages between the cores and the scheduler would itself incur latencies of multiple clock cycles. [6]

4.2 Design Challenges

The above design is governed by several strict timing and resource constraints of wireless NoC. In particular, it must address the below challenges while at the same time ensuring NeuMAC’s ability to generate versatile and expressive medium access protocols to service the dynamic and fast-varying traffic patterns.

C1. Centralized Agent: Ideally, we would have wanted NeuMAC to adopt a distributed design where every core is equipped with its own NeuMAC agent that dictates its own MAC protocol. However, introducing a neural accelerator at every core would be prohibitively expensive in terms of area and power. Hence, NeuMAC is constrained to a centralized approach with a single agent.

C2. Cores to Agent Communication Overhead: To obtain an accurate view of traffic patterns, NeuMAC must obtain the packet injection rate and buffer occupancy across time at each core in the network. However, relaying this information from every core back to the centralized agent would result in huge communication overhead. Instead, NeuMAC leverages the broadcast nature of wireless networks to collect traffic patterns simply by listening for transmissions on the wireless medium. While the collected information is less expressive than the history of packet injection and buffer occupancy at each core, it retains sufficient information to allow NeuMAC to predict traffic patterns while at the same time completely eliminating communication overhead from the cores to the centralized agent.

C3. Agent to Cores Communication Overhead: One option is to have the agent tell each core whether to transmit or not at every CPU clock cycle. However, this would require running inference and relaying information to each core at every clock cycle which would lead to prohibitively large communication overhead. To address this, NeuMAC amortizes the communication overhead (Update Interval) from the agent to the cores by performing inference once every Listening Interval spanning thousands of clock cycles. In our implementation, we use an interval of $L = 10,000$ clock cycles (10µs) which is large enough to reduce the overhead to less than 6% and small enough to ensure that the traffic patterns remain stable and can be learned by the RL agent.

C4. Complexity of the MAC Policy: NeuMAC generates a policy that dictates the MAC protocol of each core for the following Listening Interval. Ideally, NeuMAC would generate a deterministic transmission schedule for every core to follow. Such a design is extremely expressive since it could allow NeuMAC to generate any possible schedule. However, such a design would require the RL deep neural network to output an action space with $N \times L$ dimensions where $N$ is the number of cores and $L$ is the number of clock cycles (e.g. 10,000). Such a neural network would be unsuitable for a resource-constraint setting like NoC. To address this, we carefully design a parameterized MAC policy that can support a flexible range of medium access protocols while ensuring that the neural network only needs to output a few parameters to dictate the desired policy.

C5. Reward engineering: The reward during training needs to be designed so as to guide NeuMAC towards the high-level objective. While most past work on learning link-layer and network-layer protocols only use network-level metrics such as throughput and latency for the reward signal, in our case we need to choose domain specific rewards so as to optimize for the end goal, which is application execution speedup on the multicore.

C6. Low Footprint Neural Network: NeuMAC’s neural network must adhere to strict timing, power and area constraints of a chip multiprocessor. Thus, our design cannot simply adapt a known RL model as it would require large amounts of memory and computational resources, and would also suffer high inference latencies (tens of milliseconds) [46, 63].
To address this, we design NeuMAC’s RL framework such that the state space (input to the neural network) and action space (output) scale linearly with the number of cores. Our design ensures that NeuMAC is expressive enough while at the same time can operate under NoC’s resource constraints.

4.3 NeuMAC’s MAC Policy

As discussed above, the MAC policy that the agent dictates to the cores should have the following properties:

1. The policy should span a wide range of protocols, all the way from TDMA to CSMA.
2. It should be possible to describe the policy with few parameters to reduce the communication overhead and the output of the neural network.
3. It should allow for a simple neural network architecture to learn a mapping from observed traffic patterns to the most efficient MAC protocol.

In order to achieve these properties, we adopt a two-layer protocol design. The first layer consists of a deterministic underlying TDMA schedule, where each core is assigned a unique time slot for transmission in a round-robin fashion. For example, for time slots $j \in [1, \cdots, L]$, core $i$ is assigned the slots $\{ j \mid j \mod N = i \}$ where $N$ is the number of cores. The second layer consists of a probabilistic transmission schedule like CSMA, where each core is assigned a contention probability. Specifically, during its assigned time slot, core $i$ transmits on the channel with probability $1$ if it has an outstanding packet in its buffer. During other cores’ assigned time slots, core $i$ can transmit with probability $p_i$. In the event of a collision, exponential backoff is implemented by halving $p_i$ of the colliding cores similar to CSMA. On the other hand, if a transmission is successful, $p_i$ is reset to its initial value.

To generate this policy for an NoC with $N$ cores, the RL neural network needs to output an action space that can be defined as $a_i = [a_{i1}, a_{i2}, \cdots, a_{iN}]$ where $a_{ij} \in [0, 1]$ represents the initial contention probability of core $i$ during “Listening Interval” $t$ (i.e., time step $t$ in the RL framework). The contention probability of core $i$ is then initialized as $p_i = a_{i1}$. Different choices of $a_i$ result in different protocols on the multicore. For instance, setting $a_{i1} = 0$ for all $i$ results in a simple TDMA protocol since every core only transmits on the channel during its assigned slot. On the other hand, $a_{i1} = c > 0$ for all $i$ mimics a CSMA-like protocol with varying degrees of aggressiveness on the channel. The pseudo code for NeuMAC’s protocol is presented in Alg. 1.

The above formulation satisfies our design objectives. First, it enables NeuMAC to gracefully shift between a pure TDMA and a CSMA scheme, while supporting all intermediate protocols. The design also gives the flexibility to control each core individually, so that the NeuMAC can potentially increase contention probabilities for cores that observe high traffic intensity. Second, since the MAC protocol at core $i$ is characterized by only one number (the contention probability $a_{i1}$), there is very small communication overhead during the Update Interval, where the NeuMAC agent has to transmit a single broadcast packet with $N$ numbers. Each core, receives the packet and extracts its own contention probability. Finally, the design keeps the action space constrained and linear in the number of cores which allows for a simple neural network that can be easily trained and is more likely to converge.

4.4 RL Formulation and Training

Given the above design, we now formalize the state space, reward, policy and training of NeuMAC’s RL framework.

- **State Space Design**: The NeuMAC agent takes state information $s_t$ as input and generates a MAC policy characterized by the action space $a_t$ described above. The state information is generated purely by listening to ongoing transmissions on the channel. As described earlier, this allows us to eliminate all communication overhead from the cores to the RL agent. However, it only provides information about the activity on the channel rather than the traffic injection into the network. Moreover, in the event of a collision, NeuMAC cannot know which cores attempted to transmit. Despite these limitations, NeuMAC’s state space retains enough information to infer traffic patterns. In particular, during each CPU cycle, NeuMAC will either detect an idle channel, a collision, or a successful transmission from some core $i$. We define our state at time step $t$, $s_t$, as an $(N + 1) \times 1$ vector that keeps track of the number of successful transmissions from each core and the number of collisions observed during the cycles in the RL time step (Listening Interval). Specifically, the $i^{th}$ element of $s_t$ counts the number of successful packet transmissions by core $i$, and the $N + 1^{st}$ element counts the number of collisions. The number of idle slots is implicitly encoded in the state since it is equal to $L - \sum_{i=1}^{N+1} s_{i}$, where $L$ is the number of cycles in a Listening Interval. The state $s_t$ is then used by the NeuMAC agent to generate the MAC protocol policy for the next time step.

---

**Algorithm 1 NeuMAC Protocol**

$L \leftarrow \text{Number of Clock Cycles in Listening Interval}$

$[a_{11}, a_{21}, \ldots, a_{N1}] \leftarrow \text{Action space generated by RL agent at time step}$

$[p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_N] \leftarrow [a_{11}, a_{21}, \ldots, a_{N1}]$

At core $i$:

for $j \in [1, \cdots, L]$ do

$\text{Buffer}(j) \leftarrow \text{Outstanding packet in the buffer for core } i$

if $\text{Buffer}(j) \neq \emptyset$ then

if $j \mod N = i$ then $\triangleright$ TDMA Slot Assigned to Core $i$

Transmit with probability $1$

else

Transmit with probability $p_i$

if Transmission from Core $i$ collides then

$p_i = p_i/2$

else

$p_i = a_{i1}$

```
• **Reward Engineering:** The reward signal is designed to guide the agent towards policies that optimize for the desired objective. Most past work that uses RL for learning networking protocols employs network-level metrics like throughput or latency as the reward signal. However, in our case, we need the reward signal to directly represent our end goal, which is to optimize for speedups in application execution time on the multicore. While network-level metrics like throughput are correlated to the execution time, they do not always capture the intricate dependencies between the execution on threads and packet delivery on the network. In Section 6, we see that there are instances where a protocol performs significantly worse in terms of average network throughput, but still has better end-to-end application execution time.

As a result, we design our reward signal to reflect our high level objective of minimizing application execution time. Specifically, for each time step $t$, the reward is set to $-L_t$ where $L_t$ represents the number of clock cycles where the application was executing. Hence, for all but the last time step, the reward signal $r_t$ is set to $-L$. For the last time step, reward is set to $-k$, where $k$ is the number of clock cycles at which the application terminates execution. The intuition behind this choice for the reward signal is as follows. Recall that the objective of reinforcement learning is to maximize the cumulative reward, i.e. $\sum L_t$, which ultimately means the application utilizing fewer CPU clock cycles for execution. While this choice of reward signal does correlate with improving network-level metrics such as packet latency and throughput, it is not the central objective and thus it is possible that sometimes the NeuMAC agent compromises on network performance for improvement in execution time. Note that in our formulation, we set the discount factor $\gamma = 1$.

• **Policy:** We represent our policy $\pi$ as a deep neural network (also called policy network) which takes as input the state $s_t$, and maps it to $a_t$ in the action space. Note that in our problem, the action space is continuous. In such cases it is common to discretize the continuous action space $a \in [0, 1]^N$ similar to [52], and convert the problem into a classification problem where the agent now chooses which combination of $a_i$’s to pick. However, an obvious issue with this approach is the curse of dimensionality. Even with 2 quantization levels for each $a_i$, the total number of discretized actions in $a \in [0, 1]^N$ becomes $2^N$. Thus the neural network architecture needs to have an output dimension of $2^N$ which becomes infeasible for our resource constrained environment.

Therefore, we avoid discretizing the action space and, instead, model the actions as following a Gaussian distribution with mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma$. The deep learning model is now trained to output the parameters of this Gaussian distribution, as described in [84]. The NeuMAC agent picks the action for the next time step simply by sampling from the distribution $\mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma)$. In NeuMAC, the policy network outputs $N$ parameters $\mu_i$ corresponding to $N$ distributions, one for each core $i$. The variance $\sigma$ is set to 1 at the start of training to encourage exploration, and annealed down to 0.05 as NeuMAC’s policy improves. Finally, during inference, the variance $\sigma$ is set to 0.05, the action $a_{t,i}$ for core $i$ is sampled from the corresponding distribution $\mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma)$, and clipped to ensure that $a_{t,i} \in [0, 1]$.

• **Training Algorithm:** We train our policy network end-to-end in an *episodic* setting. In each episode, an instance of an application is executed on the multicore, and the wireless network on chip follows the MAC protocol as dictated by the NeuMAC’s policy network. The episode terminates when the application completes execution. In order to learn a policy that generalizes well, we train the network for multiple episodes with each episode observing a different application trace. For every episode, we run $M$ separate Monte Carlo simulations to explore the probabilistic space of possible actions using the current policy, and use the resulting data to improve the policy for all applications. Specifically, we record the state, action, and reward information for all time steps of each episode. We then use this data to train our policy using the popular REINFORCE algorithm along with a baseline subtraction step, as described in [67].

### 4.5 Neural Network Architecture

Our network is composed of three fully connected layers with 128, 128 and 64 neurons respectively. The first two layers are followed by ReLU activation units, whereas the final layer is followed by a sigmoid unit to output the probability values $a_i$’s between 0 and 1. During training, the weights use 16 bit floating points. Once trained, the learned weights are quantized to 8 bit fixed points for the inference stage. This is standard for run-time optimization in deep learning [53], and does not adversely affect performance.

The proposed fully connected network architecture here is simple and ties in very well with our design objectives. Recall that NeuMAC performs one inference step every 10,000 CPU clock cycles, and we require the inference step to add little overhead. The architecture here is composed of 32,000 learnable parameters, and at 8-bit quantization, it can be stored in a 32 KB on-chip SRAM cache to ensure fast memory accesses. Since inference latencies in most neural network architectures tend to be memory bound (including Fully connected and CNN architectures) [26, 53], improving memory access latencies plays a big role in speeding up overall inference time. Further, the simple structure of a fully connected network allows for straightforward memory access patterns, since the inference step is a straightforward computation amounting to consecutive matrix multiplications. In Appendix A we provide energy-delay characterization of this architecture.

One point to note is that NeuMAC’s deep RL agent is trained offline, and does not undergo any training during runtime since training is resource intensive. However, retraining can be triggered periodically depending on performance re-
Cluster streams of points
Compute modularity of a graph
Single source shortest path
Compute optimal routing for gates on a chip
Compute pagerank for nodes in a graph
Breadth-first search
Compute connected components of a graph
Tracking a body-pose through images

We integrate Multi2sim with NeuMAC’s trained RL agent, won’t add much overhead since our model is restricted to just 32,000 parameters, each of 8 bits.

5 Implementation

Evaluation Environment: We evaluate NeuMAC on a cycle-level execution-driven architectural simulator, Multi2sim [87]. Multi2sim is a popular end-to-end heterogeneous system simulator tool used in the architecture community to test and validate new hardware designs with standard benchmarks. We evaluate NeuMAC for multicores with core count \( n = 64 \) at 22nm technology running at 1GHz. We use the same architecture parameters as [38]. We augment Multi2sim with an on-chip wireless network that accurately models transmissions, collision handling and packet losses.

While NeuMAC could be potentially trained directly using multi2sim, it is extremely slow and would result in prohibitively large training times. Therefore, for NeuMAC’s training phase, we use a lightweight custom-built Wireless Network-on-Chip simulator along with traffic traces captured from Multi2sim. Our custom simulator models the data dependencies and synchronization primitives (such as locks and barriers) in the applications, so as to faithfully mimic the behavior of multi-threaded applications.

In order to evaluate NeuMAC’s generalizability and effectiveness for a broad use case, we test NeuMAC on 9 different applications chosen from diverse domains such as graph analytics, vision, and numerical simulations (Summary in Table 1). Additionally, we also test with multi-application jobsets where different groups of cores are executing different multithreaded applications. While training is performed using our custom simulator, we evaluate NeuMAC using Multi2sim. We integrate Multi2sim with NeuMAC’s trained RL agent, and our evaluations account for the RL agent’s DNN inference latency and communication latency between the multicore and RL agent.

Table 1: Summary of Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFS [13]</td>
<td>Breadth-first search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodytrack [20]</td>
<td>Tracking a body-pose through images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canneal [20]</td>
<td>Compute optimal routing for gates on a chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC [13]</td>
<td>Compute connected components of a graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagerank [13]</td>
<td>Compute pagerank for nodes in a graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSSP [13]</td>
<td>Single source shortest path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volrend [96]</td>
<td>Rendering of 3D objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StreamCluster [20]</td>
<td>Cluster streams of points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community [13]</td>
<td>Compute modularity of a graph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training and Evaluation Details: For each application, we collect 500 different traces, each generated with different inputs to the applications in order to capture the variations between different runs. We evaluate NeuMAC using k-fold cross validation, where we train the model on 8 applications and test performance on the ninth application. Thus, we ensure that the NeuMAC agent is never explicitly trained on the application it is being evaluated on, and our results show that NeuMAC can generalize well to different applications. We train NeuMAC for a total of 4000 episodes, and for each episode we run \( M = 16 \) Monte Carlo simulations in parallel. The policy network is trained using ADAM optimizer [55] with a learning rate of 0.001.

6 Evaluation Results

6.1 Baselines

We compare with the following baselines:

1. **CSMA with Exponential Backoff**: CSMA/CA protocol from 802.11 networks, with backoff window ranging from 1 to 1024. [1, 71] use CSMA MAC in the context of WNoCs.

2. **TDMA**: Cores are allocated fixed slots for transmission in round-robin fashion. [5, 34] evaluate TDMA for WNoCs.

3. **Switch-thresh**: [38, 65] propose a protocol that switches between a static CSMA and a static TDMA protocol based on per-core preset thresholds for channel activity and buffer occupancy. The optimal threshold values vary across applications and we choose values that are best in the average case.

4. **Optimal CSMA Algorithm**: There is a large body of work that designs throughput optimal CSMA algorithms. However, most of these works are theoretical, and make simplifying assumptions like ignoring collisions or static traffic arrival rates, due to which they perform significantly worse than even regular CSMA protocols in practice. Among the optimal CSMA algorithms we tested, we found queue-based algorithms to perform best. We implement an extension of the popular Q-CSMA algorithm [79], where each node uses its buffer queue buildup to infer its transmission aggressiveness on the channel. While this algorithm is not truly distributed in nature, we ignore the global communication overheads in evaluations to favor the baseline performance.

5. **Wired Baseline**: We also compare performance against a purely wired baseline, where all cache coherency traffic is serviced through the wired network-on-chip.

6. **Infinite Capacity Channel**: We also compare NeuMAC’s performance against an oracle with infinite channel capacity where the wireless medium can support multiple concurrent transmissions without suffering collisions, and every packet can be transmitted immediately without any channel contention delays. This baseline gives us an upper bound on how much improvement in end-to-end execution time is possible from improving the wireless NoC performance.
6.2 Quantitative Results

We first evaluate NeuMAC’s performance against baselines on single application executions, followed by evaluations on the more realistic scenarios where multiple applications are running on the multicore. We also test NeuMAC’s performance under lossy network conditions, and conclude by presenting scaling results where we demonstrate that NeuMAC’s gains increase as the multicore scales to thousands of cores.

A. Single Application Wireless Network Performance:

We begin by evaluating the wireless network performance against baselines along three metrics – (i) Wireless network throughput, (ii) Packet latency on the wireless network, and (iii) Number of collisions on the channel. We note that while NeuMAC is not explicitly trained to optimize for network metrics, their performance is correlated to faster execution times on the NoC.

(i) Network Throughput: In Fig. 5, we plot the gains in average network throughput achieved by NeuMAC against the baselines. Compared to CSMA and TDMA, NeuMAC achieves a mean improvement of 1.8 × and 9.63 × respectively across the benchmarks, and a maximum improvement of 3.3 × and 32.1 × respectively. TDMA has poor performance for average network throughput since cores have to wait for their turn to transmit even when the traffic is sparse, which leads to underutilization of channel.

Compared to Switch-thresh and Q-CSMA, NeuMAC achieves a mean improvement of 1.2 × and 1.33 ×, and a maximum improvement of 1.7 × and 1.9 × respectively. While these protocols are improve over CSMA and TDMA, they still cannot react and adapt quickly enough to accommodate the fast changing traffic patterns on the multicore.

(ii) Packet Latency: In Fig. 6, we plot the CDF of packet latency due to queuing in the Wireless Network-on-Chip across all applications. It is interesting to note that while at the tail TDMA performs better than CSMA, in the median case TDMA performs significantly worse than CSMA. This is because the high packet latencies at the tail are due to dense traffic in the network which TDMA is better suited for, whereas at the median where traffic is less dense, TDMA leads to much higher packet latencies. NeuMAC, on the other hand, is able to adapt to all these different scenarios and provides an improvement in packet latency across all baselines. Over CSMA and TDMA, NeuMAC improves median packet latency by 4.11 × and 9.18 ×, and improves 90\textsuperscript{th} percentile latency by 3.89 × and 1.92 × respectively. Over Switch-thresh and Q-CSMA, the gains respectively are 4.66 × and 2.56 × at the median, and 1.47 × and 2.13 × at 90\textsuperscript{th} percentile.

(iii) Collisions on Wireless Channel: In Table 2 we show % of collisions on the wireless channel across different benchmarks. We omit TDMA here since TDMA by design does not suffer from collisions. As observed, NeuMAC has significantly fewer collisions than the CSMA algorithms. Switch-thresh is the next best performing protocol, but NeuMAC in most cases still has fewer collisions.

B. Single Application End-to-End Execution Speedup:

(i) Speedups over Purely Wired Network-on-Chip: In Table 3, we show application speed-ups achieved by NeuMAC and the Infinite Capacity baseline respectively, over the purely wired NoC. NeuMAC can speed up benchmarks by up to 9.7 × for StreamCluster and 6.53 × for BFS, and on average provides a speedup of 3.42 × across benchmarks. Additionally, we see that NeuMAC gets very close to the upper bound of the speedup value, achieving up to 99.5% of the maximum speedup possible in the case of BFS, and 98% of the maximum speedup possible on average. This result demonstrates that NeuMAC is able to fully exploit the potential offered by the wireless NoC.

(ii) Speedups over Baselines: Fig. 7 shows execution time gains of NeuMAC over the baselines on the wireless NoC. As can be observed, there is no one baseline protocol that performs well across all applications. While in applications...
like Pagerank, TDMA performs the best, in other applications such as BFS it is significantly worse. NeuMAC, on the other hand, performs well across all benchmarks. In Table 4, we see that NeuMAC achieves a maximum of 69.18% speedup over CSMA for CC and 274.56% speedup over TDMA for Community, and compared to Switch-thresh and Q-CSMA, NeuMAC offers speedups up to 37.09%-55.94%.

C. Multi-Application Jobs: In Table. 5, we present execution time speedup results for multiapplication runs on the multicore. For each run, we randomly choose one application among the 9, and execute it using either 4, 16 or 32 threads. We choose a sufficient number of applications such that all 64 cores are utilized, and in total we test on 100 different multiapplication jobsets.

Note that NeuMAC was never explicitly trained for lossy network settings. Despite this, it is able to generalize since it can implicitly infer the channel conditions from the channel activity like increased number of collisions.

We also test NeuMAC’s sensitivity to errors in the observed state caused by packet losses at the NeuMAC agent’s transceiver during the "Listening Interval". We conduct experiments where we vary the packet loss rate from 0% to 2% in order to introduce noise in the observed state. We find that even under 2% loss rate, NeuMAC’s suffers a median performance degradation of only 0.85% across all benchmarks compared to its performance with perfect state information.

D. Scaling Trends: We believe that a learning based approach like NeuMAC can greatly benefit the wireless NoC performance as the number of cores scale to thousands of cores. To demonstrate this we show the gains that NeuMAC achieves over baseline protocols for different metrics as the cores vary from 4 to 1024 in Fig. 8. Since multi2sim and other architectural simulators cannot scale beyond a hundred cores, we evaluate these results in our custom simulator by training a separate NeuMAC model for each core count. From Fig. 8, we can see that NeuMAC’s gains over the baselines scale favorably with the number of cores. This is because NeuMAC is able to generate fine-grained MAC protocols by controlling the actions of each core individually, and thus can generate highly optimized protocols that improve substantially upon the baselines at high core counts.

7 Related Work

A. Wireless Network-on-Chip Protocols: The majority of past networking research on wireless NoC does not leverage the broadcast nature of wireless to enable instantaneous cache synchronization and instead focuses on using wireless only between far apart cores to reduce the latency. These complementary works focus on problems related to optimizing network topology [32, 35, 105], packet routing [61, 90, 106], flow control [18, 42] and improving the reliability of the PHY layer for far apart cores [76, 85, 86]. However, such designs have limited gains over wired NoCs [4]. More recent work in architecture research exploits the broadcast nature of wireless to
boost the performance of wireless enable NoCs [34,38,65,71]. These systems either use contention-free mechanisms such as token passing [34] or contention-based mechanisms such as carrier sense with exponential backoff [29,71]. The closest to our work are [38,65] which attempt to adapt to traffic patterns by switching between a CSMA or a token passing protocol based on a preset threshold. However, hand tuning the threshold values is a challenging task and does not provide the flexibility and expressibility of NeuMAC to support complex and highly variable traffic patterns.

**B. Network-on-Chip Technologies:** Past work on wired NoCs proposes the use of deep learning and RL to learn efficient packet routing protocols [98], learn memory access patterns to reduce cache misses [103], and reduce static and dynamic power consumption on an NoC [36]. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work that attempts to exploit deep reinforcement learning techniques to generate medium access protocols for Wireless NoCs.

**C. Deep Learning in Wireless Networks:** Deep RL has recently been applied in wireless networks to optimize duty cycling in sensor networks [64], resource allocation in cellular networks [22,27], dynamic spectrum access [72,92], rate adaptation in CSMA networks [69], and control policies at the PHY layer [52], [104] provides an extensive survey of deep learning in wireless networks. The closest to our work are [14,16,19,101] which use reinforcement learning to modify the backoff parameters in CSMA or decide whether to transmit or not for every packet at every time step. However, such designs are not applicable in the context of wireless NoCs owing to the unique set of constraints imposed by the NoC, such as the much smaller time-scale of operation rendering neural network inference per transmission slot infeasible, the limited SRAM memory to store model parameters and the enormous action space to explore. These constraints require significant redesign to NeuMAC’s deep RL framework where it has to now generate high-level, versatile and adaptable protocols that can be deployed for thousands of clock cycles, and generating such protocols cannot be reduced to a simple classification task per transmission-slot (e.g. transmit or not).

**8 Limitations and Discussion**

Some points are worth noting: First, given the enormous costs and engineering efforts involved in prototyping a full chip with integrated processors, memory, and NoC, it is outside the scope of this work to implement NeuMAC in hardware. As a result, we evaluate NeuMAC on a full-system cycle-accurate architectural simulator, as is the norm among computer architecture researchers. These full-system simulators exhaustively model all components of a CPU and also ensure that all timing dependencies are simulated accurately [87]. As a result, the trends and insights obtained from such architectural simulations often carry over to full fledged prototypes. Moreover, the wireless channel in this WNoC application domain is in fact very stable as opposed to WLAN channels which are extremely dynamic. This is because the multicore is isolated in a chip package, and the wireless channel can be precisely measured and characterized, thus allowing compensation for multipath fading and other artifacts. As a result, the wireless BER in these environments can be as low as $10^{-16}$ [33], making such a simulation based evaluation representative.

Second, in parallel programming for multicore processors, programmers today try hard to avoid broadcast transmissions as the overhead of running the cache coherency protocol is high. With wireless NoC, the overhead of broadcast traffic is now limited which opens the door to rewriting applications in a manner that embraces broadcast, and can in turn benefit even more from an adaptive protocol like NeuMAC.

Lastly, in this paper we focus on the MAC layer since it is considered a roadblock to realize the full potential of wireless NoCs. However, studying the challenges and opportunities at the other layers such as PHY remains exciting and promising avenue which we leave for future work.
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A	Energy and Latency Overhead Characterization

It is widely acknowledged that deep learning inference has high latency and energy overheads. However, since NeuMAC needs to optimize the performance of a multicore CPU, it needs to operate at very small time scales. As a result, it is imperative that NeuMAC’s inference step be efficient in time and energy. In this appendix, we characterize the overheads of running inference on NeuMAC’s Deep RL agent.

Towards this end, we design an illustrative hardware macro for NeuMAC’s neural accelerator (shown in Fig. 10). The trained quantized weights of NeuMAC’s network are stored and energy. In this appendix, we characterize the overheads of NeuMAC’s deep network.


Figure 10: Illustrative Block Diagram of hardware macro employed for overhead characterization of NeuMAC’s deep network


in the 32 KB on-chip SRAM. The primary compute elements in the macro are the (i) 128 element 8-bit multiplier, that can perform 128 parallel multiplications of 8-bit numbers, (ii) followed by a 7-layer carry save adder tree, which can add up to 128 8-bit numbers. Thus, the multiplier block and adder tree block together can implement either one 128 dimensional dot product, or two 64 dimensional dot products in a one iteration. The ReLU non-linear activation is implemented using comparators, which finally writes the result into an output buffer. It is important to note that this hardware macro is significantly simpler than a full scale neural network accelerator, such as [53].

Next, we elaborate on the pipeline for computing one inference step on NeuMAC’s RL agent. Note that computing the value of one element in the first hidden layer of NeuMAC’s neural network requires one 64 dimensional dot product\(^3\). Therefore, computing the values of all elements in the first hidden layer requires a total of 128 counts of 64 dimensional dot products. Similarly, computing the values at the second hidden layer requires 128 counts of 128 dimensional dot products, and computing the final layer requires 64 counts of 128 dimensional dot products. Hence, to compute one inference step in NeuMAC’s deep network, we need to perform a total of 192 counts of 128-element dot products, and 128 counts of 64-element dot products. Further, since we can implement two 64-element dot products in parallel, one inference step requires an equivalent of 256 counts of 128 dimensional dot products to compute the output. Using this above macro design along with conservative and widely accepted hardware estimates, we next show that the design of NeuMAC’s neural network architecture adds only marginal overheads, allowing it to operate under the resource constrained setting of a wireless NoC.

**Latency Overhead:** Here we estimate the latency of computing one inference step on NeuMAC’s RL agent. The memory array is organized as 16 blocks of 64 by 256 memory elements, making a total of 32 KB storage. For 45nm technology, read access time from such memory sizes can be conservatively estimated to be around 2 ns [95]. Similarly, a 32-dimensional dot product can be computed within 2 ns [44]. Hence, we pipeline the data flow in three stages, first after the memory read, second after adding the outputs of 32 multipliers, and third at the output of the comparator bank. Hence, each stage has a maximum latency of 2 ns. As a result of such pipelining, one 128 element dot product is computed every 2 ns, that is, every 2 clock cycles\(^4\). As noted previously, one inference step requires 256 counts of 128 dimensional dot products. Hence, the total latency for one inference step is 256 \(\times 2 = 512\) ns (512 clock cycles). This inference latency of 512 cycles results in a small overhead of less than 6% per time step in our RL formulation. One point to note is that, the final deep network output is quantized to 8 bits. Hence, the sigmoid filter after the last layer can be implemented via a 256 element look-up table at a negligible latency overhead.

**Energy Overhead:** Next, we estimate energy consumption of the hardware macro. We use the energy values from the widely-cited paper [48], which approximately characterizes energy consumption of various compute elements and memory accesses. The dominant energy consumption steps are the reads from the memory array and the computations on the MAC (Multiply-ACcumulate) unit. From [48], 8 bit multiplies consume 0.2 pJ, and 8-bit additions consume 0.03 pJ. One 128 dimensional dot product on the MAC unit involves 128 multiplications and 127 additions. Thus the total energy comes to 29.41 pJ. Memory reads of 64 bits from 2 KB memory blocks requires 5 pJ. Thus, the 128 bit memory reads for each dot product requires 10 pJ. As a result, one 128 element dot product on the hardware accelerator requires 39.41 pJ, and with 256 counts, the energy consumed for a single inference step is 10088.96 pJ. Given that we require one inference every 10,000 ns, the neural accelerator consumes approximately only 1 mW of power on average. In comparison, a single transceiver on the multicore consumes 16 mW [38]. Lastly, note that the numbers in [48] are at 45 nm technology, so 1 mW is a conservative estimate.

**Area Overhead:** Lastly, the area overhead of the hardware macro is small. Since area is dominated by memory, the 32 KB of SRAM and few registers in the hardware accelerator impose a small overhead in comparison to the 512 KB of cache memory at each of the 64 cores. Thus we envision that such a hardware macro can reside on the same die and share the same clock as the multicore processor. Thus, even a simple accelerator like the one demonstrated in Fig. 10 can enable NeuMAC’s agent to operate under the resource constrained setting of a wireless NoC. Note that we do not employ any other advanced hardware optimization techniques and rely on reported hardware numbers that are widely accepted rather than the state-of-the-art today.

---

\(^3\)Although NeuMAC’s input has 65 elements, for simplicity sake we perform calculations with 64 element input.

\(^4\)Our CPU clock is 1 GHz.
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Abstract

Network traffic measurement is central to successful network operations, especially for today’s hyper-scale networks. Although existing works have made great contributions, they fail to achieve the following three criteria simultaneously: 1) full-visibility, which refers to the ability to acquire any desired per-hop flow-level information for all flows; 2) low overhead in terms of computation, memory, and bandwidth; and 3) robustness, meaning the system can survive partial network failures. We design LightGuardian to meet these three criteria. Our key innovation is a (small) constant-sized data structure, called sketchlet, which can be embedded in packet headers. Specifically, we design a novel SuMax sketch to accurately capture flow-level information. SuMax can be divided into sketchlets, which are carried in-band by passing packets to the end-hosts for aggregation, reconstruction, and analysis. We have fully implemented a LightGuardian prototype on a testbed with 10 programmable switches and 8 end-hosts in a FatTree topology, and conduct extensive experiments and evaluations. Experimental results show that LightGuardian can obtain per-flow per-hop flow-level information within 1.0 ~ 1.5 seconds with consistently low overhead, using only 0.07% total bandwidth capacity of the network. We believe LightGuardian is the first system to collect per-flow per-hop information for all flows in the network with negligible overhead.

1 Introduction

Network traffic measurement is central to successful network operations, especially for today’s hyper-scale networks with more than 10^5 devices [1–6]. Meanwhile, at end-hosts, knowing the traffic information in the core of the network can also benefit application performance [7–9]. To infer application performance and user experience, the community consensus is to measure at flow-level granularity. Thus, an ideal measurement system is expected to achieve: 1) full-visibility, which we define as the ability to acquire any desired per-hop flow-level information for all flows. Typical desired information includes routing path, per-hop latency, jitters, and packet drops. 2) lightweight in terms of computation, memory, and bandwidth, independent of the scale of network and the traffic dynamics; 3) robustness: the system should survive partial network failures, including link failures, device failures, and bandwidth depletion [6, 10–12]. Although existing works have made great contributions, they fail to meet the above criteria simultaneously. We coarsely characterize them into four categories:

- Partial/Sampling solutions [13–17] only sample packets or flows, or collect detailed statistics based on a pre-configured list of conditionals [18, 19]. For instance, Everflow [20] samples each SYN packet, and Cisco switches use the “match” keyword to specify which network flows need to be counted. Therefore, only a subset of the network traffic is measured with questionable accuracy.
- Probing solutions [6, 21–24] measures the states of devices or links by sending probing packets, and only these probes are measured.
- Sketch-based solutions [25–34] collects the information of every packet in a compact data structure, namely sketch, on network devices. Current sketches are unable to collect important flow-level information, such as jitters and packet drops, and are not robust to network failures, particularly device failures. Most prior sketches cannot be implemented on P4-capable switches (§ 2.2).
- In-band solutions carry information in every packet header. AM-PM [35] cannot achieve full-visibility with only one bit per packet. Although INT [36, 37] can potentially achieve full-visibility, its bandwidth and processing overhead grows quickly with the scale of the network. In both the postcard [38] (mirroring packets on each switch) or the passport [36] mode (mirroring packets on only the sink switches), the number of packets is at least doubled, which is a huge burden for the network. *Flow [39] uses a cache to group packet-level telemetry information according to the flow IDs. But its bandwidth overhead is still proportional to the number of packets.

1Co-primary authors: Yikai Zhao, Kaicheng Yang, and Zirui Liu. Corresponding authors: Tong Yang (yangtongemail@gmail.com) and Yi Wang (wy@ieee.org).

2In this paper, per-hop flow-level information means per-flow per-hop information.
In summary, no existing work can achieve full-visibility without considerable performance overhead, and none focuses on lightweight and robust collection mechanism of network-wide flow-level information.

We design LightGuardian to meet the above three criteria simultaneously. Our key innovation is a (small) constant-sized data structure, called sketchlet. A sketchlet is a fragment of the sketch data structure on network devices (physical or virtual), carried in-band in a packet’s header. At the end-host, LightGuardian collects the sketchlets, reconstructs the original sketch, and consequently obtains the accurate measurement results of all flows.

To support and make full use of sketchlets, LightGuardian incorporates three key techniques:

- **Accurate & versatile device-local sketches**: As current sketch schemes fail to capture important flow-level statistics (per-hop latency and jitters), we design a novel sketch: the SuMax sketch to support common measurement tasks, as well as new tasks of operational importance. With our insight that recording both the sum and the maximum can accurately perform these tasks (§ 4.2), we design the sketch with two types of cells: the sum cells and the maximum cells. SuMax can be readily deployed on programmable network devices, and we have fully implemented it on a P4-capable switch (§ 7.1). Although SuMax is not the only way to measure flow-level statistics, it can support almost all measurement tasks thanks to its versatility.

- **In-band telemetry with sketchlets**: We propose a novel approach that combines in-band telemetry and device-local sketching. An INT-enabled device appends measurement data to each packet. INT alone consumes an enormous amount of bandwidth and multiplies the number of packets (§ 2.2). On the other hand, for sketch-based solutions, although sketch is a compact coding of flow-level information, the size of a sketch should be sufficiently large to ensure accuracy, thus cannot be embedded in packet headers. Combining the advantages of both approaches, our key novelty is to split the sketch with flow-level information into constant-sized sketchlets that can be embedded into selected packet headers. Since the number of flows in the network is much smaller than that of packets and the sketch is a compactly coded representation of flow-level statistics, the bandwidth overhead of sketchlets is significantly lower than that of INT, while accurate flow-level measurement can still be retrieved.

- **Incremental network-wide aggregation**: The receiving end-hosts can either forward the sketchlets to a global analyzer, or reconstruct the sketch locally to obtain measurement information of flows and devices inside the network. The information can assist end-host applications in performance optimization in a distributed fashion, which lessens the burden on the centralized network control/management plane. To guarantee robustness, we design the reconstruction algorithm to be tolerant of losses and reordering of sketchlets. Our algorithm can approximate a sketch with a subset of its sketchlets, and the reconstruction accuracy is incrementally improved with more arriving sketchlets. Our experimental results show that 80% sketchlets can achieve an accurate estimation (§ 8.1), while collecting 80% sketchlets only needs 1.0 ~ 1.5 seconds.

To the best of our knowledge, LightGuardian is the first system to measure per-flow per-hop latency distribution and detect abnormal jitters with high accuracy for all flows on every participating network device, while maintaining low overhead. It also collects useful traffic data for operations and diagnostics previously unavailable in existing systems. Since LightGuardian aims to measure various per-hop flow-level information, after detecting end-to-end problems, users can use our system to locate culprit network devices. Besides, LightGuardian’s on-device mechanism is not limited to physical devices, and can be readily used in cloud networking environments with virtualized network functions.

We have fully implemented a LightGuardian prototype on a testbed with 10 Tofino switches and 8 end-hosts in a FatTree topology. As a whole, our prototype can obtain per-flow per-hop information within 1.0 ~ 1.5 seconds with consistently low overhead (0.07% of total bandwidth) on the network. We also conduct large-scale simulations using mininet [40] and P4 behavior model [41], confirming the correctness, robustness, and performance of LightGuardian. We release all source code anonymously.

In this paper, we make four key contributions:

**We propose sketchlets and design a lightweight in-band telemetry system.** Using sketchlets, our system makes the entirety of traffic information in the core of the network available at end-hosts for analytics and diagnostics. LightGuardian is lightweight, which takes up negligible bandwidth, and it can aggregate all sketchlets within 4 seconds.

**We design the SuMax sketch to support common and more important measurement tasks with high accuracy.** For common tasks (e.g., flow size estimation), SuMax achieves 6.78 times smaller error rate. Further, LightGuardian can locate the culprit devices in the context of packet drops, inflated latency, and abnormal jitters, achieving almost 100% accuracy with less than 0.5MB memory.

**We design an incremental reconstruction algorithm to achieve robustness and failure tolerance.** Our experimental results show that, even when 50% end-hosts fail, the analyzer can still reconstruct 89% of all sketches. In addition, device and link failures do not affect the reconstruction of sketch of other devices (§ 8.3.2).

**We implement a LightGuardian prototype and make it open-source.** We also build a testbed and conduct extensive experiments, which confirms that our system can reach the design criteria.

---

3 https://github.com/Light-Guardian/LightGuardian
2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Measurement Tasks

Existing measurement tasks can be classified into two categories: device-local measurement tasks and network-wide measurement tasks. Device-local measurement tasks refer to measuring flow-level information in a single node (an end-host, a switch or a router), and there have been various sketch-based solutions, such as sketches of CM [25], CU [26], Count [27], UnivMon [28], Elastic [29], SketchLearn [30], SketchVisor [42], and more [32–34, 43–48]. However, there are very few sketches designed for network-wide measurement tasks. This paper focuses on the following four network-wide measurement tasks.

1) Estimating Latency: We aim to estimate per-flow per-hop latency distribution. Existing works acquire end-to-end latency by sending probing packets. And they monitor specific flows by tracking their packets [49]. However, these solutions can hardly locate the victim flows and the culprit devices simultaneously. In contrast, per-flow per-hop latency distribution can help a lot but is more challenging.

2) Detecting Packet Drops: There are three causes of packet drops: random drops, loops, and blackholes. For random drops, the state-of-the-art LossRadar [50] uses a Bloom filter [51] and an Invertible Bloom Lookup Table (IBLT) [52] to accurately find drops. LossRadar works excellently in many cases. However, it consumes a lot of memory when a large flow drops many packets, which frequently happens when there are network misconfigurations [53]. For loops and blackholes, the state-of-the-art FlowRadar [54] also uses a Bloom filter and an IBLT, sharing the same advantages and shortcomings as that of LossRadar.

3) Detecting Abnormal Jitters: Jitters refer to drastic changes of packet inter-arrival time of a given flow. We aim to find abnormal jitters in the per-flow per-hop manner. Jitters are often caused by queuing, congestion, high bandwidth load, or network attacks. It can significantly affect the performance of streaming media (e.g., audio, video, music). To detect jitters, end-to-end methods [55–57] have been proposed. However, they cannot work in the per-flow per-hop manner.

4) Tracing Forwarding Path: We aim to trace the forwarding path of any flow. Given a flow, tracing forwarding path can check whether the actual forwarding path is consistent with expectation. It can help test and/or debug new network protocols and network architectures, solutions for network congestion, load balance, and flow scheduling. Existing works for tracing forwarding path include FlowRadar [54], Switch-Pointer [58], Service traceroute [59], and more [60–63].

2.2 Related Work

As shown in Table 1, compared with the state-of-the-art solutions, only our system supports device-local and network-wide measurement tasks, and it is implemented in both RMT switches (e.g., Tofino) and P4 behavior model, achieving per-flow per-hop measurements. In this section, we mainly introduce the following four categories of measurement solutions. For other measurement solutions, please refer to references [64–72].

Partial/Sampling Solutions. Many measurement systems [14–17, 20, 46, 73–76] are developed by sampling packets. Sampling can significantly reduce the overhead of both time and space, but inevitably sacrifices accuracy and misses important events. Typical systems include NetFlow [73], sFlow [74], OpenSketch [46], OpenSample [17], Everflow [20], NitroSketch [77], and more [14–16, 76]. The state-of-the-art UnivMon [28] obtains elegant theoretical guarantees using a multiple sample solution at the cost of high time complexities. Sampling solutions probably miss many small flows, and thus cannot achieve the ideal goal of fully-visibility.

Probing Solutions. These solutions monitor the network by sending tailored packets. Typical systems include Pingmesh [78], NetBoncer [6], NetSonar [22], NetNorad [23], and more [24, 79–82]. Recently, AM-PM [35] gains wide recognition in industry. AM-PM divides packet streams into time periods, and the middle packet in each period is essentially a probing packet. Therefore, it only records per-period packet information, but is unaware of flow-level information. Probing solutions cannot achieve the ideal goal of fully-visibility because they cannot measure per-flow information.
**Sketch-based Solutions.** There are a great number of sketch-based solutions, which can be further divided into three categories. First, design and optimization of sketch algorithms. Typical solutions include sketches of CM [25], CU [26], Count [27], Elastic [29], and more [28, 30–32, 34]. But they cannot measure the latency and jitters. Some are implemented in P4 behavior model, but only a very few (BeauCoup [33], Elastic [29]) are fully implemented in real programmable switches. Due to the limitations of RMT (Re-configurable Match Tables) based programmable switches, e.g., limited concurrent memory access, single stage memory access, and etc., the implementation in real switches is significantly more challenging. Thus, we aim to design a new sketch to support both device-local and network-wide measurement tasks, which can be easily implemented in RMT switches. Second, measurement systems with dedicated sketches. Typical solutions include FlowRadar [54], SketchLearn [30], NitroS-ketch [77], and more [33, 46, 50]. The dedicated sketches can barely achieve fully-visibility. Third, measurement systems with shining features. Typical solutions include Marple [83], Sonata [84], DREAM [85], Scream [86], and OmniMon [87]. By carefully designing the resource manager and telemetry operator, OmniMon [87] achieves both resource efficiency and high accuracy. Our SuMax sketch can also be applied in OmniMon. All existing solutions do not focus on the overhead with aggregating sketches all over the network.

**In-band Telemetry Solutions.** They insert packet-level information into every packet. Well-known solutions include INT [36] and its successor PINT [88]. INT is considered as the most promising solution for network measurement because of two reasons. First, it can achieve fully-visibility because it is flexible to carry any desired packet-level information. Second, it can be implemented in RMT switches in a per-packet manner. However, its bottleneck lies in the aggregation of INT information. The INT information is distributed in every network packet, and it is obviously very challenging to aggregate that per-packet information. INT has two aggregation strategies: postcard and passport, which mirror every packet with only INT information in each switch or only the sink switches. Although the INT information in each packet is small (e.g., 100 bytes), the total bandwidth overhead is huge. What is worse, the number of packets in the network will be doubled, which is a heavy burden for packet processing. Another in-band telemetry solution *Flow* [39] uses a cache to group packet-level telemetry information according to the flow IDs. In this way, some information (e.g., 5-tuple flow ID) in one group is recorded only once. However, its bandwidth overhead is still proportional to the number of packets.

3 **LightGuardian Overview**

As shown in Figure 1, LightGuardian captures flow-level statistics on each participating network device (physical or virtual)\(^4\) using sketches. The devices periodically split the sketches into sketchlets and send the sketchlets to the end-hosts by piggybacking them in headers of appropriate packets. Then at the receiving end, the end-hosts batch the sketchlets into groups and send them to a global analyzer when the network load is low. Finally, the analyzer reconstructs the sketches and perform analysis.

1) **Capture flow-level statistics with novel sketches.** LightGuardian captures flow-level statistics by deploying our SuMax sketch on each participating device. Every packet is processed into the sketch *without sampling*. Typical collected statistics include the flow size (number of packets/bytes), per-hop delay distribution, the arrival time of the last packet, and the maximum inter-arrival time. The above statistics are used for detecting packet drops and measuring per-hop latency and maximum inter-arrival time, which are essential tasks for industrial community. To support more tasks, we can also include more collected statistics, e.g., the number of out-of-order packets, the highest sequence number, and etc.

2) **Split sketch into sketchlets and send them to the end-hosts.** The participating devices periodically split their

\(^4\)Since most legacy switches and routers do not have programmable dataplane capabilities, they cannot participate in LightGuardian (and their existence in the network will not hinder the functions of LightGuardian).
sketches into sketchlets and send them to the end-hosts. Specifically, at the start of each measurement interval, the devices initiate a new SuMax sketch to record the flow-level statistics. In the end, the sketches are divided into sketchlets of several bytes (24 bytes in our implementation). Each sketchlet is one column\(^5\) (or several columns) of the sketch. Each switch then attaches these sketchlets to appropriate incoming packets. Specifically, we choose the packets that have not yet carried a sketchlet with a fixed probability (e.g., 0.05).

3) [Optional] Batch sketchlets and forward to a global analyzer. LightGuardian has two working modes: 1) Local analysis mode, where each end-host uses local sketchlets to perform analysis for local applications; 2) Global analysis mode, where a global analyzer collects all sketchlets and performs analysis for network operators. If an end-host does not want to perform local analysis, it can choose to forward sketchlets to a global analyzer. A system daemon process running on each end-host strips sketchlets off the packets, and maintains the received sketchlets. When the process has collected enough sketchlets, it batches the received sketchlets into groups and forward them to the global analyzer. For LightGuardian, more than 350 sketchlets are grouped into a UDP packet and share 42 bytes packet header, which significantly reduces the number of additional packets for measurement.

4) Reconstruct sketches and perform analysis. The end-host or the global analyzer (or end-hosts) can reconstruct the sketchlets into sketches and perform further analysis. The process of reconstructing sketches proceeds simultaneously with the process of collecting sketchlets. After collecting enough sketchlets, the analyzer can perform accurate estimation using the partially reconstructed sketch. According to our experiments, after receiving 55% sketchlets, our LightGuardian reports 90% valid results, while the average relative error (ARE) is only 0.088. Further, the estimation results are incrementally refined with more and more sketchlets collected, the ARE reduces to \(1 \times 10^{-2}, 1 \times 10^{-3}, 2 \times 10^{-4}\) when 80%, 90%, and 100% sketchlets are received, respectively.

In this way, LightGuardian well achieves the three mentioned design goals. For full-visibility, LightGuardian deploys SuMax sketch on each network device to monitor various per-flow per-hop information for all flows. For low overhead, LightGuardian uses small and constant-sized sketchlets to transmit measurement information, which makes the in-band overhead grow sub-linearly with the network/traffic scale. For robustness, the reconstruction process of LightGuardian does not require collecting all sketchlets whereas providing desirable accuracy. Besides, any end-host with limited computation resources can play the role of the global analyzer, which makes our system robust.

\(^5\)A sketch consists of multiple bucket arrays, and a column refers to the buckets with the same index in each array.

4 Device-local Sketch Design: SuMax

4.1 Motivation

We design the SuMax sketch to achieve accurate measurement of flow-level information on network devices of different platforms: software (CPU, or OVS [89]), P4 behavior model [41], programmable switches. To make LightGuardian widely applicable, this paper focuses on P4 behavior model and programmable switch platforms, as the software implementation is straightforward. Using P4 also ensures our implementation can be compiled to available and future P4 back-ends, such as SmartNIC, FPGA and GPU.

UnivMon [28] and HashPipe [90] are implemented in P4 behavior model, but can hardly be implemented in RMT switches. To address these issues, Basat et al. proposed using a recirculate method [91], inevitably incurring complexities and degradation of switch throughput. BeauCoup [33] and Elastic [29] have been implemented in RMT switches (i.e., Tofino switches) by complicated designs and programs. Further, the above four sketches cannot be directly used for network-wide measurement tasks, such as estimating latency and jitters. We found CM [25] is the most friendly sketch for programmable switches. On the one hand, we optimize its accuracy under the constraints of programmable switches. On the other hand, we extend its functions to support both device-local and network-wide tasks. In the meantime, we try to keep the designed sketches as simple as possible.

4.2 Rationale and Design Space for Sketches

We first introduce the well-known CM sketch [25]. It is a typical sketch algorithm that sums packet attributes (e.g., packet number, bytes number). It uses \(d\) counter arrays \(A_0, \cdots, A_{d-1}\). For each array, it has a hash function \(H_i():\) to map a flow\(^6\) uniformly and randomly into a counter. When a packet of flow \(f\) with attribute value \(\alpha\) arrives, CM selects the counter \(A_i[H_i(f)]\) for each array \(A_i\) and increments these counters by \(\alpha\). To query the attribute sum of flow \(f\), CM returns the minimum value among \(A_0[H_0(f)], \cdots, A_{d-1}[H_{d-1}(f)]\), which is still a sum of attributes of some flows. Therefore, CM has only over-estimation errors. Similarly, the CU sketch [26] increments only the smallest counter(s), significantly improving the accuracy but not supporting pipeline implementation.

We propose to record both of the sum value and the maximum value\(^7\) to support versatile tasks. We insist that all packet attributes can be accurately estimated by keeping only the sum and maximum values. We also insist that either sum or maximum value is indispensable. For example, sketches of CM, CU, Count, FlowRadar cannot be used to find maximum latency or inter-arrival time and last arrival time, because they only record the sum value without maximum value.

\(^6\)A flow has many packets sharing the same flow ID, which can be any combination of 5-tuple: source IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port, protocol type.

\(^7\)Note that [92] also suggests that the sketch algorithm can be used to find the maximum value in a sequence.
4.3 Data Structure and Operations

Data Structure (Figure 2): Our SuMax consists of \( d \) bucket arrays \( \mathcal{A}_0, \ldots, \mathcal{A}_{d-1} \). Each array \( \mathcal{A}_i \) contains \( w \) buckets \( \mathcal{A}_i[0], \ldots, \mathcal{A}_i[w-1] \). Each bucket has two cells: a sum cell and a maximum cell, recording the sum value and the maximum value of attributes, respectively. Each array \( \mathcal{A}_i \) is associated with a hash function \( \mathcal{H}_i(.) \) that maps a flow into one of its buckets. To support various tasks, we may need more than one sum value or maximum value in each bucket. For convenience, we only show using one sum value and one maximum value. Table 2 lists the frequently used symbols in this paper.

**Insertion:** To achieve high accuracy and support pipeline implementation, we propose an approximate conservative update strategy as follows. To record a packet of flow \( f \) with attribute \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) ((\( f, \alpha, \beta \)), \( \alpha \) will be accumulated and \( \beta \) will be compared with the maximum), we first maintain a current minimum value \( \omega \) and initialize it to \( \infty \). For each array \( \mathcal{A}_i \), we select a bucket \( \mathcal{A}_i[\mathcal{H}_i(f)] \) by computing the hash function \( \mathcal{H}_i(f) \). For each selected bucket \( \mathcal{A}_i[\mathcal{H}_i(f)] \), we check its sum cell \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{sum}}[\mathcal{H}_i(f)] \) and update it as follows:

- If \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{sum}}[\mathcal{H}_i(f)] + \alpha < \omega \), update the current minimum value \( \omega = \mathcal{A}^{\text{sum}}[\mathcal{H}_i(f)] + \alpha \), and set the cell to \( \omega \).
- If \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{sum}}[\mathcal{H}_i(f)] + \alpha \geq \omega \), and \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{sum}}[\mathcal{H}_i(f)] < \omega \), set the cell to \( \omega \).
- If \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{sum}}[\mathcal{H}_i(f)] \geq \omega \), keep the cell unchanged.

For the maximum cell \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{max}}[\mathcal{H}_i(f)] \), we just set it to \( \max\{\mathcal{A}^{\text{max}}[\mathcal{H}_i(f)], \beta\} \). The pseudo-code of the insertion operation is shown in Algorithm 1 in Appendix A.

**Query:** Given a flow \( f \), SuMax returns two results: one sum value estimation and one maximum value estimation. The sum estimation is the minimum value among \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{sum}}[\mathcal{H}_0(f)], \ldots, \mathcal{A}^{\text{sum}}[\mathcal{H}_{t-1}(f)] \). The maximum value estimation is the minimum value among \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{max}}_0[\mathcal{H}_0(f)], \ldots, \mathcal{A}^{\text{max}}_t[\mathcal{H}_{t-1}(f)] \).

**Example (Figure 2):** To record a packet \((f, \alpha = 3, \beta = 4)\), SuMax updates the \( d \) (\( d = 3 \)) buckets \( \mathcal{A}_0[\mathcal{H}_0(f)], \mathcal{A}_1[\mathcal{H}_1(f)], \mathcal{A}_2[\mathcal{H}_2(f)] \) as follows. For the bucket \([6, 3]\), we increase 6 to 9, set \( \omega \) to 9, and set 4 to max \([4, 3]\). For the bucket \([9, 7]\), as \( 9 > \omega \) and \( 7 \geq 4 \), we keep this bucket unchanged. For the bucket \([3, 5]\), as \( 3 + \alpha < \omega \), we update \( \omega \) to 6 and update 3 to

\( \omega = 6 \); as \( 4 < 5 \), we do not change the maximum cell. After the insertion, when query flow \( f \), SuMax returns \( \min\{9, 9, 6\} = 6 \) as the sum estimation, and returns \( \min\{4, 7, 5\} = 4 \) as the maximum value estimation.

**Analysis:** Our SuMax uses an approximate conservative update strategy to achieve both accuracy and pipeline friendly. Note that the conservative update strategy (CU) cannot be implemented in the pipeline because it needs the traceback operations to only increase the smallest counter(s). Our idea is to use the current minimum value to approximate the global minimum value. In each insertion process, with more and more counters accessed, the current minimum value will be closer and closer to the global minimum value, and thus the updated counter will be closer and closer to CU. Actually, the first array is updated following the rule of CM, and the last array is updated following the rule of CU. Since the counters in the last few arrays tend to have smaller values, they are more likely to be returned as query results. Therefore, SuMax can be viewed as an intermediate between CM and CU, and its error is also bounded between them, but closer to CU. As there are no backtraces in our SuMax, it can be easily implemented in the switch pipeline.

4.4 Configuration of SuMax Sketch

In current implementation, we design each bucket as follows. Each bucket consists of four parts:

- a flow-size cell (sum cell) recording the flow size;
- a delay cell (sum cells) recording the per-hop delay distribution, each one of which is associated with a predefined delay time interval;
- an interval cell (maximum cell) recording the maximum inter-arrival time;
- a last-time cell (maximum cell) recording the arrival time of the last packet of a flow.

All cells are initialized to zero. When the cells of a bucket are going to update, they should be updated as follows. Let \( t_{\text{now}} \) be the ingress timestamp of this packet, \( t_{\text{last}} \) be the value of the last-time cell, and \( t_{\text{interval}} = t_{\text{now}} - t_{\text{last}} \). When \( t_{\text{last}} = 0 \), we consider the current packet as the first packet of a flow, and set \( t_{\text{interval}} = 0 \). First, we increment the flow-size cell by 1. Second, we select one cell from the delay cells according to the packet delay, and increment this cell by 1. Third, we compare the value in the interval cell with \( t_{\text{interval}} \) and update it accordingly. Fourth, we update the last-time cell to \( t_{\text{now}} \).
5 Transmission of Sketchlets

In this section, we show the transmission procedure of sketchlets in each participating network device. First, we split sketches into sketchlets. Second, we sample packets to carry sketchlets. Third, we select a sketchlet to be carried using our selection strategy and insert it into the packet.

5.1 Splitting the Sketch into Sketchlets.

LightGuardian deploys two SuMax sketches (one active and one idle) on each device. The active sketch is used to record flow-level information, while the idle sketch is split into sketchlets for transmission. After a fixed time interval (e.g., 5s), we interchange these two sketches. We use an active-bit to indicate which sketch is active. The active-bit is flipped periodically, and the current interval is set to 5 seconds.

We split the idle sketch column by column, so that each sketchlet contains a column of buckets. Each sketchlet is associated with 1) a Sketchlet ID indicating the column index; 2) a Device ID; and 3) the active-bit indicating which one of the two sketches it belongs to. The analyzer will sort the received sketchlets (bucket columns) according to the Device ID, active-bit, and Sketchlet ID.

5.2 Probabilistically Carrying Sketchlets.

Given an incoming packet, the device first checks the packet header: if it has already carried a sketchlet, no more sketchlets will be carried. Otherwise, the device calculates a fixed carrying probability \( \lambda_c \) (e.g., 0.05) to determine whether this packet should carry a sketchlet. Each device samples only a part of the packets to carry sketchlets with \( \lambda_c \), so that every device has a similar opportunity for packet transmission.

The packet format is shown in Figure 1. If a packet is selected to carry sketchlet, we insert the sketchlet between the TCP header and the application-layer message. First, we use a bit in the TCP header (carry-bit) to indicate whether this TCP packet carries a sketchlet. Second, we add a field to record the device ID (16 bits). Third, we add a field to record the sketchlet ID and the active-bit.

5.3 Sketchlets Selection: K+chance Selection.

Once the device determines the incoming packet should carry a sketchlet, we need an algorithm to choose a sketchlet. In-band telemetry solutions will lose measurement information when packet drops happen. To address this issue, we can send a sketchlet several times at the cost of more bandwidth usage. An effective solution is to use a counter array. Specifically, each counter corresponds to a sketchlet, indicating the number of times this sketchlet has been carried. For the incoming packet, we locate several counters by computing hash functions, find the smallest counter among them, and choose the corresponding sketchlet to carry. As mentioned above, similar to the CU sketch, this solution cannot be implemented in current P4-programmable switches, and thus we propose a new algorithm namely \( K + \text{chance selection} \).

The \( k + \text{chance selection} \) uses \( k \) arrays, each of which is an \( N \)-bit array. For each array, each bit corresponds to a sketchlet. All bits are initialized to 0. Whenever we need to select one of the \( N \) sketchlets, we access the \( k \) arrays one by one. For each array, we randomly choose a bit: if it is zero, we choose the corresponding sketchlet and set this bit to 1; Otherwise, we access the next array. In the worst case, we do not find a zero bit after accessing all the \( k \) arrays, and we randomly choose one sketchlet to transmit. In this way, we only need to record an array ID in each sketchlet, which just takes \( \lceil \log (k + 1) \rceil \) bits (2~3 bits). By contrast, when using the simple round-robin, we need to record the column ID (usually 32 bits) in each sketchlet. \( K + \text{chance selection} \) is an approximately fair selection algorithm for hardware platforms. Our experiments show that \( k + \text{chance selection} \) works well (§ 8.1).

6 Reconstruction and Analysis

In this section, we first describe the two modules at the end-hosts: forwarding module and reconstruction module. These two modules can work in isolation or in parallel. Then we elaborate on how to obtain device-local measurements and network-wide analysis using SuMax.

6.1 End-host Modules

Reconstruction Module. This module dynamically classifies the received sketchlets into groups according to their device IDs and active-bits, and sorts the sketchlets in each group by their sketchlet IDs. In this way, the end-host reconstructs a sketch for each group. Note that the reconstructed sketches might be incomplete because some sketchlets are still in the network or missing. Fortunately, an incomplete sketch can also be used to answer queries: each query will access \( d \) buckets, some of which may not have been received yet. We consider the values in these buckets as invalid, and report the minimum value among the other valid buckets. As long as one of the \( d \) buckets is valid, we can report a valid result. Otherwise, we report the result of invalid. In this way, after some sketchlets are collected, the end-host then uses these reconstructed sketchlets to perform further analysis. Our experimental results (see § 8.1) show that 55% sketchlets can report 90% valid results and achieve accurate estimation (\( ARE < 0.1 \)). The following theorem provides theoretical guarantees for the reconstruction process.

Theorem 6.1 After receiving sketchlets with a ratio of \( \theta \), SuMax can report valid results with a ratio of \( (1 - (1 - \theta)^d) \). Specifically, when the result is valid, the estimated flow size has the following error bounds.

\[
\Pr \{ |\hat{n}_f - n_f| > \varepsilon \} < \frac{(\frac{wd}{\mu} + 1 - \theta)^d - (1 - \theta)^d}{1 - (1 - \theta)^d}
\]

where \( d \) and \( w \) are parameters of SuMax (see Table 2), \( n_f \) and \( \hat{n}_f \) are the real and estimated flow size, and \( m \) is the number of inserted packets.
The module can reconstruct the following four widely-studied [28, 29, 54] device-local measurements:

- **Flow Size Estimation.** We return the minimum value of the d mapped flow-size cells.
- **Flow Size Distribution.** We use the MRAC [93] algorithm with the first bucket array in SuMax as input.
- **Entropy.** We compute \( -\sum(n_i \cdot \frac{1}{m} \log \frac{1}{n_i}) \) based on the flow size distribution, where \( n_i \) is the number of flows with size of \( i \), and \( m = \sum(i \cdot n_i) \).
- **Cardinality.** We calculate the number of flows using the method of linear counting [94].

We believe the main advantage of this approach is that the measurement is done in a distributed fashion, without a centralized control or management plane.

**Forwarding Module.** End-hosts use this module to forward sketchlets to a global analyzer for network-wide analysis. Each end-host groups the received sketchlets into batches. The end-host will send a batch of sketchlets to the analyzer when appropriate. 1) When the bandwidth usage is high, the end-host does not send sketchlets. 2) When the number of the accumulated sketchlets reaches a threshold, or the end-host has not sent any sketchlets for a certain period, it will send all the accumulated sketchlets to the network-wide analyzer. The network-wide analyzer reconstructs the sketches as the end-hosts do, and then performs the network-wide analysis.

## 6.2 Network-wide Analysis with SuMax

For the following four network-wide analysis tasks, we need to access different SuMax cells for different tasks. To perform network-wide analysis tasks, we have two steps. First, the network operator detects abnormal end-to-end incidents (e.g., TCP duplicate ACKs, TCP timeout\(^8\)), and report the victim flows to the network-wide control plane analyzer. Second, based on the network topology, the analyzer further investigates the sketches on the switches in the forwarding path of the victim flow as to locate the specific culprit device or link.

### Locating Inflated Latency.

Locating inflated latency refers to finding out the culprit switch, and the victim flow when inflated end-to-end latency occurs. First, the end-host detects abnormal incidents of inflated end-to-end latency, and reports the ID of the victim flow. Second, the analyzer queries the per-hop latency distribution of this flow by accessing the delay cells in the corresponding reconstructed sketches. In this way, it can easily locate the culprit switches with inflated latency (e.g., a switch on which 80% packets have > 10µs latency).

### Locating Packet Drops.

As mentioned above, there are three main packet drops behaviors: random drops, loops, and blackholes. Random drops may result from hardware failures (e.g., faulty interfaces in switches). Loops may result from the mis-configuration of the forwarding table, which leads the packets of the victim flows forever loop among several switches.

Blackholes may result from forwarding entries corruption in culprit switches. After detecting end-to-end packet drops from TCP re-transmission, timeout, or ping probe loss, the end-host (sender) reports the flow ID to the analyzer. To locate the culprit switch, the analyzer queries the victim flow in every sketch on the forwarding path by accessing the flow-size cells. 1) If the flow size suddenly drops to 0 after passing a switch, we report the switch as a blackhole. For example, suppose there are five switches (\( s_1 \sim s_5 \)) on the forwarding path. If the estimated flow sizes on the five switches are 100, 100, 0, 0, respectively, we report \( s_4 \) as a blackhole. 2) If the flow size is abnormally large on several switches, we infer a loop happens on them. For the same example with five switches, if the flow sizes are 100, 100, 5000, 5000, 0, respectively, we infer that \( s_3 \) and \( s_4 \) probably be involved in a loop. 3) If the flow size slightly decreases after passing a switch, we infer that the switch suffers random packet drops. For the same example, if the flow sizes are 100, 100, 95, 95, 95, we infer random packet drops happen on \( s_3 \).

### Locating Abnormal Jitters.

After detecting end-to-end variation in the packet inter-arrival time of a flow, the end-host reports the flow ID to the analyzer. The analyzer queries the maximum inter-arrival time of that flow, and finds out the culprit switches on which the result is abnormally large.

### Finding Abnormal Forwarding Path.

When an end-host receives a packet which carries a sketchlet not belonging to the switches on the expected forwarding path, we report this packet suffers abnormal forwarding.

## 7 Prototype Implementation

In this section, we first describe the workflow and difficulties we face when implementing a LightGuardian prototype on a programmable switch (Tofino-40GbE). On each switch, we develop SuMax and the sketchlet transmission mechanism using P4 [96]. Then we overview the components in the end-hosts: the kernel modules to collect and forward the sketchlets.

### 7.1 SuMax on Programmable Switches

All existing sketches can be implemented in the software (e.g., middleboxes, virtual network appliances, etc.), but most of them cannot be deployed on programmable switches, which limits their applicability outside of cloud networking environments. For LightGuardian, since deployability is crucial to achieving full-visibility in all network environments, we first show that SuMax can be deployed on programmable switches by implementing it on a Tofino-40GbE switch.

#### 7.1.1 Workflow

On the switch, we design the workflow (relevant to LightGuardian) (Figure 3) as follows: we put Decision Making Stage in the ingress pipeline, and Sketching Stage and Sketchlet Generation Stage are placed in the egress pipeline.

The **Decision Making Stage** decides the following:
**Active sketch**, i.e. which sketch should be inserted into. As mentioned in § 5.1, we deploy two SuMax sketches on each switch, and use the *active-bit* to identify the active sketch. Note that the data plane of the switch cannot periodically update the active-bit. Therefore, we run a process in the switch control plane to periodically flip it. As the flipping is asynchronous, we forbid carrying sketchlets in the last second in each measurement interval.

**Fitness for sketchlets**, i.e. whether the packet should carry a sketchlet. The fitness conditions are: 1) the packet is not carrying a sketchlet; 2) For each packet, we use its 5-tuple and its ingress timestamp to calculate a 16-bit hash value (CRC16), and only when the value falls within $[0, \lambda_c, 2^{16}]$, the packet is selected to carry a sketchlet. $\lambda_c$ is a pre-configured parameter, and the second condition is approximately allowing a packet to carry sketchlet with a probability of $\lambda_c$.

**Sketchlets selection.** As described in § 5.3, we use the $k$-chances selection algorithm to select a sketchlet to carry. Thus, we need to randomly select a bit for each bit array. In Tofino switches, we can only achieve pseudo-randomness: we still use CRC16 to generate approximately random numbers, and choose reasonable polynomials of CRC16 to generate multiple approximately independent random numbers. Due to limitation of Tofino switch, we set $k = 1$.

In the **Sketching Stage**, we place two sketches: one idle and one active. Their status is periodically flipped. These two sketches are two match-action tables placed in the egress pipeline, so each packet will pass them sequentially. For each packet, the sketch table checks the active-bit. If the active-bit indicates the current sketch is active, we hash the flow ID to update the corresponding cells to record packet information. The update procedures of SuMax are challenging on Tofino, and we highlight the difficulties below (§ 7.1.2).

The **Sketch Generation Stage** reads the selected sketchlet and writes it into the metadata if the packet is selected.

### 7.1.2 Challenge of Sketching Stage

SuMax records multiple packet attributes (e.g., flow size, delay distribution, last arrival time, maximum inter-arrival time). This requires multiple cells in each bucket. In Tofino switches, the cells in SuMax are stored in *registers*. A switch has 12 *Match-Action Units* (MAU), each of which contains up to two 256KB registers. Since 6 MAUs are used in other stages, only 6 MAUs (12 registers) can be used in the Sketching stage. The main challenge is that, each incoming packet can only access each register exactly once, and each access can only read/write up to 64 consecutive bytes.

Thus, we have to assign the cells in a single bucket to multiple registers. In other words, we need to divide SuMax into parts. We use two examples, the measurement of latency distribution (sum) and that of maximum packet inter-arrival time, to illustrate our solution.

**Latency distribution.** We use the delay part of SuMax to perform this task. As shown in Figure 4, this part consists of $d = 2$ bucket arrays, each of which has $w = 2^{15}$ buckets. Each bucket has $\lambda_d = 4$ sum cells (32-bit), each of which corresponds to a predefined delay range. To make full use of the registers, we observe that:

- The four cells in each bucket should not be assigned to a single register. Since each 256KB register stores up to $2^{16}$ 32-bit cells, using a single register will limit the size of the sketch (up to $2^{14}$), which compromises the accuracy.
- Using four registers to store the four cells in each bucket cannot be implemented on Tofino switch. As each switch has two sketches, each of which contains at least two bucket arrays, so we need at least 16 registers, while at most 12 registers are available in the Sketching stage.

Thus, we propose to use one register to store two cells in each bucket, as shown in Figure 4. We divide each bucket array into two registers, the first contains the first two cells of each bucket, and the second contains the remaining two cells. We group 4 cells in the same column into a sketchlet. In this way, either the active or the idle sketch is updated, each register is accessed *only once* for a packet.

**Packet inter-arrival time** is a task of measuring the maximum value, and its implementation is much easier. As shown in Figure 4, we set $d = 4$ and $w = 2^{16}$. For each bucket array, all 32-bit interval-cells are assigned to one register. We still group the 4 interval-cells in the same column into a sketchlet.

### 7.2 End-host Components

LightGuardian needs to implement three functions on the end-hosts: sending packets, receiving packets, reconstruction and performing analysis.
We conduct the experiments using the following metrics: ARE, RR, PR, \( F_1 \) Score, RE, and WMRE. We explain the details of these metrics in Appendix C.

## 8 Experimental Results

We conduct extensive experiments on a testbed described in § 7. We focus on the following four key issues.

- **How accurate can our SuMax sketch measure per-flow statistics?** We implement our SuMax sketch using C++, and use the CAIDA datasets to evaluate the accuracy of SuMax for seven measurement tasks.

- **How much is the overhead of sending and aggregating sketchlets?** We generate network traffic following the widely used traffic distributions (WEB [97] and DCTCP [98]). We evaluate the aggregation time, the bandwidth overhead, and the impact on network performance (e.g., RTT, FCT).

- **How accurate can LightGuardian detect network anomalies?** We use mininet to simulate a network, and evaluate the accuracy of LightGuardian in locating blackholes, loops, and abnormal jitters.

- **Is LightGuardian resilient to network failures?** We evaluate the performance of LightGuardian when end-hosts fail, or some sketchlets are missing.

We conduct the experiments using the following metrics: ARE, RR, PR, \( F_1 \) Score, RE, and WMRE. We explain the details of these metrics in Appendix C.

### 8.1 Experiments on SuMax

We use the anonymized IP traces collected in 2018 from CAIDA [99]. The dataset contains 6M packets belonging to 0.9M different flows. We set \( d = 3 \) by default, which means there are 3 bucket arrays in SuMax.

**Flow size estimation (Figure 5a):** We find that the accuracy of SuMax is higher than CM and close to CU. When using 96KB of memory, the ARE of SuMax is 6.78 times lower than CM, and 1.75 times higher than CU. We further study how the flow sizes affect the accuracy (see Figure 11a in Appendix D.1), and find that the results hold for both large and small flows.

**Robustness (Figure 5b-5e):** We find that partially reconstructed SuMax can provide accurate estimation. We set the memory to 768KB and measure the valid query rate and the ARE of the largest 1K flows. The results show that 55% reconstructed SuMax can report >90% valid results with <0.1 ARE, and 80% reconstructed SuMax can report >99% valid results with <0.01 ARE.

**Other device-local tasks (Figure 5d-5e):** We find that besides flow size estimation, SuMax also achieves good performance in other device-local measurement tasks, including estimating cardinality, flow size distribution (see Figure 11c in Appendix D.1), and entropy.

**Delay distribution (Figure 5f):** We find that the accuracy of SuMax is higher than CM and close to CU. We generate the delay of each packet according to the chi-square distribution. We set \( \lambda_d = 8 \) and vary \( w \) from \( 2^{10} \) to \( 2^{17} \). For other delay distribution, please refer to Figure 12a-12e in Appendix D.1.

**Maximum inter-arrival time (Figure 5g):** We find that SuMax achieves <10 ARE when using more than 6MB of memory, and <0.3 ARE when using more than 12MB of memory. Since when abnormal incidents happen, the maximum inter-arrival time will rapidly increase dozens or hundreds times, <10 ARE is accurate enough to locate problems. We further study how the flow sizes affect the accuracy (see Figure 12h in Appendix D.1), and find that the results hold for both large and small flows.

**P-chance Selection (Figure 5h):** We find that \( k\text{-p-chance Selection} \) can effectively reduce the number of packets required by the reconstruction process. According to the results, a larger \( k \) goes with fewer required packets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our algorithm. We also find that the larger \( w \), the better the optimization effect.

We further study the memory overhead of SuMax, and find that its memory overhead grows sub-linearly with the network scale, which guarantees the scalability of LightGuardian (see Figure 11b and Table 3 in Appendix D.1).

### 8.2 Testbed Experiments

We evaluate LightGuardian on the testbed described in § 7. Take the delay distribution measurement task as an instance, the SuMax sketch we used contains \( d = 2 \) bucket arrays, each of which has \( w = 2^{15} \) buckets, and each bucket contains 4
We also study how the carrying probability affects the network. We vary the bandwidth usage from 0% to 90%, and measure the average per-hop latency of $10^4$ packets using the `ping -f` instruction. The results show that at 0% traffic load, after deploying LightGuardian, per-hop latency increases 1.6μs. At 90% load, per-hop latency increases at most 3.1μs.

**Reconstruction rate v.s. traffic load (Figure 6d):** We find that the sketches in LightGuardian can be quickly reconstructed. We use 90% of the total bandwidth and measure the reconstruction rate on each switch over time. The results show that under workload W1, the analyzer aggregates 90% sketchlets on the edge switches, the aggregation switches, and the core switches in 1.3, 1.7 and 2.1 seconds, respectively; and it aggregates 99% sketchlets in 2.1, 2.8 and 3.6 seconds, respectively. The results under workload W2 (as shown in Figure 14a in Appendix D.3) are similar. Other results related to sketch reconstruction are shown in Figure 14c-14d in Appendix D.3.

### 8.3 Simulations

#### 8.3.1 Simulations on Mininet

We evaluate LightGuardian’s performance in locating blackholes, loops, and abnormal jitters through Mininet case studies. Our setup in Mininet consists of 16 hosts, 20 switches, and 48 links in a Fat-Tree topology. We only show the results as F1 scores. For more specific PR and RR results, please refer to Appendix D.2.

**Locating blackholes (Figure 7a):** We find that LightGuardian achieves high accuracy in locating blackholes. We randomly generate 10M packets belonging to 0.1M different flows. We create two blackholes by shutting down two links. And we reconstruct the sketches in a fixed time interval (5s) into sketches. For each flow, we query it in the reconstructed sketches to locate the culprit switches where the ratio $f$ is below a threshold. Here, for any switch, $P$ is the estimated flow size, and $L$ is the estimated flow size in the last-hop switch. The results show that when using 0.8MB of memory (216 buckets), F1 score can reach 0.99.
Locating loops (Figure 7b): We find that LightGuardian achieves high accuracy in locating loops. We randomly generate 10M packets belonging to 0.1M different flows, and let 10% flows loop between two randomly selected adjacent switches. For each flow, we query it in the reconstructed sketches and locate the switches where \( \frac{b}{l} \) exceeds a threshold. The results show that when using 0.8MB of memory, F1 score reaches about 0.99.

Locating abnormal jitters (Figure 7c): We find that LightGuardian achieves high accuracy in locating abnormal jitters. We randomly generate 10M packets belonging to 10K different flows. To simulate jitters on the switch, we randomly choose two links, and split each of them into two parallel links with different speed. In this way, the flows passing through the slow link will suffer jitters, which leads to a sharp increase in their inter-arrival time in the next-hop switch. The results show that when using more than 20KB of memory, the F1 score is close to 1.

8.3.2 Simulations for Robustness

Next, we focus on the robustness of LightGuardian. The network topology here is the same as Mininet. We set \( w = 2^{16} \). And in each experiment, we randomly select \( \lambda_b \) end-hosts and shut them down. Then we observe how many sketches can be fully-reconstructed (recovered) in the global analyzer. The metrics we used here are: 1) Full-Recovery Rate (FRR): the probability of recovering all sketches; 2) Recovering-Sketch Rate (RSR): the ratio of the number of recovered sketches to the number of all sketches; From Figure 7d, we find that our system is robust to survive several device failures. When \( \lambda_b = 4 \), the FRR is still >60%. Even if half of the end-hosts break down (\( \lambda_b = 8 \)), the analyzer still stands a chance of recovering all sketches (FRR > 0). And the RSR slowly decreases as \( \lambda_b \) increases. When \( \lambda_b = 7 \), the analyzer can reconstruct more than 90% sketches.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present LightGuardian, a full-visibility, lightweight, in-band network telemetry system. LightGuardian designs the SuMax sketch to capture per-flow per-hop statistics on the programmable data plane, and use the constant-sized sketchlet to aggregate the statistics to any end-host, which can then perform both the device-local and the network-wide analysis. Experiments on a testbed and mininet simulations show that our system is able to perform 4 local measurement tasks, 3 network-wide tasks, and 3 anomalies locating tasks with high accuracy and consistently low overhead.

In the future work, we plan to design a mechanism to automatically adjust the system parameters according to the current traffic characteristics; we plan to conduct large-scale simulations; we plan to design and evaluate other methods of transferring sketches; we plan to offload the reconstruction and forwarding modules in end-host to smart NIC; we plan to deploy our system in cloud networking; and we also plan to use our measurement results to further improve the performance of congestion control, load balancing, and traffic scheduling.
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APPENDIX

A Algorithm

Algorithm 1: Insertion of SuMax sketch

Input: A new packet \( (f, \alpha, \beta) \);
1 \( \omega \leftarrow +\infty; \)
2 for \( i = 0 \rightarrow d - 1 \) do
3 \hspace{1em} \text{if } \mathcal{A}_{\text{sum}} [\mathcal{H}_i (f)] + \alpha < \omega \text{ then}
4 \hspace{2em} \omega \leftarrow \mathcal{A}_{\text{sum}} [\mathcal{H}_i (f)] + \alpha ;
5 \hspace{1em} \mathcal{A}_{\text{sum}} [\mathcal{H}_i (f)] \leftarrow \omega ;
6 \hspace{1em} \text{else if } \mathcal{A}_{\text{sum}} [\mathcal{H}_i (f)] < \omega \text{ then}
7 \hspace{2em} \mathcal{A}_{\text{sum}} [\mathcal{H}_i (f)] \leftarrow \omega ;
8 \hspace{1em} \text{end}
9 \mathcal{A}^{\text{max}} [\mathcal{H}_i (f)] \leftarrow \max \{ \beta, \mathcal{A}^{\text{max}} [\mathcal{H}_i (f)] \};
10 \text{end}

B Proof of Theorem 6.1

Theorem B.1 After receiving sketchesets with a ratio of \( \theta \), SuMax can report valid results with a ratio of \( (1 - (1 - \theta)^d) \).
Specifically, when the result is valid, the estimated flow size has the following error bounds:

\[
\Pr \{ |\hat{n}_f - n_f| > \epsilon \} < \frac{(m w + 1 - \theta)^d - (1 - \theta)^d}{1 - (1 - \theta)^d},
\]
where \( d \) and \( w \) are parameters of SuMax (see Table 2), \( n_f \) and \( \hat{n}_f \) are the real and estimated flow size, and \( m \) is the number of inserted packets.

Proof B.1 Let \( \mathcal{A}_1 [\mathcal{H}_1 (f)], \cdots, \mathcal{A}_d [\mathcal{H}_d (f)] \) be the values of \( d \) mapped buckets. Let \( \mathcal{V}_1, \cdots, \mathcal{V}_d \) be \( d \) indicating random variables, where \( \mathcal{V}_i \) indicates whether the \( i \)-th mapped bucket is received. Since the reported result of SuMax is valid as long as at least one bucket is received, the probability of acquiring a valid result is:

\[
\Pr \{ \text{valid} \} = \Pr \{ \mathcal{V}_1 = 1 \lor \cdots \lor \mathcal{V}_d = 1 \} = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{d} \Pr \{ \mathcal{V}_i = 0 \} = 1 - (1 - \theta)^d
\]

The expected number of packets mapped to each bucket is \( \frac{m}{w} + n_f \). Since SuMax uses a conservative update method, not every packet increments the value of the bucket. Thus the value of each bucket satisfies:

\[
\mathbb{E}(\mathcal{A}_i [\mathcal{H}_i (f)]) \leq \frac{m}{w} + n_f
\]

According to the Markov inequality, we can derive that:

\[
\Pr \{ |\mathcal{A}_i [\mathcal{H}_i (f)] - n_f| > \epsilon \} < \frac{\mathbb{E}(\mathcal{A}_i [\mathcal{H}_i (f)] - n_f)}{\epsilon} < \frac{m}{w \epsilon}
\]

According to the total probability rule, we have

\[
\Pr \{ |\hat{n}_f - n_f| > \epsilon \} = \sum_{i=1}^{d} \Pr \{ \zeta_i \} \cdot \Pr \{ |\hat{n}_f - n_f| > \epsilon \mid \zeta_i \}
\]

\[
< \sum_{i=1}^{d} \left( \frac{\epsilon}{\epsilon} \right)^{d-i} \left( \frac{m}{w} \right)^i \frac{(m w + 1 - \theta)^d - (1 - \theta)^d}{1 - (1 - \theta)^d}
\]

where \( \zeta_i \) indicates that there are \( i \) valid buckets after the reconstruction process.

C Evaluation Metrics

1) Average Relative Error (ARE): \( \frac{1}{|\Psi|} \sum_{f_i \in \Psi} \frac{|n_i - \hat{n}_i|}{n_i} \), where \( n_i \) is the real statistics of flow \( f_i \), \( \hat{n}_i \) is the estimated statistics of flow \( f_i \), and \( \Psi \) is the flow set.
2) Recall Rate (RR): The ratio of the number of correctly reported instances to the number of all correct instances.
3) Precision Rate (PR): The ratio of the number of correctly reported instances to the number of all reported instances.
4) \( F_1 \) Score: \( \frac{2 \times \text{Recall} \times \text{Precision}}{\text{Recall} + \text{Precision}} \).
5) Relative Error (RE): \( \frac{|\text{Est.} - \text{True}|}{\text{True}} \), where Est. and True are the estimated and true statistics, respectively.
6) Weighted Mean Relative Error (WMRE) [42, 93]: \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{|n_i - \hat{n}_i|}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} n_i} \), where \( n_i \) and \( \hat{n}_i \) are the real and estimated event probabilities respectively, and \( z \) is the number of events.

D Additional Experimental Results

D.1 Experiments on SuMax

Flow size estimation (Figure 11a): We find that the ARE of SuMax is higher to CM and close to CU. When using 768KB of memory, the ARE of SuMax is 17.1 times lower than CM and only 0.1 times higher than CU. When using 3MB of memory, the ARE of SuMax is lower than CM and close to CU, which means SuMax has a stable performance. Figure 12a-12b show that the WMRE of SuMax is lower than CM and close to CU. Figure 12c-12e show that when using 6MB of memory and varying the top-k flows, the WMRE of SuMax is similar to CU and lower than CM.

Memory overhead (Figure 11b): We find that the memory overhead of SuMax grows sub-linearly with the number of generated packets, which guarantees the scalability of Light-Guardian. We conduct this experiment in the flow size estimation task. We vary the number of generated packets in the network, and record how much memory SuMax needs to achieve 0.01 ARE. Table 3 further studies the memory overhead of SuMax in various tasks.

Delay distribution (Figure 12a-12e): We find that for different datasets, SuMax always achieves performance similar to CU. Figure 12a-12b show that the WMRE of SuMax is lower than CM and close to CU, which means SuMax has a stable performance. Figure 12c-12e show that when using 6MB of memory and varying the top-k flows, the WMRE of SuMax is similar to CU and lower than CM.

Last arrival time (Figure 12f-12g): We find that when using 768KB of memory, the Average Absolute Error (AAE) is less than 12ms; and when using 3MB of memory, the AAE is less than 1.5ms. Figure 12g further illustrated that when using
768KB of memory, the estimated results are absolutely correct for 87% packets.

Table 3: Memory usage of SuMax in various tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Target error</th>
<th>Memory (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow size estimation</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>~ 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow size distribution</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinality</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>~ 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>~ 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay distribution</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>~ 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max inter-arrival</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>~ 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last arrival time</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>~ 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D.2 Simulations on Mininet

We demonstrate the specific PR and RR experimental results in § 8.3.

![Figure 8: Accuracy of locating blackholes.](image)

Locating blackholes (Figure 8a-8b): We find that LightGuardian achieve high accuracy in locating blackholes. The results show that higher threshold goes with lower PR and higher RR. When using 800KB of memory (2^{16} buckets), the PR and RR reach 0.982 ~ 0.997 and 0.998 ~ 0.999 respectively.

![Figure 9: Accuracy of locating loops.](image)

Locating loops (Figure 9a-9b): We find that LightGuardian achieve high accuracy in locating loops. The results show that higher threshold goes with higher PR and lower RR. When using more than 500KB of memory, both PR and RR are close to 1.0. When using 50KB of memory (2^{12} buckets), the PR and RR reach 0.998 ~ 0.999 and 0.994 ~ 0.999 respectively.

D.3 Testbed Experiments

We further extend the experiments in § 8.2.

Bandwidth overhead v.s. \( \lambda_c \) (Figure 13a): We find that the bandwidth overhead of LightGuardian can be dynamically adjusted by the carrying probability \( \lambda_c \). We vary the carrying probability \( \lambda_c \) from \( \frac{1}{32} \) to \( \frac{8}{32} \), and measure the bandwidth overhead. The results show that compared with INT, LightGuardian only uses 1.5% to 12.4% bandwidth. When the average packet size becomes smaller (e.g., when encountering DDoS attacks) and the number of the packets increases, our LightGuardian can adjust the bandwidth overhead by reducing \( \lambda_c \). INT does not have this ability.

Required time (RT) v.s. \( \lambda_c \) (Figure 13b): We find that the time required to construct the sketches can be dynamically adjusted by the carrying probability \( \lambda_c \). We generate 36Gbps traffic between two end-hosts in the same rack, and vary \( \lambda_c \) from \( \frac{1}{32} \) to \( \frac{8}{32} \). The results show that as \( \lambda_c \) increases, the required time decreases.

Required packets (RP) v.s. \( \lambda_c \) (Figure 13c): We find that the packets required to reconstruct the sketches can be dynamically adjusted by the carrying probability \( \lambda_c \). The results show that the packets required to aggregate 90% and 99% sketchlets is negatively correlated to \( \lambda_c \).

FCT v.s. flow size (Figure 14b): We find that LightGuardian has little impact on the FCT for the flows of any size. We measure the average FCT of flows of different sizes under 90% traffic load. We divide the flows into five groups according to their sizes: (0, 0.01MB), (0.01, 0.1MB), (0.1MB, 1MB), (1MB, 10MB) and (10MB, 100MB), and calculate the average FCT of each group. The results show that even for the flows of 100MB, the average FCT is no more than 40ms.

RP/RT v.s. w (Figure 14c-14d): We find that the required packets and the required time to reconstruct the sketches can be dynamically adjusted by \( w \). We vary the number of sketchlets on the TOR switch from \( 2^{12} \) to \( 2^{16} \) and measure the number of the required packets and the required time to achieve certain reconstruction rates. The results show that both the required time and the required packets grow linearly with the number of sketchlets.
Figure 11: Experimental results of the SuMax sketch in device-local tasks.

Figure 12: Experimental results of the SuMax sketch in network-wide tasks.

Figure 13: Impact of carrying probability $\lambda_c$.

Figure 14: Experimental results on the testbed.
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Abstract

Bandwidth testing measures the access bandwidth of end hosts, which is crucial to emerging Internet applications for network-aware content delivery. However, today’s bandwidth testing services (BTSes) are slow and costly—the tests take a long time to run, consume excessive data usage at the client side, and/or require large-scale test server deployments. The inefficiency and high cost of BTSes root in their methodologies that use excessive temporal and spatial redundancies for combating noises in Internet measurement.

This paper presents FastBTS to make BTS fast and cheap while maintaining high accuracy. The key idea of FastBTS is to accommodate and exploit the noise rather than repetitively and exhaustively suppress the impact of noise. This is achieved by a novel statistical sampling framework (termed fuzzy rejection sampling). We build FastBTS as an end-to-end BTS that implements fuzzy rejection sampling based on elastic bandwidth probing and denoised sampling from high-fidelity windows, together with server selection and multi-homing support. Our evaluation shows that with only 30 test servers, FastBTS achieves the same level of accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art BTS (SpeedTest.net) that deploys \(\sim\)12,000 servers. Most importantly, FastBTS makes bandwidth tests 5.6× faster and 10.7× more data-efficient.

1 Introduction

Access link bandwidth of Internet users commonly constitutes the bottleneck of Internet content delivery, especially for emerging applications like AR/VR. In traditional residential broadband networks, the access bandwidth is largely stable and matches ISPs’ service plans [9, 14, 15]. In recent years, however, it becomes less transparent and more dynamic, driven by virtual network operators (VNOs), user mobility, and infrastructure dynamics [21].

To effectively measure the access bandwidth, bandwidth testing services (BTSes) have been widely developed and deployed. BTSes serve as a core component of many applications that conduct network-aware content delivery [1, 31]. BTSes’ data are cited in government reports, trade press [37], and ISPs’ advertisements [29]; they play a key role in ISP customers’ decision making [39]. During COVID-19, BTSes are top “home networking tips” to support telework [11, 12]. The following lists a few common use cases of BTSes:

- VNO has been a popular operation model that resells network services from base carrier(s). The shared nature of VNOs and their complex interactions with the base carriers make it challenging to ensure service qualities [69, 72, 78]. Many ISPs and VNOs today either build their own BTSes [2], or recommend end users to use public BTSes. For example, SpeedTest.net, a popular BTS, serves more than 500M unique visitors per year [4].
- Wireless access is becoming ubiquitous, exhibiting heterogeneous and dynamic performance. To assist users to locate good coverage areas, cellular carriers offer “performance maps” [16], and several commercial products (e.g., WiFiMaster used by 800M mobile devices [31]) employ crowd-sourced measurements to probe bandwidth.
- Emerging bandwidth-hungry apps (e.g., UHD videos and VR/AR), together with bandwidth-fluctuating access networks (e.g., 5G), make BTSes an integral component of modern mobile platforms. For example, the newly released Android 11 provides 5G apps with a bandwidth estimation API that offers “a rough guide of the expected peak bandwidth for the first hop of the given transport [20].”

Most of today’s BTSes work in three steps: (1) setup, (2) bandwidth probing, and (3) bandwidth estimation. During the setup process, the user client measures its latency to a number of candidate test servers and selects one or more servers with low latency. Then, it probes the available bandwidth by uploading and downloading large files to and from the test server(s) and records the measured throughput as samples. Finally, it estimates the overall downlink/uplink bandwidth.

The key challenge of BTSes is to deal with noises of Internet measurements incurred by congestion control, link sharing, etc. Spatially, the noise inflates as the distance (the routing hop count) increases between the user client and test server. Temporally, the throughput samples may be constantly fluctuating over time—the shorter the test duration is, the severer impact on throughput samples the noise can induce. An effective BTS needs to accurately and efficiently measure the access bandwidth from noisy throughput samples.

Today’s BTSes are slow and costly. For example, a 5G bandwidth test using SpeedTest.net for a 1.15 Gbps downlink takes 15 seconds of time and incurs 1.94 GB of data usage on end users in order to achieve satisfying test accuracy. To deploy an effective BTS, hundreds to thousands of test servers are typically needed. Such a level of cost (both at the
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client and server sides) and long test duration prevent BTSes from being a foundational, ubiquitous Internet service for high-speed, metered networks. Based on our measurements and reverse engineering of 20 commercial BTSes (§2), we find that the inefficiency and cost of these BTSes fundamentally root in their methodology of relying on temporal and/or spatial redundancy to deal with noises:

- Temporally, most BTSes rely on a *flooding-based* bandwidth probing approach, which simply injects an excessive number of packets to ensure that the bottleneck link is saturated by test data rather than noise data. Also, their test processes often intentionally last for a long time to ensure the convergence of the probing algorithm.

- Spatially, many BTSes deploy dense, redundant test servers close to the probing client, in order to avoid “long-distance” noises. For example, FAST.com and SpeedTest.net deploy ~1,000 and ~12,000 geo-distributed servers, respectively, while WiFiMaster controversially exploits a large Internet content provider’s CDN server pool.

In this paper, we present FastBTS to make BTS fast and cheap while maintaining high accuracy. Our key idea is to accommodate and exploit the noise through a novel statistical sampling framework, which eliminates the need for long test duration and exhaustive resource usage for suppressing the impact of noise. Our insight is that the workflow of BTS can be modeled as a process of *acceptance-rejection sampling* [43] (or *rejection sampling* for short). During a test, a sequence of throughput samples are generated by bandwidth probing and exhibit a measured distribution $P(x)$, where $x$ denotes the throughput value of a sample. They are filtered by the bandwidth estimation algorithm, in the form of an acceptance-rejection function (ARF), which retains the accepted samples and discards the rejected samples to model the target distribution $T(x)$ for calculating the final test result.

The key challenge of FastBTS is that $T(x)$ cannot be known beforehand. Hence, we cannot apply traditional rejection sampling algorithm that assumes a $T(x)$ and uses it as an input. In practice, our extensive measurement results show that, while the noise samples are scattered across a wide throughput interval, the true samples tend to concentrate within a narrow throughput interval (termed as a *crucial interval*). Therefore, one can reasonably model $T(x)$ using the crucial interval, as long as $T(x)$ is persistently covered by $P(x)$. We name the above-described technique *fuzzy rejection sampling*.

FastBTS implements fuzzy rejection sampling with the architecture shown in Figure 1. First, it narrows down $P(x)$ as the boundary of $T(x)$ to bootstrap $T(x)$ modeling. This is done by an Elastic Bandwidth Probing (EBP) mechanism to tune the transport-layer data probing rate based on its deviation from the currently-estimated bandwidth. Second, we design a Crucial Interval Sampling (CIS) algorithm, acting as the ARF, to efficiently calculate the optimal crucial interval with throughput samples (*i.e.*, performing denoised sampling from high-fidelity throughput windows). Also, the Data-driven Server Selection (DSS) and Adaptive Multi-Homing (AMH) mechanisms are used to establish multiple parallel connections with different test servers when necessary. DSS and AMH together can help saturate the access link, so that $T(x)$ can be accurately modeled in a short time, even when the access bandwidth exceeds the capability of each test server.

We have built FastBTS as an end-to-end BTS, consisting of the FastBTS app for clients, and a Linux kernel module for test servers. We deploy the FastBTS backend using 30 geo-distributed budget servers, and the FastBTS app on 100+ diverse client hosts. Our key evaluation results are:

- On the same testbed, FastBTS yields 5%–72% higher average accuracy than the other BTSes under diverse network scenarios (including 5G), while incurring 2.3–8.5× shorter test duration and 3.7–14.2× less data usage.

- Employing only 30 test servers, FastBTS achieves comparable accuracy compared with the production system of SpeedTest.net with ~12,000 test servers, while incurring 5.6× shorter test duration and 10.7× less data usage.

- FastBTS flows incur little (<6%) interference to concurrent non-BTS flows—EBP only ramps up fast when the data rate is well below the available bandwidth; it slowly grows the data rate when it is about to hit the bottleneck bandwidth.

To benefit the community, we have released all the source code at https://FastBTS.github.io and an online prototype system at http://FastBTS.tucloud.com.

2 Understanding State-of-The-Art BTSes

2.1 Methodology

We measure a BTS using the following metrics: (1) *Test Accuracy* measures how well the result (r) reported by a BTS matches the ground-truth bandwidth $R$. We calculate the accuracy as $\frac{r}{R}$. In practice, we observe that all BTSes (including FastBTS) tend to underestimate the bottleneck bandwidth due to factors like TCP slow start and congestion control, so the accuracy values are less than 1.0. (2) *Test Duration* measures...
the time needed to perform a bandwidth test—from starting a bandwidth test to returning the test result. (3) Data Usage measures the consumed network traffic for a test. This metric is of particular importance to metered LTE and 5G links. 

**Obtaining ground truth.** Measuring test accuracy requires ground-truth data. However, it is challenging to know all the ground-truth bandwidths for large measurements. We use best possible estimations for different types of access links:

- **Wired LANs for in-lab experiments.** We regard the (known) physical link bandwidth, with the impact of (our injected) cross traffic properly considered, as the ground truth.

- **Commercial residential broadband and cloud networks.** We collect the bandwidth claimed by the ISPs or cloud service providers from the service contract, denoted as $T_c$. We then verify $T_c$ by conducting long-lived bulk data transfers (average value denoted as $T_B$) before and after a bandwidth test. In more than 90% of our experiments, $T_B$ and $T_c$ match, with their difference being less than 5%; thus, we regard $T_c$ as the ground truth. Otherwise, we choose to use $T_B$.

- **Cellular networks (LTE and 5G).** Due to a lack of $T_c$ and the high dynamics of cellular links, we leverage the results provided by SpeedTest.net as a baseline reference. Being the state-of-the-art BTS that owns a massive number of (~12,000) test servers across the globe, SpeedTest.net’s results are widely considered as a close approximation to the ground-truth bandwidth [33, 36, 38, 41, 50, 73].

### 2.2 Analyzing Deployed BTSes

We study 20 deployed BTSes, including 18 widely-used, web-based BTSes and 2 Android 11 BTS APIs. We run the 20 BTSes on three different PCs and four different smartphones listed in Table 1 (WiFiMaster and Android APIs are only run on smartphones). To understand the implementation of these BTSes, we jointly analyze: (1) the network traffic (recorded during each test), (2) the client-side code, and (3) vendors’ documentation. A typical analysis workflow is as follows. We first examine the network traffic to reveal which server(s) the client interacts with during the test, as well as their interaction durations. We then inspect the captured HTTP(S) transactions to interpret the client’s interactions with the server(s) such as server selection and file transfer. We also inspect client-side code (typically in JavaScript). However, this attempt may not always succeed due to code obfuscation used by some BTSes like SpeedTest. In this case, we use the Chrome developer tool to monitor the entire test process in the debug mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC-1</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Residential broadband</td>
<td>100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-2</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Residential broadband</td>
<td>100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-3</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Residential broadband</td>
<td>100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung GS9</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>LTE (60Mhz/1.9Ghz)</td>
<td>60–100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi XM8</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>LTE (40Mhz/1.8Ghz)</td>
<td>58–89 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung GS10</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>5G (400Mhz/28Ghz)</td>
<td>0.9–1.2 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei HV30</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>5G (160Mhz/2.6Ghz)</td>
<td>0.4–0.7 Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Client devices used for testing the 20 BTSes. The test results are obtained from SpeedTest.net.

With the above efforts, we are able to “reverse engineer” the implementations of all the 20 BTSes.

Our analysis shows that a bandwidth test in these BTSes is typically done in three phases: (1) setup, (2) bandwidth probing, and (3) bandwidth estimation. In the setup phase, the BTS sends a list of candidate servers (based on the client’s IP address or geo-location) to the client who then PINGs each candidate server over HTTP(S). Next, based on the servers’ PING latency, the client selects one or more candidate servers to perform file transfer(s) to collect throughput samples. The BTS processes the samples and returns the result to the user.

### 2.3 Measurement Results

We select 9 (out of 20) representative BTSes for more in-depth characterizations, as listed in Table 2. These 9 selected BTSes well cover different designs (in terms of the key bandwidth test logic) of the remaining 11 ones. We deploy a large-scale testbed to comprehensively profile 8 representative BTSes, except Android API-A (we will discuss it separately). Our testbed is deployed on 108 geo-distributed VMs from multiple public cloud services providers (CSPs, including Azure, AWS, Ali Cloud, Digital Ocean, Vultr, and Tencent Cloud) as the client hosts. Note that we mainly employ VMs as client hosts because they are globally distributed and easy to deploy. Per their service agreements, the CSPs offer three types of access link bandwidths: 1 Mbps, 10 Mbps, and 100 Mbps (36 VMs each). The ground truth in Figure 2c is obtained according to the methodology in §2.1. We denote one test group as using one VM to run back-to-back bandwidth tests across all the 8 BTSes in a random order. We perform in one day 3,240 groups of tests, i.e., 108 VMs × 3 different time-of-day (0:00, 8:00, and 16:00) × 10 repetitions.

We summarize our results in Table 2. We discover that all but one of the BTSes adopt flooding-based approaches to combat the test noises from a temporal perspective, leading to enormous data usage. Meanwhile, they differ in many aspects: (1) bandwidth probing mechanism, (2) bandwidth estimation algorithm, (3) connection management strategy, (4) server selection policy, and (5) server pool size.

### 2.4 Case Studies

We present our case studies of five major BTSes with the largest user bases selected from Table 2.
**Table 2**: A brief summary of the 9 representative BTSes. “Testbed” and “5G” denote the large-scale cloud-based testbed and the 5G scenario, respectively. * means that WiFiMaster and Android API-B share the similar bandwidth test logic with ThinkBroadBand (TBB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BTS</th>
<th># Servers</th>
<th>Bandwidth Test Logic</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Accuracy (Testbed / 5G)</th>
<th>Data Usage (Testbed / 5G)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBB</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>average throughput in all connections</td>
<td>8 s</td>
<td>0.59 / 0.31</td>
<td>42 MB / 481 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpeedOf</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>average throughput in the last connection</td>
<td>8–230 s</td>
<td>0.76 / 0.22</td>
<td>61 MB / 256 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWP</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>average throughput in the fastest connection</td>
<td>13 s</td>
<td>0.81 / 0.35</td>
<td>74 MB / 524 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STest</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>average throughput in all connections</td>
<td>20 s</td>
<td>0.89 / 0.81</td>
<td>194 MB / 2,013 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTest</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>average throughput in all connections</td>
<td>15–30 s</td>
<td>0.86 / 0.53</td>
<td>122 MB / 663 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinity</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>average throughput in all connections</td>
<td>12 s</td>
<td>0.82 / 0.67</td>
<td>107 MB / 835 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>~1,000</td>
<td>average throughput in all connections</td>
<td>8–30 s</td>
<td>0.80 / 0.72</td>
<td>45 MB / 903 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpeedTest</td>
<td>~12,000</td>
<td>average throughput in all connections</td>
<td>15 s</td>
<td>0.96 / 0.92</td>
<td>150 MB / 1,972 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Android API-A**: directly calculate using system configs < 10 ms NA / 0.09 0 / 0

**API-B, testMobileDownload**: works in a similar way as ThinkBroadBand. It requires the app developer to provide the test servers and the test files.

**TBB** [28]. The ThinkBroadBand BTS first selects a test server with the lowest latency to the client among its server pool. Then, it starts an 8-second bandwidth test by delivering a 20-MB file towards the client; if the file transfer takes less than 8 seconds, the test is repeated to collect more data points. After the 8 seconds, it calculates the average throughput (i.e., data transfer rate) during the whole test process as the estimated bandwidth.

**WiFiMaster** [31]. WiFiMaster’s BTS is largely the same as that of ThinkBroadBand. The main difference lies in the test server pool. Instead of deploying a dedicated test server pool, WiFiMaster exploits the CDN servers of a large Internet content provider (Tencent) for frequent bandwidth tests. It directly downloads fixed-size (~47 MB) software packages as the test files and measures the average download speed as the estimated bandwidth.

Our measurements show that the accuracy of ThinkBroadBand and WiFiMaster is low. The accuracy is merely 0.59, because the single HTTP connection during the test can easily be affected by network spikes and link congestion which lead to significant underestimation. In addition, using the average throughput for bandwidth estimation cannot rule out the impact of slow start and thus requires a long test duration.

**Android APIs** [1,3]. To cater to the needs of bandwidth estimation for bandwidth-hungry apps (e.g., UHD videos and VR/AR) over 5G, Android 11 offers two “Bandwidth Estimator” APIs to “make it easier to check bandwidth for uploading and downloading content [1]”.

API-A, `getLinkDownstreamBandwidthKbps`, statically calculates the access bandwidth by “taking into account link parameters (radio technology, allocated channels, etc.)” [20]”. It uses a pre-defined dictionary (KEY_BANDWIDTH_STRING_ARRAY) to map device hardware information to bandwidth values. For example, if the end-user’s device is connected to the new-radio non-standalone mmWave 5G network, API-A searches the dictionary which records NR_NSA_MMWAVE:145000,60000, indicating that the downlink bandwidth is 145,000 Kbps and the uplink bandwidth is 60,000 Kbps. This API provides a static “start-up on idle” estimation [1]. We test the performance of API-A in a similar manner as introduced in §2.3 with the 5G phones in Table 1. The results show that API-A bears rather poor accuracy (0.09) in realistic scenarios.

API-B, `testMobileDownload`, works in a similar way as ThinkBroadBand. It requires the app developer to provide the test servers and the test files.

**FAST** [10] is an advanced BTS with a pool of about 1,000 test servers. It employs a two-step server selection process: the client first picks five nearby servers based on its IP address, and then PINGs these five candidates to select the latency-wise nearest server for the bandwidth probing phase.

FAST progressively increases the concurrency according to the client network condition during the test. The client starts with a 25-MB file over a single connection. When the throughput reaches 0.5 Mbps, a new connection is created to transfer another 25-MB file. Similarly, at 1 Mbps, a third connection is established. For each connection, when the file transfer completes, it repeatedly requests another 25-MB file (the concurrency level never decreases).

FAST estimates the bandwidth as follows. As shown in Figure 2a, it collects a throughput sample every 200 ms, and maintains a 2-second window consisting of 10 most recent samples. After 5 seconds, FAST checks whether the in-window throughput samples are stable: $s_{\text{max}} - s_{\text{min}} \leq 3\% \cdot S_{\text{avg}}$, where $s_{\text{max}}$, $s_{\text{min}}$, and $S_{\text{avg}}$ correspond to the maximum, minimum, and average value across all samples in the window, respectively. If the above inequality holds, FAST terminates the test and returns $S_{\text{avg}}$. Otherwise, the test will continue until reaching a time limit of 30 seconds; at that time, the last 2-second window’s $S_{\text{avg}}$ will be returned to the user.

Unfortunately, our results show that the accuracy of FAST is still unsatisfactory. The average accuracy is 0.80, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 2c. We ascribe this to two reasons: (1) Though FAST owns ~1,000 servers, they are mostly located in the US and Canada. Thus, FAST can hardly assign a nearby server to clients outside North America. In fact, FAST achieves relatively high average accuracy (0.92) when serving the clients in North America; however, it has quite low accuracy (0.74) when measuring the access link bandwidth of the clients in other places around the world. (2) We observe that FAST’s window-based mechanism for early generation of the test result is vulnerable to throughput fluctuations. Under unstable network conditions, FAST can only use throughput samples in the last two seconds (rather than the entire
FastBTS and the workflow of a bandwidth test.

The key technique of FastBTS is filtering could be deficient under diverse network conditions. In light of throughput fluctuations, but the two fixed thresholds for noise filtering could be deficient under diverse network conditions.

Overall, SpeedTest exhibits the highest accuracy (0.96) among the measured BTSes. A key contributing factor is its large server pool, as shown in §5.2.

3 Design of FastBTS

FastBTS is a fast and lightweight BTS with a fundamentally new design. FastBTS accommodates and exploits noises (instead of suppressing them) to significantly reduce the resource footprint and accelerate the tests, while retaining high test accuracy. The key technique of FastBTS is fuzzy rejection sampling which automatically identifies true samples that represent the target distribution and filters out false samples due to measurement noises, without apriori knowledge of the target distribution. Figure 1 shows the main components of FastBTS and the workflow of a bandwidth test.

- Crucial Interval Sampling (CIS) implements the acceptance rejection function of fuzzy rejection sampling. CIS is built upon a key observation based on our measurement study (see §2.3 and §2.4): while the noise samples may be widely scattered, the desired bandwidth samples tend to concentrate within a narrow throughput interval. CIS searches for a dense and narrow interval that covers the majority of the desirable samples, and uses computational geometry to drastically reduce the searching complexity.
- Elastic Bandwidth Probing (EBP) generates throughput samples that persistently3 obey the distribution of the target bandwidth. We design EBP by optimizing BBR’s bandwidth estimation algorithm [42] – different from BBR’s static bandwidth probing policy, EBP reaches the target bandwidth much faster, while being non-disruptive.
- Data-driven Server Selection (DSS) selects the server(s) with the highest bandwidth estimation(s) through a data-driven model. We show that a simple model can significantly improve server selection results compared to the de-facto approach that ranks servers by round-trip time.
- Adaptive Multi-Homing (AMH) adaptively establishes multiple parallel connections with different test servers. AMH is important for saturating the access link when the last-mile access link is not the bottleneck, e.g., 5G [67].

3.1 Crucial Interval Sampling (CIS)

CIS is designed based on the key observation: while noise samples are scattered across a wide throughput interval, the desirable samples tend to concentrate within a narrow interval, referred to as the crucial interval. As shown in Figure 3, in each subfigure, although the crucial interval is narrow, it can cover the vast majority of the desirable samples. Thus, while the target distribution $T(x)$ is unknown, we can approximate $T(x)$ with the crucial interval. Also, as more noise samples accumulate, the test accuracy would typically increase as

3Here “persistently” means that a certain set (or range) of samples constantly recur to the measurement data during the test process [45].
We denote the size as
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by averaging all the samples falling into this interval.

\[
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ \text{Density} \times \text{Size} \right] \leq \frac{C}{2L_{\min}}
\]

\[
F(V_x, V_y) = \text{Density} \times \text{Size} = C \cdot \frac{K^2(V_x, V_y)}{V_y - V_x},
\]

where \( C = \frac{V_{\max} - V_{\min}}{N} \) is a constant. Once the optimal \( [V_x, V_y] \) is calculated, we can derive the bandwidth estimation by averaging all the samples falling into this interval.

FastBTS computes the crucial interval as bandwidth probing (§3.2) in progress, which serves as the acceptance-rejection function (ARF) of rejection sampling. When a new sample is available, the server computes a crucial interval by maximizing Equation (1). It thus produces a series of intervals \([V_{i3}, V_{i2}]\), \([V_{i4}, V_{i3}]\), \ldots \ where \([V_{ii}, V_{ij}]\) corresponds to the interval generated when the \(i\)-th sample is available.

**Searching Crucial Interval with Convex Hull.** We now consider how to actually solve the maximization problem in Equation (1). To enhance the readability, we use \( L \) to denote \( V_y - V_x \), use \( K \) to denote \( K(V_x, V_y) \), and let the maximum value of \( F(V_x, V_y) \) be \( F_{\max} \), which lies in \( \left[ 0, \frac{C N^2}{2L_{\min}} \right] \).

Clearly, a naïve exhaustive search takes \( O(N^2) \) time. Our key result is that this can be done much more efficiently in \( O(N \log N) \) by strategically searching on a convex hull dynamically constructed from the samples. Our high-level approach is to perform a binary search for \( F_{\max} \). The initial midpoint is set to \( \frac{C N^2}{2L_{\min}} \). In each binary search iteration, we examine whether the inequality \( \frac{C K^2}{L} - m \geq 0 \) holds for any interval(s), where \( 0 < m \leq F_{\max} \) is the current midpoint.

Based on the result, we adjust the midpoint and continue with the next iteration.

We next see how each iteration is performed exactly. Without loss of generality, we assume that the throughput samples are sorted in ascending order. Suppose we choose the \(i\)-th and \(j\)-th samples \((i < j)\) from the \(N\) sorted samples as the end-
With the above-mentioned coordinate conversion, the inequality \( \frac{C}{V_j - V_i} - m \geq 0 \) can be transformed as:

\[
\frac{C \cdot (j - i + 1)^2}{V_j - V_i} - m \geq 0. \tag{2}
\]

We further rearrange it as:

\[
i^2 - 2i + \frac{m}{C} V_j - 2ij - j^2 - 1 \geq 0. \tag{3}
\]

It is not difficult to discover that the right side of the inequality is only associated with the variable \( j \), while the left side just relates to the variable \( i \) except the term \(-2ij\). Therefore, we adopt the following coordinate conversion:

\[
\begin{cases}
k(j) = 2j \\b(j) = \frac{m}{C} V_j - 2j - j^2 - 1 \\x(i) = i \\y(i) = i^2 - 2i + \frac{m}{C} V_j
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

With the above-mentioned coordinate conversion, the inequality (3) can be transformed as: \( y(i) - k(j) \cdot x(i) \geq b(j) \). Then, determining whether the inequality holds for at least one pair of \((i, j)\) is equivalent to finding the maximum of \( f(i) = y(i) - k(j) \cdot x(i) \) for each \( 1 < j \leq N \).

As depicted in Figure 5a, we regard \{\(x(i)\)\} and \{\(y(i)\)\} as coordinates of \( N \) points on a two-dimensional plane (these points do not depend on \( j \)). It can be shown using the linear programming theory that for any given \( j \), the largest value of \( f(i) \) always occurs at a point that is on the convex hull formed by \((x(i), y(i))\). This dictates an algorithm where for each \( 1 < j \leq N \), we check the points on the convex hull to find the maximum of \( f(i) \).

Since \( i \) must be less than \( j \), each time we increment \( j \) (the outer loop), we progressively add one point \((x(j - 1), y(j - 1))\) to the (partial) convex hull, which is shown in Figure 5b. Then among all existing points on the convex hull, we search backward from the point with the largest \( x(i) \) value to the smallest \( x(i) \) to find the maximum of \( f(i) \), and stops searching when \( f(i) \) starts to decrease since the points are on the convex hull (the inner loop).

As demonstrated in Figure 5c, an analytic geometry explanation of this procedure is to determine a line with a fixed slope \( y = k(j) x + B \), s.t. the line intersects with a point on the convex hull and the intercept \( B \) is maximized, and the maximized intercept corresponds to the maximum of \( f(i) \).

Also, once the maximum of \( f(i) \) is found at \((x(i'), y(i'))\) for a given \( j \), all points that are to the right of \((x(i'), y(i'))\) can be removed from the convex hull – they must not correspond to the maximum of \( f(i) \) for all \( j' > j \). This is because (1) the slope of the convex hull’s edge decreases as \( i \) increases, and (2) \( k(j) \) increases as \( j \) increases. Therefore, using amortized analysis, we can show that in each binary search iteration, the overall processing time for all points is \( O(N) \) as \( j \) grows from 1 to \( N \). This leads to an overall complexity of \( O(N \log N) \) for the whole algorithm.

**Fast Result Generation.** FastBTS selects a group of samples that well fit \( T(x) \) as soon as possible while ensuring data reliability. Given two intervals \([V_{x1}, V_{y1}]\) and \([V_{x2}, V_{y2}]\), we regard their similarity as the Jaccard Coefficient [60]. FastBTS then keeps track of the similarity values of consecutive interval pairs i.e., \( S_{3,4}, S_{4,5}, \ldots \). If the test result stabilizes, the consecutive interval pairs’ similarity value will keep growing from a certain value \( \beta \), satisfying \( \beta \leq S_{i,j+1} \leq \cdots \leq S_{i+k,j+k+1} \leq 1 \). If the above sequence is observed, FastBTS determines that the result has stabilized and reports the bottleneck bandwidth as the average value of the throughput samples belonging to the most recent interval. The parameters \( \beta \) and \( k \) pose a tradeoff between accuracy and cost in terms of test duration and data traffic. Specifically, increasing \( \beta \) and \( k \) can yield a higher test accuracy while incurring a longer test duration and more data usage. Currently, we empirically set \( \beta=0.9 \) and \( k=2 \), which are found to well balance the tradeoff between the test duration and accuracy. Nevertheless, when dealing with those relatively rare cases that are not covered by this paper, BTS providers are recommended...
to do pre-tests in order to find the suitable parameter settings before putting CIS mechanism into actual use.

**Solutions to Caveats.** There do exist some “irregular” bandwidth graphs in prior work \([37, 48, 56]\) where CIS may lose efficacy. For instance, due to in-network mechanisms like data aggregation and multi-path scheduling, the millisecond-level throughput samples can vary dramatically (i.e., sometimes the throughput is about to reach the link capacity, and sometimes the throughput approaches zero). To mitigate this issue, we learn from some BTSes (e.g., SpeedTest) and use a relatively large time interval (50 ms) to smooth the gathered throughput samples. However, even with smoothed samples, it is still possible that CIS may be inaccurate if the actual access bandwidth is outside the crucial interval, or the interval becomes too wide to give a meaningful bandwidth estimation. In our experiences, such cases are rare (less than 4% in our measurements in §2.3). However, to ensure that our tests are stable in all scenarios, we design solutions to those pathological cases.

Figure 4 shows all types of the pathological cases of CIS we observe, where \(P(x)\) deviates from \(T(x)\) over time. FastBTS leverages three mechanisms to resolve these cases: (1) elastic bandwidth probing (§3.2) reaches bottleneck bandwidth in a short time, effectively alleviating the impact of slow-start effect in Figure 4a; (2) data-driven server selection (§3.3) picks the expected highest-throughput server(s) for bandwidth tests, minimizing the requirement of additional connection(s) in Figure 4c; (3) adaptive multi-homing (§3.4) establishes concurrent connections with different servers, avoiding the underestimations in Figures 4b and 4c. We will discuss these mechanisms in §3.2 – §3.4.

### 3.2 Elastic Bandwidth Probing (EBP)

In rejection sampling, \(P(x)\) determines the boundary of \(T(x)\). A bandwidth test measures \(P(x)\) using bandwidth probing based on network conditions. It shares a similar principle as congestion control at the test server’s transport layer—the goal is to accommodate diverse noises over the live Internet, while saturating the bandwidth of the access link. FastBTS employs BBR [42], an advanced congestion control algorithm, as a starting point for probing design. Specifically, FastBTS uses BBR’s built-in bandwidth probing for bootstrapping.

On the other hand, bandwidth tests have different requirements compared with congestion control. For example, congestion control emphasizes stable data transfers over a long period, while a BTS focuses on obtaining accurate link capacity as early as possible with the lowest data usage. Therefore, we modify and optimize BBR to support bandwidth tests.

**BBR Prime.** BBR is featured by two key metrics: bottleneck bandwidth \(BtlBw\) and round-trip propagation time \(RT_{prop}\). It works in four phases: Startup, Drain, ProbeBW (probing the bandwidth), and ProbeRTT. A key parameter \(\text{pacing\_gain} (PG)\) controls TCP pacing so that the capacity of a network path can be fully utilized while the queuing delay is minimized. BBR multiplies its measured throughput by \(PG\) to determine the data sending rate in the subsequent RTT. After a connection is established, BBR enters the Startup phase and exponentially increases the sending rate (i.e., \(PG = \frac{1}{\ln(2)}\)) until the measured throughput does not increase further, as shown in Figure 6. At this point, the measured throughput is denoted as \(B_0\) and a queue is already formed at the bottleneck of the network path. Then, BBR tries to Drain it by reducing \(PG\) to \(\frac{1}{\ln(2)} < 1\) until there is expected to be no excess in-flight data. Afterwards, BBR enters a (by default) 10-second ProbeBW phase to gradually probe \(BtlBw\) in a number of cycles, each consisting of 8 RTTs with \(PGs = \left\{ \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{4}, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 \right\}\). We plot in Figure 6 four such cycles tagged as (1234). Finally (10 seconds later), the maximum value of the measured throughput is taken as the network path’s \(BtlBw\) and BBR enters a 200-ms ProbeRTT phase to estimate \(RT_{prop}\).

**Limitations of BBR.** Directly applying BBR’s \(BtlBw\)-based probing method to BTSes is inefficient. First, as illustrated in Figure 6 (where the true \(BtlBw\) is 100 Mbps), BBR’s \(BtlBw\) probing is conservative, making the probing process unnecessarily slow. A straightforward idea is to remove the 6 RTTs with \(PG = 1\) in each cycle. Even with that, the probing process is still inefficient when the data (sending) rate is low. Second, when the current data rate (e.g., 95 Mbps) is close to the true \(BtlBw\) (e.g., 100 Mbps), using the fixed \(PG\) of \(\frac{1}{2}\) causes the data rate to far overshoot its limit (e.g., to 118.75 Mbps). This may not be a severe issue for data transfers, but may significantly slow down the convergence of \(BtlBw\) and thus lengthen the test duration. Third, BBR takes the maximum of all throughput samples in each cycle as the estimated \(BtlBw\). The simple maximization operation is vulnerable to outliers and noises (this is addressed by CIS in §3.1).

**Elastic Data-rate Pacing.** We design elastic pacing to make bandwidth probing faster, more accurate, and more adaptive. Intuitively, when the data rate is low, it ramps up quickly to reduce the probing time; when the data rate approaches the estimated bottleneck bandwidth, it performs fine-grained probing by reducing the step size, towards a smooth convergence. This is in contrast to BBR’s static probing policy.
We now detail our method. As depicted in Figure 6, once entering the ProbeBW phase, we have recorded $B_0$ and $B$ where $B_0$ is the peak data rate measured during the Startup phase and $B$ is the current data rate. Let the ground-truth bottleneck bandwidth be $B_T$. Typically, $B_0$ is slightly higher than $B_T$ due to queuing at the bottleneck link in the end of the Startup phase (otherwise it will not exit Startup); also, $B$ is lower than $B_T$ due to the Drain phase. We adjust the value of $B$ by controlling the pacing gain ($PG$) of the data sending rate, but the pivotal question here is the adjustment policy, i.e., how to make $B$ approach $B_T$ quickly and precisely.

Our idea is inspired by the spring system [51] in physics where the restoring force of a helical spring is proportional to its elongation. We thus regard $PG$ as the restoring force, and $B$’s deviation from $B_0$ as the elongation (we do not know $B_T$ so we approximate it using $B_0$). Therefore, the initial $PG$ is expected to grow to:

$$PG_{grow-0} = (PG_m - PG_0) \times \left(1 - \frac{B}{B_0}\right) + PG_0,$$

where $1 - \frac{B}{B_0}$ denotes the normalized distance between $B_0$ and $B$, and $PG_0$ represents the default value (1.0) of $PG$. We set the upper bound of $PG$ ($PG_m$) as $\frac{2}{\pi m}$ that matches BBR’s $PG$ in the (most aggressive) Startup phase. As Equation (5) indicates, the spring system indeed realizes our idea: it increases the data rate rapidly when $B$ is well below $B_0$, and cautiously reduces the probing step as $B$ grows.

To accommodate a corner scenario where $B_0$ is lower than $B_T$ (< 1% cases in our experiments), we slightly modify Equation (5) to allow $B$ to overshoot $B_0$ marginally:

$$PG_{grow-0} = \max\left\{\left((PG_m - PG_0) \times \left(1 - \frac{B}{B_0}\right) + PG_0, PG_0\right)\right\},$$

where $PG_0$ equals $1 + \varepsilon$, with $\varepsilon$ being empirically set to 0.05.

When the data rate overshoots the bottleneck bandwidth (i.e., the number of in-flight bytes exceeds the bandwidth-delay product), we reduce the data rate to suppress the excessive in-flight bytes. This is realized by inverting $PG$ to $PG_{drop-0} = \frac{1}{PG_{grow-0}}$. This process continues until no excessive in-flight data is present. At that moment, $B$ will again drop below $B_T$, so we start a new cycle to repeat the aforementioned data rate growth process.

To put things together, in our design, the ProbeBW phase consists of a series of cycles each consisting of only two stages: growth and drop. Each stage has a variable number of RTTs, and the six RTTs with $PG = 1$ in the original BBR algorithm are removed. The transitions between the two stages are triggered by the formation and disappearance of excessive in-flight bytes (i.e., the queueing delay). In the $i$-th cycle, the $PGs$ for the two stages are:

$$PG_{grow-i} = \max\left\{\left((PG_m - PG_0) \times \left(1 - \frac{B}{B_0}\right) + PG_0, PG_0\right)\right\},$$

$$PG_{drop-i} = \frac{1}{PG_{grow-i}}.$$

where $B$ is the data rate at the beginning of a growth stage, and $B_i$ is the peak rate in the previous cycle’s growth stage. Interestingly, by setting $B_0 = +\infty$, we can make the growth and drop stages identical to BBR’s Startup and Drain phases, respectively. Our final design thus only consists of a single phase (ProbeBW) with two stages. The ProbeRTT phase is removed because it does not help our bandwidth probing.

Compared with traditional bandwidth probing mechanisms, EBP can saturate available bandwidth more quickly as it ramps up the sending rate when the current rate is much lower than the estimated bandwidth. Meanwhile, when the sending rate is about to reach the estimated bandwidth, EBP carefully increases the rate in order to be less aggressive to other flows along the path than other bandwidth probing mechanisms.

### 3.3 Data-driven Server Selection (DSS)

FastBTS includes a new server selection method. We find that selecting the test server(s) with the lowest PING latency, widely used in existing BTSes, is ineffective. Our measurement shows that latency and the available bandwidth are not highly correlated—the servers yielding the highest throughput may not always be those with the lowest PING latency.

FastBTS includes a new server selection method: we empirically choose the test server(s) with the lowest PING latency, widely used in existing BTSes, is ineffective. Our measurement shows that latency and the available bandwidth are not highly correlated—the servers yielding the highest throughput may not always be those with the lowest PING latency.

FastBTS includes a new server selection method that takes both historical latency and throughput information into account.

As demonstrated in Figure 7, the actual DSS algorithm is conceptually similar to CIS introduced in §3.1, whereas we empirically observe that only considering the density can yield decent results. Specifically, given a latency measurement $l$, the server searches for a width $w$ that maximizes the density defined as $K(l, w)/2w$, where $K(l, w)$ denotes the number of latency samples falling in the latency interval $[l - w, l + w]$. The expected throughput is calculated as an average of all
samples in \([l - w, l + w]\). In addition, the server also returns the maximum throughput (using the 99-percentile value) belonging to \([l - w, l + w]\) to the client. Both values will be used in the bandwidth probing phase (§3.4). During bootstrapping when servers have not yet accumulated enough samples, the client can fallback to the traditional latency-based selection strategy. To keep their databases up-to-date, servers can maintain only most recent samples.

### 3.4 Adaptive Multi-Homing (AMH)

For high-speed access networks like 5G, the last-mile access link may not always be the bottleneck. To saturate the access link, we design an adaptive multi-homing (AMH) mechanism to dynamically adjust the concurrency level, i.e., the number of concurrent connections between the servers and client.

AMH starts with a single connection to cope with possibly low-speed access links. For this single connection \(C_1\), when CIS (§3.1) has accomplished using the server \(S_1\) (the highest-ranking server, see §3.3), the reported bottleneck bandwidth is denoted as \(BW_1\). At this time, the client establishes another connection \(C_2\) with the second highest-ranking server \(S_2\) while retaining \(C_1\). \(C_2\) also works as described in §3.2. Note we require \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) to be in different ASes to minimize the likelihood that \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) share the same Internet-side bottleneck. Moreover, we pick the server with the second highest bandwidth estimation as \(S_2\) to saturate the client’s access link bandwidth with the fewest test servers. After that, we view \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) together as an “aggregated” connection, with its throughput being \(BW_2 = BW_{2,1} + BW_{2,2}\), where \(BW_{2,1}\) and \(BW_{2,2}\) are the real-time throughput of \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) respectively.

By monitoring \(BW_{2,1}, BW_{2,2}\), and \(BW_2\), FastBTS applies intelligent throughput sampling and fast result generation (§3.1) to judge whether \(BW_2\) has become stable. Once \(BW_2\) stabilizes, AMH determines whether the whole bandwidth test process should be terminated based on the relationship between \(BW_1\) and \(BW_{2,1}\). If for \(C_1\) the bottleneck link is not the access link, \(BW_{2,1}\) should have a value similar to or higher than \(BW_1\) (assuming the unlikeliness of \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) sharing the same Internet-side bottleneck [53]). In this case, the client establishes another connection with the third highest-ranking server \(S_3\) (with a different AS), and repeats the above process (comparing \(BW_{3,1}\) and \(BW_1\) to decide whether to launch the fourth connection, and so on). Otherwise, if \(BW_{2,1}\) exhibits a noticeable decline (empirically set to \(> 5\%)\) compared to \(BW_1\), we regard that \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) saturate the access link and incur cross-flow contention. In this case, the client stops probing and reports the access bandwidth as \(\max(BW_1, BW_2)\).

### 4 Implementation

As shown in Figure 1, we implement elastic bandwidth probing (EBP) and crucial interval sampling (CIS) on the server side, because EBP works at the transport layer and thus requires OS kernel modifications, and CIS needs to get fine-grained throughput samples from EBP in real time. We implement EBP and CIS in C and Node.js, respectively.

We implement data-driven server selection (DSS) and adaptive multi-homing (AMH) on the client side. End users can access the FastBTS service through REST APIs. We implement DSS and AMH in JavaScript to make them easy to integrate with web pages or mobile apps.

The test server is built on CentOS 7.6 with the Linux kernel version of 5.0.1. As mentioned in §3.2, we develop EBP by using BBR as the starting point. Specifically, we implement the calculation of pacing_gain according to Equation (7) by modifying the bbr_update_bw function; we also modify bbr_set_state and bbr_check_drain to alter BBR’s original cycles in the ProbeBW phase, so as to realize EBP’s two-stage cycles. EBP is implemented as a loadable kernel module. CIS is a user-space program. To efficiently send in-situ performance statistics including throughput samples, Btlbw, and RT_prop from EBP to CIS (both EBP and CIS are implemented on the server side in C and Node.js), we use the Linux Netlink Interface in netlink.h to add a raw socket and a new packet structure bbr_info that carries the above performance information. The performance statistics are also sent to the client by piggybacking with probing traffic, allowing users to examine the real-time bandwidth test progress.

### 5 Evaluation

#### 5.1 Experiment Setup

We compare FastBTS with the 9 state-of-the-art BTSes studied in §2. For fair comparisons, we re-implement all the BTSes based on our reverse engineering efforts and use the same setup for all these re-implemented BTSes. To do so, we built the following testbeds.

**Large-scale Testbed.** We deploy a total of 30 test servers on 30 VMs across the globe (North America, South America, Asia, Europe, Australia, and Africa) with the same configurations (dual-core Intel CPU @ 2.5 GHz, 8-GB DDR memory, and 1.5+ Gbps outgoing bandwidth). The size of the server pool (30) is on par with 5 out of the 9 BTSes but is smaller than those of FAST and SpeedTest (Table 2), which we assume is a representative server pool size adopted by today’s commercial BTSes. We deploy 100+ clients including 3 PCs, 4 smartphones, and 108 VMs (the same as those adopted in §2). For a fair comparison with FastBTS, we replicate the 9 other popular BTSes: SpeedOf, BWP, SFtest, ATTtest, Xfinity, FAST, SpeedTest, TBB, and Android API-A (see §2.3) and deploy them on the 30 test servers and the 100+ clients. We deploy API-A (Android specific) on 4 phones.

**Tested Networks.** We conduct extensive evaluations under heterogeneous networks. We detail their setups below.

- **Residential Broadband.** We deploy three PCs located in China, U.S., and Germany (Table 1). All the PCs’ access links are 100 Mbps residential broadband. The three clients
communicate with (a subset of) the aforementioned 30 test servers to perform bandwidth tests. We perform in one day 90 groups of tests, consisting of 3 clients × 3 different time-of-day (0:00, 8:00, and 16:00) × 10 repetitions.

- **Data Center Networks.** We deploy 108 VMs belonging to different commercial cloud providers as the clients (§2.3). We perform a total number of 108 VMs × 3 time-of-day × 10 repetitions = 3,240 groups of tests.

- **mmWave 5G** experiments were conducted at a downtown street in a large U.S. city, with a distance from the phone (Samsung GS10, see Table 1) to the base station of 30m. This is a typical 5G usage scenario due to the small coverage of 5G base stations. The phone typically has line-of-sight to the base station unless being blocked by passing vehicles. The typical downlink throughput is between 0.9 and 1.2 Gbps. We perform in one day 120 groups of tests, consisting of 4 clients × 3 time-of-day × 10 repetitions.

- **Sub-6Ghz 5G** experiments were conducted in a Chinese city using an HV30 phone over China Mobile. The setup is similar to that of mmWave. We run 120 groups of tests.

- **LTE** experiments were conducted in both China (a university campus) and U.S. (a large city’s downtown area) using XM8 and GS9, respectively, each with 120 groups of tests.

- **HSR Cellular Access.** We also perform tests on high-speed rail (HSR) trains. We take the Beijing-Shanghai HSR line (peak speed of 350 km/h) with two HV30 phones. We measure the LTE bandwidth from the train. We run 2 clients × 50 repetitions = 100 groups of tests.

- **LAN.** Besides the deployment of 30 VMs, we also create an in-lab LAN testbed to perform controlled experiments, where we can craft background traffic. The testbed consists of two test servers (S1, S2) and two clients (C1, C2), each equipping a 10 Gbps NIC. They are connected by a commodity switch with a 5 Gbps forwarding capability, thus being the bottleneck. When running bandwidth tests on this testbed, we maintain two parallel flows: one 1 Gbps background flow between S1 and C1, and a bandwidth test flow between S2 and C2.

We use the three metrics described in §2.1 to assess BTSes: test duration, data usage, and accuracy. Also, the methodology for obtaining the ground truth is described in §2.1.

### 5.2 End-to-End Performance

**LAN and Residential Networks.** As shown in Figure 8a and 8b, FastBTS yields the highest accuracy (0.94 for LAN and 0.96 for residential network) among the 9 BTSes, whose accuracy lies within 0.44–0.89 for LAN, and 0.51–0.9 for residential network. The average test duration of FastBTS for LAN and residential network is 3.4 and 3.0 seconds respectively, which are 2.4–7.4× shorter than the other BTSes. The average data usage of FastBTS is 0.9 GB for LAN and 27 MB for residential network, which are 3.1–10.5× less than the other BTSes. The short test duration and small data usage are attributed to EBP (§3.2), which allows a rapid data rate increase when the current data rate is far lower than the bottleneck bandwidth, as well as fast result generation, which strategically trades off accuracy for a shorter test duration.

**Data Center Networks.** Figure 8c and 8d show the performance of different BTSes in CSPs’ data center networks with
the bandwidth of \{1, 100\} Mbps (per the CSPs’ service agreements). FastBTS outperforms the other BTSes by yielding the highest accuracy (0.94 on average), the shortest test duration (2.67 seconds on average), and the smallest data usage (21 MB on average for 100-Mbps network). In contrast, the other BTSes’ accuracy ranges between 0.46 and 0.91; their test duration is also much longer, from 6.2 to 20.8 seconds, and they consume much more data (from 44 to 194 MB) compared to FastBTS. In particular, we find that on low-speed network (1 Mbps), some BTSes such as Xfinity and SFtest establish too many parallel connections. This leads to poor performance due to the excessive contention across the connections. FastBTS addresses this issue through AMH (§3.4) that adaptively adjusts the concurrency level according to the network condition. The results of networks with 10 Mbps bandwidth are similar to those of 100 Mbps networks.

**LTE and 5G Networks.** We evaluate the BTSes’ performance on commercial LTE and 5G networks (both mmWave and sub-6Ghz for 5G). Over LTE, as plotted in Figure 8e, FastBTS owns the highest accuracy (0.95 on average), the smallest data usage (28.23 MB on average), and the shortest test duration (2.73 seconds on average). The other 9 BTSes are far less efficient: 0.62–0.92 for average accuracy, 41.8 to 179.3 MB for data usage, and 7.1 to 20.8 seconds for test duration. For instance, we discover that FAST bears a quite low accuracy (0.67) because its window-based mechanism is very vulnerable to throughput fluctuations in LTE. SpeedTest, despite having a decent accuracy (0.92), incurs quite high data usage (166.3 MB) since it fixes the bandwidth test duration to 15 seconds regardless of the stability of the network.

Figure 8f shows the results for mmWave 5G. It is also encouraging to see that FastBTS outperforms the 9 other BTSes across all three metrics (0.94 vs. 0.07–0.87 for average accuracy, 194.7 vs. 101–2,749 MB for data usage, and 4.0 vs. 8.9–26.2 seconds for test duration). Most of the BTSes have low accuracy (< 0.6): Speedtest and SFtest bear relatively high accuracy (0.81 and 0.85). However, the high data usage issue due to their flooding nature is drastically amplified in mmWave 5G. For example, Speedtest incurs very high data usage—up to 2,087 MB per test. The data usage for FAST is even as high as 2.75 GB. FastBTS addresses this issue through the synergy of its key features for fuzzy rejection sampling such as EBP and CIS. We observe similar results in the sub-6Ghz 5G experiments as shown in Figure 8g.

**HSR Cellular Access.** We also benchmark the BTSes on an HSR train running at a peak speed of 350km/h from Beijing to Shanghai. As shown in Figure 8h, the accuracy of all 10 BTSes decreases. This is attributed to two reasons. First, on HSR trains, the LTE bandwidth is highly fluctuating because of, e.g., frequent handovers caused by high mobility and the contention traffic from other passengers. Second, given such fluctuations, performing bulk transfer before and after a bandwidth test can hardly capture the ground truth bandwidth, which varies significantly during the test. Nevertheless, compared to the other 9 BTSes, FastBTS still achieves the best performance (0.88 vs. 0.26–0.84 for average accuracy, 20.3 vs. 16–155 MB for data usage, and 4.6 vs. 10.6–32.4 seconds for test duration). The test duration is longer than the stationary scenarios because under high mobility, network condition fluctuation makes crucial intervals converge slower.

### 5.3 Individual Components

We evaluate the benefits of each component of FastBTS by incrementally enabling one at a time. When EBP is not enabled, we use BBR. When CIS is not enabled, we average the throughput samples to calculate the test result. When DSS is not enabled, test server(s) are selected based on PING latency. When AMH is not enabled, we apply SpeedTest’s (single-homing) connection management logic.

**Bandwidth Probing Schemes.** We compare BBR-based FastBTS and SpeedTest under mmWave 5G. The average data usage of BBR per test (735 MB) is 65% less than that of our replicated SpeedTest (2,087 MB). Meanwhile, the accuracy of BBR slightly reduces from 0.85 to 0.81. The results indicate that BBR’s \textit{BtIBw} estimation mechanism better balances the tradeoff between accuracy and data usage compared to flooding-based methods. We next compare BBR and EBP. We find that our EBP brings further improvements over BBR: under mmWave, EBP achieves an average data usage of 419 MB (compared 735 MB in BBR, a 42% reduction) and an average accuracy of 0.87 (compared to 0.81 in BBR, a 7% improvement). The advantages of EBP come from its elastic PG setting mechanism that is critical for adaptive bandwidth probing. Next, we compare BBR and EBP under data center networks. As shown in Figure 9a, compared to BBR, EBP reduces the average test duration by 40% (from 11.3 to 6.6 seconds) and the data usage by 38% (from 107 to 66 MB), while improving the average accuracy by 6%.

**Probing Intrusiveness.** We evaluate the probing intrusiveness of vanilla BBR and EBP using the LAN testbed (§5.1). Recall that we simultaneously run a 1 Gbps background flow and the bandwidth test flow that shares a 5 Gbps bottleneck at the switch. Ideally, a BTS should measure the bottleneck bandwidth to be 4 Gbps without interfering with the background flow, whose average/standard deviation is thus used as a metric to assess the intrusiveness of BBR and EBP. Our test procedure is as follows. We first run the background flow alone for 1 minute and measure its throughput as \(R_{\text{Origin}} = 1\) Gbps. We then run BBR and EBP with the background flow and measure the average (standard deviation) of the background flow throughput as \(R_{\text{BBR}}(S_{\text{BBR}})\) and \(R_{\text{EBP}}(S_{\text{EBP}})\), respectively, during the test. We demonstrate the three groups’ throughput samples with their timestamps normalized by BBR’s test duration in Figure 9b. EBP incurs a much smaller impact on the background flow compared to BBR, with \(R_{\text{EBP}}\) and \(R_{\text{BBR}}\) measured to be 0.97 Gbps and 0.90 Gbps, respectively.
Also, under EBP, the background flow’s throughput variation is lower than under BBR: $S_{EBP}/R_{EBP}$ and $S_{BBR}/R_{BBR}$ are calculated to be 0.03 and 0.15, respectively. This suggests that when probing the bandwidth, EBP is less intrusive than BBR. We repeat the above test procedure under other settings, with the background flow’s bandwidth varying from 0.5 to 4 Gbps, and observe consistent results. The lower intrusiveness of EBP compared with vanilla BBR probably lies in that when the sending rate is about to hit the access link bandwidth, EBP tends to carefully reclaim the available bandwidth; however, vanilla BBR still increases the sending rate with a fixed step, which is more aggressive than EBP in this scenario.

**Crucial Interval Sampling (CIS).** We further enable CIS. As shown in Figure 9a, by strategically removing outliers, CIS increases the average accuracy from 0.87 (EBP only) to 0.91. Due to the fast result generation mechanism, the test duration is reduced from 6.8 seconds to 2.8 seconds and the data usage is reduced by 2.8× (compared with EBP only).

We next compare CIS with the sampling approaches used by the other 9 BTSes (§5.1), which use a total of five bandwidth sampling algorithms because STest, ATTtest, and Xfinity employ the same trivial approach of simply averaging the throughput samples. To fairly compare them with CIS, we take a replay-based approach. Specifically, we select one “template” BTS from which we collect the network traces during the bandwidth probing phase; the time series of the aggregated throughput across all connections is then obtained from the traces and fed to all the sampling algorithms. We exclude SpeedOf and BWP from this experiment because they calculate the bandwidth based on the last or fastest connection that cannot be precisely reconstructed by our replay approach. We next show the results by using SpeedTest as the template BTS. The simplest algorithm (averaging) bears the lowest accuracy (0.81) because it is poor at eliminating the noises caused by, for example, TCP congestion control; the accuracy values of FAST, and SpeedTest are 0.82 and 0.84, respectively. In contrast, CIS owns the highest accuracy (0.91). This confirms the effectiveness of CIS’s sampling approach. The efficiency and effectiveness of CIS lies in that, instead of incurring much redundancy in test duration and data usage to achieve a decent test accuracy, CIS keeps calculating the crucial interval of the gathered throughput samples. Once the crucial interval stabilizes, CIS immediately stops the test, thus significantly saving test duration and data usage.

**Adaptive Multi-Homing (AMH).** When AMH is further enabled, the test accuracy increases from 0.91 (EBP+CIS) to 0.93 (EBP+CIS+AMH), as shown in Figure 9a. Meanwhile, since testing over more connections takes additional time, AMH slightly lengthens the average test duration from 2.8 to 3.1 seconds, with the average data usage increased from 23 MB to 28 MB. We repeat the above experiments over mmWave 5G networks where the bottleneck is more likely to shift to the Internet side. The results show that AMH improves the average accuracy from 0.84 to 0.91, while incurring moderate overhead by increasing the average data usage from 148 MB to 206 MB and the average test duration from 3.3 to 4.1 seconds. The results suggest that AMH is essential for high-speed networks such as mmWave 5G.

**Data-driven Server Selection (DSS).** We employ cross-validation for a fair comparison between the PING-based method and DSS in three steps: (1) We do file transfers between every server and a randomly selected portion ($P$) of all clients to gather throughput samples. (2) Each client runs a bandwidth test towards every server. In each test, the clients’ historical test records (excluding the record of $C$) gathered in the previous step is utilized by each server to calculate the expected bandwidth, which is then returned to $C$. (3) Each client calculates three rankings of the servers based on the server-returned expected bandwidth: $Rank_{g}$, $Rank_{p}$, and $Rank_{d}$. $Rank_{g}$ refers to the server ranking based on the ground truth. $Rank_{g}$ is the ranking calculated based on PING latency; and $Rank_{d}$ is the ranking computed by DSS. We use the Spearman Correlation Coefficient (SCC [59]) to calculate the similarity $SCC_{gp}$ between $Rank_{g}$ and $Rank_{p}$, as well as the similarity $SCC_{gd}$ between $Rank_{g}$ and $Rank_{d}$.

The distributions of $SCC_{gp}$ and $SCC_{gd}$ when $P = 20\%$ are shown in Figure 9c. We find that $SCC_{gd}$ is much higher than $SCC_{gp}$ in terms of the median (0.81 vs. 0.63), average (0.80 vs. 0.50), and maximum (0.93 vs. 0.88) values. Further, Figure 9d shows that $SCC_{gd}$ drops as $P$ decreases; however, even
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6  Related Work

Bandwidth Measurement. Bandwidth measurement is an essential component for many networked systems that empower many important applications and use cases [46, 61, 62, 75]. Apart from the BTSes described in §2, other bandwidth measurement methods mostly target specific types of networks (e.g., datacenter [44], LTE [56, 71], and wireless [74, 77]) and require special support from the deployed infrastructure. For example, AuTO [44] conducts bandwidth estimation over DCTCP in data centers; it needs switch support to tag ECN marks on the data packets, and thus is challenging to be applied in WAN. Huang et al. [56] propose to deploy monitors inside the cellular core network for bandwidth measurement. Dischinger et al. [47] devise a bandwidth measurement tool which concurrently leverages multiple packet trains with different sending rates to measure the link bandwidth of residential broadband network.

While almost all commercial BTSes employ flooding-based methods to combat measurement noises, there exists quite a few non-flooding methods [55, 65, 68, 70] in academia, which indirectly infer the available bandwidth based on timing information of crafted packets (including packet pairs and packet trains). Unfortunately, these methods are highly sensitive to timing information, and thus can be easily disrupted by many factors like packet loss [54, 64], queuing [54], and data/ACK aggregation [64], especially in high-speed networks.

Designed as a generic network service for Internet users, FastBTS differs from and complements the above work. FastBTS targets at conducting fast and light bandwidth tests especially for high-speed wide-area networks (e.g., 5G), significantly reducing data usage and test duration for clients. It does not require any hardware support at the client side. On the server side, we show that FastBTS requires a much smaller deployment to achieve the same level of effectiveness of existing large-scale commercial BTSes (e.g., SpeedTest).

Congestion Control. FastBTS’s elastic bandwidth probing is inspired by congestion control algorithms [63, 66, 79]. We categorize congestion control algorithms based on the congestion indicators: (1) Loss-based CCs (e.g., BIC-TCP [76] and CUBIC [52]) which take packet loss as the indicator. They are vulnerable to bufferbloat and random losses [34]. (2) Delay-based CCs (e.g., TCP FAST [58] and TCP Vegas [40]) which take transmission delay as the indicator. They are known to under-utilize the available bandwidth as the Internet latency is inherently noisy and fluctuating. (3) Rate-based CCs (e.g., BBR [42], PCC [48] and PCC Vivace [49]) which directly estimate the available bandwidth and accordingly adjust data sending rate, typically via a feedback loop. We choose to design elastic bandwidth probing based on BBR, because BBR is mature with large-scale deployment on WAN [18], edge [27, 57], and cellular networks [35].

7  Concluding Remarks

We present FastBTS, a novel bandwidth testing system, to make bandwidth testing fast and light as well as accurate. By accommodating and exploiting the test noises, FastBTS achieves the highest level of accuracy among commercial BTSes, while significantly reducing data usage and test duration. Further, FastBTS only employs 30 servers, 2–3 orders of magnitude fewer than the state of the arts.

Despite the above merits, FastBTS still bears several limitations at the moment. First, when testing a client’s uplink bandwidth, FastBTS requires extra deployment efforts (in particular a kernel module of EBP, as demonstrated in Figure 1) at the client side. Second, the performance of the data-driven server selection (DSS) mechanism can be affected by its cold start phase as well as the specific deployment of test servers. Third, when the selected test servers cannot saturate the client’s downlink bandwidth, the adaptive multi-homing (AMH) mechanism may need several rounds to make the bandwidth probing process converge, thus leading to a relatively long test duration. We have been exploring practical ways to overcome these limitations.
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Abstract

Sketch algorithms have been extensively studied in the area of network measurement, given their limited resource usage and theoretically bounded errors. However, error bounds provided by existing algorithms remain too coarse-grained: in practice, only a small number of flows (e.g., heavy hitters) actually benefit from the bounds, while the remaining flows still suffer from serious errors. In this paper, we aim to design a nearly-zero-error sketch that achieves negligible per-flow error for almost all flows. We base our study on a technique named compressive sensing. We exploit compressive sensing in two aspects. First, we incorporate the near-perfect recovery of compressive sensing to boost sketch accuracy. Second, we leverage compressive sensing as a novel and uniform methodology to analyze various design choices of sketch algorithms. Guided by the analysis, we propose two sketch algorithms that seamlessly embrace compressive sensing to reach nearly zero errors. We implement our algorithms in OpenVSwitch and P4. Experimental results show that the two algorithms incur less than 0.1% per-flow error for more than 99.72% flows, while preserving the resource efficiency of sketch algorithms. The efficiency demonstrates the power of our new methodology for sketch analysis and design.

1 Introduction

Sketch algorithms have been widely adopted in flow-level monitoring. They maintain compact data structures that sacrifice a small portion of accuracy to be readily deployable in commodity network devices. Given their limited overheads and provable high accuracy, numerous sketch algorithms are designed to monitor various flow statistics, such as per-flow counting [49], heavy hitters [19, 25], denial-of-service victims [26, 84] and traffic distributions [46]. These flow statistics form essential building blocks for network management.

Despite the sound theoretical bounds on the errors, existing sketch algorithms remain far from perfect for providing comprehensive guarantees for all flows. Ideally, it is expected to monitor every flow with minimum errors, which empowers various fine-grained network management operations such as responsive diagnosis [17, 51, 67] and precise failure localization [3, 50]. However, the bounds in existing algorithms are designed for specific traffic statistics such as heavy hitters or flow distributions. They are too coarse-grained when applied to all flows. As a result, only a small portion of flows actually benefit from the provable error bounds. For instance, for byte counting, many sketch algorithms guarantee an upper bound of per-flow error. Heavy hitters whose size is much larger than the bound can certainly achieve high accuracy as the maximum possible error is limited compared to their size. Nonetheless, such a bound is still unacceptable for most small flows that still suffer from poor accuracy.

In this paper, our goal is to explore nearly-zero-error (NZE) per-flow monitoring. We aim to achieve a negligibly small error (e.g., >99.99% flows are reported, and the estimated size of any reported flow has a <0.1% relative error compared to the true size). We base our study on a signal processing technique named compressive sensing. Our key insight is that: (1) compressive sensing provides near-perfect signal recovery with limited resources, which inspires us to apply it to flow monitoring; (2) compressive sensing is built on various matrix properties such as sparsity, which provides a powerful tool to study sketch algorithms, given that most sketch algorithms exhibit the same mathematical form as compressive sensing [21]. Even though some telemetry solutions also adopt compressive sensing [7, 16, 21, 35, 44, 83], our work addresses the design of NZE sketch, which is never studied.

In particular, we exploit compressive sensing in two lines. In the first line, we incorporate the near-perfect recovery technique of compressive sensing by regarding flow statistics as signals. However, our preliminary experiments show that it is non-trivial to adopt compressive sensing directly. This motivates the second line of our work that examines the suitability of compressive sensing for sketch algorithms and then designs new algorithms accordingly. Specifically, we leverage compressive sensing to propose a novel and uniform methodology to study sketch techniques: we formulate various sketch algorithms in forms of matrices and then quantitatively analyze their suitability to compressive sensing. Thus, instead of designing from scratch, we use the analysis results as a guideline for the algorithm design.

In summary, we not only propose new algorithms but also provide a new methodology to study sketch techniques from a perspective of compressive sensing. We make the following contributions:

- We investigate the feasibility of applying compressive sensing to flow monitoring. We evaluate two simple methods and show that simple utilization either suffers from poor scalability or fails to reach the expected accuracy level.
- We dissect existing sketch algorithms based on compr-
sive sensing theory. We formulate each sketch algorithm by inducing a matrix for it. We examine a fundamental matrix property namely orthonormality that ensures the correctness of compressive sensing. We find that induced matrices of existing algorithms fail to be orthonormal.

- We study the common approaches to build sketch algorithms from a perspective of matrix analysis. We analyze the impact of these approaches on the orthonormality of their induced matrices. We reveal the limitations of existing algorithms when combining with compressive sensing.
- We design two new algorithms that efficiently utilize the common approaches to embrace compressive sensing seamlessly. The two algorithms target suitability to compressive sensing to achieve nearly-zero errors, while prior algorithms provide only coarse-grained error bounds. Further, their design choices can be interpreted by matrix analysis, while existing algorithms are built on statistical analysis or empirical observations on hash conflicts. To our best knowledge, both the two aspects are never explored before.
- We implement our proposed algorithms atop both OpenVSwitch [62] and P4 [63]. Our evaluation results demonstrate that our algorithms achieve less than 0.1% relative error for more than 99.72% flows, while incurring zero false negatives and zero false positives, while consuming limited resources compared to state-of-the-art algorithms. We release our source code at https://github.com/N2-Sys/NZE-Sketch.

2 Problem

2.1 Sketch-based Flow Monitoring

We follow the line of approximate flow-level measurement [4, 35, 37, 49, 53, 54, 80, 82]. Flow-level monitoring defines a flow as a sequence of packets with the same flow ID, and computes its flow values based on the packet sequence. We focus on sketch algorithms that outperform sampling in accuracy [49] and hence have been extensively used in flow monitoring. A sketch algorithm records information of every packet in a compact data structure, so as to achieve high accuracy yet be readily deployed in commodity measurement points.

In a nutshell, a sketch algorithm comprises a collection of counters. It supports two operations: update and query. The update operation is performed in the data plane. For each packet, it selects several counters with hash functions and updates the selected counters to reflect the changes of flow values. The query operation is invoked by the control plane. The control plane periodically collects sketch structures from each measurement point, and performs the query operation to extract flow IDs and flow values from the structure.

Sketch algorithms allow a small but bounded accuracy drop to reduce resource overheads. Specifically, in a sketch algorithm, a counter is typically shared by multiple flows, which inevitably incurs some errors due to flow conflicts. Each sketch algorithm mitigates the errors with its specific algorithmic design. Backed by sound mathematical analysis, sketch algorithms usually provide theoretical bounds on the errors.

2.2 Limitation

However, the theoretical guarantees provisioned by existing sketch algorithms are limited. Existing algorithms are typically designed to provide guarantees for specific flows (e.g., heavy hitters [8, 19, 25, 68] or super-spreaders [84]) and/or aggregated flow statistics (e.g., cardinality [28] or traffic distribution [46]). With regard to the specific scope, it is sufficient for a sketch algorithm to mitigate the overall hash conflicts only because bounding per-flow error is not a primary goal. Nonetheless, when extending an algorithm to the entire network traffic, the derived bounds are too coarse-grained to work for all flows. This leads to a considerable gap between theoretical analysis and practical results: only a small portion of flows actually benefit from the theoretical bounds, while the remaining flows still exhibit poor accuracy.

We consider an example of CountMin [20] to illustrate it. A CountMin sketch consists of $r$ rows, each of which has $w$ counters. When applying it to count per-flow bytes, it guarantees that the per-flow counting error is at most $\frac{w}{r}$ with a high probability $1 - \frac{1}{r^2}$, where $U$ is the total byte count of all flows. Now we consider an interval with $U = 10$ GB traffic, and configure $w = 10^3$ and a sufficiently large $r$ such that the probability $1 - \frac{1}{r^2}$ is close to one. In this case, the error bound is around 210 KB. For extremely large flows, such a bound guarantees a small error (e.g., <2% relative error for a flow of 10 MB). However, the error is awfully huge for small flows whose byte counts are below the bound. Given the heavy-tailed traffic distribution, most flows are small. Thus, most flows suffer from low accuracy due to the loose bound.

We justify this observation via trace-driven experiments. We consider 11 sketch algorithms for per-flow packet counting: Counting Bloom Filter (CBF) [27], CountMin (CM) [20], CountSketch (CS) [15], Deltoid (DT) [19], ElasticSketch (ES) [80], FlowRadar (FR) [49], NitroSketch (NS) [53], RevSketch (RS) [68], SeqHash (SH) [8], SketchLearn (SL) [37], and UnivMon (UM) [54]. We use Caida [9] traces and partition our traces in two 2-second intervals where each interval contains 100 K flows. We employ two configurations for each algorithm: one with 10 MB memory that is around the maxi-
mum available memory in commodity switches [43, 56], and the other with 100 MB that indicates an ideal scenario that has plenty of memory resources. We set parameters as suggested in the original papers. Figure 1 presents the fractions of flows whose per-flow error is below 10% and 50%. With 10 MB, less than half flows can reach a per-flow error below 10% in most algorithms. The low accuracy is caused by the serious hash conflicts in these sketches. With 100 MB, the overall accuracy is improved. However, such huge memory consumption is not affordable in commodity switches.

3 Overview

Goals. We explore the methodology to design NZE sketch algorithms. Specifically, we expect that: (1) flow IDs are extracted with a negligible error probability (e.g., both false positive rate and false negative rate are below 0.01%), and (2) per-flow error is small (e.g., \(<0.1\%\) for almost all (e.g., \(>99\%\)) flows. At the same time, we also aim to limit the resource usage such that the algorithms can be readily deployed.

The NZE monitoring forms the basis for various flow statistics, such as flow cardinality [28], super-spreaders and DDoS victims [30, 86], heavy hitters/changes [45], flow distributions [46], and entropy [34]. For each type of statistics, a lot of specific algorithms have been proposed. However, to our best knowledge, none of existing algorithms provide comprehensive and strict accuracy guarantees for all flows. Prior studies advocate that: (1) it is sufficient to address large flows, and (2) approximate monitoring is acceptable. Nevertheless, NZE monitoring for even small flows greatly benefits network management. For example, single-packet TCP flows typically indicate unsuccessful connection attempts, caused by DDoS attacks, service crashes, or software bugs. Without accurate monitoring for small flows, it is difficult to rapidly react to such events. On the other hand, NZE monitoring allows administrators to deal with the reported anomalies without concerns on false alarms or undetected events.

Key idea. Our study addresses three questions. (1) Is NZE monitoring theoretically feasible? (2) What are the key factors to achieve NZE monitoring? (3) How do the key factors be efficiently realized in practice?

To answer these questions, we base our work on compressive sensing [11–13, 24]. Compressive sensing is a signal processing technique that acquires high-dimensional signals with limited resources. Classical compressive sensing has two procedures. The sensing procedure records a signal by multiplying the signal with a matrix, while the recovery procedure reconstructs the signal with an optimization-based approach. We exploit compressive sensing in two aspects:

- We aim to incorporate the optimization-based recovery of compressive sensing to achieve near-zero errors. This is motivated by the sound theoretical guarantees provisioned by compressive sensing on its overheads and correctness.

It has been demonstrated that the optimization-based approach can recover signals nearly perfectly in many areas such as image compression [11, 12]. Thus, similar results are expected if we regard flow values as signals.

- We also leverage compressive sensing to guide the design of NZE sketch. Here, compressive sensing serves as a general framework to study various sketch algorithms. In particular, compressive sensing exhibits the same mathematical form as sketch algorithms: prior works [18, 21, 55] show that sketch algorithms can be viewed as variants of compressive sensing. Even though each sketch algorithm exhibits its unique design that is quite different from classical compressive sensing, it can be formulated by a matrix (§4.3) and analyzed via matrix analysis.

Assumptions. Our study makes two assumptions. First, network traffic is sparse. By sparsity, we mean that even though there are enormous possible flows (e.g., \(2^{64}\) possible 2-tuple flows), the number of active flows is much smaller. This assumption has been justified in many measurement studies [5, 66] and utilized in various recent works [35, 83]. Second, we assume that a sketch algorithm contains a linear part in which each counter is updated linearly by a packet. Previous studies [18, 21] show that basic sketch algorithms, including CM, CS, and CBF, are linear structures; while we observe that many other sketches (e.g., UM, FR, ES, and SL) are built atop these basic sketches. We discuss how to handle the non-linear portion of a sketch in §4.3.

Workflow. Figure 2 outlines the workflow of our study.

- Feasibility analysis (§4): We investigate the feasibility of applying compressive sensing to flow monitoring. We consider two methods. The first method directly adopts classical compressive sensing, including its sensing and recovery procedures. The second method employs sketch algorithms to record per-packet information (referred to as sketch-based sensing). Then it formulates each sketch algorithm as a matrix and invokes the optimization-based recovery of classical compressive sensing. However, we find that the first method suffers from a scalability problem, while the second method has very low accuracy. This motivates us to dive into the fundamental theory of compressive sensing and design new algorithms.

- Root cause analysis (§5): We examine the root cause that leads to the poor accuracy when combining sketch-based
sensing with the optimization-based recovery. Our study compares the matrices formulated by sketch algorithms with those in classical compressive sensing. We address a critical matrix property orthonormality (§1) that ensures the correctness of classical compressive sensing. Our benchmark experiments show that the matrices formulated by sketch algorithms lack sufficient orthonormality.

• Common approach analysis (§6): We identify common approaches to improve matrix orthonormality for sketch algorithms. Even though the approaches are also used in existing algorithms, we revisit these approaches in a novel methodology of matrix analysis. We group the approaches into four classes. For each class, we theoretically analyze the impact on matrix orthonormality. We also perform benchmark experiments to validate our analysis. Our analysis points out that the current utilization of these approaches is not efficient to combine with the optimization-based recovery of compressive sensing.

• Algorithm design (§7): We propose two algorithms that seamlessly combine sketch with the compressive sensing recovery. Based on the results of common approach analysis, we select appropriate approaches and efficiently integrate them to form the data plane of the two algorithms. Each design choice can be fully interpreted by matrix analysis. In the control plane, the two algorithms recover flow IDs and flow values by solving an optimization problem.

Discussion. Some recent studies have also applied compressive sensing in network measurement [7, 16, 21, 35, 44, 83]. However, they focus on recovering missing values in specific scenarios such as traffic matrices [16, 83] or network tomography [7]. In contrast, we utilize compressive sensing to (i) comprehensively dissect sketch algorithms, and (ii) guide the full design of NZE sketch.

Note that there are numerous variants of compressive sensing that reconstruct signals in different manners (e.g., LASSO [47] or using L_0 norm). In this paper, we focus on the original reconstruction approach that is based on matrix orthonormality [11, 12], given their simplicity and sound guarantees.

4 Feasibility Analysis

We introduce the fundamental concepts of compressive sensing in §4.1. Then we study two methods that apply compressive sensing to flow monitoring in §4.2 and §4.3, respectively.
the classical methods in §4.2 and formulate sketch algorithms using compressive sensing in §4.3.

4.2 Method 1: Classical Sensing

Accuracy. We first consider a method that directly utilizes classical sensing matrix $\Phi$. We evaluate the accuracy of the classical sensing method via experiments with the same setup as that in §2.2. We employ four types of commonly used sensing matrices $\Phi$: (1) Gaussian Matrix (GM) [75], (2) Bernoulli Matrix (BM) [12], (3) Incoherence Matrix (IM) [12], and (4) Fourier Matrix (FM) [12]. To reconstruct $\hat{x}$, we leverage two algorithms: the $L_1$ minimization approach that solves the optimization problem with the simplex method [22], and a greedy algorithm named Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [64]. The four types of sensing matrices and two recovery algorithms produce eight approaches in total. The results show that all the eight approaches can recover flow IDs and flow values perfectly: zero false positives, zero false negatives, and zero per-flow error. Our results show that 400 KB memory is sufficient to achieve perfect recovery, which is much smaller than sketch algorithms (§2.2). The detailed accuracy trend with different memory settings is in Table 3 in Appendix.

Scalability problem. However, the classical sensing method suffers from a scalability problem. The classical sensing matrices are dense matrices in which all elements are non-zero. Thus, each packet needs to update $m$ (above $10^5$) counters in $\hat{y}$. This is infeasible for commodity devices. In software switches, updating so many counters fails to keep pace with packet streams with the slow CPUs. In hardware switches, updating so many counters fails to keep pace with the available computational units. Thus, classical sensing can only accommodate limited flows.

Note that the scalability problem does not occur in other compressive sensing applications in which $\hat{x}$ does not vary (e.g., image compression). In those scenarios, $\hat{y}$ is computed only once using the constant $\bar{x}$.

4.3 Method 2: Sketch-based Sensing

Matrix formulation. Sketch algorithms incur limited per-packet operations, which address the scalability problem in §4.2. We follow prior studies [18, 21] that regard sketch as linear mapping and formulate it in the form of $\hat{y} = \Phi \bar{x}$. Let $m$ be the number of linear counters. For $\hat{y}$, we index the $m$ counters and stack them as a vector $\hat{y}$ of length $m$. For $\Phi$, we form $\Phi$ with $m$ rows and $n$ columns, where each column represents a flow while each row represents one counter in $\hat{y}$. Each element $\Phi_{i,j}$ implies that the counter $y_j$ is incremented by $\Phi_{i,j}$ if the value $x_i$ of flow $j$ changes by one.

Examples. We present an example of CountMin in Figure 4. We consider four flows, i.e., $\bar{x}$ has its length $n=4$. We employ two rows and configure three counters in each row in the sketch. Hence, $\hat{y}$ has length $m = 6$. In each row, a packet $(k, v)$ selects one counter with a hash function and increments it by $v$. Thus, we have $\Phi_{i,k} = 1$ if flow $k$ is hashed to counter $i$, and $\Phi_{i,k} = 0$ otherwise. For each more flow, we may add a column to $\Phi$ and derive the column elements in the same method. We present more examples in Appendix.

Nonlinear structures. Not all components in a sketch are linear mapping. These components cannot be formulated by matrices. For example, FlowRadar maintains a set of counters that encode flow IDs via XOR operations [49]. We do not incorporate such nonlinear components in the optimization problem when reconstructing $\hat{x}$. Instead, we employ them to verify the correctness of the reconstructed $\hat{x}$. Specifically, we recompute these nonlinear structures with the reconstructed $\hat{x}$ and compare them with the original ones. For example, in FlowRadar, we encode all recovered flow IDs via the same XOR operations. We compare the new encoded results with the original XOR results to validate the correctness.

Results. We evaluate the sketch-based sensing method. We consider the sketch algorithms in §2.2. For each algorithm, we perform both $L_1$ minimization and OMP for the recovery. We employ two memory configurations: one with the same amount of memory as classical sensing, and the other with 10× memory. Figure 5 presents the ratio of flows whose error is below 50%. We see that even with 10× memory, all algorithms suffer from extremely low accuracy when using the optimization-based recovery. The results are even worse than those using their original query operations (see §2.2). The reason is that the matrices derived from existing sketch algorithms do not exhibit the required properties of compressive sensing although they exhibit the same form (see §5). This suggests us to explore new methods to boost sketch-based sensing to embrace compressive sensing, provided by the extensive study on the accuracy of compressive sensing [11–13, 24].

5 Root Causes

We examine the root cause of the poor accuracy in §4.3. Our methodology is to examine whether key properties of classical
sensing hold in sketch-based sensing.

**Key properties.** Compressive sensing guarantees its correctness by two properties: the sparsity of \( \vec{x} \) and the orthonormality of \( \Phi \). Specifically, any orthonormal matrix \( \Phi \) preserves the norms (and hence differences) for sparse vectors: given arbitrary two different sparse vectors \( \vec{x}_1 \) and \( \vec{x}_2 \), their mappings under matrix \( \Phi \) (i.e., \( \Phi \vec{x}_1 \) and \( \Phi \vec{x}_2 \)) remain distinct. Thus, when a sparse vector \( \vec{x}^* \) that satisfies \( \Phi \vec{x}^* = \vec{y} \) is found, it is must be equal to the desired \( \vec{x} \) (otherwise two different vectors \( \vec{x}^* \) and \( \vec{x} \) have the same mapping, which compromises the property of the orthonormal matrix \( \Phi \)) [12]. Since \( \vec{x} \) is already sparse (§3), we only address whether \( \Phi \) is orthonormal.

**Orthogonal matrix and RIP.** Unfortunately, orthonormality cannot hold in \( \Phi \), because an orthonormal matrix is requires to be a square matrix, but the number of rows is smaller than the number of columns in \( \Phi \). Compressive sensing deals with this issue with a notion of restricted isometry property (RIP) [10], which serves as an approximation of being fully orthonormal. RIP characterizes the extent to which \( \Phi \) preserves the norm of sparse signals.

At a high level, for any sparse vector \( \vec{x} \), \( \Phi \vec{x} \) is its mapping under the matrix \( \Phi \). If \( \Phi \) is highly orthonormal, the norm of \( \Phi \vec{x} \) (denoted by \( \| \Phi \vec{x} \|_2 \)) must be close to that of \( \vec{x} \) (denoted by \( \| \vec{x} \|_2 \)). Therefore, RIP evaluates the difference between \( \| \vec{x} \|_2 \) and \( \| \Phi \vec{x} \|_2 \). Since \( \Phi \) should work for an arbitrary sparse vector \( \vec{x} \), RIP is calculated as a sequence of isometry constants \( \delta_S \). Each \( \delta_S \) in the sequence is the maximum relative difference between the norms of \( \Phi \vec{x} \) and \( \vec{x} \) among all \( S \)-sparse signals:

\[
\delta_S = \sup \left\{ \frac{\| \Phi \vec{x} \|_2 - \| \vec{x} \|_2}{\| \vec{x} \|_2} \right\} \text{ for any } S \text{-Sparse } \vec{x} \tag{3}
\]

**Benchmark results.** We measure the RIP of both classical and sketch-based sensing matrices (§4.2) and the matrices induced by sketch algorithms (§4.3). We present RIP as \( \delta_S \), the isometry constant for \( S \)-sparse vectors, where \( S \) is the number of actual flows in each interval. Figure 6 shows that classical sensing matrices have RIP below 0.3. In contrast, RIP is above 120 in all sketch-induced matrices. The large RIPs degrade the efficiency of compressive sensing reconstruction.

### 6 Common Approach Analysis

We examine common approaches in general sketch design. Based on their impacts on matrix orthonormality, we categorize the approaches into four classes. For each class, we analyze its matrix property and use RIP as the metric to quantify the effectiveness. Although some approaches have been used in existing sketch algorithms (see Table 1), we study them from novel perspectives. First, we target the suitability of these approaches to compressive sensing, while existing algorithms study them for specific purposes. Second, we quantify the efficiency of these approaches via matrix analysis, while previous algorithms address probabilistic error bounds.

#### 6.1 Class 1 (C1): Fractional Elements

**Matrix analysis.** We observe that elements in sketch-based sensing matrices are integers, which leads to the norm of matrix columns above one. However, an orthonormal matrix requires column vectors with norm one. Thus, the first class is to employ fractional matrix elements whose values are less than one, such as to reduce the norm of each column.

**Benchmark results.** Figure 7(a) evaluates the impact of fractional elements in existing sketch algorithms. For a sketch, we replace each element with a randomized value \( 1/\sqrt{S} + \sigma \), where \( \sigma \) is sampled from a Gaussian distribution with its mean equal to zero. Thus the mean of elements in the ma-
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### Table 1: Common approaches in sketch algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>C1 (Fractional)</th>
<th>C2 (Adding rows)</th>
<th>C3 (Clearing columns)</th>
<th>C4 (Matrix decomposition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>C1</strong></td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Multiple CM instances</td>
<td>Flow extraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C2</strong></td>
<td>Multiple CM instances</td>
<td>Bloom Filter</td>
<td>Flow extraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C3</strong></td>
<td>Multiple CM instances</td>
<td>Flow extraction</td>
<td>Flow extraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C4</strong></td>
<td>Multiple CM instances</td>
<td>Flow extraction</td>
<td>Flow extraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

![Figure 7(a): C1: Fractional elements](image)
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![Figure 7(b): C2: Adding rows](image)
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![Figure 7(c): C3: Clearing columns](image)
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![Figure 7(d): C4: Matrix decomposition](image)
Matrix analysis. The second class is to add more rows to the matrix $\Phi$. Ideally, two columns are orthonormal if and only if their nonzero elements occur in different positions. This implies that the two flows have no conflicts in all counters. Since each counter contributes one row in $\Phi$ (§4.3), adding rows means to configure more counters to reduce flow conflicts. Hence, column vectors become more orthonormal.

Approaches. In addition to simply allocating more counters to a single sketch, a common approach is to use multiple instances of sketch structures. For instance, FlowRadar [49] contains two Bloom Filters; UnivMon [54] employs multiple CS instances and filters flows for each instance; Deltoid [19] and SketchLearn [37] maintain multiple CM instances while each instance is updated based on the bits of flow IDs.

Benchmark results. Figure 7(b) shows RIP with respect to various number of sketch instances. We consider three commonly used basic sketch algorithms: CM, CS, and CBF. We see that the RIP decreases as the number of instances grows. With 64 instances, RIP is reduced by nearly 75%.

Limitation. However, the resulting RIP is still much higher than that of classical sensing matrices (§5). Although we can further reduce RIP with more instances, adding instances consumes more memory. It also incurs excessive usage of computational resources to update multiple instances.

6.3 Class 3 (C3): Clearing Columns

Matrix analysis. The third class is to clear elements of some columns. Recall that a column indicates the contribution of an unknown variable (§4.3). Clearing one column means to exclude a variable, which simplifies the optimization problem and hence improves accuracy.

Approaches. Identifying columns that can be cleared is equivalent to detecting flow IDs that never occur, such that discarding the flows does not compromise the results. Two approaches can track flow IDs in existing algorithms.

• Heap: CountMin [20], UnivMon [54] and NitroSketch [53] use a heap to store flow IDs whose flow values satisfy specific conditions (e.g., above a pre-defined threshold).

• Bloom Filter: Bloom Filter records Flow IDs compactly with bit arrays. An example is FlowRadar [49] that uses Bloom Filter to avoid duplicate flow IDs.

Benchmark results. Figure 7(c) measures how RIP varies as the ratio of cleared useless columns. Due to the interest of space, we present three sketches here and put the remaining results in Appendix. With no columns cleared, RIP is above 120 for all the three sketch algorithms. RIP significantly decreases as the number of cleared columns grows. It becomes 6 when all useless columns are cleared.

Limitation. However, tracking all Flow IDs with existing approaches is bounded by resource restrictions in switches. For the heap-based approach, per-flow tracking is infeasible due to the memory usage of heap. For BF, since it only examines the occurrence of flow IDs, extra resources are needed to store flow IDs (e.g., XOR arrays in FlowRadar [49]). For the controller-based approach, it needs careful design to avoid bandwidth exhaustion.

6.4 Class 4 (C4): Matrix Decomposition

Matrix analysis. The final class decomposes $\Phi$ as the sum of several component matrices. The decomposition distributes non-zero elements in $\Phi$ into different components. Thus, their conflicts are alleviated and hence each component becomes more likely to be orthonormal.

Approaches. There are two possible approaches to distribute flows and hence decompose matrix $\Phi$.

• Traffic splitting: Traffic splitting employs multiple algorithmic parts in the data plane and splits traffic into different parts. Each part can produce a component matrix individually. For example, SketchVisor [35] maintains a fast path and a normal path, and directs traffic into either path based on real-time workloads. ElasticSketch [80] consists of a heavy part and a light part: traffic that is evicted from the heavy part enters the light part.

• Flow extraction: We can also form a component matrix by extracting flows from the sketch structure. These algorithms usually embed specific features in the sketch structures for the extraction. For example, FlowRadar [49] estimates the number of distinct flows in each counter (i.e., a row in $\Phi$) and iteratively extracts from the counters with exactly one flow. Deltoid [19] and SketchLearn [37] extract from rows with large corresponding flow values.
7 New Algorithms

Motivation. §6 points out that existing algorithms fail to produce highly orthonormal matrices. The key issue is that they are not tailored for compressive sensing. On the one hand, the four classes C1-C4 are not realized efficiently. On the other hand, they do not collectively combine the approaches for compressive sensing. Thus, we need new algorithms that realize and combine the common approaches more efficiently.

Design choices. To better embrace compressive sensing, we examine each class in §6 to employ appropriate approaches to combine with compressive sensing.

• C1: As both sampling and conservative updates are hard to formulate, we realize a novel method of fractional updates. Specifically, for a packet \((k, v)\), we use an additional hash function \(g(\cdot)\) to change its value from \(v\) to \(v \cdot g(k)\). Here, \(g(\cdot)\) generates a value with its mean equal to \(1/\sqrt{r}\) where \(r\) is the number of rows in the sketch. Thus, the expected norm of column vectors is reduced to one.

• C2: We discard C2 because of its excessive resource usage.

• C3: We employ a control-based approach to enhance Bloom Filter. Specifically, we store flow IDs in the controller. Since the controller has enough memory, the flow IDs can be recorded with zero errors. To reduce bandwidth usage, we employ a Bloom Filter to eliminate duplicate transfers.

• C4: We separate large flows as key-value pairs and small flows in the sketch with fractional values (referred to as fractional sketch). It has been proved that such separation can be realized with limited overheads \([35, 71, 80]\). To make each decomposed component matrix highly orthonormal, we also leverage the controller to steer the traffic in key-value pairs and the fractional sketch.

In summary, we maintain three types of components in the data plane: (1) key-value pairs to track large flows, (2) fractional-valued sketch to record small flows and (3) a Bloom Filter. We propose two algorithms that combine them in different manners. The first algorithm SeqSketch arranges the components sequentially, while the second algorithm EmbedSketch embeds the key-value table and Bloom Filter into the sketch arrays such that key-value pairs can be extracted from sketch buckets. SeqSketch consumes less memory, while EmbedSketch needs fewer computational units. Network administrators can select the more suitable algorithm based on their resource budget.

7.1 SeqSketch

Data structure. Figure 8 presents an overview of SeqSketch. SeqSketch organizes its key-value pairs in a hash table \(H\), and employs a forwarder to connect the hash table, Bloom Filter \(BF\) and fractional sketch \(FS\). Every packet first enters the hash table \(H\). Each tuple in \(H\) has three fields to identify large flows: apart from flow ID \(f\), two counters \(c\) and \(d\) record flow values belonging and not belonging to \(f\), respectively. The hash table evicts records of potential small flows based on the two counters when conflicts occur. The forwarder transfers an evicted record if it is a new flow, or sends it to the fractional sketch. It uses the Bloom Filter to record all occurred flows and examine new flows. The eviction is cheap because it incurs limited operations for each evicted record. Given the heavy-tailed distribution of network traffic, the hash table \(H\) absorbs a large portion of traffic, which alleviates the memory usage of \(BF\) and \(FS\). Thus, SeqSketch is memory efficient.

Data plane. Algorithm 1 outlines how SeqSketch processes...
a packet. When a packet \((k, v)\) arrives, we first compute its position in the hash table \(H\) (Line 2). If its hashed entry is empty, a new record is created for this packet (Lines 3-4). If the entry already exists, there are two cases. First, if the existing entry has the same ID as the packet, the counter \(c\) is incremented (Lines 5-6). Otherwise, EmbedSketch evicts the flow record of \(k\) (Lines 9-11) or the packet \((f, v)\) (Lines 9-18). When \(d\) is larger than \(c\), we send the record to the controller (Line 10), and insert a flow record for \(k\) (Line 11). Otherwise, we evict \((k, v)\) to \(FS\) (Line 13-15). In this case, the forwarder queries its Bloom Filter to examine whether the flow ID appears before. If it is a new flow, the ID is also forwarded to the controller (Line 16-18).

Example. Figure 9 presents an example with two buckets in \(H\). \(H\) directly inserts the first two packets \(p_1\) and \(p_2\) (Figure 9(b)). For the third packet \(p_3\), \(H\) maps it to \(H[1]\) that already records another flow \(f_2\). To deal with the conflict, \(H\) increments \(H[1.d]\). Since \(H[1.d]\) does not exceed \(H[1,c]\), \(p_3\) is delivered to \(FS\) and \(BF\). \(FS\) updates its counters with \(p_3\), while \(BF\) transfers its flow ID to the controller because it is a new flow (Figure 9(c)). Finally, \(p_4\) enters \(H\) and is also hashed to \(H[1]\). Since \(p_4\) does not belong to \(f_2\), \(H\) increments \(H[1.d]\) by one. Since \(H[1.d]\) exceeds \(H[1,c]\) (Figure 9(d)), we evict \(H[1]\) and insert \(p_4\) (Figure 9(e)).

Control plane. We recover flow IDs and flow values by formulating an optimization problem. There are three portions of traffic: that in the hash table \(H\), that transferred to the controller, and that in \(FS\). Denote flow values in the three portions by \(\bar{x}_H\), \(\bar{x}_C\) and \(\bar{x}_S\), respectively. Since \(\bar{x}_H\) and \(\bar{x}_C\) can be obtained directly, we only need to solve \(\bar{x}_S\) by formulating the per-flow update of \(FS\) as \(\Phi\) and its counterparts as \(\vec{y}\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize:} & \quad \|\bar{x}_S\|_1, \\
\text{subject to:} & \quad \vec{y} = \Phi \bar{x}_S
\end{align*}
\]

Algorithm 2 EmbedSketch Data Plane

Input: Packet \((k, v)\)

1. function UPDATEBUCKET\((k, v, i, j)\)
2. \(V_{i,j} = V_{i,j} + g_i(k)\)
3. if \(f_{i,j}\) is empty then
4. \(f_{i,j} = k, c_{i,j} = v, d_{i,j} = 0\)
5. else if \(f_{i,j}\) is \(k\) then
6. \(c_{i,j} = c_{i,j} + v\)
7. else
8. \(d_{i,j} = d_{i,j} + v\)
9. if \(d_{i,j} > c_{i,j}\) then
10. Send \((f_{i,j}, c_{i,j})\) to controller
11. \(f_{i,j} = k, c_{i,j} = v, d_{i,j} = 0\)
12. else
13. if \(k \notin BF_{i,j}\) then
14. Send \(k\) to controller
15. Insert \(k\) to \(BF_{i,j}\)

16. procedure UPDATE\((k, v)\)
17. for row \(i = 1, 2, ..., r\) do
18. \(j = h_i(k)\)
19. UPDATEBUCKET\((k, v, i, j)\)

7.2 EmbedSketch

Data structure. Figure 10 depicts EmbedSketch. It maintains a sketch with \(r\) rows. Each row \(i\) has two hash functions \((h_i\) to select counters and \(g_i\) to generate fractional values) and \(w\) buckets. A bucket \((i, j)\) in EmbedSketch consists of: (i) a counter \(V_{i,j}\), which denotes the total values hashed to this bucket, (ii) \(f_{i,j}\), which denotes the flow ID of the candidate for the largest flow in the bucket, (iii) \(c_{i,j}\), which denotes the aggregated value of \(f\), (iv) \(d_{i,j}\), which denotes the total value of other flows in the bucket, and (v) a Bloom Filter \(B_{i,j}\) that records flow IDs in this bucket. Essentially, EmbedSketch distributes monitoring operations in its buckets. This mitigates per-bucket hash conflicts. Thus, one hash function in each bucket is sufficient (see §7.4).

Data plane. Algorithm 2 details how EmbedSketch processes a packet \((k, v)\). For each row \(i\), EmbedSketch computes a bucket with \(h_i(k)\) and updates the bucket (Lines 18-20). To update a bucket \((i, j)\), EmbedSketch first increments \(V_{i,j}\) by \(g_i(k)\cdot v\) (Line 2). If the existing candidate \(f_{i,j}\) equals to \(k\), \(c_{i,j}\) is also incremented (Lines 5-6). Otherwise, EmbedSketch increments \(d_{i,j}\) (Line 8) and determines to evict either \(f_{i,j}\) (Lines 9-11) or \(k\) (Lines 13-15). If \(f_{i,j}\) is evicted, a record \((f_{i,j}, c_{i,j})\) is transferred to the controller (Line 10). At the
We need to configure the three components: the fractional sketch (FS), the Bloom Filter (BF), and key-value pairs (KV).

**7.3 Parameters**

For FS, two rows are sufficient as our optimization-based recovery does not need many rows to achieve our goal of 1% error probability for flow ID extraction. For FS, we configure the Bloom Filter (BF) and key-value pairs (KV), following §7.3 to configure key-value pairs (KV).

**7.4 Evaluation**

**Experiment 1: Accuracy** (Figure 11). We compare the accuracy of SeqSketch and EmbedSketch (Ebd) with 11 concurrent configurations. Every algorithm is tested with the same amount of memory. We observe that EmbedSketch achieves a significant advantage over SeqSketch, especially when we allocate more memory. Recall §2.2.

**Experiment 2: Setup.** We implement both algorithms (Seq and EmbedSketch) and evaluate them via a trace-driven experiment. We use the CAIDA 2018 backbone trace and two data center traces. We present the results with 2-second intervals, as in Figures 1 and 2. We run both algorithms and compare their performance. We find that SeqSketch is more accurate than EmbedSketch, especially when we allocate more memory. However, EmbedSketch achieves a significant advantage in terms of memory and processing time.

**Control plane.** We form a two-layer approach. We evaluate each algorithm on a local testbed. We use a new BF with updates $B_i$ to include $k_i$. If we keep the same bit distribution, the EmbedSketch uses $k_i = 0$ (Line 11). Otherwise, if $k_i$ is evicted, the new $B_i$ is a new BF embedding $k_i$ around 10% (§2.2). We present the results with 2-second intervals, as in Figures 1 and 2. We run both algorithms and compare their performance. We find that EmbedSketch is more accurate than SeqSketch, especially when we allocate more memory. However, SeqSketch achieves a significant advantage in terms of memory and processing time.
(d) EmbedSketch w.r.t. BF size

---

**Table 2: (Experiment 3) Switch resource usage.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PHV (Bytes)</th>
<th>VLIW</th>
<th>ALU</th>
<th>Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ElasticSketch</td>
<td>163 (21.22%)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10 (83.33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlowRadar</td>
<td>134 (21.22%)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10 (83.33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SketchLearn</td>
<td>156 (20.31%)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8 (83.33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UnivMon</td>
<td>132 (17.19%)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeqSketch</td>
<td>151 (19.66%)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8 (66.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmbedSketch</td>
<td>137 (17.84%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8 (66.67%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 12: (Experiment 2) Robustness to various memory configurations.**

---

**Figure 13: (Experiment 4) Bandwidth usage.**

---

**Figure 14: (Experiment 5) Recovery time.**

---

each key-value pair occupies 16 bytes, which is $4 \times$ of a FS counter. Thus, KV consumes as $4 \times$ memory as $FS$. The root cause for different memory usage is that in SeqSketch, there are no duplicate flow IDs in the hash table, while a flow may be tracked multiple times in EmbedSketch.

**Experiment 3: Resource usage in Tofino (Table 2).** We compare SeqSketch and EmbedSketch with four state-of-the-art sketch algorithms. We consider four types of resources: stages, ALUs, and VLIW are used for updating sketch values, while PHV carries data across stages. We find that our algorithms consume fewer stages, ALUs, and VLIW than FR, SL, and UM. The reason is that the three algorithms need to update multiple instances (Table 1), while the components in our algorithms require only simple operations. SeqSketch incurs more resource usage than ES because it needs to update additional Bloom Filter and transfer flow records to the controller for evicted entries. EmbedSketch requires fewer resources than others because updating local structures is much simpler (e.g., fewer hash functions for BF).

**Experiment 4: Bandwidth usage (Figure 13).** We measure the ratio of incurred traffic to the traffic in a time interval. The incurred traffic compromises two parts: the evicted flow records and flow IDs during per-packet updates, and the transfer of the sketch at the end of each interval. We see that achieving NZE monitoring incurs less than 0.7% additional bandwidth consumption. Note that existing sketch algorithms only transfer the sketch structures. Although our algorithms additionally transfer flow IDs, the overall bandwidth usage remains limited for two reasons. First, the sketch structures are quite small. Second, we only send evicted flow records that aggregate a considerable number of packets to the controller. When an individual packet is evicted, it will be absorbed by $FS$. Further, $BF$ avoids duplicate transfers of flow IDs.

**Experiment 5: Recovery time (Figure 14).** We measure the recovery time for different number of flows. Currently, we use a single thread for recovery. The time is around 60 seconds in the worst case, which is much worse than sketch algorithms. We can optimize it by assigning recovery operations in different CPU cores. Recall that the time interval containing 100 K flows is around 2.5 seconds. Our 36-core server is sufficient...
to handle all recovery operations. Further, we can speed up with recent distributed machine learning architectures such as TensorFlow. Since solving optimization problem is not our focus, we leave it in the future work.

**Experiment 6: RIP (Figure 15).** We further examine the RIP of the two algorithms in Figure 15(a) and Figure 15(b), respectively. We observe that RIP remains below 3 in all cases, which is much smaller than that in existing algorithms (§6). The results reveal that SeqSketch and EmbedSketch produce highly orthonormal matrices, which lead to high accuracy when applying compressive sensing reconstruction.

**More results.** In Appendix, we also present the throughput in software (Experiment 7). We also present the complete accuracy results under different configurations.

### 7.5 Discussion

**Correctness.** The correctness of both SeqSketch and EmbedSketch can be derived from compressive sensing. Since we recover per-flow values with standard compressive sensing, the recovered results are close to the true values given the orthonormal matrices produced by the two algorithms (Experiment 3). We leave the formal proof in our future work.

**Comparison to existing algorithms.** Both the sequential design and embedding design have been used in prior algorithms. For example, ElasticSketch [80] evicts records from a hash table to a sketch; MV-Sketch [77] embeds heavy flows in buckets. Our algorithms are different in four aspects. First, our recovery is based on an optimization framework of compressive sensing. Second, we employ a fractional sketch that increments each counter by a fractional value. Third, we maintain a Bloom Filer to track all flow IDs. Finally, we leverage the controller to reduce the overheads in the data plane. With these design choices, our algorithms achieve near-zero errors.

### 8 Related Work

**Measurement algorithms.** Hash tables [1, 2, 52, 59] achieve zero errors but incur excessive resource usage. Some approximate techniques reduce memory usage by addressing only heavy hitters [4, 25, 33, 71]. Sampling techniques [14, 41, 69, 70, 74] selectively discard a portion of traffic to improve resource efficiency. Sketch algorithms [20, 36, 37, 49, 53, 54, 68, 80, 85] employ a compact structure in which multiple flows share a counter. These approximate algorithms usually provide theoretical guarantees to bound the incurred errors. However, the bounds are too loose to apply to all flows, leading to poor accuracy in practice (see §2).

**Compressive sensing for network measurement.** CounterBraids [55] demonstrates that sketch and compressive sensing are thematically related, but does not actually apply compressive sensing. [48] applies Least Linear Square method to reconstruct flow values from CountMin Sketch, but does not consider other sketch techniques. [21] shows that sketch algorithms can be formulated as a special kind of compressive sensing. [16, 44, 83] leverage compressive sensing to restore missing values in traffic matrices. [7] uses compressive sensing for tomography. SketchVisor [35] merges its two paths with compressive sensing. In contrast, this paper leverages compressive sensing for NZE monitoring.

### 9 Conclusion

This paper revisits the theoretical bounds provided by sketch algorithms. We observe that the bounds in existing algorithms are too loose to achieve high accuracy for all flows. We address this problem with compressive sensing. We formulate sketch algorithms as matrices and study their suitability to compressive sensing. The results guide us to design two new algorithms accordingly. The efficiency of the two algorithms demonstrates the power of our methodology. We expect that more algorithms can be designed in the future.
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\[ k = (k + 1) \mod 5 \]

\( (k, v) \)

\[ h_1(k) = g_1(k) \mod 3 \]
\[ h_2(k) = (g_2(k) + 1) \mod 3 \]

Figure 16: Matrix formulation of CS and CBF.

Appendix A: Sketch-based Sensing

Examples. Figure 16 presents another two examples of the sensing matrices for CS and CBF. As §4.3, we also consider four flows. Figure 16(a) shows a CountSketch (CS). CS has the same structure as CM. However, a packet \((k, v)\) increments its hashed counter in row \(i\) by \(g_i(k) \cdot v\), where \(g_i(k)\) is another function that maps a flow ID to \([-1, 1]\). Thus, \(\Phi(\Phi(k))\) is either 1 or -1 if flow \(k\) hits counter \(i\). Figure 16(b) presents a Bloom Filter. Note that the original Bloom Filter is not a linear mapping, because it maintains an array of bits and performs bitwise OR operations. We extend it to a Counting Bloom Filter (CBF) that replaces the bit array with a counter array. Each counter is updated by \(v\) for a packet \((k, v)\) hashed to it. Thus, we set \(\Phi(\Phi(k)) = 1\) if flow \(k\) hashes to counter \(i\).

Appendix B: Implementation

Software version. The software version integrates OpenVSwitch (OVS) [62]. We target two implementations of OVS: one resides in the kernel space, and the other bypasses the kernel via DPDK [23]. In each implementation, we intercept packets in the forwarding module. We put the packet headers in a region of shared memory. A dedicated thread reads the shared memory and updates the sketch (either SeqSketch or EmbedSketch) accordingly.

Hardware version. We implement the hardware version in P4 [63] and target PISA [6] switches. We place the data structures in switch registers, and invoke stateful ALUs to update register values for each packet. However, the limited memory access model of PISA raises two challenges. The first challenge is that each memory access can only manipulate at most 64-bit variables, but in our algorithms, we need to update more than 64 bits of data each time. Second, PISA partitions hardware resources into several stages, each of which is associated with its own ALUs and registers. An ALU can only access the registers belonging to its same stage.

To this end, we tailor SeqSketch and EmbedSketch to fit them into PISA switches. For the first challenge, we sepa-
Table 3: Compressive sensing results with different memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Recovery</th>
<th>Memory (KB)</th>
<th>&lt;1e-1</th>
<th>&lt;1e-2</th>
<th>&lt;1e-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.01%</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
<td>1.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>OMP</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.94%</td>
<td>1.62%</td>
<td>1.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26.25%</td>
<td>26.25%</td>
<td>26.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>52.50%</td>
<td>52.50%</td>
<td>52.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>78.76%</td>
<td>78.76%</td>
<td>78.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>14.81%</td>
<td>14.23%</td>
<td>14.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>OMP</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.94%</td>
<td>1.59%</td>
<td>1.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>OMP</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.90%</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>1.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.98%</td>
<td>1.62%</td>
<td>1.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM</td>
<td>OMP</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.98%</td>
<td>1.62%</td>
<td>1.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM</td>
<td>OMP</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Theoretical configurations of exiting algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>CU Sketch</th>
<th>Delise</th>
<th>ElasticSketch</th>
<th>FlowRadar</th>
<th>NutiSketch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory (KB)</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>32500</td>
<td>4438</td>
<td>2115</td>
<td>32672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>RevSketch</td>
<td>SeqHash</td>
<td>SketchLearn</td>
<td>SketchVisor</td>
<td>UnivMon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory (KB)</td>
<td>58594</td>
<td>32500</td>
<td>32500</td>
<td>2123</td>
<td>32672</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: SeqSketch under different epoch lengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch Length (s)</th>
<th>1s</th>
<th>2s</th>
<th>5s</th>
<th>10s</th>
<th>25s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Memory (KB)</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3360</td>
<td>6720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV Memory (KB)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF Memory (KB)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS Memory (KB)</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>5120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt;1e-1)</td>
<td>98.80%</td>
<td>98.51%</td>
<td>98.07%</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt;1e-2)</td>
<td>98.78%</td>
<td>98.48%</td>
<td>98.04%</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt;1e-3)</td>
<td>98.77%</td>
<td>98.48%</td>
<td>98.03%</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall (%)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth Overhead</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: EmbedSketch under different epoch lengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch Length (s)</th>
<th>1s</th>
<th>2s</th>
<th>5s</th>
<th>10s</th>
<th>25s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Memory (KB)</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>5184</td>
<td>7776</td>
<td>12960</td>
<td>25920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF Memory (KB)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS Memory (KB)</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>5120</td>
<td>7680</td>
<td>12800</td>
<td>25600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt;1e-1)</td>
<td>98.62%</td>
<td>98.34%</td>
<td>98.46%</td>
<td>98.39%</td>
<td>98.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt;5e-2)</td>
<td>98.55%</td>
<td>99.30%</td>
<td>98.38%</td>
<td>98.30%</td>
<td>98.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt;1e-2)</td>
<td>98.51%</td>
<td>99.26%</td>
<td>98.32%</td>
<td>98.23%</td>
<td>98.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt;1e-3)</td>
<td>98.50%</td>
<td>99.25%</td>
<td>98.31%</td>
<td>98.22%</td>
<td>98.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall (%)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth Overhead</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix C: more experiments

Experiment 7: Throughput in software switches (Figure 17). We measure the throughput of the two algorithms.
Table 7: SeqSketch configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Memory (KB)</th>
<th>KV Memory (KB)</th>
<th>BF Memory (KB)</th>
<th>FS Memory (KB)</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>Bandwidth Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>544</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>37.87%</td>
<td>37.28%</td>
<td>36.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>81.46%</td>
<td>80.80%</td>
<td>80.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>576</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>43.08%</td>
<td>42.15%</td>
<td>41.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>832</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>96.78%</td>
<td>96.66%</td>
<td>96.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1088</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>98.28%</td>
<td>98.21%</td>
<td>98.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>98.89%</td>
<td>98.86%</td>
<td>98.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>99.04%</td>
<td>99.01%</td>
<td>98.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>59.61%</td>
<td>58.19%</td>
<td>57.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>99.63%</td>
<td>99.61%</td>
<td>99.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1152</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>99.83%</td>
<td>99.82%</td>
<td>99.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>99.90%</td>
<td>99.90%</td>
<td>99.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1664</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>99.90%</td>
<td>99.90%</td>
<td>99.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>768</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>60.12%</td>
<td>58.72%</td>
<td>57.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1280</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1536</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>54.65%</td>
<td>53.99%</td>
<td>53.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1056</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>95.01%</td>
<td>94.87%</td>
<td>94.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>98.92%</td>
<td>98.89%</td>
<td>98.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1672</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>99.38%</td>
<td>99.37%</td>
<td>99.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>80.63%</td>
<td>79.98%</td>
<td>79.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1152</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>99.88%</td>
<td>99.88%</td>
<td>99.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>98.92%</td>
<td>98.89%</td>
<td>98.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1760</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>88.02%</td>
<td>87.58%</td>
<td>87.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1280</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1536</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1152</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>99.88%</td>
<td>99.88%</td>
<td>99.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1536</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>98.92%</td>
<td>98.89%</td>
<td>98.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1536</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2304</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2560</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2304</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2560</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8: EmbedSketch configurations.
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Total Memory (KB)

BF Memory (KB)

FS Memory (KB)

(<1e-1)

(<5e-2)

(<1e-2)

(<1e-3)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

Bandwidth Overhead

1568

32

1536

72.26%

71.70%

71.21%

71.13%

100

87

0.205%

2080

32

2048

85.62%

85.12%

84.73%

84.67%

100

94

0.259%

2592

32

2560

91.87%

91.63%

91.40%

91.35%

100

97

0.315%

4128

32

4096

97.81%

97.72%

97.64%

97.63%

100

99

0.484%

1600

64

1536

82.09%

81.34%

80.73%

80.62%

100

94

0.21%

2112

64

2048

90.61%

90.37%

90.13%

90.09%

100

96

0.264%

2624

64

2560

95.76%

95.62%

95.51%

95.49%

100

98

0.318%

4160

64

4096

98.14%

98.07%

98.00%

97.99%

100

99

0.485%

1664

128

1536

88.48%

87.80%

87.17%

87.06%

100

98

0.214%

2176

128

2048

94.95%

94.75%

94.53%

94.50%

100

98

0.266%

2688

128

2560

98.51%

98.47%

98.43%

98.41%

100

99

0.32%

4224

128

4096

99.82%

99.81%

99.81%

99.80%

100

00

0.487%

1792

256

1536

89.02%

88.35%

87.70%

87.59%

100

98

0.214%

2048

256

1792

93.83%

93.45%

93.06%

93.00%

100

99

0.24%

2304

256

2048

97.47%

97.31%

97.12%

97.10%

100

100

0.267%

2560

256

2304

99.16%

99.09%

99.03%

99.02%

100

100

0.294%

2816

256

2560

99.75%

99.74%

99.72%

99.72%

100

100

0.321%

3072

256

2816

99.97%

99.97%

99.97%

99.97%

100

100

0.348%

4352

256

4096

100%

100%

100%

100%

100

100

0.487%

2048

512

1536

88.92%

88.24%

87.59%

87.48%

100

98

0.214%

2304

512

1792

93.78%

93.40%

93.02%

92.95%

100

100

0.240%

2560

512

2048

97.54%

97.38%

97.19%

97.17%

100

100

0.267%

2816

512

2304

99.10%

99.04%

98.97%

98.96%

100

100

0.294%

3072

512

2560

99.84%

99.83%

99.82%

99.82%

100

100

0.321%

3328

512

2816

100%

99.99%

99.99%

99.99%

100

100

0.348%

4068

512

4096

100%

100%

100%

100%

100

100

0.488%

2304

768

1536

88.92%

88.24%

87.59%

87.48%

100

98

0.213%

2560

768

1792

93.78%

93.39%

93.01%

92.95%

100

99

0.24%

2816

768

2048

97.54%

97.38%

97.19%

97.17%

100

100

0.267%

3072

768

2304

99.10%

99.03%

98.96%

98.96%

100

100

0.294%

3328

768

2560

99.84%

99.83%

99.82%

99.82%

100

100

0.321%

3584

768

2816

100%

100%

100%

100%

100

100

0.348%

2560

1024

1536

88.91%

88.24%

87.58%

87.47%

100

98

0.214%

2816

1024

1792

93.78%

93.40%

93.02%

92.95%

100

99

0.24%

3072

1024

2048

97.53%

97.37%

97.18%

97.16%

100

100

0.267%

3328

1024

2304

99.10%

99.03%

98.96%

98.96%

100

100

0.294%

3584

1024

2560

99.84%

99.83%

99.82%

99.82%

100

100

0.321%

3840

1024

2816

100%

100%

100%

100%

100

100

0.348%

2816

1280

1536

88.92%

88.24%

87.58%

87.47%

100

98

0.214%

3072

1280

1792

93.78%

93.40%

93.02%

92.95%

100

100

0.24%

3328

1280

2048

97.53%

97.37%

97.18%

97.16%

100

100

0.267%

3584

1280

2304

99.10%

99.03%

98.96%

98.96%

100

100

0.294%

3840

1280

2560

99.84%

99.83%

99.82%

99.82%

100

100

0.321%

4096

1280

2816

100%

100%

100%

100%

100

100

0.348%

3072

1536

1536

88.92%

88.24%

87.58%

87.47%

100

98

0.214%

3328

1536

1792

93.78%

93.40%

93.02%

92.95%

100

100

0.24%

3584

1536

2048

97.53%

97.37%

97.18%

97.16%

100

100

0.267%

3840

1536

2304

99.10%

99.03%

98.96%

98.96%

100

100

0.294%

4096

1536

2560

99.84%

99.83%

99.82%

99.82%

100

100

0.321%

4352

1536

2816

100%

100%

100%

100%

100

100

0.348%
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